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A NEW HISTORY OF PAINTiNG
IN ITALY

CHAPTER I

PIERO DELLA FRANCESCA

It is not by dwelling exclusively on the growth of the purely Florentine

school that we shall explain its development. Its ultimate perfection

was due to the wisdom with which all past and contemporary elements

of progress were assimilated and combined, from whatever quarter

they might originally proceed. The great laws of composition founded

on the models of Giotto, the plastic element made dominant by
the sculptors of the fifteenth century, the scientific perspective of

lines, wliich owed its grand impulse to Uccello, the more subtle one

of atmosphere which Masaccio mastered, the tasteful architecture

revived by Brunelleschi and Alberti, were summed up in a great

measure by the spirit and grasp of Domenico Ghirlandaio. The

changes in the use and apphcation of mediums carried out by the

Peselli and Baldovinetti, enlarged and extended by the Pollaiuoh,

gained a concrete value in Verrocchio. But the merit of these and

later artists owed much to the example of one who is not a Florentine,

though educated in his earliest years under the tuition of a master

formed on the pure Florentine models.

Pietro di Benedetto of the Franceschi,^ more commonly known
as Piero della Francesca, w^as born at Borgo San Sepolcro in Umbria,^

on the western face of the mountain chain wliich parts Tuscany from

the old duchy of Urbino and the States of the Church on the Adriatic

^ [SiGNOR Francesco Corazzini, in Appunti storici e filologici sulla valle

Tiberina toscana (Borgo San Sepolcro, 1874), established that Piero's father

was Benedetto del Franceschi, a family established for three generations in

Borgo San Sepolcro, seven of its members having been members of the Con-

siglio del Comune. Benedetto married Romana di Pierino di Carlo da Monterchi,
wlio was the mother of our Piero. Signor Gaetano ^Iilamesi, in the latest

edition of Vasari (Sansoni, 1878-82) has treated of the birth and descent of Piero

in full, and gives a genealogical tree of the family. He tells us that Piero's

father died ca. 1465, so that Vasari is probably wrong when he says Piero's

education was left to his mother. We know nothing of his early life and training
before he became the pupil of Domenico Veneziano.]

^
[Politically, Borgo San Sepolcro has long formed part of Tuscany].

in. A



2 HISTORY OF PAINTING IN ITALY

coast. He might have reached the twentieth year \yhen he laboured

at Florence, and the date of his birth may therefore be fixed about

1415-20. The master who first instructed him has not been re-

corded, but a Sienese fibre can be traced throughout his artistic

organism ;
and future investigation may prove that he was in early

years disciple of a painter wandering, after the constant fasliion of

liis countrymen, from Siena to the eastward, in search of employ-
ment. His good fortune, however, at an early period, brought liim

in contact with Domenico Veneziano, whose residence at Perugia as

early as 1438 has been described ;
and by Domenico he was employed,

in 1439, on the frescoes of S. Maria Nuova ^ at Florence. How long
he may have remained with this master is uncertain.^ We have no

j.'i

intermediate clue to the story of his Ufe between 1439 and 1451, '

when he is known to have painted in Rimini ;
but we judge from his

|

style that he tempered its local Umbrian features by assuming and

imbibing the nobler quahties of the Florentine school. His master-

pieces alone suffice, indeed, to prove that nature had created in the

person of Piero a man of a rare tj^e, endowed with great penetration
and powers of retieetion, able to fathom the problems of abstruse

science, and capable of searching and co-ordinating the secrets of nature.

He was, in a word, an artist enjo\nng a happy conjunction of the

talents which adorned the Van Eycks and Leonardo da Vinci.^

Thro\ra by liis connection with Domenico Veneziano into friendly
relation with one of the reahstic Florentines, he entered into the

study of nature with an aitlom' equal to that of his master, equal to

that of Andrea del Castagno or the Peselli. Their style he made his

o^\^l without a thought for selection, but with the determination to

master the true laws of motion and of Ufe. With their energy, he

assumed their coarseness, which he retuied, however, \nth some of

^
[It was in the Ospedale of S. JLiria Novella that Domenico Veneziano

was painting in 1439. Of. JIilanesi in Vasari, ed. cit., and Cavalcaselle
and Crowe in the Italian edition of this History. The following entry in
the Hospital accoiuits of that year wi\s discovered by iliUinesi :

—"M. Domenioho
di Bartoloineio da Vineria ehe dipinge la chapella maggiore di Santo Gidio de'
dare a di vii di Sett. F. -14, ed de' dare a di xii di iSett. F. 2. 5. 15. Piotro
Benedetto dal Borgo a San Sopolohro sta coUui."']

'
[Certainly till 1445 Donienioo was at work in Florence at the Hospital.

Piero seems to have remained with him. In 1446 he received a commission
from the Brotherhood of the Misericordia in Borgo San Sepolcro to paint an
altarpiece for the chapel of their hospital. See infra. Cf. Milaxesi. ubi sup.,
and PiCHi, La Vita e le Opere di Piero deUa Franccsca (Borgo San Sepolcro,
1S93), and F. Witting, Piero dei Franceschi (Strassbnrg. 1S96), and W. G.
Waters, Piero della Fraticesca (Bell, 1901).]

' One may observe that Fra Luca Pacioli, whose intimacy \\-ith Piero della
Fraucesca is acknowledged by himself, became known as a mathematician, and
in his later years (149t)-99) reniivined at r^lilan in constant conuuimication with
Da Vinci, who thus, no doubt, learnt much of liis science tlirough Pacioh from
Piero. (See Cap. VI. of Divitui Proporziatie.)
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the grand quality perceptible in the nobler creations of Paolo UcceUo,

Without rising much above a common conventionahsm apparent in

the constant reproduction of a type affecting Moorish rather than

European forms, he still reveals, in composition as well as in figures,

some of the massive grandeur of the Florentines. With more science

than UcceUo or Mantegna,^ he turned his knowledge of hnear per-

spective to admirable account, and learnt not merely to fix rectangular

planes in perfect order, but to measure them, and thus set liis figures

at their just proportional height in the most advantageous situations. X
Nor was the question of place one which remained unheeded. It

was not casual ^ith him that the figure should occupy its proper space
in a fixed plane. He applied the severest geometrical laws in ascer-

taining the just proportions of figures to each other and to their stations

in a given room.^ But he did not rest even there
;
he was the fore-

runner and superior of Domenico Gliirlandaio in the mode of projecting

shadows, and thus added to art a new perfection. Calculations of the

comparative values necessary for the due distribution of light and shade

were famihar to liim, and one can conjecture that he assisted his experi-

ments by the aid of artificial Hght in dark spaces. Yet he seldom

concentrates hght, but gives each tint its proper local depth in exact

proportion to its distance ^^•itllin the plane of the picture, thereby differing

from Rembrandt, who affects the spectator by condensing light on one

spot and throwing the rest into comparative obscurity.^ The natural

result of this scientific acquirement in Piero was an elaborate certainty

in the rendering of atmosphere. Without being a colourist who, like

the Van Eycks, gives air to a picture by intuitively breaking up tones

as the distance recedes, he was so sure of the variation produced in

primaries by the effect of remoteness that he never faltered in the ap-

plication.'* The juxtaposition of two colours is never attended with any

starthng or brilhant contrast as in the Van Eycks ;
and the rules of

'

Mantegna did not push the appUeation of hnear perspective to the human
body further than Piero della Francesca. His figures are firm on their plane
and proportioned to surrounding objects, but lean, angular, and without the

grandeur of the Florentines. Still his talent and appUeation were great, and
his works were studiously anah'sed by Raphael.

' The late lamented E. Harzen had the good fortime to discover in the

Ambrosiana at Milan, under the false name of
"
Pietro Pittore di Bruges," Piero's

treatise on Perspective, from which it appears that he had already settled the

point of distance as measuring point for rectangular horizontal and vertical planes.
He accurately described the relation of distance to the dianieter of the equilateral
cone of rays as similar to that of the height of an equilateral triangle to its side.

See Harzen 's paper on Pietro dei Franceschi, in Archiv fiir die Zeiclinende Kiinste,

ubi sup., p. 241.
' A drawing by Pic ro of the Angel appearing to Constantine,—sketch for a fresco

in S. Francesco of Arezzo, once in the Ottley and afterwards in the Lawrence collection,

was so effective that it was assigned to Giorgione. [Now in British Museum.]
* Tliis naturally presupposes and is intended to convey that he was perfectly

aware of the laws of harmony in colours.
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harmony are equally maintained in the fore and background, by a

judicious fusion that perfectly satisfies the eye. At the same time, the

effect of the application of all these laws is perfect in the rehef and

natural projection of every object hving or dead. If in the dehneation

of the human frame upon which these laws of relief and colour were

carried out, Piero did not rise above the level of Paolo Uccello, if he

shows occasional neglect,^ and sometimes falls into the angularities of

nude noticeable in their exaggerated aspect in the painters of Perugia,

FoUgno, and Gualdo, his architecture is admirable in taste, in propor-

tion, and in ornament
;
and he is so peculiarly great in this respect

that his perspective of edifices in S. Chiara at Urbino has been assigned
to Baccio Pontelh and Bramante.^

To complete this sketch of Piero della Francesca one grand feature

remains. The mediums introduced into painting by the Peselh and

Baldovinetti, known to Domenico Veneziano, improved by the PollaiuoU

and Verrocchio, went through a new and clean crucible before they
were perfected by Leonardo da Vinci and Fra Bartolommeo. It was
the Umbro-Florentine Piero della Francesca who performed this necessary
and meritorious operation. He carried out improvements in the mode
of oil-colouring that place him next in Italy to Antonello da Messina,
not because he followed the Van Eyck method introduced by the

Sicilian, but because he added something like perfection to the system
of the Florentine innovators. And thus we have before us a vast genius
Avho only wanted the essential quahty of selection in the human form to

become one amongst the very greatest men of his country.
The uncertainty as to the time of Piero della Francesca's forsaking

Domenico Veneziano has been touched upon. It would appear from

Vasari that both master and pupil laboured together in the sacristy of

S. M. di Loreto,^ and that, frightened by the appearance of the

plague, they abandoned their work and the neighbourhood in all haste.

According to a conjecture derived from the knowledge that the plague

raged in the Marches between 1447 and 1452, it has been supposed that

Domenico and Piero may have been residents at Loreto within those

years. The statement is hard to deal with, because the only paintings in

Loreto are those of SignoreUi, Piero's pupil. Again, if Vasari be rehable,*

1 He frequently gives the mere undressed block of a leg, for instance. It is,

however, true in action.
^ The stylo and proportion of Piero's architecture, the taste of its omanient, are

equal and perhaps superior to those of Domenico Ghirlandaio.
' Vasari, vol. iv., pp. 19, 145.
* Vasari, vol. iv., p. 17, states this fac*), and adds that, before throwing the

frescoes down, Raphael had several portraits in them copied, and thus saved
the hkenesses of Niccol6 Fortobraccio, Charles VII. of France, Antonio Colonna,
Prince of Salerno, Francesco Carmignuola, Giovanni Vitellesco, Cardinal Bessarion,
Francesco Spinola, and Battista da Canneto.
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Piero was called to Rome in the pontificate of Nicholas V., and com-

peted with Bramante in two frescoes adorning the Camere, which were
thi'own down for Raphael by Juhus II. Tliis may have occurred after

1447 and before 1451, when Piero served Sigismondo Pandolfo Malatesta,

the lord of Rimini.

There is nothing more curious in the history of Italy in the fifteenth

century, than to see truculent soldiers, known as faithless leaders of

armies, or guilty perpetrators of dreadful crimes, spending the fruit of

their depredations on the erection of sacred edifices, and employing not

only the best architects of the world to plan and erect, but great painters
to adorn them. The wily and ferocious Sigismund Malatesta, whose

cold-blooded cruelty and lust make readers of our day loathe liis name,
was a patron of architects and painters,^ Rimini owes to him the erection

of S. Francesco between 1447 and 1455
;
and the roll of artists whom

he employed numbers Pisanello, and Gentile da Fabriano, Leon Battista

Alberti who di'ew the plan of S. Francesco, Matteo de' Pasti of Verona

who carried it out, and Piero della Francesca whose brush adorned

some of its walls .^

Sigismund Malatesta may still be seen Avith two couchant grey-
hounds at liis heels kneeling before the throned Saint Sigismund of

Burgundy, in the Cappella delle Reliquie at S, Francesco of Rimini
;
and

on the lower border of a frame, imitating the Grecian antique in the most

pure and classic style, are the words :

SANCTUS SIGISMUNDUS. SIGISMUNDUS PANDULFUS MALATESTA

PAN. F. PETRI DE BURGO OPUS, MCCCCLI,^

A lofty simplicity pervading this fresco, a perfect adjustment of pro-

portions in the figures and in their relation to the classic intercolum-

niation of the background, reveal the talent of Piero at this period.

His drawing, pounced from a cartoon on a very smooth surface, is

of Leonardesque precision, his flesh colour is painted in thin, cool tones

of yellowish light, shadowed with a transparent inky grey, stipphng. As
a profile portrait nothing truer can be desired, except that perhaps the

joined hands are flat and short and generahsed in form. The face of

^
[A study of Sigismondo Malatesta lias been published by the present Editor

which to a large extent disproves the
"
cold-blooded cruelty

"
of Sigismondo. He

was one of the most characteristic princes of the early Renaissance. See Edwajid
HuTTON, Sigismondo Malatesta (Dent, 1906).]

* See records as to Leon Battista Alberti and Fasti's share in the erection of

S. Francesco of Rimini in Alcuni Documenti, tibi sup., pp. 9-12. [To these may
now be added the gentle master who adorned S. Bernardino of Perugia with reliefs,

Agostino di Duccio, and Bernardo Ciuffagni.]
* A medallion at the side of the picture represents a castle and is inscribed :

"CASTELLUM SIGISMUNDUM ABIMINENSIS B. MCCCCXLVI." See also VASABI Vol. iv.,

p. 16,
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the enthroned king is vulgar in type. But the architecture rivals in

taste that of Alberti himseK.^

WTiether, after this, Piero betook himself to Pesaro, where Galeazzo

Malatesta was Governor ;
whether he laboured at Ancona,^ may possibly

remain for ever doubtful
;

but a certain correspondence of style and

of handhng suggests that the choir of S. Francesco at Arezzo was de-

corated by him shortly after the completion of Malatesta's votive fresco

at Rimini.^

The legend of the Cross which Agnolo Gaddi had illustrated in S. Croce

at Florence Mas that whose various incidents now gave occasion to Piero '4

to display the versatihty of his powers. Distributing the space allowed i

to him vdth. judgment assisted by a knowledge of geometry and per- e

spective at that time unsurpassed, he applied to the dehneation of

episodes affording the widest scope for action, architectural adornment,

and costume, all the quahties which have been described as combining
to form his style.

In the lunette to the right, the Death and Burial of Adam form two dis-

tinct subjects, parted from each other by a tree. The dying man is sup-

ported by Eve, whose hanging breasts indicate an advanced age ;
and three

other naked figures represent the children of the first man. The Burial to

the left is an animated composition of ten figures. Both scenes are connected

with the legend by the tradition, variously stated in difEerent books, that the

seed or a bough of the tree out of which the Cross was to be hewn, being
that of the Tree of Knowledge, had been granted to Seth, and either sown
beneath the tongue of Adam or planted on his tomb

;
and that growing to

a noble size it was hewn down by Solomon, and formed into a bridge over

a stream. Its sacred nature was revealed to the Queen of Sheba, whose
arrival and reverent prayer by the bridge, in the presence of her followers,

is, together with her reception by Solomon, the subject of two frescoes, side ij

by side in the course below the first lunette. In the lowest space of the \i

same side, the whole room is taken up with a view of the battle between

Chosroes, king of Persia, and Herachus, emperor of the Romans, for the

recovery of the Cross.

The lunette of the end wall is only adorned with two grand figures

standing at each side of the window, one to the left gesticulating with his hand
as he speaks, the other at rest and haunched, but now much injured. In the

course below this, to the right of the window, labourers busy with the raising

1 The figure of Sigismund of Burgundy, on a seat, is not nimbed ; and the head
is covered with a lappet cap. The blue mantle is partly scaled, and partly renewed.
Part of the colour of the legs is gone hkewise. The distance being repainted is

damaging to the harmony of the whole. The dress of Malatesta is injured. The
pouncing of the original design may still be traced beneath the original colour.

^ Vasari, vol. iv., p. 16.
'

[All we know is that Piero must have painted the frescoes in Arezzo before 1466,
for in that year the Compagnia of the Annunziata in Arezzo made a contract with
him for the execution of a processional banner. The balance of the price for this
was paid him on November 7, 1468, when he is described as

"
il maestro di de-

pingiere il quale a dipinto la chupola maggiore di S. Francesco d'Arezzo."]

1
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of the Cross are depicted with reahstic truth, whilst to the left of the window
is an equally natural group of men hauhng up a figure with a crane out of a

well. Beneath these two subjects are severally (right) the Vision of an Angel
to Constantino, who appears lying in his tent with an attendant slumbering
at his bedside, and two guards at the entrance

;
and (left) the Annunciation,

where the Virgin, standing under a splendid portico, receives the visit of the

Angel and the Spirit from the Eternal.

In the lower course of the left side, the battle, already in progress at the

opposite side, is continued and closed by the Execution of Chosroes, the

upper space being filled with the Finding of the Cross before S. Helen, and
the proof of its miraculous power by the cure of the sick man. The lunette

(much injured) represents the Progress of Heraclius into Jerusalem. In the

left pilaster of the entrance arch, wdiose vaulted frieze still preserves some

figures by Bicci (two saints above the cornices being by Piero), a Cupid
resting on his bow stands above two superposed saints, a bishop and Peter

Martyr (half gone). The right pilaster is empty, with the exception of part
of an angel in the lowest space.

Though injured in a great many places, these frescoes have not been re-

touched—the spots where intonaco has fallen being simply filled in, whilst

the painted frames have been renewed.

Following close on the comparatively feeble Bicci, who had only com-

pleted a ceiling and part of the frieze at the entrance,^ Piero could

w^ell claim the gratitude
—he deserved the reward—of Luigi Bacci of

Arezzo,2 who might congratulate himself upon ha^dng exchanged the

ordinary productions of a low Giottesque for the more perfect ones of

a great and noble painter. Not only had Piero naturally surpassed
his predecessor; he shows that he had thus early matured most of the

qualities which formed at last the complex of his manner. rollo\\'ing

the technical system of drawing and colour wliich he had already ap-

phed in S. Francesco at Rimini,^ he distributed his groups and distances,

whether of buildings or of landscape, on their just planes according to

the laws of linear and aerial perspective, with a science and certainty

only equalled later by Leonardo, and with a startling reality of truth in

effects, both of relief by light and shade, and of harmony by juxtaposi-

tion of exact values of tone. The unity wliich, in the founder of the

Florentine school, was evolved by the subordination of all parts to an

idea requiring, or not claiming more than, a generaUsation of distances—
* See antea, "Bicci," and Vasari, vol. ii., p. 231.
' Vasari says it was painted for liim (vol. iv., p. 19). Rumour doubts, on

insufficient grounds, the authorsliip of Pioro (Forschungen, vol. ii., p. 336). It is

proved in a record of 1466, in wliich the artist is chosen to paint a standard by the

company of the Nunziata at Arezzo, and the mention of his name is made as

follows :—" Maestro Pietro di Benedetto dal Borgho Santo Sepolchro maestro di

depingiere ; il quale a dipinto la chupola maggiore di San Francesco d'Arezo."

Gaetaito Milanesi, in Qiorn. Stor. degl. Arch. Tosc, tibi sup., 1862, p. 9.

'
i.e. the drawing poimced from cartoons on a very smooth surface, liquid tones

of a yellow-red in flesh Ught, inky grey shadows stippled on.

v>i

I

I
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defective therefore, because the truth remained concealed under a con-

ventional symbol—Avas attained by Piero by the effectual representation
of each portion of his subject in reference to its exact place in nature.

Treating the human figure as a mere geometrical unit, he neglected
idealism of type or selection of form, contenting himself with reahstic

portraiture, \Wth the conscientious reproduction of shapes, weighty of

frame and of hmb, coarse in hand and foot, after the examples of Andrea
del Castagno, and conveying a sense of truth to the spectator as Michael

Angelo conveys it, in the midst of much that is fanciful, by .proof of great

knowledge as to the bone and muscle of the human body, and its

development in rapid movements. He was in fact the best painter of

nudes in his age, and not inferior in tliis sense to Masaccio or to

Ghirlandaio. If a Virgin, an Angel, an Eternal, as he conceived them,
lack comeliness, spirituality, or ideahsed benevolence, they are still

grand by the dignity of their demeanour, and they have their proper

individuahty of passion, age, and sex. Draperies may be reahstic and

broken, they may be sought out hke those of Uccello, they are stiU

broad in treatment. An illustration of his power of individuahsing, of his

talent for nude, may be found in the subject of Adam's death, where
one of the youths, with his legs crossed, leaning on a staff, presents
the prototype of a creation hardly surpassed by Signorelh. The keen

perception of natural momentary action is shown in the scene of

Adam's Burial,^ the Florentine quahty of grand composition in the

arrival of the Queen of Sheba, where masculine shape marks the females,
and varied costume gives richness to a Avell-preserved episode.

The battle between Herachus and Chosroes, where the Persians are

driven in disarray over a stream, is a mel(je of combatants and fugitives
on horseback, in which, \Wthout the confusion which marks the fights
of Uccello, Piero alloAvs one to perceive that he has not as yet mastered
the forms of the horse in quick motion.

The absence of comehness in females is proved by the Virgin of the

Annunciation, whose common type, affecting a superhuman gi-avity
—

whose costume, of the painter's own period
—are more natural than suits

the elevation of the subject. The angel is in no sense celestial. His
''' "^^

^ Mings are clearly useless, liis locks are wiry, as indeed are those of most

\
of the persons represented, and his hands are cramped in the Umbrian
manner Avhich Perugino preserved. Nor is the Eternal rendered A\ith

* more elevation than King Sigismund at Rimini.

The portraits in the group of the Execution are excellent
; and if in

the human forms generally there is httle suppleness, there is yet none
of the conveutionaUsm which became apparent later. His types generally

* Distant episodes hero are all much injured.

•s

/
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are peculiar, his costumes often singular ;
and had Vasari related of

him, instead of Lippi, that he had once been a captive in Barbary,
we should have believed him.

But Piero excites our surprise and admiration in the Vision, in

which an effect of light in the darkness, and a daring foreshortened

view of an angel, give a double attraction to the picture. The effect is

similar in principle to that in the Liberation of S. Peter at Rome, wliich

Raphael conceived, no doubt after he had studied Piero's masterpieces.^
Tliere are, it is true, but traces of the head and ^vings of the heavenly

messenger ;
but the hand and arm remain, and explain the general

movement, which rivals in boldness that of Uccello's Eternal in S. M.

Novella.2 The hght dress of the figure, the yelloAV cone and sides of

the tent, whose shadows are tinged with red as they verge into the

blackness of complete obscurity
—the powerful cool tone of the dark

interior giving the idea of night, relieved by the lined white and blood-

red coverlet of the Emperor's bed—the twilight on the sleeping soldier

in front, the alternation of light and shade in the two sentries,^—the

shadows projected in a manner appropriate to a scene thus illumined,

all combine to give an effect similar to the reahty. The edge hghts, or

broad shadows, such as that cast on the face of the soldier to the right

by liis helmet, are truth itself
; yet throughout, the proper balance of

chiaroscuro is maintained, and the drawing is rapid, bold and correct.

No one can wonder at the design for this fresco* being taken for one

by Giorgione. It might have been assigned ^\^th equal propriety to

Correggio or to Rembrandt.

Assuming, as we must, that this great series was commenced after the

death of Bicci di Lorenzo in 1452, we are led to judge from the general

similarity of its execution with the fresco of Rimini that it was com-

pleted shortly after, and that Piero della Francesca resided at Arezzo

during 1453 and 1454, The traces of his activity are, however, not con-

fined to the choir of S. Francesco. A Crucified Redeemer between the

Virgin and S. John the Evangehst, in a chapel to the right of the

portal, betrays, it is true, the less able hand of an assistant in Piero's

'

Perhaps an effect of light and shade similar to tliis at Arezzo adorned the

space which Raphael afterwards filled witli the Liberation of S. Peter, that

subject being painted on the wall previously occupied by a work of Piero's.

This reflection has already been made in an able article on Raphael and Giovanni
Santi in the Quarterly Review, vol. Ixvi., No. cxxxi., p. 8.

* Dr. Gaye in Kunstblatt, No. 85, 1836, treating of this piece, affirms that
there is no angel in the Dream of Constantine, and takes the mutilated one still

there for an eagle !

' The sentry in armour, to the left, is in shadow, resting on his lance and turns
his back almost completely to the spectator. The sentry to the right is also in

armour, and part of his right leg with a portion of the floor close by it is repainted.
The same mishap has occurred to the right leg of the sitting soldier.

* [Now in the British Museum J.

-,**»
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school
;

1 but a standing figure of the Magdalen, between the Tarlati

monument and the door of the sacristy in the Duorao, appears to have

been painted on the wall by the master himself. She stands hfe size

in a richly ornamented niche of feigned marble, A\dth the cup in her

left hand and the drapery of her mantle in her right ;
and long locks

fall in the usual thorny style to her shoulders. Some affectation in the

movement of a figure which is more weighty and grave than feminine

or graceful, coarse hands and articulations, are the usual characteristics

of the master, aaIiosc angular draperies are still broad in the style of

Uccello, and who succeeds better than usual in giving regularity to the

features of the faces. The mass of light and shade is grandly distri-

buted, and thus we have a work worthy of being cited amongst the

fine ones of Piero.

From Arezzo to Borgo S. Sepolcro is no great distance. Twenty-
five miles is the utmost that separates the two places, and our artist

may have resided in his native town and kept his family there when

busy in person elsewhere. Records and pictures are still extant to

prove that numerous commissions flowed in to liim during a course of

years at Borgo S. Sepolcro. An order for an altarpiece from the

brothers of the Compagnia della Misericordia in that town is said to

exist, and may possibly be found at a later time.^ The piece to

which it refers, rebuilt in a modern and tasteless shape, remains in

the church of the hospital occupied by the Fraternity before its sup-

pression.3 It aflEords an example of Piero's skill in the handling of the

Florentine oil medium, and proves more clearly than the frescoes of

Arezzo the consistent mixture of Umbro-Sienese and Florentine character

forming his pecuhar style.

The altarpiece in its present shape is a large wooden screen, in the midst
of which an arched rectangle contains the Virgin of Mercy, under whose cloak

kneel groups of males and females of various degree.* The screen rests upon
four arched niches, in which SS. Sebastian, John the Baptist, a nameless

saint, and Bernardino are depicted,^ and the whole on a predeUa, which

belonged to another picture representing Christ's Burial, between the

^ An inscription below the Crucifixion runs :

" haec cappeixa aSo dni
MCCCCLXIII."

'
[See 8upra, p. 2, note 2.]

* The Fraternity was found to have been a useful one, and was allowed to
revive after tlie suppression. Its chvirch had meanwhile been converted into a
hospital, and in order to avoid further change the company were located in their

present church of S. Rocco. On the pilaster of the altarpiece, a panel at each side
of a row of four saints contains the company's monogram, M. I. A.

* The Virgin stands with a heavy crov^Ti en her head in a blue mantle (repainted
in the Ughts). Beneath her arms and under the cloak, females stand erect to the

right, and kneeling to the left, a penitent of the Compagnia amongst the latter.
* These saints are injured, and the coloxir is cracked on the siu-face of the panel.

The lower parts are mutilated, or covered by the predella.
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Flagellation and Christ in the Garden, the Maries at the Sepulchre, and the

"Noh me tangere." The old predella, containing eight saints, amongst
whom are SS. Benedict, Jerome, Anthony of Padua, Francis, Dominic, and
three others ;

^—the Virgin and the Angel Annunciate of the side pinnacles
have been built up into pilasters at the side of the frame containing the

Virgin of Mercy, whilst the central pinnacle overtops the whole edifice, and
holds a Crucified Saviour between the Virgin and Evangehst, in the exact

form of that in the Duomo at Arezzo.

The whole of this piece, with the exception of the predella scenes,

which seem more in the tempera method than the rest, is painted in the

mixed system already noted in the life of Domenico Veneziano, improved
in some measure by Piero, and still further perfected in his latest

examples. The Virgin, whose type as usual lacks comeliness, is stiU fine

and grave. The females at her sides are graceful portraits, vfhilst the

males, also impressed with a powerful stamp of nature, are moulded in a

form reproduced on a lower scale by the school of Gubbio and the painters
of Gualdo and Camerino. Equally fine are the saints in the pilasters,

though vulgar types. A threatening glance in the open eyes and a

reahstic precision in the extremities, not characteristic of a painter
educated solely in the Florentine school, reveal an inspiration derived

from Siena. The mixture of Sienese character and the Florentine coarse-

ness of Andrea del Castagno is marked likemse in the vulgar Crucified

Saviour, and in the somewhat extravagantly posed Virgin and Evangelist.
A still greater want of selection is sensibly felt in the SS. Sebastian and

Jolm the Baptist, whilst Umbrian or Sienese spirit of composition, type,
and action are most conspicuous in the predella. Yet the w'hole work
is Piero's, aided perhaps in the less important parts by pupils.

A surprising softness and fusion of colour of an equal brown tinge
marks the flesh tints in the Virgin, in the figures at her feet, and in the

pilaster saints
;
and the higher surface of the shadows explains the

process of handhng, which is carried out on the same system in draperies
of powerful primary or secondary tones, glazed with half-body colour, and

bright with the brightness of Van Eyck, Antonello, Titian, or Giorgione.
Whilst Piero thus reveals the mixed nature of his manner in a picture

which introduced the system of the Florentine innovators into Umbria,
he gives another illustration of his fancy for Sienese typical compositions
in the Resurrection of Christ, a fresco adorning the old Palazzo de'

Conservatori at Borgo S. Sepolcro, now the Monte Pio.^ F^oUowing the

arrangement of an artist (probably Nicholaus Segna) who in earlier years
had used this subject at S. Chiara, a monastery in tliis very city, Piero

' These saints are all more or less injiired.
* This fresco is noticed by VASAia, vol. i\-., p. 19. [Like the Misericordia altar-

piece and the fresco of S. Louis, this fresco is now in the Municipio.]
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depicts the four guards, weighty and grandly presented in armour, asleep,

in telling attitudes, one of them admirably foreshortened in front of the

sepulchre, inside of which the Saviour has risen in His winding-sheet,

and, grasping the banner, has a foot already on the ledge. It is apparent
that the great object of the artist was to make the figure of Christ

prominent in spite of its station on a more distant plane than the guard ;

he succeeds in his intention by keeping the tones of the foreground and

landscape distance low. The Saviour, whose winding-sheet is drawn

round over the left shoulder, leaving the torso and right arm bare, is at

once reahstic and colossal, and imposing a^ in the old Byzantine Sienese

examples founded upon the antique. The parts are modelled A^dth

anatomical truth. But the type of the face is Moorish, with full hps,

straight broad-barrelled nose, and hollow eyes, whilst the extremities are

coarse and common. More striking for the science which it displays

than pleasant to the view, this Resurrection is painted Mith a breadth

almost conventional, and in great relief, the various planes of hght
and shade being precisely defined and mapped out. The broken

folds of draperies, of double stuff, recall those of Benozzo, and are

glazed in shadow over the local tone, a system pursued in the flesh

tints with equal success.^ Greater freedom of hand, more impasto,

suggest a later period for this piece than for the frescoes of the choir of

Arezzo.

Less uncertainty as to time is created by the fresco of S. Louis,

originally painted by Piero in the Regio Tribunale of Borgo S. Sepolcro,
now in the Municipio, and dated 1460 ,2

—a mutilated piece representing
the saint in the mitre and robes of office and holding the crosier and
book.3

Of greater value, however, especially to the Enghsh critic, who can

now study a genuine production of Piero in the National Gallery, is the

Baptism of Christ, formerly part of an altarpiece in the priory of S.

Giovanni Evangehsta at Borgo San Sepolcro, of which the remainder

is by another hand.*

^ The Savioior's mantle is glazed red, the shadows a deeper glaze of the same. It

is unfortunate that very little hght shovild flow into the place where the fresco
is placed ; and it can only be studied with difficulty.

^ The inscription runs thus when freed from abbreviations :

" tempobe nobilis
ET GENEEOSI VIRI LODOVICI ACCTAEOLI PRO MAGNIFICO ET ECCELSO POPULO
FLORENTINO RECTORIS DIGNISSIMI CAPITANEI AC PRIMI VEXILLIFERI JUSTITIE POPULT
AERE BTjRGiANO MCCCCLX.' The lowcr part of the figiu-e is gone. On a frieze of

the architectural background are the letters of the natiie Lodovicus.
^ [Cavalcaselle, in his Italian edition of this work, vol. viii.. pp. 243. 244,

describes certain frescoes of Piero existing in a palace in the Via delle Aggiunte
at Borgo San Sepolcro, and more especially a figiu-e of Hercules. This fine

figure was later removed by its owner, Sig. C'ollacchioni, to a neighbouring villa,

and has recently found its way into the collection of IMrs. J. L. Gardner, in

Boston, U.S.A.]
*
[By Matteo di Giovanni, as we shall see later.]
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Christ stands in the stream, in the centre of the picture, whilst John

pours the water on His head. Three angels wait to the left, and behind

the Evangelist a proselyte strips. In the distance four figures in Oriental

dress stand and cast reflections into the water of Jordan. A garden and
the town of Borgo S. Sepolcro form the background.

A serious drawback to the enjoyment of this picture is the abrasion

of its colour and its reduction to the condition of a preparation such as

we might expect to see in an unfinished w^ork by Con-eggio ;
but the

insight which it gives into Piero's mode of painting in the Florentine

method of oil is most interesting. We have described in the Peselli

the somewhat artless use of viscous and lustrous colours tempered with

a new medium
;

in the Pollaiuoh, the introduction of a mode of glazing
with the same vehicles transparently or in half body. Piero della Fran-

cesca gave a new impulse to the whole system. Instead of painting flesh

tones of a certain monotonous value and marked by a difficulty of

fusion in the passage from hght through semitone to high surface shadow,
he took advantage of some successful improvement in the liquefaction

of the hitherto viscous medium. The certainty of this is derived from

the picture of the National Gallery as well as from earher and later

examples, in which the flesh tints, instead of obtaining light from

within, i.e. by the brightness of the underground piercing the super-

posed tone, receive hght from outwards, being prepared at once in a

sort of dead colour, modified afterwards by half-bodied preparations
and final transparent glazes. The Hghts and shadow^s are always given
over the local flesh tone, and are thus more plentiful on the panel, the

whole gaining a lustrous and pinguid aspect of much brightness. The

primary colours of dresses temper each other judiciously because of the

perfect proportion of their tone in the general harmony. The sky and

distances of hills, plains, roads, houses, and trees are prepared so that

the lighter portions (paths for instance) should receive hght from the

white underground, this quahty being attained by the use of hardly

perceptible glazes ;
whilst the parts less flimsily touched over are still

mellow, easily spread, and free from excessive pastosity. It is thus clear

that Piero had gained the knowledge of many of the improvements
which contributed to the greatness of the Van Eycks and Antonello

;

and that, without reveahng any material contact with them, he had

gained possession of a great advantage in the use of vehicles less viscous,

more manageable and paler than those of the Pollaiuoli and Peselli.

He came nearer than any of the Florentines to the Flemish and Sicihan

iimovators in feehng for colour as well as in the technical manner of

applying it.^ We need but pause further to note that in form, in type,

1 [The Baptism is painted in tempera, however.]
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in study of nude, Piero as usual draws unselect models \vitli the precision
of Leonardo, shows his mastery in giving elasticity to flesh and muscle,
and his carelessness of aught but correctness of action in coarse,

extremities
;
we hardly require again to point out the clear basis oi

Greco-Roman antique in his somewhat academic figures, or the defect]
of angularity in his drapery. It is not unimportant in the meanwhile

to mark that the analysis of tliis and other productions of Piero della

Francesca is not the only source from which the conviction is derived

that he painted in oil. We are in possession of the original contract

in which the brethren of the company of the Nunziata at Arezzo ordered

a standard of Piero to be adorned A^th a Virgin and Angel Annunciate

in December 1466
;

and one of the clauses of that contract is most

important, as it states that the whole picture shall be
" worked in oil"

{lavorato a olio) .

Meanwliile certain pictures may be excluded from the series truly
attributable to our artist,

—for instance, a portrait assigned to liim in

the National Gallery, supposed to represent Isotta, the -wife of Sigis-

mund Malatesta,^ another portrait unhke it, yet said to represent the

same person, in IVIr. Barker's coUection,^ a third hkeness in Mr. Drury
Lowe's possession,^ all of which seem to belong to other masters,—in

order to revert to the personal career of the artist.

Wlien the brethren of the Nunziata sent from Arezzo to Borgo S.

Sepolcro for their standard in November 1468, they found that Piero

had left the towTi in June 1467, and had taken up his abode in the

neighbouring place of La Bastia, in order to avoid the ravages of the

plague. Their satisfaction at the result of liis labours is simply and

warmly recorded, and the brethren relate how the brotherhood turned

out on the following Sunday Avith their new purchase at the head of

a solemn procession ; and the pubHc voice of Arezzo proclaimed that

Piero deUa Francesca had done his duty ;
a verdict which their present

posterity is unable to ratify, because the picture has perished.*

^
[No. 585 of Catalogue.] This is a fine profile, but not certainly by Piero

della Francesca. It has a Florentine character with sometliing akin to the art of

one following the style of Uccello's battle pieces, the style of drawing being an
advance upon his. [Another portrait of a lady, No. 758, officially attributed to
Piero is given by Mr. Berenson to Uccello. No. 585 is officially labelled
" Umbrian School."]

^ One of these portraits may represent Isotta ; that both should do so is

impossible. That of IVIr. Barker is said to resemble the likeness on Pisanello's
medal. However that may be, the style of this picture does not in any sense
confirm the attribution to Piero della Francesca. It is, however, a good example
of Italian art. [Is this the picture now in Berlin Gallery, No. 1G14, wliich some
ci-itics attribute to Verrocchio 7]

^ This portrait is a good one in the spir't of the Umbrian manner mixed with
that of Piero. It was exhibited (No. 48) at Manchester. It is not by our artist,
and we may have occasion to notice it in the life of Giovanni Santi.

* See all these facts in the records already cited in Qiornale Siorico degli
Archivi Toacani, I8G2, p. 9 et scq.
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It may have been in the course of these years that Piero con-

ducted to a successful termination a small panel containing the por-

trait of a man kneehng in prayer before S. Jerome, seated frontwise,

turning the leaves of a book, now in the Academy at Venice, and

authenticated by a signature. The distant landscape, enlivened by
a view of a town very like that of Borgo S. Sepolcro, the figures

arranged in the relative positions of those in the fresco of Rimini,

are very characteristic of the master, and the piece is on a level, as

to perfection in technical methods, with that of the National Gallery,
whilst the dra^ving is pure and precise Hke that of Verrocchio or

Leonardo. As for the person represented, it is clear from his attitude

before S. Jerome that that hermit was liis patron ;
and this is confirmed

by the inscription at foot :

"
hier. amadi. aug. p." Nor is it unHkely,

since we know the artist's connection with Sigismondo Malatesta, that

this should be Girolamo, the son of Carlo Malatesta of Soghano, who, in

1464, married a daughter of Federigo of Urbino.'^ The connection which

shortly afterwards arose between Piero della Francesca and Sigismondo
Malatesta's consistent enemy the Duke of Urbino, might thus become
more comprehensible than it otherwise would be

; although, in respect
of patronage, the experience of centuries proves that painters were free

to come and go through the teiTitories, and were welcome at the courts,

of princes bitterly hostile to each other.

Pausing for the sake of recording only that the Ascension of the

Virgin assigned to our artist in S. Chiara of Borgo S. Sepolcro, though
coloured in a low key of tempera like that of Piero, suggests by its

appearance the names of Gerino da Pistoia, or Francesco da Citta di

Castello, artists whose style may be more accurately defined hereafter ,2

we are led to inquire the time when our Umbro-Florentine made his

way again across the hills to the eastern side of the crest dividing the

*
[Venice Academy, No. 47.] On the tnmk of a tree to the left, bearing a crucifix,

are the words :

" petri de bugo sci septjlcri opus." Many of the glazes and
finesses are gone, and the piece is now a slightly tinted chiaroscuro. See for facts

respecting Girolamo, Ugolini (F.), Storia dei Gonti d' Urbino (Florence 1859),
vol. ii., pp. 27, 28. [More probably Girolamo, son of Agostino Amadi.]

* This altarpiece in S. Chiara (of old S. Agostino) has been assigned to Piero
della Francesca by the annotators of the last edition of Vasaki (vol. iv., note 3 to

p. 18). It represents the Ascension of the Virgin between six playing and singing
angels. Below are SS. Francis, Jerome, Louis, and Chiara. In the distance are
the youtliful Baptist, S. Thomas, and the twelve Apostles. It is a carefully
executed piece of feeble character. Francesco da Citt^ di Castello, one of the

Eainters
suggested in the text, has many features of the school of Perugino com-

ined with a mode of drawing reminiscent of that of Piero della Francesca ; liis

figures being thin and angular. He approaches Perugino most in a picture at Citta
di Castello. Passavant {Raphael, vol. i., p. 433), assigns to Piero della Francesca
an Ascension in S. M. de' Servi at Borgo S. Sepolcro. It is strange that a man of
his experience should have confoimded the works of this great master with a
purely Sienese production. Unt see postea, "Benvenuto di Giovanni." [This work
is by Matteo di Giovamii, of Siena.]
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Marches from Tuscany, and received employment in Urbino. The records

of the Brotherhood of Corpus Domini assist us to solve this difificulty.

They tell us that Piero was invited, in April 1469, to paint an altarpiece,

and that the expense of his journey was paid by Giovanni Santi, the

father of Raphael.^
This was a time when the Duke of Urbino was in the enjoyment of

great power and wealth. He was captain-general of the Florentine league,

Florence, Naples, and Milan, against the Pope and Venice. He had

already begun vast arcliitectural enterprises under the direction of

Luciano Lauranna, a Dalmatian it is thought, who was afterwards suc-

ceeded by the Florentine Baccio Pontelli. Francesco di Giorgio was his

adviser in the art of fortification, Santi one of the artists who most
illustrated his state. That such a man should employ Piero della

Francesca, when he appeared under the auspices of Santi in Urbino, was
natural enough ;2 and accordingly it seems that Piero, who is not known
to have carried out the commission for the altarpiece of the Corpus
Domini, was soon at the service of Federigo, painting a Flagellation,

intended, it was said, allegorically to illustrate the last days of Odd'
Antonio of Montefeltro,^ and an apotheosis, with portraits, of the Duke
and his wife, Battista Sforza.

The melancholy fate of Odd' Antonio di Montefeltro is historic. He
perished uith his minions, Tommaso dell' Agnello of Rimini, and the

apostolic protonotary Manfredo de' Carpi, under the blows of men aa'Iio

in their age had at least the excuse of revenge for atrocious A\Tong to

urge in mitigation of their actions.^ It is a tradition preserved by the

historians of Urbino, that three portraits of persons in local costume

standing outside the portico in which Piero della Francesca depicted
the Flagellation, are likenesses of the murdered Prince and his advisers.^

Others suppose the persons to be Guidubaldo the father, Odd' Antonio
and Federigo, his lawful and illegitimate sons. Be tliis as it may, the

picture which Piero here completed on the innovating system, still further

improved since the completion of the Baptism, is the finest that he had
1 Santi enumerates Piero amongst his great Italian contemporaries. (See

PuNGiLEONi's Elogio, uU sup., p. 73). The record of the latter's arrival in
Urbino is in the same author, p. 75.

* Fra Luca PacioU in Summa dc Arithm'tica calls Piero (Dedication of 1494
to Guidubaldo of Urbino),

"
I'assiduo de la excellenza V. D. Casa familiare

"
(ap,

Passav.^nt, Raphael, vol. i., p. 435), so that Piero was well knowii to two suc-
cessive Dukes of Urbino.

3 Guida di Urbino, p. 1; Ugolini, Storia, ubi sup., vol. i., p. 293. [And
consult Dennistoun's Dukes of Urbino, edited by Edward Hutton (Lane, 1908),
vol. ii., p. 260 ; for the end of Odd' Antonio, see vol. i., p. 54, note.]

* The assassins desired the Uves of the minions, not that of Odd' Antonio.
They fovmd it impossible to compass tlie former without tlio latter.

^ In the National Gallery Catalogue of 1803 a motto,
" convenerunt in

UNUM," is said to be inscribed near the figures. That motto has somehow dis-

appeared. See Catalogue, p. 93.
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yet produced. Preserved in the sacristy of the Duomo at Urbino, it

rej^resents Pilate seated at a distance on his chair of state, under a

splendid porch, in the midst of wliich the naked Saviour is fast to a

pillar crowned \\ith an idol, and receives the flagellation from three

executioners, whilst outside to the right, and at the top of a street

retreating to a distance of trees and sky, stands, in closer proximity to

the spectator, the group we have endeavoured to describe.^

Piero had now polished the style but partially developed at Arezzo.

As a geometer, an architect, and a master of perspective, he shines

alike, giving a beautiful form to the colomiade in which the principal
scene is placed, distributing the figures \\'itli judgment on thek planes,
and imparting to them their exact shade of tone A\ith sufficient rehef.

The sense of depth and rotundity is naturally assisted by carefulness

and cleanness of tone, great softness and fusion of colour, and a perfect

keeping in the parts, productive of a grand unity. Yet Piero's neglect
of all but the block of human form is perceptible as ever.^

A still more finished example of the technical progress of our painter
is the diptych at the Uffizi, in M'liich the fair side of Federigo's coun-

tenance, left untouched fortunately for liim in a tourney, faces the

profile of his wife.^ Neither are agreeable types, but nothing can

exceed the Leonardesque precision of the dra^sing or the softness and
fusion of the impasto. The obverse of each portrait contains a triumph,
in one of which Federigo is driven on a car, and Battista is seated

on another \nth similar accompaniments. Both allegories are handled

\\-ith the same talent as the portraits, in landscapes of a charming

expanse, in the mixed medium improved by Francesca in a manner

quite original and purely Florentine. If in the representation of the

horse at Arezzo he shows imperfection, he is now free from that

reproach ;
those which drive the triumphal cars of the Duke and

Duchess of Urbino being fine and precisely drawn hke those of

Verrocchio. Nor can one refrain from comparing these master-

pieces, produced at least as early as 1472, with the altarpiece of Justus

of Ghent in S. Agatha at Urbino, which was completed two years later.

Itahan art, obviously, had nothing to gain either from this second-rate

Fleming or from Van der Goes, whose works at S. Maria Nuova of

Florence, if justly assigned to him, are second to those of Piero della

Francesca.

These, however, are not all the works Mith \\hich our artist graced

^ On tlie step of the platform on which Pilate sits in profile, to the left,

are the words :

" opus Petri de buego sci. sepxjlchi."
- A sensible disadvantage to the picture is the horizontal split in it and a

breach in the head of the centre portrait in the right-hand group.
^
[No. 1300, Uffizi.] It is natural to suppose that these portraits should have

been executed before 1472, which is the year of Battista Sforza's death.

ni. B
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the city of Urbino. We must, it is true, withdi'aw his name from the six

panels of Apostles given to him in the Duomo, of which a description

shall be deferred to the life of Giovanni Santi
;

but he is clearly the

author of a splendid picture in S. Ghiara representing a circular temple
of two stories, flanked by a line of edifices at each side, carried out

with the taste and science for which Piero is already kno^vn, drawn in

good perspective with the greatest feeling for the gradual breaking up
of tones according to the receding planes v/hich they colour.^ Piero

della Francesca may indeed at this time have matured his treatise on

Perspective, composed, according to Fra Luca Pacioh at Borgo S.

Sepolcro, in the vulgar tongue, and translated into Latin by his friend

"Maestro Matteo" •,^ for though Fra Luca only states the fact in his

Summa de Ariihmetica, pubhshed in 1494, he does not indicate the exact

period in which Piero Avrote. Pacioli, who has been very unjustly
accused of plagiarism and the plunder of his friend's work, is really

quite innocent of the charge, and always speaks of Francesca Math a

reverence quite extraordinary. It is from one of his works, indeed, that

we learn the artist's existence as late as 1509, as he declares in his treatise

on Architecture published in that year, that Piero
"

is still alive in

these days, having been monarch of art, when he still had power to

work, as is proved in Urbino, Bologna, and Ferrara, on the wall, on

canvas, in oil and distemper, especially in the city of Arezzo."

But tliis statement is further of interest, as it shows that Piero, who
does not seem to have become blind, as Vasari states,^ but to have

been gradually incapacitated for work by age, not only painted at Arezzo

and Urbino, but at Bologna and Ferrara. At Bologna there are no

traces of liis stay, but at Ferrara there is reason to believe that he

resided ;

^ and sufficient confirmation of Fra Luca and Vasari's asser-

tion to that effect is at hand. The latter indeed is more than usually

circumstantial in affirming that Piero, whilst at work either at Pesaro

or Ancona, was invited to Ferrara by Duke Borso, who caused him to

adorn many rooms in his palace. These, however, were removed later,

on the occasion of Ercole's reduction of the building to a new form
;
and

the pictures were lost.

The palace of Schifanoia, hterally
"
Begone dull care," was decorated

'

[This is evidently a work of Luciano Laurana. Cf. C. Budinich, II Palazzo

Ducale di Urhino (Trieste, 1904). J

* Fra Ltjca Pacioli, Summa de Arithm,etica, vol. i., p. 08, tergo, ap. Harzen,
vbi aup., Archiv., 1856, p. 236.

^ Vasari, vol. iv., p. 23, states that Piero became blind in 1458. Yet he was
in full possession of his eyesight in 1469 at Urbino, and probably became ailing

later, the words of Pacioli indicating that about 1509 he was no longer able for

work.
* " Nam in pictura arte quis prestantior Petro Burghensi, Mellozzoque

Ferrariensi (?)
" Leonardo Pesarese, SpeccMo delle Lapidi (Venice, 1516), p. 48.
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between 1450 and 1468 by Duke Borso. Duke Ercole, his successor,

altered it in 1469, by taking down the old roof and adding a story to

the edifice.^ It is very likely that, in the repairs, Piero's frescoes

perished. But he had hved long enough at Ferrara to exercise a

marked influence on the painters of the place, v^liere indeed he must
have had many assistants. This is clearly proved by some of the

frescoes in the upper story of the Schifanoia wliich were recovered from

whitewash in 1840, one series of which, representing the Triumphs of

Minerva, Venus, and Apollo, is composed and carried out in the spirit

of his schooHng.

In the first of these, Minerva on a platform car, graced with a Cupid at

each corner holding festoons, is driven round into the foreground by two

miicorns, parting with her equipage two groups of men and women busy
at various avocations in a landscape. In the second, Venus led by swans,
holds Mars captive on his knees before her, amidst groups of musicians.

In the fourth, Apollo's car harnessed with four horses of various colours,

is guided by Aurora and accompanied by groups of nude children, whilst

various incidents fill the rest of the picture. The series is continued in the

same spirit as to subject, but with a distinct decUne in the skill of the artists,

on the neighbouring walls.

The three principal frescoes exhibit character hardly akin to that

which marks the pure Ferrarese school. Nor is it the Paduan style

which exclusively prevails in them. The dominant manner is the

Umbrian of Piero della Francesca, a manner reminiscent in some re-

spect of that peculiar to Benedetto Bonfigh, revealing at least as close

a contact, through Piero della Francesca, between the Ferrarese and

Perugian as between the Ferrarese and Paduan schools. The heads in

some groups of the Triumph of Minerva are detached from each other,

and are marked by types, which betray the influence of Piero's school.

The composition in the three frescoes is grander, more geometrically

correct, and less defective in style than those of a pure Ferrarese of

the time could be, and more in the spirit of the painter of Borgo S.

Sepolcro. They are in fact executed by men educated in his school, and
•

learly prove the great influence of his style and teacliing in Ferrara.-

We have said Bonfigli's works recall in a hke manner the influence

of Piero. Great uncertainty exists as to when Piero was at Perugia.

There is, however, an altarpiece by him in the Academy of that place,
^

^ Bakuffaldi (G)., Vite de Pitt., d:c., Ferrarese (Ferrara, 1844), vol. i., p. 69.

Laderchi, La Pittura Ferrarese (Ferrara, 1856), p. 25, urges that Piero could not

paint after 1469, being blind since 1458, but we have seen that this date is not
correct, and we doubt the bUndness altogether.

'
1
These frescoes are now generally admitted to be by Francesco Cossa and his

companions.]
* [Now in the Pinacoteca in the Palazzo PubbUco.]
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and it is, no doubt, the very picture described minutely by Vasari and

recorded by Mariotti ^ as adorning in his time the convent of S.

Antonio. It is a large gablepiece, with the Virgin and Child enthroned

in the centre
;
four saints in the niches at her sides

;
the Annunciation

in the upper space, and two saints in a mutilated predella. The

Virgin annunciate is like all those of Piero
;
the angel more gentle in

mien than usual. The enthroned Madonna is not comely, nor is the

infant pleasing in its nakedness because of its excessive fatness and the

ughness of its type ; yet this type seems to have served as a model

for the Boccati of Camerino, Matteo of Gualdo and Bartolommeo of

Fohgno ;
nor is it clear that Bonfigh disdained to take an inspiration

from it. The saints are more or less short in stature and common in

aspect ;
and the cramped fingers of a S. Francis are the same that

we have seen in the picture of the Spedale at Borgo S. Sepolcro. Still

this is a genuine work by Piero, painted imperfectly on the mixed

system, in colours of much fusion, but of a low key on a broA\Tiish pre-

paration, marked by high surface bitumen shadow's. The draperies, too,

have the involutions and angularity of those of the PoUaiuoli and

Benozzo Gozzoli.

In Piero's manner, but not more attractive than the foregoing, is

a Virgin and Child between two angels in the convent church of S.

M. delle Grazie outside Sinigaglia, a mixed tempera panel of high surface

shadows and hard leaden j^et translucid colour, in which the pleasanter
forms of angels contrast with an Infant of the same type as that of the

Perugian altarpiece.^ Other panels may be thrown together as foUows :

At Borgo S. Sepolcro, in possession of the Marini Franceschi, descendants

of Piero, is a portrait in oil of Piero della Francesca, common enough and
of a later time, but perhaps a copy of that from which Vasari derived his

woodcut of the painter.
In the same family collection, four small saints, a little more than half

length, representing S. Antony between SS. Chiara, Apollonia, and another

figure, much damaged and repainted, but still in Piero's character.^

In Mr. Barker''s Collection in London, formerly belonging, we believe, to

the Marini Franceschi, is a Virgin kneeling before the naked Infant, with

five singing or playing angels on one side, S. Joseph on the other and two

shepherds in the landscape distance.^ This piece is injm'ed in colour and
seems to have remained unfinished. It is painted with much impasto and
of a brown tone. The shepherds and S. Joseph are, as regards vulgarity

^ Lett. Pit., ubi sup., p. 125.
'^ The distance is arcliitectural, the figures half length ; a landscape may be

seen through a window. The piece is injured as regards colour.
^ [These panels are no longer to be traced.]
* This picture was taken to Florence for sale, and is described by the annot. of

Vasari, vol. iv., note to pp. 13, 14, as in the hands of Signer Cav. Frescobaldi.

[It is now No. 908 in the National Gallery. It is a fine work by Piero.]
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of type, reimuiscent of Signorelli, who is known to have been Piero's pupil.
As a work of art this is preferable to the panels of Perugia and Sinigagha.

At Cittd di Castello, a Coronation of the Virgin, with saints, in the
convent of S. Cecilia, is falsely assigned to our master, and seems more

properly attributable to Ridolfo Ghirlandaio or Granacci's youthful time,
when under the tuition of their master Domenico.

Milan can boast of no genuine work by Piero, and the Resurrection,
with saints, on the outer face of the portal of S. Sepolcro, is a fresco of the
Lombard school.^

The master's influence at Arezzo is apparent, although its fruits are not
of a liigh order, in a fi'esco of the Virgin and Saints (life size), inscribed

with the date of 1483, in the Palazzo del Comune
;

^ and in a Madonna
between SS. Benedict and Bernard, dated 1502, a fresco in the sacristy of

S. Bernardino.^

Having thus brought to a close the life of Piero della Francesca, and
described the advantages which accrued to Italian art from his great
and peculiar talent, it is but a just tribute to his memory to add, that,

ha\ang formed the bold and vehement style of Luca Signorelli, their

combined influence extended to all the schools of their native country.
Both these artists were connected with the court of Federigo of Urbino,

assisting to produce an exotic splendour wliicli waned soon after
;

because the protection first given to art was too soon withdrawn after

it had begun to strike a local root in the person of Giovanni Santi.

Raphael's early studies derived a beneficent impulse from Piero della

Francesca tlu'ough Santi, but, for want of sufficient support at home,

^ This is assigned to Piero by Vasabi, vol. iv., p. 18. A picture of S.

Bernardino and angels, No. 11 in the Brera and assigned there to Mantegna, is

given by Harzen erroneously to Piero della Francesca. See Archiv, ubi sup.,

S.
233. [The Brera Gallery of IMilan has a very fine work by Piero, a Madonna and

aints and Angels, %vith Federigo da Montefeltro, Dnke of Urbino, painted c. 1469.

Mr. Berenson asserts that the hand of Federigo is by Justus of Ghent and the
architecture possibly by Fra Carnovale, see hifra.]

* This fresco is assigned erroneously to Piero by Harzen. See Archiv, ubi sup.,

p. 233. [It is by Lorontino.]
'

[I apjjend a Ust of other works by the master not mentioned in the text :

Arezzo. 5. Maria delle Orazie (building near). Fresco fragment of

scene from Life of S. Donato.
CiTTA DI Castello. Pinacoteca. No. 18. Salvator Mundi. (Mr. Berenson gives

this doubtfully as a late work to Piero.)
Milan. Brera. No. 510. Madonna and Saints and Angels, with

Federigo of Urbino. c. 1469.

Poldo-Pezzoli. No. 593. S. Thomas Aquinas. (Berenson.)
MoNTERCHi. Chapel of Cemetery (near Borgo S. Sepolcro). Fresco.

Madonna and two Angels. Cavalcasellk, in his ItaUan
edition cf this work, vol. viii., p. 252, gives the execution
of this work, in great part, to a follower of the master,

probably Lorentino.
London. National Gallery. No. 769. S. Michael. This figure is given

by Cavalcaselle (St. della Piltura It., vol. \ iii., p. 274) to a
follower of Piero. Cavalcaselle asks if it maj' not be a youtWul
work by Signorelli, executed under Piero's direct influence.

Boston, U.S.A. Mrs. J. L. Gardner. Fresco, Hercules. See note, antea, p. 12.
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required the direction of Perugino. In the same way the schools of the

Adriatic side of Central Italy felt the effects of Piero's genius, until

Venetian and Paduan artists invaded the Marches. Melozzo da Forli,

amongst others, derived much from contact with, or study of, Piero, and

strengthened by his example the same fibre in Santi wliich had already
been made to vibrate by the master whom they had both known and

honoured. Such indeed was Melozzo's power over Santi's style that

some of the productions due to the latter show many characteristic

features noticeable in the works of Melozzo's pupil, Marco Palmezzano.

A clump of artists, headed by Piero della Prancesca, most of them

Umbro-Florentine—that is, commingling Florentine maxims with an

Umbrian nature—were thus mainly instrumental in giving a powerful

impulse in a particular direction to Italian art.

The name of Piero della Francesca in union Avith that of one Fra

Carnovale has been alluded to by many authors. The connection of

this friar's name with extant paintings is authenticated by no records

whatever. He is casually mentioned by Vasari, in a life of Bramante,
as the author of a picture in S. M. della Bella at Urbino, of which the

subject is not given ,^ and the following facts are said by Pungileoni to

refer to him :
^

He was called Bartolommeo, the son of Gio. di Bartolo Corradiui, and
entered the Dominican order. In 1456 (the record is given) he was
absolved by mutual consent from the duty of painting a picture for the

company of Corpus Christi at Urbino. In 1461, he performed the duties of

pievano or curate ^ in S. Cassiano of Cavalhno, near Urbino, and there are

further records of his existence in the same capacity at the same place
till 1488.

So far, it appears that a certain Dominican friar of the name of

Bartolommeo di Gio. Corradini was a painter at Urbino about the

year 1456. There is no proof that this Bartolommeo should have gone

by the name of Carnovale, nor is there any authentic memorial of his

works. Pungileoni adds, however, from certain statements furnished to

him out of the convent of S. Bernardino of Urbino, wliich he quotes
at second hand (and A\'hich still exist in the very \vords of Padre

Pungileoni in the convent above named, being drawn up apparently in the

last century),
" about this time (1472) the altarpiece of the high altar

(of S. Bernardino) was painted by Fra Bartolommeo called F. Carnovale,

because the Virgin is a portrait of the Duchess Battista Sforza, wife of

1 Vasari, vol. vii., pp. 125, 126.
* Pungileoni, Elogio Stor. di 0-iovanni Santi, ubi sup., p. 52, and following.
3 [A Pievano was not a curate in our sense, but something much more im-

portant. A Ficve being a Chicea parrocchiale. che ha aotto di si priore e rettorie e per
lo pin vil'e e castelle (MA-tivzzi, Vocaboktrio, e.v.).]
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Duke Federico, and the Infant on the Virgin's lap is the Ukeness of the

son born to the Duke by the said Duchess." ^

It is to be submitted that this is a very untrustworthy authority for

assigning to Fra Carnovale the altarpiece of S. Bernardino at Urbino,

which now hangs in the Gallery of the Brera at Milan.^

The Virgin, of life size, is represented there enthroned under a seraidome

rivalling in architectural beauty the creations of Leon Battista Alberti.

The Infant Christ is stretched on her knees, adored by her and by a

kneeUng figure of Federigo of Urbmo in armour at her feet. Four angels
are in couples at the Virgin's side supported by SS. Jerome, Bernardino,
and John the Baptist (left), Francis, Peter Martyr, and another (right).

Tliis is a picture on the system of Piero della Francesca, M-ith

scientific perspective, ^dth a geometrical division of Hues, of Ught,
and of shadow. The figures seem only subservient to an effect of

chiaroscuro, being placed side by side mthout much variety. The Child

has the pecuhar type of the least pleasing ones painted by Piero. The

angels are in his well-knowm mould and dress, but, hke the rest of the

picture, on a lower scale of art than his. The stamp of the master's

school, A^dthout the impress of his hand, is marked. The colour is of

full impasto and of a leaden grey, in good keeping, however, because of

the judicious distribution of the hghts and shades in juxtaposition. That

the work may have been by one of Piero's pupils is evident. It is of

the same class, and shares defects already visible in the IMadonna at

Sinigagha or the altarpiece of Perugia, and, to a less extent, in the panel
at the Spedale of Borgo S. Sepolcro. We know but of one assistant or

pupil of Piero besides Luca Signorelli and Dom Bartolommeo della Gatta,

and that is Lorentino d'Angelo of Arezzo,^ whose works are, however, not

preserved.* If the author of the Brera picture be Fra Carnovale, we
add to the list another pupil whose picture was completed possibly about

1472, the date named, or perhaps later. The same hand had clearly a

share in other works assigned to Piero della Francesca, and until records

shall have settled the matter, Fra Carnovale's name may be taken as a

conventional one to indicate works bearing the impress, but not reveaUng
the perfect manner of a greater master.

In this class we shall at once place a S. Michael trampling the

dragon and carrying the monster's head in one hand, a picture now in

Sir Charles Eastlake's collection.^ We have here again the tendency

^ PuNGiLEONi, Elog. Stor. di Gio. Santi, ubi sup., p. 53.
^
[No. 510, Brera Catalogue.]

» See Vasari, vol. iv., p. 22.
*

[Se\^eral works by Lorentino are preserved. (See Cavalcaselle, Storia, della

Pittura, vol. viii., p. 259 et seq.). Chief among them are three panels in the

Pinacoteca and a documented fresco of the Virgin, Child, Saints and Angels, of

the year 1483, in the Palazzo Comiinale at Arezzo.]
»

[This is the picture by Piero (No. 769) in National Gallery.]

.
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to give effects of light and shade, perhaps better and brighter colour of

rich impasto. A Virgin and Child belonging to the Marquis d'Azegho

belongs to the same order.

In conclusion, a just surprise may be expressed that Vasari should in

his life of Bramante make Fra Carnovale the great architect's teacher

in liis art and in perspective, when it is certain that, being born in

1444, he (Bramante) might have learnt from Luciano Lauranna,^ or other

great professors, such as Piero della Francesca.^

1
[As we have seen, Laurana is the admitted author of the architectural view

in the Urbino Gallery, once ascribed to Piero.]
* [Two very interesting panels in the Barberini Collection have been given to

Fra Carnovale, on the strength of their resemblance to two pictures described by
Andrea Lazzeki in his Chiese d' Urbino, by Sig. Ventuei {Arch. St. deW Arte, 1893,

p. 416). Cavalcaselle describes them in his Itahan edition of this work (vol. viii.,

pp. 268-9, and gives them to a follower of Piero. One of the panels in question
represents the Nativity of the Virgin, the other her Presentation in the Temple.
Both are remarkable for their splendid architectural settings.]

i\



CHAPTER II

MELOZZO OF FORLt AND MARCO PALMEZZANO

The name of Sixtus IV. has frequently been noticed in these pages.

During a long pontificate of thirteen years, he promoted the interests

of artists in Italy with a zeal scarcely surpassed by later popes. He had
not been long raised to the chair of S. Peter before he undertook a series

of great arcliitectural and pictorial enterprises. He caused the Sixtine

chapel to be erected in 1473, the Vatican library to be restored in

1475, and the churches of SS. Apostoh, S. Pietro in Vinculis, and S.

Sisto at Rome to assume a new shape. His relatives the Delia Roveres

and Riarios shared his partiahty for architectural improvements ;
and

the whole family favoured with its regard, or supported by wages, a

crowd of architects and painters from every province of Italy. We
have seen with what perseverance Sixtus IV. called in succession, to

Rome, Botticelli, Ghirlandaio, Cosimo Rosselh, Perugino and Signorelh.
His chief architect, Baccio Pontelli,i bred under Francesco Giovanni

Francione at Florence, distinguished himself so remarkably that Federigo
of Montefeltro, who had perhaps made his acquaintance at the wedding
of his daughter to Giovanni della Rovere in 1472, was induced to engage
him for the completion of his palaces at Urbino and Gubbio. But
Sixtus was not content to think that Roman pontiffs should always
be obhged to ransack the cities of the Peninsula for artists, and he

determined to found and to endow an Academy at Rome imder the

patronage of S. Luke. He gave that body a constitution which was pro-

mulgated with great solemnity ;
and he succeeded at once in enrolhng

several masters in its register.

Prominent amongst these was Melozzo of Forh, whose name, in-

scribed in his own hand,
" melotius pic. pa." (Pictor Papalis), is one

of the foremost in that interesting record.^

Forh, Melozzo's native place, had long been under the sway of the

local family of the Ordelaffi. It had not been celebrated for giving
birth to any remarkable painter in the earlier centuries, but it had,
like most cities, fostered the exertions of local artists, as the narrative

* See Vasari, vol. iv., p. 135, and following; and Gaye, Carteggio, vol. i.,

p. 274, and following.
* Melchiorri (Marchese G.), Notizie intorno alia Vita . . . di Melozzo da Forli

(Rome, 1835), p. 29, ap. Com. to Vasari, vol. iv., p. 202.
25
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in these pages sufficiently shows. It continued to do so, as may be

fully proved by more modern examples, at Forno, at Imola, Pesaro, and

Ancona.^

It was the fortune of Melozzo to rise into manhood at a period

when the influence of Piero della Francesca was powerfully felt through-
out those parts of Italy in which Forli is situated. He was of the

Ambrosi of Forli and born about 1438.^ His infancy coincides with the

manhood of Francesca, and we have the more ground for believing that

the two men were connected by the ties of art
; because, beside the

clear derivation of Melozzo's style from that of Piero, the latter

was not less known to his contemporary and feUow-countryman, Fra

Luca Pacioh, than Melozzo, whom he praises for his acquirements and

talents in perspective and architecture, and of whom he adds that

liis figures would have hved, had it been possible to infuse breath into

them.^ It has been suggested indeed that he owed his education

in part to Ansuino of Forli,
^ an assistant of Mantegna at the

Eremitani of Padua in 1453-9
;

^ and it is true that in some of the

remains of liis works, we trace a Mantegnesque fulness, hardness and

angularity in drapery, reminiscent of the Paduan school. But this

characteristic is accompanied by others, and even merged in them, and

^ Thus at Forno, between Forli and Ravenna, in a church whose erection is

certified by the following inscription in it :

"
AJSfO giubileo 1450 mi piero

BIANCHO DE DURAZZO . . . FECE FARE QUESTA SANTA CHIESA," a freSCO adoms the
recess of the tomb of Pietro di Durazzo, and represents him kneeling to the
left near the Saviour borne to the tomb (seven figures, half the Saviour and the
lower part of the others all but gone). This is a production assignable to a third-

rate painter of the time of Palmezzano.
Of the same inferior style is a Coronation of the Virgin, with numerous saints, in

the Lovatelli Gallery at Ravenna, signed :

" hoc opus fecit antontus alias
GHTHDACIUS IMOLESIS AND dS^I 1470, DIE 17 MENSIS OCTOBHIS." Tllis is a

grotesque tempera, with figures of ugly type and character, but curious for an

exaggeration of gra\dty imitated from Piero della Francesca, and akin to that in

the works of the school of the Boccatti of Camerino.
A little better perhaps than Antonivis of Imola is Johannes Antonius of

Pesaro, whose picture of S. Jolin EvangeUst in the Monte Pio of Rome is

inscribed: "1463. 7 januarii johanes antoniu. pisaxtrensis fix." In the
character of this panel is a figure of S. Primiano in the monastery of that name at

Ancona, with a loieeling monk in adoration before him.
2 His death in 1494 is recorded by Leone Cobelli, a contemporary whose MS. chro-

nicle is cited in Reggiani, Alcune Memorie intorno al Pittore Marco Melozzo da Forli

(Forli, undated but printed in 1834), p. 42. His epitaph in S. Trinita di Forli has
been preserved as follows :

"
d. s. melocii foeoliviensis pictoeis Exum ossA.

vixiT A. liVi. . . . M. OB. AN. ..." If he died aged fifty-six in 1494, he was bom
in 1438.

^ Divtna Proporzione, vbi sup., cap. Ivii., p. 18, and Summa de Arithmetica, vbi

sup. Luca Pacioli was in Rome during the reign of Paul II., 1464-71, when he

enjoyed the acquaintance of Leon B. Alberti. He returned thither from Venice
in 1482. See Gaye in Kunsiblatt, an. 1836, No. 69.

* Lanzi, vbi sup., vol. ii., p. 115, and vol. iii., p. 28.
* The date of these frescoes is ascertained with tolerable accuracy. See notes

to Vasari, vol. v., pp. 161 and 165. The frescoes of Ansuino in the series are

signed with his name.

I
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may be due indirectly to examples which shed an undeniable influence

throughout the Adriatic coast. Melozzo indeed combined Mantegnesque
features to a shght extent with others of a more decisive nature derived

from the teaching of Piero della Francesca, and from contact with

Giovanni Santi of Urbino. Giovanni, who eulogises most of the painters

of his time, alludes to Melozzo in terms suggestive of near ties of

friendsliip.
"
Melozzo a me si caro," he says,

"
che in prospettiva ha

steso tanto il passo."
^ The Forhvese would thus have been knoMTi to

the Montefeltri ;
and the connection of Federigo \\dth the Della Rovere

as early as 1472 ^ may have caused the employment of the painter at the

court of Sixtus IV.

That he was a man of completely formed talents when he was

promoted to the favour of the Pontiff is evident as much from his works

at Rome as from the statements of contemporaries. Fra Luca Pacioli's

opinion has been quoted : that of Fra Sabba da CastigUone is equally

favourable ;

^ and a Roman compiler of the reign of Sixtus soars to

fulsomeness in the epithets with which he honours his hero.* All these

authorities, and many more that might be added to the number, call

him Melozzo da Forli, a name by which he was known through hfe and

remembered in death, and as distinctly preserved in contemporary records

as in a funeral epitaph. It might seem needless indeed to insist on a fact

so patent ; yet we are bound to dwell upon it in order to meet the

assertions of some modern writers who call him Marco Melozzo, because

they give to him pictures wliich shall be shown to have been executed

by his pupil Palmezzano.

A conclusive proof that Melozzo's style was derived from that of

Piero della Francesca may be found in the fact that one of his master-

pieces was for years assigned to the latter. Yet there is nothing
more certain than that when Baccio Pontelli had finished the restora-

tion of the Vatican library, and Sixtus IV. had appointed Platina to

superintend the valuable collection which he formed there, Melozzo

was employed (1475-80) to celebrate the event by a fresco, long an

ornament of the walls, but subsequently transferred to canvas, and

now in the gallery of the Vatican.^ It is apparent indeed that Sixtus,

^
Rhjmie Chronicle in Pungileoni, Elogio di Qiovanni Santi, tibi sup., p. 74.

^
Federigo's daughter married Giovanni della Rovere in that year.

^ Ricord. (Venice, 1555), p. 52 ; ap. Reggiani, Alcune Memorie, ubi sup., p. 42.
*
Jacopo Zaccaria at Rome under the pontificate of Sixtus IV. printed a volume

I

of forms for addressing letters to persons of divers rank and profession, one of which
runs :

"
Totius Italias splendori Melocio de ForoUvio pictori incomparabili." (See

MoRELLi, notes to Anon., tibi sup., p. 109.)
' TajA, Descrizione del Palazzo ApostoUco Vaticano, &c. (Rome, 1750), p. 344, ap.

I Reggiani, vbi sup., p. 39. Leone Cobelxi, MS. Chron. in Reggiani, uhi sup.,
I p. 39, says :

" Melocio . . . fe molte dipentorie al Papa Sisto magne e belle, e

fe' la libreria del detto Papa
"

; and Rafaello Maffei, Antropologia Pictm. sat
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Platina, two attendant cardinals, and a couple of inferior persons
were portrayed from life in the library itself, whose square pillars

and panelled ceilings, with their tasteful and copious ornament, are

drawn with a precision of perspective hardly attainable by Melozzo

except in the school of the great painter of Borgo S. Sepolcro.
The Pope, on the right, sits in a chair, with his hands on the balls

of its arms. The two cardinals, Pietro Riario and Giuhano della

Rovere, stand to the left between him and the spectator, Platina

on his knees, with the two attendants behind him. The precision
with which the parts are defined, the accuracy with which the

proportions of the figures are measured for the places they

occupy, a tendency to hardness in the outlines or to angular blocks

of form, draperies of Umbrian character, a general keeping in the

various tones which show more knowledge of the laws of harmony
than feeling for colour—all these features characterise a piece techni-

cally worked out on the system of Piero della Francesca, handled with

style, and doing honour to Melozzo.^

Amongst the churches which Baccio Pontelli improved or repaired,
one of the most conspicuous was that of the SS. Apostoli at Rome,
to which he added a tribune, whose pictorial decoration was entrusted

by Cardinal Riario in 1472 to Melozzo.^ He endeavoured, with the aid

of a daring perspective, to represent the Ascension of Christ amongst
cherubs in the semidome, with the Apostles looking up, and angels

variously foreshortened, attending or playing divers instruments.

When the tribune Avas taken doA^Ti, in 1711, the figure of Christ was

sawed from the wall, and placed on a landing of the staircase leading

up to the Quirinal Palace
;

^ three fragments of apostles and eleven

others were removed to the sacristy of S. Peter.

Melozzo was remarkably successful in the figure of the Redeemer,
which is made to appear as if it were piercing the semidome a.nd

temp. (Basilese, 1530), lib. 21, p. 245: " De his reUquis in artibus claruerunt

Melotius Foroliviensis ; iconicas imagines prseter cseteros pingebat ejus opus in

bibliotheca Vaticana Xistus in sella sedens, familiaribus nonnuUis domesticis
adstantibus.

"

1 The profile of the Pope and the manner in which his figure is drawn remind
one of Piero's Malatesta at Rimini. The local flesh tone is yellowish, with shadows

freely stippled in brown,—the whole a little raw perhaps since the transfer of

the surface to canvas, but still, as regards colour, reminiscent of the frescoes in

the choir of S. Francesco at Arezzo.
2 Cardinal Riario was Sixtus IV. 's nephew. That he ordered the frescoes of

the tribune is stated by Taja, ubi sup., p. 344, who was instrumental in saving
the parts now preserved when the tribime was taken doMTi. See also Vasabi,
vol. iv., p. 190.

^ The following inscription, by Clement XI. it is thought, testifies to the

genuineness of the work :

" opus melotii forolivensis, qui summos fornices
PINGENDI AETEM MIRIS OPTICE LEGIBUS VEL PRIMUS INVENIT VEL ILLUSTRAVIT, EX
APSIDE VETERIS TEMPLI SANCTORUM XII APOSTOLORUM HUC, ANNO SALUTIS MDCCXI."
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ascending to lieav^en far above tlie spectator's eye, yet its vulgar and

somewhat rigid form, its common type, coarse extremities, and broken

draperies are not attractive. The latter no doubt are copious, hard

and angular, like those of the Mantegnesque school, and have sug-

gested the theory, not unfairly broached by Lanzi, that Ansuino of

Forli may have been one of Melozzo's teachers
;

but the interest of

the series centres not in the principal figure, but in the other fragments
which are so fine and characteristic as to recall the works of Raphael,
and which betray an intimate connection of style between Melozzo

and Giovanni Santi.

Of three half-length Apostles looking up, and presenting their

foreshortened features to the spectator, one A\dth copious hair and

beard, in red and blue, imitates the manner of Santi. One of the

angels in profile plays a guitar, but, turning his face so that it fronts

the spectator, is somewhat rigid in form and features, showing the

full iris after the later fashion of Palmezzano. Two pieces, each of

them containing three seraphim, are repetitions of similar ones in

creations of Giovanni Santi, pleasing the ej^e by nude forms and
rotund lines, such as Perugino might have drawn. An angel beating
a drum, another with flying ribands, are conceived with a freshness

and simplicity suited to the temper of Santi and Raphael. A clean

firm drawing, bold and spontaneous movement, an affectation peculiar
to the Umbrian school and afterwards improved by the Perugians,
are all qualities in these pieces, varied in some instances by Melozzo's

frequent use of undressed blocks of form in extremities—by hard

design
—by draperies of frequent angularity and occasional want of

purpose, and by eyes like those of Santi, exposing the whole iris.

As regards tone, the fresco is clearly painted in with a yellowdsh local

colour over which the shadows are stippled with great freedom.

These are all the productions of Melozzo at Rome
;

^ but they
suffice to characterise his style and to show that no study of

Raphael should be complete unless we analyse, together with the

works of Giovanni Santi, those of his friend and contemporary, and
trace them back, as has been done, to the examples of Piero della

Francesca.

Sixtus IV. and Cardinal Riario were not the only patrons of

Melozzo. Count Girolamo Riario, apparently still more conscious of

artistic worth than either of his relatives, made Melozzo his gentle-
man and squire ;

^ and Fra Luca Pacioli describes the painter as in

^
[Other works in Rome attributed to Melozzo by certain critics are to be

found in S. Marco, Sala Capitolana, S. Mark, Pope enthroned, and S. Mark
Evangelist writing. Cf. Schmarzow, Melozzo da Forli (BerUn, 188G), andBERENSON,
Central Italian Painters (Putnams, 1909).]

^ Leone Cobelli, ap. Reggiani, vbi sup., p. 39.
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constant communication with the nobleman when he built his palace
at Rome.'^

In the meanwhile Forli, whose loyalty to the Ordelaffi had lasted

for a considerable period, shook off its allegiance and gave itself to

the Holy See in 1480. The person to whom Sixtus IV. entrusted
the government was no other than Girolamo Riario, the patron of

Melozzo, who may thus have returned to his native city with unusual

advantages. That he did so is probable.
Yet in Forli, the only production that can be assigned to Melozzo

is a fresco originally painted as a sign above a shop and now in

the Collegio,^ representing a grocer's assistant in a violent state of

exertion, open-mouthed, panting, but vulgar in type, wielding with

both hands a pestle over a large mortar. The figure is not less re-

markable for its realism, warts on the forehead and right cheek being
imitated from nature, than for Melozzo's known ability in accurately

measuring the effect of place. As the sign was above the shop, the

mortar boy was conceived as if seen from below through a window,
the projection of whose beam and side were given ^vith perspective
truth.^ The piece is thus essentially of interest as a link between the

creations of Melozzo and those of his pupil Marco Palmezzano.
With the notices of it; however, we exhaust all that is known of

Melozzo and his works, because albeit a portion of certain frescoes

in S. Girolamo at Forli discloses a style related to his, and he may
have had a share in laying out the chapel, the paintings there are

clearly by Marco Palmezzano. Whether they were ordered by
Girolamo Riario is uncertain

;
but a ceiling in the Cappella del Tesoro

of the Duomo at Loreto, adorned in the same manner under the

direction of that nobleman, dates from the same time ;
and reveals

also the hand of Palmezzano.
Whether Melozzo ever painted at Urbino may possibly remain

doubtful. It has been usual to consider him the author of several

amongst the portraits of celebrated men collected by Duke Federigo
in one of the rooms of his palace. These, described by Bernardino

Baldi,* became at a comparatively recent period divided as heirlooms

between the Roman families of Barberini and Sciarra. The latter

series was purchased for the Campana Collection, now in Paris, and^
comprised portraits of Plato, S. Thomas, Bessarion, Virgil, Solon,

^ Divina Proporzione, cap. Ivii., part i, p. 18.
* [Now in the Pinacoteca.]
'
Though seriously injiu-ed some years since, the true character of this piece

could be discerned. Since then it has been damaged in various additional

ways, so that a true opinion can now hardly be formed. The figure is only seen
to the knees in a sort of frock of a yellowish tone ; the backgrovmd having been
originally blue. The tone of the whole was of a low key, tending to olive.

*
Descrizione del Palazzo Ducale d' Urbino, 1587.
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Pietro Apponio, Dcante, S. Augustine, S. Jerome, Vittorino da Feltre,

Aristotle, Sixtus IV., Ptolemy and Seneca.^ Of these illustrious

persons, the Venice Academy contains ten drawings in the character

of Raphael's youth, and unanimously assigned to him by the most

competent critics.^ We conclude from this that they were sketched

from the originals by young Santi at Urbino
;
and we assume at the

same time that the originals were finished before 1482, the year of

Federigo's death. The character of the series, in so far as it may be

judged from the portion in the Campana collection, is not constantly

the same. The Solon is painted in a Flemish, the Dante in an Italian

style. S. Augustine is Flemish, S. Jerome is like the work of a man
formed on the model of Van der Weyden, Vittorino da Feltre is Italian.

This mixture is apparent in various ways, some figures being in freer

action or motion than others. The drawing of the greater part is,

however, Flemish
;

the draperies are angular, and the hands coarse.

They are all boldly handled, in a transparent yet horny oUve brown

tone through which the ground and outlines appear. The shadows

are high in surface ;
and a softer fusion or more perfect modelling

distinguishes a part from the remainder. The obscurity which over-

hangs these productions is double ;
and it is not possible either to

name the author or the person for whom they were done. But it is,

obvious that, if they were really copied by Raphael in his youth, they
cannot have been completed later than 1500. Their foreign aspect

naturally suggests the inquiry whether Justus of Ghent might not

have produced them. His labours at Urbino are comprised between

the years 1462-75. The Flemish element in the gallery of heroes

before us may be that of a Netherlander whose style should have

been modified by contact with Italian painters at Urbino
;
but there

is still room for conjecture in our present state of doubt
;
and it may

be interesting to select some other artist for the sake of continuing

the inquiry. Though pictures of Girolamo Genga's later time, and

unlike the series before us, exist, we know of no early productions

attributed to that artist. Youthful talents are prone to imitation,

and Genga's name may not be excluded. This indeed is a prudent
course when we consider that the Campana series is not an isolated

example of Urbinese pictures.

Mr. Spence, in London, owns a panel which formerly belonged to

' The Barberini series has not been seen by the writers of this work. [The
Barberini panels represent, Solomon, Moses, Gregory the Great, Albertus Magnus,
Pius II., Boethius, Hippocrates, Homer, Scotus, Petrarch, Cicero, Bartolomeus

Sentinus, Euclid (c/. Cavalcaselle, Ital. delta Pittura, vol. viii., p. 304 et seq.).

Cavalcaselle was later inclined to ascribe these works to Justus of Ghent, an opinion
shared by Mon-lli (cf. Morelli, Delia Pittura Itali-ana, p. 254).]

*
[Raphael's authorship of these drawings has since been questioned by more

than one competent critic]
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Signer Conti at Florence ^ and is supposed to have been originally in

the sacristy of Urbino cathedral. A throne is occupied by a female
;

a small organ lies at her side, to which she points as she presents a

book to a youth kneeling in front of her. Whilst the colouring offers

some analogy to that of the portraits in the Campana collection, its

style is more Italian. A certain viscosity, reminiscent of that in

the tones of pictures by the Pollaiuoli, is coupled with much boldness

and ease of handling, and an impasto which reminds one of Rembrandt.
The progress of the method apparent in these examples may be noted

further in a fine bust portrait at three-quarters, in the costume of the

close of the fifteenth century, in possession of Signor Leoni at Urbino.^

A certain hardihood in the drawing in Signorelh's fashion—a hard

viscous colour of dull oHve tone, but shadowed ^\'ith brown stippling
and touched up with high surface lights of a diaphanous quality

—
the whole well modelled and glazed, are characteristic in this piece.

More modern still, under the same principles, an allegory similar

to that of ]\Ii\ Spence, is in the Berlin Museum under the name of

Bartolommeo Suardi or Bramantino.^ The female on the throne is

dressed in gold brocade, in a rich architectural space, on whose upper
frieze one reads :

" dueaxtis comes s.p.r." The Count of Castel

Durant-e is the ruler of Urbino
;
and the arms of the Duchy, quartered

with the keys and tiara on a shield, may suggest to one cognisant of

heraldry which of the Dukes is here represented receiving the book.

The style is purely Italian, of the rise of the sixteenth century, and

the colour of rich impasto.
It is needless perhaps to remind the reader that none of these

creations are by Melozzo
;
but they illustrate the course of a particular

form of art in a particular place. As for Girolamo Genga's name, it

might apply perhaps with greatest force to the last-named allegory.

The pictures previously named must remain a matter for further

study.*

1 [Now in the National Gallery. No. 756. Its fellow, also in the National

Gallery. No. 755, was also in Mr. Spence's collection. Tliey are suppo.sed to be
two of seven panels originally in the Ducal Palace at Urbino. ilr. Berenson is in

agreement with the authors in denying these works to Melozzo.]
- Via Urbino. and still in possession of that gentleman in 1859. The portrait M

life size, the panel IG inches by 13. The cap of a dark green, the coat dark brown-
*
[No. 5-4, Dialectic, and No. 54a, Astronomy, e^ idently two of the series of seven

spoken of in note 1, supra. Tliey are attributed to Melozzo by Dr. Bode, but denied

to him by Mr. Berenson and other critics.]
*

[Otiier works by Melozzo da Forh not mentioned in the text are :
—

Florence. Uffizi. No. 1563. Gabriel, and on the back of the panel half a figure of

S. Benedict.
No. 156-4. Mary at Annimciation, and on the back of the panel half m

figure of an Evangelist (? S. Luke).
These fine works—originally organ doors—have been recently acquired by the

Uffizi Gallerj- from Prof. Luigi Grassi, of Florence.
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Melozzo died in 1494, leaving beliind him Marco di Antonio

Palmezzano, who seems to have found employment under the same

patron as his master.^ The date of his birth is unknown,- but he

hved far into the sixteenth century and has left behind a number
of important pieces that are now scattered throughout the galleries

of Europe.
In a chapel in S. Biagio e S. Girolamo at Forli, a furnace vault,

resting upon two full walls and upon two arches supported by square

pillars, is painted so as to simulate the appearance of a panelled dome

resting on a balustrade, in front of which, or on which, eight figures

are placed sitting in varied attitudes and action. An attempt is

made to show the thickness of the section of the dome by feigned

openings of a polj'^gon shape at the angles of the lunette and arch

spandrils. The sky is supposed to be seen through the openings,

and the view of it to be intercepted in part by children carrying scrolls.

The place usually occupied by the lantern is a circular shield ^Wth

armorial bearings,
^ surrounded by heads of cherubs. The figures are

foreshortened in a manner for which Melozzo was celebrated, a manner

which liis pupil is known to have inherited ;
and the decoration,

arranged in its totality so as to strengthen the illusion of the spectator

looking up from the floor of the chapel, is the work of a man of great

experience in the use of the compass and rule and in the working of

architectural plans. Melozzo had already given proof of his ability

in this line of pictorial ornamentation at the SS. Apostoli in Rome,
and elsewhere.* He and his pupil were the continuators of the

practice of Piero della Francesca and Signorelli, diversifying it with

a novel variety of perspective, and invention of forms. They were

Rome. S. Marco. Sala Capitolana, S. Mark, Pope Enthroned. (Schmarzow
and Berenson. )

S. Mark Evangelist Writing. (Schmarzow and Berenson.)
At Loreto, in the Santa Ca.sa sacristy, are some frescoes—in cupola. Prophets and

Angels; on the wall, the Entry into Jerusalem. According to Cavalcaselle
iStoria dclla Pittura, vol. viii., p. 287 et seq.), these frescoes, although designed by
Melozzo, were probably executed, in part at least, by Palmezzano. Cavaxcaselle
m his Italian edition, vol. viii., pp. 29(>-8, describes a panel belonging to the King's
l-'ollection at Windsor, representing Duke Frederic with his son Guidobaldo seated

in an ample hall, and listening to a third figure, supposed to be Vittorino da Feltre,

who is reading from a book. This panel, according to Cavalcaselle, displays the

rharacteristics of a genuine work of IMelozzo. Signer Ventiu-i ascribes to ^Melozzo,

among other works, the striking panel of S. Sebastian with two donors, ]S;o. 0820
uf the Corsini Gallery at Rome, but Air. Berenson, Mr. Perkins, and other critics

give this panel to Antoniazzo.]
^ Luca Pacioli mentions Marco in the same sentence with Melozzo, and calls

him the dear pupil of the latter (Smnyna de Arithmetica, ubi sup.). Palmezzano's

exact name is in a record of the time which shall be quoted in full, see postea.
-
[Born about 1456.]

* The arms are unfortunately all but obliterated.
* M.ARCHESi, Vir. must. Forll (Forol., Sylva, 1726), Ub. ii., cap. vii. ; ap. Reg-

r,iAxr, ubi sup., p. 49.

in. c
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in their age the great illustrators of the system which in the sequel
was perfected by Correggio in his cupola paintings, by the Carracci

and the most skilful of the so-called barocchi, Luca Giordano and

Pietro da Cortona. As exponents of this style, in fact, Melozzo and

Palmezzano were naturally esteemed
;

and although Mantegna, a

great master of perspective in his day, was acknowledged as such

even by his contemporaries, he did not originate, any more than

Piero della Francesca, Signorelli, or the Florentines, the particular
mode of applying its laws which shed lustre on the painters of whom
we are now treating. These, however, but Palmezzano chiefly, were

geometers and monumental draughtsmen whose figures, though accu-

rate in the block of proportion and contour, were not otherwise

more refined than was necessary for their positions in given spaces.

The result to them of contemplating art under this point of view l*

was a certain hardness and rigidity which became in Palmezzano a
"

sculptural immobility, extending alike to action, details, and drawing.
A coloured bas-relief or stone-model, placed at a certain height and Is

imitated according to the laws of perspective, would produce the I'

same impression as one of his decorations, being correct, well pro-

portioned and sculptural, but hard and angular in outline and naturally

lifeless, and deriving little additional charm from a dull yellow-red
flesh tone shadowed with brown. That these are the characteristic

features in the ceiling we have attempted to describe, is undoubted.

They are clear in the broken and rigid figures of naked children, whose

defects in this respect are striking as compared with those of Melozzo,

whilst in the rest of the work, Palmezzano exhibits inferiority in the

reproduction of movement or of flowing drapery, and betrays his

comparatively feebler handling in a higher surface colour, and the

use of cross hatching in the modelling of parts.
^ Like Melozzo, he

has no feeling for colour, hence no atmosphere. He displaj^s fancy
and taste, hoAvever, in the ornaments of pilasters and friezes. Human

figures supporting vases, themselves receptacles for monsters, winding

tracery of stems, leaves, and scrolls, all on a dark green ground, cover

the pilasters of the Riario Chapel, and reveal a style not unlike that

of sijnilar ones in Signorelli 's frescoes at Orvieto, and not inferior to

those of Pinturicchio and Spagna ;
and we thus trace the origin of

the taste for decoration which is in later artists of this school, snch

as Rondinelli, Zagganelli called Cotignola, Cordelagi or Giovanni

da Faenza, better known as Bertucci, all men in whom this secondary
feature is stamped Avith a mixture of Bolo^nese, Ferrarese, Paduan

and Venetian art.

^ Reggiani, ubi sup., pp. 45-0, supposes, but on insufficient grounds, that the

ceilings and a remaining lunette are by Melozzo.
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No sensible difference is observable between the painting of the

ceiling and that of the solitary wall which remains in its pristine state.

This wall is divided into two courses. In the lunette, a number of

persons kneel or stand in the centre of a court attending to the feat of a

juggler setting two cocks against each other. A man on the left, in the

light dress of the period presents his back to the spectator, and reminds

one, by the freedom of an action expressmg surprise, of Signorelli's

powerful creations. A broad flight of steps, and landings winding round

from the right of the picture and pivoting on a broad pillar, is enhvened
\\ath figures. Two men stand to the right on the landing, of whom it has

been said, upon very slender grounds, that they are portraits of Melozzo

and Palmezzano.i Nearer the centre, two youths of vulgar features on
the steps are evidently trembling at the juggler's feats, whilst on the left a

male and female are seen coming down, followed by two persons in converse.

In the lower course, parted into a double arcade with a groined

vaulting, a rider in the garb of a pilgrim carries a dead body on the

crupper of his horse, and is followed by a pilgrim on foot, whilst three

figures stand to the left.^ In the arcade to the right a kneeUng man is

about to be decapitated. Guards are at hand, and a gallows has been

erected in the landscape distance. On a scroll fixed to the central pillar are

the remnants of the inscription :

" marcus palmezzanus pictor foroli-

viENSis M " The date is illegible, but a monogram follows it.

To characterise this work would be to repeat remarks suggested by
the ceiling. The perspective is true ; the figures are well arranged,

and a due subordination of parts is preserved. The costumes are

rich, and some faces are pleasing, but the dra^ving is hard and angular,

the forms un-OTOught, and the draperies broken, whilst the colour

is -s^dthout charm .2

Whether painted originally for Girolamo Riario or for another

patron, the frescoes of this chapel at Forli are valuable for the clue

they give to the author of an exactly similar work in the Cappella del

Tesoro in the Duomo of Loreto. The arms on the centre of the dome
in this place are clearly those of the Delia Rovere. Eight prophets
sit on the balustrade,* whose ornaments are copious and beautiful,

but the curve of the dome is not divided into lozenge panelling. It

is cut into sections by radii or ribs of ornament, each section being
filled with an angel, foreshortened so as to appear in the act of

approaching the spectator, and bearing a symbol of the Passion. The

type and form of heads, reminiscent of those of Melozzo, seem truly

1 Reggiani, ubi Slip., pp. 46-7. He doubts whether the two kneeUng pilgrims
are portraits of Girolamo Riario and Caterina Sforza.

* In this group again, it is affirmed, are Melozzo and Palmezzano with

Sigismondo Ferrarese holding a compass. Rkggiani, ttbi sup., pp. 46-7.
^ It must be remembered, however, that the lower fresco is in very bad

condition.
*
Ezekiel, Obadiah, Zachariah, Amos, David, Jeremiah, Isaiah, and Habakkuk.
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to date from the period when he was patronised by Girolamo Riario.

But the same nobleman may have befriended Palmezzano hkewise,

and the execution, which is richer and better than that of the chapel

at Forli is clearly Palmezzano's, who thus had occasion to study

Signorelli's ceiling in the sacristy of the same church.

In assigning to Palmezzano two important wall paintings, we

have pointed out the difference between his stjde and that of his

master. This difference is traceable in pictures on panel, and not

less on those which bear the signature of
" makcus de melotius "

than on others more distinctly inscribed with Palmezzano's name.

There are but two pieces with the inscription
" marcus de

MELOTIUS." They shall now be described in their order. The first,

in the Chiesa de' Zoccolanti at Matellica, near Fabriano, represents

the Virgin Enthroned Anth the naked Infant in benediction between

SS. Francis and Catherine. A Pieta and five saints fill the lunette.

Three saints stand in a pilaster at each side, resting on a plinth in

which is also a saint. In the predella between the two phnths are :

the Last Supper, the Martyrdom of S. Catherine, and S. Francis

receiving the Stigmata. The Virgin's throne rests on a sand-glass

pedestal, and a scroll at its base reads thus :

MARCHUS DE MELOTIUS FOROLIVIENSIS FATIEBAT, AL TEMP. DE FRATE

ZORZO GUARDIANO DEL M" CCCCCI.

A pecuHar monogram closes the inscription. The relation be-

tween this picture and the frescoes in S. Biagio at Forli is obvious,

in the rigidity and motionlessness of the figures, the angularity and

hardness of the drawing, and the copious broken folds of the double

draperies, whose Umbrian character is at the same time reminiscent

of Fiorenzo di Lorenzo, and Lorenzo di Credi. The colour is hard,

reddish in the flesh tints, and of much body ;
and the architectural

ornament is copious and tasteful. A tendency to roundness in the

heads reveals an approximation to the painters of Treviso and Friuli,

for instance to Cima da ConegUano.^
The second piece in the SS. Annunziata or Carmine of Forli ^ is an

apotheosis of S. Anthony the Abbot, enthroned in a portico between

SS. John the Baptist and Sebastian. The throne on which the saint

stands is similar in general shape to that of the picture at Matellica,

and bears a scroll in its centre inscribed :

" marchus de melotius,

PICTOR forolivensis faciebat," with traces of the monogram.^
* The mantle of the Virgin is scraped, but otherwise the piece is fairly preserved.

The predella scenes are animated in composition.
2 [Now in the Pinacoteca, No. 119.]
^ On a scroll affixed to a pilaster on the left, the restorer has signed his name

"
G. EEGGiANi FOROLiviENSE." His restoration is bad, and parts are threatening

to drop. The draperies of the principal figure are repainted.
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The proportions of the figures are undoubtedly good, yet their

character is not different from that of the Madonna at Matellica.

The contradiction which the inscription on this altarpiece would

introduce into the chronology of Melozzo's life, if it were assigned to

liim, has been remarked by the commentators of Vasari, who settle

the matter summarily by altering the date from 1501 to 1491.

Others have accepted the contradiction, and Signor Reggiani has

'^'one so far in his eagerness to multiply examples of Melozzo that he

introduced the signature
" marchus melozii

"
in a Pieta originally

forming part of an altarpiece in the Duomo of Forli, and now in the

Xational Gallery .^ Yet the altarpiece in the Duomo is proved to

have been finished in 1506, and is signed.
" marcus palmezanus

FACIEBAT."

The finest picture given to Melozzo, however, is the Virgin and

Child seated on a sand-glass pedestal, between the standing SS. Michael

and James the Less in the Orfanotrofio delle Michelline at Faenza.

A landscape is seen through the open lodge in which the Virgin is

enthroned. A warrior on horseback, an apparition of S. Michael

on Mount Gargano, are in its foreground and distance, to the left.

Two saints are in the rear to the right. In the lunette, the Eternal

appears amongst angels. The richness of architecture in parti-coloured

marbles, the octagon pedestal resting on pillars and filled with diamond

ornaments as in the Ferrarese school, the tracery on friezes, are

characteristic of Palmezzano. The Infant Christ is the counterpart
of those bearing scrolls in the chapel at S. Biagio of Forli, but the

figures generally are more pleasing, and have less defects than are

usual in the average of Palmezzano's Madonnas. The colour is of

high body, and handled with ease. Yet the reddish general tone

peculiar to the master is everywhere perceptible.- This fine produc-
tion was ordered of Palmezzano on the 12th of June, 1497, by the

prior of the company of S. Michelino of Faenza, and on the 16th of

March 1500, the painter gave a discharge for sixty ducats for his

labour.3 All the pictures enumerated in the foregoing pages have

1 This piece now numbered [596], in our National GaHery, is properly cla.ssed as

a work by Palmezzano. It passed from the hands of Mr. Reggiani to those of

Messrs. Sismondi in Rome, and was there held to be by Melozzo. The signatiu-e
Marchus Melozzii, painted in by Mr. Reggiani, has been removed.

2 The Eternal in the lunette is of inferior execution to the rest. Four vertical

:8pUts stopped with colour spoil the heads of the saints at the sides and other

parts. The flesh tints have also been retouched in some places.
3 " 12 Junii 1497. Mag. Antonius ol. Santis a credentiis et Mag. Ant. ol. Siverii

Maneghelle priores societatis S. Michihni de Faven. dederunt M. Marco qd. Antonii

palraezani de forlivio pictori unam tabulam altaris dicte societatis ad pingendum

jcoloribus
finis et fino aviro et cum oleo in qua tabula sint figiu-e glor. Virginis iri

'medio, a laterib. figure Sci Michaelis et Sci Jacobi minoris, et in supratondo dei

patris omati Seraphinis. Et taUs pictura facta sit per totum mensem apriUs prox
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been assigned to Molozzo of Forli on the obvious ground of their

superior excellence when compared with the general series of Palmez-

zano's works. But this ground is removed when it appears that the

best of these choice examples is not by Melozzo, but by his pupil.

The contract for the Madonna of Faenza is therefore of value as it

proves the ability of Palmezzano in 1497, and justifies the presump-
tion that having worked long under Melozzo, his best efforts are due

to the period immediately succeeding that master's death. It is

evident at the same time that Marco was willing at first to rest his

chance of fame upon the acknowledged fact that he was Melozzo's

pupil ;
and hence the custom of signing his earlier works " marcus

DE MELOTius." During thirty-seven years of the sixteenth century
he painted a great number of pictures, all of them in oil, and now
scattered throughout the galleries of Europe. They have all the

same general character, reminding one fundamentally of Melozzo,

frequently of the Umbrian scliool and of Pinturicchio, casually of

the Lombards and of the Luini, and in landscapes, of Cima, whose

clear atmosphere, however, they do not rival. Marco's portrait was

till lately in possession of the Palraezzani family, and is now in the

Pinacoteca of Forli, with the inscription:
" marohus palmezanus

NOB. FOROL. SEMET. PINXIT OCTAVA 7ETAT1S SUA 1536." It is the

likeness of a white-haired, aged man, smiling open-mouthed, in a

white skirt and black dress, with pallet and brush in hand, heavily

painted in tones now dulled by time. His bony face shows a good-
humoured vulgarity, but reveals vigour remarkable in a man of

eighty as the inscription purports him to be. If indeed we interpret

the words octava in the above sense, we find tiiat Palmezzano was

born in 1456.

His works may be classed as follows :
— »*

Forli. S. Biagio e S. Girolamo.—In the fourth chapel, to the right of

the entrance to this church, is an altarpiecc of the Vn-giii and Child on a

throne, in front of which an augcl plays the guitar. A scroll on the throne

bears the words
" marchus palmizaus pictor FOROLiviiisis faciebat."

futuri. Etita predicta omnia promisit obsorvare M. Marcus. Et pro pretio  
promiserunt dicti priorcs dare ot solvere cidoni ducatos sexaginta vel equivalenteiri I^

in auro quantitatom, do quibus diicatis Ix dictns M. Marcus pro . . . confesus

est habuisso chtcatos viginti. Ero Bartliolomous olita fris Philippi de Taurellis ri*

not fav." Tlio disebargo, dated Marcb Hi, 1500, runs as follows :

"
Cancellatum H

fuit prosens instnun. debit i ducatorum CO do Mandate dicti M. Marci ot ad instantiara
]

diotor. M. Antonii Manegbollo ot M. Antonii Santis quia fuit confessus se esse

integre satisfact. et solut. et etiam de omni pictura facta bac usque in Socictati

sci Micbaelis &c. Act faven. in donio niei not. present. Petro babini armaroli et

Antonio M. Androe ab arniis test. Ego Bartolom. do Taurellis rogatus script! et

cancoUavi." This extract was made for the authors by Don Marciolo Valgimile of
jJ

Forli, from tho contract in the Archivio Notfirile at Faenza ; but the piece has
"

boon printed in tho Calendario Faentino for 1857.
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To the left kneel a man and a child, to the right a female and a child.

Flavio Biondo ^ and Buriel 2
pretend that these are portraits of Girolamo

Riario, Caterina Sforza, and their children
;

but Reggiani
^ thinks they

arc members of the Acconzi family, patrons of the chapel in which the

picture is situated. The sides of the centre piece contain SS. Catherine
of Alexandria, Domenico, Anthony of Padua and Sebastian. A predella is

filled by small figures of Christ, apostles, and saints. The date of 1486,

given to this altarpiece, is conjectural. It is not a fine picture, but of

paltry and dry execution with considerable flatness. It may be doubted
whether the work be by Palmezzano in person, the domed ceiUng of the

chapel being decorated with wall paintings by men of his school.

Milan. Brera. [No. 469].
—A Nativity. The Child on straw is adored by

the Virgin ;
and S. Joseph sits on the opposite side. The Magi and Shep-

herds are seen approacliing from the distance. This is an abraded and
restored picture with a mutilated inscription of a suspicious character on a

scroll as follows :

" marchus palmizanus forolivens . . .

FECiERUNT MCCCCLXXxxii." The piece is, however, quite in Palmezzano's
manner.

Milan. Brera. [No. 471].
—The Virgin and Child enthroned between SS.

John the Baptist, Peter, Dominic and Mary Magdalen ;
distance a land-

scape. A modern inscription in capitals reads :

" marchus palmezzanus
FOROLiviENSE FECERUNT McccCLXXXXiii." The picture is pretty, and
treated like a tempera, but has been restored in former times in the figures
of the Virgin and S. Dominic. The date may be incorrect.

These two pieces are the only ones in which the strange word
"
FECERUNT "

occurs, but in both cases the inscriptions appear to have
been tampered with.

Sa7ne Gallery. [No. 470].
—A Coronation of the Virgin on a high pedestal.

Two angels play on each side. In front are two kneehng monks, half the

size of Ufe
;
and on a scroll the words :

" .... palmizanus da
FORLI

"
The picture is pretty, and in the Umbrian character.

Berlin Museum. [No. 1129].
—Christ crowned with Thorns and carrying

His Cross. A fine creation of Palmezzano in which the type is reminiscent

of those of the Leonardesque school copied by the Cotignola and others.

It is inscribed :

" marchus palmezzanus pictor foroliviensis faciebat
M.CCCCCIII."

Berlin Museum:—^Not exliibited, but catalogued in the catalogue of

1830. Christ erect in front of the Cross, inscribed :

" marchus pal-

mezzanus pictor foroliviensis faciebat mcccccxv."
Berlin Museum. [No. 1087].

—A Virgin and Child between SS. Barbara
and Jerome, almost a monochrome. The usual pedestal and colonnade are in

this piece, which is inscribed :

" marcus palmezzanus pinctor M."

Dublin, National Gallery. Late Bromley Collection.—The Virgin and
Child enthroned between SS. John the Baptist and Lucy, 'with an angel in

front of the throne playing a guitar, inscribed :

" marcus palmezzanus
pictor foroliviensis Mcccccvm."

1 Ital. Illua, pp. 242, 248, 258 ; ap. Casalt, Ouvia di Forll, 1838, p. 85.
* Vita di Caterina Sforza (Bologna, 1795), torn, iii., p. 857.
* Ubi sup., p. 44.
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Munich Gallery. \No. 1026].
—

Virgin and Child on the usual pedestal
between SS. Peter, Francis, Anthony the Hermit and Paul, with an angel

playing in front, a fine picture inscribed on a scroll :

" marcus palmezanus
p. FOROLIVIANUS FACIEBAT. 1515."

Ravenna. Palazzo Rasponi.
—Christ (life size) on a pedestal, raises one

hand high in benediction, an angel playing at the base, and SS. Roch and
Sebastian at the sides, the whole under a portico through which a landscape
and two hermits are seen. This is a fine picture of the master, of a dull

yellowish but well fused colour, the Christ reminiscent of the Luini, inscribed :

" MARCHUS PALMEZANUS PICTOR FOROLIVENSIS FACIEBAT MCCCCCXXIII." The
date may be 1524. We need but mention by the way a pieta here assigned
to Melozzo, all but a copy of a splendid Bellini (Gio.), falsely attributed to

Mantegna in the Vatican.

England. R. P. Nichols, Esq. No. 315 at Manchester.—Baptism of Christ,

with a figure to the left bending to adjust his dress
;
inscribed :

" marchus
PALMEZANUS PICTOR FOROLIVIENSIS FATIEBAT 1534."

A copy of the foregoing, with a variation in the nude figure dressing, is in

possession of Signor Casah at Forli, inscribed :

" marchus de melotius pictor

FOROLIVIENSIS FACIEBAT."

Faenza. Municipal Gallery.
—Christ going to Calvary. Not signed.

Rome. Museum of S. Giovanni Laterano.—Virgin and Child under a

colonnade, from the key of which a lamp is suspended, SS. John the Baptist,

Francis, Anthony the Abbot and Dominic at the sides, on a scroll the words :

" MARCHUS PALMEZANUS PICTOR FOROLIVIENSIS FACIEBAT MCCCCCXXXVII."

Although type and form are not pleasing, the picture is good and shows no

clechne of power.
Same Museum.—Virgin and Child on the usual quaint pedestal between

SS. John the Baptist and Jerome, with an angel in front playing the ^nol.

The scene is laid in a much ornamented colonnade, the execution, as before,

in oil, much stippled. The piece is injured, however, and a scroll originally
inscribed is now bare.

Bologna. Galleria Ercolani.—Another picture is here, dated 1537, of

which the notes have been mislaid by the authors.

Forli. Pinaeoteca.—From the suppressed Church della Missione, Christ

going to Calvary, and carrying His Cross (four life-size bust figures). The
Saviour's type reminds one of those of the Leonardesque school. The colour is

reddish and hard, and the faces of the attendant figures are vulgar ; inscribed:
" MARCHUS PALMEZANUS PICTOR FOROLIVIENSIS FACIEBAT MCCCCCXXXV."

Forli. Pinaeoteca. [No. 122].
—Christ giving the Communion to the

Apostles, with the inscription in front :

" marchus palmizanus faciebat."
The scene is laid in a lodge through which one sees Satan in pilgrim's garb,

tempting Christ. On the right, the Saviour erect gives the Host to a

kneeling Apostle, whilst the rest are in similar attitudes on the left. S. John

Evangelist stands with the cup in rear of the Redeemer. Some hardness and

rigidity may be noticed in this picture, but the character, types, and exe-

cution are similar to those in the wall painting at S. Biagio and Loreto. This

piece was noticed by Vasari in the cathedral of Forli, where it once stood,
and was assigned in his first edition to RondinelU.^

^ Vasari, vol. xi., p. 93.
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London, National Gallery. [No. 596].
—Pieta. Lunette of the foregoing,

a fine work. The whole piece is noticed in Albertini's MS. Chronicle, and

described there as placed on the altar in 1506.

Forli. Chiesa delV Annunziata vulgo Carmine.—In the choir of the church

is a fine altarpiece injured by repainting in the shadows, representing the

Annunciation. The Virgin, seated before a little desk, is surprised at the

appearance of the angel kneeling before her, The types, the draperies, are

amongst the best of the master. A landscape without much atmosphere is

seen through an arcade, in front of which is a garland of seraphim. A scroll

on a column to the left is bare. [Now in the Pinacoteca, No. 113.]

Forli. S. Maria de' Servi, vulgo S. Pellegrino. Sacristy.
—A small

.Vnnunciation like the foregoing, and of the same beauty, inscribed :

 MARCHUS PALMIZANUS PICTOR FOROLIVIENSIS FACIEBAT." [Now in the

Pinacoteca, No. 120.]

Forli. S. Mercuriale, Cappella de' Ferri.—An altarpiece, in its frame of

the period, representing the Conception of the Virgin. Mary kneels on the

right, with S. Stephen behind her, on the left a child kneeling, S. Rufillus,

repainted in the seventeenth century as S. Barbatian, and S. Mercuriale.

In the upper corner to the left, the Eternal appears amidst seraphim, and
reminds the beholder of a similar type by Pinturicchio in the frescoes of

Spello. In the lunette, Christ rises from the tomb, and the guard in fore-

shortened attitude sleep in front
;
the execution being reminiscent of that

of Cima and the Bellini. Two prophets occupy medallions in the angles
of the square circumscribing the lunette at the Virgin's feet. A scroll bears

the words :

" marchus palmezanus pictor foroliviensis faciebat," and
the monogram. The predella is divided into four parts containing S.

Peter and a monk, the Salutation, the Martyrdom of S. Stephen and
S. Paul, and an anchorite. The altarpiece is painted in a dry, dull manner,
and is coldly worked out. The predella, however, in the Umbrian style, is

amongst the best creations of Palmezzano.

Forli. Same Church.—Fourth chapel to the right of the portal. Virgin and
Child between S. Catherine of Alexandria and another saint, wdth a landscape
ilistance. This is not one of the fine productions of Marco. It is thin in colour

and painted alia prima, inscribed :

" marchus palmezanus pictor forolivi-

ensis FACIEBAT."

Forli. Same Church.—Third chapel to the right of the portal. The Cruci-

fixion, S. Giovanni Gualberto presenting a kneeling soldier, the Magdalen to

the right, and a landscape. This is a much injured picture, in which the head
()f the Magdalen is new. The colour is of a dull purple and opaque, yet there

is no other difference between it and a genuine Palmezzano than inferior execu-

tion. A scroll bears the mutilated inscription :

" marchus .... pictor fu."

Forli. S. Trinitd delta Torre.—In the style and character of the foregoing
is a Virgin and Child between saints in the sacristy of this church, a feeble

piece apparently by a pupil, and inscribed on a scroll :

" marchus . . . pictor
HE for . . FACIE . . . M." CasaM's Guida di Forll {ubi sup., p. 19) gives the

inscription as follows :

" marchus Valerius morolinus de forliviensis

FACIEBAT MDiii." The inscription of the Crucifixion he also gives thus :

'
MARCHUS ... A ... E ... is ... LI .. . DRi . . . MC . . . ." He adds,

"
the painter here named is not otherwise known." The words on the scroll

of the Madonna in S. Trinita are uncertain. The name of Valerius may have
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been there. But we must be cautious at Forli, for we have seen how pictures
are tampered with there. Still if we assume Marcus Valerius MoroUnus as

a conventional name for inferior works in Palmezzano's school, we may place i

the two foregoing in that class. [Now in Pinacoteca, No. 143.]

Forli. S. Antonio Abate.—Half-length of the Virgin's Meeting mth I

S. EUzabeth, not without merit.
j

Forli. Pinacoteca.—Virgin and Child, and S. Joseph. A bare scroll is j

on the front of the picture, which has less the character of Palmezzano than !

of his school.

England. Late Lord NorthtvicJc's Collection.—No. 145 at the Manchester

Exhibition, under the name of Raphael. Incredulity of S. Thomas : to the right,

S. Antony of Padua presenting a kneeling patron ; originally in the Solly Col-

lection, where it was called a Perugino, this is a fine work by Palmezzano.

At Forli, a S. Jerome, signed
"
marciius palmezzanus mcccccxxxiii," is

but a poor copy.
Florence, tlffizi. [No. 1095].—Crucifixion, inscribed

" maechus pal-

MIZANUS FORLIVENSIS FACIEBAT." ^

-.1

^
[]\Iany other works by Palmezzano have been identified since the authors

wrote of him. For a more comprehensive list of his works see Berenson, Central

Italian Painters (Putnams, 1909), p. 214 et seq.]

I

t



CHAPTER III

GIOVANNI SANTI

We are indebted to the industry and zeal of men of the present century
for the most precious details respecting the life and works of the

father of Raphael. Seldom has it been the fortune of a youth bred

to art in the atelier of his father, to grow and flourish in the paternal

profession with such luxuriance that his fame has obscured that of

his progenitor. History but too frequently records examples in

which the progeny is content with the laurels of its ancestors and
consents to the happy ease of mediocrity. But, if Giovanni Santi

has been rescued from oblivion,^ because we like to trace the smallest

particularities connected with the rise and progress of Raphael, it

would be an error to suppose that this is his sole claim to the attention

of historians.

Giovanni Santi was one of the men who contributed to the brilliancy
of the constellation in which Piero della Francesca, Signorelli and
Melozzo shone with such conspicuous prominence ;

and we know

enough of his career and influence to be able to affirm that their

omission would form a very sensible gap in the sum total of elements

out of which the talent of Raphael was formed.

We shall first endeavour to extract from the minute narratives of

Pungileoni and Passavant the few facts which are of special interest.

Giovanni's grandfather Peruzzolo was married and settled at Col-

bordolo in the country of Urbino in 1418. His small property in

land and houses having been plundered and burnt by Sigismondo
Malatesta in 1446, the family wandered in 1450 to the capital of

Urbino, where a house, hired from the brotherhood of S. M. della

Alisericordia, sheltered them. Sante, Giovanni's father, succeeded,
on the death of Peruzzolo, to a huckster and general dealer's business,^

which prospered with him so that he was enabled to purchase lands

of some value in 1457 and 1461, and in 1464 to buy a double house

in the Contrada del Monte at Urbino, famous now as the birthplace
of Raphael. Giovanni Santi alludes to the vicissitudes which his

^
[The best monograph on Giovanni Santi is by Schmakzow, Oiovanni Santi

Berlin, 1887).]
^ Sante, Giovanni's father, is called "triculus," a huckster, in a record of May

1460, ap. Pungileoni, Elogio Stor. di Qio. Santi, ubi sup., p. 129.
43
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family underwent, in a dedicatory epistle, written towards the close

of his life, to Guidobaldo of Montefeltro, describing the paternal
homestead devoured by fire, the loss of substance and the struggles
of the succeeding time. He was not bred to art, he admits, but,
"
having tried various ways of getting a livehhood, he gave himself up

at last to the wonderful art of painting, of which he does not disdain

to be called a follower." ^ It is still a question when he began that

art, and under whom he learnt it. We have not to recapitulate how
the Dukes of Urbino fostered architecture, sculpture, and painting
in their capital, or to enumerate afresh the artists who laboured there.

We do not know the date of Giovanni Santi's birth
;

but we infer

from the vivid memory which he had of the sack of Colbordolo, that

in 1446 he was of an age to realise the terrors of the siege and of the

cruelties which accompanied it. Raphael was born in the house
which his grandfather Sante had purchased in 1464

;
and it may

therefore be presumed that Giovanni Santi lived and kept shop in

common with his father. We are induced to think that he had some

standing as a painter in Urbino when Paolo Uccello appeared in

1468, and v.hen the company of the Corpus Domini charged him
with the defraying of expenses attending the stay of Piero della

Francesca in 1469. That his own talents were considered subordinate

to theirs might be deduced from their employment, to his exclusion.

But that he felt no jealousy of Piero is apparent from his accepting,
as it were, the office of his host.^ Who indeed can tell whether earlier

ties had not already existed between them ? Who can say whether

Melozzo of Forli, at one time clearly under the direction of Piero,

had not sounded in Giovanni's ear the praises of his master ? Melozzo,
"
so dear to Santi," is not known to have lived in Urbino or even to

have visited it. Yet where else can the two men have met ? It may
be that Santi, like most painters, wandered from place to place. It

has been suggested that he might have accompanied Federigo of

Urbino (1468) to Milan,^ but it is not ascertained that he was ever

in the service of that prince,^ nor was a single work of his produced
without the Duchy. But Urbino, during the reign of Federigo, was a

^ See the dedicatory epistle in full in Gave, Carteggio, vol. i., p. 348, and
following.

'
See antca, "Piero della Francesca."

^ Santi describes this journey in the 91st cap. of his Rhyme Chronicle, see
Dennistoun and Pungileoni. But there is no part of his narrative that he
might not have had from hearsay, for instance from the relations of Paltroni,

secretary to the Duke and his patron. Indeed in tlio Rhyme Chronicle itself he
admits {ap., Pung.) that ho had often read Paltroni's hfo of Federigo.

* He is, however, called
" molto virtuoso

"
in a letter of recommendation

written for Raphael by Giovanna della Rovere. See later, and consult the
various lives of Raphael.
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city in which a man of parts had every chance of successfully de-

veloping his faculties. The biographer Vespasiano has left a minute

description of the transactions of that reign. He has sketched the

daily life in the city ;
and it is impossible to imagine one in which

despotism assumed a paternal and patriarchal aspect under more

singular circumstances. We may conceive a mountain chieftain at

the head of his clan, personally acquainted with every member of it,

awarding praise or preferment to the obedient, chastising the unruly,

by all equally beloved. But we connect this mutual relation of a

ruler and his people with primitive habits and the rudeness of un-

civihsed ages. At Urbino, Federigo stood in the position of a father

to the people of the town and its neighbourhood, holding an open
audience to all comers, joining the crowd of the market-place, at home
in every man's house. But he was surrounded at the same time by
artists, by men of science and of letters, who shared his favour with

the captains of his council in the field. We can fully understand

how Giovanni Santi should have risen in purpose and in thought above
the level of his father's shop, when the atmosphere of the city was
redolent with breezes from a higher sphere ; how, mixing with a

society which so completely eschewed exclusiveness, he should

gradually feel the incentives to improvement in the pursuit of art

and of letters. For Giovanni Santi was not only an artist of fair

attainments
; he had the ambition of being thought a poet ;

and
his Rhyme Chronicle, so often quoted in these pages, is just such a

production as might issue from one who feels impulsively, and who
sometimes happily clothes his thoughts in language ;

but who lacked

completely the education required for correct writing.
It is unfortunate for the true judgment of Santi's career that we

should possess no early examples of his manner
;

but we may con-

jecture that he had fully completed his pictorial education when he

I

was commissioned by Piero Tiranni to decorate a chapel in

' S. Giovanni Battista, now S. Domenico, of Cagli. The pictorial

ornaments of this place have generally been attributed to a later

time
;
and Pungileoni has been followed by most subsequent writers

in an assertion, for which he gives no proofs, namely that the Cappclla
Tiranni was painted in 1492. The truth is that some at least of the

frescoes in S. Domenico of Cagli were painted in 1482, and it is fair

to suppose that the rest date from the same period.
Pietro Tiranni was of a patrician family in Cagli, and was attached

to the court of Urbino, where he held (1502) the office of chancellor

or secretary to Federigo's daughter, Giovanna della Rovere.^ The

I

loss of his wife broke up their home at Cagli in 1481
;
but he signalised

* PaNGiLEOMi, Elog. Stor. di Qio. Santi, p. 114.
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his fondness for his lost partner in an affectionate epitaph ;
his taste,

by choosing Bramante to carve her funeral urn, and Santi to paint

the wall against which it is erected. Whilst Pietro exhausts his

power of language in the words of the epitaph : "Non fuit uxori cast^

carior alter, gratior et conjux non fuit ulla Viro," his sorrow is

symbolised in Santi's fresco of the Redeemer up to his middle in the

tomb, grieving and attended by SS. Jerome and Buonaventura.

The marble urn containing the ashes of the departed lady is placed
in front of the fresco, which was clearly first completed ;

and on the

plinth is the inscription, which concludes with the words :

" baptiste

CONJUGI PIENTISS. PE. CALLEN. S. D. MCCCCLXXXI." ^ A mOUrnful

interest is created by the expression in the Redeemer's head, whose

face, however, is of a bony Umbrian type, somewhat marred by a

large nose. His frame is lean and square, searchingly anatomised.

Overweight of head is noticeable in S. Buonaventura. The hands

are unwrought, as we are accustomed to see them in the works of

Melozzo, the heads well defined, with a slightly abrupt passage from

light to shadow, and the latter darkly stippled up to the edge of the

outline. The general tone is a liquid water colour, of a brown grey

yellow.2

It is difficult to trace a difference of period between this fresco,

which is obviously by Gio. Santi, and the wall paintings of the ad-

jacent chapel. That sacred space, indeed, is said to have been

erected and endowed by Pietro Tiranni in memory of his lost wife
;

'

and hence it may be supposed to have been decorated shortly after

her death. Its architecture, assigned to Bramante and worthy of his

fame, is beautiful, being a simple arch resting on columns and square

pillars, and the front being adorned with parti-coloured marbles and
a frieze in dead colour. Two medallions at the upper angles of the

front are filled with the Virgin and Angel Annunciate. In the vault-

ing, the Redeemer gives the benediction
; angels, in prayer, or playing

divers instruments, seraphs, are about Him. The two subjects of

the Resurrection and the Virgin Enthroned amidst saints fill the

lunette and wall below it. But the painter and the architect clearly

^ The whole epitaph is as follows :
—

HOC SITA SUM TUMULO VIRIDI BAPTISTA StTB EVO.
KAPTA . . . QUONDAM GLORIA SUMMA JfEI.

NON FUIT UXORI CASTE VIB CARIOR ALTER,
GRATIOR ET CONJUX NON FUIT ULLO VIRO.
VIVERE PROH ! SUPERI CORNICIS SKCULA LONGA

DEBUIMUS TANTO SIC IN AMORE PARES.
BAPTIST E CONJUGI PIENTISS. PE.
CALLEN. S. D. MCCCCLXXXI.

* The blue background has fallen out and is now red.
^ We are indebted for this statement to Signor Buonfatti of Gubbio.
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understood each other
;
and Santi endeavours to increase the depth

of the chapel by producing the lines of the real entablature into his

picture according to the laws of perspective. He thus simulates a

beautiful stone court, above which an opening discloses a rocky-

foreground, and a distance of hill and vale. In this opening, the

Saviour has risen from the tomb, a conical mound, whose door yawns
directly behind Him. He advances with the banner in His hand,

giving a blessing, whilst the guards sleep all round Him, lying, sitting

or leaning back, in various attitudes. Below this scene, the Virgin
sits in a beautiful stone-tabernacle holding the Infant, erect and all

but naked, to the adoration of two angels and four saints at her sides.

It is not possible, when contemplating the Saviour advancing out of

the tomb, to divest one's mind from memories of Melozzo da Forli,

whose defect of rigidity appears to have passed to Santi. Nor is it

less remarkable to notice in the exaggerated swing which the painter
has given in a certain stiff way to the figure, the germ of a peculiarity
which became developed in the later Umbrians, and is visible in the

works of Alunno.^ The fine and well foreshortened forms of the

soldiers produce much the same impression as that of the Redeemer.
There is something Mantegnesque in the creation of at least one of

them, a certain affectation in the arrangement of the place and
attitude of the remainder

;
but one, seated Avith his head and elbows

on his knee, is graceful, and seems to foreshadow the coming of

Raphael.
The old Umbrian tenderness and grace reign in the group of the

Virgin and Child in spite of some squareness in the shape and pose
of the latter. The youthful angel on the left, looking on with his

arms crossed, reveals a fine Raphaelesque type, a juvenile face en-

circled with chestnut locks
;
and the draperies, improved from those

of Melozzo, have some Umbrian character. This very youthfulness
and grace are no doubt the sole grounds for the statement that Santi

here depicted his own son. The bowing angel in prayer on the

opposite side is less fine and more immediatel}^ derived from Melozzo.

S. Peter, on the extreme left, distantly suggests by his movement the

grandeur of similar figures in the masterpieces of Era Bartolommeo
and Raphael ;

a figure somewhat square of head, but pregnant with

such character as, simplified and remodelled, might serve to embody
the talents of greater men of a later time. There is less to be said

of the S. Francis at S. Peter's side, or of S. Thomas Aquinas,- behind

^ We sliall have occasion to show that the influence of Alunno here has been
greatly overcharged.

* There is no doubt that tliis figure represents S. Thomas Aquinas. The Sun,
which is his special symbol, forms a brooch to his dress.
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the Baptist to the right of the Virgin. But S. John is a repetition^

as to pose and action, of the Saviour in the lunette, with such changes
of raiment and of features as the nomenclature required, but, if

stripped of its externals, taken from the same model. Yet even in

this artless repetition one traces the existence of a correct experience

in Santi as regards perspective ;
for the Redeemer is properly fore-

shortened to suit the position He holds, and the Baptist is drawn

correctly on the level of the plane of the picture. Meanwhile we i

must not omit to notice the open eyes and mouths, the high bony
forehead and balled nose, the wig, which detract from the dignity

of S. John's aspect ;
nor shall we fail to observe that the attitude is

at once rigid and strained after the custom of Melozzo, or that the

drawing generally has the hard dryness peculiar to him and to

Palmezzano. The traces of Melozzo's influence on Santi are, however,
'

most visible in the Christ who gives the benediction in the vaulting,
and in the angels who surround Him. It is in the aged type of this i

figure and the foreshortened aspect of the Avhole that we trace an

exact resemblance to similar creations in the frescoes of the SS. Apostoli
at Rome.

The entire series, hoAvever, more or less discloses the same general ]

characteristics—dry, hard drawing, absence of half tints or reflections,

untrimmed and often coarse forms
;

^
draperies of a good intention,

a little festooned and full perhaps, but Peruginesque in fold, a cold

general local tone, grey half tints, red shadows and white lights, the

planes of tone being defined with Mantegnesque precision, and the

inky shadows stippled up to the outlines. Remarkable correctness

may be noted in the reproduction of projected shadows.^

Santi does not approve himself a genius of the highest order, but

he shows at Cagli a respectable proficiency. The mysteries of the

science of architecture and perspective are known to him, which is

no small merit if we consider that the old schools of Gubbio and
Fabriano were ignorant of the scientific progress of the fifteenth

century. On the other hand, it is not surprising that he should have
mastered so much, if we suppose him to have meditated the examples
of Melozzo. These indeed would have sufficed, even if Santi had also

had the advantage of analysing the works, if not of forming an

acquaintance with the person, of Mantegna. It has been suggested
that the two artists may have met at Mantua

;
but we know of no

» The hands are particularly so, a defect noticeable in Palmezzano, and some-
times to be foimd even in Raphael.

*
Changing hues with cold shadow predominate in the vestments. A panel

representing S. Francis in contemplation still exists in C^asa Brancaleone at Cagli.
(It is already noticed by Punoileoni, Elog. Stor. di Qio. Santi, ubi sup., p. 43).
Though assigned to Santi, it is an inferior production of a later hand.
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occasion on which Santi should have had a chance to visit tliat city

except in 1486, when Guidobaldo of Montefeltro was betrothed to

Elizabeth Gonzaga ; and at that time his style had long been de-

veloped to its final growth. There was something of the Mantegnesque
too in Melozzo, and it was his style which superseded that of Pietro

and Julian of Rimini, of Antonio da Ferrara, Ottaviano Martini Nelli

and the brothers S. Severino, along the Adriatic coasts. In con-

sidering art with reference to perspective, we must recollect also that

that science, greatly illustrating the Paduan school under the skilful

pupil of Squarcione, was not confined to one city in the North of

Italy ;
that it owed much of its progress to the efforts of Uccello,

Piero della Francesca, Signorelli, Melozzo, and Palmezzano
;

and

that, being immutable, it Avould show itself under similar aspects in

the various places in wdiich it assumed an equal development. We
are too apt to make certain features derivative from a peculiar quarter,
without considering that similar ones might characterise schools at a

distance from each other, the real cause of certain resemblances of

style arising perhaps less from contact, than from the common use of

principles invariable as axioms, which, once acknowledged, spread
like light, and naturally create a common impress. We must not

therefore too hastily assume that one painter like Mantegna influenced

Santi more than others, although we know that for that master he

had a special reverence.^ We must rather believe that Uccello, Piero

della Francesca, and Melozzo, who incarnates the same qualities in a

broad sense, had an equal share in forming his style. We do not

know Angelico's picture at Foiano which is said to have had its

influence on Santi ;
but we are well acquainted with his style as well

as with that of Gentile da Fabriano
;

and it must be submitted

with all deference, that Santi left them totally unheeded.

Whilst forming himself on the model of Melozzo, as is so apparent
in the frescoes of Cagli, Santi retained an Umbrian fibre, in the feeling

for tenderness and grace which pervades his works and which passed
from him to his son. The presence of this feeling in all, but especially

in later, works shows indeed that Santi had analysed the creations of

Pietro Perugino. A tempera picture on canvas, representing the

enthroned S. Jerome, originally in S. Bartolo of Pesaro,^ but now in

the Museum of S. Giovanni Laterano at Rome, is a remarkable example
of the affinity of the two painters at one time. The bearded saint,

in a niche with pen and book, is delineated, as to form and draperies,

\nth less power, but with many of the characteristic features of

Perugino's manner. Angels in flight above the principal figure, rival

1 See the Rhyme Chronicle.
- PuNGiLEONi, Elog. Stor. di Q-io. Santi, vhi sup., p. 9.

m. D

I
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in softness of expression similar ones by the great Umbrian. The

drawing reveals conscientious care
;

and the greyish tone of the

whole piece is not unpleasant. It is clear indeed that Santi was

more at home in the old system of tempera than in the more difficult

one of the innovators.^

That Santi laboured at Pesaro, and left his mark there, is proved

by traces of the extension of his manner to inferior artists whose pro-

ductions are still extant.^ Nor is the picture of Pesaro a solitary one

of its class
;

another of the same character, representing the Virgin

and Child, is in the gallery of Count Mazza at Ferrara, lamentably

injured, it is true, but still interesting.^

A masterpiece, however, in which Santi exhibits Umbrian feeling

allied to improved execution, is the Madonna and Saints in the church

of the Hospital of S. Croce at Fano. Its principal group of the

Virgin complacently watching the veiled Infant, in benediction on her

knees, charms by greater sweetness and maternity than that of Cagli,*

embodies some Peruginesque feeling, and discloses Santi's progress
towards the creation of those chastened and sensitive models which

assumed a shape so beautiful when finally perfected by Raphael. A
better and broader style of drapery adds to the effect produced ;

and the untrimmed hands alone remind us that Santi cannot divest

himself of characteristic traits derived from his connection with

Melozzo.

Two most pleasing types are those of the seraphs, whose winged
necks support the poles of the red tapestry on which the Virgin and

Child are relieved. A fine apparition is that of S. Macarius imme-

diately to the left of the Virgin and partly concealed by the pendent

tapestry. S. Helen at his side, in diadem, veil, and imj)erial purple,
is noble in aspect as, enveloped in broad, but perhaps too copious

draperies, she points to the Cross in her left hand. There is something
Florentine in her face and figure which indeed are superio]' in style to

^ The picture, which is on canvas, is signed on the step of tlie tlirone
"JOHANNES SANTis DE xjRBiNo." A lion On the saint's right is repainted. In the
distance, S. Jerome prays before the Crucifix.

^ A Marriage of S. Catlierine, on an altar in S. Domonico of Pesaro, is a proof
of this. The group of the Virgin and Child giving the ring to S. Catherine is

enclosed between SS. John Evangelist and Thomas Aquinas. This is a somewhat
rough tempera piece completed after the death of Giovanni Santi in the general
character of his and the Umbrian school.

A production of the same class is a life-size Virgin, Child, and donatrix,
originally a church standard, in S. Girolamo of Urbino, inscribed :

" 1512 questa f.

F. LA MOGLiE Di M©. G. BATISTA GONELLA." Tho whole of this picturo is injured,
and the blue of the Virgin's mantle has been scraped off.

* Tho Virgin, half-length, supports the naked Infant on a stone projection and A,'
looks at Him with maternal affection. A blue tapestry is behind the group and the

\

distance is a landscape. [Tliis picture is now No. 751 of the National Gallery.]
* The Infant holds a pink in its left hand. A coral necklace is about its neck.

¥
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many by Cosimo Rosselli. The Mantegnesque principles of Melozzo

are apparent on the other hand in the heavy and weighty frame, in

the upturned head, of S. Sebastian to the right of the central group.
Yet this mode of foreshortening a face is evidently the suggestion to

Raphael of many subsequent delineations of the same kind. S. Roch

by S. Sebastian's side points to the plague boil on his thigh, but the

hat, the tights and buskins are not more dignified than the strained

attitude repeated from that of the Baptist at Cagli.

This piece is carried out on the new system of oil colour in the

manner common to Palmezzano, ex. gr., of a low red but translucid

impasto of much consistency, and of a high surface in the shadows.

The viscous nature of the medium is betrayed in the abruptness
of the passages from light to shadow.^ The design is precise as

before, but in blocks like that of Melozzo, form being realised by
the meeting of outlines at angles, and assuming for this reason a

broken aspect.
A less pleasing picture in S. Maria Nuova, at Fano, represents

the Visitation, and though much injured and embrowned by age,

reveals Santi's conscientious drawing and types with more study of

nature and intention of beauty than successful realisation of it.

Flatness and coldness of general tone, absence of atmosphere and

more than the usual rigidity and hardness of outline, contribute to the

comparative inferiority of this work which, however, is, like its com-

panion at the hospital, authenticated by Santi's own signature.^

The examples of Cagli, Pesaro, and Fano already afford facilities

for a general analysis of Santi's power and style. His colour is

marked by the defects peculiar in Melozzo's frescoes, and conspicuous

in all the production of Palmezzano. A dull leaden tone of equal

flatness pervades his panel pieces which are painted at one gush and

finished without glazes, but stippled, and therefore higher in surface,

in shadow than in light.

It has been usual amongst a certain class of critics to assign some

influence upon Santi in respect of technical methods to Justus of

1 A landscape of a dull reddish tone, a light sky with wliite clouds, fonn the

background. One may note how the hair is lined in wavy streaks on a general

undertone ; and on the front of the step on which the Virgin's feet repose, one

reads:
" Joha^es santis urbi p."

* The Virgin and EUzabeth are in the centre of the picture, the followers of

each grouped behind them in a landscape receding to high hills, and near a

house. A long vertical spUt cuts the picture behind the Virgin and injures the

face of a standing S. Joseph. The best figure is the slender one of Mary, whose

face is marked by a roimd projecting forehead, and chin. EUzabeth is conceived

as to features more in the spirit of Piero della Francesca. The colovu- is translucid

as before and of liigh surface in shadow. On a scroll in the centre of the fore-

groimd are the words: " joannes santis di ubbino pinxit." One marks m
this piece the introduction of light reflections in the shadows.
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Ghent. We doubt this influence greatly, and one may submit, on

the contrary, that this Fleming, who painted in a manner greatly

inferior to that of the schools of Van Eyck and Antonello, was also

much below Piero della Francesca. Yet even had Justus assisted

Santi in the manner described, the honour accruing to him from this

would be slight, inasmuch as Santi shared an unenviable defect with

Melozzo and Palmezzano, and had no feeling for colour. He could

fairly divide masses of light and sha,de, but he was no judge of true

value of tone, and the total absence of atmosphere in his pictures

proves that he was unable to aid the development of linear by aerial

perspective.
The general quahty of liis figures is not perfect. They combine

heaviness of frame and overweight of head with undue feebleness of

limb. He galvanises them into attitudes intended to indicate motion,

but producing the effect of an academic pose. Their extremities are

large and coarse. Their types are almost as motionless as their action,

and derive little charm from the total exposure of the iris of eyes, the

partial openings of mouths and the balled proportion of noses. A vast

forehead and small round chin are pecuhar to the Virgin, whose face is,

however, pleasingly set off by an elegant trim of hair wdth plaits and

veils. A longing for grace and tenderness in females is in Santi the

heirloom of Umbrian painters. Draperies of surplus amphtude imitate

the forms pecuhar to Melozzo, and assume folds reminiscent of those of

Perugino, but, although correct and elegant, they require simphfication.

Perspective is apphed with scientific correctness to the foreshortening
of the human body and to the projection of shadows.

As a painter Santi thus balances defects with great and important

qualities. He is not Avithout originahty. He is aware of the progress
made by the sciences applied to the art of his time, and he is not slow

in making that progress subservient to his purpose. He combines in

his works germs of tenderness and grace, which verge upon affectation

but w^hich still reveal the presence of a heart and genuine feeling in him,

and explain the development of the same quahty in a higher measure

in his son. He was well quahfied for the duties of a teacher, by his

earnestness, his patience, his carefulness and conscientiousness, and it

may readily be credited that, if Raphael had not lost his parent in

tender years, he would have required no other master. It was fortu-

nate indeed for him that, having been admirably taught, and having
inherited from liis father those treasures of grace which flowed so

copiously in his manhood, he fell into the hands of Perugino, an artist

rejoicing in many quaUties that were deficient in Santi—a man who
treated his pupil's tender and kindly temper wtli forbearance, and who

helped him forward with paternal care, until such time as Florence,
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the Athens of Italy, should be open to him, and expand before his eager

eyes the varied masterpieces which it contained. It must not be for-

gotten, however, that even before setting foot ^\'ithin the walls of the

city which had witnessed the triumphs of Cimabue, Giotto, Masaccio,

Angelico, and Ghirlandaio, Raphael had already imbibed that tincture

of Florentine art M'hich Santi had gained through the examples or

precepts of Uccello, Piero della Francesca, and Melozzo. The teaching
of Santi was indeed of such paramount influence on the career of his

son, that he more than once reproduced the paternal types and faces

of children and angels with no other change apparent in them than

that wliich naturally followed from the polish which he had gained,

and the progress of the age. At the period of Raphael's birth in 1483,

Santi's ^dfe, Magia Ciarla, was, it may be conjectured, already mother

of a son,^ whose comely forms, if they but resembled those of liis younger

brother, might well inspire an affectionate father. In 1484, when

Raphael was but a year old, Santi painted an altarpiece for the parish

of Gradara, near Pesaro, in which the Infant Saviour on the Virgin's

knee is surprisingly hke one of his son's creations, not only in type and

outline, but in action. One may therefore say that he was born in

the midst of the implements and models which were to be the familiar

accompaniments of his existence.

Gradara is ten miles distant from Pesaro, on the Adriatic coast.

The picture which adorns the altar of its church is very badly injured

by the starting of the panel joints and the abrasion of several parts ;

but its life-size figures are still attractive, and disclose more tender

Umbrian feehng than do previous examples, and an advance towards

the greater perfection of Raphael. Two cherubs support on their necks

the pole of the tapestry which hangs behind the throne, and a third

peeps over the centre of it, glancing at the Virgin seated below, and

looking at the Saviour on her lap. He grasps a bird in his left hand,^

and looks round at S. John the Baptist standing to the right, attended

by S. Michael in scale armour, whilst S. Stephen and S. Sophia on the

opposite side reverently look on. The natural livehness of action in

the handsome form of the Infant is not less engaging than the meek

but graceful movement of the Virgin, whose round and poUshed fore-

head, prim mouth and chin, and drooping eyehd are equally pleasing

and characteristic. The Saints in attendance partake of the general

improvement, and are drawn with more than usual purity and elegance

of Une in hands, ankles, and feet. Even the Baptist, in whom

Santi's usual defects are apparent, is more skilfully rendered than

1 See PcTNGiLEONi, wlio notes the existence of these children without gi\'ing the

dates of thoir birth.
2 As before, a coral necklace is fast round the Infant's neck.
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at Cagli. But the tone of the whole piece is still cold and grey in

shadow.^

Whilst Santi was thus perfecting liis style and necessarily increasing

his fame, family cares impended over his house. His father died on

the 2nd of August, his son, Raphael's brother, on the 20th of September

1485—a double bereavement, hard for the feehngs of a dutiful son

and tender father. Then follo\Aed the formalities of a divided suc-

cession, from which Giovanni obtained as a share the paternal house

and lands. But then, in January 1485/1486, the date of administra-

tion to Sante's A^dll,^ Giovanni set up liis own shop, in which, from that

time forward, he carried on business after the approved fashion, under-

taking orders not only for pictures and for tinting and gilding of rehefs

and figures, but for candelabra and other articles more specially apper-

taining to the business of a goldsmith.^

Traces of artistic labours in the house, in wliich we can now fancy

Raphael the spoilt favourite of a fond mother, may stiU be found in

one of the rooms in which Santi's daily work was apparently carried

on. A fresco on the wall, much injured by time, but whose outhnes

are still visible, shows us the Virgin in profile, seated, with a book on

a httle desk before her, and pressing to her bosom the sleeping Infant,

whose head reposes on its arms. Originally a beautiful conception,

it is even now one of the sweetest and most endearing groups that Santi

ever carried out.^ One might almost fancy that Magia Ciarla sat in

the room with her infant son, and was thus drawn from Hfe by Santi.

The sentiment of our day asserts this indeed to be a fact, and thus

transforms an amiable presumption into a concrete fact.

We may judge of Santi's social position, at this time in Urbino,

from circumstantial evidence. When he married, he became connected

with the family of Battista Ciarla, a comparatively wealthy merchant,
whose relations in the city of his residence might be of great use to a

struggling painter. So it proved, indeed
;

for Santi successively painted

altarpieces for the chapel of Luca Zaccagna,^ Magia's brother by marriage,

1 On the base of the throne, wliich rests on a laj-er of rock, are the words :

" GRABABIE SPECTANDA FUIT IMPENSA ET INDUSTBIA VIRI D. DOMINICI DE DOMENICIS
VICAKH ANNO D. MCCCCLXXXmi DIE X. APRILIS, ET PER DUOS PBIUS TEMPORE. D.

JO. CANO. XPI. RECTORIS ECCLIE. SOPHIE. JOANNES SAN. URB. PINXIT." The
distance is one of landscape and hills, and meadow in front. The sky is injured,
parts are scaled out in all directions ; and two vertical spMts divide the forms of

the Baptist and injure the opposite group of SS. Stephen and Sophia. The
nonagon shield of S. ^lichael is admirably ornamented.

* PuNGiLEONi, Elog. Stor. di Qio. Santi, uhi sup., p. 130.
' There are items in the books of the Company of the Corpus Domini at Urbino

showing deaUngs with Giovanni Santi for gold leaf, and manufacture of candle-
sticks in 1486, 1487, and 1493. Pungileoni, ubi sup., pp. 114, 115.

* It has been assigned to Raphael, Pungileoni, Elog. Stor. di Raf. Santi, vbi

sup., p. 4.

» Pungileoni, Elog. Stor. di Oio. Santi, ubi sup., p. 30.
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and for that of Gaspar Buffi, an intimate friend of Luca. Zaccagna,
on his deathbed in March 1489, appointed Santi his executor, together
with Buffi, the advocate Cini, and Count Ottaviano Ubaldini.^ Santi

Avas also on terms of friendship with Pier Antonio Paltroni, secretary
and privy councillor to Federigo di Montefeltro, from whom his father

Sante had bought land in 1457, and in whose house Giovanni admits
that he had often had occasion to read the details of the great Duke's

career, Paltroni having written a copious narrative of it.^ For this

nobleman, too, Santi finished a picture in S. Francesco, representing
the Archangel Michael, and scenes from the Passion, in a predella.^
The family of the Galli were Santi' s patrons also, and we still admire

the extant panels ordered by the Pianiani at Montefiorentino.

The altarpiece commissioned by Gaspar Buffi was finished shortly
after the artist and his new patron had become joint executors of Zac-

cagna's \vill,^ and it is still preserved on the family altar in a chapel
at S. Francesco of Urbino.^ Gaspar liimself kneels by his wife's side

on the right-hand foreground of the court, and their infant son in a

supphant attitude prays in front of them. The Virgin, to whom their

prayers are directed, sits in a circular niche, with the Eternal in a glory
of cherubs above her, whilst two angels at His sides hold the ribands

that suspend a diadem over her head. At her sides SS. John the Baptist
and Francis, Jerome and Sebastian, stand in attendance.

We realise to the fullest extent the aspect of the Buffi and their

child, and we picture them to ourselves sitting for their hkenesses before

the conscientious Santi, who reproduces their features mthout flattery

or ideahsm. But the fidehty of portraiture is not confined to them
;

and, whilst the S. Sebastian seems but a copy of a coarse and ill-con-

ditioned nude, the Eternal's vulgar type fails to raise our thoughts
from the contemplation of terrestrial things. Santi's strength is seriously

taxed in the effort to delineate the flight of the angels holding the diadem

above the Virgin's head, and their broken di'apery incompletely suggests

the idea of a breeze playing about them. Yet the forms, tucked up

skirts, and close-puckered sleeves, are essentially characteristic ;
and

a drawing of these angels in the collection of designs at the Berlin

Museum is assigned to Raphael's youthful time. For the rest, the

^ PxTNGiLEONi, Elog. StoT. di Oio. Santi, vbi sup., p. 28.

;

^ Rhyme Chron. in ibid., vbi sup., p. 129.
^

Ibid., ubi sup., p. 119.
* The following record in the archives of S. Francesco of Urbino certify the date

of this altarpiece. It is contained in a book with the press mark A, containing
entries from 1286 to 1619, and reads as follows :

"
Altare S. Sebastian! imago hgnea

perpulcra omatum mediocriter, fiiit erectmn a familia de Biiffis anno 1489." Other
records cited by Pungileoni, Elog. Stor. di Oio. Santi, p. 91, state the painter
to have been Giovanni Santi, a fact conclusively proved by the picture itself.

' [Now in the Ducal Palace Gallery, No. 2.]
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architecture is rich in ornament and drawn with perspective truth.

The shadoA\'s are correctly projected, and the whole altai-piece is ably

painted at a throw in the some^vhat dim flat tones pecuUar to the

master.^

It would be superfluous to describe the altarpiece which Santi com-

pleted at the same period for Carlo Olivo Pianiani in the convent of

Montefiorentino, near Urbania (of old Castel-Durante). It bears the

inscription :

CAROLUS OLIVIUS PLANIANI COMES DIV^ VIRGINI AC RELIQUIS CELITIBUS

JOANNE SANCTIO PICTORE. DEDICAVIT M.CCCCLXXXVIIII.

Santi never produced a more perfect example of his manner, one

more firm and precise in drawing, or more truthful and grand in por-

traiture. A calm melancholy feeling dwells in the features of the mother

of Christ, whose form, movement, and drooping eyehd are prefigurative

of similar qualities in Raphael, wliilst the Infant has a Peruginesque

plumpness, and the angels charm by the beauty of their forms, and

the infantine grace of their occupations. The reflections in the armour

of S. INIichael are given with trutliful care, yet the colour of the whole

piece is still as cold and unmeUoAv as before.

A fine and animated picture of the same period is still in the brother-

hood of S. Sebastian at Urbino,^ much injured and repainted, however,

but remarkable for the youthful elegance of the forms in the principal

figure, whose glance is directed upwards towards an angel flying doA\-n

to him A\"ith the crown of martjTdom. Much energy and force are

in the action of the archers
; and, no doubt, the master's exceUence

in portraiture was to be marked in the nine male and female members
of the brotherhood, who kneel on the right hand foreground.

Other pieces in and about Urbino, numerous enough of old, are

less so now.

1 The Child points with His left hand to the donors, and blesses them M-ith His

right. The Virgin looks at the spectator, but the charm of her features is im-

paired by the retouching of the iris in the eyes ; and the picture generally is not

exempt from repainting in the shadows. The sky, being new, spoils the effect

of the whole piece. The forms of the Eternal on the gold ground of the glory,
are square and coarse, especially in the hands. The technical execution is similar
to that of previous examples, the shadows being stippled of an inky grey and
generally of a high opaque surface.

The Angel and Tobit, and a S. Roch on the sides of the high altar in S.

Francesco are said by Passavant {Raphael, ubi sup., vol. i., p. 30) to be wings of
the Buffi altarpiece. They are painted in tempera on canvas above Ufe-size, and
partake of the manner of Santi's school. If they are by Timoteo Viti, as some
critics are inclined to beUeve, they prove that he was a pupil or imitator of

Raphael's father. It is curious, however, that the Angel and Tobit should be
marked by character reminiscent of the Pollaiuoh. [Mr. Berenson gives both these
works to Santi.]

* [Now in the Gallery of Ducal Palace. It represents the Martyrdom of S.

Sebastian.]

»

^
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The church of S. Bernardino has deprived itself quite lately of the painted

hanging that adorned its pulpit. It represented Christ supported on the edge
of His tomb by two angels, and was a picture of a small size, ably treated in the

manner of Santi.^

In the sacristy of the Duomo at Urbino, six Apostles assigned to Piero della

Francesca disclose the manner of Santi, though some of the figures have been

injured and abraded. The convent of S. Chiara in the same city also possesses
a panel in Santi's manner representing half-lengths of the Virgin supporting
the dead body of the Saviour, and a Christ carrying His Cross.^

An Annunciation, originally in S. M. Maddalena of Sinigaglia, is now in

the Brera at Milan [No. 503], and is a genuine work inscribed with the master's

name :

" joannes santis urb. p."

The Virgin and Child, with Saints, originally painted for the family of

Matarozzi at Urbania, and now in the Berlin Museum (No. 139], may be

classed with that of the Brera amongst the less pleasing works of Santi. A
donor, however, kneeUng in prayer in front recalls the Platina in Melozzo's

fresco at Rome.^ Another unfavourable specimen of Santi's art is in the

Spedale of Montefiore between S. Marino and Urbino, where a Virgin of Mercy
is represented between SS. Paul, John, Francis and Sebastian. Two angels

support the Virgin's cloak, beneath which are the male and female members

of the hospital fraternity. But most of the figm-es are injured and repainted.

The presence of Santi at Montefiore at some period of his existence might
be proved, if we could certainly assign to him a feeble fresco, quite in his

manner, on the wall by the high altar of the parish church. This wall painting

represents the Virgin giving suck to the Infant, and an angel on the right.*

The only remaining works of Santi to which we can point are three

portraits.

One is that of a youth (bust) in profile, with long hair in a red dress \vith

yellow sleeves, assigned to Raphael by Mr. Dennistoun to whom it once

belonged,^ but displaying much of the manner of Melozzo and Santi, and

probably by the latter
;
another—of a youth in profile in a red cap, dressed in

red and wearing a jewelled collar, once the property of Vincenzo Piccini at

Urbino, and now in the Colonna Gallery at Rome ;

«—a third, belonging to

W. D. Lowe, Esq., exhibited at Manchester under the name of P. della

Francesca [No. 48], representing also a youth in profile with a red cap and

green vest. All these portraits, of Umbrian character, partake shghtly of

the style of Melozzo.

' [Now in the Ducal Palace Gallery, No. 3.]
2 [Now in Ducal Palace Gallery, No. 4.] See antea, "Antonio da Ferrara" for a

figure in S. Maria extra Miu-os at Urbino, assigned there to Giovanni Santi.

3 A Virgin and Child, half-length [No. 140a in the Berhn Gallery], assigned to

Santi, is quite Umbrian in character, but the Virgin is repainted. [Cavalcaseixe,
in his Italian edition, vol. viii., p. 416, gives this work to Santi.]

* A. S. Francis receiving the Stigmata, noticed here by Pungileoni, is not dis-

coverable. See Elog., vbi sup., p. 19.
s
[See catalogue of Dennistoun's pictm-es in my edition of Dennistoun 's Dukes of

Urbino (Lane, 1908), vol. i.. p. xxii). This picture is now in the possession of the

Hon. Mrs. BaiUie-Hamilton. at Langton, near Dims, Scotland.]
*
[No. 135.] PuNGiLEONi, Elog. Stor. di Gio. Santi, itbi sup., p. 44.
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Santi died in 1494, after having in 1491 lost his first wife, and shortly

after married a second. The A^idow's treatment of her stepson Raphael
and of the relations of her husband's first Avife form an interesting part
of the early hfe of the greatest Italian painter.^

^
[I add the following pictures to those spoken of in the text ;

—
Urbino. Qallery Ducal Palace. No. 5. Female Martyr.
Berlin. Coll. von Beckerath. Nativity (small). (Berenson.)
London. National Gallery. No. 751. Madonna. This was once in the Mazza

Collection at Ferrara, and is classed by Cavaicaselle among Santi's
works (c/. Storia della Pittura, vol. viii., pp. 412-3).]



CHAPTER IV

LUCA SIGNORELLI

LuCA SiGNORELLi^ was bom, as there is reason to believe, in 1441,

at Cortona ;

^ but his earUest impressions of art seem to have been
obtained at Perugia, where he imbibed a tincture of the style pecuhar
to Bonfigh, Fiorenzo, and Pinturicchio.^

We may conceive it possible that a man of his talent should in the

course of time have curbed the impetuosity of his nature and assumed
the staid tenderness of the Umbrians

; although it is not easy to beUeve

that he would then have risen to fame. But his temper was not put
to so hard a trial

; and an early transfer into a wider field developed
' the fuU powers of his mind.

Cortona and Arezzo were both inhabited in the middle of the fifteenth

century by branches of a family to which Luca was related. Their

common ancestor Giorgio was knoMH as a skilful potter. He handed
down to his descendants a name which has become imperishable in

connection with the history of Italian art.

Lazzaro Vasari, the son of the potter, inherited the skill of liis father

but carried on also the trade of a painter.^ His thrift was sufficient

to give him a respectable station in Arezzo, and enable him to help
his brothers at Cortona. His sister, who was married to Egidio di

Ventura SignoreUi of Cortona, was one of the partakers of liis bene-

volence
;
and she was indebted to Lazzaro's acquaintance with Piero

deUa Francesca for an apprenticeship for her son Luca in the atelier

of that painter.^

That SignoreUi owes his style principally to this great Umbro-

^ [On SignoreUi, c/. Robert Vischeb, Luca SignoreUi und die lialienische

Renaissance (Leipzig, 1879) ; Maud Ckuttwell, Luca SignoreUi (Bell, 1899) ; and
G. M. Mancini, Vita di Luca SignoreUi (Florence, 1903).]

* The date of Signorelli's birth is not ascertained. 13ut Vasari says he died aged
eighty-two (Vasaki, vol. vi., p. 147) ; and the death is all but proved to have
occurred in 1523. Signorelli's full name is Luca d'Egidio di Ventura.

' There is some probability in Rumohr's belief {Forsch., ubi sup., vol. ii.,

p. 333), that SignorelU studied with Fiorenzo di Lorenzo. At all events we may con-

sider that he derived from a Perugian the small portion of Umbrian feeling apparent
in the character of his curly-headed children or in the type and action of angels.

* Vasari has written a short life of his great-grandfather, whom he describes as

born in 1380 and deceased in 1452. The works of Lazzaro, who is said to have
imitated Piero della Francesca, have all perished. See Vasari, vol. iv., pp. 67-8.

* Vasari, vol. iv., p. 68.
69
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Florentine is not for a moment to be doubted. Under his tuition he

paid more than usual attention to the study of anatomy, which at that

time was carried on almost openly in the burial-grounds of great cities
;

and though he probably did not fathom the depths, he introduced

into the stiffly and geometrically correct forms of that master a greater

liberty and force. He inaugurated a new phase in the science of Uccello

and Piero della Francesca, and prepared the way for its perfection in

IVIichael Angelo. SignorelU in fact learnt to display the structure and

mechanism of nude in immediate action A\ith a power unattained in

his day, and even went so far at last as to overstep the bounds of

nature, and substitute for it unreal and conventional calculations of

probabihties. We judge of his daring play A\ith the greatest diffi-

culties of position that art can pretend to render, not merely by his

pictures but by the remains of his original drawings from the naked

model or from anatomical subjects, in which a successful effort is made
to suggest the internal formation, as well as imitate the external appear-

ance, of flesh, muscle, and bone. These drawings are still preserved
in the Louvre, and might easily be confounded with similar ones by
IVIichael Angelo ;

whilst their carefulness and accuracy reveal a know-

ledge of the laws which Leonardo reduced to a system in his treatise.

If indeed Signorelli recalls the first by his vigour and by his passion
for overstepping the bounds of truth, he may remind us of Leonardo

in the scientific path, since the rules wliich guided the latter were

familiar to Piero della Francesca
;
and a natural medium for the inter-

change of ideas between liim and Leonardo is found in Luca Pacioh,

the mathematician and friend of both.

The truth was what Signorelli thus early strove to attain
;

but the

truth in art as in the daily intercourse of men frequently and justly

offends, unless taste or tact soften its asperities. At the school of Piero

Signorelli learnt no more than to render the exactly true in nature
;

he found no incitement, or if he did, he disdained, to reaUse anything
more choice or noble than that which is apparent in any one example
of humanity. He therefore remained deprived of one of the elements

which produces unity and keeping in the works of such men as Domenico

Ghirlandaio, Fra Bartolommeo, Raphael, or Andrea del Sarto. He
became a painter of mere nude, of a nude excellent in its parts, powerful
in bone and muscle, but unselect and academical.

Signorelli's genius and temper naturally led him to prefer large
to small spaces. He is therefore great in the former—at Rome and
Orvieto. He set much less value in consequence on charm of colour

than upon the exhibition of feats in dra\^ing. There is a roughness
and asperity in the red lights and brown-red shadows of his frescoes

which indicate contempt for the exquisite feeling for tone displayed
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by Piero. His hurtling decision is equally apparent in the division

of masses of chiaroscuro. The Ughts and shadows are like a peal of

bells, sharp, defined, and surprising rather than pleasant. These

peculiarities are not confined to Signorelh's frescoes, but extend also

to his panels, some of which, in the mixed system, are of a gloomy ohve

tinge full of character and power, wliilst others finished at one painting

are, if glazed at all, only slightly scumbled with opaque brown in the

shadows. These are always fuller in substance than the rest, and prove
that Luca had not Piero's sensitive fibre for tone. Though Signorelli

thus throws out less characteristic traits of Piero's teacliing in his

pictures than in frescoes, these traits are not absolutely wanting in

the former. A Nativity originally in Borgo S. Sepolcro, now in the

hands of JVIr. Barker in London,^ has been described amongst the works

of Piero, as exhibiting some of Signorelh's vulgarity in faces, and in

the positive brown hue of its full-bodied colour. At the Brera gallery

in JVIilan, a Flagellation by Signorelli is clearly impressed with the influ-

ence of Piero della Francesca in the conception, wliich is on the model

of the same subject at Urbino,—in the style of architecture, in the

types and action. The column to which the Saviour is bound, supports
an idol.2 A scourger, in the act of fastening one of the ligaments, is a

nude conceived in the spirit of the master, and academically rendered

with the energy of the pupil. Another, whose back is to the spectator,

recalls the powerful creations of Michael Angelo. Pilate sits on the left

in an intercolumniated distance enlivened with statues, friezes, and

entablatures, on one of Avliich are the words :

" opus luce cortonensis."

The care with which the di-awing is carried out, and the repetition of

certain forms, already remarkable in Piero as reminiscent of Leonardo,

are proofs of Luca's education under della Francesca
;

whilst the bold

muscular movement, the Herculean frame and unselect shape of the

Redeemer reveal how completely Signorelli thus early made liis teacher's

style subordinate to the evolution of his own.^

We have no means of ascertaining at what time the Flagellation

was completed, nor the person or corporation for whom it was ordered.

We only know that Signorelh painted in 1472 * at Arezzo, and in 1474

at Citta di Castello
;

^ but he was then in the prime of life, tliirty-three

or thirty-five years of age, if the tradition of his birth be correct, and

1 [Now in National Gallery, No. 908.]
- As at Urbino. [The piece is No. 476 in the Brera Catalogue.]
^ Thus, though Vasari does not exaggerate, when he says that Luca "

imitated
"

the manner of Piero, he exaggerates when he adds that
"

it was difficult to distin-

guish the works of either."
* Vasari, vol. vi., p. 137.
» Muzi, Memorie civili di Citta di Castello, vol. ii., p. 48 ; ap. Annot. to Vasari,

vol. vi., p. 15G. That fresco has since perished.
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of matured experience ;
nor can we conceive that one of his temper,

and taught by an artist who owed so much to Florence, should have

hesitated to betake liimself, as soon as his means allowed him, to the

capital of Italy
—the capital in so far at least as the arts were concerned.

He was no stranger, it would seem, to Lorenzo de' Medici, who is

said to have accepted presents from him of pictures representing both

mythological subjects then in fashion, and more sacred themes.^

It was natural that a man of SignorelU's spirit should treat poetical

incidents derived from the books of ancient Greece with pecuUar pleasure,

at the period when Greek literature was studied \^dth so much interest
;

and that he should prize the occasions of doing so in proportion to their

rarity. The attraction which such incidents might have for educated

people was confined to the highest and wealthiest class
;
and we know

of no one for whom SignorelH might hope to paint them, except a

Lorenzo de' Medici or a Pandolfo Petrucci. Vasari states that Luca

made Lorenzo a present of a canvas in which groups of naked gods
were represented.^ A photograph of a canvas, answering his descrip-

tion, -vnll be found annexed to these pages. It was recently discovered

at Florence, and now belongs to the Marquis Corsi.^ The subject seems

to be the School of Pan, most poetically conceived and beautifully

arranged. Pan sits on a rocky throne, with the leopard's skin on his

shoulders, the pipes in liis left hand, a staff in his right. The horns on

his head are ideahsed in the prettiest manner. A finely posed Olympus
stands in profile at his side, turning his back to the spectator and playing,
whilst two shepherds on each hand listen with intense attention. The
sounds are supposed to be wafted away by the reeds, which are held

united by a man lying on the ground, and a nymph, erect near him.

This nymph, who is probably no other than Echo, rests her hand on a

cane to which a tablet is affixed, bearing the words " luca cortonen."
Two other nymphs are in the distance of trees and rocks

;
and the car

of the sun is just ^^sible in the sky. It is almost the same subject as

that painted by Signorelli on the walls of the Petrucci Palace at Siena—
a masterpiece for beauty of forms, a sure proof of the artist's talent in

d^a^^dng nudes, admirable for the select classicism of the Olympus, and

charming for the variety of expressions embodied in the group.^

Signorelli's Madonnas also are not wanting in Florentine galleries ;

and one of them, a round of a Virgin and Cliild, with two prophets in

monoclirome medallions, in the upper angles of a circumscribing square,

1 Vasari, vol. \n., p. 141. -
Ibid., p. 141.

^
[The

"
School of Pan "

is now in Berlin Museum, No. 79a.]
* If this picture, of which the authors have only seen the photograph taken from

a most careful drawing, bo as well preserved as it is beautifully composed and de-

signed, it is one of the most important extant of Signorelli. [Nothing by Signorelli
remains in Siena.]
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has ceased to be the ornament of the Villa of Castello, and is in the Uffizi.^

Of the same period and class, the Virgin and Child at the Pitti,^ the Nativity
in Mr. Barker's collection,^ the Holy Family in the Dresden Gallery,* the

Virgin and Child between the kneehng S. Jerome and a Benedictine

in the Corsini Palace,^ Florence, and two rounds belonging to the Ginori

family at Florence, all prove SignoreUi's study of Botticelli and Filippino.^
The Madonna at the Ufhzi is painted in a grand style ;

the nudes in

the distance are admirable studies
; and the prophets in the medalhons

recall the works of Michael Angelo. A noble gentleness marks the

Virgin and Child at the Pitti. IMi-. Barker's Nativity
—a bold, clever

picture
—is in Signorelh's gloomy ohve tone

;
a feature, repeated in the

Holy Family at Dresden, in which the Florentine types of Botticelh

and Fihppino, in the Virgin and S. Joseph, are coupled with Umbrian
masks in the two graceful angels. It is composed Mith much thought,
and boldly executed alia prima, shoAving the bond which unites the

master to P. della Francesca, Melozzo of Forli, and Gio. Santi. The
three remaining rounds are of the same character.

The Medicean was not the only princely family for which Signorelli

laboured. He was employed by the Della Rovere, painted in the Sanctuary
of Loreto, and competed in the Sixtine Chapel Avith Perugino and the

best Florentines. It would be easier to determine which of these great

undertakings was first completed, were the frescoes in S. Maria di Loreto

in a better state of preservation. Local wTiters affirm that Giuhano
della Rovere, who was afterwards Pope under the title of Juhus II., was

protector of the Sanctuary at Loreto in 1478,' and that he caused the

1
[No. 74, Uffizi.] Four nude shepherds are in the distance—a well-preserved

piece (Vasaki, vol. vi., p. 141).
^
[No. 335, Pitti.] The Virgin holds the Infant on a cushion on her lap.

He dictates to S. Catherine, who stands before Him writing in a book. This also

ia in good condition.
^ The Virgin adores the Infant asleep on the riglit. S. Joseph is on the left.

The distance is a landscape. According to tracUtion, Lorenzo de' Medici gave tliis

picture to a lady of the family of the Guiducci. It was purchased from that family
for the Metzger Collection, and thence passed to Mr. Barker.

* No. 21, Dresden Gallery. This romid, originally in Pisa, belonged to Mr.
Woodburn. The Virgin holds on her knee the naked Infant, who plays v^ath

the infant S. John. The latter looks at S. Joseph, who points to a cross in his (S.

Jolin's) hand. Distance—rocky. Above are two angels reading and singing. [Not
by Signorelli.]

* No. 18. The Virgin's blue dress injured.
* In one of these, the Virgin supports the Infant Christ and Baptist, who embrace

each other. In a rich landscape distance, to the left, S. Jerome kneels in prayer
with the lion at his side. To the right kneels S. Bernard. There is a reminiscence
of the works of Bazzi in the children. This picture is probably the most pleasing
in tone that was produced by SignorelU. The second of the.so romids is less good.
The Virgin seated, with joined hands, turns towards the Infant near her. The
youtliful Baptist, in distance to the right, is in the act of fastening a sandal. The

figures are more slender, the tones cooler, than in the immediatelj^ foregoing example.
' See TORSELLINO, and the Guida di Loreto, published at Ancona in 1824, quoted

in Ricci, Memorie Stor. degli Artisti della Marca di Ancona, vol. i., p. 19t>.
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marble pavement of the Holy Chapel to be laid at that time. Vasari

says that Signorelli was liberally paid by Sixtus IV. for the frescoes.'^

He certainly deserved liberal treatment for the most chastened work he

ever produced on wall. The triangles of the octagon ceihng contain

eight angels in various attitudes playing instruments. The Four Doctors

of the Church and the Four Evangelists fill the upper, the Twelve Apostles,

in couples, six spaces of the lower course
;
and the two remaining fields

comprise the Increduhty of S. Thomas, and the Conversion of S. Paul.

A reminiscence of Fra Filippo's ceiling at Prato is evident in the Four

Evangehsts, and confirms the supposition that Signorelli had been at

Florence, and tempered his Umbrian feeling Avith the more masculine

elements of its art. His angels, wliich are least injured by dirt and smoke,
are done with great carefulness and patience. But most of the apostles

and the two subject pieces are dimmed to incomprehensibility.^
A single fresco at the Sixtine is the work of Signorelli. One feels

on looking at it that the painter knew he was competing with men great
in the art of composition and in the science of light and shade. His

conception and arrangement of incidents are grand and suitable. To

right, Moses reads from a book. His rod is in his hand. He sits and
teUs of the Promised Land to the Hebrews of both sexes and all ages

surrounding liim. To the left he transfers the rod to Aaron. The people
are gathered on a grassy slope, which rises as it recedes into rocky dis-

tances interspersed with trees. In the centre background the angel shows

the Promised Land
;
and far off to the left, the body of the patriarch is

buried. The grand choice of nude in some of the figures about the

sitting Moses is striking, leaving an impression aldn to that produced

by Piero della Francesca in the frescoes of Arezzo. Great spirit is thro'mi

into the di'aped figure to the right, leaning an elbow on a staff. There
is vigour and Umbrian grace in the back views of the men in the tight
costume of the period. The females are less successful than the males,

heavy in type and stiffly angular in form, as might be expected from a

pupil of Francesca, wliilst the cliildren are clumsy and aged in frame
and head

;
but the group of women and children may be due to Don

Bartolommeo della Gatta, who was at Rome with Signorelh and Perugino,
and laboured as their assistant at the Sixtine. The drawing is at once
bold and broken, in contrast with carefulness of general handhng and a

patient application of gold in the dresses.^

Signorelh holds an honourable place in the Sixtine Chapel. He is

^ Vasari, vol. vi., p. 143.
'^ In the great aisle of the church are twenty-six monochrome figures com-

pletely renewed by Pomarancio.
' Some portions of the flesh tints, which are generally reddish, and the lower

part of the foreground, are retouched.
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second to Ghirlandaio in the great law of balance, in propriety and

objectiveness ;
but he compensates these failings by livehncss and action.

He is grander and more dignified than Botticelli, and reminds us that

his path was followed later by Michael Angelo. He stands in marked
contrast to Perugino, whose softness and tenderness are the direct con-

trary of his energy and impetuosity. He is naturally much above
Cosimo Rosselli. We believe that most of these painters met and
laboured together at Rome.^ Their rivalry was friendly ;

and each

of them probably had commissions from many Roman patrons. Of

these, however, Signorelli's share has not been preserved. K he fur-

nished altarpieces to wealthy cardinals, they are not forthcoming ;

—if

he did more than one fresco at the Sixtine, his successors obhterated it
;

and the journey of Moses and Zipporah, usually attributed to him, must
be resigned to Perugino.^ SignoreUi's stay at Rome may have lasted

from about 1478 to 1484. At the latter date he was already residing in

Cortona.

A subscription had been made about that time for the erection of

S. Maria del Calcinaio outside the town, and the promoters of the scheme
were desirous of obtaining plans and models from competent hands. On
application to SignorelU, who seems to have been diffident of his own

powers, he suggested the name of Francesco di Giorgio. Francesco was
at that time on duty for the Duke of Urbino at Gubbio

; Signorelli was
sent there to meet him, and the matter was speedily settled to the satis-

faction of all parties. S. M. del Calcinaio is one of the few edifices in

Italy really planned by Francesco di Giorgio.^
To Signorelli's labours in the year 1484 we likewise owe the altarpiece

in the cathedral of Perugia, representing the Virgin and Child enthroned

under a garland of fruit and flowers in the Paduan fashion, between

SS. Onofrio, John the Baptist, and an angel, Ercolano, Stephen and an

1
[Vasari affirms that the general dh'ection was in the hands of Botticelli.

However that may be, a contract, dated the 27th October 1481, gives us the names
of the artists employed here. There were three Florentines, Ccsimo Rosselli,

Botticelli, Ghirlandaio, and one Umbrian, Perugino. Each of the masters doubt-
less brought with him several pupils ; among them, however, we only laiow Piero
di Cosimo, the pupil of Cosimo Rosselli, and Pintui'icchio, the pupil of Perugino.
The work had probably already been begim in the spring of 1481, the artists

promising to complete it by the 15th March 1482. A docimient of January 1482
tells us that of the ten frescoes spoken of in the contract only four were finished,

two hundred and fifty ducats being paid for each. To hasten the completion
of the work a new artist was engaged, Luca Signorelh. The work was actually
finished on August 15, 1483, when Sixtus IV. consecrated the chapel. Cj,

Steinmann, Die, Sixtinische Kapelle (Leipzig).]
'
[This fresco is by Pintmicchio, see postea.]

^ The records of this affair, in which Signorelli took so conspicuous a part, are

pubUshed in the Oiornale Arcadico di Roma for the year 1823. Two of them are re-

published in Passavant's Raphael, ubi sup., vol. i., p. 420, one in Vasari, Com., vol.

vi., p. 156. The date of Signorelli's visit to Francesco di Giorgio at Gubbio is

June 1484.

in. E
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angel, whilst a nude serapli tunes a stringed instrument as he sits on

the pediment of the throne.^ In spite of the reahsm of the seraph and

of the aged and bony S. Onofrio, the picture was no doubt a fine one

originally, but its beauties are veiled by heavy repainting ;
and hori-

zontal splits in the panel deprive it of value.^

Cortona was now Signorelli's home, and it may be assumed that he

usually remained there, attending to the numerous commissions for

altarpieces and church standards which poured in upon him. The

Company of the Virgin at Citta di Castello, for which he had painted
a banner, caused the freedom of the town to be conferred on him in

1488,^ and many pieces still extant in the place testify to Luca's popu-

larity.^ At Cortona his worth was fully appreciated ;
and he was

elected to municipal honours in the same year, as well as on several

different occasions till his death. ^ The extent of his reputation may be

conceived from the fact that he was one of those called upon to decide

the competition for the models of the front of S. Maria del Fiore at

Florence in 1491.^

Amongst the more distant places in which he is supposed in these

days to have laboured is Volterra, where a Circumcision, ordered for

the altar of a company in S. Francesco, is described by Vasari as a
"
marvel of beauty." Its original completeness was injured by Bazzi,

who repainted the Infant Christ, and spoiled it
; and this Vandahsm is

strongly reproved by the Aretine. Vasari, however, speaks of a fresco,

and one is tempted to inquire whether his memory did not lead him into

error. A panel of the Circumcision by Signorelli, in the Hamilton Palace,

near Glasgow,''' deserves his praise, and would justify his reproaches,
inasmuch as all the figures but one are well preserved; and the Infant

Christ alone is repainted.^ The composition is one of Signorelh's best,

1 Cesabe Crispolti, in Perugia Augusta, lib. i., fol. G3, and lib. ii., fol. 270, gives]
the following as the inscription then on the picture :

" jacobus vannutius nobilis
CORTONENSIS, OLIM EPISCOPUS PERUSINUS, HOC DEO MAXIMO ET DIVO ONOFEIO
SAOELLUM DEDICAVIT ; CUI IN AECHIEPISCOPUM NICAENUM ASSUMPTO, NEFOS DYO-
NISIUS SUCCESSIT, ET QUANTA VIDES IMPENSA ORNAVIT AEQUA PIETAS MCCCCLXXXIV."
The picture was originally at Arezzo, and came later into the Duomo of Perugia.

2 Manni, Vita di Ltica Signorelli, ap. Vasari, Com., vol. vi., p. 144, alludes to a
contract of Jan. 1485, by which Signorelli binds himself to paint a chapel in S.

Agata of Spoleto. We cannot ascertain whether the date is calculated according
to the old or to the new style, and whether to place it after or before the journey
to Gubbio. At all events there is no trace of Signorelli's work in S. Agata.

* Com. in Vasari, vol. vi., p. 156.
*
[Only two works by Signorelli remain in Citta di Castello, viz. The Martyrdom

of S. Sebastian, painted in 1496, No. 19 in Gallery, and SS. Jerome, Margaret
Bernardino, Lucy, Micliael, and the Baptist, No. 35 in Gallery.] \

* Vasakj, ^-ol. vi., p. 156. Luca held the magistracy for two months in the years
1488, 1495, 1497, 1502, 1504, 1508, 1520, and 1524.

j* See the records of this competition in Com. Vasari, vol. vii., p. 247.
7 Vasari, vol. vi., p. 138. [Now in National Gallery, No. 1128.]

'

*
Repainted at a very distant period, but in a manner out of keeping with the

rest of tlie altarpiecc.

i
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well arranged, and full of energy. The life-size figures are bold in action,

yet unstrained
;

the colour, strong and of an olive tinge, with brown
shadows. Firmness and truth of dl•a^^'ing are combined with a judicious
distribution of hght and shade. The high-priest raises his eyes and
stretches his hands to heaven with a benevolent glance, whilst a person
of lower rank in front of him bends over the form of the Infant Christ,
held by the Virgin on her lap. Her face is cast in Signorelli's well-known

mould, and expresses kindly softness, A^hilst that of the operator is on
the model of those of Piero della Francesca and Leonardo. A graceful
female to the left of the high-priest touches the Virgin's shoulder, and
offers to the spectator a form of Umbrian character. S. Joseph, on the

same side, a grandiose apparition in full drapery, contemplates the

ceremony and supports himself with the right hand on a short staff.

Tender care is expressed in his looks. Behind him a female of sweet

features, with an air recalling to mind a creation by Giovanni Santi, is

accompanied by a turbaned male. To the right of the principal group,
a man in converse enforces his speech by the touches of liis fingers upon
each other, explaining something \^ith force to a young female in front,

who pauses in the act of departing, and turns her head towards the

Infant Christ. It Avould be difficult to find a better Umbro-Florentine

work of Signorelh's good period than tliis.^

But Volterra boasts of other portable \A'orks by him, one of wliicli,

an Annunciation, dated 1491, in the Cappella S. Carlo of the Duomo,^
is reminiscent of a similar piece by Giovanni Santi in the Brera at ]Milan.

The Virgin has been reading under a colonnade, and in her surprise at

the appearance of the angel in the court, she has dropped her book, the

Eternal in glory appearing as usual in the heavens to the left. The

perspective is good, the colour powerful, and the handhng masterly, but

the types and character of the figures, and the cast of the drapery are

more than usually Umbrian, and the j)icture is one of those in which

SignoreUi most displayed an amiable and kindly spirit.^

A tabernacle altarpiece in S. Francesco ^ of the same city, dating

^ The picture is signed on the base :

"
lttcas cortonensis pinxit." The scene

is laid \vithin the niche of a temple with yellow ornament on a blue groimd in the
horders. A prophet in a medallion fills the angles of the niche. A riband, vase,
and book are on the floor. The Annotators of Vasari, vol. vi., p. 138, say that
MS. records by Ormanni in the library of Volterra mention tl^e existence of a Circum-
rision by Luca de Cortona—on panel in S. Francesco, and the same subject on panel
in the Company del Nome di Gesh. The panels forming the surface are laid trans-

versely and have slightly bulged outwards.
* [Now in the Museo.]
•'' The architecture is good and highly ornamented. On the nearest pillar of the

colonnade is a scroU, containing the inscription :

" lucas cortonen pinxit mxdi."
The head and hands of the Virgin have been retouched.

* [Now in the Municipio, where on the stairway is a fresco by Signorelli of

S. Jerome, 1491.]
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from the same year as the foregoing, represents the Virgin Enthroned

amongst saints, with a predella of feigned bas-rehefs, unfortunately-

ruined. No earher one by Luca so fully develops his grand boldness.

The hardy energy of the Infant Saviour's gesture, as he raises an

arm, which is seen from beneath, hke the Redeemer's in Michael

Angelo's ceihng at the Sixtine, is truly starthng. The two saints

nearest the spectator are very fine, and the angels have again the

Umbrian affectation of grace. The draperies are massed Anth con-

siderable breadth, and the colour is as usual full of texture and high
in the shadows.^

Luca's return and residence at Cortona, in 1493 and 1494, are certi-

fied by records of payments for two altarpieces at Citta di Castello
;

^

and a peculiar interest attaches to liis movements in the latter year,

because it has been supposed that he visited Urbino on the occasion of

a contract for a banner to be dehvered after a specified time to the

brotherhood of S. Spirito in that place.^ Signorelli is evidently well

known to Giovanni Santi, who calls him "
il Cortonese Luca, d'ingegno e

spirto pellegrino." Pungileoni inquires, Avhether it might not be hkely
that so distinguished an artist should have been of some influence on

the career of the youthful Raphael, or have taught him something when
at Urbino in 1494.^ But there is no proof whatever in the records which

he adduces to justify the belief that SignoreUi came to Urbino on the

occasion in question ;
and Giovanni Santi, who died in August of that

very year, was cognisant of liis talents and fame long before. The
banner of S. Spirito is still preserved in the edifice of that name in

Urbino, representing on one side the Crucifixion with great animation

in the principal and episodic scenes, and on the other a grey and not

pleasing Descent of the Holy Spirit. |

A Nativity and a Martyrdom of S. Sebastian ordered severally for

S. Francesco and S. Domenico of Citta di Castello mark the year 1496.^

The latter, still in the church^ for which it was commissioned, shows
an exaggerated vigour in the crossbowmen hke that which characterises

the subject as painted by the PoUaiuoH in the National Gallery. The

1 This fine piece is on the altar of the Maffei, second to the right as you enter
the portal. On the step beneath the Virgin's feet are the words :

" makiae .

VIRGINI . PETEUS . BELLA DOMNA . HUJUS . RELIGIONIS . PROFESSOR . POSUIT . LVCAS
coRTONEfr PiNXiT MCCCCLXxxxi." There are three vertical sphts in the panel,
which is much injured, the colour scaUng in parts and altered in the flesh shadows.
The figures at the Virgin's sides are (left) SS. Francis, John the Baptist, and an
angel, (right) Anthony, Joseph, and an angel. On the foreground seated are S. Jerome
and a bishop writing.

* Mancini, ubi sup., ap. Com. Vasabi, vol. vi., p. 157.
^ See the contract in Pungileoni, Elog. Stor. di Gfio. Santi, p. 77.
* Pungileoni, Elogio Stor. di Raffaello Santi, pp. 13, 14, 15.
* As to the Nativity see records, in Com., Vasari, vol. vi., p. 157. '

* [Now in the Gallery, No. 19.]
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distance is equally full of figures and classic edifices
;
but the execution

generally is somewhat dry.^

In 1497 Signorelli left Cortona, and commenced a progress abroad

during Avliich he produced some of his finest and grandest works. We
shall have occasion to ascertain how the art of vSiena continued its re-

trograde course during the fifteenth century. Its absorption into the

Perugian school occurred a little later. In the meanwhile Signorelli, A\ho

sustained at least the Umbrian fibre of the old school, appeared at Siena,

the precursor of the Pinturicchios and Bazzis, and found his way to the

OHvetine convent of Chiusuri [Monte OUveto], in one cloister of which

he carried out part of a vast decorative series illustrating the life of

5. Benedict.^ To enjoy the fulness of Luca's power from the remnants

of his wall paintings in this edifice is, however, difficult because of the

injury which they have sustained.

Eleven spaces are filled with paintings on the cloister wall to the right
of the entrance. The first is one of those which Bazzi completed in 1505,^

the last is by Riccio, whilst the penultimate is completely gone. There

remain, therefore, eight frescoes by Signorelli, representing 1 (after that of

Bazzi near the door), Totila's genuflexion before Benedict
;

*
2, the Shield-

'

bearer's coming to Benedict in place of Totila (injured in parts) ; 3, the

Temptation of the abstinent Monk (injured and renewed in the lower part) ;

4, the Conviction of two Brethren for brealdng the fast-vow ; 5, the Re-

surrection of a Monk on whom Satan had pitched a stone (much blackened) ;

6, Benedict exorcising the Devil, who prevented the stone from moving ; 7,

the Overthrow of the Idol (damaged) ; 8, the Fall of a house and crushing of

a youth (much injured and retouched).

These frescoes date from 1497.^ They prove that Signorelli was

still under the influence of liis early education by Piero della Francesca.

They embody all his energy and fancy. _

The dra^\dng, pounced on very
smooth surfaces from cartoons like Piero's, is clean. It defines not only

the outlines of the forms, but the respective parts in fight and in shade

with geometric precision. The technical system is also perfectly clear,

a local water-colour of a yellowish tinge for light, stippled with yellow
red for mezzo tints, -with red for shadows, always in one direction on

the plan pursued by Leonardo in his drawings.
A prolonged stay in Siena, during 1498, resulted in Luca's completion

"f an altarpiece for the chapel of the Bicchi in S. Agostino, of which the

1 Vasari notices the picture (vol. vi., p. 138), and Mancini states that it was
inscribed in the predella :

" thomas de bkozziis et francisca uxor fieri fecit

1498
"

(ap. note to Vasari, vol. vi., p. 138). Tlie date is wrongly given, being 1496.

The pictiu-e has lost its liveliness of colour and has greatly suffered.
* Vasari, vol. xi., p. 143.
' The record vouching for this date is in Doc. Sen., vol. iii., p. 184.
* Several of the drawings for this fresco are in the Gallery of the Louvre.
^ Guida air Arcicenobio di Monte OUveto (Siena, 1844), p. 20.
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wings alone, representing life-size figures of SS. Cliiara, Mary Magdalen,
and Jerome, Augustine, Catherine, and Antony of Padua, are in the

Berlin Museum, and must be classed amongst the fine productions of the

master.^ His chief occupation at this time was, however, the adornment

of the Palace of Pandolfo Petrucci. That wealthy individual, who in a

long course of j-ears had succeeded in usurping supreme power at Siena,

had well nigh brought a new palace to completion ;
and one of the rooms

in that edifice was covered v>'ith frescoes Avhich Delia Valle has described.

One of them represented Midas angered at the discovery of his ass's

ears.2 The second was the School of Pan, almost similar in composition
to the canvas of the same subject in possession of Marquis Corsi.^ In

a third, the torments and triumph of Cupid were depicted.* A fourth

was devoted to Coriolanus hstening to the prayers of his mother and

A^fe.^ In the same room were a Flight of ^neas from Troy, a Ransom
of Prisoners, and a Penelope or Lucretia at her loom, the latter by Pin-

turicchio.^ The Triumph of Cupid and the Coriolanus, transferred to

canvas and injured, are now [1866] in Mr. Barker's Collection, and are

grand compositions of figures quarter the hfe-size. The rest of Luca's

frescoes have been lost, whilst the Fhglit of Jj^neas and the Ransom are

still preserved in the Academy of Ai'ts at Siena and display a mixture

of the styles of Signorelli and Pinturicchio, ^dth sometliing of the char-

acter appertaining to the Bolognese, Ercole Grandi, or to Girolamo

Genga.' The latter is known to have been in Pandolfo's employ, and
is even said to have laboured later \Wth Signorelh at Orvieto and else-

where, yet one cannot find his hand in the Cappella di S. Brizio, and
if he did anything there, his attention must have been confined to orna-

ments.^

From Siena, Signorelh now proceeded to Orvieto, where the council

of the cathedral, after waiting nine years for Perugino, and after trying

^
[No. 79, Berlin Museum.] The date of this piece is given by Tizio (in MS. Hist.

Sen., ap. Ptjngileoni, Raph., ubi sup., p. 6), who says :

" Lucas ... in S. Augustino
tabulain peregrinam pinxit anno abhinc (1513) decimo quinto.' The centre of the

altarpiece, as described by Vasaei, vol. vi., p. 149, was a S. Cloristopher, the saint
to whom the chapel of the Bicchi was dedicated, and according to Tizio the portraits
of the Bicchi were also there. We only mention as a duty a Nati\Tity in S. Domenico
of Siena cited by Taia, Guida di Siena, 1822, p. 149, as by Signorelh. We shall
note tliis piece in the life of Francesco di Giorgio. The Nati\dty, however, exliibits
an animation and movement from which we might infer that some influence was
wielded by Signorelli on the painter.

2 Inscribed: A0YKA2 KOPITIOS EnOIEI.
' Inscribed :

" lucas d. cortona."
* It was inscribed :

" lucas coritius."
* Also signed :

" lucas coritius."
« See Della Valle's Lettere Senese, vol. ii., pp. 320-21. Dr. Waagen had occa-

sion to see this piece in possession of M. Joly de Bammeville in Paris.
'
[Nos. 333 and 334, Gallery of Siena, by Girolamo Genga.]

8 These are indeed executed with less accurate care than the rest of the work,
but see Vasari, vol. xi., pp. 8G-7.
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Pinturicchio, had finally resolved that Luca should decorate the chapel
of S. Brizio.i

It would be curious to ascertain what the painter's reflections may
have been as he contemplated the unfinished masterpieces of AngeUco
on one of tlie ceilings of the chapel. The last great artist who embodied
the essentially religious element had left the traces of a mighty talent

behind. How was the equally mighty representative of new principles
and of modern modes of thought, to reconcile his creations with those of

his precursor ? One can understand a debate in the Orvieto council,

if the members discussed the relative merits of Pinturicchio and Signorelh.
Would not the tender, perhaps affected, Perugian be better suited to

continue the A\'ork of the mystic Dominican than the fiery follower of

Piero della Francesca ? But Signorelh prevailed. Pinturicchio, whose
art is that of Perugino minus his best qualities, was not fit to compete
with the gigantic power of one whose ojms following on that of his teacher

was necessary to the development of Itahan painting ;

—who left at

Orvieto liis mark for all time. Not but that his frescoes there may in

the course of centuries perish like so many others that have gone that

way before, but they were in their path suggestive and grand ;
and

had their influence on the growth of Michael Angelo.

Looldng round him at Orvieto, Signorelh might see, not merely the

comparatively small production of a ceiling by Angehco ;
liis imagina-

tion might feed on the examples of great bygone sculptors. He could

leisurely examine the bas-rehefs of the time of the Pisan revival, the

Giottesque ones of Andrea Pisano. He might perhaps still see mosaics

by Orcagna. He certainly followed the ideas of Dante in the conception
of an Inferno. What Signorelh did in S. Brizio at Orvieto

; how he

adorned the walls, and with what taste he combined his pictures Mith

the architecture which surrounds them, must, however, now be told.

The Cappella S. Brizio is a rectangle in two subdivisions, each sub-

division having three lunettes and a groined ceiling. An entrance leads

through the lower side. The upper naturally holds the altar. Each of the

lunettes is one picture, vast in size. All the pictures are at a certain height,
their lower borders resting on Active marble skirtings, adorned in the centre

with square panels enclosing portraits, and medalhons as sateUites, vdth.

scenes derived from Dante's Purgatorio, or subjects taken from mythology.

1 The contract was signed on the 5th of April 1499, and comprised at first only
the ceiUngs and windows. When Signorelh had completed these, he was ordered to

proceed with the remainder, receiving for the whole 780 ducats. He was furnished
besides with the necessary ultramarine and free quarters. On obtaining the second
commission he further received monthly a certain measure of wne and corn, and
two beds, one being no doubt for his assistant, supposed to have been Girolamo
Gonga. The walls of the chapel were completed between April 1500 and the close

of 1501. See Della Valle's Storia del Duomo di Orvieto, ubi sup., pp. 316, 319

[and FuMi, II Duomo di Orvieto].
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III the first lunette to the left of the entrance, Antichrist falls, head

downiwards, from heaven, pursued by the Archangel, sword in hand. An
innumerable crowd peoples the world below. The heavenly wrath confounds

a mass of mortals in every sort of action, on foot, on horseback. They are

hurled to the ground or fall on their backs, faces, sides, in such variety of

attitude as one can scarcely imagine. On the foreground to the left, stands

Luca Signorelli, with Angelico, according to tradition, by his side
; they look

on whilst Antichrist on a pedestal, inspired by the Devil, preaches to a multi-

tude who hsten, commune, or distribute to each other the wealth which is

the reward ofiered with full hands by the Tempter. In front of a splendid

temple, occupying the right distance, episodes too numerous for description
are depicted.^

The next 4unette on the same side represents Paradise. The happy of

both sexes stand in ecstasy, attended by angels who deposit crowns on their

heads, and point out to them the way to the more distant abodes of bliss,

whilst others in flight play instruments or cast flowers in most graceful
motion.2

On the wall pierced by the window, the embrasure of which contains two

angels and two canonised bishops, an altar covers the lower part. To the

left, the elect proceed upwards to heaven, guided by angels, and other celestial

messengers, in a higher space, rush down with crowns, or float in ether,

playing lutes and casting flowers.^ In contrast to this scene, the menacing
Archangels, with S. Michael at their head, occupy the right of the pointed
window above the altar. The fires of hell encompass a mob led by one

holding a flag. Charon in his boat rows with liis hideous wings. Groups
await his pleasure for a passage of Acheron

;
and spirits assail the forms of

the damned.^

Pursuing the course of the story, in the opposite side (right of the chapel,
the infernal regions are on the lunette nearest the altar. The archangels,

^ On the centre of the skirting below this fresco, a Hkeness of Dante fills a

square panel. The medallion in dead colour beneath its base represents Dante
and Virgil meeting Cato ; the opposite one vertically

—Dante and Virgil examining
the rock, and the meeting of Dante with Manfred ; the medalUon to the left, Dante
and Virgil awaiting the approach of the angel on the waters, that to the right the

poets ascending the rock, Virgil showing Dante the sun, and Dante recognising
Belaequa. The lower part of the fresco of the fall of Antichrist is damaged and
the colour a httle abraded.

* On the centre of the skirting below this piece, the portrait is that of an
unknown person ; but the subjects in the medallions about it, in the same order
as above, are :

—Dante led by Virgil, then meeting with the souls singing Miserere :
—

the meeting of Dante and Sordello, and the embrace of Sordello and Virgil ;—
again the embrace of Virgil and Sordello ;

—
Virgil and Dante observing the

"esercito gentile." the two angels with drawn swords guarding the hill, and Dante
talking to Nino Visconti, of Pisa.

' A small window in the midst of these groups has in its embrasvu*e an angel
expelling Satan, and S. Michael weighing the souls.

* In the sides of a little window in the midst of this group, the words " Ave
Maria "

are inscribed. In the skirting to the left of the altar, a vertical chain of
two rectangular panels with a medalUon between them, represent— 1. Dante asleep
with an Eagle abo^•e him. 2. Dante followed by Virgil and seeing the bas-relief
of the Annunciation. 3. Dante's meeting with Oderisio da Gubbio. In the same
order on the skirting of the right side of the altar :

— 1. Unknown subject. 2. Perseus
and Andromeda. 3. Marriage of Perseus and Andromeda.
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on high to the right, winged, and in armour, stand by, as the ministers of

Satan drive the sinners down, carry them on their backs, repel them panting
and despairing, or strangle them with cords.^

The next Imiette near the door (right) is devoted to the Resurrection.

Two angels, amidst clouds alive with cherubs, blow the last trump, their

draperies and ribands flying in the wid. Beneath them, the people rise

from their tombs, in the flesh or as skeletons. In the centre of a lower

skirting, an arch confines the Dead Christ, resting His head on the Virgin's

lap, and watched by a standing apostle on the right. A grieving figure is at

His feet. The kneehng Magdalen, between Him and the spectator, kisses His
hfeless hand

;
and in the rear, in the shape of a bas-relief on a tomb, the

body of the Redeemer is carried by three bearers to the grave.
^

At the side of the door is a continuation of the Destruction of the Wicked.
Beneath on each hand are two portraits, one of them probably that of

Signorelh, the other that of Niccola di Francesco, who ordered the frescoes.

To the ceiling of AngeUco, which is that of the subdivision nearest the altar,

Signorelh added one section, left empty by the Dominican, depicting Michael-

angelesque figures sounding trumpets, and others carrying the emblems of the

Passion. In the four sections of the second ceiUng, Luca painted a choir of

eight virgins, fifteen doctors of the Church, thirteen patriarchs, and seven

martyrs.^

Nothing can be more hardy than the angel pursuing \v\t\\ liis

drawn sword the falling form of the demon. The innumerable figures

in the episodes of Anticluist's miracles are distributed ^^'ith a skill equal
to that of Michael Angelo. The arcliitecture is in the best classic style.

The angels in the Paradise charm by nobleness and grace, those who

guide the elect upwards to Paradise are also beautiful, and the very
finest ever designed by the master. The archangels and the condemned,

expelled from the sky, are grandiose and truly admirable. The anima-

tion and life in the lower scenes are as great as those in IVIichael Angelo' s

battle of Anghiari, the nudes like those of the Sixtine ;
and the fore-

shortenings are the perfection of those originally conceived by the daring
of Uccello and Piero della Francesca. The struggles of the imps and

souls are scientifically rendered A\itli extraordinary truth and with an

energy well suited to the subject, and the spaces filled by the parts are

' In the skirting, the central square panelHng contains a portrait of Claudian ;

and in the medallions around, all on gold ground, are Juno, Venus, j\Iiner\-a, and

Proserpine.
* On the skirting to the left of this, a central square panelling, as before, contains

a portrait of Virgil. In the four medalUons are :
— 1. Orpheus \vith his Lyre recalling

Eurydice. 2. The Descent of Jineas to the Infernal Regions. 3. Eurydice taken

away after the Disobedience of Orpheus. 4. Hercules chaining Antaeus. The skirting
on the right of the Fietk is partly covered by it. The centre portrait is still there

with an upper and side medallion representing wrestlers. The fresco of the Resurrec-
tion is abraded chiefly in the skj\ A largo salt stain damages the centre of the

picture.
' At the sides of the portrait in the right-hand medallion the initials L. S. are

twice repeated.
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perfectly divided. The angels in the Resurrection remind one of the

Hercules in tlio Sixtine Chapel, whilst the groups below, though some-

what affected, are still effective. The grinning skeletons, varying the

array of souls rising to the judgment, partake of the general vehemence
;

they move as living things, and a.re wonderful as studies of action. The
Christ in the Pieta, though muscular, is not depicted \vithout feehng,
but the relief figures carrying the Redeemer betray Luca's Umbrian

nature, one of them indeed recalling those of Raphael in the various

drawings of the same subject at Oxford and Florence, and suggesting
that Sa,nzio had seen the masterpieces of Orvieto. The composition, like

so many others by Signorelli, is Michaelangelesque.
Here then, on the classic ground trod before by so many ItaUan

artists, Signorelli, at the age of threescore, was enabled to satisfy his

instincts to the full by delineating scenes of a liighly dramatic character.

Had it been the fortune of Angehco to complete the chapel of S. Brizio,

he would no doubt have painted the same subjects in the grand but

Idndly solemn spirit which pervades those in the ceihngs
—a spirit the

very reverse of that which marks the colossal, and often vulgar, forms

of the Cortonese. Both men were great in their path ;
but they pursued

different ways and aims
;

the one wafting the spectator into an atmo-

sphere of calm, the other with difficulty convincing him that he is not

hovering over a field of battle. Unavoidable indeed is the reflection

that Signorelli, whilst he challenges our admiration, does so by a medley
of conflicting and not always pleasing impressions. The pleasure wliich

he creates is not entirely unalloyed. Like IVIichael Angelo, he fascinates

and crushes
;

he extorts applause by liis extraordinary vigour, and

hardly leaves a moment for the analysis of the sensations which crowd

together at sight of his masterpieces. Cold reason supervenes. We
admit the daring conception, and its successful realisation, but we feel

less sympathy than surprise. The athlete has taken away our breath

by the performance of liis feats
;
he has not touched one of the softer

fibres of our heart. But the character of SignoreUi was eminently cal-

culated to strike the mind and to rouse the attention of Michael Angelo ;

nor is it a marvel that, having visited Orvieto, he should be pleased by
the art of Luca, and consider some of his groups worthy of reproduction
in the Last Judgment of the Sixtine Chapel.^ As for the rest, it would i

be repetition to enter further into the details of the style and execution

of these frescoes, their characteristic features having been already gene- ..

rahsed for the sake of presenting to the reader a compact sketch of h

Signorelli's manner.
His first stay at Orvieto did not exceed t^o years ;

for though he

painted in 1503 two fine bust portraits of himself and of Niccola di Fran-I

^ See as to this Vasaki, vol. vi., p. 142. _^ Hili

r>
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cesco, with a boldness and freedom of hand seldom surpassed/ he had

already (if we believe an inscription which we have not seen) returned

in 1502 to Cortona and deUvered to the church of S. Margherita a Dead

Christ, ^^•ailed by the Maries and Apostles, A\itli but shght variations

like the fresco in the chapel of S. Brizio, with a predella representing

the Sermon on the Mount, the Last Supper, the Kiss of Judas, the

Capture, and the Flagellation.
^ He returned, however, to Orvieto in

1504, perhaps to finish some parts of the chapel in the Duomo, and a

picture of S. Mary Magdalen of that date.^

From this time forward, Signorelli resided frequently in Siena, where

Pinturicchio, Bazzi, and himself, assisted by Genga and others, com-

peted with the Pacchiarottos, Pacchias, and their local guild-brethren.

There was plenty to do for them all, in a city where such enterprising

persons as the Piccolomini and the Petrucci contended with each other

in display as well as in wealth and power. The cartoons wliich Signorelli

completed there in 1506, for the pavement of the Duomo, were never

put in hand ;

^ but they would occupy his leisure hours, and leave

him time to compose, paint, and set together the numerous panels

which form the great altarpiece of 1507 in S. Medardo at- Arcevia.

There are not many finer or more pleasing creations of his than tliis,

although it has suffered so much from scaling and from dust. The

central Virgin and Child are still Umbrian, but the five predella pieces,

Annunciation, Nativity, Adoration, Fhght into Eg5^t, and Massacre of

the Innocents, have a pecuhar charm on account of their grace and

carefulness, and a Peruginesque feehng in the fine proportions and

1 The two men face each other. The names " Luca " and " Nicolaus "
are

engraved on the dress of each figure on a tile, 15 inches by 13. That of Nicholas

is grave in pose, reminiscent of Piero della Francesca. On the back of the tile,

wliich is in the Opera of the Duomo at Orvieto, are the words :

" lucas signo-

KELLUS, NATIONE YTALUS, PATBIA CORTONENSIS, ARTE EXIISnTJS MERITO APELLI

C'OMPARANDUS, SUB REGIBUNE ET STIPENDIO NICOLAI FRANCISCI DE NATIONIS PATRIE

(CrRBEVE)TANE, CAMERARIO FABRICE HUJUS BASILICE5 SACELLU HOC VIRGINI

DEDICATU JUDICI FINALIS ORDINE FIGURATUM PERSPICUE PINXIT CUPIDUSQUE IMMOR-

TALITATIS YIRITJSQUE EFFIGIEM A TERGO LITTERARUM HARUM NATXJRALITER JURA
EFFISIT ARTE. ALEXANDRO ^^ PON. M.M SEDENTE ET MAXiaHANO mi°. IMPERANT.

ANO SAT.UTIS M.CCCC" TEBTIO KALENDAS JANTTARIAS." The COloUT of this piece is

liquid on the wMte ground with the lights in body and the rest stippled
—all of a

ruddy tone.
- Tliis picture is [now in the choir of the Duomo], ha\dng been transferred from

its original place (noticed in Vasari, vol. vi., pp. 138-9). The Annotators of Vasari

srive the following inscription not visible to the authors of this work : "lucas ^gidii

SIGNORELLI coRTONBNSis MDii." The composition is very animated, reminiscent of

one by Botticelli. The drawing is free and bold, the colour sharp and red.
3 The Magdalen is now [1866] in the Opera; it is inscribed:

" conservat pa.

p.\cis coNSERVATRici EX SE CONSUETO MDiiii." There is a record of the payment to

SignorelU for this piece. Yet the rude handling of it might suggest the exclusive

employment of an assistant.
* Gaetano jNIilanesi, Dincorso, &c., ubi sup., p. 131, and Annot. Vasari, vol. vi.,

p. 158.
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movoment of draped or naked figures, which remind one of the youth
of Raphael.^

An affecting incident, which occurred about this period, contributes

greatly to our knowledge of Signorelli's character. We have seen how

energetic, how gloomy at times, he could be in his pictures. We now
remark of A\'hat a stern and mascuHne stuff his mind was made. He
was the father of a family respecting which but little is knovai. One

son, who was his favourite, met his death suddenly and apparently by
accident. Signorelli caused him to be stripped,

" and with great con-

stancy, ^^dthout repining or tears, painted from his corpse, that he might
at leisure contemplate, in the work of his own hand, the treasure which

nature had given him, and envious fortune taken away."
^ The body

of the boy was buried at Siena.^

In the meanwhile, Pinturicchio had finished the Piccolomini Library,

and gone to set up the altarpiece at Spello (April 1508). SignorelH had

been to Cortona to fill an office in the municipal council for two months

(July and August 1508).^ Just then, JuHus II. determined to re-adorn

the Vatican Stanze. He engaged SignorelH,^ Perugino, Pinturiccliio, and

Bazzi to perform tliis duty. They all went up to Rome about the same

period, and began their labours. Most of them were old and tried hands,

SignorelH and Perugino famous. They used to meet in the house of

Bramante, and even dined there with Giambattista Caporali, who re-

membered the occasion,^ but they were all obhged to yield the palm
to the youthful Raphael, v/hom Bramante, their host, introduced to the

Pope ;
and they all had the mortification of receiving their dismissal,

and of seeing part of their work taken dowTi.'' Signorelli, Perugino,
and Pinturicchio returned together to Siena, where the latter was pre-

sented in January with a son, whom the former held at the baptismal

^ Arcevia is near Fabriano in the heart of the Umbrian covmtry. [As a fact,

neither Fabriano nor Arcevia is in XJmbria, but in the Marclies.] The altarpiece
is in courses with pilasters containing seven half-lengths of saints apiece. In the

principal course the Virgin and Child are entlironed between SS. Sebastian, Andrew,
Roch, and another saint. In the upper course the Eternal is between the Baptist
and three Apostles. The arms of the "

com\.me "
of Arcevia are on panels at the

extremities of the predella. One reads on the step of the throne :

" lucas signo-
RELLUS PINGEBAT MDVII."

In the capella del Sacramento of the same collegiate church of S. Medardo is

an altarpiece, in the centre of which is a Baptism of Christ inscribed on a scroll
" LUCAS SIGNORELLI DA CORTONA." Yet it looks like a feeble imitation of the
master's style by a pupil. Fom- incidents fill each of two pilasters and are painted
by a rude hand of the school of Alunno. The base of the altarpiece is bj' an artist

of the seventeenth century.
'' Vasaui, vol. vi., p. 143.
' In 1506, A7inot. Vasari, vol. vi., p. 143.
* Ajinot. Vasari, vol. vi., p. 158. » Vasari, vol. viii., p. 13.
«
Caporali's Vitrnv. in VermijUoli ; Vita di Pinturicchio (Perug., 1837), p. 5;

Temenza, Vita, di Jacopo Sanaovino, p. 6 ; Vasari, vol. xiii., p. 73.
' Vasari, vol. viii., p. 40 ; vol. xi., p. 146.

•.
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font,^ and both closed their careers without any further incident of mark.

SignorelH remained chiefly in and about Cortona, where several undated

pieces prove the untii'ing industry with which he attended to the orders

of his patrons. The Communion of the Apostles, commissioned for the

Compagnia di Gesii at Cortona, was produced in 1512
;

—the altarpicce

of ISIontone, now at Citta di Castello,—a Virgin and Child for the bishop
of Cortona, now in S. Domenico, and the Deposition from the Cross for

La Fratta near Perugia, in 1515
;

^ a Madonna and Saints for the Com-

pany of S. Girolamo at Arezzo, in 1520.^ Vasari states that the person
who ordered the latter was an advocate named Niccoh") Gamurrini,

auditor of the Rota, whose portrait was paanted by SignorelU in a kneel-

ing attitude before the Virgin and Child. He was recommended by S.

Nicholas, besides whom, SS. Donato, Stephen, Jerome, David, and two

prophets occupied places around. When the brothers of the company
carried the altarpicce on their shoulders from Cortona to Arezzo, they
were accompanied by Signorelli, who lodged during his stay in the house

of the Vasari. As this occurred, Giorgio, the historian, being then eight

years of age, saw Luca, much stricken in years, but full of benevolence

and amiabihty, and heard him tell his father not to check the cliild's

propensity for the pursuit of art.^ The impression, which his ovm obser-

vation and the traditions of liis family had left, was that SignorelH was

of the best manners, sincere, and loving in his social intercourse, mild

and kindly in conversation, and above all, courteous to those who wished

for the product of his pencil. His teaching of disciples was easy. He
hved well, and hked to appear in fine attire ;

and his good quahties

caused him to be venerated abroad as well as at home.^ He continued

to exercise the duties of liis profession to the very last, and Vasari states

that he was paralytic ^hen he began a fresco of the Baptism of Christ

in the chapel of Cardinal Passerini's palace near Cortona.^ That his

hand was still firm, though slightly tremulous from age, in 1523 is proved

by the receipt for payment of an altarpicce in the Pieve of Foiano, of

which Gaye has preserved the facsimile.'' In 1524, SignorelH sat for the

last time in the Magistracy of Cortona, and it is beHeved that his death

took place either in that year or shortly after.

The follo\\ing is a detailed register of the authentic works indicated

.ks having been furnished between 1512 and the date of Luca's death.

The Communion of the Apostles, originally in the Compagnia del Gesu,

now in the Duomo of Cortona, is in oil and signed on a pilaster :

"
lucas

* Doc. Sen., vol. iii., p. 65, and Gaetano Milanesi, Discorso, ubi sup.
2
[This is the picture at Umbertide in S. Croce dated 1516. La Frutta is the old

name for Umbertide.]
* [Now in the Pinacoteca at Arezzo.]

 Vasabi, vol. vi., pp. 144-5. ^ Vasaei, vol. \i., p. 147.
' This piece exists, but so entirely repainted as to defy criticism.
' See in Plates to Carteggio, vol. ii.
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siGNORELLUS coRTHUNiENSis piNGEBAT 1512." The Saviour, in a fine

attitude, without any excess of weight in frame, gives the host to the disciples

erect or kneeling in threes at each side. Judas, as Vasari says, puts the

host into his scrip.
^

The Virgin, standing with the Child in her arms, crowned by two angels,
and in the midst of four saints, is a picture of Hfe-size figures in oil, for a

long time at Montone, and now in possession of Signor Mancini at Citta di

Castello.2 It; is signed :

" egregium quod cernis opus magister aloysius

PHYSICUS ex GALLIA ET THOMASINA EJUS UXOR EX DEVOTIONE SUIS SUMPTIBUS
PONI CURAVERUNT. LUCA SIGNORELLI DE CORTONA PICTORE INSIGNI FORMAS
INDUCENTE. ANNO D . . . MDXV." Much injury from darkening of the

shadows, from restoring and repainting, is apparent. The predella, with six

scenes from the life of S. Cristina, is not to be found at present.

Signorelh's picture of 1515 is not mentioned by guide-books or authors

generally, yet exists on the altar of S. Vincenzo in S. Domenico of Cortona,
with the following inscription :

"
lo serninius e?s cortonens iconam

ET ORNATUM P. P. FACIERI A. D. CIQIOXV. H^REDES VERO D. ASDRUBALIS
ejus ex FVE AB. NEPOTIS p. S. INSTAURAN. CURAVERUNT. A. D. CIO.IO.CXIX."

This fine panel represents the Virgin, life size, holding the Infant Saviour,

resting her feet on three cherubs between two angels, S. Peter Martyr, and
another Dominican, the bust of Bishop Serninius, a good portrait, being
visible in the right-hand corner. The panel is surrounded by a painted
canvas framework. The draperies of the Virgin are scaled off.

The Descent from the Cross of 1515, commissioned for the church of

the brotherhood of S. Croce at La Fratta near Perugia, is in Signorelh's
usual style, but inferior as to grandeur of composition to that of the Duomo
at Cortona

; yet the conception is that which many subsequent painters

repeated, as Daniel of Volterra in his picture lately in S. Trinita di Monte
at Rome

; Bazzi, in that of S. Francesco at Siena, Correggio, the Caracci,

Rubens, and Van Dyck. Three scenes from the life of S. Helen in the predella
are very graceful, but somewhat dryly painted.^

The altarpiece of 1520 {circa), the transfer of which to S. Girolamo of

Arezzo gave occasion to Vasari to see Signorelli, is now, in good preservation,
in the church of the nuns of S. Spirito, and is composed of hfe-size figures, in

oil, in the master's broad and powerful style ;
but the colour is of a low

key in tone, the half-tints red, and the shadows black.*

The picture of Foiano (1523) was a Virgin and Child mth saints and

angels, and a predella containing incidents from the hfe of S. Martin.^

The folloAving list will comprise all the works of Signorelli seen by
the authors in addition to those in the body of the narrative.

^ Vasaei, vol. vi., p. 139.
2 [Now in the National Gallery, No. 1847.] SS. Jerome and Sebastian (right),

Nicholas of Bari and Cristina (left). See Mariotti, p. 274, and Orsini's Guida
d'Ascoli, which states that the predella of the piece was in Casa Odardi at Ascoli.

3 Tlie expenses incurred and the date are preserved in original records printed in
GuALANDi, vol. vi., pp. 36, 37-8.

* [Now in Pinacoteca at Arezzo.]
'^

[This work still exists in the Collegiata at Foiano.]

M
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Cortona. Comjmgnia S. Niccolb.—High altar
;
with subjects on both

sides, in oil. The body of Christ held np on the edge of the tomb by an

angel, is exhibited by him to the adoration of several saints. S. Francis
on the left, kneeling, shows the stigmata. S. Dominic, kneeling Ukewise, is

at S. Francis' side, whilst, in rear of them, two saints stand. S. Jerome is

on the right with three angels. The picture is a fine and chastened one in

Signorelli's Umbrian manner, purely designed in comparison Avith other works.
The flesh tones are yellowish, the high surface shadows strong and brown.

The Virgin and Child, between SS. Peter and Paul on the obverse, is a

grand composition, reminiscent of Fra Bartolommeo, the Infant more pleasing
and amiable than usual.

Some frescoes in this church have lately been recovered from whitewash,
but are ruined by retouching. They represent a tabernacle enclosing a

Virgin, Child, and saints
;
and are said, on the strength of old records, to

have been painted by Signorelli without charge, because he was a member
of the brotherhood of S. Niccolo.^

Cortona. Chiesa del Gesu.^—Conception of the Virgin, with six figures
at each side, Adam and Eve in the distance—a hard picture of cold general
tone and dark shadows. The nude is feeble, and the handling dry. The

Nativity, the Virgin adoring the Infant, S. Joseph on the opposite side,

three angels above, singing, and the shepherds in background feeble. This
and the follo^dng in the Chiesa del Gesii show indeed the extensive use of

assistants' labour, and possibly the hand of Turpino Zaccagna.
Cortona. Chiesa del Gesu.—Panel, representing the Virgin and Child,

between S. Francis and a bishop in friar's dress, reading, Bruno and a saint

with a tree in his hand (a half-length of the Eternal in the upper part seems
of a later date, and to be of the school). This is a dry, hard production,
better on the whole than the two others in the Chiesa del Gesu

;
but the

tone is low and dim, and some parts are scaled.

Cortona.—An Ascension of the Virgin, formerly in the Pieve of Cortona,^
is said to be in the hands of the heirs of Signor Luca Tommasi.*

Cortona.—Signor Carlo Tomniasi has a small allegory of the Cro^Aming
of Plenty (five figures). In possession of the heirs of Signor Agostino
Castellani in Cortona also is a half-length of S. Stephen, and a small Nativity ;

the latter in the better manner of Signorelh, the former careful, but less in

the grand style.
^

Borgo S. Sepolcro. Compagnia di S. Antonio Abate.—The church standard
of this brotherhood by Signorelh represents on one side a Crucifixion, marked

by the usual boldness of action and vigour of colour. The Saviour is not
of a noble form, however, but somewhat mannered. The Virgin Ues faint

in the arms of the Maries. The distance is rich in episodes. Calvary and
the Passion. S. Antony and S. Egidius are on the reverse side of the

canvas, with the brethren of the company at their feet.^

Castiglione Fiorentino (of old Aretino).'^ Cafpella del Sacramento.—Here
is a fresco of Christ taken from the Cross, in the broad manner, the com-

position a replicate of that in the picture in Cortona cathedral (11 figures) :

1 See Com. in Vasaei, vol. v., pp. 150-1. ^ Vasari, vol. vi., p. 139.
' Ibid. * [Now in the Duomo: only paitly S gnorcU's (Berenson).]
[These are not to be traced.]

* [Now in Municipio.J
5

'
Vasaei, vol. vi., p. 139.

jlI
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A piece has been added, apparently in the last centuiy. Some of the high

Hghts are gilt in the Urabrian fashion. The sky is renewed,

Citta di Castello. Convent Church of S. Cecilia.—The Virgin holds the

Infant, who crowns S. Cecilia on the left, beliind whom are S. Francis and
a bishop. The Virgin's face is turned to the right towards S. Chiara, behind

whom are SS. Anthony and Louis of Toulouse. SS. Catherine and Margaret
kneel in the foreground, whilst between them angels gather roses which
have fallen from the Virgin's left hand. The composition is overcharged,
and the tone generally brown and dim. But the panel is injured by flaying ;

the Virgin's mantle is repainted anew, and the whole upper angle to the

left damaged.
The predella, in the interior of the convent, contains figures of SS.

Margaret, John the Baptist, Bernardino, Jerome, Lucy, and the Archangel
Michael.! In this convent are also two pictures of the school of SignorelU.

Citta di Castello.—Signor Mancini owns a Nativity, much better than

the altarpiece of Montone previously described, signed on the frieze of a

round temple :

"
£". luce de cortona p. c." This is a good picture, in

which the influence of Piero della Francesca may be traced. The Virgin
kneels in adoration before the Infant on the ground, with the shepherds on

the left
;
and the attendant angels, in the eagerness Avith which they take

part in the scene, recall the works of Filippino Lippi. A shepherd on a hill

in the distance plays on a pipe, and a market is held near the temple in the

background. The Annunciation to the pastors in the landscape completes
the composition. This may be the piece noticed by Vasari in S. Francesco

of Citt^ di Castello.2 It is well preserved, of a marked brown tone
;
and

entitles Signorelli to be called the Caravaggio of his time.

An Annunciation in the hands of the same proprietor is not by SignorelU,
but by Raphael of Citta di Castello.

Florence. [Academy, No. 164].
—from S. Trinita of Cortona—in SignorelU's

grand manner—representing the Virgin and Child between the Archangels
Michael and Gabriel, and the sitting SS. Augustine and Athanasius, with a

Trinity in the upper space,
Florence. Academy [No. 164].

—A predella, with the Last Supper,
the Entrance into Jerusalem, and the Flagellation, boldly and freely handled

These scenes are not very pleasing. The neglect and colossal nature of the

figures are pecuHar to the master's latest creations,

Florence. Academy [No. 65].
—Canvas, assigned to Andrea del Castagno.

Christ Crucified, with a kneehng Magdalen, and a Deposition from the Cross

in the distance. This, no doubt, was a church standard, by Signorelli.
Florence. Uffizi [No. 1291].

—A well-preserved round of the Holy
Family, all intent on the contents of a book read by the Virgin

—in Signorelli's

broad, forcible style.

Florence. Uffizi [No. 1298].
—

Originally in S. Lucia of Montepulciano.
Predella, containing the Annunciation, Nativity, and Adoration of the

Magi—a fine original.^

^
[This predella is now in the Pinacoteca.]

» Vasari, vol. vi., p. 138. [Now in National Gallery, No. 1133.]
'
[A panel of the Virgin and Child—an undoubted work of Signorelli

—still

exists in this church (reproduced in the volume Val di Chiana, by F. Bargagm-
Petrttcci; Bergamo, 19?).]
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Florence. Galleria Lombardi (once belonging to the Albergotti family at

Arezzo.)
—A Virgin and Child, with four angels above the group

—a feeble

production, so much below the mark of the master that we might beUeve
it executed by a pupil.

Florence. Galleria Torrigiani {No. 8].
—

Magnificent Ufe-size portrait of

a man in a red cap and vest, three-quarters to the left. It is described as
a portrait of SignorelU himself, but seems to be that of a person of higher
condition. It is very broadly modelled, a Uttle grey in tone, and is one of

Signorelli's Florentine creations. An antique arch adorns a distance to
the right. In front of it are two nude figures, one of which leans on a staff.

The red cap is a httle restored.^

Milan.
_

Brera [No. 477].—Round (wood). The Virgin, Child, and

angels, in Signorelli's softer mood, as illustrated in the altarpiece of Arcevia.

Finely and carefully drawn, and copiously ornamented with gold.

AUenburg (in the Saxon Duchy of that name)
— Town Museum

[No. 138-142].
—

Bequeathed by the late Herr von Lindenau. Five parts of

a predella by SignorelU (wood), representing
—Christ on the Mount

;
the

Flagellation ;
the Crucifixion

;
the Entombment

;
the Resurrection. This

predella is said to have been originally at La Fratta, near Perugia. The

subjects are sUghtly but rapidly handled, in oil. The figures generally are

Herculean. The movement of the Christ in the Resurrection is bold, as in

the later works of Michael Angelo, and the scourgers in the Flagellation are

remarkable for the coarse energy of their action, and the vulgar develop-
ment of muscular strength.

Same Gallery [No. 143-146].
—Four small panels, in the form of pointed

niches, about one foot high, containing each a saint—SS. Bernardino, Louis
of France, and two females of the Franciscan Order. These are painted in oil,

in the style of the foregoing, and were perhaps part of the same altarpiece.
Paris. Louvre [No. 1525].

—
Predella, representing the Virgin's Birth.

This is one of the best examples of Signorelli. The composition is tine
;

the figures are dignified without mannerism.
Paris. Louvre [No. 1526].

—Adoration of the Magi, rude
;

said to

have been (see Catal. of ex-Campana Collection, anno 1859) commissioned
in 1482 for S. Agostino of Citta di Castello.2

Paris. Louvre [No. 1527].
—

Knee-piece (fragment), comprising seven

Ufe-size heads. Less rude than the foregoing. But both give a slight idea

of SignorelU's talent. The reddish colour is poorly handled.

Paris. Louvre [No. 1528].
—

Virgin Reading, with the Child on her lap.
This injured production looks as if it might have issued from SignorelU's

shop. It is, however, feeble.

Vienna. Belvedere Gallery [No. 7].
—

Nativity, half-Ufe size, trans-

ferred to canvas, and thereby somewhat injured. Although we trace the

stamp of SignorelU in tliis piece, it lacks the master's own grandeur and

power. The figures are somewhat paltry in drawing and execution.

London. Mr. Barker's Collection.—A small and injured but genuine
S. George and the Dragon, in SignorelU's Michaelangelesque style.*

^ [Now in Berlin, No. 79c.]
*
[Mr. Berenson refuses this to SignorelU.]

*
[This was in 1894 in Sir \V. Farrer's Collection in London.]

in. F

I
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Same Collection.—Two pilasters, on one of which are SS. Bernard, Onofrio,
and Dorothy ;

on the other, SS. Bernard and Jerome, and the Angel and
Tobit. Fine genuine works.

London. Lord Taunton (ex-Stoke Park).
—Martyrdom of S. Catherine ;

a good example, full of Hfe and animation, and with but a few and sUght
retouches.

Scotland. Glenlijon (seat of Captain Stirling).
—Small panel of about

twenty-nine figures, representing the Pharisees' feast
;

the Magdalen ap-

proaching the Saviour with the ointment, on the right ; Martha, Mary, and
curious bystanders, at the entrance. It is spirited, and of SignoreUi's fine

time ;
well composed, full of variety, animation and nature, and, with the

exception of a repainted figure at the end of the left wing of the table, in

fair preservation. [Now in Dublin Gallery.]
Pollokshau-s.—Collection of Sir W. Stirling-Maxwell, M.P. No. 90 at

the Manchester Exhibition. A genuine Pietk by Signorelli.

Liverpool Institution [No. 26].
—Panel. Virgin seated, with the Infant

Christ in her arms—distance a landscape
—

assigned to Cima da Conegliano,
but by Signorelli, though not one of his best, and damaged.

St. Petersburg. Collection of H.I.H. the Grand Duchess Marie, widow
of the Duke of Leuchtenberg (round, wood, figures half life-size.) Nativity.
The Virgin kneels, attended by an angel, near the Infant on the groimd.
S. Joseph descends some steps. The character is Signorelli's, the com-

position and execution below his. This is a school work.

The following noticed by Vasari are not forthcoming at this time :
—

Arezzo—Standard for the Company of S. Catherine (Vasari, vi. 137
) ;

standard of the Company of the S. Trinita (ib.) ; altarpiece of S. Margarita

(ib. 144) ;
frescoes and an altarpiece in S. Agostino (ib.) ; altarpiece in

Cappella degli Accolti at S. Francesco representing the Virgin and Child,

four saints, and two angels playing instruments, the patron and some of

his relatives. The predella was filled with scenes from the life of S. Catherine

(ib.).
—

Volterra, altarpiece in S. Agostino (ib. 138) ;
Monte S. Maria, a Dead

Christ (ib.) ; Cittd- di Castello, S. Francesco, a Nativity, executed it is said

in 1496 (ib. ib. and Certini, ap. Annot. to Vasari, vi. 138 and 157).
—Cortona,

frescoes in Vescovado (ib. 139).
—

Lucignano, S. Francesco, doors of a church

press (ib. 139) ;

^
pictures at Montepulciano (ib. 141 ).2

1 [A Virgin and Child by Signorelli
—

recently restored to the master by Mb.
Perkins (c/. Rassegna d'Arte, September, 1907)—still exists in this church.]

2 [The following works may be added to those mentioned above :
—  

Arezzo.
Bergamo.

Lucignano (Val di Chiana).
Montepulciano.
MoRRA (Umbria).

Orvteto.

Rome.
SiNALUNGA.
Volterra.
London.

S. Roch.
Madonna.
S. Sebastian.

(Perkins.)

Flagellation, Crucifixion,' t

Duomo. Five Predelle,

Morelli Gallery. No. 19.

No. 20.

No. 24.

S. Francesco. Madonna.
S. Lucia. Madonna.
S. Crescenziano. Frescoes

in part.
Duomo. Sacristy frescoes drawn in monochronie
S. Rocco. Fresco : S. Mary of Egypt.
Coll. Rospigliosi. Madonna.
S. Croce. Sposalizio. (Berenson.)
Municipio. Fresco: S.Jerome. 1491.
National Gallery. No. 1847. Madonna, Saints, and

Angels. li»15.
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Signorelli was clearly not a man fitted to give an impulse to a school.

His own skill was such that he merely required the simplest aid from
his assistants

;
and most of those whose works have been preserved

proved themselves unworthy of being remembered, Maso Papacello,
Francesco Signorelli, Turpino Zaccagna, and others, may therefore be

comprised in the following short notices.

Vasari does not mention Papacello as a pupil of SignoreUi. On the

contrary, he calls him a disciple of Giulio Romano and Benedetto (error
for Giambattista) Caporah.^ But Papacello's remaining panels betray the
influence of SignorelU. His real name is Tommaso Barnabei. The earliest

frescoes with which he is connected are those of GiuUo Romano at Rome,
after the death of Raphael, and before the Mantuan period.^ In these, it

is natural that the assistant's hand should not be discerned. We next see

Papacello, about 1523-4, helping Giambattista Caporah at the villa of

Cardinal Passerini, near Cortona,^—but in a subordinate capacity, and

leaving no trace of his own style. In 1524, we first find a genuine produc-
tion from his hand—a Conception, in S. Maria del Calcinaio, near Cortona—
in which there is a reminiscence of Signorelli, combined with raw chalky
tones and leaden shadows.^ Two other pictures of the same class—an
Adoration of the Magi, and Annunciation, dated 1527—are in the same church,
and suffice to characterise the low rate of Papacello's talent.^ He finally
settled at Perugia. Mariotti notices frescoes commissioned of him at Cesi,
in the diocese of Spoleto, by the brethren of the church of S. Maria. ^ Vasari
alludes to others in the fortress of Perugia ;

' and we learn from the will

of Giambattista Caporah, dated July 27, 1553, that Maso was witness to

London—continued. Coll. B. Benson. Madonna and two predella panels.
Coll. Earl Crawford. Predella, two panels.
Coll. Sir Kenneth Muir Mackenzie. Madonna, tondo.
Coll. Ludwig Mond. Predella, three panels.

Richmond (Surrey). Coll. Sir F. Cook. Two panels.
,

Dublin. National Gallery. No. 266. Feast in Simon's House.
Paris. Coll. Mme. Andre. Holy Family and Infant John.
Berlin. Museum. No. 79. Altar-piece. Wings, with three Saints,

each 1498.
No. 29b. Visitation.

I'assel. Sposalizio (small). (Berenson.)
VIeiningen. Grand Ducal Palace. Predella.
Munich. Gallery. No. 1026. Madonna.
^EW Haven, U.S.A. Coll. Jarves. Adoration of Magi.

Mr. Perkins ascribes to Signorelli's school a panel of the Magdalen in the Collec-
ion of Mr. J. G. Johnson of Philadelphia, U.S.A. (c/. Bassegna d'Arte, August. 1905),
)ut Mr. Berenson gives it to the master himself (Central Italian Painters, 1909).]

1 Vasari, vol. \'i., p. 145. 2
ibid., vol. x., p. 96. '

Ibid., vol. vi., p. 145.
* At the sides of the principal group are fovu- prophets, and two sitting saints in

he foreground, on the edge of which are busts of the patrons in profile
—above, an

'Aemal and two angels. A predella represents the sacrifice of the mass. Inscribed :

INTACTA xpI mris vanxttius heros. baptista hoc stipplex pigeke jussit opus.
[Dxxirn."

* These pictures are all assigned to Papacello on the authority of records dis-

overed by Pinucci (ap. Annot. to Vasari, vol. vi., pp. 145-6).
*
Mariotti, Lett. Pitt., uhi sup., p. 239, note.

''

Vasari, vol. xi., p. 13; destroyed in 1848,
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that instrument.^ In the same year, a Trinity with Saints by him, was

placed on an altar in S. Francesco of Perugia (now missing),^ and in 1559

he died.^

Papacello's was a kindred spirit, as regards manner and execution, to

that of Francesco Signorelli, a nephew of Luca,^ who may have helped him
to some extent in the Chiesa del Gesu at Cortona. His nearest approach to

the manner of his uncle is in a somewhat damaged round of the Virgin,

Child, and saints in the Palazzo del Comune at Cortona, and in an Incredulity

of S. Thomas (injured and feeble) in the choir of the Duomo. In the

Monastery church of the Trinita at Cortona, a picture is preserved of which

it is doubtful whether it be by Francesco or by Don Bartolommeo della

Gatta. The subject is, S. Michael weigliing the souls, and S. Benedict at

the side of a tomb, behind which the Virgin sits enthroned, in prayer, and

surrounded by angels. The long lean figures are coloured with cold tones

shadowed in bluish green. A Conception in the choir of S. Francesco at

Gubbio, in the style of the foregoing, bears the signature :

"
franciscus

DE siGNORELLis DE CORTONA PINGEBAT." The drawing is defective, the

draperies are festooned, the colour is dull and black in shadow ;
and the

arrangement of the personages betrays an absence of perspective science.

We may give to Francesco a church standard in the sacristy of the brother-

hood of S. Giovanni Decollato at Citta di Castello, under the name of

Pinturicchio, painted on both sides, and representing on one, S. John the

Baptist, and episodes of liis life in a distance, on the other the Baptism ofj

Christ. 5 In the same character as the above, a Tiberius Gracchus, on a

pedestal, kilhng a dragon with a lance, and incidental episodes in a landscape.
No. 49, Gallery of Prince Esterhazy at Vienna—assigned to Pinturicchio. :

A Virgin and Child between S. Sebastian and S. Roch, in S. M. del

Calciiiaio, near Cortona, is s^id by local authorities to have been by Antonio,
a son of Luca Signorelli, but it is now not forthcoming.^

Another workman of the school is one whose coarse Madonna and saints

in the sacristy of S. Girolamo al Seminario in Citta di Castello is signed :

" HOC OPUS FECIT JOHES BTA 1492." A predella contains S. Jerome drawing
the thorn from the lion's paw, S. Jerome in prayer, and the Adoration of

the Shepherds.'

Turpino Zaccagna, the last of these subordinates,^ is the author of a

Burial and Ascension of the Virgin in the choir of the Duomo at Cortona,

which, Uke one by Francesco Signorelli, is dark in outlines and shadow,
and unprepossessing in every sense.

The list of inferior school pieces may be closed as follows :
—

Cortona. S. Francesco, Choir.—Nativity, roughly done in Signorelli's
'

shop, by a pupil entrusted with the master's design. Split in half, and the

1
IVIariotti, Lett. Pitt., ubi sup., p. 238. ^ Ibid.

* At Perugia—see copy of the register in Vasam, vol. vi., note to p. 146.
* Ibid. See for Francesco, Manki's Signorelli and excerpts in note to Vasam,

vol. vi., p. 148.
^ Vermiglioli, p. 79, gives this to Pinturicchio.
* PiNUcci, ubi sup.

' See postea, "Gio. Bat. CaporaJi."
^ Vasari, vol. vi., p. 147, in Com.

I
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four shepherds repainted. The predella, which probably once belonged to

another picture, represents scenes from the life of S. Benedict. The handUng
is the same as that of the Nativity.

Cortona. S. Francesco, Choir.—Virgin and Child between SS. Antony,
Michael, Bernardino, and Bonaventura—longitudinally spUt in three places ;

also from Signorelli's shop, and better than the immediately foregoing.
Cortona. Spedale.

—A Circumcision in the apartments of the Rettore

(nineteen figures), with some of the heads retouched, seems to have been

by an assistant in SignorelU's atelier. A predella, with scenes from the

legend of S. Antony of Padua, in the same place, is better.

Pacciano (province of Orvieto, ex-convent of S. Antonio).
—The most

striking example of school-work is an altarpiece in the choir of the church
'

at this place, representing the Virgin enthroned with the Child, between
SS. Michael, Lawrence, Antony the Abbot, and Sebastian, erect

;
and

SS. Francis and Antony of Padua kneeUng. Eight angels surround the

Virgin. On the pilasters are the words :

"
lucas signorellis de cortona

PINGEBAT." The predella, which is now alone on the altar, comprises,

amongst others, figures of SS. Bernardino and Antony. Were it not for

the signature, the name of Signorelli would be out of the question. The

types and forms, as well as the handUng, coarse and feeble, are of the same
land as in the Papacello's of S. M. del Calcinaio near Cortona.^

Milan. Brera, Galleria Oggiono.
—Predella, representing scenes from the

life of S. Cristina. (The same as those in the lost predella of the Madonna
and saints, belonging to Signor Mancini at Citta di Castello.) We note the

spirit of Signorelli without his power.
Ireland. Marquis of Lothian.—Panel, arched at top, representing the

Ufe-size SS. Peter and Stephen
—mannered drawing, defective forms, and

heavy extremities. This is a rude tempera of Signorelli's school. It is

well preserved.

Oxford. University Gallery.
—The following, presented by the Hon.

W. Fox Strangways, are assigned to Luca Signorelli. Salutation, a small

panel, by some Umbrian follower of Gentile da Fabriano. S. Paul, by the

Ferrarese Marco Zoppo, a half-length. Holy Family, round, feeble pro-
duction of a painter later than Lorenzo di Credi, the colour and handling
reminiscent of that of Pier' di Cosimo.

A few remarks, in conclusion, may be necessary to characterise two

Nativities which claim, on account of their inscriptions, to be worlds of

Luca SignorelU.

Genoa. Al Terragio (belonging to Dottore Ettore Costa).
—The Virgin

lores the Child. She is accompanied by Joseph, and attended by four

lagels. In the distance, the shepherds receive the message from heaven.

da. a cartelhno, fast to a pilaster, are the words
" luce opus." Originally in

)il on wood, and not free from restoring.
Milan. Professor Molteni.—This also is a Nativity, with the Virgin,

^hild, S. Joseph, and an angel, on wood in oil, and inscribed
"
1501 luce

)PUS."

1 Has just [1866] been pui-chased for the Gallery of Perugia.
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Signorelli generally signs
" Luca Cortonensis

"
or " Coritius." The name

is given uithout indication of country on the tM'o panels under examina-

tion. They are Umbrian, with a stamp of art related to that of Signo-
relh's disciples, distantly reminiscent of Signorelli himself in the character

of the Infant Christ, in the architecture and landscape. But the technical

handhng and colour are different from those of the master
;

his power
and style are ahke wanting. They date from the year 1501, at which

period Signorelli was in his greatest vigour. They seem the creation of

a third or fourth-rate craftsman, who unfortunately bears the name of

Luca, and is an Umbrian in manner, but who lacks even the share of

grandeur which may be discerned in the least favoured of the assistants

in Signorelli's ateHer.



CHAPTER V

BARTOLOMMEO DELLA GATTA, PECORI, SOGGI

I SiGNORELLi, we have said, Avas not gifted with the pecuHar talent of a

teacher, though he exercised a vast influence over painters of his own
and succeeding times. Amongst contemporaries there is none on whom
he more surely impressed his style than on Don Bartolommeo della

Gatta.

This monk was older than SignoreUi by many years, and had entered

the Camaldolese convent of the Angeh at Florence in the first half of

the fifteenth century.^ He learnt miniature there, and attended to

reUgious duties with satisfaction to the community and advantage to

himself. His vellums were considered valuable
;

and a missal, into

which he introduced scenes from the Passion, was found of sufficient

beauty to warrant its presentation to Sixtus IV.- A small abbey served

by very few monks belonged to the Camaldolese of Arezzo. It was

called Badia di S. Clemente, and was poorly endowed. Its walls were

bare, and the choir was not enhvened by the sounds of an organ. Della

Gatta was made abbot of this small fraternity and justified the choice

by covering the empty spaces with frescoes, and by the invention of an

organ of pasteboard, which yielded the truest and softest of tones. Not

content with adorning the interior of his home, he found occasion to eke

out the poor sustenance of his brother monks by taking commissions for

altarpieces, and thus showed himself a benefactor of his Order.^

It is not possible to assign dates to these events, nor are there means

of ascertaining how Delia Gatta made the acquaintance of SignoreUi

and Perugino, though he might have met them at Arezzo, if it be true

1 Vasari, vol. v., p. 44. A family of Della Gatta existed at Florence. One of

jits members, a stationer called Francesco di Bartolommeo, registers three sons

liin his income paper of 1442. One of these sons, called Mattio, is described as being
>then nine years of age ; and does not reappear in the subsequent returns of his

Ifather. The commentators of Vasari believe in consequence that this jSIattio

Ibecame a monk under the name of Don Bartolommeo (see Tavola alfabetica delle Vite

\>degli Artefici descritte da Giorgio Vasari, published separately (Florence, Lemonnier,

11864), art.
" Bartolommeo." Vasari says that Don B. died in 1461, aged eighty-three.

jiBut it is probable that the date should be 1491, and in that case the birthday of

iDon Bartolommeo would lie in 1408. [We now know that Bartolommeo's real name

I
was Piero d'Antonio Dei. He was born in 1448 and died, as is supposed, 1491. He

I was formed under the influence of Verrocchio, Piero della Francesca, and SignorelU.]
2 Vasari, vol. v., p. 44.

^ Vasari, vol. v., p. 49.
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that they were both assistants to Piero della Francesca. It is enough
to state that he did not owe his education in art to either of them. Time [

has disposed of all his miniatures
; though some are ascribed to him of >

which the authenticity is a matter of dispute ;

^ but panels exist at

Arezzo, from which we judge that, previous to visiting Rome, he had

acquired a style of his o^\'n, in which patience and carefulness are dis-

tinguishing characteristics. He is said to have begun painting on a \

large scale during the years which followed the outbreak of the plague
at Arezzo (1468) ;

^ and this is correct in so far that we possess two out

of three panels representing the invocation of the plague saint, S. Roch,
commissioned for religious houses in Arezzo

;
and that one of them,

originally in the Brotherhood of Mercy and now in the To\mi Hall,^

bears the date of 1479. It presents to our view the square of the city,

on which the tile-coloured house of the Brotherhood of Mercv is erected.

Three gravediggers at the foot of the doorsteps stand on the parti-

coloured marbles of the pavement. They have just returned from i

burying some plague-stricken corpses. S. Roch is on the foreground, a

thin slender figure in a gentle attitude, looking up bareheaded to heaven

and his hands joined in prayer. A long stafi rests on the inner bend
of his arm and supports his hat. He wears yellow buskins, a green
tunic, and ashen green mantle. The Virgin appears above the house

between two angels in white vestments and resting on a cloud supported

by cherubs' heads. There is very little rehef in the flat red tone, which

pervades the dry surface of colour on the panel. There is gentleness in

the aspect of the Virgin and saint, an eel-like quickness of motion in

the angels
—reminiscent of the Lippi. The figures are slender

; the

drawing is a little mannered, but the execution is very careful, and

proves that Don Bartolommeo was not as yet far advanced in his

pictorial career.^

The second of these pieces represents the saint in a kneeling posture,

looking up, and the Eternal floating in the heavens supported by angels
who throw plague-darts. It is apparently that ^hich Vasari describes

in S. Piero of Arezzo, being adorned in the distance with a view of that

^ The choral books in the cathedral of Lucca, and one of old belonging to
S. Egidio now at the Magliabecchiana in Florence, have been quoted as containing
miniatures assignable to Delia Gatta ; but no one can certify to their genuineness
(see Annot. Vasaei, vol. v., pp. 44-5).

* Vasari, vol. v., p. 45. »
|
Now in the Pinacoteca.]

* Tliis picture is noticed by Vasahi, vol. v., p. 46. It is on wood ; and the

principal figure has the size of hfe. At the feet of S. Roch one reads:
" tempore .

SPECTABILTCTM . VTRORUM . RECTORUM . GUIDI ANTONH DE CAMAJANIS . SER BAPTISTE
CATENACI DE CATENACIIS . TOMASI RINALDI DE COZARIS . SER PAULI NICOLAI DB
OALLIS . JOHANNIS VTNCENTII DE JUDICIBUS, SER BAPTISTE JOHANNIS COLIS . SER
FINI BERNARDI DE AZZIS ZACHARIE . SER JOHANNIS BAPTISTE DE LAMBERTIS .

MccccLxxvrrn."
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city. It conveys no other impression of Don Bartolommeo's talent than

the previous one, and seems to date from the same period.^

A third production of this time and quite in the abbot's manner,

may be found in a damaged lunette fresco of the Vision of S. Bernard

above the outer portal of S. Bernardo of Arezzo.^

These, we should say, are all works of Don Bartolommeo before his

Roman journey, examples of a time when the habits of the miniaturist

had not been cast aside, when the monk was free as yet from contact

vnth Signorelli, and when he exerted himself to dehneate forms of a

dehcate, slender, and not ungraceful appearance, ^^ithout much relief by

light and shade. They show a painter of a gentle turn, full of apphca-
tion and of patience, clever in details and in landscape, but without

great powers, and essentially devoid of feehng as a colourist. A man
of his sort was evidently fitted to act under masters of superior attain-

ments. He would be ready to follow the instructions of any one who

might wish to employ him, and he might afford invaluable assistance to

SignoreUi and Perugino by his fitness for working out, with their orders,

the minutiae of landscape and of ornament. There is no reason indeed

to doubt that Don Bartolommeo helped them in the Sixtine Chapel.
The absence of his pictures at Arezzo between 1479 to 1486 indicates

the period of his stay at Rome. Vasari says
"
that he served at the

Sixtine in company with Signorelh and Perugino
^

. . . and that he

began something in the rooms of the Vatican." * Of the latter notliing

remains, but Delia Gatta's hand is apparent in SignorelH's fresco, and

in Perugino' s of the Delivery of the Keys. In the former we should

attribute to him a group of females and children in various postures
in front of the sitting Moses, because they are too angular in drawing,

um'efined in action, and coarse in features for Signorelh, whilst the aged
air and heavy inexpressive heads of the children are often repeated by

1 This is also in the Town Hall of Arezzo. [Now in Pinacoteca.] The saint is of

life-size and wears a light blue tunic and yellow socks. His form is bony and raw.

The commentators of Vasari do not believe this to have been the original in S. Piero

of Arezzo ; wliich they cite as having been transported to Campriano, near Arezzo.

They add that the figure of S. Roch has been repainted and turned into a S. Martin.

Tf this be true, we must believe that the third S. Roch seen by Vasari in the Pieve

f Arezzo at the altar of the Lippi is that described in the text. We miast con-

sequently assume that the panels of S. Piero and of the Piove were replicas.
2 The Virgin appears (to the left) surrotmded by angels. A stream parts her

from the kneeling S. Bernard (right), who interrupts his labours at a desk to

'.vender at the vision. Two monks laieel in the centre and fill the middle ground
—a meadow stretching to the front of the picture. The distance is a rocky

landscape lighted from a pure sky. Two medallions above the lunette contain

the Virgin and the Angel Annimciate. Parts of the fresco are gone, and others

are daily disappearing. There is no lack of feehng in the group of the Virgin
and angels, which, in character, is like that in the Invocation of S. Roch. A
certain grace may be conceded to the slender figures.

' Vasari, vol. v., p. 46, and vol. vi., p. 40.
* Vasari, vol. viii., p. 13.
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the abbot. He may have helped SignoreUi to better purpose in the

landscape, gilding, and embroideries of his fresco. In such minor parts
alone can -we consider him to have aided Perugino.

DeUa Gatta returned an altered man to Arezzo. His picture of 1486

in the Pieve di S. Giuliano at Castiglione Fiorentino proves that he had

learnt to follow Luca's style, and also that he had studied the works

of the Florentines and Umbrians who were in Sixtus IV.'s service at

Rome.
The life-sized Virgin, enthroned, is guarded by angels and seraphs.

The Infant Christ hes in her joined hands. At her sides S. Peter and

S. Julian, S. Paul and S. Michael attend. A most careful handhng

distinguishes the whole piece ;
and the ornaments are so finished that

they court the closest examination ;
the raw and reddish lights, the

dark grey shadows are both hatched in one direction as in engravings,
and are parted by a sharp line of demarcation. A tenuous contour

defines the parts with great precision, producing bony and angular
forms. The coarse and, in some instances, affected personages are

clothed in draperies of hard and broken folds. The Virgin's head is an

overcharged imitation of those common to SignoreUi, Botticelh, and

Fihppino Lippi. The Hmbs and extremities display a study and render-

ing of anatomy that betray the influence of Luca. Two children at

the foot of the throne holding flowers rival in vulgarity those in the

History of Moses at the Sixtine.

In the predella, four scenes from the life of S. Juhan are fairly com-

posed of slender and animated figures, the smaU size of which no doubt

conceals some usual deficiencies.^

Looking at tliis production as a whole, one sees that the original

source from which its pecuharities are derived is that of Piero della

Francesca ;
but it is evident also that Della Gatta, instead of improving,

has sunk irrevocably into the common
;

that he has exchanged the

gentleness of the first period for some of the vehemence of Signorelh,
wdthout gaining anything in strength.

Other panels in the Pieve of S. Giuliano at Castel Fiorentino illus-

trate this change, and give a further insight into Don Bartolommeo's

character. In the sacristy ,2 a female of noble family is represented
M-ith an infant in arms, kneehng before an erect Archangel IVIichael, who

^ This altarpiece contains life-size figures and is painted on wood in oil, but
on the tempera system of hatching. A vertical split divides it through the

centre, and the surface is bleached and dirty. The background is gold. The S.

Julian kneels on the flowered foreground to the left, and the Archangel stands on
the dragon driving a lance into his jaws with affected air on the right. One
reads on a border :

" cristian di pieeo di cecho maki scalcho da castiglione
BETiNO M . . . CLXXxvi." The predella is in the sacristy of the chapter-house.
Vasari praises the whole piece very highly (vol. v., p. 48).

* [Now in the Pinacoteca, No. 13.]
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tramples on the dragon. Grotesque and affected as the saint appears,
his shape and air still remind one of Signorelli, whilst the head of the

lady is Peruginesque in form.^ But the handhng of this and of two
other pictures in the same edifice already points to the decline of Don
Bartolommeo's powers.^

At times he more exclusively reproduces the exaggerated force of

his self-elected model Luca, as one sees in the S. Francis receiving the

Stigmata, which stands on an altar in the right transept of S. Francesco

of CastigUone Fiorentino, and in a wasted S. Jerome penitent, a fresco

now in the chapter-house of the episcopal palace at Arezzo. In both

ho has chosen a rugged landscape as the scene of the action, studying
from nature, one should think, a nook in the rocky and wooded

wilderness, which still exists in the neighbourhood of the monas-
teries of Vallombrosa and La Verna. The figures, however, only
reveal the intention of violent and rapid motion. They are hard

and wooden, low and grey in flesh tone, and shaded abruptly ^ith oUve

bro\^'n.^

But it is useless to pretend to give a perfect sketch of Don Bar-

tolommeo's career, which closes in 1491 at Arezzo.* One picture in

addition to those already mentioned may be assigned to him. It is an

Assumption on the high altar of S. Domenico at Cortona, very much

1 A scutcheon at the feet of the female bears the arms of the Visconti ; and the
annotators of Vasari state that the lady is Teodora Visconti. A scroll on the

picture contains the words :

" laurentia fecit fieri." S. Slichael, in armour,
wears a white jacket over his breastplate. He gives a benediction with his left

hand. The colour is Ughter than in previous examples, and the execution is feebler.

Vasari mentions the panel (vol. v., p. 48).
"

1. In sacristy a Virgin of Mercy. 2. In the chm'ch, on the second altar to

the right as you enter, a Virgin and Cliild and angels, and in front SS. Stephen and
Bartholomew. Tlie first of these is much damaged, the second is all repainted,
but is still reminiscent of Don B. and shows a mixture of Peruginesque elements,
^vith the more usual ones of his later style.

^ S. Francis (life-size, on wood, in oil) is seen striding and looking up to the

vision of Clirist crucified, whose loins only are shown. On the right foreground,
a friar looks up. An owl perches on a tree at S. Francis' side. The form of the

Saviour is moulded on the types of Signorelli. The drawing is broken as in the

altar-piece of 1486. The drapery is wooden. The lights are hatched in one
direction. Time has bleached the siu-face of the picture and particularly the head
of S. Francis.

In the fresco, which has been injured by time and repainting, and perhaps by
its transfer from the Gozzari Chapel, in which it originally stood, to the chapter-
house, two small episodes are given in the distance. The saint is long, lean,

and bony, and praised beyond measure by Vasari, vol. v., p. 46. The colour is

dialled to a chocolate tinge.
* Vasari gives the date of Delia Gatta's death 1461. The printer seems to have

turned the third cipher upside down. (See Vasari, vol. v., p. 53).

[Mr. Berenson ascribes to Delia Gatta the following works not named in the text :
—

Rome. Coll. Vlllamarina. Madonna and Child.

BuDA-PESTH. Crallery. No. 88. Madonna and Cliild ?.

Le Mans. Gallery. No. 18. Madonna ?.

Oxford. Christ Church Library. Madonna and Angels.]
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injured by retouching, and perhaps finished by two hands.^ The greater

number of the frescoes noticed by Vasari have perished or disappeared,

and although some things may be found, and have indeed been

described in these pages, recaUing Signorelh, yet in the manner of

the abbot, their vakie is hardly more than nominal.^

It would be unjust, however, to Delia Gatta, to keep silence re-

specting the painters of Arezzo, who partly owed their education to his

care, not because they reflect any lustre on his name, or tend to raise

it in the estimation of posterity, but because they have left mementoes

of liis teaching, and thus have furnished pages to the history of Vasari.

Domenico Pecori was doubtless seldom heard of outside Arezzo.

His pictures, as still shown there, are a fourth-rate mixture of a manner

taken through Delia Gatta from Signorelli and Perugino.^ Looking at

his Adoration of the Virgin in the sacristy of the Pieve, and considering

the pretty way in which the Infant Christ is held on the Virgin's lap,

as she looks down from a glory of cherubs to four saints in a portico,

one fancies that he studied under the abbot of S. Clemente before his

journey to Rome.^ A Virgin of Mercy in S. Maria della Pieve is re-

markable for confused composition and the monotony of its pallid colour.

Dry and defective drawing and want of rehef repel the spectator, who
sees the younger Spinelli's faults carried on to the sixteenth century.^

^ The Apostles about the tomb look up to heaven, towards which the Virgin is

taken in a double glory of cherubs and of angels plajdng instrxiinents. Four of the

latter, with \'iols and harps, kneel at her sides in graceful action. In the lower fore-

ground, a Dominican nun and a Dominican friar are on their knees in prayer.
The upper part of the picture is better than the lower. It is arranged and handled
in the spirit of Delia Gatta's early pieces in the To^vn Hall and at S. Bernardo
of Arezzo, and reminiscent of them in the types, the drawing, and the drapery.
It is, however, a later work, with something of Piero della Francesca and Signo-
relU's manner, and in so far recalls the Virgin and Child of Castiglione Aretino.

The lower part exhibits the hardness and rigidity of vehement action of the later

S. Francis and S. Jerome. No painter is better entitled to the authorship than
Della Gatta and his assistants—yet we must remember that much injury has
been done by repainting. A large piece in the upper ciirve of the glory is new.

* The following have already been noticed. See "Signorelli," and "Francesco

Signorelli")
—Cortona, S. Trinita, Virgin, SS. ]\Iichael, and Benedict. Vasari notes

the following (now absent) pieces—Frescoes : Arezzo—S. Agostino, S. Donato,
Badia S. Fiore, Vescovado, Duomo Vecchio, Carmine S. Orsina, Murate. Monte S.

Savino (tabernacle). Borgo S. Sepolcro
—Panel. Arezzo : S. Piero—The Angel

Raphael and the Beato Philip of Piacenza
(

? Faenza) signed :

" beatus . . .

148. . . ." See Vasari, vol. v., pp. 44-9.
2 Pecori is not otherwise mentioned by Vasaei (vol. v., p. 51), than as a pupil

of Della Gatta.
*

Originally in S. Antonio and mentioned by Vasari (vol. v., p. 51), a dark

picture, perhaps dimmed by restoring. The saints on the marble floor of the

portico are SS. Satire, Lorentino, Pergentino, and Donato. The Virgin's hands are

joined in prayer.
^ The Eternal, between two angels, launches His arrows, which are supposed to

be intercepted by the Virgin's mantle. Under its folds, as they are looped back

by two angels, kneel the males to the right under the guard of a canonised bishop
wth a dragon at his feet, the females to the loft under that of S. Mark. The panel

4
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It is no \\onder that the designs of such a man, when transferred to the

glass ^\^ndows of the chapel in the episcopal palace should be abused,
and that Stagio, Pecori's partner, should afterwards have preferred
the talents of William of Marseilles.^ Nor is it matter for surprise
that Pecori should seek assistance from a draughtsman of more ex-

perience than himself in the Circumcision of S. Agostino. The mere fact

that an artist engaged on a subject involving arcliitectural detail should

employ another to Hne out the perspective of an interior, is indeed no

proof of his want of abihty ;
but this ambitious work of Pecori contains

a large assemblage of people placed at random on a sloping plane in

advance of an altar, on which the Infant hes and beliind wliich Simeon
stands. No attempt is made to compensate the defects of hnear per-

spective by atmosphere. Chiaroscuro is aU but absent. The paltry

personages that should animate the scene are dra^^Ti ^nth wiry outlines,

betraying insufficient study of the nude
;
and their affected airs remind

one of the Peruginesque style in the inferior productions of Tiberio

d'Assisi. The flesh is of a grey-brown colour \\'ith slight high surface

shadows
;
and tasteless ornament covers the arches and panelled ceihng

of the Temple, in wliich the ceremony is performed.^
The person who is said to have done the perspective for Pecori is

Niccol6 Soggi, liis friend and contemporary,^ the same who afterwards

painted for him a Virgin of Mercy attached to a baldaquin belonging
to the brotherhood of Arezzo. Tliis baldaquin was burnt in S. Francesco

during a sacred play in which Paradise was represented. The hghts
set fire to the hangings, and a friar who sat as the Eternal was burnt

to death together with sixty-six of the congregation.'*

One is led naturally to inquire whether Soggi, who afforded such

frequent assistance to Pecori, was not the person to whom the latt-er

owed the Peruginesque in his manner ;
for Vasa,ri states that Soggi was

Perugino's pupil at Florence.^ Without entering at any length into

this question, it is sufficient to remark that Soggi has a local Aretine

stamp and something of the Umbrian of Perugino, but that his talent

does not justify Vasari in saying that,
"
after Raphael no one was more

studious or diUgent than he." ^
Soggi is indeed but little superior

is painted in oil, the composition, a reproduction of Parri Spinelli's. Vasari saya
Pecori was helped by a Spaniard in the completion of the work. (See Vasabi,
vol. v., p. 51-2).

^ Vasari, vol. v., p. 53, and vol. \-iii., pp. 100-1. These windows were put in

about 1513.
^ This picture is noticed by Vasam, vol. v., p. 52, and vol. x., p. 211. It was

commissioned for the Compagnia della Trinita at Arezzo (ibid.).
' Ibid.
*

Tliis event reminds U3 of one that lately took place m South America. It

occurred on the 29th of Sept. 1556. (See A7mot. Vasari, vol. v., p. 53.)
» Vasari, vol. x., p. 209. « Ibid.
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to Pecori, and only preserves the humble cento of Signorelli and

Perugino handed down by Don Bartolommeo della Gatta. His hfe is

of use, however, in conjunction with Pecori's, because it contains authentic

dates and certified facts, and we thus become acquainted ^ath the time

when both laboured. He was born at Arezzo in 1480,^ but was

taken at an early age to Florence, where he studied in the Medici

Garden.2 After giving some proofs of his skill there, he was sent by
his father (c. 1512) to Rome, under the patronage of the Cardinal di

Monte, for whom he furnished arms and pictures vnth. varying success. ^

He was for a long time secure of the prelates' interest, and accompanied
him to Arezzo, setthng there and doing much for the churches

and companies of the town.^ The same interest no doubt insured

him commissions (1522) from Baldo Magini, a chamberlain of Pope
JuUus II., who had undertaken works of some importance in the

church of the Madonna delle Carceri at Prato. There he had the

audacity to measure himself against Andrea del Sarto, offering to

Avager any sum he could beat him at any picture. Andrea con-

temptuously retorted :
—^he could back his boy PuUgo to do better.^

The favour of Baldo Magini was, however, proof against these taunts,

and Soggi remained at Prato until he had finished an altarpiece
® and a

portrait of his patron. On his return to Florence he encountered a

lively opposition from the friends of Andrea del Sarto.' The qualit}'-

wliich had recommended him to Pecori at Arezzo made him useful for

a time in the capital, and he traced the perspective of an Annunciation

for Giovanni Francesco Rustici ;

^ but he could not long withstand the

rivalry of numerous and better masters than himself, and after 1527

he lived chiefly at Arezzo, where he painted frescoes in the Campagnia
della Nunziata,^ in the convent of the Murate ^^ in S. Benedetto,^^ besides

1 This date is derived from the income-ret\irn of 1480-1 made by Donato di

Jacopo Soggi at Florence. Niccol5 is registered in it as one year old. (See Tav.

Alfab., iibi sup.)
2 Vasari, vol. vii., p. 205.
3 Tlie arms of Leo X. were placed by him on the front of the cardinal's palace,

and he finished a S. Praxedis Ivlartyr and a Holy Family which have since been

lost. (Vasari, vol. x., p. 210-11.)
* Ibid.
5 Vasari, vol. x., p. 213, and Com., p. 221, and vol. viii., p. 283.
® The altarpiece was ordered in August 1522 ; and tlie contract for it is in

Guasti's Coin. Vasari, vol. x., p. 243. It adorned a tabernacle by Antonio da S.

Gallo, in the Madonna delle Carceri, but has since disappeared.
' Vasari, vol. x., p. 214.
*

Ibid., vol. xii., p. 4.

* The frescoes of the Nunziata at Arezzo are iinder whitewash. Tlie date of

their execution is about 1527-30, as Vasari says they were in hand when Lappoli
and Rosso came to Arezzo from Rome and when the latter precipitately left

Arezzo in 1530. (See Vasari, vol. ix., p. 75; vol. x., pp. 204 and 215.)
1" The fresco of the Mvirate is said to represent the Pieta (Vasari, vol. x., p. 215),

and is invisible to all but the nims themselves on accovmt of the dausura.
'1 Vasari, vol. x., p. 216. These frescops have perished.
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canvases and panels for other places ; and the comedy of the Intronati,

performed at Arezzo in 1534 before Alexander de' Medici, was given
with his decorations.^ His fortunCvS seriously declined as he grew older,

and he travelled to Milan about 1546, anticipating sustenance or em-

ployment from his own pupil Giuntalodi. His hopes were necessarily

frustrated, because Giuntalodi, who would never have made a fortune

out of the art communicated to him by Soggi, was then established as an

architect, and refused to do more than assist his old master with a

small sum of money .^ Soggi therefore resumed liis wanderings, went
to Rome again at the elevation of Julius III. in 1550, received com-
missions from the Pope, and returned the following year to Arezzo to

die and receive a decent burial in S. Domenico.^

Amongst the pictures completed during Soggi's first stay in Arezzo,
the Nativity, originally at the Madonna delle Lagrime, now in the

SS. Annunziata at Arezzo, may be singled out as the most praised by
Vasari.^ It is dated 1522, and represents the Infant Christ leaning on
a cushion in the centre of the foreground between the kneehng Virgin
and S, Joseph, whilst three angels sing from a long scroll in the sky.
Two shepherds, whose heads seem to be portraits, stand to the left and
beliind the Virgin, and a third bows, with his arms crossed and one

knee on the ground, in an attitude of great humility. The most

remarkable feature is an effect of light like those of Hondthorst, with a

low red monotonous colour unrelieved by strong shadow. The Umbrian
character in the angels and kneeling shepherd does not extend to the

other figures, of which the types and angular forms, as well as the

straight and broken drapery, seem inspired from the older manner of

Piero della Francesca. Careful and patient handling is naturally allied

to want of atmosphere.^
A nearer relation to Perugino may be discerned in the damaged

~^
remnants of a fresco of the Virgin, Child, and saints in S. Francesco of

Arezzo
;

but the local style of Della Gatta and Pecori is still apparent
in the mechanical drawing of the long and ungraceful figures.^

In the Duomo at Prato, Soggi was spurred to greater exertion. He

1 Vasaei, vol. X., p. 204.
2
Vasari, vol. X., p. 218. Guasti defends Giuntalodi from the charge of ingrati-

tude towards Soggi with success. See his Com. Vasari, vol. x., p. 231.
» Vasahi, vol. X., p. 218-9.
* Vasari, vol. ix., p. 74; vol. x., p. 212.
^ This picture is mentioned by Vasari, vol. x., p. 212, and vol. ix., p. 74. It

bears an inscription as follows :

" francs : d. ricciardis p. c. a. mdxxii." A recent

deaning has injured the surface.
« Bits of the outUne of the Virgin and Child, together with the contours of a

kneeling Baptist and an erect friar on the left, and three angels singing from a

long scroll, in the sky, the saints on the right, are obliterated. Vas.a.ri (vol. x.,

[p. 211) notices this work, which seems to have been prepared as usual with verde,

and hatched, and to have been subsequently varnished.
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painted the likeness of Baldo Magini, erect under an arch, Adth more
natural colour and better relief than usual. He produced something
broader and better in every sense than at Arezzo,^ but, admitting this, it

is still improbable that he should be the author of an Annunciation dated

1523 (or 6) in the Hospital of S. Bonifacio at Florence. It suggests the

name of Sogliani rather than that of Soggi,^ whereas the Virgin and
Child betA^een two saints and angels at the Pitti does betray Perugian
character {ex. gr. of Manni) in the angels, and a relation to the style of

Pecori.^

The following Hst classifies under one head some unimportant pieces

at Arezzo, wliich bear the impress of Soggi and of Pecori :
—

Arezzo. S. Donienico (chapel to the rear of the choir).
—S. Mary Magdalen

between two females of the Dominican Order in a landscape-distance
—wood—much injured. The figures are paltry, and reminiscent of those in the

Virgin and Saints by Pecori in the sacristy of the Pieve.

Same Church.—Lunette, above outer portal. Virgin and Child and seraphs,
S. Dominic and another samt. Same class as the foregoing.

Arezzo. S. Michele (cloister of old Badia S. Fiore, and now a pubHc
school).

—The lunettes above the doors contain frescoes : L Virgin and
Child and two angels ;

2. Two Saints ;
3. The Saviour Blessing. These

and other bits are executed with some Peruginesque feehng ;
the manner

being local, and akin to that of Pecori and Soggi. We know of the latter

that he painted in this place a Christ on the Mount, which has perished

(Vasari, vol. X., p. 215).
.4^6220. Duomo.—A number of altarpieces hang in a passage leading

from the Duomo to the episcopal palace. Amongst them is one of many
figures (saints and angels), commissioned it is said, on Vasari's authority

(Vasari, vol. v., p. 52), by one Donato MarineUi, and finished, with the

assistance of Capanna of Siena, by Pecori. This may truly be the picture
described by Vasari, who restored the altar on which it stood (see note 5 to

Vasari, vol. v., p. 52) ;
but there is no proof of its genuineness.

Arezzo. S. Agostino.
—An altarpiece of the Virgin and Child Enthroned,

in a niche in this church, might be considered more in Pecori's manner, as,

ex. gr., in the ornaments
;
but the surface is much repainted. A bishop,

and a S. M. Magdalen in the choir, repainted hkewise, seem to have been part
of this picture.

The folloAving works by Pecori are said to exist :
—

Campriano, outside

Arezzo—Virgin and Child
;

SS. Sebastian and Fabian, described by Vasari,

^ The sky is visible through the arch. The figure holds in one hand a model of
a church, to which it points with the right. On a stone to the right is a bas-relief
of a fight. Wood—oil.

Vasari justly doubts the genuineness of a Virgin and Child between SS. Peter
and Jerome, formerly on tlie high altar of the C hild of the Cappuccini, now in S. Piero
Martire at Prato. It is a very rough production. (Vasari, vol. x., pp. 213-14.)

* On the pedestal of the desk one reads :

"
a. d. m. orate pro pictore. . . .

cccccxxni. . . ." (See Vasari, vol. x., p. 209.)
*

[Pitti Gallery, No. 77.] The figures are paltry, the Cliild heavy, with a large
head. The general tone is reddish, which iiiay, however, be due to restoring.
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vol. v., p. 51, as in S. Piero of Arezzo ;
Badia S. Fiore at Arezzo, garden,

damaged "Noli me tangere," the chapel containing it being now used by a

gardener for his tools (Vasaii, vol. v., p. 52, and 7iote i, ibid.) ;
S. Margarita

of Arezzo, Annunciation (Vasari, vol. x., p. 201). The following works have

perished :
—Fresco in S. Giustino of Arezzo (Vasari, vol. v., p. 51) ; panels

and canvases at Sargiano (Vasari, vol. v., p. 51) ; Arezzo, S. M. Maddalena,
standard ;

Arezzo Pieve, S. ApoUouia (ibid.).

The following works, by Soggi, are said to exist :
—Monte Sansovino,

Compagnia di S. M. della Neve—Incident from the legend of the Madonna
of that name (Vasari, vol. x., p. 212) ;

same place, altar of Madonna delle

Vertighe
—

Virgin, Christ, and two saints (ibid., p. 218) ;
Marciana in Val-

dicchiana, fresco (ibid., pp. 212-16) ; Sargiano, Zoccoli, Assumption, and Gift

of the Girdle (ibid., p. 215). The following are lost :
—Arezzo, S. Agostino,

Virgin of Mercy, fresco, and S. Roch, fresco (Vasari, vol. x., pp. 211-12).

til o

^.



CHAPTER VI

DOMENICO DI BARTOLO—GIACOMO DELLA QUERCIA—VECCHIETTA
— FRANCESCO DI GIORGIO — NEROCCIO — BENVENUTO DI

GIOVANNI— GIROLAMO DI BENVENUTO— SASSETTA — SANG
DI PIETRO—GIOVANNI DI PAOLO—MATTEO DI GIOVANNI—
COZZARELLI

To one acquainted ^\'itll the civil commotions which marked the decHne

of the Sienese repubhc during the fifteenth century, the absence of

eminence in professors of painting will appear neither strange nor

unexpected. Repeated changes, accompanied by violence, a constant

renewal of governments in which the ambition of a few men invariably

sought satisfaction at the expense of the masses, were necessarily pro-

ductive of debihty and languor. The historian of Siena consequently
follows the fortunes of poor limners who laboured under the double

disadvantage of hereditary errors, and a social dislocation unfavourable

to their pursuits.^ Yet their weakness did not preclude the exercise

of a widespread influence
; and the close relation of Taddeo BartoH to

the cliiefs of the Gubbian school was maintained after him by Domenico

di Bartolo. It is difficult, indeed, to name a master, a picture, in the

northernmost parts of the land bordering the Adriatic, that is not im-

pressed with Sienese defects or pecuharities. The Boccati of Camerino,

Matteo da Gualdo, even Bonfigh of Perugia, display them
;
and the onlyi

exception is to be found in the great Umbro-Florentines, Piero della

Fi'ancesca, Signorelh, Giovanni Santi, and Melozzo, whose equal Siena did
^^

not boast of at the time, and was not destined to boast of in the sequel.

The period fiUed by Domenico, Vecchietta, Sassetta, and their .

^ RuMOHB, speaking of the Sienese painters from 1430 to 1500, says he neglects
them, partly because Delia VaUe and Lanzi have described them minutely, but

chiefly because he professes to deal with the development of art, not with its diseased >*f

forms (Forsch., vol. ii., note to p. 313). Yet these "diseased forms " had an influence
J||

on the development of Italian art. [This is unjust. The school of Siena had notr
the energy or the realism of the school of Florence, and it continually repeatedl
itself, but it succeeded in its aim, which was beauty of line and composition, al

decorative beauty and beauty of colour. It is absm-d to talk of "diseased forms "J
in connection with the work of such men as Sassetta, Vecchietta, Neroccio, Beto-

venuto di Giovanni, Sano di Pietro, and Matteo da Siena. Mr. Berenson tells ubI

that
"
the art of Siena exhausted itself in presenting the ideals and feelings of the!

Middle Ages with an intensity and a beauty not surpassed even by their spirituall
kindred, those sculptors of Northern France who, in our weaker moments, alraosti

win us away from Greece." Crowe and Cavalcaselle were blind to the loveliness

of Sienese painting in the fifteenth century. Critics like Messrs. Berenson, Perkins,

Douglas, and a dozen others have done much to reveal the real worth of the school.]

if
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satellites was one of retrogression, preparatory to the final absorption
of the Sienese into the Perugian school. It is a period interesting chiefly
to those who seek to fathom the causes or note the results of a trans-

fusion of elements from an expiring and worn-out body artistic into

another nascent and gro^^^ng. That the Sienese school did not produce
a class equivalent to that which in Florence comprised Brunelleschi,

Gliiberti, Donato, and Paolo Uccello, that it remained without a

Mantegna, or Piero della Francesca, was, no doubt, fatal to its further

existence. For the rehgious spirit of the older time had passed

away, there as elsewhere
;
and men, whose aim might have been the

combination of scientific and pictorial principles, could alone have
succeeded in imparting a new life to an enfeebled and decaying frame.

The painters who illustrate this last phase of Sienese art are

numerous and prohfic. At their head stands Domenico Bartoli Ghezzi

of Asciano, with Veccliietta, Francesco di Giorgio, Benvenuto di

Giovanni, Girolamo di Benvenuto, Matteo da Siena, and CozzarelU

in support. They held a position in Siena resembhng that of the

Florentines from Brunelleschi to Ghirlandaio's time
; but, unlike

them, they contentedly and leisurely followed ancient models of Sienese

composition, as if repelled by the mere suggestion of innovation. They
did not attempt to infuse any new character into their ill-favoured

impersonations. Their figures embodied errors similar to those of

Taddeo Bartoli, without exhibiting the energy or earnestness which

occasionally raised him above those less gift^ed than himself. They
•-were, as colourists, inferior to the earher men of their school, null in

the science of light and shade.^

By their side stood another branch, with Sassetta as root, Sano di

'Pietro as leader, and a ruck of men of less mark behind them.^ These

blung not merely to the old system of composition, form, and drapery,
but to the old methods of tempera, modelhng their style, according to

ibheir abihty, on the antiquated one of Ugohno and Segna.
Domenico di Bartoli was born at Asciano in the early part of the

5fteenth century, and was free of the Guild of Siena in 1428.^ The

iphere of his activity is limited by that date and 1444, after M'hicli time

lis name has not been discovered in records. His productions justify

n part the criticisms of Vasari, who assigns them to one taught in the

chool of Taddeo Bartoli.^ His manner is Umbro-Sienese, deficient in

1
[Here again the authors are unjust. As I have said, these painters have a

:reat charm of colovir, great beauty of Une and composition.]
*
[Recent criticism has shown us that Vecchietta, Neroccio, Francesco di Giorgio,

Vnvonuto di Giovanni, all derive from Sassetta.]
' Proof of his birth at Asciano is afforded by a contract in the Sienese Arch.

Doc. Sen., vol. ii., p. 172), which shows that Vasari, vol. ii., p. 223, errs in calling
im Taddeo Bartoli's nephew.

* Vasari, vol. ii., p. 223.
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order and balance, in repose and purpose, unadorned with any of the

charms of perspective, unattractive because of the wealmess and rigidity

of figures attired in tasteless dress, because of the rare presence of

pleasing types, and the monotony consequent on a shadowless reddish

brown tone of dim texture. In this respect, his earhest and his latest

efforts are consistently the same. In a panel, of 1433, at the Gallery of

Siena,^ inscribed with the name of
" dominicus "

alone, in which thei

Virgin sits on the ground amidst angels, and holds the Infant on her

knee, the principal group hardly differs from that of a mother with her

child in the less sacred subject of the Marriage of a Foundhng at the

Spedale. In both pieces, the heads overweigh the slender necks and

frames
;
a meaningless grimace overspreads the faces

;
but in the former

jg

a lustrous reddish tone colours the entire surface of the panel.

The Sienese themselves seemed to attach less value to the pictorial [s

works of this time than to those of arcliitecture or sculpture. Domenico
di Bartolo, though casually employed, was little known or considered by
his contemporaries, and never rose to great notoriety. A short time

after the Emperor Sigismund had visited Siena, on the way to his coro-

nation at Rome, the council of the Duomo proposed to found a memorial

of the event. The pavement of coloured marble in the cathedral, which I

had been in progress since 1369, still remained unfinished, and a sug-

gestion that
"
the Csesar's Majesty

"
should be represented there, in

company of his chief ministers, met \\dth approval. Unhappily, the

features of the Kaiser had not been authentically preserved, and though

fancy portraits of ministers might appear a tolerable liberty, an ideal

of the Emperor, who but two years before had triumphantly shown
himself to the Sienese, might have been ridiculed. The council of the

Duomo was informed in this emergency that
"
one Domenico "

(di

Bartolo) was o\\Tier of
"
a statue or design

"
in which a resemblance to

the face of the Caesar's Majesty might be traced, and accordingly pur-
chased it, together with the incongruous addition of a S. John and a

font, ordering the artist at the same time (1434) to prepare a sketch;

for the group of the Emperor .^ Tliis commission led to others
; and,

at intervals between 1435 and 1439, Domenico painted the whole sacristy

of the Duomo with scenes from the lives of SS. Ansano, Vittorio, and

Savino,^ and in 1437 an altarpiece for S. Agostino of Asciano.^ By a

^
[No. 164, Siena Gallery] inscribed :

" oh dectts o speties o Stella supeemi
ETERIS EXAUDI >aSEB,OS FAMULOSQUE DEPRECANTES. DOMINICUS DOMINI MATKEM
TE PINXIT ET DRAT. ANNO. MCCCCXXXni."

* A proposal for this purchase, (Oct. 30, 1434), an order for it (Nov. 13), and

payment for the design, are in Doc. Sen., vol. ii., p. 161-2. [^
^

Ibid., vol. ii., p. 172. Della Valle, Lett. Sen., vol. ii., p. 197. Afire destroyedj
these frescoes in the sixteenth century.

* Doc. Sen., vol. ii., p. 172. It is from this contract that we learn the real name
of the painter, which is Domenico Bartoli Ghezzi di Asciano.

litt
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curious coincidence, a picture hangs to this day in the church of this

name, wliich might claim to be that contracted for by Domenico.^ The

Virgin is enthroned between four standing saints, and above, the Eternal

gives His benediction, whilst the Virgin and Angel Annunciate fill spaces

at His sides. Scenes from the hfe of S. Catherine are enclosed in the

small frames of a predella, in the centre of which the Saviour is crucified.

The broken and angular draperies are full of superfluous folds. The

Virgin sits on her throne vrith. the languid grace of the Umbrian school.

The Angel Annunciate moves \\'ith the Hvehness to which we become

accustomed in Vecchietta, and there is an effort at foreshortening in

the Eternal. The colour, of an uncommon lustre, seems to disclose a

change in the old system of tempera .^ It is a work of a better class

than the authentic Virgin and Saints of 1438 at Perugia ;

^ and some

difficulties arise in the attempt to ascribe both to one hand.* The

Perugian altarpiece, with the usual profusion of triangular gables, and

a predella in five pa,rts, is inscribed with the j^ainter's name, dated 1438,

and is usually invisible in consequence of the papal dausura, which

isolates from the world the nuns of the convent of Sta. Giuhana. As

compositions, the predella scenes, illustrating the life and martyrdom
of the Baptist, are in better balance than the principal group of the

Virgin, Cliild, and kneeling patroness ;
but the lean coarseness of males,

and affected daintiness and tasteless dress of fema,les
;
the wiry serpentine

locks of the Benedict, or the frizzled hair of the Giuhana
;

the broken

draperies generally, are not more natural or attractive than the low-

toned flatness of the ruddy raw colour. Yet, such a picture as tliis in

such a place repays attention.^ It is the production of a pure Sienese

1 The central Virgin is on the high altar, the rest of the picture on an altar to

the right as you enter S. Agostino. [By Pietro di Domenico.]
^ The panels at Asciano are not ixnlike those by Vecchietta forming the presses

in the Spedale at Siena. (See postea.)
* This is not the only production to be noticed at Asciano. An Ascension by

Giovanni di Paolo hangs in a dark place in the Duomo above the door leading into

the sacristy. Two saints, S. INIichael and another, have been attached to the sides

of the Assumption, and in spite of dim colour or damaged siu-face, they reveal the

manner apparent in the picture of S. Agostino above mentioned. [Both ^Ir. Bcrcnson
and Mr. Perkins give these Saints to Matteo.]

*
[Mr. Perkins has satisfactorily demonstrated in a recent article {Rassrgna

fArte, Dec. 1908) that this altarpiece is not by Domenico but an early and important
work of Matteo di Giovanni. See also H. J. Wagner, Domenico di Bartolo (Got-

tingen. ISOS) for a similar opinion. !Mr. BeTvEXSOn agrees.]
* The whole of this altarpiece comprises : the Virgin, Child, and kneeling donatrix,

Detween SS. Jolm the Baptist (pointing at Mary with his first and fifth fingers) and
Benedict (right), SS Giuhana and Bernard (left). The Eternal gives a blessing in the

•entral upper gable. The Angel and Virgin Annunciate occupy the gables at his sides,

nid right and loft of these are SS. Paul and Peter. In the predella (left to right)
vre :
—I. S. John's Departure to the Desert. 2. His Sermon. 3. His Execution

ind the Dance of the Daughter of Herodias. 4. The Interview with Herod. And
') Tlie Baptism of Christ. On a scroll at the Virgin's feet are the words :

'

DOIUNICUS BARTOLI DB SENIS ME PINXIT," Oil a border below: "HOC OPUS FECIT
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in an Umbrian city, destined to be the cradle of a reviving art. It offers

occasion for comparison with other creations of the time
;
and proves

that Giovanni Boccati, whose panel of 1447 is hard by, was educated on

the same principles, and struggled with similar defects. The Sienese

school was, no doubt, superior generally to that of Umbria and the

Marches up to this time. Still, it is not easy to determine whether

Domenico shed an influence on the Boccati, or whether the converse

proposition would hold good.^ Gentile da Fabriano had already inter-

posed both at Siena and in Umbria. If, however, Siena now ceased to

^^deld supremacy over the neighbouring country, the effect was as yet

hardly perceptible ;
and this is equally true at Camerino, east of the

Apennine, and at Foligno, west of that chain, where local art was modi-

fied by the presence of Benozzo Gozzoh.

But Domenico's Perugian Madonna seems not a sohtary Sienese

example of its time at a distance from Siena. The Priory of S. Giovanni

Evangehsta at Borgo S. Sepolcro, the inmates of which have parted with

the
"
Baptism

"
of Piero della Francesca,^ still shelters the remains of

an altarpiece, of which that episode was the centre, reminiscent of the

Virgin and saints at S. Agostino of Asciano. An improvement upon
the style of that piece may be conceded, but the SS. Peter and Paul

combine the feebleness of figure, overweight of head, and peculiar

draperies, which have been described as characteristic of Domenico.

The Angel and Virgin Annunciate are stamped in his mould hkewdse
;
M

and Vecchietta's creations are recalled to mind in each case. A predella,
'

comprising the Crucifixion and four scenes from the life of the Baptist,
exhibit the essential hveliness and animation, the vehemence and

grimace of the Sienese school. Certain t3rpes assume a family hkeness

to those of Piero della Francescra, whose Umbrian tendency they might

explain and illustrate. The drawing is minute and precise, but the

colour resembles that of the Asciano pictures.
^ Were it even recorded

FIERI DOMINA ANTONIA FILIA FBANCISCI DE DOMO BXTCHOLIS, ABBATISSA ISTIUS
MONASTEMi IN HANNO Mccccxxxviii DE MENSIS MAii." The colouT is abraded and
dimmed by time. Since the foregoing was written the altarpiece has found a place
in the Pinacoteca [Sala VI. No. 1.].

^
[There seems little probaljility of Domenico having been influenced by the

Boccati.]
2 This Baptism is painted in tempera. See antea, "Piero della Francesca." The

observations made as to Piero's use of oil medium are, however, correct and apply
to other pieces produced by him on the new system.

' The altarpiece described in the text remains, minus its centre, in the sacristy
of S. Giovanni Evangelista. S. Paul and S. Peter stand under a niche fringed with
a leaf ornament in gilt relief, above which the pinnacles are filled with rounds enclosing
the Angel and Virgin Annunciate. Three saints of not unpleasant aspect stand above
each other in pilasters at the flanks. In the predella are : the Birth and Sermon of

the Baptist on one side of the Crucifixion, the Imprisonment and Martyrdom of the

procm-sor on the other. The heads of the principal saints are aged, their foreheads

high, and their eyes extravagantly open. The large hands and feet are bony and

skinny. Tlie crucified Saviour is fair enough, whilst the dancing daughter of
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that this was the fruit of Domenico's labour, his stay at Borgo S. Sepolcro
would still be uncertain. Yet a ruined fresco in a tabernacle at the corner

of the Via di Mezzo seems to prove the presence at least of the artist

who painted the greater part of the panels in S. Giovanni Evangelista.^
Domenico devoted five consecutive years (1435-40) to the lost decora-

tions of the sacristy in the Siena Duomo,^ completing in the interval the

orders for Asciano and Perugia. No knowledge is attainable respecting
his occupations during 1440-2. In the middle of 1444, he had finished

seven subjects on the walls of the Pellegrinaio in the Spedale di S. M,
della Scala at Siena : a Sick Ward ; Alms-giving ; Marriage of the

FoundUngs of the establishment
;
the Pope's Indulgence for enlarging

the Hospital ;
the Building of the Annexes, and a Virgin of Mercy .^ A

passing interest may be created by some of these injured pieces, in an

archaeological sense, because the hospital, as represented in the fifteenth

century, has undergone no change since then
;
but no single fresco can

be selected in wliicli the most conspicuous defects are not apparent. The
rudest handling, a dull tempera on a rough wall, confused groups of

heavy figures, aUke rigid and angular in shape and outhne, tasteless

costume, extravagantly laden with relief ornament, absence of aerial or

linear perspective in edifices either ill-copied from nature, or invented by
a singular and unnatural fancy, form a total of unattractive features

difl&cult to rival at this time. This was the latest example
* of Domenico

di Bartolo.^ But he was not the sole person employed at the Pelle-

Herodias boasts a springy and slender form. One sees in fact a certain association
of pictorial and sculptural qualities in her—an association already suggested by
the SS. Paul and Peter, wliich resemble statues by Veccliietta. [The altarpiece,
now in the Duomo Borgo S. Sepolcro, is by Matteo di Giovanni. Cf. Mary Logan
in Rassegna (V Arte, April 1905, and H. .J. Wagneu, op. cit.'\

1 The half of a Virgin and Child appear in a painted niche, but the remains are
in bad condition.

2 Doc. Sen., vol. ii., p. 172.
^ All these pieces except the Virgin of Mercy are preserved.
* There is no record of Domenico after 1444, and we do not know the date of

his death. Vasari knew but of two works by Domenico in S. Trinita and the
Carmine of Florence, both absent. Vasari, vol. ii., p. 223.

^
[Mr. Pkrkins, in Rassegna tVArte Senesc, has added the following works to

the meagre list of Domenico's paintings :
—

Siena. Palazzo Pubhlico, Sala di Bicchema. Part of Sano's
Coronation—i.e. eight heads of Saints to the left

and head of Praying Saint to right, and five heads
in medallions ; fresco, left.

VoLTERRA. Municipio. Altarpiece. S. Antony Abbot enthroned,
with Saints (early).

Englewood (New Jersey). Coll. Piatt. Madonna and Cliild.

Mr. Berenson and Mr. Perkins both ascribe to Domenico the beautiful INIadonna
in the church of the Rifugio in Siena (cf. Rassegna d'Arte Senese, an. iv., fasc. i.).

Mr. Berenson furtlier ascribes to the master a Madorma and Child of 1437 in

Mr. Johnson's Collection at Philadelphia ; and a figure of S. Catherine of Siena,

near the Coronation of Sano mentioned above ; and a Madonna in the Coll. of Sir

K. M. Mackenzie.

I
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grinaio/ and a S. Agostino Novello, giving the dress to the brothers of

the hospital, is by Priamo, brother of the sculptor Giacomo della Quercia.^

Tliis artist had been left heir to Giacomo by a will, dated the tliird

of October 1438, but the charges of the succession seemed likely to

exceed its profits. Giacomo had been unable to complete the funeral

monument of the Vari in S. Petronio at Bologna ;
and the superintendents

required Priamo, or any substitute he might name, to finish it. Giacomo

had subjected himself to heavy fines by staying at Bologna beyond the

time allowed him by the authorities of Siena
;
and Priamo was called

upon to pay them. Cino di Bartolo, assistant to Giacomo at Bologna,
had applied to his own use the property of his master ;

and the dispute

between Priamo and liim had been submitted to umpires. In the midst

of aU this Priamo was reduced to beggary ;
and his income-paper of

1453 is but a doleful petition for consideration in favour of a miserable

impoverished debtor.

An altarpiece, ordered of him in 1442 by the fraternity of S. ]\'Iichele

at Volterra, remained pubhcly exposed in its original situation till 1827,

[By Domenico is a verj^ interesting, though damaged, fresco of the Virgin of

jNIercy in the Infermeria di S. Pietro of the Spedale of Siena ; and a monochrome
fresco of the Beato Sorori in the Infermeria di S. Pio (Berenson and Olcott).

Very close to Domenico, and possibly an early work by him, is a panel of the

Virgin, Child, and Angels, No. 207 of Siena Gallery (c/. LtrcY Olcott, A Guide
to Siena; Torrini, Siena, 1903).

It is perhaps needless to point out that the authors are very far from under-

standing the value of Domenico's work.]
1 The catalogue of the BerUn Gallery assigns to Domenico di Bartolo a Bvirial

and Ascension of the Virgin, with the Gift of the Girdle to S. Thomas ; an Eternal
at top amidst angels (No. 1122). The arrangement of this piece is unmistakably
Sienese, and may be found repeated by Francesco di Giorgio, Benvenuto, Fungai,
and Giacomo di Bartolommeo Paccluarotti. The technical handling is, however,
different in some measure from that noted in Domenico. The upper part is by
Sassetta as well for manner as for handling. The lower part is treated differently

by some other Sienese, ex. gr. the Benvenuti, &c.

Frankfort, Staedel Gallery, No. 4, assigned to Domenico Bartoli, represents Christ

going to Golgotha, the Crucifixion, and Deposition, and is by a later Sienese after

the time of Neroccio. [Mr. Perkins ascribes this to Girolamo di Benvenuto, to whom
it is now ofhcially attributed.]

Altenburg—Lindenau Miiseum, No. 19. Half-length S. Francis of a time pre-
ceding that of Domenico Bartoli, but Sienese of the period of Simone. No. 110
in this gallery. Adoration of the Shepherds, is classed

"
unknown," and is really

by Domenico, as well as No. 150, a S. Dominic. [Neither Mr. Berenson nor Mr.
Perkins accepts these works as by Domenico.] In M. Ramboux'^s Gallery at Cologne,
a Virgin and Child (No. 171) is given to Domenico. Also No. 167.

Edinburgh. National Gallery of Scotland. No. 445. Altarpiece in courses with
SS. Michael and John Baptist, a bishop and Virgin martjT in the two principal
compartments, the Virgin and Angel Annunciate in two medalhons above, and a

Virgin and Evangelist in two pinnacles. The whole confined by pilasters with six

saints in each. This piece is assigned to Andrea del Castagno and his pupils, but is

a poor work of the schools of Domenico di Bartolo and Vecchietta, injured by
restoring. It was originally in a convent at Pratovecchio, and was purchased from
the Lombardi Collection.

' Della Valle, Lettere Seneae, vol. ii., p. 197, speaks of Luciano da Velletri as
an assistant of Domenico in the Pellegrinaio, but he is alone in that statement, and
no extant productions are assigned to hi:n. H '

i
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but has since disappeared.^ It cost originally the small sum of 40 lire,

or ten Sienese florins
;
and was, no doubt, not more worthy of attention

than the fresco of the same year at the Pellegrinaio of Siena, where

Priamo rudely carried out a composition of the very poorest conception."^

Giacomo della Querela, whose bequests were attended with such

melancholy results to his less talented brother, is one of a class which

fills a considerable place in Sienese annals, but of wliich it is only neces-

sary, in a history of painting, to say that its sculpture, in spite of apparent

abihty, invariably disclosed a fanciful and false conventionahsm ^ Gia-

como's life fills half a century. He was born in 1371, and died in 1438,

after a bright career marked by great industry. His practice fell after-

wards principall}^ into the hands of Sano di Matteo and Antonio Fede-

righi, the rivals of Bernardo RosseUino in the employ of the Piccolomini,

to whom Siena and Pienza owed so much of their a,rchitectural improve-
ments. In Agostino's^ plastic creations, low classicism is strongly inter-

mingled with a disagreeable SM'agger ;
and the mannerism of Giacomo

della Querela in action and drapery descends to him unimproved and

unimprovable.

^
[The central panel of this work still exists (see Bebenson in Burlington

Magazine, Nov. 1903, and C. Ricci, Volterra (Bergamo, 1905).]
2 Giacomo della Quercia died Oct. 20, 1438, having made (Oct. 3) a will, lea\dng

his property, a minus quantity, to Priamo. Yet Priamo, with little forethought,
married, before the year expired, Bartolommea di Antonio {Doc. Sen., p. 78-9).
Cino di Bartolo, assistant to Giacomo della Quercia at Bologna, had taken possession
of his master's property there, and was at once claimed by the Sienese authorities

(ibid., vol. ii., p. 181), whilst at the same time Priamo wrote (Dec. 1, 1438) to the

superintendents of S. Petronio, demanding the rest of the sum due to his brother
for the erection of the Vari monument. To the Signoria the superintendents replied

{Doc. Sen., vol. ii., p. 181), surrendering Cino, but asking that he or Priamo should
l3e allowed to finish the Vari monument. To Priamo tliey answered, apparently,
offering to pay liim, if he came or sent some one to complete the work on hand
{Doc. Sen., vol. ii., p. 184). Priamo (ibid.) declared his readiness to go to Bologna
(Feb. 11, 1439, o.s.) with Cino, but ultimately sent Cino alone thither (Doc. Sen.,

vol. ii., p. 185), whose quarrels had in the meanwhile been submitted to an umpire
(ibid., vol. ii., p. 189). It seems obvious that the Sienese authorities desired to keep
Priamo until he had settled the fines due by liis dead brother ;

for wo find him in

April 1440 (o.s.) presenting a petition for the revision of the sentence in accordance
with which these fines were to be paid (ibid., vol. ii., p. 191). The Volterra picture
and the Pellegrinaio frescoes were both completed in 1442 (ibid., vol. ii., pp. 278-9,
and p. 283), and in Aug. of the same year Antonio Petri de Briosso was accepted
by the superintendents of S. Petronio to finish the work which Priamo was clearly
unable to undertake ibid., vol. ii., pp. 209-10). Priamo's income-paper of 1453 is

pubUshed (ibid., vol. ii., p. 283).
Of Cino di Bartolo the records only notice that he was the son of Bartolo, a

-.oldsmith of Siena {Doc. Sen., vol. i., p. 284), that he was first employed by Giacomo
della Quercia in 1428 at S. Petronio of Bologna (ibid., vol. ii., p. 150), and that his

death took place in 1475 (ibid., vol. i., p. 284).
^

[It is in statements such as this that we realise the limitations both of judgment
and of taste of the authors. Jacopo della Quercia was one of the greatest artists of

Italy.
" His true grandeur," says Burckhardt, " is in bas-relief, where he displays a

marvellous style." Priamo, it is true, is without talent. "

*
[The writers evidently mean "Antonio."]
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Partner in these defects, but more versatile in his pursuits, Lorenzo

di Pietro kept a goldsmith's shop, and practised ^^ith varying success

as an architect, sculptor, and painter. He was of the same age as

Domenico di Bartolo, and a contemporary of Sano di Pietro
;
and he

was nicknamed Veccliietta, perhaps because of the tottering frames

and aged faces repeated \nth consistent pertinacity in every specimen
of his skill in every branch. He was born in 1412,^ and free of his guild

in 1428
;

^ but no records allude to him before 1439, when he delivered

to the authorities of the Siena Duomo a panel of the Annunciation,

produced by the joint labour of himself and Sano di Pietro.^ His frescoes

in the Spedale at Siena, and a statue of Christ
"

risorto
" on the liigh

altar of the Siena Duomo were finished almost at the same period, the

first in 1441,* the second in 1442.^ He was thus early devoted to the

sister arts, which he carried on simultaneously. We cannot, however,
as yet discuss his po^^'er as a sculptor, because the Clirist is not in exist-

ence
;
but the frescoes of the Spedale are in part standing, and though

we miss three scenes from the story of Tobit, and a Crucified Saviour

between the Virgin and S. John, in the hospital cliapel,^ a companion
subject to the series afterwards completed by Domenico still fills the

arch above the door of the Pellegrinaio, and bears the inscription
"
LAURENSius DE SENis." A kneehng figure, no doubt intended for

that of the founder of the hospital, occupies an advantageous position
in the centre of a triple-arched space, of which the vaulting retreats

with some show of perspective. Near him, a ladder leads upwards to

the presence of the Virgin, who awaits the hospital children chmbing
towards her. Another phase of the foundation's benevolence is the

distribution of alms to the right of the kneehng patron, and a tliird

incident is dehneated on his left. To say that Vecchietta is better than

Domenico in his last days, is curt but sufficient praise. The false

classicism of the Roman architecture, with its bas-rehefs and friezes in

monochrome, the capitals of the columns overladen with detail, is not

more calculated to satisfy a poHshed taste than the copious ornamenta-

tion of the dresses with their tinted model wax-borders. Faulty arrange-
ment of figures, false perspective, feeble frames, bewigged and aged
heads, all repel the observer

;
whilst the colour, dimmed by time, it is

true, yet still preserved, is flat and unrelieved. No mitigating circum-

stances alter the force of this necessary verdict, which condemns \nth

equal justice the earlier as well as the later pictures of Vecchietta. The
rehc press in the Spedale, of which he painted the doors inside and out

in 1445 with twenty-five different subjects, only serves to illustrate

* Doc. Sen., vol. ii., p. 367. [He was the pupil of Sassetta. See infra.]
2

Ibid., vol. i., p. 49. '
Ibid., vol. ii., pp. 36f)-88.

*
Ibid., p. 369. 5 i]yi± 6 Ibid.
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the decline of Sienese art since Duccio.* Were the frescoes of the sacristy
in the same building yet extant, they would, doubtless, tell no other

tale.2 The decoration of four ceilings and part of the tribune of the

Baptistery of S. Giovanni at Siena, which date from 1449-50, exhibit

no change in the practice of previous years ;

^ and panels or frescoes

alike disclose absence of aerial and linear perspective, flatness of tone,

poor composition, lean, withered, and ill-proportioned figures of unselect

shape, moving with a broken and fantastic action, involved draperies,

trivial, vulgar, or grimacing hea.ds, so incompletely modelled on nature

that eyes take a triangular shape, and noses, in three-quarter faces, are

flattened down to profile ; yet the contours and the technical finish are

careful to a fault.

The mere employment of Veccliietta in numerous undertakings at

Siena would not be surprising, if it were granted that his talent might

1 [Now in the Gallery of Siena, Nos. 204, 205.] Doc. Sen., vol. ii., p. 369.

Della Valle, Lett. Sen., vol. iii., p. 57, assigns these doors to ^latteo di Giovanni.
The outer side contains three courses of panels, the uppermost of which are :

— 1. The
Crucified Saviour between the Virgin and Evangelist; 2, the Resurrection of

Clirist, both between 3, the Angel, and 4, the Virgin Annunciate, each of the
latter attended by 5 and 6, a Seraph. Twelve panels in the next two courses
contain (from left to right) SS. Ansano, Ambrogio Sansedoni (Beato), Bernardino,

Agostino Novello (Beato giving the dress), Galerani (Beato), Savino, Victor, Catherine
of Siena, unknown, Galgano, and Crescenzio.

The inner side of the press-doors comprises (in a double course from left to

right) :
— 1. Christ before Pilate. 2. The Scoiu-ging. 3. The Last Supper.

4. Christ Washing the Feet of His Disciples. 5. Christ Crowned with Thorns.
6. Christ carrying His Cross. 7. The Kiss of Judas. 8. Christ before Caiaphas.
The inner panels are inferior to the outer, and perhaps by pupils.

* Since the text was written, the frescoes of the sacristy have been cleared of

whitewash. They represent ten scenes from the New and Old Testament. Christ,

Evangelists, and Saints in the ceiling. In a corner of one of the walls one reads :

*' UBBANO EQUITE D. iECCELLENTISSIMO HUJUS SANCT . . . DOMXJS PK.EFECTO. LAU-
BENTIUS PETRI FILTUS SBNENSIS HOC SACBARUM TJNDIQUE VERSUM PICTURIS HONES-
TAVIT M.CCCCXLVIIII."

^ Two of these ceilings are by Michele Lambertini [more probably by a pupil
of Vecchietta (Lucy Olcott)], iour by Vecchietta. In the central one by the

entrance, are SS. James, Philip, John Evang., and Matthew. In the next central

one, by the tribune, are :
—the Last Judgment ; Christ in Glory ; the Limbo, and

a sj'mbolical picture of the Communion. Right of this, as one stands in the

centre of the church and looks towards the tribune, are :
—the Baptism of Christ ;

the Sa\'iour and Virgin in Glory ; Remission of Sins (damaged) ; and the Resiu-ec-

tion of Christ. To the left, if one keeps the same position
—the Flagellation ; then

an empty space ; Christ in Glory ; and the Annunciation. The frescoes in the

tribunes are by other hands—that of the semi-dome (central tribune) representing
the Crucified Saviour, the Sleeping Apostles, and the Burial of Christ, attributed to

one Gasparre d'Agostino, an artist following the manner of Giovanni d'Asciano,
who laboured (1451-55) in a stj'le reminiscent of that wliich we shall find in

Giovanni di Paolo (postea), but more rational than his. The colovir is fair : the

figures are long and lean, and in vehement action. To this Gasparre a small

5. Bernardino Proacliing, which hangs in the sacristy of the Siena Duomo, is assigned.

[This panel and a companion piece are evident works of Sano, and are cited as such
bv Lanoton Douglas (History of Sienn) and Lucy Olcott (Guide to Siena).']

There is a record of Gasparre's design for part of the pavement in the Duomo (1451)
in MiLANESi's Doc. Sen., vol. ii., p. 269, and he is noticed by the annotators of

Vasari in a commentary to the Life of Gentile da Fabriano (vol. iv., p. 163).
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be considered cheap and prolific, like that of Neri di Bicci at Florence.

But Lorenzo, in spite of the poverty apparent in his works, held a high

place in the estimation of his townsmen. He and Sano di Pietro were

the chosen umpires of the municipality for the valuation of the frescoes

on the Porta Romana when Sassetta died, leaving liis work unfinished,

in 1452.1 Vecchietta complains, however, in an income-paper of 1453,

that, although proprietor of small parcels of land and houses in Siena

and its vicinity, his aihng health and the infirmity of his -wife contributed

much to his discomfort and indebtedness,
" and if fortune were to plague

him long, as it had hitherto done, he should be forced to sell his movables

for bread
"

;

^ but we may partially mistrust the statements of a man
desirous to move the stern feelings of the tax-gatherer, and Veccliietta

continued for many subsequent years to carve stone and bronze, and
wield the brush. Amongst the altarpieces furnished in those days, we
notice the Madonna a,nd Saints of 1447, in the Gallery of the Uffizi, and
the Ascension of the Virgin, ^\^th four holy attendants, on one of the

altars of the Duomo of Pienza. The former has been injured by partial

retouching, but contains in its pilasters some slender and fairly thro^Mi

personages, after the mo^nner of Domenico di Bartolo,^ whilst the latter,

one of the best examples of Vecchietta, seems to date from the same

time, and comprises, amongst the heavenly choir accompanying the

Virgin, some not ungraceful angels,^

Vecchietta's productions were now so highly valued at Siena, that,

in March 1460, the supreme government took upon itself to address

Messer Goro Loli Piccolomini with the prayer that he might recommend
the

"
singular talent

"
of Lorenzo di Pietro to Pius II., as the most fitted

to superintend the rebuilding of the Papal lodge at Siena. ^
Pius, how-

ever, had perhaps less confidence in the artist's powers than the lords

of Siena. Perhaps he did not beheve that the author of the Pienza

altarpiece could turn out a great architect. Certain it is that he preferred

Agostino di Federigo.^ Tliis contempt of his claims irritated or dis-

com-aged Veccliietta ; and he formed the resolution to abandon his

1 Doc. Sen., vol. ii., pp. 274-77.
^ See the paper in Doc. Sen., vol. iii., p. 285.
3 The Uffizi altarpiece [No. 47] is in a modem frame, and an inscription, repainted

(it is said on the old one), runs as follows :

" opus laurbnti petei sbnensis, 1457.

QUESTA TAVOLA L'hA FATTA FARE GIACOMO d'aNDREUCCIO SETAJUOLO PER SUA
DivoziONE." The figures are life-size. To the right of the Virgin and ChUd are

SS. Andrew and Lawrence and the kneeling Dominic to the left, SS. Bartholomew,
James, and a kneehng king. Four small saints are in the pilasters. Some heads,
that of S. Lawrence for instance, are new.

* The Pienza altarpiece, a gable, represents the Ascension, with SS. Pius, Agatha
(part of her blue dress scraped off), Calixtus, and Catherine. It is signed :

" OPU3
LAURENTii PETRI scuLPTOEis DE SENis." The colouT is light and flat, and much
gold or painted ornament is lavished in every part. The figures are three-fourths
life-size.

6 Doc. Sen., vol. ii., p. 308. • Ibid.
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country for ever
;

whilst at the same time the members of the Sienese

council apparently felt that they had been slighted by the Piecolomini.

We may conjecture, at least, that such was the course of events, because

Agostino di Federigo, who had hitherto been employed to carve the

statues in the Loggia della Mercanzia,^ was reUeved of all further duty
there ;

and the two remaining ones were allotted to Veccliietta (April

1460),
"
in order that he might have something to keep him busy in

Siena, which he was tempted, nay had determined, to leave." ^ He
was consoled further by orders for frescoes in the PubUc Palace, and we
still possess that of S. Catherine, at the side of the entrance leading from

the great hall to the chapel ;

^ and part of a large Virgin of Mercy, lately

recovered from wliitewash, in a room called
"
Sala dell' ajuto Bilan-

ciere." S. Bernardino, and S. Martin on horseback, sharing his cloak

with the beggar, stand in the spandrils of an arched recess, in the centre

of which the Virgin holds the Infant Saviour, and angels support the

cloak which covers the people of Siena. SS. Savino, Jerome, Peter,

Catherine, LawTcnce, Ansano, attend to the right and left. Seraphs,
sixteen in number, sing in the space between SS. Martin and Bernardino,
and two messengers of heaven suspend the crown over the Virgin. Her
head and dress and other parts of the fresco are renewed, the nimbuses

are stamped and cut out with the exquisite care which marks those of

Simone Martini, but the defects of Veccliietta are perfectly apparent, in

spite of a family hkeness in some parts to Sassetta or Sano di Pietro.

In 1462, Lorenzo had completed the statues of the Loggia della

Mercanzia, both of which present to the spectator the disproportioned
and decrepit forms conspicuous already at an earUer time. Nor does

Vecchietta fail to lay stress on the versatihty of his own talents, and

whilst he signs himself in the Pienza picture
"
sculptor," he inscribes

his carved work with the words :

"
opus latjrentii pictoris senensis." *

A recumbent image of Mariano Soccino (1467) at the Uffizi,^ SS. Catherine,

Bernardino, Paul, and Sebastian,^ in silver for the Siena cathedral, were

produced at intervals up to 1478. Two years previous to this date,

Veccliietta, who at last had struck a vein of prosperity, proposed to

furnish a bronze Christ and a picture of the Virgin, Child, and Saints

to the Spedale di S. M. della Scala, if the superintendents of that edifice

should give him a chapel, and consecrate it ^\'ith liis name. Upon that

^ [Now Casino de' Nobili at Siena.]
* Doc. Sen., vol. ii., p. 311.
' The S. Catherine was painted in 1460 {Doc. Sen., vol. ii., p. 370), and is signed :

"29 JUNii 1461, OPUS LAURENTii PETRI SENEXS." Tho S. Bemardino, close by at

the other side of the door, only bears the mutilated date M.ccccL . . . and is

' more in the style of Sano di Pietro.
* Vecchietta received 1000 lire for these two figures. Doc. Sen., vol. ii., p. 311.
* [Now in the Bargello.]
° Years respectively 1473, 1475, 1478. Doc. Sen., vol. ii., pp. 350, 370.
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consideration also he consented to leave all his property after his second

wife's death to the foundation.^ The proposal was accepted ;
and

Vecchietta's best casting now adorns the high altar of the hospital.^

Its broken action and coarse, bony forms are not better than of old
; nor

is the altarpiece, A^hich now^ hangs at the Siena Gallery, entitled to any
additional praise.

^ Both pieces are dated 1479, and are the last efforts of

the artist, who died in the middle of the following year.^

11., pp. 367-68.
" LAUBENTII PETRI PICTORIS AL. VECCHIETTA DE SENIS.
P. SUA DEVOTiONE FECIT HOC OPUS." The tabemacle in

transferred in 1506 to the Duomo, where it now stands, by
A sketch of the tabemacle,

^ Doc. Sen., vol.
^ It is signed :

M.CCCCLXXVI (1476)
which it stood was
Pandolfo Petrucci (Vasaki, notes to p. 210, vol. iv.)
on panel, by Vecchietta, is in the Siena Gallery.

*
[No. 210.] It represents the Virgin and Child, between the erect SS. Peter

and Paul, the kneeling Cosma and Damian, with the inscription ;

" opus lauhentii
PETM alias vecchietta OB SUAM DEVOTiONEM." [It is dated 1465.] An altar-

piece in San Niccol6 di Valdorcia, signed with Vecchietta's name, is noticed by the
Annotators of Vasari, vol. ii., p. 212. [This work is now in the Museum at Pienza,
and is one of Vecchietta's most important paintings. It has only recently been
removed from the church of the Spedaletto, near Pienza.]

Old Siena guides speak also of terra-cottas by him (ibid.). The following numbers
are assigned to him in the Ramboux Collection at Cologne, Nos. 124-8, 164-5; but
little value can be assigned to the pieces so catalogued.

A Virgin and Child, entlironed amongst angels between SS. Catherine and
Bartholomew, bears the name of Vecchietta in the Museum of Carlsruhe. It is

numbered 164, and is of the older period after Lippi and Bama.
*
[The following works by Vecchietta escaped the authors :

—
Badia a Isola. Assumption of Virgin and figure of Saints, fresco (left wall).
Castiglione d'Orcia. S. M. Maddalena. Madonna and Angels. (Perkins, Ras-

segna d'Arte Senese, an. iv., fuse, i.)

Duomo. S. Juvenahs. Right pillar. (Berenson.)
Museo. Two small Saints. (Berenson.)
Palazzo Pretorio. Madonna, with S. Matthew ; Vite Gre-

gory and Ansano. (Berenson.)
Spedaletto. Madonna and Saints, Annunciation, and

Predella. 1465.

Narni.
Pienza.

Pienz.a (near).

Siena. (Cagnola, Rasscgna

(Berenson
and

Olcott.)

Liverpool.
Paris.

Florence, Settignano.

Gallery. No. 577. S. Laurence.

d'Arte, Feb. 1904.)
No. 404. Cartoon for Tabernacle.

Archivio. Book-ca.ses. Angels holding screen.

1458.

Pius II. making his nephew Cardinal.

1460.

Madonna crowning Pius II. 1460.

Cf. W. Heywood, Pictorial History of Siena

(Torrini, Siena, 1902), p. 70.

Palazzo Palmieri-Nuti. Small head of S. Bernardino.

(Berenson.)
Palazzo Saracini. No. 1256. Madonna and S. John. (Olcott.)!
S. Ansano in Castelvecchio. Frescoes: Adoration of Magi

(Berenson); S. Ansano and Worshippers. (Perkins, [

Rassegna d'Arte Senese, an., ii. fasc. 2.)

Duomo. Capp. della Metropolitana Codex of 1464, with!
miniatures. (Perkins, Rassegna d'Arte, Oct. 1904.)

Walker Gallery. S. Bernardino Preaching. (Douglas.)
Cluny. No. 1699. Triptych. (Berenson.
Coll. Berenson. Processional Cross.

d'Arte Senese (Siena, 1908), an.
(Perkins, in Rassegna

iv., fasc. i.)
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The narrative of his career would be incomplete without an allusion

to an occupation with which he varied his usual labours. Between

1467 and 1470, he was entrusted with the fabrication of models for the

fortresses of Sarteano, Orbetello, Montacuto, and Talamone
;

^ and his

employment in this direction only ceased when Francesco di Giorgio
abandoned all other pursuits for those of engineering and fortification.

The life of this ingenious and celebrated man would be out of place
here

;
and it will not be necessary to do more than look back at the

fruits of his early industry, and fix the hmits of his acquirements as a

painter. He Avas but twenty-four
^ when the superintendence of the

conduits of the Fonte Gaia in Siena was given to him
;
but he kept a

shop Avath Neroccio di Bartolommeo de' Landi, until the partnership
was dissolved in 1475.^ He seems to have combined most of the Sienese

characteristics of his time with a fancy akin to that of Botticelh, and
a fashion of drapery like that of the PoUaiuoh. He inherited defects

already conspicuous in Vecchietta, such as slender, withered, and angular

figures, the action of which is rendered in an awkward and often pomp-
ously aflfected manner. He may therefore have learnt the elements

: from that master. The strange conceits in his composition are sur-

prising and unpleasant. Superabundance of ornament in dresses and

buildings is another of his failings. His tone is cold, unrelieved, flat,

and grey in shadow
;
but he exhibits some slight progress in the apph-

eation of perspective to form. A disagreeable colour overspreads an

injured Nativity, originally at Monte Ohveto, near the Porta Tufi, at

Siena, graced with his name, and now in the GaUeiy.^ The strangeness

of his fancy is illustrated by a Coronation of the Virgin in the same

Museum, where the higher and lower spheres of a heavenly host are

united by two angels resting on a cluster of three cherubs' heads. ^ His

style may be further studied in seven or eight panels, unauthenticated

by signatures, in the collection of his native city ;
in a Nativity at S.

Domenico of Siena, and in a predella at the Ufhzi of Florence.^

1 Doc. Seti., vol. ii., pp. 282, 370.
^ Born Nov. 14, 1439, liis first public appointment dates 1464. Doc. Sen.,

vol. ii., p. 337. His death took place in 1502. *
Ibid., vol. ii., p. 465.

*
[No. 437]. Inscribed:

" francisc. giokgii pinsit
"
dating from 1475 (Vasari,

note to p. 205, vol. iv.).
^
[No. 440.] Here the figures, whose character is that described, have small

heads and small eyes, with a mere point for the pupil. Copious hair is ciu-ved in

successions of spirals. Colours, in distinct and sharp contrasts, have a hard horny
substance. The flesh lights are yellow, of thin impasto, and grey in sliadow. The
ornaments are copious. Every part is wrought with visible care and research.

® Siena Gallery. [No. 277.] Annimciation. The angel is in vehement and

exaggerated action. The distance, architecture of fanciful form and decoration.—
Same Gallery. [No. 291.] Virgin and Child between SS. Peter and Paul.—Same

Gallery. [No. 288.] Half-length Virgin and Child and an angel ; one may note

here how the lines of the cheeks in the Virgin fall to a small chin. Tlie coloiu- is

rosy, but fiat.—Same Gallery. [Nos. 274, 275, 276.] Two scenes from the story of
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Francesco di Giorgio is connected w-ith such brilliant successes in the

laying out of fortresses, and the invention of methods for the attack

and reduction of such works, that his talents because widely known

throughout Italy .^ In this novel and important field he preceded by a

few years, and was only surpassed by, Leonardo da Vinci, and it is on

record that they both met in 1490 at Pavia, whither they had been sent

by Gian Galeazzo to report on the plan of the new cathedral. Fran-

cesco di Giorgio's proposals for vaulting the cupola of the Milan Duomo
were conceived at the same period, and, after they had been accepted

by the
"
deputies

"
of the Fahhrica, they Avere reahsed in 1493 by the

Lombard, Giovanni Antonio da Gessato.^ In 1484, Francesco di Giorgio,

passing through Gubbio, was visited by Luca SignorelU, who induced

him to design the church of S. Maria del Calcinaio, near Cortona
;

^ and

in 1491 he competed wiW\ the best of his countrymen by sending to

Florence a model for the front of S. Maria del Fiore.* Francesco's fame

as an architect thus reposes on a firm and reasonable basis
; yet he did

not habitually superintend the erection of edifices
;
and the historians

of Italy causelessly heap honours or shame on liis head as they attribute

to his inventive genius buildings carried out by others, on principles

that are at times correct, at others false and vicious.^

The extent of Francesco di Giorgio's abihty in carving may be cor-

rectly defined by reference to the bronze angels in the Siena Duomo,
which he cast a,nd chiselled in 1497.^ They are hard, diy, and inelegant,

of paltry tjrpe and form, and draped in vestments of broken folds.'

Joseph, and one of Susanna.—Same Gallery. [No. 293.] Half-length Virgin and
Child between two saints.—Same Gallery. [No. 428.] Clu-ist about to be crucified,

with features assignable to a continuator of Francesco di Giorgio's manner. [Mr.
Bereuson gives the execution of this piece to Pietro di Domenico.]

Siena—S. Domenico, on an altar to the right. The Nativity seems composed
in the spirit of F. d. G. , with his type in the angels, but witli more animation in the

action. [Tliere can be no doubt tliat this work is by Francesco, to whom it is gi\'en

by all modern authorities, iliss Olcott considers it a late work of the master.]
In the distance is a Roman arch. The name of Signorelli has been given to this

piece. Its lunette belongs to another picture, and is like a work of Matteo da
Siena—[quite evidently by Matteo]—whilst the predella shows the hand of

Fungai.—Florence—Uffizi. [No. 1304.] The three predella scenes here show F. d.

G.'s defects less than usual, the size of the panels being small. We note the neatness
of the drawing. The colour is, however, still flat and cold. The subjects are from
the legend of S. Benedict. [The figures are by Neroccio.]

^ It is certain, says Gaeta^sto Milanesi, Discorso, ubi sup., p. 69, that the

invention of the mine was first practised by Francesco di Giorgio in 1495 at the

siege of the Castel del Uovo at Naples.
2 Doc. Sen., vol. ii., pp. 429, 430, 431, 432, 433, 434, 435-8; and Gave, CarUggio,

vol. ii., pp. 288, 289, 290, 293.
^ See antea in "

Signorelli."
|

* See the record of this competition in Com. to Vasabi, vol. \di., p. 243.
* See on this point Vasaki, vol. iv., p. 204, with notes of the commentators;

RuMOHR, Forschungen, vol. ii., p. 177, and following; and Doc. Sen.
* Doc. Sen., vol. ii., pp. 4G3-4, 466. They were ordered in 1489.
'
[This is as unjust as the authors' judgment of Vecchietta's sculptiu-e. The

following pictures, in addition to those already noticed, may be registered :
—
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When Francesco parted from Neroccio di Bartolommeo de' Landi

in 1475, Vecchietta and Sano di Pietro were chosen to settle their differ-

ences by arbitration, and whilst Francesco almost entirely abandoned

sculpture and painting, Neroccio continued the exclusive exercise of

those two branches of his profession. Neroccio was younger by about

eight years than his partner.^ As a young beginner, he alternately

apphed himself to carrying out orders for altarpieces, and to the modelhng
of figures in terra-cotta.^ His remaining pictures have found a final

resting-place in the Gallery of Siena. A Virgin and Child, between SS.

Michael and Bernardino, in that collection, bears his name and the date

of 1476, and was probably done for Bernardino Nini of Siena.^ Its style

Siena—Palazzo Puhhlico. Room leading to theehall painted by Spinello. A
Sermon and IMiracle of S. Bernardino—genuine, very careful, and a pleasing work
of Francesco di Giorgio.

Munich—Pinakothek. Cabinet. [No. 538.] Assigned to Masaccio (see antea),
but by Francesco di Giorgio. Subject : a Miracle of S. Antony of Padua (wood).
[Mr. Berenson denies these to France co.]

Liverpool— Gallery. [No. 20.] Assigned to Pesellino (see antea), is also by
Francesco di Giorgio. Svibject : Sermon of S. Bernardino. [This has rightly been

given by Mr. Douglas to Vecchietta.]
Cologne—Ramboux. The following are assigned to F. d. G. Nos. 172-3.—Mr.

Fuller Maitlaiid. No. 43 at Manchester, under the name of Fra Filippo. Predella:

SS. Peter and John Healing the Lame Man (wood). This piece has the impress of

the Sienese school, and is by Francesco di Giorgio. [This last panel is now in the
Berlin Gallery, and, together with a companion panel in the possession of Lady Henry
Somerset, of Reigate, is ascribed by Mr. Berenson to Girolamo da Cremona.]

[I append a list of pictures assigned to Francesco by modern criticism, and
not mentioned in the text :

—
Rome. Coll. MignanelU. Madonna Nursing Child. (Perkins.)
Siena. Gallery. No. 306. Madonna Annunziata. (Olcott.)

Archivio. Book-case. Madonna appearing over Siena. No. 1466

(Berenson and Olcott.
)

Duomo. Pavement design. Relief of BethuUa. (Berenson.)
S. Eugenio. Madonna with two Angels. (Berenson and Olcott.)
Osservanza. Illuminated page in Fr. Alfons. ord. S. August. Super
Primum Sententiarum Comm. Allegory of Chastity, and tliree

Labours of Hercules. (Perkins, in Rasscgna d'Arte, Oct. 1904.)
London. National Gallery. No. 1G82. Madonna loading Child.

Coll. Charles Butler. Madonna with SS. Antony Abbot and Jerome.

(Berenson.)
Coll. Wyndham Cook. Cassone : Triumph of Chastity. (Berenson.)

Richmond. (Surrey). Coll. Sir Fred. Cook. Profile of Lady. (Berenson.)
W^VNTAQE. Coll. Wantage. Triumph of Chastity.
Paris. Louvre. No. 1G40a. Cassone: Rape of Lucrece. (Berenson.)

Coll. Chalandon. Allegorical figm-e : FideUty. (Perkin?.)
•Vltenburo. lAndenau Museum. No. 87. Adoration of Magi. (Doubtful.)

I

Utrecht. Episcopal Palace. Holy Family and Magdalen. (Berenson.) Mr.
Perkins does not accept tliis work.

Mr. Perkins was the first to recognise as Vjy Francesco, a fine miniaturo

j

representing an allegorical figiu-e of Chastity and scenes from the Labours of Hercules
in a book Albcrtua Magnus : De Animalibus belonging to the Convent of the Osser-

vanza at Siena (see Rassegna d'Artc, October 1904). This leads us to suppose that

Francesco must also have been an accomplished miniaturist, in addition to hia

various other callings.]
1 Bom in 1447. Doc. Sen., vol. iii., p. 8.

*
Ibid., vol. iii., pp. 7, 8.

* Doc. Sen., vol. ii., p. 356.

ni. H
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varies little from that of Veccliietta or Francesco di Giorgio, except that

the affected attitudes are perhaps more absolutely umiatural in their

bend than theirs, and appear to caricature more markedly the action of

plastic works of the olden time. Light washy colours are confined by

dry outlines
;
and the human form, taken as a model for dehneation,

is coarse and vulgar.
^ A better preserved piece in the same Gallery is

the Virgin and Child between saints, unauthenticated by date or signa-

ture, cold in tone, but of great softness, and laboriously finished.^

Neroccio designed the Hellespontic Sibyl in the pavement of the

Siena Duomo (1483),^ and carved the statue of Toramaso del Testa

Piccolomini on the monument to that worthy above the door of the

campanile in the cathedral.* He died in 1500.^ Of humble aims, and

moderate abihty, he held a secure, if not a brilliant position in his native

city ;
such an one as Francesco di Giorgio might perhaps have risen to,

had not his engineering talent carried him far ahead of his less versatile

colleague.^ His custom was of another Idnd than that of many of his

1
[No. 282 Gallery Catal.] Figures half-length.

*
[No. 287 Gallery Catal.] The remaining pictures by Neroccio in the Gallery

are:—[No. 295], a Virgin and Saints, half-lengths. [No. 281.] Arched rectangle.

Virgin and Child between SS. Jerome and Bernardino, half-lengths. [No. 285.]

Half-length Virgin and Child, SS. Bernardino and Catherine. [No. 294.] Arched

rectangle. Virgin and Child, SS. John and Andrew. [Mr. Berenson does not include

this panel in Ms list. Miss Olcott, however, gives it to Neroccio.]

[Another picture. No. 278, dated 1492, of a Madonna with six saints, is also by
Neroccio, as well as a cassone. Triumph of David, No. 217.]

3 Doc. Sen., vol. ii., p. 379. Cf. R. H. Hobart Cust, The Pavement Masters of

Siena (Bell).
*

Ibid., vol. ij., p. 409. [Neroccio's gifts as a sculptor are plainly visible in the

fine statue of S. Catherine of Alexandria in the Chapel of S. John in the Sienese

Duomo. Mr. Perkins and Mr. Berenson also ascribe to him the bust of S.

Catherine of Siena in the Palmieri Coll. at Siena (see Burlington Magazine, Sept. 1904).]
"5 Ibid., vol. iii., p. 7. For fm-ther dates respecting the artist, see Doc. Sen.,

vol. ii., pp. 340, 403, 415, 416-22, and vol. iii., pp. 7, 8, 9.

^
[Neroccio di Landi's art was, like that of most of the Sienese masters of the

Quattrocento, very imperfectly known and imderstood by the authors. He was a

great master, and is still insufficiently appreciated. The works already mentioned
are but a small part of his work : besides them I name the following :

—
Bergamo. Coll. Morelli. No. 47. Madonna.
Florence. Ufftzi. No. 1304. Three scenes from life of S. Benedict.

(Berenson).
Coll. Serristori. Madonna. (Berenson.)
Coll. Home. Madorma with Magdalen and St. Jerome, x

(Perkins ; formerly in Nevin Coll., Rome.)
„ Settignano. Coll. Berenson. Madonna, Saints and Angels. (Pepkins, in

Rass'-gna d'Arte Senese, an. ii., fasc. iii.)

Milan. Coll. Cagnola. Madonna. (Perkins.)
Coll. Noseda. Madonna. (Perkins.)

MoNTEFOLLONico. (Near Montepulciano). S. Si'iismondo, Madonna. (Berenson.)
Monte Oliveto. (Sen'^se.) S. Bernardino. (Berenson.)
MoNTisi (Trequanda). Pieve. Madonna and Saints. 1496. This is one of

Neroccio's most important works. See the interesting
article by Prof. P. Rossi in Rassegna d'Arte Senese,

an. v., fasc. 1-2.]
Orvieto. Duomo. Intarsia in base of Singing Gallery. Madonna from

Neroccio's design. (Berenson.)
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countrymen, in so far that it was purely local. But at Siena those who
were able to declare that they made an honourable and sufficient liveli-

hood exclusively witliin its walls, might be considered exceptionally

favoured
;
and a contemporary of Francesco di Giorgio, Benvenuto di

Giovanni di Meo del Guasta, takes occasion to express his regret that

work being scarce, and profit scarcer, he should be forced to remove

outside the circuit of Siena.

This complaint is set forth in an income-paper of 1488,^ but seems,

as regards Benvenuto, to have been true of the greater part of his career
;

for, though he is described in a record of 1455 as permanently employed
at the Baptistery of S. Giovanni ^ at Siena, his first extant picture (1466)

is at Volterra. He is admitted by common consent as the author of a

Flagellation, and Christ Carrying His Cross, a couple of dimmed frescoes

in the central apsis of the Baptistery, and two scenes from the hfe of

S. Antony, injured wall paintings in the side apsis of the same edifice.^

These alleged fruits of liis labours are so like the productions of Lorenzo

di Pietro in the ceilings, that they might be taken for his, or at least

Bapolano (Siena). Pievania delle Serve. Madonna with SS. Antony and Hermen-
gildua.

Rome. Coll. Marchese Venosta. Madonna. (Berenson.)
Siena. Archivio. Book-case. Madonna protecting Siena. 1480.

(Berenson and Olcott ; generally ascribed to Francesco di

Giorgio. Cf. W. Heywood, op. cit).

Palazzo Pubblico. Madonna Enthroned. Fresco.

Palazzo Saracini. Madonna with two Saints. (Berenson
and Olcott.)

Madonna and Saints. (Berenson and
Olcott.)

ConfraternitA della SS. Trinitd. Madonna and Saints.

Coll. Biringucci-Sergardi. Paintings on a frame. (PebkinS,
Burling/ton Mag., Sept. 1904.)

Coll. Butler. Madonna. (Berenson.)
FitzwilUam Museum. No. 554. Madonna and two Saints.

Coll. Severn. Madonna with Baptist and Evangelist.
Coll. Benoit. Bust of S. Antony, E. (Berenson.)
Coll. Chalandvn. Dead Christ and two Angels. (Berenson, E.)
Coll. Drey/us. Claudia standing in landscape. (Berenson.)
Coll. Koechlin. Madonna with two Saints. (Berenson.)
Coll. Le Roy. Tobias and the Angel (Berenson.)
Museum. No. 63a. Madonna and Saints.

Czartoryski Museum. IMadonna and two Angels.
No. 4. Madonna with SS. Peter and Paul.

No. 5a. Madonna with SS. Catherine and
Sebastian.

Holy FamilJ^
Female Saint and Book. (Berenson.)
No. 65. Annunciation. (Berenson and

Cf. Rasseqna d^ Arte Senese, an. i., fa^c. 2-3).]
2

Ibid., vol. iii.. p. 79.

London.
Cambridge.
CoNiSTON (Lanes.).
Paris.

Berlin.
Cracow.
Frankfort. Staedel-instiiut.

Meiningen.
Boston, U.S.A.
New Haven, U.S.A.

Ducal Palace.

Coll. Coolidge.
Coll. Jarves.

Perking.

Sen., vol. ii., p. 240.» Doc.
*
Apsis to the left of the high altar. The Aiinot. of Vasari, vol. iv., p. 163,

Comm. to life of Gentile da Fabriano, state that Benvenuto painted the frescoes of

the central apsis in 1453. [These frescoes of the central apse are now generally

given to VeccViietta. Mr. Berenson and Miss Olcott give only the fresco of the

Miracles of S. Anthony of Padua to Benvenuto.]
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for those of his a.ssistants. Benvenuto may have acted in that capacity,

but his engagement at the Baptistery dates four years after the com-

mission of Vecchietta. On the other hand, the Annunciation in the

convent church of S. Girolamo at Volterra offers some traits reminiscent

of Neroccio, in the angular and lean figures, the reedy frames of which

bend affectedly under the Aveight of large but narrow heads themselves

inclined on slender necks. Trite drapery, cutting outlines, cold and flat

tones in flesh tints, strong contrasts in the general key of harmony, and

neatness of execution, increase the resemblance. But Benvenuto does

not merely reflect the peculiarities of Vecchietta or Neroccio. He
reminds us of the Perugian Benedetto Bonfigli ;

and we thus trace the

contact of the Umbrian school with the older one of Siena, which, tlirough

Benvenuto runs in a clear and uninterrupted descent from Simone,

Lippo, Barna, Giovanni d'Asciano, and C«ccharelli.^ Nor is this Annun-

ciation at Volterra an isolated one. Its counterpart by the same hand

is in the sacristy of SS. Piero e Paolo at Buonconvento.^

The hard diy spareness of a tempera which almost places Benvenuto

in direct connection Avith Carlo Crivelh, is marked in a Madonna and

Saints at S. Domenico,^ eight years earlier in date than a darkened and

damaged Ascension of Christ in the Academy of Siena .^ The most

reasonable of Benvenuto's rehcs, however, is the end of a cataletto or

bier, commissioned of him and his son Girolamo by the Compagnia deUa

Madonna in the Hospital of S. Maria della Scala (1500-1). Its diminutive

size, no doubt, conceals many of the usual faihngs, but the procession of

S. Catherine leading the Pope and clergy to Rome is enlivened with many
figures, the di'aperies of wliich betray less than the usual lack of style,

wliilst the colour, though still sharply contrasted, is not \\ithout power,^

^ The Virgin is seated, the angel kneeHng. Part of the dress of the former is

gone. The Eternal, with a large head, gives a blessing from out a circular glory
of cherub heads, supported by four angels. To the left, S. Michael stands in armour

;

to the right, S. Catherine of Alexandria. The pictures are all prim, small, and

angular, whilst the external outline of the heads is round. A half-length patron
in profile prays at the edge of the foreground, and cuts in two the inscription :

"opus benvenxtti joannis de senis m.cccclxvi." Bonfigh's picture, most likej

this, is one originally in the Collegio de' Notari now belonging to Signer Vincenzoi
BertelU at Perugia.

^ The saints at the sides of this Annimciation are SS. Antony Abbot and
Francis. [The i\nnunciation at Buonconv^ento is by Girolamo di Benvenuto. A very
beautiful picture of the Annunciation by Benvenuto is in the Franciscan Convent
at Sinahmga (c/. Lucy Olcott, in Rassegna d'Arte (Milan) for May 1906).]

* Ordered in 1483 (Doc. Sen., vol. iii., p. 79). The limette (Adoration of the

Magi) belongs to a picture in the same convent of S. Domenico, by Matteo da Siena.

Benvenuto's lunette of Christ on the Tomb is on Matteo da Siena's picture.

[Tliese huiettes are now in their right places.]
•

[No. 434 Gallery, Siena.] Inscribed :

" benvenuti joannis pictohis de senis
MCCCCLXxxxi." The colour is dark and dull, and the picture reminds one of the

productions of the Venetian school of Murano.
* [Now in Gallery of Spedale, No. 18.]

4
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Three smaU pictures in the Sienese Academy are by Benvenuto.^ A
fresco of the Virgin's Assumption in the Oratory of S. Sebastian, Borgo
di Montalboh, outside Asciano

;

^ the same subject in the choir
;
two

panels, originally at its sides in S. M. de' vServi at Borgo S. Sepolcro,

are also worthy of examination. ^

1
[There are in all two works by Benvenuto in the Siena Gallery, viz. No. 434,

Ascension (1491); No. 435 and No. 436, Triptych with Predella, Madonna and Saints

(1475). This triptych is a work of exceptional charm. There is a deb iteable fresco

recently brougVit to the Gallery from the monastery of the Campansi, possibly by
the master or his son Girolamo.]

" The Assumption. The Virgin is accompanied by long motionless angels, with
the Saviour above between prophets ; S. Thomas between SS. Sebastian and Agatha
kneeling below, and the Angel and Virgin Annimciate in spandrils of an arch—a
rude and hastily handled work, with slender and inanimate figures ; and a bad

example of the school of the Benvenuti.
' [Here again the authors err through ignorance, and omit to mention at least

two-thirds of Benvenuto's works. His development is important and indeed

unique in the art history of Siena. "The sentiment of much of his work," says
Miss Olcott, "falls far below that of Matteo or Neroccio. Sometimes a painter of

idyllic charm as in his panel of the Annunciation at Volterra, he became in later

years one of great austerity and keener perceptions. His son Girolamo hardly
equalled him in merit. . . . He was virtually one of the last of the Sienese masters
who retained imchanged the traditions of the school." The Assumption and Saints

at Borgo San Sepolcro is a documented work of Matteo di Giovanni, and was

painted in 1487.

I give a list of such of Benvenuto's works as have not been mentioned above :
—

BOLSENA.

Cetona (Senese).

Florence.
GiNESTHETO (Siena).
Grosseto.
MoNTALCiNO (Senese).
MuRLO (Senese).
Perugia.
Rome.

Sarteano.

Siena.

Sinalunoa.

TORRITA.
Viterbo.

S. Cecilia. Predella : St. George and Dragon and other
scenes. (Perkins, Rassegna d'Arte, Senese, an. iii., fasc. 3-4.)

iS. Francesco—Cloister. Madonna Enthroned : fresco.

(Olcott, Rassegna d'Arte, May 1906.)
Palazzo Martelli. Pieta. (Berenson.)
Pieve. Madonna and Saints.

Duomo. Window after Benvenuto's design. (Berenson.)
Municipio. Madonna, with SS. Peter and Paul. (Berenson.)
Pieve. Madonna.
Pinacoteca. Sala IV., No. 21. Pieta, E. (Berenson.)
Vatican. Franciscan tried by Fire. (Berenson.)

Duel and Reconciliation. (Berenson.)
Misericordia. SS. Bernardino and Antony of Padua.

(Berenson) ; Mr. Perkins gives them to Girolamo,
Archivio. Book-cases. The Distribution of Alms, 1475.

(Berenson.)
Liberty Enthroned, 1467. (Berenson. Cf. W.
Heywood, op. cit.).

Monte de' Paschi. Madonna of Mercy. (Olcott.)

Spedale. S. Andrew, and other figures. Frescoes ruined.

(Berenson and Perkins.)
Duomo (under cupola). Prophets : frescoes, monochrome.
Pavement designs: Tiburtine Sibyl, 1463; Expulsion of

Herod, 1484-5.

S. Eugenia. Resurrection : fresco. Crucifixion : fresco.

S. Sebastiano in Valle Piatta. Madonna and SS. James and
Jerome. (Berenson and Olcott.)

jS". Bernardino. Annunciation, 1470. (Olcott.)

S. Lucia. Madonna, with Saints and Angels, 1509. (Olcott.)
Madonna and four Saints : fresco. (Olcott.)

Madonna delle Nevi. Madonna. (Olcott.)

Propositura. Altarpiece, 1497. (Olcott.)
Duoino. Madonna. (Perkins.)
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The latter are striking instances of the relationship between the

Sienese and Umbrians at Borgo San Sepolcro. Passavant has attributed

them to Piero della Francesca,! but they ought not to be so considered
;

for they bear the stamp of the hand of Benvenuto, and are indeed an

advance on his previous works. The central Assumption is in a form

wliich now found numerous copyists in Siena. The Eternal, fore-

shortened, looks down from a prismatic glory, surrounded by seraphs

and attended by prophets. The Virgin rises towards Him, encircled by
cherubs, accompanied by angels, who move not as of old in flight, but

on clouds. The Apostles below peer into the tomb. SS. John the

Baptist and Dominic, Paul and Lucy, with the Virgin and the Angel
Annunciate in medallions above them, fill the sides in the sacristy.

Whilst the Apostles in the central panel rival in stark stiffness those in

pictures of the school of Murano, they are dressed in garments of broken

folds like those of the Flemings. The Angel and Virgin Annunciate

recall similar creations by Giovanni Santi, and reproduce to some extent

his character, type, and mode of action. The remaining figures are long,

lean, and bony,—the SS. Paul and Lucy, indeed, not A\dthout a claim

to attention for fairness of proportion and for some progress towards the

higher talent of Matteo of Siena.

That Benvenuto had ample time to profit by the changes which were

rapidly occurring in his country at the close of the fifteenth and opening
of the sixteenth centuries, is apparent. He hved till 1517, in which

year he is recorded to have furnished the baldaquin of the Siena Duomo

Note 3, p. 117—continued.

London. National Gallery. No. 909 : Triptych.
Wallace Coll. S. Jerome.
Coll. Salting. Madonna.

Richmond (Surrey). Coll. Sir F. Cook. Four Predelle.
Paris. Coll. Aries. Madonna. (Berenson.)

Coll. Dollfus. Madonna and Angels. (Berenson.)
Coll. Spiridon. Madonna, with two Saints. (Berenson.)

Madonna, with Magdalen and S. Sebastian.

(Berenson.)
Aix-en-Provence. Museum. No. 138 : Massacre of Innocents. (Pekkins,

Rasscgna d'Arte S-niese. This was formerly given to Matteo.)
MouLiNS. Museum. No. 84: Madonna. (Berenson.)
Berlin. Coll. Beckerath. King and Councillor. (Berenson.)

Coll. Kaufmann. Crucifixion, with S. Giovanni Gualbertof

(Perkins : formerly ascribed to Niccol5 da Foligno.)
GoTTiNGEN. University Gallery. Nativity, E. (Berenson.)
Karlsruhe. Museum. No. 408. Madonna. (Berenson.)
Buda-Pesth. Museum. No. 39. Nativity. (Berenson.)
Cambridge, U.S.A. Fogg Museum. Large Altarpiece. Madonna and ftaints.

(Perkins. Rasscgna d'Arte. May 1905. Important work.)
New Haven, U.S.A. Coll. Jarves. Madonna and two Angels. (Berenson and

Perkins.)
Philadelphia, U.S.A. Coll. Widener. Madonna and two Saints. (Perkins.)]

^ See antea,
" P. della Francesca," and Passavant, Raphael, ubisup., vol. i., p. 433
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on the occasion of Leo X.'s visit to that city.^ There never was a class,

however, so httle prone to alter as that of Siena's artists, and we must

pass from Benvcnuto to his son Girolamo, in order to find improvement.
Yet Girolamo, born as late as 1470, and the contemporary of Pinturicchio,

Bazzi, Girolamo Genga, and Pacchia, painted in 1508 a Virgin
"
of the

Snow," in the essentials not unhke the productions of his father, though

perhaps more pleasing to the eye. Numerous and cornered folds deprive
the draperies of nature ;

and the colouring exaggerates the quahty of

warmth.2 An injured fresco of the Virgin, amidst singing and playing

angels, in a lunette above the high altar of the church of the Madonna
of Fontegiusta, is a later creation, dating from 1515, in which Girolamo

had enlarged his manner.^ A S. Chiara with a kneeling pilgrim, in the

convent church of the Osservanza outside Siena ;
two or three small

pictures in the Academy, are all that remains of this short-hved artist,

who died in 1524.*

Before proceeding further, however, we must revert to men of the

earher period, of another stamp in many ways than that of the branch

headed by Domenico di Bartolo.

Stefano di Giovanni, more commonly kno\Mi as Sassetta, was a child

of the fourteenth century, whose art so strildngly resembled that of a

bygone time, that guides of respectable quahty attribute his Crucifix in

1 Doc. Sen., vol. iii., p. 80. In the same volumes are records of works not now
in existence :

—in 1470, at S. M. della Scala ; 1482, in the Duomo (miniatures) ;

1483, in the Duomo (drawing for Sibyl in the pavement) ; 1485, in the Duomo
(drawing for the Sacrifice of Jephtha) ; 1493, in the Company of S. Giov. Battista

della Morte (painted bier) ; 1494, in the Company of S. Trinita (standard with Virgin
of Mercy) ; 1499, in Comp. of S. Girolamo, vol. ii., pp. 344, 379, 382, 387 ; vol. iii.,

pp. 40, 79-80. M. Ramboux, Cologne, catalogues the following as by Benvenuto,
No. 168.

2 This picture is in the Oratorio di S. Caterina at S. Domenico of Siena, and

represents the Virgin with the Infant in benediction, erect on her knee. Four

angels with vases and snow-balls are at her sides. Right and left stand S. Jerome
and S. Catherine, and two other saints kneel at the flanks of the foreground,
whilst an angel sounds an instrument on the step of the throne. An inscription
at the base runs: "opus jheronuh benvenuti de senis mcccccviii.' A
lunette, affixed to the upper part, is not by Benvenuto, but is a fragment of

another picture by Matteo da Siena.
^ Doc. Sen., vol. iii., p. 71. The shadows and sky are restored. The picture

has been long falsely assigned to Fungai.
*

Ibid., vol. iii., p. 78. The kneeling pilgrim is attributed erroneously to

Pietro di Giovanni Pucci. [Works by Girolamo are nimierous. Miss Olcott gives

to him no less than seven panels in the Sienese Gallery alone, besides three others

officially ascribed to him by the catalogue (see Gtiide to Siena). Mr. Perkins ascribes

to him various panels at Boston, U.S.A., Frankfort (Staedel Gallery), New Haven

(Jarves Coll.), Montalcino, and Siena. Mr. Berenson adds still more in liis recently

pubhshed list (Central Italian Painters, 1909, pp. 181-2), which includes the works

already given to the master by Mr. Perkins and Miss Olcott. Girolamo in his earlier

years was a close follower of his father's teacliings, but later shows other and

varied influences.]
The pictures at the Siena Gallery are [Nos. 342, 369, 370, 372, 373, 383, 395,

414.] A S. Jerome in M. Ramboux's Collection at Cologne is catalogued
under Girolamo's name, No. 169.
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S. M. de' Servi at Siena to Ugolino.^ He differs from Doraenico di

Bartolo and others of his kinch-ed, not merely because he preserves

unimpaired the technical system of tempera, but because he imitated

the formal arrangement, the patient minuteness of outhne, and the soft

curves of di'aperies which distinguish Ugolino and Segna. The link

which connects him with that age is the Crucifix of the Servi, to which

we may add the Saviour on the Cross in Golgotha, already noticed at

the Gallery of Siena,
^ and a Calvary at the Louvre.^ In coarseness and

thinness of shape, in overweight of head, his figures are no better than

those of his contemporaries, whose flatness of tone he imitates. We
should for tliis reason hesitate to declare that Ms example had no influ-

ence on the later Veccliietta. The only piece positively connected with

his name is the fresco of the Porta Romana at Siena,* which he left

unfinished at his death
;
but that specimen is so characteristic that it

serves as a model of his peculiarities, and shows that he, and no other,

produced the Birth of the Virgin in the sacristy of the Duomo at Asciano,

the Madonna and Saints of 1436 in a chapel at the convent church of the

Osservanza, outside Siena, and a similar one in the sacristy of S. Domonico
of Cortona.^ The monumental form, the roofed or gabled fronts of these

altarpieces are purely Sienese
;

the subjects are handled in Sassetta's

style. At Asciano some grace makes amends for the comparative weak-

ness of the figures, or the flatness which results from variegated tints

unrelieved by light or shadow and copious use of ornament. It is

almost touching to see how Stefano clings to old compositions in episodes
of which the originals by Lorenzetti are copied successively by Andrea

Vanni, Bartolo di Fredi, and him.^ A tender air still pleases in the

plump, small-featured Virgin at the Osservanza
;

and extraordinary
softness pervades the rosy flesh, shadowed with the usual verde.' At

^
[This Crucifix is a Ducciesque work, it is not by Sassetta. Cf. Lucy

Olcott, Guide to Siena (Siena), p. 284.]
2
[No. 21. See antea, vol. ii,, p. 19.]

^
[See antea, vol. ii., p. 19.]

"
[See note infra.']

5 [Now in the Gesti in Cortona.]
* Lorenzetti's original of 1342 is in the Siena Opera del Duorao. Vanni's

adaptation [No. llfi in the Siena Gallery: this is by Paolo di Gio. Fei. See

supra, vol. ii., p. 73, note 10.] Fredi's in S. Agostino at S. Giniignano. The
central panel of Sassetta's altarpiece represents the nurses busy with the Child ;

the right side, S. Anna in bed washing her hands ; the left side Joachim receiving I

the news of the birth. Above the latter, is her death, whilst on the opposite |

panel flanking a central one devoted to the Virgin giving the breast to Christ,
is the funeral of Mary, the whole on gold ground.

' The throned Virgin holds the Infant erect on her knee. SS. Ambrose
and Jerome attend at the sides, and the pointed gables are filled by a Christ
in benediction between SS. Paul and Peter, whilst the spaces between the points
contain two medallions with the Virgin and Angel Annunciate. On tlie lower
border one reads the words :

" manus orlandi fieri fecit hang t.^bulam
CUM TOTA CAPELLA Mccccxxxvi " on gold ground.

I
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Cortona, the saints are slender as before, but stork-like in the gravity
and awkwardness of their motion. ^ Each of these three Sassettas is

marked by painful minuteness of operation, a tendency to overweight
of heads, festooned drapery, angular eyes, and superabundance of gold.

They reveal the source from which Sano di Pietro obtained his education. ^

Some interest attaches also to the life of Sassetta from the know-

ledge that Sienese art is traceable through him in a direct manner to

the home of Piero della Francesca. Delia Valle quotes the contract of

Stefano di Giovanni with the Minorites of Siena for a S. Francis in

Majesty at S. Francesco of Borgo S. Sepolcro. The picture has passed
into the hands of Messrs. Lombard! at Florence.^ Poverty, Chastity,

Obedience, hovering above the glorified founder's head, are not without

grace or natural motion, but the attendant saints alone would prove
that the Byzantine element had not vanished from Siena in the fifteenth

century.'*

The Coronation of the Virgin on the Roman Gate is an old form of

that subject, lacking neither religious feehng nor simphcity in its con-

ception, but almost deprived of both in the execution. Lean puppets,
with, necks almost as long as their waists, \^Tiggle rather than move in

attitudes and costume alike grotesque. Grimace distorts the faces.

Festoons, bedecked -with borders, surcharge the skirts, and remind us

of the time when Cimabue arose to set aside similar imperfections ;
and

Sassetta appears dimly to us as the last of a religious class exhausted by
sameness and repetition.^ Yet, there is no depth so low but that we

1 The centre represents the Virgin witli the Cliild to her breast, and two

kneeUng angels on the foreground, between SS. Nicolas of Bari, Michael (in

armour injured by scaling), John the Baptist, and Margaret. A central medallion
in the pinnacle contains the Lamb, the side ones the Annunciation.

2 M. Ramboux's catalogue, at Cologne, assigns to Sassetta the following

panels, Nos. 149-53.
* Della Valle, ieWere Seneae, vol. iii., p. 44. The signature on the picture

runs thus :

" cristofortjs francisci fei andreas johannis tanis operarius
A. Mccccxxxxnii." [The principal panels of tliis altarpiece are now in the posses-
sion of Mr. Bernhard Berenson, at Settignano, the remainder being in the Gallery
at Chantilly, and in the collections of M. Chalandon of Paris and Comte de Martel

at Che\^emy.] Della Valle further notices a Crucifix in the refectory of S. Martino
at Siena, ordered of Sassetta in 1433 {op. cit., vol. iii., p. 44). [This Crucifix is no

longer traceable.]
•* Another picture in the Lombardi collection representing the Virgin and

Child between six angels and two saints at the sides (injured) reminds one of

the frescoes of the Porta Romana. [No longer traceable.]
We may also mention here again the Berlin Museum panel, No. 1122. assigned

to Domenico di Bartolo, see note to p. 104, with reference to its upper part being
more like a production of Sassetta than one by any other Sienese that we know.

* The fresco is much injured. [It was not altogether by Sassetta, and has

many times been repainted.] The Virgin bends in pious reverence to receive

the crown from the Saviour, of whose head alone there are still traces. Angels
and prophets and clergy attend behind the Virgin ; whilst similar groups behind

the Christ are partly obliterated, partly altered by damp. In the lower fore-

ipround
SS. Bernardino and Catherine of Siena, severally head groups of saints.
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find a lower, and Pietro di Giovanni Pucci is to be reckoned amongst
the followers of Stefano di Giovanni.^

Note 5, p. 121—continued.

The whole fresco on the outside of the gate is in a recess the vaulting of which
still contains a few of the angels originally painted there. The remaining
notices of Sassetta's life are short :

— 1427. Design for the font in S. Giovanni
at Siena (Doc. Sen., vol. ii., p. 244).

— 1428. He is free of the Painters' Guild

(ibid., vol. i., p. 48).
— 1433. Altarpiece for a private chapel in the Duomo

(ibid., vol. ii., p. 244).
— 1440. Drawings for a glass window in the Duomo

(ibid., vol. ii., p. 198).
— 1442. Colours for the Duomo (ibid., vol. ii., p. 244).— 1444. S. Bernardino in the Hospital church of S. M. della Scala (ibid., p. 245).— 1447. Order for the paintings of the Porta Romana at Siena (ibid.).

— 1450.

Sassetta's death (ibid., vol. ii., p. 274).— 1452. Arbitration for the price to

be paid to Sassetta's heirs for the Porta Romana frescoes (ibid.).
— 1459.

Record that the frescoes still remain vinfinished, vol. iii., p. 307.

[To this list of dates we can now add that of September 3, 1437, when Sassetta

signed an agreement to paint the great altarpiece for S. Francesco at Borgo
San Sepolcro. Cf. Borghesi e Banchi, Nuovi Documenti (Siena, 1898), p. 119
et seq. The authors say that the agreement was made with the Minorites
of Siena. This is not so. The agreement was made at Borgo.

For an appreciation of Sassetta, whom the authors treat far too casually,
consult Berenson, A Sienese Painter of the Franciscan Legend (Dent, 1909) first

published in Burlington Magazine, 1903 ; and for a list of his works see Idem,
Central Italian Painters (1909), p. 244 et seq. Mr. Langton Douglas in

Burlington Magazine, vol. i. (1903), p. 296, in an article called A Forgotten
Painter, traces carefully what we may know of Sassetta's life and engagements.
Cf. Idem, A History of Siena (1902), p. 386 et seq. See also F. Mason Perkins,
in Rassegna d'Arte (Milan), for May 1904, Sept. 1904, Feb. 1906. March 1907;

Eassegna d'Arie Senese, an. iv., fasc. 2-3; and Burlington Magazine, Aug. 1904.

I give here a list of pictures by Sassetta, ascribed to him by Mr. Berenson, Miss

Olcott, Mr. Douglas, and Mr. Perkins, omitting those already mentioned at Asciano
Cortona, and the Osservanza of Siena as well as the fresco of the Porta Romana,
Siena, which is only partly his and has been frequently repainted :

—
Basciano (Senese). Chiesa del Castello. Madonna. (Perkins,

Rassegna d'Arte, Sept. 1904.)
Chiusdino (Senese). Municipio. Polyptych : Madonna and Saints.

Florence. Coll. Horne. Small Heads of SS. Ursula
and Lucy. (Berenson and Perkins.)

,, Settignano. Coll. Berenson. Triptych : S. Francis in

Ecstasy ; the Baptist ; Beato Raineri

Rasini, 1444. Madonna and Angels.
Grosseto. Duomo—<Sacm<t/: Madonna. One of Sassetta's

most charming works, first given to him by
Mr. Perkins (c/.iJassegrnod'^r^e,May, 1904.)

^
[This is quite unjust to Pietro, as well as to Sassetta. He adds to the

ugly [!] types of Sassetta rigidity and hard outlines, and he substitutes to his

master's transparence of colour a disagreeable opaqueness. His extant works
are : a life-size S. Bernardino in the Gallery of Siena [No. 203], inscribed :

" PETRUS JOHANNis PiNxiT." A similar figure, in the choir of the church
of the Osservanza, signed :

" opus petri johanne senis mccccxxxviiii." ;
—

a third in S. Francesco of Lucignano, where the saint tramples on three epis-

copal mitres with the inscription: "petrus johannis de senis p, mccccxlviii
"

;—a dull and poor Adoration of the Shepherds, with S. Galgano on the right,
is on an altar to the left of the portal in S. Agostino of Asciano. Della Valle,
Lett. Sen., vol. ii., p. 197, records two frescoes painted by Pietro di Giovaiuii
Pucci in the infirmary of the Spedale of S. M. della Scala. It is to Pietro (one
should conjecture from the style) that we owe the repainted figure of the dead

Emperor Barbarossa in Spinello's fresco at the Palazzo Pubblico at Siena.
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MADONNA AND CHILD, WITH SS. FRANCIS AND BERNARDINO
Sano di Pietro. Gallery, Siena.
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One of liis better pupils was Ansano or Sano di Pietro di Mencio,
whose power of multiplication seems little short of miraculous. Born

Note 5, p. 121—continued.

Milan,

PlENZA.

Rome.

San Severing (Marche).

Siena.

^

London.

Barnard Castle.

Frome (Somerset).
II

LocKO Park (Derby).

Paris.

Bordeaux.
Chantilly.

Cheverny (Loire-et-Cher).

Dijon.

to

of

Coll. Crespi. Virgin Bidding Farewell

Apostles. (Berenson. )

Coll. Prince Trivulzio. Triptych : Birth

Virgin. (Cagnola.)
Museo. Triptych : Madonna and Saints.

(Berenson.)
Vatican. Saint Before a Judge.

Martyrdom of a Saint.
S. Dominic Adoring Cross.
Christ at the Column. (F. M.
Perkins, in Rassegna d'Arte

(Milan), July and August, 1906.)
Coll. Mignanelli. Madonna. (Berenson;

according to Mr. Perkins, a school work.)
Museo. No.

(Berenson. )

GaUery. No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

15 : Madonna and Angels.

Angels.
No. 325 :

Palazzo Saracini.

166: S. Antony Abbot.
167 : Last Supper.
168 : Four Saints.

169 : Four Saints.

177 : Madonna, Saints and

(Triptych.) (Olcott.)
Madonna. (Perkins.)

Archivio. Book-cases. Libro dei Usufrutti

(1413-1602), Pink House in Woods.
(Berenson).

No. 933 : Adoration of

Magi. (Douglas and
Olcott.)

No. 1256 : Busts of SS.

John and Mary. (Ber-
enson.

)

No. 1273: S. Martin and

Beggar. (Perkins.)
No. 1275 : Madonna,
Saints and Angels.

(Triptych). (Olcott.)
No. 1842 : Three Heads

of Angels. Fresco. (Berenson.)
Bowes Museum. Miracle of Sacrament.

(Douglas.)
Coll. Horner. SS. Dorothy, Catherine,

James, SS. Christopher, Paul, Antony
(Berenson.)
Madonna. (Berenson.)

Baptist. (Berenson).
Coll. Chalandon. Six Scenes from Life of

S. Francis, 1444. (Borgo S. Sepolcro

Altarpiece. ) (Berenson.)
Coll. Le Roy. Madonna and Angels, E.

(Berenson.)
Museum. S. Francis. (Berenson.)
Museum. Meeting of S. Francis with the

three Ladies on the way to Siena, 1444.

(Douglas.)
Coll. De Martel. S. Francis and the Wolf

of Gubbio, 1444. (Berenson.)
Museum. Pieta. (Berenson and Fry.)

National Gallery.

Abbot.
Coll. Loioe
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in 1406,^ buried in 1481,
^ his life offers no very great variety of incident.

He worked for most of the public bodies and reKgious institutions of

Siena, and there are not less than forty-seven panels by him in the

Gallery of that city.

His style oscillates between that of Vecchietta and that of Sassetta,

but he took most from the latter, rivalling the carefulness, improving
the types and expression, of his predecessor. His frescoes are as like

arras as those of Simone or Lippo Memmi. They are variegated, richly

adorned, but almost shadowless. Round heads, deficient in the frontal

projections, are heavy for frames that diminish feebly to the feet. Easy
curves of meandering folds form the comparative attraction of draperies ;

and in panels, the colour is fused, transparent, and careful
;
nor is it

possible to find, even in Simone, more exquisite tracery or more finely

cut coigns for the stamping of nimbuses. An agreeable tenderness in

the delineation of females sometimes redeems the more vulgar errors

into which Sano commonly falls
;
and he fairly succeeds in such religious

subjects as a Paradise, or a Coronation of the Virgin, and gives some

greater charm to the form of an angel than to that of an attendant

saint. It has been usual to call him the Angehco of Siena, and this

may be true, if the name be meant only to suggest a contrast between

his productions and the coarser ones of some of his contemporaries. An

early Virgin and Saints, ordered for the convent of S. Girolamo of Siena

in 1444, shows him to have been active at that time in the production
of the partitioned altarpieces characteristic of the taste of liis country-
men .^ A fresco of the Coronation in the ground floor of the Palazzo

Pubblico is of the following year ;
and the most important of all Sano's

labours.'* Some grace in the movement of the bowing Virgin is aUied

Note 5, p. 121—cont'nued.

MoNTPELLiER. Museum. Small Crucifixion. (Berenson.)
Berlin. Museum. No. 63b. Madonna.

No number. Sm-all Madonna
with two Saints (one the

Baptist) and God the Father
above.

Buda-Pesth. Museum. S. Thomas Aquinas Praying.
(Berenson.)

Englewood, New Jersey, U.S.A. Coll. Piatt. Saint giving Alms. (Perkins.)
Abbot blessing pilgrim. (Perkins.) |

New Haven, U.S.A. Coll. Jarves. Temptations of S. Antony.
(Two pieces). (Berenson and Perkins.)]

^ Doc. Sen., vol. ii., p. 279.
^

Ibid., vol. ii., pp. 388-90. His name is Sano di Pietro di Mencio, and hel

is not the son of Pietro Lorenzetti, as Della Valle asserts, Lett. Sen., vol. ii., note\
to p. 229.

3
[No. 246] Siena Gallery, inscribed :

" opus sani petri de senis mccccxliiii.
* A long inscription at the base of this fresco exists, and is given with tolerablel

correctness by Dblla Valle, Lett. Sen., vol. ii., note to p. 230. It concludes :E
" OPUS SANI PETRI SENIS moccccxlv." Tho two principal figures are in front of ai

vast throne, at the back of which are numerous angels. Seraphs, prophets, andl
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to a feeling immediately akin to that of Sassetta. Finer and better

preserved, however, is the Madonna, SS. Jerome and Bernardino in a

chapel to the left of the portal of the convent church dell' Osservanza.^

Another careful work is a S. Bernardino in the sacristy of the Duomo
at Siena. The most successful of the pieces in the Gallery is the Ascen-

sion of the Virgin of 1479 ;

^ and there are many interesting specimens
of his manner in the sacristy of S. Francesco at Gualdo,^ in the collegiate
church of S. Quirico near Siena,^ in the Duomo at Pienza,^ in SS. Pietro

e Paolo of Buonconvento,^ in many other places of the Sienese territory,
and in most public and private collections in England and on the

Continent.'

In 1428, at which date Sano was already free of his guild, his model
was taken for the font in the Baptistery of S. Giovanni at Siena. ^ He
acted as umpire for Sassetta in 1433,^ and as Vecchietta's assistant in

1439.10 In 1452, he valued, and is said to have finished subsequently,

saints attend at the sides. Cherubs and other inmates of Paradise play in the

spandrils of the arch forming the recess ; and the whole scene is guarded, as it

were, by a large S. Catherine (repainted in the seventeenth century) and S. Ber-
nardino.

1 The Virgin and Angel Annunciate are in the medallions of the spandrils. The
predella is removed and now stands as base to a pictiu"e of 1413 in the same church,
which may be assigned to Taddeo Bartoli.

^
[Nos. 259, 260 Gallery] inscribed :

" sani petri pinxit—questa tavola a
FATA FARE STJORO BATISTA DI BENEDETTO De' NOBILI DA LITIANO MCCCCLXXVilli."

This altarpiece was in the church of S. Petronilla. The remaining panels in the

Gallery are [all works, thirty in number, in Sala IV. ; all works, nineteen in nmnber,
in Sala V. ; and Nos. 272, 273, 323.]

' This is a much damaged (by three splits) lunette Linder the false name of

Alunno representing the Coronation of the Virgin with two monks in prayer on
the foreground right and left of the principal group. [Now in Municipio.]

* Above the lateral portal of the transept. In a lunette, the Virgin and Child
between SS. James, Nicodemus, a kneeling female (left) and two other saints

(right) : above, the Resurrection and Limbo. In a predella, scenes from the
Passion. [Now in Gallery.]

5 The Virgin and Child between the IVIagdalen, James the Elder, James the

Less, and S. Anna. In a triangular pinnacle a half-length Christ and Angels ; in the

predella, a medallion of Christ and {igiu*es of the Annunciate Virgin and Angel :

with a doubtful inscription,
" sani petki."

*
Virgin and Child. The sides, SS. Bernardino and Catherine, in the sacristy.

' Siena, S. M. Maddalena : Conservatorio. Altarpiece (wood) by Sano. Sub-

ject : the Virgin and Child between SS. Jolin the Baptist, Helena, Jerome, and
Bernardino. [Now in Gallery.] Paris, Louvre. [Nos. 1128-1132.] These are

=-pisodes from the life of S. Jerome, also by Sano. Gallery of late H.R.H. Prince
Albert (Manchester No. 55), Virgin, Cliild, and saints [now at Buckingham Palace] :

-Mr. Fiiller Maitland (Manchester, No. 56), S. Peter restoring Tabitha. Sir J. Boileau

(Manchester, No. 59), a Miracle from the legend of S. Chiara. Rome, Museo Cristiano,

press. No. 19, various small panels. Dresden, Museum [Nos. 24, 25, 26.]. Berlin,

Museum, Nos. 1068, 1120-1121. [These are not by Sano.] Ramboux, Cologne,
Xos. 130-2, 134-143. [These are not by Sano.] Altenburg (Saxony), Lindenau
Collection, by Sano [No. 70, Visitation. No. 72, Virgin, Child, and Baptist. No. 73,

Virgin, Child, four angels, and two saints.]
* Doc. Sen., vol. i., p. 48, and vol. ii., p. 388.
»

Ibid., vol. ii., p. 244. '°
Ibid., vol. ii., p. 388.

I
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the frescoes of the Roman Gate.^ He was not unacquainted with Fran-

cesco di Giorgio or Neroccio.^ He was, in fact, an industrious mediocre

man, the number of whose productions must have gone far to make the

lives of other and less rapid painters dubious and uncomfortable.^

Amongst a mass of still less distinguished individuals who were his

contemporaries and sometimes his aids, Giovanni di Paolo, called Del

Poggio, and Giovanni di Pietro, deserve but a passing glance. The first

of these was already in practice in 1423,* and on the roll of Sienese art

in 1428.^ His death followed closely on that of Sano, in whose service

he laboured in 1447.® His strange fancy in composition, and his epileptic

vehemence and awkwardness in the delineation of action, are betrayed
in a Last Judgment of 1453 at the Sienese Academy,' and in many
other panels abroad, such as those in M. Ramboux's collection at

Cologne.^ He was a miniaturist, as his style might lead one to believe,

1 Doc. Sen., vol. ii., p. 274. There is proof that the frescoes were vinfinished in

1459 (Doc. Sen., vol. ii., p. 307), yet Della Valle affirms that Sano's name and
the date 1429 are on them {Lett. Sen., vol. ii., p. 229). The Annot. of Vasari state

that Sano finished the work in 1460 (vol. vi., p. 183). But no one could now trace

his hand there. [Documentary evidence proves Sano's part in the fresco over
Porta Romana, Siena. It has been many times repainted.]

2 Doc. Sen., vol. ii., p. 356.
*

[Tlie productiveness of Sano is indeed surprising. Mr. Berenson, Miss Olcott,
and Mr. Perkins have of recent years almost tripled the number of works by the

master mentioned in the text. The list is now so long as to render it impossible
for me to give it in full. I refer the student, therefore, to that contained in the

latest edition of Mr. Berenson's Central Italian Painters.]
See as to miniatures by Sano, Doc. Sen., vol. ii., pp. 382-3, 385; and Vasari,

Com., vol. vi., pp. 224, 236, 238, 240, 242, 348-9. [Sassetta and Sano di Pietro are

the two most charming of the fifteenth-centiu-y painters of Siena. They were both
conservatives intent on preser^'ing and expressing early intention of Sienese art.

Sano is an uneven master, sometimes producing work of an extraordinary charm and I

delicacy, sometimes merely a mediocrity. He may be seen at his best in the signed
work in the Siena Gallery, Nos. 246, 232, 241, 253, 255, 259, 260.]

* Vasari, Com., vol. vi., p. 186.
" Doc. Se7i., vol. i., p. 48. * Doc. Sen., vol. i., p. 375.
'
[No. 172.] There are numerous pieces in the Academy besides the above I

i.e. No. 173, inscribed with his name and the date 1453; 174, 175, 176, 178, 179,

180, 186-9, 190, 191, 192, 193, 195, 197, 198, 199, 200, 201, 206, 208, 211, 212, 213-15,
324, 575. The commentators of Vasari, ubisup. (vol. vi., p. 309), assign to Giovannij
di Paolo, on the ground of similarity of style, miniatures of an Antifoner originallyl
in the Eremitani of Leceeto, now in the Siena Library, and of an Office for the Dead,]
in the same repository ; see an illustration in Rosini, Stor., ubi sup., vol. iii., parti,

p. 22.
^ In this collection, one finds by him. panels as follows : Nos. 113-121, 123, 129.1

[Nothing by Giovanni di Paolo is now at Cologne.] In the sacristy of the churchi
of Castiglione Fiorontino, is a picture in separate parts

—
subject, the Virgin and

Child, SS. Catherine (recalling Gentile da Fabriano), female saint, and S.
]\Iichael|

(much injured). On the panel containing the Virgin, one reads :

" opus johannis
DE SENis A. D. MCCCCLVii (1457)." [Now in Pinacoteca.]

A panel (small) by Giovanni di Paolo is (under the name of Gentile da Fabriano )|

in possession of Mr. Farrer in London—subjects the Annunciation and the Expulsion
of Adam and Eve from Paradise. [Now in the Coll. of j\Ir. Robert Benson.] In

the same style is an Adoration of the Mag>, from the Northv^ack Collection and
now belonging to Mr. Fuller Maitland. [Now in the Von Kauffmann Collectioi]
at Berlin ?.]
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and he derived his manner apparently from that of Taddeo BartoU's

adoptive child Gregorio of Lucca
; yet, it is possible to agree with

Ricci,! that he was at the school of Gentile da Fabriano.^ He may also

be conjectured with reason to have taught another miniaturist whose
vellums adorn the choral books of the cathedrals at Siena and Pienza

;

and by whom a Virgin, Child, and Saints was preserved in latter years

by Signor Toscanelli at Pisa.^ As for Giovanni di Pietro, it will be

^ Memorie, ubi sup., vol. i., p. 163. This may be the place to notice anew a
S. George and Dragon assigned to Salvanello (note to p. 180, vol. i. of the present
work) in S. Cristoforo of Siena. This picture is reminiscent of Pisanello and Gentile
da Fabriano, yet seems Sienese. It might be by Giovanni di Paolo, if it be admitted
that he studied under Gentile da Fabriano. [The S. George is by Sano. Cf. Lucy
Olcott, Rassegna d'Arte (Milano), Sept. 1904.]

We may mention also in connection with the name of Giovanni di Paolo, an
Annimciation, half-lengths of SS. Peter and Paul, Christ Crucified between the

Mrgin and Evangelist, gables of an altarpiece the sides of which, representing
S. John the Baptist and S. Bernardino, are attached to a central Virgin already
mentioned under Lorenzetti. These pieces are all in S. Pietro Ovile at Siena. The
Annunciation is a copy of one by Simone handled in Giovanni di Paolo's manner.
[TMs much-discussed work was formerly given by Mr. Perictns and JIr. Berenson
to Andrea Vanni's later years (see Burlington Magazine, Aug. 1903) ; but Mr. PEBKnsrs.
I believe, has for somet ime past looked upon it as an early work of Matteo di

Giovanni, to whom he has ascribed the remaining panels of the altarpiece (see

Burlington Magazine, 1904, and Rassegna d'Arte, Sept. 1904). Mr. Berenson
still lists the picture as by Vanni {Central Italian Painters, 1909, p. 262) ; Mr.
Douglas gives it to Sassetta (see his History of Siena, and Burlington Magazine,
'Slay 1903). See supra, vol. ii., p. 109, note 1.] In the same sacristy is a large
Crucifix in the old style, with the Pelican, and "graffiti

"
of angels at the sides, also

in the style of Giovanni di Paolo. Between the Crucifixion and the foremen-
tioned Annunciation, an Assumption in Asciano might be named. It has already
been alluded to in the life of Dom. di Bartolo. A book-cover of 1444, is in the
ninth Press of the Museo Cristiano at Rome, representing the Armimciation,

apparently bj' Giovanni di Paolo. There are four pieces in the Lindenau Collec-

tion at Altenburg properly assigned to our artist—No. 76, Madonna; Nos. 77, 78,

Crucifixions; and No. 79, "Noli me Tangere."
*
[Giovanni di Paolo is evidently a pupil of Paolo di Giovanni Fei and a follower

of Sassetta. Mr. Berenson and Mr. Perkins have pubhshed a long list of works

by tliis changeable but often deeply imaginative and original artist. The Siena

Gallery possesses numerous examples of his art, but for the greater part they are not
to be classed among Ids finer works, the best of them being a Madonna and Child,

No. 206, and a series of predella pieces, Nos. 172-4-5-6. He is to be seen at his

best in such panels as those representing the Life of the Baptist in the Collection

of M. Aynard at Lyons (cf. Perkins, Rassegna d'Arte Senese, an. iii., fasc. 3-4) ; in the

delightful Paradise formerly in the Palmieri-Nuti Coll. at Siena, and now in the

Metropolitan Museum at New York ; in the Annimciation belonging to Mr. Robert

Benson, of London ; in the Expulsion from Eden in M. Benoit's Collection at Paris ;

in the Assumption at San Severino in the Marches, &c. Giovanni was also an able

miniatm-ist. Miniatures by his hand are to be seen in the Biblioteca Comunale of

t^iena, and in the Collection of Mr. Henry Yates Thompson, of London. A long
list of Giovanni's works is to be foimd in Mr. Berenson's Central Italian Painters,

1909, pp. 176-181, to which the reader is referred.]
'
Pellegrino Mariani's only authentic picture, above cited, is a Virgin and Child

between SS. John the Baptist and Bernardino, with Christ crucified between the

Virgin and Evangelist, inscribed :

" pellegrino jlvri.vni de senis mcccclxxxx."
The execution is inferior to, but like that of, Giovamii di Paolo. There are records

of his industry in Siena from 1449 to 1492, the date of his death. He painted minia-

tures for the buomo and Hospital of S. U. della Scala ; and copious notices of him
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sufficient to call attention to his Virgin of Mercy in the choir of S. M.

de' Servi at Siena. As an independent artist he scarcely deserves

notice
;

but he was the
"
companion

"
of a master of some renown

;

and his humble aid was of service to Matteo di Giovaimi di Bartolo.^

Rational and staid in deahng with quiet rehgious scenes, Matteo was

the best Sienese painter of his time. In this sense only he might claim

to be called the Ghirlandaio of the rival republic. But when he ventured

to diverge from the path in which he could hope to avoid the more

glaring faults of his comrades
; when, tired of dehneating Virgins and

angels, in which tenderness found its natural place, he chose subjects re-

quiring dramatic power ;
he betrayed his education in ill-balanced and

overcharged composition, in confused groups, and in violent, yet unnatural

action. If he sometimes resembled Vecchietta and Benvenuto, because

he gave little pliancy to the human shape, and httle style to d-rapery ;

if grimace often resulted from his attempt to reahse expression ;
he

frequently displayed a softness and feeling characteristic of Sano di

Pietro, whose manner he may be said to have assumed and improved

by modernising it. He certainly shows that the progress of Italian art

had not remained unheeded or unstudied on his part ; yet M'hen we

compare Matteo with Domenico Ghirlandaio, or the Sienese of the

fifteenth century with their contemporaries at Florence, it becomes plain
that scientific principles were not substituted soon enough in Siena to

the religious sentiment which gave originality and power to Duccio and

some of his successors. But to say that Matteo, as chief of his class,

was far behind the Florentines, is insufficient. The low level kept by
his countrymen at the close of the period at which we have amved, was

such that, whilst the Umbrians whom they had at first governed, fell

off from their allegiance, the Perugians successively rivalled, distanced,

and overcame them. Siena thus persistently rejected the examples of

Florence from the earhest to the latest age, and when, in a sinking state,

are in Doc. Sen., vol. ii., pp. 379-80-2, 385-6), and in Com. to Vasari, vo). vi.,

pp. 221, 223, 227, 229, 237, 344-5. [Pellegrino di Mariano was e\idently a pupU
of Sassetta. Signor Toscanelli's picture is no longer to be traced. Two very
pleasingly painted panels by Pellegrino are Nos. 216, 218, of the Gallery of Siena,
both of them being pi'edella pictures. Mk. Perkins further ascribes to him a
httle Virgin and Child (No. 158) and a Crucifixion in the same Gallery (c/.

Rassegna d'Arte Senese, an. iv., fasc. 2-3), as well as five panels. Press S, Noa.

IV.-VIII., representing the Nativity of the Virgin, her Presentation, her Marriage,
the Visitation, and the Adoration of the Magi, in the Claristian Museum of the
Vatican (Rassegna d'Arte (Milan), Aug. 1906).]

1 He was companion to Matteo of Siena (Doc. Sen., vol. ii., p. 279), and ia

described as such by Matteo himself in 1453, and in records of a later date (1457,
Doc. Sen., vol. ii., p. 373). His Virgin of Mercy at the Servi is signed :

" OPUS
jOHANNis D. PETRI Mccccxxxvi," but this inscription is repainted probably on the
old Unes. The tempera is spare and grey, but the panel has suffered from repainting.
[This is by Giovanni di Paolo, the signature has been changed. Cf. Lucy Olcott,
Guide to Siena.]
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she acknowledged a supremacy, inevitable as well as beneficial, she

swore fealty to Perugia, retaining the humble position of vassal, content

in the exercise of talents second to those of the great Vannucci, and as

far below those of Padua in the scientific branch, as they were below

those of Venice in the gift of colour. Matteo, however, was but half a

Sienese, being the son of a tinman of Boi'go S. Sepolcro, and perhaps a

native of the to^\^l the name of which derived lustre from Piero della

Francesca.^ He is supposed to have seen the hght not later than 1435
;

"^

and this behef is based with some security on a.n income-paper of 1453,

in which Matteo describes himself as a stranger, with Giovanni di Pietro

for his assistant, at a hired lodging in the Palazzo Forteguerri.' Their

joint labour was expended in 1457 on a chapel dedicated to S. Bernardino

in the Siena Duomo.'* But Matteo's fame and affluence increased at a

later time
;
and his best works are of the close of the century. His

oldest authentic picture, indeed, is an enthroned Virgin attended by
numerous angels, long in S. Maria de' Servi at Siena,

^ but now in the

Gallery. His signature, ^dth the date of 1470, is still legible there
;

^

but it is not upon this injured paneP that we can found our judgment
of Matteo's style ;

and the Madonna della Neve, wliich he finished for

the Brotherhood of that name in 1477, is preferable for the symmetry
of proportion, choice of type, and natural air of figures better draped
than usual, and coloured in dark and flat but weU-fused tones. The

idea of a Virgin
"
of the Snow "

is of respectable antiquity in legendary
Church lore

; having been first suggested in the fourth century, when

the patrician John and the Pope Liberius were simultaneously directed

by the vision of Mary to a spot on which the church of S. Maria Maggiore
in Rome was to be erected, a spot easy to be recognised by the coat of

snow that was found upon it. The incidents of this legend, once the

subject of Gaddo Gaddi's mosaics in S. M. Maggiore at Rome, were

1 We may refer in this place to the Virgin and Saints, at S. Agostino of Asciano,

'. and two or three other works related to that one at Borgo S. Sepolcro, for the purpose

;

of remarking tJiat there is a likeness between those pieces and one by Matteo. of
'

which notice will be taken, at S. Maria della Nevi in Siena. Matteo, therefore,

might pretend to the authorship. [All these pieces are by Matteo.]
* Doc. Sen., vol. ii., p. 372.
3

Ibid., vol. ii., p. 279. «
Ibid., vol. ii., p. 373.

5
[This, as Mr. Perkins has pointed out (Rassegna d'Arte (Milan), December,

1908), is already a mature work of the master. Matteo's really early vyorks, according
to the same authority, are to be foimd in such panels as the altarpiece in S. Pietro

Ovile ; the remnants of the polyptych of which Piero dei Francesclii painted the

central panel of the Baptism of Christ (now in the National Gallery), in tho Duorao
at Borgo San Sepolcro ; and the two altarpieces at Pienza. As I have already

noted, Mr. Perkins also considers the dismembered triptych in the church of S.

Agostino at Asciano (generally ascribed to Domenico di Bartolo) to be an undoubted

early work by Matteo (see antta). For the predella of the Borgo S. Sepolcro altar-

piece, see also IMary Logan, in Rassegna d Arte, for April 1908).]
•
[No. 286] inscribed :

"
. . . . johannis de senis. pinxit. mcccclxx."

'
[This panel is in excellent condition.]

in. 1
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represented by Matteo in the predella of tlie altarpiece under notice,

separated from it later, and seen by Delia Valle in the Casa Sozzini at

Siena, but since ^vithdrawn from ken.^

A few years after (1479), when the enthroned S. Barbara, with her

attendant saints, was completed for the Dominicans of Siena, Matteo

might still be distinguished for giving comeUness to female saints, an

unstrained deportment to ministering angels, and richness to the adorn-

ment of vestments.2 Yet he stiU lacked power, and his careful colour

remained as before unrelieved by shadow. A Madonna amongst saints,

in a chapel of the church for which the S. Barbara was depicted, offers

similar quahties allied to greater precision of hand.^

But, if we pass from these quiet holy scenes to others, in which move-
ment is required, there Matteo is at fault. He repeated the Massacre

of the Innocents several times
;

once in the altarpiece of a cha^pel at

S. Agostino of Siena, dated 1482
;

^
a.gain in S. Maria de' Servi of Siena

in 1491
;

^ a third time in a picture at the Naples Museum.^ In aU

these he combined incidents in a confused and unsatisfactory manner.

The action is unnatural
;

the idea grotesque ;
the expression grimace.

Arcliitecture, studied from old models, is apphed A^dthout knowledge of

perspective ;
and the absence of systematic acquirements in this respect

1 Della Valle, Lett. Sen., vol. iii., p. 58. The altarpiece [now (1909) with its

predella] is still in its original place, in good preservation, and inscribed :

"
optjs

jiATEi DE SENis MCCCCLXxvii. " The figiires are life-size. Sixteen angels are about
the enthroned Virgin and Child, some with flowers, others with snowballs, one of

which the Infant Saviom- grasps. The attendant saints, kneeling and standing, are

SS. Peter, Paul, La^vrence, and Catherine, the two latter not without feeling in pose
or expression.

2 See the order for this work in Nov. 1478 in Doc. Sen., vol. ii., p. 3G4. This

altarpiece represents S. Barbara (life-size), amongst angels (two of wliom crown her)
between SS. Mary Magdalen and Catherine of Alexandria. It is in S. Domenico ;

its lunette, the Adoration of the Magi, on a pictmre by Benvenuto (see antea). The
S. Barbara is inscribed :

" opus matei de senis mcccclxxviiii."
3 This piece represents the Virgin and Child adored by the kneeling SS. Jerome

and Baptist. Three vertical splits are in the panel whicli is in the Cappella Placidi

of S. Domenico. The lunette is now on a picture by Girolamo di Benvenuto in the

Cappella S. Caterina of the same edifice.
* This " massacre "

is signed :

"
optjs matei johannis de senis MCCCCLXXxn.

*
Signed on a scroll :

" opus mattei joannis de senis, 1491." Here Herod sii

in the centre of the picture ; whereas in S. Agostino he sits at the left side. In
kmette is the Adoration of the Magi.

* It has been supposed from the presence of this picture at Naples (before r

reached the Museum, it was in S. Caterina a Formello) that Matteo was at Naples,
(See DoanNici's Lives). It is also affirmed that, being in oil and dated 1418 (DoMi'
Nici, ap. Della Valle), Matteo is entitled to all sorts of praise, but even Dei;:

Valle suggests that the date of 1418 is wrong {Lett. Sen., vol. iii., p. 57) ; and truly

repainted and tampered with as it has been, it riuis :

" matteus johanni de seni.-

Mcccc . . . xviii." We cannot even say whether this picture be an original or ;

copy, and the absence of any other works of Matteo at Naples would prove that ht

never was there. [This is admitted to be an original by all modern authorities or

Sienese painting.] Another copy of this Massacre of the Innocents vmder Matteo'.
name is at Schleissheim, No. 11 34, a copy on canvas in oil, of a later period. [Anothc:

i
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is perhaps the cause why Herod appears to exceed in stature the nearer

figures of soldiers and of women. Anachronisms of costume are not

compensated by taste, nor is the diy bone of form animated into any
sort of hfe.^

It is a rehef
, indeed, to pass from these unsuccessful efforts at render-

ing instant motion to such religious themes as that of the Adoration of

the Virgin in the Siena Gallery ,2 or the Madonnas of the Palazzo Pubblico ^

and Palazzo Tolomei in the same city,* or of the Duomo at Pienza.^

There is hardly a church or a brotherhood in the Sienese country that

may not boast of a panel by Matteo
;

^ nor is it difficult to study him
abroad

;
for there are works of his in England.

'^ Two pieces in the

version of this theme exists in the Gallery of Aix-en-Provence, No. 138, and
was formerly given by some critics to Matteo, but Me. Perkins asserts that this
work is by Benvenuto di Giovanni (c/. Rassegna d'Arte Senese, an. iii. fasc.

3-4). Mr. Berenson, in his latest list, agrees with Mr. Perkins in this attri-

bution.]
^ [The authors appear quite unable to appreciate the decorative quality of this

work (cf. Miss Olcott's criticism of this panel. Guide to Siena, p. 276).]
^
[No. 283.] This is one of Matteo's best panels in the Gallery of his native place,

the nudes being careful and of Umbrian softness in movement and outline. The
action is comparatively good and free, the colour a little grey and flayed. The
piece may be found engraved in Rosini. The remaining pictures in the Gallery of

Siena are four Madonnas with saints severally numbered [280, 399, 400, 432.]
[One of Matteo's most captivating pictures is a Madonna and Child with two Angels
in the chtu-ch of Percena, near Buonconvento. It was first published by Miss
OiiCOTT in the Rassegna d'Arte (Mllano), for May 1904. Another very fine work
by the master is in the collection of Mr. F. Mason Perkins at Assisi—a Madonna
and Child with two Saints. A characteristic Madonna by JMatteo was in the collec-

tion of the late jMr. Henry Willett of Brighton. Tn Mr. Berenson's collection at

Settignano there is also a good example of the painter (cf. F. Mason Perkins in

Rassegna d'Arte Senese, an. iii., fasc. 2).]
^ The Virgin and Child are attended in rear by four angels. The picture is on a

pilaster of the hall painted by Spinello Aretino. The date of 1484 is on the work,
but no name. [Not by Matteo.]

* This is also a Virgin, Child, and Angels. [Cf. Lucy Olcott, Rassegna, d'Artc,

May 1904.]
' The Virgin and Child are enthroned between SS. Matthew and Catherine,

Bartholomew and Luke. In the lunette is a Flagellation, and in the predella
three medallions of the Ecce Homo, Virgin, and Evangelist. On the border are

the words :

" opus mathei johannis db senis." Stains are on the faces of the
I hild and of the Virgin ; the blue cloak of the latter being repainted. Tlie

u'reen drapery on the shoulders of S. Matthew is likewise renewed ; the mouth of

S. Luke repainted and his head stained. Another picture said to be in the Com-
pagnia di S. Giovanni at Pienza, not seen by the authors, is said to be better than
the foregoing. [A Madonna and Saints, now in the Museum. See antea.'\

" In S. Domenico of Siena there is an altarpiece of which the centre is by Fran-

cesco di Giorgio and the predella probably by Fungai. The lunette (Christ sup-

ported on the tomb by two angels, between SS. George and Mary IMagdalen) is in

^latteo's stj'le. Taia [Ouida, ubi sup., p. 149) says indeed that the work wa.s begun
by Matteo in 1499 and completed by Signorelli. [The lunette is now acknowledged
to be by Matteo.]

' In the hands of Mr. Farrer in London, but exhibited under No. 64 at Man-
chester, is a Virgin and Child between SS. Jolm the Baptist and ]\Iichael, a very

pretty little piece by Matteo. [Three works are in the National Gallery; see

list.]
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Museum of Berlin seem, on the other hand, less due to Matteo than to

Guidoccio Cozzarelli.^

Of this inferior person, however, it will be unnecessary to say much,

except that he was a painter of altarpieces and miniatures. His style

makes a feeble approach to that of Matteo. A genuine Madonna and

Saints of 1486 is in M. Ramboux's Gallery at Cologne, besides which

the Siena Academy
^
comprises a large but not very interesting number

of his compositions.^
1 Matteo died in 1495 {Doc. Sen., vol. ii., p. 373). He is author of one of the

Sibyls in the pavement of the Siena Duomo (1483). Ibid., pp. 16 and 378-9. The
pictures above alluded to are No. 1126-7, Berlin Museum, of little interest and much
repainted. [The latter is by Matteo.]

2 He is the author of the Libyan Sibyl in the pavement of the Siena Duomo
(1483), Doc. Sen., vol. ii., p. 379, and see for his miniatures, Doc. Sen., vol. ii.,

pp. 382-6, and Vasari, vol. vi., p. 184 and following. The picture alluded to in

the text is No. 148 in the Ramboux Collection, signed:
" opus guidoccius joan. . . .

M.ccccLXXXVi." Fiu-ther in the same Gallery, No. 158-9. In the Siena Academy
[No. 367] (Virgin and Saints) is inscribed :

" gotdocius pinxit a. d. mcccclxxxu.
DECEMBBis." In Archivio are book-covers assigned to him. No. [378] in Gallery,
a S. Francis [296-7], a S. Sebastian and a Virgin [No. 337], also a Virgin [No. 445],
a S. Catherine. An Adoration of the Magi in the Royal Palace at Stockholm

[No. 214, wood, tempera], split in four places, catalogued under the name of Ghir-

landaio, is really by Guidoccio. The surface is much damaged and in part totally
scaled. It is a feeble and rude work even for Guidoccio ; figures about a quarter
of life-size. [This piece is now transferred to the New Museum.] A Virgin and
Child between S. Antony of Padua and another saint in the Gallery of Coiint Paul

Stroganoff at S. Petersburg (wood, tempera, half-lengths on gold ground, a third of
|

life-size) assigned to Matteo da Siena, is handled in the feebler manner of Guidoccio.
^
[The following is a list of works by Matteo evidently unknown to the authors :

—
|

Altenbtxrg.
Anghiari.

AsHRiDGE Park.

Assisi.

Bergamo.
Berlin.

Borgo S. Sepolcro.

Boston, U.S.A.
BUONCONVENTO.
Cambridge (U.S.A.).
CoNiSTON (Lancashire).
CORSANO.
Florence.

Settignano.

Frome (Somerset).
Gottingen.
Grosseto.

Lille.

Ldndenau Museum. No. 81. S. Nicholas of Bari.

S. Agostino. Triptych (c/. Mary Logan, in Rassegna d'Arte,

April, 1908).
Coll. Earl Brownlow. Two Episodes from Life of S.

James. (Berenson.)
Coll. Perkins. Madonna and Cliild, mth SS. Francis and

Catherine of Siena.

Coll. Perkins. Madonna and Child, with SS. Jerome and
Antony of Padua.

Morelli Gall. No. 54. Madonna and Angels.
No. 1127. Madonna and Saints.

Coll. Schweizer. Madonna and Angels.
Servi. Assvmiption, 1487. SS. Paul and Lucy ; Baptist and

Pliilip Benizzi, 1487 (see antea, p. 117, n. 3).

Coll. Higginson. Madonna. (Berenson.)
SS. Pietro e Paolo. Madonna and Child.

Coll. Forbes. (Fogg Museum.) S. Jerome, 1482.

Mr. Arthur Severn. Madonna, Child, and two Saints.

Parish Church. Madonna, Child, and Angels. (Olcott.)
Coll. Home. Madonna and Saints. (Berenson.)
Coll. Berenson. Madonna and Saints. (Perkins.)
Coll. Berenson. S. Filippo Benizzi (c/. Perkins, Rassegna

d'Arte Senese, an. iv., fasc. i.)

Coll. Horner. Crucifixion. (Berenson.)
University Gallery. No. 221. Madonna and Saints.

Duomo. Madonna and Angels (c/. Cagnola, Rasseg;
d'Arte, July, 1906). And see Ricci: UEsposizione d
Siena (Bergrimo, 1904.)

No. 951. Madonna and Saints. (Berenson.)

i
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Meiningen.
Milan.
montepescali,

Munich.

Paris.

Percena.
Philadelphia.

Ravenna.

Rome.

London. No. 247. Ecce Homo.
No. 1155. Assumption of Virgin.
No. 1461. S. Sebastian.
Coll. Butler. Three cassone fronts. Judgment of Paris ;

Camilla; and Solomon and Queen of Sheba. (Borenson.)
Coll. Butler. Madonna.
Coll. Mond. Profile bust of Lady. (Berenson.)
Grand Ducal Palace. Madonna and Saints.

Coll. Cagnola. Madonna. (Perkins.)

Upper Church. Altarpiece, Madonna and Child, with four

Saints. For this important work, see Cagnola, Raasegna
d'Arte (Milano), Jidy, 1906.

Portrait of Braccio Fortebracci. (Berenson.)
Coll. Bdhler. Madorma. (Olcott.)
No. 1660. Birth of Virgin. (Berenson.)
Coll. Chahri&res ArUs. Solomon and Queen of Sheba.
Parish Church. Virgin, Child, and two Angels. (Olcott.)
Coll. Johnson. Madonna and Angels. (Perkins, cf. Raa-

segna d'Arte, August 1905.)
No. 191. Madonna and two Saints. E. (Berenson and

Perkins.)
Vatican (Christian Musexim). Case S, No. XIV. Head of

Virgin, a very beautiful fragment. (Perkins, Rassegna
d'Arte, August, 1906.)

Vatican (Christian Museum). Case N, No. XIV. S.

Barbara. (Berenson.)
Vatican (Christian Musum). Case Q, No. IV. Story of

S. James. (Berenson.)
Coll. Sterbini. Madonna. (Veiituri.)
Coll. Simonetti. Cassone (front). Warriors. (Perkins.)
Parish Church. Madonna. (Berenson; according to Mr.

Perkins a good work by Cozzarelli.)

Gallery. No. 414. Lunette of Nativity above Girolamo di

Benvenuto's altarpiece. (Berenson and Olcott.)

Opera del Duomo. No. 64. Large Altarpiece. Madomia,
Saints, and Angels. Predella of same.

Villa of Belcaro. Madonna. (Berenson.)

Signora Liccioli. Madonna and Saints.

Coll. Palmieri-Nuti. Madonna and Angels.
Conte Placidi. Madonna. (Berenson.)

Signor Cinotti. Madoiuia. (Berenson.)
S. Eugenia. Madonna and Child, and two Saints.

Sehastiano in Valle Piatta. Madonna, a fine work.

(Berenson, cf. also Lucy Olcott, Rassegna d'Arte,

May 1904.)
Domenico. Triptych. Madonna and Child, SS. John
the Baptist and Jerome.

Count Lanckoronski. Two panels. I^jiights and Pages.

(Berenson.)
Count Lanckoronski. S. Jerome (?) doubtful. (Berenson.)

Works by Cozzarelli are plentiful, and many of them still pass imder IMatteo's

name, as is the case with the Madonna and Angels of 1484 in the Palazzo PubbHco

at Siena, ascribed by the authors to Matteo, but recognised by IMr. Berenson and by
Miss Olcott (Guide to Siena) as a creation of Guidoccio. A very fine series of panels

by Guidoccio, doubtless painted under Matteo's direct supervision, is the long

predella in the chiu-ch of the Misericordia at Buonconvento. Mr. Berenson and

Mr. Perkins have attributed a large number of panels to this unequal, though at

times attractive, follower of Matteo. For a list of these see Mr. Berenson's

Central Italian Painters (1909), pp. 158-61. One of Cozzarelli's larger altarpieces

ia a Baptism of Christ in the Franciscan monastery at Sinalunga. His most

important work, according to Mr. Perkins, is to be found in the cluu-ch of S. Jlichele

at Paganico in Southern Tuscany.]

Rosia.

Siena.

Vienna.

S.

S.



CHAPTER VII

OTTAVIANO NELLI

If, retrospectively, we cast a glance upon the field over which the injflu-l

ence of Sienese art was felt, we shall perceive that its expanse in the

fourteenth century was considerable, and that its centre was Siena.

During the subsequent period, in which some choice talents illustrated

Cortona and Borgo S. Sepolcro by introducing Florentine blood into the

Umbrian stock, the point of radiation was displaced. We trace an

imaginary line from Gubbio over the Apennine to S. Severino and

Camerino, recrossing the liills to Fohgno and Gualdo. The spiral thus

drawn centres in Perugia. Along that hne the Umbrian school deve-

loped itself on the old Sienese basis
; and, wdth hardly any dependence

on Florence, silently and slowly grew. On the track of Palmerucci and

Nuzi, Otta^^iano Martini, and Gentile da Fabriano inherited a.nd kept
ahve the traditions of Oderisio. Impassive, and averse from change
like their contemporaries of Siena, following the vein of thought and

technical method opened and bequeathed to them by their precursors,

they continued to neglect the scientific innova,tions originated in Florence,

and still imagined that perfection consisted in bright contrast of colours,

copiousness and delicacy of ornament, minuteness of design and tender

fusion of flesh tints. Composition, perspective form, or rehef by hght
and shade, were as nothing compared to the aim of delineating a languid
tenderness or affected grace. We shall endeavour to follow Ottaviano,

Gentile, Alunno, and others of less note, whose art was the prelude to

the excellence of Vanucci's. Otta^dano, son of the Gubbian Martino

Nelli, whose name has already found a place in tliis liistory, was in the

full swing of his career in the rise of the fifteenth century, and has left

us an example of his skill at that time in a wall painting of the Virgin
amidst saints (called del Belvedere), now under glass in S. Maria Nuova
of Gubbio. A gay variegated miniature, in which bright mixtures of

secondary and tertiary colours form a chequered but unshaded pattern ;

airy unsubstantial figures in dresses of cobweb texture, thrown with

flowers, fringed out into leafy borders
;

a simple combination of saints

and angels of different sizes cast symmetrically on a blue diaper ground—such is the masterpiece of Nelli
;

a masterpiece in which some heads,

as those of Antony the Abbot and his attendant companion, are not
134
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A linari.

MADONNA AND CHILD
Lower Church, S. Francesco, Assisi.
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Ottavi\no Nelli.

A linari.

Palazzo Triiiri, Fcligno.
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without calm repose, in which the Virgin and Child gaze primly and

prettily enough ;
and the whole is finished with an industry recoiling

from no detail.^ Four years before the date of this work (1403-4)
Ottaviano had been busy at Perugia, on the armorial bearings of no less

distinguished an employer than Gian-Galeazzo, Duke of Milan.^ At
S. M. Nuova, his patrons Avere the Pinoh, whose portraits are in kneeling

profile at the sides of the picture. A fair repute, not only as a master,
but as a citizen, seems to have been conceded to Ottaviano

;
and the

registers of the Gubbian municipahty prove that NeUi had been elected

consul in 1410.^ Whether it be true or not that he then finished the

Virgin of Succour in S. Agostino of Gubbio, the canvas itself does not

decide
;

because on its restoration in 1600 by Pierangelo Basili,^ eight
new personages were introduced

;
and the whole piece was deprived

of its original character
;

^ but a wall tempera of the Madonna with

saints, angels, and small souls from purgatory on the sides of the church,

though a feeble effort, bears the impress of Ottaviano's school
;

^ whilst

the choir of the holy edifice is covered with scenes chosen from the

legend of S. Augustine,' in most of which, and particularly in a "Death
1 On the edge of a striped carpet on which the groups rest, one reads :

"
otta-

VIANUS MARTis EUGUBiNUS PiNxiT ANO DNi MC . . . HI." (may be 1404). The fiision

of the tones shows that this was not a fresco, but a tempera on the wall. The
outlines are excessively fine, the hands defective, the Umbs pmay. The lower part
of the Virgin's dress is injured and retouched, and the gilding of the hems gone.
The head of the patron to the right is damaged, and the brown mantle of S. Antony
is over-painted. A chromo-lithograph of a large portion of the picture is in the
collection of the Arundel Societj?, with a life of the artist bj^ Mr. Layard.

2 Record in Mariotti, Lett. Pittor., iibi sup., p. 44.
3 BuONFATTi (LuiGi), Memorie Storiche di Ottaviano Nelli (Gub. 1843), pp. 8, 21.

He filled a similar office in 1433, 1440-4. Reposati in Mariotti, ubi sup., note to

p. 46. He was also
"
provveditore

" and inspector of the hospitals of Gubbio in

1441. . . . Private note by Signor Buonfatti. [Cf. also Mazzatinti, Documcnti

per la Storia delle AHi a Gubbio, in Arch. Stor. per le Marche e per I'Umbria, \'ol. iii.

(188G), p. 19 et seq.'\
* Buonfatti, ubi sup., p. 9. The piece is on canvas.
' The same subject in a panel at S. Francesco of Montefalco has been given to

Ottaviano, but reminds us of similar ones common to Umbria in the sixteenth

century, ex. gr. one of 1506, seen by the authors at Rome, in the ex-Campana
Collection, by Giovanni di IMonte Rubiano. It (the Montefalco Madorma) has,
besides the Umbrian character, an inscription as follows :

" griseyda s. bastiani
F. F. PRO AIABUS DICTI S. BASTIANI TARQULNI PERITEI ET FRANCESCHINI. A. D. M.D.X."

* One of the souls from purgatory is recommended by an angel to the Virgin.
' In the apsis bend, the subjects are :

— 1. Vision of S. Monica. 2. S. Augustine
at Carthage. 3. Meeting of S. A. and S. Ambrose. 4. Baptism of S. A. Sides :

1. Augustine's return to Tegaste. 2. Consecration of S. A. 3. His Consecration as

I Bishop of Hippona. 4. Death of S. Monica. 5. Dispute of S. A. with Felix.

I 6. Death of S. A. 7. Transfer of his body to Pavia, and miracles. In this last

fresco many parts are restored and much of the gold ornament is new. One of the

monks in the second row of those carrying the body (profile) is new. A broader
but more hasty e cecution characterises the ceiling, part of the limettes, and the

vaulting of the entrance arch—[a large fresco of the Last Judgment has recently been
uncovered above the entrance arcli]

—and, as Buonfatti observes, these pnrts resemble
in style and handling the work of Jacopo Bedi, who, in 1458, furnished some extant

iintings in S. Secondo Cemetery at Gubbio.
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of S. Monica," the pencil of Nelli's scholars may be discerned. This

series bears no date, but may be considered as of a later time than the

Madonna of S. M. Nuova, whilst it betrays less practice than that of

Foligno, of which the date (1424) is precisely ascertained. In both

places, the Sienese character is predominant in the figures and their

arrangement ;
and the composition is reminiscent of those with which

Taddeo Bartoli flooded the country generally.^ The traditional belief,

that Gentile da Fabriano assisted Ottaviano in the choir of S, Agostino,

rests on very insufficient grounds ;
for Gentile would scarcely have been

subordinate to Nelli after the first years of the century. There is,

however, one fresco in S. M. della Piaggiola, outside Gubbio, of the

Virgin and Child adored by two angels, where, in spite of serious injuries

attributable to various causes, a more vigorous handling and better

proportions are to be found than in the Madomia of S. Maria Nuova.

It has been assigned to Ottaviano,^ and might indicate the presence of

Gentile. In any case, this production, if truly by NeUi, would be his

most successful effort. That Ottaviano had changed his residence from

Gubbio to Urbino in 1420 is proved by contemporary records. His

long intercourse ^vith that capital and mth the rulers of the duchy is

illustrated by fragmenta.ry evidence
; by a memorandum of his con-

nection with the Brotherhood of S. Croce (1 428-32),
^ and by a letter

in his own hand, addressed to Catherine Colonna, wife of Guid' Antonio

di Montefeltro (1434), referring to the pictorial decoration of the church

of S. Erasmo, about three miles from Gubbio.* Time has robbed us

of all marks of his passage at Urbino,^ and the frescoes of S. Erasmo, if

ever they were carried out, have ceased to exist
;
but Ottaviano had in

1424 been entrusted by Corrado de' Trinci Mith a commission to adorn

the chapel of his palace in Fohgno, and the series of episodes derived

from the legend of the Virgin, with which he filled the walls, still attests

the mediocrity of his powers.^ Were it not, indeed, that these dim and

^ A fresco of the Virgin and Child, recently recovered from whitewash in S.

Agostino to the right of the portal, seems originally to have been painted at the
same period as those of the choir, but by a more careful hand. It is too much
damaged to warrant an express opinion. [This is by Nelli.]

2 BuoNFATTi, vbi sup., p. 12.
^ PuNGiLEONi, Elogio Stor. di Gio. Santi, vhi sup., p. 50. He hired his lodging

from them.
^ Gaye, Garteggio, vol. i., p. 130, 131, 132.
*
[There is still a fresco, a Madonna of ]\Iercy, by Ottaviano, in S. Maria del Lomo

at Urbino.]
^ The chapel is rectangular ; the walls (in courses) and ceiling all painted. In

the four lunettes are :
— 1. The Presentation of Mary in the Temple. 2. Her

Marriage. 3. The Annunciation. 4. A votive fresco of the Virgin with a crowd
of figures in the costume of the time, perhaps members of the Trinci family. Lower
courses, in the same order :

— 1. The Nativity and Adoration of the Magi. 2. The
Visit of the Apostles to the Virgin, her Death, and Bvu-ial. 3. The Funeral, Ascension,
and Gift of the Girdle to S. Thomas. 4. The Circumcision of Christ, and an Angel
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ill-conceived paintings are authenticated by his name, and are thus of

interest as characterising one who has a place in Umbrian art, they

might be passed over without comment. The Virgin or angels, when,

in accordance with the necessities of the subjects they recur, still distantly

recall the tenderness wliich the Gubbians invariably sought to convey :

but Ottaviano plainly believed that the reproduction of incidents, so

often delineated, required no further stretch of imagination or ingenuity ;

and he merely repeated the time-honoured arrangements of the Sienese

school, in a spirit distantly reminiscent of that of Taddeo Bartoli. The

bright harmony of unrelieved colours which may please the beholder at

S. Maria of Gubbio, in the absence of other quahties, having disappeared

giving a Palm to the Virgin. The lower part of the wall containing the Presentation

in the Temple, Nativity and Adoration of the Magi, is filled by a vast Crucifixion.

In the ceiling are (facing each other in four triangular compartments), Joachim and
Anna Presenting the Doves to the Priest, the Appearance of the Angel to Joaclum,
the Meeting of Joachim and Anna, and the Birth of the Virgin. Each subject is

divided from the other by gilt wax borders in relief, the nimbuses high in reUef, and

gilt likewise. On a border above the crucifixion one reads a part of an inscription

preserved by historians as follows :

" hoc opus fecit fieri magnificus et potens
DNS CORADUS UGULINI DE TRINCIS FULGINEIS MCCCCXXIIII DIE XXV FEB. PINXIT. JI.

OCTAVIANUS MARTINI DE GUBBIO." The last Syllable of
"
Ottavianus

"
only now

remains. The Palace of the Trinci is now the Palazzo del Govemo.
In a room leading to the Cappella Trinci, some paintings have been recently

saved from whitewash. They represent :
— 1. In an interior, about an altar capped

with a cross, nine figures in prayer kneeling. 2. Bight of this, two figures meeting
and embracing (all the lower part wanting and the fresco much injured). 3. To
the right again, the birth of a child, as one judges from the remains. On another

wall is the following : the wolf and other indistinct subjects, to the right of which,

an execution and soldiers with shields, in great part abraded. Beneath, are inscrip-

tions which Signer Guardabassi (IMariano) was able to read :
—

PER PIETA son' POSTI PRESSO AL FIUME
BOBIULO E BEMO ALLA FORTUNA DATI,
DOVE PIU GIORNI SONO E NUTRICATI
DONNA LUPA PER HUMAN' COSTUME.

It is supposed that the first subject is the Sposalizio, the second the Birth of

Romulus and Remus, and the third Amulius condemning Rea. These paintings
are partly gone, and what remains is much damaged ; they are of Umbrian
character and in the style of Ottaviano NelU—less defective indeed than those of

Nelli in the Trinci chapel.
The whole Palazzo del Govemo seems to have been decorated of old. In the

upper part of it, divided by a false floor from the lower, the walls, which seem to

have been those of a large hall, are painted. In a series of imitated niches one sees

colossal fragments of figures of old Romans. One reads the names of Mutius

Scaevola, Caivis Marius, Publius Decius, Claudius Nero, consul, Fabius, Augustus,
Tiberius, &c. Fifteen in all remain. In scraping the wall below tlie false floor, the

legs of these figures were recently found. Beneath them are inscribed Unes respect-

ing which Prof. Adamo Rossi of Perugia says, that the style of the verses is that of

Petrarch. Above each figure one reads the name of
" Sixtus IIII Pon. max.,

Sixtus IIII an. VI. Sixto Papa quarto," and other words, the meaning of which

it is not easy to decipher.
Tlie character of these paintings is neither Florentine, nor Sienese, but Umbrian

of the Gubbian and Fabrianese school. One notes a system of enlarged miniature

without definite shadows, and warm tones. The papacy of Sixtas IV. would indicate

a very late date for this work ; there is ground for supposing that his name has been

added to earlier productions. Future investigation may determine this, especially
if a better light is thrown on pieces which it is now very difficult to see.
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in the course of years, the skeleton of lean and defective forms alone

remains. There is no movement in frames laid out \Adtliout knowledge
of anatomy ; nothing but grimace in faces of a poor and sometimes

even ignoble type ;
but coarseness in hands or feet. The draperies are

at once broken and ill-cast.

Such a talent, as this of Nelh, was ill-calculated to create admiration

even in the local craftsmen of a petty place hke Fohgno ;
nor is it possible

that it should have affected to any extent the career of Niccol6 da Fohgno.
But not alone in Foligno, in Assisi the same level had been attained

;

and to the right of the entrance, on the outer wall of SS. Antonio e

Jacopo, a church in which Pietro d'Antonio and Matteo of Gualdo were

after\A-ards employed, remnants of a Virgin and Cliild adored by groups
of faithful under the patronage of SS. Antony and James, and of a

Virgin and Angel Annunciate, offer to the spectator traces of the manner
of Nelh at the Palace of the Trinci.^

In the eighteenth century, a number of wall pieces by Otta\iano

perished in the changes made to the church of S. Piero of Gubbio. Amongst
these were the subjects adorning the chapel of Agnolo dei Carneavali, the

payments for w^hich in 1439 are still preserved.- Nelh did not long
sm'vive

;
and nothing is known of him after 1444.^

To dwell at any length on the minor Gubbians, mIio were his con-

temporaries or followers, would be of shglit interest. His brother

Tomasuccio is the author of a S. Vincent,* and subordinate incidents in

S. Domenico of Gubbio, Avliere better proportion, fairer outhnes, and a

^ One of them indeed is inscribed witli a name not unlike his—i.e. :

" martinellus
Mccccxxii DIE XXVI MENSE OCTOB." The chiiTch was of old called Sta. Caterina.
The chvirch is the CappsUa dei Pellegrini. The Nelli fresco is now in the Municipio.

2 GuALANDi, Mem., uhi sup., ser. 5, pp. 125-G; Buonfatti, ubi sup., p. 24.
^ Two little pieces, a Circumcision and an allegory of S. Francis wedded to

Poverty, are preserved in the Vatican Gallery, Rome, and bear the impress of

Nelli's hand ; they are at all events of the Umbrian school of that time. [Mr.
Perkins gives them to Nelli (see Rassegna cVArte).']

A public record with reference to the transfer of a tenement in 1444 includes
"

Ottaviano's name. See Buonfatti, ubi sup., p. 24. He died leaving all his pro-

perty to Marte di Ponipeo, adopted in 1442, after all hope of childi-en from his

wife Baldina di Bartolello had been abandoned.

[To this meagre list of works we may add :
—

Assisi. S. Francesco. Lower Chvurch entrance wall:

Madonna and Saints.

Coll. Perkins. S. Louis of Toulouse (fresco).

Gubbio. S. Agostino. Arch. Last Judgment (fresco).
Pietkaxunga (near Umbertide). Pieve. Poh'ptych, 1403.

Uebino. S. Maria del Lomo. ^ladonna of Mercy (fresco).]
* This panel was ordered by one Giannicculo di Cristoforo (Buonfatti, ubi sup.,

p. 13). The S. Vincent, erect in benediction, is attended by angels who support his

cloak, with saints and angels at his sides (gold ground) ; whilst the Eternal amidst

seraphs appears above. On the basement is a miracle in monochrome. Originally
a tempera, this piece had been much repainted in oil.

A picture in oil of Christ in S. Felicissimo, outside Gubbio, is not like the S.

Vincent in manner.
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more chastened fancy in the choice of di'ess indicate a nearer connection

with Gentile da Fabriano than is to be found in Nelli.^

Jacopo Bedi, m ho (1458) decorated the Cappella Panfih in the cemetery
of S. Secondo, rudely continued Ottaviano's style, without attempting
to rival his carefulness or gay key of tones.^

Equally feeble, but more true to the older models of Taddeo Bartoli,

Giovanni Pintah exhibits himseK in an Ascension and Coronation of the

Virgin on the walls of the Spedaletto of Gubbio
;

^ and shares the medio-

crity of Domenico di Cecco di Baldi.^ A httle later, Bernardino di

Nanni fills a gap in Gubbian annals, but is ill-represented by injured or

renewed fragments in a chapel below the Portico del Mercato, and in

the old Palazzo Municipale, at S. Croce, S. Maria Nuova, and S. Secondo. ^

^ [An interesting altarpiece by a close follower of Nelli is to be seen in the church

of S. Facondino near Gualdo (c/. F. M. Perkins, Rassegna d'Arte, June 1907).]
2 Four Doctors of the Church in a ceiling, and Four Evangelists in monochrome

in the Imiettes, the whole more feebly handled than the series of S. Augustine in

S. Agostino. The architecture and ornament are bad, the draperies mechanically
lined, the colour red. On a card : "in nomine dni amen, anno dni millesimo

QUATROCENTESIMO QUINQTJAGESIMO OCTAVO. TEMPORE DNI PII PAPAE SECUNDI ANNO
PRIMO SXn PGNTIFICATUS DIE SEPTIMA MENSIS SEPTEMBRIS. JACOPUS PINXIT." A
Virgin by him in S. M. dei Bianchi, at Gubbio, is gone (Buonfatti, uhi sup., pp. 14, 25).

^ These are all but gone. There remain two angels, a S. Thomas holding the

girdle, a chalice and pax, and four or five apostles in prayer to the riglit. An
inscription was legible in past years as follows :

" hoc opus fecit fieri francis

.... RECTORE UMiL . . . JiOAi piTALis 1438. DIE QUAETO juNii." It is reduced

to a few words only. See Buonfatti, ubi sup., p. 15. The t\-pes are poor and

repvdsi\-e, the colour of the fragments reddish, and the handling evidently rude.

Besides this subject there are remains of a Massacre of the Innocents, and an alms-

giving scene. Similarly executed are pieces of wall-painting, parts of a Crucifixion

and an Annunciation in S. Maria Nuova at Gubbio.
* The articles of apprenticesliip of this painter to Ottaviano, dated 1441, are pre-

served in Buonfatti, ubi sup., p. 27. A Pieta of 1446 in S. Maria della Piaggiola,

a Virgin and Saints in S. Donate, are poor remnants of his manner. A Virgin and
Child in S. Lucia of Gubbio is of an earlier time and has been noted in the Uinbrian

school (see antca, vol. ii.). Domenico died in 1488. Buonfatti, uhi sup., p. 15.

* He was heir to Domenico di Cecco (1488). In the chapel below the Portico

del Mercato, a Virgin and Child between SS. Peter and Paul has been so repainted
that the head of the latter saint alone preserves its old character. The defects

are very much those of Ottaviano at Foligno, the execution is rude, the forrns are

wooden, and the colour is bricky. On a scroll held by an angel, an inscription
closes with the date of 1473.

A standard in oil belonging to the company of S. Croce, at Gubbio. is assigned

to him. It represents S. Ubaldo and S. Peter MartjT at each side of a Cross, above

which are angels, and S. M. Magdalen at foot, whilst the members of the company
are in the foregroimd at each side. Tliis is a work of the sixteenth century, Umbrian
in character and reminiscent of the manner of Sinibaldo Ibi, who was at Gubbio

in 1509. It may be by Orlandi, who assisted Ibi in Gubbio in that year, and who
is recorded at that time in a register of the administration of the brotherhood of

S. M. di Laici (notices of Signop. Buonfatti, and see postea, Ibi and Orlando.)

The Virgin and Child on an altar to the left of the entrance to S. Secondo is

different from the other works assigned to Bernardino, the style, of the fifteenth

centiu-y, with broken draperies. A Virgin and Cliild to the riglit of Ottaviano's

fresco in S. M. Nuova, in part damaged, resembles a work of Domenico di Cecco.

SS. Ubaldo and John the Baptist attending at the Virgin's side, above the Porta

Maggiore of the Palazzo Municipale, are altogether repainted.
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GENTILE DA FABRIANO, LORENZO DA S. SEVERINO,
GIO. BOCCATI, MATTEO DA GUALDO, MEZZASTRIS,
NICC0L5 DA FOLIGNO, AND OTHERS

The fame of Gubbio, greatly increased in the fourteenth century by
the honourable mention of Oderisio in Dante's Divina Commedia, was

dimmed in the fifteenth by the lustre which Gentile shed upon liis native

town, of Fabriano.

It chanced that, during a chequered and active hfe, this artist laboured

in the same places and for the same patrons r.s Vittore Pisano. Vittore

had first devoted his energies exclusively to painting ;
but towards the

close of liis days he displayed such extraordinary skill in casting and

chiselling medalhon portraits that he was eagerly sought by most of the

Itahan princes and chieftains of liis time. At their courts he met, con-

versed with, and gained the friendship of, the most eminent men of the

period in literature and poesy. His talents were celebrated in sonnets,

or recorded in more serious prose ; and, to the deHght of his countrymen,
liis name is to be found in works of acknowledged merit, where those

of liis contemporaries are entirely neglected. Amongst the cities which

Vittore visited, Venice and Rome are the most important. The ducal

palace in the first, the church of S. Giovanni Laterano in the second,

were both adorned by liis frescoes. In both, Gentile da Fabi'iano left

examples of his manner. Praise of Gentile was doubtless often on the

hps of Pisano, and thus it became familiar to Facio and Biondo of Forli.

We shall not say that he did not deserve the honour which he obta.ined

at their hands
;
and whilst we refuse to admit any superiority in liim

over the Florentines, we may concede that he worthily closed an epoch
in the pictorial development of Umbria. It is not to be denied that

Gentile da Fa.briano concentrated the better quahties of the Gubbians,

and that he brought their peculiar art to a combination as complete as

it was capable of attaining ;
but his masterpieces are only remarkable

for their longing softness^ _ their affectation of grace, their laborious

fusion, and for a profuse ornamentation inherited from the Umbrian
and Sienese schools.

Gentile di Niccolo di Giovanni Ma?si of Fabriano, for so a contempo-
140
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rary record teaches us to call him,^ was probably born at Fabriano
between 1360 and 1370, and taught by Allegretto Nuzi.^ In the prime
of liis manhood, when Ottaviano Nelli produced the Madonna of the

Belvedere, he may have derived some useful lessons from one whose

style seems naturally hnked to his and to Nuzi's
;
but he quickly dis-

tanced the Gubbian as he settled into the possession of a manner often

contrasted with that of Era Giovanni of Fiesole
;
and his fame speedily

extended beyond the hmits of Umbria proper. We shall not discuss

the arguments of Vasari and his antagonists, who affirm in turn that

Gentile was the pupil and the master of Angelico.^ It would be difficult

to find two men more totally divergent in aim than the Florentine friar

and the painter of Fabriano. Both were noted for tenderness and

fuiish, for the care Anth which they prepared and used their materials,

but the results were completely at variance with each other
;
and the

angelic candour of the creations due to the one has no relation whatever

to the smorfia and affectation of those produced by the other. Gentile

and Era Giovanni may have met at Florence, where they dwelt at the

same time
;
but we tliink that Gentile did not go there to teach

;
and

in so far, Vasari is nearer the truth, perhaps, than his opponents.^

The uninterrupted connection of Sienese and Umbrians may be con-

sidered to have had its effect on Gentile's style ;

^ nor is it extraordinary
that he should have exliibited a certain relationship to Taddeo Bartoli

when we remember how frequently that artist was employed in Umbrian

cities, or sent his pictures there on commission. It is unnecessary in con-

sequence to assume that Gentile should have made an early visit to Siena.

A distinct Sienese character is plainly to be discerned in the only fragment
of wall paintings that we possess at Orvieto

;
and the older Coronation

of the Virgin at Val Romita, the predella of wliich still remains at

Fabriano, whilst its centre and sides have found their way into the

^ See postea.
2 This is affirmed as a fact by Lori. MS., ap. Ricci, Mem. Stor., vbi sup.,

vol. i., pp. 147, 165. Vasari says (vol. iv., p. 159) that Gentile died aged eighty.
If we ascertain the period of his death, we shall then have a clue to the date of

his birth. Biondo da ForlI, who wrote his Italia lUustrata in 1450, speaks of

Gentile in the past tense, thixs proving that he was dead at that time (Biondo,
ed. Basil, 1531, p. 337).

^ Vasari, vol. iv., p. 39; and Bernasconi, Studi, ubi sup., p. 9.

*
[But cf. Venturi's ed. of Vasari's Life of Gentile (Hoeph). See also for all

that concerns Gentile's life and work, Arduino Colasanti's Gentile da Fabriano,

(Bergamo, 1909.)]
'

[Gentile's influence, as Mr. Perkins says, was felt less in Umbria than in most

parts of Italy. As he has justly pointed out (cf. Raasegna d'Arte, for June 1907),

Gentile cannot strictly be called an Umbrian artist. He is in point of fact an

artist of the March school. The painters of the Marches present from tlio beginning
a distinct character of their own, and cannot be justly compared with those of

Umbria proper. These artistic differences are on a par with those which exist to

the present day between the people of Umbria and the Marches—differences of

character and temperament.]
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Brera at Milan, is powerfully stamped with a similar impress ;

^ a circle

of eight angels exhaling their joy as they play about the rays of a sun

at the base of the picture, recaUing similar passages in Taddeo BartoU's

illustrations to the
"
Creed

"
in the Opera of the Siena Cathedral. In

these figures, as \A'ell as in the principal group ^^'hich is capped by the

Eternal resting a hand on the shoulders of Mary and of Christ, we see

the faults common to most of the men of these regions. Short and

iU-grown personages, without charm in their features or action, are

wrapped in long and twining draperies, revealing nothing of the frames

they clothe. Rustic size and coarseness of extremities are accompanied
by incorrect design. No atmosphere permeates the space, and shadow
is all but absent

;
but the engraved outlines and ornament are finished

Mdth the utmost care. SS. Francis, Jerome, Magdalen, and Dominic at

the sides, stand on a meadow of which the grass and flowers remain

untrampled by their feet
;
and the predella scenes, of which four remain

at Fabriano, are equally imperfect.
There is every reason to beheve that Gentile's first progress out of

Umbria was in a northerly direction. His first patron was PandoKo

Malatesta, Lord of Brescia and Bergamo, who in the early part of the

fifteenth century gave him a large salary to decorate a chapel.^ From
thence he proceeded to Venice, where he spent some years adorning the

great haU of the Ducal Palace \^dth one of the episodes derived from

the Legend of Barbarossa, the battle between that Emperor and the

Venetians, and furnishing altarpieces to S. Giuhano and S. Fehce.^

Emulating Uccello in the choice of a realistic subject, he succeeded,

says Facio, in representing the terrors of a hurricane with such reahty
as to strike terror into the spectator.^

If we may credit records lately discovered, and made pubUc, the

walls of the Ducal Palace at Venice, on which there were stiU some

vacant spaces in 1411, had been finally covered with subjects in 1422
;

^

^
[No. 497 Brera Catal.] The figures are half hfe-size. Five panels originally

formed the predella. Four of them are in possession of Signer Giuseppe Rosei at

Fabriano :
— 1. Death of S. Peter Martyr, is split vertically into two. 2. S. Jolin

the Baptist kneeling in prayer, is damaged by scaling. 3. S. Francis r2cei\-ing
the Stigmata, is split like No. 1. 4. S. Dominic. In all these panels (1 foot by 7|
inches) the heads are abraded, the figures full-length. [All these panels are now
in the Brera.]

[The sole remaining work by Gentile now in his native to^vn is a panel of S.

Francis receiving the Stigmata, in the Fornari Collection (see F. Mason Perkins,
Rassegna d'Arte, April 1906).]

^ Before 1421, when Brescia passed under the sway of Venice. The fact is

stated by Facio, ubi sup., pp. 44-5.
'

Ibid., and Sansovino, Venezia descritta (Venice, 1663), p. 54. The picture at

S. Felice represented S. Paul the Hermit and S. Antony (ibid.).
^ Facio, ithi sup., pp. 44, 45.
' Deliberazione del Maggiore Consiglio, 1411, April 19 {Archiv. Gen. di Venez,,

Vol. Leona, p. 205) :

" Cum alias captum fuit, quod officiales nostri super Sale

et Pvivoalto pro facendo reparare, et aptari pictures sale nove, possent expendere i

.jp

I
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and we may infer that Gentile as well as Pisano had both been engaged
in the edifice previous to the latter date. Gentile's battle-piece had

already shown symptoms of decay in Facio's time,^ and gi'aduaUy dis-

appeared altogether ;
nor have other causes been wanting to deprive

us of the examples which he left in Venice.

A sohtary Virgin and Child in the Venice Academy bears Gentile's

name, but is altered by heavy over-painting.^ An' Adoration of the

Magi, originally belonging to the noble family of Zen, and subsequently

forming part of the Craghetto Gallery ,3 seems to have found a final

resting-place in the Berhn Museum, where it is catalogued very pro-

perly under the name of Antonio Vivarini.^ It affords conclusive

evidence, at least, of the influence which Gentile wielded in the Venetian

school.

If we are thus unable to cite anything in Venice that may with

certainty be assigned to Gentile da Fabriano, we are more fortunately
situated as to certain incidents connected with his life.

Amongst the youths who had devoted themselves to the career of

art, and who were destined to become knoA\ii as men of talent, was

Jacopo Bellini, who entered the atelier of Gentile as his apprentice.

A charming familiarity soon united the two men
;
and the master sat

to his pupil for a likeness which came later into the Bembo Collection.^

libras viginti grossorum et dicti denarii non fuerint suflficientes ad completamentum
operis ; vadit pars, quod committatur dictis officialibus super Sale et Rivoalto,

quod, pro complendo laboreria necessaria, possint expendere alias libras viginti

grossorum, de pecunia nostri communis, et abinde infra sicut facere poterunt."
Deliberazione, 1422, Luglio (Arch. Imp. di Vienna, vol. liv., Misti del Senato) :

" Cum habita diligenti consideratione ad opportunam et utilem conservationem
salae novae Nostri Majoris Consilii, quia ut est manifestum, cadiuit in dies pictiu-se

ipsius sate cum magna deformitate ejus, sit pro laudabili et perpetua fama tanti

solennissimi operis, et pro honore nostri dominii et civitatis nostras prenitus pro-
videnduin, de tenendo ipsam salam in decenti et honorabili forma, quod, si quo
casu destruitur in picturis, subito reaptetvir in illis : vadit pars quod committatur
nostris prociu-atoribvis Ecclesiae sancti Marci, quod jjro facendo reaptari et teneri

continue in bono et debito ordine picturas dictse salaj, debeant accipere et tenero

per tempora unum suflficientem et aptum magistrum pictorem ad ipsa opera pic-
turarum, debendo pro salario illius expendere ducatos centum in anno, de pecunia
quam percipiunt de affictibus apothecariun existentium subtus palatium." Cesakk
Bernasconi, II Pisano (Verona, 1862), p. 42.

1 Facio, uhi sup., pp. 44-5.
'^ Inscribed: "gentile fabbianensis f.," with traces of another inscription

below it, now illegible. The Virgin and Child are enthroned on the moon's crescent ;

the Virgin and the Angel Armvmciate in the spandrils; and two "
graffiti

"
of angels

on the gold ground.
' Ricci, Mem. Stor., ubi sup.
*
[No. 5, Berlin Musemn.] According to Kugleb, the same that formerly was

in the Craglietto Collection (Handbook, p. 187).
^ Anonimo, ed. Morelli, ubi sup., p. 18. Jacopo remained with Gentile till 1424.

In a record of that year he is called "Jacopo da Venezia, olim famulo magistri Gentili

pittoris de Fabriano "
(Com. to Vasari, vol. iv., p. 165). But he called himself

Gentile's pupil also on a Crucifixion at Verona, the inscription of which is copied
in Ricci, Mem., ubi sup., vol. i., p. 173.
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They afterwards lived together in Florence, and when Jacopo married,

the master held the first of the children at the font.

The year in wliich Gentile settled at Florence ^ is approximately
ascertained by the register of the Guild of Barber-Surgeons, in which he

matriculated in November 21
,
1422.^ But his fame survived his departure

from Venice
;
and all he did was so eagerly sought there that the demand

was supplied even from Fabriano. Marc Antonio Pasqualino, whose
father had been Gentile's sitter, thus obtained two portraits ;

^ and we
can only deplore that they should have shared the fate of so many
others collected with trouble and cost in the galleries and churches of

Venice.

From his shop in the Popolo S. Trinita at Florence, Gentile doubtless

sent forth much that is undiscoverable at the present day. In 1423, he

completed an order for the church of his adopted parish ;
and the Adora-

tion
of^tlie Magi is now the ornament of the Florentine Academy of

Arts.^ He enriched the foreground of the composition by the intro-

duction of a copious retinue of followers, grooms, and huntsmen, accom-

panied by dogs and monkeys, filling the distance with well-arranged

episodes and groups. The Saviour, the Virgin, and the Angel Annunciate

appear in the medallions of the gables, whilst the predella comprises the

Nativity, the Flight into Egypt, and the Presentation in the Temple.
Grace in the shape of the females attendant on the Virgin, ease in the

motion of the King whose spurs a page removes, are combined with

individuahty in heads, which seem portrayed from nature
;

the har-

monies of colour are Umbrian in their gaiety, but there is no aerial per-

spective, and gilt-relief ornament is luxuriously applied. The profile of

a female to the left of the Virgin recalls the types of the old Sienese

period,'~';whilst the turbaned king seems impressed with that softness

wliicli "Becomes a more charming feature in Perugino. The gable figures

are pretty and in fair condition, whilst the principal subject is not free

from injury. This is Gentile's best extant effort, proving that his stay

^
[In September 1419 Gentile left Brescia for Rome to serve Martin V., whom

he had met the year before at the court of Pandolfo Malatesta (c/. Lettera di Gentile,

per Nozze Vallemanni : MiUani, 1885). He was at Fabriano from 23rd March to

6th April 1420. Cf. Zonghi, Gentile a Fabriano nel 1420 in Le Marche, an. vii.

(1907), fasc. ii., p. 137 et seq. On Gentile in Ferrara, see Venturi, / Primordi del

Rinascimento artistico a Ferrara in Rivista Stor. It. (Tovino, 1885), an. i., fasc. iii.]
^ Tavola alfabetica, ubi sup. It is from tliis register that we know the name of

Gentile's father, which as stated in the text antea was Niccol6 di Criovanni IMassi.

The date as given by Moreni, apud Ricci, Memorie, ubi sup., pp. 149 and 165, is

incorrect.
* Anonimo, ubi sup., p. 57.
*
[No. 165.] One part of the predella, the Presentation in the Temple, is in

the Lou\Te, No. 202 ; an inscription at the base of the Adoration rnns as follows :

" OPUS GENTiLis DE FABRIANO Mccccxxiii MENSis iNiAii." The front face of a
turbaned man immediately behind thel ast of the kings is engraved by Vasari aa

Gentile's portrait. This picture is noticed by Albebtini, Memoriale, vhi sup., p. 14.

I
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in Florence had taught him something more than he had learnt at home,

yet that, hke his precursor Nuzi, he could not alter his Umbrian nature,
nor forget his primitive education so far as to adopt any of the inno-

vations due to Uccello, Brunelleschi, Masaccio, or Donatello. He may
have been struck by a miniaturist hke Lorenzo Monaco. He may have

admired the creations of Angelico, but he remained inferior to the first

and a fortiori at a respectful distance from the second.

A Virgin and Cliild between four saints, described and praised by
Facius, long adorned the office of the Notaries at Siena, and is variously
stated to have been painted in 1424-5.^ But Vasari adds that Gentile

worked in S. Giovanni at Siena.- It is, however, not as yet distinctly

proved that Siena was ever visited by him.^ Gentile still inhabited

Florence in 1425. An inscription, printed by many authors, long authen-

ticated a Virgin and Child attended by saints, the centre of which has

disappeared from the church of S. Niccol6 di 1^ d'Arno.* It was ordered

by one of the family of Quaratesi,^ and extorted from Vasari an opinion
that of all things he had seen by Gentile, that was the best, not only
because the Virgin and saints were well done, but because the predella,^

with incidents from the hfe of S. Nicholas, could not have been better

or neater. The side panels of this votive piece, are still at S. Niccolo,

1 £Qled with a pretty and graceful Magdalen in profile ;
a S. Nicholas, on

whose cope scenes from the Passion are given Avith exquisite minuteness
;

' a fine S. George, and a Baptist more in the old Sienese antique style ;

the whole ornamented with profusion, flat and fused in tone, and with

' a rosy flesh tint shadowed in cool grey.''

^ Ricci says 1425, uhi sup., vol. i., p. 167. Vasabi's Commentators say it was
commenced in 1424, finished in 1425 (vol. iv., p. 162). See also Facius (B.). De
Viris Illustribus (Florence, 1715), pp. 44-5, from whom we learn that the saints

at the Virgin's side were SS. Jolin the Baptist, Peter, Paul, and Christopher. The

Virgin he describes as striving to cover the Infant on her lap \\nth a transparent
veil. The Com. of Vasari add that beneath the principal panel was a round of

Pieta.
"
Vasaui, vol. iv., p. 153.

^ The Com. of Vasari do not believe that Gentile laboxired at S. Giovanni of

Siena (vol. iv., pp. 162-3).
The Siena Guide, by Faluschi (1784), p. 229, notices the tradition of the exist-

ence of a picture by Gentile da Fabriano in S. Cristoforo of Siena.
* The inscription is given as follows by Richa, Chiese, vol. x., p. 270 :

" opus
QENTILIS DE FABRIjVNO 1425, MENSE MAII."

[The centre panel is now in the King's Collection at Buckingham Palace. Cf.

Lionel Cust and H. Horne, The Quaratcsi Altarpiece in the Royal Collection, in

Burlington Magazine, vol. vi. (1905), p. 470 et seq. The four saints, part of the

same altarpiece, are now in the Uffizi, No. 1310.]
* Vasari, vol. iv., p. 153.
* Not to be foiuid at tins day.
' In the gables of these panels are figures of canonised friars between angels.

Part of the predella is said to have been preserved by the heirs of the late Tommaso
Puccini of Pistoia (Vasari, Coot., vol. iv..pp. 153-4), but all that wo have seen there

in the shape of incidents from the legend of S. Nicholas, are two panels of another

period and school from those of Gentile.

in. K
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But this was not a solitary commission undertaken for patrons having

family chapels in S. Niccolo. A panel, lately discovered in that church,

is now in the sacristy. It represents the Eternal, surrounded by a glory

of cherubim of Umbrian type, sending down the Dove of the Holy Ghost

to the Virgin and Christ, both of whom kneel on a rainbow spanning a

golden heaven lighted by a sun in relief. The Resurrection of Lazarus,

in the foreground of a landscape, and S. Louis of Toulouse form the

subjects of one side, whilst on the other are SS. Cosmo and Damian and a

tliird saint together, and S. Benedict with a chained devil. It is more

hasty than the Virgin of the Quaratesi, and more strongly impressed
with the defects of the Umbrian and Gubbian schools.^

Of the same period, no doubt, is a Virgin supporting the Infant Christ

erect on a balustrade before her, \vitli remnants of Gentile's signature,

and cm'iously hke a later Virgin by Jacopo BeUini, all but Hfe-size and

injm'ed by restoring, in possession of Mr. Jarves.^

In 1419, Pope Martin V. entered Rome, on his way from Constance.

He found the capital (1421) in ruins
;

its churches crumbhng, its houses

depopulated. After he had settled some of the more important quarrels
that raged in Italy, and was able to afford leisure for less important
duties, he patched up the roof and floor of S. Giovanni Laterano, and

casting about for some one to adorn that edifice, he chose Gentile, whom
he might have had occasion to admire at Florence or at Orvieto.

Gentile had indeed been called to the latter place from Florence in

1425,^ and finished a Virgin and Cliild on the wall to the left of the

cathedral portal. Its mutilated remnants show how conscientiously he

applied to wall painting the practice usual to liim in panels. The group
is pleasing in its Umbrian nature

;
the Virgin's head is of a regular oval, |;~

the features kindly, the mouth pouting, the action graceful, the hands H,

slim and refined. We see the quahties of Simone Martini, with increased

perfection in technical execution and draperies reminiscent of those in

Taddeo Bartoli
;
we note the finish and flatness, the copious ornament,

of a miniatiu'e, and an adventitious splendour derived from a modern

crowTi in silver reHef on the Virgin's head, and original gilt embroidery
on the hems.*

1 [Not by Gentile.]
- Mr. Jarves is an American gentleman who till lately lived at Florence. In

the distance of this picttire is a landscape with roses and other flowers creeping upi
the balustrade ; the Child on tiptoe like one bj?^ Benozzo ; signed :

" gent. . . .

. . . briano." [This picture is still in the Jarves Collection at New Haven (see

W. Rankin, Annirican Journal of Archcvolojy, an. i).]
* Della Valle, Stor. del Duomo di Orvitto, ubi sup., p. 123. The record

refeiTing to his wall painting in the Duomo is dated Dec. 9, 1425, and in it the

artist is called, as Angelico was later:
"
egregium magister magistrorum." See

also Facio, ubi sup., pp. 44—5.
* The groiuid of tliis mutilated piece is newly tinged ; the blue mantle of the

Virgin is repainted, and its green lining pointed with gold.

{
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It is not possible at present to determine when Gentile da Fabriano
came to Rome.^ It is certain, however, that he had done something for

Martin V. before the Pope's death in 1431. He painted the pontiff's
likeness with portraits of ten attendant cardinals on one panel.^ In S.

Maria Nuova, now S. Francesca Romanp,, he designed a Virgin and
Cliild between SS. Benedict and Joseph,^ and, in S. Giovanni Laterano,
he began a series of subjects from the legend of S. John the Baptist. On
the accession of Eugenius IV. he continued the work,'* and his own
decease prevented the completion of the Prophets in monochrome above
the incidents of the Precursor.^ Here, however, as at Venice, the master-

pieces of Gentile have all perished. But one of them, that of S. Fran-

cesca Romana, still existed in the sixteenth century ;
and Vasari relates

that Michael Angelo used to say of its author :

" Aveva la mano simile

al nome "
;

* whilst a disciple of a different school, Van dcr Weyden,
having had occasion to see the frescoes in S. Giovanni Laterano, declared

Gentile to have been the greatest man in Italy.' We know what Michael

Angelo thought of Flemish art. He considered it to lack grandeur, selec-

tion, proportion, and symmetry. He objected to the numerous episodes
which filled the distances of pictures ;

he deprecated the use of land-

scapes in which the eye should be solely flattered by huts, green fields,

trees, rivers, and bridges.^ Van der Weyden, who was the true repre-

sentative of an art so desjpised, thus appears to have been favourably
struck by a form of pictorial attainment in which Michael Angelo, his

t antagonist in every sense, also found something to prize. We may read

this puzzle by assuming that the great Florentine was in a vein of sarcasm

and pleasantry when Vasari overheard the pun on Gentile's name. Van
der Weyden visited the peninsula, spent days, no doubt, in seeing the

creations of the best men of the time, and declared himself most pleased
with those of one who held a subordinate rank in the annals of his country.

The reason of this is obvious
;
he discovered in Gentile qualities akin

to his own
; great minuteness, careful fusion of tone, absence of shadow,

land bright contrasts of colour.

It is probable that Gentile at some period of liis Hfe dwelt at Perugia,

'
[See supra, p. 144, note 1.]

^ Facio, uhi sup., pp. 44-5.
^ Vasari, vol. iv., p. 154.
* Platina says, he (Martin V.),

"
picturamqiio Gentilis, opus pictoris egregii,

|inchoavit." Platina (ed. Sacchi), p. 294.
' Facio, uhi sup., pp. 44-5.
*
Vasari, vol. iv., p. 154.

'
Facio, ubi sup., p. 45.

* See this opinion expressed in a conversation between Michael Angelo and

JVittoria Colonna, Marchioness of Pescara, in Raczynski, Lea Arts en Portugal (Paris,

f46),
or the extract in Grimm's Lehen Michel Angela's (Hanover, 18G3), Zweiter

Eieil, pp. 370-1.
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where parts of a Virgin and Cliild between two angels are preserved in

S. Domenico ;
a mere relic, so damaged are the remains.^

In Citt^ di Castello, for which, if Vasari was correctly informed

Gentile finished more than one of his productions, those assigned to him
in the Spedale are of doubtful origin.^ A Martja'dom, and scenes from

the Legend of S. Victorinus, once in the cathedral of S. Severino, have

perished.^

In Fabriano, the only remnant entitled to consideration is a Coro-

nation of the Virgin between six angels playing instruments, of old in the

Casa Bufera, now in Casa Moriclii, in which much of the master's manner

may yet be traced. It was in former times the front of a standard, on

the obverse of which a S. Francis receiving the Stigmata, of the same

size and form, was depicted. This obverse is also in Casa Moriclii, but

it bears the inscription :

" ano bSi 1452 . die 25 de martio." Related

as to style with the Coronation, though of ruder aspect, it may be of a

later date and by some pupil.

Gentile, it is said, died at Rome, and was buried at S. Francesca

Romana, in Campo Vaccino.*

The pieces not alluded to in the text are not numerous :
—

Pisa. Pia Casa delta Misericordia.—A small and pretty Virgin, seated

on a cushion, mth her arms crossed on her bosom adoring the Infant Christ

outstretched on its back on her lap, and grasping her dress (blue and

repainted). The flesh tints are now opaque. [Now in Museo, No. 26.]

Pisa. Museo.—A Coronation of the Virgin by another hand, and not

unlike a Neri di Bicci.

^ The Adoration of the Magi in the same church assigned to Gentile by Mabiotti,
Lett. Pitt., p. 67, and engraved by Rosini, is by Benedetto Bonfigii. Below the

principal group of the piece noticed in the text, are traces of angels with scrolls .

on which are musical notes. The whole on gold ground. The Virgin and Child
^

is now in the Pinacoteea at Perugia.
^ In the

" amministrazione dello spedale of Citta di Castello
" two panels are i

shown as by Gentile da Fabriano—one much restored representing the Virgin ^t

enthroned holding the Infant erect on her knee, revealing the Umbrian manner of i

a man in Gentile's school ; the other, a Virgin and Child, the latter holding a bird, i

reminiscent of Allegretto Nuzi's style, but of a date later than his.
' See the authorities in Ricci, tibi sup., vol. i., pp. 155, 170. We are informed

too late, vmfortunately, by Marchese Carlo Luzi of S. Severino, that there is an

altarpiece by Gentile on the high altar in the parish church of Serra Patrona, near ;:i

Camerino. [This altarpiece is ascribed by Mr. Berenson and Mr. Perkins to Loi'enzo '

" the Second "
of San Severino.] In Urbino nothing by Gentile exists, and Santi

only notices him in the Rhyme Chronicle as
"

il degno Gentil da Fabriano," lib. .j

xxii., cap. xci., in Pctngeleoni, ubi sup. I

* Facio, ubi sup., pp. 44^5. We need hardly point out the error of the Com.\
of the last edition of Vasari, who infer from Facio's text that Roger van der WeydenI
met Gentile at Rome. Facio merely says, referring to the wall paintings of S.f

Giovanni Laterano :

" Auctore requisite cum multa laude cumulatum ceteris|
Italicis pictoribus anteposuisse." Van der Weyden clearly asked for the painter's
name only, and we believe Gentile to have been dead some years at that time.]
See antea, note to p. 96. [Gentile died in 1428. Gf. Anselmi, in Nuova RiviaU

Misena (Arcevia, 1888), vol. i., fasc. i.]

^Ln
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Berlin Museum.—No. 1130. Throned Virgin and Child, S. Catherine and
Nicholas at the sides, the patroness in prayer in front, inscribed on a frame
of the period :

"
gentilis de fabriano pinxit," gold ground, small red

seraphs play on the trees. The colour of this work is altered by time and
oil varnishes.^

Berlin Gallery.
—Six subjects in one frame (No. 1058)

"
School of Gentile,"

in the style of Antonio da Murano.
Munich Gallery.

—No. 551. Cabinets. An Assumption falsely catalogued

[1866] under Gentile's name. (See antea,
" Naddus CeccharelU," vol. ii.).

Paris. Mr. 0. Mundler.—A small panel, originally at Milan, representing
the Virgin and the Infant erect on her knee, Avith a loieeUng patron supposed
to be Lionel d'Este. Tliis is a gracefu.1 (partially retouched) picture, with
little figures in a landscape distance, and quite in Gentile's character.^

Bari. S. Agosti7io.—H.eve is a Crucifix, of which Vasari speaks,^ not seen

by the authors, but described by Schulz.'*

London. Lord Taunton.—A panel in tempera, representing a naval

episode (a king in his galley, and a convoy of ships, with a friar in a grotto,
and four persons with a dog on the land to the right), bears the name of

Gentile da Fabriano. But the manner is that of Fra Giovanni Angelico,
the drawing, action, types, drapery being like those of his school. A heavy
varnish dims the surface and leaves a doubt as to the authorship by the Fra,
or by Gozzoh, or perhaps by Peselhno.

Liverpool Lnstitution.—No. 13. A saint on a throne between four others.

This picture is Umbrian, and shows the influence of the Sienese Taddeo di

Bartolo, but is by one bred in the school of Gentile da Fabriano, and besides

(as we have reason to judge from a recent visit) is injured by time and old

restoring.
Corsham Court. Methuen Gallery.

—Adoration of the Magi. (Waagen,
Treasures, Supp., p. 397.) [Not by Gentile.]

Paris. Hotel Cluny.—A panel in this collection, assigned to Gentile

and dated 1408, is by Lorenzo Monaco. See antea, vol. i.^

A follower, some say the son, of Gentile, belongs to this period. He
^ This piece is described by Ricci. It was originally in S. Niccolo of Fabriano,

and successively at Osimo, Matellica, and Rome. See Kicci, uhi sup., vol. i., p. 155.
'
[By Jacopo Bellini.]

^ Vol. iv., p. 154.
* Denkmdler, uhi sup., vol. iii., p. 174.
^
[Me. Peekins (Rassegna d'Arte, April 1906) speaks of a fresco of a Miracle

I'f S. Antony of Padua in one of the chiu'ches of S. Ginesio as being very close

to Gentile in style, doubtless the work of a clever follower of the master. By an-
other follower are a Virgin adoring the Child (panel) in the Museo Piersanti

at Matelica, and a triptych in the Museo Civico at Fabriano. Another work

betraying Gentile's influence is a triptych by a certain "magister Petrus "
in the

Municipio of Recanati (see Peekins, as above).
To this list I may add :

—
Florence, Settignano. Coll. Berenson. Head of Madomia (a fragment). (Perkiks,

Rassegna d'Arte, 1907.) S. Francis, E.

Rome. Vatican. Head of Charlemagne (fragment of fresco).

(Berenson. )

P.\Ris. Louvre. No. 1278. Presentation in Temple. 1423.

Coll. Heugel. Coronation. (Berenson.)
<. Petersburg. Coll. Strogatioff. Madonna and Angels. (Venturi.)

Newport, U.S.A. Coll. Davis. Madonna Enthroned. (Berenson.)]

I
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calls himself
"
Franciscus Gentilis

"
;
and we are acquainted Avith three

panels on which this name is inscribed. One is in the Museum of the

Vatican/ another in Fermo
;

^ a third belongs to Mr. Barker in London.'

They are the wretched efforts of an artist who was formed not so much
on the models of Gentile, as on those of Antonio da Fabriano, Giovanni

Boccati of Camerino, and Lorenzo of Sanseverino. The Umbrian style,

in a worse form than that which they evolved, is mingled in Franciscus

with a method of stipphng aldn to that of Crivelh. A closer but equally
defective imitator of Gentile is Lellus of Velletri, whose Madonna in

S. Agostino of Perugia is a cento of the technical methods apparent in

the Virgin at Orvieto, and the least praiseworthy characteristics of Taddeo
and Domenico di Bartolo.^

Antonio di Agostino di Ser Giovanni da Fabriano was a less con-

temptible, but still feeble, assistant of Gentile da Fabriano. It is to

him, indeed, that the Marchese Ricci assigns the Coronation of the Virgin
and S. Francis receiving the Stigmata, in the Casa Morichi,^ adding
that, according to tradition, Antonio had tried there how weU he could

imitate liis master. He may be seen in his native ughness in a S. Jerome
of the Fornari Collection at Fabriano, in which, hke Giovanni Boccati,

he exaggerates the defect of un\^Tought extremities visible in Piero della

Francesca, and he paints in a system of mixed tempera of a raw dull

tone very different from that of Gentile.® His nude is fairly proportioned,
but is also dry and withered

;
and liis drapery sins commonly by angu-

larity. The frescoes in the old refectory of S. Domenico at Fabriano

ma-y be assigned to him,' and there are other authentic subjects by liim

1 Press X., Virgin and Child, signed: "Franciscus Gentilis" with the mono- p
gram : D. The types are repulsive, tlie tempera dark and dim (the Virgin's blue ;

mantle new). I

^ In the house of the advocate Dominici. Subject,—the Salutation, with the
!

t

infants on the dresses of the figiires ; the Saviour already in benediction. This is
[

a picture devoid of all feeling ; colour stippled as in Crivelli ; draperies broken
and angular, inscribed :

" franciscus getilis de fabriano "
(panel). r

^ Panel portrait, mistaken by Ricci for that of Gentile, commingling the Umbrian
and new Perugian manner with the style of Lorenzo di S. Severino as exhibited in

the picture of the National Gallery and in Crivelli. The person represented is

j^outhful, but lean and of an angular outline ; at a balcony, long hair falls out of

a red cap ; background green, inscribed on the parapet :

" franciscus gentilis
DE FABRi.ANO PiNSiT." Character as above. This is now in the collection of

Mr. W, A. Leatham, of Miserden Park, Cirencester.
* The Virgin and Child entlironed (two angels in front) between SS. John the

Baptist and Augustine, Agata and Liberatore, signed on a twined scroll :

" lellus
DE VELLETRI PINSIT

"
[uow in the Piuacotcca at Perugia, No. 68].

^ Ricci, vol. i., p. 176. [As I have said, a S. Francis now in Coll. Fornari,
at Fabriano, is by Gentile. The Coronation is in the Brera.]

" The Saint is seated writing, in cardinal's dress, in a cell filled with books,

accompanied by the Lion. The vehicle with which the colours are impregnatedj
seems a sort of red oil of a viscous nature. On the desk is the date "

1451," am'
below on the frame :

" antonius d fabri."
' See antea, vol. ii. The place is now a granary ; the subject filling the whol

wall, a Crucifixion, and many saints kneeling on each hand. In a niche on one sid

f
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in the Palazzo Piersanti at Matellica,^ in the parish church of La Genga,^
and even perhaps in S. Croce, near Sassoferrato.^

Antonio's contemporary Onofrio is said to have done the fragments
of frescoes illustrating the Ufe of S. Benedict in one of the cloistei's of

S. Michele in Bosco at Bologna.^ These differ in no respect from the rude

ones of the third-rates of the fifteenth century in Umbria and the Marches.

The older craftsmen of S. Severino are of more interest to the his-

torian. They were the neighbours of Ottaviano Nelh and Gentile da

Fabriano ;
and one of them, by name Lorenzo, is the author of works

which form an intermediate hnk between those of the two painters just

mentioned. The earhest notice of Lorenzo is to be found in a triptych,

of ^^hicll the principal subject is the Marriage of S. Catherine, a piece so

injured as to possess no value. It belongs to the Cistercians of S. Severino,

and is remarkable for the follo^\^ng inscription :

"
nelli mei ani xxvi

10 LORENZO FE . . . QUISTO LAURRO." The date :

" ANO DOMINI

Mcccc
"
beneath a Pieta on the outer side, settles the period of Lorenzo's

birth.5 He was an iUiterate youth of twenty-six at S. Severino in 1400.

is S. Lucy, on the other S. Catherine, all in a feigned frame with fair ornaments
in it ; the colour is injured. On the frame one reads :

"
1480, die 25 februarii."

^ Here is a Crucifix in which the Saviour, of good proportion, is not unlike the

foregoing in character and proportion, though it is injured. An inscription runs :

". . . TONius . . BRiANEN. s. P. 1452
"
(may be 72).

2 Tliis place is about five miles from Fabriano. The principal picture is a
> Virgin and Child surrounded by angels on the high altar. The Eternal, above, has
• sent down the Dove of the Holy Ghost. SS. Clement and Jolin the Baptist attend

at the sides. The Infant is round backed, a defect noticeable in the works of the

painters of Camerino. The dry and not well-proportioned forms recall Gentile

and the Sienese. On a scroll:
" antonius de fabiao pinxit." Two standards

by the same hand are also preserved here. The first represents a Virgin and Child

with the Eternal above, signed: "antonius. . . ." with SS. Clement and Jolui

the Baptist on the obverse and four bretliren kneeling below ; in the second, the

Virgin, Child, and patron, with a Crucifixion between two saints on the obverse,

all but ruined. [C/. F. Mason Perkins, Rassegna (TArte, April 1906.]
^ Here is a large composite altarpiece of the Virgin and Child between SS.

Joachim, Benedict, Stephen, and Clara, with a Crucifixion in an upper course at

the sides of which are SS. Peter, Paul, and two other saints, an Eternal and the

Four EvangeUsts in pinnacles, and six incidents (one of them the Resurrection of

Clirist), in the predella. The figures are thin and slender, the execution is careful,

uid the colour dry. It is like a work by Antonio. [IMr. Perkins does not consider

this as by Antonio.]
* Ricci, uhi sup., vol. i., p. 193. The date of these paintings is given as circa

1460.
5 As far back as the time of Ricci, this triptych was much dilapidated (Mem.,

ubi sup., vol. i., p. 186). Subject :
—Open triptych, centre—Marriage of S. Cathe-

rine ; left wing, S. Jerome ; right wing, S. Thaddeus, as is sho%v'n by the characters

on the gilt rehef nimbuses. On the upper part of the picttu-e :

" hoc opus fec

FIERI FR. antonius petroni." On the lower edge of the frame the signature in

the text. Closed triptych : Christ in the arms of the Virgin (monochrome), and a

subject all but effaced. Beneath this last, according to Ricci, were the* words :

'NEL mese di gennaro "
{Mem., vol. i., p. 198). The colour is darkened by tune

where it has not scaled away.
Frescoes in the crypt of the Cistercians at S. Severino, representing scenes from

the legend of S. Andrew, are supposed by Ricci (ibid., p. 187) to be Lorenzo's, but

I
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Sixteen years later, and in company of his brother Jacopo, Lorenzo

decorated the whole of the oratory of S. Giovanni Battista at Urbino

with incidents from the hfe of the Precursor, a Crucifix, and other episodes,

which do not fail to create an impression when taken in combination

with the arrangement of the chapel and its groined ceihng. The Cruci-

fixion fills the side against which the altar stands. It is crowded A^dth

ill-distributed groups after the Sienese fashion. The nudes are so lean

that the human frame seems reduced to a mere carcase ;
the angels,

women, soldiers are in violent contortions, moutliing, slnieking, and

shouting. Everything is exaggerated. The horses of the escort are

caricatures. Amongst the incidents of the Baptist's hfe, however, one

or more reveal an embryo of happy thought ;
females now and then

exhibit a feminine nature in their movements, albeit affected
;
and some

portraits, those of two men in black dresses and caps in the interview

with Herod, are fairly and even smoothly coloured. But better still,

on the wall to the left of the entrance, a Virgin, of slender shape, sita

on a cusliion, and raises with a dehcate hand the veil wliich covers the

Child, slumbering on her lap
—a graceful idea, spoiled in part by the

ugly type of the Infant, but in the spirit of the Gubbians. The Virgin's

oblong head, and thin pinched features, her waving hair, and gold-

embroidered veil recall at once those in panels which tradition assigns

to Angioletto, and brings to mind Gentile da Fabriano ;
whilst the soft

and brightly harmonised colour, the minute and precise contours, and '?

la,boriously finished details surpass those of Ottaviano Nelli.^

from what remains of them, they appear to have no exact resemblance to those of

Urbino. [Mr. Berenson and Mr. Perkins accept these as by Lorenzo.] Ricci
further mentions lost frescoes by om- artist in S. M. della Pieve at S. Severino

(ibid., p. 198). [Some of these frescoes have come to light, and, according to Mr.
Perkins, are gemiine works of the master.]

1 On the border beneath the Crucifixion, one still reads :

" anno domini mccccxvi
DE XVIII JULII LAUBENTIUS DE SANTO SEVERINO ET JACOBUS FRATER EJUS HOO
OPUS FECEBUNT." The figures in the Crucifixion are of life-size. The wall to the

right as you enter, is divided into a double course, in the highest of which are the

Vision of tlie Angel to Zacharias ; the Salutation ; the Birth of S. John ; Zacharias

Writing the Name ; the Circiuncision, and a scene in which Zacharias takes the hand
of the Virgin in the presence of the laieeling Anna. This last piece is not without

feeling, but the Virgin's head is restored. Some grace may be conceded to the

figures in the Salutation, and the dresses are in the style of Gentile da Fabriano.
The infant Preciu-sor in the Circumcision is deformed and without any neck. In
the lower course, S. John meeting Herod on horseback, and reproaching him, is a
much injured fresco, where the feeble form of the Baptist is contrasted with better
ones of the bystanders, some of which, as stated in the text, are portraits less ugly
in type than the more fanciful faces of others. These portrait figures too are softly
and truthfully coloured. Next we name the Baptism, which is marked by very
poor forms of nude. An Eternal looking down is a caricature, and a cvirious fancy
is shown in leaves of trees shaped like conchs with heads of cherubs issuing from
them. In the Sermon of S. John there is again an approach to the style of Gentile
da Fabriano. The subjects on the wall pierced by the door are in part gone, in

part concealed by a gallery. On the side to the left most of the incidents are much
injured by restoring, and others are entirelj repainted.
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Lorenzo and Jacopo
^ are fair Umbrian workmen, following the custom

of their country, and heedless of modern improvements, untaught in the

essential laws of pure art, but not entirely devoid of feehng. \Vliat

their immediate influence may have been at Urbino it is difficult to say.

The grace, of which they Avere not entirely deprived, may have been

appreciated by Giovanni Santi, but we seek in vain for the impression

they may have made upon him.^

A continuation of this imperfect development of pictorial qualities

in Umbria may be found in the works of a second Lorenzo, also of S.

Severino, who discloses a change produced by the lapse of years, first

of all in the expression of form, next in the style of drawing, the character,

the drapery, and above all, the technical method of tempera. This

artist is the author of three inscribed pictures, two of which bear his

name and the dates 1481, 1483
;
and the third is certified by the name

only.^ The first of these is in the sacristy of a church at Pausola, near

Macerata ;

^ the second, a fresco, in the collegiate church of Sarnano
;

^

the third, a panel, originally in S. Lucia at Fabriano, is in the National

Gallery.^ They are all handled on the system of Crivelli, whose pro-

ductions, indeed, fill most of the cities in this part of the peninsula, and,

in spite of their shortcomings, they embody some of the religious senti-

1 We laiow no more of Jacopo than is here stated. In the sacristy of the oratory
are two standards, in one of which the Sermon of S. Jolm is ahnost all repainted,
but which still betrays a style like that of the frescoes, whilst in the other is the

Crucified vSa\'iour, in the same state, suggesting similar remarks.
2 PuNGiLEONi, Elogio Stor. di Giovanni Santi, p. 4.

[A panel representing the Raising of Tabitha, by Lorenzo, is in the possession
of Professor Schiff of Pisa. A series of frescoes by the master, with scenes from
the life of S. Joseph, is to be found in the Duomo Vecchio at San Severino. Mr.
Berenson ascribes doubtfully to the master a Coronation of the Virgin in the

Pinacoteca of the Vatican, and two panels of Saints in the Biblioteca of Macerata.]
^
[Other dated works have now come to light.]

• S. Francesco. Tlie altarpiece is a triple gable, with the Virgin and Child in

the centre, and four angels above her, between SS. Jolin the Baptist and Mary
Magdalen. In tlie points are the Ecce Homo between a male and female saint,

on the step of the Virgin's throne the words :

" opus laueentii de s. severing.

1481," and below, an inscription stating that the pictiure was ordered by Gentilis

and Giovanni iMarinus. The tempera is spare, hard and stippled, and fairly

preserved.
^ This is a sort of tabernacle in the arch of which the Virgin enthroned holds

the Child between SS. Martin and John the Baptist, with a kneeling abbot near

the latter. Above, the Eternal is attended by three angels on each hand ; and
six similar figures are above the Madonna. In the spandrils are the Virgin and

Angel Annunciate. In the sides, S. Sebastian, with a kneeling brother at his

feet, and S. Roch. Above each figure, an angel. This piece is inscribed :

" hoc
OPUS FEC FIERI ANTONINO BOTIUS ABAS DE SARNANO PRO EJUS ANIMA, ET DOMINI
OUGLIELMI FRANCIGA SUB ANNO DOMINI 1483. LAURENTIUS SEX-^ERINAS PINXIT."

In the sacristy of the same chirrch are the sides of an altarpiece, double-pointed

|> arches, in which are SS. Peter, Paul, Benedict, and Blasius, much injured and
I like a caricature of Alunno.

" This picture [No. 249 Nat. Gal. Catal.] is a Marriage of S. Catherine of Siena,

with S. Demetrius of Spoleto kneeling on the left, inscribed :

" laurentius n.

SEVERINAS PfSIT."
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ment of Alunno. In other examples of the manner of Lorenzo "
the

Second," as the signatm-e on the
"
Marriage

"
at the National Gallery-

authorises us to call him, we find Alunno not only imitated, but caricatured,
and this is the case in a Virgin and Child at S. Agostino of S. Severino,^
a Conception in the Brotherhood of S. Francesco at MateUica,^ a Madonna
and holy attendants in the church of S. Francesco,

^ and in two couples
of saints at S. Teresa of the same place.* The worst tiling of tliis kind
is a grotesque Meeting of Anna and Joacliim in the Duomo at Nocera.^

This list of tliird-rates may be considered unnecessarily complete if we
add to it a Madonna of the most repulsive aspect now in the sacristy of

the Duomo at Recanati, by Lodovico de Urbanis of S. Severino,^ and a

1 This picture on gold groxxnd is in the vestibule of the chtirch named in the
text. Its figures are life-size. It represents the throned Virgin and Child attended

by angels, between S. Jolm the Baptist and a bishop (the Virgin's blue dress

damaged). The whole is painted in a slight water-colour, recalling the manner
of Alunno. [Now in the Pinacoteca.]

* S. Anna holds two puppets on her knees intended for the Infant Virgin, and
Christ. At her sides are SS. Sebastian and Roch ; above, the Ecce Homo between
half-lengths of SS. Michael and Dominic, very much injured and split vertically,
much coloiu- scaled and the Virgin's dress new.

' The Virgin and Child with four angels, one of whom gives flowers to the Babe,
between SS. Francis and Bernardino. In each pilaster at the sides are two half-

lengths of saints and an angel. Foiu* incidents are depicted in the predella, the
outside panels of which each contain a half-length figvire in prayer. This piece is a
mixture of the manner of Lorenzo and Alunno, better preserv^ed than the fore-

going. In the chapel of Ospedale. [This altarpiece is not by Lorenzo (see F,

Mason Peekins in Rassegna d'Arte for April 1906).]
* Here are SS. Severino and Catherine with the Prophet Daniel above. The

Baptist conversing with a spectacled monk and Elijah (gold gro\ind, all but life-size).
^
Meeting of Anna and Joachim. Above, the Eternal, tlie Virgin and two

angels. In the frame are half-lengths of saints. [Not by Lorenzo.]
There are records proving that Lorenzo of S. Severino painted an altarpiece at

Monte Milone in 1496. The picture, according to Ricci, represented S. Antony
of Padua, the Virgin and Child, and angels. It was signed: "lauret sev^i a. s.,"

and was dated as above (Ricci, Mem., ubi sup., vol. i., p. 202). A note in the same
author refers to a damaged Virgin between two saints in episcopals in S. Francesco
delle Scale in Ancona signed with the fragmentary words : "... enzo .severin
.... FECI . . . M. . . . 81." Records also exist which show that Lorenzo

painted a "Justice
"

in the town hall of S. Severino in 1478, arms at the Mercato

gate in 1481, and a figure of the Beato Jacopo della Marca in 1482 (Ricci, Mem.,
vol. ii., p. 130). [Mr. Berenson and Mr. Perkins both ascribe to Lorenzo the large

polyptych in the church of Serra Petrana, near San Severino. Mr. Perkins attri-

butes to the master a fresco of the Virgin, Child, and Angels in the chapel of the

present Hospital at Matellica, a work hitherto given to Niccol6 da Foligno (c/.

Rassegna d'Arte, April 1906). Mr. Berenson further ascribes to Lorenzo a

panel of SS. Paul and Nicholas, No. 5 of the Gallery of Caen ; an altarpiece of

1491 at Caldei'ola ; a triptych in S. Pietro at Fermo (1481); a Madonna in Lady
Horner's collection at Mills Park (Frome) ; a Nativity (No. 79) in the Museum
of Moulins ; a panel of S. Antony of Padua

( 1496) at Pallenza ; a Madonna in

Prince Colonna's Collection at Rome ; and two panels (Case S, No. XIV.-XV.)
in the Christian Museiun of the Vatican. A fine altarpiece by Lorenzo is in the

Holden Collection at Cleveland, U.S.A. (see Mary Berenson, Rassegna d'Arte,

January 1907). Another altarpiece is in the Corsini Gallery at Rome (No. 709)

(of. B. Berenson, Central Italian Painters, 1909).]
^ The centre of this piece is the Virgin and Child with ten angels ; at the sides,

SS. Benedict and Sebastian. Lozenge-shaped pinnacles contain the Ecce Homo
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Virgin, Cliild, and attendant martyrs in the church of the Zoccolanti of

S. Ginesio, by Stephano di S. Ginesio.^

Still foUoMdng the eastern slope of the Apennine to the southward,

we come upon Camerino, which gave birth to Giovanni Boccati,^ and to

Girolamo di Giovanni ;
two men of more \Aorth perhaps than those of

S. Severino. Camerino offered but a slight field for exertion ;
and

Boccati did not long remain in his native place, but we judge from

certain authentic examples of his skill, dating from the middle of the

century, that he may be the author of an enthroned Virgin with angels

holding flowers, and a S. Bernardino preaching from a pulpit ;
both in

the monastery of S. Francesco at Camerino. ^ His petition to be admitted

to the freedom of Perugia in 1445 is extant,* but his success seems to

have been only partial. A citizen of the town had ordered a Madonna

of him in 1446, which was purchased for the Brotherhood of the dis-

ciplinati of S. Domenico,^ and is still there. It is a warm tempera, with

tones of body and pohsh hke enamel, in which the Virgin and Child are

enthroned, between two playing angels witliin a screened receptacle of

stone, round which seraphs stand. S. Dominic and S. Francis each

present two kneehng members of the Brotherhood
;
and they are accom-

panied by SS. Ambrose and Jerome, Gregory and Augustine. A garland

of roses is above the Virgin's head
;

the Infant allows His hand to be

licked by an eager dog which He holds by a leash
;
and in the distance

at the sides, angels are placed in a decoration of vases and festoons, in

rear of which trees and flowers show their leaves and blossoms. In a

between the Virgin and Angel Annunciate. In the pilasters, two angels and four

half-length saints. In the predellas, the Martyrdom of S. Sebastian and two other

incidents, with four prophets in the intermediate pilasters. This hideous cross

between the San Severini, Aluimo, and CriveUi is signed :

" OPUS ludovici de

tJKBANis DE SATO SEVERINO." Ricci givcs copious notices of this painter, who was

consul at S. Severino in 1488 and 1493, and of whom there is a record that he was

in litigation with a brother painter in 1466 {Mem., uhi sup., vol. i., p. 221). Bicci

also describes an altarpiece of 1463 by the same hand in S. M. delle Grazie at S.

Severino (ibid., vol. i., p. 222).
1 Tlie same cross is visible in this artist as in Lodovdco. The altarpiece repre-

sents the Virgin and Child (the latter copied from Crivelli) between two samts m
episcopals and the Imeeling saints Roch and Sebastian. The outlines are arigular

and the ornamentation after Crivelh. On the step of the throne the words : hoc

OPUS FACTUM FUIT TEMPORE DNI JOHANNIS ABATIS, AND DNI 1492. STEPHANUS D.

85o GINESIO P." [Variovis other works of Stefano exist at S. Ginesio (cf. Perkins,

Rassegna d'Arte, April 1906). Mr. Perkins also ascribes to him a large altarpiece

in the ex-Nevin Collection at Rome.] • , /-,

2 [On Boccati, see Feliceangeli, Sulla Vita di Giovanni Boccati da Camenno

(Sanseverino, 1906).]
3 This is a panel injured by a split. The subject on gold ground.
* Ricci pubhshes it in full {Mem., uhi sup., vol. i., pp. 199-200), giving us

Boccati's name, which is Giovanni Pier Matteo Antonio Annutii Boccati.

» M.1BIOTTI, Lett. Pitt., ubi sup., p. 68. This pictm-e has been removed, smce

these lines were written, to the Pinacoteca of Perugia.
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predella are scenes from the Passion.^ The long-necked, slender-waisted

figure of Mary, Avith its small hands, all contoured A^ith hair lines at sharp

angles,
—the angels are Umbrian in character, and prove the education

of Boccati to have been derived from the models of Gubbio and Fabriano,
and to have embodied many Sienese habits. They also recall another

kind of art, that of Bartolommeo di Tommaso and Alunno, the repre-
sentatives of the school of Foligno which, by the industry of the latter,

assumed an independent position towards the close of the fifteenth

century, and took the place of the older ones.

This school Avas remarkable for its absorption of pecuharities obtained

from Benozzo Gozzoh, who thus, though more humbly, shares vnth Piero

della Francesca the honour of introducing the Florentine element into

Umbria. But Giovanni Boccati did not merely receive this Florentine

bias at second-hand from Benozzo. He also shared some of the

errors of the master of Borgo S. Sepolcro ;
and in the altarpiece of

S. Domenico liis Infant Christ wears an aged look, and presents

hard, Av^ooden forms like those of Francesca.^ Yet Boccati is but

a second-rate in whom the varied influences of Siena, Umbria, and
Florence do not yield anything like perfection. The grace of the

Umbrians verges in him upon vulgar exaggeration ;
the singularity of

the Sienese in costume becomes almost grotesque in his person ;
the

accurate dra^ving of the Florentines is unknown to him, and he has

not an inkhng of the science of perspective. Yet, he had a mode-

rately successful career at Perugia, in the Pubhc Gallery of which

he has, we think, left at least two Madonnas attended by angels ;

^

^ This altarpiece is much injvired. The S. Ambrose, part of S. Jerome, and
the whole distance behind them are repainted. The Virgin's blue mantle and part
of the vestments of other figures are likewise new. The colovir is dimmed by restoring.
The predella, detached from the altarpiece, represents the Capture (reminiscent of

Domenico Bartoli), the Crucifixion (recalling P. della Francesca in some figures),
SS. Thomas Aciuinas and Peter Martyr. A Procession to Calvary is quite in a
Sienese character. On the border one reads :

" opus johis bochatis de chajie-
RENO." On the step of the Virgin's tlirone, the date 1437. The central panel is

three feet one inch high. The predella has also been removed to the Pinacoteca
of Perugia.

2 Note his short frizzled hair and protruding belly, the thin-lipped open mouth,
showing the teeth ; the grotesque short-waisted dress of the angels and their long
thin necks, and, generally, the wrinkled faces. The drapery too is remarkable
for straight and broken lines of excessive frequency.

^ One of these [Sala VI., No. 18] is in prayer adoring the Infant, stretched on
her lap in a tabernacled throne, attended by six angels playing and singing ; an

angel with a lute on the left, another beating a drum on the right foreground, others

picking flowers. The Saviour plays with a bird. His shape is long, angular, and
lean. The colour is softly fused, but flat and reddish in the flesh tints, which are

altered by varnishes.
The second of these [Sala VI., No. 24] is a Virgin giving the breast to the Infant,

with angels offering flowers, others in front seated and playing. Much ornament
is lavished on the dresses. [Beside these there is in the Periigian Gallery (Sala VI.,

No. 21) a Madonna of Mercy and a Pieta (1479), a ruined fresco.]
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whilst some of his panels have found their way to Orvieto ^ and to

Rome.2

In Girolamo di Giovanni of Camerino, who has been generally taken

for the son of Giovanni Boccati, we trace other tendencies
;
and the

sohtary specimen which bears his name, at S. M. del Pozzo in Monte
S. Martino, near Fermo, bea,rs the impress of Boccati, of Matteo da Gualdo,
and of Vivarini. Moschini found liim registered in the guild at Padua
under the date of 1450

;

^ but Girolamo clung to the traditions of liis

country, and displays only so much of Paduan character as may be

conceded to the Vivarini, a Venetian family the pictures of which are

by no means scarce on the seaboard of the Marches, and which com-

peted in these regions Avdth the long-lived and numerous one of the

CriveUi.

The altarpiece at Monte S. Martino is signed. It was completed in

1473, and represents the Madonna, the Child, and four angels, between

SS. Thomas and Cyprian. The defects wliich disfigure Giovanni Boccati

and Matteo of Gualdo clearly exist in Girolamo, whose Virgin has a

round soft head resting on a slender neck. The Child lacks all comehness.

A Crucified Saviour, mourned by his mother and the Evangehst, ornament

of the central pinnacle, is bony and aged, though fairly proportioned,
but the method of the Vivarini is apparent in the low, flat, and some-

what dry tempera, in the outhnes, and in the general mode of rendering
form and folds of drapery.*

1 Pri\-ato chapel of the Casa Pietrangeli at Orvieto. A Virgin and Child between
SS. Savino, Juvenale, Augustine, and Jerome, angels with flowers, and two seated
in front playing. This is a somewhat injured panel (Virgin's head new), on gold
ground, without the painter's name, but dated 1473. [Now in the Museum at

Buda-Pesth, No. 74.]
* Rome, belonging to Monsignor Badia, S. Paul the Hermit, and S. Christopher,

two oblong panels of high enamel surface colour. They are assigned to Piero della

Francesca, but are, probably, by Giovanni Boccati—wovild, indeed, be his best,

if authentically sho^vn to be his. [No longer to be traced. Giovanni's masterpiece
is the great polyptych of tlie Madonna, Child, and Saints, of the year 1468, in the

church of S. Eustachio at Belforte in the Marches (see O. Scalv.a.nti, in Rassegyia
d'Arte for February 1904, and F. Mason PERiaNS, in same review, for April 1906).

Other works by the master are a Madonna in the Collection of j\Ir. Berenson at

Settignano (see Feliceangeli, op. cit.); a jNIadonna and Angels (No. 411) in the

(Jhiaramonte-Bordonaro Collection at Palermo (Berenson) ; Two Angels in the Le

Roy Collection at Paris (Berenson) ; a Madonna and Angels (No. 257) in the Gallery
at Ajaccio, Corsica ; a Madonna and Angels and a S. Sebastian of the year 1460

in the church of S. Maria del Seppio at Pioraco, near Camerino (FeUceangeli).

Signer FeliceangeU and Mr. Perkins both ascribe to Boccati two very characteristic

panels, each of them representing the Madonna and Child with Angels, in the

ex-Nevin Collection at Rome. Mr. Berenson, finally, gives to tlio master a fresco

of the Madomm Enthroned in the church of S. Maria Nuova at Gubbio (on entrance

wall).]
^ Moschini, DelV Oricjine e della vicende della Pittura in Padova (1820), p. 24.

* In medallions on the spandrils of the central panel are the Virgin and xVngel

Anntmciate. S. Thomas holds the girdle, and reads. Beneath the
^Virgin

are the

words :

" jeronimus johanis de camerino depinsit mcccclxxiu." On the side

pinnacles are an Archangel Michael weighing the souls, a characteristic figure like
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More of the Paduan stamp would be admitted in Girolamo, if we
could certainly assign to him a S. Jerome Penitent, belonging to the

CavaHere Vinci at Fermo, a careful figure, hastily laid in with a plenteous

touch of pigment of a reddish flesh tint, reminiscent of Matteo da Siena

and of Bono Ferrarese, a Mantegnesque pupil of Pisanello.^

We do not pretend to guess at the connection between Boccati and

Girolamo
;
but the latter continued the art of Giovanni

;
and that art,

if not in itself attractive, is still interesting as we folloAv it from Camerino

through the Marches towards Ascoh, and see it minghng with that of

Padua and Venice. The reader's attention might still be arrested by
fragments in the sacristy of S. Agostino at Monte S. Martino,^ and by a

church standard, with subjects on both sides, in the crypt of the church

of Sarnano
;

^ but the course of the narrative leads us onwards upon
the spiral route described at the outset of these notices.

We thus reach Gualdo Tadino on the Mediterranean side of the

Apennine, and find there Matteo, who is a partner in Giovarmi Boccati's

one by the Vivarini, and S. Martin sharing his cloak, with SS. Peter and Paul in

medallions in the points. The Virgin's mantle is injured, likewise the neck of

S. Thomas. [See F. Mason Perkins, in Rassegna d'Arte, for April 1906.]
^ S. Jerome kneels and beats his breast before the Crucifix. The cardinal's

hat, the Lion are by him, and his sandals are loose on the ground. A bear Hcks
his paw behind the saint to the right. The distance is a rock in which a cave opens,
and on the left, the distance recedes to a city and far horizon.

[Regarding Girolamo di Giovaiani, see Mr. Berenson's recent article on this

painter in the Rassegna d'Arte, Sept. 1907. Mr. Berenson ascribes to Girolamo
the following works :

—
Camerino. Pinacoteca.

Gualdo-Tadino.
Milan.
Nevers.
Nocelleto (Marche).
Rome.

No. 2. Madonna and two Saints, 1449

(fresco).
No. 3. Madonna and six Saints and
Donor (fresco).

No. 8. Annunciation and Pieta.

No. 89. Fragment of fresco : Angel.
No. 98. Fragment of fresco : Madonna

Enthroned.
Duomo. Crucifixion and four Saints.

Poldo-PezzoU. No. 154. Madonna and Angels.
Gallery. No. 2.5. The Baptist.
Parish Church. Polyptych ?.

Coll. Wurts. Madonna, Saints, and Angels.
San Pelleqrino (Gubbio). 8. Pellegrino. Polyptych : Madonna and Saints, 14G5.

Tours. Gallery. No. 185. Baptist.
London. Coll. Dowdeswell. Four Saints (illustrated in Mr,

Berenson's article).

Mr. Perkins formerly ascribed to Girolamo the Annunciation at Camerino and i

the polyptych at San Pellegrino and the Crucifixion at Gualdo, but appears to have
come to the conclusion that the latter works are by an unknown master not to be

|

confounded with Girolamo (see Rassegna d'Arte (Milano), August 1907).]
2 Here is a pinnacle with the Crucified Saviour between the Virgin and Evangelist |

in the same style as the altarpiece already described.
* On one side, the Annunciation, with the Virgin's head partly obliterated ; on I

the other, Clirist Crucified between the Virgin and S. John, much scaled. Panel,
|

on gold groiuid.
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modes of thought and execution
;

but who, at the same time, tends

more faithfully to maintain the Umbrian style which was to culminate
in Perugino. That he was a feeble artist notwithstanding, modernising,

though perhaps hardly surpassing, the Lorenzos of S. Severino, may not

be denied
;
but he naturally inchned towards the neighbouring draughts-

men of Fohgno. There are no authentic panels by him in the town in

which he was born,^ though one, da.ted 1462, is said to have existed

there. His manner is apparent in a S. Anna teaching the Virgin to read,^

a Virgin and Saints, an Annunciation in S. Francesco,^ and a Madonna
in the Duomo, of Gualdo ;

"* but a genuine fresco will be found in a sohtary

chapel on the hills outside Gubbio, S. M. della Circa, near Sigillo, on the

inner walls of wliich a Virgin and Child with a dog in His arms, and a

Virgin of Mercy, are depicted ;
and on a pilaster near the latter are

syllables of his name.^

A hght reddish water-colour, on a ground of green, shadowed con-

sequently in verde, and stippled up in lights, forms the flesh tone of the

first of these Virgins, whose square oblong face seems cast in the mould
of the Sanseverini, whilst the usual affectation of grace, involved draperies,

tenuous outlines, profuse pattern ornament, and positive tints prove the

painter's Umbrian nature. In the second Virgin, the frame rivals in

length and slenderness those of Giovanni Boccati, whilst the angels, who

loop the cloak, might be confounded \^dth those of the Fulginese, Barto-

lommeo di Tommaso, or Alunno. Pleasing heads, and pretty coifs com-

paratively set off a few of the females beneath the mantle, and distantly

resemble those of Piero della Francesca in the Virgin of Mercy at Arezzo.

We are struck in both men by a common Umbrian origin and a diligent

hand, however wide we may find the distance between them as regards
merit. But Matteo's pictorial career offers a further similarity with that

of Giovanni Boccati in so far as we may trace liis pencil south of Gualdo,

as we have traced it here north of that place, in a chapel called S. Maria

^

[j\Iany have now come to light.]
^
[According to Mr. Perkins, this is not a work of Matteo, but a characteristic

creation of Antonio da Fabriano.]
" These are all in the choir and of very little importance. [Xow in Pinacoteca.]
* This is an elevated position on the high altar. A triptych much injui-ed,

assigned to JMatteo, is said to exist at Nociano, two miles from Gualdo, and a Virgin
between S. Roch and Sebastian in S. Pellegrino, tliree miles from the same town.
The head of the Virgin in this last piece is said to be injured by tapers, but certain

pinnacle figures are described as worthy of preservation. [The triptj'ch at Nociano
still exists, and is certainly by Matteo. The altarpiece at S. Pellegrino is not

by Matteo, but by Girolamo di Giovanni da Camerino. (Cf. F. iLiSON

Perkins, in Rasscgiva (TArte, June 1907, and B. Berenson in same for Septem-
ber 1907).]

* " MA . . Eu. PIN . . . su. . . . MD. . . ." probably
" Matteus pinxit sub

anno," &c.
On the same wall is a Conception, the most defective of all these paintings, the

Infant a caricature of that which Bartolommeo di Tommaao of Fohgno repeated.
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in Campis, near Foligno, in which the decorations are by two or three

hands, affected by the vicinity of Benozzo Gozzoh at Montefalco. If

there, however, some obscurity and doubt may exist as to the part
taken by Matteo, his signature authenticates a fresco in S. Caterina, or,

as it is more commonly called, SS. Antonio e Jacopo, of Assisi,^ a chapel
the greater part of which was covered with frescoes by Benozzo' s assistant,

Pietro Antonio.

The whole wall facing the entrance simulates an inter-columniated

space, in the centre of which the Virgin is enthroned, and accompanied
by angels. Two of the heavenly messengers sit in front playing instru-

ments. S. James and S. Antony stand at the sides, each gravely
escorted by an angel holding a candlestick. Above a frieze of festoons

pinned wdth cherubs' heads, the Virgin and Angel Annunciate face each

other, parted by a window
;
and a dog, emblematic perhaps of fidehty,

is near the former.

A striking relation between this and old Gubbian art is evident
;

and the S. Antony is but an ugly adaptation of that of Guido Palme-

rucci
;

but the paltry masks and defective shapes, clothed in straight

or broken drapery, imitate the humble works of Giovanni Boccati,

whilst the Annunciation distantly reminds one of that of Piero deUa

Francesca in the Gallery of Perugia. The bricky flesh colour, bounded
j

by wiry hnes, is singularly unattractive
;
and the date of 1468 preceding

the artist's signature, on a card wafered to one of the pillars, teUs when
and by whom this poor creation was carried out.^ Nor is this all that

Matteo da Gualdo did to adorn this chapel. The angels in the panel

spaces, below the roof v/hich protects the fagade, are liis, as well as the

fragments of a Saviour in Glory above, and SS. James and Antony by
the portal.^ A Virgin and Child in the sacristy of S. Francesco at Perugia ;

a S. Jerome and a S. Paul, belonging to it in the Gallery of that city, are

the only additional pieces that can be given to Matteo.^ B*

^ [The Cappella dei Pellegrini.]
2 The inscription runs :

" hoc opus factu fxjit sub ano dni mle quateige-Hjb
TESIMO SESAGESIMO OCTAVO DIE PRIMO JUNIJ. MACTEUS DE GUALDO PINSIT." [On~
these frescoes, c/. Elisei, Illustrazione della Chiesa dei Pellegrini (Assisi, 1896).]

^ These paintings are all much damaged, and tlie colour, as far as one can
see,|

is dark and positive in tone. The figures are mere mmiimies.
* On the step of the Virgin's tlirone one reads :

" hoc opus fecit fieri lucj
ALBERTUS DOMi FRAjsTCisci p aIa michaline." The gold ground of the centre and
of the side panels in the Academy has been repainted yellow. These two piece
are now united in the Pinacoteca of Perugia. Nos. 91, 92, 93. [These panels areP
ascribed by Mrs. Berenson {Rassegna d'Arte, April 1907) to Giovanni Francescol t

da Rimini, an interesting provincial painter discovered by Dr. Corrado Ricci, whoj
•

found his signature on a Madonna of 1459 in the church of S. Domenico at Bologna^ |i
Dr. Ricot also ascribes to the same painter a Madonna and Angels of 1461, in the

possession of Signer Cantoni of Milan (now No. 2118 in National Gallery), and

Baptism in the Coll. Blumensthil at Rome, as well as a panel representing Monkd
fed bj' Angels, No. 17 of the Gallery of Pesaro (see Rassegna d'Arte for SeptembenB'!]
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We have seen how nearly related he was to Bartolommeo di Tommaso
of Fohgno. This was a man of Umbro-Sienese education, who flourished

in the earher part of the fifteenth century, interesting less for his merit

than for a clue wliich he affords for ascertaining the source of Alunno's

style.

"
Messer Rinaldo di Corrado Trinci, ultimo Signer di FoUgno, create

priore di questa coUigata I'anno 1430 face dipingere la presente tavola colla

sua immagine posta a pi^ della Sedia di M. V. da Bartolommeo di Tommaso
pittore della stessa Citta."

This modern inscription is on the frame of a picture in S. Salvadore
of Fohgno, representing the Virgin and Child in a Avide throne surrounded

by httle angels, and adored by a half-length miniature of the last of the

Trinci. S. John the Baptist and another saint are at the sides
;
and

two smaller canonised personages of the two sexes are in two pinnacles
removed from their original place.^ We accept the tenor of tliis state-

ment as a copy of the genuine one formerly on the frame
;
and we con-

ceive that this otherwise unknown Umbrian is a man of no great renown,
whose instincts taught him to follow the widespread lessons afforded by
his earlier countrymen and such Sienese as were affected by the models

of Taddeo Bartoh and Domenico di Bartolo. In the full face and arched

brows of a short-waisted but long, stiff Virgin, whose arm and hand are

filed to a reedy thinness, we notice the origin of the Umbrian softness

remarkable at a later period in Alunno, the longing for grace of Boccati

land Matteo of Gualdo, and their ill-chosen features and di'apery. The
I angels, of the same class, are yet nearer to those of Alunno, whilst the

^awkwardness of the Infant, the square forms, ^\Tinkled flesh, and small

features of the saints equally prove the tenacity ^dth which the old

1902, May 1903, and July 1907). Don Guido Cagnola has ascribed three panels to

I

the same master, a second Madonna belonging to Signor Cantini, a Virgm and Cliild

once in the Doetsch Coll. [Rassegna d'Aric, August 1905, and Marcli 1908), and a

Madonna, -No. 408, in the Museum at Karlsruhe (cf. Rassegna d'Arte, October 1908).
Mb. Berensoj has increased the list by several pictures:

—A Crucifixion in the

possession of Marchese Strozzi of Florence a Pieta, with Donors, No. 18, in the
Kestner Museum at Hanover ; a JMadonna and Child, No. 11, at Le Mans (France) ;

a Virgin, Cliild, and Angels in the Walker Gallery at Liverpool ; a panel of S.

Nicholas saving the Poor Man's Daughters, No. 1659, Louvre ; a tondo of the

Holy Spirit in the Coll. Sir F. Cook at Richmond (see Rassegna d'Arte, as above).
He adds to the above a Nativity, No. 255, Bologna Gallery ; a Madonna
(doubtful) belonging to M. Dollfus of Paris ; a panel representing a Pilgrimage
to Campostella, Case Q, No. IV., in the Christian Musevuu of the Vatican ; a fresco

of the Madonna, Child, and Angels in the Mmiicipio of Spoleto. According to

Mr. Berenson, Giovanni Francesco may have been a pupil of Girolamo di Giovamii.
In any case, he was certainly influenced by Bonfigli.]
We may add to the list a tavola, in the Perugia Gallery, representing the Virgin

and Child, and Baptist, which may, possibly, be due to Matteo, and two scenes

 from the life of S. Francis, No. 565, cabinets in the Gallery of Miuiich, on gold ground,
'Sasigned to Antonio PoUaiuolo.

* There is an outline of this Virgin in Rosini (vhi sup., vol. iii., p. 34).

in. L
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Sienese types were preserved in the smaller cities of this part of Italy.

The dim grey tones, resulting from time and neglect, preclude criticism,

but the whole piece is marked enough to serve as a test of the authorship
in others; and we are thus enabled to ascribe to Bartolommeo the

Fhght into Egypt, on the front of S. Salvadore, near the portal, a muti-

lated Virgin, Child, and Saints in S. Domenico,^ and a rude fresco illus-

trating an incident in the life of S. Barbara in S. Caterina of Fohgno.^
In the meanwhile, Benozzo Gozzoh had settled at Montefalco, and

his dexterity soon roused the spirit and excited the rivalry of men follow-

ing his profession in Umbria. In 1452, a chapel was built by a pious

gentleman of Foligno, at a short distance on the road to Spoleto, and it

afterwards bore the name of S. M. in Campis.^ Its walls were covered

with frescoes, of which large portions remain
;
an Annunciation, mth

two saints beneath it
; Peter rescued from the waves, A^ith a kneeling

patron by its right-hand corner
;
and a large Crucifixion, ^nth attendant

groups, on the face behind the altar.* They are hardly of respectable
talent

; possibly by Matteo da Gualdo, and Pietro Antonio, assisted

perhaps by Alunno himself. The name of Pietro Antonio is suggested
because he is a native of Fohgno, because we know that he studied

under Benozzo
;
and we see the imitation of this proUfic Florentine in

the subjects above enumerated. There is no doubt that the Annun-
ciation is a counterpart of Gozzoh's at S. Fortunato, tinted in his usual

reddish water-colour, outHned in liis wdry fasliion, and copiously stippled ;

whilst the saints, especially the more Umbrian ones below, have the

slenderness and length, ^\'ith less of the defects of those by Bartolommeo

di Tommaso. The Rescue of S. Peter is taken from that of Giotto in

the mosaic of Rome, including the uinds blowing at the upper corners,

and the fisherman anghng at the side. We can understand such an

imitation being derived from one who should, hke Benozzo, have just

left the capital. But the Crucifixion also is taken from that in S.

^ The Infant holds a bird and a scroll, towards which the Virgin points ; the

whole under a feigned arch. Remains of the nimbuses of saints lower down on
the wall are visible. What still meets the eye is injured. Since the above was|
written, the fresco has been detached and placed in the IMiuiicipio of Foligno.

^ A long inscription closes with the date of 1449, but does not give the painter's!
name. The persons who ordered this fresco were the nuns of the convent, who did

so in remembrance of one of their nvmiber. Beneath the scene from the legend
of S. Barbara is a Virgin and Child, with two angels leaning against the pillars
that support the niche ; and further on, a S. Antony, with a nun in prayer before

him.
' This is proved by an inscription outside the chapel, on a stone near the door;

which has been walled up since the place ceased to be used for worship. On this!

stone one reads :
" pietki de cola dalle casse la fe fake questa cappella.

MCCCCLn."
*
Amongst the subjects on the remaining wall is a S. Christopher and foiu

figures, almost gone. The ceiling was originally blue and bestarred. The Christ

of the Crucifixion and the Peter rescued from the waves are feebler than the

remainder.

I
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Francesco at Montefalco, though the attendant figures are drawn in

the weedy and feeble forms, and \\'ith the grimace of those by Boccati,

Matteo, and even Alunno.^

It is not rare to find this compound style in the proportions just
noticed at Fohgno. It is apparent in an imperfect fresco of the Annun-
ciation, outside the Monastery del Popolo, near the Ancona Gate,^ in

remnants of a Virgin, Child, and Saints above the door of the Convent
of S. Anna,3 inside of which Pietro Antonio left a S. Francis receiving
the Stigmata. The type, originally fine in Angehco, shorn of some

beauty by Benozzo, is still further debased by subsequent transmission
;

and this is as true of the foregoing examples as it is of similar ones
to which the name of Pietro Antonio is attached

;
such as the Virgin

and Child amongst saints above the portal of the monastery of S. Lucia,
dated 1471

;

^ the same subject in the same position in the monastery
of S. Francesco at Fohgno, dated 1499

;

^ and the scenes from the life

of S. James in SS. Antonio e Jacopo at Assisi.^

The latter, no doubt contemporary with those of Matteo da Gualdo

(1468), are less devoid of power than later ones, but they prove, as indeed

^
[Mr. Berenson and Mr. Perkins consider the fresco of the Crucifixion to be an

unquestionable work by Niccolo da Foligno. The Annunciation and the fresco of
S. Peter rescued from the Waves are given by Mr. Berenson to MezzAStris.

2 The lower part of the principal figures is gone. The upper half of S. Rosa,
attending to the right, is obliterated ; but what is left is an imitation of the marmer
of Benozzo.

^ The lower part of this piece is also obliterated. The Virgin supports the
ichild in a standing position on her knee. He gives the benediction and holds tlie

orb—two angels supporting a dais ; two others and two saints in waiting at the
sides. The distance is an ornamented balustrade, on which small wooden figures
of seraphs pick flowers. The figures are rigid and motionless, round-eyed as in

Sassetta's pictures, the outlines are marked, but the colour is clear and rosy.
* A modern inscription, but copied on the lines of an older, runs as follows :

' OPUS TBTRUS ANTONIUS MESASTRIS DE FULGINEI PINSIT. MCCCCLXXI." Tho Virgin
land Child are reminiscent of those of Benozzo. The attendant saints are SS. Lucy
land Clara. The vaulting of the arch of the lunette is full of ornament, interspersed

I
with heads of monks and figiu-es. The nimbuses are finely engraved Hke those

|of Angelico.
* These are life-size figures. At the Vii'gin's sides are SS. Francis and Jolui

Ithe Baptist ; and two angels support a drapery in rear. But half of the one to

Ithe right is wanting, and the colour in other parts is scaled. It is a dull and rude
Iwork of Pietro Antonio's later years, inscribed with the following words, which

I
will not long be legible :

" piet . . antonio pinsit. 1499." (Now in Museum.)

I

* The subjects here painted are the same we have noticed in S. Biagio di S.

iGirolamo at Forli by Palmezzano. They are taken from the legend of S. James.

I
On the oven where the roasted fowl are made to revive by the saint, are the words :

'PETRUS ANTONius DE FULiGNO PINSIT." In the sccne to the right of this, where
13. James restores the hanging youth to life, two figures have been added by a later

Jartist,
to whom we may also assign a S. James and a S. Ansano on the next lower

Ijourse, in the lunette, of which an Eternal appears in a glory of cherubim, and
Uttended by angels. By the side of S. Ansano is a S. Antony by Pier Aiitonio.

lOn the fourth wall are scenes from the life of the latter saint, and the Four Evangelists

|SI1
the triangular spaces of the ceihng.
[The S. Ansano is, according to Mr. Berenson, an early work of Fiorenzo.]
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all the frescoes of Pietro Antonio prove, that he was an Umbrian on whose

stock the Florentine character was engrafted by the teaching of Gozzoli
;

for he not only took the conceptions and the types of the latter; he

used a tliin-bodied water-colour, within engraved and continuous con-

tours
;
he conscientiously a^nd carefully employed materials famihar to

the followers of AngeHco, and courageously cropped the excessive luxuri-

ance of Umbrian ornament
;

but he exaggerated also the rigidity ob-

servable in Benozzo and, as was but too natural for one of liis inferior

talents, introduced no Hfe into wooden figures, which were but mechanical

and imperfect copies of conventional forms, Pietro Antonio hved to

the close of the fifteenth century, and perhaps longer ;
and his industry,

not confined to the circuit of FoMgno or Assisi, took liim, as we beheve,
^i

to Narni, Trevi, and to other cities of fliis part of Italy .^

Pier Antonio, however, was surpassed in ability by liis contempo-

rary and feUow-townsman Niccol6 of Fohgno, whose earhest attempt
discloses a certain ripeness of power in 1458. Six years before this,

S. Maria in Campis had been decorated in the manner previously de-

scribed
;

a.nd we should tliink that Alunno was engaged there, because

the influence of Benozzo, M'liich had clearly extended to the painters j

of that chapel, is equally evident in the composition and spirit of Niccolo

at a later time.^

Benozzo had inherited in some measure the mystic tenderness and j

softness, the kindly rehgious feehng of Angehco, When he appeared in
,

the neighbourhood of Foligno, he found an art there in which expression i

of sweet melancholy, purity, and resignation was the principal object ,|

i

1 In a room, of old the refectory
—[these are now in Civic Musenni]—of S. Fran- 1

cesco of FoUgno, is a Ufe-size Virgin with the Child, attended by seven angels, i

much injured, but in the style of Piero Antonio, and dated 1486. A mutilated

Virgin and Child, Angels, Baptist, and another saint of the same character, may be
seen in S. Domenico of Foligno.

A Virgin and Child between SS. Francis and Jerome, attributed to Spagna,
but doubtless by Pier Antonio, fills the lunette of the portal at S. Girolamo of Narni.

In the same style, above one of the altars in S. Martino of Trevi, is a much damaged
fresco representing the Virgin and Child, SS. Francis and another friar, and six

angels ; further, on another altar, the Charity of S. Martin, a much injured fresco

slightly reminiscent of Tiberio d'Assisi.

In the same manner one sees at S. Girolamo, near Spello, above the door, a

S. Francis receiving the Stigmata.
[No less than thirteen detached frescoes by Mozzastris are in the Civic Museum

of Foligno (see Berenson, Central Italian Painters, p. 203). A fine example of the

master is a Madonna and Saints in the chapel of the
" Maesta Bella," near Foligno,

Other frescoes by Mezzastris are in the chiu-ch of S. Maria infra Portas in Foligno
(Berenson and Perkins), and Mr. Perkins ascribes to liim a large panel of S. Roch

interceding for the people of Foligno, in the chtu-ch of S. Giacomo (c/. Rassegna,
d'Arte, August 1907)—this last a rare example of panel painting on his part. The!

only other known panel by the painter is an Annunciation, No. 52, in the Museum]
of Caen (Berenson).]

*
[Besides the Crucifixion already mentioned in these pages (see antea), Mr,

Berenson ascribes to Niccolb's early period an Annunciation, Crucifixion, &w
other frescoes, in the Bell Tower of this church.]



Mezzastris.

MIRACLES OF S. JAMES
Capp. dei Pellegrini, Assisi.

MADONNA AND CHILD, WITH SAINTS
Mezzastris. S. Anna, FoUgno.
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aimed at. Between this Umbrian feature and the sentiment of Fra
Giovanni there was so natural an affinity that their combination might
have been foretold.

Alunno embodied, and gave a more rational form to the manifesta-

tion of modest composure and maternal affection in the Virgin, or of

veneration and sympathy in angels. In exceptional cases he imparted
energy and hfe to saints

;
he tried to assimilate some of the quahties

hitherto denied to his countrymen, in foreshortening the human body ;

he drew minutely and carefully. His Umbrian frame was thus changed
and improved by contact with Benozzo

; but this Florentine was not

calculated to raise the standard of taste in any sense
;

his trite con-

ceptions suggested notliing grandiose, his vulgarity prepared nothing
refined, liis imitative fibre was plastic to receive, not strong to convey.

Alunno, therefore, did not excel any more than liis predecessors in balance

of composition, in correctness of drawing, or in flexibiUty of flesh. His

figures, on the contrary, are often rigid, wooden, and \acious in form
;

his faces are frequently repulsive ; they abound in coarseness and

grimace. A marked feature in him is the bro^\'n tinge of his colour,

verde or reddish in shadow, ruddy in hght ; Sienese in fact in appear-
ance, as it is in the method by wliich its peculiar stamp is attained

;

but withal in keeping as regards the general harmony.
Tradition assigns to Bartolommeo di Tommaso the title of Alunno's

first teacher, and a comparison of the two men confirms the common
behef. Educated in a local atelier, imbibing as an alternative some-

thing of Benozzo, Niccolo is an Umbro-Florentine, and the true repre-
sentative of the art of Foligno. Without attributing to him the

exaggerated importance which he is made to bear, history may admit
that he ^vas one of those who prepared the way for others of more note.

His types, impressed by Vannucci v^nth a new elegance, were of influence

in the rise of the Perugian school, which received its finish from Raphael.
Alunno's first altarpiece^ at Dcruta has been deprived of its sides

and predella, but the Virgin, attended by SS. Francis and Bernardino,
has aheady the character common to the complex of the master's works,

Tlie whole piece, when perfect, was no doubt an improvement on previous
ones at Fohgno, and we may concede to the principal group a fair amount
of composure and affectionate feeling, a feeling kindly and maternal

^
[Although the first signed work we possess by Niccol6, this work displays,

as Ml?. Pekkins points out (Raasegna d'Arte, June 1907), a comparative maturity
of style which renders it evident that it must have been preceded by numerous
other paintings. According to the same authority, Niccolo's really early work is

to be looked for in such a painting as tho Virgin, Saints, and Angels, on either side
of a Crucifix in relief, in S. Francesco at Montefalco. This is considered by Mr.
Perkins to be the earliest recognisable work of the master. Mr. Berenson also
'marks it as early in his list. The altarpiece at Deruta is sadJ.y damaged, but the
difEerence between it and such a work as the Crucifixion at Montefalco is evident.]
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rather than refined to rehgious mysticism. Its date (1458) tells us the

time when Alunno hved at or laboured for Deruta, and completed not

merely this for the church of S. Francesco, but the more rudely handled

subjects of a standard in the Brotherhood of S. Antonio Abate.^

At Assisi he did much and variously
—the whole front of S. Maria

degU Angeh, says Vasari,^ besides panels and flags. A mutilated Cruci-

fixion on canvas on the high altar of S. Crispino,^ a Virgin of Mercy,
S. Rufinus, and scenes from liis legend in the brotherhood of the same

name, are weak or injured specimens of his industry.* A banner, called

the banner of the plague, in which the patrons of Assisi pray to the

Virgin who, in obedience to their entreaty, implores the Saviour's inter-

cession, once in S. Francesco, now in the Ramboux Collection at Cologne,

poorly illustrates Alunno's manner, and shows how Benozzo's forms of

subject become extended
;

^ but the best tiling at Assisi is the Madonna
in the Duomo, the centre of which, reduced to a circular shape,

^ and
let into a modern paneUing, contains the Virgin, Child, and angels remini-

scent of similar ones by Gozzoh, wliilst the saints in the sides, and the

three httle incidents of the predella demonstrate how it might chance

that a Avell-posed figure of regular features should be found by the side

of others less worthy of praise.'

^ This panel is so damaged that its value is much impaired. The Virgin sits

on a marble tlu'ono, with angels in adoration at each side. The saints kneel in

front, S. Francis introducing a small kneeling patron with a scroll in his hand on
which is written :

" jacobus rubei de deructi hoc opus . . . p. a." (the syllables"
ructi

"
new). On the base of the Virgin's tlu"one is the following:

" nicolaus
FULG. . . PiNxiT MCCCCLvrri. DIE . . ." The standard is painted on both sides

with subjects, now much inji.u"ed, on gold ground : on one face S. Antony entlironed,
with two angels supporting the mitre above his head (S. A.'s black dress repainted
and scaled in parts), in front, kneeling brethren, and above, a Christ Crucified and
angels ; on the other face, a very ugly Flagellation, beneath which SS. Egidio
and Bernardino. In the Crucifixion we trace the imitation of Benozzo, in the

angels, a reminiscence of Bartolommeo di Tommaso. The Saviour in the Flagella-
tion is herculean and coarse. [This standard is now in the Civic Museum at Deruta.
Mr. Perkins considers it as belonging to a later period than the altarpiece cf 1457. J ..

2 Vol. v., p. 278. 1
^ Christ Crucified and half of a Virgin and Evangelist, on canvas. [On wood,

now in Pinacoteca. According to Mr. Perkins, by Lattanzio.]
* This standard is in a bad state. SS. Francis and Chiara, under the mantle,

introduce a number of the brethren. Two angels support a crown above the Virgin's ,

head. All the heads except that of S. Chiara are retouched. On the opposite side |

of the standard, S. Rufinus enthroned between SS. Vittorio and Louis, both in
'

episcopals. Two incidents from the legend of S. R. on the lower part. This side

is all but obliterated. [Now in Pinacoteca.]
» No. 202 of that collection.
®
[This altarpiece is now recomposed in its original shape, but has suffered

much from bad varnish.]
' On the base of the Virgin's tlirone one reads :

"
. pus kicolai de fuli . . c

MCCCCL. ..."
S. Pietro Damasio standing writing occupies a niche in one of the sides to the

right of S. Cassiano holding an inkhorn and scroll and dictating. In the pinnacle;
a Virgin and three seraphs.

The S. Pietro a fine figure of regular type and naturally posed, S. Cassianc
^
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As if it were the fate of Alunno's altarpiece to be dismembered,
one of 1465 hangs in separate

^
portions at the Brera of Milan

;
a

Madonna ^dth saints, the sides and pinnacles of which are but partially

catalogued, yet seem as if they might easily have been put together

again. Rigidity and grimace, sharp positive colour, render this piece

peculiarly unattractive.^ A more genuine, and happier combination of

grace and nature justly claim more indulgence for the canvas at S.

Maria Nuova of Perugia. It was ordered for the Brotherhood of the

S. Annunziata in 1466, and is now framed on an altar,^ presenting
to the spectator an angel turning with an air of veneration towards

a modest and composed Virgin ;
whilst the Eternal in the usual glory

sends down the Dove of the Holy Ghost ;
and SS. Phihp and Juhana

recommend the kneehng members of the Brotherhood.* Alunno never

drew a more graceful form than that of Gabriel with his crisp wavy
hair bound in a crimson cincture

;
he seldom more completely shows

how the Umbrian type could be improved by the adaptation of that

pecuhar sprightUness which Benozzo introduced under AngeUco's influ-

ence. The very border of seraphs and festoons, which parts the upper
from the lower groups, is on the model of Gozzoli.^

The Vatican Museum now shelters the altarpiece of Montelpare dated

weaker, but still not without feeling. In the other side are S. Lawrence and a

bishop, with the Angel Annunciate between two seraphs in the pinnacle ; the two

saints injm-ed and the colour scaled. Predella— 1. The body of S. Rufinus on a

car drawn by oxen, accompanied by clergy, soldiers, and people. 2. The IMartyrdom
of S. R. 3. The Recovery of his body. As for the Pieta and angels in lament spoken
of by Vasari, vol. v., p. 278, it is said that such a picture on canvas existed, but

was probably sold in past times. Nothing is known of a panel by Alunno in

S. Francesco. [Conte Umberto Gnoli claims to have foimd the Pieta mentioned

by Vasari, in the Collection of Herr Eugen von Miller zu Aichholtz, at Vienna, by
whom it was ascribed to Bramantino (c/. Emporium, April 1908).]

1 [Now, 1909, joined.]
2 Of this dismembered altarpiece three parts are catalogued:

—No. 77, Virgin,

Child, and Angels, inscribed :

" nicolaus fulginas pinxit mcccclv.," the Virgin's

dress new and the rest somewhat damaged; No. 100, S. Francis; No. 110,

S. Bernardino. Besides this exist No. 439, S. Louis ; a S. Sebastian, not numbered ;

and pinnacles, representing Christ Crucified and four angels half-length, S. Jerome,

S. Antony, S. John the Baptist, a Saint, all by Alunno, and doubtless parts of the

same picture.
* [Now in the Pinacoteca, Sala IX., No. 10.]
* This is a tempera with life-size figures, on an altar to the left of the portal,

with an inscription half hidden in whitewash as follows :

" sotietas ss. .\nxjntiate

FECIT FIERI HOC OPUS. A. D. MCCCCLVi." Since the above was written, this picture

has been placed in the Galleria Commiale at Perugia.
6
[To this earlier period of Niccolb's career, Mr. Perkins ascribes a fine altar-

piece of the Virgin and Child, with Angels and a kneeling Donor, between SS. Francis

and Sebastian, in the collection of Mr. E. W. Forbes (Fogg Museum), at Cambridge,

U.S.A. This is one of the most pleasing of Niccol6's works, and foreshadows in

the figtires of the Virgm and Child the central panel of the Gualdo polyptych ;

in the S. Francis, the similar figure of that Saint in the altarpiece at Snn Severmo.

The provenance of Mr. Forbes' picture is unknown. (Cf. F. Mason Perkins in

Raasegna d'Arte, May 1906).]
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in the year 1466,^ with its numerous pinnacles, pilasters, and double

predella ;
and a less complicated one Mitli the Crucifixion for its centre,

the original place of Avhich is not ascertainable,^ both to be classed

amongst the inferior productions of Alunno. The Colonna Gallery in

the same capital owns a Madonna del Soccorso by the same hand ,3 and

the Monte di Pieta a Virgin, Child, and Saints ;

* all of these much hke

a vast series, monumental in shape, finished in 1468 for the Chiesa del

Castello at S. Severino.^

Alunno was now modifying to a certain extent the earlier impress
of Benozzo ;

and beginning to infuse new elements into his great com-

posite pictures.® Of these he completed one in 1471 for the church at

Gualdo, where we already find some of the grimace of Crivelh ;
one at

Nocera (1483), at Aquila (1486) [?], at S. Niccolo of FoHgno (1492), and
La Bastia (1499).' The majority of these may be catalogued together
with others of less authenticity ;

but that of S. Niccol6 deserves more

than a passing notice. It is one of those collections of panels Aiithin an

architectural frame, of which we possess so many by Sienese, Umbrian,
and Venetian artists. Its chief subject is a Nativity, in which the Virgin's

tender action somewhat compensates for defect of form, in which S.

Joseph is drawn in classic attitude, but A^ith repulsive face. The Infant

on the ground before liis mother is a stuffed doll ;
and a crowded land-

scape recalls the Venetian school, and even Palmezzano. Amongst the

^ See Ricci, vol. i., p. 201. The central panel is empty. Six saints erect form
the sides, \vith the addition of a second and higher course containing six half-lengths.
A Pieta in the central, saints and angels in the side, pinnacles. Fourteen half-

lengths form one predella, beneath which is another in which are seventeen half-

figm-es of females. On the border are the words :

" nicholaus ftilginas
MCCCCLIIini.

"

* In the side panels of this piece are SS. John the Baptist and three other saints,

In the central pinnacle a Resurrection, in those at the side a Prophet in a medallion,
surrounded by tliree seraphs in roimds.

^ Canvas half life-size.
* Centre, the Virgin and Child (life-size). At the sides in niches are SS. Francis,

John the Baptist, Jerome, and ? Chiara. Medallions six in number, in the spandrils,
are filled each with a cherub's head. This piece is on canvas, partlj' scaled and

partly restored. [Now in Corsini Gallery, No. 708 ?.]
* Centre. The Virgin, Child, and Angels, between SS. James, Severino, Francis,

and youtliful Hubert (profile). Pinnacles, centre— the Saviour and seraphs,
Daniel, Jeremiah, and the Virgin and Angel Annunciate. Predella (eight feet long),

—
centre : Christ in a circvilar glory embossed with cherubs in relief, between Twelve

Apostles in rehef in niches. The dress of the vulgar S. James is repainted. The I

cope of S. Severino is in part renewed. The same may be said of the mantle and
tunic of the Virgin, and of the veil on the Infant. S. Francis is the best figure of

|

the series, but the altarpiece as a whole is of an inferior quality, even for Alunno.
On the border, above the predella, are the words :

" nicolaus ftjlginas pinxit,
j

MCCCCLXVIII."
' [As Mr. Perkins has pointed out (Rassegnad'Artc, June 1907) Niccol6 did

I

not escape the influence of the Vivarini, an influence potent in the IMarches and i

north-eastern Umbria. The influence of Crivelli is also visible in his later works
(Beronson).]

'
[Mr. Berenson gives this mostly to his son Lattanzio.]
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saints in a triple course above and at the sides of the Nativity, some

are almost caricatures ;
more are vulgar, grim, mouthing or affected

;

but the Resurrection of Christ in the gable is one of Alunno's most

successful efforts. The movement of the Redeemer, as he steps out of

the tomb, reminds one of Benozzo's creations, and at the same time of

the Mantegnesque in Crivelh ;
and this not only as regards character

and drawing, but as regards mould, which remains, at the same time,

Umbrian and almost a counterpart of that usual in Fiorenzo di Lorenzo.

The Saviour's naked body is dry in bone and muscle, the head regular.

The guard sleeping by the tomb is boldly foreshortened in imitation of

the Mantegnesques, after the fashion adopted by Giovanni Santi at

CagU ;
nor would it be presumptuous to suppose that Niccol^ had had

occasion, ere he carried out tliis work, to analyse Signorelh's fresco in

the Duomo of Orvieto. Yet whilst he thus attempts to adapt his style

to the bolder one of a far greater master, his better proportioned figures

are still feeble. The predella, which was kept in France Avhcn the cliief

portion of the altarpiece was restored to its original place after the peace

of 1815, is marked by similar features to those above enumerated ;

whilst its colour is dull and brown in shadow.^

The following is an additional catalogue of Alunno's extant works :
—

Gualdo. Tadino Duomo.—The Virgin, attended by angels, holds the

Infant erect on her loxee, and receives from one of the messengers of heaven

a basket of cherries, A vertical spht damages the panel, which is capped

by a Crucifixion, between Mary and John Evangehst. The contortion of

the Virgin's face as she embraces the body of Christ is worthy of Crivelh.

A star at the pinnacle point contains the Saviour in benediction. A double

course of full and half-length saints occupies the sides, SS. Paul, Peter (his

yellow dress in part new), Francis (grimacing as in Crivelh), Bernardino

(full-length part new, part scaled) ; Sebastian, Diego, Louis, Michael (half-

lengths). The side pinnacles are filled with half-lengths of SS. Christopher,

Clara, Stephen and another. On the base of the Virgin's throne are the

words :

"
nicolaus fulginas pinxit mcccclxxi." At each side of a recep-

tacle for the wafers of the host in the predella are angels with festoons of

flowers, and eight saints in niches
;

—others in the pillars parting the niches

(which are double), six figures in the pilasters of the altarpiece, and an angel

on each of the phnths. The S. Paul is an instance of Alunno's occasional

success in the production of a good form, erect, stepping out, broad and easy

in drapery, natural and flexible. The colour is powerful and harmonious.

1 At the sides S. Sebastian in an affected attitude, S. Nicholas very exaggerated,
 SS. Michael and Jolm the Evangelist, are placed. In the upper course of the sides

< are half-lengths of SS. Monica, the Baptist (vulgar and grim). Jerome (coarse

I mouthing and cramped in action), a bishop. At the sides of the central pinnacle
are four, in each of the pilasters five, saints. The predella at the Louvre is numbered

31, and represents Clirist on the Mount, the Flagellation, Clu-ist led to Calvary,
the Crucifixion, Joseph of Arimathaaa, and Nicodemua on the road to Calvary.
A long inscription names the author and gives the date (1492).
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A trivial realism marks a monk, with goggles, in the predella. The whole

is on gold ground.
Arcevia. Spedale.

—Ricci notices here an altarpiece of 1481. {Mem.,
vol.

i., p. 201). According to Gaye, Kunstblatt 1837, No. 85, the Virgin and
Child are enthroned between SS. Francis and Sebastian

;
on the obverse is

the Annunciation
;
and the date is 1482. Besides the name and the year,

a scroll in the hands of the Infant Christ is said to read thus :

" per li dulgi
PREGI DELLA MIA DILETTA MATRE E DEL MARTIRO SEBASTIANO ET DEL DIVOTO
FRANCESCO 10 BENEDICO QUESTI MIEI CONFRATI 1482." ^

Nocera. Duomo Sacristy.
—The Nativity, the Virgin, on her knees, adoring

the Infant Saviour, angels, under a dais ;
between SS. Lawrence, Rainaldus,

Felician and Francis, above which are SS. Sebastian, John the Baptist, Paul

and Catherine. A Coronation of the Virgin and four half-length Doctors of

the Church are in the five gables. Six half saints are in each of two high

pilasters capped by an open hand carved in wood, with a hole at the wrist

for reUcs. A series of recesses parts the body of the piece from the predella,
in which there are twelve half-lengths of Apostles. The figure of S. FeHcian

is one of the exceptionally good ones. On the border of the chief course

is the inscription :

" hoc opus nicolai fulginatis mcccclxxxiii."

Aquila. Convent of S. Chiara.—A fine Alunno. Christ crucified is be-

wailed by four angels; a monk grasps the foot of the Cross, the Virgin

fainting to the left, the Evangelist grieving to the right. The Redeemer
is drawn with a fair show of anatomy. At the sides are :

—1. Christ on the

Mount. 2. Carrying his Cross. 3. Rising from the Tomb
;
with a fourth

scene from the Passion. The flesh tints in the Crucifixion are a little injured.
On the border is the signature :

'"
nicolai fulginatis mcccclxxxvi." ^

Another picture of the same period in the same convent is the Virgin and
Child between SS. Paul, Francis, Chiara, and another female saint in a double

course
;

the Crucifixion forming a central gable. (The notes of this work
are mislaid by the authors, and the painter cannot be named mth precision
as Alunno.) [?]

Serra Petrona.—Ricci mentions a Madonna in S. Francesco of tliis place
^

dated 1491 {Mem., vol. i., p. 201).

Foligno. S. Niccolb.—A Coronation of the Virgin by Alunno is in the

CappeUa S. Antonio, belonging to the Ruspoh of Camerino. Beneath the

principal group, S. George overcoming the Dragon ; SS. Bernardino in
:

ecstasy, and Antony looking up. In the predella are medalUons of the

Ecce Homo, Virgm, and S. John Evangehst. On the pUnths of the pilasters i

two shields are supported by two angels each. The distant figures have a
j

strength and firmness which might remind one of SignorelU, the movements '

of some horsemen being powerful and good. The rest is in Alunno's less

happy manner.

Foligno. S. Bartolommeo {fuor di).
—A Martyrdom of S. Bartholomew by

flaying. In this convent church is also a poor Alunno damaged by repainting.
La Bastia.—In the church of this place which lies between Assisi and

Perugia, is an enthroned Virgin and Child, surrounded by angels. Various

fruits and a vase of cherries are on the foreground. SS. Sebastian and

1 [Not to be traced.]
- [Now in National Gallery, No. 1107.]

*
[This is, as already stated, by Lorenzo II. of San Severino (see antea, p. 148, n. 3).]
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Michael Archangel are in attendance. The lunettes contain the Eternal

and seraphs, the Virgin and Angel Annunciate. In the predella, Christ, half

in the sepulchre, is embraced by the Virgin, whilst His hand is kissed by
S. John Evangelist. Two angels in lamentation are to the left, one grimacing
to the left, holds a Ught. David, Zachariah, Micah (with goggles), a saint,

Isaiah, and Daniel are divided on each side of the Pieta. The enthroned

Virgin's attitude is kindly and pleasing. The Angel and Virgin Annunciate

are amongst the best by Alunno, with something reminiscent of Giovanni

Santi. Much colour has scaled away, and the predella is injured. The

general tone of what remains is warm in lights, cold in shadows. On the

middle border is the inscription :

" hopus nicolai fulginatis 1499," and

on the right plinth one reads in a cartouche :

"
questa cona la fatta fare

LA PATERNET^ DE DON BENINGNIO DE SER MARINO DE SPIELLO PIUANO DE

SCO ANGILO DE LA BASTIA P l'aNIMA SUA ET P SUA DEVOTIONE." A similar

cartouche on the opposite pUnth is illegible.

Bologna Gallery.
—Standard. On one face is the Annunciation with the

Eternal above, amongst angels, conceived in the spirit of that by Signorelli

at Volterra, or of Santi at Milan. The angel seems to run, and betrays all

the defects of Alunno. On the obverse are the enthroned Madonna and

Child, over whose heads the Eternal suspends a crown. This is signed :

" HOPUS NICOLAI DE. . . ." It has been suspected to be due to one
"
DeUbe-

ratore." The latter word having been formed out of the final and now
abraded part of the inscription. Liberatore has probably been read in

error for Foligno. At all events the character of the painting makes it

obvious to be an Alunno.^

Assisi. Ex-church of S. Lorenzo al Monte, near Rocca.—Here, in a ruined

edifice, is a tabernacle, rudely painted, in the Umbrian style, but probably
not by Alunno. In it is a Virgin and Child, and S. Francis with the Eternal

in the vaulting, and a saint in a niche. Beneath S. Francis are small kneeling

personages. The following are remnants of a signature : "... chola

PICTOR."

Louvre. Musee NapoUon III.—Ex-Campana Gallery, No. HI : a

standard representing a Virgin of Mercy with the faithful under the mantle

in charge of SS. Francis and Chiara. The Saviour above is much injured

and repainted, also numerous Httle saints, all by Alunno. No. 88, Annun-

ciation, genuine likewise. [?]

Berlin Museum.—No. 137. Virgin adoring the Infant Saviour on her

knee, an Umbrian piece without the marked features of Alunno
;
and rather

reminiscent of Fiorenzo di Lorenzo. The ground is regilt.

Carlsruhe Museum.—No. 350. This, described by Dr. Gaye, who saw it

at Assisi, is a standard originally in the church of S. Gregorio of that city.

In its original condition, one side was filled with a S. Gregory in episcopals

on a throne ;
a book in his left hand, his right giving a blessing. A green

cloth is held back by two angels, and at the saint's feet kneel (right) the

men, (left) the women, of a Brotherhood. Higher up, the Flagellation is a

similar composition to that of the Alunno at Deruta. Above the pillar to

which the Saviour is bound : S. P. Q. R., and near the Saviour the words :

1 There is no picture in existence signed Niccolb Deliberatore, and that of Cagli

which Lanzi mentions is not to be found.
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" Hopus NicoLAi FULGiNATi 1468." On the obverse, high up, Death, with

the scythe, and S. Francis in ecstasy in front of a red curtain. Below, the

Crucified Saviour, S. John EvangeUst, and the Virgin, and the Magdalen at

the foot of the Cross. As now arranged, the S. Gregory and the Crucifixion

are placed over each other, with a signature on the border, and the rest is

absent. This must have been originally fine. The angels attending on

S. Gregory are not without feeling ;
the S. Gregory himself is regular in

shape, and there is no want of relief in the parts. The forms of the Christ

in the Crucifixion are purely rendered, though imperfect in proportion. The
head is expressive. The imitation of Benozzo is very apparent.

London. National Gallery.
—No. 247. Bust of Christ ascribed to Alunno.

See antea,
" Matteo da Siena."

Oxford. University Gallery.
—S. Francis, S. Catherine (?) called Giotto

(presented by Hon. W. Fox Strangways). The character of these two
foliated panels is uncertain on account of repainting, but they seem to issue

from the schools of Alunno or his pupils.
St. Petersburg. Gallery of Count Stroganoff. Virgin and Child ascribed

to Alunno, really by Fungai (see postea).

The career of a man of middling capacity has thus been followed

in its changes. Its interest lies in the clue which it affords to the various

influences felt throughout Umbria and the Marches during the latter

half of the fifteenth century. Its opening years are unknown to us
;

its close is equally obscure. No trace of Alumio has been discovered

subsequent to 1499.^ [?]

The art which dragged on a poor existence at and about Foligno in

those days was below mediocrity, and showed that Alunno Avas not a

man of a temper to animate disciples wdtli a vigorous life.^ He was

^
[The authors do not appear to have been acquainted with the interestmg

altarpiece of the Virgin, Child, and Saints in the church of S. Giovanni, at Cannara,
near Assisi. Tlais work is dated 1482. While placing it in the list of Niccol6's works,
Mr. Perkins attributes its execution in great part to Lattanzio (c/. Rassegna
cVArte, June 1907).

[A fine work by Niccol5 is a Crucifixion in the sacristy of the Duomo of Foligno—unknown to the authors—who seem likewise to have been vmacquainted with a
dated picture by the master representing the Crucified mourned by SS. Francis
and Bernardino, of the year 1497, in the Pinacoteca at Terni. In the Villa Albani
at Rome is a polyptych by Niccol6 of the year 1475 ; in the Pinacoteca at Ravenna
a Christ with the Cross and Angels (Berenson) ; in the Morelli Gallery at Bergamo
(No. 6), a Head of a Saint ; in the Municipio at S. Marino, two panels of Franciscan
Saints (Ricci) ; in the Bishop's Palace at Camerino a predella representing Pentecost

(Berenson). Mr. Berenson also ascribes to Niccolb a standard in the Gallery of

Angoul6me (No. 2) ; a Pieta in that of Baj'eux (No. 27a) ; a S. Bernardino, dated

1497, at Bvida-Pesth (No. 82) ; an Anmmciation (No. 277) at Tours. Conte
Umberto Gnoli fiuther gives to the master an Assumption in the church of Alviano,
and a second picture with the same subject at Lugnano (see Emporium for February
1909). Mr. Perkins gives to Niccolb four panels of Saints in the church of S. Maria
in Piazza at Samano.]

* There were many, there are still productions of these years at Foligno and
in neighboiu-ing places. The following, for instance :

—
Foligno, S. M. infra Portas. This church still contains some of the paintings

of which it was of old full—a S. Jerome crowned by two angels (half-length), a

J
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kept up to a certain mark by feeling rather than by any very important

acquirements or talent. A production of one who might claim to have
been his son, once existed in Todi. Its predella bore the inscription :

"
NICOLAS FULGINEAS FECIT . LATANTIUS FILIUS DELINEAVIT ANO

MCCCCLXXXXVI." ^

This sketch of the progress of men exhibiting local pecuUarities,
modified by others greater and better than themselves, would be incom-

plete without an allusion to one Lorenzo, respecting whom Rumohr

publishes a quaint record. The preservation of his name is due to the

vanity of a citizen of Viterbo, Niccola della Tuccia, who having com-

piled a book of the annals of his native place, could not resist the tempta-
tion of inserting a passage in it relative to himself. He describes how
Nardo Mazzatosta, having caused a chapel in S. M. della Verity, outside

Viterbo, to be painted by Maestro Lorenzo di Pietro Paulo, that artist

took him for a model in his fresco of the Presentation of the Temple,
" on the 26th of April 1469." 2

The chapel of Nardo Mazzatosta is still open to the curious of our

day ;
and on its walls they will see, in a lunette, the Procession of Mary

and her parents to the Temple, with the Sposahzio in a lower course
;

in

a second lunette, a Virgin and Angel Annunciate wth Saints, and the

Nativity below
;

in a third, the Burial and Assumption of the Virgin ;

finally in the ceihng the symbols of the Evangelists, Prophets, Fathers of

the Church, and Confessors, the Venerable Bede amongst them.

S. Roch on a pilaster reminiscent of Pier Antonio and Alunno ; a Virgin in grief
with the Dead Saviour on her loiees, a poor piece with something even of a follower
of Ottaviano Nelli ; a E.edeemer on a pilaster by a follower of Alunno and in the
same spirit ; a Crucifixion with Angels, Virgin, and S. John Evangelist, of which
the lower part is gone ; and a Virgin and Child, and S. John with an inscription
giving the name of the person who ordered the fresco.

Foligno, S. Giovanni Decollate. In this chm-ch aje paintings of no value, to be
marked only for the sake of recording their existence.

Foligno, Alia Madonna, called Fiamminga, half a mile on the road to Spello.
In the apsis is a Virgin adoring the Child on her lap, between SS. Sebastian, John
the Baptist, and two other saints, with angels in attendance playing instruments.
The Eternal (repainted in the sixteenth century) and the town of Foligno appears
above, and heads of Sibyls fill a lower feigned border. These are paintings of the
time subsequent to Pier Antonio and Alunno, as are likewise a S. Francis and
a iladonna on the walls which have been injured.

Foligno (near), S. Maria in Campis, feeble fresco, Virgin, Child, S. Francis (rest

gone), inscribed :

" fatto fare li rede de' jochimi da santo kachio per loro
DEVOZiONE 1507," rude work, continuation of the local school.

^ It belonged to, and was sold by. Signer Leoni. [This painting is no longer
to be traced. By Lattanzio, according to Mr. Perkins (Raasegrw, d'Arie, June
1907), are two flying Angels in the convent of S. Maria degli Angeli at Assisi. Tlie

same authority mentions as a probable creation of Lattanzio a damaged altarpiece,
now reduced to a round, of the Virgin, Child, and Saints, in the municipal
collection at Cannara. These works were shown at the Mostra d'Arto Antica at

Perugia in 1907, and at the same exhibition was to be noted a bust of an angel on
canvas, with Lattanzio's name on the reverse. This last-named work, however,
showed no trace of Niccolb's influence, and was quite Pinturicchio-like in spirit.]

* Rumohr, Forschungen, vol. i., p. 202.

lil^
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Nothing can be more clear than the imitation of the manner and

conceptions of Piero della Francesca and Melozzo in the Presentation

and Sposahzio. Lorenzo not only designs with the examples of Piero

in his mind ;
he endeavours also to reproduce his architecture and per-

spective. In some portraits his reahsm is not without power ;
but

vulgarity and affectation are striking. He is not correct as a draughts-

man. His colour is cold and dull. His perspective is false, liis forms

rigid. These featm-es are, however, more striking in the Nativity than

in the Annunciation, which recalls Benozzo. Nor are the reminiscences

of that master confined to one subject. They are produced with equal
force in the ceihng, in which a head hke that of the Venerable Bede,

seems a caricature of the Florentine in bricky tone as well as in features.

The initials of Lorenzo, and the date 1469, confirm the annals of

Niccola della Tuccia,^ but Lorenzo was busy in other parts of S. M.

della Verita, besides the chapel of Nardo Mazzatosta ;
and an Annun-

ciation, a Marriage of S. Catherine, and a Madonna giving suck to the

Infant Saviour, all of them completed in 1455, betray the same rude

hand, and the influence of Gozzoh.^ But we need not be surprised at

this
;

because Lorenzo is probably the author of a series representing
incidents from the lives of S. Bernardino and S. Anthony, in S. Fran-

cesco of Montefalco.*

1 MCCccLxvnii., L. V.
* Below the Annunciation is the inscription :

" hoc opus fecit fieri antonius
JACOBI MCCCCLV."

' The life of S. Bernardino is illustrated on one, that of S. Antony on the

other, side of the chapel. In a lunette, Christ is crucified in the presence of the

Virgin and Evangelists. In the ceiling are the symbols of the Foiu* Evangelists.
The hxnette shows the spread of Benozzo's influence ; the other frescoes reveal
the extent to which the examples of Piero della Francesca were studied even by
painters who could only caricatiu-e his types and exaggerate his defects. The
series under notice is inferior to that of S. M. della Verita, but the hand is apparently
the same ; and on the base below a fresco of a miracle by S. Bernardino are the

ciphers of the date mcccclxi. [These are given by Mr. Berenson to Mezzastris

(c/. Central Italian Painters, p. 204).]



CHAPTER IX

BONFIGLI AND FIORENZO DI LORENZO

We believe that no satisfactory grounds have ever been given for the

conspicuous position attained by Perugia as a school of art in the fifteenth

century. It is natural that we should feel surprise at the greatness of

Perugino when we consider how long the earher Umbrians remained

second to their brethren of Siena
;

^ but it is desirable that some

explanation should be given as to the causes of that greatness, and

that we should know to whom it is due.

Unusual importance has been given to Alunno, who is supposed to

have influenced the career of Pietro Vannucci. But the painters of

FoUgno, as well as those of Perugia, derived something from their con-

nection with the Florentines ; and, whilst Alunno owes much to Gozzoh,

Benedetto Bonfigh received his impulse from Domenico Veneziano and

Piero della Francesca.

We require no better clue for tracing the progress of Perugian art

in the person of its first local celebrity, than that afforded by the series

of frescoes illustrating the legends of S. Louis of Toulouse and S. Ercolano

in the Hall of the Palazzo Comunale in that city. They were begun
in 1454, partly finished in 1461, and still incomplete in 1496

; they

reflect changes superinduced by the progress of painting throughout

Italy, as well as by accidental causes ;
and they prepare us for the

perfection of Perugino. They are a combination of the Florentine and

Umbrian with the Ferrarese and Paduan.

Bearing in mind that Domenico Veneziano was at Perugia in 1438
;

that Piero della Francesca, his pupil, left marks of his passage there
;

we accept without hesitation the evidence of Bonfigli's pictures, and we

perceive from whence he derived the mixture of Umbrian and Floren-

tine character which those works reveal.

Domenico Veneziano, even when staying at Perugia, was acquainted

with most of the Florentine artists of the time. Bonfigh Uke^^'ise shows

1 In addition to examples of local wall painting at Perugia in the earlier times, a

series may now be added of frescoes of the first half of the fifteenth century some
of which have been transferred to the Galleria Comunale. One of these is a limette

detached from a series of similar pieces in Sta. Giuliana representing the Adoration

of the Magi and the Circumcision. The character of this piece is old Gubbian, in

onsideration not only of the costvmaes, which recall those of Ottaviano, but of the

drawing.
176
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that he was not ignorant of their fame
;
and when he undertook the

Crucifixion and scenes from the hfe of S. Louis in the chapel of the
"
Magistrato," lie challenged beforehand the opinion of Fra Fihppo,

Angehco, or Domenico. It was no wonder that he should know the

latter, who had actually resided at Perugia ;
and that he should learn

from him to revere the talents of two friars who were amongst the best

men of the Florentine school.

When Domenico Veneziano was in the full expanse of his powers,

Bonfigli was, however, comparatively a beginner. We trace him at his

craft from 1453 to the end of the century. He may have been Domenico

Veneziano's assistant, and have laboured in company with Piero della

Francesca.

Although Bonfigh's name is not on the register of the Perugian Guild

before 1461,^ he enjoyed all the privileges of a master in 1453, having

appraised a rehef by Battista di Baldassare in that year.^ Before that

time, no doubt, his works had become known
;
and pictures exist in

wliich a relationship is apparent between him and Giovanni Boccati,

Matteo of Gualdo, or Benvenuto di Giovanni. The Annunciation, once

in the Orfanelh, and later in the hbrary of Signor Vincenzo Bertelli on

the Piazza at Perugia, is one of these.^ Earnestness, feehng, and grace
are not to be denied to the slender, high-waisted angel and Virgin ;

and

the faces, marked by broad foreheads and small chins, are agreeable

enough. The hands are filed to a pointed shape, whilst the feet remain

coarse, and the draperies straight or broken at right angles. A clear

rosy tone A\dthout much shadow, a good deal of gold in the brightly

contrasted stujffs, are equallystrong characteristics of the painter's Umbrian

nature, whilst the angels who surround the Eternal in benediction in the

golden sky are dra^vn in a spirit of affected elegance, with garlands of

flowers forming quaint crests on their heads, reminding one of the neat-

ness conspicuous in Gentile da Fabriano. In obedience perhaps to the strict I

terms of a \\Titten agreement, S. Luke is made to sit in the middle of i

the foreground, -w itli liis symbol couchant at his side. Some perspective
'

is shown in the colonnade and terrace at the base of wliich the Virgin i

kneels
;
and a panelled marble screen closes the court behind the angel. JU

To tliis local work an Adoration of the Magi in S. Domenico of Perugia

may be added, which has been assigned to Gentile da Fabriano on

account of its essentially Gubbian features.^ Time and restoring have

injured and dimmed the colours, but there is no mistaking the style,

' Maeiotti, Lett. Pitt. Per., uhi sup., p. 130.
^ The sentence in full is in Gualandi, Memorie, ubi sup., series v., p. 8. It

is dated :

"
1453, xiii. augusti."

^
[It is now in the Gallery of Perugia, under Sala VIII., No. 8.]

* [Now in the Perugia Gallery, Sala VIII., No. 1. According to Mr. Berenson,

CaporaU assisted Bonfigli here.]
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which is that of Bonfigli, perhaps more than usually intermingled with
Sienese features hke those of Taddeo or Domenico Bartoh.^ Passavant

remarks, that according to tradition this Adoration is due to the year
1460

;

2 but this must be proved. Bonfigh had already entered into

a very extensive practice at that time. He had not only accepted (1454
the commission for frescoes in the Palazzo Comunale,^ but (1459) another
for a Brutus in the refectory of the Priori in the same building ;

and
in 1461,* he enjoyed the honour of seeing the first of these orders valued

by Fra FiUppo.^
The Priori did not at first contract for the whole chapel. They

resolved that the wall hallowed by the altar should be decorated with a

Crucifixion, in which SS. Louis and Ercolano should attend on the Virgin
and Evangehst, whilst on the remaining area, forming one half of the

chapel, the legend of S. Louis should be illustrated. It is not difficult

to ascertain the order in which the frescoes were carried out, though
some of them are seriously injured ;

nor is there any doubt as to the

portion Avliich Fra Filippo valued. The friar's award, which is still

extant, distinctly alludes to the finished part as being on the side of the

(.hapel looking towards the old palace of the Priori. Bonfigh may thus

be supposed to have first done the Crucifixion, to which a more modern
one has been since substituted. To the right of that, as you face the

Crucifixion, are the Consecration of S. Louis as bishop of Toulouse, the

Miracle of a Merchant at Marseilles, and a tliird subject now almost

obhterated. After the award, and therefore subsequently to the year

1461, he promised to furnish one compartment in every six months,
until the whole chapel should be ready ; yet we find him leisurely pro-

ceeding in 1464,^ quarrelling for salary with the General Council in

1469,' still taking instalments of payment in 1477, and even in his will,

iated 1496, leaving a provision for the completion of that which he had
act found time to bring to a close. ^ The patience of the Perugians
Aould be strange indeed, were it not for a passage in one of the council

•ecords of 1469, which explains their equanimity. In the course of liis

hfferences Mith the Priori, Bonfigh threatened to throw up his engage-

nent, if certain conditions, upon which he insisted, were not fulfilled,

-lad Bonfigh been considered by his townsmen as an artist easily

* This feature is particularly apparent in a figiure of the Baptist. Tlie distance
s a landscape on a gold ground. The Infant Christ is humpbacked and angular ;

he draperies are straight and broken, the colour flat and positive in contrasts.

^ASABi, vol. v., p. 275, assigns to Bonfigli an Adoration of the Magi in S. Domenico
?hich may be supposed to have been that described in the text.

* Passavant, Raphael, vol. i., p. 479.
"
Vasari, vol. v., p. 276 ; and Mariotti, Lett., uhi sup., p. 132.

*
MjVriotti, uhi sup., p. l-iO. '

Ibid., pp. 133-4.
*

Ibid., p. 134. '
Ibid., p. 135.

«
Ibid., p. 136.

ni. M
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replaced by others, his threats might have been ridiculed
;
but the Peru-

gians really admired him
; they declared that the frescoes of the chapel

were the greatest ornament to the city ;
and they believed that, were

they not finished with equal talent and success, an ignominious stain

would be cast upon them.^ Bonfigh's claim was therefore conceded.

Nor can we be surprised even now, that such should have been the

result.

Under the new agreement he painted the funeral of S. Louis, and
the siege of Perugia by Totila, with the death and burial of S. Ercolano,
on the wall facing the Crucifixion, and, on the remaining spaces, the

Translation of the Saint to S. Pietro.

Large portions of the Consecration have scaled away ;
still the Pope

may be seen enthroned giving his blessing to S. Louis, a monk near the

latter, and part of a cardinal by the former
;

but the best preserved
bit is the head of an aged friar in a peristyle to the left. It is easier,

however, to judge of Bonfigli's power from the next episode—of the

merchant whose money and goods had been lost in a storm at sea
;

whose prayer to S. Louis being heard, he recovered the gold and silver F

in the entrails of a fish purchased on the market-place.^ A broader k

style in the treatment of drapery, good proportion, a careful nude of a

fisherman taking pence, reveal a study of Piero della Francesca and of

the Florentine school. §
The third subject, mangled as it is, preserves some interest, because

S. Louis is represented in it looldng down from a circular glory in a

foreshortened attitude, hke that of the Eternal by Uccello, or that of

the angel in Francesca's Vision of Constantine at Arezzo. The arch,

above wliich the saint appears, might even confirm Vasari's description JiJi

of Bonfigh's visit to Rome.
The fresco of the Death of S. Louis is a composition of symmetrical ^If

order. The mendicant brothers surround the youthful saint, and mourn
!,,(

over him with decent grief, whilst males and females in lay costume

stand in the aisles of the church in which the funeral ceremony is per
formed. The monks who bear the tapers or incense move with some
nature and animation. The arcliitecture is dra\^Ti with a perspectivei

skill which reveals the influence of Piero della Francesca ;
the

figuresBjp
remind one of those by Domenico Veneziano. They are inferior b

these, but like them they sin by shortness of stature and some vulgarit;

of features or expression.
^

1 Mariotti, Lett, uhi sup., p. 135.
* One sees a lishernian receiving money for the fish, a monk Icneeling at a stand

on which the fish hes with a large purse near it, persons looking on at the miraclej
a city in the distance, with a sea in which two ships are floating, and an apparitioE
of S. Louis in the sky.

^ The upper part to tho left, the lower to the right, of this fresco are scaled off!
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The incidents from the hfe of S. Ercolano can only be understood by
a reference to local legendaries, the BoUandists and Fez's anecdotes

being insufficient. These declare, indeed, that the Perugian bishop was
ordered to be decapitated and flayed by Totila, and that when the body
was found again after forty days, and taken in procession to a consecrated

resting-place, it showed a whole skin and no signs of corruption, whereas
that of a child buried with it was in a state of putrefaction. In the

right-hand side of one fresco the saint lies decapitated on the ground,
again about to be consigned to the grave together A\dth the child. But
on the left, several men are killing an ox, and a priest addresses Totila's

lieutenant, whilst a fight is depicted in the distance. The next fresco

shows the procession of clergy carr;ying the body, accompanied by the

community ; the whole much injured by the scahng of the wall. Both

pieces are striking ; because the first contains a view of the church of

S. Ercolano and the Roman Gate as they now stand, and the second, a

perspective drawing of the old palace of Perugia. Both have a fair

amount of Hfe and motion, with sometliing of the exaggeration familiar

to Slatteo of Siena.

Looking at the work as a whole, we are not surprised that a man
who thus modified the Umbrian style by adapting to it that of Domenico
•Veneziano and Piero della Francesca, should be a favourite Anth his

countrymen. His manner is superior to that of all the Umbrians of

^his age except Piero. It proves his acquaintance wdth classic Florentine

art
;

it places him as regards merit, as well as in respect of aim and

purpose, in the ranks of those Ferrarese whose labours adorn the palace
of Scliifanoia. It shows his famiharity A^dth the nudes of contemporary
Paduans and Veronese. His progress, no doubt, was only gradual.
But we have seen that in his earUest period he commanded the respect
jf craftsmen

;
and the growth of his experience could not but increase

that feeling. We accordingly find not only that his dilatoriness at the

Palazzo Comunale was borne with patience by the Perugians, but that

le was entrusted with commissions irrespective of an undertaking the

mccessful termination of which was heartily desired. His appointment
IS umpire to decide the value of the new front added to S. Bernardino

if Perugia by the Florentine Agostino d'Antonio, was alike honourable

i» all engaged.^ The numerous productions which issued from his

teller at various subsequent periods, prove that the contract at the

'alazzo Comunale was not to be considered as precluding him from

ntermediate commissions. A banner for the Company of S. Bernardino

1459), a Virgin of Succour for the church of Corciano (1472), a standard

or the Brotherhood of S. Fiorenzo (1476), a Virgin of Mercy for the

' Soo the record in Makiotti, ubi sup., pp. 72, 97. The date is 1465.

U
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church of the Commenda di S. Croce^ (1478), and many other pieces

testify to BonfigU's industry. Nor is it uninteresting to mark in them
the gradual expansion of his powers.

The " Gonfalone "
of S. Bernardino is a large canvas with a gold

ground, on which Christ, attended by angels, gives His blessing to S.

Bernardino, who stands before Him bearing the name.^ Below, between

the spectator and a view of the
"
Augusta Perugia,"

^ are two incidents

from the legend of S. Bernardino.^ In the large head and festooned

draperies of the Christ we see Bonfigli stiU chnging occasionally to the

pecuharities of Taddeo and Domenico BartoU's school
;
and the dull

colour of a spare tempera is not agreeable to the eye. The Virgin of

Succour at Corciano is an imperfect specimen, deprived of its original

appearance by restoring and repainting.^
The standard of S. Fiorenzo is better, and almost worthy of a place

by the side of the frescoes in the Palace. It was commemorative hke

that of Corciano—allusive to the stay of a plague assigned by the indolent

and superstitious to the severity of God, but attributable also to the

improvidence of man. It was destined to honour the Virgin, whose

intercession had been prayed for
;
and she was represented borne in a

cloth by angels, showing the Infant Saviour erect on a basket of flowers,

SS. PeUegrino and Florentius, Sebastian and Pliihp on the foreground,
attended by kneeling dames and men, parted into two principal groups

by an angel holding a long scroll. On this scroU a feeble poet has written

the angel's proclamation. He cries out to a people fuU of im'quity to i

tliink of its sins, and remember that the Virgin is its successful inter- ?

cessor
;
and at the close of the lines one reads :

" nel mille settanta i

QUATEO CENTO SEi." ^ The Hglit tempera, embrowned by time, is bravely i

handled, and not without a judicious distribution of Hght and shade. !

Some feehng in the Virgin and grace in the angels counterbalance the

defects apparent in the hard stiff nude of the Infant Christ.
[Ji

These qualities may be found in four saints
;

in a Virgin, Cliild, and ™'

Angels, perhaps the centre of an altarpiece of which the foregoing were

1
[I cannot trace this piece.]

^ The canvas is at present [No. 1, Sala IX., in the Gallery of Perugia.]
' On a building of the background one reads :

" augusta pekusia. mcccclxiiiii."
* S. Bernardino burning the books of disputants and the weapons which are

usually appealed to when reason does not settle differences, and Pius II. 's distri-

bution of tapers in 1459. This picture is already assigned to Bonfigli by Vasaki,
vol. v., p. 276.

* The Eternal holds a bundle of arrows, some of which he has thrown down.

They have been intercepted by the mantle of the Virgin, beneath which SS. Nicholas
of Tolentino, Macarius, and Sebastian stand, the latter recommending some kneeling
figures. In the centre, in front, is a model of the town of Corciano ; on a shield in

the gate the date
"
1472." Two angels loop up the Virgin's cloak.

' The Infant Savioiu' extends His hands, which show the marks of the crucifixion,

on the lower border of the canvas are incidents from the lives of the saints who
attend in the body of the picture.
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the sides, in four scenes on a sma,ll scale belonging to a predella, and in

two pinnacles, hanging separate in various parts of S. Domenico of

Perugia.^ One sees in the central panel the influence of Fra Fihppo,
and in the Angel and Virgin Annunciate of the pinnacles a gentle modesty
akin to that of Alunno, who may have been at Perugia at this time.^

But for the damage which it has sustained, we might place in the same

class a picture in the Academy of Perugia, of the Virgin enthroned in

front of a marble screen overtopped by angels, in a court in which saints

attend at each side. A part of the surface on the right of the picture
is abraded and leaves but a trace of the figures there, but the angels in

prayer are amongst the most graceful by Bonfigh.^
The Virgin of Mercy in tlie church of the Commenda is a wall painting

repeating a well-known and common composition.^ It may share atten-

tion Avith other pieces by the master in the sacristy of S. Francesco,^

in the Confraternita della Giustizia,^ in the Gallery,'^ and in the Carmine

of Perugia. The latter, hanging high up in the choir, seems originally

to have been a church standard.^ The Virgin adores the Infant on her

lap, and is surrounded by kneeling people
—a king, a pope, and others.

A mild meditativeness, similar to that which finds expression in Fiorenzo

di Lorenzo and Perugino, already animates the Madonna. Outside

Perugia, a chapel in S. Antonio Abate of Deruta remains to be noticed,

in which a Virgin of Mercy, in the usual fasliion, forms the ornament

of one side, and Four EvangeHsts are distributed in the ceiUng. The

style is hard to criticise with precision, because much injury has been

done by time and neglect. It reminds one of that in the frescoes of

1
[All now in the Pinacoteca.]

2 Two figures in each side—SS. Catherine and Peter, Paul and Peter ]Mart3T.

They are well relieved by light and shade, well proportioned and not without nature

in movement and regularity of form. The central panel, which is hopelessly and
almost totally injured, is not usually visible to the public. The Virgin is in the

middle, the angels four in number at the sides of the foreground. The pieces of

predella represent the Crucifixion, which has almost disappeared, the Baptism of

Christ, the Decollation of S. John, and the three youths saved from death by the

intercession of S. Nicholas.
3 No. 14, Gallery of Perugia. [Now No. 16, Sala IX. Certainly by Bonfigli.]

The figures are under the size of life. To the left are S. Thomas and S. Jerome
with his Lion. The angels have the same crests of flowers on their heads as those

in Bonfigli s picture of the Annvmciation in possession of Signer Bertelli.
'' The figures under the cloak kneel at each side, holding between them the

names of a fraternity. The Eternal casts His arrows from above, the whole much

injm-ed.
* But now in Perugia Gallery. They are two supports to a lunette by Fiorenzo

i di Lorenzo. In these supports are four angels, two at each side, holding tlie

emblems of the Passion, all much damaged, and two of them mutilated.
« Now Nos. 185, 190, Perugia Gallery. Two panels, in each of which two angels,

half the size of life, hold baskets of roses. Tlie colour is in part scaled.

^
Perugia Gallery. Four angels kneehng and bearing emblems of the Passion,

seem companions to those of old, in the sacristy of S. Francesco, being of similar size.

* It is a mutilated canvas. [Now in the Pinacoteca.]
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S. M. in Campis outside Foligno. It is inferior to Bonfigli's in the

Palazzo at Perugia, yet more in his character than in that of any other

artist.^

As for the Virgin holding the Dead Christ on her knees, between

SS. Leonardo and Jerome, a panel of 1469, in S. Pietro of Perugia,

assigned by Passavant to Bonfigh, it might have been produced by the

feebler brush either of the Boccati or of Matteo da Gualdo.^ It may be

by Lodovico d'Angeh, a scholar of Bonfigh, whose manner approaches
somewhat to that of Fiorenzo di Lorenzo. An angel above the Virgin
seems copied from Benozzo or Angehco ;

the outhnes are hard, the

colour leaden and vitreous
;

and the drawing is pecuharly defective.^

We may leave this uninteresting example for the sake of inquiring
whether it be true that Bonfigh ever visited Rome.

Whilst the art of Perugia was taking, under his lead, a position
which entitled it to a special recognition, two youths had been silently

receiving their nurture, and laying the foundation of a lasting fame.

Pinturiccliio and Perugino enjoyed the advantages which accrued to

them from the general progress of their craft throughout Italy. They
ceased to have local, they rapidly gained an Italian, celebrity. Their

field of labour became enlarged ;
and their distinction smothered, as it

were, the humbler claims of men of whom they might at first have been"

but the apprentices. Pinturiccliio's connection wdth Bonfigh, as handed

down to us by Vasari, was that of an assistant and friend.* As Timoteo

Viti, after leaving Francia, might have placed his experience at young

Raphael's disposal in the years of his up^^'ard struggle, and afterwards,

by a natural change of parts, become the aid of his own pupil, so Bonfigh

might have followed Pinturicchio to Rome, and helped him in the deco-

rations of the Vatican. Vasari's curt remark, that Bonfigh's productions 'i

there were numerous, is expanded by Taia into a description of several

frescoes and copious
"
grotesques

"
executed at the Stanze during the

 

reign of Innocent VIII. (1482-92).5

There are, however, in our days no frescoes suggestive of Bonfigh in I

Rome except a Crucifixion and Apostles in the centre of the nave and I

^ This fresco is assigned by Orsini to Alunno. See Vita, &c., di Pietro Perugino, j

by Baldassabe Orsini (Perugia, 1804), note to p. 24. [Mr. Berenson mentions
j

this as an early work of Fiorenzo di Lorenzo ; Mr. Perkins gives it to a follower
'

of Bonfigli.]
We may further notice the following works by Bonfigli :

—Perugia Gallery, Nos.

108-112; Miracles of Nicholas of Bari, not very important and somewhat rude

[Now No. 2, Sala VIII.]. Perugia Gallery, and just transferred thither from S.

Francesco (sacristy)
—Deposition from the Cross ; Christ carrying His Cross

fragments of a predella of Bonfigli's school.
2
[This is admitted by Mr. Berenson and others to be by Bonfigli.]

^ On the lower border one reads :

" anno domini millesimo cccclxviiii.
"

* Vasari, vol. v., p. 275.
5 Ibid. Taia, Description of the Vatican, pp. 385, 407-9 •^, aptid VERNiauohlJj^i

pp. 24, 56.

i
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transept of S. Gio. Laterano.^ What we know of Perugian chronology
is not against a visit to Rome by BonfigU between 1484 and 1486. That

he was disagreeably busy in htigation with his own wiie, Giohva di

Menicnccio, in 1483 and 1486, is proved by records in Mariotti ;

^ whilst

documents of a later date (1489), discovered by the same author,^ show

that his relations \\'ith his partner in hfe were curiously improved when

a third party forced him to defend an action in her favour. It is pro-

bable that this troublesome lady left him a Avidower shortly after, for

in his wiU, dated July 6, 1496, he bequeathed his landed property to

a couple of churches, and the residue to S. Domenico.* He directed

that his remains shoiild be buried in the vaults of the latter ; and, no

doubt, the dying wish was obeyed, although the date of that event has

escaped the search even of the patient Mariotti.^

We may connect with the name of Bonfigh and with that of his

contemporary Fiorenzo di Lorenzo, eight panels in S. Francesco of

Perugia, usually assigned, though on insufficient grounds, to Vittore

Pisano, illustrating the hfe and posthumous miracles of S. Bernardino,

in the following order :

^—

1. The Birth of the Samt at Massa. 2. A Girl Restored to Life after

falUng mto a well. 3. Resurrection of a Dead Person at the prayer of the

Saint. 4. Rescue of the Youth taken to execution for a riot at Aquila.

5. The Saint HeaUng the Sick. 6. The Saint Curing a Man of a wound

(apparently caused by a bull). 7, 8. Miracles of the same nature.^

The chief interest centres in the first four of this hst. They are the

finest things of the school at the period of their completion, and afford

1 These subjects on the wall facing the tribvme lead one to suppose they were

originally by Bonfigli or Fiorenzo di Lorenzo, yet an inscription declares that they

and those on the other sides, which are copiously over-painted, are due to a Floren-

tme imder Urban V. (13G2) ; and were restored (!) under Pius VII. [The pamtings
are by Antoniazzo Romano.]

2 Lett. Pitt., ubi sup., p. 141.
' Ibid.

*
[There are in all eighteen pieces by Bonfigli in the Pinacoteca at Perugia, ex-

cluding the frescoes in Sala II., that is, in the Hall he decorated. There is a Standard,

Christ with saints and donors at S. Maria Nuova in Perugia, and, saving the Standard

at Corciano, nothing else of his is known in Italy. In London National Gallery,

No. 1843, there is an Adoration of the Magi, and Crucifixion; at Pans, in Coll.

Bonnat, two FlageUants (Berenson) ; at Chantilly, Musee Conde, No. 8, two flagel-

lants (Berenson) ;
and at the Mvmich Museum, No. 999, Marriage of S. Francis and

Poverty, S. Francis imposing obedience on a Friar (Berenson). Works of Bonfigh s

school are, however, not lacking. Most of them now bear the name of Caporah. A

damaged fresco of the Virgin, Child, and Angels, by a close follower of Bontigli, is

still to be seen on the wall of a house on the road from Perugia to the church ot

Prepo; various frescoes, possibly by the same hand, exist at Fontignano (PerkmsJ.J
* Lett. Pitt., vhi sup., p. 141.
* [Now in the Pinacoteca.] The panels are assigned to Pisanello by Mariotti.

ubi sup., p. 1 15, and Rosini, Stor., vol. iii., p. 218. Passavant htis already refuted

this assertion by inquiring whether Fiorenzo di Lorenzo might not be the author.

See his Raphael, vol. i., note to p. 481 ; and Vasaki, Com., vol. iv., p. 177.

' Since the above was witten, they have been placed in the Perugia Gallery.

|jk.>
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a key to the identification of Perugian art before the close of the fifteenth

century, explaining its development from the time of Bonfigh to that of

Pinturiccliio and Perugino. They combine naturahsm with classicism

in a form famihar to Bonfigh, and fashionable since Piero deUa Fran-

cesca shed his influence over the Umbrian country, whilst they reveal

an approach to a kindred feeling sprung from the same source or altered

by Paduan and Veronese character at the Schifanoia of Ferrara.

The Birth of S. Bernardino, unequally carried out in its various

parts, is fair in the conception of some heads, but derives a certain

quaintness from strange dresses and lean figures. It is somewhat inhar-

monious in the tones of a tempera resembhng that of Fiorenzo di Lorenzo.^

The Resurrection of the Girl is superior to the Birth of S. Bernardino.

The well from wliich she has been taken is in front of a triumphal arch,

ornamented in good florid classic style, and inscribed :

"
s. p. q. k. divo

. TITO . DIVI . VESPASIANI . TULLIO VESPASIANO, AUGTJSTO . A. D.

MCCCCLXxm. . , ." The child sits in the centre of the space ;
her

mother, S. Bernardino and another Franciscan kneehng opposite, attended

by a tall page in the tights and chaperon of the time, and leaning on a

long stick, wliilst wondering spectators, prostrate or standing, balance

the group on the other side. Through the arch, the eye wanders over

pastures, trees, and hills, commanded by a castle. The motives wliich

guide the attitudes and expressions are pleasantly suggested. The
forms themselves are precisely and carefully made out, and charm by
a freshness of colour for wliich Fiorenzo di Lorenzo is more remarkable

than Bonfigh. In spite of occasionally broken and angular folds, the

cloth faUs with a neatness and simphcity that seem to foreshadow

Perugino.
In the tliird miracle, a female, kneehng with her back to the beholder,

and a boy startled by a dog, recall Fiorenzo and even Pinturicchio, whilst

a man in profile near the frightened child and another standing on the

right of the picture more decidedly display some of the defects of Bon-

figh.2 The pecuhar features of Matteo da Siena or of the Ferrarese are

found united with no happy result in the Rescue
; whilst in the vision

of the Saint appearing in heaven and heahng a sick person, the general

style of Bonfigh and the handhng of Fiorenzo seem commingled, and a

perspective of classic edifices resembles one by Piero della Francesca, or

that in frescoes at the Schifanoia of Ferrara. A rude execution anj
hard, dry figures characterise the rest of the series.

These panels, suggesting a very different authorship from that of l^
PisaneUo, to whom they have been ascribed, introduce us to Fiorenzo

^ In the pictures at S. Bernardino, for instance, for which see postea.
* A landscape of rock is arranged with the tunnelled holes peculiar at a later

period to the distances painted by Pinturicchio.
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di Lorenzo, who thus becomes implicitly connected ^vith their production
in the ateher of Bonfigh.^ We therefore assume of necessity that

Fiorenzo received tuition from Benedetto
;

^ and this view is confirmed

by authentic pictures exhibiting a modification of the old Umbrian and

Bonfigh's style, "wdth a partial adherence to the innovating principles on

which Vannucci remodelled Perugian art. There is such an increase of

gentleness and freshness, so much additional truth and symmetry and

grace in his types ;
so marked an improvement in his dramng, in the

absence of seeldng observable in draperies which play quite freely round

the hmbs, and have the branching fold of Perugino's, that it is obvious

Fiorenzo derived some advantage from his great contemporary. As a

colourist in tempera, for he always remained true to the old system, his

tones are gay in key, even mellow, though frequently contrasted some-

what sharply. Using the verde ground for half tints, and covering it

with warm flesh fights, he gives the shadows a bromi orange tone. He
seems in fact to have embodied the same class of features as are found

developed by Pinturiccliio, and may therefore be considered as the

immediate precursor of a master who, during a progressive career,

received a happy influence from Raphael. Fiorenzo's works, which are

rare and valuable, are undeniably of the Umbrian stamp prevaihng in

Alunno
;

but Alunno shares the pecuharities of Bonfigfi in so far as

both are Umbrian, Bonfigfi being only more gifted and more versatile.

Both placed the Perugian school on a respectable footing in the middle

of the fifteenth century. Both had a share at various degrees in the

cultivation of Fiorenzo's manner.^ The feehng prominent in the painter

of Fofigno was attractive, and Alunno certainly left an impress on the

Umbrians, because there was a sympathetic connection between the

ecstatic longing of his saintly figures, and the tender ones of most natives

of this region ;
but his was not the less a defective art, ill-calculated to

command exclusive sympathy, and overshadowed in many respects by
the earfier and purer one of Angefico and Benozzo,—humble when

compared A\ath the deeply refigious and essentially Christian creations

accumulated in the age of the revival in the old sanctuary of Assisi,

K we inquire into the conduct and duration of Fiorenzo's fife, we

shaU find few distinct facts to record. His birth, adolescence, and

^ Since these lines were penned, the panels have been transferred, as we have

seen, to the Gallery of Perugia, where the name of Mantegna has been [1866] sub-

stituted for that of Pisanello. The only justification for thus calling local Perugian

pictures by such a name is to be found in the remarks abo\e made, ex gr. in the

existence in these pieces of mixed Paduan and Ferrarese peculiarities (such as may
be noted in certain frescoes at the Schifanoia).

*
[All critics do not agree on tliis point.]

^ RuMOHR says with truth (Forschungen, vol. ii., p. 321) that Fiorenzo is a pupil
of Benozzo Gozzoli, or took much from his works. The influence of Benozzo gene-

rally through Alunno has already been noted.
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manhood are alike involved in obscurity. Perugino and Pinturicchio

have cast him into the shade. Yet Mariotti recites the terms of a

contract dated 1472, in which Fiorenzo agrees to paint for 225 ducats an

Assumption of the Virgin, with SS. Peter, Paul, Benedict, and Silvester
;
a

Virgin and Child between SS. Jerome, Ambrose, Nicholas, and Pauhnus,
the Twelve Apostles, and others in a double altarpiece at S. Maria Nuova
of the Silvestrines, now the Servi of Perugia.^ It was sought for in vain

by Mariotti in the convent for which it was ordered, but its principal

parts seem to have found a place of safety in the Academy of Arts at

Perugia. The Virgin, upon clouds, adores the Infant seated on her knee,

whilst two angels look up Avitli kindly reverence towards her. At the

sides, SS. Benedict and Peter, John Evangehst and Francis stand out of

a golden ground.^ To these, which composed the principal face, may be

added the pinnacles containing the Eternal and Four Doctors of the

Church, and five longitudinal pieces in Avhich the Angel and Virgin Annun-

ciate, two full and two half-length saints are to be seen. If we confine

our attention principally to the first and most important portion of this

great work, we shall gain a just view of Fiorenzo di Lorenzo. Rehgious

composure and modesty in the attitude of the slender Virgin, resigned

timidity in the gently bending head, are reheving features in a form not

entirely free from heaviness, nor altogether select in details. One feels

inchned to pardon the breadth of nostril, the lean throat and collar-bone,

the falhng shoulders, the short broad hand. The Infant is not the

wooden mummy that disfigures the Madonnas of Giovanni Boccati.

The shape is coarse, the type common. The action is still broken and

exaggerated, but the hues are not angular ;
and their curves reveal

the approach of Perugino. High surface shadows, and transparent

lights give rehef to the vestments, wliilst the verde ground crops up

through the rough touches of the flesh. The angels with their falling

locks unite grace ^nth youthfulness in their neatly draped frame, and

embody a class of beauty no longer surprising when one considers that

the time is that of the great Vannucci. The saints are not less remark-

able as affording evidence of the progress made by Perugian art, by
their dignified mien, finished drawing, and careful execution. The

Evangehst looking up with a foreshortened face, looks as if it were by
Pinturicchio, and tells of an effort for the attainment of an expression
of inspiration. A successful rendering of action is coupled Avith some

squareness of shape in the frame, the head, the nose, and close eyebrows.,

1 Mabiotti, Lett., ubi sup., p. 81.
- These five panels and five pinnacles are now united in the Gallery of Perugia.

The remaining pieces are—full-length, S. John Baptist ; the Angel and Virgin :

half-lengths (superposed) of SS. Antony and Francis ; S. Sebastian. These pieces
are in Fiorenzo's manner and, doubtless, formed part of the Silvestrini altarpiece^
They have lost their brightness through the eSects of time and dirt.
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One characteristic series of traits may be discerned in all the figures.

They assume an aged look in consequence of the uTinkled aspect given
to a thin casing of flesh that seems insufficiently to pad the bones. The
hands are well drawn, but cramped in the Umbrian fashion. The system
of colouring is throughout the same, though shghtly altered bj' age and

by repeated varnishing.^

Fiorenzo di Lorenzo was one of the Decemvirs of Perugia when the

commission for this altarpiece was entrusted to him.^ That he was then

of mature age and experience is proved as much by the office to which

he was elected, as by the success which he had achieved. He had,

however, not only furnished the picture of S. Maria Nuova, but many
pieces in addition, of which some are preserved in the Perugian Academy ;

eight liaK-lengths of saints in the medalhons of a predella ;

^ a meagre
S. Sebastian, in which the root of Fiorenzo's style may be distinctly

traced to the school of Bonfigh ;

^ and other less valuable productions.^

But a more interesting relic of Fiorenzo's prime is the Eternal in a

circular glory, between SS. Romanus and Roch, in S. Francesco of Deruta.

Nail holes and partial scaUng of the intonaco scar the surface
;
and

the preservation of the fresco from total obhteration is probably due

to the chance which led the owners of the altar to hang a modern canvas

in front of the wall. The painter's name is absent ;
but is no doubt

Fiorenzo ;
and the date (1475) in the border, above a view of the to-on

of Deruta, tells the period of completion. Nothing can be more clear

than the influence, even thus early, of Perugino ;
and the perfection

attained might entitle Fiorenzo to rank immediately after Vannucci in

Perugian annals. The figures are not models of artless simphcity. On

1 If more detail should be required, one might add, the S. Peter is a fine figure,

enveloped in too copious drapery. The S. Benedict is equally good, with the

details of hair and beard minutely indicated, the lower part slightly damaged by
rotting of the coloured surface. The S. Francis is dignified in mien with a face

of a type such as might become an habitual ascetic, the drapery not without style.

The S. John holds a book in his left hand and a pen in his right ; his red mantle

is partly discoloured ; his blue timic adorned with embroidery on the hems, after

the Perugian fashion.
2 Makiotti, ubi sup., p. 81.
3 SS. Michael, Bernardino, Louis of Toulouse, Francis; Cliiara, Antony of

Padua, and Jerome Penitent, now in Gallery of Perugia.
* The S. Sebastian is long, lean, boimd to a colunm resting against a pilaster

in an architectural background. The tempera is spare and positive in contrasts

of tone. Strange that the somewhat mannered drawing of the figure should recall

the defects apparent in figures by Liberale of Verona.
« For example : Perugia Gallery, No. 107, S. Bernardino, a dry and feeble

work on panel; S. Sebastian, wood, injured; Virgin and Child, in gieat part lost

(wood) ; fresco from the suppressed convent of S. GiuUana of Perugia, representmg
the Dead Christ on the Virgin's knee between a male and a female saint (part of the

Virgin's head is gone). The manner is that of Fiorenzo, but the names of Lodovico

Angeh and of Bartolommeo Caporah are not to bo e.xchided. Three sahits, Margaret,

Antony, and Catherine in one frame, dirty and of little importance, of Fiorenzo's

school, and perhaps by one of the above-mentioned subordinates.
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the contraiy, an effort at arrangement in pose and action is apparent in

them
;

there is a studied gracefulness and affectation not only in the

frames but in the play of limbs and extremities
;
and the foreshortened

head of S. Romanus, with its retreating lines, reminds one of those so

frequently produced by the master of Raphael. The draperies are

reminiscent of those in which Palmezzano revives the originals of Melozzo

or Piero della Francesca. The cool red shadows, laid in upon the verde,

are well fused with the lights, leaving still upon the eye an impression
as of a somewhat raw and unpohshed surface. As a wall painting, this

is one of the most important that has been recovered in our day. It

is not less interesting, and only less authentic, than the altarpiece in

the sacristy of S. Francesco at Perugia, the sides of which, containing

S. Paul and S. Peter, have been removed from their natural connection

with a lunette representing the Virgin in glory amongst angels, and

have been placed side by side with others by a different hand. These

panels are as fine as those of the Perugian Academy ;
and they are

signed on the hems of the tunics with the words :

FLOEENTIUS LAUBEN . . . TI PINSIT MCCCCLXXXVn.^

The lunette which they supported is now [1866] above the two mutilated

angels by Bonfigh, of which a description has been given. Its semi-

circular field is covered by a half-length Virgin grasping the naked Infant

Christ, in a glory of seraphs' heads, and attended by two angels. The
influence of Perugino is naturally more sensible in 1487 than it was

twelve years before, and is, in spite of stiU defective type, very clear

in the pleasing group of the Madonna. The Child, improved in form

and motion, is drawn on the principle observable at a later period in

Pintiuricchio. No single angels by Fiorenzo have more grace and feehng,
or better Peruginesque draperies, than those at the Virgin's side looking

up with arms crossed on their breasts .^

Fiorenzo evidently struggled hard to keep pace with the progress
which was taking place in the art of his age, and this struggle is evident

not merely here, but more markedly stiU in a fresco of the Virgin and

Child attended by two angels ;
a lunette in the Sala del Censo at the

Pubhc Palace of Perugia. It is reminiscent of Pinturicchio, and combines

a most enticing softness and beauty with his coarse touch and copious
vehicle

;
and would alone suffice to show where he obtained his first

lessons.^

^ The drapery of S. Peter is a little full and involved. [Now in Perugia Gallery.]
* [Now in Perugia Gallery, Sala XII.] They remind one of those in Perugino'a.

Madonna (round), lately at the Hague, now (No. 442) at the Louvto. The tliree

panels above described are in good preservation, and are now united without a
number in the Gallery of Perugia.

*
[This is now given by some critics to Pinturicchio (c/. Berenson, Central Italian

Painters, p. 229).]
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The catalogue of the Berhn Museum justly assigns to Fiorenzo di

Lorenzo a Virgin and Cliild on gold ground, bearing the date of 1481,

pleasing for the gentleness of the principal figure. Something in the
cast of the draperies might suggest that the painter had been in contact
mth a Florentine.1 But the value of the piece is not alone due to its

being by Fiorenzo di Lorenzo. It leads us to judge with some certainty
of an Adoration of the Magi in S. Maria Nuova of Perugia, whicli Vasari ^

and subsequent writers have called by the name of Perugino. It is

just to the liistorian of Itahan art, a well as to Rumohr, to add that

they do not consider this altarpiece as anji;hing else than a juvenile

production of the great master,^ But it would be truer to say that
the artist is an old hand than that he is a beginner. The Umbrian
manner here is that of Fiorenzo improved by time and by the example
of the rising Perugians, embodying more dehcate sentiment than is to

be found in his earUer period, and a nearer relation than before to Pin-

turicchio.^ Several pecuharities in it are those of Fiorenzo : and as

such we should lay stress on the composition, which is somewhat stiff

and formal
;
on the draAvlng, ^^hich searches out the forms 'tvith a certain

hardness and angularity ;
on the faces, wliich are in a measure rigid and

monotonous
;
on the shape of the hands and articulations, that bend

strangely ;
and on draperies of which the breadth is injured by frequent

and broken folds bound ^\^th unnecessary tightness to the frames and
limbs

;
but particularly on the colour, both as regards its technical method

and dull opacity. With respect to the latter, a novelty is apparent in

the medium employed ;
but the absence of feehng for colour, the flatness

due to scarce half tone or shade, the gaudiness and want of atmosphere,
are famihar in Fiorenzo di Lorenzo, wliilst they are foreign to Perugino.^
The picture represents, we have said, an Adoration of the Magi. The

Virgin sits under the pent-house mtli the Infant on her knee, in bene-

*
[Berlin Cat. No. 129.] Gold groixnd, inscribed :

"
mcccclxxxi." [It seems

highly probable that Fiorenzo at one time studied in Florence. Mr. Berenson
considers him to have been influenced by both Antonio Pollaiuolo and Andrea
Verrocchio ; Mr. Perkins, also, is particularly insistent upon the strong part played
by Verrocchio's art in the foundation of Fiorenzo's style, which, according to the

same critic, was not altogether \ininfiuenced by Pesellino as well.]
* Vasari, vol. vi., p. 42.
* Rumohr, Forschungen, vol. ii., p. 339. This piece is also assigned to Perugino

by Mezzaxotte, Life of Perugino, tihi sup., p. 15, and by Passavant, Raphael,
tibi sup., vol. i., p. 489. It has been transferred, since the above was written, to

the Perugia Gallery.
* Vermiglioli cites a MS. of the eighteenth century, a clironicle of the convent

of S. Maria Nuova, in which it is stated that the Adoration of the Magi was painted
in 1521 for Camillo di Braccio Baglioni [Vita di Pinturicchio, ubi sup., p. 212).

* The draperies are broader than usual in Fiorenzo, the colour is not given
in the usual tempera method of the oki Umbrians, but is hard in substance and

high in surface. The distance is a landscape with hills, water, and a tree. A star

shines in the middle of the sky. The panel is well preserved, but a split parts it

vertically in the centre, dividing the figure of the kneeling king into two.
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diction. Her head and dress are like those of the Berlin Madonna,
which we have attempted to describe. The Infant's type is similar to

that in the lunette of S. Francesco of Perugia.^ The kneeling king on

the left, with his heavy face, would look more natural but for the wooden

drapery bundled about his lower extremities, and S. Joseph on the

right, leaning on a stick, would be more pleasing if the same fault were

not striking. The king, standing next to the kneeling one, exposes a

front face immovable in features and expression ;
wliilst the third king

holding a cup, and a more distant figure to the right of him, are marked

by some of the mildness of air which Pinturicchio improved upon.

Finally, a man to the left may be noticed as the so-called portrait of

Perugino. The passion for discovering likenesses and making deduc-

tions from such discoveries, is general. There is a distant resemblance

in the mask to the known one of Vannucci, but his presence in a picture

of this time would not prove that he painted it any more than it would

disprove the authorship of Fiorenzo di Lorenzo, whose genius is more
distinct and whose name is more forcibly suggested than any other.

The hst of Fiorenzo's productions at Perugia may be completed by
a reference to an early Madonna in the Fraternita della Giustizia,^ in

which the stamp of Benozzo and the grimace of Alunno are to be found

in connection with some of the defects of execution common in the

school.^ We might assign to him abroad a fine panel, deposited of old

^ Now in the Gallery of Perugia, as stated antea.
2 Now in the Perugia Gallery, a gable altarpiece, with the Virgin enthroned

holding the Infant in benediction on her knee, adored by two angels in prayer,
and two patrons in similar devotion, nearer the foreground. At the sides are

SS. Mustiola and Andrew (part scaled), Peter and Francis (the latter grimacing
like one by Alunno). In a predella are Christ between the Virgin and S. John

Evangelist, with SS. Jerome, Ursula (?), Bernardino, and John the Baptist at the

sides. The figures are small and heavy, the colours sharp in contrast, but carefully
handled.

* We may add the following :
—Perugia—Palazzo ComLuiale. Two panels with

half-lengths of Saints in Prayer. Perugia—Sacristy of S. Agostino, wood, half-

length of the Virgin and Child, enclosed in a circular ornament, with six cherubs'
heads in it. Two heads of angels of a large size at the angles of the base are remini-
scent of Mantegna. The Infant Christ is that of Fiorenzo or his school, and the
colour is handled with some of the new mediums [now in Gallery, Sala XII., No. 7].

Perugia—S. Giorgio, a fresco by Fiorenzo di Lorenzo, but not of his best. Subject,
the Marriage of S. Catherine, with S. Nicholas of Bari in attendance, rude and in

part repainted (the background new). [Now in Gallery.] Same church.—Nativity,
a repainted fresco in which the S. Joseph is all but new, with the date

"
a.d.

MCCCCLXxxx." [Now in Gallery.]
Temi—S. Francesco, Cappella di S. Antonio, much injured altarpiece of the

Virgin and Child between SS. Bonaventura, John Baptist, Francis, and Louis,
with three saints in each pilaster, the Eternal between two angels in a lunette,
and five coarsely executed scenes from the Passion in a predella. On the border
one reads :

"
1485. dio e vikgini opus ERECxf; dionisie joanis pborate." It is

difficult to judge of the authorship. The style is between Fiorenzo and Pinturicchio.

[By Antoniazzo (see postea).]
Ravenna—Galleria Comunale, Triptych, gold grovmd, Virgin and Child, between

SS. Peter and Paul, the Eternal in the pinnacle between the Virgin and Angel
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in the Santa Trinita Museum at Madrid, a noble head of the Redeemer
between SS. Peter, John the Baptist, John the Evangehst, and a female

martjn*.^ But having done this, our list is all but exhausted, and we
are led to inquire how it comes that one whose career may be traced

for so long a period, should have left so few examples behind. We
must remember that there is proof of Fiorenzo's existence in 1499, when
he assisted Bartolommeo CaporaH in valuing a picture by Giannicola of

Perugia ;
and that if Mariotti, from whom this fact is taken, is further

correct, our artist was companion to Tiberio d'Assisi in a similar valua-

tion as late as 1521.^ A space of more than thirty years yields absolutely

nothing. Is it possible that Fiorenzo's labours in that interval should

have remained concealed under another name ?
^

Annunciate, inscribed :

" mcccclxxxv die xxviii di jugnio." The work is dry
and hard, but we must remember the names of Bartolommeo Caporali and Lodovico
de AngeUs. [Now in Uffizi Gallery

—and by Antoniazzo (see jwstea).]
Carlsruhe Museum, Nos. 165, 166—SS. John Baptist and Evangelist, small

full-lengths on gold ground, falsely assigned to Agnolo Gaddi, but of the Perugian
school and in the manner of Fiorenzo.

Liverpool Institution, No. 22—Piece of a predella, representing the Birth of

the Virgin, assigned to Filippino. This piece has been noticed (antea, vol. ii.) luider

its old munber (20), amongst the works of Filippino. A recent visit has altered

our judginent. Though injured, it is painted in the style of the panels long assigned
to Pisanello in S. Francesco of Perugia, and therefore recalls Fiorenzo di Lorenzo.

' This picture is Umbrian in character, and suggests no other name than that of

Fiorenzo di Lorenzo. It has something of Benozzo too.
2 Mariotti, Lett. Pitt., ubi sup., p. 82.
'
[Apart from the works mentioned in the text, the Gallery of Perugia contains

the following by the master :
—

Sala X. No. 11. S. John Baptist (fresco).

,, No. 12. S. Francis ^fresco).

„ ,, No. 15. Madonna of Mercy (fresco).
XII. No. 4. Nativity.

,, ,, No. 5. Predella to above.

,, ,, No. 25. Picta and Saints.

,, XVII. No. 4. S. Jerome.
In the Duomo at Perugia is a Pieta of 1486 (Berenson).
In the Coll. of Monsig. Marzohni a S. Jerome in a Landscape (Berenson and Perkins).
In the Gallery at Altenburg (Nos. 110 and 111) are two fine panels by the

master representing the Baptist and S. Mary Magdalen.
In the Staedel Gallery at Frankfort on M. (No. 15) is a Madonna and Child,

with SS. Christopher and Sebastian.
In Mr. Salting's Coll. (London) is a Madonna and Child.

In the Jarves Coll. at New Haven, U.S.A., is a fine little picture of the Penitence
of S. Jerome (Berenson and Perkins).

Mb. Berenson further ascribes to the master a Madonna in a glory of Cherubs

(No. 83) in the Gallerv at Buda-Pesth, and a fresco of the Madonna and Child

(No. 1306) in tho same Gallerv ; an Adoration of the Magi, generally given to Pin-

turicchio (No. 341) in the Pitti ; a S. Peter and a S. Paul (Nos. 9 and 23) in the

(Case L, No. XL)
and a picture of Christ bearing His Cross in the Mimicipio delle Cokmiba at Perugia ;

Vienna Academy (No. 1095), Annunciation—^Madonna and Saints (see Central Italian

Painters, 1909).
Mr. Perkins attributes to Fiorenzo a panel (No. 228) in the :Museum of Nantes

(formerlj^ ascribed to Buffalmacco) representing S. Sebastian and S. Antony of
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Perugian history is cumbered with the presence of one Andrea

Alovigi, commonly called L'Ingegno. We have examined the records

illustrative of the person so named. They are the same which Rumohr
had occasion to comment, and they had already suggested to him the

following well-grounded remarks :
—

Vasari relates ^ that Ingegno learnt the art from Pietro Perugino, in

whose ateher he competed with Raphael ;
that he acted as his master's

journeyman in the Cambio of Perugia, where he did some fine things which

are not further distinguished. It might be hard to pomt out figures which

Vasari himself was unable to describe with precision ; yet comparatively
modern writers have decided that these are the Sibyls and Prophets, which

are the finest of the series.^ Vasari adds that Ingegno aided Perugino at

Assisi, referring perhaps to the frescoes on the outer side of the chapel of

S. Francis in S. M. degU Angeh. He alludes finally to the Sixtine Chapel,
where he (Ingegno) also helps our artist (Perugino), and says immediately
after :

" The great hopes which Ingegno had given rise to were dissipated

by his premature blindness. Upon this Pope Sixtus IV. gave him a pension
at Assisi, which he enjoyed till the age of eighty-six."

Sixtus IV. died in 1484. Raphael first joined the school of Perugino
about 1500, when the hall of the Cambio was begun. Vasari therefore commits
a gross error of chronology ;

for Ingegno could not have lost his sight twenty
years before he competed v/ith Raphael. Mariotti and Orsmi think it

impossible that Ingegno should have had a share in the decoration of the

Cambio ;
because they beheved Vasari's story of his bhndness. They

should rather have suspected that Vasari was ill-informed on that point.
There is not a word about Ingegno m Vasari's first edition, and he is only
mentioned in that of 1568. It is not unlikely that in the latter a misprint
should have occm'red (Papa Sisto for Papa Giuho II.), for we shall see that

under the pontificate of Juhus, Ingegno was appointed to a place. ... It

Padua—a work of the highest quaUty and great charm : a fine panel of S. Nicholas
of Tolentino in the Johnson Coll. in Philadelphia (U.S.A.), in Fiorenzo's most
Verrocchiesque phase ; and a large fresco of S. Michael in the Mimicipio at Bettona

(recently ruined by a barbarous restoration) (c/. Eassegna d'Arte, October 1905,

August 1907, and August-September 1909).

Signer Venturi gives to Fiorenzo a panel of the Dead Christ with two legendary
scenes (No. 1415) in the Louvre.

A probable work of Fiorenzo is the carefully executed panel of the Crucified
between SS. Christopher and Jerome, No. 377 of the Borghese GaUery at Rome,
although Morrelli gives tliis work to Pinturicchio's earUer years.

Both jMk. Beeenson and Me. Peekins give to Fiorenzo the beautiful Annun-
ciation in Mrs. Gardner's Coll. at Boston (U.S.A.), perhaps one of Fiorenzo's best
works (c/. Eassegna d'Arte, for August 1907).

A small panel of S. Jerome in the Desert, ascribed to Fiorenzo, is in the Morelli

Gallery at Bergamo.]
^ See Vasaei, Life of Perugino, vol. vi., p. 55.
* PuNGiLEONi, Elogio Storico di Timoteo Viti (Urbino, 1 835), note to p. 34, quotes

from Padre Feancesco Maeia Angeli's Collis Paradisi Amanitas, published at
Montefalco in 1 704, a passage in which the four prophets in the chapel of S. Lodovico
at Francesco of Assisi are assigned to Ingegno, who is supposed to have painted
on the walls previously covered by Buffalmacco, the frescoes of the latter having,
in 1490, gone to ruin. The same statement, according to Pimgileoni, is to be found
in the registers of S. Francesco of Assisi.
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is at all events capable of proof that, if Andrea lost his sight at all, the event
occurred later than has been stated. For the Cavalier Frondini at Assisi is

possessor of a book which I have examined, in wliich Andreas gives receipts
for certain sums paid in to the account of his brother, who was a canon of

the cathedral of Assisi. He there calls himself :

"
Ingegnio di Maestro

AH\asse," or,
"
AUovisii, Allevisi, and Aloisi." The last receipt runs as

follows :

"
Ingegno di Maestro AUovisi, die Mercurii, quinta Decembris

1509." Had these documents, which are all in the same hand, been written

by another, the fact would have been stated
; this was the legal system of

the period. But it appears that the name Ingegno might not only be due
to the man's talent as a painter, but to a kiiown versatiUty on his part.
Frondini showed me many original MS. in which our Ingegno appears as

proctor (1505), justice (1507), assistant to the authorities (1510), and finally
as papal cashier (1511). . . . Vasari, it is clear, confounds a pension with
the salary paid to a papal cashier, wliich Ingegno had become in 1511. He
confounds JuHus II. with Sixtus IV.

Rumohr then proceeds to state that the onty notice he has of an

artistic work by Ingegno is that described in the foUowang, -which is an

extract from a
"
Bolletario

"
in the office of the pubHc secretary at

Assisi :
—

" An M84, 29 Octobris. Magister Andreas Aloysii habuit buUectam pro
armis pictis in platea et ad portas civitatis . . . flor. 5, solid 26." ^

Tliis item hardly proves more than that Ingegno had directions and

funds for the payment of the painting of the arms on the square and

gates of Assisi. But it does not even declare that he was the painter.

But we have to deal mth a certain class of pictures assigned to

Andrea Alovigi, and we may perceive at once that they bear the impress

of Fiorenzo di Lorenzo. Let us examine them.

Assisi.—Inside and above the gate of S. Giacomo, a life-size Virgin in

prayer with the Infant on her knee in a glory of seraphs floating in clouds

above a landscape. The Virgin and Infant are similar to those of Fiorenzo

di Lorenzo. A low, brown tone, altered by damp, prevails. The fresco is

decidedly like one of Fiorenzo's.^

Assisi.—In a recess of the outer face of the church of S. Andrea is a

Virgin holding the Infant Christ on her knee. S. Jerome and another Saint

in the side of the recess. The type of the latter is fair and gentle, in general

appearance like the foregoing.
Assisi. Ex-convent of Benedictine Nuns, now delle Mantellucie, via S.

Agata.—In the same manner, but injured, a fresco of the Virgin and Child

between SS. Francis and Jerome. In the thickness of the recess S. Bernar-

dino and another figure, which is all but obliterated ;
the whole above the

^ Rtjmohr, Forsch., vol. ii., p. 324, and following.
*

[Tliis is a fine work by Fiorenzo (Berenson and Perkins), and is now in the

Pinacoteca at Assisi.]

rn. N
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portal. We set aside the four sibyls in the Lower Church of Assisi, which

are proved to be by Dono Doni.

Assisi. Arch of S. Antonio.—Leading from the Piazza to Moiano, a fresco,

much injured, above the key of the bend, of the Virgin, Child, and S. Francis,

with remains of a landscape similar to the last.

Moiano, near Assisi.—A small chapel is here in which parts of a Virgin
and Child on the inner wall, a bishop, S. Francis, and seraphs in the vaulting,
and other pieces on the outer face, may still be inspected. These three

frescoes, from Via S. Agata, arch of S. Antonio, and Moiano, have been

transferred to canvas and placed in the commune of Assisi.

We have thus a series of ill-preserved fragments revealing an approach
at last to Tiberio of Assisi, and possibly the product of a local craftsman.

It may be classed under the name of Ingegno for want of a better.

Following the manner of Fiorenzo di Lorenzo further, however, the

catalogue may be continued.

Rome. Palazzo de* Conservadori al Campidoglio.
—An injured and restored

Virgin (above life-size) adoring the Infant Christ on her lap, with two angels
at her side. (The Virgin's dress exclusive of the gilt border, has been

repainted in oil.) This fresco, of a rough, red-brown colour, reproduces
Fiorenzo's types and character. Vermiglioli {Vita di Pinturicchio, uhi sup.,

p. 73) attributes this fresco to his hero.^ Passavant assigns it {Raphael, uhi

sup., vol. i., p. 501) to Ingegno.
Orvieto, Casa Gualtieri.—Fresco, sawed from the wall of the Gualtieri

family chapel in the Cappella S. Brizio of the cathedral at Orvieto. S.

Michael with a sword in his right, and his left on his haunch, tramples on
the dragon. He stands in armour on the foreground of a landscape of rock

and sea, interspersed with islets, ascribed successively to Raphael, Signorelli,
and Ingegno ;

it is not by any of them, but probably by Eusebio.

London, National Gallery, No. 702 (from the Wallerstein Collection at

Kensington).
—The Virgin and Child, the latter standing on a parapet in

front of its mother (half-length). This piece, imder the name of Pinturicchio,
is similar to the following.

^

Naples Museum.—Of old numbered 81. Virgin and Child, which

again is similar to the following.

Paris, Louvre. Musee Napoleon III. (ex-Campana), No. 174.—Virgin
and Child, of which there is a poorer repetition in the same collection under
No. 175, and yet another :

Milan. Brera, Galleria Oggioni.
—

Virgin and Child, sUghtly altered by oil

varnish.

1
[Ascribed also by Mr. Berenson to Pinturicchio (c/. Central Italian Painters,

1909).]
* [Two other panels similar in subject and type to this picture are in the Bufalini

Collection at Citta di Castello (given by Signor Ricci to Pinturicchio [cf. Pinturicchio,

(London, Heinemann) and in the Municipio at Trevi (officially ascribed to Pin-
1

turicchio). Mr. Perkins does not accept either of them as by Pintiu-icchio, but I

gives them simply to tmknown followers of Fiorenzo [cf. Raaseqna d'Arte, August I

1907).]
'
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Of the same size as that of the National Gallery, and repeating the same
subject, we have a panel at—

Urhino—Convent of S. Chiara—on the back of which are the words :

"
FU COMPRA DA ISABETA DA GOBIO MATRE DI RAFAELLO SANTE DA URBINO

FIORINI 25, 1488." It is a flat and feeble tempera of grey tone on gold
ground superior, however, to the last mentioned. But better than all of the

others, and apparently the original from which they were taken, is :

London. Sir Anthony Stirling.^
—

Half-length of the Virgin in half of an

almond-shaped glory (with eight cherub heads in the field of it, and rays
engraved in the gold groimd). The Virgin supports the Infant in bene-

diction, in front and to the left of her, whereas in the other examples the
Child stands to the right. In this panel of Sir Anthony Stirling's the move-
ments are more gentle, and the character is more tender

;
the forms are

better rendered, and the features are more expressive ; the drapery is more
natural and better cast, the colour is more pleasing, and the dra\\dng more
correct than in any of the foregoing. This panel seems indeed to have
served as a model for all the others, which are by different hands, and of

more or less value {ex. gr. after this of Sir Anthony comes that of Urbino,
then that of the National Gallery, followed by those of the ex-Campana
Collection, of the Naples and Brera Museums). But the Virgin of Sir

Anthony Stirling is truly by Pinturicchio, to whom it is given ; exhibiting,

however, all the characteristics which prove that he derived his style from
Fiorenzo di Lorenzo, as, for instance, reminiscences of such of the creations

of the latter as : the panel lunette in the sacristy at S. Francesco of Perugia
(now in Perugia Gallery), the lunette fresco in the Sala del Censo at the

Palace of Perugia. It might thus appear that the Madonnas now classed

together have all the stamp of Fiorenzo with features in addition reminding
us of Pinturicchio. 2

London. Dudley House.—Originally in the Bisenzio Collection at Rome.

Virgin and Child between S. Dominic and a female saint recommending
two kneeling donors. This small Madonna does not throw any light on
the obscure branch of art here treated. The painter seems to have laboured

after Perugino.
Carlsruhe. Museum. No. 154.—Catalogued as Ingegno. Virgin and

Child attended by two angels, between SS. Benedict and Bernard, as Duke
and Duchess of IJrbino (?) with their respective suites kneeling at the sides

of the foreground. Umbrian, of the close of the sixteenth century and not

like any other so-called Ingegno (wood, oil.)

Florence. Metzger and Volkman Collections.—Rumohr {Forsch., vol. ii.,

p. 328), and Passavant {Raphael, vol. i., p. 503) notice a small Madonna

bearing the initials :

" a. a. p.," which they interpret
"
Andreas Aloysii

pinxit."
3

Paris. Louvre. No. 37.—Virgin and Child enthroned and saints, classed

as Ingegno, in the mode observable in the ceiling of the chapel of the Canibio

at Perugia, by Giannicola Manni. We shall revert to this.

1 [Now in Cook Coll., Richmond ?.]
^
[A panel in the Fogg Museum (Forbe3 Collection) at Cambridge, U.S.A.

j
evidently belongs to this same class (c/. F. Mason Perkins in Rassegna d'Arte

jfor May'l905).]
^ [Now in National Gallery.]
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If it can be sho\vn that the majority of the works above noticed are

by Ingegno, it Avould follow that the master so-called was at the school

of Fiorenzo di Lorenzo, and a companion of Pinturiccliio
;

but until

better evidence shall be brought forward than the initials of a name or

the records of Assisi, doubts must continue to be entertained. Yet, we

may accept Ingegno as a password to quahfy pictures of the same class

in various parts of Europe.
A more real apparition in the history of Umbro-Perugian art than

Ingegno is Lodovico Angeh, who was registered in the guild of his native

place in 1481 and 1506,^ whose performances betray a positive mediocrity

yet at the same time the education of Bonfigli. Judging from a canvas

bearing his signature and the date of 1489, we should add to the pieces

of which he may be called the author, a panel in S. Pietro of Perugia

representing the Virgin embracing the corpse of the Redeemer, attended

by S. Jerome, seated at a bench with his Lion by him, and an erect figure

of S. Leonardo. An angel above the principal group recalls, and seems

copied from, one by Benozzo Gozzoli. The nude of Christ is wooden,

lean, and defective, the dra^\•ing Miry and unsound, the tempera hard,

vitreous, and of a leaden hue. On the border one reads :

" anno domini

MiLiESiMO ccccLxvini." This is one of the few things attributed without

authority to BonfigH.2 xhe style is not his, but a poor mixture of it

Avith that of Fiorenzo, a mixture observable in the folloA\ang :

Perugia. S. Simone.—A panel dated 1487.

Perugia. Duomo.—Cloth, tempera representing Christ erect (of hfe-size)

in benediction, between a female saint and Antony the Abbot, SS. Jerome
and Francis. On the lower border is the inscription :

"
a. d. mcccclxxxviiii

LODOVicus ANGIOLI FECIT," of feeble character and poor type ;
the figures

are cold in tone and laid in with a hard, spare vehicle. Frequent folds mark
the draperies.

Perugia Gallery. No. 15.—Styled Fiorenzo. Panels with half-lengths of

S. Dignamerita, Antony the Abbot, and Catherine, on gold ground, a little

less defective than the foregoing, reminiscent of the Mantegnesque, possibly

by Lodovico.

Berlin Museum. No. 137.—A Virgin and Child not without merit {but
see antea, Alunno).

Corciano. S. Francesco.—An approach to the method of Lodovico is

apparent in a very rude panel here of the Virgm and Child, between SS.

Jerome and Francis, Antony, and S. Mary Magdalen attended by angels;
at all events this is a cross between Bonfigli and Fiorenzo."O"

The narrative of the fives of the great Perugians, Vannucci, and

Pinturicchio, inevitably takes the historian to Rome, where their skill

exhibited its mastery during a period of fuU fifteen years. Before them,

^ Maeiotti, Lett. Per., p. 85.
*
[This is accepted as a genuine work ot Bonfigli by Mr. Berenson and others.]

w
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we have said, Piero della Francesca and Melozzo extended tlie influence

of Umbrian art. The lustre of these brilhant names has perhaps con-

tributed to the neglect of men whose boast might be that, as Romans,

they partook of the progress made by their Perugian contemporaries.
Vasari relates, that when Fihppino Lippi in 1493 gave up a chapel

complete in its decoration to Cardinal Caraffa, his frescoes were valued

by Lanzilago of Padua and Antonio, alias Antoniasso the Roman, the

two best painters of that time in the capital.^ Antoniasso was of a

family which followed the same profession during three generations at

least. The earliest of its members of which we have any notice is

Antonius, the designer of an altarpiece in the sacristy of S. Antonio del

Monte at Rieti, dated 1464. The Virgin is represented giving the breast

to the Infant erect on her lap. On the sides (hanging in the choir) are

S. Francis receiving the Stigmata, and S. Antony. An inscription at

the base of the centre runs thus :

" ANTONnis de roma . eplnxit 1464."

It is not rare to find pieces equally old and defective. This one is

interesting not only for its authenticity, but because it shows a local

Roman in the middle of the fifteenth century influenced by the example
of Benozzo Gozzoli, and therefore following the track of the Umbrians.^

Twenty-five years later, Antoniasso, the son perhaps of Antonio,^

received a commission from Girolamo Gaetano, archbishop of Capua,
for a Virgin and Child between SS. Stephen and Lucy, to be placed on

the altar of a chapel built by his orders in 1489 in the cathedral of his

see
;
and tliis is still in its original place, though spoiled by restoring

and almost deprived of its inscription. The impression it creates is

that of a poor Perugian work, vnth something reminiscent of Pintu-

ricchio. It bears the illegible remains of the words :

" antonatius

ROMANTJS M. FOR. P. MCCCCLXXXIX." *

This picture gives a clue to the author of other Roman productions,

the first of which is the Virgin and Child between SS. Paul and Peter,

and the twelve of the
"
Rota," now in the Quirinal and originally in

the audience hall of the tribunal of the Rota. It was ordered, no doubt,

by Monsignor Brancadoro, president of that court, whose arms are on

the Virgin's throne, and exhibits a mixture of the manner of Fiorenzo

1 Vasari, vol. v., p. 249.
2 The Virgin is less than life-size, in a tunic of gold. Her blue mantle is all

but gone. The saints on the side panels are on gold groimd, abraded entirely in

that of S. Antony. The tempera is light.
^
[Antonio and Antoniasso were one and the same person, as we now know.]

* We should not have been able to decipher these words. But Canon Gabnelle

GianeUi of Capua had them transcribed, and states that they were legible before

the panel was last restored. To his authority also must be referred the facts stated

respecting this altarpiece and its patron. On the Virgin's throne one still sees

in the midst of arabesciues the letters : s.p.q.r. a.r.p. s.p.q.r., showing that

the Archbishop of Capua was a Roman noble. The figvires are almost kfe-size.

The picture is on the first altar to the right, in the Duomo of Capua.
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and Pinturiccliio, and may therefore be by Antoniasso or the next

member of the family whose name occurs immediately after liis.^ The

same mediocre style is apparent in a David and Solomon, an Eternal

in Glory, and a Conception, ruined frescoes in the third chapel to the

left in S. Pietro in Montorio at Rome, though here there is some trace

of Perugino and Spagna intermingled with Pinturicchio.^

In the sacristy of S. Paolo fuori le Mura at Rome, a Virgin and Child

between SS. Paul and Benedict, Peter and Justina (hfe-size) with injured

heads, and a repainted sky, may be placed in the same class as the

altarpiece of the Quirinal.

In the church belonging to the Pagnani family ,3 at Castel Nuova, on

the road from Rignano to Rome, there is a Christ Enthroned in bene-

diction, assigned to Perugino, but in type recalhng certain figures by
Bartolommeo Caporali in Castighone del Lago. A long inscription on

this panel closes ^dth the date 1501. In the same church a S. John the

Baptist and S. John Evangehst illustrate the same artistic direction,

and remind one, as do the works of Antoniasso, of the better frescoes at

S. Croce in Gerusalemme in Rome.
The third Antoniasso is Marcus, the painter of a Resurrection between

SS. Stephen and La^\Tence, with the Eternal in a lunette between SS.

Francis and Antony, a domed altarpiece in the refectory of the convent

of S. Chiara at Rieti. The predella contains the Capture, the Flagella-

tion, the Crucifixion, the Pieta, and the Entombment ;
and on a border

one reads :

" marcus antoius magri antonatii romanus depinxit

MDXi." The central Christ is ill-proportioned, the sleeping soldiers ill-

arranged, by one who has seen the works of Perugino.
The Antoniassi are a local Roman family and worthy of being

remembered, not because they have done much independently, but

because they probably acted as assistants to the great men who visited

Rome at the close of the fifteenth century. They are entitled indeed to

the same degree of attention as Bartolommeo Caporah, or Melanzio who
has been mentioned in these volumes in connection with poor wall

paintings at Subiaco.^

^ Gold ground. The upper part, originally elliptic, has been made square.
S. Paul carries the sword, S. Peter the book and keys. The figures are half the
size of life : wood-tempera. [Tliis picture, certainly by Antoniasso, is now in

the Vatican Gallery. It can hardly be called mediocre in style.]
^ The figures of the Prophets are at each side of a scutcheon. The Etem^

is in an almond-shaped halo.
' The clnu-ch previously belonged to the family of the Effetti.
*
[Antoniasso Romano has received mox'e attention than was given him by

the authors, at the hands of more recent critics. For further information regard-
ing him the reader may be referred to an essay by Mr. Eveeett, in the American
Journal of Archceology. Mr. Berenson, Mr. Perkins, and others have done much to

reinstate this neglected painter in his right place among the artists of his day
by ascribing to him many works hitherto attributed to other artists. Antoniasso
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may have been, in the beginning, a pupil of Melozzo da Forli, but the influence
of Fiorenzo seems to have been the most important one under which he formed
his style. He was active from 1460 to 1508 circa. Works from his brush are

niunerous, and the list is constantly growing. Mr. Berenson's list, the most
complete as yet published, contains over sixty numbers ^c/. Central Italian Painters,
1909, pp. 133-7). Antoniasso is now the admitted author of the frescoes of the

Story of the Cross in S. Croce in Gerusalemme in Rome, as well as of other wall

paintings in S. Giovanni Laterano, S. Maria sopra Minerva (Chapel of S. Catherine of

Siena, &c.), S. Paolo fuori le Mm-a, S. Pietro in Montorio, SS. Vit6 e Madesto,
S. Amobono, and in the Pantheon (in this last-named church a particularly
attractive Anniuiciation has recently come to light (cf. G, Bernardini, in

Rassegna d'Arte, March 1909). Frescoes by him exist also in the cluireh of S.

Giovarmi Evangelista at Tivoli (cf. Attilio Rossi, in Arte). A beautiful

picti.ire by the master is the Anniinciation on the fourth altar to the right in S.

Maria sopra Minerva at Rome (formerly ascribed to Fra Angelico). One of

Antoniasso's most important altarpieces is in the chui-ch of S. Francesco at Monte-
falco. It represents S. Catherine of Alexandria between SS. Vincent and Nicholas
of Tolentino. This fine work was first given back to Antoniasso by Mr. Perkins
(see Rassegna d'Arte, August, 1907) after having passed for years under the

name of Spagna. Mr. Perkins has also restored to the master a very interesting

Nativity (attributed to Ghu'landaio, No. 08), in the Barberini Gallery at Rome
{cf. Rassegna d'Arte, May 1905) and furtlier ascribes to the painter a Madonna in the

Magherini-Graziani Collection at Citta di Castello, a tabernacle in the Fogg Museum
at Cambridge, U.S.A., a Madonna in Glory in the Johnson Collection at Philadelphia,
and a similar picture in the possession of M, Eugen Fischof in New York. A character-

istic Madonna and Child by Antoniasso is in the Altenburg Gallery (No. 112)—the

Corsini Gallery at Rome possesses three works by him—a large altarpiece of the

Madonna, Child, and Saints (No. 2371) of the year 1488, a S. Sebastian (ascribed

by Signer Venturi to Melozzo), and a Madonna with Saints (in Magazine). Perhaps
the most important of Antoniasso's altarpieces at Rome is the so-called Madonna
della Rota, in the Vatican Gallery (see antea, p. 197). Mr. Berenson gives to Antoni-

asso various pictm-es of the Madonna and Child in the Von Kaufmaim Collection

at Berlin ; in the Biblioteca at Fermo ; in the Collection of Mr. E. P. Warren at

Lewes ; in the Gallery at Lille (No. 992) ; in that of Mr. Benson at London ; in that

of Mr. Theodore Davis at Newport, U.S.A. ; and in the Perugian Gallery (No. 19,

Sala v.). Other pictvires mentioned in Mr. Berenson's list are at Brussels (Museum—Christ and Saints) ; Capua (Mviseum—Madonna and Saints, 1500) ; Cassel ;

Fondi (parish church. Madonna and two Saints) ; Gloucester (Sir Hubert Parry's

Collection, Madonna and Saints) ; Lyons (Aynard Collection) ; Naples (S. Paolo

Maggiore, Madonna and Saints) ; Orte ^Duomo, Annunciation, 1500) ; New York

(Metropolitan Mviseum). Altarpieces by Antoniasso also exist in the church of

SS. Giovanni e Paolo at Rome ; and at Subiaco (chmrch of S. Francesco—Madonna,
Child, and Saints—a fairly early work of 14C7).]



CHAPTER X
PIETRO PERUGINO

We are accustomed to think of Pietro Perugino as humbly connected

and inured at the tenderest age to privation ;
but lie was, without any

doubt, of a respectable family, a branch of which enjoyed the freedom

of Perugia in the early part of the fifteenth century.^ His father, Cristo-

foro Vannucci, lived at Citta della Pieve, and we learn from the hearth

register of that village that Pietro was one of several children, and that

he was born in 1446.^

In those days, when small peasant proprietors clung to the shelter of

feudal towers, and had no certainty of protection from the inroads of

predatory neighbours, it may have been a hard ta^k for the father of a

numerous family to dispose of his sons so as to secure to them a decent

and respectable future. He would naturally send his younger boys to

the nearest town, and, if he had the means, apprentice them. Pietro

Perugino left the paternal home before he was nine years old, and was

articled to a master at Perugia.^
This master was of no great talent, says Vasari, yet he had a feeling

for his art, and a great veneration for those who distinguished them-

selves in it, and he always assured his pupil
"
that of all places in which

perfect painting might be attained, none was more advantageous than

Florence, where men were taught by competition to use their wits and
work with industry, in order that they might rise above an intolerable

mediocrity, and ascend to fame and honours." In these words the

Aretine biographer probably sketches the character of Bonfigh, whom
1 Mabiotti, Lett. Pitt., ubi sup., p. 121.
2 The root of the Vannucci family, compiled from the records at Qiitk deUa

Pieve by IMarchese Giuseppe della Fargna, is given in the appendix to B. Oesini's

Vita, due, di Pietro Perugino, 1804, pp. 236-7.
^ His name is no longer on the hearth register of Citta della Pieve for 1455.

(See Della Fargna in Oesini, ubi sup., pp. 236. 7.) That he was apprenticed to a

Perugian painter is stated by Vasaei, vol. vi. p. 30. Yet his father might have
entrusted him, had he chosen, to a local artist. There is a Crucifixion in a very
dark corner of the church of Pacciano respecting which a record (p. 150 of the
"
protocolU

"
of the Commune) states that it was done in 1472. This date (or

rather the illegible trace of it) is followed on the wall by the words :

" ru fatto
QTTESTO LAVOEIO AL TEMPO CHE EEA PEIOEE ANDEEA DI GIOVANNI DELLA COMPAGNIA
DELLA FEATERNITA DI S. MAEIA. FEANCISCUS DE CASTEO PLEBIS PINXIT." The
painting is injured and blackened, and hardly visible, so that the worth of Fraxi-
cesco is not to be judged. But the fact remains that Citta della Pieve had also
a painter of its own.
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elsewhere he has described as the favourite of the Perugians before

Vannucci became knoAvn
;
we may doubt whether he meant Fiorenzo,

a man of fair repute/ who took good lessons from his contemporaries
and was the companion rather than the teacher of Pietro.^ We should

be content, in this uncertainty, to reflect that Perugino received a most

fortunate education, which was not to be had except in a good school;

we may assume that he learnt most of the secrets of his profession at

Perugia, and that then he fancied there was yet room for greater acquire-

ments. It would not be far wTong, indeed, to suppose that he took to

wandering as a journeyman, and that he thus became the associate of

Piero della Francesca
;

for Vasari mentions at least two frescoes at

Arezzo
;
and suggests that they were produced by Perugino when he

was Piero's assistant.^ From thence he bent his steps to Florence,

eager to see the masterpieces of that capital, or to become acquainted

with the persons of artists whose names had already been heard in the

workshops of the provinces. Bonfigh and Piero della Francesca would

both have impressed Ms mind A\dth the grandeur of Florentine examples,

have told liim the wonders of the Carmine, of Santa C^oce, S. Maria

Novella, and S. Marco. We know that he frequented the Carmine ;

and in the Brancacci Chapel he might meet all the rising men of his

generation,* Michael Angelo, Credi, and Leonardo, whom Santi couples

with him in the lines :

" Due giovin far dictate e far (Tamori

Leonardo da Vinci e'Z Perusino

Pier della Pieve cKe un divin -pittore,^^
^

After leaving Piero della Francesca, from whom perspective and the

' chemistry of painting had received so great an impulse, he would strive

for admission into an atelier in ^vhich his knowledge in these branches

might be improved.^ For chemical researches he could not find a better

place than Verrocchio's shop. He would be the companion of Leonardo

to whom the science of art owes its cliief progi'ess, and to whom the

perfection of the innovating system of mediums at Florence is due.

1 Vasari, vol. vi., pp. 30, 32.
*
[To me it appears more likely tliat Fiorenzo di Lorenzo is here meant. The

most authoritative modern critics now look upon Fiorenzo as one of Perugmo's

teachers.]
3 Vasaki, vol. i\-., p. 23. The frescoes (which were in S. Agostino and S. Cata-

rina) are gone.
* Vasari says he studied in the Brancacci, vol. iii., p. 162.
' See the Rhyme Chronicle in Pungileoni, Elogio Storico di Gio. Sanh, p. 73.

« We may believe that Perugino learnt perspective from Piero della Fran-

cesca. But at Perugia he might also have perfected his knowledge of the science

under Pacioli, who had a chair of mathematics there in 1478. See Tiraboschi.

Stor. della Lett.; Vermiglioli, Vita di Pinturicchio, ubi sup., p. 254; and JIariotti,

Lett., ubi sup., p. 127.
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Both might labour simultaneously to fathom the secrets of colours and

of mediums, the one Mith the precision of a trained mathematician,
the other A\dth the feehng of a colourist.^ Both would necessarily go

deep into the technica, seeking and searcliing like the Van Eycks, and

applying the results according to the powers with which nature had
endowed them. It would thus happen that Leonardo should add to the

imperfect method of Piero della Francesca the atmosphere in A^liich it

was wanting, and ascend gradually to the culminating point of liis career

in the production of the Mona Lisa, wliilst Perugino should arrive at a

height almost equally surprising in the Madonna of the Certosa
;

^ the

first attaining depth by calculation, the second yielding the same quaUty

by an innate sense of the value of tone, and by pecuhar knack of handhng,
both succeeding in that smoothness of tints which "

caused the crowd to

gather round their work and think it was a marvel." ^

But the community of thought and of aim in Perugino and Leonardo

would not end there. Perugino is justly celebrated for his proficiency

in perspective.^ He might have learnt the elements of it from Pietro

della Francesca, and have sought to master its intricacies under Luca

Pacioh, who held the chair of mathematics at Perugia in 1478.^ But

he would be sure to find a congenial spirit in Leonardo, who was to show

the students of his academy at Milan all the secrets of perspective that

were known to that age. Da Vinci and Perugino are named in one

sentence by Caporali. He says they both knew the use of
" two centres

of vision
"

;

^ and it is quite as certain of Leonardo that he taught that

rule, as it is of Perugino that he put it into practice. We shall see how
the latter adopted Da Vinci's principles of composition ;

how both in

different ways excelled in giving atmosphere to landscape. That they
were together under Verrocchio, is only stated by Vasari

;

'' but Vasari

is confirmed by the creations of the three painters ;
and he speaks of

them in conjunction too frequently to permit a doubt as to his con-

viction. Nothing can be clearer or more true than that Perugino and

Da Vinci gave the last pohsh to the Florentine art of oil painting on

the lines laid down with so much labour and patience by the Peselli,

1 "
Quest' arte

"
(painting in oil), says Vasari, ..." Andrea del Castagno la insegnb

agli altri Maestri ; con i quali si and6 ampliando I'arte ed acquistando sino a Pietro

Perugino, a Leonardo da Vinci ed a ilaphaeUo da Urbino
"

(Vasabi, Introduz,
vol. i., pp. 163-4) ; and again :

" Certamente i colori furono della intelligenza di

Pietro conosciuti, e cosi il fresco come I'olio ; onde obligo gli hanno tutti i periti
artefici che per suo mezzo hanno cognizione de' lumi che per le sue opere si veggono

"

(Vasari, vol. vi., p. 39).
2 Now in the National Gallery.
^ Vasari, Proemio, vol. vii., p. G.
* Vasari, vol. vi., p. 3, says truly that Perugino

" ne faceva professione pM-
ticolare." t*

^ See TiRABOSCHi, Stor. della Letteratura.
^ Caporali, Vitruv., ubi sup., p. 16. ' Ibid., vol. vi., p. 32.

&A
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the Pollaiuoli, and Verrocchio
;

^
nothing more just than that Perugino

should be coupled with Francesco Francia as gifted with incomi:)arable

feehng in lending softness to form.^ But Vasari's statements receive

additional confirmation from the pictures of Lorenzo di Credi, the

favourite pupil of Verrocchio, whose altarpieces are so remarkable for

the devotional grace of action, the smoothness of surface, and tlie cast

of lined drapery which, wliilst they remind us of Leonardo, recall the

Umbrian qualities of Vannucci. We shall see that these Umbrian

qualities were not condemned at Florence, but that, on the contrary,

they exercised an influence similar to that of the Sienese in previous
centuries. What these had done of old to temper the severity of their

rivals in the person of Orcagna, and to contribute in forming Angehco,
the Perugians did anew by means of Pietro Perugino. It may be due

to him that the somewhat rugged grandeur of the Florentine school, as

represented by Ghirlandaio, was chastened ;
and that the coarse realism

of the PeseUi, and of Castagno, from wdiich neither BotticeUi, the Pol-

laiuoh, nor Verrocchio, Piero della Francesca, nor Signorelli were entirely

free, was modified. Perugino and Leonardo are both entitled in separate

measures to claim the merit of having helped to form Fra Bartolommeo

and Andrea del Sarto.

One cannot affect to decide in what year Perugino first visited

Florence
;
nor whether that event occurred before 1475, when he had

commissions for painting in the Pubhc Palace of Perugia;^ or after

1478, when he produced the ruined frescoes of Cerqueto.^ His name

had become famihar at Florence in 1482
;

^ and he was allowed at that

time to compete with Ghirlandaio, Botticelh, and others, in the Palazzo

1 We mxist not forget that Vasari is proved to be incorrect when he attempts
to show that the oil painting of the Florentines descends from that of Antonello

da Messina. Yet it is high praise to Perugino that his biographer should make
him close the period of progress in the use of the new medium (Vasabi, Introd.,

vol. i., pp. 163-4).
2 Vasam, vol. vii., p. 6.

* RuMOHR publishes the payment to Perugino for this work {Forsch., vbi sup.,

vol. ii., p. 338). ^ . .

* We have not visited Cerqueto, but nearly a century has expired smce Orsmi

ascertained that there was nothing remaining of Perugino's work except a soUtary

figiu-e of S. Sebastian in the church of the village, and a fresco in a tabernacle

representing the Virgin and Cliild between S. Lucy and anotlier saint, wath a

figure of Sc£cvola and a sacrifice in the side walls. In Orsini's owti time the inscrip-

tion in the church was only known by an attested copy :

"
s. popul. de cerqueto

A FATTA FARE QUESTA CAPPELLA A. D. MARIA MADALENA PER C. H. DA PESTE GI

trSCI LIBERARE CAVANDOLI DA LE HOSCIE, D. TAL PENA CUSIGLT PIACCIA CUQ. H. V.

OPERARB CHE MI E SEMP. NE ABBIA AD SCAMPARE E TUTTI QLLI C. H. IN LEI AN.

DEVOTION, AD. LAUDE DI DIO QUISTO SERMONE. PETRUS PERUSINTJS PINXrT

M.C.C.C.C.LXXVIII." Orsini, Vita di P. P., vbi sup., p. 204. [Tlie fresco of b.

Sebastian still exists at Cerqueto.] . .1 * u
5 It is probable that Perugino came to Florence in 1479. Vasari says that ho

arrived there
"
partitosi dalle estreme calamita di Perugia," and just at this time,

war raged in XJmbria between the Papal party and the Florentmes.
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PubbHco. It is true that he did not carry out his commission, which

was revoked in favour of Fihppino.^ But it is not possible to say where

he was employed even then. If it should be asked what piece amongst
those of continental galleries best illustrates his early style, one might
choose the round of the Virgin and Child enthroned between saints in

a landscape ;
a tempera panel at the Louvre.^ A picture of this kind,

if presented to a Florentine at the close of the fifteenth century, would

undoubtedly have been admired as embodying the carefulness and finish

and the devotional resignation of Umbrian types with a most attractive

freshness.^ To us it represents Perugino in his ascending period, a

genuine painter of Perugia still, but fortunate in having instilled a new
life and beauty into the art of his countrymen. Conventional and

quaint as it is to see the Virgin in rich clothing, seated on a throne

partitioned off from a pleasant wilderness by parapets of stone
;

to

watch two angels praying behind in tender adoration, and female saints

in gorgeous apparel standing by in elegantly sought attitude
;

there is

a calm sweetness about them all
; they seem so innocent and gently

happy ;
it would be pity to disturb them. Yet, this dreamy impression

is created by no cloudiness of form or yearning after effect. The graceful
and slender figures are dra^vn with a clear outline. The dresses are

crisp in fold, the hems are minutely overlaid with golden borders and

jewels ;
the veils are subtle in texture and hghtly disposed. True

harmonies of pure colour variegate the vestments where the bright cloth

turns its bright Hning to the eye, or the mantle decks the tunic. Tempera
was never handled Avith more skill to yield by stippling a warm flesh-

tone of a light fair yellow, fused vnih. great softness into grey sliadow.

Still one sees something of the anxious care natural to one who has not

yet settled into the resolute assertion of liimseLf. The Child is affected

and a little unmeaning, the draperies are not yet cast \vith breadth.

The contours are too sharp, and the forms are a little lean. Perugia,

however, had not as yet boasted of an artist equal to such a work as

this, and if Vannucci had produced it there, it is probable that the fact

would have been chronicled and preserved. The names of painters
without renown, and the contracts into wliich they entered at Perugia,
whilst Pietro was refusing commissions at Florence, exist to this day.

They interest us indirectly by proving that none of the great Perugians,

Bonfigh, Fiorenzo, Perugino, or Pinturicchio were open to pubHc engage-
ments in their own town during three or four seasons preceding the

^ See the records in Gaye, Carteggio, vol. i., p. 578.
*
[Louvre, No. 1564], and previously in the Royal Collection at the Hague,

and in the Corsini Palace at Rome.
^ " E bene gli venne fatto [that Perugino settled at Florence] conci6 sia che

al suo tempo le cose della maniera sua furono tenute in pregio grandissimo."
Vasari, vol. vi., p. 32.
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close of 1483. An altarpiece, intended for the chapel of the Magistracy,
was ordered from an obscure artist called Pietro di Maestro Galeotto in

1479, who stipulated for two years' time to finish it, and who died in

May 1483 without having done any more than the frame.^ Six months
later Vannucci chanced to visit Perugia, and he solemnly promised that

he would deliver the altarpiece in March 1484, and one of its sections

in the first four weeks of December 1483. The reason why it was desir-

able that one portion should be done before the rest is clear. There
were eleven priors in the college ;

and they were only elected for a term.

The lunette was to contain the Virgin of Mercy and the portraits of the

priors and their notary in a kneeling posture beneath the Virgin's cloak.

The magistrates naturally wished to secure the completion of tliis part
of the agreement before their tenure of office expired. But Perugino,
who was perhaps on his way from Florence to Rome, had probably
intended to leave the commission in the hands of some apprentice. At
all events, he quitted Perugia without beginning the required portraits, and
we see distinct symptoms of irascibility in the wording of a new contract in

wliich the authorities excuse themselves for the breach of the old one. The
order was transferred to Santi di Apollonio, who took ^ the likenesses from

life ;
but the rest was left unfinished, and it was soon discovered that

no more trust was to be put in Santi than in Pietro di Galeotto, or in

Perugino. Chuckling and mindless of this disappointment, the runaway
was doubtless on the road to Rome, where for a time his frescoes were

to fill the post of honour at the Sixtine Chapel.
We say for a time, because a greater painter followed, and destroyed

his work. Every one knows that Perugino covered the altar face of the

chapel, dividing it into three fields. In the central fresco of the Assump-
tion he introduced the kneeling portrait of Sixtus IV., in the side ones

the Nativity and the Finding of Moses. Michael Angelo's Judgment

occupied their place some years later ;
and all that remains of Perugino

is the Moses and Zipporah, the Baptism of Christ, and Chi'ist's Delivery
of the Keys to Peter.

Modern writers have frequently assigned the first of these to Signorelli.^

It contains several incidents in one frame
;
the angel appearing to Moses

and ordering him to circumcise Gershom, the Circumcision, and the

Wedding-dance in the distance. The conception and setting, and the

landscape, are Peruginesque, as well as the action and shape of the

figures. But Perugino's admirers might suggest tliat finish, harmony,

1 See the contract of June 7, 1479, in Mabiotti, Lett., p. 144, records of advances

in 1480 (ibid., p. 145), and the registry of Pietro di Galeotto's death. May 1483

(ibid., p. 146).
* See the documents relative to this incident in IMariotti, Lett., uhi sup., pp. 146,

147, 148. Perugino's contract is dated Nov. 28, 1483, that of Santi di Apollonio
Dec. 31, of the same year.

' Annot. to Vasari, vol. vi., p. 143.
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and balance are still less striking in this than in the two other subjects.

There is more hardness and angularity than Perugino would have given,
and though resolute movement is lent to the angel arresting the progress
of the patriarch, heaviness deprives the children's forms of their greatest

charm. The truth may be that Perugino did not devote much of his

o^^^l labour to this bit. The children may have been by Delia Gatta,

and he again may have been second to Perugino's assistant Pinturicchio.

Pinturicchio accompanied his master to Rome, under very favourable

conditions. He was a Perugian by birth and education. He had
followed \Adth moderate talent the lessons of Bonfigli and Fiorenzo di

Lorenzo, and afterwards joined the ateher of Perugino.^ He had all

the quahties that should be sought in a subordinate
;
and might have

become indispensable to one who undertook large commissions and

required an orderly superintendent for his apprentices .^ It was natural

that Perugino should take him into partnership, and give him a third

of his profits.^ Nor do the Sixtine frescoes discountenance the belief

that the two men stood in this relation to each other in 1484. The
frescoes of Pinturicchio in the Borgia Chambers and at AraceH warrant

us in beheving that it was so
; they fully explain how Pinturicchio

prepared himself for independence by a constant intercourse with Van-
nucci and a judicious study of the Florentine examples at the Sixtine.

Perugino himself had not looked in vain at the productions of his con-

temporaries ;
and a strong impression had been created on his mind

by the frescoes of Domenico Ghirlandaio. In the Baptism at least he

reflected this
;
and Pinturicchio might have been led into a similar path

by the necessity of carrying out the designs of his elder partner. The

composition of Perugino's second fresco is essentially Umbrian. It is

overcrowded and monotonous
;
the groups are not bound together with

such art as to produce the effect of unity ;
and simphcity and nature

are wanting. Yet a pleasing impression is created by isolated parts.
The Saviour in front, receiving the water poured on His head by S. John,
attracts by an Umbrian softness. The masks and type of both are

purely Perugino's,^ whilst the standing acolytes on the right embody
something of the grand laws of movement and pose which are illustrated

in Ghirlandaio. The nude of a man stripping near the Baptist is well

given, and the youth erect at his side might have been conceived by
Pinturicchio. The formal arrangement of the Sermon of John on a hill

1 Vasari, vol. v., p. 2G5.
^
[Cavalcaselle was doubtless right in his suspicions regarding the execution

of this fresco as well as that of the Baptism. Both works were attributed directly
to Pinturicchio by Morelli at a later date, and are given to that painter, rather than
to Perugino, by most modem critics, including Mr. Berenson.]

' Vasari, vol. v., p. 268.
* The drawings of these two figiu-es seem to have found a resting-place at the

Louvre.
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to the left, and that of Christ on a mound to the right, the kneehng
angels, the Eternal in a round glory of cherubs' heads, Anth four seraphs
in waiting at equal intervals

; the wide expanse of country in which
the episodes are placed ;

all these may have been grateful to the eye
before time and restoring destroyed their harmony.

i It is doubtful,

however, whether the execution was originally as careful as that of the

DeUvery of the Keys to Peter.

It is rare to find one piece in which the character of a painter is

revealed in all its aspects. The arrangement, the drawing, the colour

are not all and severally the artist's best. Perugino's Delivery of the

Keys is no exception to this remark
;
but it is certainly one of his finest

wall paintings for division, design, action, and expression. The incident

lie depicts is simple, yet demands, from the deep meaning attached to

it as related to the history of the Roman Church, a certain grandeur
and solemnity of treatment. Christ gives the keys to the fisherman.

The apostles attend, displaying in movement and glance their con-

viction of the weight and greatness of their mission
;

but the scene

is not laid in the country of Bethlehem
;
nor is the charge given to the

twelve alone. Numerous groups are gathered in a palatial court. The
idea of the Church in its victorious might is symboHsed by the Temple
in the centre and the triumphal arches at its sides. In carrying out all

this, Perugino achieves a symmetrical harmony. He infuses a charm
of tenderness, of devotion and resignation into his impersonations.
The lines are drawn in gentle curves

;
and the dresses are elegantly

cut in cloth of double stuff, branching at the top of the fold, and well

studied in fall and undulation. Some of the apostles convey an idea of

firmness and nobleness, that reveal Perugino's contact with the Floren-

tines. The weight and dignity in their bearing point to influences

unfamiliar to the pure Umbrian. There is life in the Saviour, breadth

of form and of drapery, alhed to fine proportion, in the kneeling Peter,

whose type is an evident approach to those of Signorelli. This is the

fair side of a picture, in which the pecuUarities which forbid perfection
in the master are discernible. In Perugino's symmetry the seeking is

by no means hidden
;

his art, being well under the curb, is without

fancy ;
and his steps have a studied and measured regularity. The

conventional marshalhng of the dramatis personce prevents the flow of

that current which should run through the composition, binding its

parts, and making them all tend to the production of one great whole.

Figures again, if appropriate and full of feeling in themselves, are seldom

sufficiently united. They rarely conceal the effort made by the painter

1 The head of the Baptist is disfigured by spots; the youth stripping is

injured ; and a group on the left foreground is much damaged and restored. The
Hosli parts are everywhere discoloured, especialh' in the siiadows which have
blackened. The entire distance is abraded.

I
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to realise gracefulness of pose at the expense of freedom and beauty.
Certain attitudes have been set and studied once with the deepest atten-

tion in various aspects, have been committed to memory, and introduced

afterwards without a return to nature, and ^\•ithout due consideration

as to place. The hands have been cramped into certain invariable

positions, the hmbs have a well-known and frequently repeated stride,

the heads a constant bend
;

one might guess the spot where the pins
have been stuck to pucker the drapery. The draA\'ing of extremities is

often untrue,[affected in shape as well as in action. These are most

usually the characteristics of Perugino, and thej^ are apparent to a shght
extent in the best of his Sixtine frescoes. Knowledge of perspective is

evident in the temple and arches of his distance, where, however, the

blocks are all parallel or at right angles to the plane of the picture ;

and he only requires the centre of vision ^\•itl^ the distance-points to

measure by. But he takes httle advantage of his knowledge when

connecting groups and figures with the ground on which they stand,

and the edifices which surround them. It serves his purpose to have

the centre of vision high, in order that the bases of his buildings shall

be seen far above the foreground personages. These form a row in

front, and are remarkable for their staid demeanour. Just above them,
he throws in another string of people remarkable for excessive hvehness

of motion. Above these are the bases of his temples and arches which

stand on a given fine and in regular order. He thus covers his surface

literally, but he does not conceal the voids between the ranks
;
and he

still leaves the impression of conventionahsm and monotony. Though
Ghirlandaio was less perfect in perspective than Perugino, than Pier

della Francesca or Mantegna, he apphed its general principles in com-

bination %\ith the great maxims of composition, and so obtained far

more important results than could be hoped for by any exclusive pro-

fessor of the science. Perugino, no doubt, was not unmindful of Ghir-

landaio's masterpieces Avhen he designed the Dehvery of the Keys, but

he had not as yet Ghirlandaio's art in distributing space, nor his talent

in combining figures A\'ith scenery or edifices. Of his landscapes at the

Sixtine there is less to be said than of his architecture, in considering

which, particularly with reference to the fresco before us, it is noteworthy
how much the octagon temple has in common \nth that of the Caen

Sposahzio, or that of Raphael's Marriage at the Brera. The ruling

style in these is represented in the works of the architects collectively

known under the name of Bramante, and is found in its simplest and

most classic form in the S. Maria della Consolazione at Todi by Bramante
of Urbino.^ But an early example of it may be seen in a study of buildings
at S. Chiara of Urbino, due, as we have supposed, to the pencil of Piero

^
Completed in 1.504 according to Pu^gileoni, Vita di Bramante, p. 29.
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della Francesca.i Perugino is one of the great men of his time who does

not seem to have undertaken architectural commissions. In Rome he

might, if he chose, associate ^v'ith men of name in that branch
;
and

the probal)ihty that he did so is increased by the circumstance that

amongst tlie spectators in the Dehvery of tlie Keys one on the extreme

right stands (in profile), holding a set square, pointing \\ith his fore-

finger as he talks to his neighbour handling a pair of compasses. To
the left of both, a man in upright attitude separates the two first from

a fourth personage wearing a skull-cap, who might be Perugino himself,

his face has so many features recalling those of the portrait in the Uffizi

at Florence. There are no means of knowing who were the architects

thus portrayed by Perugino, but he might have received from them the

sketches for the arches which adorn his distance. Two or three figures

besides those described may be considered as taken from hfe
;

but it

would be vain to think of assigning names to them. They may be

hkenesses of Perugino's associates in Rome at the period of his stay, or

of men who desired to see their persons immortalised in a sacred place.

But we do not see amongst them either Pinturicchio or Delia Gatta,

whose labours are indeed more easily traced in the Moses and Zipporah,
and in the Baptism, than they are in the Delivery of the Keys.^

As a wall painter, Perugino at the Sixtine followed the practice

familiar to him in the production of temperas on panel. He laid in

the flesh with the usual pale grey-green, and stippled the hghts and

shadows over all, retouching the diy surface at last with rough hatch-

ings which have been blackened by the effects of time. His system
was that which Pinturicchio continued at Rome after Perugino's

departure.

This event, no doubt, occurred after the completion of the Sixtine

Chapel in 1486
;
and this Ave infer not from any knowledge as to the

manner in which Perugino's masterpieces were received, but because he

had returned to Florence in the autumn of that year. It appears from

the criminal records of Florence that Perugino and a companion called

Aulista di Angelo of Perugia were convicted of having disguised them-

selves on some of the long nights of December, and Awaited with staves

at the corner of a street to waylay some person near S. Pietro Maggiore.

The evidence adduced before the
"

otto di custodia
"

in their sittings of

July 1487 estabhshed most damning facts against Auhsta, who was

proved to have murdered one man, and struck or wounded others at

Rome. It further appeared that he had proposed to murder the person

against whom he and Perugino had a grudge, but tliat the latter wished

to end the matter with a drubbing only. Fortunately for the threatened

1

[More probably by Laurana, aa we have seen (see antea, p. 24, n. 1).]

» Vasari mentions the Sixtine frescoes (vol. vi., pp. 40-1).

III. O
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party, the conspirators were taken into custody, and sentenced, Perugino
to a fine of ten florins of gold, Aulista to perpetual exile.^

The payment for the Sixtine frescoes was not authorised till August

1489, when Perugino became entitled to draw on the Apostolic Camera at

Perugia for a rest of 180 ducats.^ In the interval he sent (1488) an

altarpiece to S. Domenico of Fiesole,^ and (1489) he received a.n invita-

tion to Orvieto.

During forty-four years which had elapsed since Angehco's time, the

scaffoldings had not been taken down in the Cappella di S. Brizio. The

superintendents had never been able to satisfy the demands of a master

of name, or they had ^\^lfully neglected to engage one, till Perugino
visited Orvieto. They seem to have felt on this occasion that their

duty compelled them to remove what they admitted to be a stain on

their administration, especially as an artist stood witliin their reach
" whose fame had been spread throughout Italy by his completion of

the frescoes in the Apostolic Palace at Rome." They asked Perugino to

examine the chapel, and tender for its decoration. He did so
;
and we

may judge from his offer at what a price he valued himself. He would

take the whole chapel, he said, for fifteen hundred ducats, if he were

furnished with scaffoldings, hme, gold, and ultramarine. He would use

such subjects as might be submitted to liim, and personally execute the

^ 1487. Archiv. Cent, di Stato di Firenze. Delib. e partiti degli Otto di Custodia
e pratica ad annum. Die x., Julii 1487.

Prefati Octoviri adunati, &c., actento (?) qualiter Pierus Cliristofori pictor de
Perusis de mense decembris anno proximo preterito 1486, animo et intentions

excessum malleficium et delictmn committendi, pluries et pluries una cum Aulista

Angeli de Perusio nocturno tempore accesserunt armati quibusdam bastonibus in

populum SI. Petri maioris de Florentia, ut quemdam percuterent et ferirent dictis

bastonibus ; et qualiter dictus Pierus conduxit Aulistam predictum occasione et
'

causa rei turpis, et predicta et quelibet predictorum vera fuerunt et smit, prout
ex predictormn Pieri et Aulista confessione dicti Octoviri constare asseruerunt ;

ideo ad faciendum jus et justitiam vigore eorum auctoritatis et balie servatis ser-

vandis, et obtento partito, secundum ordinamenta deliberaverunt, sententiaverunt
et condemnaverunt dictum et infrascriptum Pierum Christophori pictorem de
Perusio in Florenis viginti auri largis de auro dandis et solvendis provisori eorum
officii pro expensis dicti officii—salvo quod dictus Pierus per totum diem crastinum
dederit et solverit provisori predicto, ut supra recipienti, florenos decem auri largos
in auro ; tali casu dictus Pierus intelligatur esse et omnino sit liber et absolutus
a minori summa predicta.

XI. July. Decree by which "
Avilista Angeli, pictor of Perugia, seeing that

he did at Rome murder one of Perugia, that he has struck and wounded others. . . .

in rn-be vero Florentie quemdam occisurum se obtulit Piero Christophori pictori
de Perusio, et dicto Piero recusante sed volente quod ipse ilium pluribus bastonatis

percuteret id suscepit et pluries et pluries accessit nocturno tempore armatus et

variis et alienis vestibus vestitus ut negotimn conficeret, &c."—sentences said

Aulista to be banished from Florence for life, never to return within its confines

nor molest the said Piero or others of Perugia. Favd. by Dre. Go. Milanesi.
2 Mariotti, Lett. Pitt., p. 150.
' Chronica S. Dom. de Fesulis in MS., Convent of S. Marco of Florence, exc.

in Com. Vasari, vol. vi., p. 67. He painted more than one altarpiece for S. Domenico
of Fiesolo as may be seen hereafter, but that of 1488 is not forthcoming. See,

Vasabi, vol. vi., pp. 45-6.

1
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faces and hands of all the figures. Witli prudent reserve the super-
intendents contracted only for the ceilings and all the spaces above the

capitals, promising to give two hundred ducats for the work, and closing
with an advance of ten gold pieces, on condition that Vannucci should

begin in April 1490, and go on throughout the whole of the following
summer. Perugino upon this left Orvieto, probably for Florence, and

was not again heard of during that year. It is possible that his ambition

had suggested the chance of more interesting employment at Florence.

In Orvieto, the adornment of a chapel in the cathedral had been left

for half a century in abeyance. In Florence, the disgrace was more

sensible, for the front of S. Maria del Fiore had never been touched since

the fa9ade had been raised on the plans of Neri di Fioravante, Benci

Cioni, Francesco Salvetti, Orcagna, Taddeo Gaddi, and Niccola Tommasi.^

It M'as a common subject of conversation in 1490, that the exterior of

the cathedral of Florence was in an unsafe condition, and (we read the

words ^^-ith some surprise) it was no heresy to declare in the journals
of the Guild of Woolstaplers that the front was a mongrel structure,

and built in defiance of all architectural rules or order.^ Lorenzo de

Medici, the virtual leader of the Florentines, Avould no doubt have been

pleased if the Duomo of his native city could have been perfected in his

lifetime. He therefore gave his support to the Guild of Woolstaplers
when they ordered the operai to take the necessary steps for obtaining

plans and funds for this new enterprise. The skill of Italians of every

grade was consulted. Architects, sculptors, and painters from every part
of the country were desired to compete, and in the course of the year
eleven designs and one model were ready. The 5tli of January, 1491,

was the day fixed for the meeting of the promoters in S. Maria del Fiore.

Foremost in the assembly the two consuls of the Woolstaplers, Silvestro

de' Popoleschi and Ridolfo Falconi, appeared in virtue of their office.

They were followed by a host of men of position, Florence, the Soderini,

Niccohni, Giugni, Serristori, Salviati, Cavalcanti, Tornabuoni, Strozzi,

Scala, Filicaria Martelli. Designs were presented by the Canon Carolus

Benci, by Giuliano and Benedetto da Maiano, Francesco di Giorgio,

Fihppino Lippi, Giovanni (? Giuhano) Verrocchio, Bernardo Ghalluzzo,

Antonio PoUaiuolo, Francesco da Fiesole, Francesco, herald of the

1 It is now proved that the facade was not begun by Giotto, but was due to

the masters named in the text, whose plan was made public after long deliberation

in October 1357. Ces. Guasti in Archivio Storico, nuova serie, vol. x\ii., part i.

(Florence, 1863), p. 140.
2 Record of deliberation of Guild of Woolstaplers at Florence, dated February 9,

1490, in Com. Vasabi, vol. vii., p. 243. We also see that Albertini held the same

"pinion. He says in the Memoriale, uhi sup., p. 10:
" Decta facciata, la quale

Lorenzo de Medici voleva levare e riducerla a perfcctione, mi pare senza ordine o

misura." But Albertini is a prejudiced critic, for he had built a model of a new
front and wished to see it carried out.
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Florentines. The only model exhibited was by Jacopo Piattola. All

the professional men of importance in Italy were invited, and most of

tliem came, Perugino, Vittorio the son of Ghiberti, Simone Pollaiuolo,

Monciatti, Benedetto da Maiano, Francione, Domenico Ghirlandaio,

Cosimo Rosselh, Lorenzo di Credi, Giovanni Graffione, Andrea di Monte
San Savino, Clemente del Tasso, Andrea della Robbia, Sandro Botticelli,

Alesso Baldovinetti, Andrea da Fiesole, Lapo, were all grouped together ;

and prominent amidst them all the commanding figure of Lorenzo de'

Medici. One might have thought that the time chosen for this com-

petition would be favourable beyond any other. As a state, Florence

enjoyed peace and wealth, both a guarantee for the speedy prosecution
of a great architectural undertaking, and Lorenzo de' Medici was in the

fulness of his power. But when the names of the competitors are con-

sidered, it seems doubtful whether the talent which they represented
would have sufficed. This, it seems, was felt by most persons at the

meeting ;
for after Tommaso Minerbetti had opened the proceedings

with a statement of the labours of the operai, more than one speaker
rose for the purpose of recommending delay and mature consideration

;

and Lorenzo de' Medici closed the debate mtli an eulogy upon those

who had sent designs, but at the same time ^^'ith a suggestion that there

would be no inconvenience in postponing a matter of such gravity to a

future time. In this manner the hopes that might have been enter-

tained as to finisliing S. Maria del Fiore were dashed to the ground.
The model and designs were consigned to oblivion, and the persons

present parted to their several homes.

Whatever may have been Perugino's expectation in reference to this

affair, he was not long in making up his mind as to the course which

he should pursue. Avoiding Orvieto, where he might have been sued

for the penalties on his breach of contract, he proceeded to Perugia,
where he drew the remnant of his pay for the Sixtine frescoes (March 5,

1491) at the Apostohc Chamber, and then went onwards to try his fortune

anew at Rome.

During his absence Pinturiccliio, together ^^dth the somewhat lazy

Fihppino Lippi, had taken the lead as a decorator, and alternately received

the commissions of Innocent VIII.
,
and the Cibos, of the Borgias, and

Della Roveres. Perugino, for a short time, divided with him the patronage
of the latter, and was employed by Cardinal Giuliano ^ to adorn his

palace. This prelate, then bishop of Ostia, was of the same impetuous
and exacting temper as when, under the name of JuHus II., he ruled

the Church
; ambitious, in 1491, as in 1503 and 1508, to attach the

greatest living artists to his person, caring much and paying royally for

the best works, but always ready to destroy them for the sake of getting

^ Giuliano della Rovere succeeded Pius III. in the papal chair.

i
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better. Raphael had not as yet ascended to the eminence from which
he afterwards looked down upon his master

; and Perugino enjoyed for

the time the fullest confidence of his patron. Ho did not conceal from
the Cardinal that, unless an efficient protection could be extended to

him, the superintendents of Orvioto might venture upon measures of

annoyance, and when they, at last, determined to cancel his contract,
Giuliano was induced to \mte to the priors and council a letter as insolent

as his temper and power allowed him to do. The superintendents, in

obedience to a promise extracted from them by the Cardinal, had re-

mained quiescent during the whole of 1491, but in January of the follow-

ing year, they began to dehberate what their best course should be,

considering Perugino's delay. The result was a resolution to ask Pietro

whether he intended to come or not. He replied in April that he pro-

posed doing so at the next opportunity. Yet he took no immediate step
towards the fulfilment of his promise, so that the superintendents ^veve

obliged at last to let him know they would appoint some one else in his

stead. This was the signal for Cardinal Giuhano to interfere. He
penned a letter on the 2nd of June reminding the council of Orvieto

that they had agreed to wait, knowing that Perugino would be ready
for them in a few months

;
but he added :

" Now Maestro Pietro has stated that, contrary to your M'ord, you
intend to substitute for him another painter who shall do your work

;

this is, indeed, truly remarkable (conduct). We laboured under the

impression that you were to be comphant as best suits the love we have

ever borne to your community. And so we now again exhort and pray
that you do reserve this place, which is his due, to Maestro Pietro, and
refrain from molesting him for the short time during which he has to

'

expedite our affairs." ^

In the meanwhile the Orvietans had been in correspondence ^^^th

Pinturicchio, who announced his arrival almost at the moment when they
received Giuliano's letter.^ Not venturing to ofEend so important a

dignitary as the Cardinal, they obeyed his injunctions by keeping for

Perugino his place in the Cappella S. Brizio
;
and Pinturicchio received

instructions to labour in a different part of the cathedral.

The only memory of this busy and interesting period in Perugino's
life is an altarpiece in the Albani Villa near Rome, the decorations of

the Cardinal's palace having perished. But tliis altarpiece alone, with

its date of 1491 gives us sufficient knowledge of his manner at the period.

Its principal subject is the Nativity in the form which Perugino subse-

^ The letter is printed in original in Alcuni Documenti artistici, &c., ubi sup.,

p. 17. The remaining facts respecting this period of Perugino's hfe may be found
in Bella Vallb, Duomo di Orvieto, pp. 31G-9; in Com. Vasaki, vol. vi., p. 68; and
in Vermiglioli's Vita di Pinturicchio, vhi sup., App., pp. xxxv.-xl.

^ In June 1492 (Corn. Vasari, vol. v., p. 279).
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quently repeated with slight changes on various occasions ;
and this

again is surmounted by three panels of the Crucifixion between the

Angel and the Virgin Annunciate. The stable of Bethlehem is trans-

formed after the true Umbrian fashion into a wide and roomy enclosure

protected from the weather by arches resting on pillars, in one corner of

which the ox and the ass are penned behind a pahsade. The Infant

Christ hes on the foreground in the middle of the floor, with the Virgin

and S. Joseph on their knees, in rear of Him, and two angels between

them in adoration. In the aisles SS. IVIichael and John the Baptist,

SS. George and Jerome, kneel and stand in praj^er. The hght pouring
in from the openings to the left, casts pleasant shadows on a fine archi-

tecture and illumines a pretty distance of hills and lakes seen through
the apertures. Above, the Saviour on the Cross in a landscape is

bewailed by the Magdalen, M'ho Hes prostrate with her arms about the

tree, between the lamenting Virgin and Evangehst. For a tempera,

sHghtly injured by abrasion, restoring, and other accidents, this is stiU

a very transparent and softly fused picture 'wnth warm hghts and grey

shadows, carefully united by reddish grey half tones in the flesh. It is

one of the master's most graceful pieces, with freshness in the types,

resignation and modesty in the poses, and tender expression in the

features. It is still Umbrian in sentiment as well as in the minuteness

of its finish and in its details, but free from exaggeration or coarseness.

The S. Michael is young, modestly noble in mien, and intent as he prays,
his form reminding one of those of Raphael. The Baptist and S. George
are almost equally charming, whilst the S. Joseph and the S. Jerome are

more ordinary conceptions. There is great dignity in the slender figure

of the Virgin, and an improvement upon the older Umbrians is seen

in the shape of the Infant Christ. The Annunciation is fuU of feehng,
and the form of the martyred Redeemer is as fine as its movement is

fair, the whole scene of the Crucifixion almost foreshadoA^-ing a similar

one by Fra Bartolommeo.^

The death of Innocent VIII. and the accession of Alexander VI.,

occurring in July of 1492, possibly induced Perugino to leave Rome and

^ The figures in the Nati\-ity are half the hfe-size, those in the Crucifixion and
Annunciation less than half the size again. The panels seem to have been separated
at one time, and to have been put together anew, the upper edge of the central panels
being cut down, and the beading covering too much of those in the second coiu-se.

On the capitals of the four principal pillars one reads :

" petrus—dk perusia—PiNXiT—MCocovilii G" PRiMO." A Split rims do-vvn the drapery of the Virgin
to the foregrovmd. The cushion on which the Infant Christ leans is repainted.
The same may be said of the vest of the Baptist, the hands of S. Michael, the dresses
of S. Joseph, the Angels, and the Virgin. The S. Michael is in a bm-nished steel
cuirass bearing a head of IMedusa on its breast. His wings are touched in gold.RuMOHR has erroneously read the date of this altarpiece, which he assigns to the

year 1481 (Forsch., vol. ii., p. 341).
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return to Florence without attending to liis commission at Orvieto.^

From the Borgia, indeed, he had httle to expect, and perhaps something
to fear in consequence of His Hohness having patronised Pinturicchio and
recommended him to the Orvietans. But Perugino was now so famous
that he was less anxious to receive than he was to be able to satisfy his

numerous commissions. He was balloted into the municipal council of

Citta della Pieve for May and June 1493, and is said to have served his

time there in due course
;

^ but two large altarpieces produced at Florence

at the same period give proof of continued attention to his art. With
a true instinct and shrewdness, he perceived that the days of tempera

painting were numbered, and he began to practise more constantly on

the innovating system, of which he had, no doubt, long kno\ATi the theory.

If one looks at the Virgin and Child between the Baptist and S. Sebastian,

now at the Uffizi, but originally at S. Domenico of Fiesole, it is apparent
that he had not thoroughly caught the routine of colouring in the new
methods ;

^ for the marks of hatching and stipphng are still clear in the

light olive flesh tones. As a composer and a draughtsman, however, he

was improving. His figures are still gracile aud posed in the usual

Umbrian attitudes, the S. Sebastian is lean and A\dthered in frame and

limb, but the Virgin is well proportioned and handsome in face, and

forms a pleasant group with the plump Infant on her lap. The saints

are resolutely drawn with legs in correct foreshortening. The drapery is

well cast, and one sees a striving towards higher aims than the creation

of mere tenderness and grace.* With less finish or carefulness of handhng,
with less judicious arrangement of drapery and choice of type, the

Madonna and Saints of 1493 in the Belvedere Gallery at Vienna illus-

trates the same phase in Pietro's career.^

Being now a permanent resident at Florence, and a candidate for

employment in aU the branches of his profession, Perugino opened a

1 Vasaki says that, in Rome, Perugino painted a Martyrdom in S. Marco

(vol. vi., p. 41). This has perished, but a figure of S. Mark is still assigned to him

there, which, however, is a work of the Venetian school of the Vivarini. Vasari
also describes the Sciarra Palace as having been adorned by Vannucci, but these

works have been lost (vol. vi., p. 41).
2 La Fargna in Oesini, p. 237.
3

[Critics are at variance as to the question if Perugino ever really abandoned

tempera painting for oil, in any of his panel pictures.]
* The picture (wood) is [No. 1122] at the Uffizi.

The Virgin's throne is on a plinth in an arched way through which a landscape
is seen. The figures are size of life. On the plinth one reads :

" petrus perusinus

PiNXiT AN. MCCCCLXXXXiii." Vasari is stroug in praise of the work (vol. vi.,

pp. 45-6).
5
[No. 27.] Wood. Virgin and Child, enthroned between SS. Pet^r and

Jerome, Paul and John the Baptist. On the base of the throne are the words :

"PRESBITER . JOHANNES . CHRISTOFORI . DE . TERRENO . FIERI . FECIT MCCCCLXXXXIII.

The colour, of olive tone, is a Uttle raw, being given at one painting. The drapery
has breadth, but the picture is not free from injury, the yellow mantle of S. Peter

being new. The figures are life-size.
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regular shop, and whilst he sold panels to distant purchasers, he painted
frescoes for Florentine convents. Of these the most celebrated is that

of the Gesuati, which contained a Brotherhood famihar \\dth the pursuits

of art. The Gesuati had built for themselves a monastery, outside the

Porta a Pinti, and erected workshops for the production of painted

glass. They carried on a flourishing business, and took part in almost all

great undertakings during the last half of the fifteenth century. For

these friars Perugino drew numerous cartoons, and painted on wall

and on panel, decorating two cloisters vnth. frescoes, and the convent

church with two altarpieces.^ Their estabHshment became for this

reason doubly famous to visitors, whom curiosity prompted to see the

creations of a famous master, to customers desirous of excellent wares.

But as the imperial army advanced in 1529 to the siege of Florence, the

exposed situation of the edifice and the advantage M'hich it might have

afforded to Phihp of Orange, induced the generals of the threatened

city to demoHsh it. The frescoes were, consequently, lost ; and all that

remained of the wreck was taken to S. Giovannino della Calza, or S.

Giusto, where two or three pictures remained until the time of their

transfer to the Academy of Arts.^ Of these the earliest seems to have

been the Pieta in which the Dead Saviour, lying on the lap of the grieving

Virgin, is supported by the head on the shoulders of Joseph, by the

feet on the knees of the sitting Magdalen, whilst S. John the Evangehst
looks up in prayer to heaven on the left, and another saint stands silently

mourning on the right. The scene is laid in front of a colonnade, drawTi

in bold perspective with a low centre of vision. Any one famihar vnth

Francia's lunette in the National Gallery \n\l be able to understand the

beauty of this very similar composition which, in Perugino's hands, is

treated with greater success and feeling, and with a higher command
than he had yet exhibited, of correct proportion. By giving great

melancholy to the Virgin, who bears the weight of her Son's frame,

thoughtful intentness to the Magdalen who gazes at the feet once anointed

by her care, dehcate tenderness to Joseph, presenting the full face of

the Saviour to the spectator, and a natural rigidity to the select shape
of the Redeemer, Perugino showed a sense of discrimination worthy of

praise. He proved himself a judicious observer of the Florentines,

without losing the characteristic features of the Umbrian, preserving
certain foreshortened movements reminiscent of the Perugian school in

the upturned head of the longing Evangehst, keeping up its old fashion

1 Albertini, in his Memoriale (ubi sup., p. 17), speaks of Perugino's works in
the church, the cloisters, and the convent.

Vasaei also gives a full description of tliis convent, and of Perugino's frescoes
and altarpieces (vol. vi., p. 33 and following). Records in the archives of S. Maria
del Fiore prove that the Gesuati had the furnishing of six glass windows in the
lantern of the cupola of that church in 1466 (Guasti, La Cupola, ubi sup., p. 107).

2 Vasari, vol. vi., p. 35.
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of drapery, but applying renewed vigour and conscientiousness to the

clear rendering of form and the true perspective of its lines, and clothing

it in a broader cast of fold. All this he accompanied originally with

clearness in the handling of oil-colours partaking in tone of the greyness

of tempera, and justly balanced in harmonies.^ It was a work which

probably created a great impression on Lorenzo di Credi, and might
well stir a sympathetic fibre in Fra Bartolommeo. In 1494, Perugino's

experience had become still further enlarged. A nobler style than he

had as yet gained may be found in the Madonna and Saints of S. Agostino

at Cremona, on which the stamp of Florentine art, as expressed in the

dignity of Ghirlandaio's creations, is obvious. The finely-shaped Virgin

on her pedestal is still slender in frame, but she has httle Umbrian languor.

The Child is square in its fulness, yet inspired. The attitudes have

more of the Florentine gravity ;
the draperies are more grandly cast

than before
;
and the oil-colour, of strong tone, is touched \\ath increased

mastery and force.^

A new feature in Pietro is also revealed in this year by a portrait of

himself at the Uffizi, which seems the forerunner of two others of Val-

lombrosan friars in the Academy of Arts at Florence. Perugino was a

man of imposing air. He had a plump countenance, witli small dark

eyes under a fleshy brow, a short but ^^'ell-cut nose, and sensual lips ;

broad cheeks, and a bull neck. His ample furnishing of bushy but

frizzled hair tells of a genuine native strength, but he prides liimself on

an elegant hand. The unity of the parts, the fused enamel surface,

and the bold clean touch, coupled ^\dth good modelhng and precision

of contours, suggest a comparison of tliis masterpiece with those of

Antonello da Messina.=» The work has more nerve than is found in

'L 1 Tliis Pieta is now in the Academy of Arts at Florence. [No. 56.] It was

taken, says Richa, Chiese, vol. ix., p. 103, by Mary Magdalen of Austria to the

villa near the Porta Romana ; and a copy of it was given to the convent of S.

Giovannino della Calza. It is possible that this copy, which has disappeared from

Florence, should be a so-called repUca described by the Annot. of Vasari, vol. \n.,

p. 36, as once forming part of the Orleans Gallery. In its present condition one

hardly reaUses the probable beauty of the original colour. The flesh is of a fair

yeUow shaded with bluish grey, the whole abraded ; half the head of the
figi^e

on the right repainted ;
the eyes and forehead of the Virgin retouched, and the

backgrotmd thrown out of harmony. Vasari mentions this piece (vol. \i., p. 3b).

a The picture, on the altar of the RoncadeUi family, has kept its place very

constantly, bemg mentioned by the Anonimo (ed. Morelli, p. 35), who, however,

transcribes the date erroneously as 1492. It was taken to France and afterwards

returned. The scene is m front of an arch—the Vu-gm enthroned, with the Lhua

on a plinth on wliich one reads :

" petbus perusinus pinxit MCCCCLXXXXun.

S. James, on the loft, is a fine figure, in typ&, movement, and colour. He is con-

templated by the Child, whose head is in his direction, wlulst the Virgin glances

at S. Augustine on the right, who also looks away, though pointing with his lelt

hand towards Clirist. The figures are hfe-size. A few worm-holea have been

carefully stopped, and the picture is well preserved. j .i i mi
»

[No. 287, Uflizi.] On the back of the panel the following is engraved : 14J4.

m LUGij. PJEXB.D PERUGINO Pics" PM" DIE. . . ." He wears a black skull-cap, a
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Francia, to whom it was long assigned, but is not essentially different

from the Vallombrosan Friars in the Academy, the freshness and hfe in

whose faces, together with a hvely warmth and neat design, have also

caused many to beheve that Raphael was no stranger to their production.^
As Perugino now became better kno\^Ti for the colour in his pictures,

the demand for them quickly extended towards Northern Italy, where

that quahty was more usually sought than in the South. Besides the

Madonna which was sent to Cremona, a Miracle of the Cross had been

finished in 1494 for the school of S. Giovanni Evangehsta at Venice ,2

and Vannucci w^as now induced by the council of that city to consider

the draught of a contract for "the fhght of Pope Alexander III.," and
"
the Battle of Legnano

"
in the Sala del gran Consigho. It was pro-

posed that these should be done for 400 ducats without any limit as to

time. Perugino boldly claimed 800 ducats
;
and the negotiation failed,

no doubt in consequence of the exorbitance of liis demand.^ But it

w^as of advantage to him that he should not be obh'ged to leave Florence,

where a casual absentee might speedily lose a practice reared by patient

industry.

He had thus far endeavoured to combine a dihgent study of com-

position with an honest striving towards a faithful reproduction of

red vest laced over a white sliirt, a pnxple coat with brown facing. One hand
leans on a parapet ; the other holds a scroll on wliich one reads :

"
tijiete deitm."

The colour is a Uttle veiled. The distance is sky, hills, and water. [IVIilanesi,

Vasaei, vol. iii., p. 604, deciphered the inscription, which continues : fbauco de
LOPE—that is, Francesco delle Opere, whose portrait it is.]

1 Flor. Academy of Arts [Nos. 241, 242], wood, oil. Both are profiles looking up
as if appealing to heaven ; one turned to the right, inscribed :

" blasio gen. servo
TUG succTJBRE," the Other turned to the left, inscribed :

"
d. balthasar monaco

s. TUG succTJERE." Both como from the convent of Vallombrosa, and are on small

panels.
2 Cicggna, Iscriz. Venet., ubi sup., vol. i., p. 47, who says the picture perished

by fire.
^ The record is pubUshed in Gaye, Carteggio, vol. ii., pp. 69, 70, but the contract

does not seem to have been ratified ; for in January 1515 Titian offered to cover
the space previously intended for Perugino, and to do the work for 400 ducats and
the reversion of the Sanseria in the Fondaco de' Tedeschi. He takes credit in a
letter making this offer for liberal intentions, inasmuch as his claim

"
is the half

of what Perugino required for the same labour." It has been supposed that the
Pietro Peroxino of the record of 1494 and the Perusin of Titian are not the same

person as Pietro Perugino ; but this view can scarcely be supported, and was not
held by Gaye or Cadorin (see Dei miei Studi, &c., by Abb. Cadorin, m the Atti
dell' Ateneo at Venice, 1846). One reason adduced for the beUef in the existence

of a Venetian Pietro Perugino is that a picture once in the Rinuccini Gallery repre-

senting SS. Marc between Jerome and Gerard, is signed :

" pietrg perugino
PiNX. anng 1512," and is evidently not by Pietro Vannucci. This is perfectly
correct. The pictiure in question is by a Venetian of whom we shall have to speak.
It is of a reddish tone of much impasto with lively draperies. We shall not raise

a question as to this signature at present, but merely say there is no second picture
in existence that bears a similar one. The names of the saints at the base of their

niches are repainted. [There is no reason to doubt that Perugino was in Venice

during the year 1494, as Dr. G. GEONAtJ clearly demonstrates in a recent note in

the Rassegna d\Arte (Augiist-September 1909).]
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nature. He had tried to master the idea of his subjects, and to give
to his personages the appearance, the passion, the action, and the meaning
suited to them. He was already quoted as one of the most able men
in Central Italy for the application of the system of oil. A short year

elapsed, and the Pieta of 1495 at the Pitti marked liim out amongst
Florentine craftsmen as a candidate for the liighest celebrity. One of

the greatest attractions of this piece consisted, according to Vasari, in

the briUiancy of its tones and of its backgrounds ;

^ and even now
that time and restoring have dimmed and altered it the landscape is

one of Perugino's best. It was natural, indeed, that independently of

all else, his cleverness in distances should excite admiration in a city where

they had long been noted for a comparatively monotonous surface, upon
which trees or buildings were laid in mth touches of opaque substance

copiously impregnated with veliicle, and necessarily rough in consequence.

By introducing transparent and varied tints into them, and thus adding
a charm all but unknown to the Peselh, PoUaiuoh, Verroccliio, and

SignoreUi, he captivated the spectator. His pre-eminence in this respect
was due to his command of means in the use of the mediums, now in

course of rapid improvement, at Florence
;
but not to that cause alone.

The Umbrians had long bestowed an extraordinary attention upon
details of landscape. Perugino took this specialty ^^^th him to Florence

;

but instead of considering that section of his art as definitely acquired,
he carefully looked at Masaccio in the Carmine. At Rome he saw how
Ghirlandaio added interest to his wall paintings by Avide expanses of

vales and of lakes
;
and when he returned to Florence, how admirably

Domenico combined his incidents with scenery, in the Sassetti Chapel
and in the choir of S. Maria Novella. Instead of laying the Pieta in a

formal convergence of rays by placing the centre of vision in the middle

of the picture ;
instead of pursuing the course which he had followed

in the Dehvery of the Keys, and which he afterwards repeated so fre-

quently in the days of his dechne, he set the centre of vision at one side,

and broke up the features of the country into simple yet graceful sinuo-

sities to show pools of water disappearing in the horizon, and hmpid on

the outskirts of a city. He fitted trees and shrubbery so cleverly that

in spite of all the calculation which it reveals tlio result seems a spon-

taneous creation of nature. It was not enough for him to have thus

given a special beauty to one particular part ;
he also made the lines of

the country complementary to those of the figures, wliich he ceased to

place A\dth Umbrian symmetry and regularity, in order to put them

together pyramidally on the principles illustrated by his predecessors.

The Saviour's body, still full of the flexibihty of life, but supine in death,

is supported in its winding sheet on a stone by Joseph of Arimathsea ;

* Vasari, vol. vi., p. 32.
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the head is held up by the Magdalen, the left arm by the Virgin. Mary
Cleopas looking over the heads of both, completes the pyramid, witli Mary
Salome kneehng at her side between the Virgin and a youth who stoops

to raise the corners of the cloth at the Redeemer's feet. S. John and

the -wife of Zebedee, Nicodemus and two others, stand to the right and

left. In this arrangement, Perugino leaves nothing to desire, balancing
and harmonising everything with a sobriety and fitness only to be found

in the best composers, emulating the Masaccios and Ghirlandaios Avithout

servilely copying them, and imparting to aU at the same time his own

pecuhar sentiment. Tlie Virgin shows her maternal love in an agony
of grief, ^vithout grimace. In the Magdalen, sorrow and sympathy are

united in the face and in the action. Joseph of Aiimathsea turns away
his head, overcome by the melancholy of the scene, wliilst the youth at

the Saviour's feet is less affected. In thus modifying the intensity and

form of pain in each person, as in transmitting individuahty to the

features, Perugino's merit is undeniable. Softness of expression and

select grace give it the impress of its originahty ;
an originahty weU

calculated to temper the ragged grandeur of the nobler, or the reaHsm

of the more naturahstic, Florentines, and prepare the way for Raphael.
As a study of nude, the Redeemer is finely proportioned, A\ithout the

false conventionahsm so often conspicuous in the hands, feet, or articu-

lations of earher and later creations, and without their stiffness, length,
or leanness. One sees in it as in the surrounding mourners, the fore-

runner of that splendid work of the sixteenth century, the Pieta of Fra

Bartolommeo at the Pitti
;
in the greater spontaneity and more intense

feehng of which one still traces a happy impress derived from Perugino.^
The year 1495 was thus remarkable in the career of Vannucci. It

was that in which an Umbrian, imbibing the principles, slowly developed

throughout two centuries since Giotto, successfully apphed the laws of

composition, and added a calm tenderness to the gravity of the Floren-

tine school
; and, through liis influence on Fra Bartolommeo and Raphael,

replaced, as far as it was possible to do so, the pious mysticism that had

perished with Angehco. The time indeed was one when no artist could

hope to revive the simphcity of old convent art, when no reformer, were
he talented or enthusiastic as Savonarola proved himseK, could restore

a religious spirit incompatible with the condition of society during the

ebb of repubhcan Hberty ;
but it was still a time Avhen a pleasing gentle-

ness, an expression of purity in representing heart in conjunction with

^ This pictiire is now [No. 164] in the Pitti Gallery, and was originally in the
convent of S. Chiara at Florence. It is inscribed on the stone supporting the
Redeemer's body as follows :

" petrus perusinus pinxit a.d. m.cccclxxxxv."
The colour was doubtless charming before it was altered by exposiu-e. The head
of an old man praying, right of Nicodemus, is changed in tone as well as the face of

Mary Cleopas.
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positive beauty, might be substituted for the deeper and more imposing
sentiment of Giotto, Orcagna, Traini, and Fra Giovanni.

When the nuns of S. Chiara, for whom the Pietk was finished, were
in possession of it, a rich Florentine, Francesco del Pughese, offered

them threefold its price if they should consent to exchange it for a

counterpart by Penigino himself. The offer was rejected, because the

nuns ascertained from Vannucci that he did not think he could repeat
it without failure.^ He had probably not the courage to copy a picture
on which liis own labour had been exclusively bestowed, and fearing
that his pupils would not make a rephca as good as the original, he pre-
ferred undertaking new subjects. He thus produced at intervals the

frescoes of S. M. Maria de' Pazzi, which Rumohr describes as fully equal
in composition and expression to the Piet^ of S. Cliiara,^ Christ in prayer
on the Mount of Olives for the Gesuati, the Crucifixion for S. Girolamo

delle Poverine at Floi'ence, the Madonna with Saints for the Magistracy,
and that of the Virgin and Child for S. Pietro Martire, of Perugia. In

every instance he maintained the ground he had previously won, or he

exhibited his fullest powers as a colourist. We may be grateful indeed

for the preservation of these examples in their original loveHness, and
value them for affording that insight into Perugino's progress in oil-

painting which is denied in the faded though still beautiful ones of the

same period previously described. The Christ on the Mount is now in

the Academy of Florence,^ where one sees how well Perugino has placed
the Redeemer on an elevation, kneehng and praying, whilst an angel

brings the cup. The three apostles he sleeping on the foreground as

Iscariot, in the distance, leads the soldiers to the capture. With much

thought in the conception, and much freshness in the types, the picture

gains an additional charm from the hour with which Perugino marks
the time of the action. The sun has just set

;
and a strong reflection

still rests on the Saviour and apostles who detach themselves in gloom
from the pale horizon of the sky. In this twihght the forms are finely

brought out by well-modelled rehef. In the Crucifixion, the Virgin and
S. Jerome stand at the sides of the Cross in a landscape after sunset

;

and in order to strengthen the melancholy of the scene, Perugino gives
it a mysterious depth of atmosphere in a low key of warmth, and thus

corrects the defects of figures made out with less than usual care and

conscientiousness.*

* Vasari, vol. vi., p. 33.
* These frescoes could only be seen with the permission of the Archbishop of

Florence, which the authors were miable to obtain, but see Rumohr, Forschungen,
vol. ii., p. 344; Vasari, vol. vi., p. 45; and Albertini, Mem., p. 13. [They are

of course now the property of the Nation, and can be seen every day.]
" Academy of Arts [No. 53].
* Academy of Arts [No. 78]. Noticed in its original place by RiCHA, Chiese,

vol. ii., p. 301.
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The Madonna and Saints executed in 1496 for the chapel of the

Magistracy at Perugia, and now at the Vatican, is, unhke the two last,

a bright day-hght piece. The Madonna is enthroned in front of a colon-

nade on a pedestal between the four patron saints of the city. Her

shape is slender, and her appearance extremely gentle. The saints breathe

contentment and sympathising tenderness. But the colouring is vigorous

and masterly, of a pleasing richness in the flesh tending to that bro^\Tiish

ruddy tinge attractive in Antonello and the Belhni, and in the early

Giorgiones ;
whilst the draperies are prepared and glazed with a perfect

knowledge of the laws of contrast, and with great skill in technical

handling.! The Virgin and Child of S. Pietro Martire was finished in

1498.2 H represents the Virgin seated in a landscape attended by two

angels in flight, and the Infant Saviour on her lap blessing six brethren

in white, kneeling in front. The Child is a httle fat and square, and the

features of His mother are a little vulgar. But the expression and

action are softly meditative, and this impression is heightened by the

calm glow of evening which overspreads the groups, not with the vivid-

ness of that in the Christ at the Mount, but with a clearer, milder reddish

brown, pohshed as enamel. It is another of those instances in which

Perugino adapts the technica of his art to the rendering of an idea, and
trusts for efi:ect to colour rather than to form, emulating the Venetians

who harmonise their tints with the incidents they depict. The system

upon which all these panels were wTought was almost the perfection of

that Avhich had been inaugurated by the Peselli and the Pollaiuoh,

improved by Verrocchio, by Leonardo and Perugino. It was not simple,
nor was it acquired at once.

Perugino prepared flesh Avith a warm bro\vn tone wliich he worked
into rotundity by successive strata, leaving the high hghts for the close.^

These strata were such that each should be fighter in colour, yet fuUer

in body than the last
;
and therefore the final and most substantial one

was the high fight which occupied the least space in the picture. Care

^ This picture was dismembered and taken by the French to Paris. The frame
and a Pieta forming the pinnacle, remained in the Sala del Magistrate at Perugia,
now in the Public Gallery. The Madonna was returned at the peace of 1815, not
to Perugia, but to Rome. It is in the Vatican, and signed on the pedestal of the

Virgin's throne :

" hoc petrus de chastro plebis pinxit." See Vasari, vol. vi.,

p. 41.
^ Since the text was written, the panel has been deposited in the Perugia Gallery.

The Brotherhood of S. Pietro Martii-e was originally called Confraternity di S. M.
Novella, afterwards della Consolazione. It appears from Ann. Decemvirali for 1498
that the picture was painted in March of that year. Mariotti, ubi sup., p. 156.

' Vasari alludes, no doubt, to this when he says (speaking of the crackling of
the surface in Perugino 's pictures at the Gesuati) :

"
Ci6 avviene perche quando si

lavora il primo colore che si pone sopra la mestica (perciocch^ tre mani di colori si

danno, I'lui' sopra I'altro) non e ben secco, onde poi col tempo, nello secarsi tirano

per la grossezza lore, e vengono ad aver forza di fare que' crepati." Vasari, vol. vi.,

p. 37.
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was taken in laying the second not to lose all trace of the first, but to let

its value appear through the superposed colour. This, in a few words,
was the technic of the Van Eycks. It created flesh-tints merging from

thin to full body in proportion as the parts fell out of shadow, receiving

light from \nthout, and transparency from \\atliin. The consequence
was a somewhat unbroken surface, wth insufficient half-tone

;
but this

disadvantage was corrected, ex. gr. in the Madonna of the Vatican, by
strengthening the darkest spots with a final scumble which remained

higher on the panel than the rest
;
and the result was a clear and lucid

enamel betraying less of the secrets of manipulation than the painting
of the earlier innovators. To complete a picture by these means was a

matter of calculation and certainty of hand, an undertaking in which

a false step involved absolute failure. But the method was perfectly
familiar to Perugino, and was invariably used during liis transition from

this period to the more advanced one in which he carried out the altar-

piece of the National Gallery. In draperies, the processes varied. All

cold mixtures were put in first with warm substrata, covered over like

the flesh-tints, and glazed.^ Vice versa, warm or glowdng colours were

rubbed on with cold undertones
;
and this method was followed wdth

unwavering consistency even in changing hues. Reds and lake reds

alone were sometimes laid on above cool preparations in haK-body with

liigh surface lights and shadows, and glazed ;
sometimes the glaze pre-

ceded the hghts and shadows, sometimes the lights were furnished by
the undertone. In general all colours except lake-reds were opaque and
of sohd impasto, receiving light from without, wdth shadows super-

posed, and occasional hatching in the projections. The brightest shades

were invariably chosen for the foreground, changing hues for the middle

distance.^

During the whole of these years, until the Perugians determined to

decorate the college of the Cambio, Vannucci resided almost entirely at

Florence, visiting Perugia occasionally for the purpose of painting a

picture, or receiving orders for new ones. At one of these visits, the

Vatican Madonna, which he had promised in 1483, was allotted to him
a second time on the 6th of March, 1496 (n.s.) ;

^ Santi di Apollonio's
likenesses of the members of the Council of 1483, which had been upwards
of twelve years in some secluded garret, were cancelled by the Council

of 1496 ;

* and Perugino substituted for them a Pieta. He was to

deliver the whole in six months from the date of the contract, and no
doubt did so. But he was not satisfied wdtli so httle

;
and two days

^ The use of verdigris or bitumen in glazes for drapery has caused many of those

parts in Perugino's pictures to blacken.
^ See Vasari's opinion, already quoted, p. 172.
* Makiotti pubhshes the contract (Lett. Pitt., vhi sup., note to p. 157).
* Ibid.
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later he signed with the prior of the Benedictines of S. Pietro for an

Ascension to be completed in two years ;
nor is it unhkely that he agreed

at the very same time for the Madonna of S. Pietro Martire. On his

return to Florence, after finishing the altarpiece of the Magistrato/ he

invested some of his money in a purchase of land in the parish of S.

Piero Maggiore, where he usually lived, and thus appears to have con-

templated a permanent stay.^ Permanent indeed it still remained for

some time, for in the midst of other labours he found leisure to attend

various consultations on matters of art. In January 1497, he accom-

panied Benozzo Gozzoli, Cosimo RosseUi, and Fihppino Lippi to value

the frescoes of Alesso Baldovinetti in the church of S. Trinita at Florence
;

and in the language and orthography of his
"
opinion

"
shows himself

undoubtedly the most ilhterate of the four.^ In June 1498 he was

present at a most important discussion.

Upon the death of Lorenzo de' Medici it was observed by the super-
stition of the people that various signs and omens of a highly doleful

nature gave notice of coming misfortunes. The most striking amongst
these was the destruction of the lantern of S. Maria del Fiore by hghtning,
which prefigured, as Macchiavelli beheved, the ruin of the repubhc*
The fall of the lantern was not in itself an irreparable injury, and though
months went by before the marks of the accident were obhterated, it

was finally replaced in its original state. Simon Pollaiuoh, the super-
intendent of the cathedral, was induced either by the consuls of the

woolstaplers, or by his owti fear of responsibihty, to submit the repairs

to a meeting of architects, sculptors, and painters ;
and at this meeting,

Fihppino Lippi, Lorenzo di Credi, and Perugino all tendered their advice.^

There was, in fact, hardly a pubhc or private dehberation to which

Perugino was not called, and thus reap the fruit of a Ufe of privation,

during which a bed was long an unkno\Mi luxury, and night was turned

into day for the sake of learning.^ Yet, as sometimes happens to men
who have struggled, the sweets of the harvest were so pleasant to Peru-

gino that he began to look upon their accumulation as of more interest

than the preservation of liis fame
;
and from this time dates the beginning

of an activity in which his pupils and journeymen had a share as great
as his own, and in which their mediocrity covered with his name was

^ In November 24, 1496, he contracts at Perugia with the Benedictines of S.

Pietro for the frame (and certain figures of Prophets in it) of the Ascension. The
contract in Mezzanotxe, ubi sup., pp. 297-8.

^ Annot. Vasabi, vol. vi., p. 50. He is called in the record :

"
habitator in

populo S. Petri Majoris."
^ The record in full is in Alcuni Documenti, ubi sup., Nozze Fajrinola Vai, p. 18.
* Macchiavelli, Istorie Florentine, Niccolini's edition (Florence, 1848), p. 413.
* The minutes of this meeting are in Gijasti, La Cupola, ubi sup., pp. 119-21,

and Vannucci is described in it as
"
Florentisc degens."

^ Vasari, vol. vi., p. 29.
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necessarily calculated to injure him in public estimation. This phase in

the master's career is already marked in tlie Ascension of S. Pietro of

Perugia, which was taken to Paris by tlie French, and was not returned

in its primitive condition. The central Ascension is in the Museum of

Lyons, the lunette in S. Germain I'Auxerrois at Paris,^ the predella in

the Museum of Rouen, three of the pilaster saints in the Vatican at

Rome, and the other five in the sacristy of S. Pietro at Perugia.^ The
Ascension is on a conventional model, fitted to please men not yet
initiated to the more perfect and natural creations of Perugino's suc-

cessors.^ The Redeemer is draped to the hip and points upwards with

both hands, suggesting that the two angels who support His glory of

cherubs' heads, are taking Him to the region of bhss, where two seraphs
attend the Eternal in a circular glory of the same kind issuing from a

cloud in benediction.'* The joys of the heavenly host are represented by
four -udnged players in couples at the side of the Saviour. The Virgin,

in the foreground of the landscape above which He ascends, turns her

head upwards ;
wliilst S. Peter and S. Paul, and the company of the

Apostles in diverse attitudes, follow her example. In the predella, the

Adoration of the Magi is rich in distant incidents. The Baptism is

formal, the frame of the Sa\aour being finely rendered. The Resurrec-

tion comprises the usual number of soldiers asleep about the tomb, on

the edge of wliich Christ is standing with the banner. But the fore-

shortenings are dra^-n Anth httle success, and would prove Perugino to

have been inferior in the reproduction of difficult positions to Signorelli.^

*
[This picture is in the church of S. Gervais at Paris.]

2 The contract is in full in the appendix to Mezzanotte's Life of Perugino, vhi

»up., pp. 295-7. But a description of the picture as it stood in S. Pietro, and of

the predella and pilaster saints as they were preserved in the sacristy of the church
at the close of the last centiu-y, is given in Constantini's Guida di Perugia, ed. 2,

1818, p. 41, and in Orsini, Vita di Perugino, uhi sup., p. 160.
^
[No. 58] Museum of Lj'ons. Claimed in 1815, but given to the town of Lyons

by Pius VII. Transferred to canvas, but sho^ving the marks of two splits running
vertically down the picture. Restored \vith punctuated stippling of a red tone.

The flesh hghts pallid and chalky from abrasion, ex. gr. in the Virgin's face and
the torso of the Christ. The blue sky is scaled, restored, and out of harmony.
The distance is so carelessly repainted that the heads of some foreground figures
are covered at the outlines. The glazes over the angel's forms are removed. Figures
all but life-size.

* The upper part of the Eternal's frame is seen. This portion of the picture
is not now in its old place in S. Germain I'Aiixerrois. When there it had suffered

from cleaning and subsecjuent dust. A horizontal split cut the Eternal in half, and
the prism of the glory had become blue by the abrasion of the other colours.

* Rouen Museum. No. 288, Adoration. No. 289, Baptism. No. 290, Resur-

rection, under the name of Raphael. In the first of these, the Virgin sits to the

right with the Child on her knee, the kings in front to the left, the foremost one
with one knee on the ground, and his arms across on his breast. Between the

loieoHng king and Virgin, backwards, S. Joseph. Suite of kings with horses in

distance to the left, and the annovmcement to the shepherds on a hill to the right.
In the second, Christ with the Baptist in centre, between four angels in adoration.
Two figures in converse at each side of the foreground. In the third, as in the

second, a strip of the foreground has been renewed (ten figures).

in. p
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The half-lengths of the pilasters at Perugia and at Rome are fair enough
for the place they v/ere destined to fill.^

The whole composition and isolated bits of it were frequently repeated

by Perugino. A replica of the Ascension without the lunette or predella

was taken for the cathedral of Borgo S. Sepolcro, where it still exists in a

bad condition ,2 having been apparently confided exclusively to assistants.

The glory of the Eternal was used anew in the arched sky of the Assump-
tion at the Academy of Arts at Florence

;
the players and the two

angels supporting the Redeemer's glory, deprived of scroUs, were trans-

ferred to the same picture. The Eternal was given without alteration

in the fresco of the Sibyls and Prophets at the Cambio of Perugia. The

glory of angels and some saints were introduced into the altarpiece of

the SS. Annunziata de' Servi at Florence, and variations of these again
into an Assumption in the parish church of Corciano, near Perugia, and

into the Caraffa panel in the Duomo at Naples.^ The handhng of the

original at S. Pietro was at once bold and free, but in its conception and

execution has neither the unity nor the charm of the contemporary
Christ on the Mount, and Madonna with Saints at the Vatican. It

stands in this respect on an equahty with the Virgin of 1497 in S. Maria

Nuova of Fano, where six saints at the sides of the throned Madonna
and Child combine the gentleness of Umbrian types wth the fine choice

of Florentine proportions. A charming predella with scenes from the

life of Mary contains compositions in the best style ;
but a lunette

representing the Dead Saviour supported on His tomb is incorrect and

coarse in the nude.^ This altarpiece again is superior to the Annuncia-

tion of (?) 1498 in the same church,^ though on a par with a much

1 At S. Pietro, Perugia, SS. Scolastica, Ercolano, Pietro Abate, Costanzo, and
Mauro. At Rome, Vatican Gallery, SS. Benedict, Placido, and Elavia. These

eight panels, fairly preserved, of a low brownish tone, with high surface shadows.
2 It was painted at Florence, and sent from thence (Vasari, vol. vi., p. 40).
* Noticed by Vasari, vol. vi., p. 40.
* The Virgin enthroned supports the Infant erect on her knee ; left, S. John, a

bishop, and S. Francis ; right, SS. Peter, Paul, and Mary Magdalen. On the
stag

of the throne the words :

" durantis phanen. ad intemerate virginis latjde
TERCENTUM AUREIS ALQ. D HUJUS TEMPLI BONO CENTU SUPERADITIS HANC SOLERTI
CITRA FIERI DEMANDAVIT. MATEO DE MARTINOTIIS FIDEI COMMISSARIO PROCURANTI
MCCCC97. . . . PETRUS PERUSiNUS PiNxiT." Wood, oil, with two vertical splits.
The surface darkened, the blues and shadows generally of high surface. In the

lunette, Christ is supported by Joseph of Arimathaea and Nicodemus. The Virgin
is to the left, S. Jolin Evangelist to the right. The lunette has a larger base than
the central panel, which, however, is now without its pilasters. In the predella,
the Birth of the Virgin is a composition of eight figiires, and Florentine in character,
The Presentation in the Temple is very prettily arranged, recalling the same subject
by the youthful Raphael (eleven figiures). The Marriage of the Virgin (ten figures)
'ITie Anniinciation is under a long arcade in vanishing perspective. The Assumptioi
comprises the Gift of the Girdle to S. Thomas.

Tlu-ee pieces, copies (feeble), of the Nativity, Marriage, and Assumption are inl

the Oggioni Gallery at the Brera in Milan.
* In the upper part, the Eternal in a circvdar glory filled with cherubs' heads

There is freshness in the figure of the angel, and a feeble, rosy tone pervades thi
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damaged Virgin, Child, and Saints in S. Maria delle Grazie outside

Sinigaglia.^

It was not extraordinary, considering the quantity of works which

Perugino thus dehvered in a couple of years that some of them should

be inferior to others
;
nor is it a wonder that some parts of a picture

should be better than the rest. But it is possible that time elapsed
before Perugino seriously injured himself by trusting too much to his

helpmates, or by his habits of repetition. His reputation was still

intact when, m 1498, the Orvietans, not as yet tired of \\'aiting for his

arrival, apphed to him again to come to the Cappella S. Brizio, and

when the Guild of the Cambio, in 1499, asked Mm to decorate their

Audience-Hall. Two such requests, received simultaneously, were well

calculated to flatter his self-love. They could hardly leave him in doubt

as to which of them would be most gratifying to his pride. In both

cases he should be obhged to leave his permanent abode at Florence.

But if he went to Orvieto, he would still be distant from his native

place, wiiilst a stay at Perugia w^ould enable him to revisit it and to

enjoy amongst his townsmen the respect due to his name and success.

He chose Perugia ;
and after A^-riting to the Orvietans to say that he

was other\^dse engaged, he accepted the offer of the Guild of the

Cambio. In April 1499, SignoreUi Avas appointed to the chapel of

S. Brizio, and Perugino had probably begun his equally important
commission .2

The Audience-Hall of the Guild of Changers or Bankers at Perugia
was built and inaugurated in 1453 without any pictorial adornments.^

It was a cube \vith the sides halved and arched elhptically so as to give
the ceihng a rich groining ;

a noble area for an artist to cover M-ith appro-

priate designs. Of these, it would appear that Perugino was not allowed

to dictate the subjects, wliich were submitted to him on the part of the
"
auditors

"
by Francesco Matm'anzio, professor of rhetoric at Perugia

panel. Note a long split vertically in the centre, a modern silver crown on the

Virgin's head, in some parts abraded colour. On the desk before the Virgin the

following mutilated inscription :

"
s.a.t. . . . cale . . . ttique patrui olim pon

. . . ENERU HAC TABULA ER . . GI IN . . . OHC TtJRA A Vn MCCC
in. ? (1498). PETRUS DE C . . . . TRO PL. . . ."

1

Virgin and Child entlu-oned between SS. John Baptist, Louis, and Francis,
left, and Peter, Paul, and James the Elder, right, in front of an arcade through
which a landscape is seen (figures life-size). On the throne a vase is depicted, and
beneath it a scutcheon. The picture is very much injiu-ed, and scaling in conse-

quence of a strong varnish. S. Louis much injiu-ed, also right arm, and part of

left leg of Baptist, and part of the Infant's head. Restored by one Romano in

1857; wood.
^ See the deliberations of the Orvietans appointing Signorelli, in which it is

I

stated that Perugino had written to declare his intention of not coming. Antea,

I

emd Della Valle, Storia del Duomo d'Orvieto, ubi sup., pp. 31G-9.
* Marchesi (Abo. Raffaello), II Cambio di Perugia (Perugia, 1853), p. HI, and

IMariotti, Lett., ubi sup., pp. 157-8.
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and secretary to the office of the Decemvh's.^ Under his auspices it was
determined that the vaulting should receive the seven planets and the

signs of the Zodiac. The wall fronting the entrance was to contain the

Nativity and the Transfiguration, that to the spectator's left, Justice,

Prudence, Temperance, and Fortitude, and illustrative portraits of classic

heroes
;

that to the right, the Eternal, the Prophets and Sibyls ;
and a

square near the entrance, Cato as the emblem of wisdom. A vacant

half space was committed to a cunning wood-carver, Antonio di Mer-

catello of Massa, whose labours were completed immediately after those

of Perugino. The full pilasters at the angles were ordered to be fiUed

with arabesque ornament, and the divisions with imitated pilasters in

the same style.

In dealing ^^•ith such incidents as these the skiU of the composer is of

less moment than that of the ornamental draughtsman. Apart from the

Nativity and Transfiguration there was no incident to depict, and in

the setting of the former Perugino had now nothing new to express.
He did not attempt to introduce any fundamental changes into the

Nativity, which in his eyes had already been perfected in the altarpiece

of the Albani Villa, and he merely substituted two shepherds for the

angels between the Virgin and S. Joseph, adding three serapliim in song
in the heaven. He went confessedly

^ on the principle that a composition
wliich had once been received with applause might be admired again in a

repetition, and thus throughout his lifetime the Nativity received little

alteration at his hands. Whenever he was required to paint that episode,

he took out the old cartoon and apphed it afresh, instructing his pupils,

no doubt, to tliink meanwhile of the original at the Cambio or elsewhere
;

and so the churches of S. Francesco of Montefalco and S. Francesco al

Monte of Perugia were adorned without much trouble to himself.

The Transfiguration might have afforded him an occasion for dis-

playing quahties exceptionally eminent in the Pieta of S. Chiara, if

success had not already blunted his energies in the conception of new

forms of distribution. His Christ, erect on the clouds, with a breeze

playing gracefully in the draperies, Hstens full of serene dignity to the

words, whilst Moses and Ehas stoop in humble prayer at the sides of

His glory ;
but the disproportion between these and the wondering

Apostles below is not so pardonable in an artist of Perugind's time as it

would be in one of the fourteenth century, and the crouching of the

^ This may be inferred from the fact that the inscriptiona on the tablets in the

frescoes of the walls are contained in a MS. of poetical works by Maturanzio, now
preserved in the Municipal Library of Perugia. Maturanzio seems to have derived
some of the subjects from a MS. Cicero, also in the Perugia library, in which there

are miniatures of Prudence, Justice, Fortitude, and Temperance, with the heroes of

antiquity celebrated for the exercise of those virtues (Mabchesi, ubi sup., pp. 357-8).
2 Vasari, vol. vi., p. 47.

i!

I'
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recumbent Peter is too affected even for Vannucci. Yet, tliis Trans-

figuration also was preserved for future use, and transposed ^nth slight

diversity into a picture at S. Maria Nuova of Perugia. Still we should

not forget that the Nativity and Transfiguration, Mke their companions
at the Cambio, are admirable for the brilhancy of their colour, the feehng
and freshness transfused into the figures, and the excellence of the

handUng. In the Triumph of Rehgion, as well as in the Cardinal Virtues,

the simplest kno\\'n arrangement is that adopted by Perugino. The
Eternal is attended by two angels, and gives His blessing. He presides,

as it were, over the groups beneath Him. The Prophets headed by
Solomon, the Sibyls by the Erythrean, occupy the foreground. Isaiah,

Moses, Daniel, David, and Jeremiah, the Persian, Cumaean, Libyan,

Tiburtine, and Delphic Prophetesses, are in converse, and each hold a

scroll with a motto. They are all graceful apparitions in tlie well-con-

sidered and affectedly elegant motions that Perugino sought in every
instance to reahse, but fine in proportion, and individually grand.

The Virtues are hke^nse seated on clouds, and bear their appropriate

emblems, whilst their embodiment is illustrated in a long line of heroes
;

in Fabius Maximus, Socrates, and Numa, the Prudent
;

in Furius

Camillus, Pittacus, and Trajan, celebrated for their Justice; in Lucius

Sicinius, Leonidas, and Codes, men of undaunted Fortitude
;
in Scipio,

Pericles, and Cincinnatus, the glorious representatives of Temperance.
The same calm resignation and gentle action marks them all, irrespective

of difference of race, of time, and of character. In Sicinius alone,

Perugino repeats the movement given to S. George or S. Michael in

many of liis sacred pieces ;
and imitates with more than usual power

the typical pose of DonateUo's statue. He bears in mind the examples
left by Ghirlandaio in the Palazzo Pubblico at Florence, and though
he cannot rival the high mien, the noble stature, or the dignified expres-

sion of that master's classic champions, the memory of them gives strength
to his less masculine conceptions of them. In the Virtues he remembers

other Florentines, and his Fortitude is derived from that of BotticeUi.

In the execution, he is prodigal of all the qualities that he possesses.

His style expands to its breadth. The forms are remarkably firm,

perfect, and well chosen. The proportions are most correct, and the

. attitudes are as natural as their forced grace Mill allow. The cast of his

i draperies is charming. His merits are in fact conspicuous.^

1
Nativity.

—The distanco and architecture are much iiijvu-ed by restoring. To
' the left, the angel appears to the shepherds.

Transfiguration.—The best of the lower figiu-es is that of S. John protecting
his eyes with his left liand, and raising himself on the right arm. The sky is

repainted, and the words,
" bonum est nos hic esse

"
are partially covered over.

Sibyls and Prophets.—The former, it is needless to repeat, are not by Ingegno,
uor are they by Raphael ; and it is impossible to admit that the Daniel is a portrait

J
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Of the ceiling he gives the drawing, which he confides to his pupils.

A central lozenge, occuppng one quarter of its surface, circumscribes a

square, in which Apollo on his biga is driven by four horses of various

colour. The speed is great, and the ribands curl in the ^vind as the

wheels revolve
;
and the god himself with flowing hair appears to bound

as he throws his weight on one foot and poises the other beliind him.

He is ver}'- thin and young in type ;
and liis head seems studied from

the classic models of the ancient time. The production of the sides

of the principal lozenge forms six triangular spaces. Each of them

contains a round in one of which Jupiter, on a car drawn by eagles,

receives a cup of nectar from a youth. The helmeted Mars in armour

sits on a similar seat commanding two rampant steeds. Saturn \^dth

his scythe is driven leisurely by two snakes. Venus is wafted through
the sky on a throne by two doves, and expects the dart of Amor who
shoots from the clouds. Luna, nude to the waist, sits in a chariot with.

two nymphs in harness. Mercury, at ease on one leg, holds the serpentine

wand, and cleaves the air wdth the cocks bound to liis chair. The signs

of the Zodiac are on the wheels of the chariots. The lozenges and

triangles are fringed \^dth supporting ornament, of monsters, beasts,

birds, vases, and t^^dning flowers. The rounds are framed most tastily,

and are harmonically varied with all the hues of the prism.
The sketches for the different parts of the vaulting, we have said, are

by Perugino, and the manual labour by his pupils. This is not a mere

abstract supposition, but a probabihty supported on very forcible grounds.
The Cambio ceiHng is one of the most perfect examples of a system of

decoration for which the Umbrian school was celebrated
;

it reahses an

exquisitely fanciful and admirably distributed pattern. Yet the inter-

preter of the master's idea is a subordinate, careful and minute to a

fault, but without the smng or power of a finished artist. The leanness

noticed in the Apollo extends to the rest of the Planets, the nudes of

which betray the immature but conscientious effort of a youth of the

greatest promise. The Jupiter, it is true, is rendered with some nature.

The Luna, though disproportioned and affected, is accompanied by two
well-made nymphs in good momentary action

;
but in Mars and Saturn

I
of Sanzio. The execution of tJiis fresco is masterly. One can still trace the

pouncing. The sky is new.
Prudence and Justice.—The face of the first named Virtvie is discoloured, the

forehead of the Justice is abraded, and the fresco, generally, is the most dim in ,_
the hall. At the sides of the Virtues in this, as in the next piece, mottoes are '^
inscribed on two tablets supported between two naked children. The heads of

™*^^

Fabius, Socrates, aud Numa are much injured.
Fortitude and Temperance.—The sky is dimmed in parts by restoring, and ,

dirty in parts from varnish. The heads of Codes, Pericles, and Cincinnatus are

ill-preserved. Cato is paltry, altered and darkened by time. The base of the
frescoes is about six feet from the ground, and the sibyls, prophets, and heroes
are life-size. '^1
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slenderness is united to stiffness. In Venus, a strained motion usual in

dancing girls mars the grace of her thin shape ;
and the same fault may

be found with the Mercury, altliough his step sets off to advantage a

fairly studied figure and a pleasing classic type of head. The garments
adhere so tightly that theymake the leanness of the wearers moreapparent.
Their folds are closely fitting, angularly drawn in a straight direction

and at sharp angles. A general dryness characterises the whole
; yet

there is a perfume of poetry and sentiment in it which sets one seeking
who amongst the rising talents in Perugino's shop could have been

entrusted with it. Many of the younger assistants, for instance Spagna,

might, it may be granted, have drawn in this manner, for the steps of

beginners have an habitual uniformity ;
but few would have combined

such clean carefulness of line -with so much feehng ;

^ and the way in

which Perugino's thought and conception are reahsed is worthy of the

youth of Raphael.^
Nor is it difficult to perceive a variety in the teclmical execution of

the ceihng as compared ^\dth that of the walls at the Cambio. In the

latter, Perugino's great practice is evident in the skill with which the

colour is handled, in the power of the transitions from hght to shadow,
and in the vigour and harmony of the tones, whereas the surface of the

former is rough and bhstered in consequence of the distemper-hatching
of red and darker shades on grey-green underground.

Perugino has left his owti portrait to posterity on the middle pilaster

of the hall. It stands, a bust, in an imitated border hanging by a string

of beads from a nail. It is the face and form of the picture at the Uffizi

with some few wrinkles more that have crept over the forehead beneath

which the small eyes twinkle maliciously under the pothook-brows, but

rubicund and healthy in aspect. Math a stiff copious brush of hair straggling

out of a blood-red cap. Above it, the ciphers of the date 1453 confu-m

the record which tells that the building was ready in that year, whilst

his name below the portrait-frame, and those of
" anno salut. md." on

the opposite pilaster indicate the author of the decorations and the

period of their completion.^ We can only account for the final receipt

of Vannucci for payment as late as 1507 by supposing that he drew

upon the auditors of the Cambio as suited his occasions, and that his

1 Tlie area of the ceiling i3 about 580 square feet. It was restored thirty years

ago by CarattoU.

Apollo, head spotted and scaled. Jupiter, flesh-parts, eagles, and dress of the

youth presenting the nectar, blackened or renewed. The rest has been partially
retouched in most places to fill up splits chiefly. The colour has thus lost much
freshness.

* We shall return to this point in the life of Raphael.
* His name is inscribed as follows :

" petkus perusinus egbegius pictor.
PERDITA SI FUERAT, PINGENDO HIC RETULIT ARTEM : SI NUMQUAM INVENTA ESSET

HACTBNUS, IPSE DEBIT." The whole, no doubt, dictated as the subjects of the
hall had been before.
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final acknowledgment is for those sums and for a slight remainder still

due to him, at that time. The formal discharge signed by Perugino is

not the only document which has been preserved.^ The record of it is

also due to the
"
juror of the Cambio," Alberto de' Mansueti, who prides

himself on being able to note in the matricular register of his guild that

he settled Pietro's account.^

We may accept the belief that the Audience-Hall of the Cambio was
finished in 1500 with the more readiness, as tangible proofs exist that

Perugino had leisure to complete other important works in the same

year. The Assumption which he then deUvered to the monks of Val-

lombrosa is one of those pieces in which Pietro is ojoen to the charge of

repetition, because the seraphs attending the Eternal are the same as

those in the picture of S. Pietro Martire
; and those at the Virgin's side

and feet are taken from the cartoons of the Lyons Ascension. But the

type of the Almighty rivals the later ones of Raphael ;
the Virgin, who

looks up to Him, is one of the finest in shape, in features, and in attitude

that was ever produced by Perugino ;
and the four saints in the fore-

ground are magnificent as isolated creations.^ The time had not yet
come when Vannucci sacrificed everything to mechanical speed. He was

in the prime of hfe. His sense of the beautiful was unaltered
;

his

power of realising it increased
;
and this at the fortunate period when

Raphael was taking his most important lessons. It may be conceived

with what reverence the scholar watched the completion of the noble

frescoes at the Cambio ;
wdth Avhat ardour he shared the labours in the

hall. We can fancy the zest with which he strove when he saw that

his master, after fifty, was still progressing, and could give to the saints

in an altarpiece hke that of Vallombrosa a greater readiness, a fuUer

and more pleasing form than before. Raphael could not have joined

Vannucci at a more favourable juncture, not only for profiting by the

long experience of a tried artist, but for contrasting his performances
with those of Pinturicchio, who had also settled at Perugia, or with those

again of Fiorenzo di Lorenzo, Bartolommeo Caporah, and Giannicola

Manni. None of these had a thought of setting themselves up as Van-

nucci' s rivals. They were wiUing, on the contrary, to aid him, and they
all endeavoured to imitate his manner. A gallant band of youths,

besides, struck by the opportunity of the occasion, offered its services,

and was taken into the shop. And thus, no doubt, Raphael attracted

^ Mabiotti, Lett., ubi sup., note to p. 158.
^ According to this evidence also the receipt was given by Perugino on the

15th of January 1507. The record is in Mabchesi's Jl Cambio, ubi sup., note to

p. 117.
^ Academy of Arts, Florence [No. 57] inscribed :

" petrus perusinus pinxit,
A.D. Mccccc." Wood, oil. Figures life-size. Split ; has often been cleaned and
retouched, in parts flayed do%vn to the preparation ; in others blistered and threaten-

ing to scale. Vasari mentions this picture (
.ol. vi., p. 39).
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the attention of Pinturicchio, and contracted friendship with Spagna,

Domenico Alfani, and perhaps Genga. The pictorial resources at Van-

nucci's command were thus so copious that he might have accepted any
number of orders without fear of being disabled from carrying them out.

The works dating from the first years of the century bear such

frequent marks of the employment of assistants, that it is probable he

did not resist the temptation which a fortunate chance had placed in

his way. Circumstances occurred also which might oblige him to trust

more than usual to the industry and tact of his subordinates. In

January and February 1501, he was elected to serve as one of the priors

of Perugia.^ This duty involved residence in the town-hall, and daily

attendance for the transaction of civic, to the exclusion of all other,

business.^ Between December 1501 and February 1502, he super-

intended the division of property between himself and his nephews,

Agnolo and Giacomo di Giovanni of Citta della Pieve, in consequence of

the death of his uncle Giovanni.^ But in spite of these occupations he

undertook the Marriage of the Virgin for the chapel of the Brother-

hood of S. Giuseppe in S. Lorenzo at Perugia.^ He signed a contract on

the 10th of September (1502), ^nth the guardian of the convent of San

Francesco al Monte, to paint the saints and angels about a carved statue

of the Redeemer, and a Coronation of the Virgin.^ He agreed on the

10th of October following to give the Florentine Baccio d'Agnolo designs

for the stalls of the choir of S. Agostino, and pledged himself as Baccio's

security ;

^ and finally he took a commission from the fathers of S.

Agostino for a Nativity and Baptism of Christ.'^

As time passed, and increased the interval which separated Perugino
from his last days in Florence, old associations and the reminiscences of

his youth overpowered the impressions of the capital ;
and it is striking

to see him revert in the Sposalizio to some of the characteristic features

of liis earher style. This altarpiece, which did not find its way back to

Italy after the peace of Tolentino, is now in the Museum of Caen in

Normandy, and represents the hfe-size Virgin and S. Joseph united by
the high priest in presence of two carefully painted groups of men and

1
]\L4.RiOTTi, Lett., ubi sup., p. 1C4; Orsini, Vita, ubi sup., p. 237.

^ The priors were obliged to this because they received a salary from the funds
of the municipaUty (Marchesi, II Cambio, ubi sup., p. 38).

^ Della Fargna, in Orsini, Vita, ubi sup., p. 237. Two records of this division

exist, one dated Decen:iber 11, 1501, the other, February 24, 1502.
* In February (22nd) 1495, the Company of S. Giuseppe received grant of a subsidy

from the Municipality for an altarpiece (Mariotti, Lett., ubi sup., p. 155), but
recent discoveries of records in the Perugian archives prove that the picture had
not been commenced in Isiov. 1500 (Professor Adamo Rossi in jVIarchesi's II Cambio,
ubi sup., p. 323).

* The contract is in Mariotti, Lett., ubi sup., p. 104. The payment (120 florins)
was to be made in instalments.

* Mariotti, Lett., ubi sup., p. 168. '
Ibid., pp. 105, 177, 182.

r
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women in front of an octagon temple.^ The composition is a modification

of the Delivery of the Keys at the Sixtine, and is open to the same grave

objections. It is remarkable that an arrangement which places the fore-

ground personages on one line, those of the middle distance on a second,
and the Temple on a third, showing the complete elevation of all three

with empty spaces between them, should have been copied -with such

fidelity by Raphael in his adaptation of 1504. But Raphael remained
an Umbrian in feehng and habits till he visited Florence, and had a

fair excuse for repeating a conventional subject, whereas Perugino

might have remembered how grandly the same theme had been treated

by Domenico Ghirlandaio in the choir of S. M. Novella at Florence.

With this exception, the Sposalizio of Caen is worthy of Vannucci. Its

bright and harmonious colour is Light and transparent, and marks a

phase in his progress to perfection in the technical system of oil
;

^ but

his forms are less phant than of old
;
and his tints have not the glow

that charms in some of the pictures of the earlier Florentine period.

The whole bears the impress of his own hand, which the double altarpiece
of the Minorites of S. Francesco al Monte does not.^

On one side, the Saviour crowns the Virgin in an almond-shaped glory,

round Avhich four angels sport "with strings of pearls and flowers. The

Apostles look upwards from the foreground. At a glance we know the

draughtsman again whose acquaintance we made in the ceiling of the

Cambio. Here is the Virgin, with a head modelled on that of the Apollo
or Luna, \idth a frame so slender and action so decided that nature

seems but fancifully imitated, yet so soft and saturated with feeling in

the midst of this exuberance, that one is still attracted. Here are angels
full of playful frolic, and apostles with youthful face and small prim
features, but with long frames and developed articulations. The drawing
is not absolutely perfect, but the sentiment that might be expected from
the eagerness of a youth is everywhere apparent ;

and the general aspect
is that of Raphael's Sposalizio at Milan. A flat rosy flesh-tone, laid out

in the method of tempera ; tight drapery with incorrect folds, tell like-

wise of incomf)lete education. Had Perugino furnished his own cartoon

for this Coronation, the pupil would scarcely have ventured to wander
so far from its lines

;
but the small one in Dr. Wellesley's fine collection

1 Museum of Caen, No. 1. [This picture is not by Perugino, but by Lo Spagna.
See Mr. Berenson, The Caen Sposalizio in The Study and Criticism of Italian Art,
vol. ii. (Bell, 1902), p. 1 et seq. It is not the prototype, but a copy of Raphael's
Sposalizio, therefore.]

^ The under preparation is visible in almost every part of the picture, and the

drawing is seen through the grey-green of the shadows. The warm reddish half-

tones are equally limpid, and the whole is worked in without much stippling or

hatching. The grovind is higher in substance than the figures, and the draperies
higher than the flesh. The result is less charming than in such examples as the
Christ on the Mount or the Madonna of S. Piotro Martire at Perugia.

^ [Now in Pinacoteca, Perugia.]
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at Oxford, from which the figures were enlarged, is not by Perugino ;

and must have been a clean copy from one of his rough sketches.^ The

opposite side of the altarpiece is equally characteristic. Above the

Saviour in rehef, the sun and moon are depicted. An angel in profile

holds a vase beneath the wounds of the palms. The Virgin to the left,

the Magdalen near her looking up, S. Francis to the right gazing at the

Redeemer with his arms across on his breast, S. John Evangehst erect

in very sinuous action
;

a calm simple landscape, and the tempera

handling, all create an effect akin to that produced by Raphael's Cruci-

fixion at Dudley House. The saints, it is true, are not identical, nor in

the same relative positions at the Minorites as at Dudley House. Nor

is the execution in the first instance of the same quahty as in the second
;

yet the hand of Raphael
^ is suggested in the former, as it is in the

Coronation ;
and he cannot be excluded from a claim to a share in the

production of these pieces.

This, however, is but one of many occasions Avhere Raphael was

employed on works for the completion of which Perugino was answerable.

In S. Francesco of Perugia a Resurrection of the Saviour hung for a long
time above the door of a chapel near the choir. It had been invariably

attributed to Perugino, whilst tradition assigned a share in it to Raphael.^
At the Vatican Gallery, where the picture now is,^ it is said to be the

joint labour of both
;
and the sleeping guard on the right is described

as Raphael's portrait, that of the flying soldier as the hkeness of Peru-

gino. No tenable grounds appear to exist for the truth of these last

suppositions ; Perugino probably entrusted the composition to his pupil ;

and the Resurrection seems entirely done on his master's fines by Raphael.
Affectation and stiffness in the lean shapes of the long-waisted Saviour

are combined with poorly rendered drapery. The limbs of the two

sleepers on the foreground are feeble and imperfectly foreshortened, yet
isolated portions in all the figures are correct. In this characteristic

combination of imperfect knowledge of general proportion and per-

spective, with simple yet minute working out of parts and natural

sentiment, the art and experience of Perugino are not revealed. One

sees, on the contrary, the striving of a nascent and undeveloped talent,

^ This cartoon is discoloured and abraded in some parts, and is not entire ; but
it has not been retouched. It is fifteen and a half inches by eleven and a half, on
cardboard ; the drawing by the same hand as tliat which carried out the panel of
S. Francesco al Monte. Perugino therefore, doubtless, gave the sketch, which the

pupil transferred to the cartoon, and the cartoon itself was enlarged on the altar-

piece by the same person.
^ If not the hand of Raphael, that at least of Spagna.
'
Oksini, Vita, ubi sup., p. (M; Constantini, Guida, ubi sup., p. 306. Vasari

also mentions the picture amongst Perugino's works (vol. vi., p. 42).
* Vatican Gallery. There are three vertical splits in the panel, one down the

centre, two others severally cutting tlirough the two figures of the foregroiuid. The
left foot and right hand of the angel to the right are spoiled and retouched.
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and is led the more surely to connect it with the name of Sanzio, because

of the youth in the faces and forms, their freshness and slightness, the

minute conscientiousness of the details, and a richness of transparence in

the flat and bright tones that remind one of other and less undoubted

creations of the same pencil. There is a pinguidity in the hands of the

young soldier which reappears in later examples of Raphael ;
and the

touch which produces a fused impasto of great brilliancy is less Perugino's
than that of his disciple. A capital specimen of the same class is a httle

double panel at Alnwick Castle, in wliich S. Mary of Egypt and S. Cathe-

rine are represented. It was once in S. Fortunato at Perugia, and

afterwards in the Camuccini Collection at Rome
;

and though of old

never known except as a Perugino, it is now very appropriately called

Raphael, because in addition to its Peruginesque air, it embodies (par-

ticularly in the S. Catherine) Sanzio's beautiful simplicity and sympathetic

grandeur, and unites nature and dignity mth great delicacy of taste.

His early softness and purity, the pleasant lucidity of his colour, are

there, together with that inexplicable charm which he never fails to

impart.^
The time was, however, rapidly approaching when Raphael was to

close the period of his apprenticeship and trust to his o^\ti strength for

subsistence. In Perugino's absence, Leonardo da Vinci had returned to

Florence. A new impulse appears to have been felt in the world of art
;

and the name of Michael Angelo was on every tongue. A man whom

Perugino had seen years before studying designs in the IMedici garden or

in the Brancacci, had come from Rome to receive almost at once orders

for two statues of David ;
one of supernatural size in marble for S. Maria

del Fiore
;
another of bronze for a French prince who had lately led an

invading army in Italy. The marble was all but finished, and the same
artist had been requested to carve the Twelve Apostles. The Guild of

Woolstaplers had even built a house for Buonarroti to live in
;
and few

men had been in such honour since the days of Giotto. It was, no doubt,
related by persons capable of judging of these matters that IVIichael

Angelo was introducing a new and prodigious power into sculpture,

reviving and surpassing the energetic realism of Donatello, and giving
a terribly masculine stamp to the art of his country, and Perugino could

not resist the temptation of seeing masterpieces for which no praise
seemed too great in the eyes of the craftsmen of his time.^ He might
wish also to revisit Leonardo, whose activity and genius were stiU

^ CoNSTANTiNi notices this picture in S. Fortunato at Perugia {Guida, ubi sup.,
p. 134). S. Mary of Egypt is posed on the left leg, shows only a profile face, and
prays with joined hands. S. Catherine holds the wheel and a book. Both stand in
the foreground of landscapes ; assigned by many authors, including Passavant, to

Raphael.
^ Vasari speaks positively of this curiosity on the part of Perugino (vol. vi., p. 40).
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concentrated on the improvement of oil-painting. Perhaps also his stay

at Perugia had been disturbed by Pinturicchio, who enticed most of his

workmen to Siena. Be that as it may, Perugino broke up his establish-

ment at Perugia, braving the importunities of the fathers of S. Agostino,

and only completing, in October 1503, the arms of his old patron Giuliano

della Rovere, now Julius II., on the pubhc palace and five gates of the

city.^ His apprentices and assistants had already dispersed themselves

in various directions, Raphael to Siena, the rest to different parts of

Umbria.

Perugino had scarce reached Florence and taken a lodging in the

Pinti suburb, when a meeting was called (1504) for the purpose of

choosing a place for Michael Angelo's David.^ The statue had been

hitherto guarded with the utmost jealousy by Buonarroti
;
but every

one knew that it was of gigantic dimensions. When it was uncovered,

warm disputes arose. Giuliano da San Gallo was for putting it in the

Loggia de' Signori, and Leonardo da Vinci agreed \Aath him. Perugino,

who was also present, doubtless voted \\'ith his friend, but Mchael

Angelo was of another opinion, and chose the left-hand side of the doorway
of the Palazzo Vecchio. This contempt for the view^s of so many artists

was perhaps the cause of a secret resentment. A hostile party was in

fact brought into existence, and when the giant was at last taken out

into the open air, it became the mark for missiles of divers kinds ;
and

the watchmen who guarded it were assaulted in the execution of their

duty. Perugino did not openly express any dislike for Michael Angelo's

style ;
but Vasari says, he felt how much the fame of Buonarroti eclipsed

his OAvn, and vented his spleen on all the Florentines in general. In the

shop of Baccio d'Agnolo, most of these were accustomed to assemble.

The San GalU, Cronaca, Filippino, Granacci, and sometimes Buonarroti

met there,^ and perhaps in the heat of debate on one of these occasions

Michael Angelo declared to Perugino that his art was
"
absurd and

antiquated." This was too much for the equanimity of Vannucci, and

he committed the folly, we are told, of suing his younger rival for defama-

tion. From this action, which naturally went against him, he deservedly

reaped ridicule,'* but he was not yet beyond learning a lesson from the

sarcasm of enemies
;

and he resolved to show his antagonists that,

although he was not partial to the school in which Michael Angelo shone,

he could still emulate the more congenial quaUties of Leonardo. We
attribute to this time the Madonna and Saints of the Certosa at Pavia,

now in the National Gallery.

To most Englishmen the Madonna of Pavia is well kno%vn. The

^ Mariotti, Lett., ubi sup., p. 170.
* The meeting took place on the 25th of January 1504. See the record in Gave,

Carteggio, vol. ii., p. 455 and following.
* Vasari, vol. ix., p. 224. *

Ibid., vol. vi., p. 46.
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Virgin, kneeling udth upturned head, looks at the Child before her. It

seems as if she had just addressed a thanksgiving to heaven and then

sent her tender motherly glance downwards to worship the Infant, whose

form is supported on a white cushion by an angel. Unusual beauty
adorns the Babe; excessive tenderness and solicitude are suggested by
the attitude and expression of the angel. The composition of the whole

group is full of merit, the type of the Virgin's face nearer perfection than

any that the master ever realised ;
and as we admire the easy movement

of the frame and the neat arrangement of the hair in its net and veil, we

fancy Perugino has idealised his wife, of whom Vasari says,
"
she was so

handsome, he dehghted in seeing her well attired, and often dressed her

with his own hands." ^ At different times Perugino tried to repeat the

subject, but the Madonna of the Pitti, which is one of these repetitions,

is not equal to this one.^

The Archangel, in jewelled helm and burnished steel, with mace and

shield, stands at one side of the Madonna, at rest hke the Sicinius of

the Cambio, or the S. Michael of Vallombrosa, but youthful in features,

firm in tread, and noble in aspect. On the other side, the Angel leads

Tobit—a page in tights, feebly conceived, though rescued partially from

fatuity by feeling. All the backgrounds are landscapes.

Perugino's sldll in the apphcation of oils reached its highest develop-
ment in this picture, whilst in respect of conception, sentiment, and

design he never went further. His excellence is such that some are

incUned to doubt its being all his own. A drawing for the Angel and

Tobit in the Oxford collection is assigned to Raphael ;

^ and the principal

charm of the work is attributed to Sanzio. But this is mere assumption.
The technical handhng of all the panels is the same. It is that of a

painter of long experience in the use of his materials, famihar with the

difficulties and the tricks of his profession ;
of Perugino in fact, as

contradistinguished from Raphael, whose undeveloped powers are visible

in the SposaUzio of 1504 at Mian. Nowhere, indeed, has Perugino
more completely combined masterly execution, knowledge of form, and

perfection of harmonies with the subtle quality which consists in giving
to a scene the tone best in unison with its motives and idea. Nothing
can be more attractive than the golden fusion of his flesh-tints except
the soft and dreamy depth of vapour that charges his distances. He

improves as far as he can the method, of which the earher examples are

the Madonna and Saints at the Vatican, the Christ at the Mount in the

Florentine Academy, and the Virgin of S. Pietro Martire
;

the system,
which may be called pecuhar to Central Italy, embodying some of the

1 Vasabi, vol. vi., p. 51. 2 Pitti Gallery [No. 219].
' Since the text was written, we have seen the original drawing by Perugino for

the Angel and Tobit in the British Museum. It is a fine genuine production shadowed
in bistre, with lights gently touched in white.
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principles evolved by the Van Eycks and Antonello da Messina, and

ripened to the mello^\Tiess of the Bellini and Giorgione. Neither Era

Bartolommeo nor Raphael ever produced anything more remarkable as

regards colour.^

We may affix about the same date to tlie Holy Family in the Museum
at Nancy, where Raphaelesque grace and innocence are united in a

composition the rules of which are clearly derived from Leonardo da

Vinci. The Virgin kneeling in full view, with her right arm on the

shoulder of the boy Baptist, who adores, uith joined hands, the Saviour

on a cushion, forms, with those lovely little beings, a pyramidal group,

somewhat marred by the two angels on their knees in prayer at her

sides. Her affectionate face and air, and the waving lines of the move-

ment, are all enticing. Leonardo alone could have conceived a choicer

elegance, and would have avoided the cramped attitude of the left hand.

The Christ is at once reminiscent of Era Bartolommeo and of Raphael.
A magnificent landscape A\'ith slightly leafed trees vanishes behind the

two slender angels ; great mastery being sIioa^ti in the alternation of

lighter and darker tints in the hills. A clear touch in the grasses and

ground on which the infants repose, recalls Raphael's Florentine period.

Powerful tone detaching the group from the distance, which recedes with

fine aerial perspective, completes the effect of a picture in which the

influence of Florentine example on Perugino is very apparent. He casts

side glances at his contemporaries, and does not reach their great per-

fection of distribution, but he comes very near it, and emulates in other

respects, with success, Leonardo, Era Bartolommeo, and Raphael .^

Little more than a year had elapsed since Perugino's return to Flor-

ence, when business again called him to Perugia. As he came there in

February 1505, the syndic of the Disciphnati of Citta della Pieve inquired

1 The only portion of the original altarpiece remaining at Pavia is the Eternal

seated, wnth His feet resting on clouds, and siirronnded by cherubim. It is quite
as fine as the others. The Annimciation has been lost sight of. The three pieces
at the National Gallery which are numbered collectively [No. 288] are arched at the

top, but a section of each arched portion is new, and a piece has been added to the

base of the central panel. The three angels above the Virgin were originally painted
over the blue sky, and the blue now rises through the superposed half body of colour.

On the panel containing the Archangel Michael one reads :

" petrus pkbusintts

PTNXiT." The whole is, considering all things, in a marvellous state of preservation.
The three parts in the National Gallery were bought of the Duke Melzi at Milan.

2 This picture (wood), in the Museum of Nancy, is apparently one of those that

were taken to France before the wars of the great Revolution. It was in Louis XVI. 's

time in the collection of M. de Brissac, and had been sequestered when he emigrated
(see De Ris, Les Miisees des Provinces, Paris, 1859, vol. i., p. 315). It has been
much injured and restored. Yet it is not wholly flayed ; and parts give a fair idea

of what tlie whole once was. The blue sky is new, the face of the Virgin spotted,
and half the head of the angel to the right is now. But one traces the process of

the master still. The white gesso may be seen through the colours of the distance.

The flesh -tints are high in siu-faco, and the draperies still higher. Beneath the

feet of the youthful Baptist are the remnants of the signature :

" p p. . . ."
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for what price lie might be willing to paint an Adoration of the Magi.

Perugino replied in a very ill-spelt letter that the cost would be 200

florins
;
but tliat he would reduce it to half that sum in consideration

of the interest he felt for his native place. Upon this ensued a lively

exchange of communications. The syndic thought that Pietro's love of

country might induce him to grant still lower terms. Pietro held out

for his original proposal. On the 1st of March, however, he gave way
from 100 to 75 florins.^ He executed the Adoration of the Magi in the

chapel of the Disciplinati, on a square of twenty-one feet A\dth about

thirty hfe-size figures, in an incredibly short space of time
;

for beneath

the feet of the Virgin one still reads the date ad. mdiiii., and it would

thus appear that the fresco was ready before the 25th of March, when,

according to the old calculation, the year 1504 expired. Though wiUing
to labour at a cheap rate, he was not the less alive to his own interests,

aud knowing probably that the public of Citta della Pieve was less

critical than that of Florence, he trusted much to his pupils. His com-

position is the formal one which Umbrians obviously preferred ;
the

Virgin and Child, with the kneeling king in the centre, S. Joseph and

the youngest of the Magi erect as sentries at her sides, and to the right

and left a massive assemblage ;
the whole backed by a symmetrical

distance in which perspective depth is attained by multiplying httle

episodes on a middle line. It is a work which makes a fair impression
at first sight, but betrays some coarseness on close inspection, well

balanced but carried out with haste, and in so far unsatisfactory .^

With equal speed and, no doubt, for as small a price, he adorned

the walls of the church of S. Sebastian at Panicale with a Martyrdom of

its patron saint. On this occasion he probably confided the greater part
of the execution to a companion, whose light yellowish flesh-tints only
reheved by a pale shadow, whose minute stipphng and tender keys of

harmonies seem characteristic of Spagna. The slender saint is on a

pedestal in the midst of a rich architectural court all filled with poly-
chrome ornament

;
and four lean and somewhat affected archers are

1 Two letters in this matter were discovered in a most curious manner. In
1835 Giuseppe Bolleti of Citta della Pieve was busy in remo\'ing a terracing of

eai'th that made the walls of the Disciplinati damp, when he stumbled vipon a
number of paint pots and a tin tube about four inches long containing the letters

in question. These had evidently been buried purposely, and had thus remained
intact for more than three centuries. See Mezzanotte, uhi sup., p. 114 and follow-

ing, and Marchesi, II Canibio, pp. 482, 483. The payments were to be made at the
rate of 25 florins a year, but the Disciplinati were verj' hard put to it at last to clear

themselves of debt, and only did so in 1507 by handing over possession of a house.
See the record, dated March 29, 1507, in Orsini, Vita, ubi sup., p. 218.

^ The whole skirting of the fresco, an ornament in monochrome, on j'ellow

grovmd, has recently been recovered from whitewash. The fresco itself is injured
by damp, as ex. gr. in the dresses of the first figure on the right foregroimd, of the

Virgin, of the youth with the sword, and the youth with the crown on the left.

The man with a crown on the right is stained.
nj
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distributed round him in varied action, the spectators being confined

to the number of six in two bodies in half distance, which time have,

however, ahnost obliterated. In a triangular space above the Martyr-
dom, the Eternal appears in the usual attitude of benediction, in a

circular glory of cherubim between two angels in flight.^ It is the less

improbable that Perugino should have left Spagna in charge here, because

in addition to the evidence afforded by the fresco itself, there is a ruined

Assumption on a wall in S. Agostino of Panicale, in which the manner
of Perugino's Spanish disciple is very clearly to be traced.^ He lived

at Panicale, it would seem, ^vith pleasure, and transferred to the distance

of the Martyrdom of S. Sebastian the undulating hills about the Thrasi-

mene Lake
; but Perugino had also this beautiful neighbourhood in his

sketch-books, and introduced one of its landscapes into a panel of this

time, long in the gallery of Lord Northwck, and representing the Flagel-
lation A\'itli truly Umbrian feeling.^

Whilst Perugino left his journeymen to finish the vast frescoes of

Citta della Pieve and Panicale, he hurried back in person to Florence,

and was thus enabled, in June 1505, to wTite to the Duchess of Mantua,
Elizabeth Gonzaga, to acknowledge the receipt of 80 ducats for the hasty
but masterly distemper-sketch of the combat between Amor and Chastity,
which now adorns the Louvre.'* With the assurance which he derived

from his fame, he ventures to affirm that he has showTi sufiicient careful-

ness to satisfy her Highness' desire and his own honour
; adding that

he has tried distemper because Messer Andrea Mantegna commonly
employed that medium

;
and offering himself for further productions of

^ On a lozenge in the pedestal of the martyred saint one reads :

"
p be

CASTRO ..." and on the friezes of four square pilla,rs the date :

"
a.d. m. dv." A

copy of this fresco will be found amongst the publications of the Arundel Society.
^ This fresco is assigned by Orsini, Vita., ubi sup., to Perugino. The Virgin

is in an almond-shaped glory of cherubs ; four celestial players at her sides ; two
high up suspending the crown above her head. Beneath, are the remains of a

bishop and another saint. The figures are lean, and in style like those of Todi and
Trevi, a mixture of the Umbrian of Pinturicchio and Perugino, and coloured in

Spagna's pale yellow tone. The fresco is an independent work not composed for

hut probably by, Spagna in person. It will not last much longer, being already in

a great measure obliterated, as are the angel to the left holding the crown and the

foreground. The best preserved bits are the playing angels.
^ It is true this picture, No. 388 in the Northwick Collection, was catalogued

under the name of Raphael, but it is by Perugino or some pupil other than Raphael,
and done at least in the master's atelier. The figures, three in number, are all nude.
The Redeemer is on a low pedestal, a flagellator swinging a cat at each side of Him
in a palatial court through the arches of which there is a view of Castigliono del

Lago. The figures are slender, but well proportioned. The Clirist very fine in

pose boimd to the pillar, the two flagellators a little academical and conventional
in action, but drawn in the same style and with the same quaint headgear as in

the fresco of Panicale. The pillar is new and the breast of the principal personage
repainted, as is also the foot of the flagellator to the riglit ; the distance is also

retouched (1 foot 9 by 1 foot 6). [Now in the Collection of Sir F. Cook at

Richmond.]
*
[Louvre Catalogue, No. 1567.]

ra. Q

I
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a similar kind
;
but he does not attempt to \\Tite to a Duchess in the

slovenly style which marks his own orthography, and he improves in

spelling for the same reason that he disimproves in painting ; that is,

when he uses an assistant.^ A fortnight later he met Lorenzo di Credi,

and others, at S. Maria del Fiore to decide on the relative merits of two
heads in mosaic by the miniaturists Monte and Gherardo, for the adorn-

ment of the chapel of S. Zanobius.^

Amongst the contemporaries of Perugino, one with Avhom he had
been in friendly relation had lately paid his tribute to nature. In the

last years of his hfe Filippino Lippi had been employed by the brethren

of the SS. Annunziata de' Servi on a double altarpiece, the commission

for which, originally given to him in 1503,^ he had courteously sur-

rendered to Da Vinci. Leonardo, however, had neglected the matter,

and, during one of his frequent absences, the Servites again called upon
FiUppino for his services. On his death, in April 1504,'* the upper portion
of a Descent from the Cross was ready, the lower remaining in embryo.
In the summer of 1505, Perugino was requested to finish the piece, and
an Assumption intended as a double to it. He acquitted himself of the

first part of this undertaking vnth praiseworthy punctuality and personal

diligence.^ His group of the Virgin fainting in the arms of the three

Maries may indeed be classed amongst the nobler conceptions of his

brush. It reminds one of a similar episode in Masaccio's Crucifixion at

S. Clemente of Rome
;

it was taken and improved by Raphael in the

predella of the Madonna of S. Antonio at Perugia,^ of which the portion
to which attention is called is preserved in the collection of Sir William

Miles of Leigh Court. The handling is large and animated
;
and Van-

nucci successfully harmonises his own Avith the performance of Filippino,

uniting the grace of the Umbrian with the imposing grandeur of the

Florentine, treating his figures mth massive colour and breadth of

touch. '^ Witli the Assumption, now in the Annunziata, he dealt dif-

ferently, nor can one imagine that it should have been produced at the

1 The letter maybe found in Gaye, Carteggio, vol. ii., p. 68, or in the Archivio

Stor., ubi sup., vol. ii., p. 324.
* The records relative to the competition are in the appendix to the latest

edition of Vasari, ubi sup., vol. vi., pp. 341-2. Tlie date of the decision in favour
of Monte is June 30, 1505.

^ See the authoritative statement of this fact in the notes to Vasabi's Life of
Bastiano da S. Oallo, vol. xi., p. 200.

* This is the real date of Filippino's death, as is now proved by the register of

deaths ad annum. See Tav. Alfab., ubi sup., ad an. et lit. *r-

5 Florence Academy [No. 98].
* When last seen, this picture was in the Palazzo Reale at Naples. [Now in

the possession of Mr. J. Pierpont Morgan of New York.]
' Vasari says that Andrea del Sarto and Francia Bigio copied the Descent from

the Cross (Vasari, vol. viii., p. 253). It is mentioned by Albertini, Memoriale,
ubi Slip., p. 13, and Richa says it was painted at the expense of Jacopo Federighi,
a Knight of Malta (vol. viii., p. 32).
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same period. For the arrangement he fell back on the model of the

Lyons Ascension, repeating the six angels from his old cartoons. Gian-

nicola perhaps did the rest.^ But Vasari tells us Perugino was justly

criticised for this by all tlie artists of the time, and particularly because

he had reproduced so many things from other pictures.^ It Mas vainly
that he declared he had only copied anew what had already received public

approbation ;
he did not recover from the blow thus levelled at himself.

His school, which in his younger days had been frequented by many
pupils, became empty. Bastiano da S. Gallo, who had recently joined

him, deserted his atelier for that of Michael Angelo,^ and others probably
followed his example. From this time, Perugino began, no doubt,

seriously to think of leaving Florence. His name is on the register of

the Perugian Guild in 1506,* whilst it ceases to be noted on that of

Florence.^

He was no sooner at home at Perugia than he began calling in debts

due to him for old commissions. From the Disciphnati of Citta della

Pieve he claimed a final payment of 25 florins, which was hquidated

(March 29, 1507) by conveyance of a house. ^ From the authorities of

Panicale he required 11 florins, on receipt of which he gave them fourteen

little flags with figures painted by himself,' to be used at their festival

of Corpus Domini. From the guild of the Cambio he asked and obtained

350 ducats for the Audience Chamber.^ Having thus settled his affairs,

he sat down to new works, and endeavoured to forget the slights of the

ungrateful Florentines. It was easy enough for him to show that his

powers were unimpaired by bestowing his own labour AA'here he usually
was prodigal of that of assistants. Under these conditions he delivered

to the executors of a carpenter at Perugia the Madonna between SS.

Jerome and Francis, now [1866] in the Palazzo Penna
;

^ and for these

1 If the hand of Giannicola Manni is traceable anywhere in Perugino's works,
it is here. See antea as to Perugino's liabits of repetition. The drawing is hasty
and spiritless, the tones without fusion, and the contrasts of light and shade in-

sufiicient.
^ In addition to the foregoing, note in the Servi of Florence, at one of the altars,

a picture by Perugino's assistants representing the Virgin and Child enthroned
between fo\ir saints. The surface is much injured by restoring. The raw tone is

darkened by time. The character is gentle. The pediment and lunette are bare.
This is by Richa (Chiese, vol. viii., p. 41) assigned to Perugino.

^ Vasari, vol. xi., p. 240.
^ Mariotti, Lett. Pitt., p. 85, and note to p. 121.
^ Com. in Vasari, vol. vi., p. 70.
" Orsini gives the document in Vita, uhi sup., p. 218.
'
Mariotti, Lett., ubi sup., pp. 172, 173.

* See antea, p. 215.
** Tliis picture is so fine that it has been usually assigned to an earlier time, but

«e owe to Professor Adamo Rossi of Perugia the discovery of the following facts

regarding it in the Annali Decemvirali for 1507. It is there stated that on the
Sth of June, 1507, the executors of Giovanni, a carpenter of Perugia, commissioned
I'f Perugino, then present, a Virgin erect holding the Infant

"
similar to that of

Loreto," with S. Jerome in cardinal's dress and S. Francis, for the price of 47 florins.
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obscure patrons he produced a masterpiece combining fine proportions,

\\dth natural movement, Umbrian tenderness with faciUty of brush, and

graceful outlines with bright warm colour. Perugino never succeeded

better than on this occasion in giving to the Infant Christ the grace

which we are accustomed to call Raphaelesque, nor can a more touching

group be found than that formed by Him and His mother as He springs

in the Virgin's arms and looks round at S. Jerome. A minimum of

subordinate aid may be assumed in the frescoes with which Perugino
decorated the semidome of the SS. Annunziata or Nunziatella of Foligno.

Although he did not alter the form of a composition repeated in more

than one of his predellas, the Baptism of Christ here designed, with

figures of Mfe-size, is fair, wdth pleasing heads and slender general pro-

portions.i It is probable that one might class many undated pieces on

panel and on wall as productions of this and subsequent periods ;
but

it is safer to leave these for the present, in order to trace, with what

success one may, the closing years of Vannucci's career.^

As if to console him for the loss of his prestige at Florence, JuHus II.

called Perugino to Rome about 1507-8. Bazzi and Peruzzi were in

employ at the same time, and whilst the latter adorned the room at the

Vatican now called dell' Eliodoro, and Bazzi that which bears the name
of Camera della Segnatura, Perugino was given the Stanza dell' Incendio

del Borgo. There he met his old friends and competitors, SignorelU and

Pinturicchio, and dined in their company at the house of Bramante.

There he introduced Giambattista Caporali, and made the acquaintance
of young Sansovino, with whom he lodged in the Palazzo S. Clemente,

This is a description of the Penna altarpiece. The Virgin stands on a pedestal in

a landscape, and two angels suspend a crown over her head. The figvires are life-

size, all well preserved. [It is now in the National Gallery.]
1 This fresco has been shamefullj^ treated. The lunette containing the Eternal

giving the blessing and holding the orb, between two angels, has been lined in

squares by some copyist. One cartoon is used for both angels, the first being
the exact reverse of the second. The same system has been pursued with the two

angels in flight above the Saviour. The Christ, S. John, and four angels about
them, in the Baptism, have been contoured with charcoal. Time also has had
its way with the fresco, abrading the gilding of the dresses, and darkening the blue

draperies. Damp has injiu-ed the lower part of the picture generally, whereby the

legs of the Savioiu" are spoiled. Bvit the latter figure has, besides, been varnished.
The lunette is separated from the Baptism by a border on which one reads :

" deo
ET BEATO JOANNI BATTIST^E -SACEUM PIETATE JOANNIS BAPTISTE. ..." TraCCS of a
date remain, but the numbers are not to be deciphered.

* Vasari notes a pictiu-e at Montone (vol. vi., p. 48), which Orsini describes as

representing the Virgin and Child between SS. Jolm Baptist and Gregory, Jolin

Evangelist and Francis, with a predella of three parts, the Birth of the Virgin, the

Marriage, and Assumption. On the step of the throne was the date :

" ad.m.dvii."
The picture is gone. The predella came in 1787 into the possession of the Marquis
Odoardi of Ascoli (Orsini, Vita, ubi sup., p. 208). Vasari also speaks (vol. vi.,

p. 48) of a picture at La Fratta which Orsini describes (Vita, vhi sup., p. 208).
The subject is the Coronation. The painter, however, is not Perugino, but Pin-

turicchio (see postea).
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long known as the residence of Domenico deDa Rovere.^ Slowly and

u-itli some of the staidness of age, Perugino proceeded till suddenly

Raphael was taken to the presence of Juhus II.

Vannucci had already yielded at Florence to the rising talents of the

sixteenth century. Here again he was supplanted by a younger and

fresher genius, by Sanzio, his own pupil. It is pitiful to think of the

anxieties of the old man when he saw the ground thus cut away from

under his feet. We sympathise with his disappointment when Raphael
was placed over his head and ordered to renew liis decorations

;
but we

admit at the same time that with such a patron as Juhus II. the result

was inevitable ;
and with respect to the progress of art, even desirable.

Much has been said of Raphael's consideration for Perugino evinced in

the saving of the subjects in the Camera dell' Incendio. It is probable
that the young painter was rejoiced to be able to show this mark of

friendship ;
but we must recollect that he did almost as much for Bizzi

and Peruzzi. In the meanwhile it must be o^\^led that Perugino's ceihng,

which represents the Eternal in different glories in four medalhons, is

not advantageous to his fame, for the principal parts are somewhat

careless, and the circumscribing ornaments in dead colour, interspersed

with heads of females or of Roman emperors in rounds, are heavier and

in less refined taste than at the Cambio.^

With Signorelh and Pinturicchio, Perugino left Rome on his way
homewards. He stopped perhaps at Assisi to decorate the outer face

of the Sanctuary of S. Francis in the Chiesa degli Angeh, with a Cruci-

1 Many statements in Vasari and other authors prove that Perugino was in

Rome in 1507-8; ex. gr. Temenza, in his life of Sansovino, says that the latter

went to Rome with Giuliano da S. Gallo, in the papacy of Julius II., and lodged
in the Palazzo S. Clemente, where Perugino also had a room, being then employed
at the Camere. There Sansovino made the acquaintance of Luca Signorelli, Braman-
tino of Milan, Pinturicchio, Cesare Cesariano, and others (Temenza, Vita di Jacopo
Sansovino, p. 6). The same facts are repeated by Vasaei, vol. xiii., p. 73. In
another place Vasaei (vol. viii., pp. 40-1, and vol. xi., p. 146) says Bazzi was taken
to Rome when Julius II. was employing Perugino to adorn tlae Camere ; and when
Raphael came, Julius dismissed both Bazzi and Perugino. Again Caporali (G. B.),

pupil of Perugino, born circa 1476, says in a note to the Vitruvius which he re-

printed from that of Cesare Cesariano :

" Finalmente Julio, sommo pontefice per
^ingulare araore quasi contra la voglia di esso Bramante . . . lo fece ricco . . . e

on questo, insieme con Petro Perugino, Luca di Cortona et . . . Pinturicchio ne
-iamo ritro\'ati in casa sua da esso invitati ad una cena." This passage is at length
in Vermiglioli's Pinturicchio, uhi sup., p. 5. Further, Vasaei says (vol. vi.,

p. 41), that Perugino painted in the Caniero the very subjects whicli we see there

now.
- In one round, the Eternal, in a glory of cherubs' heads between two angels

laieeling below, left, a female imploring, right, a female with a sword and balance.

In a second round, the Eternal seated amidst angels in benediction.

Third roimd. The Eternal between two angels, below, on the left, Christ with

angels in attendance ; on the right, Satan bearded and homed, witli a loaf in his

hand as the tempter.
Foiu-th roimd. The Eternal, below Him, Christ in benediction amongst the

kneeling Apostles, the Dove below all.
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fixion which has almost perished ;

^ and then went on to Siena, where he

sold a large picture to the family of the Vieri, valued at its completion
on the 5th of September 1510 by Girolamo di Benvenuto, Pacchiarotti,

Genga, and Pacchia,^ and a Crucifixion for Prince Chigi's altar in S.

Agostino. From the ruined condition of the latter it is hard to judge of

Perugino's abihty, but though conventional in arrangement, it is full of

feeling in the faces, and peopled with figures of good proportion and

shape.^
From thence Vasari might lead us to suppose that Perugino returned

in 1510 to Florence, where he appraised an Annunciation by Mariotti

Albertinelh
;

* and executed, according to Orsini, a Virgin and Child

between SS. Peter and Paul for Agostino Spinola of Savona, bishop of

Perugia.^ It is unfortunately difficult to trace Perugino's doings between

1510 and 1512, in which year he invested his savings in land and houses

at Perugia.^

During the campaign fought by Gaston de Foix for the possession of

the Romagna in 1512, one of Baghoni's captains, a Perugian called Boto

da Maragha was taken prisoner (15th of February) by the French
;
and

on his release he ordered a votive portrait in remembrance of his troubles,

which is still in the church of the Minorites at Bettona.'^ In this hasty

1 On tho side of the Porziuncula facing the choir, a piece of a Crucifixion has
been recovered from whitewash (the upper part perished at the demoHtion of the

choirs, says the author of Glorie delta Sacra Porziuncula or Compendio Stor. di

S. M. degli Angeli ; Perugia, 1858, p. 78). The remains comprise a group of the

fainting Virgin, composed hke that of the Descent added to Filippino's altarpiece
at the Servi, with still more movement. The figiires have a gentle character.
Another fragment in the same place, a Virgin reading, is too injured for an opinion,
but seems an Umbrian production beneath which one reads :

"
a.d. 1830 antonitts

CASTELLANi RESTATJRAViT." [This seeuis Undoubtedly to have been a work of

Perugino before it was repainted by the said Castellani.]
2 See the record in Doc. Sen., vol. iii., p. 47. The picture perished in the fire

of 1655 at S. Francesco of Siena. See also Fineschi's Guida, uhi sup., p. 162.
^ Both pieces are mentioned by Vasari, vol. vi., p. 38. The Christ in the

Crucifixion is retouched, and the shadows and outlines have become black and
hard, but the proportions are fine and true. Two female saints kneel in prayer at
each side of the Cross ; to the right of the Cross, too, the Evangelist erect grieving,
the Baptist pointing to the Sufferer, and S. Jerome prostrate looking up, with the
stone in his hand. Left, the Virgin erect grieving, one of the Maries behind her,
and a friar on liis knees in front. An angel in flight at each hand gathers the blood
in a vase. The distance is a rich landscape. The whole piece, restored, threatens
to scale away (wood, oil, figures life-size).

* Vasari, vol. vii., p. 185.
5 Ratti ap. Orsini in Mezzanotte, Vita di Perugino, uhi sup., p. 130.
^ Mariotti, Lett., uhi sup., p. 177. He is recorded to have furnished the design

of a ship of silver with ornaments of horses and foliage and nineteen figures. See
the record in Mariotti, ibid., p. 171.

' [Now in Mmiicipio.]
The inscription on the canvas runs :

" boto [? EX voTO] de maraglia de peroga.
QUANDO FO PREGIONE DE FRANCIOSE CHE FO ADI XI DE FEBRAIO MDXII. PETRU8
PINXIT DE CASTRO PLEBis." The siu-face is now discoloured and washy, the sky bare
to the thread. The lower part of the legs (incased in red_hose) of Boto is gone.

In the Virgin of Mercy there is nature and truth in the action of Mary, youthful
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distemper on canvas, Boto kneels cap-a-pie, and looks up to a life-sized

S. Antony holding in one hand the fire, in the other a book. The
date of the vow and the name of Perugino are on the lower part of the

canvas, which has pretty much the appearance of a Virgin of Mercy
between SS. Manno and Jerome, with male and female patrons under her

cloak, in the same church. Both pieces are characteristic of the period.

They are painted with shght transparent colour. The figures are fairly

drawn, in good proportion, and easy motion
;
but the old carefulness of

the master is obviously giving way to a neglectful facihty.

We now find Perugino entering anew into negotiations with the friars

of S. Agostino of Perugia, for whose convent he had promised ten years

before to dehver an altarpiece ;

^ but though the vast complex of this

work occupied him much till 1514, it was left unfinished for the sake of

other commissions at Citta della Pieve. A feeble Virgin in Glory, adored

by SS. Protasius, Peter, Paul, and Gervasius, was then completed for

the prior of the church of S. Gervasio in Perugino's native town,^ together

with an enthroned S. Antony the Abbot, between SS. Paul and Macarius,

and an Eternal in a lunette, a fresco in S. Antonio, since detached from

the wall and now in S. Agostino.^ The first probably owes its vulgarity,

the flatness of its washy tones, and the shghtness of its rehef to assistants
;

the last is broadly treated with very slight marks of stippling.

Equal freedom and haste are apparent in the fragments of a Descent

from the Cross, dated 1517, in S. Maria de' Servi, of old Compagnia
della Stella, at Citta della Pieve. A group of the fainting Virgin, sup-

character in S. Manno. S. Jerome kneels with his arms across. The male patron
on the left foregromid is aged aud dressed in grey, with a cap of the same colour.

A female in black kneels behind S. Jerome. Two splits cut, severally, the Virgin
and S. Jerome vertically in half. The blue mantle of the former is partly in its

old state, but dimmed by time. The red tunic is repainted, the heads of the Virgin
and of the two saints are injured. Of two angels in flight above the Virgin, one is

partially damaged ; and some of the sky is renewed. The base of the panel (oil,

6J ft. by 4^) is repainted.
1 A note of the 30th of March 1512 in Perugino's own hand, and marked by his

usual ignorance of spelling and grammar, is preserved. It is one of those discovered

at Citta della Pieve. Its tenor is a request to the prior of S. Agostino to deliver

a sack of grain on a receipt from the
"
garzone

" Bartolommeo. See the original
facsimile in IMezzanotte, ubi sup., p. 300.

^ Two angels in flight are in prayer at the sides of the glory of cherubs' heads
that surroimd the Virgin. The SS. Protasius and Gervasius carry flags bearing the

arms of Citta della Pieve. On a wall behind the four saints, one reads :

" petrus
CKiSTOFORi VANUTii DE CASTRO PLEBis PiNXiT, MD.xiii." Tavola oil, uow in Duomo
at Citta della Pieve, ordered in 1513 by Marchisino Cristophori Manni, prior of S.

Gervasion, and others, to be finished within a year, for 1 20 florins of eleven bolognini

(Orsini, Vita, ubi sup., p. 122).
* S. Antony, of colossal size, sits in benediction with a staff in his left hand,

an ornament of imitated marble surromiding the principal picture and lunette.

The sky is seen at the sides of the saint's throne, and right and left of tlie Eternal,
an almond-shaped glory. The wall of S. Antonio was shaken by the earthquake
of 18G0, and the fresco was subsequently taken down, transferred to canvas, and

placed in S. Agostino.
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ported on the ground by two of the Maries, shows how Perugino clung

to an arrangement which he had found successful in the Descent from

the Cross, finished after Filippino's death. Nor have years deprived him

of feeUng.^
The Martyrdom of S. Sebastian of 1518, at S. Francesco de' Minori

ConventuaU of Perugia, may be by Perugino's pupils, and is at all events

much damaged .2

The groups added to Raphael's fresco in S. Severe in 1521 are too

badly injured to permit of any comment.^

But there are well-preserved frescoes of the latter period in S. Maria

Maggiore of Spello, and an Adoration of the Magi in the church of the

Madonna delle Lagrime at Trevi, which perfectly illustrate the power
that still remained in the great old man at the advanced age of seventy-

five. The most authentic of the Spello frescoes is on a pilaster near the

high altar of the collegiate church of S. Maria Maggiore. Perugino's

name and the date of 1521 are on two signs hanging from the dais of a

throne. The subject is the Virgin seated, with the corpse of the Redeemer

on her lap ;
the Magdalen and Evangelist mourning at the sides of the

foreground. The faces and expression of Mary and of Christ are fair and

melancholy ;
but the small shoulders and ill-foreshortened left arm of

the Saviour, and the slovenly character of the drawing in drapery are

an unmistakable symptom of dechne, whilst the tenuous yet tremulous

outhnes tell of physical weakness. But the fluid colour is bold and

skilful. The effect is rendered with such ease, indeed, that the surface

is but shghtly covered and the pouncing is visible in every part.^

^ The edifice, in which the remains of Perugino's frescoes are still partly visible,
has been much altered by the introduction of floors. The result is that the lower

parts of his frescoes (which alone are preserved) can only be seen with lanterns.
On one of the walls, as stated in the text, is the Virgin fainting on the left, then
comes the foot of the Cross with two ladders, both held by one person, on which
the legs of two men are placed, and to the right four figures. On the wall at right
angles to this, are almost obliterated outlines of an Assumption, with the inscription
beneath it as follows : "... esta hopera fero depengere la compagnia della
s. . . . cossi DICTA IN LI ANNi DNi MDXvii." Professor Rossi notes in addition

(Maechesi's Camhio, p. 323), the word :

"
petr.," but that is now absent. It has

been usual to assign these frescoes to the year 1514 (see Com. Vasaei, vol. vi., p. 63).
2 Wood, now in the Gallery of Perugia. On the pedestal of the saint are the

words: "an. d. 1518." The scene is in a portico through which there is a land-

scape view. The figures are half the life-size. They are only three in number,
including the martyr and two archers in the act of shooting.

^ SS. Jerome, John Evangelist, Gregory, Boniface, Scolastica, and Martha, with
the inscription :

" petrus de castro plebis. perusinus tempore domini sil-

VESTRI STEPHANI VOLATERRANI A DEXTERIS ET SINISTRIS DIV. CRISTOPHOR^ SANCTOS
SANCTASQUE PINXIT A.D. MDXXI."

* The inscription runs thus :

" petrus chastro plebis pinsit. a.d. mdxxi."
On the base of the Virgin's throne are the names " michal agelus andinez."
A low screen behind the throne allows the sky and a hilly landscape to appear.A cherub's head is at each corner of the dais ; a vase on the parti-coloured floor
before the Magdalen. The decline of Perugino is noticeable in the eyes, which are
drawn angularly to express grief.
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The companion fresco on the opposite pilaster near the high altar

simply represents the Virgin and Child between S. Catherine and a saint

in episcopals. It illustrates the same phase of Perugino's art, \\ith feeble

and defective forms in the Virgin and Child, and contours traced as if

by a palsied hand.^ The colouring is perhaps more hastily laid in than

before, as the ground serves for the hglits of the flesh-tints. But these

are exactly the characteristics of the Adoration of the Magi at Trevi,

which is perhaps the most superficial production that ever issued from

Perugino's ateher.^ As he was busy with it, the Vice-Legate of Perugia
\\Tote to the Podesta of Trevi (September 1521), advising him that the

prior of S. Agostino had appointed a valuer for the picture lately hung
on the high altar, and asldng him to apprise Perugino, a^ ho \\as then

living at Trevi, of the fact
;

—a precious letter this, which proves the date

of the Adoration of the Magi, and that of the altarpiece of S. Agostino .^

With some difficulty, and not without tedious journeying, can this great
work be reconstructed in imagination at the present day. It had two

faces. On the centre of the first was the Nativity and a Pieta, and at

the sides, SS. Sebastian and Irene, SS. Jerome and Mary Magdalen, all

resting on two predeUa pieces. On the centre of the second was the

Baptism of Christ, surmounted by an Eternal in glory ;
at the sides,

SS. Augustine and Phihp, SS. James the Less, and one in episcopals,

and two predella pieces. Eight rounds with the Four Prophets and the

Four Evangehsts, two others ^ith the Angel and Virgin Annunciate, com-

pleted the whole. Of the first face, the Nativity, SS. Jerome and

Magdalen, the predella, are in S. Agostino ;

'^ the Pieta in S. Pietro of

Perugia ;
the SS. Sebastian and Irene in the Gallery of Grenoble. Of

the second face, the Baptism, the Eternal, the predella, are in S. Agostino ;

^

the SS. Augustine and Phihp in the Gallery of Toulouse
;

SS. James the

1 The Virgin's head is roiuid, and rests on a very slender neck. The Child looks

aged, and the group, generally, is feeble (the blue of the Virgin's mantle is injvired).
S. Catherine holds the palm and book. The wheel is at her feet. She is in graceful
action, and has a fine head. On the panelling of the throne one reads :

" ex speis
JOANNE BERNARDELU. A.D. M.DXXI DIE XXV APRILIS."

^ The Virgin sits in front of a penthouse, two kings kneeling right and left of

her, presenting their gifts, one receiving the benediction of the Child, the other the

acknowledgment of the Virgin. S. Joseph is a little in rear to the right. To the
left in the penthouse, the ox and ass, and in distance, the angel appearing to the

shepherds. Right and left, two groups, the whole seen tlorough an archway, in the
sides of which stand S. Peter and S. Paul. The left-hand group, including the
S. Peter, is much damaged. The Infant Christ is a hunchback with a protruding
belly. The figures are all poor, the Virgin and S. Joseph less so than the rest.

The ground acts as light. The shadows are dabbed of a greenish grey, hatched

only here and there with a trembling hand. The extremities are ill-drawn, with
the nails in false places. The flesh-tints are coarse, and raw from the excessive
use of red. On the base of the Virgin's throne: " petrus he castro plebis
PiNXiT." In the spandrils of the arch are the Virgin and Angel Annunciate. A
square frame in relief surrounds the fresco.

* We are indebted for tliis record to Professor Adamo Rossi of Perugia.
* [Now in Galle^J^]

* [Now in Gallery.]
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Less and his companion in the Museum of Lyons. Two of the Four

Prophets are in the Perugia Gallery. The two others are probably

those in the Gallery of Nantes. The Four Evangelists are in S. Agostino,^

together vrith the Angel and a copy of the Virgin Annunciate by San-

guinetti ;
the original of the Virgin, erroneously called S. Apollonia,

in the Gallery of Strasburg.^ None of the panels exhibit the earher style

of the master. The two principal ones of the Nativity and Baptism are

not wanting in grandeur of composition or design, but the flat colour

and its feeble rounding recall the Virgin of Mercy of 1512 at Bettona
;

and they might be assigned to that time, were not uncertainty created

by their restored condition .^ The remainder, -with tlie exception of the

predella and the Four Evangelists, are similar to each other
; they have

all a powerful tone, and are drawn with httle of the looseness apparent
at Spello or Trevi. They recall the period when Perugino laboured in

the Compagnia della Stella at Citta della Pieve. The Pieta is remark-

able for the bright transparence of its colour, as well as for the mastery
with which the outlines are given mth the brush at the last. The
Saviour sits on the edge of the tomb

;
His body supported by Joseph

of Arimathsea, His arms by the kneehng Virgin and EvangeUst. The

composition reminds one of the fine conceptions of Fra Bartolommeo

and Mariotto AlbertinelM. There is an elasticity in the naked frame,

a precision in its proportions rare in Perugino.* The Eternal in bene-

diction, holding the orb, is noble in features, bold, natural, and dignified

in movement, with a good contrast of fight and shade, and a powerful
warm tinge in the flesh. ^ Similar praise may be awarded to the erect

saints in couples.'' The predella and the Evangefists, possibly completed

1 Now in Perugia Gallery.
2
[This picture was destroyed by fire in 1870.]

' The Nativity which, since the text was written, has been numbered [No. 20]
in the Gallery of Perugia, is a little feeble and pallid in tone, the white gesso being
seen through the flesh tints. The Virgin and S. Joseph kneel at each side of the

Infant, who lies on the ground. Two angels fly in the upper part of the penthouse.
In the distance, the angel appears to the shepherds. The figures are life-size, in

oil, on panel. The sky is in part repainted.
The Baptism is of the same character and size as the Nati\'ity, but has slender

figures, and is much restored. An angel is at each side of the principal group in

a landscape. In the sky is the Dove of the Holy Ghost between two seraphs. The
blue sky is retouched. [No. 11] in the Perugia Gallery.

* This panel was given to S. Pietro at the peace of 1815 in lieu of the Ascension

(Mezzanottb, vhi sup., p. 144). It is on a wall to the left as you enter the church.

The colour, half body, is so transparent that it shows the vmderground. In the ,

feet and other parts of the flesh- tints the ground is loft as high light.
^ This piece is in the right transept of S. Agostino, and above a door. The

panel is composed of five pieces without cloth in the gesso. The Eternal sits on a

cloud, in an almond-shaped glory of cherubs' heads, and siu-rounded by similar

heavenly apparitions. [Now in Perugia Gallery.]
® SS. Jerome and the Magdalen (wood, oil), now in the Gallery of Perugia, the

first erect with the stone beating his breast, the Lion at his feet, the second holding
the cup of ointment. The yellow foreground is higher in surface than the remaining

ri
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after Perugino's death, would perhaps deserve attention as productions
of Manni or Eusebio di S. Giorgio,^ were they not seriously injured by
the effects of time. The altarpiece of S. Agostino may thus be assigned
to an interval stretching from 1512 to 1517. It testifies that to the last

Perugino could by personal exertion still yield a work of undoubted merit.

It is to be deplored that records should fail to reveal to us the details

of his life in the final period of his pictorial activity. Were these to be

discovered, we might perhaps affix to a picture in the Museum of Mar-

seilles the same date as to the principal portions of that of S. Agostino.
This was long an ornament of the monastery of S. Anna at Perugia,
and was transferred in the eighteenth century to S. Maria fra Fossi.^

It represents the Maries of scripture as mothers, Christ and many of

the Apostles as infants. S. Anna recommends the Virgin, who sits on a

wide throne mth the Saviour on her knee
;

S. Simon and S. Thaddeus

playing as babes on the step. To the left, S. Mary Cleopas caresses

S. James the Less, and S. Joseph protects S. Joseph Justus. To the

right, S. Mary Salome stands wdth S. John in her arms, the old S. Joachim
behind her, and the boy S. James the Elder at her side. All the figures

are of the size of life, very fairly arranged, and in good proportion.
The drawing is grand ;

the liandhng free and bold
;
and the colour is

laid on without much impasto, but \Aith great breadth of touch and at

one painting.^

The latest frescoes of Perugino, in the monastery of S. Agnese at

parts. The colour, of full body in shadows and drapeiy, of half body in lights,
with occasional hatching in the flesh-tints. The feet lightly laid in ; the detail

(nails), with body. The drawing is a little loosely conventional.
SS. Sebastian and Irene [No. 450], in the Gallery of Grenoble, not seen by the

authors.

SS. Augustine in episcopals, with book and crosier, and Philip pointing at a

passage in a book, both erect, in a landscape. [No. 36] Toulouse Museum. The
S. Augustine grand in pose. Same character as to handling as in the panel at

Perugia. Vertical split.
S. James the Less and S. Gregory [No. 59], Museum of Lyons. On the

banner of S. Gregory, the arms of Perugia, same character as above. Two vertical

splits.
The Angel Annvmciate, now in Perugia Gallery. The Virgin Annunciate called

S. Apollonia, Gallery of Strasburg. [See note, antea.]
1 Predella. Adoration of the Magi. The Sermon of John the Baptist. The

Marriage in Cana. The Circiuncision, in the Gallery of Perugia. The first, better

preserved than the rest, the second much injured, the third and fourth very weak,
and much damaged. The Four Evangelists (rounds) are very feeble. Two prophets
Daniel and David, are in the Perugia Gallery. Besides these, eight small panels of

saints : SS. Nicholas of Tolentino, Lawrence, Augustine, Monica, Lucy, Jerome,
Ercolano, and Agatha (doubtful whether they belong to the altarpiece), now in

the Perugia Gallery, and are by the same hand as the predella. The altarpiece of

S. Agostino is mentioned by Vasari, vol. vi., p. 44.
^ Mezzanotte, ubi sup., p. 150.
^
[No. 331] Museum of Marseilles. The names of the saints are written in the

nimbuses, the whole scene within an arched space. One sees the drawing beneath
the flesh tints. The children, generally, are a little broad and heavy, particularly
SS. Simon and Thaddeus. On the upper border of the pedestal of the throne one
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Perugia, and in the church of Fontignano (1522), have been sawed from

the walls on which they originally stood. The latter, which ought to

have been kept in Perugia, is in the Kensington Museum
;

^ and may
be compared with the Madonna of the National Gallery to illustrate the

difference between tlie art of Vannucci in his prime and on the eve of

liis decease. The marked inferiority of the Virgin and Saints at S.

Agnese may be due to Eusebio da S. Giorgio.
^ At Fontignano, we

observe, as it v.ere, the flicker of an expiring flame, a heavy Infant

Christ, but a fine type of the Madonna
;

a black wiry outline, broken

at intervals and taken up anew with an uncertain hand
;
a feeble imita-

tion of nature in the extremities, and a painful ease in the mode of

dabbing on the local tones
;

—an injured rehc this, yet superior to the

Adoration of Trevi.^

As the aged artist laboured at Fontignano,'* industrious and indefati-

gable to the close, a plague broke out in the Perugian districts, and

ravaged the whole country. A disgraceful panic overspread the land.

It was decreed that the ceremonies of religion should be omitted in aU
cases A^liere death ensued from the contagion.^ Perugino died, and was

reads :

" petkus de castro plebis pinxit," wood, life-size. Two or three vertical

splits. Some heads are spotted, and the landscape behind the throne is in a great
measure repainted.

An old copy of the pictui'e is in the Castelbarco Gallery at Milan. An old copy
also, on canvas, of SS. Simon and Thaddeus, assigned to Raphael (Passavant,
vol. ii., p. 5), is in the sacristy of S. Pietro at Perugia.

Finally a small old copy of the whole piece, on paper stretched on canvas, is

in the Duke of Northumberland's Collection at Alnwick.
^ [Now in National Gallery, No. 1441.]
^ Fresco of the Virgin erect with her arms uplifted. Above her, two angels ;

below, SS. Elizabeth of Portugal and Elizabeth of Hungary ; and in niches at the
sides, a good figure of S. Antony the Abbot and S. Antony of Padua, all but
obliterated. The Virgin is ill outlined and luinatural in action. The figures are
drawn with straight lines, and stand vuisteadily on the plane of the picture. The
drapery is without style. The execution reminds one of that of Eusebio di S.

Giorgio, yet Mezzanotte, uhi sup., p. 163, states that tlie fresco was signed in the

fringe of the Virgin's mantle: " peteus pinsit," and that beneath was the date
1522. The fresco, sawed from the wall, is now in the Cappella della Consolazione,
where one sees, in the same style, a Virgin and Evangelist at the sides of a wooden
cross, and two angels above (life-size figures), plus a S. Sebastian of less stature,
defective in form, though animated in action, a S. Roch, and the Eternal.

^ The figures in this fresco are above life-size. The whole piece was transferred
to canvas, and remained till 1862 for sale in the shop of Signor Angelo Morrettini
at Perugia. The Child lies in the centre of tlie foregroiuid in front of the penthouse
between the kneeling Virgin and S. Joseph. The shepherds kneel or stand to the

right and left. Two angels, now mere outlines, fly above. The whole piece is

much injured. A S. Roch and a S. Sebastian originally at the sides, are said to
,

have been sold to one Conte deUa Porta.
*
[A fresco by Perugino still exists in the Cliiesa Vecchia at Fontignano, which

seems to have escaped the attention of critics until it was recently recognised and
published as a work of the master by Miss I. Vavasour-Elder in the Rassegna d'Arte
for July 1909. It represents the Madonna and Child, and bears the following
inscription :

" angnioltjs toni angeli fecit fieei mdxxii." Although damaged,
the work is highly characteristic of Perugino's later style.]

* Mezzanotte, vbiswp., p. 184, and Tranquilli in Mabiotti, Lett., uhi sup., p. 189.
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buried in a field at Fontignano. His sons ^
piously contracted m ith tlie

monks of S. Agostino (1524) that his body should be taken out of its

unconsecrated resting-place to hallowed ground.^ In return for this

service they agreed to pay for the completion of unfinished portions
of the altarpiece of their father.^ If, during the subsequent days of

disturbance M'hich history has chronicled, their tender solicitude was

deceived, it is not to them that blame can be attached. The mortal

shell of their father remained in the grave to which it had been first

consigned, and no one knows where lie the bones of Pietro Perugino.*
A duty that now claims performance is, to notice works of Perugino

(or bearing his name in various galleries) which have not been described

in the foregoing narrative :
—

Perugia. S. Maria Nuova.^—Transfiguration; wood, tempera. This is

a reduction from the cartoon of the same subject used for the fresco of the

Cambio
;
the figures being reversed. Old varnish has given a crystalline

reddish appearance to it. Extensive retouching has also taken place. The

predella [Nos. 3, 4, 5] contains the Nativity between the Annunciation
and the Baptism (tempera). The beauty and freshness of its colour tell

how fine the Transfiguration may have been. The compositions are the

usual ones. The conception of the Annunciation recalls that of the Fano

altarpiece ;
and the Virgin's movement is a Florentine reminiscence. The

Baptism is in so far varied that two nudes are added to the right of

the principal group. The Transfiguration and its predella must be assigned
to Perugino's best time. (Vasari speaks of an Adoration of the Magi in

S. M. Nuova at Perugia by Vannucci, vol. vi., p. 42. This Adoration we
have noted in the life of Fiorenzo di Lorenzo.)

Perugia. S. Francesco de" Minori Conventuali—but now in Gallery.
S. Francis between SS. John the Baptist and Jerome, Sebastian, and Antony
of Padua

; wood, oil, figures life-size. Has lost its lightness and transparence.
The Baptist and Jerome, being the least damaged, have more of Perugino's
character than the rest. The three others are coloured anew

; and it is

hard to decide whether the author be the master or his assistants.

Perugia. Confraternitd di S. Bernardino—but now [No. 14] m Gallery.
Canvas, oil, figures life-size. The Virgin sits in glory with the Infant between
two angels. Two cherubs are above her head, and three others support the

cloud on which she reposes. Eight brethren kneel in the middle of a land-

scape, in the distance of which there is a view of the city of Perugia. The

1

Perugino left three sons, Francesco, Michael Angelo, and Giovanni Battista.
See the root of the family in Obsini, ubi sup., p. 237.

- It had been Perugino's wish that he might be biu'ied in S. M. de' Servi at
Florence ; he had purchased a burial-place there for himself and his descendants
in 1515. The record is in Gualandi, Memorie, vbi sup., ser. iv., p. 115.

* The record in full is in Mariotti, Lett., notes to p. 182 and following.
* Vasari says (vol. vi., p. 51) that Perugino was honourably buried, but there

is every reason to doubt this assertion. See the Memorie of Giacomo Giappesi in

Mariotti, Lett., p. 186. [Bones have been recently found in the Chiesa Vecchia at

Fontignano which are considered to be those of Perugino.]
5 [Now in Gallery, Sala XI., No. 2.]
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brethren are placed between the kneeling SS. Francis and Bernardino. This

piece is greatly injured, yet full of softness and feeling. The types are like

those of Perugino in 1495, though the canvas is probably of a later date.

Perugia. S. Francesco at Monte.—Fresco, lunette of the Nativity trans-

ferred to canvas, repeated from the cartoons of the same subject at the

Cambio (life-size figures), half ruined, and abraded in colour throughout.
The remains of an Adoration of the Magi, also transferred from the walls to

canvas, offers but a few heads to view, the rest being obliterated. Some
bits, however, are in possession of Signor Fantacchiotti at Perugia. A third

lunette representing S. Francis receiving the Stigmata, rudely handled, of a

red colour and ruined, but certainly not by Perugino. is in the sacristy. A
fourth lunette mentioned by Vasaei, vol. vi., p. 42, illustrating the Martyr-
dom of the Franciscans before the Sultan, is entirely gone.^

Perugia. Galleria Connestahili.—In this collection there are [1866] frag-
ments of frescoes ;

a Virgin and Child, almost of life-size, between two angels, in

a landscape ; a S. Ercolano and a shield of arms supported by two children.

They are all much damaged, but they bear a Peruginesque stamp.
^

Perugia. Gallery. [No. 4].
—A figure of S. Giacomo della Marca by

Perugino, distemper on canvas, of 1512 (circa).

Same Gallery. [No. 5].
—

Previously in S. Martino, a S. Jerome (canvas)
of the same character as the foregoing.

Same Gallery. [? No. 24].
—

Originally in the kitchen of the Palazzo

Pubblico. Three half-lengths of the Virgin and Child, between S. Joseph
and another Saint, a little under life-size, of a light red colour, with spare
shadow, one of the late and feeble productions of the master.

Perugia. S. Agostino.—Above the sacristy door, a panel of the Virgin,
between SS. Bernardino and Tommaso da Villanuova, assigned by Vasari
to Perugino (vol. vi., p. 45), but perhaps by Manni (see "Manni," fostea).^

Corciano, near Perugia.
—Parish church, choir. Wood, Ufe-size figures,

oil. Assumption. The Virgin, of square form and short stature, with

angels, in attitudes sUghtly differing from those of the Caraffa altarpiece at

Naples. Flat rosy flesh colour, absence of chiaroscuro. Some gaudiness
would prove that the pupils of Perugino had the chief part in the work.

S. Thomas kneels below, between the Apostles, most of whom are repeated
from those of the Ascension of Lyons. In the sacristy of the church a part
of the predella with the Adoration of the Shepherds and the Annunciation
exists. In the first, the S. Joseph is new.

Borgo S. Sepolcro. Duomo.—Ascension
; wood, oil, in the left transept.

This is a fair replica of that of Lyons, much restored, and red in consequence.

(Done at Florence, says Vasari, vol. vi., p. 40.)

Naples. Duomo.—Assumption, painted for Cardinal Oliviero Caraffa,

and sent to Naples from Florence (Vasari, vol. vi., p. 40). Wood, oil,

arched above. The Virgin, in graceful movement, in an almond-shaped
glory, between four players, two angels suspending the crown above her

head, four beneath her feet with instruments. Below, S. Thomas looking
from among the Apostles with whom, right, S. Paul holding the sword. To
the left. Cardinal Caraffa, kneeling, is recommended by S. Januarius. The

1 [Now in Gallery, Sala XIII., No. 31.]
* [No longer to be traced.]

^ [Now in Gallerj'.]

I
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lower part of the foreground figures is entirely renewed, together with the

landscape and sky. Perugino freely employed his aids on this large piece.

Naples. Museum. No. 267.—Virgin seated on a grass mound, in a

landscape, in which the Magi and their suite form groups. (Wood, oil.)

The Virgin is a little broad of shoulder for the smallness of her head, and
affected in bend and expression ;

but the brown tone is admirably fused,
and the small figures of the distance are like many afterwards produced by
Raphael and Spagna.^

Montefalco. S. Francesco.—Fresco of the Nativity, with the Eternal in

a lunette. The first has been mentioned as a repetition of the subject at

the Cambio. The Eternal is from the same cartoon as that in the Nunziatella

at Foligno. Much drapery aud other parts in the fresco have been repainted,
ex. gr. in the left-hand angel, at the side of the Eternal, the Virgin, Child,
and S. Joseph. The foreground also is new. Above the Irmette, by the

same hand, the figures of the Virgin and Angel Annunciate are parted by a

monster. The handling of this fresco is not by Vannucci, the colour and

drawing being hard and dry (see
"
Melanzio," postea).

Cantiano, near Guhhio and Cagli.
—A Holy Family at this place (not seen)

has recently [1866] been sold.^

Castiglione del Lago. S. Agostino.
—Fresco, sawn away and transferred.

Subject, the Virgin aud Child on clouds, and two angels with the crown.

Damaged fragment ascribed to Perugino, and stamped with the character

of his school. It is said that frescoes and a Crucifix by Perugino exist in

the Isola Maggiore, at the Osservanti, and in the church of S. Angelo nel

Campo.^
Florence. Pitti Gallery. [No. 42].

—Bust of Mary Magdalen, resting'^one
hand on the other, of powerful tone, with bright brown shadows, fine (1496-

1500) ; wood, oil.

Florence. Pitti. No. 219.—Wood, oil. Nativity on the model of that

of the National Gallery, red and hard from restoring.^
Florence. Pitti. No. 340.—Wood, oil. Virgin and Child, with two

female saints in rear, copy (old) of Perugino's authentic panel at Vienna

(Belvedere, Room III., No. 12 Roman School).
Florence. Church of La Calza.—[Now in Uffizi, No. 1547.] The Crucified

Saviour, with the Magdalen at the foot of the tree, between SS. Jerome,
Francis, Giovanni Colombini and John the Baptist (wood, oil), assigned by
Vasari, vol. vi., p. 36, to Perugino. There is something Peruginesque in

the Baptist, who points at the Cross, in the S. Gio. Colombini and S. Francis,
mere of Signorelli in the S. Jerome and in the Magdalen (the latter is the best

figure here). The picture is of good impasto, with occasional hatching in

the shadows. The colour is chill and raw and unhke that of Perugino. The

vulgar Christ is reminiscent of Filippino and RaffaelHno del Garbo. It is

difficult to ascribe this piece either to Perugino or to SignorelU.^

^
[This picture is now given by more than one critic to Spagna.]

^
[This picture, according to Mr. Perkins, is still in the church at Cantiano, and

is a school-work.]
'
[Nothing from Perugino's brush exists in the Isola Maggiore now.]

*
[This is not by Perugino.]

"
[By many modern critics, including Mr. Berenson, this is admitted as a genuine

work of Perugino, although it has been ascribed by others to Signorelli.]
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Florence. S. Onofrio.—The Last Supper. Fresco. The Apostles sit at the

Saviour's sides in the following order (from left to right). SS. James the Less,

Philip, James the Elder, Andrew, Peter, the Saviour, John Evangelist,
Bartholomew, Matthew, Thomas, Simon, and Thaddeus. In front alone,
Iscariot. The figures are life-size. The composition is Florentine, modelled
on that of Domenico Ghirlandaio at S. Marco of Florence

;
but the execution

is Peruginesque. The distance, with the incident of Christ on the Mount,
especially so. It is apparent that the fresco has been worked over. (It was
for years so dim as to be almost invisible.) The colour of the table partly
abraded, and partly renewed. Outlines of furniture on the cloth have been
left. The green embroidery on the screen is new and out of harmony, the

engraved outlines having become black. The flesh-tints are laid in with
much impasto of a ruddy tinge, free and from a full brush. The drawing
is poor, the lov/er Umbs feebly rendered, the fingers of hands and feet in-

correct. A great inequality is obvious in the types, some being finer than
the rest, S. Thomas even Raphaelesque. An inscription on the hem of his

dress might with some difficulty be forced into the foUomng order :

" ra . . .

UR. . . ANNO MDV.," but there is a cross mark between the D and the v.

The V itself has a stroke on the right limb, and the letters have been overrun.

The heads of S. Thaddeus, S. James, and S. John are Peruginesque with

Raphaelesque traits, those of S. Andrew and S. PhiUp not mtliout beauty.
The Saviour, like the rest, has a double balled forehead, prominent cheeks,
and a parted chin in puffy contours exaggerated in S. Peter. The straight
lined draperies have much of the Florentine, but they want style. The
colour is that of a practised and coarse hand, which is neither Raphael's nor

Perugino's. Amongst the names which suggest themselves, three may be

selected. They are those of pupils of Vannucci, Giannicola Maimi, Eusebio,
and Gerino da Pistoia. The high forehead, the parted eyes, and piifFy

drawing of the head of Christ are like Manni's, ex. gr. in the Perugia Gallery
and in the chapel of the Cambio. Eusebio is an imitator of Raphael with

some of Manni's peculiarities, a marrowy touch and sharp flesh tone. Gerino

da Pistoia is, however, more likely to have been employed at S. Onofrio

than either. Although Vasari calls him a pupil of Pinturicchio, his panels
at Pistoia are those of a disciple of Vannucci. In his picture of 1509 at

S. Pietro of Pistoia, many figures recall Raphael's first manner, and remind
one of the fresco of S. Onofrio. His colour is also of the ruddy kind noticed

in the latter. But further, the studies for four figures in the Last Supper
have been preserved (they are on coloured paper, touched in white, exhibited

in the room), and testify in favour of Gerino as against Raphael. A painted
frame surrounds the Last Supper. Within it are five busts of friars, of which
the three highest are Florentine and earlier in date than the two others or

than the Supper. This circumstance would confirm the belief that Gerino,
if he be the person here engaged, repeated anew a composition which existed

before on the same wall
;
and this presumption is strengthened again by

the existence of an engraviiag in the library of Gotha which has been by
Passavant given to Perugino (he assumed it to be taken from the fresco

of S. Onofrio as it now stands), but which is a Florentine work of the close

of the fifteenth century. The engraving reproduces the attitudes, action,
and extremities of the fresco in its present condition, but in a Florentine,
not ail Umbrian style. The architecture is not a colonnade and screen, but
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a closed room with windows. On the end of the seats are : a rider foUowed

by a page, and the Captnre on the Mount, and these are replaced in the

fresco by an arabesque ornament. The question arises, where was the fresco

of wliich the Gotha engraving was a copy ? Was it the original at S. Onoliio
which some Pcruginesques repainted at a later period mider orders from

Perugino to whom the commission had been entrusted ? (Vasari mentions
the existence of a Dead Christ between the Virgin and Evangelist, in S,

Piero Maggiore, vol. vi., p. 39. Borghini states in his Riposo, vol. ii., note

to p. 151, that it had come in his time into the Cappella Medici. The Anno-
tators, Vasari, vol. vi., p. 39, tell us that it is now in the Palazzo Albizzi in

Borgo degU Albizzi at Florence.)
Borne. Palazzo Sciarra. No. 26.—Wood, oil, life-size. S. Sebastian at

the pillar in front of an arcade, through which a landscape is seen. On the

basement one reads :

"
sagitti tue infixe sunt michi." A genuine

Perugino.
1

Rome. Palazzo Colonna.—Wood, oil. S. Jerome Penitent, in a land-

scape, much injured, attributed by Vermiglioli, Vita di Pinturicchio,

p. 113, to Pinturicchio; is painted in Perugino's manner, but may be due
to Spagna.

Rome. Galleria Doria.—Room II. No. 80. S. Sebastian at the pillar

(half life-size), named Perugino, is a fine panel by Marco Basaiti.

Rome. Galleria Borgkese. No. 34.—Virgin with the Child erect on her

knee
; wood, oil, named Perugino. The hard execution and glassy colour

might prove it to be by Gio. Battista Bertucci of Faenza.

Rome. Gallery of Pictures at the Capitol. No. 78.—Wood, oil. Virgin
and Child in a niche, between SS. John Baptist, Paul, and Peter and Andrew,
John Evangelist, and Francis (under life-size). This is not by Perugino,
but reminds one of the painters of Bologna and the Marches, being a mixture
of Cotignola and Francia. The three saints, the Baptist, Paul, and Peter,
are by a different hand from the rest. A long inscription closes with the

date of 1513.

Rome. Gallery of Pictures at the Capitol. No. 127.—Called Perugino.
Round of the Virgin and Child, feeble and red in tone, by a follower of

Lorenzo di Credi.

Bolocjna. Gallery. No. 197.—Originally in the Cappella Vizzani at

S. Giovanni in Monte (Vasari, vol. vi., p. 40; Orsini, Vita, ubi sup., p. 197).
The Virgin in glory ; wood, oil. The Virgin in a tender attitude holds the

naked Infant with graceful action. Her glory of cherubs' heads is supported
on clouds. She is attended by two angels in flight. SS. Michael, Catherine

of Alexandria, ApoUonia, and John Evangelist stand in devotion below.

The S. Michael is a little slender and stiff, but has a good face. The move-
ment of S. Catherine's head is finely foreshortened, the Evangelist grandiose
in movement as in the fresco of the Cambio. The flesh-tones are powerful
and well fused, and of a lower substance than the draperies. The picture

belongs to Perugino's fine time, being brighter in colour than the altarpiece
of the Vatican (1496), browner than the Madonna of S. Pietro Martire (1498).
The arrangement of the group of the Virgin and Child is very charming
and original, condition excellent, signed :

"
petrus peruginus PINXIT."

The figures are life-size.

1 [Now in Louvre, No. 15G6a.]

m. R
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Bologna. S. Martino Maggiore.—Assumption, by Perugino ; according to

Mezzanotte, pp. 37-8, and Orsini, p. 199, is by Lorenzo Costa.^

Venice. Academy. No. 265.—Previously in the Manfrini Collection.

Christ Washing the Feet of the Apostles. This piece is certainly not by
Perugino, but by a Lombard, and has something of Boccaccino.

Venice. Collection of the Duchess of Berri.—Round, Virgin, Child, and

youthful Baptist, feeble and not by Perugino.
Venice. Manfrini Collection. No. 322.—Round, wood, oil. Virgin with

the Child, reading from a book held by an angel, with a second angel in

rear, of small merit, by a feeble Peruginesque following the school of Manni
and Eusebio.2

London. National Gallery. [No. 181].—Wood, tempera. The Virgin,

Child, and S. John. Landscape distance
; bought by Mr. Beckford at

Perugia. This panel, of pale bright tone, is very carefully executed and

signed on the border of the Virgin's dress :

" petrus peruginus." If it be

admitted that Spagna was Perugino's pupil and the companion of Raphael,
one might suppose that he had a share in this work, which shows more con-

scientiousness than freedom of hand. Still it has much of the spirit of the

master.

London. Lord Taunton.—Formerly at Stoke Park. Wood, oil. Christ,

supported on the tomb, reminiscent of that of S. Agostino, inscribed :

" SEPULCRUM CHRiSTi. PETRUS PERUSiNus piNXiT." Originally in Venice

and, before it was retouched throughout, undoubtedly one of Perugino's
fair creations.

London. Collection of Alexander Barker, Esq.
—Predella

; tempera on

canvas, in five parts, numbered at Manchester Nos. 70-4. " Noli me
Tangere," conceived without the religious poetry of the earlier time. Christ

stops in His walk, leans His left hand on a stick, and listens to the Magdalen,
who kneels in prayer. In the distance between the two, the sepulchre

guarded by angels, right and left a couple in converse. The warm tone

of the tempera is like that of the predella of the Transfiguration in Perugia
Gallery, or that of the Louvre distemper of 1505.—The Resurrection. Christ

rises with the banner out of the sepulchre, as in the Rouen predella. In the

distance to the left the guard runs as in the Vatican Resurrection and
Munich predella (in the latter the position in the picture is reversed). In

the distance to the right, another guard, seated, sleeps with his hands on his

shield. In the foreground, right, a fine youth asleep leaning on his target,

counterpart of that in the Resurrection at the Vatican called the portrait
of Raphael, and with a slight variation, like the same figure, bearing the

name of Raphael on the target, in the Munich predella. In the foreground
to the left, a young soldier in helmet and breastplate as in the Vatican
Resurrection and Munich predella, but with a shield behind his left arm

(at the Vatican there is no shield
; at Munich the shield is on the right arm).—The Samaritan Woman at the Well. The Saviour, conventional and ill-

conceived. The Samaritan woman, graceful in movement.—The Baptism
of Christ. The usual arrangement, but in that respect as well as for

proportions more particularly akin to the fresco of the Nunziatella at FoUgno.
1
[This is by Lorenzo Costa, as has been proved by a document recently published

(see F. Malaguzzi-Valeri, in Rassegna d'Arte, April 1909).]
'
[No longer traceable.]
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The distance a fine landscape.
—

Nativity, the familiar composition of that

subject, with a neat type of the Virgin, warmly coloured and firmly handled.^
London. Late Northtvick Collection. No. 257.—No. 75 at Manchester,

and originally at Lucca, wood tempera, Hfc-size. The Virgin and Child,
under a dais festooned with corals and flowers, between SS. Jerome and
Peter, hasty, brownish red in flesh tone, and somewhat dimmed by age.
The type of the Virghi is poor (mantle much restored).

London. Dudley House.—Two rounds of the Virgin and Evangelist in

one frame, with a modern inscription :

"
petrus perusinus pinxit."

Unimportant, and of the school.

London. Collection of the late H. A. J. Munro, Esq. (Mrs. Butler John-

stone).
—Wood, oil. Crucifixion, the Virgin and S. John, and SS. Jerome, and

Francis kneehng at the sides. This picture is assigned to Perugino, but
has the character of Tiberio d'Assisi (small).

Same Collection.—Small panel. S. Francis receiving the Stigmata ;
is in

the style of Timoteo Viti.

Hampton Court. No. 355.—Portrait of a lady, bust
; wood, oil. School

of Francia and Lorenzo Costa ; recalls Boateri, though beneath him in execu-
tion (see a Holy Family by this rare Bolognese at the Pitti).

Hampton Court. No. 233.—A female Saint bearing a Cross. Wood, oil,

the flesh tint abraded. This piece is also Bolognese, and brings to mind the
manner of Chiodarolo, another follower of Francia and Costa.

Hampton Court. No. 582.—Portrait of a gentleman, small panel, repre-
senting a man in full front dressed in black, with a bridle bit in his hand.
It is not by Perugino, nor by any Italian.

Dulwich. Gallery. Nos. 306-7.—S. Antony of Padua and S. Francis.
These two predella saints are part of Raphael's altarpiece for S. Antonio of

Perugia, and have been properly catalogued under his name after having
been long under that of Perugino.

Boivood. Seat of Lord Lansdowne.—Virgin and Child
; wood, oil, half-

length ; much injured by restoring. A feeble production of Perugiuo's
followers.

Panshanger. Seat of Earl Coivper.
—Wood, oil, half-length; life-size

portrait of a man, aged about fifty, of melancholy face, but regular, and
somewhat long, form. He stands leaning both hands on a book on a parapet.
Behind him a landscape. This portrait, at first sight suggesting the name
of Ridolfo Ghirlandaio, is hard in drawing, without brightness or trans-

parence, and of a low livid tone. The shadows are dark and tending to

purple, with a sudden transition from them to the lights. These would be
characteristic features of Innocenzo da Imola.

Gosford House. Seat of Earl Wemijss {Scotland).
—

Virgin, Child, and
youthful Baptist in a landscape, much injured (wood, oil, half the size of

life). This seems to be by an imitator of Perugino.
Paris. Louvre. [No. 1565].—Half-length," Virgin and Child between

SS."'Joseph*'and Catherine' (replica, vnth. the exception of the S. Joseph, of
that at Vienna, Belvedere, Room III., 'Italian Schools, No. 12), injured in the
lower parts, but broad and warm.

^
[Aecorciing to Mr. Perkins, four of these panels are now in the Collection of

Mr. Martin Rycrson at Chicago, U.S.A. ; the fifth (the Resurrection) is in the pos-
session of Mr. F. A. White, in London.]
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Paris. Louwe. \No. 1566].
—Round, of S. Paul, liasty and feeble,

light, and of the master's late period.
Paris. Louvre. No. 441.^—Nativity; wood. The composition may

have its origin in the sketch-books of Perugino. It is the same as that of

the Vatican Nativity known as
"
Presepio della Spineta," attributed to

Perugino, Pinturicchio, and Raphael jointly, but clearly by Spagna. At
the Louvre, the cartoon is reversed and the angels kneel. The character is

that of the Adoration given to Raphael in the Museum of Berlin. The same
remarks apply to the numbers at the Louvre registered in the

"
School

"
of

Perugino
—Nos. 447, 448, and 449.

Paris. Louvre. Mus^e Napoleon III. (ex-Canifana Collection). No. 196.—
Now classed in the Umbrian School, at Rome called Perugino. Eleven Apostles
in a boat. There is something Venetian here, as the catalogue justly states.

Caen. Museum. No. 2.—Wood, oil. S. Jerome Penitent, in a land-

scape, less than half the size of life. At the foot of the Cross before which
the saint kneels, one reads with difficulty :

"" petrus perusinus pinxit."

Completely flayed.
Nantes. Museum.—Two panels (rounds) representing the Prophets

Jeremiah and Isaiah. (Not seen, but, no doubt, part of the altarpiece of

S. Agostino. See antea.)
Bordeaux. Museum. [No. 147].

—
Virgin and Child between SS. Jerome

and Augustine (not seen by the authors), probably the same described by
CoNSTANTiNi, Gtiida, p. 138, as in S. Agostino of Perugia, and said by him
to be by a pupil of Perugino.

^

S. Petersburg. Collection of Count Sergei Stroganoff.
—

Half-length, Virgin
with the Infant standing on her knee, in a landscape (wood, transferred to

canvas), pretty and graceful ;
taken from a design by Perugino, but in the

mixed mode derived from him and from Raphael by a later scholar, such as

Eusebio di S. Giorgio or Gerino da Pistoia in his youth, indeed not unlike

the latter's manner in an altarpiece of 1509, at Pistoia (see fostea,
" Gerino ").

S. Petersburg. Collection of H.I.H. the Grand-Duchess Marie, widoiv of

the DuJce of Leuchtenberg.
—A Virgin and Child composed Hke the foregoing

(wood, figures one-third life-size), and evidently of Perugino's school, is to

be found here (injured).
Same Collection.—Christ in the tomb supported by two female saints, and

S. John Evangelist (wood, small). The composition is Perugino's, the

execution by a journeyman.
Vienna. Belvedere. [No. 32].

—Wood, oil. Virgin, Child, and two
female saints, replica, mth the exception of the female saint to the left of

the Madonna, of No. 443, at the Louvre. The colour is bright and powerful

signed :

"
petrus perusinus pinxit." A replica again is No. 340, at the

Pitti of Florence (an old copy).
Vienna. Belvedere. [No. 24].—Baptism of Christ (small), a copy of no

great age (wood).
Vienna. Lichtenstein Gallery.

—The Nativity (round, wood, oil). The

Virgin kneels in prayer before the Infant supported on a sack by an angel
on His knees. To the right the shepherds dance. The same idea as to

composition as at the Pitti (No. 219) and as in the Pavia piece in the National

' [Now No. 1539.]
^
[According to Mr. Berenson, only in small part by the master himself.]
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Gallery. The landscape is more like Raphael's than Vaiiiiucci's. The forms

are clean, the faces fairly expressive, and the handling is careful, though
below that of Perugino, and nearer to that of Eusebio or Domenico Alfani.

On the ground to the right one reads in gold the inscription :

"
petrus

PERRUSINUS (sic) P."

Vienna, Harrach Gallery. No. 235.—Wood, round. The Virgin and

Child, S. M. Magdalen and another Saint ; adaptation as to arrangement of

the subject in the Louvre panel, No. 413, repainted, but an imitation of

Perugino with the modern signature of :

" petrus peruginus fec. mdviii."

Dresden. Museum. No. 22.—Head of a young S. Crispinus ;
rude work

in the style of Melanzio.

Dresden. Museum. No. 23.—S. Roch, a pretty little thing, but not by
Perugino.

Berlin. Museum. No. 146.—Wood, oil. The Virgin enthroned with the

Child in benediction, between SS. James the Less and Antony the Hermit,
Francis and Bruno. Perugino's design and type by some one in the shop,

perhaps by Tiberio d'Assisi. The colour is dull and hard.

Berlin. Museum. No. 140.—Round of the Virgin and Child, between

two angels, by an imitator of Fiorenzo di Lorenzo.

Berlin. Museum. No. 138.—Round. Nativity, better than No. 140,

but raw and poor ;
of Perugino's school.

Munich. Pinakothek. Cabinets. No. 581.—Tempera, wood, called

Raphael. Baptism of Christ, usual arrangement, much injured and repainted.

Amongst the drawings in the Staedel collection at Frankfort, there is one of

the Baptism of Christ, with an angel at each side. This drawing is assigned
to Pietro Perugino. It differs somewhat from the picture at Munich. On
the back of this dra^^ing is a S. Martin dividing his cloak and giving it to

the beggar (the latter wears the horns of Satan). These j&gures are drawii

like those of Raphael in his youth, to whom Passavant would give them.

There is no ground in this for attributing to Raphael the Munich Baptism,
which is clearly by Perugino. Purchased from the Inghirami heirs at Vol-

terra, and transferred, in 1818, to Ludwig I. of Bavaria.

Munich. Pinakothek. Cabinets. No. 593.—So-called Raphael. The
Resurrection. The Saviour rises from the tomb (Vatican and Mr. Barker's

predella). To the right the soldier runs away. In the foreground, right,

the sleeping guard, on the border of his shield twice repeated :

" Rapae
Santius." This inscription is of doubtful originality, the piece being much

injured and restored. The sleeping soldier to the left is the same as in the

Barker predella. The signature of Raphael, even though considered genuine

by Passavant, Raphael, vol. i., p. 64, caimot be sustained, the panel being

ob\aously Perugino's.
Munich. Pinakothek. Saal [No. 1034].

—Wood, oil. The Virgin, life-

size, stands between SS. John Evangelist and Nicholas, in rear of the Infant,

who lies on the middle of the foreground ; fine, very devotional, and of bright

transparent flesh tone. The child very plump. Purchased in Paris in 1815.

Munich. Pinakothek. Saal. No. 550.—The Virgin and Child
; wood, oil,

much damaged by cleaning. Disagreeable mask of the Virgin ;
not a good

production of the master. Bought at Florence, in 1831, for King Ludwig I.

Munich. Pinakothek. Saal [No. 1034].
—Vision of S. Bernard. There

is a copy of this Vision in S. Spirito at Florence, the original being given by
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Vasari to Raffaellino del Garbo (vol. vii., p. 193). But the picture here is

a genuine Perugino, much altered by cleaning, youthful and fresh in the

forms, and powerful in tone. Bought of the Capponi family at Florence in

1829-30 for King Ludwig I.

AUenhurg. Lmdenau Collection. [Nos. Hi, 115].
—S. Helen—wood, oil,

in a niche; S. Antony of Padua—wood, tempera, in a niche; both life-size,

and perhaps a part of the sides of the altarpiece at the SS. Annunziata de'

Servi in Florence. These are pleasing and of Perugino's later time ; hasty
and slight in execution (the tops of the niches have been cut down).

^^^FrankfoH. Staelel Gallery. [iVo. 16].
—Wood, oil. The Virgin holds the

Infant on her knee. He turns towards the young S. John, in prayer, to the

Virgin's left. The figures are finely proportioned and grandly designed.
The tenderness and feeling in the Infant and Baptist rival those imparted by
Raphael to the Terranuova Madonna at Berlin. The sky is shghtly injured.

Brussels. Museum. No. 273.—Round of the Virgin and Child
;
wood.

Not in Perugino's manner.
Brussels. Museum.—Not catalogued. Virgin, Child, and S. John,

almost life-size
; very poor, and with difficulty to be ascribed to a follower

of Giannicola Manni.'^

1 The following works of Perugino are lost or unaccounted for. Florence.—
vS. Martino doUe Monache, frescoes (Vasabi, vol. vi., p. 32). Santa Croce, altar of

the Serristori : panel representing the Pieta with ornaments on a frame by Andrea
di Cosimo (Vasari, vol. vi., p. 39, and vol. ix., p. 110); Albertini, Memoriale,

p. 15). Camaldoli : fresco of S. Jerome before a Crucifix (Vasari, vol. vi., p. 32);

copy of the same on panel for Bartolommeo Gondi (Vasari, vol. vi., p. 32), but see

Caen in text. Casa Filippo Salviati : round of the Virgin and Child, partly by
Perugino, partly by Kocco Zoppo (Vasari, vol. vi., p. 51). S. Jacopo fra Fossi :

Penitent S. Jerome (Borghini, Riposo, vol. ii., p. 150). S. Marco, Cappella de'

Martini: pictures (Richa, Chiese, vol. vii., p. 120). Gualfonda Citadel: Pieta and
other figures (Richa, Chiese, vol. iv., p. 15). In possession of G. B. Deti, a large

Marriage of S. Catherine {Riposo, vol. ii., p. 151).

Perugia.—Duomo, frescoes in Cappella de' Oradini, destroyed in 1795 (Obsini,
Vita, ubi sup., p. 185).

[The following works are also by Perugino :
—

Chantilly.
Florence,
fontignano.
FRANKFORT-OlSr-MAnsr.

Musce Cjndd. No. 15 : Madonna, Child, and two Saints.

S. Croce—Medici Chapel. S. Antony of Padua (Berenson).
Chicsa Vecchia. Madonna and Child (see antca, p. 252).
Staedel Gallery. No. 16 : Madonna, Child, and S. John

Baptist.
Museum. No. 554 : Bust of Man (Berenson).
Sir Kenneth Muir Mackenzie. Head of Virgin (Berenson).
Mr. Henry Yates Thompson. S. Sebastian (miniatiu'e).
Mr. F. A. White. Four Nudes (Berenson).
Museum. No. 18: Bust of Yoimg Man (Berenson).
Grand Ducal Palace. Baptist and S. Lucy.
Municipio. No. 8 : Dead Christ (Berenson).
Mr. Pearsall Smith. Madonna (Berenson).
Louvre. No. 1509 : Apollo and Marsyas—formerly considered

to be by Raphael, and one of Perugino's finest works.
Louvre. No. 1668a : S. Sebastian (small figure).
Villa Wolkonski. Bust of S. Sebastian (Berenson).
Lady Wantage. S. Jerome and S. Sebastian.
Grand Ducal Palace. Baptist Entlironed (in part) (Beren-

son).]
A fine work by Perugino—though generally ascribed to Raphael—is the so-called

"
Galitzin Triptych

"
of the Crucifixion with Saints, in the Hermitage Gallery at

St. Petersburg. This work was onca in S. Domenico at S. Gimignano.

Hanover.
London.

Lyons.
Meiningen.
montefobtinio.
Oxford.
Paris.

Rome. '

Wantage (Berks).
Weimar.



CHAPTER XI

BERNARDINO PINTURICCHIO

PiNTURiccHio, the partner of Pietro Perugino, has been described by
Vasari with unusual bitterness as more favoured by fortune than gifted

by nature or education.^ Rumohr mitigates the severity of this judg-

ment, at the expense of Pinturicchio's character, and says, we must dis-

criminate between the fresh creations of his earl^^ time and the empty
dexterity of a later period in which everything is sacrificed to the lucre

of gain.2 Yet his youthful productions are missing, and there are no

clear traces of works undertaken on his sole account previous to the

completion of the Sixtine Chapel.^ No certainty is attainable regarding
his birth, unless we accept Vasari's statement that he was fifty-nine

years of age when he died.* Assuming this, he was born in 1454, and

his independent career began at thirty. He was christened Bernardino,

to which were added Betti (Benedicti) Biagi ;
but his acquaintance

often called him Sordicchio because of a deafness and the paltriness of

his appearance.^ He was best known, however, as Pinturicchio
;
and

he probably commended the use of this alias, in order that he might
be distinguished from a Perugian contemporary, also called Bernardino,

whose mediocre pictures are often confounded with his.

Pinturicchio is the genuine representative of Perugian art as it was

felt and carried on in the atehers of Bonfigli and Fiorenzo di Lorenzo.

He never mastered the difficulties of oil medium, but remained almost

invariably true to the system of tempera and to the customs of the old

Umbrians. His Virgin and Child in the collection of Sir Anthony Stirhng
in London is one of the first finks that connects his manner with that

of his predecessors. It is the earliest of his works vvdth Avhich we are

acquainted, a panel in winch forms and types, style of drawing, and

haadUng, only differ so far from Fiorenzo's, that they receive an additional

1 Vasari, vol. v., p. 264. [On Pinturicchio consxilt Ricci, Pinturicchio (Heine-

mann).]
- RuMOHK, Forsch., ubi sup., vol. ii., p. 331.
' RosiNi, Stor. della Pitt., ubi sup., vol. iii., p. 182, assigns to Pinturicchio's

early time a figure of S. Ansano in S. Antonio e Jacopo (S. Caterina) at Assisi. This

figure and two others, near a fresco representing an incident from the life of S.

James, are, however, by a painter who lived after Pinturicchio (see antea, in " Pietro

Antonio ").
* Vasari, vol. v., p. 274.
* Francesco Maturanzio, Chroii. ; Vermiglxoli, Vita, ubi sup., p. 29.
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polish, and combine more grace with greater accuracy of execution,

better design wath more pleasing colour.

When Pinturicchio went to Rome, he did so as Perugino's partner.
Vasari says, that they laboured in company at the Sixtine,^ and the

probability of this statement has already been discussed. As the chapel

approached completion, perhaps before it was finished, Pinturicchio had

gained access to Cardinal Domenico della Rovere, whose most pressing
care after liis elevation to the purple (1479)

^ had been to erect a palace
in Borgo Vecchio, on the front of which liis arms Avere painted by Pintu-

ricchio.^ His next object was the adornment of a chapel dedicated to

S. Jerome, the first of its Idnd in S. M. del Popolo Avhich Sixtus IV. had

begun rebuilding,* on the plans of Baccio Pontelh. On the altar-face

Pinturicchio placed the Adoration of the Shepherds, with his patron in

full robes on his knees before the new-born Christ. In five lunettes he

represented scenes from the Hfe of S. Jerome, introducing a number of

slender personages into them with such skill as one might expect from a

man who had Mitne>sed the progress of Perugino. He gave a graceful
movement and a fair shape to the Infant Saviour in the mode afterwards

repeated at Spello and elsewhere. His landscapes are already a medley
of rocks of fretful curves tunnelled into holes, and clothed with spare

verdure, a permanent feature in him, and essentially characteristic of

the Umbrian.5

About the time when these frescoes were completed, Giovanni deUa

Rovere, Duke of Sora and Sinigaglia, died (1485). He had also built an

oratory in S. Maria del Popolo, \dth the intention of being buried there.

His monument, as well as the rest of the sacred space, was decorated by
Pinturicchio, probably at the request of Domenico, or of Cardinal Giuhano,
the deceased's brother. At the altar, the Virgin and Child are enthroned

between SS. Francis, Augustine, and two other friars, the third Person

of the Trinity above in a lunette half-length, giving the blessing, the

whole in a rich white marble tabernacle, bearing the Delia Rovere arms.

^ Vasari, vol. v., p. 268. [As we have already noted (see anlea), Piutui-iccliio is

now considered by most critics to be the author of at least two frescoes in the Sixtine

Chapel.]
2 Feb. 3, 1478 (o.s.).
^ Vasari, vol. v., p. 208. Tlie palace was contiguous to that which Braniante

afterwards built for Raphael on the Piazza Rusticucci. See Leo X.'s brief ratifj-ing
the sale of Raphael's house in 1520, a record in which the exact position of Domenico's

palace is described. Giornale degli Archiv. Tosc, ubi sup., vol. iv., pp. 248-53.
* "

Ecclesia S. M. de populo a Syxto IIII fuit ab ipsis fundamentis cum claustro

instaurata." Albertini, Opusc, %ihi sup., p. 50.
^ In the distance of the Nativity, the procession of tlae Magi is given. To the

right, tlie liut with the ox and the ass. The blue mantle of tlie Virgin is repainted.
The blue dress of one shepherd, the yellow one of another, the heads of all, are in

ruin. The blue starred ceiling with its new colour increases the bad effect created

by the damaged condition of the fresco. The incidents from tlie life of S. Jerome are

much damaged.
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To the left, the Vh-gin is taken to heaven by angels, whilst the Apostles
stand about the tomb. In the pointed alcove of Giovanni's monument
Clirist is supported in the sepulchre by two angels, and in the remaining
lunette? five scene? from the life of the Vii'gin are depicted. These

pieces are in a framework of fictive architecture—columns supporting a

real cornice and resting on imitated phnths that start from a skirting

filled with cliiaroscuros. Between the plinths a feigned panelling encloses

simulated bas-rehefs in monochrome, of S, Peter before the Emperor at

Rome and his Crucifixion, S. Augustine surrounded by various personages,

the Mart3'Tdom of S. Catherine, the Accusation and Decapitation of S.

Paul. In the midst of once rich ornatnents of fohage and children in

the vaulted ceihng are the remnants of four busts of prophets and an

angel playing, in rounds, almost obhterated by damp.^
Whilst the faihngs handed do\ATi by Fiorenzo are illustrated in the

feeble aspect and drooping shoulders of the Virgin at the altar, the

lower attainments of a pupil are apparent in the small heads, in the thin

forms, and broken draperies of the angels of the Assumption. The

Nativity is a composition often repeated later by Pinturicchio's disciples

at Siena. The scenes from the lives of the saints, in monochrome, are

the best in the chapel as regards arrangement, action, and proportion
of figures. They reveal Pinturicchio's contact with Signorelli and the

temporary transmission of some of his energetic feehng into the weaker

frame of his Perugian contemporary .^

Cardinal Costa was another dignitary ^^ho had founded a chapel in

S. M. del Popolo after he received the hat, in 1479.^ For him Pinturic-

chio furnished half-lengths of the Doctors of the Church in four lunettes,

and a scutcheon supported by two children in a fifth—all much abraded

by the effects of time.

The most important and successful of Pinturicchio's commissions in

' this church was, however, the laying out of the choir-ceihng, at the

request of Giuliano deUa Rovere,* which he did \Yith. masterly distri-

^
[These are by Pinturicchio's pupils, according to Mr. Berenson and other

critics.]
- The S. Augustine and liis companion friar on the riglit are darkened and

spotted bj' restorers. Tlie Virgin of the Assumption is in an ahnond-shaped glory
of cherubs' heads, raised from below by two angels attended by four others playing
instruments. Behind the tomb, about which the Apostles stand, is a landscape.
The feeble execution of tlie angels might point to the name of Pinturicchio's disciple,
Matteo Balducci. The distance (landscape) of the Pieta in the monument of Gio.
della Rovere is much damaged and repainted. The scenes from the life of the

Virgin are, besides the Nativity, the Presentation in the Temple, the Marriage, the
Visitation (injured by damp), and the Virgin seated amongst angels.

^ The chapel was founded by him in 1479. See Plattner and Bunsen, &c.,

Beschreibung Horn's (Stuttgart, 1842), vol. iii., 3 Abth., p. 217. [By pupils.]
* "

S. jNIaria de Populo. Sunt multie capellaj variis picturis et marmoribus
exomatae, majorem vero capellam tua beatitudo (Julius II.) fundavit, ac variis

picturis exornavit manu Bernardini Perusini. in q
"

Albertini, Opusc,
vbi sup., p. 50. [Painted in 1505.]
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bution and pleasant colouring. The Coronation of the Virgin in a large

central medallion ;
the Four Doctors of the Church standing in niches in

the angles, with a recumbent Sibyl in a shovel-frame above them, and

an Evangelist in a round between each Sibyl are a telling proof that

Pinturicchio possessed the Umbrian taste for decoration, in the absence

of higher quahties essential to the production of great masterpieces.
His labours in S. Maria del Popolo were closed in the chapel of Lorenzo

Cibo, founded in 1486, but afterwards renewed by a second cardinal of

the same name.

The family of which Lorenzo was a member was one of the most

potent in these years at Rome, because its head occupied the chair of

S. Peter under the name of Innocent VIII. Scarcely less enterprising
as a builder than his predecessor, Sixtus IV., this pontiff raised the Palace

of Belvedere from its foundations
;
and in the rooms subsequently trans-

formed by Pius VII. into the gallery of statues called Museo Pio Clemen-

tino, Pinturicchio covered the walls with a panorama of the principal
cities of Italy, the entrance-door being adorned with a fresco of the

Madonna.^ The changes introduced since then have left but formless

vestiges behind, respecting which one can only say that the Perugian
character of Pinturicchio's time is still traceable in them.

A more complete destruction avraited the frescoes executed for

Sciarra Colonna in the Palazzo di S. Apostolo, and an altarpiece of the

Madonna ordered by Innocent VIII. for a chapel in S. Pietro.^

In the midst of these occupations Pinturicchio was perhaps surprised,

in the spring of 1491, b}^ the reappearance of Perugino in Rome, in the

employ of Giuhano della Rovere. The protracted and fruitless negotia-

tions between Vannucci and the Orvietans, which now took place, ended

as we have seen by the call of Pinturicchio to Orvieto, where he agreed
to paint two Prophets and two Doctors of the Church, near the choir of

the cathedral. Having finished these, as, in the absence of the figures

themselves, we infer from the record of a payment of fifty ducats,^ he was

put to further works in one of the tribunes, which, it would seem, con-

sumed a great quantity of blue and gold. The superintendents dis-

covered, indeed, to their dismay that they had exhausted the means of
\

purchasing more. In the absence of these indispensable materials,

Pinturicchio protested that he could not go on any longer, and in a

legally drawn up paper (Nov. 17, 1492) declared himself free from any

responsibility that might attach to him in consequence of his not fulfilhng

the contract within the specified time. One of those growhng spirits,

which are so frequently to be found in councils hke that of Orvieto,

was for turning Pinturicchio out at once, as a squanderer of the Church

'
Vasabi, vol. v., p. 2G8.

' Ibid.
'

5 Vasabi, Com., vol. v., p. 271.
i
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moneys and an incapable artist. But more generous views prevailed ;

and Pinturiccliio remained. Three weeks, however, expired before an

order was placed on the minutes (Dec. 14, 1492)
"
for raising funds to

buy blue and gold for the ceiUngs
"

;
and it is probable that, rather

than be idle any longer, Pinturicchio took horse and returned to his

old residence at Rome.^

During his absence, Alexander VI. had been elected to succeed

Innocent VIII., and had ordered a suite of rooms in the Vatican to be

built for his special use. Pinturicchio was instantly engaged to decorate

the first that was ready, and not only finished it, but five others at

intervals witliin two years. This suite, knoA\Ti as the Apartamento

Borgia, has undergone very httle alteration since that time. The first

room, or Sala, exactly beneath the present Hall of Constantine, was

denuded of Pinturicchio's frescoes by order of Leo X., and redecorated

by Giovanni da Udine and Perino del Vaga.^ Five others, occupied

at present as a library, are still in their original condition. Of these,

three, communicating with each other through tlie Sala, are lighted

severally by one window opening on the Cortile di Belvedere, and are

longitudinally divided by an arch resting on pilasters ;
the fourth has

also a window facing the Cortile, but no division
;

the fifth faces the

Cortile at a less obtuse angle than the rest.

First Room, next to the Sala of Giovanni da Udine and Perino. On the

wall facing the window, and divided into two lunettes, the Annunciation

and the Nativity, with the papal arms between them, in a rosette supported

by three angels. In the two lunettes to the right, the Adoration of the

Magi and the Resurrection, with a fine kneehng portrait of Alexander VI.

in the latter. In one lunette, to the left, the Assumption and a cardinal

kneehng by the tomb, about which the Apostles stand. In one lunette,

above the window, the Ascension, and in the two ceihngs a tasteful ornament

of animals and devices on a blue ground, and eight half-lengths in round.

None of the compositions are remarkable. Some, as the Nativity and

Ascension, arc ill-arranged. A certain breadth in the draperies of the Annun-
ciate Angel reveals Pinturicchio's partial famiharity with the Florentine

examples of Domenico Ghirlandaio or Lippi. Coarseness characterises many
forms in the Nativity. A certain rudeness is apparent in the execution,

and the dull grey colour is but slightly reheved by light and shadow. Cold-

ness and lifelcssness are combined in the colour and figures of the Adoration.

Want of style and minuteness of detail are to be noted in the draperies of

the Resurrection, and the Redeemer is altogether poor. The Ascension,

being in the dark, is doubtless by assistants. The best preserved subject is

the Adoration, the worst the Resurrection.

' See the proof for the whole of these facts in Della Valle, Stona del Duomo
di Orvieto ; in Vasabi's Annot., vol. v., pp. 270-1 ; and Vermiglioli, vbi sup., App.
xl. and following.

* Vasari, vol. X., p. 144.
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Second Room. This room is better done than the previous one, not only
with respect to composition, but as regards the successful design and the

correct handUng of the several parts. The ceiUngs are filled with mythological
incidents in triangular spaces formed by diagonals, with the papal arms as

the central intersection. In the vaulting of the arch which divides the

room, episodes are neatly placed in gilt stucco ornaments. Opposite the

window the whole field is occupied by S. Catherine arguing before Maximian,
the latter well proportioned, the former delicate and dignified, the action

in both not too highly strained. Amongst the hsteners in turbans and quaint
costume, one presents his back to the spectator and points to a passage in

a book held up by a kneeling page. Most of the heads seem portraits. The

draperies are ill-cast and bundled into superfluous straight folds. The

buildings in the background are gilt stucco, and an arch in the distance stands

out in relief. Two lunettes of the wall to the right of the foregoing are filled

v/ith S. Antony sharing bread with S. Paul the Hermit, and the Visitation.

The first is well put together and powerfully coloured, and the movement
of the Saints brealdng the bread are natural and Hvely. In the second,
there is more beauty in single groups of females spinning and sewing than

vmity in the distribution. An aged woman seated and a girl twirling a reel

as she walks, are particularly deserving of attention. The wall to the left

contains the Martyrdom of SS. Barbara and Giuliana, and S. Barbara flying
from her father. A fountain in the former is raised and gilt. The S. Barbara
in the latter is graceful, slender, and rather affected. Above the door on

the same side is a half-length of the Virgin surrounded by cherubs' heads on

gold ground. She is teaching the Infant to read in an open book. The
head is said to be the portrait of Giulia Farnese, but Vasari's description

(vol. v., p. 269) includes a portrait of Alexander VI. in adoration which
is not to be found here. Above the window, there is a plain and well-intended

composition of S. Sebastian not without breadth in the nude, but much
restored, more so, indeed, than any part of these paintings which have all

undergone more or less retouching.
Third Room. The lunettes of this room are entirely occupied by alle-

gorical impersonations of Grammar, Dialectics, Rhetoric, Geometry, Arith-

metic, Music, and Astrology which are dealt Avith in a higher style of art

than before, with a touch here and there of Peruginesque character. The
heads are frequently successfiil in selection of type, the draperies often of

satisfactory flow
; yet one still traces in most parts the pupil of Fiorenzo di

Lorenzo. A figure which most recalls Perugino is one holding a sword in

its right hand, and a golden ball in its left, with a head reminiscent of those

in the Hague Madonna at the Louvre. In front are children and adults
;

amongst the latter one bearded and draped in the flowing folds of a mantle
after the fashion of Vannucci. Music is of a refined form, enthroned and

playing the violin, whilst two angels in rear supporting a tapestry, two boys
playing on the steps, and others around similarly occupied, are handsome

Peruginesque conceptions. This fresco alone might prove that Pinturicchio

was the assistant of Perugino in the Moses and Zipporah at the Sixtine

Chapel. The sacred and profane subjects in the vaulting of the arch, the

parting of Jacob and Laban, Lot's departure from Sodom, an allegory of

Justice, Trajan and the wdow, and another episode, are not in Pinturicchio's

I ')J^
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manner, and, if originally by liim, have been altered by a painter of the close

of the sixteenth century.^
Fourth room. The frescoes here have hitherto been omitted without

just cause from the catalogue of Pinturicchio's works m the Apartamento
Borgia. They consist of twenty-four half-lengths. In the centre of the

ceiling are the words :

" Alexander borgia p. p. vi. fundavit," and on a

cartello in the ornament are the ciphers :

"
mcccclxxxxiiii."

Fifth room. The walls are divided into three Imiettes, each containing
a male and female couple in converse seen to the knees. Most of these are

repainted. In the spandrils of the springing curve of the ceiling are the

Planets, with small allusive incidents beneath them
; as, people fishing below

the Luna, persons reading and talking under the Mercury, and (severally,

accompanying the Venus, Apollo, Mars, Jove, and Saturn), a wedding, a

pope and a king seated, a fight for the possession of a female, a hunt with

falcons, and a massacre. As compositions, these subjects, where uninjured

by restoring, rival the beauty of those in the Cambio of Perugia, and are

adorned with equal taste. In small rounds are the papal arms and other

pictorial illustrations. The spirit of these pieces differs but immaterially
from that of the rest of the series. The name of the Borgia,

"
a. P. M. VI."

on a cartello in one of the curves, shows that they date from the same

period ;
and they may be assigned to Pinturicchio.^

Vast as these decorations are, they were completed between the close

of 1492 and the middle of 1494, an interval which might at first sight

appear too short for one person, were be to spend every day Anthout

rest
; yet Pinturicchio did not devote the whole of his time to it. He

was subjected by the Orvietans to a pressure like that previously exerted

on Perugino ;
and though a brief from Alexander, dated the 29th of

March 1493, required them to wait till "his palace" was done
;

^
they

succeeded in bringing him back for a Avhile, so that the Pope w^as obliged,

in March 1494, to send for him again.* During that year and 1495, the

rooms of the Vatican received their last adornments, and a large series,

of which not a wreck remains, was painted in the Castle of S. Angelo.^

1 Between the lunettes, two to each wall, are the papal arms in the spandiils.
The figure of Geometry is the best-preserved fresco of this series, that of Astrology
is the most injiu-ed, the head and hands being covered by restoring. All the figm-es,
however, have suffered from repainting, and are on blue grounds painted with gold.

*
[All these frescoes wei'o done under Pintm'icchio's guidance, but the execu-

tion is, in many instances, evidently due to his assistants. According to ilr.
'

Berenson, only the following are from his hand :
—

First Koom (beginning east entrance).—Assvimption (in great part) ; Annuncia-
. tion (in great part) ; Nativity (in small part) ; Resurrection (orxly the portrait of

Alexander VI.).
Second Room.—Stories of SS. Giuliana, Barbara, Antony Abbot, and the Hermit

Paul (in great part) ; Visitation, S. Catherine disputing with the Doctors (entii'cly

by him) ; Ceiling decorations (in small part).
Third Room.—Arithmetic, Geometry (both in great part).]
* Della Valle, Storia del Duomo di Orvieto, nhi sup., and Vermiglioli, App. xl.
* Annot. Vasabi, vol. v., p. 271.
<*

Ibid., pp. 269-70.
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The secret of Pinturiccliio's fecundity lay, as Vasari truly says, in

the great practice which he had gained, and in the employment of

numerous assistants ;

^ and this very facihty in carrying out great
commissions at a quick pace, for patrons desirous of obtaining and

enjoying whatever they undertook without delay, may be the true

cause why he was so much in request. His performances at Rome
were those of a man without genius, living at a period when great precepts

were generally known and used. They were good as representing the

skilled labour of art, \nthout great claims to admiration as embodying

exceptional talents. As a composer, he had no fertihty of original

thought. He was biassed by different influences at various times on

that account ;
but these did not enable him to conceal his deficiencies,

although he frequently succeeded in single episodes. He had, in the

main, the faults and the quahties of Fiorenzo di Lorenzo, corrected

later by the companionship of Perugino. A more pleasing system of

landscape-painting and more meditative types were, no doubt, derived

from the latter, yet Pinturicchio never seriously rivalled Vannucci. His

very best landscapes are overcharged Math details, and full of minute

touches
;
and his contemporaries, who were certainly not partial to the

works of the Netherlanders, taunted liim with being a Fleming in habits.^

His models of Virgins are, like Fiorenzo's, slender, yet not free from

heaviness—modest and timid, yet not completely refined
; those of

children and angels are in the same character, combining sentiment

with coarseness, the heads covered by more than luxuriant crops of

frizzly hair. Pinturicchio adopts the Umbrian moulds from custom,

and sometimes gives them a pleasing tenderness, but the heart is not

engaged in the work as it is in Raphael's. As a portrait-painter he

excels, and he gives with fidelity the features and expression of his sitter.

His draperies are very full, but seldom perfectly cast
;

and it often

happens that the folds are both numerous and out of place. His dra^nng
is broken, asserting its form less by curves than by frequent junctions
of lines at angles of varying obtuseness. In perspective he naturally

acquired what Perugino knew, and he followed the progress of Ms age
as an architectural draughtsman. Ornament is applied with skill, but

the combination of gilt stucco \\'ith fictitious relief is open to serious

criticism.^ With less excuse than Crivelli, Pinturicchio continued an old

and time-honoured custom of the Umbrians, at a period ^hen it contrasted

too strongly with the general spirit of the age to be permissible any longer.
His dresses are, on the same principle, overladen \vith rich borders. He
was far too busy during his hfetime to give much thought to oil medium,
and as he had not the constancy to perfectly acquire, he seldom attempted,

» Vasari, vol. v., p. 264. 2
Ibid., p. 208.

' Vasari is hard on him alsr for this (vol. v., p. 269).

•>iiA
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its use
;

he therefore tinted walls, as he did panels, on the system of

Fiorenzo and Bonfigli ;
and without any of Perugino's feeling for colour.

Gaudy hveliness, or sombreness are the two extremes most commonly
met with in his pictures. The vehicle is copious, and the brush full,

so as to produce layers of thick substance and rough surface. The flesh

is stippled over verde, ^nd enlivened even at the outhnes with red

according to the oldest methods of tempera.
Pinturicchio deserves, and is hkely to hold no higher place in history

than Spagna. Both were of the same capacity. But Spagna, being

younger, was enabled to master the changes in the tecJmica which Pin-

turicchio neglected, and was not precluded by habit from imitating

Raphael.
In 1495, Bernardino was repaid for the industry and skill exhibited

at the Vatican and in the Castel S. Angelo by a lease of lands at Chiugi
near Perugia, subject to an annual payment of thirty corhe of grain,

which was commuted at a subsequent period.^ During this or a later

stay, he covered a chapel at Aracoeli with frescoes in a purer and better

•

style than any other that he had brought to completion in Rome. The
date of these is not ascertained, but the chapel is said to have been

founded to solemnise the fortunate extinction of a feud between two
famihes.^ It is called Cappella Bufalini to this day, and may have been

I adorned at the request of some one of that house holding an office in

Rome, as the Bufalini did who signs his name to the decree of 1495,

(granting lands to Pinturicchio near Perugia.^ The theme illustrated

I by these frescoes is the life of S. Bernardino.

To the right as one enters, the Saint kneels in prayer with a cloth about
Ihis hips, surrounded by his friends preparatory to taking the vows as a

[Franciscan
monk. On the spandril of an arch in the convent where the

scene is laid, an angel bears a buffalo's head, the cognisance of the Bufalini.

lln a romid above the arches is the Virgin and Child, and at an opening
^ The deed of gift is in Vermiglioli's Appendix, p. viii. It is dated in 1495,

I

without particulars of day or month. The deed of commutation in the same author,
p. X. Pinturicchio's complaint that the yearly payment of thirty corbe is too heavy
is recited, and admitted as well foimded on the part of a

"
faithful and devoted ser-

vant of Alexander and the Chvirch, to whom a recompense is due for his art in

Lpainting and adorning our apostolic palace and our residence in Acr. Castri Angeli."

jlThe
commutation is to a yearly payment for three years of two pounds of wax.

It is dated July 28, 1497. A f\irther hrief of Oct. 24, 1497, is issued, to enforce the

jcommutation ignored by the papal authorities on the spot. A third brief of May 16,
11498, confirms possession of the land and tenements near Perugia (Chiugi), even in
Ithe event of non-payment (Vermiglioli, App. xiv. and xxv.). A foiu-th brief^of
iFebruary 5, 1499, extends the commutation of July 1497 for a fvirther term"of

lyears (ibid., xvii.).
^ Plattner and Bunsen, Beschreibung Rom's, ubi sup., vol. iii., 1 Abth., p. 355.
* He signs :

"
Bufalinus, apostolica^ camerae clericus

"
(Vermiglioli. App. x.).

IVermiglioli says, it is probable that the Bufalini who ordered the frescoes was

jLodovico
of Citta di Castello, who was " avvocato concistoriale

"
at Rome, and who

Idied there in 150G {Vita, ubi sup., p. 68).
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resembling a window above her, the Eternal amidst angels giving a blessing.
In the space next to the Vows (beneath the chapel window) the Saint discourses

and points towards heaven, in the presence of four brethren and friends, all

apparently portraits. Near that again, he is accompanied by a friar and
sees in ecstasy a vision of the Crucified Saviour. In an opening above, a

peacock stands on the sill. On the wall to the left, in the lunette, the Saint,
in the hairy dress of a penitent, is in the wilderness reading a book, and
observed by a group of people on the foreground. Below, his body is

exposed on a bier with women on the left and men on the right, amongst
the latter, two traditionally known as portraits of Bufalini and his son (?).

On the altar face, the Saviour in glory, attended by two seraphs, shows the

stigmata, w^hilst four winged players stand on clouds under Him. Two
angels, beneath these, suspend a cro\vn above the head of S. Bernardino,

erect, in the act of preaching, between SS. Antony of Padua and Louis.

The scene is laid in the coimtry about Siena, a view of the city filling a part
of the distance. Four Evangelists are in the triangles of the ceiling ; and
on a border in monochrome beneath the whole series are imitations of bas-

reliefs representing a triumph, figures of men on horseback, nude females

held by guards, naked captives in bonds, and an emperor on a triimiphal
chariot. Amongst the accompanying ornaments, heads of emperors are

interspersed, and two angels hold the ribands of a panel on which the name
of Jesus is written.

None of Pinturicchio's frescoes illustrate more completely than these

his tendency to receive impressions from the works of his contemporaries.
The Evangelists, assigned without valid reasons to Francesco di Citta

di Castello,^ fully represent Pinturicchio's original style. They are not

free from faults in type and drapery ;
but the partial coarseness of the

first, and formlessness of the second do not conceal the painter's indivi-

duality, or his derivation from Fiorenzo. In the Apotheosis of S. Bernar-

dino we are often reminded of Alunno, whilst in other places we think of

Perugino or of Signorelli. The spirit of the latter is indeed singularly
marked in the monochromes of the borders. Sometimes the draperies
are broadly cast, or float with natural curves in a breeze

; sometimes

they are paltry. A pleasing face gives charm to one angel, coarse

features detract from the beauty of another. In action and attitude, a

figure like that of S. Antony of Padua is striking for its propriety and
truth. The movement of another, such as the S. Bernardino kneeling
in a hip-cloth, is equally remarkable for rigid awkwardness and bony
dryness. In general, at AracoeM, the compositions are better conceived

than usual
;
but the dramatis personce, though marshalled with more art

than before, are too often stiff, straight, and lean. The dim grey of flesh-

shadows and thick body of colour are more like Alunno than Fiorenzo.^

^ Lakzi, ubi sup., vol. i., p. 349.
2 In the ceiling, the lower part of S. John Evangelist is obliterated. The two

angels at the sides of the Saviour in glory are much injured. Of the four lower
ones, the first on the left has no head. The faces are reminiscent of those of Fiorenzo
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Other frescoes of uncertain date at Rome miglit be added to the hst

of those completed there by Pinturicchio, the most interesting being the

Eternal and Evangelists in the ceihng of a chapel, now the sacristy, at

S. Cecilia in Trastevere,i and a Virgin and Child between SS. Stephen
and Lawrence, inside the choir of S. Lorenzo fuori le Mura.'^ At S. Croce
in Geru.'^alemme, a semidome decorated with scenes from the hfe of

S. Helen and the Eternal in benediction ;3 and at S. Onofrio, a tribune

containing a Coronation of the Virgin and scenes from the legend of

the Cross, have been classed without proof in the same catalogue ;
but

the latter is very properly noted by Vasari amongst the works of Peruzzi,'*

and the former seems a medley of Bonfigli, Signorelli, and Pinturicchio,
such as might be expected from one of the numerous inferior Umbiians
who acted occasionally as journeymen in the capital at the close of the

fifteenth century.-^

On leaving Rome, about the beginning of 1496, Pinturicchio returned

to Perugia, where he entered into a contract on the 14th of February
with the brethren of S. Maria de' Fossi, now S. Anna, for an altarpiece,
to be delivered within two years.

^ On the following 15th of March he

proceeded to Orvieto, under an agreement to paint two Doctors of the

Church in the choir of the Duomo
;
and he remained there till the 5th

of November, when he received his last payment and dismissals Unlike

Perugino, who corresponded with the Orvietans and never did anything
for them, Pinturicchio left numerous specimens of his art in various

parts of the building, but it is surprising how few of them have survived.

and Perugino. But the movement of one on the extreme right tuning his viol, is

like one by SignoreUi. The angel to the left holding the crown over S. Bernardino,
is handsome, the angel to the right less so. The draperies of the S. Antony of
Padua are well cast. The broadest style of handling to be found in the series is

in the lunette where the Saint sits in tlie wilderness dressed in a skin. The condition
if tlie whole chapel is remarkable, although some ]3arts have suffered from time
and restoring. The resemblance of some figm-es to those of Perugino in the Moses
and Zipporah at the Sixtine have perhaps caused the wall paintings of tlie Cappella
Bufalini to be assigned to Signorelli, because, it may he recollected, the Moses
; nd Zipporah has been also attributed to him. [Opinions differ regarchng tlie real
date of the Bufalini Chapel frescoes. By some critics tliey are considered to be
( arlier than they were supposed to be by the authors.]

* The division of this ceiling is the same as that of the CamVjio. In the central

lozenge sits the (repainted) Eternal in a glory of cherubs. Six triangular spaces
u irmed by producing the sides of the central lozenge contain the Four Evangelists,
nd tlie arms of a patron in an ornament of arabesques and figures. These arms
re said to be those of the Ponziani, but Lorenzo Cibo wlien cardinal had the church
•stored, and the damaged ceiling exhibits the same style of art as the Borgia
iiambers (see Plattnee and Bunsen, ubi sup., vol. iii., Abth. 3. pp. G39, 644).

^ Here also the style is that of the Apartamento Borgia. The painted archi-
:ectural ornament with busts of saints in rounds and scutcheons is ruined by repaint-
iig. The S. Stephen is injured from the same cause.

'
[By Antoniasso Romano.] * Vasari, vol. viii., p. 221.

5 ?>eG postea,
" O. B. Caporali."

• In full in Vermioliolt, ubi sup., App. iv.
'
Vasari, Com., vol. v., pp. 271, 279, and vol. ix., p. 10«J.

m. s
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We look round the choir, and amongst the scenes from the hfe of the

Virgin by UgoHno d'llario, a S. Gregory, and some prophets and angels
bear the impress of his manner, yet they are so rudely handled and so

dull in tone, in consequence of original neglect or of subsequent injury,

that were there no records, one might believe Pinturicchio never visited

Orvieto at all.^ The effects of time have been equally disastrous to the

frescoes which he undertook in a chapel of the cathedral at Spoleto,
where a small tribune contains the Eternal on clouds amongst angels,

a Virgin and Child between SS. John the Baptist and Stephen, and an

Ecce Homo, all more or less verging on total obliteration, ^

About the beginning of March 1498, if Pinturicchio punctually per-

formed his obligations to the Brotherhood and chapter of S. Maria de'

Fossi, the altarpiece of the Virgin, Cliild, and Baptist, vrith. its side

panels, pinnacles, and predella, were deUvered, and it is but fair to say
that no one was now more solicitous to furnish careful and thoroughly
finished work. If we consider the time in Avhich this masterpiece

^ was

produced, and think of the numerous graceful variations on the same

theme, composed by Perugino and Raphael, A^ith the suggestive help of

Leonardo, we are struck by the old-fashioned Umbrian air of Pinturic-

chio's conception. The Virgin sits in a \^ide and highly ornamented

niche bordered A\-ith
"
grotesques

"
as they were called at this time, a

head of Medusa in the key of the arch, a griffin and a satyr on the arms

of the chair, candelabra with pendant corals on the capitals of the pilasters.

With a sentimental bend of her small veiled head, she keeps watch over

the Child, resting on a cushion on her knee. He holds a pomegranate
in His left hand, and grasps ^Wth the right a slender cross, presented by
the youthful Baptist. An awkward affectation marks the action, gait,

and costume of the latter, who stiffly comes forward in a yellow tunic,

leggings, and buskins. A book lies on the ground, together M-ith a brace

of apples and nuts. The Virgin's face is youthful, her hair falhng in

abundant tresses on a drooping shoulder, her arras disproportionately

short, the drapery festooned, Anth the branching loops of fold. The

child is puny, heavy of head, copiously furnished Avith hair, sharing

1 On the same wall, the Annvinciation and the Visitation seem by a painter
following Pinturicehio's manner at the close of the sixteenth century. Two angels
on the bottom wall of the right nave in the Diiomo support the arms of the

"
Opera

"
;

they have also some character reminiscent of Pinturicchio.
2 These frescoes are in the first chapel to the right of the entrance. The Eternal,

seated on a cloud, gives the blessing in an almond-shaped glory of cherubs' heads,
a figure in Pinturicehio's manner and softly coloured. Of the two angels at the

sides one is alinost gone. The Ecce Homo is scarcely visible ; the Child and saints

in a similar condition. The frescoes of the Baptistery at Spoleto are by another
hand (see postea

"
Spagna

" and "
Jaccpo Siculo"). [Mr. Berenson, among others,

accepts as by Pinturicchio the frescoes of the Madonna, Child, and Saints, God the

Father and Angels, and the Dead Christ, in the first chapel to the right in the

Duomo at Spoleto.]
^ Now in the Gallery of Perugia.
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these peculiarities ^itli the Baptist near him. At this advanced period
of Pinturicchio's career, he produces a picture every part of which recalls

the style of Fioronzo, in character, type, and drawing. It is warm in

tone, successfully fused in the flesh-tints, delicately finished, and happily
harmonised in strongly contrasted hues of drapery, but \\ithout unity
in composition. The landscape is touched up in the distant trees with

:old, and done \\ith a minuteness worthy of i\Ienihng. The handhng
is tempera of abundant impasto, stippled up in the verde, \\ith yellow

hatchings in light, and red in the half shades. A similar delicacy of

finish, and coi^iousness of detail are in the S. Augustine and the S. Jerome
of the side panels. A half-length of the Saviour, well proportioned but

lean, is supported in the tomb by t\\o angels in languisliing attitudes of

sorrow. Youthfulness, freshness, and even elegance are marked in the

lialf-lengths of the Virgin and Angel Annunciate ;
and severe gravitj',

sometimes heaviness, in the six Evangehsts and Saints of the predella.^

Gay, gaudy hues are everywhere predominant. The altarpiece is, in a

word, the most careful that Pinturicchio ever finished, and at the same
time that in \Ahich he introduced the greatest feehng.

It is equalled in this respect by the Virgin and Cliild in the Duomo
of Sanseverino, which falls short of its companion only in the roughness
of its distemper handling. The masks are full and fleshy, and gravely
 edate without being ideally select

; that the portrait is correctly taken

from nature, and that the landscape is minute to a surprising extent.

It is a picture which illustrates of itself the derivation of Pinturicchio's

style from that of Fiorenzo, and the improvement produced by the

lapse of years, and by familiarity \^atli Perugino.^ Its date may be

approximately that of the Holy Family at S. Maria de' Fossi. Both
were probably produced at Perugia.

Pinturicchio, having received a grant of land at Chiugi in payment
for his labours at Rome, had settled in his native tOA^Ti, as the best place
for the pursuit of his art, and the most convenient for administering
liis property. He was fortunate enough in finding patrons, but he soon

discovered that he had made a bad bargain ^^'ith the Borgias, because

1 The S. Augustine fully robed, holds the crosier at heart. The Apostles on
his stole are imitated embroidery of the most minute detail. S. Jerome with the
Lion at his feet, book in hand, In the Pieta, the angel to the left supports with
loth hands the arm of the dead Christ. Tlie angel to the left does the same.
l)undant locks co\er their lieads, which are like those of Fiorenzo. Tliey wear
ollars of pearls. The blood flows from the lance v.-ound. The colour is rich and

juicy. The Angel Annunciate is young and one of tlie best by Pinturicchio, remini-
scent of one by Alunno at La Bastia. Tliere is much gentleness and grace in the

\irgin. The S. Mark of the predella is full of character. The S. John Evangelist
is coarse and heavy. All tlie predella figures are half-lengths.

- In a lunette tlie Eternal (knee-piece) in benediction in an almond-shaped glory,
with four cherubs' heads. Other pictiires at S. Severino are by Bernardino of

Perugia, the contemporary of Pinturicchio.
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his rent s^^ allowed up the greater part of his revenue. Having com-

plained of this to the Apostolic Chamber, he was lucky enough to find

immediate response ;
and the Cardinal of S. Giorgio replied (July 28,

1497) to his address in the name of Alexander VI., commuting the dues

in kind to an offering of two pounds of v»ax, but limiting the commuta-

tion to a term of tlu'ee years.^ He had, no doubt, had occasion during

a long stay at Rome and from a constant connection Avith churchmen,

to convince himself that their money-deahngs were often attended with

delay and misunderstandings ;
he now experienced the inconvenience of

transacting business with the papal agents at Chiugi, who distrained on

his property in defiance of papal briefs. He was too confident, however,

of his interest to submit to this injustice, but complained again, and

had the satisfaction of discovering that a reprimand had been addressed

to the overseers at Chiugi, and of obtaining restitution of the produce
which had been unjustly taken from him (October 24, 1497).^ In the

following year (May and October 1498) he had the additional pleasure
of obtaining the extension of the first commutation for the whole time

of his lease, and a brief of Alexander VI. confirming possession of the

lands at Chiugi to him and his descendants even though he should omit

the yearly presentation of two pounds of wax.^

His prospects being thus improved, Pinturicchio determined to build

himself a house, and thus proclaimed his intention of hving out the

rest of his days in Perugia.
Nor was the help of the Borgias withheld from him even on this

occasion. As Cesar, Duke of Valentino, overran the Romagna in 1500,
and Avas visited by the artist in his camp at Diruta, he issued an order

from thence, dated the 14th October 1500, requesting the vice-treasurer

Alfani to get permission for Pinturicchio to sink a cistern in his house

at Perugia. But this is not so interesting as the Duke's statement,
"
that he has again taken to his service Bernardino Pinturicchio of

Perosa, Avhom he alwaj^s loved because of his talent and gifts ;
and he

desires that in all things he should be considered as
' one of ours.'

" *

It is clear from this that Pinturicchio had been employed at Rome by
the son of Alexander VI. AVliether he reaped any further advantage
from the connection is hard to say, though it seems likely that the Duke
of Valentino w^as too much absorbed from that time forward in his

purpose of carving a principahty out of Tuscany to think much of

painting.

We are too little acquainted with the relations between Pinturicchio

1 The commutation in full in Veemiglioli, A pp., pp. x. and following.
2

Ibid., pp. xiv. and following.
3

ibid., pp. xvii. end following.* This order is in the Connestabile-Alfani Arcliive at Perugia, f.nd was com-
municated by Conte Gian Carlo Connestabile della ^taffa to Alfbed Eexjmont, who
published it in No. 47 of the Knnsfllatt (Stuttgart and Tubingen) for 1850.
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and Perugia at this period to describe their relative position at Perugia.
But it is obvious that Vannucci held a liigher rank than his friend, having
been called from Floreace to the Audience of the Canibio when Pinturio-

chio might have been engaged on the spot, but there is no suggestion
in books or in tradition of the existeace of any jealousy or rivalry between
them. Both had their patrons ; botli had frequently more orders to

execute than they could A\ell attend to.

Whilst Vannucci was finishing the Cambio, Pinturicchio was beginning
a series for Trojolo Baglioni, protonotary and prior of the collegiate

church of Spello.^

In this remote locality, visited twenty years later by Perugino, the

wall paintings of Pinturicchio are slo^^iy mouldering away from the

effects of damp. The Annunciation, the Nativity, and Christ disputing
with the Doctors, are the subjects of the walls

;
four Sibyls are depicted

in the ceiling ; they are highly characteristic of the master.

The composition of the Annunciation, essentially Umbrian in its

conception, and rich in the luxuriant architectural adornment pecuhar to

the Perugian school, is brightly coloured and carefully executed. The

palace in which the Virgin is surprised by the angel ai slie reads at a

high desk, is vast. Its fenced garden is bounded by an arch and colon-

nade, through Mhich one sees a distant view of the hills about Spello.

The attitude of the Virgin is chaste and calm, her features iilea^ing,

with a regular forehead, a slightly hooked nose, and prim mouth ;
her

form a little dry and lean, but fairh^ if not perfectly proportioned.

Gabriel's is a handsome apparition reminiscent of the angels in the

altarpiece of 1496 ;
a noble improvement on the types of Bonfigli and

Fiorenzo, gaudily dressed however, and gorgeously attired. A gentle

expression in the soft features of the Eternal appearing in the vaulting,

in a glory resting on a cloud, gives Him a somewhat feminine appearance,
and the long thin face, enclosed in lank falling hair, is like a creation by
Alunno. Tlie dresses, the ornaments, and the architecture are all in

true harmonies.

The Nativity is a much less successful effort, and creates tlie impres-

sion as if Pinturicchio felt himself incompetent to fill the space eft'ectively.

He overloads the ground in front of the pentliouse ; yet each figure is

without connection with its neighbour. 8. Joseph erect ;
the Virgin,

two angels, and three shejiherds, kneeling, are in a f:emicircle of which

the centre is occupied by tlie Child, of graceful form, stretching its tiny

arms to its mother. To correct the stillness of this group, a youth is

introduced to the left in violent action, dragging up a goat as a com-

panion offering to the basket of eggs held by his brother shepherd. The

procession of the Magi advances from afar, and other incidents fill the

1 Archiv. of S. M. Maggiore di Spello in Vjekjuoholi, ubi sup., pp. 88, 242.
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landscape, Avhilst on the clouds ten gentle angels stand and sing a chorus.

Except in tliosc, and the Virgin and Child, feeble coarseness of shape,

still and awkward action arc fre juent, and the draperies are too obviously

arranged to be natural. The ornament and gilding obtrude more than

usual under such circumstances, and tlie sacrifice of mass to details in

the lulls and edifices becomes too apparent.
The Christ among the Doctors before the Temple is a novel inter-

pretation of a scriptara,! incident, and gives Pinturicchio occasion to

remember Perugino's fresco at the Sixtine in arranging a court with a

floor of parti-colourei marbles and a temple. In the centre and some-

Vvhat in rear of the rest of the company, the youthful Saviour disputes

with the audience at His sides, whoee books strew the ground. One
on the left is seen from behind addressing Christ. Near Him Trojolo

Baglioni, with a follower, holding a purse, stands hstening. To the

right is another group, in front of which S. Joseph points out the Saviour

to the Virgin. A reminiscence of Signerelli may be traced in the com-

parative grandeur of her forms, whilst her mien is modestly composed.
S. Joseph has a double-balled nose and wizened aspect.

Pintiricchio appears to have considered himself at Spello as the

direct competitor of Perugino, whom he imitates in his distance and

accessories. A life-size portrait of himself hangs on a wall in the Annun-
ciation beneath a shelf on which volumes are lying. The panelhng under

it is inscribed ^\'ith the words :

"
bernardeniis pictoricius perusinus "

;

and between the strings of beads that fall from the frame, a palette and

brush, his cognisance, are added. It would not be easy to find a more

perfect contrast than that afforded by the two self-drawn likenesses of

the partners in art at tlie Cambio and at Spello. Vannucci is florid and

fleshy ; Pinturicchio sallow and lean. Pietro is jocund and healthy ;
his

friend looks sour and sickly. The pinched features of Bernardino are

indeed those of an habitual sufferer. His eye is small and sunken
;

his

nose broadly barrelled, but parted at the end by the spHtting of the

cartilage ;
the cheeks deej)ly furrowed and gathered into a few marked

wrinkles. The upper lip is short, the chin long and dirty from lack of

shaving, but a melancholy air in the face may be due in part to the

abrasion of colour, and the scaling of the surface. Pinturicchio also

indicates the time in which he finished his work by the date
"
Mccccci."

on a pilaster of the Annunciation
;

^ but the chapel of the Sacrament

1 A ditch has been sunk outside the wall of the chapel to draw off the damp, but
with very slight result. The Annunciation is the least damaged of the series. Each
subject arclied at the top, in an architectural border and pilaster richly covered
with grotesques.

In the Nati\ity, the landscape and foreground are worked with almost Flemish
minuteness. There are grasses and weeds on the foreground, a bottle and pack
saddle. A peacock is on the top of a ruin, the ox and the ass at the base and in

front of the penthouse. The draperies are all touched up with gold. The hatching

M
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is not the only one he decorated. He painted a half-length of the Virgin
and Child above the altar of the sacristy, and the same subject on an
altar in the church, both a httle less than life-size, and in the same ntyle
as the large series—leaving to his assistants other and less important
commissions in different parts of Spello.^ He had been elected in Perugia
a decemvir in succession to Vannucci, and took ofhce on the Ist of April
1501 ;

^ so that either he finished the frescoes before that date, or after

his retirement from office, on the 1st of June.

Shortly after their completion, Pinturicchio was in\nted to Siena by
Cardinal Francesco Piccolomini to prepare for the decoration of the

library in the Duomo.
Ever since the elevation of x-Eneas Sylvius to the papal chair under

the name of Pius II., the Sienese had treated the family of Piccolomini

with exceptional hberality. The interdiction A^hich excluded all nobles

from the magistracy had been raised in their favour. Their wealth was

great, their influence paramount ; and a clever propensity on their part
to rise in the highest preferments of the Church, expanded that influence

in the shadows of yellows and blues has been blackened by damp. The base and
left side of the fresco are most damaged ; and some pieces in the distance and
elsewhere are scaled. In the Dispute, two statues are placed in the porticoes at
the side of the Temple. The second figure to the right of the Saviour, in a grey
dress, holds a scroll on which the word :

"
pintorichio

"
may be read. The face

is not that of the painter. Baglioni is a man of fifty attempting a smile, in a

purplish dress and cap. Four little figures are in the opening of the Temple. The
perspective here, as in the other frescoes, is good. The figures on the left side are
dimmed by damp. But in addition to the natural causes of damage others are

superadded. The whole chapel has been restored. The diagonals of the ceiling are

covered with arabesques on gold groivnd. The Sibyls sit reading on thrones behind
which the sky is seen. On an antique altar near the Erythrean, the lines of an

inscription are illegible. The Erythrean sits reading, the European with her hands

joined in praj^er, the Samian looking up. The Tiburtine prophesies in a dancing
attitude. The frescoes of Spello have been published by the Arundel Society.

[In a niche of the old sacristy of S. Andi-ea is a fresco of an Angel, a very pleasing
fragment, undoubtedly by Pinturicchio.]

^

Opposite the ex-convent of the Franciscans of Spello, the front of a house

(No. 30) is adorned with a fresco. The subject, a Virgin and Child, much abraded,
but recalling the style of Pinturicchio, and at all e\-ent3 of the Perugian school.

On the hills outside Spello lies the ex-convent of S. Girolamo. In the choir of

the church is a fresco of the Marriage of tlie Virgin, the usual Perugian composition
with a temple in the distance inscribed :

" capI'ELA sci josepi." The figures are

feeble, round-headed, with small circular eyes, all tinged with a pale colour without
relief. Draperies and hair are done in Pinturicchio's manner ; and what little

shadow there is yields a reddish hue. It is a second-rate fresco such as Matteo
Balducci naight have painted, with some character akin to that of Gerino da Pistoia.

In the cloister chapel, a Nativity by a follower of Pinturicchio's school—and
nider than the foregoing, a Virgin, Saints, S. Sebastian, and other figures

—half-

ruined fresco in a ground-floor chapel.
Near S. Girolamo, a room, of old sacristy to the church of S. Andrea, but now

a shop for the sale of wood belonging to the ex-convent, contains a Virgin adoring
the Infant on her knee between SS. Jerome and Sebastian—a common fresco of

the Perugian school in the mixed style of Pinturicchio and Spagna.
In the cloister, further, a S. Sebastian of which the head alone remains—also

a Virgin, Child, and S. Roch, coarse ajid reminiscent of Tiberio d'Assisi.
* M\RiOTTi, vhi sup., p. 218.

A
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alike over Rome and Siena. Francesco Piccolomini, the nephew of

iEaeas Sylvius, had hved for a long time at Rome where his palace,

near that of tlie Orsini, was celebrated for containing the antique group

of the Three Grace^.^ As early as 1485 he erected a chapel in the Duomo

of Siena, and lined it with Ligurian marbles quarried and carved expressly

for him by the Milanese Andrea Fusina.^ Michael Angelo received a

commission, in 1501, for fifteen statues, of Christ, the Apostles, and two

angels, for its internal ornament.^ By its side he began, in 1495, the

erection of a hbrary, in which he proposed to place all the books bequeathed
to the family by Pius 11.,^ the marbles of the entrance and outer face being

entrusted to the Sienese sculptor Lorenzo di Mariano,^ the bronze doors

(1497) to Antonio Ormanni,'' the wood-carving of the inside (1496) to

Antonio Barili.' Pinturicchio was to paint the walls and ceiling, and

signed a contract to that effect on the 29tli of June 1502.

It is difficult to suppress a genuine surprise at this last determination,

nor is it easy to determine by vvhat canons of taste Cardinal Piccolomini

was governed when he patronised at one and the same time two men
who may be said to have stood at opposite poles in art. A prelate who
was fond of classic sculpture and could appreciate the value of the

antique, who was about to transfer tlie Three Graces from liis palace
at Rome to this very library, would naturally admire the creations of

Buonarotti ;
but that he should immediately afterwards pen an agree-

ment showing that he was partial to the peculiar Umbrian style of

Pinturicchio, is a contradiction that still requires exjjlanation.
One of the first conditions to ^^hich Bernardino bound himself was,

that so soon as he should have settled to painting in the library he would

undertake nothing else, either at Siena or elsewhere. The ceihng was
to be as brilliant and gay as possible, designed with fanciful spacings,

colours, and subjects, in the style
"
at this day called grotesque," the

shield and arms of the Piccolomini being in the centre. On the walls

were to be ten stories illustrative of the memory of Pius II., the
'"

figures
to be laid in ^\^th fresco, and retouched a secco,^' "the cartoons and
their transfer to be done by himself, and all the heads finished with his

»

1 Albertini {Opusc, ubi sup.) says:
" Dom. rev. Francisci Piccolomiuei Card.

Sen. non longe est a praedicta (palace of the Orsini) in qua erant statuas gratioruui
positaj."

- See a letter from Platina to Lorenzo ds' Medici recommending Andi'ca and
alluding to this work, and note to the same in Doc. Sen. vol. ii., p. 376; and see
the will of Francesco Piccolomini in Pungileoxi's Raphael, from which it appears
the chapel was allotted to Andrea for 2000 florins of gold, p. 5!).

^ The allotment is published in full in Doc. Sen., vol. iii., p. 19 and following.
* The beginning of the library in 1495 is proved by a record in the Sienese

archives granting freedom from entrance dues for the materials used in the buildiag.
See Vkrmiguoli, AnnoL, p. 250; and Vasari, Com., vol. v., p. 282.

« Doc. Sen., vol. iii„ p. 77. «
Ibid., vol. ii., p. 458.

' Vasari, C;m., vol. viii., p. 03.
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own hand." In consideration of all this, the Cardinal consented to pay
200 ducats at Venice for the purchase of gold and colours, and 100 ducats

at Perugia for the transport of baggage and hire of assistants, 50 ducats

for the completion of each compartment, and the rest at the close.

Bciide?, Pinturicchio was to have a house gratis to live in near the

Duomo, wood for scaffoldings, lime, and sand
; and corn, wine, and oil,

according to his wants, from the overseers of the Cardinal. All that he

was called upon to do in addition was to give security for the adv^ance

of three hundred ducats, upon which he immediately returned to Perugia,

taking with him the descriptions furnished by Cardinal Piccolomini.^

Pinturicchio had necessarily nothing more pressing to do there than

to despatch his family and tools to Siena, where he had a j)rospect of

residing some time. But he had also to look out for aids at Perugia,

and we have no doubt that he is correctly described by Vasari as having

engaged many of the apprentices and workmen in the school of Perugino.^

We shall find that amongst these young Raphael was probably included.^

Time elapsed, however, before all matters in connection ^\-ith this change
were regulated, and it was spring of 1503 before the labours at Siena

commenced. The ceiUng was the first part of the hbrary that was taken

in hand, and some months went by before its elegantly relieved frames

were coloured and interspersed with pictures and monochromes repre-

senting mythological incidents. In compliance with the contract, the

arms of Piccolomini were emblazoned in shields on the ceihng, and the

introduction of the cardinal's hat into them determines their date.

Cardinal Piccolomini was elected on the 21st of September 1503, at

the conclave which met after the death of Alexander VI., and took the

name of Pius III. Had his arms been placed in the ceiling after that

time, they would have been decorated with the tiara and not \Aith the

cardinal's hat.^ Anticipating the approach of death as early as April 30,

1503, the Cardinal made a will in which he expressed a desire
"
that

the works allotted to Pinturicchio should be carried on by his heirs, if

they were not perfected in his lifetime." ^ We may therefore conclude

that the ceihng of the Piccolomini hbrary was begun and finished between

May and September 1503. The death of Pius, on the 18th of October,

interrupted the further progress of the undertaking and forced Pinturic-

chio to seek other patrons. He was fortunate enough to find one in

Alberto Aringhieri, a Knight of S. John of Rhodes, ^\ho then filled the

^ This most important and interesting contract is in Doc. Sen., ubi sup., vol. iii.,

pp. 9-13.
^ Vasart, vol. v., p. 265. ' See iyifra.
* This remark has very justly been made by Passavant, Raphael, ubi sup.,

vol. i., pp. 72-3, but before him by Pungileoni, Raphael, ubi sup., note to p. (iO.

s See the extract from liis will in Passavamt, ubi sup., note to p. 73, and in Annot.

Vasari, vol. v., p. 291, also a longer and fuller in Pungileoni, Raphael, note to

p. 59.
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office of rector in the cathedral of Siena
;

for whom, by the middle of

1504, he had carried out a series of frescoes in the circular chapel of S.

Giovanni in the Duomo.^ It pleased Alberto to be represented young
as he took the habit of a Knight of S. John to the left of the entrance,

and to the right as an old and bearded man in civic dress. Both figures

kneel
;

between them are two compartments with the Nativity and

Decapitation of S. John ;
in an upper course, the Baptist in the Desert,

the Baptism of Christ, the Visitation, and the Sermon of John. Three

of these pieces were in such poor condition at the close of the sixteenth

century, that they were renewed by Francesco Rustici, in 1608,^ and the

rest are damaged from various causes.

But, whilst Pinturicchio was busy on these frescoes, and waiting for

the settlement of the Piccolomini succession, he was also j)ainting for

Andrea, the brother of Pius III., a picture in the family chapel at S.

Francesco. It was ready in September, and exposed to pubhc view in

November (8th) 1504, a great scandal being caused by the celebration of a

mass at the altar to which the canons Avere forced by Pandolfo Petrucci

in spite of the interdict flung over the city by Julius 11.^

In the meantime, Andrea and Giacomo Piccolomini had probably
administered to the will of their brother Francesco. In September 1504

they renewed the contract mth Michael Angelo for the statues of the

chapel in the cathedral of Siena
;

* and they probably went through the

same formahties with Pinturicchio.^ Yet the frescoes of the library,

if resumed at all in the spring of 1505, did not exclusively occupy him
;

^ August 14, 1504. Archiv. Duomo of Siena, Annof. Vasari, vol. v., p. 291,

price 700 lire. The name of the patron is given in Landucci ; codex MS. in Siena

library C. II., 30, p. 82, but besides, read the following on the floor of the chapel :
—

"d. o.m.

quidam d. albertus d. francisci aringherii
eques rhodi nitid^e de tempu htjjus decobatioki
instaurationique solerti cura ac industbia.
operarii officio functus iiii et xx annis.

insudans, sacellumqub hoc divo bapt. joanni
extruens. hoc sibi ut ergastulum vivens liber
tbadatur, sponte cubavit

A. D. MDini."
^ Landi, MS., iibi sup. The repainted frescoes are in a worse condition than

those of Pinturicchio which remain. They are, the Baptism, the Visitation, and
the Decapitation. [The frescoes of the Baptist in the Desert and the Preaching
of St. Jolm are given by Mr. Berenson to Perazzi, as early works on Pinturicchio's

designs. Miss Olcott, in her Guide to Siena, also gives them to Peruzzi's early
years.]

' Tizio in Della Valle, Lettere Senese, uhi sup., vol. iii., p. 9. The picture
perished in the fire of 1G55.

* The contract is of the 15th September 1504, and recites the original of 1502.
* That Pinturicchio entered into a new contract with Andrea Piccolomini is

proved by a record of Jan. 18, 1509, in wliich he is stated to 'nave received final

payrnent for the frescoes of the library :

" Cum hoc sit quod Bernardinus, &c
fecerit multa opera et picturas olim magnifico domino Andree olim dom. nannis de
Piccolominibus, et ejus heredibus videlicet Liorariam in ecclesia catedrali Senensi

. . . &c." Doc. Sen., vol. iii., p. 14.
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and in March (13th) he furnished tlie cartoon of "Fortune
'"

for tlie Huor

of the Duomo.^ Nor did chance seem as yet to favour the energetic

prosecution of a great pictorial enterprise on the part of the Piccolomini,

as in June the death of Andrea entailed fresh delays and difficulties.

There is no certainty Avhether Pinturicchio remained in Siena during
the summer, autumn, and winter of 1505.^ A lease of land at Cliiugi,

made to him in July 1505 by order of Julius II., would rather suggest

the hkehhood of a journey to Rome or Perugia ;

^ and a \Aish to reside

in the latter city is apparent from the registry, at that very time, of Ber-

nardino in its guild of painters.* In summer or autumn, however, he

returned to Siena, where his M'ife bore him a son in November, who ^^•as

christened Juhus Csesar, after a Perugian lawyer of that name, to whom
the property at Chiugi was afterwards sold

;
and he took the most active

steps to render his stay a permanent one,^

It was the opinion of Pinturicchio's contemporaries at Siena that he

excelled Perugino in the art of painting, though he was far from possessing

the good sense and prudence of Vannucci, and he was noted for the

emptiness of his talk.^ It is worth while indeed to note the amusing

pomp and bombast of a petition for immunities, addressed to the Baha

of Siena in March 1507, in which this feature in Pinturicchio's character

is illustrated.

"
Bernardino Pinturicchia, who now addresses the most respected officials

(of the BaUa), is the servant of your Lordships, and not the least (kno^\^l)

amongst renowned painters, for whom, as Cicero has written, the Romans
in early times held but httle. Yet after the increase of the empire hi con-

sequence of the Eastern victories, and the conquest of the Greek cities, they
called the best from all parts of the world, not hesitating to seize all the

finest pictures and sculptures that they could discover. They admitted

painting to be supreme, similar to the Uberal arts, and a rival of poesy.

And artists being usually esteemed by those who govern republics, the said

Bernardino has elected Siena to be his home, hoping tohve and reside there
;

(therefore) confiding in the clemency of your Lordships and considering the

adverse nature of the times, the smallness and dimuiution of profits and the

weight of his family ; having heard also that craftsmen taking up their

abode here receive grants of immunities, he prays exemption for thirty

years from all taxes whatever, whether present or to come. . . ."

» Doc. Sen., vol. iii., p. 13; and Com., Vasari, vol. v., p. 291.

^ He purchased property from the heirs of Neroccio in 1504. Vermiglioli,

» The grant is addressed to Pinturicchio from Perugia \mder date August 18,

150(i, with an enclosure from Rome dated the 19th of July (App. m Vermiglioli,

ubi sup., p. xxxii.).
* Mariotti, Lett., ubi sup., p. 218; Vermiglioli, pp. 13o, .^00.

^ Com. Vasari, vol. v., p. 280.
» " Petrum enim Bernardinus ipse superasse in pictura fertur ; muioris tamen

sensus atque prudentia;, quam Petrus visus est, atque insipidi sermoms." Tizio,

MS. ap. Ptjnoileoni, Raphael, note to p. G3.
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This petition was favourably heard by the Baha, on the 26th of

March 1507,^ porhaps through the influence of the Piccolomini, perhaps

also through that of Pandolfo Petrucci. It was but one of a series of

distinctions extended to him at Siena, having been preceded by a grant

of lands at Montemassi in 1506.^

During that year and 1507, he had the good fortune to complete the

Piccolomini library.

The first of ten compartments into which it is divided represents the

departure of ^Eneas Sylvius for the Council of Basle in the suite of Cardinal

Capranica. The next are :
—

^neas received by James the First of Scotland as envoy from the Council

of Basle. He is crowned a poet-laureate by Frederic III. He appears as

ambassador of the Emperor before the throne of the pontiff Eugeuius IV.

He escorts and presents to the Emperor his bride, Infanta of Portugal, at

the gates of Siena. He receives the cardinal's hat from Cahxtus III. in the

Vatican. He is carried in processional pomp after his elevation to the ponti-
fical chair under the title of Pius II. He presides at Mantua, the assembly
in which a crusade was proclaimed. He canonises S. Catherine of Siena.

He gives the signal for the departure of the crusaders from Ancona.

In pictorial decorations of great compass some parts are necessarily

better than others, Mhether it be that the draughtsman laliours at one

time \^ith peculiar elasticity and vigour, at another with a certain languor ;

or the transposition of the drawing to the wall is alternately confided

to a more or less gifted disciple. The master himself seldom keeps the

sam.e level in composition. The ten frescoes of the Piccolomini library

A'^ary for this reason in perfection of distribution and in vigour of handhng.
Still, as examples of Umbrian industry they are the most successful

creations of Perugian art. They have the local stamp of that school,

and show us Pinturicchio following the path opened by Bonfigli and

Fiorenzo. During the career of the first, it seemed Ukely that some of

the broader features of Florentine composition would be transj^lanted
into Umbria

; but the sequel proved that the soil was not entirely

favourable
;

and Fiorenzo, by degrees, reverted to the gentler, more
meditative manner of liis countrymen. Pinturicchio, who follo\\-ed, and
who had occasion to admire the frescoes of the Ghirlandaio, BotticeUi,

and Lippi, felt their poAser in a sUght measure so long as he remained
in Rome, but showed no further signs of their action when he retired

from thence. He is more completely Umbrian at Siena, which is close

to Florence, than he was in the Eternal city. Whilst creative genius is

but slightly traceable in him, he is evidently disposed to assimilate all

the pleasing qualities pccuhar to the latitude in which he works. Without

1 The petition and deliberation are in Doc. Sen., vol. iii., pp. 33-4.
*

V'liJiMiOLiou, ubi aup., p. 135.

ii^
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losing his own originality he does not remain uninfluenced by the later

productions adorning Perugia at the opening of the sixteenth century.
It is surprising how much freshness and softness he maintains, and how
much he reminds us of the earliest examples of Raphael's skill. Vafari

was obviously struck with this impression when he visited the Piccolomini

hbrary ;
and he was induced by its vividness to assign

"
the designs and

cartoons
"
wholly to Sanzio.^ He had seen specimens of both, which he

thought were by Raphael, and this confirmed him in his idea
;
but he

had not compared them with the frescoes, or he would have seen that

these are conceived, and in every case technically, in the system of

Pinturicchio.2 The character of Bernardino allows us to think that he

would be ^^illing to take advantage of the precocious talents of such a

youth as Raphael, if only in giving him rough sketches from which to

make more finished drawings ;
and the resemblance of style between

those of young Sanzio now at Venice and others which repeat scenes

depicted in the Piccolomini hbrary strengthens the belief that he did so.

Of the latter, one reproducing the departure of .^neas Sylvius Mith

Cardinal Capranica is in the collection of the Ufiizi, pencilled on whitish

grey paper, and outhned A^ith pen, shadowed with touches of bistre,

and hghted up Avith white. The squares by which the transfer of the

composition to cartoon was made, still chequer the surface. There is

little or no difference between this magnificent piece and the fresco",

except perhaps in the landscape. Another, of similar execution, in four

parts pasted together and somewhat rubbed, belongs to Signor Baldeschi

at Siena, and differs from the wall painting in more than one particular.

The attitude of ^Eneas between the Emperor and Infanta is changed in

the latter, and the figures of the middle distance on a background of

hills is replaced by a view of the Camolha C4ate at Siena. In the sky
to the left are the words :

"
questa t la ques'ta

"
. , . . to which

earher %\Titers add . .

"
no. v. . . afae

"
;

^ but it is supposed that the

lines are more modern than the drawing. A tliird at Chatsworth repre-

sents iEneas before Eugenius IV.'* Were Raphael's name to be witli-

draAm from these sheets, it would be necessary to reconstruct a catalogue

of his designs. At Venice there are figures which seem counterparts of

those we have described, especially as regards feeling. The same hand

1 In the life of Pinturicchio he says all the sketches and cartoons were by Raphael.
In that of Raphael he says some of the sketches and cartoons were by Rapiiael.

Vasari, vol. v., p. 2C5, and vol. viii., p. 5.
* His description of them shows a carelessness not pardonable even when one

considers that he disliked the works of Pinturicchio. He speaks of the birth of

^^neas Piccolomini as one of the subjects on the library walls which is quite

imaginarv (Vasari, vo\. v., p. 265).
' Com. Vas.ajii, p. 290.
* A cmious mischance prevented the authors from seeing this drawing at Chats-

worth ; Ijut it is described bv Geheimerrath Dr. Waagen, in Tnaauica, vol. iii.,

p. 454.
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traced them all. One point alone remains obscure. If any one should

inquire what has become of Pinturiccliio's drawings, the answer Avould

be very unsatisfactory. He must have made many, yet all those attri-

buted to him are unworthy of his skill.

Coincidences of an equally remarkable nature are apparent in other,

and those amongst the best, frescoes of the Piccolomini Ubrary. The

Coronation of iEneas is a beautifully arranged subject. The Emperor
is enthroned to the left in a fine court in front of a triumphal arch. He

places the crown on the head of the poet laureate in the presence of the

nobles of his court, the knights of his suite and their pages. The gentle-

ness and affected grace which characterises Raphael's sketch-book at

Venice^ and his pictures in the period of 1501-4 are noticeable in many
parts of the fresco. The predella of the Vatican, which formed part of

Raphael's Coronation of the Virgin, offers the most curious analogies

with it. Not only is the group behind the young king, in the Adoration

of the Magi belonging to that predella, in the same spirit as that on the

right in the Coronation of JEnea,^ at Siena
;
but a youth in a light dress

turning liis back to the spectator and looking round, as he leans his

hand on a stick, is the same in both pictures. Single figures in each

are conceived in Raphael's manner, such as the kneeling king in the

predella, a tj^ae in Fiorenzo's mould reminiscent of Perugino and Pin-

turicchio, draped with their pecuUar cast of fold.

The inferences from all this are clear. Raphael is necessarily con-

nected with the production of these frescoes. ^ Sanzio must have been

in contact ^\dth Pinturicchio. It is only a question of when and where.

Without taking Raphael from the school of Perugino to place him in

that of Pinturicchio, we suppose that circumstances occurred which made
it possible for the younger to join the elder artist at Siena. It is even

likely that they may have been together before
;
that when Pinturicchio

worked the ceihng of the hbrary he gave his rough sketches in part to

his assistant to make up into dra-^Wngs after the fashion so graphically
described by Vasari in his introduction, and with the help of studies

for single personages and drapery. Raphael was capable of performing
a duty of this kind

;
and Pinturicchio would not be disinchned to employ

a youth who might have learned much from the example of Perugino
after the successful termination of the Cambio Hall. Raphael, in the

*
[The authenticity of the drawings in the Venice Sketch-book has been called

in question by more than one critic. Morelli gives them to Pinturicchio ; Mr. Charles
Loeser goes so far as to condemn the greater part of them as comparatively modem
forgeries (see Bassegna d'Arte for December 1903); other writers look upon them
as school-works by various hands.]
^ [We possess no real proof of Raphael ever having been in Siena, and modem

opinions are still at variance regarding his possible share in the Piccolomini frescoes.
But if he really were in Siena with Pinturiccliio, it is more than probable that
his share in the frescoes in c^uestion must at most have been a minor one.]

Mi
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outset of his career being more remarkable for genuine feeling than for

perfect art, snatched, one should think, at an opportunity to increase
his knowledge by visiting the ateher of more than one master. There
are pictures at Perugia, such as the Virgin, Child, and Saints from 8.

Girolamo, now in the Gallery, betraying a contact not only of Pinturic-

chio with Raphael, but of both with Spagna. It has been assigned to

all three separately, and there is reason for each theory. The Virgin
has all the freshness of Sanzio, the angel to the left points to Perugino,
that to the right and a S. Francis to Spagna, the rest, including the

landscape, to Pinturicchio. But the technical handling is not the old

one of tempera, to which Pinturicchio was faithful during his hfetime.

The colour is moistened with oil, and used according to the system of

Raphael at the period just preceding his adoption of the Florentine

manner, the time when Sanzio and Pinturicchio might exchange ideas
;

and the former take from the latter the dry, lean, and somewhat bony
forms which are to be found in the Milan Sposalizio.

The most telling proof, however, of the com]:)anionship between the

two artists is this. When Cardinal Francesco Piccolomini found that

his library had been completed (independently at least of the paintings
on the walls), he caused the Three Graces to be brought to Siena.^ They
remained for a considerable time the ornament of the library, and are

now in the Academy of Arts. They are all mutilated, the central one

having lost its head and the left leg below the calf, those to the right

and left being deprived of an arm each. Raphael sketched two of them,

treating the form with a certain freedom, but copying the movement

exactly in the sketch-book now at Venice ;

"^ at a later period he produced
the Three Graces, now at Dudley House,^ on the antic^ue model. It is

thus probable that Raphael and Pinturicchio were at Siena together in

1503, and that they had parted before the frescoes of the walls were

undertaken. That these were only finished later, is sho^^'n by the

frequent reproduction of the Piccolomini arms, either ^nth the tiara,

or ^^ith the cognisance of Castile and Aragon, granted by the two Kings,
Ferdinand and Henry, to Giacomo and Andrea, the brothers of Pius III.

The Piccolomini library is fairly preserved, though slightly retouched

in some places and discoloured in others. It is one of the few halls in

Italy that has retained its original character. Each fresco is enclosed in

an arch, the vaulting of which is seen in perspective, supported on fictive

clustered pillars with capitals of gilt stucco, resting on plinths. The

pictures are gracefully united by angels supporting scutcheons on the

plinths ;
and in spite of their coarseness in consequence of the execution

1 Vasari, vol. v., p. 2G7. Albektini, wTiting his opusculum (Guide of Rome)
in 1508, says, the group had been in the Piccolomini Palace at Rome.

^
i.e. now in the collection of drawings at the Venice Academy.

3 [Now at Chantilly.]
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being left to assistants, they add much to the unity and harmony of tlie

whole series. The best composed fresco of the ten is that of ^Eneas and

Cardinal Capranica proceeding to the Council of Basle, in which Picco-

lomini on horseback in front is conspicuous. Great care is lavished on

its foreground of herbs and flowers.^ The embassy before Jam.es I. is

riclily put together, and more than usually characteristic of Pinturicchio

in the minute detail of the landscape behind the throne and screen.

Some of the faces and even whole figures are reminiscent of Perugino's

at the Cambio.2 ^j^ elegant carriage and Raphaelesque freshness may
be noticed in most of the personages in the Coronation

; though here

and there want of firmness in pose and tread are striking. But this

faihng is partly concealed by the prettiness of the groups. Piccolomini

before Eugenius is also fine
;

whilst in the meeting of the Emperor and

his bride the distribution is artful, and the liveliness in the arrangement
of the middle ground is praiseworthy ;

the only drawback being the

profuse apj)Hcation of gilt-work. The investiture of the hat is hke

Benozzo Gozzoli's
"
Augustine in his chair at Rome," a wall painting at

S. Agostino of S. Gimignano. The subsequent pieces are less masterly.

The general tone is bright, but without massiveness or power, and there-

fore less attractive than Perugino would have made it. The keys of

harmony are gaudy and the surface rough, and much of the ornament

is, as usual, raised.^ On a pilaster to the left of the first subject, and in

two scrolls on the ceiling above the seventh and eighth, the initials B. R.

have been interpreted as those of Bernardino and Raphael, but they are

probably intended to perpetuate the memory of Romano Bembo, one of

Pinturicchio's helps.*

Outside the chapel, and to the left of the high portal in the Duonio,
Pius III. receives the papal cro^^^l inside a lodge filled with people, in

front of which two vast groups of sj)ectators are parted by a halberdier.

They are kept in order by horsemen, whilst trumpeters proclaim the

decision of the conclave. With the exception of the Pius, which is a

statue, the rest is a fairly preserved fresco, disharmonised by the bleaching
of the foreground. At the hours when light is thrown over the wall,

one sees that Pinturicchio devoted more of his own personal labour

than was his usual wont.^

The departure of Pinturicchio from Siena at the close of 1507, or

^ This fresco is fairly preserved. Parts of the sea and distance are i-etouched,
as well as the green sleeve of the man holding the lance. The execution is, according
to contract, fresco retouched when dry.

* The blue dress of the foreground figure on the left is scaled.
^ In general the blues and greens of draperies have all been more or less injured

by retouching ; and a slight discolouration may be noticed in the chequered pave-
ments. All the white draperies are slightly raw from abrasion.

* See Com. Vasaei, vol. vii., p. 181.
* Amongst the spectators one is accompanied by a dog, which Tizio describes

as the favourite of Pandolfo Petrucci. Tizio MS. in Vebmiglioli, App. Ixiii.
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beginning of 1508, is indicated by the facsimile of a letter introduced

into the
"
Virgin, Antli the Child and Saints

"
in the ex-church of the

IMinorites of Spello. The letter, \mtten by Gentile Baghoni from his

castle the Rocca di Zocco, is dated April 8, 1508, and urges Bernardino

to return to Siena, where his presence is desired ])y Pandolfo Pctrucci.

It proves that the Spello altarpiecc was finished in the summci- of tliat

year. As a work of art it adds little to Pinturicchio's fame, being carried

out with great attention to detail, but without aerial perspective or

vigour of relief. Nor is it easy to understand how the infant Baptist
on the steps of the Virgin's throne should be assigned to Raphael.

^

Pinturicchio had clone better things at an earlier period, such as the

Holy Family ordered by the nuns of the convent of Campansi.- the

Virgin in Glory between two Saints in Mont' Oliveto, near S. Gimi-

gnano,^ the Coronation of the Virgin at the Vatican, originally in

the church of La Fratta near Perugia, and the Assumption in the

Naples Museum, commissioned for the neighbouring convent of Mont'

Ohveto.4

The probability of Pinturicchio's visit to Rome in 1508 has already

been spoken of in the lives of SignorelU and Pcrugino. On his return

to Siena in 1509, in company with the former, who stood as godfather

to liis son,5 he received from the heirs of the Piccolomini the small sum

of 14 ducats and a half, remaining due for the pictorial labours under-

taken for that family.^ He then probably entered the service of Pandolfo

Petrucci, in whose palace he left a series of subjects in fresco. We have

seen how these decorations, Avhich were but the continuation of similar

ones by Signorelh and Genga, were allowed to fall into neglect, and how

the only remnant of them is the Ulysses and Penelope, or Lucretia and

Collatinus, now in possession of Mr. Barker in London.^ The last

authentic picture of Pinturicchio is a beautiful cabinet-miniature of

Christ carrying His Cross, now in the Palazzo Borromeo at Milan, finished

in 1513. In that very year he died, it is said of hunger, at Siena on the

1 Orsini and Vebmiglioli, p. 178.
2 No. 386, Gallery of Siena.

^ _ , *•, ino
3

[This fine work, now in Municipio, San Gimignano, was not painted luitil l.>l_

(so3 U. NoMi-PESCEOLrNi in Miscellanea di Val d' Elsa).]
_ ^

* For all these pieces see postea, catalogue of Pinturicchio s works.

5 Born January 7, 1500. Vasabi, Com., vol. v., p. 280. .,.,., .^
.

« The receipt is in Doc. Sen., vol. iii., pp. 13-4. Vermigho i also cites a record

of this year in which Pinturicchio is described as inhabiting the contrada S. Vin-

cenzo at Siena (Vebmiglioli, p. 182). On Oct. 8 of the same year he sells
.propertj.

to Pandolfo Petrucci {Com. Vasabi, vol. v., p. 280). In lall
'^/^^l'^»f <;

»'"'«'

property (Vebmiglioli, App. xliv.), and buys another at Siena (Mariotti, p. -li>,

and Vebmiglioli, p. 182). .,. .^, . ,^ - ^i,,o;...i
' [Now in National Gallery, No. 903. A ceiling with fragments oi

chx^<nca\

subjects, from the hand of Pinturicchio, is still in existence m this palace, accordmg

to Miss Olcott (c/. Guide to Siena, 1903).]

m. T
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11th of December, and was buried in SS. Vincenzo and Anastasio, now

Oratorio della Contrada dell' Istrice.^

The following catalogue completes the classification of Pinturicchio's

works :
—

Spello. Ex-church of the Minorites.^—The Virgin and Saints of 1508 has

been alluded to in the foregoing life. The Virgin supports the naked Child

on her knee. He clutches His mother's dress at the bosom, and casts His

right arm round her neck. Two cherubs' heads and two flying angels in

prayer are at her sides. The Virgin's face is small for her frame. The

Infant Saviour is long and lean, and strained in attitude. A pleasing mask
is that of the angel in flight to the left. The Baptist, holding a reed cross,

sits writing on the step of the throne, in a forced position. In front of him
is a desk with a pair of nippers and other instruments, and the letter of

Baglioni. To the right stand S. Francis, a good type, and S. Lawrence with

the gridiron, reading. In the border of his dress a rich embroidery represents
the Crucifixion. To the left, S. Andrew, and S. Louis in prayer. The throne

and its steps are minutely ornamented. The method of dramng recalls that

of Perugino. The colour is slightly abraded in some places, and ^\^th this

exception the altarpiece is fairly preserved. The distance is a landscape

(wood).^

Spello. Ex-church of the Minorites.^—On the front of the pulpit in this

church is a half-length of the Redeemer in a round (oil) much darkened by
time and restoring. A flaw cutting the elbow and pit of the stomach has

been filled up and coloured. The panel is also vertically split in half. The

liips of the Redeemer, who holds a banner, are in a red cloth. The type is

good, recalling those of Fiorenzo and Benozzo, lean too, and probably executed

by Pinturicchio about 1500.*

Siena. Gallery. [No. 495].
—Round, wood, tempera. In its old gilt

and ornamented frame. Holy Family. The Virgin sits to the left in a

graceful attitude on a mound with a book in her left hand. Her face is

perhaps one of the most pleasing that Pinturicchio ever created. Neatly
trimmed hair is tied in a veil, the whole quite Raphaelesque. She points
mth her right to the Baptist, who walks away from her arm in arm with the

youthful Christ, the latter wearing a hair dress, the former a white flowered

^ The only authority for beUeving that Pintiu-icchio met with an lumatiiral

death is the diary of his contemporary Tizio of Siena, who says :

" Rumoribus
ferebatur, Paffuni quemdam peditem in foro Senensi cum uxore Bernardini^com-
misceri, nee ab iUis ad Bemardinum segrotantem admissum quendam prajter'muHer-
culas quasdam ex vicinis nostris, quae mihi postmodum retulerunt Bernardinum
audivasse querentem se fame deperire." See the extr. in^DELLA Valle, Lett. Sen.,
vol. iii., p. 246, and Vermiglioli, App. Ixiii. Yet his wife Grania was not brought
to trial for any offence, and she quietly inherited two-thirds of his property, as may
be seen from Pinturicchio's will dated in 1513, and in which he says he is

"
sanvis

mente " but "
corpore languens." That he had a quarrel with his wife after making

his will seems to result from a codicil of Sept. 13, 1513, in which he reduces her share,
but he revoked the codicil by another of October 14 (Doc. Sen., vol. iii., pp. 62, 64.)

^
[Better known as S. Andrea.]

*
[Mr. Berenson is of the opinion that Pinturicchio was partly assisted in the

execution of this work by Eusebio di San Gioigio.]
*

[This picture is not included by Mr. Berenson in his list.]
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tunic. The ground is overgrown with herbs and flowers
; a fountain is in

the middle ground. In the distance to the right is S. Jerome in pra)'er, and
to the left a friar, S. Joseph behind the Virgin holding a barrel and bread.
The head of the latter is well modelled, but somewhat pinched in features,
his forms precisely defined. The action of the Baptist is a little affected,
the youthful Christ heavy in frame and limb. The colour is rich, the touch
clear and firm, the ornament minute and profuse ;

and the panel is one of

the exquisite ones of Pinturicchio, dating about the time when the first

Piccolomini frescoes were completed.^
Siena. No. 353.2—Wood. Nativity. The Child, in a pretty move-

ment, lies on the foreground, pinguid in form
; near Him, left, the Virgin,

pretty and plump, Uke one of Spagna's Peruginesque Madonnas. S. Joseph,
on the right, of paltry aspect, sits behind the Infant, and, raising its veil,
causes it to awake and look round at the Virgin. In rear are two shepherds
in prayer, in the sky three injured angels. In the distance the angel
announces to the pastors. To the left an edifice. The panel, in its old gilt

frame, is broken and angular in drawing, the colour washy and of shght
relief. It seems to be of Pinturicchio's later time, carried out in part in

his atelier by Matteo Balducci or some other.

Monte Oliveto, near S. Gimignano.—Virgin enthroned between two saints

(Ufe-size, wood, distemper), ascribed by Rumohr to Pacchiarotti [Forsch.,
vol. iii., p. 45), but, more properly, by Gaye [Carteg., vol. ii., p. 434) to Pin-

turicchio. It is to be borne in mind that this master had many journeymen
at Siena (Matteo Balducci amongst others), and that his'style was not>dthout
influence on Pacchiarotti. We do not trace the hand of any pupil in par-
ticular at the Piccolomini library, nor can we do so in the panel at Monte
Oliveto. Like the foregoing, it still hangs in its old frame. The Virgin sits

on the clouds, and prays. Rays issue from her almond-shaped glory in which
there are eleven cherubs' heads. The distance is one of Pinturicchio's usual

ones. To the left in front kneels a Pope of slender frame with the Twelve

Apostles in the embroidery of his stole. To the right, a kneeling bishop.
The touch is very careful in every part, the colour rosy and light and fairly

relieved by light and shade, the draperies straight. The landscape has the

green freshness of spring. The general aspect is that of a bright but opaque
miniature.^

Siena. S. Maria degli Angeli^ (better known as II Santuccio).
—A Nativity

called Pinturicchio (Taia, Guida, ubi sup., p. 104
; Faluschi, Guida, uhi sup. ;

and Vermiglioli, p. 184), of a low tone and flat, and more like a work by
Pacchia than any other Sienese.

Rome. Vatican.—Originally at La Fratta, near Perugia (wood), a Coro-

nation of the Virgin with the Twelve Apostles below in two groups (life-size),

and five friars, including S. Francis praying on their knees in front. This

picture has been catalogued by Orsini and Mezzanotte, Vita di Perugino,

pp. 127-8, as by Vannucci. It has become untransparent and heavy from

* Noted in Annot. Vasari, pp. 271-2, 292
; in Vermiglioli, App. xliii., and p. ITS.

* [Now No. 386.]
' [Now in Municipio, S. Gimignano. Painted in 1512.]
*
[The church alluded to is that of S. Galgano, not S. Maria degli Angeli. Tlie

picture is of the school of Piero di Cosinio (Olcott, Ouide, p. 286) or. according to

Mr. Berenson, by that master himself (see Florentine Painters, 1909, p. 166).]
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successive varnishes, but was originally a fine Piuturicchio of about the year
1500. The figures are pleasant and of a youthful mould .^

Rome. Vatican.—Marriage of S. Catherine. Small tempera panel, quite
like a Piuturicchio.^

Rome. Galleria Borghese. Nos. 49, 51.—Scenes from the life of Joseph,

part of a
"
cassone," hastily handled in the manner of Piuturicchio.

Rome. Vatican.—A Pope at the mass between S. Jerome and S. Thomas

receiving the girdle, a small Umbrian panel of a reddish tone, reminiscent of

Piuturicchio and Spagiia.
Florence. Pitti Gallery. [No. 341].

—Adoration of the Magi (wood). On
the base of this small picture are the arms of the ViteUi of Citta di Castello.

The distance is very rich in episodes. A dull tone, unsatisfactory drawing,
and rude touch, create doubts as to the authorship of Piuturicchio. It may
be by one of his pupils.^

Florence. Galleria Lomhardi.—Wood. Virgin and Child with a pretty and
careful landscape distance

;
a small and fair creation of the master.^

Florence. Collection of the Diica Strozzi.—Christ on the Mount, \vith the

three Apostles asleep in the foreground. This is a small panel in Pinturic-

chio's style.
'^

Florence. Torrigiani Gallery. [Nos.W, 13, 23],
—Wood. Incidents of a

Marriage, small and not withoiit merit, in the master's manner, but handled
without his usual power, and perhaps executed by a pupil or imitator such

as Tiberio d'Assisi.^

Naples. Museum.—Originally in the Cappella Paolo Tolosa at Monte

Oliveto, near Naples (Vasari, vol. v., p. 170). Assumption (wood, tempera).
Three angels at each side of the Virgin, S. Thomas in the middle of the fore-

ground with the Apostles about him. The figures are a little under life-size.

The tempera is injured and hard from repeated varnishing. Some heads are

still fine, and the piece was originally a good one.

Citta di Castello. Duomo. Sacristy.
—Wood, tempera, figures half life-

size. Genuine half-length of the Virgin holding the Infant erect in the act

of benediction, with the youthful Baptist at one side. Landscape distance,
much injured by the scaling of the flesh.''

Citta di Castello. S. Gio. Decollato.— In this church is a banner with a

figure of S. John. It has been given by Vermiglioli to Piuturicchio (p. 79),
but is a low-class production already noted elsewhere (see school of Signorelli,

antea).

Perugia Gallery.
—Lunette, transferred to canvas, first in the convent of

S. Anna, represents the Virgin and Child, but has been injured.^
Same Gallery.

—A S. Dominic
;

is of Piuturicchio' s school.
[.

Perugia. S. Pietro.—Annunciation, in a chapel to the left as one enters, U

assigned to Piuturicchio, but see postea in Spagna.
^

^
[According to Mr. Berenson, of the year 1503.]

2
[Mr. Berenson gives this to the master himself ; Mr. Perkins to one of

his closer followers (see Rassegna d'Arte, August 190.')).]
^
[Mr. Berenson ascribes this panel to Fiorenzo.]

*
[No longer to be traced.]

«
[Not traceable.] U,

'
[No longer to be traced.] I,

'
[Mr. Perkins gives this rather to a close imitator or follower of the master *""

(c/. Rassegna d'Arte, August 1907).] \* [Not by Pinturicchio.]

r(
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Milan. Palazzo Borromeo.—Wood. Christ on the way to Golgotha. He
carries His Cross, assisted in front by a man drawing it forward ^^^th a cord.
An executioner pushes Him from behind. As He walks, the Saviour turns
round to the Virgm on the left, who follows the procession, attended by the
Maries. In the distance Golgotha appears. The officers of the execution
raise the crosses. A castle crowns a hill, and flights of birds are in the
heavens. On the border one reads :

"
questa opera e di mano del pin-

TORiccHio DA PERUGIA Mcccccxiii." This miniature panel, which seems to

have been in Pinturicchio's atelier at his death, is equal in freshness, careful-

ness, poAver, and richness of colour to the works of his best time. The
females move with a grace akin to that of Perugino. The Christ is noble
in action whilst the naked man pushes Him, but other figures are strained
and somewhat angular in drawing. There is great richness in the ornaments
and landscape.

Gubbio. Duomo.—Nativity, in an arched rectangle supported on pillars,
in the ornament of which one reads :

"
leone x sedente." Vermiglioli

assigns this (p. 112) to Pinturicchio, though it is clearly of a later time by
some itinerant limner in possession of a tracing belonging to the master. The

picture is in oil, sharply outhned, incorrectly drawn, and dusky in the shadows.
The painter seems the same who worked imitating Spagna at Viterbo.

Viterbo. Chiesa degli Osservanti.—Here is also a Nativity. The style is

that of Spagna's pupils, such as Jacopo da Norcia, or the Perugian Orlandi,
who was assistant to Sinibaldo Ibi.^

Assist {near). Torre d'Andrea. Church of S. Bernardo, two miles from
S. Maria degli Angeli.

—On the high altar is a distemper on panel repre-

senting the Presentation of Christ in the Temple (eleven figures), \\ath S,

Bernardino kneeling in the middle of the foreground. This is a mediocre

production by a pupil.^
Beitona {near). Ex-Church of S. Simone.—The walls of this abandoned

church are filled vdih. paintings in the mixed manner of Pinturicchio and

Spagna (see the latter, postea).^

Amelia {near Spoleto). Church of ex-Convent of the Minori Eeformati.—
Wood. Altarpiece. Virgin and Cliild between S. John Baptist and S.

Francis, in the mixed character of Pinturicchio and Spagna, and possibly

by Tiberio d'Assisi. In a lunette is the Eternal between two angels (gold

ground in part repainted).
Dresden. Museum. [No. 41].

—Wood, tempera. This is a portrait of a

youth, with long hanging hair in a red cap and dress, by Pinturicchio. The

distance a landscape.
Berlin. Museum. [No. U3].—The Virgin and Child (wood, tempera),

the most favourable specimen of Pinturicchio in this Gallery.*

Same Gallenj. [No. 134].
—Annunciation (wood). Umbrian in character,

but of small importance, and damaged in the flesh tints.

^ [Now giv'en to Avanzarono.]
-
[Dr. Ricci, in his monograph on Pinturicchio (Heinemann, 1901) gives this

work to the master's earher years, but neither Mr. Berenson nor Mr. Perkins

accept it as bj^ his hand (c/. Rassegna d'Arte, August 1007).]
3
[These frescoes are now in the Mimicipio at Bettona, and are, according to

Mr. Perkins, characteristic works of Tiberio d'Assisi.]
*

[Mr. Berenson does not give this to the master.]
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Berlin. Museum. [No. 136].—Bust portrait of a youth in a black cap, with

fair hair, rough in surface and too feeble for Pinturicchio.

Same Gallery. [Nos. 142, 149].—Episodes from the Ufe of Tobias. These

are good and interesting, but they exhibit marks of Tuscan, mingled with

the Umbrian, education.

Same Gallery. [No. 132].
—Adoration of the Magi. Originally in S.

Caterina of Faenza, and painted for the Manzolini family of that place. We
shall give reasons for assigning this picture to Giovanni Battista (Bertucci)

of Faenza.

Vienna. Esterhazy Gallery. [No. 49].
—Tiberius Gracchus, given to Pin-

turicchio, but probably by some follower of Signorelli (see antea, school of

Signorelli).

Altenhurg. Lindenau Gallery.
—Wood, oil. Panels representing busts in

rounds and figures of Virtues in variously shaped panels, originally part of a

ceiling, said to be by Pinturicchio, and certainly Uke a production of one of

his scholars such as Balducci.

Schleisskeim. Gallery. [No. 1 1 16].
—

Virgin and Child, between SS. Jerome

and John. A poor imitation of Pinturicchio and much repainted.
Paris. Louvre. [No. 1540].

—
Virgin and Child, no doubt by Spagna

(see postea).
Paris. Louvre. Nos. 172, 173 1.—The Judgments of Solomon and of

Daniel, catalogued as of the school of Perugino (wood). These are fairly

composed and carefully executed in Pinturicchio's manner, and, if not by
him, might be by Tiberio d'Assisi.*^

Same Gallery. [No. 174].
—

Virgin and Child in the same class as the

foregoing, perhaps a little better.

Same Gallery. [No. 175].
—

Virgin and Child, half-length, in a glory of

cherubs. A poor work, somewhat hke a production of Mainardi's school.

Same Gallery. [No. 181].
—Wood, arched. Nativity assigned to

Pinturicchio, but by one of his disciples, coarse and much repainted.
Same Gallery. [No. 182].

—
Virgin, Child, and Donor (wood), much

retouched, but in the manner of the foregoing.
Same Gallery. [No. 1417].

—
Virgin and Child between S. Gregory and

another saint, more in Pinturicchio's style than the above.^

Ijondon. National Gallery. [No. 693].
—S. Catherine and a kneehug

monk, with a landscape background. This is a fair example ;
but the

figures are a little feeble.

Same Gallery. [No. 703].
—From the Wallersteiu Collection. The Virgin

behind a parapet, on which the Infant stands. A minute but somewhat cold

and restored specimen of Pinturicchio's skill.

(Same Gallery. [No. 903].
—

Ulysses and Penelope (? Collatinus and
Lucretia), genuine fresco from the palace of Pandolfo Petrucci at Siena.'*

On the right a female at her loom, a girl near her winding from a skein with

which a cat plays. On the left seven youths have entered at a door. A
seaport with ships is seen through a window.

* [Now Nos. 1571, 1572.]
^
[According to Mr. Berenson, by Balducci.]

'
[Mr. Berenson gives this to Pinturicchio himself.]

*
[Fragments of ceiling frescoes by Pinturicchio himself, representing classical

subjects, are, according to Miss OjjGOTt {Guide to Siena, p. 260) still to be seen,

although not without difficulty, in a ceiling of the Palazzo del Magnifico at Siona.]
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Other pieces in this Collection of Umbrian character are of less importance
than the above.

London. Dudley House.—A Baptism between SS. Augustine and Ambrose.
A Friar preaching. These small fragments of a predella are cither by Pin-

turicchio or one of the assistants in his school.

Ireland. Brinsley Morley, Esq.
—The Death of Hector and the Taking

of Troy, assigned to Pinturicchio in the DubUn International Exhibition.

These two Uttle panels are not purely Umbrian in character, the technical

execution being reminiscent of the Florentine school, as represented by the

art of Sebastian Mainardi.^

A few words on Bernardino of Perugia.

The Marchese Ricci published a valuable work in 183i, entitled : Memoirs

of the Painters of the March of Ancona. In the course of his search for

documents and proofs in support of his narrative, he discovered that Bernar-

dino of Perugia or Pinturicchio (as he supposed) had begmi to reside at San

Severino in 1509, and that he had done, in 1524, an altarpiece, now in S.

1
[Other works by Pinturicchio are :

—
Assisi. iS. Maria degli Angeli. God the Father (Berenson).
Berlin. Gallery. No. 132a : Three Saints.

Boston (IT.S.A.). Mrs. J. L. Gardner. Madonna (Berenson)
Cambridge
Genoa.
CoTTINGEN
Leipzig.
London.
Lyons.
mombello.
Oxford.

Paris.
Pertjgia

Youth—in part

Rome.

Fitzwilliam Museum. No. 119: Madomia, Child, and S. John.

Signor Ulrich Jaeger. Madonna (Berenson).

University Gallery. No. 229 : Head of Boy (Berenson).

Gallery. No. 480 : S. Michael (?).

Mr. Brinsley Marlay. Madonna (Berenson).
M. Aynard. S. Bartholomew (Berenson).
Prince Pio of Savoia. Madonna (Berenson).

University Gallery. No. 22: Portrait of

(Berenson).
University Gallery. Madonna (Berenson).
Baron Schickler. Madonna (Berenson).

Gallery. No. 12, Sala XI. : S. Augustine.
Villa Maravelli. Predella to Vatican Coronation (Berenson).

Conte Rossi Scotti. Madonna (Berenson. Mr. Perkins does not

accept this.)

Castle of St. Angela. Fragments of Frescoes (1495).

Vatican, Belvedere. Fragments of Frescoes (1487).

Colonna Palace {ground floor). Decorative Frescoes.

Palazzo de" Penitenzicri. Fragments of Frescoes (1490).

Contessa Rasponi Spalletti. Madonna (Berenson).

Count Stroganoff. Madorma.
Marchese Visconti Venosta. Madonna (Berenson).

Crucifix (Berenson).

Nativity of John.
Portraits of Alberto Arringhieri (fres-

coes, before 1504).

INIadonna and Child.

(Sacristv). Madonna (fresco).

(All Saints'). Angel (fresco).

Coll. Botkine. Madonna (Berenson).
Madonna and Child adored by Francesco Borgia.

On Pinturicchio, see Ernest Steinmann, Pinturicchio (Leipzig), Cobr.*.doRicoi,

Pinturicchio (Hememami, 1901) ; E. March-Phillips. Pinturicchio (George Bell &

Son, 1901).]

Siena.

Spello.

Duomo—Chapel of Baptist.

Collegiafd.

St. Petersburg
Valencia.
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Domenico of S. Severiuo representing the Virgin and Child, between SS.

Severino, Domenico, Rosa, and Venanzio.^ At a later period, Signor

Giuseppe Ranaldi, to whom Marchese Ricci had been indebted for the dis-

covery of records jiistifying the foregoing statements, furnished Vermigholi
with a fuller notice of them, from which it appears that Bernardino of Perugia
made scutcheons for the magistrates of S. Severino in 1502-3, and completed
other labours in the following order : 1509, a Standard for the Duomo of

S. Severino (existing in Vermiglioli's time, and signed :

" Bernardino
PERUSING PINXIT. HOC OPUS FIERI FECIT PIERANTONIUS DE GENTILIBUS

AcciACCHAFERRi PRO SUA DEVOTioNE, 1509.") 1513, Peunons. 1514, a

panel ordered in 1512 for the church of S. M. di Mercato, and an altarpiece
for the chapel of the Public Palace. 1519, He is taxed with other citizens.^

Colucci (Antichita Picene ap. Vermiglioli, p. 74), notices an altarpiece at

La Bastia, near Fabriano, which he describes as signed :

" Bernardjni de
PERUS. PINXIT."

We have not seen any of the pieces noticed by Ricci and Vermiglioli,
nor have we \'isited La Bastia, near Fabriano, which is a different place from
La Bastia, near Perugia, but we have seen other pieces of interest in this

inquiry.^ Premising that Bernardinus of Perugia, who was still living in

1519, cannot be Pinturicchio who died at Siena in 1513, we note first a

Marriage of S. Catherine assigned by Vermiglioli^ to Pinturicchio, in—
Perugia. Church of the Convent of S. Catherine.—Second altar to the

right (wood, tempera, almost life-size). The Virgin enthroned with the

Child, who takes the ring from S. Catherine. S. Peter stands to the left
;

S. Mary Magdalen and S. Benedict to the right. In front, the young Baptist
holds the reed cross. Four angels fly above the throne, two of them with

flowers, two playing instruments. Umbrian character is apparent in the

length, leanness, and afiected action of the frames and heads. The outlines

are mechanically and incorrectly dra^vn, the draperies without style. The
colour, of a dull neutral tint and of a dry tliin substance, is sUghtly relieved

by red shadow. The treatment of this picture and its pecuUar hatching
recall to mind the works of Carlo and even of Vittorio Crivelli, whose influence

extended to the painters of S. Severino.^

Perugia. Gallery. [No. 65].
—

Catalogued under the name of Bernardino
of Perugia. Virgin, Child, and infant Baptist between S. Francis and another
saint (wood, life-size). The group of the Virgin and two children prettily
conceived, and recalling, in that sense only, Raphael's in the altarpiece of

S. Antonio of Perugia, lately in the Colonna Palace, but in 1859-60 in the

Royal Palace at Naples. The execution, however, as in the foregoing.
Same Gallery. [No. 44 ^].

—
Catalogued as above. Wood, half life-size.

Coronation of the Virgin, an angel at each corner, a conception and move-

^
Rrcci, vhi sup., vol. ii. p. 85.

2 Vermiglioli, ubi sup., p. 74 and following.
'
[According to Mr. Perkins, this altarpiece, which represents the Madonna

and Child with Angels, and is dated 1498, is still in existence at Bastia, and is one
of Bernardino's earliest recognisable works, in which he clearly shows himself to
have been a pnpil or follower of Fiorenzo di Lorenzo (see Rasseqna d'Artc, April
1906).]

 

Vermiglioli, uhi sup., pp. 39, 228.
« [Now in Perugia Gallery, Sala VII., No. 1 ]
• [Now in Sala VII.. No. 3.]
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ment also recalling those of Raphael, but by an artist unable to realise them.
The costumes are fanciful, and gold is profusely employed. The execution

a little less rude than the above, yet the manner similar.^

Perugia.
—In private hands, but originally in S. Severo. A Virgin an<l

Child, M-ith a saint in front, and two more at the sides. Two angels attend

in rear. Similar to the last.

London. Dudley House.—Wood, tempera, a third life-size. Virgin

holding a bird by a string, the Infant Christ in her grasp, within an arch

decorated with fruits and flowers. Like the preceding, wntli a mixture of

the schools of Squarcione and Crivelli.

The painter of all these pieces is an Umbrian who preserves the stamp
of his countrymen in the character, type, and action of his figures. The

handling, the system of tempera, costumes, and copious gildings are those

of the San Severini, of Carlo and Vittorio Crivelli. Either he went early
from Perugia to Sanseverino, or he was born there.^ One traces the effort

of a follower of Crivelli to assume the Perugian manner rather than that of

a Perugian desirous of appropriating that of Crivelli.^ The place where the

records of Bernardino of Perugia have been found is S. Severino. The

pictures above described are like those of the San Severini and Crivelli, and
those amongst them which are in the Gallery of Perugia are attributed to

Bernardino of Perugia. We therefore possess enough to determine the style
of Bernardino who was so long confounded with Pinturicchio. Yet, we must
not forget that another picture exists under the name of Bernardino of

Perugia. It is in

Paris. Louvre. \No. 289].
—Subject

—the Crucifixion, with numerous

figures. Orsini assigns it {Guida di Perugia) to Pinturicchio, with the date

of 1518. It is an Umbrian work in oil, by a man of a coarse fibre, but full

of power and life, a contemporary of Giambattista Caporali, Cocchi, and

Paris Alfani, but not the same artist as the author of the foregoing series,

unless he completely altered liis manner.'*

A feAv lines also for Matteo Balducci.

This third-rate artist was born at Fontignano, and is known by a contract

of 1509 (in which his name appears in the capacity of a witness) to have

been in connection with Pinturicchio {Com. Vasari, vol. xi., p. 161). He

had, however, gained no great proficiency there when Pinturicchio died. In

1517, he was bound apprentice to Bazzi for six years {Doc. Sen., vol. iii., p. 72).

GuALANDi has published a contract and payments for an altarpiece by him

in S. Francesco di Plan Castagnaio in Montamiata 152-3-4 {Memorie, ubisup.,

1 [Two other altarpieces, by Bernardino, both representing the Madonna and

Cliild with Saints, are also to be seen in this same Sala VII. of tlie Perugian Gallery.]
2
[Bernardino doubtless went from Perugia to the Marches. He is now known

to have held a species of art school or academy for many years in San Severino.]
*
[The reverse was the case ; as Mr. Perkins ha,s pointed out (see Rasscgna d'Arte,

Aug. 1907), tlie altarpiece of Bernarvlino at La Bastia. near Fabriano, is sufficient

to prove him a pupil or follower of Fiorenzo iu his earlier yenrs.]
* [We must refer the reader to Mr. Beronson's most recent list of Bernardino s

works—a list too long for transcription here. INIr. Perkins ascribes to Bernardino

paintings at Matelica, Albacina, and in the ex-Nevin Collection at Rome. On
Bernardino see also G. Urbini, in Augusta Perusia (Perugia, Ki08).]
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ser. ii., pp. 17, 18). There are returns of liis property in Citta della Pieve

for the year 1543, and he was a municipal councillor in that place in 1550

and 1553 (Mezzanottb, Vita di Perugino, uhi sup., p. 286).

Matteo Balducci is the author of the following pictures :
—

Siena. S. Spirito. Cappella de^ Borghesi.
—

Altarpiece (wood, oil),

assigned (Faluschi, Guida, p. 142; Taia, Guida, p. Ill) to Matteo di

Giovanni. Assumption of the Virgin. By the side of the tomb, below

the glory, S. Francis and S. Catherine of Siena, and in front two infant

angels. Two seraphs at the side of the glory bear flowerpots. In a lunette,

the Eternal in benediction in a halo with cherubs' heads. The Virgin's face

is softly expressive, but the figures generally are feeble, and the colour is

dim, washy, and without relief. The angels in front of the tomb resemble

those at the base of the plinths in the Cappella Piccolomini. Balducci is

therefore an Umbrian of the school of Pinturicchio.^ The predeUa of this

picture, representing the Virgin with the Dead Messiah on her lap, with

S. John Evangehst and the Magdalen, S. Francis receiving the Stigmata,
and S. Catherine, is in the same style as the altarpiece, and now in

Siena. Academy.—No. 213. There are further in the collection—
No. 311 : Half-length of the Virgin and Child between SS. Bernardino

and Catherine. No. 307 : An Angel in Adoration (small panel). No. 321 :

Virgin and Child between SS. Jerome and Francis. Nos. 310, 316, 312, 318 :

The two first, in tempera, figures of Justice and Faith; the two last, in

oil, Fortitude and Charity.
Siena. S. Maria Maddalena.—Nativity (small), an Umbrian composition

on the model of Pinturicchio, of a light colour, and feeble in character,

variously assigned to Perugino and Pinturicchio.

Same Convent. Virgin and Child, and youthful Baptist, reminiscent of

Pinturicchio, and jjerhaps by some other of his pupils than Balducci.

Paris. Louvre. Mush Napoleon III. No. 195.—Virgin, Child, and

Saints, classed in the Umbrian school, careful, but feeble tempera, in Bal-

ducci's manner.
There is no trace of the influence of Bazzi on Balducci in all these pieces.^

^
[There are no conclusive docum3nt3 to support the traditional attribiition of

this picture to Balducci. Taking it as a starting point, however, Mr. Berenson
has been able to gather together a large number of works which he ascribes to the
same artistic personality (see his Central Italian Painters, 1909, pp. 137-139).]

"
[At least one critic has expressed doubts as to the Balducci who was Pinturic-

chio's assistant and the Balducci who was apprenticed at so late a date to Bazzi,

being one and the same person. Surely, if Balducci was capable of painting the
works now attribiated to him, it is rather surprising to know that he apprenticed
himself to Sodoma, from whose influence the above-mentioned works, at least, are

quite free.]



CHAPTEIl XII

LO SPAGNA

The most interesting figure amongst the Peruginesques, Raphael always

excepted, is that of Giovanni di Pietro, known in his own time and by
posterity as Lo Spagna. The darkness which conceals the history of

his birth overspreads the greatest part of his career. There is no know-

ledge of the period when he joined Perugino. His Mfe is a blank until

1507 [?], Avhen he appears for the first time as an independent master at

Todi.^ The quahfication of Sjianiard appended to his name in a docu-

ment of that period leaves no doubt as to his nationality ; but the

artistic education which he received was purely Italian
;
and he seems

to have been bred to the profession of a painter under Perugino and

Pinturicchio.2

As such he is a candidate for a share in the execution of the ceiling

at the hall of the Cambio, or of the double altarpiece at S. Francesco al

Monte, ordered of Vannucci in 1502. The style \vhich characterises his

authentic works in Spoleto may be traced in the MartjTdom of S. Sebastian

of 1505 at Panicale, and in a fresco of the same period in S. Agostino of

that place.^ He was the companion of Raphael at Perugia during their

joint stay in the school of Perugino, and after Sanzio began to labour on

his own account in Citta di Castello. His manner is a mixture of the

Peruginesque and Raphaelesque, without the high quahties of either ;

and its earliest development is to be found in the youthful and somewhat

feeble Nativity at the Vatican, called the Madonna della Spineta, from

the convent near Todi, for which it was conmiissioned.^

There is very Httle in this composition calling for special remark.

^ See postea.
2 [MoRELLi maintains that Spagna began as a pupil of Fiorenzo di Lorenzo

(c/. Opere t/e' Maestri Italiani nelle Gallerie di Monaco, Dresden, e Berlino, p. 74 ;

Bologna, 188G).]
' See antea, Perugino's life.

*
Gallery of the Vatican, assigned by Vebmiglioli, Bernardino, ubi sup., y). 42,

to Pinturicchio ; by Orsini, Life of Perugino, ubi sup., p. 104, to Vannucci; and

in descriptions of the Vatican, to Perugino, Pinturiccliio, and Rapliael. The
latter theory seems countenanced by Passavant, vol. ii., pp. 5, 449. wlien describing

a head of S. Joseph amongst the drawings of the British Museum. The drawing,

however, cannot be by Raphael, being too loose. On the back of the sheet is a

figure of S. Sebastian, in which Spagna's hand, following the style of Perugino, is

more apparent. Bvit caution is rociuired before assigning either the head or the

S. Sebastian to Spagna. The former is not exactly tho same as the head of S.

Joseph in the Spineta altarpiece.
2D9
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The Infant, lying on the foreground, with its tingers in its mouth
; S.

Joseph to the left, on one knee, expressing surprise by startled action ;

the Virgin to the right, resigned and in prayer ; two angels in rear

between them and a third in immediate attendance behind the mother

of Christ, form the principal group. In the middle distance, two shep-

herds, and others on foot and on horseback in a landscape ;
to the right,

the penthouse and cattle
;

in the air, three angels, erect, singing from a

long scroll—this is all. The peculiar traits in the piece which distinguish

Spagna are the long head, neck, and shoulderless frame of S. Joseph,
the square and lanky shape of angels, curt proportions of hand and

foot, and overcharged drapery. Superadded are gravity of demeanour,
an ashen grey coolness of tone, equal finish of parts in fore and back-

ground, minuteness of detail \Adthout great rehef by light and shade.

The picture, though painted in oil, looks washy and pale. It is the first

impression of an arrangement repeated with variations in the altarpiece

of the Ancajani at the Berlin Museum.^ This abraded distemper may
be compared with the Spineta Nativity, and will prove that the Virgin,

Child, and attendant angels are lined in both from diiierent sides of the

same cartoon.

The Berhn altarpiece is an Adoration of the Kings, and was painted
for Ancajani, v. ho lived fifteen years (1478-1503) Abbot of Ferentillo, near

Spoleto. It was placed in the church of S. Pietro attached to that

monastery, and was only removed for the purj)ose of being restored in

the year 1700. That it should have been attributed to Raphael's youth
is due to the Peruginesque mode of its distribution and drawing, and its

Raphaelesque accompaniments of type and drapery. Yet, on close

inspection, its cold carefulness produces an impression different from

that of a Raphael. Purity, deHcacy, and refinement are the quahties

usually assigned to the figures.^ It would be truer to say that they are

carried out mth honesty of purpose and minuteness of detail, but with

less feehng or selection than are usual even in Sanzio's earliest perform-
ances. Their setting and air are such as might be realised by a man
without great originahty of power, of the passionless dihgence for Avliich

Sassoferrato was remarkable at a later period. The mould of the faces

is broadly imitated from that of Raphael, but without his candour and

lightness of grace ;
with more than his usual stiffness, but none of lii8

sentiment. They are simple blocks without waving hnes of beauty.
The male heads are long in forehead and jaw, pinched and withered in

^ Berlin Museum [Magazine]. Its removal from S. Pietro in the monastery of

Ferentillo and subsequent peregrinations are related by Pungii.eoni, Raphael,
ubisup., p. 18, and by Passavant, Raphael, vol. i., p. 60, and vol. ii., p. 10. Another
picture quite with the impress of Spagna, is No. 135 in tlie Berlin Museiun, under
the name of Raphael ; subject

—the Saviour in the tomb (canvas, knee-piece).
[This piece is no longer shown. It is not, how.3ver, from Lo Spagna's hand.]

* Kuqlkr's Handbook.
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features, often vulgar like those of Pinturicchio
;
those of females and

angels are round and plump, but of an unhealthy fleshiness, unnaturally

projected from the neck, with round noses and small prim mouths, a
famity hkeness being traceable through them all, and proving con-

ventionalism and want of vigour in the aitist. The drapery is draAvn

together by hand, and made to fold where nature would have left it

plain and hanging. It is for this reason surcharged, broken or festooned.

Without entering into detail, one may note the heavy squareness of the

Virgin and of the young king erect on the right, the bony dryness of

the kneeling one, and the gaunt leanne'=!s of the angels. All the hands
and feet are short in shape and cramped in the Umbrian fasliion. The

landscape, a vale, on the rocky sides of which the Icing's suite descends,
is a mixture of Raphael and Pinturicchio. The colour, abraded down to

the cloth, leaves the drawing bare, and seems to have been originally of

a pale yellow, slightly shadowed with grey.^
The two altarpieces of the Spineta and of the Ancajani, executed for

convents in the vicinity of Spoleto, where Spagna usually lived, naturally
suffer by comparison with pictures by Perugino and Raphael ; yet they
are of the greatest interest as evidence of the process by which an indus-

trious and conscientious workman succeeded in combining the manner
of his master with that of his comrade, and laid the foundation of a

prosperous career by steadiness and attention. The mode in which he

concentrated the individuahty of Raphael, Perugino, and of Pinturicchio

in productions of his o\mi is further illustrated in the large panel of S.

Girolamo at Perugia,^ where a vast inlaid throne, protected by a rich

dais, is occupied by a beautiful Virgin and Child full of Raphaelesque
freshness. A S. Jerome in sweeping draperies stands reading intently

at one side, with S. Anthony behind liim. S. John the Baptist on the

other looks round towards the throne, to which he points, and S. Francis

pensively pauses as he holds a book in both hands. The style, which

reveals Spagna in the two first and in the angel above them, is modified

by a reminiscence of Pinturicchio in the t^^'0 last, whilst an angel, hovering

to the left over the pair, resembles one by Vannucci. In the minute

detail and symmetry of the distance, in the finish of the ornaments on

1 The angles of the frame contain two Sibyls, SS. Benedict and Scolastica.

The ornament of tlie frame, which is of Spagna's time, has been renewed or retouched.

A drawing (No. 62, MS. Payne Knight, Brit. Musemn), is preserved, and has

been assigned by Passavant, Raphael, vol. ii., p. 547, and Wa^vgen, Treasures,

vol. i., p. 226, to Sanzio. It is described as a study for the young king standing
to the right in the Ancajani altarpiece. The attitude is not exactly the same,

however, and the drawing is inverted. But this is a feeble school work.

The character of Spagna is more decidedly apparent in (No. 63, MS. Paj-ne

Knight, Brit. IMuseum), a drawing of a group of horsemen and two fig\ires on foot,

in black point on slightlv tinted yellow paper, with tlie lights in white. This sheet,

once assigned to Raphael, is now under tlie name of Pinturicchio. The style is

that of Spagna.
* Now in the Perugia GaUerj'.
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the throne, in the cast of drapery in general, one is also reminded of

Pinturicchio
;
but the hand is that of Spagna, whose talent is not suffi-

cient to yield anything of great originality, and who supports himself

as he best can by gi'afting on the old style of Vannucci and Bernardino

the younger one of Sanzio, and thus produces a cento of no disagreeable

kind, but still without the breath of independent genius. Most striking

is the use of oil medium on the system pursued by Raphael at the beginning
of his change to the Florentine manner, the pale colour being laid in

on a white ground. Equally so are the leanness, dryness, and length
of forms, and the bony development of articulations and extremities

resembhng those of the Milan Sposalizio.^

But the companionship of Spagna and Raphael is still more apparent
in pieces now preserved in private English collections. In a charming
little panel in oil at Stafford House in London, Christ cro^^'ned with

thorns is depicted in the act of carrying the Cross, He bends shghtly
under the dreadful load. His face, of a fine tone, is turned towards the

spectator, and the dehcate hair of head and beard waves lightly in the

breeze. A clear sky verging to pale yellow where the distant hills

impinge upon it, an undulating country of varied hues \nth trees of

simple branch and leaf, form a total so completely impregnated ^nth

Raphael's spirit that the picture bears his name.^ The Saviour, indeed,

is full of tender resignation ;
the touch is exquisite, the colour warm and

pleasing, the landscape bright. The whole is worthy of Raphael, yet

really by Spagna imitating Sanzio. The type and forms are less select

and grand, the pose less simple and natural than Raphael's. The figure

betrays an overstudied elegance, and the drapery an unnecessary repeti-
tion of folds in one direction. The colour is more remarkable for softness

than force, more careful than bold and masterly. That which in Raphael
is a natural gift, the undefinable something which gives its charm to

everything he does, is wanting.^
Mr. Fuller Maitland's collection is enriched with another attractive

specimen of Spagna's imitative capacity ;
an adaptation on a small

scale of Perugino's Christ on the Mount,* with the Redeemer in profile,

the three sleeping apostles in the foreground shghtly changed in attitude,

^ The right side of the panel is most injured, a mishap distinctly marked also
in the forehead of S. Francis, in the right hand and lower part of right leg of the

Baptist. On a "
cartello

"
in the panelling of the tlirone steps, an inscription

seems once to have stood, which is now illegible.
^
[No. 61.] The catalogue of Stafford House contains a statement that the

picture was formerly in the Riccardi (Medici) Palace in Florence, and that it was
originally painted for the private chapel of Giovanni de' Medici, who was after-
wards Leo X. An elaborate yellow grey monochrome ornament gives richness
to the small pilaster framing (wood, oil).

* On the other hand we see the same stamp of art here as in the saints at Dudley
House known to be by Spagna.

* [Now No. 1032 in National Gallery. Perugino's Agony is No. 53, Academy,
Florence.]
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the angel sent back into the distance, and the soldiers in rear in quiet
action. Raphael is also credited with, this picture. It has not, however,
the ease and unstrained action, the sweetness and freshness, the charm
of life which please in Sanzio even Avhen his figures are least happy in

proportions or general aspect. Nor is the colour in Mr. Maitland's panel
treated with the great master's accustomed ease, or bright with his vivid

and transparent tone. It has not the pure harmonic chord wliich vibrates

to the depths of the spectator's heart. The difference between this

Christ at the Mount and one that Raphael might have produced, is that

which must always be discerned in comparing the creations of two men,
one of whom is replete with genius, \a hilst the other is not.

Spagna, the least favoured of the two, is the author of Mr. Maitland's

Christ on the Mount. Yet IVIr. Passavant, in speaking of it as one of

Raphael's youtliful efforts,^ supports his theory on a passage in Vasari,

in which it is stated that a highly finished panel representing the subject

was ordered by Guidubaldo of Urbino, and after many vicissitudes

became the property of the monastery of the Camaldoles of Urbino.^

From thence Mr. Passavant relates that it was taken to Gubbio, and

preserved there in the family of the Gabrielh, one of the members of

which had been prior of the Camaldoles ;
and thence to the Palazzo

Gabrielh in Rome. But the whole of this story rests on a fanciful basis.

The picture of ^h\ Fuller Maitland is that which was in the Palazzo

Gabrielh at Rome, but it is not that which Vasari mentions, unless we

assume that he described it incorrectly. He distinctly states that the

Saviour prays on the Mount, but that the apostles are asleep in the

distance. At :Mr. Maitland's the apostles are on the foreground. But,

even were it true that this very work was done for the Duke Guidubaldo,

the name of Raphael would still be incorrect, and we must assume that

Spagna executed it in oil at Raphael's request.
^

The catalogue of the Spagnas in this class is hardly exhausted ^^^th

the notice of a graceful and exquisitely finished httle Virgin and Child,

a distemper in the mode of the Ancajani altai-piece, exhibited under the

name of Perugino in the Gallery of Rovigo.'*

1
Life of Raphael, vol. i., pp. 77-8; vol. ii., p. 31.

2 Vasari, Life of Raphael, vol. viii., pp. 7, 8.

3 Geheimerrath Dr. Waagen, Treasures, vol. iii., p. 5, has already .suggest>ed

that Spagna had a share in the work. It is in all but perfect preservation with

the exception of the head of the sixtli soldier to the left, counting from the right-

hand side of the panel. There are little bits of the drapery of S. Peter and b. John

slightly abraded, a spot on the temple of the Saviour, and an abnwion of the halo.

*
[No. 42.] Gallery of Rovigo. This is a half-length with a vertical spht

through the Virgin's face, a little restored, of a pleasing warm colour and some-

what flat. The Virgin's gilt nimbus is new. Wood. 15 inches by 13.

[Both-'Mr. Berenson-^and Mr. Perkins look upon a Madonna and Child with

SS. Jolm Baptist and Jerome, in Mr. Johnson's Collection at Philadelphia, U.S.A..

as a possible earlv work of Spagna (see F. Mason Perkins in Rassegna d Arte,

August 1905; and B. Berenson, Central Italian Painters, 1909).]
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As early as 1507, Spagna begins to leave more certain traces of his

passage through the towns surrounding Spoleto. In September of that

year he promises a Coronation to the church of the Reformati of Monte

Santo di Todi, and agrees to imitate the altaqDiecc of S. Girolamo at

Narni,^ He stipulates for time, and is only ready to deliver in 1511. As

at Narni, where the painter is an assistant in Domenico Ghirlandaio's

atelier,^ the Saviour crowns the Virgin, on clouds supported by cherubs'

heads, under a conical canopy held up by seraphs, in the centre of a

company of angels, prophets, and sibyls. On the meadow, below, S.

Francis kneels in the midst of a score of saints, prominent amongst
whom are SS. Jerome, Louis, Bei-nardino, and John the Baptist. The

arching of the upper part is a border with cherubs' heads
;
and three

niches in each pilaster contain SS. James, Mary Magdalen, Louis, Giovanni

Capistrano, Catherine, and Bernardino. A better proof of the subordinate

talent of Spagna can scarcely be found than is here afforded. The clever

and conscientious Spaniard, who commonly imitates the manner of the

Umbrians, is now A\alling to take an entire composition from a Florentine
;

and he does so with comparative success, moulding the figures according
to his o\Yn familiar type, and tinting them after his own fasliion. It is not

difficult to select some fine forms and heads, particularly in females and

angels, but in general his tendency is to exaggerate the usual length of

the human frame
;

and he often fails to give it the proper hfe and
breadth. The round faces are not unfrequently vulgar in look and in

feature, and there is a want of breed in the coarse feet and in the large

long palms of short-fingered hands attached to thick-set wrists. His

study of drapery is superficial, and the result too often unmeaning
festoon. The flesh-tints also are not those of healthy individuals in

whose veins the red blood flows, on whose cheek it mantles. They are

pale and sickly, shadowed with earthy grey, and therefore slight in relief.

They are untransparent and raw.^ Spagna's adaptation of Perugino's
^ " Dio 12 Septembris, actum Tuderti in pede plateas magiise presentibiis domino

Ludovico de Aptis et domino Julio de Tuderto . . testibus videlicet. Hector
Joannis Rubri de Tuderto procurator loci Montis Santi . . . prope Tudertiun

sponte sua dedit et locavit ad faciendam unam tabulam seu ornamentum pro
Ecclesia Montis Sancti magistro Joanni, alias Spagna, Yspano, pro qua ipse pro-
mittit dare mauufactori ducatos ducentimi auri, et dictam tabi.ilam . . . dictus

magister Joannes promittit facere pictam de auro ciun coloribus et aliis rebus ad
speciem et similitudinem tabulae factse in Ecc. Sancti leronymi de Narnia. . . ."

Contracts of the notary Gian Antonio di Ugolino Benedettoni, an. 1507, p. 148, in
Memorie Storiche di Todi, by Lorenzo Leoni, uhi sup., p. 119.

2 [The Narni Coronation is now admitted by most critics to be by Ghirlandaio
himself.]

^ Tlu-ee of the male saints in the glory to the right are discoloured by sunUght.
The pictm-e is 9^ feet by 7|-, wood, with the

" mdxi "
at the base. The figures

now in the pilaster frame seem the same as those in Dudley House. But they are
in oil, whilst those of Dudley House are distemper pieces. The pilaster saints at
Todi are more modern in appearance than the rest of the picture, and perhaps
tliey are copied from older ones. They are at all events replicas of those which
belong to Lord Ward.

I
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manner was thus incomplete, as he did not master the science of colouring,
nor compensate for its absence by feeling. His cold and mechanical

treatment seems incompatible with the attainment of perfect atmosphere.
In order to copy the Nami altarpiece, it ^\as necessary that Spagna

should visit that place. Two saints, the Beato Bernardino da Feltre

and S. Anthony of Padua in S. Girolamo of Narni, might prove that he

had been there, though they cannot be taken as good specimens of his

skill.i

At Todi, it is said that he painted six of the cathedral chapels ;
and

the remnants of a Trinity in fresco transferred \\ith success to a w all

in the Duomo, shows that when he worked there, his style was in its

prime and of the fullest breadth.'^

In the Coronation, which he completed immediately after 1511, on

the model of that of Todi, for the Franciscans of S. Martino near Trevi,

he repeated many saints in reversed position, as he had learned to do in

the school of Perugino, and he reduced the total number of personages

considerably. He placed a very graceful Magdalen and S. Catherine at

the sides of the foreground, and in the distance a view of the convent

and church of S. Francesco at Assisi, as seen from the mill on the old

road from Sterpeto to the sanctuary. His drawing and colour on panel

remain unchanged.^

1 Bernardino is represented on panel with the symbol of the Mons PietatL^,

which he founded, in his hand. At his feet a miniature figure kneels in prayer.

The medium is oil, the work done at one painting, of a low redchsli tone showing
the vmder preparation. . . . Some flakes of coloiu* are scaled off. This piece is

to the left in the chiu-ch as one faces the high altar. The pane), in which S. Antony
stands with a child at his feet, is let in to a ckcular panel. He holds the lily and

shows the flame. The tone is also low and of thin substance. [:\Ik. Perklns

denies this to Spagna. It is, according to him, by a close follower of Fiorenzo di

Lorenzo, with whose manner it certainly coincides (c/. Rudseyiia d'Arte, August

1907).] A third panel of a saint holding a calyx in the same church seems to

be by another and coarser hand.
* The Eternal, mider life-size, is broadly treated, as likewse the fleshy form

of the crucified Redeemer. There is some heaviness in the proportions, which are

however correct. The drapery is festooned. The flesh stippled o\er verde, of a

reddLsh tinge.
A S. Bernardino da Feltre on panel in the interior of the convent of Slonte

Santo is less able. This is a panel about two feet high, split vertically down the

middle. The Saint holds a bamier on which one reads :

" cuea illixts ab moks

PiETAT." The painting is a little flat and hard. [According to Mr. Pkkkins this

is a school-piece (c/. Rassecpia cVArte, August 1907).]
=> The upper glory of this Coronation Ls dimmed by time and dust. Two angels

flying at the sides of the canopy are repeatedjfrom
those of Todi.

Tlie^^frame^is
not

' "^ "

arched
tW(
church choir. Thev reprt...v.»..v.v» ,^. * . ^ -^ .01 •

1
• 01 i

fi-iar (figures uith long frames and small hcacLs). and S. :MartuiShanng his Cloak

with the Beggar. These pieces were missing at a later \usit. Tlie altarpiece is ot

the same size as that of Todi, and of the same period. [This picture is dated I.5>_,

and is now in the Municipio.]

UI.
^
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A more successful production of the same period is the fresco of the

Assumption, dated 1512, in the dead-house of the convent. It is far

less crowded than the Coronations, and abler in conception and design.

The Virgin in her almond-shaped halo stands in a grand and natural

attitude, and the cherubs in the glory are worthy of Perugino, Two

angeLs in prayer at her sides would be charming, were the long stiff frame

lined out wdth grace equal to that of the heads. As it is, the stiffness

strikes one as akin to that of the planets in Perugino's ceiling at the

Cambio of Perugia. SS. Jerome, John the Baptist, Francis, and Antony
of Padua, looking up as they kneel, are amongst the finest things of

Spagna, the latter especially full of inspired tenderness. The cast of

drapery is excellent, especially in the saints in monkish dress, and the

pale yellow flesh-lights are fused A\dth ease into the reddish stipphng of

the half-tones and shadows. Yet the faihngs traceable through the

Spineta and Ancajani altarpieces upwards are not entirely absent.^

More curious, however, and perhaps of greater interest, are the frescoes

in the church of the Madonna delle Lagrime at Trevi. In a lunette,

S. Ubaldo in benediction sits between rows of kneeling monks, whilst

an angel holds up an open book out of which he reads, and others attend

Avith his crosier and mitre. In the Deposition from the Cross, beneath

the lunette, as in the chief personage of the lunette itself, a distant

reminiscence of Raphael may be discovered. The Deposition is taken

from that in the Borghese Palace at Rome, or from one of the numerous

drawings sketched previous to its completion. But at Trevi the com-

position is transferred to the waM in Spagna' s manner, the figures being
slender and square, and carried out with his cold and unwearying
dihgence.2 On the pilasters of the altar, two canvases contain S.

Catherine of Alexandria, and S. CeciHa, in natural proportions, both

nicely posed and drawn, v.nt\\ a fair share of elegance and refinement

in their appearance.^ Had not Spagna renewed his companionship wdtli

' On the lower edge of the fresco is the date :

"
mdxii," the last cipher abraded-

Part of the cheek and tliree fingers of one of the hands in the Virgin are gone.
^ These frescoes are injured by a fiaw running down the centre of the wall.

Part of the angel holding the crosier has scaled away with the lime of the wall.
The head of Christ in the Entombment is rubbed off and retouched, and that of a
spectator nearest to the man carrying tlie Saviour's body at the shoulders is new.
The Virgin on the left is in great part damaged. Indeed the whole of the left side
of the wall is in a bad condition. A Saint is painted in a niche to the left of the
Entombment, a S. Joseph in another niche to the right. Above are two half-

length Prophets in medalUons on mosaic ground.
^ S. Catherine holds a book and a sword. Her face is a little vulgar. The

blue background is repainted and opaque. The S. Cecilia plays tlie pipes. Her
head is neatly attired, and the feet and hands are better di-awTi than usual. On
the groimd are a flute, tambourine, and music. The flesh is not so well preserved
aa in the S. Catherine, and the shadows have become black. But Spagna's execu-
tion of the figures in tempera is better than usual. Both are life-size. [Now in
the Municipio.]
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Raphael at Rome, he could scarcely have done anything so redolent of

the great master
;

but the question arises, where n.ay Spagna and

Raphael have met again. Could they have seen each other at

Florence or at Rome ? Proofs of Spagna's residence at Florence are

not forthcoming ;
nor is there direct evidence of his stay at Rome,

but the existence of certain frescoes there might circumstantially con-

firm it.

The summer residence of La Magliana, enlarged by JuUus II., \vas

frequently uted in the sixteenth century for parties of pleasure. A
chapel in the interior of the edifice, erected under the superintendence
of the Cardinal of Pavia, was adorned with frescces of the Annunciation

and Visitation, a IMartjTdom of S. Fehcity, and the Eternal in benedic-

tion. Although damage of various kinds has been done to these wall

paintings, in the first instance by the opening of a door between the

Virgin and the Angel of the Annunciation, and by a breach of large

dimensions in the Maityrdom ;
in the next place by the transfer of the

remains to canvas in S. Ceciha at Rome ;
there is enough left for forming

a judgment upon them. The Annunciation and Visitation are like designs

by Perugino carried out by Spagna. The grouping, movement, and types

are affected, tender, and graceful. The Virgin's head in the Visitation is

distinctly Peruginesque, and the two angels at the sides, with their arms

across, recall those in song in the sky of the Spineta Nativity.^ The

most important variation of these pieces from one by Perugino is in the

di'awing, the faulty nature of which points directly to Spagna. In the

Annunciation, lively movements are marred by the exaggerated manner

in which the extremities are cramped. The drapery also is like that of

Perugino's dechning years, or that of the Coronation and Crucifixion of

1502 at S. Francesco al Monte of Perugia. The colour is that of the

Entombment at Trevi, of a pale yellow flesh sliaded with greenish grey,

without much rehef or mass of chiaroscuro. The handling is also like

Spagna's. The Martyi'dom of S. Felicity is scarcely recognisable in its

mutilated condition. But the composition is exactly that of Rajihael.

as engraved by Marc Antonio, though tlie execution apparently remamed

in Spagna's hands, as the colour resembles his in the Entombment of

Trevi.

The Eternal is a noble conception, in the spirit of Raphael's best

time. The splendid turn of the Father's frame as He looks down from

the glory by which He is surrounded, with His left hand open, and the

right raided above the forehead in token of blessing, is full of swing,

whilst the two angels at His sides casting flowers from out of tlic clouds,

are admirably conceived. There figures are so fine as to k ave no room

for doubting they were designed by Raphael, of the ^ame stamp as the

1 The angel to the right is somewhat injured.
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Sacrifice of Abraliam, Moses and the Burning Bush, and the Dream of

Jacob, in the Hall of Hehodorus at the Vatican, or the mosaics at S.

Maria del Popolo. But the composition is not carried out by its creator.

It is drawn with some hardness and want of feehng. The draperies are

an adaptation of Raphael's grand cast without the necessary study of

the forms beneath it. The handhng is cold, the colour pleasing, but

wanting in atmosphere and relief, and treated without breadtli.^ Spagna,
not Giulio Romano, or Penni, would have worked out a sketch of Raphael
in this way. It might be that in the Annunciation and Visitation he

used a cartoon of Perugino's school, taking for the two other frescoes

one from Raphael. The impression in general seems to be that the whole

series is by the same artist. Spagna's imitation of Perugino and Sanzio

would thus be very tangibly proved."^

After much wandering in this wise between the capital and cities

in the valleys of the Tiber and its confluents, Spagna determined to

settle permanently in one spot with his family, and he chose Spoleto
for this purpose, perhaps because his wiie, who was a native of those

parts, desired it, perhaps because the town was centrally situated ^^^th

respect to places in which he found most employment.
Before the death of Julius II. in 1513 he had painted the arms of

that pontiif for the PubHc Palace a,t Spoleto in the usual form, with

two fine compositions of Charity and Clemency at the sides, and Justice

in a lunette above them.^ It is curious to mark the resemblance bet^Acen

the first of these subjects and Marc Antonio's engraving from Raphael's

Charity. One sees how much more successful Spagna v.as when he

imitated Sanzio than when he took Perugino or Pinturiccliio for his

models.* He doubtless adorned the whole of the space in part filled

up by these arms
; and the A^-liitewash on the Avails may yet conceal

some of his frescoes.^ Almost every year brings to hght some specimen
of his skill in Spoleto ;

and lately a fine hfe-size Virgin and Child of

^ The ground in this fresco which was blue is now bared to the red vmder pre-
parations, and only a few spots of the bhie remain.

2 [There is no doubt as to Spagna having visited Rome. The frescoes of Apollo
and the Nine Muses, now in the Capitoline Gallery at Rome—whence they were
removed from this same villa of La Magliana—are certainly by his hand. These
works were e^•idently unknoA\ai to the authors at the time they wi'ote.]

^ [Now No. 40 of Pinacoteca.]
* The biist of Julius is held up in a circular frame by a draped figure above it.

The keys are supported by two angels (draperies of lower figure and kej-s new). U|'The upper lunette is much damaged, and contains Justice with the balence . and  
two angels in front, on clouds pointing at the allegorical figvire. The head of the

" "

latter is coarse and common. Pilasters separate the central ccmpartment con- •

taining the arms from those at the sides filled with the subjects of Charity r.nd

Clemency. In the former, a female gives the breast to a child, whilst another
child stands by. Clemency is seated with her hand on the head of a kneeling men.
The pilasters are adorned with arabesques.

' Above a door in this hall, two angels in a niche (fresco) seem also by Spagna.
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good movement and po\Aerful tone has been recovered above the first

altar to the right in S. Ansano.^

A Crucifixion may also be seen in a very bad condition at the sides

of the Oratorio di S. Pietro Martire in S. Domenico
;

^ a Virgin and

Child amongst saints, and other wall paintings, in the ex-monastery della

Stella.^'

Spagna's masterpiece of this period, however, is the fresco of the

Infant Christ erect with the orb, on the lap of the Virgin, seated between

SS. Jerome and Francis, Catherine and Brizio, once a portion of a decora-

tion in the citadel of Spoleto, and since taken dovai for transfer to the

Palazzo Comunale. A scutcheon in the lunette is held up by childicn

of ungainly aspect, yet reminiscent of the Raphaelesque, and the pilasters

are neatly dressed with arabesques. Great freshness and a pleasing air

give charm to the Infant Christ and to the Virgin and Saints. A clear,

well fused, and transparent colour adds to their beauty, yet a general

coldness is prevalent, and there is some want of expression and feehng
in the slender figures.^

Equally important are the altarj^ieces of the Cappella S. Slefano in

S. Francesco at Assisi, -which was completed in July 1516, and the frescoes

in the cell of S. Francis ^ at S. Maria degli Angeh. The irregular hexagon
of the latter is filled with portraits of saints chiefly of the Franciscan

order in various action and natural gesture, conversing or in thought,

and the more successfully \\Tought as models Avere not wanting to Spagna
when he composed the groups. They are drawn with great firnniess of

hand, rounded successfully and coloured in a po\A'erful and rich tone.

* There are traces of a S. Roch on the right, and of an angel above hun. The
colour, of much impasto, as in S. M. degli Angeli, near Assisi. [On this fresco c/.

G. Sordini in Rassegna d^Arte for June 1907).]
2 Four angels hover about the Cross. Below (from left to right), a S. Jerome

of the seventeenth century, S. Vincent, the Virgin, S. Mary Magdalen (head new),
S. Peter Martyr at the foot of the tree looking up, S. John Evangelist and S. Dominic

(repainted). To the right of the Crucifixion are traces of a S. Francis recei\ing
the Stigmata. The angels are full of movement and recall the manner of Gaudenzio
Ferrari.

3 The first of these, in the entrance hall, represents the Virgin and Child

enthroned, attended by an angel, between SS. Augustine and Stephen. The
Cliild's movement is the same, in a reversed position, as that of loIO in S. Fran-

cesco at Assisi.

In the same place are school frescoes, perhaps by Jacopo Siculo, much injured,

of SS. Agatha and Barbara, an Assumption of tlie Virgin, with headless Apostles
below it, and in an upper hall, a \'irgin and Child between SS. Augustine and Peter

Mart3T, with an Etei-nal in a lunette.
•* An inscription beneath the fresco tells how it was removed from the citadel

in 1800. There are abraded spots in tiie lower part of the faces of S. Jerome,
S. Francis, and tlie Virgin, in the neck of S. Catherine and the moutli of S. Brizio.

The Virgin's dross has also partly scaled away. Tlio piUisters sujiporting Hie

cornice and hiuetto are pleasantly adorned. [Other works by Spagna in the

Spoletan Pinacoteca are No. 34, T\vo Putti ; No. 43, Madonna and Child with SS.

Lawrence and Brizius.J
'
[In the Cappella di S. Bonaventura.]
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Some heads are full of life and animation and almost attain a Florentine

plasticity of relief.^ The altarpiece at S. Francesco of Assisi is the best

of its kind that Spai^na ever produced. It recalls Raphael in the narrow

oval of the face and the elegant shape of the Virgin, who sits on a high
throne between SS. Catherine of Alexandria, Francis, and Roch, a friar,

S. Chiava, and S. Louis the king. Of the latter the head is fine and

interesting. The S. Catherine is dignified in attitude and chaste in

mien, and the draperies are broader and better than usual. The Infant

Christ is well proportioned, though perhaps a httle feeble of limb. Two

angels kneehng on clouds are in pretty attitudes of prayer.^

After his return from Assisi, Spagna received the freedom of the city

of Spoleto (Dec. 7, 1516),
"
in consideration of his trusty and honourable

character during a long residence," liis fee for this privilege being a

painted clotli for the table of the Public Palace.^ On the last day of

August of the follo\nng year he was elected captain of the Guild of

S. Luke.^

From that time till 1521 his career glides noiselessly on, and leaves

no trace behind. Still it has its regular and not uninteresting chronology.
We resume acquaintance with him in the church of S. Maria d'Arone,

w^here he decorates an apse and semidome in company \Aith Vincenzio

Tamagni. In the latter a Coronation of the Virgin, with the usual array
of saints, sibyls, and angels, reminds one of Spagna, whilst a Nativity and

a Death of the Virgin on the circular face of the apse, and four saints

in pilasters, seem the work of Tamagni imitating Lippi and Michael

Angelo. The words :

" restauratum in honore virginis mdxxi "
in

the border of the semidome and those of
"
vincentius de SCO gemignano

ET JOANES DE SPOLETO FACIEBANT," Under a wndow-sill, leave no doubt

as to the authorship or as to the period, but the lower frescoes being
clear imitations of those of Fra Filippo, and the inscription making

1 The figures are all seen to the knees and fill a perpendicular space equal to

three feet. They are on four sides of the hexagon, and enclosed by ornamental

pilasters and a cornice, above and below. There is also a fine arabesque with
children and monsters in the vaulting of the chapel entrance. The ceiling is blue,

with stars. Amongst the saints to the left, S. Bonaventiu'a, holding a red hat and

pointing with the right hand, is injured. To the right an oblique split cuts the

frame of a reading monk and the head of another figure. Tliis fresco was restored

in 17(36 by Girolamo Stampa. See Glorie de la Sacra Porziuncula (Perugia, 1858),
uhi Slip., p. 83.

In the sacristy of S. Maria degli Angeli is a panel with a Virgin and Child, much,
in Spagna's manner.

2 On the base one reads: "ad. mcccccxvi. xv julii." The marble floor is

restored, the step of the tlirone and its side are ornamented in Pinturicchio's fashion.

The altarpiece is in oil (7 feet by 5^). The Virgin's figure is ill-restored, and the

blue draperies renewed.
* " Actenta fide et virtute . Magistri Johannis . , . Hygpani pictoris excel-

lentisa. qui in dicta civitate plurimos annos degens nupsit." Makiotti, Lett., ubi

8'(p., note to pp. 195-6.
* Ibid.
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allusion to a restoration, suggest the probability of wall paintings having
previously existed in S. M. d'Arone.^

The same subject of the Coronation in the semidome of the parish
church of GaveUi, outside Spoleto, bears the remains of a mutilated date
and Spagna's name. Beneath it, on the walls are figures of saints and
the miracle of S. Michael on Mount Gargano. The Coronation is coloured
in the style of the fresco in the Palazzo at Spoleto, and repeats the general
features of those of Narni and Todi, the conical canopy being omitted.
In the thickness of the fore-arch are the Evangelists and Doctors, in

the sides above the vaulting, the Virgin and the Angel Annunciate.
The best jDlace in the middle of the curve is given to S. Michael trampling
a monster under his armed heels, striking him with the point of his lance,
at the same time that he holds a balance which the monster strives to

turn on his side with the help of a grapphng iron. In this unartistic

concatenation of incidents we may trace the will of some rustic patron,
but the figure itself, square in frame and round of head, betrays Spagna's
want of style in drawing, though it is still essentially Peruginesque in

general character. A S. Peter in festooned dress, a S. Paul near him
in Raphaelesque movement, both feebly treated by assistants, are to the

left of S. Michael, the miracle on Mount Gargano to the right.
^ On

the walls of Uxo large altar niches at the sides of the tribune there are

frescoes of the Virgin in Glory with various saints on the foregrounds,
S. Jerome being the principal one on the altar sacred to his name, S.

Sebastian prominent on the other. At the foot of the first one reads :

". . . HOC SACELLUM PINGENDUM MANDAVIT ANNO D. M. D. XXIII
"

;
at

the base of the second ". . . . anno d " The whole decoration

of the Gavelh Church is evidently by Spagna and his aids
;
the hands of

the latter being particularly visible in the round fresco at the altar of

S. Girolamo ; the period of the execution probably 1524.^

1 Three angels support the clovid on which the Virgui is crowned, a golden halo

surrounding her and the Redeemer. Thej' are attended by six angels in Spagna's
long and lanky form. Amongst the saints Icneeling to the left one is S. John. To
the right the sibyls are in prayer. Tlie left side of the lunette is injured. Orna-
mented borders separate the Coronation from the lower course of frescoes. The

pilasters contain SS. Paul and Roch, Peter and Sebastian, the latter a grotesque
imitation of jMichael Angelo's stylo by Tamagni. in the Nativity, the Child is a
little reminiscent of Spagna's manner. Above the Death of the \'ii-gin hangs an
imitated picture of the Virgin giving the Girdle to S. Thomas, between two tictive

niches in wluch are statues of Faith and Charity. The place in which these frescoes

are is very dark and the paintings very dim.
** The' blue groimds of the Coronation have been abraded, and are now white

plaster. The figures to the left are much injured. The subjects are parted by
pilasters with grotesques, in dead colour on yellow ground. On a scroll fastened

to the right pilaster one reads :

" johe hysp^vno md. . . . r." GavelU is in the

hills, outside the S. Jacomo Gate of Spoleto, a ride of eight hours. [According to

SiGNOR G. Sordini (Rassegna d'Artc, .Ji,me 1907) this fresco bears the date of 1518.]
=• The fresco at the altar of S. Girolamo is very much altered by damp, especially

in the upper part, where one sees a \'irgiu and Child and traces of Angels to the
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Cleav evidence of Spagna'a industry may likewise be found in the

church of S. Giovanni at Eggi, where the tribune is covered with frescoes

in his usual manner. There are remnants of a Baptism of Christ, between

8. Roch and Sebastian in the apsidal curve, a Virgin and Child in Glory
between two angels in the spiing of it

;

—the first a very exaggerated
imitation of Perugino and Pinturicchio, the second influenced by contact

with Raphael.
On the face above the seniidome the Eternal on clouds sends the

Dove to the Virgin Annunciate on the right, the angel kneehng to the

left, the latter also Peruginesque and in contrast v.itli the Raphaelesque
ah- of the Eternal.^

Again in the tribune of S. Jacopo outside Spoleto we have S. James
M-ith incidents of his life, and a Coronation of the Virgin, the inevitable

subject of Spagna in these parts. Imitating in Todi and Trevi, a school

work of Ghirlandaio's atelier, he copies at S. Jacopo, actions of sibyls

and saints from Era Eihppo's frescoes in the cathedral of Spoleto. Yet

he still maintains to the last the careful system of liandhng and finish

characteristic of his earher years .^ But in the side chapels of S. Jacopo,

Spagna also laboured, and ^\hilst the apsis is inscribed with the date of

1526, the lateral altar to the left bears that of 1527, at which date no

doubt the S. Sebastian, between SS. Fabian and Roch, beneath a Virgin,

right, those to the left having entii'ely disappeared. Below is S. Jerome between
SS. Antony of Padua and Francis, the latter figures also nearly ruined by moistiu-e.

But the execution of this work is rude and is probably due to Spagna's assistants.

The Virgin in Glory at the altar of S. Sebastian is better. The Virgin is fair,

though not perfect in proportion. The S. Sebastian bomid to a tree, on the left,

is a fine figure, stained by damp. The movement of S. Catherine of Alexandria
next him, on her knees, is not without life. S. Apollonia also kneels (lower pai't

damaged) and the Baptist, right, points towards the ^"irgin. The fresco is in an
ornament, two Victories filling the sides above the arched glorj'.

1 The whole of the lower part of this Baptism is new as well as a S. Jerome
in a pilaster to the left, S. Xaverius on that to the right, and the Virgin Annunciate
above the semidome. The S. Sebastian is extensively mjm-ed. The red tunic of
the Virgin in Glory is renewed, as is likewise the ground below. In tiie Baptism,
the figures are inordinately long, the S. Sebastian particularly, romid headed,
with a tliin waist, broad hips, and paltry Hmbs. The Augel Amiunciate is graceful
enough, but lortg, lean, and draped in festoons. It is necessary to remember that

Spagna at this time, being a master, suffers also from the rapid carelessness of
assistants. The colom', as usual, is pale yellow without much relief, the hatching
blackened by time. The drawing is more than usually mamiered, and the flesh
is flabby and hangs in disagreeable wrinliles.

'^ This fresco has been varnished and is consequentl}' much injured. The left

side of the semidome especially is altered by damp, the heads of S. John the Baptist
and two others being almost gone. The blue mantle of Christ has partly scaled.'
The lower part of the figure of S. James in the middle of the apse is new. There
is a Raphaelescpxe air in an Angel Annunciate within a medallion at the side of the
arch of the semidome ; and the Virgin opposite is a fine half-length. The S.

James a little feeble. In the fresco to the riglit, which represents S. James restoring
the t\vo roast cocks to life, the figures are academic. In that to the left, whore
tlio saint rescues the hanging man, the figures are short in proportions. In the

pilasters are a fine S. Lucy and S. Apollonia, near which on the vanishing faces one
reads :

" ano dni mdxxvi."
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Child, and Angels, was completed.^ It was not till 1528 that Spagna
obtained payment for these frescoes. They \\ere, ho\\ever, about the

la>t which he painted, and a record of 1533 is preserved in which his

widow Santina receives a final balance of one florin for the pictorial

decoration of the edifice. It would seem indeed as if he had died before

1530, when Dono Doni finished the altar opposite to that of S. Sebastian,

covering the space with a Virgin and a S. Anthony of Padua between

two saints .2

1 Tl\e S. Sebastian in this fresco is pleasing, but tho Virgin, Cliild, and Angels
are badly preserved : the blue mantle of the first being repainted, the frame of

the second and the glory of cherubs' heads done afresh. Of tho angels at the sides,

one (left) has no head, the other is ruined. The lower parts of the SS. Fabian and
Roch are restored. As at Gavelli the dra^vdng is mannered and defective, the

touch broad and from a full brush.
- 1526.—Spoleto, S. Jacopo.
In uome dmj Amen.

Adi ij de Septebre 1526.

Mastro Johi pictore fo cofesso ha\-ere recepviti fino al pnte di s. parte della jjintura
della trebuna de Sco Jaco i tutto ff. sexanta sei. ... fl. 66.

Adi 21 Octobre 1526.

piu ebbe decti maestro Joani pictore p parte del suo salario ossia p la pintura
dolla capella grande fiorini ventiquatro ft. 24. p la mano de brunoro do Sancto et

tomasio deputaro de Sco Jaco.—(hand of administrator.)

In nome domj—
Adi ij di 7^^ 1526.

Do fuschino ha pagati ducati uno d'oro proinissi p la pintura della tribima—
ff. 2, bolognini 4.

(Follow thirty other subscriptions of the same nature.)

Adi 26 de' Decebre 1527.

Ricordo facto adi 26 Decebre come . . i questo di ho recetlto fiorini decivotto

p coto de la tribmaa—
Me restano debictore de fiorini dodece et f.

Jo scrisse de mo propria,
Lo Spagna petore.

Recoro et memoria fact° adi 2 de febraro 1528 come jo Jova sopradicto lo Spagna
ho recevuto da fraeeso et piacete suo copagno p coto de la capella de Sato sebastiano

f6 (fino) al presete di tioreni tresta (30) et quatro coputate duj some et mezzo de

mosto (wine) et itranoi (intra noi) p il coto S la capella de Sato ^Vntonio.
" In Spagna's owii hand."
" Jo mastro Jova sopradicto lo Spagna pectore me facio confcsso d cssero cnticra-

mente pagato di fiorini cionto e trenta dela pictura de la tribuna p lo mane S. brimoro

e toraasso suo compagno. adi 29 de febraro 1528." (Autograph.)

Adi 7 de Giugno 1530.

Jo francescho et piaccnte avemo speso p. calcina tolta da brenato (? Bernardo)

. . . . p diciotto (18) coppe monta in tucto if. 1, bb> 17.

Adi 30 de luUo 1530.

pur havimo dati a mastro dono per la capella de Sacto Antonio f^. 12.

(hand of administrator.)

Adi 30 de julij 1530.

Jo dono doni d'Assisi ho auto da francesco piacente Santesi (Santose moans

administrator) della ciesa di Santi Jaco p conto della capella quale prezo ? auto

in due volte dodici fiorini et cosi scri\o di iiiia mano ff. 12.

E piu ho avuto adi 22 cU Septeb 1530 p el sopradicto conto ff. 16.

Adi 13 ottobre 1530.

Jo bolondino petoro dassisi mi chiamo avcre recevuti fiornu sette da francesco

e piacente it Antonio Santeso della chiosa 3 dancto Jaco per ultimo pagamento dela
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The following list will comprise the remaining genuine performances
of Spagna, those in which his disciples had a part, and those that are

without reason assigned to him.

Bettona, near Assist. Collegiate Church.
—Cloth. S. Anne, in au almond-

shaped glory, shelters the Virgin and Child under her cloak, warding off

darts that fall from the Eternal in an upper medallion. On the foreground
of a landscape, in wliich is a view of Bettona, kneel SS. Crispoldo and Antony
of Padua. In the spandrils of the arch encirchng the upper group are two

prophets in rounds. S. Crispoldo has a saw imbedded in his skull. There

is much softness in this piece, which is tinged with Spagna's usual cold yellow
colour

;
but the forms and faces are Peruginesque, reminiscent of those

in a canvas (oil) at S. Bernardino of Perugia (now in Gallery) by Perugino.
Much loss of tone has resulted from injury done to the banner (6| feet by i^).

Bettona {near). Church {abandoned) of S Simone.—In this edifice are

frescoes of a low class betraying the influence of Spagna, but see postea

("Tiberiod'Assisi").!
Assisi {near). Church Alia Rocchicciola (seven miles from the sanctuary

of S. Francesco).
—Fresco in Spagna's manner, but somewhat feeble

;
the

Virgin and Child between SS. Francis and Antony of Padua
;

in a triangular
lunette the Eternal between two angels. (The Virgin's mantle new.)^

Terni {one mile outside). S. Maria delle Grazie.—Tempera on canvas

about a plaster statue of the Crucified Saviour, hanging at the side of the

choir near the high altar, but much injured. The Virgin, Mary Magdalen,
SS. Francis and John Evangelist seem by Spagna.

Amelia. Cathedral.—Wood. Last Supper, a rude production of the close

of the sixteenth century, to which undue attention was lately given. (A

copy of it has been made for 400 scudi.)

Montefalco. Collegiate Church of S. Bartolommeo (misprinted S. Matro-
meo in Passavant's Life of Rajihael, vol. i., p. 510, and the error copied
into Vasari, Com., vol. vi., p. 54).

—S. Catherine between SS. Vincent
and Nicholas (wood, 4J feet high, gold ground, and split), with stamped
nimbuses. The best of these is S. Catherine, especially as to the head, but
there is Uttle relief, a fault extending to the other saints. The colouring
is light and rosy, with thin verde shadows, coldly and carefully handled.

capella (t Sancto Antonio, e io belardino supra dicto fo fine quetanza p comesione
S dono pintore d asisi fine al pi'esente di doggi qualmique cosa—avesse avuto a
fare c6 loco.

Adi 28 del mese it octobre 1533.
Jo frate rcagelo da Motefalcho fet (fattore) d 8*° Mcolo di Spulite fo questa

presente fede e scritto in noms S Satina moglie gia d mastro Johans ais lo Spagna.
Como a dicto di dicta Satina a recsnto da Francisco d CardareUo Santese d la

chiesse d S'o Jaco fiorino uno p ultimo pagamento d'una capella quale haveva gia
•

pacta in la chiessa d Sco Jaco el dco m" Johaiis la dicta Satina sechiama satisfacta
del tucto e cusi lei ne fa fine quetanza.

—
Extracts from a book of various memoranda and payments {MS.) in the Archivio

Parocchiale of S. Jacopo of Spolcto.

^ [Now in Pinacoteca, Bettona.]
*

[Tliis, according to Mr. Perkins, is a genuine, though fairly late, work of

Spagna.] j
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The first impression created is that of a picture by an Umbrian striving
to imitate the style of Fra Filippo's works at Spoleto. The hand is that

of Spagna or one of his pupils, perhaps Bernardino CampiUus (see antea,

in "Fra Filippo").!
Todi. Duomo.—Wood, oil. S. Peter, bony and ill-proportioned. S.

Paul (wood, oil). Both knee pieces, split vertically, of Spagna's latest

period, or by one of his disciples done at one painting with thin body of

colour
;
the grounds here and there scaled off.

Derula. Church of S. Anna, of old S. Jacopo del 5or(/o.—Remains of

the upper part of a Crucifixion in fresco, i.e. Christ to the "knee, the head

of a Saint to the left, part of a head of the Magdalen, in the character of

Spagna's advanced age.

Perugia. S. Pietro. Cappella S. Martino (upper floor of convent).
—

Semidonie fresco. Eternal between angels, and Virgin enthroned between

SS. Nicholas and Martin, landscape distance. The Eternal is Raphaelesque
in movement, the angels at the sides Peruginesque in type. The Virgin
has a small head and slender neck. She holds a plump Infant naked on

her lap, whose forms are also reminiscent of Sanzio. The nude, however,
is faulty, and the hands are short. Whilst the Eternal reminds one of

Eusebio, the Virgin and Child recalls Spagna. The colour is warm, and

like that of the Entombment at the Madonna delle Lagrime at Trevi
;

the

outlines coarse. This fresco, first injured by damp, was lately mutilated

by soldiers quartered in the building, who stabbed the heads ^A-ith their

bayonets. The name of Ingegno has been affixed to this work, but we
await records to confirm his existence.

Same Church. Last Chapel to the left.
—This chapel was at one period

entirely covered with subjects. The Annunciation may still be seen (life-

size) beneath a window, with arabesques in some lunettes, and a renewed

figure of the Eternal in a blue starred ceiling. Assigned to Pinturicchio.

The colour is now rough and red, and it is difficult to decide who laboured

here, whether Pinturicchio, Eusebio, or Spagna.
Same Church. Choir.—Virgin and Child, with two angels, so restored

as to forbid an opinion. (Assigned by Constantini, Guida, p. 25, to Spagna.)
^

Perugia. [Gallery].
—Limette in its old frame (wood, oil). Eternal in

benediction amidst angels. Colour grey, cold, slightly reUeved, and of thin

substance. This piece is Hke Spagna's at S. Jacopo of Spoleto. (Called

Spagna. Passavant, Raphael, vol. i., p. 510; Mezzanotte, ubi sup.,

p. 235.)

Perugia. [Gallery].
—Arched panel (oil, life-size). A fine figure of the

Beata Colomba ;
in type and feeling reminiscent of the Peruginesque and

Raphaelesque ;
of a bright tone, probably by Spagna.

Perugia. [Gallery].—^^'ood, oil. S. Margaret of Hungary between S.

Margaret of Castello and S. Agnes of Montepulciano, grand, of oUve tone,

and done at one painting, a little square and broken in draA^dng, ruder in

execution than the Beata Colomba, and mth less relief, possibly by Spagna
with the help of Manni.

Florence. Pitti.—In the passage called
"
delle Colonne," a Marriage of

I
[This is, as I havo already stated, a fine work by Antoniasso Romano (c/.

F. M\!50x Perkins, in Rasseqna d'Artc, for August 1907).]
*
[This is by Giannicola Manni.]
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S. Catherine, between SS. Francis and Anthony, in Spagna's manner, but

somewhat feeble (wood, oil, half-lengths, one-third hfe-size, dull, because

spoiled by restoring.
Rome. Palazzo Colonna. —AVood, oil, split vertically in two places.

S. Jerome Penitent, given by Vermiglioli to Pinturicchio. It is all but life-

size, and recalls Perugino's panel of the same subject at Caen. It is probably

by Spagna, dimmed and damaged.
Spoleto. Hospital degli Esposti.

—
Nativity (wood, oil). This is almost

an exact copy of the Spineta altarpiece ;
with the exception that the angels

in the sky kneel, and the Virgin's head is draped. It was originally executed

for a family at Norcia, and bears the following inscription :

"
questa tavola

LA FACTA FARE COSTANTINO DE LOCCIO P. SUA DEVOZIONE. JACOMO DEJOVANO
FRIO FECE LA PENTURA DE QUESTA TAVOLA SOMENTE. MDXXII." There is a

family of Locci still existing in Norcia. As to the painter (?) one may ask,

is the inscription to be read so that the artist's name shall be Jacomo di

Giovanni Onofrio ? This Jacomo cannot be the same as Jacopo Siculo,

Spagna's son-in-law. Pungileoni, Raphael, p. 18, speaks of a copy of the

Ancajani altarpiece by Jacopo da Norica. Does he allude to this Nativity ?

These are questions that may perhaps be solved at a later period. The

picture is at all events a bad copy of Spagna's, of ignoble types and forms,
and raw in colour.

Spoleto. Chiesa e Coiivento aW Arco di Annibale.—Tabernacle con-

taining the Virgin and Child \nth two attendant angels between SS. John
the Baptist, Jerome, Scolastica, and Antony the Abbot. This seems a

school piece reminiscent of others in the same style at Eggi, Caso, and else-

where.

Eggi. Oratorio della Madonna delle Grazie.—Fresco. Christ and Angels,
with SS. John the Baptist, Sebastian, Roch, and Michael

; below, the Virgin
and Child. This has the defects of the wall painting at the altar of S. Giro-

lamo in the church of Gavelli. Can it be by Orlando of Perugia, supposing
him to be the author of a Nativity in the cathedral of Gubbio, assigned to

Pinturicchio ? (See antea, "Pinturicchio,")^
Patrico {Church of), fiear Spoleto.

—Wall paintings representing S. Maria
di Cortona, between S. Roch and a saint in episcopals, a Virgin and Child,

SS. Sebastian and Stephen. Again, the Virgin and Child, in a tree, and a

saint. These, by aids in Spagna's atelier, are less defective than the fore-

going at Eggi, but still seem by Spagna's journeyman at the altar of S.

Girolamo in Gavelli. Feeble, of a brick-red tone.

Ferentillo. On the road from this place to Monte Rivoso is a tabernacle.

In an external lunette, the Eternal between two seraphs. Inside the taber-

nacle, the Virgin erect with the Infant Christ. Four angels support a dais.

On pilasters are S. Sebastian and a half-length of S. Roch. In the same
character as at Patrico and Caso, but prettier in colour.

Ferentillo. S. Stefano.—Here is a Nativity (fresco) reminiscent of

Spagna and Tamagni. On a pilaster are the words :

"
1559, die xxvi.

XBRIS."

Caso [near). S. Maria delle Grazie.—The walls of this church are filled

1
[In the church of S. Giovanni Battista, at Egcri, are frescoes of an Aiuiuneia-

tion, a Baptism, and a Madonna in Glory, generally ascribed to Spagna, which
Mr. Bereuson considers in part )jy liim.J
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with numerous frescoes, some of whicli are drawn from Spagna's by his

disciples. Several inscriptions bear the date of 1516
; others that of 1522.

Caso {outside). Chiesetta, di S. Cristina.—This church also is full of

paintings of various periods, many being by Spagna's pupils. In the semi-

dome, an Eternal (lunette) between two angels and a figure of S. Cristina,

with the inscription :

"
s. cristina, v. m.—joiianni de appolonia f. f. p

VOTO 1527."

Viterbo. Chiesa dei Frati Osservanti.—Wood, distemper. Nativity.

Ill-drawn, but on the model of one by Spagna, and reminiscent of the

Nativity in the Hospital at Spoleto, and the wall paintings of Patrico and

Caso.^ In a lunette outside this church, a Virgin and Child between SS.

Jerome and Francis is in the same character as the above, perhaps a little

better.

London. National Gallery. No. 282.—Glorification of the Virgin.

This will be found (see postea) in the catalogue of the Bertuccis of Faenza.

Same Gallery. No. 691.—Wood. Ecce Homo. In this picture the

character of Spagna is not sufficiently marked. It would, at all events, be

an unsatisfactory specimen of his manner.

London. Dudley House.—Six saints in two frames (wood, distemper),

originally in the Bisenzio Collection at Rome. In the first, S. M. Magdalen
between SS. Louis and Giovanni da Capistrano ;

in the second, S. Catherine

between a canonised friar and S. Bernardino da Feltre. These belong to

the class which has been frequently attributed to Raphael's youth ;
the

style and proportions being good, the movement refined. They want the

softness and feeling of Raphael, but they are of Spagna's best time.^

Same Collection.—Wood, oil. Half-length of S. Catherine, part of a

larger picture, in Spagna's spirit but injured by restoring.

London. Collection of the late Mr. Barry.—No. 96 at Manchester. Half-

length of the Magdalen, with the box of ointment. Small, and perhaps by

Spagna.'
London. Ex-Bromley Collection.—Crucifixion. (Not seen.)

London. Baring Gallery.
—Wood, oil ;

under the name of Raphael.
The Virgin (half-length) is seated in front of a low screen ; the Infant standing

on her lap and supporting itself with the elbow on the Virgin's bosom. Dis-

tance, .landscape. The Virgin shows something of Spagna. The Child

imitates those of Raphael in the Madonna del Cardellino, but it is also in

the manner of Eusebio, in the Holy Family at S. Francesco of Matellica.

A repHca, somewhat later in date, is in the Blunich Gallery (cabinets No.

597), under the strange name of Fra Bartolommeo. A Virgin and Child,

called a Penni, at Stafford House in London, and stated to have been once

in Lucca, is very like that of the Baring Gallery as regards stamp and

handling.^
Hamilton Palace {near Glasgoio).—^Yood, quarter Hfe-size. Virgin and

Child between S. Antony and a female Saint carrying a lily. Injured by
abrasion and restoration, but like a Spagna.

1
[This work is now ascribed to a painter bv the name of Avanzarono.]

2
[The latter is in Coll. of Sir J. C. Robinson, London. The former m Mr.

Ludwig Mond's Collection, London.]
^

[I know nothing of this picture.]
*

[I have been unable to trace the Baring picture.]
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Scotland. Glentyan {Seat of Captain Stirling).
— 1. Annunciation. 2.

Nativity. 3. Adoration of the Magi. 4. Presentation in the Temple.
Predella (tempera) by some one of the followers of Spagna.

Paris. Louvre. [No. 1539].
—Wood. Nativity, called a Perugino, the

exact reverse of that of the Spineta, with the three angels kneeling in the

sky. This is by an assistant of Spagna, opaque and monotonous in tone,

and hard in execution. It came into the Louvre after the sale of the Collec-

tion of Baron de Gerando, who had it presented to him by the city of Perugia,
when he administered the civil authority there in 1811.^

Louvre. [No. 1540].
—Wood. Half-length Virgin, holding the Infant

Christ with a scroll m its hands ;

—a prime picture by Spagna, as is suggested
in the Louvre catalogue (though still classed as a Pinturicchio).^ A pretty,
and carefully executed example of the somewhat cold Spagna.

Louvre.—[No. 1568] Pieta. [No. 1569] S. Francis receiving the

Stigmata. [No. 1570] S. Jerome Penitent (wood, oil). These are three

fragments of a predella, catalogued in the
"
school of Perugino," but impressed

with the stamp of Spagna's school.^

Louvre. [No. 1573].
—

Virgin and Child. Like the foregoing, but inferior,

and a mixture of the styles of Pinturicchio and Spagna.
St. Petersburg. Hermitage. No. 8. (Catalogue of 1863).

—Adoration of

the Infant Christ, the Saviour on a cloth on the ground, the Virgin kneeling,
and S. Joseph standing in rear in attitudes and expression of worship. SS.

Martin and Barbara on their knees in prayer at the sides of the principal

group. In the landscape to the right, the Procession of the Magi. The
colour is dull and monotonous, because all the figures, having sufFered from
old abrasions, were at some remote period repainted ;

the result being loss of

tone and alteration of the forms. There was also a transfer to canvas of

this picture, which is described as originally in Castelfranco di Sotto, near

Florence. Umbrian and Florentine character are both apparent ;
but the

former predominates especially in the distance
;

the name of Spagna (his

latest years), or of one of his immediate followers, would be correct.*

Whilst Spagna, at various periods of his career surrendered himself

to the imitation of Raphael it was scarcely possible that he should give
to his pupils any great or durable lessons. Being possessed of no great

original power, he necessarily induced such painters as became familiar

1
[Mr. Berenson gives this to Lo Spagna.]

^
[This is now rightly given to Spagna.]

^
[Mr. Berenson gives these to Spagna.]

* [By Spagna are also a Madonna and Child with Angels, No. 603, in the Poldi-
Pezzoli Museum at Milan, and a Madonna in the Musenni at Naples. Mr. Berenson
also ascribes the following to the master :

—Ashridge, Lord Brownlow, S. Clare ;

Englewood, N.J. (U.S.A.), Mr. D. F. Piatt, fresco of Jladomia (in part); Florence,
Pitti, No. 451 bis. Madonna and Saints ; Frome (Somerset), Lady Horner, fresco
of a I^ight ; London, Wallace Collection, No. 545, S. Mary of Egypt ; Montefalco,
Marchesa Cappelli, Madonna and Child ; Rome, Lateran Gallery, No. 68, Madonna
and Saints ; Prince Doria, two panels with figures of Muses ; Marchese Visconti-

Venosta, S. Catherine ; Vierma, Baron Tucher, Madoima ; Visso, CoUegiata, frescoes,
Madonna, Saints, &c. ; Nami, Mimicipio, fresco of S. Francis, 1528. Mr. Berenson
also attributes, as we have seen, the Sposalizio at Caen to Lo Spagna. See Study
and Criticism of Italian Art (Bell, 1902), vol. ii., p. 1 et seq.]
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with his ways to saunter in the same paths ;
and we thus find his son-

in-law, Jacopo Siculo, commingling the manner of Spagna with that of

the Raphaelesques. It seems not improbable that Siculo sliould have

been at Rome previous to Sanzio's death, and in company A\ith Tamagni.
The connection of the three artists at Spoleto is still more likely. Siculo

is stated to have received the commission for decorating the Cappella

Eruli,^ now the Baptistery of the cathedral at Spoleto, in the ceihng of

which four figures of Adam, Noah, Moses, and Melchizedek, above life-

size, are depicted, whilst the Avails are covered -s^ith scenes from the Old

and New Testaments, and the border frames with arabesques and small

compositions of the same sacred class. Here and there, Michaelangelesque
character is accompanied by a system of handling and design reminiscent

of Spagna. Elsewhere the great masterpieces of Raphael are recalled to

mind
;
and the space generally seems distributed with the symmetry

and in the mode peculiar to Sanzio. The work might be assigned to the

joint labour of Spagna, Tamagni, Dono Doni, and even Siculo.^ It is

the same sort of cento that may strike the eye in the front of the Palazzo

^ The author of an article entitled,
" Oratione Academica per la solenne distri-

buzione dei prenii
"

(Spoleto, 1830), states this fact, as well as that Jacopo Siculo

was the son-in-law of Spagna ; and he shows in his oration that he has examined
the MS. of the Spoleto archives with care.

^ Adam, nude and Michaelangelescjue in character, is a fairly presei'ved figure,

drawn and coloured in a manner reminiscent of Spagna. Two angels, in a roimd
close by, are still more in Spagna's manner. Above the figure one reads :

"
origo,"

beneatli it :

" noxius peevaeicator. "

Melchizedek, an aged man with joined hands, near an antique altar, with a

vase on it. The feet are drawn in Raphael's style (the hghts on the arms retouched).

Above, the word :
" PREinuM." Those beneath, illegible.

Noah, an aged man, nude, holding a vine with grapes in both hands, poor in

head (two angels in a romid renewed). Above, the word :

" interus "
(?) ; beneatli :

"PCENA."
Moses, in fine Raphaelesque movement, but injured by damp and restoring (two

angels in a round completely ruined). Above, the words :

" utilis planta, per-

VERSI rCETUS."
In the walls:— I. A S. Jerome, reminiscent of Tamagni and Dono Doni, witli a

limette, in whicli Aaron is represented as high priest (some little figures in distance),

all damaged. 2. Crucifixion, filling wall and lunette, a mixtm-e of the styles of

Spagna and Tamagni. Two angels at the ends of the cross not without feeling.

3. S. Michael weighing the souls, and S. Lucy (imit. Spagna), and in the hmetto

a figure with a long staff, and distant people. 4. (Above the entrance) Christ

blesses Peter, the miraculous draught of fishes in the distance. In the limette,

EUjah ascends to heaven (ruined by damp). No trace here of the manner of Spagna.
The whole of these frescoes, in cornice frames in which there are three rounds

containing portraits. In the borders of the ceiling there are graceful little tigui-es

and arabesques on gold groimd, and small frames enclosing :
— 1. Moses and the

Burning Bush. 2. A Raphaelesque composition of the Entrance into the Ark.

3. Tlie Sacrifice of Abraham. 4. The Creation of Man. 5. The Creation of Woman,
in which the Eternal raises the rib which has already in part t)ie human shape.
6. The Finding of the Cup of Benjamin. 7. A crowd of men on foot and hoi-soback,

and females looking towards the sea (? subject). At the angles of the ceiUng are

angels, some of wliich are new. All the lunettes and the ceiling are executed
in a better style than the lower cour-ses. Two liands must at least have been

employed.
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Arone facing the Duomo of Spoleto ;

^ or in tlie frescoes of an abandoned

chapel in S. Francesco at Rieti.^ The earliest independent production of

Siculo to which an authentic character can be conceded, is a large domed

panel on the high altar of the parish church of S. Mamighano, from the

lunette of wliich an Eternal gives the benediction to an enthroned Virgin
and Child between the standing SS. Peter and John Evangelist and the

kneehng Biagio and Mamighano. The Virgin looks do\vn\Aard towards

S. Biagio, Avhilst the Infant, stalking naked over her lap, looks round at

S. Mamighano, a Raphaelesque idea bringing to mind that carried out

in the Virgin and Child of the ex-Rogers Collection, A well-fused colour

of good impasto is somewhat darkly shadowed in grey tones. A long

inscription above a predella in several parts closes with the words :

" JACOBUS sicuLus FACiEBAT
;

"
and on the border of the lunette one

reads :

"
sumptibus universitatis MDXxxvni." ^

In this piece Siculo appears as a fair second-rate amongst the Raphael-

esques and little below Andrea da Salerno. Plis hand may then be

* Beneath the first row of windows is a chiaroscviro of feigned pilasters with
children sounding conehs, and in certain squares between them, subjects taken
from mythology. Two women are seated on oxen.

Beneath the second row of windows is a Active bas-rehef of sea gods and god-
desses, some drawn in cars by horses, concluding with an incident of a fight

—a most
animated series.

Beneath the third row, the painting is gone, but between the windows there

still remains a figure (female) with a sword (? Judith), i^jiother female with one
hand raised (? Justice). The whole front was clearly once painted in chiaroscuro
with feigned architecture and a fine architectonic distribution, the figurative part
full of life and motion.

Between the windows of each story there were figiu-es like those at the highest
story. Of these there remains one of a female with a tripod and fire in front of her
between the ^^^ndows of the lowest storj-.

The work has something of the manner of Beccafumi, but in a style less marked
than liis.

One sees the school of Raphael in the composition and arrangement, in the

action and style of drawing, particularly in the small incidents on the basement.
There is some exaggeration in the rendering of forms. The children have some-

thing of the character of those in the Eruli Chapel. The period of tlie execution
is the first half of the sixteenth centuiy, and the decoration is one of the best

of this time (i.e. after Raphael's death).
As to handhng, the drawing is engraved, and the hollow is filled up with black,

not only in its outlines, but in the liatchings of the shadows. The mass of shadow
is well defined, so that tlie rehef and effect must have been good. Striving to recon-
struct the whole mentally in its pristine state, one might name as the authors both
Vincenzo da S. Gimignano and Jacopo Siculo.

* The subjects are : the Last Judgment, the Resurrection, Paradise, and Doom.
Pilasters ai-e adorned with arabesques.

^ The predella contains SS. John, Lazarus, and the four major prophets beside'
the Adoration of the Magi and the Martyrdom of S. Biagio. Two rather feeble

angels support a hanging behind the Virgin. S. Peter's is a fine head as regards
dra-wing and richness of tone. The foot of the Virgin and the stole of S. Biagio
are a little restored. The inscription in full is as follows :

" ^ditus per vincentio
LAtJRETI ET PACCIANO BERNASDINI, NEC NON BENEDICTO LAURENTH, DIONISIO
DAMIANI, FABRIANO CELLONI ET CICCHI, ED1LIBT7S IMPENSIS OPPIDANORT7M SANCTI
MAMICILIANI, DECEM AUREIS, QtTOS LEGAViT DOMINT7S rNNOCENTITJS, DCTNTAXAT
EXCEPTIS. JACOBUS SICULUS FACIEBAT."
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recognised in an unsigned fresco, transferred to canvas and brought from
S. Niccolo to the Palazzo of Spoleto. It represents the Virgin and
Child in the same feehng as at S. Mamigliano ;

is graceful in grouping
as well as rich and transparent in colouring.^ An equally important
but dim fresco of the same kind is in the last chapel to the right in S.

Niccol5 itself
; a large piece that has been subjected to no restoring,

though it is injured by dust. The Virgin Anth the Cluld in Glory is

adored by several persons kneehng in a landscape bet\\een two erect

saints of good and grand Raphaelesque outUne.^

In later works, for instance in the Coronation of the Virgin of 1541,

at the Annunziata outside Norcia, Siculo merely imitates with shght
variation the arrangement of Spagna in the altarpieces of Todi and
Trevi.3

In the Duomo of Spoleto the figures on the stalls of the winter choir

seem feeble ones of Jacopo ;

* and in the parish church of Ferentillo,

two chapels the walls of which are covered with frescoes, dated severally

1540 and 1557, are like productions from the same hand or from that

of men employed under Ms superintendence.^

1 The sky of the fresco is injured as well as the Virgin's blue mantle. Her form
is lean, that of the Infant plump, the head being small with an open forehead ;

the flesh transparently painted, warm and rich. The Virgin's mantle covers her

head, her veil is wound romid the Child's hips.
^ The Virgin is seated on a cloud, and holds the white drapery of the Infant

with her right. There are cherubs in the cloud. The figures are life-size (wood, oil).
^ The colour and handling of this work are a little feeble. The predeUa plinths

contain the Virgin and the Angel Annunciate, the predella itself SS. Jerome and
Francis. On a "

cartellino," to the right of the principal panel, one reads :

" anno
DOMINI NOSTRI JESU CHRISTI MILLESIMO QUINGENTESIMO QUADEAGESIMO PRIMO, DIE
VERO VIGESIMO MARTII. JACOBUS SICULUS FACIEBAT."

In this church, at the altar of S. Elizabeth, are a Virgin, Child, and several

Saints, feebly shadowed, of a light rosy tone, the figures ill-draped as one finds

them in some of Tamagni's pictures at S. Gimignano. In the predella, the Angel
and Virgin Annunciate, and Christ in the tomb. In the church del Rosario at

Norcia is an Assumption (wood, oil) by a student of Spagna's manner, of a hard
and dull yellowish colour. The angels soimding instruments are like similar ones

by Cola dell' Amatrice. Tlie Virgin is most like the creations of Spagna.
At Bettona, on the high altar of S. Antonio of the Minorites, is a canvas of the

Virgin and Child attended by angels, like those in Spagna's frescoes at S. Jacopo of

Spoleto. Below are kneeling saints, amongst whom SS. Crispoldo, Francis, Jerome.

Distance, a city. On the predella, portraits of the donors and the following inscrip-

tion :

" PRO LASCITA JULIANI AQFIUNI AD. M.D DONA CIANCIA EJUS UXOR FECIT

FIERI XLVii" (1547). This is a feeble piece in the style of the Norcia Coronation,

and seems done by assistants. In the same class one might name the frescoes

of SS. Agata and Barbara, and the Assumption, already not«d in the monastery
della Stella, near Spoleto (see antcn,

"
Spagna ").

* In the winter choir is a picture on gold ground assigned to Spagna, and repre-

senting a Pope giving a book to the Infant Christ seated in front of the picture.

The Virgin is in rear, and to the right is a Saint (repainted). This is not a picture

by Spagna, but a worli of the sixteenth century, due perhaps to the hand of Bernar-

dino Campilius (see postea).
s The first of these in the third chapel to the right represents the Eternal in

benediction, with (lower) SS. Lucy, Agatha, Catherine, Barbara, and ApoUonin,

ni. X
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No other name besides that of Jacopo Siculo need be added to the

list of Spagna's followers at Spoleto, except that of Bernardino CampiHus,
whose signature is \\Titten at length beneath a fresco of the Virgin adoring
the Infant on her knee, to the left on the Piazza S. Gregorio, as one enters

the town gate of Spoleto. The painter is a fourth or fifth-rate one,

imitating Fra Fihppo in the forms of the Child, and the Peruginesque
side of Spagna's style in the draperies of the Virgin.^ An altarpiece

at S. Maria d'Arone representing the Virgin and Child between SS.

Antony and John the Baptist, bears, if memory be not treacherous,

the same signature ;
and there is a fresco in the sacristy of the church

of the Nunziatella at Fohgno, assigned to Mantegna, betraying his

manner or that of Cola dell Amatrice.^ The date 1502 on the fresco

of the Piazza S. Gregorio gives a clue to the period in which Campihus
laboured.

all long and lean figures. In the framing one reads the date :

"
1540. . die peimo

OCTOBKIS."
In the fourth chapel is a fresco of the Incredulity of S. Thomas, and above it,

the Virgin giving the Girdle. On a pilaster : "1557 . . . die pkimo. . . ."

In the fifth chapel a S. Antony, above which a Virgin and Child.
^ A lunette contains the Eternal ; and on a house in the distance of the picture

one reads:
" DOams baetolemeus EPiscof. spolete." A little framed space by

the right capital bears the date :

"
mdh," and beneath are the words : "... naedi-

NTJS CAMTLius spoLi. FACiEBAT." The fresco is much injured by time.
^ The Redeemer, almost naked, is seated in death on a stone, supported tmder

the armpits by the EvangeUst and Virgin ; S. Mary Magdalen in rear. This injured
fresco at first suggests the name of some Veronese artist, such as Garoto or Liberale,
but on closer inspection shows something of the manner of Spagna ; and there is

nothing more of the Mantegnesque than might be taken from the examples of Alionno.



CHAPTER XIII

MANNI, EUSEBIO, AND OTHER PERUGINESQUES

One of the active subordinates in Perugino's atelier is Giannicola di

Paolo Manni/ a native of Citta della Pieve,^ whose place amongst the

Perugians at the close of the fifteenth century it would be easier to

determine if the pictures which he executed in 1493 and 1499 had been

preserved.^ From records embodying the commissions for these works,

as well as from others in which the production of a banner and pennons

(1502, 1505) is noted, it would appear that Manni chiefly practised at

Perugia,^ and that his performances must have been confined to that

city. Yet his long hfe and the small number of extant things traceable

to him, as well as the Peruginesque character which they display, lead

us to consider him as a constant assistant to Vannucci. Although he

probably enjoyed with Spagna the advantage of Raphael's company in

the master's shop, he did not perceive that Sanzio's example might lead

to progress and fame, and when further experience taught him the

necessity of placing himself on a level with the changed spirit of Itahan

art in the rise of the sixteenth century, he seems to have felt a predi-

lection for the school of Pacchia, a clever Sienese, who had modified his

own style by contact with Francia Bigio and Andrea del Sarto. One of

his youthful creations is, as we beheve, a Virgin and Child under the

name of Raphael in the Fitzwilliam Museum at Cambridge,^ previously

in the collection of Archdeacon Hore. The naked Infant, erect on the

Virgin's knee and grasping her dress at the bosom, turns towards the

spectator with great gentleness and shows the whole of a somewhat small

and gracile form. The Virgin, of regular shape and face, is softly medita-

tive and Peruginesque. The minute drawing and a hght, somewhat flat,

colour tending to yellomsh rosy betray more carefulness than feehng.

For Manni it is a most beautiful production reminiscent of his education

under Vannucci, and of the companionship of Raphael and Spagna.**
1 Vasari, vol. vi., p. 56.
^ Delia Fargna, in Orsini's Life of Perugino, vbi aup., note to p. 270, and ^ItzzA-

NOTTE, p. 223.
» In 1493 ho agreed to paint the Last Supper in the dining-hall of the Palazzo

Pubbhco at Perugia. Maeiotti, Lett., uhi sup., p. 229. In 1499 a pictiu-e ordered

for the room of the
"
Capo d'Offizio

"
in the same palace was valued eighteen florins

by Fiorenzo di Lorenzo and Bartolommeo Caporali. Ibid., p. 232.

*
Ibid., p. 232. *

[Mr. Berenson gives this to Pinturicchio.J
6 Wood, half life-size, one of the hands a little injured, the rest well preserved.

The distance is a pretty landscape.
823
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The Saviour in Glory between the Virgin and Evangelist, with a

crowd of adoring saints in erect positions in a landscape, is, after this

of Cambridge, the earhest of his authentic panels with which we are

acquainted. It adorns the Cappella BagUoni at S. Domenico of Perugia,^
and shows that Raphael's grace was not lost upon him, yet that the

influence of the young and rising artist was outweighed by those of

Perugino and Pinturiccliio.

But, whilst naming Manni in the same breath with the three greatest
celebrities of the Umbrian schools, we must not forget his real inferiority.

There is a pretty freshness in the glory of the altarpiece of S. Domenico.

Some figures may deserve praise for good intention in movement
; but

most of them are lean and lank, paltry, or skinny and flabby in features.

The hands are cramped and spidery, the faces at times of broken outhne,

or contoured in puffy curves. Some recall Perugino, others Pinturiccliio.

The draperies are generally involved and poorly cast. The colours are

used with great thickness of impasto, but "wdthout relief, and a constant

flatness pervades the waxy flesh and its grey shadow
;
nor does the use

of oil-medium seem famihar. One sees the stippling and hatching of a

man accustomed to tempera.
The sides of a Crucifixion in S. Domenico representing the Virgin

and Evangehst, and the Magdalen with S. Sebastian, are better drawn
and more successful than those of the Saviour in Glory at S. Domenico,
and they are comparatively good specimens of proportion, attitude and

expression.^ They may take rank amongst his best efforts, together
with a fresco of the Virgin and Child between SS. John Evangehst and
La^^^:•ence in S. Martino di Verzaro at Perugia

—an altar-decoration in

^ Now in Perugia Academy [Sala XVI., No. 30, painted in 1507]. It is stated in a
MS. :

"
Registro della Chiesa di S. Domenico di Perugia

"
(compiled 1548) :

"
Baglione

della Baglionella fece pingere la tavola d' Ognisanti per mano di maestro Niccolb

discipulo di maestro Pietro Perugino
"
(favour of Professor Adamo Rossi). Vasaki

says, too, this picture was by Giannicola (vol. vi., p. 56). It is on wood, in oil, and
7^ feet by 7, but the arched upper part is cut down. Four playing angels are at
the sides of the circular glory. These and the cherubs' heads are reminiscent of Peru-

gino's in type and movement. The outlines are broken as if they were cut out with
scissors. The Saviour is lean with drooping shoulders, the Baptist in fine move-
ment recalling Pinturicchio, the Virgin in prayer pleasing, with a plump face lilce

those of Raphael's youth. An angel on the extreme right of the glory is posed in
the attitude of one by Pinturicchio at Aracoeli, and fairly rendered. A S. Peter

amongst the foregromid saints seems inspired from that of Perugino in the Lyons
Ascension. The mannered curves of some facial outlines are similar to those of

Gerino of Pistoia, and like those of the Last Supper in S. Onofrio at Florence.
^ These panels are now in the Gallery of Perugia [Sala XVI., Nos. 15 and 31],

and the figures, on wood, of life-size. Much damage has been done to them by
time and repainting, but their character is that of Manni, and, besides, it appears
from the register of S. Domenico already quoted, that they were done by him :

"
Questo Mo Niccol6 fece ancora le c[uattro figure all' altare dell' Crocifisso." The

work is cold, but of strong impasto, and one is struck by the resemblance of its

waxy colour with that of a Virgin and Child between SS. Bernardino and Tommaso
di Villanuova, dated 1500, in S. Agostino of Perugia (see antea,

"
Perugino "). [Now

in Gallery.]
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which fair relief and Uvely tones, free handUng, and some approach to a

good style of drapery may be noticed. It is not unnecessary, at the same
time, to mark the redness wliich begins to pervade the surface of Manni's
colour.i It may be found in the slight and broadly decorative pieces
forming at one time the ornament of the organ loft in S. Lorenzo of

Perugia ;
a round of S. Lawrence martyred ,2 two half-lengths of S. Peter

and S. Paul, and a lunette containing Christ Mith the banner between
SS. Lawrence and Costanzo.^ The date of 1513 on the first shows how
long Manni clung to his purely Peruginesque style. He had been

entrusted, in 1511, with the task of repainting the dial of the palace
clock.^ In 1515 (June 27th) he bound himself to adorn the walls of the

chapel of the Carabio.^ Like many other artists, Manni \\as unpunctual
in his labours. He had received 45 florins as an advance long before

the frescoes passed the prehminary stage ;
and in February 1518, a part

of them only had been done. The authorities practically reminded liim

of his duty by threatening to fine him 150 florins unless he should finish

them before the following August (1519).^ The shortness of this interval,

and the necessity for speed may be the cause why some episodes in the

Cambio Chapel are much more feeble than the rest. In the ceihng, the

Eternal in benediction is surrounded by the Evangehsts, the Apostles,
and the Doctors of the Church

;
in the spandrils of two arches, the hibyan.

and Erythrean Sibyls ;
in the vaulting of the same, small frames enclosed

in ornament, with scenes from the Old Testament. The lunettes, four

in number, comprise the Birth of S. John, the Visitation, the Beheading
of the Baptist, and the Presentation of his head. Three circles above

the entrance-door are filled with busts of SS. Costanzo, Ercolano, and

Lorenzo. On an altar stands a Baptism of Christ, on panel, with the Angel
and Virgin Annunciate at the flanks

;
and on the paliotto or altar-front,

medaUions of the Virgin and Cliild, the Precursor, and two other saints.

It is easy to perceive that the chapel was not completed at one period.

The ceihng figures are Peruginesque, but short and paltry, with a mono-

tonous similarity of character in the heads. The angels are coarse and

square
—the general tone red. A more modern art is displayed in the

lunette subjects, which are better composed. It is the time when Manni

exhibits some relation to Pacchia, and for that reason suggests remini-

^ This fresco has been injiored by damp, and the Virgin's mantle is in great part
new. The drawing is Peruginesque in style, but the chief merit of the piece is in

the fairness of the proportions and movements. Some figures at the sides of the

fresco are inferior to those under notice, and otherwise unimportant.
In the same church, on a wall to the left as one enters, is a feeble figure of S.

Martin dividing his cloak, injured in the upper part and not equal to the foregoing.
There is something in it too of the Leonardesque, and an impress as if from Eusebio.

^
[This is still in the Duomo.]

*
[Mr. Berenson does not include this lunette or the figures of SS. Peter and

Paul in his list of Manni's works.]
* IMariotti, ubi sup., p. 232. ^

Ibid., p. 161. ' Ibid.
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scences of Andrea del Sarto
; yet the local colour is still reddish. The

Sibyls are the intermediate link between the frescoes of the ceihng and

those of the lunettes, and a child at the feet of the Libyan discloses an

attempt to imitate Raphael. The altarpiece is very poor ;
and the

paliotto seems due to Sinibaldo Ibi.^

A picture of the time when the ceihng of the Cambio was brought
to a termination, is the Enthroned Virgin with saints and angels, in the

Louvre, under the name of Ingegno. The heavy red of the high surface

colour, the feebleness of the types, and the mixture derived from Peru-

gino, Pinturicchio, and Raphael point almost exclusively to Manni.^

The best of the master's later subjects is the Increduhty of S. Thomas
in S. Tommaso at Perugia, a fairly grouped composition, lacking neither

life nor freedom, but of a reddish flatness in the unglazed tones.^

^ The fresco of the Decollation is in part renewed. The head of S. John in the
Presentation is new, as well as a dog forming part of the detail of the composition.
The Angel and Virgin in the sides of the altarpiece are on gold ground, of a reddish

tone, and carried out at one painting on the gold. The central Baptism has been

assigned by Obsini, Life of Perugino, p. Ill, to Perugino, but on no tenable ground.
It is done with tliin washy colour, and now much blistered. There is no chiaroscuro

and no strength in the execution generally. Two figures, stripping, are dowiiright
ugly ; and the landscape is not good.

*
[No. 1372] at the Louvre. The drawing of this picture is poor. The Infant

is heavy ; the panel has suffered from over-painting, but one still sees Manni's red
tone with shadows of a reddish brown. The types and action are similar to thosa
in the ceiling of the Cambio Chapel. A predella, now at the Perugia Academy,
dated 1512, represents the Martyrdom of some saints. It is difficult to say on
what grounds it is assumed to be the predella of the foregoing. It is by Domenico
Alfani.

3 This is a large panel (wood, oil), seven feet square, with life-size figures, much
damaged and restored. The movement of the Saviour is good as Ho raises His

right arm to allow S. Thomas to place his hand in the wound. He looks with

dignified mien out of the picture, but the cast of the face is square, tlie nose broad
at its junction with the brows. The red drapery is well folded, but partly scaled

away. At the side of the two principal figures are SS. Donainic, Thomas Aquinas,
and John, George, Benedict, and another. The colour is given at one painting,
with Uttle rehef and no glazes. The ground and landscape distance are higher
in surface than the figures. [Now in Pinacoteca, Sala XVIII., No. 44.]

The following may be classed under Manni's name :
—Louvre [No. 1369], Baptism

of Christ; [No. 1370], Assumption of the Virgin; [No. 1371], Adoration of the

Magi. These are all parts of one predella, and good examples. In S. Agostino
(Fraternity), at Perugia, a picture dated 1510 is assigned to Manni (Mezz vnotte,

p. 226), but is by Sinibaldo Ibi (see postea). At Gubbio, a panel in the ciiurch of

S. Pietro representing a Visitation, and other figures, with a monogram, not sug-
gestive of Manni's name, is still attributed to liim. It is injured, and has not (now
at least) the marked character of the Peruginesque school.

Considering the prevalent redness of tone in ^Manni's works, one might assign
to him a share in the large Assumption of Perugino at Corciano, and in the large
altarpiece by the saraie at the Servi.

Frescoes said to be by Manni at Pacciano (Orsini, ubi sup.), are not to be found
there now. The Christ at the Mount mentioned by Vas.vri, vol. \a., p. 56, and
noticed at S. Bernardino of Perugia by Constantini, Guida, pp. 318-19, is missing.
Manni is registered in the Guild of Perugia, but under no specific date (Mabiotti,
Lett.,

p. 231).

[Mr. Berenson omits several of the pictures mentioned above in the text, and adds
the following :

—A Madonna and Saints in the Choir, and a Baptism on the first altai
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Manni lived to a good old age, was in the magistracy at Perugia in

1527/ and died on the 27th of October 1544.2

Eusebio di S. Giorgio, his comrade in Perugino's school,
^ did not rise

above mediocrity. Bred in Perugia, a fellow-labourer \\ith Fiorenzo
di Lorenzo and Berto di Giovanni in 1501,* ho was made free of liis

guild immediately after Pinturicchio.^ His style approximates to Ber-

nardino's in its least interesting features, Avhilst his system of colouring
is a counterpart of Manni's

; but he is fortunate at times in imitating
the early Raj^haelesque, and, in this, distantly emulates the example of

Spagna. He was one of those whom Pinturiccliio induced to join him
at Siena

;
and there is a memorandum in the Sienese archives of a large

money-payment from the latter to Eusebio in 1506.^ The altarpiece of

the Epiphany, in the chapel of that name at S. Agostino of Perugia,

betrays this connection.'' It is a panel, in oil, dated 1505 or 1506, with
all Pinturicchio's leanness in the figures, his quaintness in costumes,
his pompous affectation in attitudes, wdth great dryness superadded,
and a ruddy even tone. Nothing can be more minute than the hair-

outhnes of the drawing, more thin than the plain surface of the colour.

Eusebio in this instance is the miniature of Pinturicchio, with a tinge
of the Raphaelesque. As a composer he is almost null. His stiff and

pinched imitation of Sanzio may be noticed in the Annunciation, and
S. Francis receiving the Stigmata, on the walls of S. Damiano, near Assisi

;

(R.), in the Duomo of Citta della Pieve ; SS. Bernardino and Sebastian (Xo. 27),
SS. Costanzo and Ercolano (No. 29), and a Madonna and Saints dated 1507 (No. 30),
Sala XVI., and a Dead Christ (No. 40) in Sala XVIII. in Perugia Gallery. He speaks
also of pictiu'es at Bletchingley (Coll. Bell), at Highnani Court, Gloucester (Coll.

Parry), and of an Annunciation in Lady Harvey's Collection in London ; in Paris,
of a Madonna on a Cartoon by Perugino in Mdme. Andre's Collection ; of a Madonna
in the Musee Vivenel at Compiegne (c/. Central Italian Painters, p. 192, 193)].

Mr. Perkins ascribes to Manni a Head of Christ in the Magherini-Graziani
Collection at Citta di Castello, and a Pieta in the Convent© del Pianto at Perugia
(c/. Rassegnn d/Arte, August 1907). A pleasing work by the master is a lunette
of the Virgin and Child with Angels in the Choir of S. Pietro at Perugia, and the

figure of the Virgin on the third pillar to the right in the Duomo of the same city
is also probably by Manni. There is also an ^Vnnunciation (Xo. 1104) by Manni in

the National Gallery at London.]
1 Mariotti, p. 231.
* Orsini, Vita, &c., di Perugino, note to p. 274. ' Vasari, vol. vi., p. 55.
* They all paint permons together. Mabiotti, tibi sup., p. 232.
' His name in the register is

"
Eusepius Jacobi Christophori.

"
Ibid.

* Com. Vasari, vol. vi., p. 56.
' This picture is now in the Gallery of Perugia. [Sola XVII., Xo. 12. J

It is

given by Vasari to Eusebio (vol. vi., p. 55); on wood, in oil, 7 feet by 5 J.
The

Virgin, on the right, points out the Child on her lap to S. Josepli, wlio stands near

her, whilst the first king offers a cup. and the second stands with his back to the

spectator. Tlie foreground is a meadow witli grasses and flowers ; the distance,

rock with grottoes. Two figures on horseback aro in the middle distance. Four

angels in the sky kneel and play instruments. They aro not ungracefid, though
small and feeble. The Child has a large round head and puffy frame. The date,

"MDV . .," is on the border of the Virgin's dress, near her foot. On the hem of the

king's dress, who stands with liis back to the spectator, are an S. and I., initials of

Sinibaldo Ibi. Yet the work is probably Eusobio's—certainly not, as some say, by
Raphael. A part of the frame of the luiant Christ has scaled.
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the date of 1507 and Eusebio's name authenticating the latter.^ Nor is

it improbable that he should be the author of a part of the Cappella

delle Rose at S. M. degli Angeh, near Assisi, on the walls of which a

number of Franciscan sahits are depicted.^ Eusebio's hand may be

observed also in a S. Michael in the Casa Gualtieri at Orvieto, which

we have seen Passavant attribute to Ingegno.^
Better than any of these is the Holy Family, with saints, carried out

by Eusebio in 1512, for S. Francesco at Matellica. He improves the

proportions and action of his personages, adapting to them so much of

Raphael's charm as he can, and even adding something of the Leonard-

esque to his manner, all this with a meritorious carefulness of handhng,
and a soft fusion of pale tones. The predella, containing three scenes

from the legend of S. Antony of Padua, not only recalls, but positively

copies in parts Raphael's at the Vatican. It is of a thin and bright

melting colour, and, being small, conceals the master's chief defects.*

At Perugia there are four or five panels in the monastery of S. Agnese

^ The Virgin on her knees to the left (part of neck and cheek abraded) has a

spacious forehead and receding cliin, the features following a Une oblique to the

curve of the face, thin and pinched. The angel, running in on the right a little

stiffly (injured in the outline profile of the face), is reminiscent of Raphael's Vatican

predella (already so frequently mentioned), has spare feet and liands, and niunerous
folds to his slaslaed dress. There is feminine smallness in the art of Eusebio here.

The Eternal in the sky between the buildings is pleasing, but small in forms.

Through the doors of a wall joining two houses, a landscape and hills are seen.

The friar looking at the miracle in the fresco of the Stigmata, is much injured.
The drawing is not correct. On the border :

" eusebius perusinus pinxit mdvii."
* On the wall, near the entrance close to the altar, are two figiires of S. EUzabeth

and S. Cluara, in proximity to wliich :

" mdvi. die prima augusti." On another
wall are figures of SS. Bonaventura, Bernardino, Louis, and Antony of Padua, the

heads of which are all damaged by stains. These parts of the Cappella delle Rose
seem to be done in the style of Eusebio. The rest, we shall see, is by Tiberio d'Assisi.

* See antea, "Ingegno." The figure is a little under life-size. A small spot on
the forehead, and others, were restored by the painter Cornelius.

* The Virgin and Child recalls that of Raphael in the Connestabile Gallery,
and still more that of Raphael [No. 141] at the BerUn IMviseiun, which, with but slight
differences, is a reverse of this one. The Baptist at her feet, in a little jacket of

skin, is reminiscent of the children in Raphael's Madonna del CardelUno. His
form is fleshy and somewhat puffily rounded. He sits holding tlie cross and pointing
out a passage in a book (cut across forehead and right eye). S. Jolin Evangelist
and S. Andrew stand, SS. Antony and Bernardino kneel, at the sides of the tlu-one,

on the step of which is the inscription :

"
1512, ettsebius de sco georgio perusintjs,

PINXIT." On an upper border of the throne is the addition:
" BIO^nsIUS Petri

BERTI FACITJNDUM CURAVIT." In the arched upper part, two angels hang the crown
above the Virgin's head. In this pictvire again one notes, ex. gr. in the Virgin,
Eusebio's tendency to give the line of the nose and mouth an obHque direction in

respect to the oval of the face.

The predella represents, firstly, S. Antony setting the wounded leg in which
three erect females (right) are copied from Raphael's Circumcision in the Vatican

predella. Secondly, the Sermon of S. Antony in which a group (left) is also copied
from the same piece by Raphael. Thirdly, the Miracle of the Ass kneeling before
the Host. [According to Mr. Berenson tliere is a second pictm-e by Eusebio at

Matellica, a Madonna in the church of S. Giovanni ; Mr. Perkins does not accept
this as by the master himself, but gives it to his school (c/. Rassegna d'Arte, August
1907)].
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originally forming one predella, which exhibit the same traits
;

^ and
the catalogue may be swelled by two more in the Academy, and an

Adoration in S. Pietro.^

One might also claim for Eusebio the Virgin and Child of the Baring

Gallery,^ in which a mixture of his style and Spagna's is apparent. It

is quite likely that both were together in the Cappella S. Martino at S.

Pietro of Perugia."*

In Tiberio, who is a native of Assisi, and whom Vasari does not

mention among the pupils of Perugino, we have an artist of less feehng
and of less power than Eusebio, whose scarce works are all dated in the

first twenty years of the sixteenth century. His finest fresco, a lunette

of the Virgin and Child, in S. Martino outside Trevi, is conceived in the

spirit of that assigned to Ingegno at S. Andrea of Assisi, and thus connects

him with the school of which Fiorenzo is the representative ;
but the

square shape of the figures, the straight Hnes of draperies, and the sharp-
ness of the colouring already reveal the germs of his dechne.^ In two

angels at the Virgin's sides, a reminiscence of Spagna may be discovered.

At S. Francesco of Montefalco, where Tiberio painted a fresco of the

Madonna between two saints in 1510, and in the Cappella delle Rose at

* These five panels are now in the Gallery of Perugia. They represent :
—

1. The Nativity. 2. Adoration of the Magi (copied from Raphael's Vatican pre-
della). 3. Sermon of S. Bernardino. 4. The Samaritan Woman at the Well.
5. Two Saints,—all in the character of Eusebio.

*
1. S. Louis. 2. S. Chiara. In these a slight approach to the manner of

Spagna. The Adoration at S. Pietro again reminds one of the predella by Raphael
at the Vatican, but is attributed to Dono Doni ; yet is not in the style that usually
distinguishes the latter, i.e. mixture of Giulio Romano and the Michaelangelesques.
[This is now generally admitted to be an unquestionable work of Eusebio.]

We have noted (see antea, Perugino) frescoes in S. Agnese at Perugia in which
Vannucci's mould and tlie handling of Eusebio seem revealed, also (see antea,

"Spagna") frescoes in the monastery of S. Pietro at Perugia (Cappella S. Martino)
in which Eusebio's name is also suggested.

^
Assigned, as wa laave seen ("Spagna"), to Raphael.

*
[Mr. Berenson ascribes to Eusebio a S. Sebastian in the IMuseum at Boston

(U.S.A.); a predella. No. 1084, in the Buda-Pesth Gallery (magazine) ; a fresco of
the Madonna, Cliild, and Saints in S. Francesco at Deruta ; a Madonna and Saints
of 1510 in Sir Hubert Parry's Collection at Highnam Court ; a Madonna in M.
Flameng's Collection at Paris ; a Madonna in the Accademia di S. Luca at Rome ;

a fresco of the Virgin, Child, and Angels in S. M. della Pieta at Umbertide. The
same critic ascribes doubtfully to Eusebio the Madonna, Child, and S. Jolin, No.
147 of the Berlin Gallery, and the Standards of the Crucifixion and Creation of

Eve in the Pinacoteca of Citta di Castello—also the Assmnption of the Gallery
of Naples (tliis last, according to Mr. Berenson, on a design of Pintiu'icchio).]

' The fresco is altered in colovu* by time, but the sharpness of the tones is

peculiarly Tiberio's. The fresco is worked up on the old principle with red on
green. On the border of the limette are the words :

" .6anes baptistamagi
DE TREVIO FECIT FIERI. TIBERIUS DE ASSI. . . ."

In the Dead House, which contains Spagna's fresco, there is a figure in Tiberio's

manner, of S. EmiUano in episcopals, with a nun in prayer, near him. The rest

of the space is whitewashed.
There are traces of the Umbrian style of Tiberio too in a S. Martin sharing his

dress, on an altar to the left in the Dead House. The tigiu-es are, however, very
paltry (see antea,

" Pietro Antonio ").
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S. Fortunato in the same town, where he left five scenes from the life

of S. Francis in 1512, he is more Peruginesque, yet emptier and more

lifeless thaa at Trevi.^ He is more successful in a full-sized S. Sebastian

on a pilaster, rude and mechanical though it be, in the same edifice. A
couple of angels attending a Virgin and Child, with saints, in the Cappella

S. Girolamo at S. Domenico, near Assisi, reminds one again of Vannucci.^

whilst the Madonna brings us back to the manner of the so-called Ingegnos,

Amongst the saints, S. Chiara is striking as a mere copy of a figure by
Simone Martini in the chapel of Cardinal Gentile at S. Francesco of

Assisi.^ The incidents from the fife of S. Francis, repeated in 1518 in

the Cappella delle Rose at S. Maria degh AngeU, near Assisi, give no

higher idea of Tiberio,^ and other productions to which his name might
be attached are only to be registered for the sake of history.^ The

^ Note the pilaster and border of this fresco. Note also the ornamentation of

the throne, and the defective drawing of the extremities in S. Andrew (beard and
hair in part renewed). The figures have no relief and the shadows are of a dull

red ; the outlines sharp and wiry. On the pilaster to the left are the words :

" MAI FRANCESCO EVERii.LUS SALVATUSA UGUSTi," and on the border :

"
. pus fecit

FIERI FAMILIA AGUSTI DE MONTEFALCO DIE XV MENSIS NOVEMBRIS AX). MCCCCCX.
TiBERiu DE ASSisio FIX." Looking carefully at this piece, it suggests the probability
that Tiberio should be the executant of a Virgin and Child and four Saints [No. 146]
in the Berlin Gallery, attributed there to Perugino.

In the chapel of the Roses at S. Fortunato, an Eternal and seraphs in the ceiling
are a feeble imitation of Perugino. The following inscription authenticates the

frescoes :

" gratia dei bei factum hoc opus ad mcccccxit. xx. die maii impSsis
CHILI SEIDE S. SEBASTIANI PRO AlA SUA SUORUM ET DEFU-S'OTORUM. TIBERIUS DE
ASSISIS PINXIT."

2 [Now in Pinacoteca, Assisi.]
^ The Virgin adores the Infant recumbent on her lap. Two angels kneel at her

sides. Two others hang the crown over her head. To the left are SS. Bernardino
and S. Jerome; right, SS. Francis and Cliiara, and a female in black, m pre^yer.
On the border are the words :

" hoc opus fecit fieri galeottus de blstocchis
DE assisi a.d. mdxvii. DIE V SEPTEM." The Virgin is like that assigned to Ingegno
on the arch of S. Antonio (road to Moiano). In the same chapel are a S. Sebastian
and a S. Roch, inferior to the foregoing, inscribed :

" facta fare de satorilio da
CAPELLO MDXXii," by Tiberio or one of his school. [Now in Pinacoteca, Assisi.]

* This part of the chapel is by another hand th;in that already described near
the altar. Close to the door facing the latter, one reads :

" hoc opus gratia dei
CONSUMATU fuit ad. mcccccxv. . . ." Mezzanotte gives the date as 1518, and adds
the name: "

tiberius de assisis pinxit," which is now absent, {Life of Perwjino,

p. 237). The person who painted the portion here alluded to is obviously Tiberio,
who chose for subjects :

— 1. The Preaching of S. Francis and Publication of the

Indulgence. 2. S. Francis in the midst of roses before a Pope and his suite of

Cardinals. 3. Christ and the Virgin in Glory, and S. Francis below, offering roses
at an altar. 4. S. Francis naked amongst thorns (lower part new) 5. S. Francis
between two Angels (much injured). A limette above the altar, with S. Francis and
his companions, seems also by Tiberio, as well as an Eternal (injured) in the ceiling.

* In the Cappella S. Antonio at S. Francesco of Assisi is an altarpiece of the

Crucifixion, four waiting Angels, SS. Liberius (?), Antony the Abbot, Francis
and Chiara, a flat and wire-drawn picture by Tiberio (figures life-size). In the

Gallery of Perugia, two Crucifixes are classed as productions of the fifteenth century,
and are probably by Tiberio. Eight lunettes with scenes from the life of the Virgin
in S. Anna of Fohgno seem by the same hand, as well as several frescoes on the
walls of the church of S. Simone, on the road ^o Bettona. [These have been removed
to the Pinacoteca of Bettona.] Mariotti mentions a Nativity and a IMajesty
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latest dates connected with Tiberio are of 1521 and 1524. In 1521,

Fiorenzo and he appraise for Giacomo di Gherardo of Citta della Pieve.^

In 1524, he receives payment for the arms of Clement VII., on some

monument at Assisi.^

Three authentic pictures by Sinibaldo Ibi mark him as one of the

feeblest of the followers of the Peruginesque school, in the beginning
of the sixteenth century. At Gubbio, where he was in company with

Orlando of Perugia,^ he finished the Virgin and Child between SS. Sebas-

tian and Ubaldo, in 1507, for one of the cathedral altars. Without any
powers to justify his pretensions, he affects to rival the grace of Pinturic-

chio and the tenderness of Raphael, but the result is altogether poor.

His Infant Christ is wooden. His S. Sebastian totters on the floor, and

S. Ubaldo is a caricature of Manni. Mechanical outhnes and dark strips of

shadow, insufficient to relieve a flat red tone of flesh, are prominent faults.*

It is puzzUng to be asked to assign to the same hand a Virgin of

Mercy in the collection of the Marquis Rangliiasci at Gubbio, a canvas

banner in which Raphael is imitated with a certain success and with

much of the character pecuhar to Timoteo Viti.^ We revert to the

more certain inferiority of Ibi in an enthroned Virgin, Child, and Saints

signed :

'' tiberius de assists p. p. md xviii." near Miu-elli, outside the suburbs
of Perugia (Lett., ubi sup., pp. 209-10). [There is a chapel filled with frescoes by
Tiberio at S. Fortunate, near Montefalco. Other frescoes by him are at Castelritaldi.]

1 In this record he is called Tiberius Diotalevi de Assisis. Mabiotti, ubi sup.,

p. 210.
^ This notice is taken from a sketch of the life of Dono Doni in Archivio Stor.,

ubi sup., ser. 3, No. 40, Oct. 1865, by Antonio Cristofani. From the same source
we learn that Tiberio's brother Diosebio was also a painter.

^ Orlando is noticed as the companion of Sinibaldo Ibi at Gubbio in a register
of expenses of the fraternity of S. M. de' Laicii (Libro di Amministrazione, 1604 to

1509, p. 91). In the Libro della Reformazioni del Comune di Gubbio, 1502 to

1506, p. 106, Orlando's recaption of the right of citj' at Gubbio is registered (see
antea as to a banner in S. Croce, and in " Pinturicchio," as to a Nativity in the
Duomo of Gubbio).

* On the border of a conical canopy above the Virgin's head is the date :

"
ad.

Mcccccvii," and on the sides of the Virgin's throne :

" sinibaldus perxjsinus
PiNSiT HOC OPUS SEXTO KALENDAS ocTOBRi." Two augcls kneeling on clouds at
the sides of the canopy are full of Peruginesque affectation. The same is apparent
in S. Sebastian on the right of the throne holding a dart. S. Ubaldo, in episcopals,
is a grotesque caricature of the manner in which Manni details the hmiian features.
On the arms of the tlirone are the words :

" hieronimus de . . ntivolus p. p.

PLO ET MADALEN SORI SUE."
® Tliis piece is very superior to the foregoing. If proved to be by Sinibaldo,

it would be his best work. The angels above the Virgin, holding festoons, are

quite Raphaelesque (one of them is mutilated), and that on the left supporting
the Virgin's mantle, is reminiscent of Spagna (that on the right scaled away). In
the foreground kneel eight figures in white under the Virgin's cloak. The Virgin
herself has a pleasant round head ; the Child is outlined also in good curves. It
is said that this is the banner of the brotherhood of the Laici, for which there is a
record that Ibi had the cominission in August 1509, after he had, in 1504, painted
a banner for the same community representing also the Virgin of Mercy on one side,
and S. Ubaldo on the other (see MS. vol. di Amministrazione della Frafcrnitu di S. M.
de' Laid, 1504 to 1509, Aug. 1509, p. 91, in the archive of Gubbio, in which the commis-
sion to Ibi is contained). [The Rang'aiasci pictures have been sold or dispersed.]
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of 1524, originally in a church on one of the islands of the Thrasimene

Lake, and now in the left transept at S. Francesca Romana at Rome,^
and in an Annunciation of 1528, lately preserved in the Audience of the

Notaries at Perugia.^ Less authentic, though in his mode, are the

Madonna and Saints of 1510 in the hall of the Confraternitk di S. Agostino,^

the Virgin and Child between SS. Peter, Catherine, Agatha, and Paul in

S. Agostino,* other subjects in the Gallery of Perugia ;

^ and a Virgin
enthroned between the erect SS. Peter and Paul, the kneehng Francis,

and Bernardino, in the convent of nuns of S. Bernardino at Orvieto.^

Sinibaldo Ibi is noted in the Guild of Perugia, and was one of the

voters of a hundred at an election in 1527.''' He may claim to fill a space
in the chronology of ItaUan artists like that held at the same period by
Berto di Giovanni.

A curt entry in the register of taxes at Perugia proves that the latter

was a householder in 1497. He made pennons for the trumpeters of

the Magistracy in 1501, \Wth Fiorenzo and Eusebio
;

is noticed in a

record of 1507, and in documents of 1511-13 as companion in art to

Domenico di Paris Alfani.^ In 1516, the nuns of S. Maria di Monteluce,

near Perugia, renewed an old contract with Raphael for a Coronation of

the Virgin, agreeing to pay him 120 ducats on the arrival of the panel
from Rome in 1517, and binding Berto di Giovanni to furnish the frame

^ It was originally in S. Secondo, on the Isola Polvese, afterwards in the church
of S. Antonio Abate at Perugia, and in 1813 carried away (Maeiotti, Lett., p. 202 ;

Mezzanotte, p. 282). It is now in S. Francesca Romana, at Rome, not dated
1532 (Passavant, Raphael, vol. i., p. 520; and Gaye, Kunsthlatt, No. 86, 1836),
but signed as follows on the front of the pedestal of the Virgin's throne :

"
snsri-

BALDUS PERTJSiNTJS PiNSiT MDXxiiii." The pictuTo IS high up, above a door, in the
left traiisept of the church (wood, oil), figures half hfe-size, much cleaned and o^'er-

painted. It is defective in drawing and without relief. A liuiette of the Eternal,
once above it, is missing. The Saints at the Virgin's sides are four in number,
including S. Jolin the Baptist : and the head of that on the extreme right is repainted.

^ This panel passed into the hands of Signor V. Bertelli, and is now deposited
in the Perugia Gallery. It is much injured, has inky shadows, and is said (our
notes are mislaid) to bear the inscription :

" scribarum impensa, sinibaldo
perusing pictore fiebat opus ex archetiPo veniens mdxx," and on the base
of the desk, before the Virgin :

"
mdxxviii." Mariotti, pp. 203-5.

^
Virgin and Child enthroned in a court between SS. Augustine and Sebastian.

On a hexagonal step the date :

"
ad. mcccccx." (wood, oil), now under the name

of Manni in the Perugia Gallery, not numbered. The piece is not without character
akin to Manni's, but of a lower class. The Virgin, in an exaggerated movement, is

Peruginesque, the Child very heavy and square, the S. Sebastian affecting a mannered
pose, and wooden, the S. Augustine paltry and short. Colour flat, pale yellow ;

drapery common.
* Wood, oil. On the step one reads :

"
ad. m.cccccviiii. l. a. s. i. ." The last

letters are like those in the Adoration of the Magi by Eusebio (see antea). The
picture is light and unrelieved, more like Manni or Eusebio than Ibi.

^
Perugia Gallery. S. Francis (wood, oil), of a pleasing, but flat tone, and

Virgin, Child, and two Saints, cold, poor, and injured.
• Wood, oil, well preserved. The figiires are short, the head round, and the

group of Virgin and Child reminiscent of the Raphaelesque. Ibi is perhaps the author
of the copy of Perugino's Marseilles altarpiece in the Castelbarco Gallery at Milan.

' Mariotti, Lett., p. 205. a
ibi^., pp. 205, 206, 232, 242.
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and predella for 80 ducats.^ It is historical that Raphael was unable
to fulfil his promise to the nuns, and that the contract Avas not carried

out till 1525, by Giulio Romano and Penni. Disappointed in 1517, by
the neglect of Raphael, it would appear that the nuns employed some
one to furnish a Coronation to take the place intended for Raphael's.
At all events, there is a representation of the subject in a poor style,
reminiscent of Ibi and Manni, on the altar once occupied by that of

Giuho Romano and Penni in S. Maria di Monteluce.^ It is dated July 25,

1517, and seems by the same hand as a S. John Evangehst in Patmos at

S. Giuhana of Perugia.^ At the foot of the altarpiece of S. Giuhana
is a predella with various subjects : two female saints, a S. John Evange-
hst, a Martyrdom in a caldron, and a Miracle. The style displayed in

these small works is more modern than that in the figure of the Evangehst
in Patmos above it.

When the Coronation originally ordered of Raphael was brought
from Rome to S. Maria di Monteluce in 1525, the predella, including
the Nativity, Presentation, Marriage, and Death of the Virgin, was

dehvered, it may be presumed, by Berto, who had contracted for it.

This predella, dated 1525, is hke a production of a later Raphaelesque,
of a red-brown colour with strong shadows. It betrays the hand of one

in the same relation, as Bagnacavallo is proved to have seen, to Raphael ;

but it is curiously hke the predella of the S. John Evangehst in Patmos
at S. Giuliana of Perugia. Ai'e we to infer that the painter of the Evange-
list and of the Coronation of 1517, who at that time imitated Ibi and

Manni, is the same who, in the interval between that date and 1525,

changed to a more hvely and modern Raphaelesque manner ? These

questions must remain open for the present. It may be necessary in

the meantime to note that an Eternal and a Virgin in the Naples Gallery,
which seem fragments of one altarpiece, resemble in execution the

Coronation of 1517 at Monteluce.* We thus kno\v but httle really of

^ The whole contract in Bianconi, Opere (Milan, 1802), vol. iv., p. 52, is reprinted
in Passavant, tibi awp., Raphael, vol. ii., p. 382 and following.

* The Virgin is cro\^med on a high throne, at the sides of which are SS. John
the Baptist, Peter, Augustine (?) and Paul, S3. Jerome and Francis lineeUng in

front. On the throne step: "ad. m.dxvii, die xxv julii." The forms are not

pleasing, and tliere is no relief. The di-awing is mechanically careful, but faulty.
The flat colour shaded with grey, is a haxd light red. The style recalls Manni and
Ibi. Mezzanotte attributes the picture to Domenico Alfani (p. 252).

^ Now Perugia Gallery. Same maimer as the Coronation, of slight colour and
done at one painting. The figm-e of S. John is grotesque, ill-proportioned and
badly drawn. Wood, oil. The Eternal looks do\wa from a lunette. The original

drawing for the Evangehst, bj' the same hand as the picture, is in the Royal Collec-

tion at Stockholm, luider the name of Raphael (from the Crozat Collection).
*
Naples Musemn. Wood, oil, life-size. Represents the Eternal in a Glory of

raj'S and seraphs (four), with a crown in His hands; wooden in form, raw in colour.
Not numbered (wood, oil), in addition, Virgin, half-length, also \Wth a crown in

her hand. These two pieces, by a pupil of Perugino, exhibit the same style of art
as the S. John and Coronation of Monteluce of 1517.
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Berto di Giovanni ;
and the only additional fact connected with his

life is that he laboured for the magistrates of Perugia in 1520, and was

of the Perugian Guild.^ His son Jerome is in its register also from 1523

to his death in 1543.^

Turning for awhile from the consideration of works by native Peru-

gians, we shall not find a less remarkable extension of the influence of

Perugino and Pinturicchio in Francesco of Citta di Castello, or Thifernate,

who reminds us in an Annunciation at S. Domenico of that place, of the

class which Ibi represents, \nth longer proportions in the human frame,

and draperies of more unnatural festoon.^ A similar subject in the

sacristy of the cathedral,^ and a Virgin, Child, and Saints in the convent

church of Tutti Santi,^ a Virgin and Angel Annunciate belonging to

Signor Mancini,^ all in Citta di Castello, betray an effort to mingle the

Peruginesque \\itli the grace of the youthful Raphael, whilst now and

then a fibre as of SignorelH may be traced. '^

A far more interesting and able man in this class is Gerino of Pistoia,

whose education in an Umbrian atelier produced an art of a Peruginesque

stamp. His character is cleverly dra^\^l by Vasari, who says that he

was a friend of Pinturicchio, a dihgent colourist, and a follower of Van-

nucci.^ When he did the Virgin of Succour at S. Agostino of Borgo S.

Sepolcro in 1502, he might already be considered a fair copjrist of his

master as regards type and proportion, drawing, and colour
;

^ and there

1 Mamotti, p. 207. ^ Orsini, Life of Perugino, vhi sup., note to p. 294.
^ This picture (wood, oil, figures almost life-size) hangs in the choir of S. Domenico.

On the front of the floor one reads :

" fbanciscus thifer." Francesco is a low-
class Umbrian painter, whose colours are given with high body, and slightly glaze,
the tone being generally a little red. The outlines, which are also red, are broken
and angular. The Virgin, strained in movement, has a long thin head curiously
dressed in tresses. The hands are drawn and cramped in the Umbrian fashion.
The angels in flight, at the sides of the Eternal in benediction, are obese in face;
the cherubs in the glory round-headed. [Now in Pinacoteca.]

* This Annunciation is represented in an interior (wood, oil, figures half life-size,

injured). There is great affectation in the forms, which are imitated withovit success
from those of Raphael's early time. The faces betray an effort to realise something
in the mode of Signorelli.

' The subjects of this arched altarpiece are the Annunciation in a lunette, and
the Virgin and Clnld between SS. Augustine, Catherine, Francis, and Nicholas.

There is a Peruginesque turn in the figui'e of the Angel Annunciate. The Infant
in the lower composition gives the ring to S. Catherine. The attempt to approach,
in these and other figures, the grace of Raphael is singularly unsuccessful. The
outlines are hard, the colour dry, but the careful execution, especially of hair and
beard, would not be unworthy of Timoteo Viti. [Now in Pinacoteca.]
'•' • This panel, assigned by some to Signorelli, is said also to have been part of

Raphael's Dudley House Crucifixion—if so, by another hand (wood, oil).
' [An altarpiece by Francesco in S. Chiara in Borgo San Sepolcro has already

been mentioned (see antea).']
* Vasari, vol. v., p. 276.
* This is a canvas. It represents as usual the Virgin, erect, saving a child from

the grasp of Satan, and tlireatening the evil spirit with a stick, whilst the mother
kneels on the left, in prayer (life-size figures). The flesh of the child is bleached by
exposure, and the drawing is bared, but the"e is no restoring. On the border on©
reads : "hoc opus pisit gerinus pistokensis Mcccccn."
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is no reason to doubt that his talents were valued at that time and in that

spot beyond those of others, as the remains of frescoes about contemporary
with the Virgin of Succour still testify. Of these some are preserved in

a passage leading to the sacristy of the Pieve/ and others are visible,

though rapidly yielding to the effects of time, in a tabernacle at Fonte

Secca di Borgo, outside the Porta Nuova of Borgo S. Sepolcro.^ In his

fresco at the Pieve, which represents S. Barbara and a couple of other

saints, he leaves the impression as of a tolerably gifted artist, partial to

warm tones, more nearly related to Perugino than to Pinturicchio. In

the tabernacle, the fine contours of an erect Virgin and Child between

SS. Sebastian and Roch, give an idea of his power as an imitator of

young Raphael and of Perugino. Without further inquiry, one might say
of Gerino, in consideration of these efforts, that he was a second-rate

Peruginesque, heading Manni and Eusebio, but inferior to Spagna.
In 1505 he is employed in the cathedral of his native city,^ and in

1509 he furnishes for the neighbouring church of S. Pietro Maggiore an

altarpiece of the Virgin, Child, and Saints, that may still be seen there.

Years have elapsed since he frequented the ateher of Perugino, and in

the interval he has altered. The weight and breadth of the head in his

figures become more conspicuous ;
the frames are smaller, and the

draperies are more paltry. His art is thus more akin to Pinturicchio's
;

but his drawing and the soft fusion of rich and juicy tones disclose an
increased tendency to study Raphael's early creations.* This mixture

of Perugino, Pinturicchio, and Raphael is most striking in the Last

Supper at S. Onofrio of Florence, attributed by so many critics to Van-
nucci and Sanzio

;
and it is not unhkely that Gerino, -with other pupils

of Vannucci, should have had a share in its execution. He produces,

indeed, something hke it in the frescoes of S. Lucchese near Poggibonsi.

1 Vasari mentions these \\athout giving the subjects (vol. v., p. 276). S.

Barbara holds a tower, and near her, on the foreground, is a saint wielding a sword.
The other fragment represents a canonised cardinal and a friar in white. Vasari
also speaks of a Circumcision by Gerino (wood, oil), in the Compagnia del buon
Gesti at Borgo S. Sepolcro, but it is missing (Vasari, vol. v., p. 276).

' This fresco is Ukelv soon to disappear. Is it that described by Vasari, vol. v.,

p. 276) as
"
Sulla Strada che va ad Anehiari

"
?

^ The payment for a figure of S. Zeno above the door of the Duomo, near the

Campanile, is in Gualandi, under date August 18, 1505 (Memorie, ubi sup., ser. 6,

p. 35).
* Under a dais hke those of Pinturicchio, the Virgin sits enthroned with the

naked Infant Christ erect on her lap. On the left stand a youthful figure in armour,
and S. Peter ; on the right, SS. Paul and John the Baptist (figures all but Ufe-sizo).
In a predella is Christ between the Twelve Apostles. On a

"
cartellino," on the

step of the throne, one reads :

" hoc opus fecit gerinxjs pistoriesis mcccccvtiii."
There is no balance of light and shade. The Saint in armour has a round Peru-
ginesque head, similar in tliis particular to those of the Virgin and Child, and of
S. Paul. The face of S. Peter is pinched and small (injured by old restoring). The
picture has been recently cleaned, but remains in its old gilt frame.

See for a panel in the style of the above a so-called Perugino in the Gallery of
Count Sergei Stroganoff at S. Petersburg [aniea, "Perugino")^.
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He laboured in the convent of that name about 1513, and two scenes

from the life of Christ with that date and his signature are preserved

in a refectory, now turned to the profane uses of a canteen. They are

hastily done, of strong colour, and mannered in dramng, though still

Peruginesque, and showing the gradual descent of Gerino into the slough

of conventionahsm and ease.^ In later years, a fresco of S. Agatha and

S. Eulalia (1520), in S. Paolo, and a Coronation of the Virgin on the

first staircase of the Palazzo della Comunita, at Pistoia, strongly show

the feeble side of his character.^ He is less Peruginesque and more

Florentine, but weak as a draughtsman and no longer charming by
richness of tint. The Virgin with Saints of 1529, originally in the Con-

vento di Sala at Pistoia and now in the Uffizi, exhibits the progress of

this final change more clearly still. The Perugian element is not entirely

eradicated, but nearly so, and the tints are grey and dull. One could

hardly tell, indeed, how the same Gerino should produce a piece so

totally different from that of 1502.^ But the history of this gradual
transformation teaches us that a man of second-rate powers may in his

youth, and at a good school, be respectable in works wliich he no longer

equals when he has lost the spur of rivalry and the advantage of daily

studying the examples of a great master.

Without the feeling of Gerino for colour, but influenced in a certain

measure by Pinturicchio and Vannucci, Giovanni Battista of Faenza,

or Bertucci, as he is more commonly called, now claims a ^jlace in the

^ In one arch is Christ amongst the Apostles, and raising one of them who
kneels before Him, all in a landscape (figures less than life-size). In another is

the IMiracle of the Loaves and Fishes. On a border in wliich are a Virgin and Child,
and a S. Francis, one reads: "hoc opus pinsit gerinus pistoriensis. 1513."
The whole of the remains is much injured.

In the church of the fortress of S. Lucchese (on an altar to the right) is a panel,
in tempera, representing the " Noli me Tangere," with the Eternal above in a circular

glory, and in a border (in rounds) SS. Francis and Antony the Abbot. This piece
is scaled in many places. It reminds one somewhat of Lorenzo di Credi, but it

may be by Gerino or one of his school. [By Raffaellino Carli.]
^ The two saints are little below life-size, of a dull reddish flesh tone ; inscribed :

" JACOPO DI CRISTOFANO DONZELLO DE SINNIORIA A FATTO FABE QUESTO AITARB
PER SUA DEVOTiONE, 1520." The character of the figures is more than ever small,
the handling like that of a later picture at the Ufifizi in Florence. In the fresco
of the Coronation, SS. ApoUonia and Eulalia kneel at the sides of the fore-

ground.
A wall painting on one of the altars to the right, in S. Andrea of Pistoia has

recently been uncovered. (It had been partially concealed by a canvas of more
modem date.) It is much repainted, but exhibits something of Gerino. Subject:
the Crucifixion (Christ in wood), with many Saints ; in a kuiette, the Resurrection.
A S. James in S. M. dell' Umilt4 is also assigned to Gerino (Tolomei, Quida, p. 93,
and TiGRi, Guida, p. 217). It is a canvas, dated :

" md."
'

[Uffizi, No. 91.] Virgin, and Child between SS. James, Cosmo, Mary Magdalen,
Catherine, Roch, and Dominic, inscribed :

" gerinus ajsttonii de pistorio pinsit
1529." This picture, originally in the Convent di Sala, was exchanged for the
Uffizi with a pictiu-e by Rosselli (Tolomei, Guida, p. 176). There is a reminiscence
of Fra Paolino of Pistoia mingled with the old Peruginesque character in this

picture.
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class -sWth which we are busied.^ At bottom, Bertucci inherits the

teclinical handhng, the dull opacity of tone, and the rigidity of Pal-

mezzano ;
but he also has a local stamp with some Umbrian sentiment ;

and his pictures are kindred of others by uncertain artists at Faenza.-

The earhest of these is a Virgin and Child enthroned between two kneeling

Saints, in the Pinacoteca of Faenza, an assemblage of poor dry figures of

pale brown grey tone in flesh, by a precursor of Bertucci
;

^ the next

a Nativity Mnth Saints, and a Fhght into Egypt, in the distance, in the

same Gallery, equally careful in finish, but combining the same sort of

poverty in forms and colour as the previous example, with something

Peruginesque in the faces.^ An Adoration of the Magi in this collection

follows, and exhibits more of Bertucci's character, being on a level in

value ^^ itli two frescoes of Saints in niches in the sacristy of the Servi at

Faenza. The latter, however, though lean and shght, are not wdthout

dignity, and have a mixed Florentine and Umbrian air.^ A Christ on

the road to Golgotha, and a Pieta, bright wall paintings removed from

the refectory into the cloister of the MicheUine of Faenza, are conceived

in the Umbro-Peruginesque style, but not without expression or Hfe in

the features and action of the thinly built personages. The art is akin

to Gerino's, and not improbably Bertucci's.^ Two Madonnas of the

school might be named in the Communal Gallery at Forli and in the

Borghese Gallery at Rome.'' We come upon Bertucci with certainty in

a
"
Majesty," inscribed and dated 1506, in the Municipal Gallery of

Faenza. It is remarkable for tenuity in the engraved outUnes, for the

length and leanness, as well as overweighted head, of the figures, for the

hardness of the drapery, and the redness of the flesh tones. In a lunette,

the Eternal glances downward upon the portico, in the arches of which two

angels, in the Umbrian mould of Perugino and Pinturiccliio, hang the

crown of heaven above the Virgin's head. Two more hold up the drapery
of her cloak as she stands erect with the Child in her arms. In front

^ Giovanni Battista is not to Ijo confoimded with a later painter of the same
name, for whom see Bott^vei, Raccolta, in vol. vii., pp. 98 and 104.

- Of these see a catalogue in the Calendario Faentino.
^ Wood, figm-es one-third the size of hfe.
* jNIuch damaged and partly renewed in the draperies. It is catalogued amongst

Bertucci's works. The Child lies on the ground with the youthful Baptist near it ;

the Virgin and S. Joseph in Adoration at its head and feet. On the sides, SS.

Jerome, John, and Bernardino (wood, oil), A piece has been added to the bottom
of the panel.

^ These Saints are in niches with scolloped semidomes. They are in fresco

and of life-size. One is the Beato Enea with a cross, a lily, and a book ; the other

is the Beato Giacomo Bertoni with j<nned hands. Both are in friar's dress. The
necks and hands are tliin and small.

* The figures in these fragments are one quarter of Ufe-size.
' At Forli, the half-length Virgin and Child are attributed to one Giovanni

Battista de Rusitis, by whom it is said there are inscribed works in existence.

In the Borghese Gallery the Virgin and Child is assigned to Perugino, but is

probably by Bertucci.

III.

'
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of her, two bo5^s of slight proportions have each a foot on the step of

her pedestal, one to the left looking up with joined hands, the other

playing a mandohne.^ Other pieces of the same sort, in which the

rigidity of the Forlivese school is apparent, adorn the Gallery, ex. gr.

two panels with SS. Hippolytus and Romualdo, Benedict and Lawrence

in couples ;

^ a Baptist in the desert,^ a Magdalen in a landscape,^ in

all of which the colour reminds one of Palmezzano's for its flatness,

ra^A^le3s, and cold shadows ;
whilst the method of rendering form and

drapery unites Umbrian pecuharities with the angularity of Cotignola.

With such tilings before us, we cannot assign to any one else but Bertucci

the Adoration of the Magi in the Berhn Museum, which has been cata-

logued under Pinturicchio's name, and the Glorification of the Virgin

in the National Gallery attributed to Spagna. The first was commis-

sioned for the Manzolini family in S. Caterina of Faenza
;

^ the second

was for a time in the Ercolani Collection at Bologna. The Adoration is

composed and dra\\Ti after the fashion of Pinturicchio's Sienese works,

but tinted like Bertucci's, and fiUed with figures of his tenuous outUne.

Tlie Glorification is still more remarkable.® The Virgin and Child are

not unlike Pinturicchio's in the altarpiece of 1508 at S. Andrea of Spello ;

but the two infant angels on the marble platform below are in tlie spirit

of those placed by Bertucci in his picture of 1507. The glassy raw tones

are likewise similar to those of the Faventine, who jumbles, in a lifeless

cento, Pinturicchio, Spagna, and Palmezzano.'

The spread of Perugian art was not confined, however, to Umbria or

the Marches. To the south it went as far as Naples ;
to the north it

touched the Alps.
In the refectory of S. Maria la Nuova at Naples, an Umbrian composer,

with slight power as a draughtsman or a colourist, has bequeathed to us

a whole series of frescoes, which by some strange caprice or error have

been given to the Donzelli. In a lunette, the Virgin receives the cro\Mi

from the Redeemer, in tlie midst of angels. In a lower course, the

Virgin and Child are adored by the Magi, in the presence of a numerous

1 Tlie altarpiece is 6 feet 2 inches by 2 feet 8|- inches. On a "
cartelHno

"
are

the words :

" joanes baptista de favetia pisit and domini 150G."
"

Size, 4 feet 4 inches by 1 foot 9 inches. The colovir of strong impasto, nn-

glazed, like the works of Panetti of Ferrara.
' The movement, pose, and drapery quite hke those of Pinturicchio ;

—
size,

3 feet 7^ inches by 1 foot 10 inches.
* Same size and appearance as the foregoing. In the same gallery is a fragment

(wood) enclosing a round of the Virgin and Child, by a local painter imitating Pin-
turicchio and Spagna, and the youth of Raphael.

5 VERinoLiOLi, Vita di Pinturicchio, p. 28. The pictiu-e is [No. 132] in tlie

Berlin Museum (wood, oil). The style of drawing, cast and detail of drapery,
value of local tone, and teclmical execution, are all hke those of Bertucci's Virgin
of 1506.

•
[No. 282] National Gallery, purchased from the collection of Lord Orford at

Wolverton ; same style and handling as at Berlin and Faenza.
'
[See also Mr. Berenson's list of Bertucci's works Central Italian Painters ( 1909).[
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suite
;
and saints of the Franciscan Order kneel or stand at the sides of the

principal scene. Beneath this, the Annunciation, and the Nativity fill

the compartments at the side of a door. The spirit of the composition
is that of Pinturiccliio, the treatment as rude as anything produced by
Tiberio d'Assisi.^ But the artist is neither of these. His hand, or at

least that of one intimately connected ^vith liim, is to be found in a more

hasty and unskilfully treated Pieta, with an Adoration of the Magi,
and numerous medalhons beneath it, an altarpiece in a chapel of the

convent church of Liven, two miles from Nola. Some of the figures

seem repetitions of those in the Adoration at Naples, the style of drawing
and the colouring being equally, if not more, defective. The interest

of this panel is great, because a
"
cartelhno

" on the right-hand fore-

ground bears the words :

" magister franciscus t . l us

pmxiT M.D.xxv. L." If it could be supposed that in Francesco's shop
the Adoration was carried out with the help of assistants, it might be

inferred that he in person executed the frescoes of S. Maria la Nuova
at Naples. Yet, it may be also that Francesco is but the pupil or aid

of the author of the frescoes, who proves himself by his work to be of

Umbrian origin.^ But the altarpiece at Liveri is not sohtary. Another

in the same church is devoted to the Virgin, Child, Angels, and Saints,

with a Crucified Redeemer between the Virgin and Evangehst in a

lunette, and eight incidents from the life of S. Barbara in a predella.

On a
"
cartello

"
at the foot of the central panel are the words :

" dspum
A FRANC" TOLLENTINATE FACTtj POSUIT SIMULACRUM AB RMANATO DEO
1530." 2 A second is a Virgin and Child between two Saints, with the

Resurrection in a lunette, and Apostles in a predella, on the pilasters

of which is the inscription :

" jacopo pastore de montefusculo pinxit,

ANO DNi M.cccccxLiiii." ^ A third in the same shape is devoted to

SS. Zachariah and Elizabeth, between SS. John the Baptist and James

^ The fresco is injured. A large flaw cuts a portion of tlie Virgin and Child
in the Adoration ; and the drapery of the kneeling king is repainted. There is

also a vertical flaw in the Nativity. Amongst the kneehng friars at the sides of

the Adoration are (left), SS. Francis, Bernardino, and Antony of Padua ; (right),
S. Bonaventura and others. Dominici, who describes these wall-paintings, has
discovered that the head of the third king is a portrait of Alphonso II. ! The
character and mould of the slender figiu-es are ugly, the outlines hard and black, the
coloxir brown, red, sombre, and flat.

- The second and third Idng are similar in appearance and mo\ement to those
in the Naples fresco. The colour is flat, brown red, and. of a hard thin texture.

The lights and shadows are hatched, and betray want of practice in handling oil

medium. The outlines are black. The drawing is poorer, however, than at S.

M. la Nuova. In the border medallions are the Jlessiah between SS. Ouarinus
and Peter, Paul, and Bernard.

' This altarpiece is in a great measiu-e repainted. In the central panel, the

Infant Christ takes cherries from the young Baptist ; and two angels hang the
crown over the Virgin's head. At the sides are SS. Antony the Abbot and Barbara.

* The Resurrection is greatly damaged. The Saints at the Virgin's sides are

Benedict and Jeronxe.

I
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of Compostella, with an Annunciation in a lunette, and three scenes in

a predella.^ In the two latter the style is a coarse derivation from

that of Francesco of Tolentino, but taking its rise at an Umbrian source,

and of a class in Avhich Giovanni de Monte Rubiano has already found a

place. That class is headed by Vincenzo Pagani of Monte Rubiano, to

Avhom a Peruginesque Holy Family with Saints, miscalled Crivelli, in

S. Francesco of Monte Santo Pietrangeh, near Fermo, may be assigned,^

and Cola dell' Amatrice, who apes Raphael and Michael Angelo.
An ill-taught Northern painter upon whom Perugino left a clear

impression is Franciscus Verlas, AA'hose Virgin, Child, and Angels in the

Brera at Milan is dated 1511. Without feehng or life, Verlas reminds

one of Vannucci in his angels, whilst his Virgin and Child are hke those

produced by the later followers of Mantegna.^ He is still more Peru-

ginesque in a Marriage of S. Catherine dated 1512, at Schio near Vicenza.

The Eternal in benediction, in a lunette, is fairly though flatly imitated
;

the children are drawn in the puffy Umbrian mode of Gerino of Pistoia."*

The Chiesa dell' Ospitale, in which this altarpiece is preserved, seems to

have been decorated almost entirely "wdth frescoes by the same hand.^

^ The predella, which is almost gone, represents the Nativity, Resiurection, and
Adoration of tlie Magi.

^ Ricci, Painters of the Marches, ubi sup., vol. i., p. 210, assigns tliis pictvire
to Crivelli. It is an altarpiece in courses with the Holy Virgin, Child, and young
Baptist in the centre, between SS. Antony of Padua and Peter, Francis and
Sebastian. In an upper course, the Pieta between SS. Lawrence and a bishop,
Bernardino and Catherine. In pinnacle rounds, the Eternal between four Saints.

Predella—Clu?ist between the Twelve Apostles (wood, oil). This piece shows a
derivation from Perugino, and recalls Eusebio in type and character. It has the
same stamp as Pagani's authentic works of 1507 at Pavisola, and 1529 at Sarnano,
as others in the cathedi'al and S. Giovanni, as frescoes in S. Liberata of Maeerata,
as a pictiu-e in S. Francesco of the Minorites at Massa. [Works by Pagani are
numerous in the Marches—no less than sixteen panels were ascribed to him at

the Exposition of Maeerata in 1905. As Mr. Perkins says, he is as remarkable for

his peculiar development from a purely fourteenth-century artist into a cuinquecentista
as is his contemporary Cola d'Amatrice. Both appear to have begvui under the
influence of Crivelli—Cola ended under that of Michael Angelo. Two predellas
by Pagani are in the Brera.]

fj*> ^ Milan. Brera, No. 231 [?] signed:
" francischtjs verlas mdxi," on canvas,

of a grey and opaque tone.
* Chiesa dell' Ospitale. Canvas, oil, inscribed on a card, on the step of the throne

" FRANCISCUS VERLUS DE VICENTIA PINXIT DIE XX. JUNII MDXII." The Virgin sitS

under a throne festooned with fruit. S. Catherine, to the left, receives the I'ing ;

near her, S. Lucy and another female. To the right S. Joseph, with an Infant

holding the hem of his dress, and S. John the Baptist by him. The Eternal, in a
lunette, is attended by two angels. The latter is quite Peruginesque, of a cold
flat, but rosy tone. The Virgin and S. Catherine have coarse round heads ; the
children are grotesquely puffy. The forms and drapery generally are Umbrian.
But the picture, in its pilaster and border adorned with patterns and gambols of

infants, is much injured.
* One side of the nave contains a series of panelled frames filled with scenes

from the lives of the Saints, and one with singing children. Beneath these are
eleven half-lengths of Saints, male and female, in rounds. Above the arch of the
tribune is Christ in benediction with SS. John and James. On the other side of
the nave, the continuation of subjects similar to those first described, the whole
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A later instance of Verlas' third-rate adaptation of Perugiuo is a canvas

of the Virgin, Child, and Saints, dated 1517, in the parish church of

Sarcedo, near Tliiene (province of Vicenza).^ Another, equally char-

acteristic though unauthenticated by a signature, is the Madonna and

Saints in the church of Velo, by Tliiene, in which the dravving is taken

from a cartoon by Vannucci ;
and two children at the foot of the throne

are copies from the Perugino of Marseilles.^ We shall see in a further

notice of the school of Vicenza, how Speranza, a local artist, received

an impress from the Umbrians, whilst Bartolommeo Montagna, in some

pictures, imparts to his subjects something hke a reminiscence of the

Peruginesque. Having thus reconnoitred the country outside Umbria

in which Vannucci's example found attraction, we revert again to

Perugia, to the career of the two CaporaU, of Melanzio, and the Alfani.

Bartolommeo Caporah is one of the old and inferior craftsmen whose

names are found in records in connection with ordinary labours.^ He
furnished pennons for the magistrates of Perugia in 1472,^ and con-

tracted for an altarpiece in a chapel at S. Lorenzo in 1477.^ He was

commissioned to deliver a Madonna in 1487 for the church of S. Maria

Maddalena at Castighone del Lago,^ and in 1499 he and Eiorenzo valued

a picture by Manni.'' The only specimen of his skill that has any claims

to authenticity is that of 1487, the several parts of wliich are preserved

in the Casa Parocchiale at Castighone del Lago ; consisting of a half-

length Virgin and Child, SS. Mary Magdalen, Antony the Abbot, Roch,

and four busts of angels. They are rough distempers in which some

conventional affectation of grace remains, though the figures are drawn

with Miry and broken outhnes in a coarse and incorrect style recaUing

Fiorenzo and Benozzo Gozzoh, and coloured in raw and sharply con-

in Verlas' mamier, not to be confounded with that in a canvas of the Virgin adoring
the Infant on her knees, between Saints ; a local tempera of the close of the fifteenth

century.
One may note in passing as works with a local stamp, at S. Giorgio, near Velo

(close to Scliio), frescoes of the Crucifixion, Nativity, Resurrection, S. George and
the Dragon, and Four Evangelists, in a ceiling, of the same weak class as an altar-

piece representing the Virgin and Cliild between SS. George, Antony the Abbot,
Blaise and Martin, inscribed :

" hoc opus fecit fieri bonencontrus dam. dni
A^DREB DE PIONE DE VELLO, DE MESE SEPTEMBRIS M CCCC OTAVO." (1408); all

injured.
1 The Virgin's face is round and coarse. She is attended by two angels ; and

cherubs show their heads aroimd her. The Saints at her sides are (from left to

right) S. Christopher carrying the Infant, dry, lean, and repulsive; S. Jerome, a

opy one should say from Perugino; SS. Roch and Sebastian (foot new). The

drawing of the latter and of S. Jerome is that of a fourth-rate Peruginesque. On
tlio step of the throne is a "

carfcellino," on which are the words: " franciscus
VERLUS DE viCENTiA PiNxiT 1517." The Virgin and Angel Annimciato are at the

upper sides of the picture, each figure on gold ground (canvas, oil).
- Wood, oil. At the sides of the Virgin, SS. Antony the Abbot and Dominic.
^ He is said by Mariotti, Lett., vbi sup., p. 82, to ha\e been free of the Perugian

Guild in 1442 ; but this is possibly a mistake or a misprint.
* Ibid. 5 Ibid.

'
« Ibid. ^ Ibid.
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trasted tints.^
They are akin to pieces assignable to him in competition

with Lodovico de Angelis ;

^
resembling a mutilated fresco removed from

S. Giuliana to the Gallery of Perugia,^ a panel of 1485 at Ravenna,* or

a Virgin and Child dated 1484, in the Gallery of Naples.^ It would be

justifiable, indeed, to neglect such poor creations, were it not of advan-

tage to make note of them for the sake of tracing the style of Giovanni

Battista Caporah,^ the pupil of Vannucci, the plagiarist of Cesariano's

translation of Vitruvius.'^

It has been stated, without proof as far as present research can avail,

that Giovanni Battista CaporaU v/as born about 1476.^ As an apprentice

under his father, he might have witnessed the progress of the altarpiece

of Castiglione del Lago ;
and one might expect to find in the productions

^ All on gold ground, and the distemper hatched as usual over verde groimd.
The Infant, erect on the Virgin's lap, is draped at the hip, gix^es the blessing, and
holds an orb in His left. The Magdalen is partly injured (right side of head). S.

Antony's is a vulgar face without brow (large flaw in the beard). There is some-

tiling grotesque in the air of the S. Sebastian. The angels are less feeble. Mariotti

gives the following inscription, which is no longer to be seen : "pixit bartholomeus
CAPORALIS DE PEBUSIO, QXJESTA OPERA, ANO FACTO FARE E CACCIADORE DE CAS-

TIGLIONE DELAGO. A.D. M. ccccLxxxvii." (Lett., pp. 83-4). [The panels of Cas-

tiglione del Lago are no longer to be traced. According to Mr. Perkins, the only
authenticated work by Caporali is a signed pictvire at IMontone near Umbertide.
A second picture at Montone—a very attractive banner of the Virgin of Mercy—
has been attributed by many authors to Caporali, but Mr. Perkins combats this

attribution in Rassegna d'Arte for August 1907.]
^
Gallery of Perugia. Subject : SS. Margaret, Antony and Catherine (antea in

" Fiorenzo," note to p. 166), and Virgin, Child, and Saints at Corciano.
' Now in Gallery of Perugia (antea in " Fiorenzo ").
*
Triptych, of the Virgin and Child between S. Peter and S. Paul (see antea in

"Fiorenzo "). [This, as we have already noted, is by Antoniasso, and is now in

the Ufjfizi.j
^ No. 106 [?] Gallery of Naples. (Wood, tempera, on gold ground.) The

Virgin holds the Cliild erect before her, on a parapet. With her left she caresses

a bird. The Virgin's head, which is small, is injured. Manner of Bartolommeo
Caporali before the period of the Castiglione panels.

* There is no accoiuit of Bartolommeo Caporali's death, but the will of his

widow Brigida is preserved (dated 1521). It purports to be drawn up "in the

dwelling of the heirs of Bartholomseus CaporaUs, pictor
"
(Mariotti, ubi sup., p. 84).

[A very pleasing picture recently acquired by the Uffizi (1544), representing the

Virgin, Child, and Angels, is officially given to Caporali. In the Gallery at Perugia
the following are given to him, either directly, or in part with Bonfigli :

—Sala VIII.,
Nos. 4 and 7, Annunciation; Nos. 3 and 6, SS. Peter and Catherine, Paul and Peter

Martyr; Sala IX., No. 8, fresco of Clirist and Virgin in Glory (1469); No. 10,

Gonfalone of the Annunziata (1466) ; No. 11, Fragment of a head ; No. 12, S. Mary
Magdalen ; No. 14, God Blessing.

Mr. Berenson further groups under his name :
—Berlin Gallery, No. 137a, Madonna

and Angels; Boston (U.S.A.), Gardner Coll., Dormition ; Florence, Home Coll.,

Madonna; Horsmonden, Austen Coll., Madonna and Angels (?) ; Isola Maggiore
(Trasimeno), Church of S. Angelo, Crucifix and Saints ; London, Wagner Coll.,

Madorma, Child, and Angels ; Passignano, Madonna dell' 01i\ o, fresco, Madorma
and Angels.]

' We have not collated Cesariano and Caporali, but the annotators of Vasari
stats that the five books with notes and plans, of which the latter consists, are

copied from the former (Annotators, Vasari, vol. vi., p. 58).
' Mezz\notte, Ldfc of Perugino, p. 271.
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of his manhood some reminiscence of the paternal manner. He went

early in the sixteenth century (? 1507, 1508) to Rome, where he had
the personal acquaintance of Perugino, Pinturicchio, Bramante, and

Signorelh, and frequented the company of Ai'etino.^ It was natural

that if he studied these masters collectively, he should mingle inspira-
tions from them with those derived from his father. A fresco (of a fair

class) m the semidome of S. Croce in Gerusalemme at Rome offers an

example of such a mixture. It has already led to the inquiry, whether
such a man as Antoniasso might not have had a share in it

;
one might

now be led to look deeper into the secrets of its origin. The Eternal in

Glory, at the highest part of the semidome, is Umbrian after the fashion

of a follower of Bonfigh, and is attended by angels in the mould of

Melozzo. S. Helen, below, adored by a kneeling cardinal, is shaped on

the model of Pinturicchio, though of heavier build than was usual ^nth

liim. In groups of soldiers to the right there are figures imitating those

of Piero della Francesca and Signorelh. To the left, the nudes of men

raising the Cross recall Alunno, SignoreUi, Pinturiccliio. As to colour,

tlie injured condition of the frescoes preclude criticism. It is, however,

possible that they should have been carried out in a great measure by
such a man as the younger Caporah."^

There is a Virgin and Saints in S. Girolamo al Seminario at Citta di

Castello, signed :

" hoc opus fecit johes bta 1492." It seems the

school-work of a man who had been with Signorelh. We inquire whether

this can be Caporali.^
In S. Salvatore, about a mile distant from Panicale, the apse still

contains remnants of a Christ in Majesty between SS. John the Baptist
and Peter. Their forms, features, and expression, the way in which they
are designed, draped, and coloured, are a modernised adaptation of the

paltry manner of Bartolommeo Caporali at Castiglione del Lago ;
and

the more hkely to be by Giovanni Battista because they are carried out

with the tricky boldness of the decorations at the Villa Passerini, near

Cortona."*

The same hand, bolder, freer, and more closely following Signorelh,

1
[See antea in "Perugino," and in "Pinturicchio."] When he published his

Vitruvius in 1536 at Perugia, he sent a copy to Aretino, who acknowledges it in

a letter from Venice of Oct. 3, 1537, calling the pamter Bitte, as Vasari does

(Vasari, vol. vi., p. 57), and reminding him of their old relations at Rome. See
Aretino, Lettere (Paris), vol. i., p. 134, verso.

* The general tone of these injured frescoes is yellow and verde, with shadows
of a coppery red. The cUstant landscapes in the scenes from the legend of S.

Helen are very heavy. The Eternal's bewdgged head looks aged and muffled in

clothes after Bonfigli's fashion. (See also antea,
" Antoniasso "). [These eire by

Antoniasso.]
* See antea, "School of Signorelh."
* The coloiu" is a flat dull rod, but freely and slightly handled. The landscape

behind the throne is retouched.
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yet still with something of Perugino and Raphael, seems to have executed

the Nativity and its lunette of the Eternal in different parts of the Duomo
of Panicale.^ The final expansion of the same style, altered by recol-

lections of Giuho Romano and IMichael Angelo, may be found in the

florid handUng of sixteen classical subjects in the Passerini Villa, where

Caporali tries his hand at vehement action and muscular display, draws

with a brave sort of facility and colours the wall freely with \^arm liquid

tints .2 The frescoes of that villa afford a clue to other productions at

S. M. del Calcinaio, near Cortona,^ and elsewhere.* Caporali died about

1560.5

Orsini, copying from a MS., of which he neglects to indicate the age,

declares that a Nativity, begun by Perugino at S. Francesco of Monte-

falco, was completed by his disciple Melanzio.^ We have seen that some

parts of it are from the cartoons of Vannucci, but that the handhng

betrays the comparative inferiority of a pupil.''' If Melanzio could be

acknowledged as the author of this fresco, we should have convincing
evidence of the ease with whidi artists of a low class, under the orders

of a great master, can rise above an usual mediocrity. There is nothing

improbable in the suggestion that Melanzio, Avho was a local painter of

Montefalco, should have been subordinate to Vannucci, in one of his

visits to that place. But the earliest pieces that can be attributed to

this fourth-rate workman prove him to have engrafted the Peruginesque

1 Wood, oil. The principal panel on an altar to the left as you enter the Duomo,
aud the lunette in the sacristy.

* The subjects are given in notes to Vasari, vol. vi., p. 145. Vasari says that
the Passerini Villa was planned and erected by Giovanni Battista Caporali (vol. vi.,

p. 145). The villa and its frescoes date previous to 1529, when Cardinal Passerini
died.

' At the high altar is a fresco of the Eternal with two Angels, and a panel of

the Assumption which, if not by Caporali, is in his style, and perhaps done with
the help of Bernabei (Papacello).

*
Caporali executed frescoes at Montemorcino, near Perugia, in 1547. There

are fragments from that place at Perugia, in the house of Signor PampagUni. A
"S'irgin and Child, a young Baptist, an Angel and Virgin Annunciate ; on the latter
a mutilated date :

" Dxx." Tlie two first are reminiscent of Manni, the two last

are more Hke works of Caporali. In the same house, a piece of fresco with a half-

length figure originally in S. Severo of Perugia, looks as if it had been painted by
one in Fiorenzo's school. The frescoes at Montemorcino were valued (November
1547) by Lattanzio di Monte Rubiano and Dono Doni (Mabiotti, Lett., p. 230).

"
Caporali was Decemvir at Perugia in 1519 ; and a record of 1521 relates to

property left him by his mother. He dedicated his Vitruvius to the Conte Bigazzim'
in 1532. In 1540 he was Papacello's security for the completion of certain frescoes
in S. Maria di Cesi, near Spoleto. In 1543 he contracted for frescoes in S. M. di -

Monteluce which have perished. In 1549 he, Domenico di Paris Alfani, and Pompeo
Coechi valued a picture by Lattanzio di Monte Rubiano at Perugia. In 1553, he
made his -will ; in lofiO {circa) he died (Mahiotti, Lett., pp. 84, 233-9). A picture
in tlie Chiesa del Ge-sii at Perugia representing Cardinal Fuh io della Corgna and
other figures assigned to G. B. CaporaU (Mariotti, p. 235; Constantini, p. 188;
Mezzanottk, p. 272), seems too modern to be really by him.

*
Orsini, lAfe of Perugino, ubi siqj., p. 20S.

' See antea, "Perugino."

I
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methods on the older ones derived from Benozzo and Alunno.^ An

altarpiece of 1488,2 ^nd a fresco of 1513 at Torrita,^ near Montefalco,

-would confirm this opinion if they could be shown to have been originally

by Melanzio. Of this there is little reason to doubt if we compare them

with others of more unassailable authenticity, such as the tempera of

1498 in S. Fortunato outside Montefalco,* or that of 1515, at S. Leonardo

in the same place.
^ The Perugian element in the first is hke that observ-

able in Tiberio d'Assisi and Bartolommeo Caporali. In the second there

is more of Tiberio and something in addition of Spagna. In each case,

the result is poor and very inferior to the Peruginesque Nativity already

mentioned. Nor did Melanzio, if on this occasion he distinguished liim-

self, ever rise to the same level again, as may be testified by frescoes and

panels that can be attributed to him at Vecciano,® in S. Francesco, in

the cathedral, and in S. Luminara of Montefalco, and in the monastery
of Subiaco.'

1
[Mr. Perkins is of the opinion that Melanzio's early work shows a derivation

from Fiorenzo di Lorenzo.]
- This is a panel, in five niches, -wdth the Virgin holding the Child erect on her

knees, in benediction, between SS. Sebastian and Severo, Augustine and Theresa, on

gold ground. Four seraphs are placed in medalUons in the spandrils. The figures,

three-quarters the life-size, are painted poorly in tempera, of a dull yellow coloui'

in the flesh. The heads are small and pinched, the drawing of extremities faulty.
The S. Augustine seems a copy from Alunno. On the border one reads :

" depicta
EST AD ONOREM MARI^ VIRGINIS AD. m488 DIE VERO PENULTIMA MENS. DECEMBRIS."
[This altarpiece is in S. Francesco at Montefalco, where there is also another polyp-
tych of the year 1487, which Mr. Perkins considers an unquestionable work of

Melanzio (c/. Rassegna d'Arte, August 1907).]
^ S. Antony the Abbot is entlironed between six Saints, amongst whom are

SS. Roch (much injured), Francis, Anthony of Padua (all but life-size). In a lunette,
Christ in the Tomb, bony, and still reminiscent of Gozzoli. The drawing of the
S. Antony and Saints is careful, Umbrian in character, and also recalls Benozzo,
the colour tending to brownish yellow. . On the border :

" die 15. MoI3. decem-
BRIS. LASSATI VITIO, &C."

* Wood, tempera, figures Ufa-size, of tlie Virgin and Cliild between SS. Antony,
Bernardino, Francis, Fortunato, Loms, and Severo. On a border :

" franciscus
de motefalco pisit 1498." The Virgin is hke one by Tiberio, the Infant, paltry
as in Bartolommeo Caporali, the extremities incorrectly drawn. The outlines

generally straight and broken, drapery Peruginesque, and the flesh of a dull sad
tone, with dark shadows.

' The Virgin, adoring the Cliild on her knee, is entlironed im.der a dais, attended,
above, by six angels, two of whom suspend a crowai above lier head. At the sides
are SS. La\vrence, John the Baptist, Barbara, Antony, and Jerome, Jolin Evange-
list, Sebastian, Francis, Louis the King, and Chiara (canvas, tempera), inscribed :

"
FR^US'CISCUS MEL MONTEFALC. PINXIT ANNO DOM. IVUXLESIMUS QtriNTEOESIMO

decimo quinto die septima septembri." In the stj'le of the foregoing. The
colour is earthy yellow, with little chiaroscuro.

* This fresco, in a ohapel at Vecciano, near Montefalco, is partly damaged and
altered in tone by damp and restoring. The Virgin, entlironed with the Child
between two angels, is reminiscent of Melanzio. In the sides of the recess in wliich
slie is depicted, are the Baptist and S. Sebastian. In the vaulting are SS. Peter and
Francis. Tho figures are not quite devoid of feeUng. Yet the drawing is defective,

chiefly in the extremities. There is thick substance ofj reddish colour. We are
reminded m this piece of an imitation of Spagna and Tiberio.

'' At S. Francesco of iMontefalco, the subject of a tavola, assignable to Melanzio,
is the Virgin of Succour (life-size figures), inscribed :

" griseyua s. bastiani f.

I
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But it is time to close the register of men who lived on the traditions

of Perugino, or his more talented apprentices, with a notice of the Alfani

and their contempoiaries.
A goldsmith and architect named Paris, having lived for more than

half a century in Perugia, bred his son Domenico to the profession of art
;

^

and the youth contracted an intimate friendship A\ith Raphael. He is

said to have been strongly sohcited by the latter to visit Rome, but in

vain,2 and Domenico was content to keep up a correspondence -^^dth his

brother student, and to act as his agent in Perugia. An undated letter

is preserved in the Wicar collection at Lille, in which Raphael requests

Domenico to apply to a lady of the name of Atalanta at Perugia for a

debt due to him
;
and it has been very fairly suggested that the lady is

no other than Madonna Atalanta Baglioni, for whom the Entombment
in the Palazzo B^orghese at Rome was finished in 1507. Some approach
to certainty as to the date applicable to this epistle may be found in a

drawing of the Holy Family at the back of it, the style of M'hich points
to a period Uttle later than 1507.^ Raphael thus repaid the small

services he required from his friends at Perugia Anth designs which they
treasured up, as we shall see, for futm'e use.

Domenico Alfani AvilKngly undertook, we may believe, the commis-

sions entrusted to him, and for the rest, worshipped the style of Raphael
with great and meritorious constancy. He became a registered master

at Perugia in 1510
;

^
painted in Berto's company pennons for trumpeters

and a shield with the arms of Leo X. in 1511 and 1513,^ and gradually

rose, a3 years went by, to the higher dignities of altarpieces. Towards

middle age, having a family of natural children whom he caused to be

legitimised,^ he took his son Orazio into partnership, and they laboured

in common. Nor does Orazio appear to have worked on his 0A\'n account

till late in life. For this reason the works of the two Alfani remained

almost ahke and bore the stamp of one atelier. The tendency to copy

r. PRO AIABUS DIOTI S. BASTIANI TARQUtN^I PERITEI ET FRANCESCHINI A.D. HID.X."

tempera. The figure of the Virgin protecting the Child from Satan, is long.
The drawing is straight and broken. The same subject, dated 1507, of which this

seems a replica, is in S. Domenico of Montefalco.
In the cathedral of Montefalco, a lunette fresco of the Virgin, Child, Angel,

and Tobias, a Saint in episcopals, and S. Sebastian, is a ruder work of the above
class. In S. Lumtnara, a Dead Christ, with the mourning Virgin and Magdalen,
has the character of Melanzio, and bears an inscription closing with the date 1509.

Above the portal of the same church is a Virgin of Mercy, with two Saints holding
up her mantle, seenaingly a youthful production of the same artist. For Subiaco>
see vol. i., of this work, p. 70 et seq.

1 Mariotti, Lett., p. 241.
* We have not discovered Passavant's authority for tins statement (Life of

Raphael, uhi
sii/p., vol. i., p. 217).

^ The letter in full is in Pungileoni, in facsimile, p. 293, and p. 79, printed.
* Mariotti, Lett., p. 241. His name in the register is :

" Domenico Paridis
Panderi Alfani."

_ 6
ixji±^ p. 242. « In 1520 (ibid., pp. 25a-l).
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Raphael is perceptible in their pictures for j^ears after his death, and only

made way in part, at a later period, for that of Rosso, who, having been

hospitably treated by Alfani as he fled to Perugia from tlie sack of Rome
in 1527, returned his kindness with advice and even with cartoons for

whole altarpieces.^ That artists of so little originality should not be of

first-rate talents need not be remarked. After Rosso's departure, the

Alfani fell into the mannerism of the decline, and lost some of the few

advantages they had possessed at first.

The earhest production of Domenico's that exists is the Virgin and

Child enthroned between SS. Gregory and Nicholas, a panel, in oil, with

Alfani's name and the date of 1518 on the hem of the Virgin's mantle,

in the Collegio Gregoriano at Perugia.
^ It is full of Raphaelesque beauty

and feeling in the principal group, wliich recalls Raphael's Madonna in

the late Roger's Collection ; pleasing from the nobleness and regularity

of the forms in the attendant samts, but marred by the paltriness of

two angels like Victories suspending the cro\vn over the Virgin's head,

and still more so by the uniform dulness of darkly-shaded and unglazed
colour.^ These distinct features are apparent in an equally fine fresco

of the Virgin and Child between SS. Francis and Bernardino, and two

lower figures of SS. Jerome and Antony of Padua, to the right as one

enters the church of S, Francesco at Bettona. The Child, held on her

lap by the Virgin, and receiving a Cross from S. Francis, is a little too

weighty perhaps ;
and there is something strained in the grouping, but

the Virgin's face is pleasing ;
her movement is natural, and the art dis-

played is derived from that of Raphael at the period of the Madonnas
"
della Seggiola

"
or

"
di Fohgno," with some additional fleshiness in

the figures and mannerism in the drawing. The draperies are generally

fair, chiaroscuro sufficient, colour rosy and of good impasto.^ Of similar

interest are scenes from the life of S. Antony, altar frescoes attributable

to Domenico in S. Antonio Abate at Deruta.^ A Madonna, with two

Angels playing harp and viol, and two kneeling Saints, a j)anel dated

' Vasabi, Life of Rosso, vol. ix., p. 73.
2 [Now in Perugia Gallery, Sala XVIII., No. 39.]
' Wood, oil, figures life-size. In the hem of the Virgin's dress, above the right

foot: " MDXViii." Above the left foot :

" domenico fece." Small figures orna-

menting the throne are quite Raphaelesque. There is also a reminiscence of

Pompeo Cocchi in the head of S. Augustine. The distance of the picture is a land-

scape.
* To the right, as one enters the church. The lower saints relieved on a Active

marble skirting at the sides of a real niche. Parts of the blue mantle of the Virgin
are gone ; and pieces of S. Francis' dress are renewed. The head of S. Antony
of Padua is injured and some of his frock scaled away. The groimd of the upper
subject is blue sprinkled with stars.

^ The arched part of the wall is divided into four parts each of which contains

a scene from the hfo of S. Antony (much injured). Below is a statue of S. Antony,
at the sides of wliich are two painted figures of SS. Sebastian and Roch. There is

much life and power in the work, which is, no doubt, by Domenico Alfani.
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1521, and signed by Alfani in the cathedral of Citta della Pieve, recalls

that of 1518, and is coloured in the flat reddish tone adopted by Andrea

da Salerno ;

^ it is the best authenticated example amongst tliose which

the artist furnished to the churches of Perugino's birthplace.^ In the

Virgin, Cliild, and Saints and Angels, by Domenico, in the Gallery

of Perugia, the Florentine element is already exhibited. The colour is

glossy, yet modelled with great impasto. The figures are free in move-

ment and of fully expanded forms, and they are moulded into a well-

distributed composition. But whilst one traces the gradual change to a

more modern system, the influence of Raphael is still to be noticed in

the Infant Clirist and in some of the saints.^

It is not tiU 1532 that the full expansion of the Florentine style is

visible in Domcnico's works. Vasari says that when Rosso stayed at

Perugia he gave AKani a cartoon for an Adoration, wliich the latter

conveyed with success to panel.* This episode is to be found in an

altarpiece at S. x\gostino of Perugia, in wliich all trace of Umbrian

feeUng is absent
;

^ but the Madonna and Saints of Sta. Giuhana at

Perugia bears Domenico's name, -ttdth the date of 1532, and suggests the

same reflections
;
and it is clear that as he did this piece he had abandoned

the nature of a Perugian for an imitation of Del Sarto, such as we

recognise in the Madonnas of Rosso. ^ Our Enghsh collections are not

^ The altarpiece (wood, oil, figirres life-size) is inscribed :

" anno domint mdxxi.
DoanNicus paridis p. perxjsinxts pinxit." The kneeling saints at the sides are
one in episcopals and Mary Magdalen. Much of the colour has sealed away.

^ There is also an altarpiece (wood, oil, figures life-size) of the Virgin between
SS. Bartolommeo, Francis, Louis, and Antony, in Alfani's Raphaelesque manner,
with much repainting in the draperies, at S. Francesco of Citta della Pieve, and a
S. Jerome (wood, oil) in S. Agostino of the same place, a mixtLU-e of the manner
of Alfani and G. B. Caporali.

^ A foreshortened Angel, above the Virgin's head, throws flowers ; and two
others hold up the crown. The Infant is reversed from that in an altarpiece at
the Carmine of Perugia, and from a drawing of Raphael, the original from which
that altarpiece is done. The Saints about the Virgin are Nicholas, Peter, Paul,
and Lucy. On the step of the throne :

"
md. xxiiii." (Wood, oil, figures life-size.)

[Sala XVIII., No. 28.]
* Vasari, vol. ix., p. 73.

'

* This piece has been assigned on no clear gromids by Orsini to Orazio, whereas
it is by Domenico. It shows little feeling, is composed in the Florentine fashion,
and of a reddish yellow tone. [Attributed to Domenico in the Gallery at Perugia
are—an Adoration of Magi, Sala XVIII., No. 16 ; a Nativitv, Sala XVIII., No. 26 ;

a Coronation, Sala XVIII., No. 19 ; a Pieta, Sala XVIII., No. 42 ; Crucifixion
and Saints, Sala XIX., No. 11 ; Madonna, Child, and Saints, Sala XIX., No. 8.

As we shall see, more than one of them is by Orazio.] Of old there was a Visitation,

dated, it is said, 154.5, at the back of the Adoration. It is now in S. Pietro of

Perugia and greatly damaged, but mvach in the same manner, and now ^\^thout a
date, unless memory be treacherovis.

' The Virgin, on a round pedestal, with the Infant erect on her knee, is at+ended
by two infant angels in flight above her. The Evangelist, with one foot on the

step of the pedestal, points to the Saviour as he looks at the spectator. S. Giiiliana
sits with an arm on a book, and a monster in leading strings. The composition,
drawing, and drapery suggest that the cartoon of this piece was Rosso's. The
bodies arc large, the heads .small, the colour raw and bricky, with dark shadows.
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entirely bare of illustrations of this change in Domenico. We find one

in a Holy Family assigned to Perino del Vaga, in the collection of Castle

Howard.^

In 1553, Domenico and Orazio are found joint undertakers of a

Crucifixion, SS. Jerome and Apollonia, for S. Francesco of Perugia ;

the execution of \^'hich seems to have been left almost entirely in the

hands of the younger man.^ Of this we have the less reason to doubt,

as an earher production of Orazio is preserved in a transept of the same
church. The subject is the Nativity, singular for the unusual intro-

duction of S. Anna with a basin of water, the style, a mixture of

Domenico's and imitative Raphaelesque, the colour, of a monotonous
and all but shadowless rosy tone. Guide-books declare that the pre-

della, now missing, was inscribed, and bore the date of 1536.^ The

handling is similar to that of the Crucifixion between SS. Jerome and

Apollonia ;
it proves that an altarpiece at the Carmine of Perugia,

designed Anth slight clianges from Raphael's Holy Family at Lille, and

usually attributed to Domenico Alfani, cannot have been done by him,
but must be considered either as a youtliful production of Orazio, or of

some one related to him in art. There is indeed room for uncertainty on
tliis point. The composition is copied \\ith the help of squares from

Raphael's beautiful drawing, twelve cherubs' heads being introduced

into the upper arched portion instead of three as Sanzio proposed. The
execution is cold and careful, as one might expect from a young artist,

the flesh but slightly shaded, and of a flat rosy yellow, laid on at one

painting, the dresses, on the contrary, of thick impasto and liigli surface.

These characteristics would suit Orazio
;

but on the side of a house

forming part of the distance of the altarpiece, the word " anselmo "
is

legible, and on the hem of the Virgin's dress :

"
o. m.dxx. anse ... &

The hands are bent in M. Angelo's fashion. In the predella. in five parts, scenes
from the life and martyrdom of S. Giuliana are depicted ;

—inscribed, on the pedestal :

"
AD. M.D.XXXII. F. DOMINICUS PARABIS PERUSINUS FACIEBAT "

(figures in oil, llfe-

fiize, on panel). [Now in Gallery, Sala XIX., No. 6.]
1 The Virgin holds the Child, who embraces the young Baptist, S. Joseph looking

on liehind, and leaning on his staff. The colour is dull, the handling mechanical,
liut the composition is one of the good Florentine class adapted, one should say,

by Domenico Alfani (wood, oil, figures life-size).
^ The contract with both is in Mariotti, Lett. The picture, of a reddish

flesh tone, is injured ; it hangs at an altar in the transept of S. Francesco.
The Christ is by no means good. [Now in Gallery, Sala XIX., No. 11, ascribed
to Domenico.]

^ Now without its predtlla, in the Gallery of Perugia. [Sala XVIII., No. 26, and
ascribed to Domenico.] Three angels sing behind S. Joseph, and the pastors are
in the distance (wood, oil). The type and movement of the Child are Raphaelesque,
as in the Holy Family at the Carmine (poatea). The Virgin's regular features are
reminiscent of Domenico's. S. Anna looks somewhat Florentine ; the angels poor
in form. The picture is injured and abraded (the angels particularly). A lunette,
with an Eternal in it, once formed a part of the piece. It had been christened

Raphael, but is neither by him, nor by Orazio. See as to the predella and its date,

CostantijSti, Quida di Perugia, nbi sup., p. 303.

j^
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MENO XX.," which has been interpreted, by a considerable stretch of

imagination, as Anselmo Giovanni and Domenico Alfani.^ A Martyrdom
of S. Sebastian at the Uffizi is apparently by the same hands.^ The

remaining pictures of Orazio may be left to the compass of a note.^

After his father's death, about 1533,^ he hved for nearly thirty years,

dying at Rome in 1583, \\dth the doubtful celebrity, attached to his

name, of first president in the Academy of Perugia, founded a.d, 1573.^

^ The picture, once on an altar to the left in SS. Simone e Giuda (more commonly
the Carmine) is now in the Perugia Gallery. [Sala XVIII., No. 38, ascribed to

Domenico.] The draperies are injured by retouching ; and the violet of S. Anna's
dress is repainted. Orsini, in his Life of Perugino, p. 24 and following, enriches

the catalogue of Vannucci with this work.
2

Uffizi, No. 1182 [now 1205]. Small panel, oil. S. Sebastian, nude on the

tree, and archers drawing their bows, like the same suVjject at Panicale. The

fig\ires are dry and lean, and remind one in some things of Signorelli's at S. Domenico
of Citta di CasteUo. [Morelli considers this an early work of Girolamo Genga
(c/. Delia Pittura Italiana, p. 89). Mr. Berenson is of the same opinion.]

^
Perugia. S. Francesco, altar of S. Francis (wood, oil). Virgin, Child, youthful

Baptist, S. Joseph, and three other Saints ; the colour, clear and rosy, the Virgin
and Cliild in the manner of, and imitated from, Rosso. [Now in Gallery, Sala XIX. ,

No. 8, ascribed to Domenico.] Same church. Archangel Michael trampling on
the Seven Sins. [Now in Gallery, Sala XXI., No. 16.] Perugia. S. Pietro. The
Resurrection and the Assumption, two pieces in a low baroque style, by Orazio.

The two rounds with miracles of SS. Peter and Paul, at the sides of the high portal,
are ugly and totally repainted. Perugia. Gallery. Wood, oil. A copy from

Raphael's Entombment in the Borghese Palace at Rome, washy and cold. [Sala
XVIII., No. 37.] Adoration of the Magi, wood, oil, feeble, and injured. [Sala
X\T!II., No. 16.] Holy Family, baroque, imitation Parmegiano and Rosso.

Virgin, Child, Baptist, and S. Joseph, curiously mannered, and by some follower

of Raphael del CoUe. Decollation of S. Catherine, and two other subjects, are

more like predella fragments by Domenico than by Orazio. Predella, formerly
under the Virgin and Saints (No. 37) at the Lou\Te, attributed to Ingegno, like

the foregoing. No. 76. Five half-lengths in a lunette, from S. M. Nuova of

Perugia, by Orazio. Perugia. S. M. Nuova, Sacristy. SS. Sebastian, Roch, and
Three Children, assigned to Sebastian del Piombo, is by one of the Alfani. Perugia.
Confraternity di S. Agostino. Virgin, Claild, SS. James, Philip, Augustine, Dominic
and Francis, a weak picture of Orazio's latest time, a caricature of the forms common
in Parmegiano. Louvre (No. 26). Marriage of S. Catherine, dated 1548, originally
in S. Francesco of Perugia. For additional productions consult the Guides.

* Domenico is described as the author of frescoes, dated 1525, in the Villa of

Prepo, near Perugia (Mariotti, p. 248). [See A. Scalvanti, in Rasaegna d'Arte,

Augvist 1903.] In 1527, he received a commission for an altarpiecef or Castel

Rigone, which was valued in 1534 (ibid., p. 246). It was long supposed to have
found its way to the Gallery of the Uffizi at Florence, but the round of the Holy
Family there (No. 1110) is not that of Castel Rigone, though it is a fine Perugian
work in Domenico Alfani's style. Missing are the frescoes of Domenico painted
in S. Fiorenzo of Perugia, some of which had been taken from the wall on the
demolition of that churcli (figiire of S. Andrew). See Mariotti, p. 248. In 1535,
Domenico painted the arms of Paul III. on the Public Palace of Perugia ; in the

following year, a statue of S. Louis in S. Francesco (ibid., p. 242). In 1536 also,
Domenico married the mother of his legitimised children (ibid., p. 250). In 1549
he valued a picture by Lattanzio Pagani and made a will (ibid., pp. 248 to 250).
In 1553,''Domenico was still living (ibid., p. 247).

' Orazio was bom about 1510. In 1545 he waa registered in the Perugian
Guild. He was elected town architect in 1576, and deprived inunediately of the
office. See Mariotti, p. 2.50 and following. Consult and compare Cokstantini,
Guida, and Mezza^'otte, in Ldfe of Orazio, appended to Ldfe of Perugino.
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For Pompeo Cocclii, who was Domenico Alfani's contemporary and
almost his equal, there is not much to be said

;
but he should not be

forgotten entirely amongst the Peruginesques
^
any more than Giovanni

di Giorgio,^ Mariano of Perugia, or Perino Cesareo.^

1 Pompeo Cocchi is on the guild register in 1523 (Mariotti, p. 208). A Virgin
and Child between SS. Nicholas and Lawrence (wood, oil, life-size figures) hangs in
the Duomo at Perugia. On the pilasters :

" anno jroxxv. ." (? 7) with the words :

" POMPEO COCCHI "
in small letters beneath. The authenticity of this inscription shall

not be denied. If Cocchi be the author of the piece, he is not unlike Domenico Alfani.
The Child presents its back to the spectator like one that Procaccini might have
conceived. The two Saints remind one of those bj' D. Alfani. The draperies are
broad. The colour, of a strong red in the flesh, is well fused and of solid Lmpasto.
In the Perugia Gallery is a Crucified Saviovu- [Sala XVIII., No. 18, dated 1523],
part of a fresco detached from S. Severe, transferred to can\-as, and catalogued
under Cocchi 's name. The nude is mannered in drawing, but not luilike that of a
tavola. No. 203, in the same Gallerj-, assigned to the same master, originally in the
Confraternith, della Giustizia. and representing the Saviour on the Cross i)etween
the Virgin and Evangelist. On the ob%-erse of the panel, the Virgin holds the head
of the Messias on her lap. The Crucifixion recalls the Florentine maimer of the
followers of Fra Bartolommeo, still with a prevailing Umbrian feeling in it. The
style is similar to that of a Crucifixion in the Louvre named Bernardino of Perugia
(see antea, p. 301), being free and bold. In the Confraternith, di S. Agostino, an old
subterranean clnirch at Perugia, now transformed into a storehouse, there is a
fresco of the Crucifixion, with the fainting Virgin, John the Baptist, and tliree

figures in a landscape, called Perugino by Constanttni, Guida, p. 150, but in the
manner of Cocchi or Domenico Alfani.

SIariotti mentions ruined wall paintings by Cocelii at IMontemorcino, notes his
will drawn up in 1544, and a valuation of an altarpiece by Lattanzio Pagani, in
1549 (Lett., ubi sup., p. 238 and foUo-n-ing).

" Giovanni di Giorgio was registered 1506 in the Perugian Guild (Passavant,
Raphael, vol. i., p. 521), having, in 1505, painted the heads of a cataletto for the
Brotherhood of the SS. Amiunziata, which are said still to exist. For the same
Brotherhood, 1517, he completed what was called a "

cassa del Cristo morto "

(Ex lib. confratern. sub anno, extracted by Professor Adamo Rossi), of which two
panels are preserved. On one of them, the symbols of the Passion, and two sleeping
soldiers, on the other, two figures of the same kind (originallj- done in tempera,
on reddish brown background, but now much repainted in oil), are distributed.

[Sala XVIIL, Nos. 20, 21.] There is feeUng in this piece, which imitates the slight
small figures of Pinturicchio and Raphael's youth with some show of success.

* For Mariano, consult Mariotti, Lett., pp. 101, 107-9, 201-2. He is mentioned
as a poor painter by Vasari, vol. ix.. p. 147, and there is a feeble creation of his,
of a Peruginesque character, dating from 1503 in the Cappella Belli at S. Domenico
of Perugia. [Now in Gallery, Sala XIX., No. 5.]

A Virgin, Child, and two Angels, with devotees under the protection of a Pope,
SS. Dominic and Chiara, form an altarpiece in the Chapel del Rosario in the church
of Scheggino, near Spoleto. It is a mannered and very weak performance without
a trace of Perugino's style remaining, inscribed :

" perixus cesareus percsinus
PINOEBAT 1595." A lunette above the side portal of S. Domenico at Spoleto, is

by the same hand.



CHAPTER XIV

FUNGAI, PACCHIAROTTI AND PACCHIA, PERUZZI
AND BECCAFUMI

In considering the last phase of development in the Sienese school,

nothing is more remarkable than its assimilation of varied foreign

elements. After chnging to old and almost ineradicable habits nearly

to the close of the fifteenth century, painters who had lost aU power of

self-regeneration gradually took lessons from the Florentine, the Umbrian,
and the Lombard, either by coming into contact with men of those

countries at Siena, or by studying them abroad. Whilst Signorelli,

Pinturiccliio, Perugino, and Bazzi contributed to this alteration by

practising in Siena, the Florentines of the following of Andrea del Sarto,

Raphael, and Michael Angelo extended their influence in the same

quarter by the force, the number, and the importance of the Avorks with

wiiich they fiiled the cities of Italy. StiU, though tacitly admitting the

superiority of men whom they admired, the Sienese never lost entirely

the stamp of their nationahty, nor succeeded in discarding their Italo-

Byzantine manner.

Bernardino Fungai so completely inherited the style of his master

Bcnvenuto di Giovanni, that a fresco of the Assumption in the Oratory
of S. Sebastino, near Asciano, might be assigned with equal propriety to

either.^ But before his death, in 1516, Fungai transferred his specific

traits to Giacomo di Bartolommeo Pacchiarotti,^ whose art, in its ex-

pansion, Avas at one time hard to distinguish from that of Girolamo del

Pacchia. Pictorial history soon forgot Fungai, of whom it preserved
little more than tradition

;
but it confounded Giacomo with Girolamo,

so that the latter ceased altogether to exist
;
and the praise which he

had received from Vasari was supposed to apply to Pacchiarotti.^ The

1 See antea,
" Benvenuto di Giovanni." The fresco is given to Fungai by

MiLANESi (Com. Vasari, vol. xi., p. 173). [The fresco is by Benvenuto di Giovanni,

according to Mr. Berenson. Mr. Perkins sees in it also the hand of Girolamo.]
^ The commentator above cited states without proofs, though positively, that

Fungai died in 1516, aged fifty-six (Com. Vasari, vol. xi., p. 173).
* Va-sari speaks of Pacchia in the life of Giovannantonio Bazzi, vol. xi., p. 151.

He is confounded with Pacchiarotti by Deli,a Valle and all the Sienese chroniclers

before him (see Lett. Sen., vol. iii., p. 317 and following). Rumohb gives to

Pacchiarotti tilings, the character of which is that of Fungai (Forschungen, vol. ii.),

p. 212) and suggests the possibility of assistance given by him to Pinturiccliio at

the Piccolomini library (vol. iii., p. 45). Passavant, Raphael, vol. i., p. 389,

evidently alludes to pictures by Pacchia when speaking of Pacchiarotti.
352
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research of Gaetano Milanesi disentangled the hves of the two men.

Their pictures and those of Fungai still require a vigorous sifting.^

Guide-books give note of many productions by Fungai, which are

preserved in churches and museums ;
nor is there any difficulty in con-

ceding that they are all by one ai'tist, since they are ahke on the spectral
model of Matteo da Siena or Benvenuto di Giovanni, and shghtly tinged
with an imitation of Pinturicchio. They are all feebly and confusedly

composed, ill di'awn, dull in colour, unreUeved, and generally lifeless.

The figures are unnatural and incorrect in movement, dressed in broken

and angular di'apery, exaggerated in length, and perfectly rigid.- Amongst
the creations of his earlier period, one, to which the date of 1500 has

been given in books, exliibits the peculiarities we have enumerated,

coupled with great splendour of gilding and primary colour. It repre-
sents the Coronation, at Sta. Maria de' Servi, or the SS. Concezione, of

Siena.3 Better proportioned, but of the same stamp, are the Virgin,

Child, and Saints, hanging on a wall in the choir of the Carmine at Siena,
a Fungai of 1512

;

* but more characteristic pieces are the Coronation in

the church of the Madonna di Fontegiusta,^ a predella to a Nativity

by (?) Francesco di Giorgio in S. Domenico,^ and the Assumption in the

Academy of Siena. Without any change in its arrangement from tlie

time-honoured one of the Sienese, tlie latter displays some Umbrian and
Florentine peculiarities in the round and regular shape of the heads."

The five subjects of the predella are distributed in Pinturicchio's fashion,

and appear more spirited than usual, because they are of a smaller size.

They may be due in part to the assistance afforded to Fungai by
Pacchiarotti,^ who would thus claim a share in divers panels of the

1
[This has now been done by recent criticism.]

-
[The usual exaggeration in regard to the Sienese painter of the fifteenth

eentiuy.]
^
Assigned to Fungai in Taia's and Faluschi's Guides, ubi sup. The date

is given by Milanesi {Com. Vasari, vol. xi., p. 173). The figures are life-size, on
panel, a caricature of those of Matteo. The angels are reminiscent of Pinturiccliio,
I he Virgin and Christ also somewhat Umbrian.

* The date is also given by Milanesi (ibid.) and by Della Valle, Lett. Sen.,
\ ol. iii., p. 381. The colour is dry and of a dull low key. The SS. are Sebastian and
another, erect, Jerome and Nicholas kneehng, the hat of the first and the staff of the
latter held by children in front of the throne, [Now in the Siena Gallery, No. 431.]

* Beneath the Coronation, SS. John the Baptist and Jerome kneeling, Roch,
and another erect, and children with flowers in a landscape. The picture is all

'

points and angles (wood).
* This predella comprises a Martyrdom of S. Sebastian, a Massacre of the

Innocents, and figures of Saints. The lunette of this composite work is by Matteo.
e antea, "Matteo and Francesco di Giorgio." [This Nativity is now generally
Imitted to be by Francesco, as we ha\e already stated.]

'
[No. 441, Siena Gallery.] Wood. The Virgin is taken up as usual to the

F'ternal, who is suiTounded by saints and patriarchs. Below, about the tomb,
the kneeling SS. Francis, Bernardino, and John EvangeUst.

* No. 323 [?], comprising S. Michael, S. Catherine clothing a beggar, the

I^Iarriage of Cana, the Epiphany, the Call of Peter and Andrew, S. Catherine of

Alexandria, Tobit and the Angel.
III. Z

I
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Fame class—a predella with five half-lengths of saints in the Sienese

Academy,^ a Madonna with S. Catherine and other saints in the church

of the Compagnia di S. Catarina at Siena,^ a Nativity in the cathedral

of Chiusi,^ and a Madonna among&t saints in the church of Buoncon-

vento."* Fungai son.etimes assumes the types and affectation of Perugino,
as may be reen in the example lately at the British Institution under

his name,^ and in the Madonna falsely ascribed to Vivarini at the

Kensington Museum.^ His more usual garb is tbat with which he

appears in the Virgin and Child catalogued as by Alunno in the collec-

tion of Count Paul Stroganoff at S. Petersburg.'^ His best and perhaps
latest performance is a Christ between SS. Francis and Jerome, the

lunette of an altarpiece by Pacchiarotti in the Academy of Siena. ^ The

1
[No. 366] Siena Gallery. In the same style, [No. 376] Virgin, Child, SS.

Jerome and the Beato Colombino, half-length ; No. 363 [?] Virgin giving the breast
to the Infant, an Angel and S. Jerome ; No. 374, Virgin adoring the Child on her

knee, with SS. Mary Magdalen and Antony the Abbot in rear (half-length).

[Miss Olcott, Guide to Siena, p. 334, also gives to Fvmgai No. 375, a Virgin and
Child, with SS. Mary Magdalen and John the Baptist ; and Mr. Berenson adds
No. 385, another Madonna and Child, to the list.]

^ The Virgin and Child are in majesty amongst angels and female saints (reinini-
scent of Pinturicchio), S. Catherine in prayer to the left, at the Virgin's feet ; in

side panels, S. Antony and anotlier Saint. Three upper panels of the altar are of

the seventeenth century. In the predella, three scenes from the life of S. Catherine,

figures of brethren, of Jerome, and other saints (wood, oil), injured, dirty, and
hard, the influence of Pinturicchio very sensible.

^ In the pilasters, the Angel and Virgin Annunciate, SS. Lawrence, Catherine,
Sebastian, and Chiara. In the predella, four scenes from the lives of the saints,

Umbrian in character;—exhibited in the Cappella del Sacramento. [This is by
Fungai.]

* Five arched compartments. Virgin and Child, SS. John the Baptist, Peter,

Paul, and Sebastian (naked). In the spandrils, heads of cherubs (figures life-size,

wood). [An early work of Pacchiarotti, according to Mr. Berenson and Mr.
Perkins [cf. Rassegna d'Arte, October, 1904).] Similar works, an Assumption, in

S. Sebastian, at Buonconvento, \\nth six scenes from the life of the Virgin, in the

predella, tlie latter like Matteo's Creation. [The Assvunption, according to Mr.
Perkins, is by Pietro di Domenico {cf. Rassegna d'Arte Seiiese, an. iv., fasc. i.) ;

the predella, an exceptionally fine work by Cozzarelli, painted, according to Mr.

Perkins, under Matteo's direct inspiration.] Virgin and Child between SS. Jolin
and Mary Magdalen (wood, gold ground) [this mvist be the picture. No. 375 of the
Siena Gallery], in the Conservatorio di S. Maria Maddalena at Siena ; Virgin and
Child, S. Jerome and another Saint in the same place. [No pictures remain in this

Conservatorio now.]
^ Round of the Virgin and Child (No. 70, Exliibition of 1865), with six heads of

winged cherubs fluttering round her head (wood, half life-size). Various episodes
are in the distant landscape. The low key of Fungai's tone has been fiu-ther dammed
by time. [Now No. 1331 in National Gallery.]

* From the Solages Collection (half-length, on gold ground), the Child erect, in

benediction, on the Virgin's lap, and a saint at each side (wood, half hfe-size). The
tempera is altered by restoring. [Now in National Gallery.]

^ The Child holds the orb and a bird fast to a string (wood, gold ground). He
stands on a cushion, on a parapet, before the half-length of the Virgin ; somewhat
restored, but not without feehng considering its authorship. [I know nothing of

this picture.]
^ No. 314, Academy of Siena. Virgin enthroned between SS. Onofrio and

Bartolommeo (wood). [Now No. 424.] We may note, in passing, as a painter of

the rise of the sixteenth century at Siena, a half Umbrian Sienese of a low class.
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difference betM een the lunette and the Madonna and Saints below it is

not so strildng but that bcth may have been done in the ^ame atelier.^

They are similar
; but the di-awing of the fir,-t is harder, the colour

more sombre than that of the second, which reveals a better design,
more form in drapery, a truer feehng for colour, and greater animation

;

improvements traceable in pictures to which from the oldest time the
name of Paccliiarotti has been attached.^

whose Nativity, No. 189 [now 279] in the Academy of Siena, inscribed :

" opus
PETRI DOJMiNici DE SENis M.cccc. . . . ," is a weak, rosy-coloured picture, of careful,
but flat treatment. To him may be given the Nativity, No. 183, in the same
collection, and a Virgin, Child, and Saints, No. 182. [Now Nos. 390 and 397, Re-
garding Domenico, whose works are not rare, see Mr. Berenson's list in his
Central Italian Painters. Domenico's most important work, according to Mr.
Perkins, is the Assumption at Buonconvento, already noticed. Mr. Berenson
ascribes to him the execution of the large picture of Calvary (designed by F. di

Giorgio), No. 428 of the Siena Gallery, and also a share in the fresco of Assumption
of Balducci in the Ricovero di Campansi (see also Miss Lucy Olcott, Guide to

Siena).]
Andrea di Niccoli's works are a caricature of the foregoing, as ex. gr. a Cruci-

fixion, No. 190, in the Siena Academy. There are notices of his existence between
1477 and 1509, at Siena, in Doc. Sen., vol. ii., p. 425, and vol. iii., pp. 5, 40, and 296.

[Mr. Berenson also publishes a list of works by Andrea di Niccol5, by whom there
is a Madonna and Saints in the Fitz-William Musevun. A large altarpiece by Andrea
is in the parish church at Paganico, near Grosseto (see B. Berenson in Rassegna
(TArte for July 1905). Another interesting polyptych in S. Martino at Sarteano,
was rightly identified as a work by Andrea by Mr. Perkins {Burlington Magazine,
September 1904). Still a third altarpiece, bearing the master's name and the
date 1498, is in the Collegiata at Casole. An attractive little Nativity, on canvas,

I by Andrea, No. 365 of the Sienese Gallery, clearly shows the influence of Francesco
I
di Giorgio (c/. L. Olcott, Guide to Siena, p. 333). A quaint picture bv this artist,

painted for the Shoemakers' Guild in 1510, is in the churcli of S. Mustiola, and
represents the Virgin and Child between SS. Crispin and Crispinian.]

^
[Both Mr. Berenson and Miss Olcott give the entire altarpiece to Pacchiarotti.]

^ [Modern students of Sienese painting, such as Mr. Berenson and Mr. Perkins,
have readily distinguished between Fvmgai's manner and that of his follower

Pacchiarotti, and the list of Fimgai's works has been greatly enlarged. Large altar-

pieces by the master exist in the Duomo at Chiusi (a Nativity), and at S. Casciano
de Bagni (a Coronation with Saints). Mr. Berenson adds the following works
to those already mentioned in the text :

—
Florence (Settignano). Coll. Berenson. Sposalizio. Annunciation.

Dead Christ witli two Angels.
G^ROSSETO. Duomo. Pieta with Saints.
LuciONANO (Val di Chiara). S. Francesco. S. Francis recei%ang the Stig-

mata (cf, Perkins in Rass. d'Arte Sen.)
^UssA MARiTTniA. S. Agostino. Nativity.
^IiL.4-^^- Poldi-Pezzoli. No. 473 : S. Catherine ?.

Coll. Cagnola. Sibj'l.
tlONTEMORANO. S. Giorgio. Assumption ?.

"^OME. Coll. Prince Brancaccio. Tondo, Madonna with
Infant John and Angels.

'lENA. Archivio. Bookcases, 1485. Sacrifice of Isaac.

Madonna guiding Ship to Port, 1487.

Cf. W. Heywood, a Pictorii.l

Chronicle of Siena (Siena, 1902), p.

110, who gives the first to Cozzarelli.

Istituto dei Sordomuti. Old Refectory frescoes :

Last Supper, Gethsemane, Betrayal, Cruci-
fixion. L.
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It is one of the remark ible circuuistances connected with Pacchiarotti,

that we know much more of liis private Ufe than of his works. He was

born in 1474 at Siena/ and fills a broad page in the history of the troubles

for which his native city was so famous in the sixteenth century ;
and

a long hst has been made of pieces that have perished, commissioned

of him when habitual love of disorder and sauntering did not bring liim

into mischief either as a soldier defending himseK against external foes,

or a3 a member of a lawless brotherhood which made the streets of

Siena unsafe by day as well as by night.^ There is a most amusing
Siena {Note 2, p. 355, continued). Palazzo Palmieri-Nuti. Madonna, with Baptist

and S. Jerome.
Monistero di S. Eugenia. Dead Christ, with
two Angels.

S. Oirolamo. Assumption, 1487. Cf. L. Olcott,
Guide to Siena.

Le Qrotte (near Siena). Fresco monochrome :

Assumption.
Servi. Magdalen, S. Joseph.

Coronation of Virgin, 1501.

ViCENZA. Gallery. Sala TIL, No. 22: Sposalizio.
London. National Gallery. Nos. 912-14: Story of

Griselda ?.

Coll. Wagner. Madonna, with S. Sebastian and
a Bishop.

Brant Broughton. Coll. Sutton. Madonna and Magdalen.
Reigate. Coll.Somerset. Two panels, mth story of Scipio.
Richmond. Coll. Sir F. Cook. Alexander the Great ?.

Paris. Cluny. No. 1676 : Worsliippers at Altar.

Chamb^ry. Gallery. No. 425 : Holy Family and S.

Francis.
Berlin. Coll. Simon (in Museum). No. 4 : Salome.
Cologne. Museum. No. 516 : Madonna and two Saints ?.

Buda-Pesth. Museum. No. 67 : Tiberius Gracchus ?.

In Mr. Perkins' Collection at Assisi are two panels by Fmigai—an Ecce Homo
and a Madonna and Child with Angels, a very characteristic panel by the master,

representing a Sibyl, is in Mr. Loeser's Coll. at Florence.]
1
Register of Baptisms. Milanesi in Com. Vasari, vol. xi., p. 172.

^ 1502. He takes part in an insiurection after the departure of Pandolfo
Petrucci. 1503. Makes flags for the Duomo, models two heads of Emperors for

the same place, and paints pennons on the enthronement of Pivis III. 1505. Is

captain of the Division of Stalloreggi di fuori ;
Marries (Noveniber 8th) Girolama di

Ser. Alessandro Martini ; is agent to Pietro d'Andrea of Rome. 1507. Pennons.
1507 and 1509. Birth of two daxighters. 1509. Decorates the chapel of Andrea
Piccolomini in the church of S. Francesco. 1510. Appraises works in the Vieri

Chapel of the same church, and Perugino's altarpiece there. 1511. Inherits liia

father's property. 1512. Pennons for the funeral of P. Petrucci. 1513. Appraises
the work of Bartolommeo di David in the chapel of the Madonna del Manto in the

Spedale of Siena. Ditto the Trinity in the Spedale by Beccafumi, and paints
the banner of the Company of the Beato A. Galerani. 1514. Finishes the Picco-

lomini Chapel. 1548. Colours the dial of the public clock. 1519. Gonfaloniere
in Stalloreggi di fuori. 1520. Madonna in the town hall of Casole (said to exist).

1521. Joins in the defence of Siena against Renzo da Ceri ; and is one of a faction

called the Libertini. 1525. Captain in Stalloreggi ; furnishes an eagle for the

residence of the notaries, and a fall for the Madonna by Gentile da Fabriano. Asks

for, and is refused, the gabella of the market at Siena. 1526. Fights at Camellia

against the Papal and Florentine troops. 1527. Standard for Annibale dell'

Aquila, captain of Siena. 1528. Gonfaloniere of Stalloreggi. Tavola in S. Maria

i
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account in chronicles of his flight from justice in 1535, and his conceal-

ment in a tomb, where he spent forty-eight hours in terror of his hfe

and a prey to evil smells aid vermin. He \\as outlawed, and restored

to civil rights again, and had the luck, which he hardly deserved, of

dying in his bed {circa 1540) at his own place of Viteccio, But all that

remains to illustrate his art is an Ascension at the Academy of Siena,

once in the Chiesa dell' Osservanza,^ a Visitation in the sane gallery,

removed from the church of Campiglia d'Orcia,^ anotlier in the Academy
of Ai-ts at Florence.^ There is httle to distinguish the first of these

compositions from the usual one of the old period. The well-known

Mant of compactness in arrangement and of simplicity in movements
in the Sienese are as conspicuous as the bony dryness of the forms, and
the affectation resulting from an attempt to reahse immediate decisive

action. A light and \'sashy colour hel]3S to give the picture an impress

easily recognised in the Visitations at Siena and Florence, of vv^hich it is

therefore unnecessary to speak further. Another Ascension at the

Carmine of Siena, if it be by Pacchiarotti, to whom it is assigned, is the

best attempt ho ever made at that subject. The painter is determined

that there shall be movement and passion in all his personages, and he

tries to realise both by extraordinary pose, and by speaking gesture or

strong expression ;
but ^^'ith all the desire to produce these results he

fails, because he has not the suppleness or correctness of dra\^ing, or

the mastery of anatomy which might enable him to overcome the diffi-

culties he courts. He produces strained attitudes and contortions ;
and

though feehng and dignity are conveyed in the figure of the Virgm,
awkwardness and rigidity are common to the surrounding saints. If

he has any special tendency in addition, it is to make the human frame

long and bony, to suggest by childish curls of drapery the idea of a

breeze, to colour the flesh ^\^thout marked contrasts of light and shadow,

a Tressa ; takes part in the assault of Montebeiiicchi ; works at the fortifications
I'f Siena, 1529. Imprisoned for treason, and placed on a punishment company at
Talamone. Pardoned and confined at Viteccio. Standard for the Duomo. 1530.
Joins the conspiracy of the Libertini and Popolani. 1531. Interposes in favour of
.1 relative sentenced to the stake for forgery. 1532. Works in the chapel of the
t 'ompagnia di S. Giovanni della Morte. 1533. Captain of district of S. Marco.
1534. Joins the club of the Bardotti. 1535. His flight and concealment in a
'(imb; paints a triumphal arch at the coming of Charles V. 1539. Captain of

-^talloreggi ; paints the chapel of S. Giovanni della Morte (17th November) ; exiled.
1540 (Avigust 17th). Recalled. Dies. See Com. Vasari, vol. xi., p. 194; vol.

viii., p. 220 ; Doc. Sen., vol. in., pp. 40, 4-67, 59, 84, 103 ; Della V^alle, LM.
Sen., vol. iji., p. 317 and following ; Gave, Carteggio, vol. ii., p. IIG.

1
[No. 422] Gallery of Siena (wood).

2
[No. 426] Gallery of Siena (wood, in three parts). Visitation between SS.

Michael and Francis.
^
[No. 81] Academy of Arts. Gal^rie des anciens Tableaux. Visitation, with

the kneeUng SS. John the Baptist and Leonardo; erect, Antony Abbot, Ajitony
of Padua, Nicholas of Bari, and a Dominican. [Pictm-es by Pacchiarotti are suffi-

ciently numerous apart from those mentioned by the authors.]
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in a warm, rosy, but well-fused, yellowish tint. He has perhaps in his

memory reminiscences of the most varied nature—Umbrian poses of

Perugino and Pinturicchio, agitated or convulsed action of Signorelh,

affectation caricaturing the Leonardesque of Bazzi, and recalHng even

Piero della Francesca.^ The features of this Ascension are no longer

entirely characteristic of Pacchiarotti
; they lead one forward to the

consideration of Girolamo del Pacchia, his contemporary and perhaps at

one time his fellow-labourer .^ It is curious, indeed, that whilst the study
of Fungai reveals a companionship between him and Paccliiarotti, a

similar relation is afterwards to be noticed between Pacchiarotti and

Del Pacchia. The Mnk which connects the two last might be traced

even to the Ascension just described in the Gallery of Siena, a picture

differing from that of the Carmine in some particulars only. The latter,

in fact, is a composition of the same stamp as that in the Gallery, but

a variation of it as regards tone and the admixture of more modern

elements derived from the Umbrians. It makes a sensible approach
to Del Pacchia's Coronation of the Virgin in S. Spirito of Siena, and is

to be classed rather as one of his youthful creations than as a work in

which Pacchiarotti should have changed liis style to one more hke that

of his colleague.

Girolamo del Pacchia was the son of a Hungarian, who had become

1 We have noticed in " Piero della Francesca " an Ascension at Borgo S. Sepolcro,
with the execution of which the names of Gerino da Pistoia and Francesco da
Citta di Castello have also been mentioned. There is much in that picture remini-
scent of this at the C!armine of Siena, and others to be named in connection with
Pacchia. [It is by Girolamo del Pacchia (Berenson).]

[We may add the following to hst of Pacchiarotti's works :
—

BuoNCONVENTO. SS. Peter and Paolo. Polyptych: Virgin, Child, and Saints

(Berenson and Perkins).
Florence. Conte Fernando de' Nobili. Madoxma and Saints (Berenson).

Conte Serristori. Madonna and Saints (Berenson).
Gloucester. Highnam Court. No. 46: Three Saints (Berenson).
Le Mans. Museum. No. 26: Madonna (Berenson).
London. Nationil Gallery. No. 1849 : Nativity. H

Mr. Charles Butler. Nativity (Berenson).

Baptism (Berenson). i

Resurrection (Berenson).
Pentecost (Berenson).

Mr. B. H. Webb. Nativity (Perkins).
Sir Kenneth Muir Mackenzie. Prophets (Berenson).

Siena. Gallery. No. 366: Five Saints (Olcott).
No. 421: Predella to No. 422 (Olcott).
No. 576: Ruined Assumption (Olcott).

Coll. Palmieri-Nuti. Holy Family (Berenson).
Madonna and Saints (Berenson).

Rifugio. Madonna and Saints (Berenson).
Duomo (Chapter-house). Madonna, Child, and Saints (Olcott).]

*
[Although ascribed by all critics to Pacchiarotti, this work is in reality an

early one of Pacchia, to whom it was finally ascribed at the Mo^tra d'Arte Antica
at Siena in 1904 (c/. F. Mason Perkins, in Rassegna d'Arte for October 1904).]
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famous at the close of the fifteenth centmy as a founder of cannon.^

Tliis Hungarian, known as Giovanni delle Bombarde, married a Sienese

girl named ApoUonia, who bore him Girolamo, on the 4th of January
1477. The boy, having lost his father a year after his birth, was

educated by his mother, and brought up to the business of an artist.

He took to wandering at an .early age, and was in 1500 at Rome. An

altarpiece which he deUvered, in 1508, to the monastery of Pontignano,
near Siena, would tell, had it been preserved, what masters Del Pacchia

had been studying up to that time
;

in the absence of this example,
aid of others which -were produced in 1511, one turns to the no less

authentic though uninscribed pictures with which he adorned a chapel
in S. Spirito and the altar of the Bandinelh at S. Cristoforo, of Siena.

The Coronation of the Virgin at S. Spirito
^ is remarkable for the

vigour and harmony of its colour, and the breadth and accurate defuii-

tion of its chiaroscuro. It has all the movement and none of the

awkwardness of the Ascension at the Carmine ;
and is a manifest im-

provement on the forms usually given to the human face by the Sienese.

The chaperies are serpentine in fold, instead of being broken as of old.

The manner of Raphael is adapted Mith an originahty natm-al to an

independent talent, and the colom-s are of a thin texture and reddish

tone reminiscent of Andi'ea da Salerno. A couple of angels beneath the

principal group are draA\ii in Raphaelesque movement ;
and foreshorten-

ings, where they occur, disclose their origin in the same school.

The Virgin and Child between SS. Paul and Bernard are conceived

with a measure of grandeur and of refinement in character and expres-

sion to which the Sienese of the sixteenth century have not as yet

accustomed us. The attitudes are dignified and appropriate, the Virgin,

though broad in face, recalhng Mariotto Albertinelh, and Era Barto-

lommeo as regards mould, and Raphael in respect of attitude. The

Child is playful, handsome, and well di'awn. Two infant angels flying

under the draperies that would, but for their support, fall over the

parapet of the tlurone, are quite airy and fight in their aspect. There

is a distinguisliing gravity and repose in the whole piece. Its colour is

of the best obtained in Siena—powerful, brilliant, and transj)arent, and

handled with a knowledge of all the technical improvements of the day,

softly fused, weU modelled, with an impasto scumbled and glazed after

the approved fashion of the Venetians. A harmonious landscape adds

to the general charm .^

1 The authorities for this and the following facts and dates are to be found
in jMilanesi's Com. Vasari, vol. xi., p. 184 and followang ; in Doc. Sen., vol. ii. and
iii. ; and in Milanesi, Sulla Storia Senese, &c., tibi sup., p. 99 and following.

- Wood, arched, figures life-size, assigned by Ugurgieri in Della Valle, Lett.

Sen., vol. iii., p. 31G, and others, to Pacchiarotti.
*
Assigned also to Pacchiarotti by the old writers (wood, oil, figui-es life-size).
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There are proofs of Paccliia's presence at Siena in 1515, when he

painted the bier of the Comj)any of S. Bernardino, and joined Beccafumi

in appraising the frescoes of Girolamo di Benvenuto at Fontegiusta ;

but the earliest things extant are the Annunciation which was placed
on the altar of the Tantucci by the Dominicans of S. Spirito in 1518,

and the frescoes in the Confraternita di S. Bernardino, of Siena. The

altarpiece is injured, but never had the beauty of that in S. Cristoforo.'^

It represents the Annunciation in a perspective of arches, and the

Visitation in a distant landscape. The type of the Virgin remains almost

unaltered, but her unnatural grace recalls the earher efforts of Simone

Martini, wliilst the angel is slender, and strained in action. In the lapse
of years, Pacchia had been evidently affected by the examples of Bazzi,

and took some lessons from the Florentine Francia Bigio. He betrays
theie influences in the air and drawing of liis figures, into which, how-

ever, the Florentine weight and breadth of drapery are but partially

introduced. Nor has he any longer liis old strength as a colourist,

his fine rich tone being exchanged for one of a more clouded glassy

tinge.

In the production of the frescoes for S. Bernardino, Pacchia com-

peted in 1518 with Bazzi and Beccafumi. Without being able to

surpass the Lombard who took the Leonardesque manner to Siena,

and became one of the greatest masters of his time, Pacchia clearly

outstripped Beccafumi, w^hose talents ^\•ere marred by exaggeration and

unhealthy fancy. He repeated with shght change, on one wall, the

Annunciation of S. Spirito,^ but he designed a Nativity on the other

\^dth a \avid memory of the Florentines.^ At a first glance, indeed,

we are reminded of Andrea del Sarto
; but, in reality, it is the scale

of art represented by Francia Bigio at the Servi of Florence Avhich

Del Pacchia adopts. With that, and a mixture of Sienese affecta-

tion, and "\nth some traits derived from Pinturicchio, he produces
an agreeable and sufficient originahty. Having acquired tliis tendency
in his later years, he preserved it unchanged in frescoes at the

Oratorio dell' Oca in Fontebranda of Siena, where he illustrated three

scenes from the legend of S. Catherine of Siena with considerable skill

and animation. 4

^

Assigned likewise to Pacchiarotti (iixjured panel, arched, figures life-size); now
[No. 410] in tlie Academy of Siena.

^ The lower part and ornament are somewhat injured in the fresco compart-
ment containing the angel. The Virgin's blue mantle is repainted.

^ The female handing a cup to S. Anna is retouched, and the head particularly
injured. Del Paccliia also painted a S. Bernardino in the same locality {Doc. Sen.,
vol. iii., p. 60).

* S. Catherine cures Matteo di Cenni of the plague (too injured to give an idea
of Pacchia's style).

Dominicans, assailed on tlie road by robbers, are liberated by S. Catherine. In
the foreground to the left, a Dominican is held by the head by two of the thieves.

I
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He was betrayed in his old age into companionsliip with Piaocharotti

and the dangerous club of the Bardotti, in 1533
;
and when that lawless

community was dispersed in 1535, he disappeared from Siena, and was

never heard of afterwards. The character of his authentic works now

justifies the historian in ascribing to liim most of the pictures in

European galleries usually attributed to Pacchiarotti. Of these tliere are

good examples in the Siena Academy
^ and in the Munich Pinakothek ;

^

a better in the National Gallery,^ and one still more important under

the name of Era Bartolommeo in the Collection of the Marquis of West-

minster.*

In the distance to the right, some friars are journeying on horseback, and nnns
kneel in prayer.

S. Agnes of Montepulciano, on the bed of death, is visited by S. Catherine, her
foot being raised by miracle as the saint approaches to kiss it. Two females,

kneeling on the left, are full of life and movement ; and a fine feminine form, near
tliis group, points to S. Catherine. The latter, on the right, stoops to kiss the

foot, beliind her a suite. These two last frescoes are injiu'ed by restoring. The
figures are slender, and often affected in action. The sharp outlines and raw
colour may be owing to bad condition.

The best of the series is tlie last, in which Pacchia follows the laws of composi-
tion bequeathed to the Florentines by Giotto. The face and figure of the dead
S. Agnes are noble, and the attitudes of the remaining figures appropriate.

In Paccliia's earlier style is a fresco of the Marriage of Cana, in a kuiette to

the I'ight of the semidome, in the Baptistery of S. Giovanni at Siena.

[Ail important work by Pacchia is a large Deposition m S. Martino at Sinakuiga.
Very characteristic of liim, again, is the fiLne Annunciation (two panels) in the

CoUegiata at Santeano (c/. F. Mason Perkins in Rassegna rVArte for October
1904). For a long list of his works see Berenson's Central Italian Painters, 1909,

pp. 210-12.
There is a pleasing jNIadorma by him in the National Gallery, No. 246; and one

of liis most effecti\'e panels, a somewhat similar Madonna and Cliild, is in the Col-
lection of Mrs. L. M. Richter at London (c/. Claude Phillipps in the Magazine
of Art).]

' Siena Academy [No. 433]. Assigned to Pacchia (Stanze de quad, di div.

Scuole). Holy Family and S. Antony of Padua (round, wood) ; slightly con-
ventional and strained in action, pale yellow in flesh tone. The technical handling
varies slightly from that of other exarnples by Pacchia. Same Gallery, No. 309 [?J,

Virgin and Child.
- Munich Pinakothek [No. 1059], S. Bernardino between two Angels (wood,

half-lengths). Same Gallery [No. 1068], Virgin, Cliild, and Angels ; Raphaelesque
and Florentine mixed, the movement of the Child very lively. The colour has a
waxy semi-transparence (sUghtly retouched).

^
[No. 246] Virgin and Child, a Raphaelesque composition far above anything

ever done by Pacchiarotti, to whom it is gi\'en.
* The Virgin with her left arm round the waist of the yomig Baptist, on the

right, to whom the Infant Christ, on her lap, gives His blessing ;
—in rear S. Joseph,

a landscape and a green cm'tain. This is a graceful group, httle less than half

life-size, carefully executed, but of a veiled transparence in the flesh shadows,
and bright in the lights (yellowish), worked with a fluid brush ; a mixture of Raphael
and Fra Bartolommeo, with a certain Sienese impress in the types and movement,
that seem peculiar to Pacchia. The hand of Christ and that of the Baptist are
retouched ; and the flesh in the Virgin is not free from restoring.

For a Holy Family (No. 35, Gallery of the Hermitage at S. Petersburg), attri-

buted to Pacchia, see postea,
"
Bugiardini.

" No. 30, in the same Gallery, is a round
of the Nativity, in which the Virgin adores the Infant on the ground, S. Joseph
being seated to the left. In the distance to the right, are an open lodge and a
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It is not sufficient to have reduced Pacchiarotti to his original

mediocrity, and restored Del Pacchia to liis station in the annals of

Siena. Tlieir countryman Peruzzi claims a more honourable attention

than our age is usually willing to bestow ; and it becomes necessary
to rescue his pictorial labours from obhvion. It may be true as a

general pi'oposition that his merits have been recognised; but in con-

sidering the manifold acquirements of so versatile a genius, it has been

usual to study one side to the detriment of the other
;
and we are too

apt to forget the painter in the architect.

Baldassare Peruzzi was born at Siena on the 7th of March 1481,

and was the son of a weaver. ^ In 1501, he was employed by the rector

of the Duomo in the circular chapel dedicated to S. Giovanni ,2 a proof
of his precocious powers. Amongst the artists to whom he may thus

early have been indebted for instruction and advice, Giovanni Antonio

Bazzi was the most remarkable. He had been brought from Lombardy
to Siena by an agent of the Spannochi family, at the close of the

fifteenth century, and obtained immediate encouragement as well as

satisfactory commissions. From Bazzi, Baldassare probably took some-

thing of the Leonardesque ;
but he had scarcely received payment

for his work in S. Giovanni of Siena, when his sympathy was won

by PinturiccJiio, who had just obeyed the summons of Cardinal

Piccolomini.

Peruzzi in this way combined liis own style with the Lombard and
the Umbrian, and went thus fortified to Rome about the year 1504.^

Though untried, and probably \nthout friends, he quicldy achieved a

position, and settled in the capital, a favourite of his countrymen as

well as of the liighest dignitaries in the Church.

Two decorations of great extent and importance, completed before

the lapse of the fu'st ten years of the century, give an exact view of liis

progress as well as of the direction taken by liis labours. In the semi-

dome and tribune of S. Onofrio, an Eternal, a Coronation of the Virgin,
and a Virgin amongst Saints, at the sides of wliicli the Epijjhany and

landscape. An impress as of Florentine imitation (Albertinelli, Fra Bartolommeo
and their followers) may be found in the composition and distance. The execution
is not on a level with the conception, the colour being light and a little gay in the
Sienese manner, and suggesting the name of Pacchia.

^
Register of Baptisms at Siena (cit. Com. Vasari, vol. viii., p. 220). Baldas-

sare's father was Giovanni di Salvestro di Salvadore Peruzzi, weaver of Volterra,
who came to Siena as a settler between 1475 and 1481.

^
1501, August 15th, he receives 42 lire for paintings in that place. Com. in

Vasari, vol. viii., p. 238.
^ He went, accorcUng to Vasari, with one Piero of Volterra to Rome (vol. viii.,

p. 220) about the close of the papacy of Alexander VI. A record is preserved in

which this very Pietro (Maestro Pietro del fu Andrea da Volterra) being at Rome
in 150G, appoints Pacchiarotti his agent at Siena. Annot. Vasari, vol. viii.,

p. 220.
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Massacre of the Innocents are depicted, leave no doubt as to the way
in wliich his style was formed. The Eternal is hke Peruzzi's at S. Croce
in Gerusalemme. The angels remind one of Pinturicchio. The Apostles
about the Coronation, more hvely in movement than those of Bernardino,
recall the Leonardesque of Bazzi. In the central Madonna, and the

Massacre, but particularly in the Adoration, -where the distant episodes

betray the influence of the Perugian, and the mask of the Infant

Christ is that of the Lombard, we trace the same contrast.^ Nor is it

confined to the tribune, being exhibited with equal distinctness in one
of the chapels.^

At S. Croce in Gerusalemme, the vaulting of a crypt, dedicated to

Sta. Elena, is inlaid with mosaics after models fm'nished by Peruzzi in

the first period of liis Roman stay, his employer being Cardinal Bernardino

Carvajal. A central medallion of the Eternal is connected diagonally
\\itli the bends of the angles by four ovals in which the Evangehsts
stand. Between the ovals, four shovel frames contain scenes from the

legend of the Cross, SS. Sylvester, Peter, Paul, and Helen (with Cardinal

Carvajal at her feet), being in niches in the arches of the entrances. The

design, akin to that of an earher age, might confirm the propriety of an

opinion according to which this ornamentation was made to replace
another of an older date. Its distribution and rendering reveal a rare

mastery of perspective as apphed to architecture. A sensible, perhaps
inevitable, hardness prevails. We trace some of the heavy coarseness

derived from Pinturicchio in the Evangehsts ;
a more successful bold-

ness in the other saints and in the angel symbolising S. John Evangehst.

1 Mancini (in Bella Valle, Lett. Sen., vol. iii., p. 182) would assign these
frescoes entirely to Pinturicchio. Titi (Annot. Vasari, vol. viii., p. 221) suggests
Peruzzi for the semidoine, Pinturicchio for the wall paintings beneath it. Vasari,
however, says (vol. viii., p. 220) :

"
Peruzzi did the choir of S. Onofrio

"
; and

there is one hand in the whole work. The semidome subjects ai'e all on gold
ground, in courses. Below the Eternal, in four spaces, angels ; beneath these,
the Coronation between the Twelve Apostles and twelve Sibyls. In the central
fresco of the tribune, the Virgin (mantle repainted) is entlu-oned between SS. John
the Baptist, Jerome, a female, and Onofrio, the donor kneeling in the foregroiuid.
The head of the Baptist is Leonardesque. A dais of gold hangs over the Virgin's
head. The fresco of the Massacre comprises also a FUght into Egypt, the landscape
full of incidents and small figures as in Pintiu-icchio. In tliis, as in the Adoration
on the left, the dresses are almost all repainted, and in the latter the landscape is

renewed. The lower part of the tribime pieces is quite new. The colom", generally,
is freely hamlled in a warm yellowish tone.

^ First chapel to the right, where the Eternal in benediction, lu'gh above the
altar, with three angels on a blue gromid (repainted), is in the character of the choir
frescoes. The ceiling may contain paintings of the same type ; it is now covered
with a painted canvas. At S. Pietro, in Montorio of Rome, second chapel to the
right, are a Coronation with angels, fo^xr allegorical figures on the front of the
arched chapol entrance, and angels carrying scutcheons, in the mixed style of
S. Onofrio. Of the same class, in the same edifice, four figures above an altar,
near the foregoing. These are all mediocre productions, much injm'ed by restoring
by some artist of the following of Pinturicchio and Peruzzi,
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Throughout, we find the same composite character as in the frescoes

of S. Onofrio.i

Equally interesting, and hitherto unacknowledged as a creation of

Peruzzi, is the ceiling partly renewed by Raphael in the Camera dell'

EUodoro at the Vatican. With the exception of the corners and shovel-

frames, the whole of the decoration evidently existed previous to the

entrance of Sanzio upon his labours in this hall. Many before him had

left specimens of their talent tliere
;

—Piero della Francesca who had

competed with old Bramante,^ Signorelli, and Della Gatta.^ But the

author of beautiful works like these, which are so clearly the forerunners

of others in the Farnesina, is a painter of the time of Julius 11.^ They
show the taste of a man impressed with the beauties of the antique,

and with the hardihood, the power, and precision of one familiar with

the division of architectural spaces. The frame-work is on gold ground,
into wliich four medaUions imitating bronze are let in, the rest being
monochrome in various forms simulating bas-reliefs of Greek skirmishes,

children, and allegorical impersonations. Peruzzi's share, if it be not

incorrect to assign the portion ^^e have just examined to him, is richer

and better than that Avhich the aids under Sanzio's orders carried out

in the spring of the angles, the latter being on a simple yellow ground,
whilst the former is on gold. A long and slender figure of Abundance,

dancing on a cloud in one of the rhomboids, though obviously derived

from the classic in its pose, action, drapery, and style of nude, is

executed A\dth that tendency to bony articulations and extremities

peculiar to a Sienese. The mould of the face in its circhng of falling

locks is not without a reminiscence of Bazzi, whilst the flowing dress

is rendered in the mode derived by Peruzzi from the Lombard and from

Pintm'icchio.5 Two children, sitting above the name of Juhus II.,

exhibit similar maxims of art, and a raw reddish tinge of colour. The

skirmishes in monochrome are from the antique, ^\iiich, it is well known,
Peruzzi was led to study with unusual industry in Rome. Raphael's
forbearance in preserving these maiterpieces is as great a proof of

^ These mosaics are mentioned by Albertini in liis Opusculum, ubi sup. The
onament is very rich. Each oval is svipported by a -winged male issuing out of a
flower that grows in a vase ; two peacocks interlaced foi'ming a neat addition at

the sides, all on gold ground. In the vaultings there is much in the shape of fruit,

flowers, and birds. Cocl^s are neatly introduced above the niche containing the

figure of Peter.
^ Vasari, vol. iv., p. 7.

'
Ibid., vol. viii., pp. 13, 14.

* On tlae vaulting above the Liberation of S. Peter : "julius font, max."; on
that aVjove the Miracle of Bolsena, in a frame :

" julius ii."
^ The figure, in waving drapery, holds a cornucopia in the right, and pours

water from a cup in her raised left hand. The drapery is cast in a manner derived
from Bazzi and Pinturicchio.
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judgment, as that which he used towards Perugino was an evidence of

kindness of heart. ^

During this period of progress in the career of Peruzzi, the materials

for a thorough insight into the principles of ancient structm'es were

ready to his hand. As the foundations of old edifices were laid bare

one after the other, artists flocked to the favouied places, and measured

the ground-plans, the diameters of columns, and the thickness of walls.

From fragments of bas-reliefs, they got an additional insight into the

methods famihar to the sculptors of the best age. Perspective was

necessarily applied in its most scientific abstruseness to realise the outward

appearance of buildings, the fallen members of which were too bulky to

be raised, or too much injured to alloAV of re-edification. Through

perspective, of which Peruzzi became a master, we may well suppose
that he gained a quicker knowledge of architecture than he might other-

wise have attained. But he owed much also to Vitruvius, whose text

he annotated and translated, leaving the sheets to be afterwards pub-
lished by the industry of his pupil Serlio.^ The latter admits that he

was first led to understand architecture by follo^^ing a course of per-

spective,^ and it is likely that the same thing happened to Baldassare.'*

Favom'ed by circumstances, as Peruzzi was, and gifted as \ve have

already seen, it was natural that his a.ccomphshments should soon

become known
;
and we note A^ithout siu-prise how eagerly Agostino

Chigi, the rich banker of Siena then residing at Rome, took advantage of

his skill to erect a palace on the Tiber banks.''

The Farnesina Palace, as it is now called, has been poetically de-

scribed by Vasari as
"
no7i murato ma natoy ^ It is one of the finest

of its kind, and embodies grace, solidity, and correct proportion. There

is no reason to beheve that Peruzzi completed it later than 1509 or

1510,7 at which time not only the main block had been erected and

covered externally \^ith subjects,^ but the garden-lodge had been finished.

In the flat central roof of the latter, Peruzzi drew Perseus overcoming

Gorgon, and a female furiously di'iving a car drawn by oxen
;

in the

curves, gods and goddesses, such as Venus combing her hair on a couch,

Pallas preparing for a hunt, Hercules and the lion, Hercules and Hydra,

* If the ceiling should be proved at a futiire time to have been by tlie old

Bramante (Bramantino), we must then sa}> he is the master of Peruzzi, and that

Baldassare inherited his art exactly as we see it applied at the Famesma.
2 LoMAZZO, Idea del Tempio, p. 14, charges Serlio with plagiarism ; biit he is

hard on Serlio, who acknowledges his debt.
^ See Serlio in Della Valle, Lett. Sen., vol. iii., pp. 174-5.
* The rivalry of Bramante spurred Peruzzi very strongly, says Vasari (vol. viii.,

p. 222).
* Vasari, vol. viii., pp. 222-3. * Ibid.
' Painted before Raphael had reached the pinnacle of bis fame (Vasaei,

vol. X., p. 123).
'
They have perished.
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Apollo and tho centaur, Leda on the back of the swan, Jovo and Europa,
Venus and Saturn, Ganymede on the shoulders of the eagle ;

^ in

the vaulting of the windows, males and females, mostly seated and

variously occupied;'-^ in the spandrils above the capitals, Cupids in dead

colour;^ and in other supplementary spaces, river-gods on monsters, tho

whole surrounded by monochrome borders so graceful and so ably
conceived that Titian declared he could not distinguish theni from
stone.* As a later period, Sebastian del Piombo covered the lunettes

purposely left bare by Peruzzi, including one which tradition assigns to

IMichael Angelo.^ Raphael introduced the beauteous Calatea on the

Mall below, and Poussin a nun\ber of landscapes. The authorship of

Peruzzi has been contested in spite of Vasari's text,® and in defiance of

the evidence of style ;
and the ceiling of the Loggia has been ascribed

to Daniel da Volterra, perhaps in consequence of the confusion caused

by the similarity of names between the Palazzo Farnese, where Daniel

did work, and the Palazzo delUx Farnesina. where he did not. Peruzzi's

manner is too characteristic to be mistaken. In order thoroughly to

understand it, a broad and general view n\ust be taken of the man, not

as a painter alone, nor as a sculptor, nor an architect, but as a combina-
tion of all three. The roof of tl e Farnesina nnist not be exaiuined

piece by piece, but in connection with its architectural an angement, its

geometrical balance, and tl;e position of each object depicted. The
result of the \\'hole is an harmonic unit}^ without any discordance.

Peruzzi was a man of com} a>s and of rule, a master of perspective, and
a mathematician. Ho had already lealited what Rapliael in later years
V, as but hoping to attain—the

'*
fine form of the edifices of antiquity."

For him the flight v. as no longer "that of Icarus." ' The antique had
made him famil'ar with the forms of the classic Greek. It was a

necessary con^-equence of his studies, as well a^ of the tasks usually
before him, th^t the pictorial should le but a part of a plastic and
architectural whole, that he should calculate how tl e figures were to

fill a given room
;
that painting should not be independent, but fettered.

Wlien he found it suitable, tiie human proportions were made sub-

servient to their place rather than to each other, their nu^x ements being
calculated with le-ss reference t"* the reality tV^an to sculptural or archi-

teetu)"al roquiremeuts, and therefore imnatural. But, in his mode of

filling, he obeys a law of harmony as telling in its way as a similar one,

' On blue ground.
^ On gold ground.

^ On green gi-ound.
* Vasari, yo\. viii., p. 223.

* See Lanzi, History of Painting, xibi sup., vol. i., p. 148, who confounds the
two palaces of the Farnesina and Farnese.

Vasari, vol. viii., p. 223.
' See Raphael's letter to Baldossaro Castiglione, from Rome ; in Bottari,

Baccolta, iibi sup., vol. ii., p. 23.
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applied to colour, is telling in the hands of TJt.an.^ It is indeed his

substitute for colour
;

for in his ardour he neglects, or he shows that

he lacks, the great and precious gift which cl arms in Vecellio, Del Sarto,

and Correggio.

From a very remcte time, the Sienese had betrayed their partiahty

for Greek sculpture. In sone the ta^te was not pure, as in Simone

Maitini and Antonio Federighi, their familiarity with the antique being

insufficiently aided by t'^at of nature, which is the source from which

the Greeks drew the ideal. ConventionaUsm and rigiAty were the

results. Peruzzi. who inherited this tendency in his countrymen, was

not free from their defects. His art .stands in the "ame relation to the

classic as that of the Etrascan vases. He composes subjects in the

spirit of bas-reliefs, with personages of a .stiff and affected action—even

when moving in the boldest manner under a quick momentary im-

pulse. In all circumstances he discloses his Sienese education ^ and the

influence exercised by Pinturicchio and Bazzi. Yet, he remains original,

and holds the same position of honour in the Sienese school as the

Lorenzetti and Simone. They were not equal to Giotto, though they

surpassed his pupils. He does net keep the high level cHmbed by
Leonardo, ilichael Angelo, or Pvaphatel, but he comes immediat<;ly after

them, and is superior to aU their followers. His execution is technically

simple. The hard, rosy tones of the flesh, and the tints of the draperies
are without any under preparation, and the white surface is the highest

light. In no part of the Famesina Palace is Peruzzi more completely
characterised than in the Fall of Gorgon, where Perseus v ares his sword

about her head, whilst a female and three males show their fac^ and
busts above the frieze. A diagonal, dividing the picture, would confine

the portion described to one half of its rectangle, giving it the appearance
of having been intended for the pediment of a temple, the more, as a

fragment of a horse at the narrowest part reminds one of that at the

Paithenon. The upper half contains a single and comparatively colo3.sal

Victory blo-wlng a horn, whose limbs, wings, and drapery are made to

fill the space and establish the equihbrium of the composition.' The
treatment is that peculiar to Peruzzi. It is full of forced activity and

dash, yet es.sentially sculptural in feehng, the drajjerj- especially being
searched out for the sake of suggesting the under form. Equally

hardy is the foreshortened position of the female in the next compart-
ment, who with surprising wildness throws her head and body forward,

stretching out the arm with the ribands at which the steers are

* Lavzi truly says :

" He distorts and connects those images with a surprising
ymmetry." History of Painting, voL L, p. 303.

* In the bony drawing of extremities.
* Perseus smd Gorgon are on the clouds. His steel armour is now sh'ghtly

discoloured.
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pulling, and holding with iron grip the side of her car.^ Peruzzi's

power is not less evident in the representation of the muscular

strength and gigantic exertion of Hercules coping with the lion, a scene

in which he establishes a favourable contrast between himself and

Antonio Pollaiuolo.^

But Peruzzi did not confine liimself to the lodge of the Farnesina.

In the hall of the upper floor, which precedes the rooms adorned by
Bazzi and Beccafumi, he paints the ceihng, with its tasteful cornice and

mouldings resting on mimic caryatidse, the frieze held up by pilasters,

and unreal ^^dndows, through the openings of which landscapes are

depicted, the effect being, as Vasari says, to increase the apparent size of

the place ;

^ nor does he neglect the ornaments above the doors where

the supporters of scutcheons are made to stand in classic pose, and

children play above the architrave, nor those of the chimney, on the

mantel of Avhich Vulcan is at his forge, nor the panellings in which gods
and goddesses are placed. Moderns, it is true, sometimes affirm that

Giuho Romano Avas the author of the frieze for which the fables of

antiquity contribute the richness of their imagery.** But a glance at

such incidents as Apollo driving the chariot of the sun, ought to have

prevented this mistake. This is not the art bequeathed by Raphael to

his favourite pupil. It is the bold, the classical one of Peruzzi, whose

conception is the forerunner of that with wliich the less gifted Guido,

under other influences as regards manner, produced the Aiu'ora of the

Rospighosi Palace.

Again, on the ground-floor, a room facing the Corsini Palace contains

a fictive frieze in wliich we find a copious illustration of the fable of

Hercules, the Rape of Europa, Danae and the golden rain, Diana trans-

forming Actseon, the death of the latter, Apollo and Midas with the

asses' ears, Apollo and Marsyas, Venus and Cupid, gambols of cliildren

and tritons, river-gods, Silenus, a satyr surprising Venus asleep, the

chase of Meleager, Endymion. Nothing can be more fanciful or more

powerfully handled than this graceful and well-arranged series, nothing

^ This fresco has most of the Sienese contortion, tlie figiu-e being at the same
time too long and slender. The character of Etruscan art is curiously marked
in this as well as in the thinness of the limbs, and in the motion of the steers. The
ground is starred blue. Between the steers' legs are seven heads of the winds.
The car runs along clouds. The right arm of the female and parts around it are
I'estored.

2 The Hercules and Hon are as an antique bronze, so powerfully given is the
action of the leg breaking the back of the beast.

The monochrome framing and mouldings are very choice, and look as if they
were real, an effect due at once to modelling and a judiciovis application of per-
spective. The gilt rosettes and the arms in the centre of the ceiling are the only
parts in genuine relief. The lilies of the Famese family were substituted for the

Chigi scutcheon, when the Palace of the Farnesina changed hands.
=* Vasaei, vol. \'iii., p. 223.
* Annot. Vasaki, vol. x., p. 88.
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more like Peruzzi than the plastic nature and action of the figures. It

is the work of a man who has studied Michael Angelo and Raphael,
without abandoning his own originahty, who has become chastened by
contact with great contemporaries.

An interesting narrative might now be given of various undertakings
entrusted to Peruzzi. We might describe the numerous edifices of which
he adorned the fronts in Rome/ how he got up the

"
Treason of Giuha

Tarpeia
"

at the festival given to Giuhano de' Medici (1515) on his

appointment to the supreme command of the Papal forces,^ how he

furnished models to Cardinal Pio for the Duomo (1515), and for S. Niccolo

(1517) of Carpi ;

3 we might register frescoes in the Vatican and in

S. Pietro, others done for Riario, Cardinal of Ostia, both in the capital
and in Ostia

;

^ but this would be a labour of httle fruit, especially as

the Ponzetti Chapel in S. Maria della Pace offers an excellent clue to

Peruzzi's manner in 1517. In a semidome, no doubt planned by liimself,^

I
he painted, in three courses, the Sacrifice of Isaac, the Creation of Adam
and Eve, Moses receiving the Tables of the La^^', the Nativity, Epiphany,
and Fhght into Egypt, David and Gohath, the Deluge, and Judith

despatching Holofernes.^ Belo^\' these, the Virgin and Child between
SS. Catherine of Alexandi'ia and Brigitta, the latter recommending
Fernando on his knees at her feet.

All these subjects bear a great and unmistakable stamp. The

beauty of the spacing, and the taste with wliich the paneUing is adorned,
are not surpassed in Raphael's cliapel at S. M. del Popolo.'^ But the

talent of Peruzzi at tliis period is particularly remarkable as displaying
his endeavour to rival Michael Angelo and Raphael in dignity of char-

acter, of expression and of hfe, in breadth of handhng and in noble

, simphcity of drapery. Though it was not easy to attam this combina-
\ tion Anthout loss of independent style, Peruzzi did so with good fortune,
and affords a gratifying example of the impulse which may be given
to genius by the rivalry of great men.

The Creation is composed and carried out with an art in the foot-

i steps of that of Buonarotti and Sanzio. The Eternal, taking Eve, shows

j

^ Vasari, vol. viii., pp. 222-3, i, 5, 7, and Lomazzo, in Dkixa Valle, Lett.

I Sen., vol. iii., p. 169.
2

Ibid., vol. viii., p. 224.
^ Camtori, Gli Artisti, ubi sup., p. 358; and Vasari, vol. viii., pp. 220-7.
*
Vasari, vol. viii., pp. 221-2. The latter are said by Va.sari to have been

(lone with the aid of Cesare da Sesto.
^ "

Fece una cappella," says Vasari, vol. viii., p. 223. Tlie period in which
the frescoes were completed is indicated in the framing of tlie semidome frescoea
liv the words :

" ano dom. m.dxvi." (1516 or 17). At that time Ferrando Ponzetti
IS Archdeacon of Sorrento and President of the ApostoUc Chamber.
• The annotators of Vasari, vol. viii., p. 223, describe these subjects and expres.s

i iret at their loss when they are still standing.
^ Becim 1516, finished 1519.

ITT. 2 A
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her to Adam, from whose rib she has just been shaped. His movement

as he sweeps in the air, recalls in its grandeur that of Raphael in the

Camera dell' Eliodoro ;
but the mode in which Eve is brought into the

presence of Adam is a fine compression of Michael Angelo's two subjects

in the ceihng of the Sixtine Chapel, and full of his elasticity in the

reproduction of the nude. In the Adoration, Peruzzi appears more com-

pletely in his own colours, A^ith the oft-recurring impress of Bazzi in the

type of faces, but A^ith rich and skilful grouping of his own, and a grand
cast of drapery. Something, at the same time, in the general aspect of

the work reminds one of Gaudenzio Ferrari
;
and the presence of that

feature in more than one of these frescoes might almost suggest that he

and Peruzzi were together at Rome.
The conception of the Deluge illustrates another side of Peruzzi's

character. Almost all trace of the Umbrian is lost in a vigorous union

of episodes and action, in the rendering of which the models of the

Florentine school, and particula,rly those of Buonarotti afford the master

pecuHar inspirations. Without falling into the empty imitation of the

Herculean in form, Peruzzi applies A^dth originaUty the maxims upon
AA'hich the art of the great Florentine was based and strives to gain a

footing on the level which he attained.^

The Sacrifice of Isaac, in the contemplation of which one reverts to

the time of Gliiberti's competition A\"ith Brunellesclii, is also very fine.

The angel arresting the hand of Abraham, the patriarch himself, are

grand, in the freedom and life which they embody ;
and the group is

adapted to its place by an appMcation of the principles that dictate to

Raphael liis arrangement of the same subject.

Less successful in the Nativity, the Fhght into Egypt, or the David

and Goliath, Peruzzi is liimself again in the Judith and Holofernes,

where an old female on the ground stoops with her arm and shoulder

between her knees in a pose, the counterpart, as to spirit, of one in the

Sixtine Chapel.
The grand figures of the Virgin, Child, and S. Brigitta would be

stiU more effective, were it not for something strained and affected in

them and a certain mannerism in the draA\dng, but Ferrando Ponzetti's

is a broad and massive portrait ;
and the pose, the drapery, and the

outline of the head are a noble mixture of the sculptural with the

Leonardesque of Bazzi. The bold and pastose touch proclaims a

thorough mastery over the technica, though, as usual, the flesh is a Httle

raw and rusty in tone.2

^ On the left, the ark floats on the waters, and a boat tries to weather the storm.
A horse and an ox swim to the land, and a man grasps in agony at the bank. A
female with two children at her feet listens to a man who points to the rising flood.

More in rear, a man holds on to a tree.
2 The blue drapery on the Virgin's shoulder, and the left hand of S. Catherine, are
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An artist who can produce the frescoes of S. M. della Pace lias reached

a giddy and dangerous elevation, beyond which it is difficult to advance
and but too easy to recede. Peruzzi at this point had tried his powers
to the utmost. It was but human that he should rest on his laurels,

and that the result should then be rather the reflex of past gi-eatness
than the accession of new strength. But Peruzzi preserved his ascend-

ency in architecture after he had yielded his best in painting ;
and he

remained in honour in consequence of a versatihty which he shared with

others of his highly favoured age. We shall see how he ultimately fell

into increasing conventionalism and affectation. In the meanwhile the

ravages of time and restorers are alone the cause why less attraction is

felt for the Presentation in the Temple, at S. M. della Pace, than for the

frescoes of the Ponzetti Chapel. In the absence of any outer charm we

may still admire in it the maxims of true composition, the introduction

of the antique into architecture, the illustration of several abstruse laws

in perspective science, the grand, the sculptural and the graceful in action,

drapery and motives.^

Something might be said of a Nativity, the only fresco that is left

of those which Peruzzi left in S. Rocco of Rome. But the injured
condition of its parts only permits a guarded assertion, and the behef

that it may have been produced shortly after 1517.^ From that year
till 1520, when he succeeded Raphael as architect of S. Pietro ^ and from
1520 to the sack of Rome, he did httle that has not perished. It is

interesting, however, to note amongst fleeting productions of those days
the scenes got up for Cardinal Bibiena's play of the Calandra. Before

his death, Raphael had furnished the decorations of Ariosto's Suppositi,

given at the expense of Leo X. in a temporary theatre.^ When Raphael
died, Leo found nobody abler for that sort of work than Peruzzi, whose
fame had otherwise been echpsed by Sebastian del Piombo

;

^ and the

patronage of the Pope no doubt induced his fool Fra Mariano also to

employ him.^

repainted, the tapestry behind the group dimmed by time. Flesh parts here and
there are renewed. Paintings by Peruzzi on the face of the wall into which the
domed chapel is sunk are greatly damaged. One sees traces of the angel liberating
S. Peter, David playing the harp, and Christ appearing to S. Paul.

^ This large picture is injured by restoring, and of a dull reddish tone. The
antique classic spirit in the composition and figures seems to have struck the Caracci
and Nicholas Poussin. In a letter of G. B. Vignola to Martino Bassi, the former
says in reference to it :

"
Baldaesare . . . finse un telaio di legname essere attaccato

a' gangheri di ferro alia miu-aglia, talchfe chi non sa che sia dipinto nol rmu-o, lo

giudica fatto in tela
"
(Bottari, Raccolta, vol. i., p. 498).

2
Vasari, vol. viii., p. 221.

' He was appointed by Leo X. Vasari, vol. vii., pp. 137-8 ; vol. viii., p. 227.
The date of his appointment is August 1st. The salary 150 ducats.

* See postea. the authorities for this statement.
"
Vasari, vol. viii., p. 227, and vol. x., p. 126.

' Tn the garden at ]\Iontocavallo a figure of S. Bernard (Vasari, vol. viii., p. 225),
\vluch no longer exists.
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During Leo's last years Peruzzi was induced to visit Bologna at the

request of persons who desired to complete the front of S. Petronio.

In the period of his stay there (1521-2) he made several drawings on

various scales and of different proportions, without satisfying the super-

intendents of the building.^ He was more fortunate in pleasing private

friends such as the Albergati, who erected a palace on his designs, Messer

Panfiho dal Monte, and the Conte Giovambatista Bentivoglio.^ The

Adoration of the Magi, a cartoon presented by Peruzzi to the latter, is

not the best that the master could have done
;

but being now in the

National Gallery, it affords a convenient illustration of the way in Avhich

he adopted, without the servihty of a copyist, the conception and the

mode of rendering form peculiar to Raphael.^ The cartoon is an echo

of that which Sanzio produced for his great series of tapestries, and was

copied, not merely by Girolamo da Trevigi,^ but, with unimportant

changes, by others.^ The best coloured variety of the subject, and one

much in the spirit of Peruzzi, is that of the Escurial, like a theatrical

scene, \nth the Colosseum, pillars, temples, and a marble Csesar on a

pedestal in the distance.^

Two contemporaries, in addition to Vasari, testify to the greatness
of Peruzzi's talents at this time, Lamo, who heard him praise the com-

positions of Mazzolini of Ferrara,'^ and the architect Ercole Seccadinari,

who described his drawings of S. Petronio as magnificent.**

The death of Leo X. and the accession of Adrian VI. were so unfavour-

able to the prospects of artists that Peruzzi was probably induced to

prolong his absence from Rome
;
but at the expiration of Adrian's short

lease of power he returned and was engaged (1523-4) at the festival in

honour of Clement VII. 's coronation.^ Amongst the commissions ^ntll

1 Gaye, vol. ii., pp. 152-3; vol. iii., pp. 480, 495.
'^ Lamo, Oraticola, ubi sup., pp. 22, 25, 29, and 35.
3
[No. 167 National Gallery.]

• Vasabi, vol. viii., p. 226, and vol. ix., p. 53.
5 No. 218 National Gallery, is one of these, too timidly handled to be even

by Girolamo da Trevigi ; Waagen's opinion {Treasures, vol. i., p. 326) in this

respect being correct. The piece is by an artist, Ferrarese, or other, of capacity,
equal to that, ex. gr., of Rinaldo of Mantua.

Another example, like No. 218 of the National Gallery, is the feeble, red-toned
Adoration in the Collection of Lord Ellesmere (small, wood, No. 85).

A third still more modern is that of Dudley House, formerly in the Fesch Gallery,
a feeble and very varnishy production, possibly by Prospero Fontana, as Waagen
states {Treasures, vol. vii., p. 236).

• The pictvu-e is in a place called
"
Aposento de Felipe II.," the colour of a

reddish tone; wood.
' Lamo, ubi sup., p. 25.
® His award is in Gaye, Carteggio, ubi sup., vol. ii., pp. 152-3. The drawings

were not taken becavise Seccadinari did not see how they could be used in con-

sequence of the comparative want of strength in the body of S. Petronio. The
payment for the designs was made on the 12th of July, 1522, being the small sum
of 18 lire (Gaye, ubi sup., vol. ii.. p. 154).

• Vasaki, vol. viii., pp. 226, 239.
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which he was now troubled, one is from Cardinal Hinckworth for Adrian's

tomb in S. Maria dcU' Anima, the framework and sculpture of which

were carried out by Michael Angelo of Siena and Tribolo, in a heavy

style, whilst Peruzzi painted the canonisation of two saints at its sides,

a fresco Avhich has been since obhterated.^ Of the same period were

the chiaroscuro Apostles in the niches behind the tomb of Sixtus IV.

at S. Pietro, one of wliich is said to be preserved in the
"
Grotte

"

of the Vatican.2 But during the whole of this time, and until

the sack of Rome in 1527, Peruzzi retained the office of arcliitect to

S. Pietro.

On that memorable occasion it was liis misfortune to be captvired
and ransomed by the Spaniards and plundered of all he possessed.^ On
liis arrival in Siena, in the very hghtest of dresses, his abject condition

naturally excited the compassion of his countrymen, who drew up an

addi-ess (June 10, 1527) to the Baha in his favour. The government
was but too glad to secure such a man

;
and Peruzzi was engaged at a

salary of five scudi per montli.^ We shall not follow^ his career during
the time when liis chief occupation was that of an arcliitect or the revision

and plamiing of fortresses. From 1527 to 1535, w^hen he returned to

Rome, the pictorial works wliich he executed were few, being mainly
confined to the decoration of the castle of Belcaro

;

^ and the comple-
tion of a fresco in S. Maria in Fontegiusta of Siena representing the

Sibyl prophesying to Octavian. For those w^ho admire the exaggerated

1 See Vasabi, vol. viii., p. 229, and notes of Com., ibid., p. 220; also Vasaki,
vol. ix., p. 17. The Pope lies on the hd of a sarcophagus let in to an arched recess,
in the liuiette of which are the Virgin and Child between SS. Peter and Paul. Two
cliildren at the angles of the sarcophagus hold torches reversed. Beneath it, a
bas-relief represents Adi'ian's arrival at Rome. In two supports at the sides of

the recess are four niches, with statues of Justice, Fortitude, Peace, and Prudence.
The arms of the deceased, supported by infant angels, are on the basements. The
execution is inferior to the conception. The antique is still the model in the sculptor's
mind. But there is a lack of unity, of grace, and of lightness in the whole. The
cornices are too heavy for the columns, and the figures are weak and short. The
best statues are those of the recumbent Adi'ian, and the angels at tlie angles. The
bas-relief is better than the single figures. Peruzzi received the balance due to
liim for tliis work, through Pietro d'Andrea at Rome, on the 29th of July 1529,
wliilst he resided at Siena.

"^ Vasari and Annot., vol. viii., p. 228.
^ There is a record dated October 5, 1533, in which Peruzzi pays to one Gii'olamo

d'Aguolo at Siena 55 gold scudi, the renmant of a debt contracted for the payment
>f the ransom. See Doc. Sen., vol. iii., p. 117. But see also 7iote to Vasari,
vol. viii., p. 229, in which Baldassare acknowledges (September 28, 1529) his debt
of 150 scudi borrowed to pay

" residuum tagUe . . . temp, adventus Borbonis
ad Urbem."

* The address and reply of the Balia are in Doc. Sen., vol. iii., pp. 100-1. Gaye,
'

arteggio, vol. ii., pp. 496-7, gives extracts from the accounts including the pajTuent
t' the salary in October and December 1527, and adds that on the 17th of October

1532, Peruzzi received a grant for eleven years of the returns of the Marsiliana,
valued at 240 scudi per annum.

* Three miles from Siena. The frescoes were recently freed from whitewash,
md have not been seen by the authors.
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classicism of tlie degenerate Micliaelangeiesques this wall picture is a

masterpiece. The masculine attitude and gesture of the Sibyl, the bold

decision of movements galvanised, one might say, into sculptural im-

mobiUty at the moment of utmost muscular tension, the theatrical terror

of Octavian and the astonishment of his suite cannot but create an

impression. But the obvious arrangement of the whole piece, parading
instead of conceahng the man's science and his knowledge of action

and true proportion, are too unnatural to please. After S. Maria dalla

Pace, Peruzzi would necessarily drop into this slough and fall into the

coarseness of Baccio BandineUi, if some superhuman effort did not stop

him on the height which he had gained. It may console us to remember

that Michael Angelo is not great in the PaoHna as he is in the Sixtine.

The Sibyl of Fontegiusta is not the less of great power, teaching us to

reject, as Peruzzi's, many pieces which his name has made famiUar.

Amongst these the Holy Family on the high altar of the church of Torre

di Bibiano, now supposed to be by one of the Puccinelli, the Brescianini

of Siena,^ and other portable pictures. We might except the
"
Charity

"

in the Museum of Berlin,^ but Peruzzi may have left much to his

1 The Virgin, witli SS. John the Baptist and Jerome at her sides (half-lengths,
and less than life-size). The Infant, seated on a parapet in front, turns from the

breast and looks at the spectator. The execution is careful, the colour hard, but
of a rosy tone with sharply defined shadows. There is something Raphaelesque
in the Virgin's face, forms, and movement ; the Child is like those of Bazzi and
Peruzzi. The handling, however, is not equal to the conception, and unworthy of

Peruzzi. It seems like a production by an artist in possession of a design from
the portfolio of a greater master. Della Vallb finds an approach to the style
of Paccliiarotti. This is possible, if he can be supposed to have painted on the

outlines of Peruzzi or Bazzi. The annotators of Vasabi, vol. xii., p. 50, 'declare

themselves in favour of Andrea Puccinelli, the regularity and softness of whose
work, though not exactly his colour, may be found in the picture we are now con-

sidering. There were two brothers Puccinelli. sons of a dancing master at Siena,

Andrea, of whose companionship with one Baptista di Fruosino, in 1507, there

is a record {Doc. Sen., vol. iii., p. 32). In 1524, however, Andrea is in company
with his brother Raffaello, and they both paint a Baptism of Christ for S. Giovanni
of Siena, appraised by Beccafumi and another (ibid.). The brothers came to

Florence in 1525, Andrea being registered in the Guild of Painters, and Raffaello

being mentioned by Vasari, vol. xii., p. 50, as m practice there. The Baptism
of Clirist still exists in the Pieve of S. Giovanni at Siena. It is reminiscent of the

manner of Beccafumi, with more powerful shadows than those in the Virgin, Child,
and Saints assigned to the same hand, in the Siena Academy, No. 330, -with a pre-
della numbered 331). There is no lack of regularity in the heads, the forms and
movement being quieter than one finds them amongst Sienese, and in this respect
more in the spirit of the Florentines of the following of Mariotto Albertinelli.

The colour, however, is washy, bringing us back to that of Vincenzio Civerchio's
creations (one of which with the date of 1525 is at Pallazuolo). The annotators
of Vasari, vol. xii., p. 50, register an altarpiece by Andrea, in the Oratorio della

Chiocciola, near Siena. There is a Holy Family by him at the Uffizi of Florence.

[The Bibiano pictm-e is published by Miss Lucy Olcott in the Rassegna d'Arte of

April 1904, and it is one of the best of Brescianina's works. On this interesting
artist see B. Berenson, in his Study and Criticism of Italian Art, vol. ii.,

" The British
Museum Raphael Cartoons

"
; and for a list of his works, the same author's Central

Italian Painters, 1909.]
- Berlin Museum [No. 109]. The name of Peruzzi is justified by the Sienese
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apprentices, when busy in more important undertakings.^ Of his return

to Rome in 1535, Mhen he gave himself exclusively to architecture, of

liis sickness and death in January 1537, Vasari has a correct account.^

Peruzzi died comparatively young. He was the last of the great artists

of Siena ;
and if we could devote a few pages to the career of his con-

temporary and friend Beccafumi, it would be merely for the sake of

illustrating the dechne which now set in throughout Italy .^

stamp of the pictm-e, which, however, is also reminiscent of Del Pacchia. There

is no trace of Peruzzi 's boldness or plasticity, but rather an Umbrian prettiness,

and somethmg suggesting that school in the drawing of extremities and in the

drapery. [By Sodoma.]
1 Florence, Pitti, No. 345. Holy Family. This is a Sienese work without the

exact stamp of Peruzzi. [This is by Granacci (c/. Morelli, Delia Pittura Italiana,

p. 04).] Venice, Seminario. Penelope Spinning. [By Beccafumi.] If not by
Peruzzi, it is hko him, and the name is not inappropriate. Dublin, National Gallery,

Nos. 4S, a Sybil, and 56, an Allegory of Sculpture. These are very different from

works of Peruzzi, and date from the seventeenth century. [None of these is

by Peruzzi. For a complete list of his works consult Berenson, Central Italian

painters (ed. 1909), p. 223 et «eg.]
2 Vasaiu, vol. viii., pp. 232-3.
3

[This is hardly just to Beccafumi. On Peruzzi as a painter, see SiG. Frizzoni,

in his Arte Italiana del Rinascimentd (Milan, 1891).]



CHAPTER XV

LORENZO DI CREDI

The review of Umbrian and Sienese art in the fifteenth and sixteenth

centuries has proved how much was due to the example of Florence.

The progress of the Florentines themselves now courts attention.

We have seen Verrocchio concentrate in his own person all the gifts

of the sculptor, the painter, and the scientific draughtsman, and conduct

the education of Leonardo, Perugino, and Lorenzo di Credi. Our next

step shall be, not to dwell upon the fife of Da Vinci, which might lead

to digressions on the schools of Lombardy, but to sketch that of Credi,

who was more constantly connected with the fortunes of his native city.

A diary, curious for its age as well as for the information it contains

respecting the habits of a small landed proprietor of Florence in the rise

of the fifteenth century, is preserved in the Riccardiana of Florence. It

narrates the squabbles and litigation of two farmers
;

it registers the

results of an average year in the purchase of land, the sale of oil and

agricultural produce, those of an unsuccessful season, where the land-

lord is reduced to pawn his
"

silk fined coat." It gives the prices of

various articles in household use between the years 1405 and 1425. The

wTiter of the diary is Oderigo/ the grandfather of Lorenzo di Credi, the

father of the goldsmith Andrea, in whose house at Florence Lorenzo was

born in 1459.^ So long as Andrea di Credi lived, his son probably
learnt the paternal business, in which he is said to have excelled, studjang

design at suitable hours in the workshop and in the Brancacci Chapel.^
But when the boy was left in charge of his mother Mona Lisa, he became

assistant to Verrocchio. One might suppose that his occupation in the

atelier of so renowned a sculptor and goldsmith would principally be

the chiselling of metal
;
but he is described by his mother in a tax-

paper of 1480-1 as
"
employed in painting

"
with a salary of twelve

florins a year ;

^ and this is an additional fact in support of the

^ The diary of Oderigo di Credi has been publislied in the Archivio Storico (first

series), uhi sup., vol. iv.
^ Vaaari's account of the birth and education of Credi, previous to the entrance

of the latter into Verrocchio's service, is incorrect. See for the proof of the date
of his birth the note postea.

' Vasari, vol. iii., p. 162. He studied later in the Medici Garden, vol. vii.,

p. 205.
* See the tax-paper in Tavola Alfabetica, uhi sup., ad. litt., where Credi is further

stated to have been, in 1480, twenty-one years of age.
370
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statement that Verroccliio indiscriminately practised all tlie sister arts

together.^

The friendship' which Verroccliio contracted for Credi was only dis-

turbed by his death in 1488. It was testified by the appointment of

Lorenzo to the duties of his executor, the legacy of all his marbles and

artistic properties at Venice and Florence, and the recommendation of

his name to the Doge for the completion of the CoUeoni Monument.^

To Credi's gi-eat honour, he never forgot this kindness, and he remem-

bered the niece of his benefactor in a clause of his \vi\\.^

The goodness of the man was not belied in his works, which are

confined to the delineation of religious subjects, or to portraits. His

honesty and steadiness were reflected in pictures of a finish so elaborate

that Vasari could not help exclaiming
"
such diUgence Avas not more

justifiable than excessive neglect
"

;

* and his genuine piety found ex-

pression in the tender simplicity and melancholy air of virgins and saints.

The companionship of Perugino was calculated to affect his style,

A\hicli was not without a shade of Umbrian softness
;
but he AA'as cold

and formal as compared with Vannucci, wliilst in contrast with Leonardo

he was devoid of genius. Under Verrocchio's care he went through a

long course of probation, copying either the sketches of the master or

those of Leonardo
;

and tliis with such patience and industry that

Vasari says, you could not tell Lorenzo's imitation from Da Vinci's

original. We have seen how difficult it is to distinguish the drawings
of the three men from each other

;

^ and inquired whether panels might
not exist illustrative of this phase in Credi's career. Repeated examina-

tion only seems to confirm the behef that the Virgin and Child bet\A"een

two attendant angels, a beautiful tempera, assigned to Ghirlandaio or

Antonio Pollaiuolo, in the National Gallerj^,^ may have been executed

in the sliop of Verroccliio AA'lien Leonardo and Credi Avere employed
tliere

;
its tone, its clean precision and staid carefulness of handling,

the softness of the heads, and the Leonardesque character of the angels,

the Infant Christ stamped in the mould of Credi, all tending to strengthen

* Verrocchio's Baptism of Christ has been described in a previous \'olume, in

which notice is also taken of a picture wliich has disappeared from S. Domenico
of Florence. Albertini also describes three large canvases by Verrocchio con-

taining scenes from the story of Hercules in the
"
Sala del Consiglio

"
at the Palazzo

Pubblico of Florence (Memoriale, uhi sup., p. 15).
^ Verroccliio's aahU in Gaye, Carteggio, uhi sup., a'oI. i., p. 367.
' Credi's will in Gaye, Carteggio, vol. i., p. 372.
* Vasari, vol. A-iii., p. 208.
^ Vasari preserved, as he tells us, many drawings of Credi from clay models

upon which linen cloth liad been wetted to form the di'aperies (Vasari, aoI. A'iii.,

p. 203). [On the question of the drawings consult Berenson, Drawings of Floren-
tine Masters (Murray, 1903). vol. i., p. 41-48.]

* National Gallery [No. 296. j\Ir. Berenson gives this, as we haA-e seen, doubt-

fully to Verrocchio.]
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this impression. Lorenzo, in fact, became completely absorbed in Da
Vinci, and was but slightly altered as regards type or cast of drapery

by contact with Perugino.
It was, no doubt, a consequence of Credi's peouliar laboriousness in

the treatment of oil medium that he remained altogether an easel-

painter. He was so anxious to obtain a pure enamel of colour, that he

distilled liis own oils, ground the earths to an impalpable powder with

liis o\ATi hands, and mixed some thirty shades of various tints on his

palette, forbidding his servants to raise dust in his room for fear of soihng
them.^ Proceeding in this way, he pohshed his surface to the smooth-

ness of metal, and hardly altered it by tliin glazing. That in this he

only followed Leonardo's example, is capable of proof. A mysterious
darkness, it is true, overhangs tliis period of Da Vinci's history ;

but

taking him at a later time, and looking at the two portraits commonly
known as those of Lodovico il Moro and Beatrice d'Este, in the

Ambrosiana of Milan, we shall see that they have a smooth brilliancy

and shght scumbles in shadow
;

^ and that they are an application by
the genius of a great man of the technical system famihar to Credi.

At a later period, Leonardo veiled the means by which he finished his

surprising creations with an art that almost baffles observation, and he

perfected a theory of glazes apphed A^dth supreme mastery in the Mona
Lisa. But, even were the portraits of the Ambrosiana to be withdi'awn

as insufficiently authenticated with respect to time, we should still find

means of shoA^ng that the origin of Credi's method is in Leonardo.

The Luini, whom Da Vinci formed, succeed in attaining similar results.

Beltraffio might be named in the same class ;
but Andrea of Milan makes

the nearest approach, in a Ioav and cool yellow red flesh tone, to Credi.

Leonardo, who becomes impenetrable because he is shrouded in the

mantle of technical subtlety, is revealed to us by the uniformity of less

distinguished talents in Lorenzo, Beltraffio, and Andi'ea of Milan, who
received his tuition.

After the death of Verroccliio, Lorenzo di Credi held a most respect-

able position amongst the artists of Florence,^ and on all pubMc occasions

when the opinion of experienced men was required to elucidate questions
of importance, he and Perugino were invariably to be found together.

They were both present at the meeting called in 1491 to deliberate on

the completion of the front of S. Maria del Fiore
;

^
they both took part

in the discussion upon the mode of restoring the lantern of the cathedi'al

1 Vasaki, vol. viii., p. 208.
2 [Modem criticism denies tliese two works to Leonardo.]
' He is registered almost immediately after Leonardo in the roll of the Florentine

Guild, series vi. The date of the entry is, however, illegible. Gualandi, Memorie,
ubi sup., p. 185.

* Com. Vasari, vol. vii., p. 247.
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in 1498.^ They were both consulted (1504) as to the place which Michael

Angelo's David should occupy .2 They were in company as appraisers

of mosaics by Monte and Gherardo in 1505.3 g^t, whilst Perugino

varied his labours by frequent journeys to Perugia and to Rome, Credi

remained a constant resident in Florence. It would be difficult, however,

to affix a date to any of the pictures which he produced. The casual

mention by Albertini of the Madonna and Saints at Sta. M. Maddalena

de' Pazzi, now in the Louvre, of a S. Bartholomew in Orsanmichele, and

of the great Nativity of S. Chiara at the Academy of Arts in Florence,

only prove that they were executed before 1508.'* It is not even advisable

to attempt a guess as to the period of Credi's portrait of Verrocchio at

the Uffizi, because age and old restoring have given a dull and heavy
tone to the features.^ In Spain, whither copies from Verrocchio and Da
Vinci Avere sent,® none of the so-called Leonardos are in Credi's manner

;

nor is Lorenzo's name correctly apphed in the cathedrals of Burgos or

Granada.

The finest and the oldest of liis altarpieces is that of the Cappella
del SS. Sacramento in the Duomo of Pistoia, where the Virgin sits with

the Babe in a marble court, attended by S. John the Baptist and a

canonised bishop. As Credi probably finished it whilst the examples
and lessons of his youth were still vivid in his mind, the figures generally
are natural and firm of tread, and strongly reminiscent of Da Vinci, the

fresh round face of the Virgin, and the graceful combination of her

movement with that of the Child being an unconscious tribute to the

memory of Vannucci. A landscape, seen through the apertures beliind

the throne, is full of pleasing detail. The clean sharpness of metal is

given to minutise
; the drawing is careful, the proportions are fair

;

reUef and perspective are good, and the colour, of a silver grey, is polished,

harmonious, and greatly fused. The naked Cliild, turning towards the

Baptist, who points out the Virgin to her worshippers, is coarse in the

extremities, but not too pinguid.'' It is doubtful whether Credi preserved

' Com. Vasari, note to vol. viii., p. 209 ; GuASTi, La Cupola, ubi sup., p. 119.
^ Gaye, Carteggio, vol. ii., p. 455.
» Com. Vasari, vol. vi., pp. 70, 341-2.
* Albertini, Mcmoriale, ubi sup., pp. 13, 14, 16. See also Vasabi, vol. viii.,

p. 205; and Richa, Chiese, vol. ix., p. 84.
* Uffizi [No. 1163]. It was long called Martin Luther, but is the original, aged

about fifty, engraved by Vasari (reversed) for his Lives (wood, oil, almost Ufe-size).
* Vasari, vol. viii., p. 204.
' Wood, oil, all but life-size. The Virgin is dignified m attitude and mien,

her hands delicately formed. There is a youthful freshness in her face. The
draperies are Leonardosque. Equally so are the pose and type of the bishop,
whose hands are free from Credi's later heaviness ; and the dry bony nude of the

Baptist. The action of the latter, stramed, though there is power in the head
and force in the searched out anatomy of the frame and limbs, recalls Verrocchio.
The head with its thin wavy curls is also characteristic of the influence exercised
on Credi byDa Vinci. The flesh is warm yellow in the Ughts, and cold in the shadows.
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this superiority in the Virgin, Cliild, and Saints of S. Maria delle Grazie

at Pistoia, which now appears so dimmed and spotty.^ Had he always

remained up to his first mark, he would have held a higher place in

the annals of Florentine art.

There is, indeed, but one instance in which he was equally successful ;

and that is in the Madonna of the Museum of Mayence, where a pleasing

youtlifulness adorns the face of the Virgin, and unusual beauty marks

the Child, as He turns from His mother's breast. But the charm is

increased by the feehng and truth with which form is given, by the able

rounding obtained by the fusion of a yellowish flesh tone into bro^^^lisll

shadows, and by the tasteful apphcation and high finish of borders and

festoons of fiowers.^ In the Holy Family of the Palazzo Borghese at

Rome, Credi shows less strength, but he animates the elegant Virgin,

the playful Infant Christ, and the worshipping boy Baptist with a breath

of love and tenderness. He composes the group in the Leonardesque

fashion, and gives to the nude of the cliildren some of the puffiness

wliich he exaggerated at a later time.^ All these examples illustrate

the character, as well as the style, of Credi. He was of a class wliich

took the name of
"
piagnotii

"
at Florence, because it agreed \\ith the

theory of Savonarola, that everytliing profane was reprehensible ;
and

Vasari tells us that when the reforming Dominican ordered a holocaust

of Mterary, artistic, and fanciful works at the Carnival of 1497 in

Florence, Credi was one of those who sacrificed all that did not savour

in his drawings of the purest rehgion.^ Yet Credi was not of a temper
to surrender the world altogether as Fra Bartolommeo had done, nor

were his sympathies enhsted in any special manner with the Dominicans ;

1 In S. M. delle Grazie or del Letto, formerly al Ceppo (see Vasari, vol. viii.,

p. 204). The Child is in benediction, the saints at the sides, John the Baptist and
the kneeUng Magdalen, Jerome, and the loieeling Martha (wood, oil, figm-es life-

size).
2 Mayence Museimi [No. 105]. Wood, oil, all but life-size. On a parapet

behind the group a vase of flowers. Behind the Virgin a red curtain and festoons
of flowers. In the Child's left hand, a fruit.

In the same Gallery, No. 125 [?], round of the Holy Family, much repainted,
but with the impress of Lorenzo's school.

Carlsruhe Gallery [No. 409]. Round of the Infant Christ adored by the kneeling
Virgin and young Baptist ; the stable to the left ; a landscape to the right and
left. Hair and shadow of neck iia the Virgin, wliite cushion on which the Infant

rests, the Baptist's knee, restored (wood, oil). This is an original by Credi, but
not equal to that of Mayence.

* The slender Virgin is very gracefid, supporting the Child on her lap who leans
forward as if to speak with the infant Baptist. She also encircles his neck \vith

her hand. He looks on in prayer ; and an open book to the riglit indicates the
seventh chapter of Isaiah :

" Behold a Virgin shall conceixe and bear a son, and
shall call his name Immanuel." The draAving, forms, and drapery are of Credi's

earlier period, when his style was most redolent of the influence of Da Vinci and
Verrocchio (wood, oil, rovmd). To the left a vase, and through t^o windows, a

landscape view.
* Vasari, vol. vii., p. 153.
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and when the convent of S. Marco quarrelled, in 1507, with Bernardo

del Bianco about the price of Fra Bartolorameo's Vision of S. Bernard,

Ci-edi was one of the umpires for the purchaser in conjunction \Wth

Gherardo, the miniaturist.^

As years rolled on, and the impressions of his youth became weaker

in Credi, he lost some of his early strength in excessive attention to

manipulation. The Baptism of Christ of the Company del Scalzo,

affords an indication of this change, being less satisfactory in the nude,

stiffer in movements, and more mannered in form than previous speci-

mens of his skill, though still firmly drawn and highly enamelled, and

redolent to a certain extent of Verrocchio's teaching.^ Still more

polished, but perhaps more affected in its softness, is the wonderfully

clean and cold Madonna with the Child, between SS. Julian and

Nicholas, at the Louvi'e, in which excessive daintiness of attitude and

tread, gaudiness of key, and shght chiaroscuro are symptoms of loss of

power.3 But the most important specimen of Credi in this period of

his career is the Nativity at the Academy of Arts in Florence.^ Whereas

in the Madonna of the Pistoia cathedral the nude is drawii with the

anatomical research natural to a fellow-student of Da Vinci, that of the

Nativity only reminds us of Leonardo's pupils. There is something

resembling the spirit of Luini, in contours which avoid marldng bone

and muscle, and in the low tones of flesh and drapery. Yet the harmony
is good, the handling careful, the drapery well arranged ;

and the

minuteness of the charming landscape is equalled by that of the fore-

ground of rock and grasses. Credi has not left a better instance of the

striving in an artist of the sixteenth century to embody rehgious senti-

ment. He succeeds in rendering a grave and timid melancholy, and

prettily surrounds the Virgin with a guard of angels in whispering con-

verse. A tender and half-sorrowing affection is in the Virgin, on her

knees before the Child, and the action of both seems inspired from Fra

FiUppo rather than from any other master. The shepherds also might

presuppose the study of Ghirlandaio by a later painter of a less rugged
fibre. The Baptist is dra\Mi with the soft outhnes of Luini, and the

S. Joseph is Peruginesque in air and pose.

During the later period of his life, Lorenzo's productions preserved

an uniformity which leaves Httle room for fresh remark. His frequent

1 Makchese, Memorie, iihi sup., vol. ii., pp. 35-9, 360-1.
* This picture is in S. Domenico. The colour of the flesh is yellowish and

shadowed coolly (mentioned in Vasari, vol. viii., p. 206; wood, oil, figures all but

hfe-size). Three angels kneel on the left, and in the distance of that side is the

Baptist's Sermon.
* Louvre [No. 1263], originally at Santa Maria Maddalena de' Pazzi or Cestello

(Vasari, vol. viii., p. 205). Wood, oil, figures life-size.
*
[No. 92.] Wood, oil. figures almost life-size. See Vasari, vol. viii., p. 205.
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employment as a restorer of old pictures is a proof of the confidence

that was placed in his experience.^ The honourable station which he

held led to his appointment on many occasions as valuer of pictures

by other masters.^ He outlived the terrors of the siege of Florence

in 1527, retired into the hospital of S. M. Nuova on an annuity in 1531,3

and died on the 12th of January 1537.*

The following list is a necessary addition :
—

Florence. Orsanmichele.—S. Bartholomew on a pilaster, very much
clouded by dirt. (Vasari, vol. viii., p. 204

; Albertini, Metn., p. 14
; and

RiCHA, Chiese, vol. i., p. 26.)
^

Florence. Sta. Maria del Fiore (Sacristy of the canons).
—

Figure of

the Archangel Michael, executed about 1523
;
feeble and of a reddish tone.

(Vasari, vol. viii., pp. 206, 210.)

Same Church. Chapel in Tribuna della Croce.—Figure of S. Joseph,
weak and much injured ; wood, oil. (Vasari, vol. viii., p. 205.)

^

Florence. Ufpzi.—[liio. 1311] Magdalen at the feet of Christ; [No. 1168]

Virgin and S. John mourning ; wood, oil
;
both genuine. [No. 1217] Bust

likeness of a youth supposed to be Alessandro Braccesi (?), of an olive tone,

but injured by restoring ; wood, oil. [No. 1287] Romid of the Holy Family,

Leonardesque in arrangement, and soft, but somewhat poor, owing to ab-

sence of the requisite relief
; wood, oil, figures half hfe-size, [No. 24] Round

of the Virgm adoring the Child, attended by an angel ;
rubbed down, l)ut

in the character of Credi ; wood, oil, figures half life-size. [No. 1160]
Annunciation, with three subjects in dead colour below—ex. gr., the Creation

of Eve, the Original Sin, and the Expulsion ; wood, oil, small figure ;

genuine. [No. 1314] Annunciation
; wood, oil, genuine. [No. 1313] The

Sa\'iour appears to the Magdalen as the gardener ; wood, oil, small figures,

very pretty and careful. (See the rephca, almost equally good, at the

Louvre, postea.)
"^

Florence. Pitti. [No. 354] Holy Family ; wood, oil, round, remmiscent
of Credi in composition and manner, but of a hard, low tinge of colour.

Something in it reminds one of Piero di Cosimo, but it seems of Credi's

* We have seen that he restored, in 1501 , an altarpiece by Angelico in S. Domenico
of Fiesole. In 1524, he performed the same operation at S. M. de Fiore, on the
Hawkwood of Uccello, the Nicholas di Tolentino by Castagno, six apostles by an
luiknown hand, and two sepulchres (of Fra Luigi Marsili and Cardinal Pietro

Corsini). Annot. Vasari, vol. viii., p. 206.
2 1514 he appraises Ridolfo Ghirlandaio's pictm-es in the Cappella de' Signori

at the Palazzo Vecchio in Florence (Vasari, AnnoL, vol. viii., p. 209). 1517, he
valued a statue by Baccio Bandinelli (Temenza, Life of Sansovino, iibi sup., p. 7,

and Annot. Vasari, vol. viii., p. 210. In 1508, he coloured a Crucifix by Benedetto
da Maiano (Vasari, vol. viii., pp. 206, 209), and was witness to the will of Cronaca.

^ Gaye, Carteggio, vol. i., p. 374, and Annot. Vasari, vol. viii., pp. 206-7, 10.

His will is dated 1531. See antea.
* Tav. Alfab., ubi sup., ad. litt.

*
[This is a confusion of Vasari's making. The S. Bartholomew is by Sogliani,

the S. Martin opposite to it is generally given to Lorenzo di Credi. Mr. Berenson,
however, denies it to him.]

*
[Mr. Berenson denies this to him.]

'
[Nos. 1311, 1313, 1314, and 1168 surrounded a Crucifix in the chm-ch of S.

Giorgio. Cf. Maud Cruttwell, The Florentine Oalleries (Dent, 1907), p. 87.

'

t
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school, yet tlie painter is not Sogliani, nor is it Michele di Ridolfo, both of

whom were Credi's pupils (Vasari, vol. viii., p. 207
;

vol. ix., p. 62, and

xi., p. 294). But we know nothing of other disciples, Tommaso di Stefano,

Gian Jacopo di Castrocaro (registered in 1525 in the Florentine Guild,

GuALANDi, ser. vi.), Antonio del Ceraiuolo (Vasari, vol. viii., pp. 204, 207,

and vol. xi., p. 132; and Gualandi, Memorie, ser. vi., p. 176, and following),

or Giovanni cli Benedetto Cianfanini, recorded as part author of the S.Michael

in S. M. del Fiore {Annot. Vasari, vol. viii., p. 206). A picture of the same
class is that of the Borghese Gallery (postea).

Florence. Academy of Arts.—[No. 94] Originally in the SS. Annunziata

de' Servi. Nativity. Genuine ; wood, oil.

Castiglione Fiorentino. Collegiate Church (Chapel to the right of the

choir).
—

Nativity; wood, oil, Ufe-size figures. Vasari speaks of a tavola

that was sent to Castiglione by Francesco, canon of S. Maria del Fiore. It

may be the piece here noticed (Vasari, vol. viii., p. 208). The Virgin kneels

to the right before the penthouse, the Child on straw on the ground, with

S. Joseph on his knees to the left. This is genuine, neatly arranged, pretty,
but a little feeble withal.

Rome. Galleria Borghese.
—No. 54. Round of the Nativity, i.e. the

Infant on the ground between the kneeUng Virgin and S. Joseph ; wood, oil.

This suggests the same reflections as the Holy Family at the Pitti [No. 354].^

Venice. Academy.—No. 254. Round of the Holy Family, once in the

Manfrini collection
; wood, oil. See, fostea,

" RaffaeUino del Garbo."

Turin. Museum.—Lately bequeathed by the Barollo Family. [No. 356]
The Virgin offers a bunch of grapes to the Infant, naked on her lap ;

on a

window sill a vase of flowers, and through the opening a landscape. This

is a scene of pleasing maternal affection, by Credi in his good period ;
a

mixture of the schools of Leonardo, Verrocchio, and BotticelU, ex. gr. as

regards types ; wood, oil, figures half Ufe-size. Colour, of good impasto.

[No. 103] Virgin and Child ; wood, oil, later in date than the foregoing, and
not so fine, but still graceful. The Virgin's head scaled.

Forli. Galleria Comunale.—[No. 130] Female portrait, three-quarters
to the right, originally fine, in Florentine dress, Leonardesque, noble, and

high bred, said to be Catherine Sforza (?) greatly injured by restoring,

especially in the flesh parts ; wood, oil. In one hand a flower, the other

resting on a vase.

Naples. Museum.—[No. 27] Nativity, the Child on the ground between
the Icneeling Virgin and S. Joseph, two angels attending ; wood, oil, genuine.

Munich. Pinahotheh.—S. No. 553. Round of the Nativity, almost a

replica (reversed) of No. 1287 at the Uffizi
; wood, oil, all but Ufe-size ;

fine

but somewhat abraded, and consequently cold.

Schleissheim. Gallery.
—No. 1144. Virgin and Child in Credi's manner,

but repainted. No. 1138. Same subject, with Massacre of the Innocents in

distance, by some German painter of the sixteenth century.
Berlin. Museum.—[No. 103] Magdalen Penitent, once in S. Chiara

of Florence (Vasari, vol. viii., p. 205) ; wood, figure Ufe-size, a good example
1
[MoRELLi also gives this to an unknown follower of Credi (Delia Pithira Italiana,

p. 85). Ho ftirther gives to the same painter pictures in his own collection, in that
of Dr. Frizzoni, and of the Signorini Prinetti-Esengrini at Milan, in the Modena Gallery;
and in the Giuntini Palace at Florence.]
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of the master, [No. 100] Nativity ; wood, genuine. [Nos. 89] Nativity,
and [92] Adoration of the Kings, less attractive and perhaps school-pieces.

Dresden. Gallery.
—No. 34, The Virgin, with the Infant kissing the

young Baptist (small), not by Credi, but by a third-class follower of Botticelli

and Filippino.

Altenburg. Lindenau Gallery.
—Wood, tempera, renewed in oil. Virgin

adoring the Child. School of Botticelli.

Louvre. [No. 1264] Christ appearing to the Magdalen, weaker repUca of

that of the Uffizi (see antea), original, but abraded. No. 219, Annimciation,
same character. Nos. 220, 221, of the school.

London.—National Gallery.
— [No. 593] Virgin and Child

; wood.

[No. 648] The Virgin adoring the Infant Christ, wood, formerly in Northwick

Gallery. These are good, genuine, and well-preserved pictures.
London. Mr. Barker''s Collection.— 1. Virgin and Child in an interior,

with a distance seen through windows
;

the Virgin offers a pomegranate
to the child. Genuine and good. 2. Figure of a saint with a banner and

shield, all but life-size ; authentic but not of Credi's best. 3. Virgin and

Child, the yoimg Baptist kneeling to the left, fine and original. 4. The

Virgin and Child between S. Sebastian and John the Baptist, life-size, good,
and by the master, but a little rubbed and retouched. 5. Round of the

Virgin, Child, and Baptist, one third of the life-size, by Credi, but weakened

perhaps by cleaning and retouching. All on wood, in oil,

London. Lord Overstone.—Small altarpiece, arched at top, with the

Coronation of the Virgin in the upper part, two erect and two kneeUng
saints in a landscape below, and Christ in the tomb between SS. Francis and

Anthony. This was formerly in the Rogers collection
; very delicate and

careful; wood.
London. Marquis of Westminster.—No. 95 at Manchester. Small

Coronation of the Virgin by a Florentine following Credi's manner
; wood.

Oxford. Gallery.
—Wood. A feeble Virgin and Child ;

of the school.^

Liverpool Institution.—No. 25. Virgin suckhng the Child in a landscape

(wood, small), formerly attributed to Ghirlandaio, but a school-piece from
Credi's atelier, injured.^

The career of RafifaeUino del Garbo had some outward resemblance

at first with that of Lorenzo di Credi, inasmuch as he served one master

^
[This is No. 26, which Mr. Berenson gives to the master.]

^ The following, mentioned by Vasari and others, may in part be comprised in

the foregoing list ; they are at all events not traceable at present, or they are

missing :
—Florence, portraits of Credi, Perugino, and Girolamo Benivieni (Vasari

vol. viii., pp. 204, 205). Florence.—Company of S. Bastiano. Virgin, Child,
S. Sebastian, and other Saints (Vasaei, vol. viii., p. 205), ? may be the altarpiece
now belonging to Mr. Barker. Montepulciano.— S. Agostino. Crucified Redeemer
between the Virgin and Evangehst (Tavola, ibid.).

Florence. Casa Ottaviani. Romid of the Virgin (ibid., p. 206). S. Friano,
tavola (circa 1525) Virgin, Cliild, and Saints (ibid., p. 206). S. Matteo or Hospital
di Lelmo. Marriage of the Virgin (ibid.). Casa Tolomei, Via de' Ginori. Virgin
and Child (Annot. Vasari, vol. viii., p. 206). Casa Antonio de' Ricasoli. Un-
finished picture of the Passion (Vasari, vol. viii., p. 208). S. Pier' Maggiore.
Cappella Albizzi. Crucifixion (Richa, Chiese, vol. i., p. 146). [Note other works
in Mr. Berenson's list as well as the following :

—In the ex-Bourgeois Coll. at Cologne
was a charming tondo of a young Saint in Glory by Lorenzo. A fine Holy Family by
the master has lately been acquired by the Metropolitan Museum, New York.]
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many years before venturing on the enjoyment of liis own independence.

But, whereas
.
Credi had the advantage of learning from Verroechio

and Da Vinci, Del Garbo owed liis education to the looser teaching of

Filippino Lippi. He was Credi's junior by a few years, having been

clu-istened RaffaeUno (di Bartolommeo, di Giovanni, di Niccolo Capponi)
in 1466

;
and he remained with Fihppino till at least 1490.^ A tax-

paper of 1498 exists in which he is described as hving in the Popolo di

Sta. Lucia sopr' Ai-no, with a shop in the Popolo di Sta. Maria del

Fiore, his income nil, his debts fortunately the same.^ It is said that

his youth gave promise of talents ;
that Filippino considered liim in

many things superior to himself, and that tlie ceihng of the Caraffa

Chapel in Sta. Maria sopra Minerva at Rome was admired by every

artist of the time for the beauty of its finish. Accepting this flatter-

ing picture of Raffaellino's youth on the authority of Vasari, we are

bound also to admit that his manhood was marked by unexpected

mediocrity.^

The recent discovery of records, proving Raffaellino's descent from

Niccol6 Capponi, might connect him with the authorship of a Madonna
and Saints in the hospital of Sta. Maria Nuova of Florence, dated 1500,

and signed Raphael de Caponibus.* Taken in connection with a second,

of 1502, at Sta. Maria degh Angeli in Siena by
"
Raphael de Florentia,"

^

and a third of S. Spirito of Florence, dated 1505,^ this picture has already

been cited as a mixed Florentine and Umbrian creation, different from

those usually attributed to Raffaellino. If it should appear that Del

Garbo and the authors of these three Madonnas are one person, we

have a specimen of the mamier in wliich artist-joiu:neymen assumed a

^ His birth is calculated from Vasari's statement that he died in 1524, aged
tifty-eight. His name has been taken from contemporary records by the annotators

of Vasabi, Tav. Alfah. [On the whole question of the Raphaels del Garbo and

Carli, see Berenson, The Drawings of the Florentine Masters (Miuray, 1903),

vol. i., p. 80 et seq. Del Garbo and Capponi are one person, Carli another. The
first is wholly Florentine, the second half Unabrian.]

-
QuartieVe S. Spirito. Arroti del 1498. Qviartiere S. Spirito. Gonfalone Scala.

Rafsiello da Bartolommeo dipintore, Popolo di Santa Lucia sopr' Arno.
Non 5 gravezza
Sustanza nulla.

Tengho a pigione da Torrigiano Torrigiani, Gonfalone Nicchio, una bottega a

uso tienirsi Tabacho, posta in borgho Sco. Jachopo da prima via; a 2^, el cecina,

a 3a, Arno, per pregio di fior. otto Vanno. Dipoi I'apigionb a Raffa^llo Canaci Gonfal«.

Leo . . . per detta fior. otto. L'ho a tenere a tenere (sic) per insino a dl 12 di

Ma^o 1495 {sic) fior. 8. larghi. Tengho a pigione una bottegha a uso di dipintoro
da Luca RLnieri Gonfale Vaio, posta nel popolo di S* JMaria del Fiore, a prima via,

a 2a, Matteo de' Servi, a 3*, Giovamii da S. Miniato per pregio di fior. 5 di sugello
I'anno. Apariscene ima scritta di mano di detto Lucha." Favoured by Milanesi.

' Vasari, vol. vii., p. 191.
*
[This work, now in the Uffizi, Mr. Berenson gives to Carli. He thinks it was

painted for Del Garbo by Carli, and signed with Del Garbo's name.]
"
[This also Mr. Berenson gives to Carli.]

•
[This also Mr. Berenson gives to Carli.]

ILL 2 B
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different style as they passed from one school to another, and thus

almost defy identification.^ A series of frescoes in the sisterhood of

S. Giorgio at Florence, dated 1504, would have been a guide in this un-

certainty, being the only inscribed paintings to which history alludes.2

In their absence we must fall back upon such panels as Vasari mentions.3

It cannot be denied that the incidents depicted in S. Martino de'

Buonomini at Florence are sufficiently like the work of a pupil in

Filippino's shop to warrant assigning them to RafTaellino,'* but apart
from these, the master's productions are abundant enough for a sure

selection. Claustral rules exclude visitors from the refectory of Sta.

M. ^laddalena de' Pazzi at Florence, where a fresco of Christ distributing

the loaves and fishes covers one of the principal walls,
^ but the figures of

SS. Ignatius and Roch at the sides of the statue of S. Sebastian in a

chapel of the same convent, sufficiently testify that Del Garbo could

languidly follow the manner of FiHppino.^ Affectation in forms,

mannerism in drawing, and flatness of tempera are equally characteristic

in this as in the more graceful Angel and Virgin Annunciate flanking a

Giottesque S. Lucy in S. Lucia de' Bardi.'^

In the left transept of S. Spirito at Florence, a Trinity, adored by the

kneeHng SS. Catherine and Mary Ma-gdalen, is a carefully handled and

gay specimen of the same art, wdth a tendency in Raffaellino to lengthen
the proportions of the human frame. There are also some pretty things
in the predeUa, representing the Nativity between the Communion of

S. Mary of Egypt and the Martji'dom of the Alexandrian saint.^ But
Raffaellino appears to most advantage in the Gallery of Berhn, Avhere

one of his most important altarpieces, and two cabinet pictures are

preserved. The first of these, a Virgin and Child attended by angels,

cherubs, and four saints, is a clear and brilliant tempera executed wth
great precision in the manner of Filippino and Fra Filippo, but stiU dis-

plajang the slender forras, the affected movement and expression of

Del Garbo
;

^ the second, a Madonna with the Child, and the Baptist

^ The Nativ'ities in S. Lorenzo, Florence (described antea), are in poor condition.

Recently a S. Lawrence in Majesty, between SS. Stephen and Leonardo, has been
restored to its old place in S. Lorenzo. It is dated mdxi., and may rank on a par
with the Nativities.

* Vasari, vol. vii., p. 192.
*
[Vasari confounded the two painters, and spoke of them as one.]

* See antea, vol. ii., p. 458.
' Vasari, vol. vii., pp. 193-4. [This too Mr. Berenson gives to Carli.]
*
Tempera, wood. Vasari, vol. \ii., p. 194; and Richa, Chiese, vol. i., p. 141.

'
Altar, to the left of entrance. Tempera, wood, figures about half life-size, of

a soft, but weak gi'ey tone.
" The Eternal holds a Crucifix. Landscape, wood, tempera.
* Berlin Museum [No. 87]. Tempera. Two Angels support the arras at the

side of the throne. Lower are two cherubim. The saints are : Nicholas and
Dominio erect, Vincent and Peter Martvr laieelins. Distance, a landscape (wood).
[Mr. Berenson gives tliis to Sellajo.]
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accompanied by angels, between SS. Sebastian and Andrew, is as good ;

^

the third, an erect Virgin and Child between two angels in a landscape,
is the best of the three. The tenderest maternal fondness is imparted to

the mother, whose cheek rests on the curly head of the Saviour asleep
on her bosom. There is something almost Raphaelesque in the con-

ception of the gro.up. The melancholy of the Virgin's face, the flexi-

bility in her attitude of rest, are very winning. The drawing is correct,

and the draperies well cast. A happy thought is that of maldng the

angel to the right pause in sounding the pipes that the Child may sleep
and be undisturbed. The other angel is less successful, being a Httle

forced, affected, and absent in look, and thus unconnected in a certain

measure with the scene. His pose, as \vell as Ms playing, form a discord

in the harmony. But for tliis, the result would be better. Yet as a

whole the panel is one of the most pleasant by Raffaelhno, very con-

scientious, and cleverly touched, and full of freshness in every part.^

In a round of the Virgin and Child bet\A'een SS. Jerome and Francis

at Dresden, Raffaelhno has expended less application
^ than in those of

the Berhn Museum. But the Coronation of the Virgin, once in S. Salvi

of Florence, and now in the Louvre, is a first-class altarpiece wliich would

completely illustrate the rela.tion of Del Garbo to his master if time and

restoring had not dimmed and injured the surface. Yet the large size

of the figures still demonstrates his inferiority in the technica, and in

the overstudied grace which robs his personages of natural charms in

form, expression, or movement.*

Without extending an examination which cannot bring out new
features in Raiiaellino, it may be sufficient to register his pictures at

Florence, on the Continent, and elsewhere, and to note that toM'ards

the close of his days he was reduced to great penuriousness, and sold

the proceeds of his la,bour at low prices. He died infirm and poor,
in 1524, and was buried in S. Simone at Florence by the charitable care

of the Company of Mercy.
^

^ Berlin Museum [No. 98]. Distance, a landscape (wood, tempera, figures half
the life-size). [Mr. Berenson gives this to a nameless journeyman who worked
for others as well as for Filippino.]

2 Berlin Museum [No. 90]. Round, (wood, tempera, small).
^ Dresden Gallery No. 3G. Round (tempera, wood, half life-sizo). The

S. Jerome is the best figure, tho others being perhaps by one of Raffaellino's

pupils.
* Louvre No. 200 [?]. Arched at top, tempei'a, wood, life-size. Four angels

play instruments about the circular glory, beneath which there are three chenibim.
On the foreground, SS. Benedict, Salvi", Giovamii Gualberto, and Bernard. Tlia
blues are everywhere abraded, and the draperies are throughout damaged. Tlie
lower parts are the least preserved. The predella (scenes from the life of S. Giovamii
Gualberto) is missing.

'
Vasaki, vol. vii., p. 19G, and Tav. Alfab., iibi sup. [This is Vaaari's story,

but, as I have said, Vasari mixed Del Garbo up with Carli. Nothing of Del Garbo's
later than 1505 is known to be extant.]
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Florence. S. Amhrogio.
—To the left of the entrance, the arched upper

border surrounding a statue of S. Sebastian contains two angels in mono-

chrome ;
and a medalUon at the base encloses an Annunciation in Raffaellino's

manner. On the second altar to the right (S. Ambrogio) is also a S. Antony
in Majesty between S. Nicholas, and the Angel and Tobit, of the same class,

but repainted.^
Florence. Academy of Arts [No. 90].

—
Originally in Monte Oliveto,

wood, oil, figures half life-size. Subject, the Resurrection. Vasari's praise

here is excessive (vol. vii., p. 191). We are deahng, as before, with a dwarfed

FiHppino. The paltry character of the shapes reminds one of the Resur-

rection under the name of the Ghirlandai in the Berlin Museum (No. 75).

The Redeemer rises from the sepulchre, and the cover has fallen on one of

the guards. A soldier on the left gets on his legs in terror. Another runs

away to the right with a knife in his hand. Both are grimacing. The

figures in action are less successful than the Redeemer and the men asleep
about the tomb. The colour, being hatched in shadows, seems handled like

tempera, but remains careful and precise, though a httle raw, and sharp in

contrasts. Serpentine drapery is another prominent defect. The landscape
of town, ruins, rocks, and trees is rather green.^

Florence. Uffizi. Corridor. No. 35.—Round, wood. Injured Holy
Family, composed in a mode reminiscent of Raphael, assigned in the Cata-

logue to Raffaellino, but of the class suggested by his name and that of

Ridolfo Ghirlandaio.

Venice. Academy. No. 254.—Once in the Manfrmi Gallery. Round

(v/ood) of the Holy Family, called Credi, well arranged, but scaled and
retouched all over—probably by Raffaellino.^

Naples. Museum. [Sala Rotnana, No. 15].
—Round, wood, oil. The

Virgin gives a pomegranate to the Infant, who turns towards the young
Baptist. Feeble, raw and hard, and overladen with ornament. Of Raffael-

lino's school by a later hand.^
London. Mr. Fuller Maitland.—Altarpiece, Virgin and Child, between

SS. John Evangelist, Justus, JuUan, and Catherine (wood, Ufe-size, grounds
regilt). Greatly damaged by restoring, but still exhibiting the style of Del
Garbo when young, and recently out of the school of Filippino.^

London. Sir Charles EastlaJce.—Virgin with the Child on her lap opening
a pomegranate (kneepiece). The Baptist, seen to the waist, looks on. A vase

and book are on a parapet in front, a landscape behind (wood, small). A
graceful tempera of much softness and feeUng, carefully finished, and of a

clear, bright tone.

London. Mr. Barker.—From the Rogers and Bromley Collections.

Catalogued as Verrocchio and then as PoUaiuolo (see antea, vol. ii., p. 413).

Profile bust of a lady in a gold head-dress, a good likeness by Del Garbo. ^

Vienna. Harrach Gallery. No. 188.—Round of the Holy Family. The

Virgin holds the Child. S. Joseph has the young S, John by his side. On

1
[Mr. Berenson denies this to Del Garbo.]
[Mr. Berenson agrees in giving this to Del Garbo.]
[Mr. Berenson denies this to Del Garbo.]
[Mr. Berenson gives tliis to Del Garbo.]
[I know nothing of this.]

[I know nothing of this.]
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the left, two kneeling angels (wood, figures third of life). Not by Raffaellino,

but a Florentine disciple of JVIichele di Ridolfo or Mariano da Pescia.^

Mayence. Museum. No. 129.—Described
" manner of Ghirlandaio."

Virgin erect, the Child turning the leaves of a book on a marble table (wood,

figures one-third Ufe-size). In RafFxelUno's style.^

Missing pieces may be registered as follows :
—Florence, tabernacle at the

corner of the Ponte alia Carraia and Canto alia Cuculia (Vasari, vol. vii.,

p. 192). Villa of Marignolle : two tavole (ibid.). S. Spirito, Pieta : Vision

of S. Bernard (as regards the latter see antea, p. 255), and Virgin, Child,

SS. Jerome and Bartholomew (ibid. pp. 192-3). S. Pier Maggiore : Virgin,

Child, and SS. Gio. Gualberto and Francis (ibid. p. 194, and Richa, Chiese,

vol. i., p. Ul). Murate : S. Sigismund (Vasari, vol. vii., p. 194). S. Pan-

crazio : fresco of the Nati^dty (ibid.) ;
Ponte a Rubaconte Chapel (ibid., p.

195). Chiesa dell' Ai-cangelo Raffaello : Virgin and Child (Richa, Chiese.

vol. i., p. 167, and vol. ix., p. 129).^

The life of Piero di Cosimo, the contemporary of Credi and Raffaellino,

affords Vasari matter for an amusing and perhaps overdrawn sketch of

character.

Piero is said in his youth to have been industrious and clever, but

absent, solitary, and given to castle-building. At a later period, he

became a misanthrope ;
would not admit any one to his room either

1
(Mr. Berenson denies this to Del Garbo.]

-
JMr. Berenson denies this to Del Garbo.]

'
[On Raffaellino del Garbo and Raffaole Carli , i\JK. Berenson, Florentine Dm wings

(Mui-ray, 1903), should be consulted. He ascribes to Del Garbo the following
works :

—
Florence. Academy. No. 90 : ResiuTection.

Naples. Museum. Rude Sladonna and infant JoIul

Parma. Gallery. No. 56 : Madonna giving Girdle to S. Thomas.
Venice. Coll. Layard. Portrait of a INIan.

London. Coll. Benson. Madomia and Angels (tondo).
Coll. Hoiford. Madonna and Angel.
Coll. Charles Rickeits. Madonna in Landscape.
Coll. Samuelaon. Madonna, with Magdalen and S.Catherine.

Glasgow. Gallery. Madonna and infant John.

Paris. Coll. Heugel. Madonna and two ^^ngels (tondo).
Coll. Baron Edouard de Rothschild. Profile of Lady.

Lyons. Coll. Aynard. Profile Bust of Baptist.
Berlin. Museum. No. 78 : Bust of Man.

No. 81 : Profile of Young Woman.
No. 90 : Madonna and Angels (tondo).

Coll. Simon. Madomia and Angels, E. (tondo).

Dresden. Gallery. No. 22 : Madonna and infant John.

Munich. Gallery. No. 1009: Pieta.

Mr. Berenson was the first to differentiate precisely between Del Garbo and
larli. To the latter he assigns some forty-eight pieces (see Florentine Painters

(1909), pp. 127-9. Del Garbo he regards as a pupil of Botticelh and Filippino Lippi,
influenced by Ghirlandaio and Perugino. Carli (or Croli), on the other hand, he

tells u3.
"
started under the inlluence of Ghirlandaio and Credi, and later became

ahnost Umbrian, and at one time was in close contact with Del Crarbo, whom he

may have assisted." Porli-ips Carli's masterpiece is the fine altarpiece I reproduce
from the Collection of Mrs. Ross, at Poggio Gherardo, Settignano, near Florence.]
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to clean it or to see his pictures ;
never had a regular meal, but, if hungry,

ate of hard eggs which he cooked half a hundred at a time. He was an

enemy to all artificial cultivation of men as well as of plants. His

eccentricitieo increased with age, so that in his latter days he was

querulous and intolerant, svibject to fits of fright if he heard the distant

growl of thunder, impatient of ordinary noises, such as the crying of

childi'en, the coughing of men, ringing of bells, chanting of friars, and

buzzing of fhes. During a paralysis which made his last hours burden-

some, he Vvould inveigh against all doctors, apothecaries, and nurses,

suspecting them of starving their patients ;
and he was heard to con-

trast the melancholy nature of death by prolonged sickness wdth the

happy and speedy one of the crimmal who goes to his end in fresh air,

sm-rounded by the sympathy and comforted by the prayers of the

people.^

Piero's life, however, has a much higher interest for the liistorian

than that which may be created by the narrative of his foibles. He
was the elder companion of Fra Bartolommeo and Mariotto AlbertineUi,

in the ateher of Cosimo RosseUi
;
and the master of Andrea of Sarto.

The income-paper of his father, Lorenzo di Piero, drawai up in 1480,

enables us to correct Vasari's clu-onology, and describes Piero as born in

1462, and as an assistant without pay in the shop of Cosimo RosseUi.^

Cosimo, having about this time been called to Rome by orders from

Sixtus IV., was accompanied by Piero, who helped him in the portraits

and landscapes of his frescoes.^ In February, 1485, Rosselh had returned

to Florence, and was in the employ of the nuns of S. Ambrogio with

the future Fra Bartolommeo, a mere child, as apprentice.^
It is not improbable that Piero was then chief journeyman to Cosimo,

for Vasari leads us to beheve that the connection lasted till Rosselli's

death (1506) ; and Piero, a,t all events, continued the art of his teacher.^

He may therefore be considered as partner in the authorship of several

altarjiieces in S. Spirito at Florence, in which the styles of Gliirlandaio

and Fihj)pino are mingled with that of Cosimo RosseUi,^ in a Virgin

' Vasari, vol. vii.. p. 112 and following.
^ Portata al Catasto, in Tav. Alfab., ubi sup., art. Piero. We are indebted to

IMilanesi for the following in addition respecting Piero's family. ^\jitonio begets
Piero. Piero begets Lorenzo Chimenti, painter, b. 1430, registered in Florentine Guild

(GuALANDi, ser. vi., ubi sup., p. 180), and Baldo, registered in the same Guild, in

1450 (ibid.). Lorenzo begets Piero (di Cosimo) Giovarmi, b. 1464, Francesco b.

1474, Raffaello b. 1475, and Bastiano b. 1478.
3 Vasari, vol. v., p. 32, and vol. vii., p. 113.
* See postea, the docmnents in support of these statements.
' Fiero was one of those who ga^-e opinions as to the place of Michael Angelo's

David in 1503 (Gayb, Carieggio, vol. ii., p. 455).
* 1. S. Spirito, 27th chapel in the left transept. Virgin, Child, and two angels,

between SS. Thomas and Peter (Fantozzi, Guida, ubi sup., p. 687, catalogued this

in the school of the Ghirlandai). In the predella are a Christ on the Mount, the

Annunciation, and a Miracle. On the step of the throne is the date :

" Mocccr xxsii."
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and Saiiits at S. Ambrogio/ and in a Virgin and Child at S. Agostino of

Lucca, attributed to Zacchia.- The last mentioned picture is in truth

so hke Piero's own in raw tinge of red colour and in aspect of figures,

that little doubt can be entertained as to its genuineness. With regard

to the period of execution, as in respect of dates connected with the

actions and creations of Piero, the scantiest intelligence exists. So

vague indeed is the prospect that a concrete shape can only be given

to Piero's performances by registering a number of them in succession,

the sequence of which may be guessed at, according as the technical

system points to material progress or to the lapse of intervals of time.

An important, though hitherto unnoticed production in a sohtary

church of the Casentino, may under these circumstances repay attention.

The subject is the Virgin and Child enthroned in a landscape between the

erect SS. Peter and Paul, and the kneeUng Jerome and Francis. The

place is the high altar of S. Pietro al Terreno, near Fighne. Wliilst on

the one hand we recognise the influence of Cosimo Rosselh's ateher,

and chiefly the system of Piero di Cosimo in the general appearance
of the panel, we are reminded on the other of Mariotto's or Bartolommeo's

early efforts by the superior character of the S. Francis, and the hght

gay tone and spring-freshness of the landscape. It is possible that

two hands should have been put on to hasten the completion of the piece,

and that one of them should be the future Dominican ; possible also

that Piero di Cosimo did it unassisted, having already taken some dis-

tinct pecuharities from his younger school-companion. Be this as it

may, the Madonna of S. Pietro al Terreno is dryly and firmly touched in

oil at one painting, with rawisli low flesh tones shadowed in opaque
olive brown, and draperies of vitreous and sharp tints. A Leonardesque
element is observable in the air and slender neck of the Virgin, and in

the puffy forms of the Infant. Without absolute lack of feeling, most of

the saints are incorrectly drawn, short, bony, and not free from vulgarity.

The dresses are double in stuff and overladen with comphcated folds.

The author, according to local behef, is Ridolfo Ghirlandaio ; but the

stamp and handling are less his than those of Granacci, albeit the latter

is more Michaelangelesque. What speaks most in favour of Piero di

Cosimo is the hkeness between this and another Virgin amongst saints

2. Same church, 30th cliapel, in left transept, Vii-gin and Child with two angels
between SS. Bartholomew and Nicholas of Bari, and two kneeling friars (according
to Fantozzi, uhi sup., by A. PoUaiuolo), pale and dim in tone. 3. Same church,

25th chapel, in left transept, Vkgin, Child, and two angels, betw^een SS. Bartholomew
and John Evangelist (manner of BotticelU, says Fantozzi). On the step of the

throne a CruciHxion. The two latter not so good as the first. [There is nothmg in

S. Spirito by Piero di Cosimo. The works named are by Carli; see supra.]
' See antea. The picture is in the Sacristy. [Now over second altar in left

aisle; a school pictiu'e.]
^ See antea. [Nothing of Piero's is to be found at Lucca.]
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at the Uffizi/ described by Vasari at the altar of the Tedaldi in the

SS. Annuuziata de' Servi. The Madonna on a pedestal looks up to

the Dove with a movement in the spirit of Fra Bartolommeo, and true

to the principles of high art. S. John Evangelist, erect on the left, is a

counterpart of the S. Peter at S. Pietro al Torreno. In each of the

dramatis personce, curt proportion, heavy bone, and coar.se extremities

are noticeable, and the colouring is abruptly contrasted and unmellow.

The execution is related to Credi's, but has more roughness and strength,

and a darker key of shadow. It would show that Piero tried to rival

Credi in the enamel of liis surface, without his patience and by the

copious use of more liquid colours. Hence the crystalline or amber

lucidity, ex. gr., of the fine bust portrait at the Uffizi, recently cata-

logued under Piero's name, where the ruddy and smooth impasto is

veiled with the thinnest sort of glaze, and recalls Del Sarto, Ridolfo, and

Granacci.2 Hence also the polish of his Madonna amongst saints in

the sacristy of the Innocenti at Florence, one of his best altarpieces,

yet one in which his defects are prominent in combination with a certain

imitation or rather exaggeration of the types of Filippino.^ We might
follow this vein in Piero further, citing, at Florence, a small S. Catherine

in the Lombardi Gallery,'' a fragment of a Holy Family in the Pianciatichi

Collection,^ and at the Louvre,^ a Coronation of the Virgin of more than

usual feebleness. Piero, however, did not confine himself to holy sub-

jects. He treated with evident pleasure such portions of classic fable

as might enable him to display the study of animal life in natural or

fantastic shapes, or that of recondite costume or ornament.'^ Ho
seldom neglected an occasion of exhibiting himself in this light, as in

the lost predella of the Madomia at the Servi, Avhere S. Margaret was to

be seen issuing from the belly of the serpent ;

s but he most frequently
dealt with such themes in the decoration of cars for festivals, in suites

of rooms, in single panels, or in the accessories to mythological in-

cidents,
^ his model in this, as Avell as in the apphcation of novelties in

1 Uffizi [No. 81]. Wood, oil, The saints about tlie Virgin are SS. John Evange-
list, Philip (Beato), Antonino, and Peter, Margaret and Catherine kneeling in front.

=' Uffizi [? No. 1169]. Bust of a man in a black cap, tlireeciuarters to the left,
with a dark dress and a white frill. [By Del Sarto.]

^ Wood, oil, figures almost life-size. Vii'gin and Cliild enthroned between
saints, S. Rosa on her knees to the left, offering roses to the Infant, and S. Catherine,
a caricature from Filippino, kneeling to the right. Six angels, with garlands on ,

then- heads, kneel smiling at the sides of the Madoima. Two others hold back the

tapestry above lier head. Distance, a fair landscape. Vasabi, vol. vii., p. 121.
* Wood, oil, small, and in good preservation.

^

'"^

[No. 73.] Life-size. Virgin Child, and S. Joseph, called Mariotto AlbertinelU.
W ood, oil. A piece wanting on the left side.

^

• Louvre [No. 1410]. Supposed to have been in S. Friano at Florence (Vasaei,
vol. vji., p. 121). Figures life-size, in oil, on wood.

^
Va'saki, vol. vii., p. 118. » Ibid

9
Ibid., pp. 117-18-19.
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the manipulation of oils and mediums, being Leonardo da Vinci, whose

genius and versatility were envied by all his contemporaries, and whose

influence was so extraordinary that it is difficult to treat of any painter

of his time without mentioning his name.

Examples of this phaje in Piero are scarce
;
but liis fancy is fairly

illustrated in the Wedding of Perseus disturbed,^ the Sacrifice to Jove

for the safety of Andromeda,^ and the two rescues of Andromeda,^ in

the Uffizi, in M'hich the compositions are rich in episodes and action,

in strange dresses, panophes, and other naturahstic details, but where

also the figures are somewhat affected, paltry, and pinched. Nor is the

technical handling constantly the same. Instead of colour in strata,

of strong lucid impasto, instead of abrupt contrasts of key, with firm

lines of demarcation in dresses, the tones are all fused vaguely into

each other, so that a gaudy and glossy mist overspreads the surfaces.

The landscapes, however, remain rich and precise in minutise, as if by
a Ferrarese, Avithout atmosphere, though in harmony as regards tint

with the rest of the work. One might suppose that as Piero grew old

he was tempted to follow in the footsteps of his own pupil Andrea del

Sarto ;
and that his cloudiness of contours had its origin in that waj'.

But his mythological pictures have not invariably the character of

those we have been considering. The Death of Procris in the National

Gallery
^ is free from exaggeration of fancy. It is a half tempera of low

key in flesh tone, done Mith ease, fairly select in forms, and chastened in

drawing, superior in every respect to the Venus and Mars,^ or to the

earlier Meeting of Christ and the Baptist, in the Gallery of Berlin.^

Vasari alone authorises us to believe that Piero di Cosimo died in

1521.7

^ Uffizi. Corridor [Xo. 84]. Perseus is represented petrifying his enemies w-ith

the head of jMedusa (wood, oil).
' Uffizi. Corridor [No. 82]. Wood, oil. Vasaki, vol. vii., p. 119.
^ Uffizi [No. 83]. Corridor ; and [No. 1312]. Wood, oil. Vasap.i, vol. vii., p. 119.
* National Gallery [No. 698], from the Lombardi Collection. Wood, figures

half the life-size.
» Berlin Museum [No. 107]. Wood. Vasari, vol. vii., p. 120.
* BerUn IMuseum [No. 93]. Wood, small. [Not by Piero.]
'
Vasari, vol. vii., p. 123. The following, noticed by Vasari, are missing:—

Florence.—S. Marco, Novitiate : a Virgin erect with the CMld in her arms, in oil

,(vol. -^-ii., p. 114). S. Spirito, Cappella Gino Capponi. : panel, Visitation with
SS. Nicholas and Antony, the latter in spectacles (ibid. ). Guardaroba del Duca
Cosimo: a marme monster (ibid., p. 119). Fiesole.—S. Francesco: Conception
(ibid., p. 121). RuMOHR speaks of a picture in the chirrch inscribed: "Pier' di

Cosimo, 1480
"

(Forsch., vol. ii., p. 352), but this also is not to be fomid, especially
as Rumohr does not give the subject. Florence.—Casa Giovanni Vespucci : Bac-
chanals (Vasari, vol. vii., p. 121). In possession of Francesco da S. Gallo. a

I portrait of Piero, and by Piero, a head of Cleopatra, a likeness of GiuUano da S.

I Gallo, and anotlier of Francesco Giamberti (ibid., p. 123). Richa assigns to Piero
de Cosimo the following:—Florence.—S. Spirito, Cappella Torrigiani : Assumption

1 (Richa, Chieae, vol. ix., p. 20). Cappella Bird: Transfiguration (ibid., p. 26).

Cappella de' Bettoni: Christ risen from the Dead (ibid., p. 28). These three are
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FlESOLE.

Florence.

I\IlLAN.

Rome.

by one hand, not by Piei'o di Cosimo, but by Pier Francesco di Sandro, named by
Vasabi, vol. viii., p. 294, a follower of Ridolfo Ghirlandaio and Andi-ea del Sarto,
whose painting is pale and washy, and whose figar33 are long, lean, and lifeless.

[On Piero di Cosimo, see F. Kxapp, Plero di Cosimo (Halle, 1899). Mr.
Berenso.v, Florentine Painters (Patnams, 1909), ascribes to him the following works
not spoken of above:—
BORGO S. Lorenzo in Mugello. Crocefisso. Madorma with S. Thomas and

Baptist.
S. Francesco. Coronation of the Virgin (in part),

L. (This picture is not a Coronation but an
Immaculate Conception. )

Pitti Gallery. No. 370 : Head of Saint.

Uffizi. No. 3414: Portrait of a Lady (? Cate-
rina Sforza).

Magazine. Madonna and S. Jolm, L. (tondo).
S. Lorenzo. R. transept : Madonna and Saints.

Coll. Borromeo. Madonna, L.

Coll. Prince Trivulzio. Madonna and Angels, L.

Borghese Gallery. No. 329: The Judgment of

Solomon.
No. 335: Holy Family, L. (?).

No. 243: The Madonna and

Angels (tondo).
Corsini Gallery. Magdalen and a Pieta.

Vatican, Sixtine Chapel. Fresco : Destruction
of Pharaoh. 1482.

Monastero del Santuccio. Nativitv.

Gallery. No. 258-(133): Portrait of a Young
Man (ascribed by Waagen, Treasures of Art,
vol. ii., p. 346, to Boltraffio).

Coll. Beattie. Madonna with our Lord and
S. John (tondo).

Coll. Stirling (Caivder House). Madonna and
infant John.

Coll. Stogdon. Large Nativity, with tlu-ee Saints
and three Donors (?).

National Gallery. Madonna and Angels (tondo).
No. 895: Portrait of Man in

Armoiu'.
Coll. Wallace. No. 556: Triumph of Venus (?).

Coll. Benson. Hylas and the Nymphs, E.
Portrait of Clarissa Orsini (?).

Coll. Earl of Plymouth. Head of Young Man.
Coll. Charles Ricketts. Combat of Centaurs and

Lapithte.
Coll. A. E. Street. Madonna Adoring Child

(tondo).
Coll. Cornwallis-West. Visitation.

Christ Church Library. No. 2 : Pieta, L. (tondo).
Coll. Duke of Newcastle. Altarpiece with pr&-

della.

Museum. No. 13: La Bella Simonetta.
Coll. Aynird. Madonna with Lamb (tondo).
Louvre. No. 1274: Young Baptist.

No. 1662: Madoima.
Museum. No. 204 : Adoration of Shepherds.
Coll. Kaufmann. Story of Prometheus.
Museum. No. 20. Holy Family and Angels.

University Gallery. No. 216a: Madomia.
No. 216b: Story of Prome-

theus.

Siena.
DtJLWICH.

Glasgow.

Harrow.

London.

(near).

Newlajstds Manor (Hants).
Oxford.
Worksop.

Chantilly.
Lyons.
Paris.

Berlin.

Dresden.
Strassburg.
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Vienna. Coll. Harrach. No. 136: Holy Family.
Hague. Museum. No. 254, 255 : Giuliano di S. Gallo

and liis father.
Stockholm. Royal Gallery. Madonna.
New Haven, U.S.A. Coll. Jarves. No. 68: Lady holding Rabbit.

Mr. F. Mason Perkins, Rassegna d'Arte, August 1906, adds :
—

Philadelphia. Coll. Johnson. Bust of Physician.
Portrait of a Man, 1512.
]\Iadonna (fragment).

Two very interesting panels by Piero, representing a Htint, are in tlie Metro-
politan Museum of New York (c/. W. Rankin in Rassegna d'Arte).

Mr. Berenson's Florentine Drawings (Murray, 1903) should be consulted on
Piero di Cosimo.]

ki

I



CHAPTER XVI

FRA BARTOLOMMEO BELLA PORTA

Fra Bartolommeo, who was called Bartolommeo di Pagholo del

Fattorino, before be joined tbe Dominican Order, was apprenticed to

Cosimo Rosselli. His uncles, Jacopo and Giusto di Jacopo, settled in

1469-70 at Suffignano, a village near Florence, and lived there as agri-

cultural labourers ;
bis father Pagholo pursuing the restless caUing of

a muleteer.^

Towards the close of 1478, Pagholo settled at Florence, having saved

a small competence, with which he bought a house and garden in S. Pier'

Gattohno.2

The two mules, which had contributed to his fortune found a gentle

repose in the stables of the new home, whilst their master improved his

condition in the business of a carrier.

Bartolommeo, who "\Aas to become celebrated in the annaAs of

Florentine art, >vas three years old when these events occurred, and in

1480 was the eldest of four children.^ No doubt the question speedily

^ These facts are made clear from the Portate al Catasto of Giusto ui 1409 and

1487, from which, as well as fi'om that of Paolo (1480-1), we take the following

genealogy :—
Piero begets Jacopo. Jacopo, by liis second wife Margareta, b. 1499, begets

Paolo, b. 1418, married to Andrea, b. 1448, died 1487 ; and Giusto, b. 1433 ; and

Jacopo, b. 1435. married Maddalena, b. 1445. Paolo, muleteer, begets : Bai'tolom-

meo, b. 1475, died 1517 ; Piero, aftervi^ards a priest, b. 1477 ; Domenico, b. 1479,

d. 1486 ; and ^Michele, b. 1480 (favom-ed Ijj- JIila^siesi). Vasaki is therefore wrong
in stating that Fra Bartolommeo was born at Savignano (vol. vii., p. 171), iu which

place no trace of tlie family can be discovered ; and it is more likely that he was
of Suffignano, where Ms micles lived.

^ In a "
protocollo

"
di-awn up by Ser Jacopo di Bartolommeo de' Camerotti

(Archiv. gen. de' contratti di Firenze, 1477-80), we find the following :
—

" Anno 1478, die octava Sept. Andreas quondam Gabriellis Vichi, popvili S.

Petri in Selva de Castigha, pro se atqvxe suis horedibus dedit, vendidit, Paulo Jacobi
Pieri vecturali, populi sancti felicis in platea ementi pro se atque suis heredibus,
unam domum cimi palchis saliis, cameris, et horto, puteo, trogolo, &c., positam
Florentie in populo S. Petri in Gattolino, cum a primo via, &c., pro pretio et nomine

pretii florenor. aui'i centvun c^uinquaginta novem et medium luiius floreni
"
(favoured

by Gaetano Milanesi).
3 Arch, di Firenze, Portate al Catasto del 1480-1. Quart, di S. Spirito, Gonfal^.

Ferza 451.
"
Pagliolo d'Jachopo di Piero, abita in detto quartiere e gonfalone. Non a

avuta pih gravezza, ma perche a comperato beni per5 la do guesta iscritta.

atteso andare co i muli. Sustanze. Una casa per mio abitare posta nel popolo
di S. Piero Ghattolini chon sua vochaboli e chonfini, che da prima \ia ^ Nichol6 di

Gherardo Moiaio, 2o. beni di S. Jacopo champo chorbolini, la quale comperai da
30G
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arose, what was to be done with the boys, particularly as Pagholo at

the time was of an age above threescore. Benedetto da Maiano, the

sculptor, who was consulted on this point, suggested that little Bacchio,

for so the name was shortened, should be bound to Cosimo Rosselh.^

The suggestion was favourably received, and the child entered on his

duties in 1484.

Rosselli's occupation chiefly took him then to the convent of

S. Ambrogio at Florence
;
and his assistant was the absent and eccentric

Piero di Cosimo. Without being the best of Florentine artists, his

known integrity and respectability insured to him considerable practice ;

and his school afforded the same advantages to beginners as that of a

greater man. To grind colours, sweep the workshop, and run errands

was the course which Baccio, like others, was obHged by custom to follow.

Baccio's honesty soon won him the full confidence of his superior,

and he was often the hnk of communication between Cosimo and the

nuns of S. Ambrogio, from whom he received the pay of his master.^

Nor is it unHkely that early familiarity mth convents and the solemn

silence of churches was of influence in preparing his timid mind ^ for the

retirement into wliich he subsequently withdrew. Wliilst his comrade,

Amadio (read Andrea) de Ghabriello di Vicho per pregio di fiorini cento cinquanta
nove larghj cioe fior. 159 larghi, carta per mano di Ser Jachopo di Bartolonimeo di

Giovanni Camerotti. XJno pezzo di terra vignata di staione 4 in circlia, posta nel

popolo di Santo Martino a Brozzi, coe S. Maria a Brozzi luogo detto Pratovecchio,
chon sua vochaboli e confini, che da prinio el piovano di Brozzi ; 2° rede di Piero

Francesco di Verzaia ; 3° le monache di S. Domenico ; 4" el priore di S. Pagholo
di Firenze, la quale chonperai da Domenico di Piero di Benedetto da Brozzi per
pregio di fiorini diciotto larghi, cio5 fior. 18 larghi ; carta per mano di Ser Jacopo
di Bartolommeo di Giovanni Chamerotti. Rende Tanno in parte vino barili 6.

Dua Mule disutili e vecchi di valuta di fior. 10.

Bocche. Pagholo sopra detto d'eta d'ann. 62.

Monna Andrea mia donna d'eta d'anni 34.

Bartolommeo mio figliuolo d'ot^ d'anni sei.

Piero iTiio figliuolo d'eta d'anni 3.

Domenico mio figliuolo d'eta d'anni 2.

Michele mio figliuolo d'eta d'anni I."
^ Benedetto da Maiano died at Florence, aged fifty-five, in 1497, leaving three

sons and three daughters. Cosimo Rosselli was appointed administrator to his

property by the Magistrate de Pupilli. Amongst the property left behind by
Benedetto, we find the following list of books, interesting because it tells us what
literature artists usually consulted: the Bible, the Divina Commedia, the

"
Vangeli

e Fioretti
"

of S. Francis, Livy, the Chronicle of Florence, the Life of Alexander
"f Macedon, lives of the Fathers, Boccaccio, S. Antonino, the book of Vices and
Virtues, the '"Novellino

" and "
Libro de' Laudi "

(see Cesare Guasti's Report of
the Socieid Colombaria for 18G1, May 25, 18C>2, in Archiv. Stor., note 1, vol. xvi.,

part 1st, p. 92.
^ "

1484-5. A Chosimo dipintoi'e a di viiii di Febraio fior. mio largho d'oro

^

in oro ; port6 Bartolommeo che ata con esso lui." Archiv. di state di Firenze

(Corp. relig. soppress.). Mon. di S. Ambrogio. Entrata e uscita dal 1479 al 1485,

p. 167.
"

1485. \ Chosimo dipintore a di xvii di Magio fior. uno largho portb Barto-
lommeo di Pagholo del Fattorino." Ibid., p. 171.

' "
Artefice mansueto." Vasaei, vol. vii., p. 152.
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Mariotto Albertinelli, resorted to the Garden of the Medici, in which the

old sculptor Bertoldo preserved but scant disciphne, and where broken

noses and black eyes were to be had without the asking, Baccio sought
the more carefully guarded stillness of the Carmine,^ and preferred

Masaccio and Fihppino to classic bas-reliefs and statues. Yet his

amiable disposition did not repel the friendship of his school-fellows,

and we are assured that Baccio and Mariotto were "
one body and one

soul." 2 Wliatever, indeed, might have been their difference of humour
and of character, the two students were united to each other by com-

panionship, by a similar age, and by common pursuits. They had

before them the examples of Giotto, Orcagna, Masaccio, and Ghirlandaio

in the past ;
those of Michael Angelo and Leonardo in the present. With

those of Raphael they were soon to make acquaintance ;
and these

were incentives to progress too strong to fail of their effect. Baccio,

thanks to industry and heart, atta.ined to a grandeur nearly approaching
that of Buonarotti. He almost equalled Sanzio in decorous composition ;

Leonardo was his teacher as regards the technica of colour,^ and if he

was not absolutely on the level of any one of them, he was so close as

to be necessarily counted a great genius by their side.

The first misfortune which befell him was the loss of his brother

Domenico in 1486,^ an event melancholy in itself, but perhaps not

seriously felt by the elastic nerves of a child. A more serious blow was

the death of his father, wliich occurred in the following year, leaving
Baccio in charge to his mother, who was not destined long to survive.^

Under these altered conditions it is probable that the family circle

grew dearer to him, and that he frequented it with unwonted assiduity.

From that time also he, no doubt, became known as Baccio della Porta

from the vicinity of the maternal dwelling to the gate of S. Pier'

Ga,ttolino
;

^ and it was natural that he and Albertinelli should often

retire there together in the evenings after their work, and spend the

hours before sleep in eager and confidential converse.

The produce of their industry in Rosselh's shop was of such a kind,

that if it were to be found at all, it would be under Rosselli's name,
and display his impress or that of Piero di Cosimo.'' It would be

presuming even to base any theory as to Baccio's early style on the

1 Vasari, vol. iii., p. 162. ^ ibid., vol. vii., p. 180.
^ " Cominci5 a studiare con grande affezione le cose di Lionardo da Vinci, e in

poco tempo fece tal frutto e tal progresso nel coloi'ito, che s'acquist6 reputazione
e credito d'uno de' miglior giovani dell' arte." Vasabi, vol. vii., p. 150.

* See antea. s See antea.
• Vasari, vol. vii., p. 150.

^
We only allude to the Annunciation in the sacristy of S. Marco at Florence

(assigned to Baccio by Father Marchese, Mem., vol. ii., pp. 18-9) to say that it

appears done by a pupil of Ridolfo Ghirlandaio (but see postea,
" Michele di Ridolfo ").

Nor do we know anything of Baccio's portrait by himself in the collection of

the Signori Montecatini at Lucca (Lanzi, History of Painting, ubi sup., vol. i., p. 149).

Jj
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examination of the Madonna with Saints at S. Pietro al Terreno, to

which reference has been made. The feehng. character, landscape, and

handhng of the panel are indeed reminiscent of the manner which we
shall have occasion to acknowledge as that of Era Bartolommeo, but,

we have said, Piero di Cosimo might have painted it either under a

lucky momentary impulse which carried him forward with the art of

his time, or inspired by Era Bartolommeo himself.^

We cannot assume that Baccio and Mariotto were partners before

1490 in the house of Paolo del Eattorino.^ Both would then have passed
the term imposed upon them by their articles of apprenticesliip, and
Baccio would have sufficient means at his disposal to make him careless

of a journeyman's salary. Such, we believe, were the circumstances

under which the friends started in their profession. But at the very
outset the germs of a future separation might be discerned. Mariotto

attracted the attention of one of the Medici in the
" Garden

;

" ^ and
Baccio was soon to be struck by the reforming fury of Era Savonarola.

The youths were therefore taking opposite sides ^nthout being aware of

it. Eor the first time in Lent of 1495, the Dominica,n friar began to

preach openly in the Duomo in condemnation of the lasciviousness of

the Elorentines, and required the burning or destruction of immodest

figures. His eloquence secured him audiences as numerous as those

which of old listened to the public commentators on the Divina Corn-

media ;
^ and as he thundered anathema from his pulpit against the

profane spirit of the age, he roused the fervour and the sneers of the

multitude.

Whilst Baccio admitted the truth of the principles exposed by
Savonarola, Mariotto inveighed against the rehgious orders in general
and the Dominicans in particular.

^
But, in spite of this divergence,

they remained on good terms, even after Baccio had become the devoted
adherent of Savonarola. It was not, as some assert, the opinion of the

latter that a,rt should be forbidden altogether. On the contrary,
he thought that its exercise was a profitable occupation for monks

;

;and he was ambitious of introducing it as far as possible into his

I monastery for purposes of revenue. His persuasion induced miniaturists,

painters, and sculptors to join the Dominicans—Era Eilippo Lapaccini
;1492), Era Benedetto (1495), Era Eustachio (1496), Era Agostino di

Paolo, and Era Ambrogio della Robbia (1495) ;6 and he was wont to

^ Father Marchese, Mem., uhi svp., vol. ii., p. 18, qviotes Della Valle's
lotes as to a " tavola of 1493 by Porta "

in Castel Franco a S. Pietro al Terreno.

|Ie does not give the subject.
1

«
Vasari, vol. vii., pp. 150, 180. s

ibi^., vol. vii., p. 181.
*
Marchese, Mem., ubi sup., vol. i., p. 378 and following.

*
Vasari, vol. vii., p. 182.

* A Nativity in terra-cotta by Ambrogio is still in S. Spirito at Siena. See
he record in Marchese (vol. ii., pp. 206-7).

I
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say that, independence being better than mendicancy for an order claim-

ing to preach the truth, it was but foresight to lay the foundations of a

better financial condition.^ His own portrait was done in terra-cotta

perhaps by Ambrogio della Robbia, in 1496, and is now in the hands of

Signor Cristiano Banti at Florence
; a lifehke profile of the natural size,

giving the marked features and especially the hook nose and large

skinny mouth of the monk Avith startling reahty, shoA\ing him with the

air of a SAvooping eagle, though aged, and as if wearied by unceasing
strife. But before sitting for this magnificent plastic specimen,
Savonarola had already been taken in a similar attitude, though in a

more amiable and quiet mood, by Baccio.^ For many years this por-

trait was supposed to have perished. It had been sent in the first

instance to Ferrara, and then brought back to Florence by Filippo di

Averardo Salviati, who afterwards gave it to the Dominican nuns of

S. Vincenzo at Prato. The nuns kept it until the suppression of the

convent in 1810, and after many accidents it was purchased by Signor
Ermolao Rubieri, the present possessor .^ In this, the earhest extant

work of Baccio della Porta, the character and features of the Dominican

are reproduced with a fidelity which proves the perfect acquaintance of

the artist -with the friar. The readiness and decision, the consciousness

of power in the face, its bilious complexion, exactly embody what we
know by description to have been the aspect and temper of Savonarola.

What it reveals besides is Baccio's cleanness of contour, his able handling
of materials, and force of modelling, with a moderate impasto at one

painting ;
but above all, the methods of Cosimo Rosselli, in the low

key and the somewhat clouded transpa,rence of oil-colour. The significant

fine :

" hieronymi feriiariensis a deo missi prophets effigies
"

is

a motto on the panel expressive of Baccio's fanatical worship which it

became prudent to conceaJ in the days of Savonarola's trial.* When, in

after years, and in the retirement of Pian di Mugnone, Fra Bartolomraeo

again attempted to revive this effigy,^ he did so Avith a touch more

masterly and grand than that of liis youth, allegorically representing

Savonarola in the guise of Peter Martyr. But tlie gain in skill which he

then exliibited is compensated by loss of nature and resemblance.

^ Maechese, uhi sup., vol. i., p. 392.
'^ The age of Savonarola in Barn io's portrait is less than in the terra-cotta of 1490.
=> Vasaei, vol. vii., p. 153, and Annot. ibid. Signor Rubieri lives at Florence.

[Now in San Marco, Florence, Cell xiii.]
* The iiiscription has lately been recovered from under superposed painting.

See 11 Bitratto di Fra Girolamo (Florence, 1855), pamphlet of fifteen pages, by
E. Rubieri, p. 9. The genuine portrait by C4iovanm delle Corniole at the Uffizi-

done after Savonarola's death, is inscribed :

" hieronymus fereaeiensis okd.

PEED. PEOPHETA VIE(GO) ET MAETYE."
* Now [No. 172] in the Academy of Florence (round, wood, oil), originally in

Pian di' Mxignone. The flesh in parts is a little dirty, but there is a marvellous

delicacy in it. The drawing is grandiose, the forms given \nth extraordinary
skill. The handling in oil recalls Sebastian del Piombo.
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The greatness of Baccio della Porta, however, is not to be sought in

portraits, any number of which would fail to reveal the expansion of

his talents as a composer, a draughtsman, or a colourist. Unfortunately,
we are Anthout examples of any other kind until 1498, the date of his

Last Judgment in the Gallery of S. Maria Nuova at Florence.^ But
the void may to some extent be filled by his dra\nngs, many of which,

including a portion of those made with a view to use in the fresco we
have named, are in the Uffizi, They are all done carefully Anth a fine

pen, ^\^th a seeldng after grace in the movements recalhng Fihpj)ino,
but with a successful grasp of the various phases of life in motion. His

drapery, whether in flight or simply falling, is full yet very nobly cast,

at rare intervals festooned, but never betraying forgetfulness of the

under forms. The heads, of elliptic shape, rest on shght long necks, a

reminiscence (A^-ith the casual festooning in cloth) of RosseUi. The

tendency to analyse in Baccio goes hand in hand with the effort to give
art at last its most dignified reality, and there he goes shoulder to

shoulder with Leonardo and Buonarotti.^ If in Cosimo's ateher, this

grand aim was less represented than in that of Ghirlandaio and

Verrocchio, Michael Angelo and Da Vinci were not the less revered there.

The latter especially was looked up to even by the saturnine disposition
of Piero di Cosimo

;
and Baccio was obviously induced to share that

reverence, and study, as Vasari says,
"
the tilings of Leonardo." ^ \Vliat

those things were, it is of httle moment to inquire. Enough that Baccio

obtained from them something which stuck to him ever after, intro-

ducing him to the most abstruse maxims of composition, lending high-
bred gentleman in air and attitudes to his impersonations, teaching him
the modern system of colouring of which Da Vinci had improved the

technical use.

We look almost vainly into the darkness of history to ascertain

whether Leonardo might not have been personally instrumental in

directing the yearning diligence of Baccio. Historians generally have
assumed that Da Vinci entered the service of the Duke of Milan in 1483

;

and that he revisited Florence in 1500 only. But many passages in

Vasari are opposed to that assumption, leading us, on the contrary, to

believe that Leonardo and Baccio might have been in contact with each
other in that interval. After a second exile of the Medici, in 1494,

Savonarola projected a new form of government for the repubhc, ad-

\ocating a council of one thousand citizens, from which the supreme

I

^ Vasam, vol. vii., pp. 152-3-5, and Annot. ibi, where the records of payments
Ito Baccio are given. Albertini, Mem., p. 13.

_

^ The di'awing of the Eternal by Fra Bartolomraeo, for an altarpiece at Lucca
n.^09), was, if we are not mistaken, some time under the name of Leonardo at tlie
i tizi.

'
* Vasari, vol. vii., p. 150.

1 HI. 2 c

I
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magistrates were to be elected by lot. No hall in Florence at the time

Avas capable of containing so many. Savonarola, therefore, consulted

Leonarda da Vinci, IMichael Angelo, Giuhano da S. Gallo, Baccio

d'Agnolo, and Cronaca as to the means of building one
;
and those

artists agreed to a plan which was placed in Cronaca's hands for exe-

tion about the middle of July 1495.i We cannot, therefore, exclude

the probabihty of an acquaintance between Delia Porta and Da Vinci in

that year. Both Mere unaware that their services would be required

later for the decoration of the new saloon
;
that the first would be asked

to furnish an altarpiece which he should begin and leave unfinished
;

that the second would be required to paint its walls, and should only

draw the cartoon.

But for Savonarola, we should perhaps enjoy more of Delia Porta's

earher studies. The friar had said that nudities were indecent ;
and

many of his adherents cast the contents of their portfolios into the fire

during the carnivals of 1497 and 1498. But the fu-st to obey this in--

junction was Baccio.^ He had become a personal friend of Savonarola ;

and when the fatal day arrived in which the convent of S. Marco was

stormed (May 23, 1498), he was one of the besieged, and reahsed to his

dismay the dangers of an armed conflict, and the prospect of a violent

death. He is said to have made a vow that if he survived, he would

join the Dominicans.^ Yet, shortly after the execution of Savonarola,

he accepted from Gerozzo Dini an order for the Last Judgment in the

cloister-cemetery of Sta. Maria Nuova at Florence, and he worked

assiduously to finish it until October 1499.^ But then it is supposed
that his conscience smote liim for neglecting the promise he had made
to heaven, and he began to think of setthng his temporal affairs

preparatory to withdrawal from the world. ^

All that we see incompletely in the dra^^ings of Baccio looks down

upon us with increased force from the Last Judgment of S. Maria Nuova.

Within the compass of a few feet the culmination of efforts made at

Florence during upwards of two centuries may be seen
;

the sohtary
link between the successive performances of bygone times under Giotto,

Orcagna, Masaccio, Fra Fihppo, and Domenico Ghirlandaio, and those

of the sixteenth century.^ The Last Judgment, with its Leonardesque

impress, illustrates not only the rise of Delia Porta, but also the new

phase inaugurated by Leonardo and Michael Angelo, affording a ghmpse

^
Vasari, Lives of Cronaca, of Leonardo, and Baccio d'Agnolo, vol. vii., p. 31 ;

vol. viii., p. 123 ; and vol. ix., p. 224.
2
Vasari, vol vii., p. 153. ^

ibj^., p. 154.
* See antea. ^ Vasari, vol. vii., p. 155.
® It is the sole link between the old masters and Raphael. If it were missing,

we should say that Sanzio and not Delia "Porta continued the great art of Giotto
and Ghirlandaio. Raphael did notliing as important as the Last Judgment of

S. Maria Nuova till he undertook the fresco of S. Severo at Perugia.
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at an obscure interval in the history of Da Vinci himself. Comparing it

with RosselH's Miracle of the Chalice at S. Ambrogio, we measure the

distance which separates Baccio from his master, and notice the trans-

formation which he underwent without altogether losing the bias of

his first education. We see Delia Porta the worthy heir of the great

Florentines, the follower of Ghirlandaio, Masaccio, and Leonardo in

their grandest quaUties.

The subject of the Last Judgment is not the oldest that was ac-

cepted by Christian painters ;
but we have seen it pass through the

hands of the Byzantines of S. Angelo in Formis at Capua, of the Sienese

at the Campo Santo of Pisa
; Giotto, Orcagna, and Angehco. Delia

Porta renovated the old theme by a scientific distribution which owes
much of its final development to Da Vinci, and is called modern art

since it was raised to subUmity in the Parnassus of Raphael, The space

may be dissected into blocks of various shapes, ovals, triangles, polygons,
and arcs. The result of their combination is an unity without interrup-
tions of lines, the principal element being the Greek Cross. Above sits

Christ in power and majesty, ^vith charming cherubs about His glory, one

peeping from behind His drapery ;
beneath Him, the seraph -wdth the

symbols of the Passion and Redemption, and on the foreground
S. Michael, the executioner of doom, dividing the ^^icked from the blest.

! As a make-weight to these, the Apostles are seated on clouds in a fine

perspective row at each side of the Messiah. The system of poise and

j

counterpoise is carried out in the minutest particular ;
and with such

'

success that the science in the conjunction of the parts is hidden by the
'

harmony of the whole. A new perfection is given to form, a greater
freedom and nobleness to action, a more striking individuality to faces

I

nearer than of old to the standard of mascuhne beauty, a more select

I
detail to extremities. Passion is rendered wdth simpUcity and measure

;

} elevation, in the mien and regular face of the Redeemer, whose gentle-

i

ness reminds one of Da Vinci
;
in the air and converse of the Apostles,

[

in the gestures of the elect and of the condemned. In the boy-angels

I

the innocence of childhood accompanies their flight and gambols,
I whilst those who sound the trumpets of the Judgment have a

sprightUness almost carried to excess Avhen one considers the

ilemnity of their office. A broad cast of drapery correctly defining
and seeking the shape, and cleverly folded about the feet, is also a dis-

tinguishing feature. The general laws of perspective and foreshortening
are very fairly appHed, and judiciously combined with those of geometric
division. But the study of Leonardo by Delia Porta is still more con-

spicuous in the sky and glory ,i the vapour of which is created by an
infinite diversity in gradations of tints—the forms of the clouds con-

* And this in spite of the damage caused by time and other causes.
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trihuting to t}ie general effect by contrasts of colour as well as by variety

of outline. But in the figures also the colour is warm, powerful, and

weW fused, and if occasionally sharp in the juxtaposition of lights and

shadows in flesh, or of tones in drapery, the cause may be found in

difficulties attending fresco, which Delia Porta only overcame later,

and M'hicli Andrea del Sarto alone finally conquered.
The wall painting of S. Maria Nuova is the masterpiece of a man

who almost succeeds in combining all the excellence of his predecessors

and contemporaries.^ Through the influence of Leonardo chiefly, he

raised the level of Italian art a step liigher than it was before
;
and left

nothing but the very last polish to be given by Raphael. With Michael

Angelo this combination had a shghter connection, Buonarotti having
more obviously favoured the style of the vehement Signorelli. But

Fra Bartolommeo drew the great Florentine into the compass of his view

in a subsequent period of liis career, and derived sometliing from him

for the enlargement of his manner.

In thus attributing to Delia Poita a rare merit, we do not forget

that the fresco of the Last Judgment was completed by Mariotto. But

it is as certain as anything can M'ell be, that Albertinelli had no harder

task to perform than to fill up the lower outUnes left unfinished by his

partner, and add the portraits of the donors, Gerozzo Dini and liis v\'ife.2

We regret only that the ruin of the latter should prevent a direct com-

parison bet^\een the two men, and that the portion left undone by
Baccio should have been most seriously damaged by time and want of

proper care.^

The resolution of Baccio della Porta to enter the Dominican Order

^ "In questo genere,'" says Vasari very truly,
'^ si puo fare poco piic'^ (Vasaki,

vol. \^., p. 155).
2 Ibid.
2 Tho fresco is twelve feet square, arched semi-circularly at the top. There

are many parts scaled, ex. gr. the shoulder of the Apostle, on the extreme left, a

piece of the Virgin's veil, the lower edge of the Redeemer's mantle, the right
shoulder of the friar looking down to tlie right of the Saviour, justly described

by Father Marchese as the portrait of AngeUco (it is that engraved by Vasari ;

and therefore the historian's memory failed him when he spoke of Fra Giovanni
as bemg below amongst the

"
beati," vol. vii., p. 155) ; the arm of a figure left

from the Archangel ; the torso of the latter ; the head of the nude tearing his

face ; that of a man sitting in the right foreground, and generally the whole of

the lower border of the picture. Other portions are rubbed and discoloured ; the

portraits of Dini and his wife are lost. The fresco has been sawn from the wall

and placed in the court, near the hospital ; a grea.t want of foresight, because
the damp now rises into the lime from the ground. The roofing, erected since the

transfer, is an insufficient protection, especiallj^ in winter, when the room . was

frecjuently vised as a greenhouse. The fresco is decaying every day ; and the

intonaco of the figure with the book, left, is bulging and will soon drop. We
advocate change to another locaUty, a speedy gathering together of the drawings
used for its execution, and a series of photographs of the remains. Finally, the

whole should be copied by an able and competent hand, well versed in the history
and t chnica of the old schools, such as Raffaelle Bonaiuti, who deserves the thanks
and esteem of ourselves and all lovers of art.

I
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may have been hastened by domestic bereavements. It is not unlikely
that the loss of his youngest brother Michele and of his mother Andrea

placed him in a melancholy frame of mind favourable to suggestions
of monastic retirement. The only surviving member of the family at

Florence was his brother Piero, wliose lot he proposed to benefit by
surrendering the \Ahole of the paternal succession. One moment's hesi-

tation might have been caused by the question who was to be trusted

with the guardianship of Piero. That, however, wa3 soon decided by
Santi Pagnini, the Dominican, wlio expressed his mllingness to act in

this capacity ;
and the last scruples of the painter bei)ig thus removed,

he took the first vows in S. Domenico of Prato on the 26th of July 1500,
and after a year's probation, professed under the name of Fra Barto-

lommeo.i He never got further than to deacon's orders, nor was it

intended perhaps that he should do so.^ For some time he was allowed

to lead a contemplative and inactive life
;

but in his cell of S. Marco
at Florence the busy hum of the external world did not fail to reach

him. Mariotto, Miiose grief at his voluntary seclusion was evidently

sincere, occasionally came, and no doubt retailed the gossip of artistic

circles. The Frate was thus made acquainted with the tremendous

competition of Michael Angelo and Da Vinci, and was informed of the

coming of Raphael. His own fame had not been buried under the

frock, and we conceive it possible that Sanzio, finding Buonarotti and
Leonardo too much engaged or too high in station to busy themselves

about the fortune of a youth, sought out the monk in his solitude and
courted his friendship. His inclination for Fra Bartolommeo would be

great in proportion to liis admiration for such a grand production as

the Last Judgment of S. Maria Nuova, a fresco embodying all the

principles of high art which Raphael had as yet to master
;
and the

friar's partiality for Da Vinci's system of composition and method of

I

colouring would act as an incentive in Raphael to make them his own.

I

But in Fra Bartolommeo himself, the thoughts of an altered con-

i dition, the remembrance of Savonarola, and the duties of religion neces-

jsarily had a tendency to chasten and to soften his spirit. It was no

'longer open to him to follow impulses natural to a la,y artist. Nor did

he feel any desire apparently to issue from a sort of di-eamy enjoyment
I

of his new life. But, if he did, he concealed the struggle and, casting

,

about for models, he might admire in Fra Giovanni, Avhose masterpieces

]

filled every cell in S. Marco, an excessive purity and fervour
;

in

[Perugino and in Raphael, a tenderness and calmness of meditation

lequally attractive because new and more witliin his reach than the

'intensely religious mysticism of Angelico. He tempered in this wise,

'
^I\RCHESE, Mem., uhi sup., vol. ii., p. 27-8 and 359; Vasari, vol. vii., p. 154.

*
[Makchese, ubi sup., Doc. is.., vol. ii., p. 369.

" Erat autem diaconus."
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as we shall see, the weight of his Florentine style with the gentleness

of the Umbrian, giving in exchange the science wliich he had learnt

either directly or indirectly from Leonardo. Perspective, we are told,

he learnt from Raphael. Perhaps he then received lessons in the abstruser

problems famihar to the ateliers of Verrocchio and Perugino ; but he

had already applied more general rules in the fresco of the Last Judgment
with the same success a^ Raphael himseK in the later Roman period.

How long Fra Bartolommeo pondered before he openly confessed a

wish to resume his old occupations, cannot be estabUshed with any

certainty.! He v/as troubled with qualms as to the prospects of his

brother, for whom he had to choose a guardian instead of Santi Pagnini,
elected in 1506 prior of Santo Spirito at Siena. He desired to see Piero

engaged in a business of some kind
;
and wanted him to learn painting.

But he felt disinchned to be himself the teacher, and preferred to vest i

that duty in Mariotto. He therefore signed a deed (January 1, 150G, n.s.), ,

by wiiich his brother became the ward of Albertinelh for a term of six i

years.2 He had scarcely taken this step, when he returned to his ow-n I

easel, wliilst Piero, too old to learn a profession, rendered all previous

foresight nugatory by entering the priesthood.^

From tha;t time, Fra Bartolommeo ceased to think of anything else
\

but the pencil, and was acknowledged as the head of the workshop

belonging to S. Marco. With the orders for pictures he had nothing to

do, still less with the remuneration, in which the entire community i

had an interest.'* Helping hands there were in sufficient numbers
;
and

so he laboured for the sake of a name, and for the profit of his brethren,

with one distinction only, that of dispensation from attendance in the

choir. ^
I

Amongst the early fruits of his new activity we may class a little i

treasure of the Uffizi Collection—the shutters of Donatello's relief trip-
'

tych of the Madonna, ordered according to Vasari by Piero del Pughese,
and considered a gem by the Duke Cosimo.^ Inside, the Nativity and

Circumcision
; outside, the Virgin and the Angel Annunciate, in mono-

chrome. Nothing more exquisite than this miniature had, as far as we

know', issued from the hands of Fra Bartolommeo. In the Nativity,

the Child is adored by the kneehng Virgin, whose two attendant angels i

stand in converse, S. Joseph to the right resting against a pack-saddle ; (

the scene, a landscape of minute touch and gay clear tones, after the

fasliion of the Ferrarese or Flemings, with shghtly leaved trees recalhng

^ Vasari says: "Four years spent in S. Marco "
(vol. vii., p. 157), ergo till

circa 1505.
2 The deed in full is in Mabchese, p. 357 and following.
•' See the genealogy, antea.
*
Razzi, in Marchese, Mem., vhi sup., vol. ii., p. 61. '' Ibid.

' " Non e possibile a olio poter far mej^lio." Vasari, vol. vii., p. 151. These
shutters are now [No. IIGI] at the Uffizi.
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those of Raphael's Florentine period. In the spacing and grouping,

wliich are well managed, the figures are connected with great judgment,

and impressed Math the necessary individuahty. The favourite elhpse

of Baccio is visible in the Virgin's head in conjunction with a tliin shape

and extremities ;
the form, in her as well as in the angels, reminiscent

of Rosselh, whilst the pretty, smihng Child has more the air of those

by Sanzio ;
S. Joseph of a mascuUne cast and broadly draped. The

Circumcision is the exact counterpart of the Nativity as to style and

execution ;
the Annunciation, a notable instance of the painter's feeling

for the elegance in angels which is to be found in the new art of Florence

at the rise of the sixteenth century. The colom-, softly fused and well

modelled, with good contrasts of Hght and shade, discloses a different

technical process from that of RosseUi, but the same comparative absence

of glazes and similar methods generally to those in the Vision of S.

Bernard at the Academy of Arts in Florence.^

The first glance at tliis composition, which was deHvered in the

spring of 1507, suggests a doubt as to whether it was ever finished, so

raw is the impasto.^ Prolonged examination shows that this appear-

ance is due to flaying and restoring. But, however ill-calculated its

present condition may be to please the eye, the distribution is such as

to retrieve in part even that deficiency, and to excite the highest admira-

tion
;

whilst the damage done to the surface lays bare the secrets of

Fra Bartolommeo's palette. They are evidently the same as those of Da
Vinci in the portraits at the Ambrosiana, the flesh being rubbed in and

modelled with broMH earth, and then brought up to a cheerful general

key of a fluid semi-transparence. After tliis, the half-tones and shadows

were scumbled to a bluish grey with more or less depth, according to

the darkness required, and the lights were touched on in a broad mass

over all, the whole being united at last by glazes of the thinnest texture,

which have now in a great measure disappeared. This was the system
of handling \\'liich owed its origin and progress to Da Vinci, who carried

it to perfection in the Mona Lisa
;

the system which Fra Bartolommeo

1 A Nativity (wood, oil) of small compass, No. 23, in the Rasponi Collection, at

Ravenna, stands under the name of Raphael. At first sight, one feels inclined

to ascribe it to a Ferrarese imitating Fra Bartolommeo. But on closer examina-

tion, and seeing that the landscapes of tlie triptych shutters at the Uffizi have

something of the same peculiarity, which is also remarkable in the Vision of S.

Bernard at the Academy [No. 97], one may class it amongst the works of Fra
Bartolommeo at the period we are now considering. [Now in the Collection of

Mx. Ludwig Mond ?]
«
[No. 97] Florence Academy of Arts (Vasari, vol. vii., p. 157). Tlie Vii-gin

appears on a cloud supported by cherubs, with boy angels and seraphs. She
holds the Infant in her arms ; and He gives the blessmg. S. B. laieels at a desk
in the middle of the foregromid, SS. Benedict and John EvangeUst behind him.

Left of the desk is a little arched pictm-e of the Crucifixion between two saints.

The blue mantle, fallmg from the Virgui's head, is renewed, as are the head and
mantle of the Benedict, the head and red cloak of the EvangeUst.
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improved as he grew older, and which Andrea del Sarto at last thoroughly

understood. It was the novel one which Vasari describes as having

surpassed that of Francia and Perugino, when practised by Leonardo,

Giorgione, the Fra, and Raphael.^ It is, however, but a variety of

Perugino's method of strata, with the inevitable rawness produced by
their overlapping, when thin glazes do not cover the edges ;

and with

casual opacity where repeated labour has been required to soften the

occasional abruptness of the superpositions. The same principles in

Credi and Piero di Cosimo only yielded less favourable fruits because

their talent was not of the highest class.

No picture more fully embodies the idea evolved in Fra Bartolorameo's

Vision of S. Bernard than that of Filippino Lippi, whose slender mould

of shape is preserved by the Dominican
;
but we recognise at once the

progress of art in the latter, by the superiority of his tact in conception
and distribution. The Apparition of the Virgin, wafted through the air

on the clouds, supported by cherubim, is imposing by the majesty of

its ensemhle as well as by the grace and elegance of its parts. There is

motion in the forms, in the drapery, in the rolling mist. The confidence

of love in the angel on whose shoulder the Virgin steps, as he guides

her foot with his hand, the playfulness of the peeping boy, are charm-

ing. Briskness and sprightHness in the attendant seraphs are perhaps
carried to excess, reminding one still of RosselH, But Raphael did not

compose better. The tj^es alone are not so pure and fresh as those of

Sanzio ;
for though Fra Bartolommeo tried to give them an aspect of

chasteness and supreme bounty, he did not thoroughly succeed, from

lack of that delicate fibre which discerns the very finest shades of senti-

ments, and also mainly because he was the follower of an analyst who

sought the ideal scientifically and irrespective of impulse, and could not

with all his subtlety produce AA'hat in Raphael is the result of feeling,

witliout mental effort.

Opposite to the Virgin, but looking up from his book as she appears
in the sky, and accompanied by S. Benedict and S. John the Evangelist,
kneels the ascetic S. Bernard in ecstasy, nobly surprised, and well set off

by a long train of drapery. A summer twilight of evening is on a gay
and smiling landscape receding from liill to hill, enhvened with horse-

men near a city, and closing on the horizon.

In tliis, as well as in the arrangement and execution of the picture

generally, Fra Bartolommeo was not indebted to Leonardo only, but

pei-haps also to Perugino whose meditative tenderness and gifts as a

colourist were calculated to alter the mascuhne and soHd nature of the

monk's art, at a moment when convent discipline, the solemn spirit of

rehgion, and past example might tend to soften his character. It was

^ Vasaki, vol. vii., pp. 6-7.
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the more easy for liim to surrender liimself to such influences if Raphael
stood by to give them weight ;

and we can fancy the style of the Era

being impressed in this way by creations hke Vannucci's Pieta of S. Chiara.

But if, in the Vision of S. Bernard, Era Bartolommeo reveals this

inward struggle, another masterpiece of the same period also shows hoAV

successfully he could instil into his work the reUgious pathos, if not the

absolute purity, of Era Giovanni. In a lunette above the door leading
into the refectory of S. Marco, he represented the Meeting of Clu'ist and
the Apostles at Emmaus

; and, courting direct comparison Avith Angelico,
he gained unusual sweetness and dignified repose. Refining upon the

theory of colour applied in the Last Judgment of S. Maria Nuova, he
obtained a richness of tone in fresco reproducing nature in its best and
most favoured appearance ;

a form with scarce a blemish, features both
select and breatliing, movements elastic and ready, and drapery of the
finest cast.i

In the meantime, Bernardo del Bianco, who had ordered the Vision
of S. Bernard for the Badia of Elorence, began hagghng about its price.
Era Bartolommeo declared it to be Avorth 200 ducats. Bernardo offered

eighty. Hence great excitement in the Dominican community. Both

parties agreed to accept the arbitration of the abbot of the Badia, who
withdrew from his office, because he could not bring Bernardo to terms.

Mariotto Albertinelli, Lorenzo di Credi, and others tried in vain to

moderate between the angry disputants, and a suggestion was made at

last that the question should be deferred to the Guild of the
"
Speziah."

But the Dominicans objected to submit their grievances to a lay tribunal,
and only consented after some delay to accept Erancesco Magalotti,
Bernardo's relative, as umpire. By his mediation the price was fixed

.at 100 ducats
;
and a very protracted quarrel M'as thus brought to an

end on the 17th of June 1507.^

j

The annals of S. Marco at this time contain evidence of a close con-

nection and a constant intercourse betA\'een the Dominicans of Elorence
and those of Venice.^ Erequent journeys were undertaken by members
3f the Elorence community to the convents of the sister republic, and
Fra Bartolommeo took advantage of one of these opportunities to visit

Venice in the spring of 1508. Eaihng health might urge him to take

^ Much freshness has been taken frbm the wall painting, which is also ill-lighted.
?omo fragments of lime have dropped from the hair of the Sa\'iour and the forehead

the central saint. The ground also is injured. As it was a tradition at S. Marco,
opeated by Vasari, vol. ii., p. 1G9, that one of the saints was a likeness of Fra
Piccolo della Magna, and it is proved that this Dominican was prior of the convent
a 1500-7, leaving Florence in the latter year for Rome, the date of the piece is

pproximatively deduced. [Now in Cell No. XII. This fresco was painted for
he Hospice of the convent in the Mugnone Valley.]

* The record, with full particulars of this arbitration, is m Marchese, vol. ii.,

p. 360-3.
' Ex. gr. in the record just quoted.
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this trip ;
a desire for change of air and scene, or a \vish to study the

masterpieces of a school justly celebrated tlu'oughout Italy. He might
have heard from Baccio di Montelupo, an exile since the persecution of

Savonarola, how marvellously proficient the Venetians had beeome as

colourists ;
or the monks who travelled occasionally between the two

places had discoursed to him of the wealth and splendour of the city

of canals. It w^as perhaps his intention, and that of the syndic who

accompanied liim, to engage a journeyman for the atelier at S. Marco.

Wlien the Frate found himself at Venice, in April 1508, he was met by
Baccio di Montelupo, guided by whose experience he saw the rarest

sights, and admired the works that filled the palaces and churches.

Yet such was the knowTi pre-eminence of the Florentines as painters,

even on the Adriatic, that when Fra Bartolommeo came to the monastery
of S. Pietro Martire at Murano, he was asked by the vicar Bartolommeo

Dalzano to give him for a reasonable price a specimen of liis skiU, and

he was obliged to promise a canvas of the value of 70 to 100 ducats.^

But his time was so amply filled by occupations of various kinds during
his stay, that he postponed the execution till he returned to Florence,

bringing with him an advance of 28 ducats in money and colours, and a

prospect of payment for the remainder out of a sum to be raised by
the sale of MS. letters from S. Catherine of Siena held by a, friend of

Father Dalzano in Tuscany.
Fra Bartolommeo's first care on resuming his duties in S. Marco was

to reorganise the atelier and introduce new elements into it. However

unwdUing the Dominicans might be to acknowledge that their oa\ti order

was unable to provide the necessary assistance, they tacitly admitted

it by allowing the Frate to take Mariotto AlbertinelH into partnership.
There was notliing new in the employment of a layman in a monastic

workshop ;
for Benozzo Gozzoli had been helpmate to Angelico, but

there is no other instance of an association like that into which Alberti-

nelH entered with the convent of S. Marco. It seems to have been

agreed that the syndic should provide for all current expenses, and that

the net profits should be divided with Mariotto.^ We shall presently
see that a subdivision of interests also existed. Some pictures were

finished in the essential parts by Fra Bartolommeo, others were more

exclusively Mariotto's, others again were the fruit of their labour with

additional aid
;
and there was a monogram to distinguish all but the

paintings of the fkst class.

^ In the record of this transaction between the convents of S. Pietro at Venice
and S. Marco at Florence (in Makchese, vol. ii., pp. 52 and 303) the facts in the

text are authenticated.
* The partnership commenced in 1509, the inventory of the division of profits,

in 1512, stating that the association had lasted about three years. See the inven-

tory in Marcuese, vol. ii., p. l-l-l.
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The commission which first occupied Fra Bartolommeo after the

reorganisation was that which he had accepted from Father Dalzaho
;

the subject of which is simply the Eternal in heaven, attended by cherubs

and seraphs, and worshipped from below by S. Mary Magdalen and

S. Catherine of Siena. In this most admirable production for feehng ,

as well as form, a special attractiveness is created by colouring redolent

of Venetian richness and briUiancy, and by atmosphere successfully

attained in gradations of landscape tints, and by chiaroscuro after the

method of Da Vinci in the Mona Lisa, or of Raphael in the portrait of

Leo X.^ Without being free from occasional rawness in the flesh, the

picture exliibits increased knowledge of the use and value of glazes in

the figures and distance. The saints almost touch the ground ;
but the

sense of their elevation above the rank of mortals is conveyed by their

kneeling on hght clouds rolling above the ground on cherubs' heads.

The Magdalen, with eyes cast down, has the beauty of the penitent.
The S. Catherine is more austerely elegant, and shows supreme longing
in her upward gaze ;

but there is less distinction in the shape and air of

the Eternal in benediction
;
and the angels about HQm, with their crowns,

garlands of flowers, and strings of pearls, if select in form and true in

movement, are a little hard in colour, from which we gather that

Mariotto had a share in carrying out the arched glory.

Advice having been sent to Venice that the canvas wa^ ready for

delivery, the monks of S. Pietro waited some time before they rephed.

They despatched two friars to negotiate, who left Florence \nthout

coming to terms
;
and they paid no attention to a protest issued by the

convent of S. Marco in January 151L In the end, Fra Bartolommeo

remained in possession of the piece at the dissolution of liis partnership
with Albertinelli, and is supposed to have presented it to the prior Santi

Pagnini.2 It now hangs on an altar to the left of the portal in S. Romano
of Lucca, vying with a Madonna of the same year and by the same hand
in a neighbouring church.^

In the chapel of the sanctuary at S. Martino of Lucca, an old and

time-honoured subject is invested -with new interest. Two angels suspend
the crown and veil above the Virgin's head, their frame and \^'ings

detached -Nnth delicate shades of tint from the lighter tone of the sky.

^ " Ne meno di cestui (Giorgione), diede alle sue pitture forza, rilievo, dolcezza

e grazia ne' colori, Fra Bartolommeo di S. Marco." Vasari, vol. \-ii., p. 7.

* Marohese, uhi sup., vol. ii., pp. 52, 246, and 3(53. See also Vasabi, vol. vii.,

I
p. 165. The following maj' be read on the left side of the foregrovind :

" orate
P. PiCTORE 1509." The dra^ving for the Eternal, an exquisite thing, is in the Uffizi,

under the name of Leonardo.
* Vasari, vol. vdi., p. 164. The picture (in oil, on wood) is signed on the step

occupied by the angel :

"
1509. fris barthol. florentini opus 1509 ori^. pbe-

DiCATOR." The figures are under Ufo-size. [The Eternal, worshipped by two
Saints, is in the Museo, Lucca; the Madonna and Saints, in the Duomo.]
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The Virgin herself A^ears the mantle about her head and holds the Infant

on *her knee, a lovely httle being full of fresh life, joyfuUy looking out

as the angel on the step, with upturned glance, feeds His ear with the

harmony of a little viol. By the two piUars which confine the space,

, S. John the Baptist and S. Stephen are relieved in light on the dark-

ness of the ground ;

—a noble picture this, full of gentle elegance,

Leonardesque in science and in execution, and graced Avith the prettiest

finesses of the brush, bathed in a ^\'arm and airy vapour, and firm of

outline and touch. ^

We see in this and in the canvas of S. Romano with what cheerful

activity Fra Bartolommeo had taken to work in company with liis old

friend Mariotto. But the fertility of the year 1509 was not exhausted

here. It probably yielded two more examples, the Virgin and Child

between four Saints in S. Marco at Florence, so grand in its day as to

have been taken by Pietro da Cortona for a Raphael ,2 and the small

Virgin, Cliildren, and S. Joseph, now belonging to Earl Cowper at

Panshanger.
Such a gem as this Holy Family is alone worthy of a pilgrimage,

representing at once the skill of the Frate, Leonardo's maxims of com-

position and moulds of face, and Raphael's feeling. The eye is fixed at

once on the prominent brightness of the flesh in the Virgin and Christ.

The fines are most skilfuUy concentrated into a pyi'amid, and aSectionate

fondness beams in the features and expression of the mother in whose

eye a smile of delight is lurking. S. Joseph smiles outright, and is also

reminiscent of Da Vinci. The Infant Christ, in thought, all but fives

and breathes. He takes the Cross from the fittle Baptist, whose action

is somewhat hard and strained. One can fancy Fra Bartolommeo sitting

before this panel, playing like a master \A'ith the innovations in the

technica of his art. One perceives how he rubbed in the shadows and

mezzotints, and added the different strata of colour over each other

like sheets of tinted crystal, a cool spot in the light here and there

tempering its monotone, a dark one varying that of the shadow, the

brightest parts of sofid impasto and of a \A'arm yellow, the darker ones

of a greenish grey, and so usually transparent that the draA\'ing appears

beneath, except in places Avhere a dab or a scumble with the fuiger

strengthens the texture. When the first preparation required no

alteration, it was left untouched, because, though such bits might
look a little raw on close examination, they kept their harmony' at

a distance of a few paces. Finish was obtained at last by subtle

^ [Now in the Duomo, Lucca.]
' Vasari, vol. vii., p. 160 ; Makchese, vol. ii., pp. 76 and 367 (wood, oil, figures

life-size). The colour blackened by time and injured by restoring. The character

of the whole is Raphaelesque in its gentloness. The picture was given by the

monks, in 1534, to Giovanni Maria Benintendi for his chapel in S. Marco.
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glazings, the subsequent abrasion of which may account for occasional

coldness.

Although Era Bartolommeo and Mariotto were associates when this

Holy Family was done, its completion was due almost entirely to the

former, and fell to his share on the division of profits in 151 2.i The

purchaser was probably Filippo di Averardo Salviati, one of whose
relations afterwards placed the following memorandum on the back of

the panel :

"
D. fra bartol° di s. marco oggi di° . . . ant° salviati."

During 1510 the labours of Fra Bartolommeo were neither less im-

portant nor less numerous than those of the previous year. His time
wa3 chiefly spent on an order from Giuliaao da GagHano, from whom
large advance:! were received in November

;

2 but the most honourable
commission confided to him was that of the altarpiece, once under-

taken and never begun by Filippino Lippi, for the hall of the Great Council

of riorence.3 Yet we must suppose that some difficulties arose as to

price, because, after the figures had been sketched, the panel was put
aside and left for future consideration.

In 1511, the last touches had been given to a small round of the

Nativity, a Christ carrying His Cross, a Virgin Annunciate, sold to the

Gonfaloniere of Florence, a subject sent to the Carthusians of Pavia,

another sold to an English dealer, and a Marriage of S. Catherine
;

of all which only one is extant.^ According to Vasari the Marriage of

S. Catherine was exliibited for several months in S. Marco, and was
after\Aards forwarded to the King of France.^ The real facts are these.

In 1512, Jacques Hurault, Bishop of Autun, was envoy of Louis XII.

^ If the hand of Mariotto be sought in any part, it might be found in the land-

scape to the right, where the Flight into Egypt is depicted, the treatment and local
tone being like those in Albertinelli's Virgin and Saints at the Louvre. The parts
where Fra Bartolommeo allows the ground to appear are in the Virgin's tunic,
in the flesh shadows of the hands of the Virgin and Baptist, and in the veil on the

right leg of the latter. The panel is 3 feet 5 by 4 feet 3 inches. It is recorded,
if we rightly judge of the matter, in the memorandum of division between Mariotto
and the Fra (Makchese, vol. ii., p. 144), but see also Vasari, vol. vii., p. 151.

" Marchese, vol. ii., pp. 69 and 144. The picture not to be found at present.
The last payment was in January 1512.

^
1510, November 26tli. Locatio tabule Consilii Maioi'is. Item dicti domini

. . deliberaverunt, &c., quod Tabula altaris sale3 magne3 Con,silii Majoris que
fuerat in vita olim FiUppi fratris Filippi pictoris (see vol. ii.,

"
Filippino," and Vasari,

vol. ix., note to p. 224) eidem Filippo ad ipsam depingendam locata quo propte
pubsequentem mortem depingi per eum non potuit ; detur et locetiu" ad ipsain
depingendam et faciendam fratri Bartholomeo pictori qui est in conventu ot

Ecclesia Sancti marci de florentia ord. pred. S. Dom', eo modo et forma et cuui
eisdem conditionibus et pactis et mercede cum qua, que et quibvis et prout ipsa
fuerat per prius locata dicto Filippo fratris Filippi. Arch, di Firenze. Protocollo

[

delle Deliberazione de' Signori e CoUegi dal 1508 al 1511. Bimestre di Nov. e
Dec. 1510 (13 pages).

* See the memoranda MS. of the Syndic of S. Marco, and the deed of division
I drawn up by Mariotto, in Marchese, ubi sup., vol. ii., pp. 66 and following, 144,
' and 365.

'
Vasari, vol. vii., p. 158.

t
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at Florence. The Florentine government, desirous of securing his favour,

found an ingenious mode of doing so by the gift of Fra Bartolommeo's

picture A\hich A\as bought from S. Marco for 300 ducats. Hurault took

the present with him, and left it to the cathedral of his diocese at Autun,
from whence it passed at the revolution to the Louvre. The Friar's

signature and tlie date of 1511 are on tlie Virgin's throne.^

With this masterpiece we enter upon a new phase in Fra Bai'to-

lommeo's career
;
and we find him partly resign the tender, the kindly,

and the meditative for a broader style more natural to his spirit and

education.

The background is a semidome with advancing pillars and a bold

cornice, in the centre of which the Virgin sits on a pedestal and rests

her feet on a stool. Her right hand is on the head of Christ, Avho stands

at her knee with one leg on the stool, and, as He turns, giving tlie ring

to the kneeling S. Catherine of Siena. This charming idea, rendered

with Leonardesque elegance of Unes, conveys a sense of great affection

and veneration towards Christ on the part of His mother
;
not so much,

however, by chosen type as by movements the softness of which emulates

those of Raphael's Bella Giardiniera at the Louatc. The difference

between Fra Bartolommeo and Sanzio now is, that the Friar applies the

most rigid rales of Da Vinci
;

whilst his friend has more sentiment and

more colour. The saints in the presence have already a sternness of

mien, a gravity of deportment, and a grandeur in the fall of their drapery
which illustrate the expansion of the master's mind. The Child is no

longer of tender age. Foreshortenings, of which the beginnings are

noticeable in the flying angels of S. Romano at Lucca, become more

hardy and more life-like in the three boys who support the festoons

of the dais. Perspective generally is used with perfect correctness in

the figures which stand on their planes with extraordinary firmness.

The tone is of a bright gay key, calculated for a particular place in

S. Marco, though seen to little advantage in a gallery where one light

serves for all
;
but it is also probable that the final glazings have been

removed by cleaning.
The form which Fra Bartolommeo had thus given to a composition

of frequent recurrence in past years, so perfectly suited the taste of the

public tliat the atelier of S. Marco could not supply repetitions of it

with rapidity equal to the demand
;
nor did the subalterns of the shop

• The old frame bore the following lines :

" jacobo hubaldo heduorum
EPISCOPO LUDOVICI XII. FRANCORUM REGIS LEGATO FIDISSIMO SENATUS POPTJLUSQUE
FLORENTiNUS DONG DEDiT ANNO MDXii." On tlio tlirono are the vords : "orate
PRO mCTORE. MDXI. BARTHOLO.ME FLOREE. OR. PR.E." Wood, oil, No. G5 at the

Louvre (see Mundler, Essai d'une analyse, &c. (Paris, 1850), p. 87). A note of

the sale of the picture for 300 diicats to the Florentine government and of its gift
to Monsignor (.U Othon (Autim) is in the memoranda of the Syndic of S. Marco.
MS. ap. Marchese, tihi sup., vol. ii., pp. C6 and 144.

i
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treat it with anytliing like the vigour and success of their chief, as is

sho^^'n by the large example in the Academy of Arts at Florence.^

A more successful combination of the hand of Mariotto ^^'itll that of

the Fi-ate in 1511 is the Madonna between SS. Peter and Paul on the

altar of the Mastiani family at Sta. Caterina of Pisa
;
where we admire

the noble attitude of the Virgin holding the Child in benediction, as she

rests her foot on the broken pediment of a column, and the grandiose
air of the two saints standing in the full consciousness of solemn rever-

ence on the foreground.2 An inky tone pervading the surface is due to

injuries caused by a fire that broke out in the church in the seventeenth

century, but it is of interest to note upon the pedestal of the throne a

motto and a date headed b}^ a monogram repeated from a panel of 1510

assigned to Era Paolino in the Belvedere of Vienna—a monogram com-

posed of a cross and two rings, which is to be found on a panel bearing
the joint signatures of Ei-a Bartolommeo and Albertinelli at Geneva,^

and on works hereafter to be mentioned by Era Paolino or other

assistants in the monastery of S. Marco.

Incomparably the grandest of the creations by the friar in company
of Mariotto is that completed before the close of 1512 for S. Marco ^^-ith

a variation of the old theme, the INIarriage of S. Catherine of Siena.

Having been unaccountably given away to the bishop
"
of some diocese

"

\

in 1588, it now adorns the Pitti Collection, and bears the inscription :

j

"
1512, ORATE PRO PiCTORE

" ^ Fi'a Bartolommco ha\nng reached this

point in the treatment of his favourite subject, may be said to have

exhausted it, and set at defiance all future attempts at improvement.
, In composition, di'a\nng, and relief, it was beyond his omii power to

,
come nearer perfection. Great as the charm had been A\-ith which he

1

had invested the group of the Virgin and Child in the altarpiece of Bishop
i Hurault, he now infused new elements of beauty into it by increased

1 grace in the shape and air of the Virgin, and by contrasting the turn

i of her head and frame with that of the Infant. Then balancing the

1 positions of the kneehng Saint Catherine at the foot of the pedestal,

^ Florence Academy of Arts [No. 170]. Wood, oil, figvires life-size. Originally

I

in Santa Caterina of Florence. The execution is weak, the colours at one painting,

j

bricky and opaque, and the hand possibly that of Fra Paohno of Pistoia.

!

* The upper part of the panel is new, and most of its sm-face is repainted, except
'

portions of the Infant Christ and the feet of the standing saints. The figures are

I

life-size (in oil); and on the pedestal one reads:
" deposuit potentes de sede

ET EXALTAviT HUMiLES. 1511." Recoi'ds of payments for the picture to the Frate

I

and Mariotto are in Marchese. vol. ii., pp. 69, 70, and 14-i. [Mr. Berenson gives
the execution of this picture to Albertinelli.]

* In Sainte Madeleine at Geneva are two vings of an altarpiece representing
I
the Virgin and Angel Anmmciate, with the monogram and the words: "

fris
~
AJITHO OR. p. ET MARIOTTI FLORENTINOR. OPUS."

*
[No. 208] at the Pitti. Noted by Vasari, vol. vii., pp. 158-9. Albertini,

Mem., p. 12; and Marchese, vol. ii., pp. 75, 146.
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and seating two boy-angels Anth viol and guitar on the steps of the

throne, he reared the well-known pyramid of distribution. He placed a

fine S. Michael in armour, and a S. Bartholomew erect in weighty position
as mainstays on the foreground, uniting them by a circular chain of

spectators in converse on the floor of the semidome. In rivalry with

Raphael at times in bold foreshortening, he prodigally wasted his science

in the reproduction of form and drapery, poising four lovely seraphs in

flight under the festoons of the dais. The whole is throA^Ti upon the

panel, as Vasari says, in so gallant a style as to leave the impression of

a hving scene. Yet it is more by truthful transition of neutral hght
and shade than by colour that Fra Bartolommeo obtained effect, the tone

being reduced almost to a monochrome by the use of lamp-black ;
but

here again the gallery is unfavourable to a work intended for a special

place in a church
;
and the Marriage of the Pitti A^all not be seen to its

best advantage till a niche is built expressly for it.

On the same principles, and under the same fortunate combination

of circumstances, it was that the splendid Conception which now
adorns the Gallery of the Ufftzi was composed. With a versatility

denied to all but a few, he formed another pyramidal arrangement of

S. Anna in ecstasy on a plinth behind a beauteous Virgin watching the

play of the Infant Christ and vS. John. He brought do^\^l the hues to

the extreme foreground by the help of four standing and kneeUng wor-

shippers, giving symmetry to the distribution by a company of saints

at each side, by a choir of infant angels and cherubs with instruments,

or singing from a book held aloft by their hands, and by two winged
children at the foot of the throne. Had this grandiose creation been

finished, it Avould have been the chef-d'oeuvre of Fra Bartolommeo.

Having been left in its present condition, which is that of a mere rough

draught on the panel, with the drawing and preparation in broA^n, it

is but a sketch
; j'^et masterly as one by Buonarotti. Its interest is

great, as revealing the growth of such a piece from its embryo to the

first stage of completion. In certain sheets at the Uffizi we find the

studies of the nudes and their subsequent repetition in drapery, designed,

we beheve, from the lay figure of which Fra Bartolommeo was the first

to make use, in preference to the models of clay, familiar to Leonardo

and Credi. We can, therefore, trace each step taken by the artist, from

the moment of planning to that of putting in the contours and shadows.

We mark Mith A\'hat science and depth of thought, Anth Avhat method

he kept to Leonardo's rules in dividing space, and in combining groups
to advantage at various elevations in a given room, in order to attain

a result by M'hich several intricate problems are solved. But there is

something more than science and method to be discerned, and that is

the inspired air of the S. Anna, the weight, the dignity, and proud
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bearing of the saints, the masculine strength of the art evolved. If,

on issuing from his cell, Era Bartolommeo was desirous to soften his

style, and for that reason endeavoured to temper it by looking at the

works of Angelico and Perugino, liis relations with Mariotto, the

reminiscences of his youth, and the current of the age took him back
in 1512 to the true breadth of the great Florentines.

How it was that this Conception w'st,s never carried out is a

mystery the more difficult to explain, because in June 1513 the govern-
ment of Florence advanced a hundred ducats to the convent of S. Marco
for it, and the receipt is preserved in the hand\\Titing of the Syndic.^
There is reason to suppose that the first interruption was caused by the

parting of Fra Bartolommeo and Mariotto, which occurred in January
1512, and that others Avere caused by ill-health.

In an evil hour for Mariotto, Santi Pagnini had been re-elected prior
of S. Marco, and his instalment had not long taken place when the

association was brought to a close. Albertinelli drew up the memo-
randum of dissolution on the 5th of January, dividing the profits in

equitable shares,^ and stipulating at the close that :

"
the properties

hitherto in common should remain in possession of Fra Bartolommeo
till his death, and then pass to Mariotto," ex. gr. a wooden Ufe-size

figure, already mentioned, Avhich is described by Vasari, and is said

to be that now in the Guardaroba of the Florentine Academy ;

^

another of smaller size with joints (ganghere, or hinges), a pair of com-

passes, and a
" bambino "

of gesso moulded from one by Desiderio in

S. Croce.

^ For the latter see Marchese, ubi sup., xo\. ii., p. 364. The advance is proved
by the following :

—
"
Libro de Stanziamenti de' Signori e collpgi dal 1513 al 1521.

"
125. Die 10 Junii, 1513. Item stantiaiono che el camarlingo del monte die

enterra in vificio a dl primo di lugUo proximo futuro de) presente anno dia e pagha
a frati, capitulo e convento di Santo ^larco di Firenze e per loro al loro. . Sindicho
e procuratore fiorini cento larghi d'oro in oro ; sono per parte dipintura d'una
tavola d altare che si fa e lavora per frate Bartolommeo dipintore, frate in dicto

I convento, secondo I'allogazione factagli sotto di 20 di Novembre 1510 da nostri

I

magnifici et excelsi Signori, rogata per Ser Agnolo di Ser Alexandre Cascesi loro

notajo. E la quale tavola finita sara, si mettera in quello loco pubblico dove sara

giudicato da nostri excelsi Signori e savi e amorevoli cictadini de la nostra citta.

lE per fare piu facile dicto pagamento si conianda al dicto camarlingo del monte
che dicti danari paghi del mese d'Ottobre proximo fnturo del presente e non prima,
iin tutto fior. cento.

" Tulit frater Jeronimus Andi-se de Ginis Sindicus et procurator, ut dixit, manu
Ser Filippi Cionis sub die 31 Mai 1513." See also Marchese, vol. ii., pp. 67-8.

- To the brethren of S. ]\Iarco. The altarpiece of S. Romano at Lucca (the
Eternal, SS. Catherine, and ^lary Magdalen), a head of Christ given by the convent
]to Lionardo BartoUni (? missing), a round of the Nativity (? missing), the altarpiece
!(now in an imfinished condition) at the Pitti.

To Mariotto. A round (no subject given), a Christ carrying His Cross with the
itliieves (? missing), two pictures, subjects not named, an Amiunciation. small, in

jthe hands of the Gonfaloniere.
'
Vasari, vol. vii., p. 168, and Annot.

m. 2d
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The partners having been separated in this manner, Mariotto sur-

rendered himself to a violent paroxysm of discontent
;
and in his spleen

declared that he would rather keep an inn than continue his profession

any longer.^ Fra Bartolommeo resumed his duties without Albertinelh's

help, and, sickening in July of 1514, was sent with his journeymen Fra

Paolino and Frate Agostino to the country hospital of the Dominicans

at Pian' di Mugnone. Being alloAved to throw some frescoes on the

M'alls
"
for liis diversion and recreation,"

^ he painted a Madonna in the

Cappella del Monte, another in the refectory of the infirmary ,3 and, we

believe, a tliird wliicli alone has survived. Wliatever his bodily aihngs

might have been, they did not affect his powers as an artist. Not even

a momentary weakness affected his brush. As a
"
frescante

"
he stands

at Pian' di Mugnone on the high level that had become famihar to Andrea

del Sarto
;

as a draughtsman and composer he maintains liis old and

just celebrity. \^^iat he represents is one of those moments in the hfe

of a mother, when the babe which is her dehght and solace, suddenly

clinging to her bosom, and crowing with an irrepressible fondness is

folded as a priceless treasure to her heart. All this is sho^Mi in the

cheery and sparkhng expression of the Child's round and regular face,

in the action of the Virgin who glues her cheek to His forehead and

wTaps her tunic in an agony of love about His Hmbs, If to this be

added an exquisite taste and transparence in tones of excessive bright-

ness, and great perfection of modelhng, we have an idea of Fra Barto-

lommeo's gifts at this time. His forms have none of the mildness of

the earlier convent period, but are conspicuous by their breadth and

sohdity. In the Child the glance is that which Raphael gave to the

Christ in the Sixtine Madoima
; but the group is most reminiscent as a

whole of the Virgin of the Seggiola.^

After leaving his forced retreat, Fra Bartolommeo all but repeated
the Virgin and Child in a fresco of the Cappella del Giovanato at S.

Marco, infusing a more ardent affection than before into the expression
and movement of the mother of Christ

;
a greater Hfe and fiexibihty

into flesh of a true carnation.^ He never, in the many Virgins and

^ Mabchese very judiciously assigns to this time the resolution of Mariotto
to keep an inn.

2 The record is in Marchese, tibi sup., vol. ii., p. 367, under date of July 10,

1514. 3 Ibid
* The fresco is arched at top. The two figures are above life-size ; the lower

part of the Virgin's dress abraded. If any reproach can be made, it is that the

forms of the Child are a little puffy. [TVIr. Berenson speaks of two frescoes at M.
Maddelena in Mugnone—an Annunciation of 1515 and a " Noli me Tangere" of 1517.

I do not remember them. There is now no Madonna and Child there.]
5 This fresco is greatly damaged, the shadows being altered by damp, and the

Virgin's face full of scratches. The Child's head is the best preserved bit. The

figures are above the life-size. A piece on the Infant's shoulder has scaled, and
the Virgin's red mantle is altered by moisture. The date is only inferred from
the style.
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bust-pictures of the Redeemer and Saints which were produced at this

time, for instance in the panels and frescoes that are his in the Academy
of Arts at Florence, rose to such genuineness of feehng or to such grave
and noble individuahty.i

Whether this boldness or freedom is attributable to a visit paid to

Rome before the retirement of Pian' di Mugnone, is a question likely
to remain obscure. Vasari says,

"
that the Frate Avas so frequently

entertained mth rumours of Raphael's and Michael Angelo's successes

that in order to judge of the matter personally, he asked leave of the

prior and went to Rome, where Fi'a Mariano del Piombo gave him hospi-

tality. His intention had been to repay this kindness by a present of a
S. Peter and a S. Paul

;
but the air of the capital was so unfavourable

to him that he was obhged to leave it, Raphael meanwhile consenting
to give the last touches to the unfinished panels."

2 The sickness which
forced the Friar to Pian' di Mugnone might, under these circumstances,
be considered a consequence of the malaria of Rome. There is no
doubt that Fra Bartolommeo would have found Sanzio at the Vatican
in the spring of 1514. The death of Bramante had just occurred, and
Fra Mariano had succeeded to the Piombo .^ Some of the greatest
frescoes of the age were in existence, by Raphael in the Camera della

Segnatura, by IMichael Angelo in the Sixtine Chapel. The SS. Peter and
Paul, to which Vasari alludes at S. Salvestro, are now at the Quirinal,
one of them evidently repainted, and the intromission of Raphael is

supposed to be confii-med by a passage of CastigUone's Cortigiano. But,
on the other hand, Vasari tells almost the same story of Albertinelli as

he does of the Frate,'* and contradicts himself in the hfe of Rosso by
saying that Fra Bartolommeo left the Eternal City A^ithout having done

anytliing.^ The Cortigiano is rather contrary to the theory wliicli

assigns two panels of S. Paul and S. Peter to the monk's stay at Rome,
I because it describes Raphael busy in the presence of two cardinals with

pne picture in which Avere a S. Peter and a S. Paul
;

^ and again, the

'memoranda of the Sjnidic of S. Marco declare that :

" two quaclri of

^ See for these the list at the close of this chapter.
- Vasari, vol. vii., p. 160.
* Fra Mariano got the Piombo in March 1514, at the death of Bramante (Gaye,

rt., vol. ii., p. 135).
* Vasari, vol. vii., p. 186.
^

Ibid., vol. ix., p. 73.
'

* Bernardo Bibbiena in the Cortigiano relates :
—

" DL queslo niodo rispose ancor' Rafaello pittore h dui Cardinali suoi domestici,
.uali, per larlo dire, tassavano in presentia sua una tavola ch'egU havea fatta

love erano San Pietro e S. Paolo : dicendo ohe quelle duo figure orano troppo
1

0886 nel viso. Alhora Rafaello subito disse, Signori non vi maravigliate, che io

iiuesto ho fatto a sommo studio, perche h da credere, che S. Pietro e S. Paolo siano,
nme qui gli vedete ancor in cielo cosi rossi per vergogna, che la chiesa sua sia
emata da tali huoniini come sete voi." II Cortigiano, by Baldassar Cas-

i.-uONE, &c. (London, 1727)., book ii., p. 213,
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four braccia by Fra Bartolommeo, a S. Peter, and a S. Paul, were valued

at thirty ducats, but reduced in price to twenty-five in consequence of

an imperfection in the S. Peter
;
and both were given away to S. Sal-

vestro." ^ It is clear that, unless we admit the existence of repUcas of

these saints, we must doubt Vasari. The Apostles of S. Salvestro, now

at the Quirinal, are obviously those registered in the Syndic's memoranda,
and done from the cartoons now in the Academy of Arts at Florence.^

They are grand and stern, the S. Peter ^\ith mantle hanging over his

right arm holding the keys, and the book pressed to liis breast
;

the

S. Paul looking out, and liis hand on the hilt of a long sword. The

colour of the first is reddish and rather opaque, the shadows of the

head being taken up afresh, and the extremities being by another painter.

The head of the second is corrected so as to leave the old contour

visible
;
but the tone is transparent, and the execution exclusively that

of Fra Bartolommeo.^ Wlioever may have been employed on the

S. Peter, ^ve do not fancy Raphael to have been that person ;
and we

assume that if Fra Bartolommeo went to Rome, he did so for a few

weeks of pleasure or for health, as on a previous occasion he had gone
to Venice. The Virgin of Pian' di Mugnone being a reminiscence of

Raphael's Madorma deUa Seggiola, itself related in style to the Galatea

of the Farnesina
;
the Virgin of Mercy of 1515 at Lucca, and the Resur-

rection of 1516 at the Pitti, having an imposing air, derived perhaps
from study of Buonarotti, we might suppose that these results were

due to a short but not unfruitful stay on the Quirinal. Yet to build

any statement of fact on such an insecure foundation would be hazard-

ous
;
and we must remember that examples of Raphael and of Michael

Angelo were also to be seen in Florence.

There is no doubt in the meanwhile that, whatever the cause may
have been, the Frate had gained a confidence and power which were

the admiration of his contemporaries, and that after his convalescence,

and as if to show certain fault-finders how unfounded their reproaches

were, he rapidly produced a succession of things well calculated to dis-

arm all criticism. One of these, a naked S. Sebastian, exhibited publicly
in S. Marco, is alleged to have convinced the Dominicans in their con-

fessionals of the temptations which they had unwittingly thrown in the

way of female penitents. It was therefore withdra^\•n to a safe privacy
from whence it only emerged to become lost to the history of the arts

for ever.* But in 1515 Fra Bartolommeo's industry yielded no less

^
Ap. Marchese, ubi sup., vol. ii., p. 146.

^ These were originally at S. Marco.
^ Both panels 5 feet 10 inches in height. Each figiire in a niche.
* The S. Sebastian, according to Vasari, was sold to a dealer, and sent to France

(Vasari, vol. vii., p. 161, and Annot.). It has been stated to be now in possession
of a gentleman in Toulouse ; and truly a picture with this subject does belong to

iij
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than three masterpieces, one of wliich would alone suffice to give hiiu

renown. We allude to the Virgin of Mercy ordered by the Doniinican,

Lombard! de' Montecatini, now in S. Romano of Lucca
;
to the Madonna

of the Hermitage at S. Petersburg, and to the Annunciation at the

Louvre. With every new effort of the Frate we are struck by the genius
which succeeds in giving a new form and an unexpected novelty to an

old subject. It is surprising M-ith what abundance fresh poetry and

thought are introduced into a well-worn theme by his liigli pictorial

sense. The Virgin of the Lucca altarpiece
^ is in motion, so to say, on

her pedestal, with one arm upstretched, and the other designating the

crowd of her worshippers. Her face, expressing prayer and inspiring

devotion, is turned upwards towards the Redeemer, whom she alone can

discern, as He majestically floats forward, winged in the flying folds of

His dress, the fingers of His right hand in benediction. Between Him
and the Virgin an angel raises a tablet with the aid of two others whose

\\inding ribands are fast to its edges. Two boy-messengers loop up a

capacious mantle, the green hning of which is a favourable background
to the groups of adorers at each side of the foreground. Here you
have people of both sexes, of different ages, thoughtful, tenderl}^ medi-

tative, eagerly demonstrative. The patron kneels, nobly gentle, and

fuU of faith, and hears the explanation of a Dominican pointing to the

Madonna. Before them a mother in joyful ecstasy grasps her babe,

whilst a curly infant peers over her shoulder shrouded in the cloak of

the dame behind. Opposite to these, a recumbent female describes the

scene to her child. The classic movement of the principal figure, the

varied but ah\ays elegant attitudes and action of the remainder, are

almost matcliless instances of the mode in which scientific calculation

gives nature as a result. In most of the minutise unusual power of

observation is revealed. Nothing can be more pleasing than the manner

of dividing the fingers with their play suggesting unconsciousness.

Admirable are the draperies in wliich the folds are concentrated on the

bends. The Redeemer is magnificently poised in air, and keeps His

[place by judicious choice of tone and a circumambient vapour. Looking

I

at the composition suddenly, its flesh tints may be raAv, its transitions

I from light to shade, sudden
;

but as the eye by degrees takes in the

I whole, the atmosphere that permeates the space begins to appear, and

[the
more we gaze, the more intense becomes the satisfaction ;

and we

see the Frate illustrate an axiom described by Leonardo as essential to

i person dwelling in that city. But when the authors were at Toulouse, the canvas
had been sent to Paris ; and when they were in Paris, it had been taken away
again. Connoisseurs m Paris, however, are inclined to consider this Toulouse

;piece beneath the powers of Fra Bartoloinineo.
1 [Now in the Museo.]
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perfection. One could almost fancy that the words of Da Vinci were

intended to apply to the Virgin of Mercy, which is altogether according
to his maxims. We enter into its darkest recesses, and glance from the

lights and shadows to the half-tints that mottle the groups, as clouds

cast a transparent darkness on the flatness of a landscape and vary its

monotony.^
The Madonna of the Hermitage is a variation in oil of the frescoes

of Plan' di Mugnone and S. Marco, broad and weighty in the scantling
of the frames

; grandiose in movement rather than enticing by select

mould of feature. Four winged children touch instruments or keep
watch around her, as she sits on the ground and holds the spirited
and smihng naked Child to her bosom

;
but full enjoyment is for-

bidden on account of a paUid opaqueness imparted to the colours by
restoring.2

The same art in remodeUing a famihar incident is exhibited in the

Annunciation at the Louvre, as is shown at Lucca. The Virgin seated

under a niche, and attended by standing or kneeling saints, bends back-

wards as she sees the messenger who fhes down to her. It is clear that

the latter was thrown off on the background of architecture at the

moment when the rest was finished. The tones are warm and full of

air, the execution is hglit and masterly, and some of the saints, the

females kneehng in front especially, are Raphaelesque and feminine in

grace and dignity. Fra Bartolommeo has reached a point where he

^ " Certemente mostro Fra. Bartoloiiuiieo in questa opera possedere molto il

dimimiire I'ombre della pittiira e gli sciiri di quella, con grandissimo rilievo operando,
dove le difnculta dell' arte mostro con rara ed eccellente maestria e colorito, disegno
ed invenzione."

On the tablet held up by the angels are the words :

" busbkeor super tuebam."
On the Virgin's pedestal:

" mr pietatis et mie. rs. op," which means: Frate
Scbastiano de' Montecatini ord. prBedicatornm, the arms of the family beinq in

the middle of the letters. That the can\'as was ordered for Fra Sebastiano is

also proved by records, for which see Marchese, ubi sup., vol. ii., p. 109, Tiote;

and p. 144. On the lowest step of the tlirone :

" mdxv. f. bartholomeus oe.
PRE. PiCTOR florentintjs." The outlines in many parts are seen as they were
first drawn with a pen. In other places they are freshened with a bold touch of

the brush. The flesh lights as well as the shadows are in half body, verj^ broadly
treated. Glazes are chiefly confined to the more distant parts, the Uglat being
concentrated on the front of the picture. Some hardness maj' be due to cleaning.

There is [1866] a small unfinished copy of this masterpiece, miscalled a sketch

by Fra Bartolommeo, really of the seventeenth century, belonging to Signor G.
B. Mansi at Lucca. Another small modern copy, on copper, is also vmder the
Frate's name (No. 4) in the Leuchtenberg Gallery at S. Petersburg.

^ On a tablet in the upper part are the words :

" mater del 1515." Below :

" BART. FLORN^ ORD. PR.EDiCATOBUM." Wood, oil ; No. 20, Hermitage at S.

Petersburg, formerly belonging to Crozat. The shadows of the flesh tmts are

retouched with liquid tints, and hence opaque. The pupils of the eyes and some
outhnes have also been repainted. There are spots where apparently old scaling
was stopped, and the new stuff has become dark. The blue mantle of the Virgin
is in a great measure repainted with a certain loss of form resulting from the opera-
tion. It is not possible for this reason to say whether Fra Bartolommeo was alone
or assisted in tliis piece. [I\Ir. Berenson denies tliis to Fra Bartolommeo.]

I

I

i^
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defies every sort of difficulty.^ It is the time when he may be supposed
to have done the Isaiah and Job of the Uffizi, and the sketch of the

Eternal in the same gallery .^

In spite of a passage in the memoranda of the Syndic of S. Marco^
from which we learn that the Virgin of Mercy of S. Romano was sent

from Florence,^ Father Marchese is of opinion that Fra Bartolommeo

painted it at Lucca, at the request of Santi Pagnini.* We may be

allowed to doubt the force of his argument, mthout denying that the

Frate's summer was partly spent in 1515 outside the walls of S. Marco.

Although it is true that he entered into an agreement to furnish a

Madonna and Saints to Jacopo Panciatichi for a chapel in S. Domenico

of Pistoia, on the 15th of February, there is no evidence in the record

itself to show that the Friar was at Pistoia, nor indeed is there any proof

that he ever performed the promise that he then made.^ A fresco of

the Virgin and Child, ascribed to Delia Porta in S. Domenico, might
indeed testify to his presence, and seems lined from one of his cartoons

;

but it is by a disciple such as Fra Paohno might have been.^

If Fra Bartolommeo, however, was neither at Lucca nor at Pistoia,

Ms health again di-ove him in October 1515 to Pian' di Mugnone, AA^iere

he never came without bringing his tools. In order that time may not

hang too heavily on his hands, he covers a lunette with a fresco of the

Annunciation, the treatment of wliich discloses great breadth and faciUty.

It is delightful to see the angel's eagerness in coming and giving the

message, and the speaking profile of the head with its oblique bend.''

The Virgin receives the announcement with joy, and gathers herself

well together under the folds of her mantle, her form being perhaps too

square and masculine. But this would be the work of a leisure hour,^

and might lead us to beheve that the Frate remained but a short space

^ Louvre [No. 1153]. Small panel inscribed :

"
F. barto. floren. or", pre.

1615."
2 The Isaiah [No. 1126], at the Uffizi (Vasari, vol. vii., p. 163), in grand move-

ment, life-size, and warmly coloured.

The Job [No. 1130], in the same Gallery, of the same style, though not quite
so fine ; both wood.

The Eternal, roimd No. 1152, a mere sketch with two angels blowing trmnpets,
but the figures hardy in action and refilled in form.

^ Marchese, idti sup., vol. ii., p. 144.
*

Ibid., vol. ii., p. 108.
^ See the record in full in Marchese, vol. ii., p. 368.
^ The contours are wiry and the colour washy. The group is finely outlined,

but the forms and the drapery are not given with Fra Bartolommeo's grand bold-

ness. The fresco has been removed from the convent into the church of S. Domenico.
Tolomei quotes the name of Fra Bartolommeo, however, in connection with this

Virgin, on the strength of convent records, and says the patrons were the Fioravanti.

(Tolomei, Guida, vbi sup., p. 109.)
' A movement familiar in Andrea del Sarto.
* This fresco was done by the Frate on the 4th of October, 1515, according

to the convent record in Marchese, vol. ii., pp. 119, 3G8. Figures under life-size.
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at the hospital, preferring perhaps to wander away in another direction

and look for his uncles at Suffignano, whom he had not seen for years.

Father Marchese quotes a contemporary diary, in which a pleasant

description is given of the relatives' meeting and the lucky guess of the

grand-nephew Pagolo di Vito, that the friar must be his grand-uncle
Bartolommeo. When the moment of parting was near, the Frate said :

" And now it may be long before we meet again, for the King of France

has sent for me and wants to give me employment," from whence we
learn that before Leonardo joined Francis I., an attempt had been made
to engage the Dominican in the same service. Why the negotiation

failed, we can now scarcely tell
;

but it is not unhkely that an event

of the most painful interest to the Frate prevented him from leaving
Florence. Mariotto, who had resumed the brush, fell sick at the end of

October 1515, The news of his iUness necessarily reached Fra Barto-

lommeo, and brought him to his friend's bedside. We can imagine his

grief when Albertinelh expired on the 5th of November.

The inexhaustible nature of the Frate and his capacity for keeping
art at its liighest level, even when time and circumstances were com-

bining to give a variety to his manner, are displayed in the results of his

labours diu-ing 1516.

Foremost amongst the creations of that year is the Resurrection at

the Pitti, in which he discloses anew his progress towards the true

grandiose. The Saviour, on a pedestal in front of a classic block of

architecture, rests on His left leg, before moving the right from a step.

The sceptre is in one hand, and the other is raised in benediction. A
splendid cast of drapery falls across the breast, and sweeps round to

the hips and hmbs. There is a bold foreshortening in the S. Matthew,
who points outwards towards the spectator. Splendid gravity is in the

features and pose of the S. Mark, on whose shoulder S. Luke rests liis

arm, whilst S. John speaks to S. Matthew.

Tliis subject, ordered for Salvadore di GiuUano BilU, Avas placed in

the SS. Annunziata de' Servi ^ in a framework comprising, it is said,

the two prophets Isaiah and Job, now at the Uffizi. It may have been

completed just after a sketch at Panshanger, in which we beheve we see

the apotheosis of a Dominican saint.

S. Antonino was a friar whom we recollect as the contemporary of

Fra Giovanni, and of whom Vasari relates that AngeUco recommended
him to Nicholas V. for the archbishopric of Florence. After his death

the order made strenuous efforts to secure his canonisation, but in-

variably without success. When Leo X. made his solemn entry into

Florence in the winter of 1515, and on the day of Epiphany 1516,

1 Now [No. 159] Pitti Gallery. Marchese, vol. ii., pp. 123-5, 145 ; and Vasari,
vol. ii., p. 1G3.
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admitted the brethren of S. Marco to kiss the foot, he graciously whis-

pered his intention to fulfil their wishes and left them swelUng with pride

as being favoured beyond all the religious communities of the Tuscan

capital. Though Leo did not hve to satisfy this pious desire, the

brothers of S. Marco were prepared for a speedy fulfilment of his promise,

and might in the meanwhile have intended to celebrate the occasion

by the exhibition of a picture from the hand of their best artist. Fra

Bartolommeo may thus have been induced to compose and finish,

previous to its transfer to a panel of larger dimensions—the small one of

Panshanger, which, had it been so carried out, would probably have

been the finest that he ever attempted. The body of the archbishop

lies in state on a couch in the centre of a convent-yard, with friars about

him, some on their knees grieving, others stooping over liim, or trying

to embrace his sandals
;

others again with tapers or prayer-books.

Laymen at each side have gathered together in haste and great com-

motion, the nearest on each side of the foreground boldly set as pillars

to support the framework of the composition ;
their weight increased by

the architecture, and buildings of the court massively confined by high

walls at each flank, and by lower ones in the distance, above which an

orchard and hills are seen. In the background, the door of the chm'cli

is open, with the head of the funeral procession about to issue from it
;

whilst amidst clouds, accompanied by angels bearing the throne, the Uly,

and crowns, the canonised saint ascends to heaven to meet the Eternal.

Geometrical symmetry and balance are obtained v,ith. an ease almost

unparalleled. Notliing hke the truth or animation of the scene, the

readiness and firmness of the movements, and the nature of the groups.

With this, varied character and individuality of expression, perspective

of atmosphere and of lines, massive transitions of light and shade, and

a powerful tone in the key of a deep and sonorous bass.^

Looking at the excessive skill of Fra Bartolommeo, and considering
the grandeur of liis performances in 1516, we should attribute to that

time five lunette portrait-busts of Dominicans, in the lower dormitory
of S. Marco at Florence

;
all of them superbly modelled and admirable

specimens of stern gravity, though here and there injured by scratches,

'id not free from a certain vulgarity.- We should place in the same

I

' In tliis panel the coloiu' is all half body, thi'ough which the groimd gesso

appears, giving the whole its transparence. There are forty figures in all. The
1

Eternal and the procession at the church-door are barely sketched. Purchased
:- Florence.

There is another panel assigned to Fra Bartolommeo in this precious collection

,ol Earl Cowper—subject, the Virgin, Child, S. Joseph, and a female Saint in profile,
land the young Baptist kissing the Infant Christ, a fine approximation by the
1 Sienese Beccafumi to the manner of the Frate ; sweet in colour and very freely
handled.

* There are eight of these frescoes in the dormitory, but three of them are
modern. The first of those by Fra Bartolommeo is a friar with a star above his

I
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class as to date and merit the S. Mark and S. Vincent at the Pitti ^ and

Academy ,2 both of which are illustrations of the power Avith which a

plastic appearance may be given to the human shape by scientific

calculation of light and shade, by select casts of drapery and vigorous
tints.

But, in addition to these we have the Holy FamiUes of the Corsini

Palace at Rome and of the Pitti at Florence, and the Presentation in

the Temple at the Belvedere of Vienna.

A distant Ukeness between the first of these Madonnas and Raphael's

portrait of Maddalena Doni at the Pitti might warrant the assumption
that the Holy Family at the Corsoni Palace is that which Vasari calls a

chef-d'oeuvre done for Agnolo Doni.^ The panel is a small jewel,* with

the signature :

"
F. b. or. pe,'. 1516."

The Virgin, on a flowery meadow, holds the Child, who struggles to

cast His arms round the httle Baptist's neck. S. Joseph looks smihng
at this affectionate scene. It is a pyramidal arrangement, wdth a

|

thorough combination of contours wdth chiaroscuro and aerial perspec-

tive. If anytliing, the figures are a Httle heavy and unselect. The

Virgin, a fine matronlj^ portrait in profile, with yellow hair in bands,

covered by a faUing veil, is reminiscent of Leonardo. Some forms are

hard and dryly outhned, such as the legs and articulations of the

Baptist ;
and the instant action of the Infant Christ's limbs is incorrect,

but the touch is masterly. The drawing appears generally beneath the

colour. In certain spots there is strong impasto of enamel finish A^ith

bituminous shadows, in wliich one sees the track of the brush in Rubens'

manner. Elsewhere we have a system hke that of Rembrandt in dark

bits struck with speed and decision over the semi-transparent bro^vn

preparation. The most charming feature of all perhaps is the land-

scape, in which a glowing vapour suggests comparison with the dis-

tances of Titian. The Frate has acquired all the tricks of hand that

betoken long experience, tricks unhappily too easy to be caught, as

cowl and a lily in his left hand ; with his right he orders silence. The second,
with a red book and palm, is injured in the face by bayonet thrusts. The third

reads in a red-boxind book. The foui'th is preaching ; and there are marks of an
Eternal and Angels having been on the background, near His head. The fifth and
sixth are modern, the seventh is bareheaded, with rays diverging beliind. The

eighth is of the eighteenth centuiy. We trust these injured masterpieces will bo

removed to a place of safety from their present dark recesses. Mabche.se mentioas
them (vol. ii., p. 131).

^ The S. Mark is [No. 125], at the Pitti, in oil and on canvas (Vasari, vol. vii.,

p. 163).
^ The S. Vincent is [No. 58] at the Academy of Arts, wood, oil (Va-saki, vol. vii.,

p. 162). Both were originally in S. Marco, the latter now much dimmed.
^ Vasari, vol. vii., p. 157.
* Wood, oil, 4 feet 6 by 2 feet 2 inches. A copy of a later time from this Holy

Family is in the Musee Fabre at Montpellier, No. 81, named Fra Bartolommeo.
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they were in the sixteenth century, by men who had not the necessary

ballast of education to justify their use of them.^

The Holy Family at the Pitti is almost an inverted repUca of that of

the Corsini Palace. But the central group of the Virgin and two children

is balanced by S. Joseph and S. EHzabeth ; and the background is a

green curtain. The composition is Leonardesque ;
the forms to a certain

extent conventional.^

The Presentation in the Temple, at Vienna, a magnificent concep-

tion, sins by shortness of stature in the personages, and has been

deprived of harmony by the removal of glazes ;
but there are few

subjects due to Fra Bartolommeo in wliich there is a softer gravity or

a more melancholy beauty.^
To this long catalogue of masterpieces historians have always added

an Assumption at Prato, registered by Vasari, supposed by some to

have disappeared, and by others to be identical with that wliich now

graces the walls of the Berhn Museum.^ No very dihgent search is

required to trace the locaht}^ in which it may be found. The Assumption
of Prato is not at Berhn, but in the Great Salone of the Naples Museum ;

an arched panel M'ith life-size figures ;
of the Virgin ecstatically raising

her face and hands to heaven as she bends prostrate on a cloud, accom-

panied by two boy-angels, of SS. John the Baptist and Catherine of

Alexandria kneeling at the foot of her tomb.^ To describe the quahty
of this

"
Assumption

" would be but to repeat the praise given to other

works of 1516, the year in which the Frate seems to have exhausted

his strength by over-exertion.

Fra Bartolommeo sickened so seriously in the beginning of 1517, it

was thought necessary that he should take the baths of S. Fihppo.^ He
also tried Pian' di Mugnone for the last time, leaving there a Vision of

the Saviour to the Magdalen, which is almost equal in power to any-

thing previous/ and then he came back to Florence, where, on the 8th of

October 1517, he died of a mahgnant fever. His death, at the early age

* A slight disharraony between the flesh tints and landscape may be due to

cleaning. Some holes here and there in the surface of the panel have been stopped.
^ Pitti [No. 56], not free from cleaning and old restoring.
' Vienna, Belvedere [No. 41], wood, oil, inscribed :

"
1516. orate pro

PICTORE OLIM SACELLI HUJUS NOVITIO." (VaSARI, vol. vii., p. 169.)
* Vasari, vol. vii., p. 166, Annot. ihi ; IMarchese, vol. ii., p. 117.
* It is said that the Assumption of Prato bore the date of 1516. The panel at

Naples hangs high up in the Salone, so that the date may be there though unseen

by the authors of these pages. The colour is altered by fiajang. There is an

original drawing of the work in the Pitti Gallery.
' Vasari, vol. vii., p. 171.
' The fresco is in a small chapel near the entrance to tlio Ospizio of Pian' di

Mugnone. The Saviovu-, holding a hoe, turns away from the longing ]\Iagdalen :

His frame is broad and square as compared to hers, her features expressive. The
lines of the landscape are grand, and the scene is impressed with a stamp of unixsual

life and truth. The fresco is a httle spotted and eaten away by time.
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of forty-two, was an irreparable loss to the Dominicans, who buried him

with great honour in S. Marco.'-

His furniture and tools, which would have passed to Mariotto had

he been hving, Avere hoarded as treasures for a long time. Many of the

cartoons were used bj^ Fra Paolino aiid otliers, and Bugiardini even

completed some of the unfinished pieces. But upon this point some
errors n)ay have been handed doA^Ti to us.

It has been usual to follow Vasari in affirming that the Pieta at the

Pitti 2 received its last touches from Bugiardini ; yet the evidence of

this is not to be found in the execution. It is admitted that the com-

position is one of those that Fra Bartolommeo carried out most com-

pletely. The naked corpse of the Messiah is raised from a recumbent

to a half-erect position by S. John Evangehst, whilst the Virgin A^ith

excessive love supports His head and left arm, the Magdalen embracing
His legs in an agony of grief. The group reahses at once all the precepts
considered as final in the sixteenth century. It is a modification and

an advance upon Perugino's, combining all the tenderness of the Umbrian,
with gi'eater selection, astonishing individuahty, pure nature, and refined

feehng. It is not possible to cite an instance in which a Hfeless form

is rendered \%dth more flexibihty, or with more anatomical accuracy.
As regards foreshortening, the Magdalen is unsurpassed. We cannot

admit that Bugiardini should have done any more than the two figures

at the sides, which by some accident, of which the details have been

lost, were subsequently obliterated.^

In order not to extend these remarks to an unwarrantable length,

Ave make out a hst of Fra Bartolommeo's remaining works (genuine and

the reverse) in the most convenient order that presents itseK :
—

Florence. Academy of Arts.—[Nos. 171, 173]. Two rounds in one frame
;

in each round a Virgin and Child (frescoes) ;
both rapidly done at one painting

without previous outlining, gay in tone, almost equal to those of Plan' di

Mugnone and S. Marco, [No. 168]. Five frescoes in one frame— 1. Figure of

Christ, Uke a Fra Paolino. 2. S. Catherine, in Fra Bartolommeo's manner,
and of a very elegant gentleness. 3. A monk of grave mien (a little injured).
4. S. Peter Martyr (?) imposing silence, a grand apparition of a friar. 5. S.

Chiara, less good, and probably by Fra Paohno. [No. 168]. Five squares
in one frame

;
four of them in fresco, one in oil. The latter, 1. Bust of Christ

^;. ^ "
Cujiis obitus . . magno fuit omnibas detrimento .... Erat autem Diaconus."

Obituary in Marchese, vol. ii., p. 3G9.
* Pitti GaUery [No. 64].
^ Vasari says (vol. vii., pp. 169-70) that tlie Frate began the pictiu'e in S.

Gallo which was finished by Bugiardini. He adds in the hfe of Bugiardini (vol. x.,

p. 348) a description of the subject, including two figures at the sides, of SS. Peter
and Paul, sayuig that the panel was only drawn and shadowed in water-colour.
We cannot help fancying there is an error in tliis statement ; and we think the

figures of S. Paul and S. Peter were removed because they were out of harmony
with the beauty of the principal group.
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carrying His Cross, on canvas, with the line
"
orate pro pictore 1514," of a

thin colour darkened by time. 2. S. John the Baptist, original. 3. Profile

of a S. Antony the Abbot, perhaps by a disciple of Fra Bartolommeo, ?

Sogliani. 4. A female saint (? the Magdalen) of soft air, genuine. 5. S. John

the Baptist, of the sixteenth century. (Both these numbers are made up
of pieces taken from S. Marco, those by the Frate all dating from 1510-14).i

A copy of the Christ carrying His Cross, in the Palazzo Corsini, Lung' Arno,
at Florence, No. 32, is called Francesco Francia, but is by a disciple of the

Frate.

Florence. Pitti.—[No. 377]. Ecce Homo, bust, fresco. The head, of the

same stamp as that in [No. 168] at the Academy, but of the Prate's early

Leonardesque time, of mild aspect, delicate, and hatched.

Florence. Uffi^zi.
—Wood, oil. A small Virgin kneeling near a plinth on

which the Infant is seated
;
from a Raphaelesque composition of the Frate,

by an inferior hand imitating him.

Florence. S. M. Maddalena de' Pazzi, Sacristy.
—Centre of an altar-

piece, the sides of which are by Sebastian Mainardi (see antea, where we

unwittingly compared this panel with certain figures at Berlin). Subject,
a saint, life-size, in a niche, wood, oil, repainted over an older one. The

character, mould, movement, and drapery are not unlike those of the SS. Paul

and Peter at the Quirinal ;
but the condition under which the colour was laid

in makes it a little opaque. The art, however, is that of Fra Bartolommeo.^

Florence. Gallery of the Marchese Pianciatichi.—No. 108. Half-length
of the Magdalen ; wood, oil

; damaged and reminiscent of Bugiardini.
No. 12. Virgin and Child (life-size) composed in the Prate's fashion, and the

landscape not unlike his, retouched, and of a milky transparence, and now

resembling a Mariano da Pescia (wood, oil). No. 322. Virgin, Cliild, S. Anne,
S. Joseph, and three angels ;

a sketch, an old and fine copy of a picture by
Fra Bartolommeo. 3

Coriona. Signor Passerini.—Virgin giving the breast to the Infant

Christ, wood, oil, a subject in which the Frate was not less at home than

Raphael. The Child a little heavy, the period of execution about that of the

Holy Family in the Corsini Palace at Rome. The ground is injured and

renewed, lea\'ing traces of a saint in the left-hand corner. It is many years
since the authors saw this Virgin, which has since been missing (see postea
for a copy of it in the Holford Collection).^

Sietia. Academy.
—S. Mary Magdalen ; wood, oil, half Ufe-size. S.

Catherine of Alexandria. On the latter, the cross and rings, monogram of the

atelier of S. Marco during the partnership of the Frate and Mariotto, and
the date 1512. These two saints were once in S. Spirito of Siena, where Fra
Paolino and Fra Agostino, Dominican assistants to Fra Bartolommeo, are

known to have been. They are graceful and neatly done, but beneath the

powers of the Frate
;

a little cold in the shadows, clean, and wanting in

massiveness of light and shade. They look as if they might be by Fra Paolino,
to whom a picture at Vienna with the same monogram and the date of 1510

*
[The heads by Fra Bartolommoo are :

—Ecce Homo, a monli, a monk, S.

Catherine in the first row, in the second the ]Magdalen.]
*
[No longer in S. Maria Maddalena.]

*
[These pictures ha^'e been sold, and are no longer to be traced.]

*
[This picture is no longer to be traced.]
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is given, or at all events as if here the Pistoian had a large part in a work

belonging to the association.^

Lucca. Villa Saltocchio.—Five miles from Lucca, is the Villa of Conte

Bernardini, where there is a pretty round of the Nativity, being probably
that registered in the memoranda of the Syndic of S. Marco at Florence as

sold for 20 ducats {circa 1513-16) to
"
Giovanni Bernardini Lucchese

"

(Marchese, vol. ii., p. 144). The size of the figures is one-third that of Ufe,
their style a mixture of Fra Bartolommeo and Mariotto.

Venice. Galleria del Seminario.—Virgin and Child (wood, oil, half life),

Pretty, in its old pilastered frame, softly coloured, but with more smorfia
and carefulness than was proper to the Frate, reminiscent of him, however,
and suggesting the name of Mariotto or even Fra Paolino, but superior to

others at the Borghese and Sciarra Collections in Rome, and the Corsini

Gallery in Florence, in which the latter may have had a share. The flesh

is somewhat restored. The distance is a landscape, with angels in the upper
part .2

Venice. Duchess of Berri.—Round of the Virgin, Child, Infant Baptist
and S. Bartholomew, in the character of the Brescianini of Siena.

Turin. Gallery.
—No. 61. Romid, wood, oil. Virgin, Child, and angels,

also in the superficial manner of the Brescianini, and reddish in tone.

No. 62. Holy Family, called Francia Bigio, the counterpart, as to execution,
of No. 61.

Modena. Gallery.
—No. 483. Virgin and Child. No. 465. Ditto ; very

different from anything by the Frate.

Rome. Gallery of the Capitol.
—Presentation in the Temple (twelve

figures) partly repainted in the seventeenth century ;
the rest not unlike

Giacomo Francia, particularly in the S. Anna.
Rome. Palazzo Borghese.

—Room II. No. 31. Nativity, dated 1511, with

the monogram of S. Marco (see
" Fra Paolino "').

Rome. Palazzo Sciarra Colonna.—Room IV. No. 1. Virgin, Child, and

young Baptist, with the monogram of S. Marco (see
"
Fra Paolino ").

Florence. Gallery of Prince Corsini.—Holy Family with the monogram
of S. Marco (see

"
Fra Paolino ").

Brescia. Galleria Tosi.—Nativity (wood, oil, figures life-size), composition

perhaps by the Frate
;

the tones heavy, flat, and without relief
; probably

by Sogliani.
Vienna. Belvedere.—Room IV. Italian Schools. No. 17. Virgin and

Child (half-length, wood, oil), placed high up, but seemingly opaque in colour,

perhaps by a pupil of the Frate. The same Virgin and Child, more hke a Fra

Bartolommeo than this of Vienna, is in the Pitti [No. 242] under the name of

Puligo.
Vienna. Harrach Gallery.

—
Virgin with her hand on her bare breast, and

the Child on her knee, His hand also on her breast, and holding an orb. Wood,
oil

; by a follower of Sogliani, but repainted in the flesh. The movement of

the Christ is reminiscent of Bronzino.

Vienna. Count Czernin. Profile of a friar looking up ;
of the close of

the sixteenth century.

^
[These, as Morelli says, are by Albertinelli.]

*
[Morelli, Berenson, and others give this to Albertinelli.]
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Berlin. Museum.—[No. 249]. Assumption. Figures life-size
; wood, oil.

The distribution and drawing are those of Fra Bartolommeo, of the time when
he and Mariotto were associates, and the lower part more particularly like

Albertinelli. The comparative rawness of the colour may be due to the

abrasion of the final glazes.
^

Munich. Pinal-othek. Cabinets.—No. 597. Virgin and Child, canvas,

not by Fra Bartolommeo, but a copy of a Madonna in the Baring Gallery in

London (see antea,
"
Spagna ").

Munich. Pinahothelc. Cabinets.—No. 579. Wood, oil. The Infant Christ

on the gromid between the kneeling Virgin and S. Joseph. Not by the Frate,

but a feeble and superficial production stamped with the impress of the school

of Granacci.

Munich. Saal.—No. 551. Virgin, Child, and S. Joseph. Wood, oil, from

the collection of Mme. Dubois in Paris, where it was bought by King
Ludwig I. Not genuine. Coloured of a vitreous enamel, with dark, warm
shadows reminiscent of the style of Michele di Ridolfo, PuUgo, or the

Brescianini of Siena.

London. Stafford House.—^o. 88. Wood, oil, life-size. The Virgin, in

profile, with the Infant Christ holding a reed cross, and the yoimg Baptist in

rear. The composition seems an imitation of those by the Frate and Raphael ;

but the handling is more modern, like that of a follower of Correggio. Such

at least is the aspect of the piece at present ;
but whether this is due to the

obvious repainting of the panel, or to other causes, cannot be decided.

London. Grosvenor House.—No. 177. Wood, oil, small. Virgin and Child

imder a conical dais, the curtain of which is raised by two angels. In front,

SS. Jerome and Mary Magdalen on their knees. The subject is arranged in the

method of the Frate and of Mariotto
;

it is pleasing and careful, but betrays
an effort by, say, Michele di Ridolfo, to imitate the masters above named.

London. Holford Collection.—Panel altarpiece, oil. Virgin and Child

enthroned, and two angels holding a piece of tapestry above her.
_

At the sides,

the kneeling S. Sebastian and a friar. Feeble, washy, of life-size figures, by
an artist later than the Frate and Mariotto.

Same Collection.—Life-size Virgin holding the Infant, who lays two fingers

of his hand on her bare breast, a copy of the Virgin once belonging to Signor
Passerini of Cortona.

London. Baring Collection.—Sketch, part outlined, part coloured, of the

Holy Family ;
traces only of the S. Joseph being in the background to the

left.' The hands of the Virgin painted ;
not done in the mode of Fra Barto-

lommeo or his pupils, and seemingly more modern ;
a little mannered and

affected too, as if by Raphael del Colle in his old age.
London. Lord Taunton {ex-Stoke ParA;).—Virgin and Child, the latter on

a parapet, between S. La\\Tence and a bearded saint. Wood, oil, life-size.

This is a mixture of Fra Bartolommeo and Andrea del Sarto, and not impro-

bably by Puligo, the forms exaggerating the system of dra\\'ing of Del Sarto,

and the Virgin's head being an inspiration from one of the Prate's. The colour

1

is somewhat sombre, and not absolutely satisfactory in the transitions from
<

light to shadow.
London. Lord Elcho.—Yirgin enthroned, with the Child holding a cross,

*

[^Ir. Berenson gives this to Fra Bartolommeo, but the upper part to Albertinelli.]
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under a niche
;
a graceful, small thing, of a golden tinge, in the mode of Fra

Bartolommeo, but without his weighty and superior style. We believe the

author to be Mariotto Albertinelli.

London. Sir Anthony Stirling.
—Crucifixion, between the Virgin and

Evangelist, a little miniature panel, of most careful execution, quite with the

impress of the Frate's school, in the character of Albertinelli also, and at the

same time like a fresco in S. Spirito of Siena. The painter may therefore

be Fra Paolino. The intonation warm, and the drapery broadly cast.

London. Late Northwich Collection.—No. 95. Roimd. Holy Family, like

a Sogliani. No. 101. Holy Family. No. 111. SS. Bartholomew, Biagio, and
Nicholas. No. 899. Holy" Family", not by the Frate.

London. George A. Hoslcins, Esq.
—No. 210, at Manchester. Virgin,

Child, and Saints
;
not on the level of the powers of Fra Bartolommeo.

London. Abraham Derhy, Esq.
—No. 93, at Manchester. Marriage of

S. Catherine, inscribed :

" orate pro pictore
"

; superficial, feeble, by some
follower of the Frate and Fra Paolino.

Bristol {near). Sir William Miles, Bart., of Leigh Court.—The Virgin with

the naked Child holding on with His right hand to the bosom of her dress.

A fuie life-size picture, but without the high quaHties of Fra Bartolommeo,
The mixture of Delia Porta and Andrea del Sarto might lead one to assign it

to Puligo. The tints are gay, almost gaudy.
Glasgow {near). Hamilton Palace. Breakfast Room..—Holy Family. The

Child on the Virgin's lap, blessing the young Baptist kneeling to the left,

S. Joseph ill rear to the right. Behind, a wall and a landscape. In front, a

cup out of v/hich a finch is drinldng (wood, half life-size). The Virgin and
S. Joseph are apparently taken from Fra Bartolommeo

;
the two children

are reminiscent of Raphael. The handling is like that of Bugiardini or

Sogliani.

England. Lord Wenlock.—Two Friars (exhibited 1853 at the British

Institution). These are of the Frate's school.

The following is a list of pieces not seen by the authors :
—

Geneva (see antea).

Besanfon. Cathedral.—Assumption by Fra Bartolommeo. It was first

placed by the chancellor of Flanders, Jean Carondelet, Archbishop of Palermo

(born 1469, f 1544), in his family chapel in S. Etienne of Besan9on. It came
later into the cathedral. It represents the Virgin and Child on a throne which

is carried on clouds, by angels. Below stand (left), SS. John Baptist, Sebastian,

and Stephen. Right, kneeling, the patron, John Carondelet, with S. Bernard

and another saint behind him. On the foregroimd are roses. Distance,

landscape. Of the master's best time. PassAVant, annot. to Schorn's

Vasari in Kunsthlatt, 1844, No. 28.i

Milan. Camillo Fumagalli.
—

Assigned {Lett. Pittoriche, vol. vi., p. 417,

to Raphael, but according to Passavant by Fra Bartolommeo {Baphad,
vol. ii., p. 407). Subject : the Virgin and Child in centre. Wings : SS.

Catherine and Barbara. Outer side of wings : Annunciation in monochrome ^

(see Marchese, vol. ii., p. 48, and Passavant, vol. ii. p. 407),

'

[This is by Fra Bartolommeo.]
^ [Now in Poldi-Pczzoli. No. 477. Afcribed by Motelli (Ddla FUtwa Ital'am,

p. 121) to Albertinelli. Painted 1500.]

I
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Foligno. Signor Gregori.
—Holy Family. Virgin seated with the Infant

on her lap, playing with its hands in the beard of S. Joseph, who stands by.

Below, the little Baptist looks up at the Infant Christ. Passavant {Raphael,
vol. ii., p. 409) thinks the work (which is assigned to Raphael) by Fra Bar-

tolommeo.
Paris. Galerie Abel.—Madonna del Cappuccino, said to be commenced by

Fra Bartolommeo, finished by Raphael. Subject : Virgin and Child, S.

Francis kneeling between angels and the young Baptist giving fruits to the

Saviour (see Makchese, vol. ii., p. 47). Passavant {Raphael, vol. ii., p. 413)

says Raphael at all events had nothing to do with this piece.
Florence. Signor Ricasoli.—Head of Christ on a tile (Marchese, vol. ii.,

p. 128).

Florence. Cav. Baldelli.—A Nativity (Marchess, vol. ii., p. 128).

Florence. Signor Volpini.
—Holy Family (Vasari, Annot., vol. vii., p. 169).

Perugia. Palazzo Penna.—Dead Christ, Virgin and two Apostles (Mar-
chese, vol. ii., note to p. 81).^

The following are missing :
—

Florence.—Madonna belonging to P. M. delle Pozze (Vasari, vol. vii.,

p. 151). A Nativity for Giovanni Cardinal de' Medici (ibid., p. 157). Various

Madonnas in Casa Medici (ibid., p. 167). Virgin in Casa Capponi (ibid.).

Virgin, Child, and two Saints in Casa LeUo Torelli (ibid.). S. George and the

Dragon, Casa Pier' del Pugliese (ibid.). Compagnia de' Contemplanti, later

in possession of Ottaviano de' Medici, a panel of which no subject is given

(ibid., p. 169). Palazzo Niccolini : Holy Family (Richa, Chiese, vol. viii.,

p. 48). Badia di Settimo : Virgin giving the breast to the Infant (ibid.,

vol. ix., p. 225).
Arezzo. Badia de' Monad Neri.—Monochrome, head of Christ (Vasari,

vol. vii., p. 169).

Viterbo. S. M. della Quercia.
—Resurrection of Christ and Coronation of

j

the Virgin (Vasari, vol. xi., p. 30, and Marchese, vol. ii., p. 87).^

Before taking leave of S. Marco, in which so many masterpieces were

I produced in the course of a century, we pause for a moment to say
few Avords of Fra Paolino, who has become inseparable from his

: superior Fra Bartolommeo. He was born about 1490 at Pistoia,^ and

I
received the fu-st rudiments from liis father, Bernardino d'Antonio del

 

Signoraccio, a local artist of the feeblest kind, to whom some works are

-till assigned.* He became a novice at a tender age, and is supposed
to have taken orders in S. Domenico of Prato

;
from whence he was

^

[These last six we have been unable to trace.]
"

[Morelli considers the
"
Noli me Tangere

"
at Paris an early work by Fra

Bartolommeo.]
' The Register of deaths of S. Domenico at Pistoia contains Fra Paolino's

ilogy, describing liim as haA-ing died, aged circa fifty-seven, in 1547 (Tigri, in

[archese, vol. ii., p. 370).
Pistoia.— S. Lorenzo: Virgin and Saints, inscribed:

" bernardinvs a^i^
riSTORiEN. pfs." S. Felice (outside): Virgin and Saints with the signature:

III. 2 E
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transferred with Delia Porta to S. Marco. There he was the helpmate
of the Frate and of Mariotto, assisting them in the execution of pictures

which still bear the monogram of the ateher. Of these, the earUest and

best are : one under his name dated 1510, a Virgin and Child amidst

Saints, in the Belvedere of Vienna ;
and two Saints in the Academy of

Siena (1514), catalogued as by Fra Bartolommeo.^ Equally early, but

of less value, are a Nativity of 1511 in the Palazzo Borghese, a Virgin,

Child, and youthful Baptist in the Palazzo Sciarra Colonna at Rome ;

a Madonna with the Infant, the Baptist, and S. Joseph (1511), in the

Palace of Prince Corsini
;
and a Virgin and Child in the Antinori Palace

at S. Gaetano in Florence.^ Such a man as Fra Paolino would naturally

do better or ^\'orse according as the person who controlled him paid
more or less attention to his labours. We need not for this reason

hesitate to class under one head productions hke those of Vienna, Siena,

Rome, and Florence, the last of which are much below the first. For,

in spite of the difference in merit apparent in them, they all have the

same general stamp.^ That Fra Paohno was indebted for instruction

cliiefly to Fra Bartolommeo, is shown by the fact that the Crucifixion

undertaken by him in S. Spirito of Siena (1516) was till lately considered

to have been by Delia Porta.^ He had free run of the sketches, draw-

ings, or cartoons of the latter, and by that means frequently concealed his

owTi deficiencies as a composer and draughtsman. His most successful

effort as an executant is the Madonna of Vienna. Colour, on panel
or canvas, is constantly bricky, opaque, and inky in shadow

;
contours

are Aviry and mechanical, faces vulgar, and drapery unnecessarily cut up
with detail. In fresco, liis brush is washy and powerless ;

rehef by
hght and shade is scarcely attained at all

;
and Mfeless stiffness is the

consequence.
After Fra Bartolommeo's death, Fra PaoUno made copious use of

the great man's heirlooms, finishing what he had begun, or colouring on

his outhnes. Tliis is apparent in a Pieta of 1519 at the Academy of

Florence
;

in other subjects of the same collection, in a Madonna \nth

" BERNARorNXTS ANTONii DE piSTORio PiNSiT, 1502." S. Giovanni Fuorcivitas:
S. Roch, with the words :

" bernardiko vecchio, 1532. pistoriensis, prete
GruLiANO d'antinoro tecit fieri." (Tolomei, Guida, vbi sup., pp. 79, 102, 198-9.)

^ See antea.
2 In 1513 Fra Paolino modelled two figures of earth, wliich were afterwards

placed in S. M. Mad. of Plan' di Mugnone. {Marchess, vol. ii., p. 207.)
' One painter who might claim to be mentioned for a share of sonae of the

pieces named is SogUani, another is Mariotto. But Sogliani imitated Fra Barto-
lommeo at a later period, and the stamp of Mariotto is not that apparent in tlie

works before us.
* The record proving that the Crucifixion of S. Spirito at Siena is by Fra Paolino

is m Marchese, vol. ii., pp. 210-11.
Frescoes done in 1514 at Plan' di Mugnone, by Fra Paolino, have perished.

(Marchese, vol. ii., p. 209.)
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Saints of 1525/ at S. Lucia
;
and another of 1530 in S. Agostino, at or

near S. Gimignano ; and equally so in the later and more ambitious

attempts which decorate the altars of churches in Pistoia. Era PaoUno
had retired latterly to his native place. He died there of the effects of

a sunstroke, in 1547.^

The following register is not to be avoided :
—

Vienna. Belvedere.—Room IV. Florentine School. No. 42 (canvas, oil,

figures life-size). Virgin and Child between the laieeUng SS. Chiara and
Catherine of Alexandria, the standing Mary Magdalen and Dominic, Peter

Martyr, and Barbara. On the pedestal, beneath the monogram, is the follow-

ing :

"
1510, SUB TUUM PRESIDIUM CONFUGIMUS SANCTA DEI GENITRIX

"
;
and

on a scroll at the Virgin's feet, the hues from S. Dominic's legend by Theodoric

of Apolda, beginning: "caritatem habete
"

(Marchese, vol. ii., p. 208).

This is a good imitation of Fra Bartolommeo, but careful and cold in drawmg,
and ill-balanced in composition, the effect being that of a mixture between the

styles of the Frate and Andrea del Sarto, the colour being of a roseate red

without massiveness. There is more grandeur m the Child than elsewhere.

The Virgin's type is fine, and her face, turned towards S. Barbara, has some
softness. The best figure, however, is that of the kneehng S. Catherine, which

is quite reminiscent of the two saints (attributed to Fra Bartolommeo, antea) in

their Academy of Siena, which for that reason we should place immediately
after the Madonna of Vienna.

Siena. S. Spirito.
—Crucifixion, fresco, under glass proved by records

to be not by Fra Bartolommeo, but by Fra Paolino (Marchese, vol. ii.,

pp. 210-11), assisted by Fra Andrea, of whom no other notice exists.

The head of the Saviour is not without refinement ;
but the frame, of

regular proportion, is a hfeless and wooden nude, lame in hands and

feet. The outlines and drapery are in Fra Paohno's character ;
the colour

likewise. Hatching is copious and regular, as in engravings. S. Catherine,

in profile, kneehng, is most like an original of Fra Bartolommeo.

We have spoken of a neat httle miniature panel hke this fresco in the

collection of Sir Anthony Stirhng (see antea).

Florence. Academy of Arts.—[No. 170.] Marriage of S. Catherine of

Siena. Composition by Fra Bartolommeo, to whom the altarpiece is given in

the catalogue, execution apparently by Fra Paolino (see antea). No. 71 [?].

Assumption, and Gift of the Girdle, once in S. Marco, and considered by the

authors of the catalogue due to Fra Paolino, is possibly by Michele di Ridolfo.

S. Gimignano (six miles from).^ S. Lucia a Bibbiano.—Virgin and Child

between the kneeling SS. Catherine of Alexandria and Lucy, the standing

iSS. Gimignano, Antonino, Jerome, and a friar in a pilaster ornament (wood,

jail, figures life-size). On the lower sldrtmg, three rounds including a Saint,

1 In 1524 a picture was ordered of Fra Paoliiio for the Servi of Pistoia, but
.vits never executed (Mahchese, vol. ii., pp. 213, 269). An altarpiece done in

1525 for S. Domenico of Fiesole has disappeared (ibid., p. 214). Other vvorlcs at

^iterbo are liliewise missing (ibid., p. 216).
* See Fra Paolino's long and tminteresting life in Mabchese, vol. ii., p. 204 and

"ollowTng. and i-ecords in Appendix, ibid., vol. ii., p. 369 and following.
'

[S. Lucia is two miles from S. Gimignano.]
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the Visitation, and the Angel and Tobit. The date 1525 is on the Virgm's

pedestal. The imitation of Fra Bartolommeo is most visible in the Virgin
and kneeUng females ;

the manner, generally, being that of the Madonna at

Vienna, with less successful handling. The colour as usual.

S. Gimignano. S. Agostino.
—

Virgin and Child on a pedestal, at the foot

of which an angel plays a viol. SS. Nicholas, Vincenzo Ferrerio, and two
others at the sides (wood, oil, figures life-size). This was delivered, according
to Canon Pecori {S. Gimignano, uhi. sup., p. 542), by Fra Paolino in June

1530, to S. Domenico of Pistoia ; Marchese says to S. Domenico of S. Gimi-

gnano (vol. ii., p. 214). It is done from a drawing by Fra Bartolommeo, the

group of the Virgin and Child being a counterpart of that in the Marriage of

S. Catherine (1511) at the Louvre, and in the same episode at the Academy
of Arts in Florence. Keddish, with inky grey shadows and violet half tones.

Pistoia. S. Paolo.—Virgin, Child, and saints with angels, under a conical

pavilion (wood, oil, figures hfe-size). Free adaptation of an arrangement
taken from the Frate, but without his symmetry or grandeur ;

the most

important of Fra Paolino's performances, but cold and hard, not equal to

the Madonna of Vienna, though superior to those of S. Gimignano. On the

step of the throne the words :

"
opus f. pauli de pist. or. pr^. mdxxviii."

The yellow mantle of S. Peter is repainted.
Pistoia. S. Domenico,—Adoration of the Magi (wood, oil), much injured

by scaling, dark and opaque in shadow. There is much movement and anima-
tion in the composition, which curiously recalls Andrea da Salerno or Andrea
del Sarto

;
and some grace is imparted to the Virgin presenting the Child

to the king, who kneels and kisses its foot. Done, according to Tolomei, in

1539 (Tolomei, Guida, p. 111).

Same Church. Choir.—Marriage of S. Catherine of Siena (wood, oil, life- 4

size), retouched throughout. The group of Virgin and Child is a replica of

that in S. Agostino of S. Gimignano. SS. Catherine and Mary Magdalen
Imeel as in the Marriage (No. 65) at the Academy of Florence. Coarse and

unsatisfactory.
Same Church.—Crucified Saviour between the Virgin and EvangeUst,

S. Thomas Aquinas at foot
;
bad and much restored. Wood, oil, life-size.

Pistoia. S. G. Evangelista, Fuorcivitas. Sacristy.
—Nude S. Sebastian

in a landscape. Wood, oil. This is a long lean figure in Fra Paolino's

manner. In part scaled.

Rome. Palazzo Borghese.
—Room II. No. 31 (named Fra Bartolommeo).

Wood, oil, with the monogram and date of 1511. The Child is stretched on

the ground, near Him the little Baptist with the Cross. The Virgin in rear

kneeling, and S. Joseph to the right. One sees that the foundation is by
Fra Bartolommeo, but nothing more.

Rome. Palazzo Sciarra Colonna.—Room IV. No. 1. Virgin, Child, and

little Baptist (named Fra Bartolommeo) ;
with the monogram. Wood,

oil, half the life-size. In the same class as the Nativity of the Palazzo

Borghese.
Florence. Palace of Prince Corsini.—No. 22. Virgin, Child, Baptist and

S. Joseph (named Fra Bartolommeo), with the monogram and year 1511.,

Superficial (wood, oil, half the life-size), rubbed down and retouched, inferior'

to, but in the same manner as, that o; the Palazzo Sciarra at Rome. The

I
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types are like those of Mariotto. The colour reminiscent of Andrea del

Sarto's pupil, Puligo.
o^^Florence. Palazzo Antinori a S. Gaetano.—Named Mariotto. Virgin and

Child, and Baptist, arched (wood, oil, almost life-size). An angel on the left

is by another hand. This also bears the monogram. It is like the foregoing,

superficial and lustrous. .. r^

Besides the foregoing, we note as of still less importance : an Assumption
at'S. Maria del Sasso, near Bibbiano

;

^ a Virgin and Saints in S. Maria delle

Grazie at Pistoia ; two panels at CutigUano, a Virgin between SS. Francis

and Benedict in the Academy, a Madonna and Saints in S. Giovanni, the

same subject in the Palazzo Comune at Pistoia, and a Presentation in the

Temple, of large size, in the late Bromley Collection.

After the death of Fra Paolino, the well-worn designs of Fra Barto-

lommeo passed to Suor Plautilla Nelli in S. Caterina of Florence ;
a

lady AA-ho was born in 1523, and died in 1587 (Vasari, vol. ix., pp. 6, 7,

and Annot.). We shall only mention one or two of her works, leaving

the reader at his pleasure to go deeper into the matter in the pages of

Vasari and Marchese.

Florence. Acadermj of Arts.—[No. 176.] Originally in Santa Caterina of

Florence. The Maries and other saints wailing over the dead body of the

Sa-\dour (wood, oil, eight hfe-size figures). The composition is fine, and

perhaps an unused one of Fra Bartolommeo, but the execution is a caricature

of that of the classic school, the females being the least objectionable. The

colour is dull and opaque.
Florence. Prince Corsini.—Virgin, Child, in a landscape, and a figure

looking over the Virgin's shoulder (named Plautilla NeUi), an exaggeration
of the forms of the Frate, of a low reddish and raw tone.

Berlin. Museum.—[No. 250]. Martha complains in the presence of Christ,

Mary, and Peter. This is falsely assigned to Plautilla NeUi, being dated 1524,

a year after her bnth. It is a feeble piece, of wliich the cartoon seems never-

theless by Fra Bartolommeo.

^
[The authors mean Bibbiona in the Casexatino.]



CHAPTER XVII

MARIOTTO ALBERTINELLI AND BUGIARDINI

The unimpeachable testimony of records has served to impress Anth an

additional stamp of truth the opinion of Vasari as to the hfe and char-

acter of Mariotto AlbertinelU. Born on the 13th of October 1474/ and

put by his father Biagio di Bindo to the trade of gold-beating, he soon

tired of the monotony pecuhar to tliis occupation and exchanged it for

that of a painter. His choice of Cosimo RosselH as a master threw

him into contact with Baccio della Porta, Anth whom he speedily entered

into cordial friendship ;
and such was the inchnation felt by the two

apprentices towards each other that their companionship became in-

separable ;
and Mariotto derived from his style the name of a second

Fra Bartolommeo.^

We shall not dwell anew on the incidents which preceded the monastic

retirement of Della Porta
;

nor is it necessary to do more than bear in

mind, that when the Last Judgment of S. Maria Nuova was left un-

finished, Mariotto remained charged with its completion. Wliat chiefly

interests us is to see that during Baccio's novitiate, Mariotto continued

the pursuits Mdiich had hitherto been carried on in common, and gave

signs of a talented and promising manner resembhng in principles as

well as in technical methods that of his old partner.

Wliat became of the earher pictures which fell into the hands of

Cesar Borgia at Rome, or the Ukeness of Alfonsina de' Medici, has not

been discovered
;

^ but there is a small Christ Appearing to the

Magdalen, in the Louvre, in which reminiscences of Cosimo RosseUi's

atelier are discovered.* It was to be expected that AlbertineUi should

become acquainted with the mode of drawing in which Fra Barto-

lommeo's famiharity A\ith the works of Leonardo was betrayed ;
that

he should have the same types and hvely action, the same thin shapes
and elegant proportion ;

and that his landscape should be touched Anth

the Frate's careful tenderness. His system of painting necessarily had

the same fresh sharpness and minuteness of handling. So natural indeed

1
Register of Baptisms at Florence in Tav. Alfah., ad. lit. et an.

• Vasaki, vol. vii., p. 180.
»

Ibid., p. 181.
* Louvre [No. 1115], for a long time assigned to Perugino. [This work, according

to MoRELLi, Della Pittura Italiana, p. 120, is by Fra Bartolommeo. Mr. Berenson
also gives it to Fra Bartolommeo.]

433
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is this, that the presence of all these features in one panel leaves no doubt
as to its authorship. And if in that of the Louvre we discover an art

less perfect than that of Fra Bartolommeo, it is only because Mariotto
had not all the gifts of his associate. Both men had the same education,
both were ahke in their veneration of the maxims which were kno\ra
in the shops of Rosselh and Verrocchio as alone true and unassailable.

There was a time Avhen Mariotto might almost have hoped to ascend

to the highest honours at Florence, the time when Delia Porta, having

apparently renounced his profession, varied his leisure perhaps bj?-
en-

couraging and advising his friend. To this favourable moment Ave owe
the Salutation, ordered of Mariotto in 1503 for the Congregation of

S. Martino at Florence.

The scene is laid in a highly decorated portico, looking out upon
a fair sky and pleasant country. The Virgin has stopped, and bends

slightly but courteously forward as EUzabeth steps up and takes her

hand, a free expression of joy in her aged face contrasting with the more
staid and noble attention in that of the Madonna. Both have the mien
and bearing becoming their station. Admirable chastity and com-

posure in the one, a winning honesty in the other. The action and the

drapery are equally fehcitous. In this appHcation of the Leonardesque

rules, Mariotto was for this once almost perfect, and but for a httle

stiffness would be equal to Fra Bartolommeo. Technically he had not

allowed any of the advantages of the age to escape him. All the require-

ments known to Da Vinci after his departure from Milan he turned to

use for the attainment of full harmony and rich vapour, producing
enamel transparence in a low key of tone with consummate skill by

glazes.^

To this grand specimen of a picture of style succeeded a round of

the Nativity now- at the Pitti
;

a brilliant easel-piece charming for its

combination of the qualities of Leonardo and Credi ;
for noble serious-

ness in the face of the Virgin and the pleasing plumpness in the shape
of the Infant Christ

;
the landscape, of Ferrarese minuteness in detail,

like that of Fra Bartolommeo's Vision of S. Bernard.^ .

Shortly after this, Fra Bartolommeo appointed Mariotto guardian of

his brother Piero, and resumed his artistic occupations. Wliilst he was

occupied with the Nativity and Circumcision of the Ufiizi, Albertinelli

was busy on a Crucifixion at the Certosa, and a Madonna with Saints

in S. Trinita of Florence.

1 On the pilasters, one reads: "anno mdiii." The predella
—Aiuiunciation,

Nativitjs and Circumcision—is not less able than the principal incident, though
raw from the abrasion of glazes. [Now in Uffizi, No. 1259.]

*
fPitti No. 3*15.] Wood, oil, figures half the Ufe-size. Three angels in the

sky sing from a scroll. To the right, beliind the Virgin, S. Joseph. The shape
of the Madonna is a Uttle less noble and more square than in the Salutation.
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The fresco, a simple form of an old theme, with the Magdalen at

foot, the Virgin and Evangehst at the sides, and angels gathering the

blood from the hands, is very much in Fra Bartolommeo's manner, and

tells by comparison Avhat the lower parts of the Last Judgment at

S. Maria Nuova must have been.^ The Madonna, now at the Louvre,

stands on a pedestal, the Infant in her arms giving a blessing to SS.

Jerome and Zanobius, who kneel in front. Like that of the Frate in

the altarpiece of S. Marco, the group of the Virgin and Cliild is fine and

full of feeling. The two saints are well proportioned, and the distance

of hills is varied 'svith episodes.^ We dwell at length upon this period

of Albertinelli's life, because he then achieved his greatest successes.

As he grew older, taking many pupils, such as Giuhano Bugiardini,^

Francia Bigio,^ Innocenzo da Imola,^ and Pontormo,^ he wasted more

than his leisure in a vain attempt to improve oil mediums.

A Virgin and Child with the infant Baptist, dated 1509, and greatly

injured, in the Fitzwilham Museum at Cambridge, serves less to prove
this than to shoAv that Bugiardini was probably then a journeyman in

his shoj).^ A better illustration is the Annunciation of 1510, which

passed from the Compagnia di S. Zanobi to the Academy of Arts at

Florence. In order to suit this subject for its position, he placed the

panel on the altar and studied the perspective as Avell as the play of

light and shade on the spot ;
and as he had some peculiar notions as

to the propriety of combining marked relief with fusion, he tried a

number of experiments with but Httle satisfaction to himself.^ The

result, as we now see it, was an excessive lucidity of colour, obtained

by a copious use of strong varnish in the oils, and a substance at once

viscous, flo^^dng, and difficult to model. Time dealt severely with this

example, and what it has spared has suffered from restoring ; but

besides, Mariotto gave evidence of an extravagant fancy in the confused

arrangement and strange dresses of the angels surrounding the appari-

' Inscribed :

"
iviariotti florentini opus pro quo patbes deus orandus

EST. A. ]:>. M.CCCCCVI MENS. SEPT."
-
[Louvre, No. 1114.] One reads on the base of the pedestal:

" mariooti
DEBFRTiN ELLIS. OPUS A. D. M" Dvi." The pictiiTe was ordered of Zanobi del

Maestro, and was taken to Paris before 1813. Adam and Eve near tlie Tree of

Ivnowledge are on the pedestal as a bas-relief. In the backgronnd S. Jerome
prays at the foot of the Cross, and S. Zanobius re\ives the Child. The colour
is of good impasto but raw from the removal of glazes.

3 Vasari, vol. vii., p. 187, and vol. x., p. 347.
*

Ibid., vol. vii., p. 187. ^
Ibid., vol. vii., p. 187, and vol. ix., p. 93.

«
Ibid., vol. xi., p. 30.

' No. 5. Wood, oil. The Virgin, erect with a pomegranate in her right hand,
holds the Infant, standing, on a parapet. The latter hangs on to the bosom of His
mother's dress, whilst the young Baptist looks on and carries the reed cross. A
bird pecks food, and a vase of flowers is placed on the wall. In front one reads :

"
JL\RI0TTI FLORENTINI OPUS 1509." Through a window, a landscape, the whole

covered over with modem repainting.
* Vasari, vol. vii., pp. 184-5.

J
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tion of the Eternal
;
thus casting into the shade the finer points made

in the fair types of the Virgin and angel. The subsequent removal to a

gallery where the effect of a low centre of vision is negatived by hanging
" below the line

"
combines with other disadvantages to give Mariotto's

work an unfavourable aspect.^ The circumstances under which he

brought it, after incredible labour, to completion were such that a

valuation by competent persons became necessary, and Pietro Perugino,

Ridolfo Gliirlandaio, and Francesco Granacci, had to give their opinion

before the price was finally settled.^

In a more quiet and less fanciful mood, AlbertinelU had occasion to

furnish to S. Giuliano a Trinity^ on gold ground, and an enthroned

Madonna adored by two kneehng saints, wliich from thence have been

transferred to the Academy of Florence.*

In the midst of these occupations the friendship of Fra Bartolommeo,
whose fame was increasing daily, had not been neglected. We have

seen how vainly Mariotto tried to mediate in the summer of 1507 between

him and Bernardo del Bianco. After the return of the Frate from

Venice, the want of a skilled superintendent in the ateUer of S. Marco

became evident, and the old partnership, which had been broken up
in 1500, was renewed in 1510. Very few of the pictures undertaken

while it lasted enable us to distinguish the hand of either artist. We
barely have a trace of AlbertinelU in the glory of the Murano altarpiece

at S. Romano of Lucca. His presence is more decidedly apparent in

the lower part of the Assumption at Berhn, and is shghtly betrayed in

the round of the Nativity at Saltocchio, near Lucca.

At the division of profits which took place in January 1513, a panel
which fell to Mariotto's share was one of Adam and Eve, contoured

and rubbed in by Fra Bartolommeo.^ After AlbertinelU had digested
the chagrin caused by the separation from his friend, and repented of

^ Florence Academy of Arts [No. 169]. The glory has become quite black,
and disharmonj' is increased by the flaying and repainting of the lower parts.

* Vasaki, vol. vii., p. 185.
^ Florence Academy [No. G3]. Wood, oil ; the gold groimd renewed to the

detriment of some outlines. The face of the Eternal is fine, and well preserved ;

in type Uke one of Fra Bartolommeo's in S. Roinano at Lucca. Two angels at His
feet are pleasing and reminiscent, as regards action and form, of the Raphaelesque.
The arrangement is on the Frate's principles ;

—the drapery broad ; but the coloui*
- of the same kind as in the Annunciation (Vasari, vol. vii., p. 183).

In the Berlin Musevim [No. 229]. A roimd of the Trinity vmder Mariotto's
name is very like the above in respect of arrangement, though more like a work
of Granacci in touch and mode of colouring.

* Florence Academy of Arts [No. 167]. Mentioned by Vasart, vol. vii., p. 183.

Wood, oil, figures life-size. The Virgin is enthroned with the Infant between
SS. Jolm the Baptist, Julian, Dominic, and Nicholas. A bold handling hero
reminds us of the Madonna at the Louvre of 1506, with somethmg akin to Ridolfo

Ghirlandaio. The figures are firm and well proportioned, the chiaroscuro well

defined, the colour a Uttle bold.
" Memorandum of Mariotto (January 5, 1513, n. s.) in JLvrchese, vol. ii., p. 366.
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having turned publican, we think that he took in hand this httle pieceJ

which is now at Castle Howard. On the left sits Adam in profile,'

obviously bent on dissuading Eve, who stands against a tree about

to pluck the fruit. She is tempted by the whispering demon whose

body is twined about the trunk. In the landscape, the Creation and

Expulsion are introduced as subordinate episodes. This is an exquisite

thing, correct in the anatomj^ proportions, and action of Adam, astonish-

ingly appropriate in the hesitating movement of Eve. In spite of

mirmte treatment, the touch is firm, and the tone rich, sweet, and airy.^

Nor is this a solitary specimen of Mariotto's power. Its counter-

part is a beautiful Sacrifice of Abraham, preserved likewise in the

collection of Castle Howard
;

^ and a similar character is marked in three

fragments of a Coronation of the Virgin at the Museum of Carlsruhe.^

We cannot suppose that Mariotto long remained absent from his

easel. For some months only did he keep a tavern at the Ponte Veccliio

al Drago, near the gate of S. Gallo, and congratulate himself on having
entered on a trade

" where he should be free from the taunts of criticism,

and hear no more of muscles, of foreshortening, or perspective."
^ The

means which had enabled him to take this strange step were, no doubt,

soon exhausted ; and in March 1513 he was glad to accept a commission

for a sliield of arms in the Palace of the Medici, on the occasion of

Leo X.'s elevation to the Papacy.^
The Annunciation at Munich, though undated, is but a continuation

of the manner illustrative of this period in Albertinelh's career, com-

bining the elegance and pious spirit of Fra Bartolommeo A\dtli a senti-

ment and method of colouring hke that of Andrea del Sarto.^ It shows

that Mariotto, in this instance at least, could succeed in uniting strong

contrasts of light and shade to atmosphere and fusion of colour, and

preserve at the same time true proportions and flexibihty in nude.'

1 [An unfinished picture of Adam and Eve by Fra Bartolommeo (see H. Horne,
Burlington Magazine, and B. Berenson, Florentine Painters, is now in tlie Collec-

tion of Mr. J. G. Jolmson, of Philadelphia, U.S.A.]
^ Both these little pieces ha\'e been successively called by the names of Raphael,

F. Francia, and Lorenzo Costa ; and are the finest specimens of AlbertinelU when
he strove to rival Fra Bartolommeo. In the Sacrifice, Abraham holds his knife to

Isaac's throat, as the angel stops him and points to the lamb in a distant bush.

The angel's wings are touched in gold.
^ Carlsruhe Museum, No. 323. A boy-angel and part of a second with flowers,

with a piece of the dress of the Virgin, the rest of whose form and a piece of the

Redeemer are in No. 324, whilst the third bit (No. 325) shows an angle of Christ's

dross, and another boy-angel. These were perhaps done dviring the partnership
with the Frate. These numbers at Carlsruhe are under the name of Fra Barto-

lommeo, but the drawing and execution are ]\Iariotto's. the flesh lights being red,

the shadows of a greyish blue, and the velucle viscous.
* Vasaei, vol. vii., pp. 183-4. » Ibid.
* Ex. gr. in the Annunciation at the Pitti, No. 124.
' Munich, Pinakothek [No. 1057]. At the sides of the principal group stand

a fine naked S. Sebastian, with an angel consoUng him by presenting the palm of
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At the very last, and when one might think that AlbertinelU must

have surrendered all hope of receiving useful inspirations from the study
of great contemporary masterpieces, he was induced to proceed to Rome,

A\liither, according to Vasari, he journeyed by way of Viterbo, after

having finished there a picture begun by Era Bartolommeo in S. M. della

Quercia. Ho had scarcely given the final toucli to a Marriage of

S. Catherine for Fra Mariano at S. Salvestro, when he M'as seized with an

illness which so prostrated him that he was brought back on a htter

to Florence, where he died on the 5th of November 1515.^

Some doubtful classifications in pubHc and private collections make
the following list desirable :

—

Florence. Ufpzi.
—No. 1183. The Dead Christ, on the ground, at the foot

of the Cross, surromuled by the EvangeUst, the Maries and other females.

Unimportant, but suggesting memories of Raphael's studies for the same

subject. Not, certainly, by Mariotto."^

Flore^ice. Prince Corsini.—No. 20. Wood. Painted from a cartoon

assigned to Raphael in the Academy of Arts at Florence, by an artist subse-

quent to Ridolfo Ghirlandaio.^

S. Petersburg. Hermitage.
—No. 21. Named M. AlbertinelU. Marriage of

S. Catherine in the presence of SS. John Evangelist, Nicholas, Stephen,
. Francis, Jerome, John Baptist, and two others. Wood, oil, figures large as

i Ufe
; formerly in the Braschi Palace at Rome. In its present condition, being

I

much restored, this is a mixture of Sogliani and Bazzi, the style of the latter,

i especially clear in the Virgin and four principal saints at her sides, and in

the sky with its dark cloud
;
the rest more Florentine, the S. Catherine par-

ticularly coarse and heavy. Age and retoucliing have changed the colour.

Hence lack of harmony and transparence.
S. Petersburg. Leucktenberg Gallery.

—No. 43. Named Gaudenzio Ferrari,

Wood, oil, figures almost hfe-size. Virgin and Child between S. Joseph and

,
the sleeping infant Baptist, in a landscape, with angels playing instruments

}

in the air to the left. Here the stamp of Mariotto is more marked than in the

foregoing, but the surface has also been deeply damaged by retouching. The

painter seems to be Sogliani or some other imitator of the same sort.

S. Petersburg. Prince Gortschakoff.
—Round of the Virgin, Child, infant

Baptist, and two female Saints. Wood, oil. The composition, after the

fashion of the Frate, the forms and faces reminiscent of Raphael ;
the young

S. John heavy and grotesque. The want of feeling and other features here

betray Andrea del Sarto's pupil Puligo.

martyrdom, and S. Ottilia, with a dagger in her throat (wood, oil, figures almost

large as Ufe). The picture has been unevenly cleaned, the distance and foregrovmd
(the latter especially) being much abraded. The flesh shadows are shghtly rubbed'

away, and hence a little cool and grey. Pvirchased at Florence in 1832.
1 Vasari, vol. vii., p. 186. His death on that day and his burial in S. Piero

Maggiore are proved by the register of deaths ai ann. See Tav. Alfah., uhi sup.
Of his works at Rome and Viterbo not a trace remains.

^
[In the Corsini Gallery there is a Holy Family, No. 160, painted by Alberti-

ueUi in 1511.]
* [Now No. 87, by Baccliiacca?]
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London. National Gallery.
—

[No. 645]. Virgin and Child, once in pos-
session of Mr. Beaucousin in Paris, like a Mariotto, but possibly by Sogliani
when imitating Fra Bartolommeo.

Paris. Ex-Pourtales Gallery.
—Wood, oil. Virgin, Child, the boy S. John,

and S. Joseph in distance. Named Albertinelli. This is a rudely executed

adaptation of Mariotto and Fra Bartolommeo by Sogliani.^

In the number of Mariotto's pupils, Vasari names Visino, whom else-

where he has called a disciple of Franciabigio.^ Amongst his per-

formances the historian mentions one "
of Christ taken from the Cros3

together with the thieves, in which there is an ingenious and intricate

arrangement of ladders." ^ This description points to a panel now in

the Galleria del Seminario at Venice,^ not unhke the joint Descent

from the Cross by Filippino and Perugino, but carried out -wdth a

view to emulate Andrea del Sarto and Mchael Angelo. Visino thus

proves how an inferior talent assumes the garb of better ones, with a

strange diversity at various periods.

A Virgin and Child, classed not improperly as Pontormo in the

Academy of Arts of Bologna, but ajttributed by many to Visino or

Bugiardini, is another example of the mixture above noted. There is

something of the Michaelangelesque, a little of Fra Bartolommeo, more
of Del Sarto, particularly in tone. The authorship may therefore be the

same as at Venice. But Visino is not alone in suggesting reflections on

the productions of Mariotto's shop. Bugiardini, Innocenzo da Imola,

and Franciabigio having been there, may all more or less have taken

a part in the pictures that issued from it. Malvasia is inclined to doubt

Vasari's assertion as to the connection between AlbertineUi and Inno-

cenzo, and perhaps his Florentine bias may be due to other causes.

Biit setting him aside, and considering such pieces as raise doubts whether

they are by Albertinelli or his journeymen, we may form a class apart,

in which traits of Albertinelli and his disciples are commingled so that

the result is unlike Mariotto absolutely, and also unlike what the several

1
[Morelli gives to Albertinelli the following :

—
Milan. Poldi-Pezzoli. Triptych of 1500.

Venice. Semitiano. Madonna and Child.

Siena. Academy. S. Catherine and S. Mary Magdalen. Nos. 564-5.

Rome. Coll. Bassegno [now at Agram, Strossmayer Coll.) Adam and
Eve driven from Paradise.

Bergamo. S. Jolon Evangelist and S. Mary Magdalen in his own Coll.

VoLTERRA. Duomo. Annunciation.
Florence. Pitti. Madonna (tondo). No. 365.

Milan. Coll. Viconti-Venosta. Holy Family.
See Morelli, Delia Pittura Italiana, pp. 120-2.

For Mr. Berenson's additions see Florentine Painters (1909). Mr. F. Mason
Perkins (Rassegna d'Arte, August-September 1909), ascribes to AlbertineUi a

Madonna Annunciate in the Coll. Untermeyer at New York.]
2 Vasari, vol. vii., pp. 187-8.

"
^ Ibid.

* Fourteen figures under the head "
School of Perugino."
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subordinates were when they assumed then* independence. One of these

is a Virgin and Child in the collection of the Duca Corsini at Florence,

a round to which graceful grouping and a beautiful landscape, on the

model of Mariotto and the Frate, give a certain interest, but in which

paltry nude, pinched features, and affected melancholy are to be observed.

These we are taught to consider as pecuharities in the first manner of

Giuhano Bugiardini, leading us to the behef that the Madonna of the

Duca Corsini may be his when under the influence of Albertinelh.^ At

Turin, too, is another specimen of the same kind, a round of the

Madonna with a standing Child, the young Baptist, and S. Joseph lead-

ing the ass.2 The Virgin's face varies httle from Mariotto's type, whilst

the aged head and short stature of the Christ, and the vulgar heaviness

of the httle S. John disclose the derivation of Bugiardini from a school

^\here he was enabled to assume sometliing of the air of the great

masters without much original talent. Both at Turin and Florence, the

colour is cold and a httle raw.

Giuliano Bugiardini, whose earliest period of artistic development has

thus been traced, was older by three years than Mariotto, and was born

in 1471 in the suburbs of Florence.^

The dihgence which he exliibited in the Garden of the Medici en-

deared him to Michael Angelo, whom he followed into the shop of

Domenico Ghirlandaio.* He afterwards performed the duties of assistant

to Mariotto at Florence and Gualfonda, and was one of those whom
Buonarotti uselessly employed in Rome when he first undertook the

ceiling of the Sixtine Chapel.^ During a long service in irrespozisible

capacities, he was admitted to have been known for assiduity and pre-

cision in transferring the dra^v^ngs of others to panel.*' When he

advanced late in hfe to an independent position, his abihty in under-

talcing original subjects was necessarily shght, and he confined himself

to the handhng of the simplest incidents.

The Virgin and Child, alone or accompanied by the httle Baptist,

sometimes attended by saints, was his usual theme
;

illustrations of

which we find in the Madonna at the Uffizi kno^\^l for years as by

^ The Virgin sits on a bank in a landscape in which the Nativity and Visitation

are distant episodes. The figvires are one-tliird the size of hfe (wood, oil). The
forms of the Virgin recall those of a Madonna [No. 213 at the Uffizi] under Bugiar-
dini's name, long under that of Da Vinci, in wlaich we find the teclxnical handling
of a scholar of Mariotto conjoined with the type of Leonardo ;

—in which also the

shape of the Infant Clirist is heavy and puffy. But see the text postea.
'
[Turin, Museo Civico.] Wood, oil, figures quarter of life-size, called

Mariotto ':.

^ See the income return of his father, Piero di Jlariano di Bonagiunta, in Tav.

Alfab., iibi sup. [Berenson gives the date as 1475.]
*
Vasari, vol. X., pp. 346-7.

^
Tbid., vol. xii.. p. 190. Circa l.'iOS.

»
Ibid., vol. X., p. 348.
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Leonardo ;
in a Virgin, Child, and Baptist at the Museum of Leipzig,^ a

Nativity at Berhn, and a Marriage of S. Catherine at the Pinacoteca

of Bologna.

Bugiardini did not fail occasionally to discern the graceful and

appropriate in his contemporaries. His grouping in the Madonna of

the Uffizi is not without merit. The Virgin's face, with its broken

outlines and wasted angular features, is cast in the mould of

Leonardo's nun at the Pitti,^ though tinged with a sickly melancholy.
Her action is not without sentiment, her head being pensively bent,

and her hand pointing at the breast which the Child has just abandoned.

There is even a Raphaelesque movement in the Boy, heavy and round

though His shape may be. The drapery gives a good account of the

frame and limbs beneath, as it does in Mariotto and the Frate, but is

rendered more after Michael Angelo's fashion. The colour is full of

light, of good impasto, and fused like that of Albertinelh. We mark
in fact the effect which a constant observation of the best models pro-
duces on Bugiardini.^ In the Leipzig Madonna, greatly as it has been

injured, the same dependence is manifested
;
and in a pleasant land-

scape Giuliano seeks to tint the hillsides with natural variety according
to their distance, and to give depth on the principles of Da Vinci. But

his types are more vulgar and fleshy, his drawing more incorrect, his

drapery more festooned than at the Uffizi.^ The Berlin Nativity, of

better preservation, is composed and painted more particularly in the

method of Mariotto and the Frate, in a strong low key of harmonious

tone, the figures still faulty and short. ^ A more effective distribution,

better forms and truer proportions in the Marriage of S. Catherine at

Bologna, are insufficient to compensate for the bricky tinge and rawness

of a picture marked by something like the manner in which Innocenzo

da Imola afterwards betrays his contact with the Florentines.®

^
[Mr. Berenson denies the picture in Leipzig to Bugiardini.]

2 [Now ascribed by Mr. Berenson and others to Bugiardini himself.]
»

[Uffizi, No. 213.] Wood, oil, figures all but life-size. The type of the Child
is like that in the Turin Madonna (antea). The colour shadowed in grey, fused
like that in Mariotto's Virgin and Saints (1506) at the Lou\'Te. The prevailing
tone is rosy, but some sharpness has been created by old cleaning and the consequent
fia3dng of glazes.

*
Leipzig Museum, No. 143. Catalogued "Giulio Romano," the inscription

having been altered from "
JUL. flor. f." to

"
jul. bo. f." The Virgin holds the

Infant in her arms, the Baptist in front pointing to him and holding the reed cross,

the drawmg heavy, puffy, and incorrect. The nimbuses have been removed ; and

many parts, ex. gr. the shadow on the Virgin's cheek and neck, the Child's hand,
and the foot of the Baptist, are repainted.

^ The Infant sits on the groiuid adored by the kneeling Virgin, right, SS. John
Evangelist and Philip ; left, SS. Jerome and Joseph. In the air is an angel, distance

landscape. Inscribed:
"
JUL. flo. fac." Wood, oil, figures life-size, well preserved.

*
Bologna Pinacoteca. The Virgin has the Child on her Icnee, who gives the

ring to S. Catherine, S. Antony with one leg on the step of the throne at the left

side ; the little Baptist at the Virgin's feet. Wood, oil, all but life-size ; inscribed :

" JUL. FLO. FAC."
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Another phase in Bugiardini's character is to be noticed in genuine

works in which the personages, instead of being short or puffy, are, on

the contrary, thin and small. The tendency in these is to remind of

Leonardo and Raphael, and, in certain motions, of Michael Angelo, the

resulting cento being highly finished and far from unpleasant, though

wanting in the stamp of independence and originahty. In the Gallery

of Signor Battista Mansi at Lucca, a Holy Family, inscribed with

GiuHano's name and the date of 1520,^ shows us the Saviour plucking

dates from a palm and giving them to the Virgin, by whose side the

infant Baptist kneels. The landscape is the old one of the Frate, but

the composition is a mixture of one by Leonardo and Raphael's Madonna

del CardelHno, the faces displajdng an effort to attain the gentleness of

Sanzio's.2 A variation of this, at the Padri Fihppini of Bologna, is

equally pretty and soft in colour
;
smaller and most carefully handled.^

Michaelangelesque attitude is observable in the strained grace of

the principal figure in a round at the Zambeccari Gallery in Bologna,

where the Virgin sits on a bank with a book in her hand near a grove of

trees, and turns at the call of the Infant Christ, who has caught sight of

the young Baptist coming.^ The style is otherwise similar to that of

the Virgin at Lucca. It may be recognised in a round at the Hermitage
of S. Petersburg falsely assigned to Pacchia.^

The number of Bugiardini's panels in Bologna might lead to the

inference that during the troubles of the years previous to 1530 he

remained at a safe distance from Florence. His stay at the latter place

in 1526 is known to a certainty by the record of payments for decorating

the balustrade of the rostrum in the Palace of the Signori.^ After the

^ This picture was probably done in Florence, as a record of September 1520 exists

in which Bugiardini is proved to have joined Ridolfo Ghirlandaio in valuing an altar-

piece by Jacopo del Sellaio, in S. Frediano del Bigallo. [Now in Uffizi, No. 3451 ?].
^ Wood, oil, figures life-size. Of a ruddy tone, the young Baptist with his

wooden cup injured by restoring. Inscribed :

" julianus florentinus faciebat.
1520." In the distance S. Joseph and the ass.

' Wood, oil, 4i feet by 3. Wood, oil, without the S. Joseph.
* Wood, oil, figvires third life-size. Very careful, the lights in the Infant Christ's

hair gilt. [No longer in this Gallery.]
^ S. Petersburg, Hermitage, No. 35. Wood, oil, transferred to canvas. The

Mrgin on the ground with the Infant on her knee, to whom she shows a book, the

Baptist asleep on the right, S. Joseph coniing up ^vith a bundle of sticks and a
barrel on the right; distance a landscape. The forms are small and thin, liardly
autlined, and wdth precision, enamelled and a little raw in colour; not by Paccliia,
to whom it is ascribed, but by Bugiardini.

* Archiv. di Stato di Firenze. Stanziamenti de' Signori e collegi fr, 1521.

to 1527. 33 tergo.
" Die 5 Octobris 1526.

I

" Item stanziarono che detti massai,—dieno e paghino al do Camarlingo della

'Camera dell' Arme fior. 20 larghi d'oro in oro netti ;
—sono per dargli e pagare a

UuUano Bugiardini dipintore per parte del prezzo del cartone che lui fa del disegno
lella spalUere della ringhiera del Palazzo, de' nostri Signori, le quali si^anno a fare
:U nviovo—per essere qiielle che di presente si adoprano, consumate, guaste e dis-

jnorevole." Favoured by Milane-si.

m
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peace he was constantly Michael Angelo's companion at Florence, and

was wont to divert his melancholy by harmless vanity and amusing

self-sufficiency. He had the conceit of a Florentine Boswell, following

Buonarotti hke a shadow, and sunning himseK in the borrowed Hght.^

When the statues of the Day and Night at S. Lorenzo were finished

in 1531, Bugiardini copied the latter on the wing of a triptych, with the

accompaniment of a lantern in the form used for trapping birds at

dark
;
an idea as ludicrous, says Vasari, as if he had copied a nightcap,

a piUow, or a bat.^ With some difficulty he once obtained a sitting from
t

Michael Angelo for his hkeness, and, having kept him two hours, pro-

duced a portrait in which one eye seemed awkwardly transposed into i

one of the temples. Nothing would induce him to correct the error,  

for if error there be, he said, it is in the original.^ The portrait is

supposed to be that of the Louvre, which certainly has something of \

Bugiardini, though feeble even for him, and of a hard, duU, reddish tone.*

A letter of Giovan Battista di Paolo Mini, dated September 29, 1531,

addressed to Baccio Valori, tells of a visit from Michael Angelo to Mini,

together with Bugiardini ;
and a second, interchanged between the same

persons in the foUov/ing October, mentions the Rape of Dinah, which

Giuliano Avas then finishing from a design by Fra Bartolommeo.^ The

picture is now in the Belvedere at Vienna ;
and done clearly from the

Frate's sketch, but without style or harmony of colour,^ and far less

successful than the Martyrdom of S. Catherine, taken about the same ,

time from a composition of Michael Angelo's for the Cappella Rucellai '

at S. Maria Novella of Florence. It is a pity, indeed, that so grand a i

distribution, one so complete in the relation of the groups to the

^ He was a member of the club of the Cazzuola, of which more in the life of

Andrea del Sarto (Vasari, vol. xii., pp. 11-13).
* Vasari, vol. x., p. 352.
^

Ibid., p. 350. Michael Angelo succeeded in getting for Bugiardini Sebastian
del Piombo's portrait of Clement VII., from which he (Giuliano) made a picture
of that Pope in company of Baccio Valori (see Gaye, vol. ii., p. 228, and Vasari,
vol. X., p. 133), and another of the Pope with Fra Niccol6 Schomberg, Archbishop
of Capua (Vasari, ibid.). Bugiardini also copied Raphael's Leo X., substituting
Cardinal Cibo for Cardinal de' Rossi (ibid., vol. x., p. 350), and he took tho likeness

of the liistorian Guicciardini {circa 1534 ? Vasari, ibid., p. 349). These are all

missing, as well as the frescoes at Baccio Valori's country-house and other things
too numerous to mention (Vasari, vol. x., pp. 347, 348, 349, 350). We have seen

that he restored the four battle pieces of Uccello at Gualfonda (see antea).

[Bugiardini' s copy of Raphael's Leo X. is probably now No. 584 of the Corsini

Gallery, Rome.]
* Louvre [No. 1649]. A white handkercliief is on the head, inscribed :

" incHA.

ANGE. BONAROTTANXrS. FLORENTINES SCULPTOR. OPTIMUS ANNO ^TATIS SU^ 47
"

(ergo done 1522). The style is that of a man anxious to work in M. Angelo's way,
hard in drawing, dull red in light, inky in shade, surface smooth as in Bronzino
and Pontormo.

' This correspondence is in Gaye, Carteggio, vol. ii., p. 228 and following.
* Vienna Belvedere [No. 36]. Twenty -eight figiu-es. wood, oil. of glassy coloiu",

very feeble and with little of Fra Bartolommeo left.
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architecture, should be marred by the want of power exhibited by
Giuhano.^

Few of Buginrdini's panels or canvases in addition to those we have

mentioned remain to be noticed. We mark one in the Casa Susanni at

Mantua,^ others in the Colonna Palace at Rome,^ in the sacristy at

S. Croce of Florence,* in the Pinacoteca at Bologna,^ the Baring
Collection in London,^ and the Berhn Museum.'

Bugiardini died ^ at a good old age on the 17th of February 1554.^

^ The panel is on the wall to the left of the entrance, the figures large as life.

Vasabi, vol. X., p. 351, assigns the drawing of the foreground figures to Michael

Angelo. The whole composition seems his. The Saint remains magically in air

between the wheels in the midst of the covu't, where the crowd of people and soldiers

lie prostrate. Above a screen balcony, the angel appears ; and on the balcony and
at the windows of the palace looking on to the court are frightened spectators.
This is the most important of Bugiarduii's works. The figures are slender and
full of movement. The siu-face of colour smooth as marble, and now of sombre
tone.

-
Virgin, Child, youtMul Baptist, and an Angel ; wood, called Francia, com-

position like a youthful one of Raphael, the character of the work Bugiardini's.

[Not traceable.]
'
Virgin, seen to the knees, Avith the Child on a wall, signed :

" jultani floren-
TiNi

"
; wood, third life-size, much damaged by restoring.

*
Nativity, the Virgin ^vith S. Joseph and two patrons adoring the Child, four

Saints (Antony of Padua and Bartholomew, Ambrose, and John the Baptist),

separated from the body of the picture. Formerly in the Cappella Castellani.

Tlie character of the figures here is long, dry, and lean, the dra\ving somewhat in

the style of David and Benedetto Ghirlandaio. Were Bugiardini proved to be

.
the author, we should take this as an example of his style as he issued from the

i

school of Domenico.
'
Bolosrna Pinacoteca. S. John in the desert drinking out of a wooden bowl,

a dry and mechanically made out nude, of raw, bricky, and opaque tone, inscribed

on tiie stone seat :

" jul. flor. f." On canvas, all but life-size.
* Canvas, small. Same figm-es as above in the Pinacoteca of Bologna. [Now

in the Earl of Northbrook's Collection.]
' Berlin Museum, No. 248. Death of Lucretia. Disagreeable figm-e of un-

pleasant type, of sombre greenish colour, of glassy surface.

Berlin Museum, No. 285. Holy Family, very feeble, but still possibly by Bugiar-
dini. [Neither of these is given to Bugiardini by Mr. Berenson.]

* Tav. Alfah.
' For Mr. Berenson's li.st, see Florentine Painters (1909), p. 123.
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CHAPTER XVIII

FRANCIABIGIO

Francesco di Cristofano, commonly called Franciabigio, was a more

finished artist, and did more honour to the teaching of Mariotto

Albertinelli, than Bugiardini. He was born in 1482,^ and studied at the

Brancacci. But when IMichael Angelo exhibited his cartoon of the
" War of Pisa

"
in the Sala del Papa at Florence in 1505, Franciabigio

swelled the current of the crowd which flocked there \^dth easel and

portfolio. The acquaintance of Andrea del Sarto which he then made

subsequently ripened into friendship ; though circumstances kept the

youths for a time in the workshops of different masters. The first

frequented the ateher of Piero di Cosimo
;

the second visited that of

AlbertinelU ;
and the result was the infusion of different elements into

their respective styles .^

Franciabigio is generally known by a manner resembling that of his

friend
;
but an extant panel amongst those assigned to his early period

would, prove that his original tendency was to imitate AlbertineUi, so

as in some respects to resemble Giuliano Bugiardini. Of two subjects

which were once preserved in S. Piero Maggiore at Florence, one is the

Annunciation recently purchased for the Museum of Turin,^ in which

Vasari admires the ready fhght of the angel, the graceful attitude of

the Virgin as she kneels to receive the salutation, and the ingenious

perspective of a block of houses. He neglects to add that in the sky
to the left the Eternal gives His blessing from a cloud in Avhich pretty
cherubs fly ;

and sends down the Dove with a ray from His glory. In

considering the question of authorship, we note that the ruddy flesh

tints with their cool shadows are in some measure like those of Pontormo.

But the broad mask of the faces in the Virgin and Angel, the bony

shape and small pinched features, the trite and straightly-hned drapery,
seem a modification of Bugiardini's by a man of superior attainments.

The sombreness of the colour is apparently derived from Leonardo

through Mariotto, and the buildings, so justly praised for their per-

^ Vasabi, vol. ix., p. 103, says Franciabigio died aged forty-two. The death
is in the register of Florence sub anno 1525 (January 14th). Tav. Alfab., tibi sup.

2 Vasari says that Franciabigio only learnt for some months from Mariotto.
The effect at all events was powerful and lasting.

' Turin Museum [No. 121]. Figures half the size of life.

i5U
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spective, are not dissimilar from those of Del Sarto.^ Everything thus

points to Franciabigio.
Another contribution to the embellishment of the altars in S. Piero

^[aggiore was, according to the historian, the Virgin \\dth the Saviour

grasping her neck, and a boy Baptist playing ^\'ith Him,^ a panel which

has been missing for many years, though quietly ensconced at the Uffizi

under the title of Madonna del Pozzo.^ Passavant very properly expels

this from the catalogue of Raphael's works,* though it is of a period

when Sanzio left a clea^r impress on Florentine art. The playful chnging

of the Redeemer to His mother's bosom, as if He had sprung there into

charming security at the approach of the Baptist, the Leonardesque
turn of her movement, are quite as characteristic of Franciabigio when

liis style was not yet very distant from that of Bugiardini, as are the

round head of the Virgin, the forms of the Infants, and the di-esses. In

these we meet wath a cento of Fra Bartolommeo and Andrea del Sarto,

whilst the landscape is still nearer to one by the Frate, and the surface

has the pohshed enamel of the Florentines of tliis time. The type, shape,

and figures are almost as much Franciabigio's as are those of the

Bathsheba at the Dresden Gallery, or the frescoes in the Scalzo.^

Dihgence and a cautious attention to the rules of proportion were, in

Vasari's opinion, the quahties of Franciabigio's oldest creations.® They
would have been more enticing if hardness and unga,inly heaviness

had not disfigured them. But, independently of their intrinsic value,

they interest us by laying open the cm'rent of thought and of study in

the master, and by revealing the influences exerted on him by the

teacher from whom he learnt to admire Fra Bartolommeo, and the

friend tOA\'ards whom he was attracted by conformity of taste and

inchnations. They cause us also to remember that Leonardo and

Raphael were the idols of their fellow artists, and that they more or less

affected most of the rising men of their age. We shall see that it was

to be Franciabigio's constant chance to have his best performances
called after Raphael and Del Sarto. That they should have received

the last of these names might seem an easy consequence of the con-

nection between two men who were comrades at school and kept a

joint atelier afterwards. But that the first should have been still more

frequently used is a distinction of no common kind.

We have no sure grounds for assuming any fixed date for the

^ A fresco of S. Bernard, and a S. Catherine of Siena, in S. Pancrazio, of the

;iime period are gone (Vasari, vol. ix., p. 97).
^ Vasari, vol. ix., p. 97.
3 Florence, Uffizi [No. 1125]. Catalogued as Rapliael. [Now correctly labelled.]
•• Passavant's Raphad, ubi sup., vol. ii., p. 407.
* The cartoon of this Madonna, once in possession of Mr. Wicar, was considered

)y him as from the hand of Franciabigio.
• Vasari, vol. ix., p. 98.
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association with Andrea del Sarto ;
Vasari's statements being too general

to permit of any safe deductions on that point, and Franciabigio's works

being from the beginning affected by the acquaintance of his future

companion. We are inchned, however, to place before the Sposahzio
of 1513, in the court of the Servi at Florence, the Virgin and Child

between SS. John Evangehst and Job, now at the Uffizi, the two angels

at the sides of Sansovino's S. Nicholas in S. Spirito, and the Calumny
of Apelles in the Pitti. Peminiscent still of the masters we have men-

tioned, and extremely smooth in surface, they are, all tliree, in a state

that almost forbids criticism, but the Calumny is put together ^\dth

figures of good though short and fat proportions, and outhned with a

view to reproduce a well-fed and somewhat puffy, not a finely-bred or

noble, nature.^

That neither Del Sarto nor Franciabigio were asked to paint the

curtains of the altarpiece by Filippino and Perugino at the Ser\'1, as

Vasari pretends,^ is testified by the records of the convent, which contain

the payment of that work to Andrea di Cosimo.^ That Franciabigio

was employed at the Servi in 1513 is testified by documents. It is

credible that about that time a partnership existed between him and

Del Sarto ;
and it cannot be denied that he had then acquired much

more skill than is sho\\ii in the panels of his younger days.

In the coiu-t of the Servi, the High Priest unites Joseph and Mary in

front of a noble palace, on the walls of which bas-reliefs represent the

Sacrifice of Isaac, Adam and Eve near the Tree of Knowledge, and Moses

receiving the Tables of the Law. The joy of the grey-haired S. Joseph
is tempered by the expectation of the buffet from the best man, who
stands behind him. The despair of the unsuccessful suitors is well

depicted in one who \\Tings his hands to the left, as well as in a second,

who sits and breaks the rod that would not blossom. To the right,

two youths stand with their arms interlaced, and a female chides her

crying child.

As the fresco was all but finished, a day of great solemnity for the

Servites came on, and some of tlie monks took upon themselves to

^ The first of these [No. 1264], wood, oil, life-size, at the Uffizi, was oi-iginally
|

in S. Giobbe (Vasari, vol. ix., p. 97), and is much dimmed by time and restoring.
It hangs so high that one cannot see the initials " F. B. 0." that are said to be on it.

The two angels likewise noticed by Vasabi, vol. ix., p. 97, are half as large as

life, one with a lily, the other with a book ; the surface cracked or blackened in

the shadows.
The Calumny [No. 427], at the Pitti, a small piece, has become sombre, and is

excessively retouclied, but was originally of the same class as the foregoing. The
initials " f. b." are on the pHnths of the distant pillars, and an inscription at the

base rims thus :

"
CLAtrDiTE, qui recitis popullts his vocibus aures sic manibxjs

LAPSUS NOSTRIS PINXIT APELLES."
* Vasari, vol. viii., p. 253.
^

Bili'oli, in AnnoU Vasaei, vol. ix., p. 111.
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remove the screens -which covered it. The wTath of Franciabigio was
such that he walked straight from his lodging to the convent, and with

a mason's hammer almost struck out the heads of the Virgin and some
males and females. This act of choler was so much approved by
Franciabigio's fellow-craftsmen that none of them would consent to

restore the parts he had destroyed, and though as late as 1515 he was

peremptorily ordered to put the Mall into its original state, he success-

fully resisted every threat
;
and the fresco remains to this day in the

condition in which he left it.^ Enough has been preserved to justify

Vasari's eulogy of the artist's dihgence ;
and the soft contrasts of tints

as well as the vague fusion of colour which rivals that of Del Sarto in

rosy airiness and transparent dehcacy, is an instance of the abihty he

possessed, and the great practice he had attained. The composition is

correct according to the most rigid maxims, but there is a stilted affecta-

tion in some poses which cannot be commended. The drapery is fair,

but has too many straight or parallel folds. The nude is well pro-

portioned, but the drawing of the parts might be more careful, and the

transitions from light to shadow should be better defined. Francia-

bigio, however, never did anything better, and the Sposahzio of the

Servi is his masterpiece in fresco.

Whilst he was thus giving evidence of talent in mural decoration,

he strove to gain a reputation as a portrait-painter, and in that capacity
achieved perhaps the most flattering of successes.

Every frequenter of the Louvre knows a sombre portrait of a young
man standing, %\'ith his elbow on a ledge, at an opening through which a

landscape and two little figures are seen. His hollow eyes are sunken

under a marked, bony brow. His hair, cap, and dress are black. The

forms of the face and hands are scant in flesh, and broken in contour,

the cavities and retreating parts in deep unfathomable shadow. ^

Hundreds of students have copied tliis piece, round the melancholy
charm of which a halo has been thrown by the name of Raphael. Yet

critics have long agreed that that name is not to be sustained
;
and in

its stead have called that of Francesco Francia, whose technical system
is different, or of Bugiardini, whose powers are too humble. The most

obvious objection to the nomenclature hitherto preferred is derived from

the essentially Florentine character of the likeness and its accessories.

It discloses the studious effort of a highly accurate draughtsman, deeply

impressed by the examples of Leonardo and his mode of handling, and

famihar with the methods applied in more than one of Da Vinci's heads .^

1 Vasabi, vol. ix., p. 99, and Biffoli's records in Annot. ibi.

- Louvre [No. 1G51a]. Under the name of Raphael. A piece of dark colour

all round the edges is new.
» Ex. gr. and particularly in the "

Portrait of a Goldsmith
"

[No. 207], at the

Pitti. [Tliis work is probably by Ridolfo Gliirlandaio, certainly not by Da Vinci.]
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It defines a skeleton of bone like that in the Virgin of the Turin

Annunciation. Its features, instead of being simphfied into grandeur, as

Raphael would have done, are elaborated to the loss of simplicity, full

of research rather than of feeUng. One might apply to the author

Vasari's opinion of Franciabigio ;
"a man of slight refinement, because

he laboured too much, producing with a certain hardness, but cautious

and dihgent in the measure of proportions."
^ The colour is of a low

tinted, hard, and glassy enamel unknown to Raphael, its shadows thin

and dark, its execution that of Franciabigio, and betra3dng an acquaint-

ance with that of Andrea del Sarto.

Had not other portraits of the same class presented themselves for

comparison with this of the Louvre, it would have been becoming to

put the question more in the light of an inquiry. But a whole series

of similar ones exists ;
some of them catalogued as by Franciabigio,

and bearing his monogram ;
others with a similar cognisance, yet classed

as by Raphael or Andrea del Sarto.

The first, known for centuries as Franciabigio's, is that in the Pitti

Gallery at Florence, of a youth in cap, tunic, and mantle, at a -window

through which we look at a pleasant, but not brightly lighted, un-

dulating distance. A glove is in his right hand. The left gesticulates

naturally. The pose is free, showing to advantage a handsome and

juvenile person ;
the face is open, and the eyes beaming with a sup-

pressed smile. A good flow of hair falls from his black cap to the dark

dress that covers the shoulders.^ On the border is the monogram twice

repeated and the date :

"
a. s. [anno salutis] MDxnii." Restorers

have seriously interfered with the beauty of the figure ; and the flesh

has become taAmy from time and retouching, but the style is here and

at the Louvre perfectly alike, though it betrays a more recent date,

and a more habitual skill in the painter.

Superior to this of the Pitti, in every sense, is the fine portrait at

Stanstead House,^ which Mr. Fuller Maitland atti-ibutes to Raphael in

spite of Franciabigio's monogram. We cannot affect to contemn the

reasons which induce the owner of such a masterpiece to chng to the

name of Sanzio, when we remember that that of the Louvre has been

for years so-called ;
and the stamp of art is similar and discloses the

same hand in both. Whilst in the latter Franciabigio exliibits the

diligence, the precision and power of a man full of eagerness to excel,

as well as to embody the maxims of Leonardo, the former discloses less

carefulness, but more self-possession, a greater ease in the use of colours

1 Vasahi, vol. ix., p. 98.
^ Pitti Gallery [No. 43]. The monogram may be found in the Berlin

Catalogue [No. 245], or in Naglee, Die Monogrammisten (Miinchen, 1861), Band ii.,

p. 207.
^ [Now in National Gallery, No. 1035.]
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of a solid texture, more elasticity and good-breeding in the pose, beauty
in the contour and modelling in form. In this very progress lies, we

iidmit, an additional ground for the supposition of Raphael's authorship.
But the execution is not less decisive against Sanzio at Stanstead House
than at the Louvre, and the Leonardesque system as derived from the

companion of Era Bartolommeo, or even from the contemf)]ation of the

Frate's own creations, is so clear that, independently of Franciabigio's

sign-manual, no doubt can be allowed to exist as to his right to this

piece. So perfect indeed is the coincidence between the technical habits

of Delia Porta and those of Franciabigio here, that years have caused

their works to undergo exactly similar changes. We have seen the

flesh tints of the Frate gain a strong low tinge and dark shadows that

rob the surface of its original transparence and softness. This is what
time has done for Franciabigio in this instance, ^vithout, however,

depriving him of any essential charm. The undulating landscape
behind the figure is of the pleasing nature observable in all those of Fra

Bartolommeo and Raphael ;
the slopes neatly cut up by paths, dotted

with trees and houses, and the vale parted by a stream flowing gently

through meadows and crossed by a bridge. Every detail is touched

with taste and accuracy. The person at the opening seems disinchned

to enjoy these beauties. His age may be from twenty-five to thirty.

The dark cap that casts its shadow on his forehead covers long locks

of broAni hair, and his dress, with ample sleeves, is adorned with an
order of knighthood. His regular features and penetrant eyes are

slightly contracted by melancholy thoughts, and he gazes at the spec-
tator as he abstractedly holds a letter in both hands

; repeating in^^-ardly

perhaps the motto ^^Titten on the parapet :

" tar ublia. chi. bien

AEMA." Of the note itself the words are illegible. A date 1514 (? 1516)
is on it, but no clue to the identity of the person to whom it is addressed.^

Next in order to this, and in the same manner, though much restored,

is a half-length of a man at a windoAv, in the collection of Lord Yar-

borough in London, supposed to be Antonio Cardosso of Milan, by
Raphael. Yet here, as at the Pitti, are the interwoven ciphers of Francia-

bigio at each side of the date
"
a. s. mdxvi." The person reproduced

is a jeweller, about fifty years old or more, portly, shaven, and of full

flesh
;

his cap on, his dress of a brown coffee-colour. In his left hand

' This portrait, wood, oil, large as life, belonged in 1860 to Mr. Seymour Fitz-

gerald in London, and has been supposed, probably on insufficient grounds, to be
that of Giulio, the natural son of Giuliano de' IMedici. It is clear that, after the

drawing of this piece had been done, the flesh parts were rubbed in with a warm
local colour so as to let the wliite ground appear through it. Thus we see in the
transitions from light to shadow that the half tones are transparent, and receive

light from within." More substantial are the superposed lights with their varied
shades of cool or livid tinge, and the shadows of warm brown laid in over each
other. The portrait is in first-rate preservation.
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he holds a plate of glass on which he has been tracmg hnes with a ring

to try the genuineness of a diamond. Three other rings are on the

window-sill. The execution is already freer than in the panel of INIr.

Fuller Maitland.i

More interesting again, because we stumble on a j)ortrait of which

Vasari has spoken, is the factor of Pier Francesco de' Medici, ascribed

to Andrea del Sarto, in the state drawing-room at Windsor Castle.

Though restoring has left blemishes on particular spots, and the colour

has the dinginess of age, especially in the shadows, there is no mistaking
the hand of Franciabigio, whose monogram also is clearly outlined on

the cm'ved blade of a chopper hanging with another instrument of the

same kind from a nail in a wall. The man is about fifty, in the usual

dress of the period, with his head covered, writing in a book, a bunch

of keys hanging from his wrist
;
an ink-bottle in liis left hand

;
a shield

in the border of stone upon ^^'hich he rests bearing the six golden balls of

the Medici
;
and an olive-branch denoting the peaceful nature of his

occupation. Originally in the collection of Charles I., tliis fine half-

length is singularly ready in movement, laid in with a full sweep of

strongly consistent colour, in which we miss too obviously an absence

of transparence in tones merging from fair yeUow in flesh hght to a

cool grey in the half-tones, and black in the shadows. We thus perceive
how Franciabigio modifies his style, and gradually disimproves by

assuming bolder and easier habits.^ It is in this phase that he found

himself when he finished a bust of a male in a cap and dark-laced di'ess,

with falling auburn hair, catalogued as by Sebastian del Piombo at the

Berhn Museum, a thoughtful face, well drawn and modelled, and of

substantial impasto.^ The latest example of the series is the half-length
in the same collection, of a man almost in full front, Avith a pen in his

right hand, and liis left arm on a desk, done with great freedom ;
and

less pleasing in tone than successful in the swing of the pose and knack

of the handhng. The date of 1522 and the monogram leave no doubt

that we see in this the most advanced and least perfect tiling of its kind

by our artist.^

'- Wood, oil, life-size, much injured and restored. In tlio distant landscape
to the right two little figures on a road. The monogram is a Uttle imperfect owing
to abrasion, the upper part of the letter F being taken away. The colour, in con-

sequence of damage sustained, is of a lieavy yellow in the flesh.
- On the back of the panel is the royal mark R. C. siu-momited by the royal

crown. The portrait is in the catalogue of King Charles' Collection (copied in

W.-SLAGEN, Treasures, vol. ii., p. 478), vmder A. del Sarto's name. Vasahi speaks
of it (vol. ix., p. 103). The monogram is upside down on the chopper. The figure
size of life. All the flesh shadows darkened, and part of the left cheek, right hand,
and dress, restored. The background is a wall, the wTiting in the book not legible,
and probably never intended to be so.

''

[No. 235, Berlin Musevmi.] Wood, oil, Ufe-size, of a low grey and opaque
tone. The backgrovmd plain and of a dark brown.

*
[Berlin Museum, No. 245.] Wood, oil, hfe-size. The hands repainted, the
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Whilst devoting liimseK, as occasion required, to portraits, Francia-

bigio did not neglect the more difficult exercise of fresco. A much

injured
" Cena "

in S. Giovanni Battista della Calza,^ and another in

S. Maria de' Candeli, with the initials of his name, due perhaps to the

industry of his assistants as much as to his own, exhibit his talent in a

less favourable hglit than at the Servi in 1513
;

whilst an Annunciation,

a Crucifixion between S, Thomas of Villanuova and S. Antony of Padua,
a triad with S. Augustin, and a Nativity, also at S. Maria de' Candeli,

serve to illustrate the carelessness to which men of fair attainments

may occasionally succumb.^ The truth may be that there was much
in the occupations of artists at this time to favour the growth of shght
or scenic painting ;

and when we find that Franciabigio was invariably
one of those engaged on pubhc occasions, whether mournful or the

reverse, in wliich decorations were required, as on the funeral of Juhan
de' Medici in 1516, and the Wedding of Lorenzo de' Medici in 1518,^

we seek no other reasons for the hasty manner which he occasionally
assumed.

At the Scalzo in 1518 and 1519, Franciabigio was employed to fill

the void created by the absence of Andrea del Sarto. But previously
to that time, and possibly when still in partnership, he might have had

a share in the Baptism of Christ which is framed in one of the com-

partments next to the allegory of Charity. It has been usual to give
this feeble number of a great series to Andrea del Sarto ;

*
though the

drawing is loose, defining short fat forms ^\'ithout any of the vigour
which we expect from Andi'ea

;
and were it even proved that the com-

mission was his, we should suppose the work to have been done \\nth the

help of Franciabigio, when both men lived in common at their shop in

the Piazza del Grano.^

In the Departure of S. John for the Desert, and the Meeting of Christ

with the Baptist, the figures are designed with neglectful ease, in pro-

portions far too curt and pinguid to please the eye ;
and the absence

rest of a cold tone, at one painting ; the landscape clear and pleasant. A paper
on the desk contains the monogram of Franciabigio and the words :

"
1522, a di

24 d'ottobre."
* This fresco is in the refectory, and has been injured by damp. It is mentioned

by Vasaei, vol. ix., p. 100.
-

S. ^laria de' Candeli is now the Liceo Militare in Via de' Pilastri. The Last

Supper is in the nsual form, ^\'ith Judas alone at the front side of tlie table. Near
him is the inscription :

"
F* B°." The figiu'es are almost life-size and rudolj'

reminiscent of Fx-a Bartolommeo. SS. Nicholas and Monica, near the Last Supper,
are a little better perhaps ; but all the other work in the refectory is poorer, and

probably by pupils, of whom the chief may have been Sogliani.
' Vasari, vol. ix., pp. 101-12 ; vol. xi., p. 203.
* Vasari, vol. viii., pp. 254-5.
^ The Baptism is one of the few frescoes of which the date is not positively

proved (see Annot. Vasari, vol. viii., p. 301), and, if done in 1514, would show a

strange dissimilarity to the work of Dal Sarto elsewhere.

k\
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of breadth and mass in light and shadows which alone produce a perfect

semblance of relief, as well as coarse feajtures and festooned draperies,

place Franciabigio in unfavourable contrast with his rival.^

When both men subsequently competed (1521) at the Medici Palace

in Poggio a Cajano, the same comparison might have been made
;
and

although Franciabigio showed that he possessed the power of animating
his personages, and distributing them with propriety, he not only pro-

claimed a decHne from the standard erected by himself at the Servi, but

he fell into greater coarseness and heaviness than was consistent with

his duty. His Triumph of Cicero, with all its apparatus of obehsks,

rostra and temples, is coloured without much harmony or transparence ;

and the supernatural proportions of his people are common and square.

But in spite of this he surpasses Pontormo, and shines by the side of

the later Allori ;
and the general division of the decoration wliich he

planned is not altogether amiss.^

Franciabigio's endeavour at last was, it is clear, to make a Hvelihood

by rapidity of hand. On Vasari's own showing, his first wish had been

to lay a strong foundation by the constant study of nude and anatomy,^
but finally he accepted on principle every order that was given to him

;

having come to the conclusion that he had not the stuff for rivalling

men of superior genius. Still, to the last he kept at a respectable level,

especially in small things, and the Bath of Queen Bathsheba and her

Nymphs, with the Roj^al Feast at the Dresden Museum which he finished

in 1523, secures respectful if not unconditional admiration. We may
object to the short stature and puffiness of the females, yet praise the

vigour and lucidity of the colour, the freedom of the touch, the beauty
of the composition, and the natural force and truth of the movements.

We observe, as before, a style ingeniously formed on the models of Fra

Bartolommeo and Andrea del Sarto.^

The death of Franciabigio took place at Florence on the 14th of

January 1525 (n. s.).^

The catalogue of works unnoticed in the foregoing text Avill be

short :
—

1 These two subjects at the Scalzo were begmi in 1518, and finished in March
1519. The ornament in the court of arabesques, festoons, and cherubs' heads,
where they are not repainted, seem to vis to be by Franciabigio.

- Andrea del Sarto did his fresco in 1521, as is shown by the inscription, and
Vasabi says he and Franciabigio painted together (vol. ix., p. 101). Pontormo's
work dates 1532, Allori's 1582. The waggon roof, with white relief ornament, on
gold ground, and the Medici arms are Franciabigio's.

' Vasari, vol. ix., p. 101.
* Dresden Museum [No. 75]. The monogram is on the jug carried by a female,

on the right, in the bath. The date :

"
a. s. mdxxiii.," on the side of the bath

itself. In the background a shield quartering the arms of the IMedici. Wood, oil,

preservation good, figures smah.
" Tav. Alfab.
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Florence. Uffizi.
—

[No. 1223]. Temple of Hercules. Part of a cassone.

Wood, oil. Of Franciabigio's late period; broad, animated, and quickly
done, of a strong brownish tone. Some figures taken apparently from Diirer.

Florence. Casa Ciacchi.—" Noli me Tangere." Genuine. Vasaei, vol. ix.,

p. 103.

Berlin. Museum.—No. 105. Marriage of the Virgin. Piece of a predella,

gaudy and sUght, and below Franciabigio.
S. Petersburg. Hermitage.

—No. 27. Half-length portrait of a man. Fine.

Not by Franciabigio, but difficult to class. The handUng and colour are

reminiscent of Bronzino, but also of Antonio Moro.^

It seems appropriate to close the list of men who assumed the manner
of Fra Bartolommeo and Mariotto ^ntll Giovanni Antonio SogUani, who
fust learnt the elements from Credi, and then sought to gain the quahties
which he did not find in his own. master by looking at the works of most

of the great Florentines. Soghani was born in 1492
;

^ he stayed in Credi's

atelier twenty-four years ,^ was registered in the Guild of Florence in

1522, and must therefore have been apprenticed at a very tender age.*

Few of his pictures have dates, except the Martyrdom of S. Arcadius

of 1521 in S. Lorenzo, and S. Dominic's IVIiracle of the Bread, a fresco

of 1536 in S. Marco, at Florence. But some of his numerous panels at

'

[Morelli gives to Fraaiciabigio :
—

Bologna. Xo. 21}-i: Madonna.
Flobence. U^zi. No. 12G4: Madonna and Child, with S. John and

S. Jolm Baptist.
No. 1224: Madonna and Child, with S. Jolin.

Nos. 1249, 1282: Story of Joseph (given by Berenson to

Granacci).
No. 92 : Madonna, Child, and S. Jolm.

Rome. Borghese. No. 458 : Marriage of S. Catherine.
Dresden. No. 75: Bathsheba.

To these Mr. Berenson would add :
—

MODENA. Gallery. No. 223 : Birth of S. Jolm. E.
Rome. Borghese. No. 177: Marriage of S. Catherine.

No. 578: Madonna.
London. Coll. B:nson. Apollo and Daplme.

Coll. Lord Norlhbrook. Head of Young Man.
Barnard Castle. Bowes Museum. No. 235 : Bust of Youth.
Oxford. Coll. Jackson. Legend of a Saint.
Berlin. Gallery. No. 245a : Bust of Man.
Hamburg. Coll. Weber. No. 106 : Bust of Yoimg Man.
WiESBAjjEN. Gallery. No. 118: Cassone picture.
Vienna. Gallery. No. 413 : Holy Family.

Lichtenstein. Bust of Yomig Man, 1507.
Nimes. Gallery. Nos. 132, 269, 270 : Small tondi.
Brussels. Gallery. No. 478: Leda.

Musee de la Ville. Profile of Old Man.]
- He died, aged fifty-two in 1544 (Vasari, vol. ix., p. 49, and Tav. Alfah.).
^
Vasaki, vol. ix., p. 42.

* The Annot. of Vasari, vol. ix., p. 42, twle 1, say 1522. The register of Gua-
LANui, Memorie, ser. vi., p. 182, says 1525. The annotators ore hkely to be right.
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Pisa are done after the return of Perino del Vaga from Genoa {circa

1528), and others after the death of Andrea del Sarto in 1531.

We have had occasion to mention his name in connection \\'ith Credi's

least successful productions. We see how he could imitate that artist

in the poor copy of his Nativity at Berlin/ and ape his smoothness of

tone in the somewhat empty lucid colour of a S. Martin, on one of the

pilasters of the church of Orsanmichele.^ In the Martp'dom of S.

Arcadius on the Cross, at S. Lorenzo in Florence, Soghani has occasion

to introduce a broad exhibition of nude, in which he betrays the study

of Mariotto, Franciabigio, and Andrea del Sarto, preserving at the

same time an exceedingly even and pohshed surface of reddish tone.

It is in good condition, handled with tolerable judgment ;
and not

wanting in hfe, yet without the stamp of originahty.^ In the Assumption
at S. Giovanni Battista, contiguous to the Spedale di Bonifacio, there

is something incongruous and fantastic in the arrangement of a glory

in wliich the Eternal floats above the Virgin, holding up the train of

her cloak, whilst His own mantle is raised by angels. On the fore-

ground, the group of saints and the prostrate Adam disclose a judicious

chnging to nature, correct outlines of limb and extremity, fair move-

ment, but square shapes, wdth a scruple of Fra Bartolommeo's grandeur
in air and <iiapery. The mask of the Eternal is reminiscent of Mariotto,

and traces of Credi are in the puffy contours of the angels.

In colouring this subject Sogliani strives also to master the methods

of the Frate and of AlbertineUi, combining them with the excessive

smoothness of Lorenzo, his teacher, and a misty vapour knouii only by
the Itahan word sfumato.'^

At S. Jacopo sopr' Arno, a Trinity, with tliree Saints, illustrates the

same phase in Soghani, though raw and feebly done at one painting.^

But the best example of it is the Sacrifice of Noah, in the choir of the

Pisa Duomo, in which the males have a bold mascuhne strength, and

the females compensate for vulgarity by feehng.^
Two figures of Cain and Abel in this cathedral, and a Virgin, under

' Berlin Museum [No. 99]. Copy of Credi's in the Florence Academy of Arts,

flat, red in tone, and, to use a French expression, ISche.
- On a pilaster facing the S. Bartholomew of Credi, much dimmed by time.
^
Chapel 21, in S. Lorenzo. Wood, oil, with the inscription in gold letters at

foot of the Cross of:
" johannks antonius soglianus faciebat 1521." The

picture was, however, lately withdrawn during the restoration of tiie church.
* The church is in Via S. Gallo at Florence. The pictm-e on wood, in oil, with

hfe-size figures. The Virgin is paltry u\ shape, as are some of the lower saints.

There is atmosphere in the sky, and harmony in tlie parts. The flesh shadows
tend to green.

® S. Jacopo sopr' Arno at Florence, Sacristy. Wood, arched at top, oil, split

vertically in two places. Above, the Eternal holds the Saviour on the Cross.

Below, S. James, the Magdalen, and S. Catherine. Figures life-size.
• The colour of this panel (oil, life-size) is injured, i.e. blackened by time, re-

touched, and has in part scaled.

I
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a conical dais, with numerous saints, are of a later date.^ The last

indeed had been commenced by Perino del Vaga, and presents for that

reason perhaps an unusual slenderness in the forms, and a composition
akin to those of Rosso, but the system on wliich the whole is coloured

is true to the maxims handed dowTi through Fra Bartolommeo and

Mariotto from Da Vinci ;
and the deep broA^ii tone has been darkened

by the effects of age.^

Having in this instance taken a subject to finish which a Raphaelesque
Florentine had sketched out, Sogliani next attempted the Virgin with

Saints at the altar of the Madonna delle Grazie in the Duomo of Pisa,

a panel which Andrea del Sarto had begun for the Compagnia di S.

Francesco. Tn most of the figures he kept the outlines of the original

cartoon, except perhaps in the kneeling S. Jerome on the foreground,
who is colossal and heavy .^ He reverted to his own distinct manner

in the Miracle at S. Marco, where S. Dominic is seated ^dth his brethren

whilst the food is brought in by two angels, and in a Crucifixion with

Saints in a lunette above it.*

His friendship for Credi lasted till the death of the latter, in proof

of which it is only necessary to state that Sogliani witnessed Lorenzo's

will in 1531.^ From that time till 1544, when he died,* he doubtless

furnished many pieces of which we can only register the following :
—

Anghiari. Chiesa di S. Maria del Fosso.—Last Supper (not seen). De-

scribed by Vasari, vol. ix., pp. 44-5, and by Reumont, Life of Del Sarto

(Leipzig, 1835), pp. 164-5, as a panel in oil, on the model of Del Sarto's Cena

in S. Salvi at Florence.

Fiesole. S. Domenico.—Adoration of the Magi, finished, according to

Vasari, vol. ix., p. 43, by Santo di Tito. This bears no trace any longer of

the hand of Sogliani.

^ Cain advances with an offering of com. Abel kneels, holding up a lamb.

Both figures are of the size of natvtre, on panel (oil), the colour low and brown,
and blackened in the shadows.

^ Wood, oil, figures life-size. Two angels supporting the conical dais are a
distant echo of those of the Frate. 'J. Catherine and S. Barbara, seated in the

foreground, are of fair proportions and in easy pose. S. Torpe to the right, with

his sliield, is grand enougli, S. John the Baptist, opposite to him at the other side,

too slender in contrast. The other saints are five in number, amongst tlicm Peter.

Francis, and a female. The coloiu- is sombre, but careful, fused, and sfumato.
* This pictiire (wood, oil, life-size) was long in the Compagnia di S. Francesco

(Vasaei, vol. ix., p. 47 ; vol. viii., p. 288), and was transferred to the Duomo in 1785,

the Compagnia ha\ang in the meantime been suppressed (JIokbgna, Pis. Illus.,

ubi sup., vol. i., p. 207). The Virgin is enthroned in a landscape, with the Cliild,

between the young Baptist and an angel playuag a viol. In front, besides the

S. Jerome, are SS. Nicholas and Bartholomew, erect.
* Besides the Magdalen and S. John Evangelist, S. Antonino and S. Catherine

of Siena kneel at the sides. The date of ir)36 is on the frescoes, the lower parts of

which are injured. Sogliani had intended to paint the Jliracle of the Loaves and

Fishes, but was prevented by the fathers of the convent (Vasart. vol. ix., pp. 47-8).
' Gave, Carteggio, vol. i., p. 376.
8 He died July 17, 1544. Tav. Alfah.

i
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Florence. Monache della Crocetta.—A Last Supper, in oil (Vasari, vol. ix.,

pp. 43-4), much iujured.
Florence. Ex-Palazzo Taddeo (now a magazine, Via de' Ginori).

—Fresco
of the Crucifixion, greatly damaged.

Florence. Ufpzi.
—

[No. 166]. Virgin with the Child blessing the young
Baptist. Wood, oil. The origin of Sogliani's education under Credi is marked
in the puffy forms of the children. The execution is that of a follower of

Mariotto. The panel is the best of the following series at Paris, Brescia, and
London.

Paris. Louvre.—Virgin, Child, and Baptist. Noticed in " Mariotto."

Brescia. Galleria Tosi.—Nati\dty. See antea in " Fra Bartolommeo,"

p. 474.

London. National Gallery.—[^o. 645]. Ex-Beaucousin collection. Virgin
and Child. See antea in " Mariotto."

Florence. Duca Corsini. Porta al Prato.—Virgui v/ith the Child and the

infant Baptist at her knee. A genuine Sogliani, of heavy aspect and hard

diaphanous tone. Wood, oil, figures half as large as life.

Brussels. Museum.—No. 305. "Unknown." Virgin with the Child, to

whom the young Baptist presents a cross
;
small panel in oil, in Sogliani's

manner when still reminiscent of Credi. The composition is almost similar

to the following.
Turin. Museum.—No. 123.

"
Cesare da Sesto." Virgin, Child, and

Baptist, by Sogliani or one of his followers.

Brussels. Museum.—No. 309. Holy Family, with the initials :

"
m. a.,"

suggestive for this of Mariotto, but not unlike a work of the school which

Soghani cultivated
; perhaps by Mariano da Pescia.

Florence. Academy of Arts.—Virgin, Child, Archangel with Tobit, and S.

Augustine. In Soghani's manner. Same Room. The Virgin gives the

Girdle to S. Thomas
; SS. John Baptist, Catherine, and Giovanni Gualberto

;

dated a.d. mcccccxxi. Originally at S. Maria sul Prato. This is by a follower

of Sogliani who imitated Fra Bartolommeo. His name is Sigismondo Foschi
of Faenza, by whom we possess a Virgin and Child between Saints at Milan.

Milan. Brera.—Signed :

"
sigismundus fuscus faentinus faciebat

1527." In this the imitation of Fra Bartolommeo is still more clear. A
glory of angels in the arcliing is a broad caricature of the Frate, such as

Bacchiacca might have done. The composition is like that of the Frate's

Madonna at S. Marco. The outlines are mannered, the nude exaggerated in

the Michaelangelesque direction
;
the colour dull and of thin texture, with an

excessive use of bitumen. The following is another example of the same
kind by Foschi.

Faenza. Academy.
—

Virgin and Child between the erect SS. Paul, John
the Baptist, Benedict, and Sebastian, and the kneeling SS. Catherine and

Apollonia. Here is a still stronger sfumato, and less truth and vigour than
before in style and drapery.

Florence. S. Giovanni Battista. Contiguous to the Spedale di S. Boni-

fazio.
—S. Brigitta, on a pedestal, between several nuns and friars, in prayer,

looks up to a vision of the Virgin and Child, and issues the rules of an Order.

At her feet is a crown, and on the pedestal the words :

" orate pro pictorr
1522

"
(wood, oil, figures life-size). The composition is in Fra Bartolommeo's

fashion, and some of the figures are carried out with elegance and feeling ;
but

I
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the colour is fluid and laid on at one painting with copious vehicle. The
names of Fra Bartolomraeo and Mariotto, which first come into consideration,

become doubtful in respect of the execution, which is more according to the

habits of Sogliani. Yet it is almost too good for him, and something Bolognese
in its appearance might point to Innocenzo da Imola, and confirm Vasari's

assertion that he studied under Mariotto. In the same place is the Annmicia-

tion assigned by Vasari to Soggi, but more like a SogUani, as we have already
noted in this volume, antea.



CHAPTER XIX

RIDOLFO GHIRLANDAIO

On the 11th of Ja^nuary 1494, intelligence was given to the officers of

his quarter at Florence that, early in the morning, Doraenico Ghirlandaio

had died of pestilential fever, after four days' illness. The consterna-

tion caused by this announcement was so great that the family was not

allowed to perform the ceremony of burial in daylight ; and the corpse
was taken at midnight by the brethren of the Company of S. Paolo to

the house vault in S. Maria Novella.^

Florence lamented the untimely death of its greatest painter in the

ripeness of liis talent. The real mourners on this melancholy occasion

were the widow, Antonia, the brothers, Benedetto and David, and six

children, of whom three were sons.^ In httle less than four years,

Antonia and Benedetto followed Domenico to the grave, leaving David

guardian of the children.^ Of these, the daughters had the good fortune

to marry men of respectable condition
; two sons, Antonio and Barto-

lommeo entered holy orders, and the third, Ridolfo, was brought up to

the profession of liis father.

During the hfe-time of Domenico, liis brothers had been chiefly

employed on his behalf
;
and it is related of them both that they shared

with Granacci the honour of finishing, after his decease, the altarpiece

of the Tornabuoni at S. Maria Novella. Of the five pieces parted from

this decoration and carried to Germany, the Resurrection at Berlin,

exhibits most imperfection, in the stiff and strained action of the figures,

the addled confusion of the drapery, and the dull flatness of the colour.

The S. Vincent is still reminiscent of Domenico, being a tempera of good
outline and proportion ;

whereas the S. Antonino, in oil, is in most

respects a companion to the least successful parts of the Resurrection.*

^ Since the first volumes of this history were published [1864], the registries of

Domenico Ghirlandaio's death and burial have been publislied in Tav. Alfah.,
ubi Slip.

2 See the genealogical table in Vasaki, vol. v., pp. 88-9.
^ Tlie death of Benedetto took place on the 17th of July 1497. There must

be an error, therefore, in Gaye's record (vol. i., p. 267, Carteggio), in which it is said

that Benedetto becomes guardian
"
in loco patris

"
of Domenico's children, anno

1498. Perhaps 1493 would be the proper date. The vear of his birth is 1458

(Tnv. Allah.).
* Berlin Museum [No. 75]. The Resurrection [No. 74]. S. Vincent [No. 70].

S. Antonino,
464
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Anderson.

Gallery, Turin.
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Anderson.
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The latter, being distinctly assigned by Vasari to Benedetto, together
with a S. Lucy of the same class in S. Maria Novella,^ may thus be con-

sidered typical of the man, and justify the name attached to a Christ

on the Road to Golgotha in the Gallery of the Louvre.^

In this ill-favoured performance, an executioner, threatening the

Redeemer with his fist, betrays an extraordinary absence of refinement.

Not in the action only, which stiffly renders a quick and passionate

movement, but in the coarseness of the face and expression, is vulgarity

betrayed. Meanness of station and want of breed are to be found in

most of the other actors in the scene, but chiefly in a S. Veronica, whose
face is altogether rigid and ignoble. The anatomy of the human frame

is in every instance false, the drapery without style, the outhne con-

tinuous and wiry, the colour sombre and without transition. Such a

combination of bad quaHties in a man whose chief was remarkable for

the dignity of liis conceptions, is surprising, but may be explained by
the fact that Benedetto, who had been a miniaturist and had almost

lost his sight, Avould naturally be unsuccessful in works of importance
and compass.

2

David Ghirlandaio was superior in talents to Benedetto and his elder

in years. He was married and fifty-eight years old when his brother

died, and a master in the Guild of Florence.^ His chief occupation was

the setting of mosaics, of which he furnished specimens, in a Virgin

amidst Angels (1496) now in the Cluny Museum in Paris,
^ on the front

of the Duomo at Orvieto (1492),« in the Cathedral of Siena (1493),' in

the Cappella di S. Zanobi at S. M. del Fiore of Florence (1501),8 and at

the SS. Annunziata de' Servi (1504-14).^ He had previously painted a

Crucifixion in the convent of the Angeh.^o But in no instance did he

I 1
Assigned by guide-books to Ridolfo, but really by Benedetto, and like that of

the Louvre, No 203. The S. Lucy is life-size, with a portrait of Fra Tommaso
Cortesi adoring her (Fantozzi, Guida, p. 508 ; and Vasabi, vol. xi., p. 285).

2
[No. 1323, Louvre.] Originally in S. Spirito at Florence.

^ Vasaki says he resided some time in France (vol. xi., p. 285). His father

ia.ys in a Portata al Catasto. of 1480 :

" Benedetto was a miniaturist, but left that

irt because he has an impediment of sight."
* Bom March 14, 1452 {Tav. Alfah.). Married and living with his wife Caterina

Uuttei in 1490 (Gaye, vol. i., p. 268). Registered in his Guild, date unlaiown (Gua-
vDi, ser. 6, p. 180).
* Hotel de Chmy, No. 1795. The Virgin and Child between two angels and

wo palms, on gold groimd, once in a chapel at S. Mery of Paris, inscribed :

"
D. JO.

" ganai. pksids. paeisie. p. atulit 5 ITALIA. PAEisiu H o 6 MTJS." The words :

' >pus MAGiSTRi DAViDis FLORENTiNi MccccLxxxxvi ," Said to havs been once
)n the frame, are gone. The mosaic is fine and recalls Domenico Ghirlandaio, whose

jiesign
was perhaps used.

* Note to Vasabi, vol. xi., p. 280. The mosaics are missing.
' Doc. Sen., vol. ii., p. 452. The mosaics are gone.
*
Vasari, vol. vi., p. 167, and vol. xi., p. 286. The work also absent.

* See the records in Annot. Vasari, vol. xi., p. 292. See also, as to a portable

Idiosaic, Vasari, vol. xi., p. 286.
"• Vasabi. vol. v., p. 78; vol. xi., p. 285.

m. 2g
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display any extraordinary talent, being a mere mechanical executant,

without abihty in reproducing life, without feeling for colour or rehef.

Yet it was to be his duty to direct the talents of RidoKo, who lived

with him in the Via del Cocomero and frequented his shop on the Piazza

S. Michele Berteldi.i

Ridolfo was born on the 14th of February 1483
;

and threatened

to be of a sickly complexion.
^ But he grew up strong and hearty, and

had the advantage, after his father's death, of being acquainted with

most artists of promise in Florence, whose rivalry or counsel might

compensate for the deficiencies of his uncle. He went early to the

Branca,cci Chapel, where most of his contemporaries copied the frescoes

of Masaccio, and later to the Papal Hall, after the cartoons of Michael

Angelo and Leonardo had been opened to pubhc view
;

^ but the persons
to whom he was most indebted for guidance and encouragement were

Granacci, Piero di Cosimo, and perhaps Rosselh himself.*

Under the combined influence of the examples bequeathed by his

father and uncles, and of the precepts instilled into him during the course

of a careful education, he laboriously perfected a Procession of Christ

and the Maries to Calvary now in the Palazzo Antinori a S. Gaetano

in Florence.^ Benedetto's idea of this subject had obviously left a vivid

impression on his mind
;
and whilst he probably felt how little it was

calculated to satisfy the requirements of the time, he appropriated some

of its principal combinations with intuitive tact. We thus see at the

Palazzo Antinori a composition more artfully balanced, richer in details,

and more copious in its filHng than that of the Louvre, and drawing
that reveals more study of models or of nature

; but we mark also the

repetition of unattractive types like that of the S. Veronica with its

round, staring eye, or of scowhng soldiers, with features gathered into

wooden corrugations. The weighty coarseness peculiar to Gra.nacci con-

trasts here and there with more select shapes such as that of the

Redeemer, whose bending figure recalls Leonardo, the Virgin who Avrings

her hands \\dth dignified grief, or the female in rear of her, whose pleasing

and regular face is replete mtli soft melancholy. Shghtness of build

is usually noticeable
;
and the tones are laid on with the smoothness of

the Leonardesques, Credi, and Piero di Cosimo.® How strongly Ridolfo's

1 Portata al Catasto, 1498, in Gaye, vol. i., p. 268.
^ He was put out to nvirse at Prato, where, at two years old, his life was despaired

of. His parents
" vowed a taper of three pounds to the Madonna de le Carcere,

and he was saved." See Annot. Vasari, vol. xi., p. 298, and Tav. Alfah.
^ Vasari, vol. iii., p. 102 ; vol. viii., p. 6 ; vol. xi., pp. 286-7.
*

[Mr. Berenson agrees with Morelli in calling Eidolfo a probable pupil of

Granacci.]
^ [Now in National Gallery, No. 1143.]
^ The landscape is a little cold and yelloTTinsh in tone, with trees of a raw green ;

the touch crisp, and contrasts marked. The figiu-es are half as large as life. The

panel, partially split vertically in three places, is much injured and repainted in
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young mind could be affected by the constant observation of master-

pieces by Da Vinci and Credi, may be judged from the low-tinged but

highly-finished Annunciation that still hangs in the sacristy of the

Mont' Ohveto Abbey outside Florence ;
a panel in which the gently-

curved contours and pretty mould of slender and youthful personages,

the broken draperies, and hilly landscape are not less characteristic of

this tendency than the hard enamel and thick substance of the colour.^

There was scarcely one amongst the aspirants to fame in Florentine art

at the opening of the sixteenth century who did not feel himself attracted

towards Da Vinci, and it probably happened that Ridolfo, knowing
Cosimo Rosselli, and being acquainted with Taccio della Porta, as well

as Mariotto and Piero di Cosimo, caught their enthusiasm for that

master, and devoted particular attention to his creations. Vasari indeed

affirms that Ridolfo studied under Fra Bartolommeo, insinuating that

this occurred at the time when Raphael and the Frate had close inter-

course -with each other
;
but they might, and we think they did, meet

in the shop of Rosselh, whose mode of distribution and thick coating of

sombre reddish tints Ridolfo imitated in 1504, in a Coronation of the

Virgin undertaken for the nuns of the convent of S. Jacopo di Ripoli
^

at Florence and since transferred to the Louvre.^ From the compara-
tive imperfection of this work, in which we trace an approach to

Mariotto and Baccio della Porta through RosselH and Pier di Cosimo,

to the more successful mode of delineation, truer proportion, and more

plastic relief in four Saints at the same convent, a marked phase of im-

provement is evident. Not that the general tone is less strong or of

less lustrous impasto, but that it is richer in the warmth of the yellow

lights and brown shadows, whilst the thin figures are more energetic in

the lower part, and generally deprived of its glazes, the result being yellow flesh

with earthy shadow. The picture was once in S. Gallo at Florence (Vasari, vol. xi.,

pp. 287-8). A replica of it, done with the help of Michele di Ridolfo, is in S. Spirito
at Florence.

1 This panel (wood, oil, figures one-third life-size) has remained unobserved,
and at first suggests the name of Granacci : but on comparison with the picture

previously described, seems more appropriately to come under that of Ridolfo.

The surface has undergone some cleaning, and the head of the Virgin is raw from

that cavise. There is some resemblance in her face to that by Domenico Ghirlandaio
'

in the panel once at S. Giusto and now at the Uffizi, lately changed from No. 1206

to No. 1295. [Now No. 3450 of Uffizi. This work has long been ascribed by the

official catalogues, as well as by Dr. Bode and many others, to Leonardo Da Vinci's

youth. Morelli gives it to Ridolfo Ghirlandaio. in accord with Cavalcaselle. Mr.

Berenson ascribes it to Verroccliio, with the possible assistance of Lorenzo di Crodi-l
2 Now Conservatorio in Ripoli. Via della Scala at Florence. [Now at La Quidte

near Florence].
'
[Louvre, No. 1324.] Two angels are at the side of the glory, in which Mary

ja crowned by the Redeemer. Below, SS. Peter Martyr, John the Baptist, Jerome,

Maedalen, Francis, and Dominic, all kneeling. The figvu-es are more or less dry
and" bony (wood, oil), small panel, with the date :

"
mduii," not 1503, as stated in

the catalogue.
There is something in the Coronation still reminiscent of Benedetto Ghirlandaio's

S, Lucy at S. M. Novella^
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play of limb and muscle, more correct and natural in movement, in cast

of drapery, and in transitions from dark to light.
^

In a Nativity of this period at the Hermitage of S. Petersburg, we
follow Ridolfo in the same track as at Ripoli, yet combining peculiarities

derived from the ateliers of Rosselli, Mariotto, and Baccio della Porta,

with those of his old friend Granacci. Granacci's name indeed is that

under which this piece has been placed, although it exactly corresponds
^vith Vasari's description of one in the life of Ridolfo.^

"
Having received an order from the monastery of Cestello for a Nativity

of Christ, he took pains to surpass his rivals by extreme labour and diligence,

depicting the Virgin in adoration before the Iiifant Christ, S. Joseph and two

figures of S. Francis and S. Jerome kneeling, and a beautiful landscape like

that of the Sasso della Vernia, with a choir of angels singing above the pent-
house, the whole well coloured and of fair relief." ^

The full and weighty shape of the S. Jerome as contrasted with the

more delicate Virgin and S. Francis, and the polished surface of the

fused colour most remind us of Granacci, whilst the strong, well-

harmonised tints, and vigorous chiaroscuro, and the atmosphere which

pervades the groups are all characteristic of Ghirlandaio. But it is of

interest to find in a picture like tliis the proof that Ridolfo, as Vasari

states,* was still in a position to accept assistance from a favourite pupil
of liis father.

There is another feature, meanwhile, deserving of special remark.

The landscape, A\dth its rich and pleasant vegetation, its distant edifices,

its ruins, and episodes, is treated in the manner of Fra Bartolommeo
and Raphael, and introduces us to the time when they became friends,

and might by their interest for Ridolfo give an additional spur to his

exertions.^ I

^ These samtg hang singly on the entrance wall of S. Jaeopo, under the organ
loft, in painted niches. They represent SS. Sebastian, Cosmo, Damian, and a
hermit with a lion and string of beads (wood, oil). [Now at La Qviiete.]

^
Hermitage. Wood, oil, life-size.

* " Stando col Grillandaio," says Vasabi, vol. ix., p. 219,
* Vasabi, vol. xi., p. 288.
' The picture is in oil, a httle out of balance as regards composition, in conse-

quence of the size of the S. Jerome ; slightly out of keeping from abrasion and

retouching of the flesh tints in the S. Joseph, S. Francis, and Virgin. The piece
has been transferred with success to canvas.

In the same Gallery of the Hermitage we find three pieces under the name of

Ridolfo Ghirlandaio.'- No. 29, wood, transferred to canvas, is a round of the Nativity,
within the penthouse, almost entirely renewed. But from what remains of the

original in the Infant, the young Baptist, and two angels, as well as of the draperies
and bits of unaltered colour, the hand is more likely to be that of Franciabigio or

Bugiardini. No. 30, Virgin, Child and Baptist, round, wood, transferred to canvas ; and
No. 31, Virgin and Child, square, wood, transferred, are both by one painter, a follower
of Eidolfo, either Michele di Eidolfo or Mariano da Pescia. The handling is careful,
the colouring raw, and there is some want of feeling in the figures. The conception
is that of Raphael's, carried out by the feebler hand of the men above namtd.
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That Ridolfo's art between 1504 and 1508 entered upon this phase,

is notorious ;
and it is pleasant to trace it from this beginning to its

subsequent development. The change which was then produced did

not affect his idiosyncrasy. He still held to his usual brown and some-

what hard enamel tones ;
but he became a thorough master, not merely

of form as derived from nature, but of select form, in true relief, of

perfect modelhng and outhne. Whilst he felt in this sense the effects

of the companionship of the Frate, he was moved by that of Raphael
to a tender youthfulness of type in his impersonations, to a soft fleshi-

ness, especially in children, and to brightness in minutely touched land-

scapes. Of this we have examples in a pretty Raphaelesque Nativity
at the Berhn Museum,^ and in a bolder, more brilliant, and facile

specimen of the same subject in the Esterhazy Collection at Viemia.^

The severer qualities of plasticity united to breadth of Hght and

shade, he exhibited in a female portrait of 1509 now at the Pitti,^

where his powers appear undoubtedly superior to those of Granacci

and Piero di Cosimo
;

whilst in a predella at the Oratory of the

Bigallo at Florence, liis composition and liis di-awing emulate the

energy, grandeur, and fulness of Hfe distmguisliing the works of

Mariotto and the Frate
;
and liis colour assumes a new richness and

'

warmth.*

Raphael's trust in the talent of Ridolfo Ghirlandaio was so full and

! complete that we are told he allowed his friend to fill in a part of the

drapery in the Bella Giardiniera, which was to be sent to Siena
;

^ and

when Sanzio reached Rome in 1508, nothing pressed him more than the

desire to get Gliirlandaio to join him. But Ridolfo, though still hving
in the house of his uncle David, was probably married, and encumbered

jwith the cares of property and childi-en.^ He had a strange aversion

to moving out of sight of the cupola of S. Maria del Fiore, and clung

^ Berlin Miiseum [No. 91]. Wood, oil ; the surface of a crystalline polish like

that peculiar to Granacci.
* A composition of eleven figui'es a little reminiscent, as regards distribution, of

iSignorelli. The Child, on the centre of the foregroimd, between the spectator and
the kneeling Virgin. At her side a shepherd adoring, behind whom a young pastor

points out the Infant to a third carrying a kid. To the right, in front, a youthful
saint is in prayer facing S. James, in similar attitude, on the left. In rear of the

,

latter stands S. Joseph leaning on his staff. Behmd is the penthou.se, with the

ox and ass, and in the sky is a choir of three angels, On the border one reads :

" HIDOLFUS ORILLAKDAIUS FLOBENTINUS FACIEBAT."
^ Pitti [No. 224]. Female, seen below the waist, with a vest bordered at the

jneck and shoulders with white. Sleeves dark green (wood, oil, about large as life).

j

* Tins is a predella of five panels with :
— 1. The Execution of S. Peter Martyr.

1 2. The Nativity. 3. A Virgin of Mercy. 4. The Flight into Egypt. 5. The
iBrethren of the Bigallo carrying a woimded man. Wood, oil. Vasari truly says of

jthese little panels that they are magnificent miniatures (vol. xi., p. 290).
» Vasari, vol. viii., p. 12; vol. xi., p. 287.
• Ridolfo says, in a Portata al Catasto of 1511, that he resides with his wife

Contessina in the house of David Gliirlandaio. Gaye, Carteggio, vol. i., p. 268.
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to his native place with extraordinary tenacity. He therefore refused

Raphael's kindly offers, and stayed quietly at home.^

It was under these circumstances that, continuing to follow the path
of progress into which he had entered, he completed in 1514 the ceihng

of the chapel of S. Bernard, in the PubHc Palace at Florence,^ and the

Assumption and Gift of the Girdle, now in the choir loft of the

cathedral at Prato.^

One of the striking features of his earliest productions had been

slenderness of shape in figures. When he began more assiduously to

study Mariotto and Fra Bartolommeo, he fell into the habit of giving

shortness and plumpness to the human frame. He now corrected even

this defect, of which evidence is given in the Assumption at Prato,

whilst in two first-rate representations of single saints as S. Girolamo

sopra la Costa a S. Giorgio in Florence, he is perfect in propor-

tional division, and at the same time bold, and easy as a thorough
craftsman might be who still honours and reveres the pattern of the

Frate.*

In 1510 Mariotto Albertinelh had, with incredible labour, as we have

seen, furnished a Virgin and Angel Annunciate to the Compagnia di

S. Zanobi, which was valued by Perugino, Granacci, and Ridolfo Ghir-

landaio.^ After a time, the brethren resolved to ask another to do the

miracles of S. Zanobius on two panels at the sides of the Annunciation
;

and they gave the commission to Ridolfo. We shall not describe the

composition of the Raising of the Child, but merely point out that in

this, as in the Burial of the Saint, Ghirlandaio's skill has reached its

highest expansion.*' Extraordinary hveliness and nature stamjj the

movements and expression of the eager and wondering crowd M'hich

presses round the kneeling bishop, as with uplifted arms he restores life

to the fallen boy. Masterly are the di'awing, modelling and transitions

of light and shade, warm, rich, and harmonious, the strong tone of colour.

Grandeur, imposing by its simphcity, marks the bishops who carry the

corpse of the Saint
; and there is a dignity and breadth in action and

j

1 Vasabi, vol. xi., p. 287.
2 Tills represents the Trinity in the centre with angels holding the emblems of

the Passion, the heads of the Twelve Apostles, four Evangelists, and the Annuncia-
tion. These frescoes were valued in 1514 by Lorenzo di Credi (Vasart, notes to

vol. viiL, p. 209 ; and vol. xi., p. 291).
^ The Virgin ascends accompanied by cherubim, between two angels. Below,

at the sides of her tomb, SS. Margaret, Lorenzo, Catherine, Thomas, Stephen, and a

Saint in episcopals. The figures are half the size of life, not free from retouching
(wood, oil). See Vasabi, vol. xi., p. 291.

* S. Francis and S. Catherine (wood, oil, large as life), a little injured, but well

drawn, and in fine easy pose. [C/. Academy, No. 68.]
* Vasari, vol. vii., p. 185.
« Uffizi [No. 1275]. S. Zanobius raising the dead boy. [No. 1277.] Transla-

tion of the remains of S, Zanobius (wood, oil).
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diaper}^ that almost equal those of Domenico.^ The system of handUng
^jecuUar to Mariotto and the Frate had never r,s yet been so successfully

apphed by Ridolfo, who having previously surpassed Granacci and
Piero di Cosimo, now rivalled even Andrea del Sarto. Admirable as the

latter had been in embodying the highest laws of art
; unapproachable as

lie then wa^ in the knowledge of fresco, he lacked something to entitle

him to equal praise in the execution of easel pictures, his tones being too

unsubstantial and misty to give unexceptionable satisfaction. Ridolfo as

a Florentine and an oil painter now stood at the head of his class, in a

position exactly contrasted with that of his father Domenico, who had
achieved fame by the production of unrivalled mural decorations. Nor
was this a fleeting interval in his career. The same nobleness is to be

found in the Madomia and Saints of S. Pier' Maggiore at Pistoia as in the

.Miracles of S. Zanobius, with an additional touch of Raphaelesque

grace ;

- and Ridolfo deserved, as indeed he obtained, all the encourage-
ment of liis countrymen. He had inherited from his father a principle

wliich had been held by many great men before, that an artist, if he kept
a shop, should attend to every order that was brought to him, however

small it might be. He never grumbled for that reason when asked to

make pennons, standards, or banners, or to colour crosses, curtains, or

processional properties.
^ He preserved by tliis means the facility re-

quired for carrying out vast scenic canvases of wliich the Florentines

were profuse during the first haK of the sixteenth centmy. The earliest

of these with wliich he was connected were made for the wedding of

Giuhano de' Medici.^ But the most magnificent were undertaken for the

solemn entry of Leo X. into Florence, in November 1515.^ On that

occasion the Repubhc and the Medici ^ \ied with each other in the

sumptuous character of their preparations. Triumphal arches in the

principal streets of the city were raised and painted by Baccio d'Agnolo,

Jacopo di Sandro, Baccio di Montelupo, Giuhano del Tasso, Granacci,

Aristotile da S. Gallo, and Rosso. IVIimic temples, obehsks, pillars and
statues hke those of Rome were got up by the ingenuity of Baccio

^ Another picture, a roimd of the Virgin, Child, and sleeping Boy Baptist,
No. 1224, at the Uffizi, has quite the stamp of Ridolfo at this time, though it ha-s

not all the beauties of the
"
Miracles

"
described in the text. The colour is sombre,

the forms a httle paltry. StiU tliis is comparative onlj-, the conception being pretty
and essentially Florentine.

- The Virgin sits in a semicircle of saints the nearest of whom to the spectator
are S. Sebastian and Gregory on both sides of the foregroimd, the rest being S.

Antony, two female Saints, and S. James. The figures are life-size (wood, oil).

The panel scaled here and there, and the colovir opaqvie in certain places from

retouching. This work is noticed in Vasari, vol. xi., p. 882.
^ There are records of payments for various matters of this kind in the archives

of S. M. del Fiore in 1518-9. See note to Vasari, vol. xi., pp. 293-4; vol. xiii., p. 77.
* Vasari, vol. xi., p. 293.
*

Ibid., vol. viii., p. 183 ; vol. ix., pp. 69, 218, 224, 266 ; vol. xi., pp. 38, 203, 293.
' " La Signoria e Giuhano de' Medici." Vasaki, vol. xiii., p. 77.

L
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Bandinelli, Antonio da S. Gallo, and others. Andrea del Sarto and Jacopo

Sansovino restored for a day the front of S. Maria del Fiore. Masquerades

and triumphs were imitated from those of heathen times. The Gmlds,

as they followed the procession of Leo, were all gaily dressed in new

costumes, and waved flaunting banners or flags on models invented by

Ridolfo and his journeyman Granacci. Ghirlandaio himself adorned,

with the help of his apprentices, the papal residence at S. Maria Novella,

and the palace of the Medici, and produced, \vith Granacci, the scenes for

the comedies that were given in the evening.

From festive days hke these to mournful ones which also required

the aid of artists, there was but a step ;
and Ridolfo arranged the funeral

of Giuhano de' Medici, who died in retirement at the abbey of Fiesole in

March 1516.^

From grave to gay again. In 1518 Lorenzo de' Medici, Duke of

Urbino, held grand court on the day of his wedding at Florence, the

"apparato" and plays being prepared under the joint superintend- «ii

ence of RidoKo and Franciabigio, wth the assistance of Aristotile

da S. Gallo and Andrea di Cosimo.^ Equal pomp, but of a doleful

kind, at Lorenzo's death in 1519, when Ridolfo is more in request

than ever.^

The Medici were grateful to him for his success and punctuahty on

so many of these occasions of joy or grief. They gave him special marks

of honour as a citizen of Florence ;
and he was made "

painter
"

of the

opera of S. Maria del Fiore.^

The property which he had inherited from liis father increased, in

spite of the heavy charges that weighed upon him in the shape of fifteen

children
;
and he was able to number, in his returns to the

"
catasto," a

continual increase in his possessions of land.^ In the midst of prosperity

he remained consistently honest and conscientious in the pursuit of his

art
;
and in spite of the numerous works which he had carried through,

he showed no signs of relinquishing any of the dihgence that had been so

conspicuous in his first manhood. Of tliis we have a convincing proof in

a Pieta of 1521, at S. Agostino of Colle di Valdelsa, where the Saviour

supported by the Virgin and Baptist, mourned by the Magdalen, and

adored by SS. Jerome and Nicholas, discloses his talent in the same path

as of old. Composition in the fasliion of the Frate and Mariotto, refined

forms, noble nude, and true harmony of keys exhibit the unaltered per-

fection of his style ;
and the sole difference that one perceives is in the

' Vasari, vol. xi., p. 293.
-

Ibid., vol. ix., p. 101 ; vol. xi.. pp. 203-93.
=>

Ibid., vol. xi., p. 293.
* We find him in this capacity in records of 1519. See Annot. Vasabi, vol. xi.,

pp. 293-4.
6 Gave, Garteggio, vol. i., p. 268. The last

" Portata
"

is of 1534.
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comparative lightness of tones which have lost some of the old richness

and fulness.^

With greater bravura, but in the same system, he fm'nished the

dexterously handled Assumption of the Compagnia de' Battilani at

Florence, now in the Berhn Museum, in which the only fault that can be

found is shght emptiness of colour
;

^ and we begin to perceive that

Ridolfo is thinking of his ease and puts liis confidence in the aid of his

disciple Michele. We then enter fully upon a period in which the vigour
of the man seems on the wane, producing the fiat and um'eheved S.

Jerome Penitent,^ and the loosely executed Annunciation, at S. Girolamo *

closing, as it were with the Last Supper of 1543 in the refectory of the

Angeli at Florence, in which Del Sarto's Cenacolo at S. Salvi is copied

with unnecessary fidelity.^

In tins long interval, however, many incidents of interest are worthy
of notice. We find Ridolfo, in 1520, valuing with Bugiardini an altar-

piece by Jacopo del Sellaio,^ and in 1524 appraising frescoes by

Gughelmo di MarcillaJ In 1525 David Gliirlandaio dies in the arms of

liis nephcAV and surrounded by Ridolfo's cliildren.^ In 1536 the entrance

of the Emperor Charles V. into Florence gives rise to a display equaUing
if not surpassing that of 1515, in which Ridolfo erects and adorns with

great splendour in company of Michele di Ridolfo, a triumphal arch at

the Canto alia Cucuha.^

Similar rejoicings take place at the marriage of Cosimo de' Medici

in 1539, and at the christening of his son Francesco in 1541.'" Ridolfo is

constantly busy for the Grand Duke of Florence in his palace, and he

^ Wood, oil, figiii'es life-size. In a predella are the arms of Mario di Niccolo

Beltramini, for whom the picture was ordered (Vasari, Annot., vol. xi., p. 297),
i and the following subjects :

— 1. S. Nicholas visiting the tliree youths in prison.
2. The Decapitation of John the Baptist. 3. The Resurrection. 4. S. Jerome in

the Desert. 5. The Communion of the Magdalen.
^ Berlin Museum [No. 263]. with a portrait of Ridolfo, which was taken by

Vasari for his Lives (see also Vasari, vol. xi., pp. 292-3). The date of this piece
may be fixed just before 1527. After the siege of Florence in that year Ridolfo

repainted the lower part that had been spoilt. In truth the lower Apostles are
treated more frankly than the glory, the latter being nearer in style to the Frate,
the former to Sanzio. The portrait is the head of the Saint next to S. John the

'

Baptist.
^ Altar to the left. The colour is flat and yellowish, the siu-face poUshed. In

the distance to the left, S. Francis receives the Stigmata. To the right the Angel
leads Tobit. The panel has been scaled in part.

* Altar to the right. The surface has Bronzino's enamel (Vasari, vol. xi.,

}). 291). [Mr. Berenson gives none of the above to Ridolfo.]
* This fresco is rapidly losing colour from damp. The S. Bartholomew especi-

ally is much injured, as indeed is the whole upper part.
' MS. records in our hands.
'
Vasari, vol. viii., p. 103.

8
Ibid., vol. xi., p. 289.

'
Ibid., vol. x., p. 15; vol. xi., p. 296; and Vasari to Aretino, May 1536, in

BoTTARi, Raccolla, pp. 3, 43, and following.
"» Vasari, vol. x?, pp. 269-70; vol. xi., p. 321; vol. xiii., p. 162.
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paints, 1543, a series of frescoes in the monastery of the Angeli.^ In the

meantime his children are well educated and enter into business as

merchants in France and at Ferrara. Ridolfo, without giving up his

profession, becomes almost a sleeping partner in his own business, suffers

from the gout ;
but Hves on for a while, rolled about in an easy chair.

At last he is taken from the world in 1560, outliving most of his contem-

poraries, except the immortal Michael Angelo.^
Of the altarpieces which may be said to have been jointly done by

Ridolfo and his disciple Michele di Ridolfo, we make the folloA\ing Hst :
—

iFlorence. S. Felice in Piazza.—Virgin, Child, and SS. Bartholomew,
Sebastian, Peter, and another, with the Eternal amongst angels in bene-

diction (wood, oil, figures Hfe-size), injured by restoring. There is some
affectation in the Madonna. The enamel surface is hke Bronzino's (this is

not the
"
tavola

"
mentioned by Vasari, vol. xi., p. 295).

Florence. S. Spirito, originally in the Cappella de' Segiii, now in the left

transept (Vasari, vol. xi., p. 295). Virgin and Child, behind whom is S. Aim.
At the sides, four standing Saints and SS. Mary Magdalen and Catherine

kneeling (wood, oil, much damaged). Same as above. Virgin and Child

between SS. Bartholomew and Benedict, erect, Giovanni Gualberto and
another kneeling (wood, oil, life-size). Christ carryuig His Cross. The first

is a soft and rather feeble production, reminiscent of the Raphaelesque in

the Virgin and Child, of a mild, rosy tone, with a touch of Credi from whose
school Michele came. The second is a sort of replica of the altarpiece at the

Palazzo Antinori.

Florence. Academy of Arts.—No. 85 [?] Virgin and Child between the

kneehng SS. Francis and Chiara, the standing James and Lawrence. Wood,
oil. Same Gallery, same room. [No. 69 ?] Marriage of S. Catherine. The
first was once in SS. Jacopo e Francesco (Vasari, vol. xi., p. 295) ;

the second

in S. Catarina at Florence. These are also weak and of a rosy tone. Same

Gallery. [No. 189?] Martyrdom of the Companions of S. Ursula. Doubtful.

[? By Michele Ghirlandaio.]
Florence. Pitti.—[No. 180]. Holy Family, better than the foregoing, and

apparently done by Ridolfo, mth httle or no help from Michele.

Florence. S. Marco, Sacristy.
—Annunciation, in the same style as the »

pictures at the Academy (but see antea,
" Fra Bartolommeo ").  

Florence. Galleria Torrigiani.
—Of the same class and character as the

foregoing is a fine copy of a Virgin and Child by Raphael, now No. 38 in the

Bridgewater Gallery in London.
Florence. S. Jacopo di Ripoli.

—Two pieces here have been already
noticed. A third, of a different period, may be added to them. It repre-

sents the Marriage of S. Catherine (Vasari, vol. xi., p. 287), the Virgin and

Child recalling Sanzio ;
and takes a place in the series here classified on account

of the gentleness of the types, the light rosy tints, and slight shadows.^

Florence. S. Martina delle Monache.—Virgin and Child, on clouds
;

below, S. Sebastian and another saint. Two angels fly above the head of

^ Where his brother Bartolommeo was in orders. Vasari, vol. xi., pp. 289-90.
2 Vasari, vol. xi., p. 298. * [Now at La, Qui^te.]
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the Madonna. Distance, landscape (wood, oil, figures large as life). Similar

to the last mentioned.^

Prato. S. Rocco.—Saen in 1857. Once in possession of Signor Giov.

GagUardi of Florence. Virgin, Child, S. Sebastian and S. Roch (Vasari,
vol. xi., p. 296).

Florence. Gates of S. Gallo, al Prato and alia Croce.—There are remnants,
in the first, of a Virgin and Child between SS. John Baptist and Cosmo ;

in

the second, of a Madonna, wdth the same saints
;

in the third, of the Virgin
and Child, between SS. John the Baptist and Ambrose (Vasari, vol. xi., p. 298).

Venice Academy.—No. 536. Virgin and Child between two angels with

1 HUes, SS. Peter Martyr and Lucy (much repainted, the angel at the side of

! S. Peter renewed as to the head) ;
a work more Uke Mainardi than Ridolfo.

j,

Rome. Galleria Borghese.
—No. 35. Portrait of a man three-quarters to

the left, in long hair and cap, assigned to Raphael, injured by restoring and
in the manner of Ridolfo.

Hampton Court.—No. 1084. Portrait of a man, in very bad condition,
but recalling Ridolfo .^

Of Ridolfo's pupils we shall at present only mention Mariano da Pescia,

whose pictures may be taken in the following order :
—

Florence. Uffizi.
—

[No. ?]. Virgin, Child, and S. Elizabeth presenting the

infant Baptist. Though Vasari says that Mariano was Ridolfo's pupil, the

1 The following have been either not seen by tlie authors, or fail altogether.
Not seen :

—
Ripoli—Virgin and Saints (Vasari, vol. xi., p. 295). Florence—Ognis-

santi : Virgin, Baptist, and S. Ronaualdo (Vasari, vol. xi., p. 291). Prato—
Duomo : Virgin giving the Girdle to S. Thomas (Vasari, vol. xi., p. 291). [This
is doubtles? the picture mentioned supra, p. 470]. Florence — Chiesa della
Concezione via de' Servi : Meeting of S. Aiina and Joachim, now in Casa
Passerini (Vasar.1, and Annot., vol. xi., pp. 291-2). Florence (near)—Giogoli
Pieve : Tabernacle ; Virgin, Child, and Angels (Vasari, vol. xi., p. 293). Flor-

j

ence (near)
—Certosa de' CamaldoU : Tabernacle frescoes (Vasari, vol. xi., p. 293).

Monte S. Savino—Madonna de' Vertigli : monochromes, scenes from the life of
I Joseph; altarpiece and fresco of the Visitation (Vasari, vol. xi., pp. 296, 323).

I
Gone:—Florence—Cestello or S. M. Madd. de' Pazzi : Nativity (Vasari, vol xi.,

i p. 288). Florence—SS. Anniuiziata de' Servi: S. Michael Archangel, copied
from Fra Bartolommeo in the cemetery of S. M. Nuova (ibid., p. 294). Florence—

J

S. FeUcitk : two chapels in fresco, visible in Richa's time (Chiese, vol. ix., pp. 303-8 ;

and Vasari, vol. xi., p. 295). Florence—Compagnia de' Neri : Martyrdom of the

Baptist (Vasari, vol. xi., p. 295). Florence—Borgo S. Friano alle Monachine :

Annunciation (ibid., p. 295). Florence—S. Martino alia Palma : tavola (ibid.,

p. 296). Citta di Castello— S. Fiordo : S. Anna (ibid.). Tiie tlu-ee feats of Hercules
sent to France (ibid., pp. 291-2).

"
[]\'Ir. Berenson speaks of a Nativity, No. 68, in the Gallery at Buda-Pesth ;

a Madonna and infant John, No. 71, in the ]Museum at Dijon ; two panels each with
three Angels, Nos. 83 and 87, in the Florence Academy ; a Portrait of a Man in

Coll. Beattie at Glasgow; and Portrait of Girolamo Beiuvieni in Coll. Lady Henry
Somerset at Reigate.]

[The following spoken of here under Albertinelli he gives to Ridolfo :
—Portrait of

Goldsmith, No. 207, Pitti Gallery ; Portrait of a Mem, No. 129, Corsini ; Portrait of

Old Man and Portrait of Ardinghelli in Palazzo Torrigiani, Florence.

[Morelli gives to Ridolfo the Portrait of a Goldsmith in the Pitti, and Portrait
of a Man ascribed to Francia in the Louvre, No. 318

;
the Angels, Nos. 83 and 87,

in Florence Academy ; the Virgin, Cliild, and SS. Elizabeth and John (ascribed to

Alfani) in the Uflizi (this last doubtfully) ; and a Portrait, said to bo of Girolamo
Beni\ieni, in the Torrigiani Coll. at Florence (now m JNIr. Somcrs Somerset's Coll.

at Reigate).]
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picture here cited by him (vol. xi., p. 294) in no wise reminds us of that master.

The composition is fair, but the forms are swollen and the tone bricky. The

art revealed is lifeless. In the same character we have a number of others.

Florence. Casa Torrigiani.
—

Virgin, Child, youthful Baptisb and S.

Joseph. Wood, oil, enamel surface.

Florence. Marchese Pianciatichi.—No. 12. Virgin and Child (but see

antea,
" Fra Bartolommeo ").

Brussels. Museum.—No. 309. Holy Family (see antea, "Soghani").

Montpellier. Musee Fabre.—No. 210. Portrait of Petrarch (?). Assigned
to Ridolfo, but more modern.

In Francesco Granacci, who preserved through life an intimate con-

nection vnih the family of the Ghirlandai, we see how happily a man
of respectable attainments can reach a haven of comfort in liis old age,

when his ambition does not exceed his skill, and when he shows in daily

intercourse a kindly and cheerful disposition. Granacci seems to have

possessed, in a supreme degree, the art of being companionable. He
was quick at discerning talents surpassing his o^vn, and before these he

took off liis hat, acknowledging with surprising modesty the superiority

even of those who were by many years his juniors. Hence the friend-

ship which united him with Michael Angelo, and his willingness, at a

later period, to act as the assistant of Ridolfo Ghirlandaio. Hence his

inabiUty to fill any of the high places reserved for the great men of

his age. He was born in 1469,^ and bred in the ateher of Domenico

and David Ghirlandaio.^ In the Brancacci Chapel, where he studied

like most candidates for pictorial fame, he sat to FiUppino Lippi, who

took his portrait in the Resurrection of the King's Son.^ His youth
was thus spent in the company of the best masters of the fifteenth

century ;
and in the shop where he served, he was held to be the most

promising of draughtsmen.* As IVIichael Angelo began liis time with

Domenico Ghirlandaio in 1488, Granacci at once observed the lad's

precocious nature, and furnished him abundantly with drawings ;
and

thus laid the foundation of a lasting intimacy.^ It was about this period
that Lorenzo de' Medici, having placed his collection under the charge pi
of Bertoldo, had determined to try, if it were not possible to bring up
some boys as sculptors, in view of restoring to that branch the import-
ance it had lost in consequence of the great pre-eminence acquired by

professors of painting.® Domenico Ghirlandaio having been consulted

upon this subject, entrusted Granacci and Michael Angelo (1489) to

^ The "
Portata al Catasto

"
of Granacci's mother, dated 1480 (Gaye, Carteggio,

note to vol. ii., p. 468), states tliat at that time Francesco was eleven years old. iji
* Vasaei, vol. v., p. 85 ; vol. ix., pp. 217-8 ; vol. xi., p. 285. Hi
^

Ibid., vol. iii., p. 162
; vol. v., p. 243. ^i

"
Ibid., vol. ix., p. 218. 6

ibjd., vol. xii., ^. 159.
«

Ibid., vol. vii., p. 205; vol. xii., pp. 162-3.
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Lorenzo as the most likely scholars ;
and thus the companionship which

had begun under favourable circumstances seemed destined to a happy
continuance. Michael Angelo soon did justice to the choice of Ghir-

landaio, and during his rapid progress repaid the kindness of Granacci

by presents of designs and by advice.^ But Granacci did not for his

part take to sculpture ;
and Lorenzo was only enabled to use him

as a draughtsman and decorator in the jousts and triumphs A\dth

which he kept the Florentines in good humour at carnival time. In

these, however, according to the testimony of Vasari, Granacci was

admitted to have been highly successful
;
and here also Domenico

Ghirlandaio approved himself a competent judge of the abihty of his

pupil .^

If it ever happened to Granacci to take an extensive share in any
of the numerous undertakings in Domenico's ateher, we should say he

may have been principally occupied in the production of a Madonna

amongst Saints, now at Mr. Barker's in London,^ or a Coronation of

the Virgin in Santa Ceciha at Citta di Castello.* In Ghirlandaio's great

frescoes at S. Trinita, or S. M. Novella, liis help was of too general a

character to be perceptible. But he took part in the altarpieces finished

by Benedetto and David after 1494
;

and two figures of Saints—
S. Antony, in wliich his co-operation is proved by Vasari,^ or S.

Vincent, upon which, though finer, the Aretine is silent—disclose a not-

able superiority over the brothers of Domenico Ghirlandaio, an approxi-

mation, indeed, to the latter in form, proportions, outhne, and di-apery.^

We might beheve, in consideration of two very clear toned, and

shghtly reheved, but much finished bust hkenesses of a male and female,

in the Museum of Berhn, and in the Gallery of Oxford, that Granacci

WAS frequently engaged in his youth as a portrait painter.' His tendency

^ Vasari, vol. xii., pp. 162-3.
2

Ibid., vol. ix., p. 218 ; vol. xi., p. 203. ^ See antea.

* See antea. The Virgin kneels to the right, before Clirist, in a circular glory
.of cherubs' heads, oiitside of which eight angels play musical instruments. Below,

on clouds, are SS. Francis, Bernardino, and Bonaventura erect (left), Louis,

I another, and Antony erect (right). In the centre, kneehng, SS. Rosa, Mary
I Magdalen. Catherine, and Chiara. This altarpiece is called a Piero della Fran-

'cesca, but the figmes are slenderer than his, and the tempera has the reddish flesh

Jnts of Granacci.
' Vasari, vol. xi., p. ^85.
• These remarks apply more particularly to the S. Vincent ; a tempera which

is numbered No. 74 in the Berlin Museum ; the S. Antony being No. 76 in the

Isame Gallery, and in oil.

' Berlin Museum [No. 80]. Female, three-quarter, to the left, tempera, \vath

the words " NoU me Tangere
" on the parapet of the opening at which the bust is

visible. The school of Dom. Ghirlandaio and Mainardi is here plainly revealed ;

'and the execution is not vmlike that of a profile (No. 81, Berlin) attributed to

Sandro Botticelh. [No. 80 is ascribed by Mr. Berenson, doubtfully, to Lorenzo

di Credi.]
Oxford Gallery. Male, full face, almost life-size, ascribed to Masaccxo (tempera,

jalmost life-size). Same character as the foregoing.
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from the beginning to imitate the Michaelangelesque might be illus-

trated in a tempera of the Virgin, Child, and Saints at Berhn.^

Another early contribution to the collection of liis works is to be

found in the kneehng S. Jerome and S. Francis, part of an Adoration of

the Virgin, in the Berhn Museum. The S. Jerome especially denotes a

mascuhne and vigorous complexion in the artist, without the feehng
which avoids reproducing the vulgarity or Herculean nature of a model.

For the same reason the anatomy is correct whilst the drapery is

involved and bundled into heaps. Unlike the rest of the picture, the

two saints are in oil, of a hard, even browm red impasto, with dull

shadows sharply contrasting with the hghts, yet of insufficient rehef.

They are freely handled in the imperfect system common to RosselU

and Piero di Cosimo. The art is that apparent in the Madonna and

Saints at S. Pietro al Terreno, with the difference that the figures at

Berlin are carried out in a more facile and manly spirit, and have a

muscular appearance akin to that with which we are famihar in Michael

Angelo.2
Granacci therefore appears to us at the close of the century as a

man who had abeady surrendered much that he might have learnt in

the ateher of Domenico Ghirlandaio, in order to adopt the energetic

hardihood of his friend Buonarotti. M
That he should seek, at the same time, to acquire the technical

'

improvements taken by Piero di Cosimo from Leonardo, and still more

ably apphed by Mariotto and Fra Bartolommeo, was probably owing
to the fact that Michael Angelo could not assist him in this respect as

he did in the rendering of form.

For a considerable interval Granacci preserved this duphcate tendency.
Without making any progress in the mode of imparting rehef by light

and shade
;
now and then giving short proportions to the human frame,

as in the four Saints of the Munich Pinakothek,^ occasionally long and

slender ones, as in the six predella scenes from the hfe of S. Apollonia
in the Academy of Arts at Florence ^—he made himseK known by
freedom of movement, and by a decisive and broad sweep of touch

alhed to great finish and fusion. His colour no longer had its previous

monotony of bro^\Ti redness, nor dulness of shadow, but a transparent

^ Berlin Museum [No. 97]. We have here the style of Ghirlandaio dwarfed, but

something modem in the marked character of the action and poses. The execution
is careful (v/ood).

- Berlin Museum [No. 88]. See antea.
' Munich Pinakothek [Nos. 1061-4]. S. Jerome, S. Apollonia, S. John the Baptist,

S. M. Magdalen. These figures, all in niches (wood, oil, all but life-size), are fair ,

and well draped, but somewhat muscular and coarse. Are they a part of the panel ]

in S. Apollonia of Florence mentioned in Vasaei. vol. ix., p. 221 ?
*
Florence, Academy of Arts [Nos. 285-90]. The tall and slender figures are in

lively motion, broadly treated, and Michaelangelesque in the brave mode of Rosso.
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gloss due to copious vehicle, and a gaudy lightness producing the effect

of emptiness. Bravura in carrying out, a strong accent upon action

in torso and limb, are the characteristics of a Trinity very fairly assigned
to Granacci, at the Berhn Museum, and doubtless of this time.^

But the most favourable specimen of his manner under these

conditions is the Assumption and Gift of the Girdle in the Casa Rucellai

at Florence.2 There is soft gravity in the deportment of the saints

conversing by the tomb
;
and the drapery is grand in the breadth of its

cast. Two angels supporting the glory of flaming rays, almost embody
the grace of Fihppino. But the muscular type and energetically forced

motion of the S. Thomas rising from his knees to take the girdle handed

down to liim by the Virgin, as well as the enamelled surface of the panel,

and its minute laboriousness, are derived from Michael Angelo, in emula-

tion perhaps of the Madorma at the Ufiizi, which seems to date from

the first years of the sixteenth century.^
Whilst Granacci thus faithfully followed his great and now celebrated

guide, forgetting as he proceeded the ateher out of which he had

originally sprung, there was one quality which he could not reach, and

that was the quality of relief, in which he was far surpassed by Ridolfo.

His method of dealing ^^itli colours was in so far different from that

which Leonardo perfected, that he ahAays sought transparence from the

white ground. He tried to get hght in the greatest fulness, even to

I

the sacrifice of shadow which, when properly used, is a set-off to light.

I
Granacci's devotion to Michael Angelo lasted long. He was, no

doubt, one of the firmest supporters of his friend's opinion ^^•hen, in

1503, he was asked, \\dth many others, to choose the place for the gigantic

David.^ Though he was affihated to his guild in 1505,^ he did not dis-

dain to join Ridolfo, Del Sarto, and the host of their companions as

they copied the rival cartoons in the Papal Hall.^ Yet he could not

remain an inattentive spectator of the coming of Raphael ;
and there

are pictures like the Holy Family, in the Casa Rucellai, in which we

already notice a prettiness and elegance that can only have been

Isuggested by the careful examination of the works of Sanzio.

' Berlin Museum [No. 229]. Rovind, wood, oil (?) ; that noticed by Vas.\ri, as

furnished to Pier Francesco Borgherini (vol. ix., p. 220). This round is almost a

repetition of the same subject by Mariotto in the Berlin Museum.
2

Originally in S. Piero Maggiore (Vasari, vol. i.x., p. 220). The picture is on

wood, in oil, and the figui-es are large as life. The saints below, in addition to

|S. Thomas, are SS. John, James, Lawrence, and Paul. [Now Mr. Somers Somerset's

pictiu-e at Reigate.]
* The Madonna by Michael Angelo, Uffizi [No. 1239J.
* Gaye, Carteggio, vol. ii., pp. 455-6.
* Tlie annotators of Vasaei, vol. ix., p. 222, say his name is in the books of the

Guild in 1504-5. The date of his receipt of the freedom is illegible in the register
of the Guild. Gualandi, Mem., ser. 6, p. 182.

i

'
Vasari, vol. xii., p. 179. He belonged to the club of the Cazzuola, of which

we shall speak.
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This tendency to fall off from his old allegiance may have been

hastened by an incident which could not but cool the relations between

Granacci and Michael Angelo. In 1508, it was proposed that the vault-

ing of the Sixtine Chapel should be decorated with frescoes, and Buona-

rotti, upon whom this duty devolved, sent to Florence for assistants,

amongst whom Bugiardini and Granacci were the most prominent.

Upon trial, even these were found very far from the mark by their

fastidious employer, who, instead of dismissing, locked the door of the

chapel as well as of his own house, against them.^ It was natural that

Granacci after this rebuff should feel very greatly angered, and rather

inchned to forget than to remember the lessons of a man to whom he

owed much indeed, but who had treated him too rudely.

Certain it is that the influence of Raphael now gained the ascendant

with Granacci
;
and there are two very fine Virgins in Glory, at the

Uffizi and Academy of Arts in Florence, as well as some Holy FamiUes

which fully bear out this statement.

In the Virgin in Glory, at the Uffizi, two angels at the sides of

the glory are Raphaelesque rather than purely Florentine. The Virgin's

own face is of a gentle softness which certainly had not its origin in

Buonarotti ;
whilst the S. Thomas, to whom she hands the girdle, and

the Archangel Michael, below, are more in the Herculean mould.^ The

same contrasts are to be seen at the Academy, where the Virgin looks

down from heaven at four kneehng saints
;

^ and a Holy Family at the

Pitti, though a httle low in tone and reminiscent of Puhgo, still seems

to have been composed by Granacci in the same mood.*

Elsewhere we trace in Granacci a bias in the direction of Fra Barto-

lommeo, as in two ovals representing S. Anthony and an angel, in the

University Gallery at Oxford
;

^ and the same aspect of his talent is

divulged in an Assumption belonging to the Earl of Warwick, considered

hitherto by many as a masterpiece of Raphael and the Frate.^

1 Vasaei, vol. xii., p. 190. S* !

2 Uffizi [No. 1280]. The Virgin and Child, between two angels, in a glory of

flaming rays, gives the girdle to S. Thomas, who kneels below with the Archangel
Michael near him. Figures life-size, the Archangel grand, but of Herculean stature.

3 Florence, Academy of Arts [No. 68]. The Virgin in prayer, in clouds sur-

rounded by a flaming glory and four angels. Below, the kneeling SS. Catherine,

Bernard, the Cardinal Giovanni Gualberto, and George. This picture is gaudy,

owing to abrasion and restoring. Wood, oil, figvires life-size. Distance, a landscape.
* Pitti [No. 345]. Round, wood, oil. The Virgin caresses the Child, who holds

a book and turns towards the young Baptist holding the Cross. The coloivr is very

smoothly enamelled, with rubbed glazes in the shadows, and rather cloudy at the

outlines.

In the same manner we have a round of the Virgin and Child, with two adoring

angels, belonging to Mr. Fuller Maitland, and a Holy Family, belonging to G. F.

H. Vernon, Esq., feebler, though still in Granacci's style.
5 Small panels. The colour in part fallen out, and more dropping.
8 This panel (No. 91, at Manchester) is mentioned by Geheimeebath Waagen,

Treasures, uhi sup., p. 499, and by Passavakt, Raphael, vol. i., p. 130, and vol. ii.,
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We believe that Granacci surrendered himself to scene-painting

chiefly when he joined the ateher of Ridolfo Ghirlandaio, after his return

from Rome and his quarrel with Michael Angelo. As Ridolfo's partner

probably he assisted in valuing Mariotto's Annunciation in 1510 ;

^ and
in the same subordinate position he painted standards, theatrical

hangings, and one of the triumphal arches at Florence, in 1516, at

the solemn entrance of Leo X.^ He also furnished cartoons for glass to

the brotherhood of the Gesuati.^ But he lived for many years after

that, making a wiH in 1533,* and cUed in 1543,^ \Wthout our being able

to ascertain whether he was entrusted in the interval Mith any great or

independent commissions.^

p. 414. The Virgin looks down from a glory of flaming rays. At the side of her
tomb kneel SS. Thomas and Francis, at whose flanks stand S. Paul and another.
We can see, in this picture, nothing of the Frate or of Raphael, but we perceive
that it is the work of a Florentine under the inspiration of both those masters.
The technical handling is hke that of Ridolfo Ghirlandaio and Granacci, the

composition essentially that of the latter.
' Vasari, vol. vii., p. 185.
2

Ibid., vol. viii., p. 267 ; vol. ix., pp. 218-9.
*

Ibid., vol. ix., p. 221.
* Gaye, Carteggio, vol. ii., p. 468.
* Tav. Alfah., ad lit. He was biu-ied in S. Apostolo at Florence.
* Amongst the missing works of Granacci, we note scenes from the Life of Joseph

mentioned by Vasabi, vol. ix., p. 220. We have not seen the Virgin and two
cliildren, SS. Zanobivis and Francis, once in S. Gallo (Vasahi, vol. ix., p. 221).
and said to belong to the brothers Govoni at Florence {Annot., ibid.). [To this
Ust Mr. Berenson adds a small Crucifixion (L.) at Darmstadt; two panels of the
Life of S. Joseph (L.), No. 1249 and 1282 in Ufifizi; two panels of Life of the Baptist
(E.) in Coll. of Lord Ashbumham; a Holy Family, No. 1065, at Munich; aPieta in
Coll. Jarves, New York ; a Portrait of a Lady at Panshanger ; a Pieta in the church
at Quintole, near Florence; a Madonna with SS. Gherardo and Donnino in the
church at Villa Magna, near Florence ; a portrait of Maddalena Sti'ozzi as S. Cathe-
rine, and a Hebe at the Borghese Gallery, Rome ; and a S. Lucy before her Judges
in Coll. Lord Kinnaird in Scotland. Morelli considers the Life of Joseph panels
in the Uffizi to be by Franciabigio (c/. Delia Pittura Italiana, p. 93). Morelli g&xe to

Granacci the Florence Academy panels, Nos. 285-90, Stories of Saints.]

lu. 2h



CHAPTER XX
ANDREA DEL SARTO

Though Andrea del Sarto was but the son of a tailor, his pedigree has

been traced with ease into the fourteenth century. His great-grand-

ather, Luca di Paolo del Migliore, wa.s an agricultural labourer, liis

grandfather a hnen-weaver. Agnolo, the tailor, was twenty-seven years

old when liis wife Costanza gave birth (1487) to Andrea del Sarto.

Their usual place of abode was Gualfonda, until 1504, when they
lived in the Popolo di S. Paolo

;

^ but previous to the latter date,

the future painter had been apprenticed ;
and almost before it was

1 Root of the fcmtily of A. D. Sarto.

Luca di Paolo di Migliore, b. 1392,

labourer; in. Agnola, b. 1402; begets

Francesco, begets

Agnolo, begets

Piero, b. 1425.

Antonio, b. 1427.

Francesco, b. 1430, weaver, m. Genevra,
b. 1441.

Maria, b. 1442.

Antonia, b. 1445.

Agnolo, tailor, b. 1460, m. Constanza, b.

1468.

Andrea, priest, b. 1401.

Giovanna, b. 1463.

Domenica, b. 1466.

Agnoletta, b. 1469.

Lucretia, b. 1485.

ANDREA, PAiNTEK, b. 1487, t 1531.

(Vasari. in error, vol. vii., p. 251,
dates his birth 1478.)

Veronica, b. 1492.

Francesca, b. 1495.

Domenico.

Amongst the ancestors of Andrea del Sarto, Luca lived in S. Maria a Buiano

(Catast. 1427 Port. d. Contado Quart. S. Giovi, Popolo S. Maria a Buiano, Piviere
di Fiesole. Luca is then thirty-five years of age). He afterwards went to S. Ilario

a Montereggi (Catast. 1455, Port. d. Contado Q. S. G. P. d. Fiesole, Popolo di S.

Ilario a Montereggi. Potesterie di Sesto).
Francesco came to re.side near Florence. Piviere di S. Giovanru of Florence

(Catast. d. Contado 1471, Quart. S. M. Novella Piv. S. Giov. ? Pop. S. Lorenzo di

Dentro da S. Gallo, Potesteria di Firenze. Francesco, v/ho makes the return, is

forty years old.

Agnolo in 1487 lived in Gualfonda. and in 1504 in Popolo S. Paolo of Florence

(Cat. d. Contado 1487. Quart, di S. M. Novella, Piv. d. S. Giov. Firenze, Pop.
S. M. Novella dentro. Agnolo, who makes the retiu-n, is thirty, and says his son
Andrea is one year old.

It is clear that the family name of Vannucchi never had any loundation in

fact. But see also Tav. Alfab., ad lit. (Favoured by Milanesi.)
4S2
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possible that he could read (1494) he was introduced to the shop of a

goldsmith.^
A declared aversion to cold chisels and files was the first sign that

the boy gave of his unfitness for the business he was bound to. But he

showed no such disinchnation for the models from which the journey-

men of liis master were made to work. His childish cleverness in drawing
from them was watched \dth interest, if not by the goldsmith, at least

by his neighbour Gian Barile
;
and the result ^^•as the transfer of Andrea

from the one to the other.

Whatever might have been the chagrin of Agnolo that his son should

be withdrawn from a great guild to be entered into a lesser one, he was ,

obhged to jdeld to circumstances, and Gian Barile kept Andrea tiU

about 1498.

There is no teUing how Del Sarto would have turned out had the

connection lasted longer. Gian Barile was a man of contemptible talents

and coarse manners,^ to whom his j)upil may have been indebted for

much that was shpshod and common in his ways ;
but if he had faults,

want of sympathy and generosity was not one of them, and tliis he

proved by recommending the youth as a di-aughtsman and a colourist

to Piero di Cosimo. Upon trial, this eccentric artist fully approved of

Barile's judgment. He kept Del Sarto for years, allowing him spare
hours for outside study ,^ especially at the cartoons of Michael Angelo
and Leonardo, and delighted to hear that amongst ail the striplings

who copied there, his garzone was one of the ablest.^

Li the Papal Hall, where these famed compositions stood, the earliest

visitors were Ridolfo Ghirlandaio, Raphael, Granacci, Baccio Bandinelli,

and the Spaniard Berruguete ;
in Andrea's time, that is about 1507-

1508, Franciabigio, Jacopo Sansovino, Rosso, Matm-ino, Lorenzetto,

and Tribolo.^ It was there that the friendly intercourse of Del Sarto

and Franciabigio commenced, there that they matured a plan for

opening a joint shop of their oaivti.

We shall not pretend to give an exact date to tliis event, though
we suppose that it occurred before the frescoes illustrative of the life

of the Beato FiUppo Benizzi were begun in the court of the SS. Annunziata

de' Servi.

^ Vasari, vol. ^•iii., p. 252, says Andrea was bound to a goldsmith when seven

years old.
2

Ibid., vol. viii., p. 252. He must not be confounded with Giovamii Barili

of Siena, for notices of whom see Com. in Vasaki, vol. %aii., p. 93 and following,
and Doc. Sen.

^ At the Brancacci. Ibid., vol. iii., p. 162.
*

Ibid., vol. viii., p. 252; vol. x., p. 296. The Aretine only alludes to one

instance where Andrea del Sarto had a share in Piero di Cosimo's works, and that

is when the car of death was made for one" of;the 'carnivals during the supremacy
at Florence of the Soderini (vol. vii., pp. 115 to 117).

»
ibid., vol. xii., p. 179.
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Franciabigio and Del Sarto took a lodging together on the Piazza

del Grano, in the heart of Florence, and are said to have worked in

common, their maiden undertaking being perhaps the Baptism of

Christ at the Scalzo, which Vasari classes amongst the first of Andrea's

efforts. We must confess grave doubts as to whether this episode could

have been executed by Del Sarto alone—so different is the neglected

drawing, or the unrefined character of the figures, from that which is to

be found at the Servi. We might, however, admit that such a pro-

duction by two young masters just entering upon their career would

be accepted as an instalment of great promise and induce many to give
them their patronage. As a cento of Franciabigio and Del Sarto in

which the impress of Andrea is preponderant, we may look upon it as a

valuable and perhaps unique product of an association which was soon

dissolved. The two men had both been nurtured at one source. Andrea

at the school of Piero di Cosimo, the imitator of Leonardo, and the

companion of Fra Bartolommeo and Mariotto
; Franciabigio under the

tuition of Mariotto. Franciabigio had less genius than Del Sarto, but

ho was the elder of the two. So the partners probably agreed to hve

together, but to paint apart. They often spent their days in the same

places, but never, as far as we know, divided the labours of one and

the same picture.^ They competed at the Servi, at the Scalzo, at Poggio
a Caiano ;

but contemporary history contains no reference to anytliing
that they did in companionship. That the Baptism of Christ was the

first of a long series at the Scalzo, and that it was followed by the scenes

from the hfe of the Beato Filippo Benizzi, at the Servi, is as clear from

Vasari as from the evidence of style, the latter being entirely Andrea's
mthout assistance from Franciabigio. But the mere fact of two such

competitors hving in constant intercourse led to the inevitable results,

that Franciabigio assumed and kept a reminiscence of Del Sarto, and
Andrea for his part took something from his friend.

There is a panel in the Duke of Northumberland's castle of Alnwick,
in which a man of twenty, in a black cap covering long hair, sits resting
his elbow on a table. The hand thus reposing holds a scroll with an

illegible direction. On the table itself is an ink-bottle, a pen, and a

sheet of paper, on the corner of which one reads :

" al di . . . andeea
DEL SARTO PICTORE . . . ENTIA." 2 This is Supposed to be Andrea's
owm portrait, though it might represent another and unknown person.
It is coloured in a soft and harmonious manner in oil, with well-fused

1 The curtains of the altarpiece at the Servi, by Filippino and Perugino, are
now proved to have been, not by Franciabigio and Andrea del Sarto. as" Vasari
says (vol. \dii., p. 253), but by Andrea di Cosimo, who did them in 1510-11. See
the record in Vasabi, vol. ix., p. Ill, Annot.

"
llie words immediately following

" Al di
"

are not particularly clear, and
may be omitted.
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and fatty impasto ; but it is somewhat empty, feeble in the transitions

from hght to shade, and timidly drawTi, The technical method is that

of Franciabigio's teacher, Mariotto, the character generally that of Del

Sarto in the frescoes of the Servi, but without the breadth to wliich

he already expands there. In this effort to approximate to Albertinelli

and Fra Bartolommeo, we trace the force of Franciabigio's persuasion
or precept on Andi-ea

;
unless we assume that Franciabigio is himself

the author, in which case he and Del Sarto would have painted exactly
aUke. Yet as Andrea for some time longer felt a sympathetic leaning
towards the Frate and AlbertineUi, we may consider him more hkely to

liave done the portrait of Ahiwick Castle than Franciabigio.
Since the days of Baldovinetti and Cosimo RosseUi, the court of the

Convent of the Servi had received no additional decoration. In one
corner Alesso had left a Nativity, carried out in new and perishable
materials

;
in another, Rosselli had scarcely finished a Miracle of the

sainted Philip. The Brotherhood of the Servi, though poor, was
ambitious of completing these adornments, and with much tact sought
out rising men from whom skill and small charges were to be expected.
Thus it was that from 1509 to 1514 it had in employ three young fellows

of great promise—Franciabigio, Andrea del Sarto, and Andrea Feltrini.

We can scarcely tell, indeed, whether most to admire the cleverness

wliich could discern the value of these youths, or the cumiing with

which jealousy was so\\ti between Franciabigio and Del Sarto, in order

that the convent might reap the advantage of their rivalry. To the

latter, who had already the reputation of being soft and malleable, the

sacristan Fra Mariano suggested how quickly his name would become
known were he to leave a successful proof of liis talent in a pubhc and

: much frequented locaUty ; and how important it would be for him to

^

work rather there than elsewhere, even for a minimum of wages. It

was hinted meanwhile that if he refused so favourable an offer, Francia-

j bigio would accept it—nay, had already consented to do so. Tliis final

I argument appeared so conclusive to Andrea that he signed a contract

I

for three frescoes, wliich he immediately began ;
and in a few months

he had uncovered S. Phihp sharing his Cloak with the Leper ;

S. Phihp cursing the Gamblers
;

S. Phihp restoring the Girl possessed
of a Devil.i

Age has affected the episode of the Saint and the Leper, in wliich

Andrea's abihty as a draughtsman and an imitator of easy motion is

divulged in figures of good proportions. The Curse of the Gamblers is

more spirited, and illustrates Andrea's versatihty in thought, as well as

the power with which he gives life to every part of a vast landscape.

The rabble of men-at-arms playing cards under a tree has been over-

^ Vasari, vol. viii., pp. 255-6.
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-whelmed or dispersed by a stroke of lightning at the moment when the
|

saint turned to assure them of the An-ath of God. The two attendant

brethren have stopped because S. PhiUp halted. The muleteer in the

distance hurries away as he looks back at the havoc
;

the AA^hole scene,

so vivid in its contrasts, so happily impulsive in their rendering, that

little remains to be desired except perhaps some of that higher and less

homely quahty the lack of which makes Andrea take a place below

Fra Bartolommeo. A ready action, variety of position, appropriate

drapery, fine and accurate dra^^ing of frame and hmb, disclose his inborn

strength, as Avell as facihty for making the best features of the great

masters his own. Space, divided according to the rules of the best

Florentines, is filled up with a sense of the undoubted dignity and

earnestness of legendary history. In the groups, hfe, pulsation, and the

boldness of Uccello distinguish every personage. The execution is that

of a man already confident in himseK, uniting freedom -vdth rapidity in :

reproduction, not clinging rigidly to pure science and severe measure,

but substituting for these quickness and spirit.

The same simphcity and tact are preserved in the central episode

of the fresco in which S. Pliihp drives the demon out of the female sup-

ported in the arms of her relations
;

the interest of the spectators in

the miracle being well kept up and made evident without coarseness

either in attitude or in expression. f
The applause which these three pieces received encouraged Andrea

to proceed, and he at once resumed the brush for the Death of S.

Phihp, and the Children Cured by S. Phifip's Garment.

The first of these, arranged in a form that was scarcely to be avoided,

represents a friar behind a couch, leaning over the prostrate body of

the saint, vx^hilst two groups stand on the sides of the foreground. The

clergy in rear to the left suspend their chant in order to express their

surprise at a wonder occurring before their eyes. A child Hes dead on the

floor, and revives at the touch of the bier, the two incidents of the death

and resurrection being judiciously compressed into one. In this, more

than in any other composition of the series, Del Sarto tells of the study
which he devoted to Domenico Ghirlandaio, not only for the sake of

fit distribution, but for the purpose of acquiring a just pai"tition of the

masses of fight and shade. Nothing can be more clearly demonstrated

than this in the head of the friar who leans over S. Phihp, where the

transitions are given Avith remarkable force
;
nor would the fresco as a

whole have lost anji^hing had this law of equilibrium been extended

with equal impartiahty to the rest of the dramatis fersonce. But Andrea

seems never to have been fully penetrated \nth. the necessity for apply-

ing the strict rules of chiaroscuro. Carried away by his feehng for

ha-'mony of colour, and charmed whenever he could reahse a vague and

I
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vaporous twilight of tone, he was unable to combine that appearance
with absolute neutral contrasts

; especially when urged onwards by the

supreme ease and confidence with which he was gifted. But whilst he

was thus robbed of one quality, the balance was almost restored by
the facility with which he obtained transparence, gay colours, and
smoothness in the melting of tints into each other. Without hesita-

tion, and, as Vasari said,
"
senza errori,*^ in a somewhat subdued and

quiet key, he overcame the greatest difficulties of his art, and if not

in 1510, certainly in 1514, deserved to be called the best fresco painter
of Central Italy, not excepting even Sanzio. If his aim principally was
to reach this point, it was natural that he should be unable to stop at

wiU to attend to the modelhng of form or to achieve that wliich a

more phlegmatic but less able frescante would have done. For if the

latter had failed in this at one sitting, he would have tried to supply
the deficiency at a second by dry touching, a remedy which Del Sarto

habitually disdained.

The Children Cured by the Dress of S. Pliihp is attractive,

symmetrical, and fuU of truth. A priest, in a doorway, lays the cloth

on the head of a child kneehng in front of its mother. Two persons

ascend, or stand at the foot of the steps on each hand. To the left, a

cripple receives charity ; to the right, an aged man leaning on his staff

is the portrait of Del Sarto's friend, Andrea deUa Robbia. Fleshy
rounded curves in the contour of females denotes sensuaUty in the artist.

Males are depicted with a rougher, coarser grain of flesh. Each party to

the action has his individuality. Avoiding an ideal of perfection to

which he might be obhged to cling, as we see the Frate occasionally

doing, Andrea has no thought for anything but the reahty. Yet that

reality, if below the ideal and not absolutely select, is dignified and

genuine. The drawing is good in style and invariably correct. The

motions are without strain, and generally appropriate. There is a

conscientious attendance to all requirements, such as we are not always
able to find at a subsequent period. The general tone is powerful,

harmonically without discord, tasteful, and pleasing.^

As a whole, we possess in these five frescoes, done, we must remember,
before the close of 1510, a very creditable series, in which we find no

difficulty in tracing how much Andi-ea del Sarto was indebted to the

works of Leonardo, Fra Bartolommeo, and ]\Iariotto. From the first

he took a dimpled smile that might almost be called stereotype ;
and

from the two last, certain models of form and the pecuHar seeking after

elegance which they derived from Da Vinci. To the N\arm and sympa-
thetic gaiety of colour remarkable in the Frate, he gave an additional

1 On the foreground we read :

"
a. d. mdx." Vasabi fully describes these

five frescoes (vol. viii., pp. 255-7).
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vagueness and transparency ;
to the full and swelling forms of female

beauty in Delia Porta, sometliing more of the sensuous. The public

justly applauded his performance, and as he began to feel the position

he had won, he observed to liis chents, that greatly as he was honoured

by the patronage of the Servi, he still preferred employment of a less

barren kind.

In order to avoid the fatigues and loss of time consequent upon a

daily walk from the Piazza del Grano to the Servi, Andrea had taken

rooms with Franciabigio in the Sapienza, a block of buildings close to

the SS. Annunziata, where Jacopo Sansovino and Rustici already had

their lodging,^ and not far from the shop of Nanni Unghero.^ In San-

sovino, Del Sarto found a friend with whom to discuss the most diverse

problems of his profession. He had been at Rome, and witnessed the

meeting of two generations of celebrated painters tliere.^ His experience
was already great, his conversation probably instructive. He was re-

served for a noble career as an architect at Venice, and in the meanwhile

was a student of sculpture at Florence. He and Anch'ea constantly

exchanged views and opinions, whilst not unfrequently his models

were those from which Del Sarto made drawings for his pictures.^

Rustici was a sculptor too, but older
;
a man of independent means,

whose house was the rallying point for artists in general, and the seat of

a club of twelve or dodeka, to which Andrea del Sarto belonged. This

club, which was called the
"
Company of the Kettle," was chiefly remark-

able for the jollity of its dinners, to which every member was allowed to

invite four strangers. At these convivial gatherings each brouglit his

own food, and was fined if liis dish happened to be that of his neighbour.
But on grand occasions, concert being required, previous consultation

took place ;
and ingenuity was exhausted in making temples of pastry

and sausages, and figures carved out of cold beef or sucking pigs. Yet,

eating and drinking was not the exclusive business of the association ;

and we are told that in 1519, when Franciabigio became chairman or
"
archipaiuolo," he recited a comic epic called the

"
Battle of the IVIice

with the Frogs," which has been assigned by some to Andrea del Sarto,

whilst others beheve the author to have been Ottaviano de' Medici.^

As it often happens when such clubs consist not merely of boon

companions, but of persons known for talent in their business, the more

exclusive circles are moved by curiosity to visit them
;

a connecting

link is created between persons whose relative rank would otherwise

1 Vasari, vol. viii., pp. 252-3. =*

Ibid., vol. x., p. 244.
^

Ibid., Life of Sansovino Temanza, ditto.
*

Ibid., vol. xiii., p. 71.
*

Ibid., vol. xii., p. 9; and Reumont's A. del Sarto (Leipzig, 1834), Intr.,

p x% ii. The poem was published by the Abbate Fontani in 1788, and is in Biadi's

Life of Del Sarto (Florence, 1829).
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keep them for ever apart ;
and a curious mixtui'e is produced in which

the worker has a chance of learning to ape the pohsh of the high-bred
noble, and vice versa, the man of station condescends to a dangerous
famiharity with those whom he has not ceased to regard as his inferiors.

After the successful establishment of the Kettle Club, that of the
"
Trowel "

arose in 1512.^ The associates were ranged in divisions

answering to those of the great and small guilds of Florence, Avitli a

third class adjoined and called
"
Adherents," of whom Del Sarto was

I

one. Here it became fashionable to read burlesques and to get up

I

masquerades, the arts as usual contributing to the entertainment by
I quaint decorations, or by scenic paintings.

^ As the meetings were not

held in one locality, the wealtliier subscribers were able to distinguish
themselves by display according to their means

;
and some instances

are mentioned where great expense must have been incurred, as when
Bernardino di Giordano gave the Mandragola of Niccolb Maccliiavelh

i in 1524 vni\\ the scenes and properties by Andi'ea del Sarto and Aristotile

da S. Gallo. This comedy was played before Alessandro and Ippohto
de' Medici, adolescents at that time under the care of Silvio Passerini,

Cardinal of Cortona
;
and it was not considered improper to let them

;

hsten to dialogues the indecency of which is said to exceed the utmost
'

stretch of Hcence.^ In the fifteenth century Lorenzo de' Medici patronised,
, as we have seen, wdth a judicious measure and a due regard to social

! positions. He respected men of genius hke Domenico Ghirlandaio. He
made an associate of a scholar hke Alberti. In the sixteenth century,
artists were dra\Mi into the vortex of dissipation and immorahty \\'liich

pecuharly characterised the upper classes in Italy ;
and there is reason

to believe that their decline was the more rapid for that cause.

The frescoes of S. PhiUp Benizzi had scarcely been finished by Andi'ea
' del Sarto, when commissions poured in upon him from many quarters.
I To accept these whilst he was bound to finish the court of the Servi was

dangerous. The sacristan had a contract, and might have enforced

jit.
But he probably had enough knowledge of the world to be aware

I

that if he j)ressed his advantage too hard, Del Sarto might escape from

his obhgation indirectly. It was therefore arranged that two more

, frescoes should be furnished in the SS. Annunziata for a better price than

I

that which had liitherto been conceded, and their completion was pro-

bably left indefinite as to time. It is hardly to be doubted that at this

juncture, as Vasari says, part of the refectory of the Vallombrosans at

S. Salvi was adorned with figures of saints, that an Annunciation was

jdone
at the corner of Orsanmichele, and that two or three altarpieces

^ For these and the subsequent facts, see Vasari, vol. xii., p. 11 and following.
* Tantalus in the lower regions was represented at one of the club dinners.

Vasari, vol. xii., p. 16.
* See Vasaei, vol. xi., p. 204, and Annot., ibid.
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were delivered at the same period. The first of these are so hke the

frescoes of S. Phihp at the Servi, that they must date immediately after

them. They represent two cardinal saints, SS. Giovanni Gualberto and

Benedict, resting on clouds in a blue sky ;
and they are the ornament

of a vaulted recess in which Andrea many years later placed a Last Supper .^

The Annunciation, at the corner of Orsanmichele, is all but obliterated.^

A fine and fairly preserved Christ appearing as a Gardener to the

Magdalen, ordered by the monks of S. Gallo, is said to exist in a private

church belonging to the Covoni in Casentino, finished contemporarily
with an Annunciation in the same monastery which is now at the Pitti.^

The angel in the latter seems to have dropped slowly from heaven on

a cloud, and to have surprised the Virgin at her desk. His mien is

calm and composed, and the mode in which he is presented recalls Fra

Bartolommeo in the altarpiece intended for S. Pietro at Murano. But

the movement and hnes, though soft and gentle, are unconstrained and

free, as in Del Sarto's own creation, the Nativity at the Servi. The

Virgin is most dignified in air and pose. Decorum and grave beauty
are almost as completely combined as in Delia Porta. Without the

emptiness which grew into a defect with Andrea's later years, the colour

is rich, and in good keeping with a landscape full of atmosphere. The

lights and shadows are almost as well defined as in Mariotto and the

Frate, and the handhng is surprising for its hghtness and ease. AH
that is wanting to entitle the painter to an equal rank by the side of the

masters we have named, is the scientific correctness of form and chiaro-

scuro. We ascertain the exact date of this panel from the fact that the

predella was entrusted to Pontormo, who entered the ateher at the

Sapienza in 1512, and left it in 1513.*

If, in 1510, Andrea deserved akeady to be called one of the best

executants in fresco of liis day ;
in 1512, he might fairly be adjudged

excellent in the practice of oil. Nor is there any reason to doubt but

that tliis excellence was wilUngly admitted. Amongst the acquaintances
made during the study of the cartoons of Michael Angelo and Leonardo

in the Papal Hall at Florence, Baccio BandinelH is to be numbered. His

designs had been praised so higlily by his comrades and other judges for

their boldness and decision, that his vanity claimed a place abreast of

Buonarotti. Anxious to add to this quaUty tliat of a good colourist on

^ Vasari, vol. viii., pp. 257-8. Figures life-size, in fresco, tastefully coloured,

reminiscent of Fra Bartolommeo, and fairly preserved.
^ There are marks of an Eternal, and of the Virgin's head, and part of angel

still in existence. The rest is gone. The fragments are lilce the works at S. Salvi.

See Vasari, vol. viii., p. 258.
' Pitti [No. 124]. Once transferred from S. Gallo to S. Jacopo Fra Fossi.

Vasari, vol. viii., p. 260; vol. xi., p. 31. The flesh in the Virgin is somewhat

injvu'ed. The figures are life-size.
* Vasari, vol. viii., p. 260; vol. xi., p. 30. Pontormo's predella is gone.

I

I
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panel, lie asked Andrea del Sarto to take liis portrait, hoping, in the

event of liis consenting, to secure a good likeness and to surprise the

newest tricks of the profession. Vasari amusingly dwells on the indigna-
tion of Del Sarto at this mixture of cunning and deceit in Bandinelli, and
affirms that Andrea kept Baccio so long sitting he could not learn any of

the desired secrets.^ The story, apart from its illustration of Baccio's

character clearly proves the resj)ect felt by Andrea's contemporaries for

his power as an easel-painter.

Towards the end of 1511, and during the two following years, Del

Sarto was occasionally busy in finishing a Nativity of the Virgin, and a

Procession of the Magi, in the court of the Servi, and two Parables in

the garden of the same convent. With the help of Andrea Feltrini and
his o\ni pupil, Pontormo, he got up the cars for a triumph Anth which

the elevation of Leo X. to the Papacy was celebrated in the early part
of 1513. All Florence was in excitement at the return of the Medici.

But neither his professional occupations nor the vicissitudes of pohtics
were of interest to Del Sarto in comparison mth one particular pursuit
to which his attention was most exclusively devoted. He had long
been under the charm of a lovely hatter's wiie, whose husband Carlo

Recanati, had a shop in the Via S. Gallo. The death of the latter gave
Del Sarto an opportunity Avhich he is said to have long desired. He
married Lucretia del Fede, and, according to Vasari, took a very beautiful

but very faithless partner to his side.^ Lucretia, it is certain, was of

a most overbearing and intermeddhng temper ;
and her treatment of

Andrea's apprentices, Vasari amongst the number, is perhajis the cause

why her character has been depicted in a most unfavourable light. It

is not said, indeed, that Pontormo left his master because Lucretia

teased him, but there is no doubt that this occurred immediately after

Andrea's marriage in 1513.^

As regards Andrea himself, it cannot be affirmed that his new state

contributed in any sense to impair the talents with \\'hich he had been

gifted. On the contrary, there are no examples of success in his whole

lifetime equal to that which his two last frescoes in the court of the

Ser\d obtained,

A glance at the Nativity will show that he really possessed the

eminence that was conceded to him as a composer. Consistently in the

path which had been opened with the incidents from the legends of

S. Phihp, the great art of appropriately disposing figures is apphed.
You see two principal groups occupying the cliief places, and bound to

^ Vasari, vol. viii., p. 2G5, and vol. x. p. 297.
* Tlie marriage ceremony was performed on the 26th of December 1512. Biadi

in Reumont, ubi sup.. Life of Del Sarto, note to p. 54.
' See Vasari, vol. i., p. 3 ; vol. viii., pp. 262, 263 ; vol. xi., pp. 30, 32 ; vol. xii.,

pp. 49-51.
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each other by the brooding Joacliim, who moodily sits, as if carved by
IVIichael Angelo, in the background. S. Anna is the centre of attraction

in the group on the right, the infant Virgin that of the group to the

left. The dimpled faces of the females in attendance, and the grave

dignity in the gait and air of the tw-o visitors are those which we admire

in Leonardo and Domenico Ghirlandaio. There is an excessive freedom

and natural appearance in the movements and full developed forms

which tell of the progress of the age and the influence of Fra Barto-

lommeo. The proportions are good, the outlines sweeping. The action

is varied and expressive, the draperies fuU and excellent in cast. The

perfect fusion and more than usually successful contrast of light and

shade suggest the presence of real flesh and blood,^ the handMng being

more than ever faultless, and producing transparence -without objection-

able thickness of surface. Richness and rehef are united with finished

modelUng. What Da Vinci produced with oils in the Mona Lisa seems

reahsed by Andi-ea del Sarto mth fresco. In the subdued yet gay tones

pecuUar to himself, he gives sweet chords of harmony with none of the

glare of the primaries, yet Avithout the excessive soberness of tertiaries.

There is a calm depth of atmosphere over all, in the upper mist of which

cherubs disport with charming vivacity .^ In short, the Nativity is on

the highest level ever reached in fresco. There is only more bravura

in the Last Supper of S. Salvi, or in the Madorma del Sacco.

Yet, as every object in Ufe has its unfavourable side, this master-

piece has also its defects. We miss in its complex the strong control

which is usual in Fra Bartolommeo, Raphael, and Leonardo. Domenico

Ghirlandaio accustoms us to a serene severity in the presentation of such

scenes as these. Leonardo and Michael Angelo added what was neces-

sary to create modern arts in its technical improvements, its select

ideal in elegance of action and shape. Fra Bartolommeo had his

part in this striving, wliicli was crowned with final success by Raphael.
Andrea del Sarto, who gave the last pohsh to fresco, introduced the

germ of a hcence wiiich soon became very marked. The variegated

aspect of liis tints, which is akeady apparent even in his Nativity,

becomes offensive by excess. Masaccio, who was the colourist of his age,

and who forestalled it as regards atmosphere and cliiaroscujo, kept to

a stern simphcity of key. Fra Bartolommeo already shows us how

surfaces can be broken, especially in sliadoAV, by intricate interweaving of

^ Vasabi truly says so (vol. viii., p. 259).
2 The coloiir in the upper arch of tliis fresco is somewhat eaten away by time,

or absorbed by the plaster. There is a constant contrast of warm Ught with cool

shadow. The flesh of a pearly grey in the darker places. On tlie mantel-shelf one

sees the arms of the Medici held by a child, and on an ornament the words :

•'ANDREAS FACiEBAT." Between the pilasters one reads: "ad. MDxnn.," and
beneath is the double A interlaced, which is Andrea's usual monogram.
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tints. This principle was carried out A\dtli still greater frequency by
Del Sarto, who thus rivalled the Frate in giving a new feature to

Florentine painting. But they inaugurated a system which was soon

to be productive of evil by substituting artificial effect to the study of

natiu-e. This evil arose in Del Sarto probably from the attempt to

work on panel witli the same fluid vehicle as on lime, using the under-

ground as a means for transparence. But in this attempt the speed
with which he laboured placed him at a disadvantage, and for that and
other reasons he remains far below Leonardo. Thus it happened at

Florence that the very reverse occurred from that which we note in

Venice. In Florence, fresco was carried to far greater excellence than

oil-painting because its use was most common. The Venetians trans-

ferred the technical methods usual to them from canvas to wall, and

failed almost invariably in the trial.

As Jacopo da Empoh sat in the court of the Servi copying the

Nativity of Del Sarto (about the year 1570), an old lady, who had evi-

dently come to Mass, stopped by his easel and began talking to him.

She pointed out one of the figures in the fresco as a hkeness of Andi'ea's

wife, and, as she warmed over this theme, revealed lierseK to Jacopo
as Lucretia del Fede.^ The person most hke Del Sarto's spouse is the

female in the centre of the foreground, whose type and face her husband,

with or A^dthout intention, repeated from this time forward in almost

all his Madonnas. She was a full matronly woman of fine proportions,

of whom we have the hneaments in a fine portrait by Andrea at the

BerHn Museum,^ though not perfectly coinciding in every respect -s^ath

a second in the Museum of Madrid.^ She must have had some consider-

able amount of patience to sit, as she so frequently did, to her better

half.

Simultaneously with those of the Nativity of the Virgin, Andrea had

made the cartoons of the Procession of the Magi, intended as an amphfi-
cation of the Nativity of Christ by Baldovinetti. With great activity

and ready movements in the crowd of kings accompanied by their court

and suite, with sufficient dignity in the several parts, this fresco is done

with a still more running hand, but with less chastened sentiment than

its companion. Perhaps the wish to contrast staid and modest bearing

in females, of which the Nativity cliiefly consists, with bravery and

energy in males, of which the Procession is exclusively composed, had

something to do with the self-confident svting generally prevalent in the

^ BALDrNUOCi, Opere, vbi aup.. Life of Jacopo da Empoli.
* Berlin Miiseum [No. 240]. Wood, oil, life-size.
* Madrid [No. 383]. This portrait is very fine, dignified, and noble in pose,

but deprived of much transparence by restoring. The form is given wnth some of

Leonardo's precision. The matronlv shape and squareness of Lucretia is not in

this portrait, which is one of the best by Del Sarto. [Mr. Berenson denies this

portrait to Del Sarto.]
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figures. The result only confirms the impression previously created.

Amongst the king's foUoAvers, to the left of Sansovino, who stands with

the musician Ajolle on the right foreground, is the hkeness of Andrea

del Sarto, by himself
;

the same in features as another at the Uffizi

which Vasari engraved for his Lives. The face is regular ;
it is that

of a man of robust constitution, but far from refined, and in tliis respect

a reflex of Del Sarto's individuahty. It neither suggests the elevation

of Leonardo, nor the polish of Raphael, nor the grand force of Michael

Angelo. Without the feehng for gorgeous tone pecuhar to Titian, but

Avath a sense of vapour akin to Correggio's, he is well described as almost
"
divine

"
in his mode of colouring. Born a painter, according to

Vasari,^ he was versatile as a composer, mth a tendency to conven-

tionahsm because he overlooked the variety required in the treatment

of different objects, such as flesh, cloth, wood, stones, leaves, and sky.

But he was homely even in his energy, because he had not the breed

of his great rivals. We have spoken of the portrait at the Uffizi. It

is on a tile hastily but freely laid in at a late period of the master's hfe.^

There is a much finer one in possession of the Marquis Campana, who

purchased it from the Capponi family at Florence. Here we have the

same general contour, shape of bone, and character of the head, as in

the Procession of the Magi at the Servi. Though much restored, it

unquestionably resembles that of the Uffizi, and is undoubtedly by
Andi'ea himself, when aged about thirty.^

The frescoes of the Servi having been finished in 1514, were un-

covered at the same time as the Sposahzio of Franciabigio.^ Those of

the Servi garden, which have perished, and others of inferior interest,

were no doubt completed at the same period.^ We do not know when

1 Vasari, vol. vii., p. 7; vol. viii., pp. 251-2.
2 Uffizi [No. 280]. The face is vulgar, and the dress neglected, the colour thick,

opaque, and reddish in flesh. Fresco.
^ Mr. Reuniont mentions this portrait, which he had seen in the house of the

Marquis Vincenzo Capponi at Florence. On the back of the panel, we are told,

are the words: "
f°. 1518." The face is tvirned three-quarters to the left. The

head adorned with long hair of pleasing ciu'l falling from a black cap, the white
chemisette covered by a dark silk vest with violet sleeves. On the green ground
the double A interlaced. Life-size, oil, wood. The face and hair much repainted.

[Is this No. 66, Pitti ?]
* The whole sum promised to A. del Sarto for the frescoes was 98 florins. He

received a bonus of 42 florins in addition {Annot. Vasari, p. 257).
* There are records of part payment for the Procession of the Magi on the

12th of December 1511, and for the Nativity on the 25th of the same month.
[

Also an item for work in the garden in June 25, 1512, and a further notice of

the same kind in June 1513. The date of 1514 on the Nativity, and the statement
of Vasari, vol. ix., p. 98, tliat that fresco, as well as that of the Magi and the

Sposalizio'of Franciabigio, was vmcovered at one time are conclusive as to when
this series at the Servi was finished (see Annot. Vasari, vol. viii., pp. 259 to 260
and 301). There are two panels in the Collection of Mr. J\iller Maitland which
seem copies of Andrea's frescoes in the garden. They are by Nanaccio.

The other frescoes at the Servi were in the Novitiate, now part of the Academy
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the Head of Christ on the liigh altar, which Va«ari praises so much, and

which in a great measure deserves liis encomiums, was done.^ It is

kno^\^l that the Assumption for which he contracted in June (16th)

1515, was afterwards carried out by Pontormo.^ The Brotherhood of

the Scalzo had overbid the brethren of the SS. Annunziata, and Del

Sarto had been induced to promise the continuation of the monochromes,

of which a sohtary example had been furnished so many years before.

Before November 1515 he had finished there the Allegory of Justice,

and the Sermon of S. John in the Desert, in which the simphcity and

repose of the composition distinctly recall Domenico Ghiriandaio, whilst

some of the personages about the saint, who preaches from a stump in

the centre of the space, have a \\ildness and angular drapery that betray

a sudden and passing change in the spirit of the artist. It was the time

in which the engravings of Diirer's Passion, first pubhshed in 1511, had

found their way to Italy, and received a genuine tribute of admiration.

Del Sarto was tempted to imitate them, and surrendered some of his

old Florentine simphcity, in order to assume a broken system of hne,

and an unnatural exhibition of strong action and muscular force.

As he brought these frescoes to a close, the news of Leo X.'s coming

spread through Florence ;
and unusual efforts were required, consider-

ing the shortness of the notice, to get ready the triumphal arches and

other decorations with which that event was celebrated. Del Sarto and

his friends, Jacopo Sansovino and Rustici, concerted measures ^ith

extraordinary decision ;
and the two first were thus enabled to produce

a gigantic model of the front of S. Maria del Fiore, which Leo only A\-ished

he could have seen carried out in stone vdth equal readiness.^

Resuming his duties at the Scalzo immediately after, he laid the

borders round the Baptism of Christ, the Justice, and the Sermon ;

and at midsummer 1517, he gave the final touches to S. John Baptizing

in the Desert, and the Capture ;
both of them animated scenes, full of

:

exuberant strength and well-balanced groups, but shghtly mannered in

the drawing.*
In the meanwhile, and in order to vary the monotony of labour at

monochromes, he did for S. Francesco of Florence the Virgin and Child

of Arts. [No. 75] of that Gallery is a naked Christ on the tomb, life-size, very easily

handled and transparent. The other piece is an interior in monochrome ; m a

room used as an infirmary for women (Vasabt. vol. \-iii., p. 275).
1 The head is of a warm pleasing tone, of a fine mould for Del Sarto. The

hands are crossed on the breast (wood, oil, Ufe-size). Another Head of Christ

(? a repUca), on canvas in the same place, is missing, havmg been sold (Vasari,

vol. viii., pp. 279-80).
* See the record in Vasari, Annof., vol. %aii., p. 302.
» Vasari, vol. viii., p. 267. In the spring of 1510 (March 17), Del Sarto was

eraploved at the funeral of Giuliano de' Medici. Vas-ahi, vol. ix., P- 112.

 See the records in Annot. Vasari, vol. viii., pp. 302-3, and Vasan himself,

ibid., p. 264.
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witli S. Francis, S. John Evangelist and two Angels, now in the Gallery

of the Uffizi. In the young and handsome Virgin seated on a very high

pedestal, the study of a good model is as evident as that of a coarse one

is betrayed in the vulgar reahsm of the S. Francis. The Evangehst, on

the contrary, is full of feeling and of a mild character weU deserving

praise. Nothing can exceed the harmonious vagueness of the misty
tone which bathes and almost obliterates the outhnes. For fusion and

transparent gaiety of colour, Del Sarto was never more remarkable.

But the striking feature here is not so much that the picture is a master-

piece as that we find the painter adapting his means to his subject with

astonishing versatihty. At the very moment that he surprises us in the

Scalzo by strength and energy, he drops into an excessive softness in

the handhng and tinting of a quiet scene on panel.
In order to show at the same time that he was at home in every

mood, he accepted a commission from the monastery of S. Gallo, and

thought out the noble altarpiece of the Pitti : the Fathers Disputing on

the Doctrine of the Trinity, in every hne of which stern power and bold-

ness are discerned. Yet as usual there is abundance of the atmosphere
and vapour Avhich are now his pecuhar characteristics. He seems at

this moment to have been looking at some of Fra Bartolommeo's latest

emanations, such as the sohtary S. Vincent, now at the Academy, or

some statues of Michael Angelo ;
for the marks are expressive and

resolute, the attitudes are grandiose, the forms well proportioned, weighty
and nobly draped.

Michael Angelo is said to have expressed a high opinion of Andrea

del Sarto, amongst others to Raphael, to whom he is reported to have

observed :

" There is a httle fellow in Florence (meaning Andrea) who
^vill bring sweat to your brow, if ever he is engaged in great works." ^

That they knew each other is certain, because it Avas Buonarotti who
took young Vasari to Del Sartors shop in 1524

;

^ and Andrea for a period

was a fanatic admirer of his style. We see this not only in the Dispute
on the Trinity, but in a Charity at the Louvre, and a Pieta in the

Belvedere at Vienna, both of which were fruits of the year 1518, and i

one of them produced at a distance from Florence.

Before the close of 1516, Giovambattista Puccini, a dealer, had

bought from Andrea del Sarto a Dead Christ mourned by three angels,

which, with httle satisfaction to the author, had been engraved by

Agostino Veneziano.2 This pictxu-e, having been sent to the French

court, attracted attention, and created a demand for others. The subse-

quent despatch of a Madonna to Paris and its sale for a large profit raised

^ BoccHi, Bellezze di Firenze, in Annot. Vasahi, vol. viii., p. 293.
2 Vasari, vol. i., p. 3

;
vol. xii., pp. 49 and 204.

3
Ibid., vol. viii., pp. 265-6

;
vol. ix., p. 279. The print is dated 1516. See

also Retjmont's Life of Del Sarto, uhi sup., p. 92. The original panel is missing.

it
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Andrea del Sarto. National Gallery.
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the reputation of Del Sarto still higher, and an agent was instructed

by Francis I., in the spring of 1518, to sound the artist as to his inchna-

tion for an engagement in his capital.^ The prospect was too enticing to

be resisted, and Andrea, leaving wife and kith and kin beliind, started

about June for France, furnished with ample means for his journey,

and in company of his assistant Sguazzella.^ His reception, and the

rich presents of money and clothes made to liim on arrival, M'ere well

calculated to inflame his zeal, and he was employed forthwith on a

likeness of the babe Dauphin,
^ for which the King gave a purse of tliree

hundred gold pieces.*

Amongst the productions of this time none is more important, as

showing Andrea's leaning towards Buonarotti, than the Charity wliich

now hangs in the collection of the Louvre.^ Though it has lost much

beauty of colour, it was evidently done with Andi'ea's most consummate

ait, the style being more seriously considered than that of the ]\Iadonna

of 1517. The maxims of IVIichael Angelo are ?.pphed with a determined

purpose, so as to be obvious not only in the conception, the arrange-

ment and action, but in the grandeur of the forms, the way in which

motion is suggested, and the drawing of the parts. We are reminded

of nothing so much as of the Madonna, \nth the Cliild at her breast,

left unfinished by Michael Angelo in the Medici Chapel at S. Lorenzo of

Florence. There is no other creation of tliis period so hke this one, as

the Pieta at the Belvedere in Vienna, where the dead Christ lying on

the foreground, is bewailed by the Virgin and two angels. The effort

made by Andrea in this piece to reahse despairing lamentation is accom-

panied by no refinement. There is nothing ideally select in the shape

of the Redeemer or in the face of His mother ;
but the naturahsm of

the nude, the correctness of the drawing and modeUing, and the in-

•

iisity given to the expression of grief are so genuine that, whilst we

miss the instinctive dignity of the period of Giotto and Angelico, the

nobleness of Masaccio and Ghirlandaio, the elegance of Leonardo and Fra

Bartolommeo, and the elevation of Rapliael, we still find nmch to admire

ind to praise, the more as the coloiu- is still brilliant and powerful.
«

• Vasaei, vol. viii., pp. 2G8, 270.
i j .,

g
2 He started after May, for, on the 23rd of that mouth, he acknowledges the

Ireceipt of 150 florins from Bartolommeo del Fede as payment of the dowTy brought

Ihim by Lucretia. See Annot. Vasari, vol. \iu., p. 303 ;
and Vasari lumself, vol. vm.,W 270-1.

, ...

3 Bom February 28, 1518.
* Vas.a^i, vol. vm., p. 2a.

Louvre [No. 1514]. Wood, transferred to canvas, oU, figiu-es large iis Ufe,

nscribed :

" andreas sartus florentinus me pinxit MDXVin." There is an old

?opv of tins Charity in the Museum of Nantes.
• Belvedere [No. 411]. Wood, figures imder hfe-size, mscribed : and. sar.

FLO. FAC," a little empty in the shadows and mjured by old cleaning and retouclmig.

There are two copies of this Picta in England. One belongs to Jlr. FaiTcr, tho

)ther to Mrs. Butler Jolmstone. See postea, the register at the close.

m. 2 1

I
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Wliilst Del Sarto was thus charming his new patrons with these and

other masterpieces/ his wife was spending a sohtary time at Florence,

and MTote letters urging her husband to return. The tenderest fibres of

Andrea's heart were moved by her prayers, and he asked for leave,

promising a speedy return. Francis acceded to this application, and

even trusted Del Sarto with funds for buying works of art in Italy.

But his confidence was betrayed by Andrea in the most unpardonable
manner.

Having squandered his omu and the King's money at Florence in

the building of a house, Andrea found himself unable to make the

necessary purchases, and, dreading his patron's anger, he was forced to

remain at home. How he succeeded in escaping punishment for his

breach of trust is a mystery unexplained to the present day ;
and it

is characteristic of the condition of morals in that age, if we admit

the truth of Vasari's history, which was never impugned, that Andrea

suffered Httle in position or in purse from an offence that might have

been productive to him of the most serious consequences.
• In 1520, Del Sarto, no longer thinking of his French connection, and

evidently secure from all pursuit, resumed his business at Florence, and

renewed his old relations with the Brotherhood of the Scalzo. In 1520

he composed the allegories of Faith and Charity in that cloister, and

would have continued the series, but that he was called av.ay by more

powerful patrons.
Ottaviano de' Medici having been charged by Cardinal GiuHo, as W(

have related, to put the country pala'^e of Poggio a Caiano in order

engaged Franciabigio, Pontormo, and Del Sarto to paint frescoes there,

and Andrea undertook the Caesar Receiving Tribute. The half of that

subject, vvhich he completed, is imposing by the variety and richnes

of episodes hke those wdth which we become familiar in the canvasi

of Paul Veronese. It is not so much a composition as a lively am

picturesque scene in which great difficulties of perspective are overcome
in the representation of circular hnes of buildings and steps, and in the

position of figures in Tarious planes. Casfar stands at an arched gate tc

which various personages ascend -wdth their tribute. One carries a cage
full of parrots, another leads a string of Indian sheep, a third ascends

mth a monkey ;
a d\varf comes Anth a chameleon in a box. A statue ol

Abundance is on a pedestal to the right.

A man capable of doing this must be strongly endowed vrith the pic-

torial spirit, specially organised for depicting showy incidents of pomp
and wealth

; quick in execution and versatile in the invention of gi'oups.

It is almost needless to mark in addition that Del Sarto's draA^ang if

resolute and free, his knowledge of the hurran frame in every aspect solid,

^ For a list of these see poatea.

e

1

\
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his action ready and suitable, and his transitions of light and shade pro-

perly defined. The gay variety of his colours looks to much advantage
at Poggio a Caiano by the side of the bricky tones ^^^th which the feebler

Allori finished the Tribute. Compared with Franciabigio, Del Sarto is

playful, genial, pleasing, and in every sense superior. Both are far

above Pontormo.^

The death of Leo X. liaving interrupted the laying out of this country

palace, Andrea returned to the decoration of the Scalzo, where he

furnished, at successive intervals the Pance of the Daughter of Herodias,
the Martyi'dom of John the Baptist, the Presentation of the Head, the

Allegory of Hope, and the Apparition of the Angel to Zachariah, the

last of which v, as uncovered and paid for on the 22nd of August 1523.

Perhaps we owe to the ;:ame period the two pictures illustrative of the Life

of Joseph, now at the Pitti. They are assigned to the year 1523 by jVIt.

von Reumont with a better insight than we can obtain into the history

of the Borgherini family, for whose palace in Florence they were done.^

Pier Francesco Borgherini namely was betrothed to Marr,aret, daughter
of Ruberto AcciaiuoU, and his father, Salvi, had conceived the idea of

^preparing for the young pair on their wedding-day a room entirely

decorated with panels, and a nuptial bed painted by the best artists.

The taste ^ith which his orders were carried out was so remarkable that

V'^asari never lets an occasion pass ^^^thout mentioning the masterpieces

A hich the place contained
;

and he dwells with complacency on the

ai-ved work of Baccio d'Agnolo and the subjects introduced by Del

•^arto, Grariacci, Pontormo, and Bacchiaoca. But the most strildng

e^timony to their value is afforded by the fact tl.at during Pier Fran-

osco's absence at the time of the siege of Florence, Giovambattista della

'alia, an agent of the I^ng of France, persuaded the Florentine govern-

nent to let him have the spoils of the palace situated in the Borgo S.

Vpostolo, his intention being to strip the -walls and send the confiscated

)ieces to Francis I. He was met with firm countenance in the precincts

hemselves by the ^^ife of Pier Francesco, who loudly addi'essed him with

he volubihty of her sex :

"
Vile broker," she said,

"
paltry twopenny

alesman, how dare you come to remove the ornaments of gentlemen's

ooms, and deprive this city of its richest treasures, that they may
mbelhsh the houses of strangers, our enemies. The bed you have come

or was made for my M'edding, in honour of which my husband's father,

1 On the base of the fresco :

" anno dm mdxxi andkeas sartius pingebat,
T A.D. MDIXXXII. ALEXANDER AIXORIUS SEQUEBATUR." SomO slight abrasioUS

ave been caused by time, especiallj' in the sky, which is much discoloured. Vasari

ud the drawing of the subject by Andrea in hLs portfolio, and describes it as the

lost finished by him that he had ever seen.
* Reumont's Life of Del Sarto, xibi sup., pp. 132-3. Andrea del Sarto com-

eted here with Granacci, Pontormo, and Bacchiacca. See Vasari, vol. vi., p. 52
;

ol. viii., p, 268 ; vol. ix., p. 220 ; vol. xi., pp. 43, 44.
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Salvi, prepared all tliis magnificent and royal furniture, which I am fond i

of, and intend to preserve and defend in memory of him with the last drop i

of my blood." With this and much more the worthy descendant of the

Acciaiuoh received the dealer of the King of France, and to such purpose

that he retired crestfallen and empty-handed to his own lodgings.^

Subsequent vicissitudes dispersed the contents of the Borgherini Palace,

as Ave perceive, to pubhc galleries. Andrea del Sarto's part consists of

two pictures, in which the various incidents of Joseph's dreams, the con-

spiracy of his brothers, the captivity in Egypt, the interpretation of the

vision of the kine to Pharaoh, are put together mth a copiousness of

incident, a breadth and ease of style that cause these episodes to be

justly considered as extraordinarily worthy of admiration. Nor is it less

remarkable to find in them, in addition to Anch-ea's usual atmosphere
and perspective, a powerful colour with more than common vigour in

its rehef of light and shade .^

In the midst of these occupations Del Sarto could not but occasionally

remember the bright days which he had spent in Paris
;
and he even

laboured under the hallucination that he might be restored to favour if

Francis I. could but see something new from his hand. He therefore

proposed to liimself to tempt the French monarch first by a Virgin with

tlie Child and Saints which an Italian named Zanobi Bracci was to send

through Jacques de Beaume to Paris
;
next by a figure of S. John the

Baptist in the Desert. Yet he had scarcely finished them than he was
'

struck by the futility of his purpose, and the figure at least was forwarded

to Ottaviano de' Medici. It was this nobleman who had employed him

at Poggio a Caiano, and who, now that he had no longer the power of

spending the money of his relatives on artists, thought himself bound to

lay out his owti. He not only kept the Baptist, Avhich afterwards came

into the Pitti, and is entitled to a high place in that collection,^ but

ordered Madonnas and portraits in considerable numbers. Of the

Madonnas the fate is not known ^
any more than is that of the portrait

of Giuho Cardinal de Medici
;
but the Naples Museum still contains the

copy, which was done for Ottaviano, of Raphael's Leo X.

That Pontiff had been dead but a short time, and had been followed

quickly to the grave by Adrian VI., when Frederick II., Duke of Mantua

being on his way (1523) to Rome to pay his homage to Clement VII.

passed through Florence, and received hospitahty in the Palazzo Medici

Amongst the jewels of art which were treasured there, not the least

famous was the portrait of Leo between two cardinals, by Raphael. Or

^ See Vasari's Life of Pontormo, vol. xi., p. 44-5. Giov. Batt. della Palla was
afterwards imprisoned and lost his life as a traitor.

- Pitti [Nos. 87-8]. On the latter the monogram.
« Pitti [No. 272]. See Vasari, vol. viii., p. 277. k

,*
Vasaki, vol. viii., p. 277. fer

I

I
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liis arrival at Rome, Frederick asked for and obtained from the Pope a

present of this panel, and on his way home brought an order to Otta-

viano to pack it up and send it to Mantua. Ottaviano, however, was

too well aware of the value of the thing so lightly given away to surrender

it
;
and Avith the cunning of liis race he determined to keep the original

and palm oH a copy on the Duke. He employed Del Sarto to make this

copy, which was duly sent away, and was accepted not only by Frederick,

but by Giuho Romano, who Avas in his employ. Vasari happened to be

visiting the palace of Mantua a little later AA-ith Giulio Romano
;
and

the latter vaunted to him the beauty of the Raphael, the only one there.

Vasari, AA'ho about this period had been introduced to Del Sarto, and had

friendly relations Avith Ottaviano, Avas aAvare of the deception Avliich had

been practised, and said to Giuho :

"
It is very fine, but not Raphael."

' HoAV not," sharply rephed the other,
" do I not knoAV it, aa'Iio recognise

the strokes of my OA\'n AA^ork ?
" " You have forgotten," urged Vasari ;

'

this is by Andrea del Sarto, as you can see from a sign that I shall sIioav

^^ou." Upon this Giuho looked at a mark to AA'hich Vasari pointed,^

rthich, had it been kept, AAOuld have prevented a long and wearisome

lispute. The genuineness of the Leo at the Pitti has been questioned in

avoiu- of that in the Museum at Naples ; though on the face of it the

atter bears all the evidence of being taken from the former. No doubt,

lad Raphael been asked for a rephca, he might have reproduced his

)\\Ti design, and yet have betrayed to us AA'hich of the tAvo Avas the repeti-

ion. But in the Naples Leo the question presents itself more boldly.

kVe miss in it the perfect keeping, ease, grandeur, modelling, and rehef

if form
;

the pecuHar flavour of art Avhich distinguish Sanzio from Del

•iarto. The Mantuan double, of less simphcity in the outUne than

Raphael's, has a contour Avith the tAvang of Andrea's accent in it
;

chia-

oscuro of comparatively httle massiA^eness, shadoAvs of a less mysterious

lepth, because imperfectly modelled. The difference lies in the variety

)f the principles upon Avhich the tAA'O painters laboured. The peculiarity

«f their schoohng produces distinct modes of handling. Andrea did

lot place tones over each other and fuse them together by glaze and half

;!aze, according to the process Avhich Raphael had learnt from Leonardo

i!id Perugino. His is a more immediate and rapid system, Avhich has

requently the disadvantage of giving an air of emptiness to liis Avorks

n oil. That system is apphed in the Naples Leo, AAhere the lights are

used and bright enough to be accepted as a good imitation of Raphael,

)ut Avhere the shadoAvs, oAving to their ahscous consistency, imperfectly

ill the outlines
;

Avhere the tints of the drapery generally copy those of

5anzio Avithout their spotless unison of harmony.
That GiuUo Romano, Avhen doing the honours of Mantua to Vasari,

1 Vasaki, \-o1. viii., p. 282.
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should not have critical leisure to observe these minutiae, and that Vasari

on his part should prefer to convince him by a private sign rather than

by a dissertation on styles, is quite natural. The only starthng thing
is Giuho's assertion

"
that he had a sha^'e in Raphael's Leo X.," a fact

which no one could have beheved, especially at the time of the incident

wliich has just been related, but which, if admitted, would show how
much better a subordinate can work under the supervision of his superior

than when he is alone.

Independently of the internal proofs to which our attention has

been devoted, there is testimony of a subordinate kind not to be under-

valued in discussing the comparative genuineness of the Neapolitan and
Florentine pieces. In favour of the former we usually find a couple of

hues quoted which are undoubtedly to be read on the back of the

panel. These lines run :

"
p. leon x. ma di rafaelo d'urbesto.

Gio. BATTA BTOLUZzo. A.N." (Agostino Neronc). In the Gallery
of Naples, however, another picture is known to have the same

inscription, and that is the Madonna della Gatta by Giuho Romano,
which no one except Va -ari (once by an oversight) ever attributed to

Raphaol.^
The sudden appearance of the plague in Florence and its neighbour-

hood now drove Del Sarto, amongst others, out of his usual place of

abode
;
and his patron Antonio Brancacci having got him a commission

from the nuns of S. Piero at Luco in Mugello, he migrated tliither with

his wife and a heavy suite of relatives in the spring and summer of 1524.

The fruits of his stay there were a Pieta, now at the Pitti, a Visitation,

and a Head of Christ hke that on the altar of the Servi.^ In the Pieta

we have Del Sarto's version of the incident so ably depicted by Perugino
and by Fra Bartolommeo. The dead Redeemer is raised at the shoulders

by the Evangehst, His arm held up by the Virgin. The Magdalen bends

over the feet, and uTings her hands, wliilst in rear of her, S. Catherine

looks on. Beliind the tAVO latter, S. Peter, his body throAATi forward

and liis arms open, expresses grief and horror with tragic, if not with

noble, ajtion and features. S. Paul, near the Evangelist, forms a counter-

poise to S. Peter. This is a fine example of Del Sarto's versatihty, a

composition according to the correct rules, very dramatic and powerful,
in which even the merit of originality cannot be denied. It has neither

the severe grandeur of the Frate, nor the serene calmness of Perugino.
But the Michaelangelesque fibre in it shows strength ;

and the cleverness

A\ith wliich Andrea presents a scene, in its movements forcible, yet ,

1 Vasabi assigns this very Madonna correctly to Oiulio (vol. x., p. Oi), and

incorrectly to Raphael (vol. xL, p. 2-19).
" The Visitation and the Head of (Jlirist are now missing (see Vasari, vol. viii.,

p. 279). ^
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humaa and familiar, in its expression realistic, yet sufficiently elevated,
is greatly to be praised.^

On Del Sarto's return to Florence in autumn, the Visitation at the

Scalzo, a very fine unit in the number of liis monochromes, was followed

by an equally fine Madonna and Saints at the Pitti, the predella of

•^vllich, containing portraits of his acquaintance Beccuccio Biccherai da

b'ambassi, is missing.^ Then came a series of five Saints of good type
and of elegant and Hfe-hke shapes, intended for the church of the

Madonna di S. Agnese, but at present in the cathedral of Pisa
; figures

of such a misty vagueness in their colom-ing that they remind us

instantly of Correggio, though graver and more contained in mien than
those of Antonio generally.^

In 1525, Andrea was employed with Bugiardini in making cartoons
for the balustrade of the tribune or

"
ringhiera

"
of the Palace of the

Signori at Florence,^ but his masterpiece in that year was the lunette

fresco in the cloisters of the Servi, kiio\ra all over the world as the

Madonna del Sacco. Vasari, enraptm'ed, says of it :

"
that for di'aw-

ing, grace, and beauty of colour, for hvehness and rchef, no artist had
ever done the like

"
;

^ and no doubt it is Andrea's best, producing an

impression of fife which is only proper to A^orks of the highest order.

There is no denjdng that a mascuhne stamp is given to the youthful
and thoughtful yet inspired Virgin, as well as to the form of the Cliild.

Yet, this in no wise diminishes their grandiose effect. The centre of

^ Pitti [No. 58]. On the foreground Andrea's monogram (wood., oil, figures

hfe-size). The payment for this piece and for the Visitation (80 ducats) is printed
in Com. Vasari, vol. viii., p. 305; the date being October 11, 1524. A predella,
said to have remained at Luco, has not been seen b}' the authors. Vasari relates

how the whole altarpiece narrowly escaped being carried off by the freebooter

Armaciotto de' Ramazzotti (1529-30), who wanted an ornament to his chapel at
S. Michele in Bosco of Bologna.

2 Pitti [No. 307]. Wood, oil, figures all but life-size. The Virgin and Child
in the clouds are adored by the kneeling SS. Jolin the Baptist and j\Iagdalen, the

standing SS. Sebastian, Roch, LawTence and another. This is a fine, easily handled
work of tlie master, of well-fused tones.

^ These five Saints are all on wood, and life-size. S. John with the Cress kneeling
;ind pointing upwards (restored by pointing) ; S. Catherine with a palm, S. ^Margaret
\>ith a little Cross, both very grand and in good attitudes ; S. Peter much injiu-ed
' y repainting, S. Agnes in lively action. These were all taken into the Pisa Duomo
in 1618. Four are at the sides of the high altar ; the S. Agnes on a pilaster in

the transept.
* 1525. Lil^ro' de Stanziamenti de' Signori, CoUegi e otto di BaUa e custodia

dal 1521 al 1527.
" 1525. October U.
" Item stantiaverunt .... che i Massai e Cassieri di Camera dieno e paghino

al camarlingo della camera dell' arme fiorini venti larghi d'oro in oro, che sono per
dargli et pagare a maestro Andrea d'Arrigho (? d'Angelo) dipintore per parte del

prezzo d?l cartone che lui fa del disegno delle spalliere della ringhiera del palazzo
de' nostri eccelsi signori, per essere Ciuelle che di present© si adoprano consumate
e guaste, e disonorevolo alia nostra citta."

Favoured by G° ]\Iilanesi, and see Vasari, vol. viii., p. 287 and following,
* Vasari, vol. viii., p. 284.
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vision is appropriately chosen for the high place in which the subject is

introduced. The grouping is scientific, the attitudes are noble, the

drapery admirably calculated to show off the frames, and the balance of

light and shadow is perfect. The excellence which Del Sarto here

attained was never surpassed, and though we have two noble specimens
in the Birth of S. John (1526) at the Scalzo, and the Last Supper at

S. Salvi (1526-7), they are not superior, if indeed they are equal, to

the Madonna del Sacco.^

The Birth of S. John was the latest fresco by Andrea in the cloister

AA'here he had competed with Franciabigio.^ Adding to the series at

intervals only, and finishing the last eleven years after the first, he

gives us leisure to examine in one place the expansion and the changes
of his style. We see in the Sermon of S. John something that reminds

us of the grave Ghirlandaio
; and, simultaneously, traces of the influence

of a great foreign master. The action of Diirer upon Andrea's mind

remains apparent in the Baptism of the Proselytes, and in S. John before

Herod, inducing him to indulge in energetic and forcible developments
of movement. The Apparition of the Angel to Zachariah illustrates

the return to a simpler and more natural mood in an Italian, and pre-

pares us for the greater breadth and boldness of the Madonna del Sacco.'

The two remaining monochromes are good and interesting as com-

positions.* At S. Salvi the Last Supper completes a decoration begun
a long time before. It appropriately adorns the refectory and is calcu-

lated to be seen at a burst on entering the door. At that distance and

from that spot the reahty of the thing is striking, the Saviour and the

Apostles all sitting at a long table in a room, at the middle A^dndow of

which two persons converse. On a nearer view the scenic nature of

the handling and the mannered outlines betray the artist's trick. The
effect of nature is produced by the able complex of distribution group-

ing and diversified attitude. The types are characteristic of the age
and habit of the men represented, whose faces all seem portraits. To
this are superadded colour, in every wave of which there is light,

plasticity and air. It is marvellous how the shadows cast by the figures,

^ The colour of the Madonna del Sacco is a little bleached by time. On a

piece of skirting in the right side one reads: "anno dom. m v. . ." and
in a similar place at the opposite corner :

"
que oenuit adoeavit."

2 Vasari, Com., vol. viii., p. 306.
2 This fresco is inscribed :

"
i. a. d. m. . . xxi. . . There is a canvas replica of

this subject in monochrome, together with another representing the Baptism of the

crowd, in possession of the Duca Corsini at the Porta al Prato in Florence. They
are boldly done, though we cannot say without further study whether we consider
them to bo by A. del Sarto or not. They were so called when catalogvied Nos. 160;
and 168 in the Rinuccini Gallery. *»

* The whole series is m\ich discoloured and injured by cleaning ; the lower

parts more especially in bad condition, and the base modern. Some of the tricks

played on them are related in a note to Vasam, vol. viii., p. 253.
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and the parts in them, turned away from the hght, keep their value
;

how the variegated tints preserve their harmony. The action is every-
where true, the drapery of grand and simple cast, but sculptural in the
flattened aspect of its rehef.^ The Saviour, at the centre of the table,

puts His hand on that of S. John Evangehst, towards whom His face

is bent. In the right He holds the bread in the direction of Judas, who
sits by Him. This is a group in wliich all Andrea's faults and quahties
are combined. A supreme ideal of goodness, depth of noble thought
are not to be found in the Redeemer, who is a man of no very select

form. His movement is essentially that of an ordinary mortal
;
and

in every other instance, where we hope for refinement, we fail to dis-

cover it, yet the Apostles at the ends of the table are admirably bound
in questioning converse

;
and there is decorum in them all, if high breed

be lacking.

In comparing Del Sarto ^dth Leonardo, we thus find the essential

difference which exists bet\^'een the two men, and a key to their inner

organisation. We should say from the contemplation of the Cena at

Milan that the painter is high bred
; looking at that of S. Salvi, that

he is accustomed to lowly company. Both in their parts yielded some-

thing that was original and great ;
but Andrea, knowing his OA\n

strength and capacity, chose his ground accordingly, and for his success

under these conditions he is entitled to thanks.^ If we contrast the

magnificent fresco of S. Salvi Mith the sketch of it which is now in the

Gallery at Oxford, we cannot but be surprised anew at the power of

Del Sarto. The panel is a counterpart of the fresco without the people
at the ^vindow, painted in oil \nth the utmost ease, extraoi'diiiarily full

of life, but particularly charming for the transparence and harmony of

its colour.

The last years of Del Sarto were taken up exclusively with the com-

pletion of altarpieces, in all of wliich we shall trace an unmistakable

grandeur of style, together wth increasing facihty of hand and mannerism
in outHnes. One of his last pubho duties ^^as the representation of

certain outlaws on the Piazza del Podesta at Florence in 1530.

We shall proceed to register the works of this and earher periods
which have not found a place in the foregoing text, premising that the

painter's death took place on the 22nd of January, 1531.^

^ In this a reaction from Fra Bartolommeo.
* One or two lieads, that of the fourth apostle to the riglit side of the pictixre,

and that of the stooping spectator at the window, are a little injured by abrasion.
* He had been enrolled in February 2, 1529, a member of the Compagnia di

S. Sebastiano ; and in the registers of that society we find the notice of his death
on the day in question. See Tav. Alfab. Vasari says that Del Sarto visited Rome.
He does not say when. At any rate this could have been but a short trip, of
no influence on his pictorial career (see Vasaki, vol. viii., p. 292, and vol. ix.,

p. 293).
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Florence. Academy of Arts.—[No. 76]. Four Saints, Michael, John the

Baptist, Giovanni Gualberto, and Bernardo degli Uberti, originally in

Vallombrosa (Vasari, vol. viii., p. 285). [No. 61]. Two children embracing
and holding a scroll. [No. 77]. Predella, with scenes from the Lives of the

Saints in [No. 76]. These three numbers are parts of one altarpiece, the

principal figures, almost of life-size (wood, oil), being grand and bold in move-

ment, the children sprightly and full of movement, though a little mannered
in outline, the predella episodes lively and forcible in the fashion of Michael

Angelo. (The central Annunciation of the predella is at the Louvre.) In-

scribed between the legs of the S. Michael :

"
ANN. dom. m.d.xxviii."

Berlin. Museum.—[No. 246]. Of the same year is this fine Virgin and Child

amongst saints
;
inscribed on the steps of the throne :

"
ANN. dom. mdxxviii "

(wood, oil, figures Ufe-size) ;
the lunette with the Virgin and Angel Annimciate

being in Florence. Originally done for one GiuUano Scala for some patron
at Sarzana, then at Genoa

; bought at last from Mr. J. Lafitte in Paris (1836)
for the King of Prussia. (See Vasari, vol. viii., pp. 285-6.)

Florence. Pitti.—[No. 163]. Annunciation. Lunette of the foregoing,

squared in canvas and injured by restoring, originally at the Servi (Vasari,
vol. viii., p. 286). A copy of the latter is : Louvre—Annunciation.

Florence. Uffizi.
—

[No. 1254]. Originally at S. Giacomo Nicchio (Vasari,
vol. viii., p. 287). Of the same date as the above

; canvas, with S. James

caressing a child in the dress of a battuto ; a little dim and injured.
Florence. Pitti.—[No. 62]. The Virgin loieels and looks at the Infant

Christ, who smiles at her as He Lies on a cloth. The youthful Baptist standing,

points to the Saviour
;
and S. Joseph, to the left, leans his head on his hand.

Fine and pleasing; done for Zanobi Bracci, possibly about 1521 (Vasari,
vol. viii., p. 275) ; wood, oil. The face of S. Joseph restored. Reumont, Life

of Del Sarto, pp. 130-1, speaks of a replica in the Pommersfelden Collection,
near Bamberg.

Same Gallery.
—

[No. 81]. The Saviour, astride on the knee of the Virgin,
who sits on the ground, turns to the young Baptist supported by S. EUzabeth.

Splendid, beautifully arranged, and pleasing in types as well as in movements.

Perfectly handled in Andrea's fused transparent manner. Done circa 1529,
for Ottaviano de' Medici; wood, oil (Vasari, vol. viii., p. 290). See fostea,
a copy at Dulwich.

Same Gallery.
—No. 266. Half-length Virgin, with the Child, of great

feeling and graceful action, reminiscent a little in style and conception of

Fra Bartolommeo.

Vasari tells in detail how Giovambattista della Palla, having authority
from the King of France to order or to buy Avorks of art,

" commissioned
of Del Sarto, Abraham about to Sacrifice Isaac. Andi'ea produced a

masterpiece in obedience to this request. You could see in the face

of the old man an expression of lively faith and constancy, in obedience

to wliich he was ready to immolate his own son. You saw liim turn his

head towards a beautiful boy-angel who seemed to tell him to arrest

the blow\ It is needless to explain the attitude and di'ess of the father.

Isaao, naked, trembled for fear of death
; his neck \\d,i, tinged by the
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heat, the rest of liis body of a fair complexion. The sheep in the thorn

seemed to hve, and the clothes of Isaac on the ground were real rather

than imitated. Besides, there were naked people watcliing a donkey
at pasture, and a landscape so true, it could not be better. After the

death of Andrea and the imprisonment of Giovanni della Palla, this

picture was purchased by Filippo Strozzi, and given by him to Alfonzo

Davalos, Marquis del Vasto, who placed it in his Gallery at Ischia. . . ." ^

"
Paolo da Terrarossa, having seen a sketch of the Abraham, asked for

a copy of it, Avliich Andrea did for liim in small." ^

We have thus notice of a large and a small Sacrifice of Abraham,

Intelligence of a third is given in a letter MTitten (Florence, October

1531) by Giovanni Battista Mini to Baccio Valori at Rome, in wliich

the former announces the sale of a Quadro de I'Abram by Andreino del

Sarto for 125 ducats to Ja ues Stuart, Duke of Albany.
The rephcas in existence at this time are three in number, none of

them worthy of the praise ^^'hich Vasari heaps on the original ordered

by DeUa Palla :—

Dresden. Museum.—[No. 77], with the monogram. Vasari's description
of the composition is well given, and need not be repeated. The execution,

however, is not first-rate, though it seems by Del Sarto (wood, oil, figures

Ufe-size). The drawing is free and a httle mannered, and the touch very bold,
the colour bright, but empty in the shadows. There is much expression in

the face of Isaac.

Lyons. Museum.—No. 161. Carried away from Holland, and given by
the Emperor Napoleon in 1811 to this Museum as a copy from Andrea del

Sarto. The execution is less agreeable than at Dresden, Andrea's trans-

parency and gaiety of colour being wanting, especially in the grey shadows
;

the nude ill rendered. The authorship might be assigned to Pontonno (see

De Ris, Les Musees de Province, vol. u., p. 377). Wood, oil, figures Ufe-size.

Madrid. Museum.—[No. 387]. Wood, oil, under hle-size. This may be

the Terrarossa copy. It is injured, but bears the stamp of Del Sarto's own
hand.

Florence. Pitti.—[No. 191]. Assumption (wood, oil, figures hfe-size).

Left unfuiished in 1531, and without the last glazes, lia\nng been ordered by
Bartolommeo Pianciatichi (Vasari, vol. viii., p. 274). A masterpiece for

hghtness, vapour, and finish, and of a good sjumaio.
Same Gallerij.

—
[No. 225]. Same subject as No. 191, and showing with

what versatihty Del Sarto was gifted. In this, however, there is a more quiet
and orderly distribution, and something more reminiscent of Fra Bartolommeo.
The Virgin is raised up towards heaven most gracefully, and there is an

atmosphere almost hke Correggio's in the glory (wood, oil, figures life-size) ;

according to the annotators of Vasari, vol. viii., p. 274, originally in the

Duomo of Cortona.

Same Gallery.
—No. 123. Virgin in Glory, adored from below by four saints.

Ordered of Andrea in 1529, paid for in 1531 though unfinished, and completed

1 Vasaki, vol. viii,, p. :]89.
=

Ibid., p. 2U1.
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ill 1540 by Viucenzo Bonilli, who wrote the latter date on a carteUino at foot.

The upper part is Del Sarto's, the lower, poor and by another hand (Vasari,
vol. viii., p. 288, and Annot., p. 307

; Reumont, pp. 201-2).

The foregoing having been all more or less traced to the last years
of our artist, we proceed to register pieces of which the history is more

obscure, classing them according to the places in wdiich they are

exhibited.

Florence. Uffizi.
—

[No. 188]. Bust of a woman, genuine. No. 1147.

Alleged hkeness of himself, life-size, youthful and full of bravura in the execu-

tion (canvas). No. 1169. Bust of a youth, called :

"
The Commesso di

Vallombrosa
"

(Vasari, vol. viii., p. 287), but apparently a person of higher
station. Completely repainted (wood, oil, life-size). No. 1230. Bust of a

female -with a basket of spindles ; paltry in style, reddish, and misty in colour,

like a Bacchiacca.

Florence. Pitti.—[No. 97]. Annunciation, originally in S. Godenzo

(Vasari, vol. viii., p. 260). Wood, oil, life-size. S. IVIichael and a canonised

friar form part of the scene. This injured panel is much repainted, so that

Andrea's hand is hardly discoverable. [No. 66]. Bust of a male, alleged

portrait of Dei Sarto (?). No. 184. Ditto, wood, oil; fine, but robbed of

its bloom. No. 118. A male and female (half-lengths, wood, oil), said to

be Andrea and his wife (?) ; not, certainly, by the master.

Florence. Prince Corsini.—No. 11. Apollo and Daphne (wood, oil). Very
careful, touched with gold, and fanciful in costumes. We are reminded of

Piero di Cosimo by the general aspect, and of Del Sarto by the execution.

The name of the latter is appropriate in so far as we have here, possibly, an
effort of his younger days. No. 19. Virgin, Child, yomig Baptist and S.

Joseph (wood, oil), raw, positive in tone, and damaged by restoring ; by a

pupil rather than by Andrea in person. Vasari mentions a panel with the

same figures as ha^^ng been done for Gio. Borgherini (vol. viii., p. 290).

No. 8. Virgin, Child, and four Angels (wood, oil), feeble in character and dark
in shadow, hke a PuUgo. No. 22. Angel and Tobit (on copper), a copy, of

which there is a comaterpart in the Pitti (No. 292). Unnumbered. Virgin
seated with the Child, behind them the young S. John. This is a modern
imitation (wood, oil, Ufe-size) of a copy from Del Sarto's fresco near the

Porta a Pinti (Vasari), now destroyed. The copy is in the third corridor at

the Uffizi, without a mark (p. 24 of catalogue ;
see Vasari, vol. viii., p. 273-4).

The same composition, not by Del Sarto, to whom it is assigned, is in the

Collection of the Duke of Sutherland in London. Another, like that in

Stafford House, minus the young Baptist, belongs to Sir Wilham Miles, Bart.,

of Leigh Court.

Florence. Galleria Ginori.—Half-length of S. Sebastian holding a bmidle
of arrows, a Uttle exaggerated in drawing and forms, and not quite certainly

by Aidrea, having more impasto than is usual to him (? see Vasari, vol. viii.,

p. 292), wood, oil.

Florence. Galleria Pianciatichi.—No. 109. Bust of Baccio Valori (?),

feeble and probably not original.
Rmne. Galleria Barherini.—The Virgin leaning against a tree, holds the
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child who seems to have just turned away from the breast. Her face ia the

usual one of Del Sarto
; the child large and S. Joseph, to the left, of stern

mien. Done by Andrea or under his supervision, about the time of the

S. Salvi Supper; retouched, especially in the heads of the Virgin and Child.

There is a study of the head of S. Joseph in the Munich Pinakothek (see postea),

wood, oil, Ufe-size. Two copies of the Barberini Madonna by other hands
exist in the Madrid Museum, No. 788, and in the Collection of the Marquis
of Westminster in London.

Borne. Palazzo Spada.
—

Visitation, portion of a predella, with six figures
in lively movement, stamped with the impress of Andrea's manner, and

certainly done in his atelier.

Rome. Galleria Borghese.
—There are no less than seven pieces claiming

to be by Del Sarto, m this gallery, all of them by his pupils or imitators.

Bo7ne. Palazzo Corsini.—Virgin and Cliild, dated 1509, reminding of

Bugiardini (see antea).

Naples. Museum.—Portrait of Bramante (?), with one hand on a sheet

of paper, the other grasping a pair of compasses. He shows a plan to a Duke
of Urbino (?) ;

named Andrea del Sarto, but a mixture of Pontormo and

Bronzino, and of hard outUnes and cold tone.

Modena. Gallery.
—

Virgin, Child, and S. Elizabeth, with the boy S. John,
two angels attending, one of them with a flute. This Holy Family is not like

that of the Pitti done for Ottaviano de' Medici (No. 81), nor is it the same as

that of the National Gallery, No. 17. It is similar to one at the Belvedere in

Vienna (No. 3 Italian School, Room IV.), under Del Sarto's name, but really

by Puligo. The repetition at Modena is not even by Puligo. Of eight other

panels in this gallery attributed to Del Sarto, it is needless to say more than
that the nomenclature is false.

Turin. Museum.—No. 207. The Virgin, seated, holds the Infant erect

on her lap. He turns towards the young Baptist (wood, half life-size), feeble

in character as in colour, and of a glossy surface, yet laid in with a certain

ease
;
a school copy repeating a part of a Holy Family at the Louvre (the S.

Elizabeth excepted). A more modern repetition of this number at Turin

is in the Museum at Leipzig (No. 209), another at Windsor Castle.

Rovigo. Galleria Communale.—No. 30. Virgin and Cliild, and infant

Baptist, imitation of Andrea by a later painter.
Vienna. Belvedere.—ItaUan School. Room IV. Archangel and Tobit

attended by S. Lawrence, and to the right a kneeling donor, Christ with His

Cross in the sky (arched, wood, oil, figures under hfe-size). The colour is rich,

pleasant, and sjumato. The Leonardesque smile is on every face. No. 3.

The Virgin kneeling holds the Child, S. Elizabeth to the right, with the young
Baptist pointing to the sky. To the left two angels, one of whom plays a

flute. This, which recalls JPuligo, is taken from a Holy Family (No. 438) at

the Louvre, in the same manner as one at the Munich Pinakothek (see

No. 548). The principal group is transferred to a panel at Windsor Castle,

and to another at Lord Yarborough's, neither of which is original (see postea).

No. 19. Portrait of a female inscribed :

"
an. ^tat. lxxii

"
(wood, oil, Ufe-

size). She is seated with a book in her hand
; fine, but restored, of a low tone,

and apparently a late Pontormo. No. 28. Catalogued No. 30 (by mistake).

Virgin and Child in a landscape, with S. Joseph, leaning on a sack (wood,

oil, half hfe-size), is perhaps by Pontormo, its colour being of a reddish, even
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tinge, the figures short and fat. No. 30. Catalogued by mistake as No. 28.

The Virgin kneeling, holds the Infant Christ, who plays with the boy S. John.

Distance a landscape with ruins, a well, and little figures (wood, oil, figures

life-size). This is either by Pontormo or by Rosso, imitating not so much
Del Sarto as Franciabigio.

Vienna. Lichienstein Gallery.
—

Half-length of S. Sebastian, wood, oil,

life-size ; weak, by an imitator of Del Sarto. Head of the Baptist on a plate,

wood, oil, Ufe-size, of the close of the sixteenth century.

Vienna. Harrach Gallery.
—No. 178. Virgin, Child, Baptist, and S. Joseph,

(wood, oil), of the decline of the Florentine School. The head of the Virgin

repainted. We forbear to weary the reader with other pieces of the same kind.

Berlin. Museum.—Nos. 236-41. Incidents from the legend of S. Anthony
of Padua (wood, oil, small), rather Umbrian than Florentine in stamp, and

reminding of the brothers Zaganelli (Cotignola), particularly in respect of

colour.

Munich. PinakotJieJc.—No. 576. Bust of S. Joseph, hfe-size, on paper
(oil), same as at the Galleria Barberini, equally bold and characteristic, but

extensively retouched. No. 548. Wood, oil, copy, by a stranger to his school,
of Andrea's Holy Family at the Louvre (No. 438), a very feeble production,
inferior to that at the Belvedere. (No. 3. Room IV. Italian School.)
No. 544. The Virgin sitting on the ground, with the Infant Christ and young
Baptist. Behind the latter, two angels ;

a piece of a comparatively recent

date, very imlike Andrea. Cabinets—Nos. 582, 583, 589, 594, copies in

monochrome from the Scalzo frescoes, without the genuine stamp of the

master.

Schleissheim.—'^o. 1123. Named A. del Sarto, but not by him. Subject,
the Virgin, Child, and young Baptist.

Dresden. Museum.—[No. 43]. Marriage of S. Catherine, under a conical

dais, the curtains of which are held up by angels. This is an example of

Andrea imitating Fra Bartolommeo, very rich and sfumato in colour
; the

figures short and paltry ; wood, oil. The monogram is on the border. No. 45.

The Dead Christ on the lap of the Virgin, by an artist of the close of the

sixteenth century. No. 46. Holy Family, falsely inscribed
" Andreas

SARTUS
"
by a Venetiaii of whom we shall have more to say at a later

period. Much restored.

Brunswick. Gallery.
—No. 423. Virgin, Child, and young S. John. Half

life-size, canvas, oil, rough copy, much repainted. The same composition,
not catalogued, poor, but better than this of Brimswick, is on a wall in the

staircase leading to the secretary's office in the Hermitage of S. Petersburg.
Stuttqart. Mwsewm.—No. 327. Small Holy Family. Imitation. No. 299.

So-called portrait of Galeazzo Campi, not by a Florentine, but by a Lombard,
one should think.

Madrid. Museum.—[No. 385]. The Virgin raises her veil. The Child

is erect on her lap. An archangel with a book crouches at the step of the

Madonna's seat to the right. S. Joseph sitting on the ground to the left, a

fine pyramidal composition in a landscape, in the distance of which S. Eliza-

beth leads the young Baptist (wood, oil). The monogram is at S. Joseph's
feet. Though no longer transparent in shadows nor soft in outline, because
of bad condition, this is still grand and plastic in the masses, with something
in the dra^ving and colour that tells Pontormo was still in Del Sarto's atelier.
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The subject in tliis form seems to have been prized. There is an injured
school copy of it, done at one painting, and hard of colour, but with the

monogram (wood, oil), in Dudley House. A second, likewise with the

monogram, not so old in appearance as that of Dudley House, but of a more

milky transparence, and by a clever imitator of Del Sarto, is in the collection

of Mr. Holford in London
;
a third, on canvas, of a later time, without signa-

ture, at Ince, near Liverpool (see fostea). No. 871. Virgin and Child, all but
hfe-size (wood, oil), quite in Andrea's character, but more exaggerated in

forms and not quite up to his level in power. A feeble copy of this is in the

Dulwich Gallery (postm). No. 788. Virgin, Child, and S. Joseph (wood, oil,

under life-size), reduced from that of the Barberini Gallery in Rome (antea,

p. 579), at one painting, perhaps by Salviati. There is, we have said, a

repetition of the subject at Madrid in the collection of the Marquis of West-
minster (postea). No. 911 (wood, oil). Virgin, Child, two cherubs to the

left, and to the right, in distance S. Francis in ecstasy at an angel pla}dng a
fiddle. This seems taken by PuHgo from an original now belonging to the

Marquis of Hertford, in London, of which there is also an imitation at Long-
ford Castle (postea). No. 681. Repetition of No. 911, also of the school.

Paris. Louvre.—[No. 1515]. Round, wood, oil. Holy Family, with the

monogram, and inscribed :

" andrea del sarto florentino paciebat."
The Virgin kneels in profile, behind her S. Joseph. She holds the Lifant

Christ, whilst S. Elizabeth, in front of her, has S. John in her arms. This is

so completely repainted that one cannot judge of its original condition. The

composition, however, is reminiscent of Fra Bartolommeo. See for repUcas,
not original, one in Count Sergei StroganofF's Collection at S. Petersburg, and
another belonging to the Earl of Portarlington {postea, p. 587). [No. 1516].

Holy Family (wood, oil, life-size). The kneeling Virgin supporting the Infant

Christ who looks at S. Elizabeth, keeping back the boy Baptist. The latter

points towards heaven. Two angels are behind the Virgin. Though here

the fullest power of Andrea del Sarto is not exhibited, the panel seems to be

the original of those at Vienna (No. 3. Room IV. ItaUan School, antea), at

the Grosvenor Gallery (Marquis of Westminster, postea), and at Ince (postea).

[No. 1517]. Annunciation, supposed to be a part of the predella [No. 63] at

the Florence Academy of Arts, and a copy from Andrea's Annunciation at

the Pitti [No. 163].

Montpellier. Mus^e Fabre.—No. 6. Virgin and Child, ami S. John in the

distance, by a very tame imitator of Del Sarto. No. 7. Sacrifice of Isaac, not

in Andrea's manner.
Caen. Mus^e.—^o. 3. S. Sebastian. No. 4. S. Sebastian. These are

not only not genuine, but it is doubtful whether they are of the Florentine

School.

Nancy. Mus^e.—No. 1. Arched, wood, oil. The Angel and Tobit, re-

calling Andrea and Fra Bartolommeo ;
a careful thing, perhaps by Sogliani.

Brussels. Museum.—No. 698. Jupiter and Leda, a poor school piece

(? Bacchiacca).
S. Petersburg. Hermitage.—"^o. 24. Virgin and Child, S. Catherine to the

right, S. Elizabeth with the young S. John to the left (wood, oil, figures under

life-size), originally at the Malmaison, and inscribed :

" andrea del sarto

FLORENTINO FACiEBAT." This is a replica of a Holy Family at Windsor Castle.

Its bloom has been removed by cleaning, and the restoration leaves doubts
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whether we have to deal here with Andrea, or one of his scholars. No. 25.

Wood, oil, but transferred to canvas. Bust of S. Barbara, hfe-size, retouched

{? Bacchiacca).
S. Petersburg. Count Sergei Stroganoff.

—Round of the Holy Family.

Copy of No. 439, at the Louvre
;
but older in date than a second copy (No. 26).

at the Hermitage.
S. Petersburg. Collection of Princess Kutschubey.

—Judith with the head

of Holcfernes (wood, with a border added all romid, oil), an imitation of Del

Sarto by Puligo. Also in this collection, a Holy Family—Virgin and Child

between two angels, and the boy Baptist with the Cross to the left of the

Virgin. This is much in the style of the Judith, and reminds of PuHgo when
he imitated Raphael and Fra Bartolommeo, but it is much repainted

—the

angel to the left completely so.

Copenhagen. Gallery of Christiansborg .
—No. 3. Canvas. Portrait of a

man in a black cap looking at the spectator over his left shoulder, much

injured, and so completely renewed as to permit of no certainty as to whether

it is by Del Sarto or his pupils.
London. National Gallery.

—
[No. 690]. Life-size portrait of a man, look-

ing over his left shoulder, a tablet in his hand
;

the monogram on the cool

dark ground to the left. This is a very fine work touched with excessive ease

and breadth. The warm lights are pleasantly tinged with rosy shades
;

the mass of chiaroscuro well defined. The right hand is barely sketched.

[No. 17]. Holy Family, without the vigour of Andrea's own hand, and pro-

bably by one of his disciples ; wood, oil, without brilliancy, and dimmed by
old varnishes.

London. Marquis of Hertford.
—

Virgin and Child, three cherubs to the

left and S. Francis listening in ecstasy to the music of an angel in the distance,

with the monogram on the upper left corner
; beneath, an inscription as

follows :

" ANDREA DEL SARTO FLORENTINO FACIEBAT
"

(wOod, oil, life-size).

This is one of A. del Sarto's good productions, slightly injured by cleaning and

retouching, ex gr. in the left wrist of the Virgin, and the shadows of her profile.

See for copies : Madrid, No. 911 (antea) ; Longford Castle (postea).
London. Marquis of Westminster.—No. 173. Virgin, Child, and S. Joseph ;

not genuine, but feebly done after that of the Galleria Barberini in Rome ;

like No. 788 at Madrid (antea). Portrait of the Coimtess Mattei, not by Del

Sarto, but reminiscent of AUori, or still better of Carlo Dolce (wood, oil).

No. 88. S. John in the Desert
;
No. 90. A Child with an orb (both wood, oil)

are very different from works of our master. No. 81. Holy Family, a late

repetition of No. 438, at the Louvre (antea). See also Lice (postea).
London. Stafford House.—No. 46. Wood, oil, life-size. Virgin, Child, and

Baptist ;
taken from an original of Del Sarto, by Salviati, Nanaccio, or some

other disciple of that class, masterly enough in handUng, but of ruddy tone.

London. Baring Collection.—The Virgin, seated with the Child on her

lap, patting His chin. Below A. del Sarto's powers, pleasing and probably
by Puligo (wood, oil, half life-size), injured and restored. See for a repHca,
Alnwick (postea), and Hampton Court. No. 139. Portrait of a man (half-

length ; wood, oil, life-size). ? Puligo or Pontormo.
Jjondon. Mr. Farrer.—Canvas, life-size. Pieta, after that of Vienna

(Belvedere—Italian School, Room IV., No. 23), by a follower of Del Sarto.

London. Mrs. Butler Johnstone.—Pieta. Canvas, same as that of Mr.
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LA DISPUTA BELLA TRINITA
Andrea del Sarto. Pitti Gallery, Florence.
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Farrer, careful and pleasing, but not done in the master's style or according
to his habits.

Panshanger. Seat of Earl Cowper.
—Life-size portrait of a man in a cap,

writing a letter at a table, supposed, erroneously we think, to be Del Sarto

himself. The letter is legible and runs so : "... Diceubre. Mastro

Domenico assai mi chamo sod
(^',^^"')

to verso di voi, a vendo raostro

propinquo ingenio per dimostrarmi qual proprio a . . . sono tanto molto

obUgato 1523 m. Andr." The person mentioned in these lines is perhaps
Domenico Conti, the friend and pupil to whom Andrea bequeathed all his

drawings (Vasari, vol. viii., p. 295), whose likeness may be here depicted.
The features are those of a man of tliirty, too young for Andrea in 1523 (he
was then aged thirty-six), and besides, imlike his face as given in Vasari and
observed elsewhere. The painting is clearly Del Sarto's, and finely touched.

Portrait of a female at a table with a volume of Petrarch in her hand.

On a building to the right are the words :

"
meliora latent," and on the edge

of the table :

" in deo, tu presens nostro succurre labori." This is

railed the
''
Laura." It is a fine, bright piece, done with great mastery in

Del Sarto's later years. The hands are long and of good breed, the neck

deUcate, the forehead fair, the eyes grey. The rosy half-tints are well fused

into delicate shadows. The hair chestnut (wood, oil, Ufe-size).

Portrait of a man in rustic dress, with his right hand in the bosom of his

vest, smiling, a very fine work in perfect preservation, genuine and masterly,

very bold in the handling, full of gaiety and transparence in tone.

Bust of a man (round, wood, oil, life-size), holding a sheet of paper in his

right hand, pleasing ; assigned to Del Sarto, but probably by Puligo.
Piece of a predella. Scene from the life of Joseph. He sits as a judge whilst

Benjamin is brought before him. The brethren kneel or stand in front implor-

ing. Nothing can be more animated than this composition, more energetic
and lively than the attitudes, more perfect and airy than the colour. It is the

quick and able production of a pencil in the full consciousness of its strength.
Two other stories from the life of S. Joseph are here : 1. The baker taken

out to execution, and the butler with Joseph. 2. The sale of Joseph to

Potiphar. Of these panels the colour is reddish and low. The drawing is

mannered, the proportions are faulty, and the attitudes affected. All this

points to Pontormo.

Tunhridge Wells (near). Hon. P. Ashhurnham.—Charity, with two chil-

dren at her breast, and one asleep at her feet (canvas, Ufe-size). This subject
jWas done by Andrea for G. B. della Palla (Vasari, vol. viii., p. 290). Here is

a shield with two red lions on a yellow field, and above it a c^o^\^l of five points

(I more modern than the picture). The execution is much below that of

.Vndrea, the drawing is incorrect, the colour weak and washy. It is likely

!that a pupil worked this up from Del Sarto's original; possible that it had
been left mifinished at his death, and was completed by another.

Hamilton Palace, near Glasgow.
—State Drawing Room. Half-length, life-

size (wood, oil), of a Magdalen, not by Del Sarto, but more truly a slovenly

thing by Bacchiacca.

Dalkeith Palace. Seat of the Duke of Buccleuch.—Dispute of the Trinity.
SS. Catherine, Francis, and Dominic, Lawrence, Augustine and Sebastian

(canvas, life-size), inscribed :

"
and. sar. flo. fac," a diUgent copy, perhaps

by AUori, of Andrea's picture at the Pitti, and of his signature (No. 172).

III. 2 K
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Longford Castle. Seat of Lord Folkestone.—Holy Family, almost a copy
(? by Puligo) of that of the Marquis of Hertford {antea, p. 584) ; very feeble

(wood, life-size).

Alnwick. SeM of the Duke of Northumberland.—Virgin and Child, pro-

perly called Pontormo
;
a replica of that in the Baring Gallery.

Windsor Castle.—Virgin, Child, and infant Baptist ; wood, oil, life-size i

(see antea, Turin, and postea Lord Yarborough). This seems an old imita-

tion, (?) by PuUgo. Portrait of a female, three-quarters to the right, of olive ,

tone, opaque, and dark in shadows, freely done by Nanaccio or Salviati. f
Virgin, Child, S. Elizabeth, and young Baptist, and on the right S. Catherine,
inscribed on the wheel :

" andrea del sarto florentino faciebat." This

is a composition similar to that of the National Gallery (No. 17), with the

addition of the S, Catherine, and a replica of No. 24 at the Hermitage of

S. Petersburg ;
a careful, but tame imitation of Andrea, by a comparatively

modern painter. »

Lotidon. Loi'd Yarborough.
—

Virgin, Child, and young Baptist (wood, oil, |
all but life-size), copy of that in Windsor Castle, to which it is inferior.

Duhvich Gallery.
—No. 327. Virgin and Cliild, S. Joseph, S. EUzabeth,

and the boy Baptist (wood, oil, life-size). This looks like a repetition by
Salviati of No. 81 at the Pitti, S. Joseph being added. The latter figm-e,
at Dulwich, is of a different character from the rest of the picture, in move-

ment, drawing, and features. The colour is oily and without brightness.
No. 326. Virgin, Child, and Baptist (wood, oil, life-size), a copy of No. 44,

at Madrid, with the Baptist added, much lower in the scale of art than the

Holy Family, No. 327.

London. R. S. Holford, Esq.
—

Virgin, Child, S. Joseph, and an angel

(wood, oil, hfe-size), with the monogram, a school copy of No. 772 at Madrid.

See also Dudley House.

Leigh Court. Sir W. Miles, Bart.—Virgin and Child, of heavy shape
and dull yellomsh colour, but freely handled, similar to one at Stafford

House in which a S. John accompanies the other figures, and by the same

hand, i.e. Salviati or Sguazzella.
London. Hon. C. C. Cavendish.—S. John, exhibited at the British

Institution in 1856. Of the school.

I^ondon. Hon. W. Warren Vernon.—No. 110 at Manchester. Holy
Family, with S. Elizabeth, and the small Baptist ; copy from Andrea by a

pupil.
London. Sir Humphrey de Trafford.

—No. Ill at Manchester. Holy
Family. School piece.

Hampton CouH.—No. 139. Virgin and Child, like those of the Baring and
Ahiwick Collections, and an old copy of the former.

Dublin. National Gallery.
—The Virgin, with the dead body of Christ on

her lap, between S. Peter and a female saint. Predella in three parts, not to

be assigned with certainty to A. del Sarto, being mannered in drawing and

form, and too variegated in colour. No. 10. Adoration of the Magi (small

wood, oil), by some of the followers of Andrea.
Dublin. Earl of Portarlin/jton.

—No. 8 at the International Exhibition.

Holy Family. Round (since squared). Wood, oil. Copy of No. 439, at

the Louvre, by a modern.

t
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387, 389 n., 394 n., 458, 507,

510
Dublin, National Gallery, 39, 82 /., 375 n.,

514

Portarlington Collection, 511, 514

Dulwich, Gallery, 259, 394n., 506. 511, 514

Edinbttrgh, National Gallery of Scot-

land, 104 n.

k
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Eggi, Oratorio dellaMadonnadelle Grazie,
316

Eggi, S. Giovanni, 312, 316 n.

England, Private Collections, and see

utider places
Ashburnham, 481 n., 513

Bletchingley, Bell Collection, 327 n.

Bowood, 259
Castle Howard. 349, 442
Chatsworth, 285
EUesmere, 372

Johnstone, 497 «., 512

Kang Charles, 45G n.

Lawrence, 3 n.

Rogers, 384
Stanstead, 454
Vernon, 480 n., 514

Wantage, 113 n., 262 n.

Warwick, 480
Wenlock, 432

Englewood, New Jersey, U.S.A., Piatt

Collection, 103 n., 124 w., 318 n.

S. Erasmo (near Gubbio), 136

Fabria^'O, 141 /.

Casa Morichi, 148, 150
S. Domenico, 150
Fornari Collection, 142 n., 150
S. Lucia, 153
S. Niccolh, 149 n.

Rosei Collection, 142 n.

Val Romita, 141

Faenza, S. Caterina, 294, 338
Marzolini Collection, 191 »., 294
Michelline, Cloister of the, 337
Pinacoteca, 40, 337. 462
Ser\a, 337

Fandi, 199

Fano, Hospital of S. Croce, 50
S. Maria Nuova, 51. 226

Ferentillo (near Spoleto), 316, 321
S. Pietro, 300 /.

S. Stefano, 316
Fermo, 150

Biblioteca, 199
S. Pietro, 154 n.

Vinci Collection, 158
Ferrara, 18

Mazza Collection, 50
Schifanoia Palace, 18/., 184

Fiesole, S. Domenico. 210, 215, 382 n..

435 n., 461
S. Francesco, 393 /.

Figline, S. Pietro al Terreno, 391 /., 399
Castel Franco, 399 n.

Florence, 141, 144, 397 n., 427, 458, 481

Academy, 80, 144, 216^., 221, 226,
232 n., 238, 242 «., 302 «., 357,
379, 381, 383, 388/., 400 «., 407,
415, 417, 419/.. 428, 434/., 437,
440/., 443, 460 n., 462, 470 n.,

Florence {cotitinued)—
474/., 478, 480/., 494, 496, 506,
511

S. Ambrogio, 388, 390 /., 397, 403
Ambrosiana, 407

Angeli, Convent of the, 87, 465, 473 /.

SS. Aimunziata de' Servi, 226, 242 /.,

253 n., 262, 383, 392, 424, 452/.,
465, 475 n., 483^., 488/., 490/.,

494/., 503

Apollonia, 478 n.

S. Apostolo, 481 n.

Arcangelo Raffaello, Chiesa dell', 389

Badia, 409
Badia di Settimo, 433
BaldeUi Collection, 433
Banti Collection, 400

Baptistery, 437, 460, 462

Bargello, 109 n.

S. Bastiano, Company of, 384 n.

Battilani. Compagnia de', 473

Bigallo, 469
S. Bonifacio, Hospital of, 96

Borgherini Palace, 499 /.

Borgo degli Albizzi, 257

Borgo S. Friano alle Monachine, 475 n.

Canto alia Cucuha, 473

Capponi Collection, 433, 494
Carmine, 201, 219, 398

Brancacci Chapel. 201, 236, 376,

450, 466, 476, 483
Casa Antonio de' Ricasoli, 384 n., 433

Casa Ciacchi, 459
Casa Filippo Salviati, 262 n.

Casa Giovanni Vespucci, 393 n.

Casa Lelio Torelli, 433
Casa Ottaviani, 384 n.

Casa Pier' del Pugliese, 433
Casa Rucellai, 479
Casa Tolomei, 384 n.

Castelfranco di Sotto, 318
S. Caterina, 415 n., 437, 474
Cathedral, 66, 112, 211/.. 21G, 224,

236. 242, 378. 382/., 399, 471/.,
495

Tribuna della Croce, Chapel in, 382

S. Zanobi, 242, 440, 465, 470
Certosa, 439
S. Chiara, 220 /., 384, 409

Compagnia de' Neri, 475 n.

Concezione via de' Servi, Chiesa della,

475 71.

Corsini Collection. 62 /.. 429, 430, 434,

436/., 443, 445, 462, 475 n., 504,

508
S. Croce, 6, 201, 262 v., 417, 449

Cappella Castellani, 449 n.

Cappella Medici. 257
i

Deti Collection. 262 n.

S. Domenico, 377 w., 381 n.

S. Felice in Piazza, 474

i
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Florence {continued)—
S. Felicita, i75 n.

S. Fi'ancesco, 495
Francesco da S. Gallo Collection,

393 n.

S. Frediano del Bigallo, 447 n.

S. Friano, 384 n., 392 n.

S. Gaetano, Antinori Palace, 434, 437.
466

S. Gallo, 428 n., 467 n., 475, 481 n,

490, 496
Gesuati, Monastery of the. 210, 221,

481
S. Giacomo Nicchio, 506
Ginori Collection, 63, 508
S. Giobbe, 452 n.

S. Giorgio, 382 n., 386. 470
S. Giovanni della Calza, 216/., 255,

457
S. Girolamo delle Poverine, 221
S. Giuliano. 441, 473
S. Giusto, 216, 467 ».

S. Godenzo, 508
Guicciardini Palace, 383 n.

Home Collection, 114 n., 122 n., 132 n.,

342 n.

Innocenti, Chiesa degli, 392
S. Jacopo sopr' Arno, 460
S. Jacopo fra Fossi, 262 «., 490 n.

SS. Jacopo e Francesco, 474

Loggia de' Signori, 237, 447, 503
Lombardi Collection, 81, 121, 292, 392
S. Lorenzo, 386 n., 394 n., 448, 459/.,

497
S. Lucia de' Bardi, 386

Magliabecchiana, 88 n.

S. Marco, 201, 210 n., 256, 381, 393 n.,

398 n., 400 n., 402. 405/., 409^.,
412-15, 417-20, 423. 425 /., 428 ff.,

4:33 ff., 441, 459, 461, 474

Cappella del Giovanato, 418

Cappella de' Martini. 262 n.

S. Maria Maddalena de' Pazzi, 221,

379, 386, 429, 475 n.

S. Maria Novella, 9, 201, 219, 234,

464/., 472, 477

Cappella Rucellai, 448
S. Maria Nuova, 2, 17. 382, 385, 401 /.,

404/., 409

Marignolle Villa, 389
8. Martino de' Buonomini, 386, 439
S. Martino delle Monache, 262 n., 474
S. Martino alia Palma, 475 n.

S. Matteo (Hospital di Lelmo), 384 n.

Metzger and Volkman Collections, 195
Monache della Crocetta, 462
Mont' Oliveto, 467
Nobili Collection, 358 n.

Ognissanti, 475 n.

S. Onofrio, 256, 273, 335

Orbatello, 111

Florence (continued)—
Orsanmichele, 379, 382. 4G0, 480 /.

Ospedale di S. Maria Novella, 2 n.

Palazzo Martelli, 117 n.

Palazzo Niccolini, 433
Ex-Palazzo Taddeo, 462
Palazzo Vecchio, 237, 377 n.

S. Bernard, 470

Cappella de' Signori, 382 n.
S. Pancrazio, 389, 451 n.

Pianciatichi Collection, 392, 429, 47G,
508

Piazza del Podesta, 505
S. Pietro Maggiore, 209, 257, 389, 443 n.,

450 /., 479 n.

Cappella Albizzi, 384 n.

Pitti Gallery, 63, 96, 191 n., 219 /., 238,
255, 259/., 292, 315, 318 r>.,

375 n., 382 /., 394 n., 415 ff., 420.

424, 426-30, 439, 442 «., 444 «.,

446, 452-5, 469, 474/., 480, 490,
494 n., 496, 499, 503, 506^., 511

Ponte a Rnbaconte Chapel, 389

Popolo di S. Paolo, 482
Riccardi (Medici) Palace, 302 n., 376,

433, 442, 472, 500
Rinuccini Gallery, 218 n., 504
Rubieri Collection, 400
Sala del Papa, 450, 466, 479, 483, 490
S. Salvi, 387, 473, 489/., 492, 504/.
Scalzo, Compagnia del, 381, 457 /.,

484, 495/., 496, 498/., 503/.
S. Sebastiano, 505 n.

Serristori Collection, 114 n., 358 n.

S. Simone, 387
S. Spirito, 385/., 389 ff., 452, 465 ».,

467 n., 474

Cappella de' Bettoni, 393 n.

Cappella Bini, 393 n.

Cappella Gino Capponi, 393 n.

Cappella Torrigiani, 393 n.

Strozzi Collection, 161 n., 292

Torrigiani Collection, 81, 292, 474^.
S. Trinita, 224, 439, 447

Cappella Sassetti, 219
Uffizi Gallery, 17, 32 n., 42, 63, 80,

108/., 111/., 114/., 191 n., 215,

217, 231, 255, 285, 336, 342 n.,

350, 374 n., 379, 382/., 385 »i..

388, 392^., 400/., 406/., 416,
423 /., 429, 439, 443, 445 ff., 451 /.,

459, 462, 467 n., 470 /., 475, 479/.,
481 n., 494, 496, 506, 508

Volpini Collection, 433

Foiano, 49

Collegiata, 77, 78 n.

Foligno, 102, 138, 172

S. Anna, Convent of, 163, 330 n.

SS. Anniinziata (Nunziatella), 244,

322
S. Bartolommeo (fucr di), 170
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Foligno {contitiued)
—

S. Caterina, 162

Cathedral, 172 n.

S. Domenico, 162, 164 n.

S. Francesco, Monastery of, 163/.
S. Giacomo, 164 n.

S. Giovanni DecoUato, 173 n.

Gregori Collection, 433
S. Lucia, Monastery of, 163
Maesta Bella, 1 64 n.

S. Maria in Campis, 159, 162, 164,

173 n.

S. Maria infra Portas, 164 n., 172 n.

Municipio, 162 ff.

S. Niccolo, 168, 170

Cappella S. Antonio, 170
Palazzo del Governo, 137 n.

Cappella Trinci, 136/.

Popolo, Monastery del, 163
S. Salvadore, 161 /.

Fontignano, 183 n., 252/., 297
Chiesa Vecchia, 252 n., 262 n.

Forli, 25/., 30
S. Antonio Abate, 42
S. Biagio e S. Girolamo, 33, 36/7., 163 n.

Casali Collection, 40

Catliedral, 37, 40
Chiesa dell' Annunziata, vvilgo Car-

mine, 36, 41

Collegio, 30
S. Girolamo, 30
S. Maria de' Servi, vulgo S. Pellegrino,

41
S. Mercuriale, Cappella de' Ferri, 41

Orfanotrofio delle Michelline, 37

Pinacoteea, 36 w., 38, 40 ff., 337 /., 383
S. Trinita, 26 n., 41

Fomo, 26 n.

Frankfort, Staedel Gallery, 104 n., 115 n.,

119n., 191 n., 261/.
Frome (Somerset), Homer Collection,

123 ?i., 132 n., 154 n., 318 ri.

Gavelli (near Spoleto), 311
S. Girolamo, 311, 316

Geneva, 432
>S. Madeleine, 415 n.

La Genga (near Fabriano), 151

Genoa, Al Terragio, 85

Jaeger Collection, 295 n.

S. Gimignano, S. Agostino, 120 n., 288,

435/.
S. Domenico, 436
S. Lucia a Bibbiano, 435

Mimicipio, 289 n., 291
S. Ginesio, 149 n.

Zoccolanti Church, 155
Ginestrato (Siena), Pieve, 117 n.

Giogoli Pieve (near Florence), 475 n.

S. Giovanni in Monte, Cappella Vizzani,
257

S. Girolamo (near Spello), 164 n.

Glasgow, Beattie Collection, 394n.,'475 n.

Gallery, 389 n.

Stirling (Cawder House) Collection,
394 n.

Gosford House, Wernyss Collection, 259
Gotha, Library, 256

Gottingen, University Gallery, 118 »i.,

132 n., 295 n.

Gradara (near Pesaro), 53
Granada, Cathedral, 379
Grenoble, Gallery, 249, 251 n.

Grosseto, Cathedral, 117 n., 122 n., 132 n.,

355 n.

Gualdo Tadino, 139 n., 158, 168

Cathedral, 158 n., 159, 169
S. Francesco. 125, 159
Pinacoteea, 159 n.

Gvialfonda (near Florence), 445, 448, 482
Citadel, 262 n.

Gubbio, 25, 65, 112, 135 n.

Agnolo dei Carneavali. 138
S. Agostino, 135/., 138/.
Cathedral, 293, 316, 331
S. Croce, 139
S. Domenico, 138
S. Donato, 139 n.

S. Felicissimo, 138 n.

S. Francesco, 84
Gabrielli Collection, 303
S. Lucia, 1 39 n.

S. Maria dei Bianchi, 139 n.

S. Maria de' Laici, 331 n.

S. Maria della Piaggiola, 136, 139 n.

S. Maria A^aova, 134-7, 139, 157 h.

Palazzo Municipale, 138 /.

S. Pietro, 138, 326 n.

Portico del Mercato, Chapel belov\% 139

Ranghiasci Collection, 331
S. Secondo Cemetery, 135 n., 139

Spedaletto, 139

Hague, Museum, 204 n., 395

Hamburg, Weber Collection, 459 n.

Hamilton Palace Collection, 66, 317,

432, 513
Hanover, Kestner Mviseum, 161 n., 191 n.

Harrow, Stogdon Collection, 394*?.

Highnam Court, Gloucester, Parry Col-

lection, 199, 327 n., 329 n., 358

Horsmonden, Austen Collection, 342 n.

Inge (near Liverpool), 511

Ireland, Lothian Collection, 85
Ischia, Vasto Collection, 507
Isola Maggiore (Trasimeno), S. Angelo,

255, 342 n.

Isola Polvese, S. Secondo, 332 n.

liANGTON, Duns, Baillie-Hamilton
lection, 57 n.

Col-

I
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Leipzig, Museum, 295 n., 446, 509
Lecceto, Eremitani, 126 n.

Lewes, Warren Collection, 199
LiUe, 132 n., 199
Wicar Collection, 346, 451 n.

Liveri (near Nola), 339

Liverpool, Walker Gallery, 110 n., 113n.,
161 n., 191 n.

Locke Park, Derbyshire, Lowe Collec-

tion, 14, 57, 123 n.

London, Arundel Society Collection,
135 n., 241 n.

Barker Collection, 14, 20, 61, 63, 70,

81, 150, 258, 289, 384, 388, 477

Baring Gallery, 317, 329, 434. 449, 512

Barry Collection, 317
Benson Collection, 82 n., 126/., 199,

389 n., 394 n., 459 n.

Boileau Collection, 125 n.

British Museum, 9, 238 n., 299 n., 301

Bromley Collection, 317, 437

Buckingham Palace, 125 n., 145 n.

Butler Collection, 113 n., 115 n., 133,
358 n.

Cavendish Collection, 514
Crawford Collection, 82 n.

Derby Collection, 432
Dowdeswell Collection, 158 n.

Dudley Collection, 195, 259, 287, 295,

297, 304, 317. 334 n., 372, 511
Eastlake Collection, 23, 388
Elcho Collection, 431
Farrer Collection, 126 n., 131 n., 497 n.,

512

Fitzgerald Collection, 455 n.

Grosvenor House, 431

Hampton Court, 259, 475, 512, 514
Harvev Collection. 327 n.

Holford Collection, 389 n.. 429, 431,

511, 514
Hoskins Collection, 432

Kensington Museum, 252, 354
Mackenzie Collection, 83 n., 103 n.,

262 n.. 358 n.

Maitland Collection, 125/., 302/.,
388, 480 n., 494 n.

Marlay Collection, 295 n.

Mond Collection, 83 ?i., 133 «., 317 n.,

407
Munro Collection. 259
National Gallery, 12 ;^., 16 n., 21^.,

32 n., 37, 41, 50 n., 58 n., 61 n.,

66 n., 78 n., 80 n., 82 n., 113 n.,

118 n., 123 n., 129 n., 131 «.,

133 n., 153/., 160 n., 170 «.. 172,

183 n.. 194/., 202 «., 216, 223,

237, 239 n., 244, 252 n., 258,
289 n., 294, 302 n., 317, 327 n.,

338 n., 354 n., 356 n., 358 n., 361,

372, 377, 384, 393 /., 444, 454 n.,

462, 466 n., 512

London {continued)—
Northbrook Collection, 449 n., 459 ti.

Northwick Collection, 42, 241, 259,
384, 432

Ottley Collection, 3 n.

Overstone Collection, 384

Plymouth Collection, 394 h.

Richter Collection, 3(31 n.

Ricketts Collection, 389 n., 394 n.

Robinson Collection, 317 n.

Salting Collection, 118n., 191 n.

Samuelson Collection, 389 n.

Spence Collection, 31/
Stafford House Collection, 302, 317,

431, 508, 512

Stirling Collection, 195, 263, 432, 435
Street Collection, 394 n.

Sutherland, Collection, 508
Taunton Collection, 82, 149, 258,

431

Thompson Collection, 127 n., 262 n.

Trafford, 514

Wagner Collection, 342 n., 356 n.

Wallace Collection, 118 n., 318 n.,

394 n., 511/.
Ward, Lord, Collection, 304 n.

Webb Collection, 358 n.

Westminster Collection, 361, 384, 509,

511/.
White Collection, 259 n., 262 n.

Yarborough Collection, 455, 509, 514

Longford Castle, 511/.
Loreto, Cathedral, Cappella del Tesoro,

30, 35
S. Maria, 4, 63
Santa Casa, 33 n.

Lucca, S. Agostino, 391

Cathedral, 88 n., 411/.
Mansi Collection, 422 n., 447
S. Martino, 411
Montecatini Collection, 398 n.

Museo, 411 n., 421 n.

S. Romano, 411 /., 414, 417 «., 420/.,
423, 441

Villa Saltocchio, 430. 441

S. Lucia, 435

Lucignano (Val di Chiana), 82 n.

S. Francesco, 82, 122 n., 355 n.

Lugnano, 172 n.

Lyons, Aynard Collection, 127 n., 199,

295 n., 389 n., 394 n.

Museum, 225, 250/., 262 «., 507

Macekata, Biblioteca, 153 n.

S. Liberata, 340 n.

Mtidrid, Prado. 493, 507, 509/., 512

Santa Trinita Museum, 191

S. Mamigliano. 320

Manchester, Liverpool Institution, 82,

149, 384
Nichols' Collection, 40
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Le Mans, 161 n.

Museum, din., 358 n.

Mantua, 501
Casa Susanni, 449

Marciana in Val di Chiana, 97

S. Marino, Municipio, 172 n.

Marseilles, Museum, 251

Massa, S. Francesco of the Minorites,
340 n.

Massa Marittima, S. Agostino, 355 n.

MatelHca, 149 n., 297 n.

S. Francesco, Brotherhood of , 154, 32 S

S. Giovanni, 328 n.

Ospedale, 154 n.

Palazzo Piersanti, 151

S. Teresa, 154

Zoccolanti, Chiesa de', 36

Mayence, Museum, 380, 389

Meiningen, Grand Ducal Pala.ce, 83 n.,

115 n., 133 n., 262 n.

Milan, 2 n., 44, 238, 462
Ambrosiana, 3 «., 378
Borromeo Collection, 289, 293, 394 n.

Brera Gallery, 21 n., 23, 39, 57, 61,

67, 81, 85, 142, 150 n., 167, 194,

226 n., 340, 462

Cagnola Collection, 114 n., 133 n.,

355 n.

Cantini Collection, 160/.
Castelbarco Gallery, 252 n., 332 n.

Cathedral, 112

Crespi Collection, 123 n.

Frizzoni Collection. 383 n.

Fumagalli Collection, 432
Molteni Collection, 85
Noseda Collection, 114 ».

Poldo-Pezzoli Collection. 21 n., 158 n.,

318 r?., 355 n., 432 n., 444 ».

Prinetti-Lampini Collection, 383 n.

S. Sepolcro, 21
Trivulzio Collection, 123 to., 394 n.

Venosta, 444 «.

Modena Gallerv, 383 n., 430, 459 n.,

509
Moiano (near Assisi), 194

Mombello, Prince Pio of Saroia, Collection

of, 295 n.

Montacuto, 111
Montalcino (Senese), 119 n.

Municipio, 117 n.

Montamiata, S. Francesco di Pian Cas-

tagniaio, 297
Montane (near Umbertide), 342 n.

Montebenicchi, 357 n.

Montecchio, Chapel of Cemetery (near
Borgo S. Sepolcro), 21 n.

Montecavallo, 371 n.

Montefalco, 162
S. Bartoiommeo, 314

Cappelli Collection. 318 n.

Cathedral, 345 /.

S.

S.

s.

s.

174,

Maria,

344 n.,

(near Fermo), S.

Montefalco (continued)—
S. Domenico, 346 n.

Fortunato, 330 n., 345

Cappella delle Rose, 329 /.

Francesco, 135, 162, 165/.
199, 228, 255, 329, 344/.

Leonardo, 345
Luminara, 345 /.

Montefiore, Spedale, 57

Montefiorentino, 55 /.

Montefollonico, S. Sigismondo, 114n.
Montefortinio, Municipio, 262 n.

Monteluce (near Perugia), S.

332 /., 344 n.

Montemassi, 284
Monte Milone, 154 n.

Montemorano, S. Giorgio, 355 n.

Montemorcino (near Perugia),
351 n.

Monte Oliveto (Senese), 111, 114rt.., 289,
291

Convent of Chiusuri, 69

MontepescaU, Upper Church, 133 n.

Montepulciano, 82
S. Agostino, 384 n.

S. Lucia, 80, 82 n.

Monte S. Maria, 82
Monte S. Martino

Agostino, 158
S. Maria del Pozzo, 157

Monte Sansovino, 92 n., 475 n.

Madonna delle Vertighe, 97
S. Maria della Neve, Compagnia di,

97
Monte Santo Pietrangeli (near Fermo),

S. Francesco, 340
Montisi (Trequanda), Pieve, ll4n.

Montpellier, Musee Fabre, 426 w., 476,
511

Museum, 124 n.

Morra (Umbria), S. Crescenziano, 82 n.

Moulins, Museum, ll8w., 154 n.

Mugello, Bdrgo S. Lorenzo, Crocefisso,
394 n.

Luca, S. Piero, 502

Mugnone, Pian di, 418, 423, 427

Cappella del Monte, 418/7.
S. Maria Maddelena, 418 n., 434 n.

Ospizio, 427 n.

Mugnone Valley, Convent in the, 409 n.

Munich, 133 n.'

Bohler Collection, 133 w.

Gallerv, 40, 83 n., 113 n., 139, 161 n.,

183 n., 261, 317. 361, 383, 389 n.,

431, 442 n., 478, 481 n., 509 /.

S. Pietro Martire, 410, 490
Murelli (near Perugia)„ 330 n.

Murlo (Senese), Pieve, 117 w.

Nancy, Museum, 239, 511

Nantes, Museum, 191 «.., 250, 260

I
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Naples, Castel del Novo, 1 12 n.

S. Caterina a Form^41o, 130 n.

Cathedral, 226, 254
S. Maria la Nuova. 338 /.

Museum, 130, 194, 255. 289. 292, 318 n.,

329 n., 333, 342, 383, 388 /., 427,
500, 502, 509

Palazzo Reale, 242 n.

S. Paolo Maggiore, 199
Roval Palace, 296

Narm, 164

Cathedral, 1 10 n.

S. Girolamo, 164 n., 304 /.

Municipio, 158 n., 318 n.

New Haven, U.S.A., Jarves Collection,
83 n., 115 n., 118/., 124 n., 146,
191 n., 395, 481 n.

Newlands IManor (Hants), Cornwallis-
West Collection, 304 n.

Newport, U.S.A., Davis Collection, 149 n.,

199
New York, Fischof Collection, 199

Metropolitan Museum, 127 w., 199,
395

Morgan Collection, 242 n.

Untermeyer Collection, 444 n.

Nimes, Gallery, 459 n.

Nocelleto (Marche), Parish Church, 158 n.

Nocera, 168

Cathedral, 154, 170

Nociano, 159 n.

Norcia, Annunziata, 321

Rosario, Chiesa del, 321 n.

Orleans, Gallery, 217 n.

Orvieto, 71, 141, 150
S. Bernardino, 332
Casa Gualtieri, 194, 328
Casa Pietrangeli, 157 n.

Cathedral, 75, 82 n., 114n., 146, 169,

266, 273 /., 465

Cappella di S. Brizio, 70/., 74, 194,

210, 213, 227

Opera del Duomo, 75 n.

S. Rocco, 82 n,

Osti, Cathedral, 199

Osfcia, 369
Oxford, Jackson Collection. 459 n.

Smith Collection, 262 n.

University Gallery, 85, 91 n., 172,
295 n., 384, 394 n., 477, 480, 505

Wellesley Collection, 234

Pacciano, 200 n., 326 n.

S. Antonio, 85

Padua, 157
S. Antonio, 115n.
Eremitani, 26

Paganico (near Grosseto), 355 n.

Palermo, Chiaramonte-Bordonaro Col-

lection, 157 n.

Pallenza, 154 n.

Panicale, 243
S. Agostino, 241, 299
Cathedral, 344
S. Salvatore, 343
S. Sebastian, 240

Panshangor, Cowper Collection, 259,
412, 424/., 481 ri., 513

Paris, Abel Gallery, 433
Andre Collection, 83 n., 327 n.

Arlfes Collection, 118 n., 133 «.

Bammeville Collection, 70 n.

Benoit Collection, 115 n., 127 7i.

Bonnatt Collection, 183 n.

Chalandon Collection, 113 n., 115 «.,

121 n., 123 n.

Ckmy Collection, llOn., 149, 356 n.,

465
DoUfus Collection, 118 n., 161 n.

Dreyfus Collection, 115 n.

Dubois Collection, 431

Flameng Collection, 329 n.

S. Germain I'Auxerrois, 225
S. Gervais, 225 n.

Heugel Collection, 149 n., 389 n.

Koechlin Collection, 115 n.

Louvre, 30, 31, 60, 69 n., 81, 113«.,
120, 125 n., 133 n., 144, 149 jj..

161 n., 169 n., 171, 188 n.. 192??..

194 /., 204, 206 n., 241, 257, 259 /..

262 «., 294, 297/.. 318, 326.

350 n., 379, 381/., 384, 387. 392.

394 n., 413/., 421 ff., 436, 438/?..
448, 453/., 462, 465, 467. 475 n.,

496/., 506, 509-12
S. Mery, 465 n.

Miindler Collection, 149
Pourtales Gallerv, 444
Rotlischild Collection, 389 n.

Le Roy Collection, Hon., 123 n.,

157 n.

Schickler Collection, 295 n.

Spiridon Collection, 118 n., 191 ri.

Parma Gallery, 389 n.

Passignano, La Madomia dell' Olixo,

342 n.

Patrico (near Spoleto), 316
Pausola (near INIacerata), 153, 340 n.

Pavia, 239»!., 413
Cathedral, 112

Certosa, 237
Parish Churcli, 133 n.

S. Pellegrino (Gubbio), 158/.
Percena (near Buonconvento), 131 «.,

134 ».

Perugia, 2, 59, 83, 85 n., 103. 129 tj.,

134/., 147, 175, 200. 202, 233.

276, 279, 297. 323, 327. 332,

346
S. Agnese. 251 /., 328/.

Cappella della Consolazione, 252 n.
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Perugia {continued)
—

S. Agostino, 150/., 190 n., 233, 237,

247, 249^., 254, 324-7, 332, 348,

350/.
S. Anna (S. Maria de' Fossi), 251,

273/?.
SS. Annvmziata, Brotherhood of the,

351 n.

S. Antonio Abate, 20, 242, 247, 332 n.

Audience of the Notaries, 332
S. Bernardino, on., 179/., 253, 326 n.

Bertelli Collection, 116 »., 176. 181 n.

Cambio, 192, 223, 226/., 230/7., 234,

243, 277/., 286, 299, 325/.
Carmine (SS. Simone e Giuda), 181,

348/., 350 n.

Cathedral, 65/., 191 n., 196, 325, 327 n.

351 n.

Cappella de' Oradini, 262 n.

S. Catherine, Convent of, 296
S. Chiara, 228
Chiesa del Gesii, 344 n.

Chiesa Vecchia, 253 n.

Collegio Gregoriano. 347
Convento del Pianto, 327 n.

S. Croce, Commenda di, 180 /.

S. Domenico, 148, 155/., 176/., 181,

183, 324

Cappella Baglioni, 324

Cappella Belli, 351 n.

Fantacchiotti Collection, 254
S. Fiorenzo, Brotherhood of, 179/.,

350 n.

S. Fortunato, 236
S. Francesco, 84, 160, 181/7., 188,

191 n., 195, 235, 349/.
S. Francesco al IMonte, 228, 233 /.,

254, 299
S. Francesco de' Minori Con\'eutuaH,

248, 253

GallerJ^ 19, 148 n., 150, 155/., 160/.,
167 «.. 175-83. 185-91. 195/., 199,
203, 222 n., 234 n., 248-51, 253/.,
274 w., 276 n., 287, 292, 295//.,
301 n., 315, 324-30, 332 /., 342,
347/., 350/.

S. Giorgio, 190 n.

S. Girolamo, 287, 301
S. Giuliana, Convent of, 101, 175 ?i.,

333, 348
Giustizia, Confraternita della, 181, 190,

351 n.

S. Lorenzo, 233, 325, 341
S. Maria fra Fossi, 251
S. Maria Nuova, 167, 183 n., 186/.,

189, 229, 253, 350 n.

S. Martino, 254
S. Martino di Verzaro, 324
Morrettini Collection, 252 n.

Municipio delle Columba, 191 n.

Palazzo Penna, 243, 433

Perugia (continued)—
Pampagluii Collection, 344 n.

S. Pietro, 182, 196, 221/., 224^., 232,
234 H., 238, 249/., 252 w., 292,
327 n., 329, 348 n., 350 n.

Cappella S. Martino, 315, 329
Scotti Collection, 295 n.

Servi, 326 n.

S. Severo, 248, 297, 344 n., 351 n.,

402 n.

S. Simone, 196
S. Tommaso, 326
Villa MaraveUi, 295 n.

Pesaro, 6

S. Bartolo, 49
S. Domenico, 50 n.

Gallery, 1 60 n.

St. PetersbvTTg, Botkine Collection, 295 n.

Collection of H.I.H. the Grand Duchess
Marie, 82, 260

Gortschakoff Collection, 443

Hermitage, 318, 361 n., 421 /., 443,

447, 459, 468, 510 ff.

Kutschubey Collection, 512

Leuchtenberg Gallery, 422, 443

Stroganofi Collection, 132 n., 149 n.,

172, 260, 335 n., 354, 511/.

Philadelphia, U.S.A., Johnson Collection,
83 n., 103 n., 133 n., 192 n.. 199,
303 n., 395, 442 n.

Weidener Collection, 118 n.

Pienza, Cathedral, 108, 125, 131
S. Giovanni, Compagnia di, 131 n.

Museum, 110 n., 123 n., 131 n.

Palazzo Pretoria, 1 10 n.

Pietralunga (near Umbertide), Pieve,
138 TC.

Pioraco (near Camerino), S. Maria del

Seppio, 157 n.

Pisa, Campo Santo, 403
S. Caterina, 415
Cathedi-al, 460, 503
Madonna delle Grazie, 461

S. Francesco, Compagnia di, 461
Museo Civico, 148, 415 n.

Pia Casa della Misericordia, 148
Schifi Collection, 153
Toscanelh Collection, 127

Pistoia, 334
S. Andrea, 336 n.

Cathedral, 335, 381

Cappella del SS. Sacramento, 379
Convento di Sala. 336
S. Domenico, 423, 433 n., 436
S. Felice, 433 n.

S. Giovanni Fuorcivitas, 434 ji., 436
S. Lorenzo, 433 n.

S. Maria delle Grazie, 380, 437
S. Maria dell' Umilita, 336 n,

Palazzo della Comunita, 336, 437
rf. Paolo, 336, 436

I-

'
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Pistoia (continued)—
S. Pier' Maggiore, 256. 335, 471
Puccini Collection, 145 ?;.

Servi, 435 n.

Poggibonsi, S. Lucchese, 335/.
Poggio a Cajano, 458, 484, 498 ff.

Pollokshavvs, Stirling-Maxwell Collec-

tion, 82

Pontignano (near Siena), 359
Prato, 64, 427, 466 n.

Cathedral, 95, 470, 475
S. Domenico, 405, 433
Madonna delle Carceri, 94
S. Piero Martire, 96 n.

S. Rocco, 475
S. Vincenzo, 400

Prepo (near Perugia), 183 n., 350 n.

La Quietk, 468 n., 474 n.

Quintole (near Florence), 481 n.

S. Quirico (near Siena), 125

Rapolano (Siena), Pievania delle Serre,
115 n.

Ravenna, 133 n., 342
Galleria Comimale, 190 n.

Lovatelli Gallery, 26 n.

Rasponi Collection, 40. 407
Recanati, Cathedral, 154

Municipio, 149 n.

Reigate, Ladv Henry Somerset Collec-

tion, 113 n., 356 n., 475 w.

Somers Somerset Collection, 475 n.,

497 n.

Richmond, Cook Collection, 83 «., 113«.,
118 n., 161 n., 195 n., 241 n.,
356 n.

Rieti, S. Chiara, Convent of, 198
S. Francesco, 320

Rimini, 2, 6, 8 /.

S. Francesco, 5, 7

Rome, 4, 9, 83, 94, 196
Accademia di S. Luca, 329 n.

Albani Villa, 172 n., 213, 228
S. Amobono, 199
SS. ApostoH, 25, 28, 33
Aracoeli, Cappella Bufalini, 271 f.

Badia Collection, 157 n.

Barberini Gallery, 199, 508, 512

Bassegnio Collection, 444 to.

Bisenzio Collection, 195, 317
Blumensthil Collection, 160 n.

Borghese Gallery, 192 to., 257, 292,
306, 337, 380, 383, 394 to., 430,
434, 436, 459 to., 475, 481 to., 509

Borgo Vecchio, Palace in, 264
Brancaccio Collection, 355 to.

Braschi Palace, 443
Camere, 5, 245 to.

Rome {continued)—
Camuccini Collection, 236
Capitoline Gallery, 257. 308 n., 430
Castel S. Angelo.'269. 271. 295 n.
S. Cecilia, 273, 307
Colomia Gallery, 57. 154 n., 168, 257,

295/., 316, 449
Corsini Gallery, 33 to., 154 to., 163 to.,

199, 204 n., 394 n.. 426. 448 to..

509
S. Croce in Gerusalemme, 199, 273,

343, 363
Doria Collection, 257, 318 to.

Farnesina Palace, 365-8
S. Francesca Romana (S. Maria

Nuova), 147 /., 332
S. Giovanni in Laterano. 40, 49, 140,

146^., 183, 199, 318 TO.

SS. Giovanni e Paolo, 199
S. Lorenzo fuori le Mura» 273
La Magliana. 307
S. Marco, 29 n., 33 n., 215
S. Maria dell' Anima, 373
S. Maria Maggiore, 129
S. Maria sopra Minerva, 199

Caraffa Chapel, 385
S. Maria della Pace, 371, 374

Ponzetti Chapel, 3G9, 37 1

S. Maria del Popolo. 264 ff., 369
S. Jerome, 264
Lorenzo Cibo, Chapel of, 266

Mignanelli Collection. 113 to., 123 n.

Monte di Piet^, 168
Monte Pio, 26 to.

Ex-Nevin Collection, 155 to., 157 n.,

297 n.

S. Onofrio, 362 ff.

Palazzo S. Clemente. 244 /.

Palazzo de' Conservadori al Campi-
doglio, 194

Palazzo Farnese, 366
Palazzo Gabrielli, 303
Palazzo de' Penitinzieri, 295 to.

Palazzo Spada, 509

Pantheon, 199

S. Paolo fuori le Mura, 198 /.

Piccolomini Palace, 280, 287 to.

S Pietro. 28. 266, 369, 371. 373
S. Pietro in Montorio, 198/., 363
S. Pietro in Vincidis, 25

Quirinal Palace, 28, 197. 419/.
S. Rocco, 371

Rospigliosi Collection. 82 to., 368
S. Salvestro, 419/.. 443
Sciarra Palace, 215, 257, 266, 430. 434.

436
Simonetti Collection, 133 n.

S. Sisto, 25

SpoUeti Collection. 295 ».

Stroganoff Collection, 295 to.

S. Trinitd di Monte, 78
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Rome (continued)—
Vatican, 40, 76, 117 n., 123 n., 138 n.,

149/., 167, 182, 198/., 222 n.,

226, 235, 238, 244, 271, 280, 289,

291 /., 295 n., 299, 308, 373, 419

Apartamento Borgia, 267, 269
Belvedere Palace, 262
Camera dell' Eliodoro, 364, 370
Camera della Segnatura, 419

Library, 25, 27
Museo Cristiano, 125 n., 127 /.,

133 n., 154 n., 161 n., 191 n.

Museo Pio Clemento, 266
Pinacoteca, 153 n.

Sixtine Chapel, 25, 63^., 89, 192,

205/7., 209/., 263/., 273 n., 370,
394 «., 419, 445, 480

Stanza dell' Incendio del Borgo,
244/.

Venosta Collection,! 15 n., 295 n., 318 n.

Villamarina Collection, 91 n.

Villa Walkowski, 262 n.

SS. Vit6 e Madesto, 199
Wurts Collection, 158 n.

Rouen, ]Museum, 225

Rovigo, Clallery, 303, 509

Santiano, CoUegiata, 361 n.

Sarcedo (near Thiene), 341

Sargiano, 97

Sarnano, 153, 158, 340 n.

S. Maria in Piazza, 172 n.

Sarteano, 111

S. Martino, 355 n.

Sassoferrato, S. Croce, 151

Savignano, 396 Ji.

Scheggino (near Spoleto), Cappella del

Rosario, 351 n.

Schio (near Vicenza), Chiesa dell' Ospi-
tale, 340

Schleissheim, 130 n., 294, 383, 510
Scotland, Glenlyon Collection, 82, 317

Kinnaird Collection, 481 n.

Serra Patrona, 148 n., 154 n., 170

Settignano (near Florence), 355 n.

Berenson Collection, llOn., Win.,
121/., 131/., 149 «., 157 n.

Poggio Gherardo, Ross Collection,
389 n.

S. Severino, 151, 153/., 167 n., 295, 297
S. Agostino, 154

Castello, Chiesa del, 168
Cathedral, 148, 275, 296
S. Domenico, 296
Duomo Vecchio, 153 n.

S. Maria delle Grazie, 155 n.
S. Maria di Mercato, 296
S. Maria della Pieve, 152 n.

Pinacoteca, 123 n., 127 n., 154 n., 296
Siena, 98/., 102, 128, 283, 286 n., 362,

375, 469

Siena {continued)
Academy, 70, 100, 104 n., 107 n.,

110//., 113/., 116/., 119, 122-9,
131 ff., 289 ff., 298, 353 ff., 357 /.,

360/., 429, 434/., 444 w.

S. Agostino, 69, 130, 246
_

S. Ansano in Castelvecchio, 110 n.

Archivio, 110 n., 113 n., 115 n., 117 n.,

123 n., 132 w., 355 n.

Baldeschi Collection, 285
Beato A. Galerani, Company of the,

356 n.

Belcaro, Villa of, 133 n.

S. Bernardino, Confratemita di, 360
Biblioteca Comunale, 126/.

Biringucci Sergardi Collection, 115 n.

Carmine, 353, 357 ff.

Casa Sozzini, 130
Casino de' Nobili, 109 n.

S. Catai"ina, Compagnia di, 354

Cathedral, 100, 103, 106/., 109^.,

112^., Ill ff., 122 n., 125, 127 n.,

132 k,., 280/., 283, 288, 295 n.,

356 n., 358 n., 465
S. Bernardino, 129
S. Francesco, 282
S. Giovanni, 114 ;i.. 282, 362

Library, 279
Cinotti Collection, 133 n.

SS. Concezione, 353
S. Cristoforo, 127 n., 145 n., 359/.
S. Domenico. 70, 111/., 113n., 116,

119 n., 130/., 353

Cappella S. Caterina, 130 n.

Cappella Placidi, 130 n.

S. Eusenio, 113 n., 117 n., 133 n.,

356 n.

Fontebranda, Oratoria dell' Oca, 360
Fonte Gaia, HI
Fontegiusta, Madonna, Church of the,

119, 353
S. Maria, 373

S. Francesco, 78, 246 n.

Piccolomini Chapel, 356 n.

S. Galgano, 291 n.

S. Giovanni, 107, 115, 122 n., 125,

145, 361 n., 374 n.

S. CTiovanni della Morte, Compagnia
di, 119 n., 357 n.

S. Girolamo, 119n., 124, 356 ».

Le Grotte, 356 n.

Istituto dei Sordunuti, 355 n.

Liceioli Collection, 133 n.

Loggia della Mercanzia, 109
S. Maria Maddalena, 125 n., 298,

354 n.

S. Maria della Neve, 129
S. Maria della Scala, 116, 119 n., 122 n.,

127 n.

Spedale, 103, 109
S. Maria de' Servi, 120, 128 ^., 353
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Siena (continued)—
S. Maria a Tressa, 356 n.

S. Martino, 121 n.

Monte de' Paschi, 117 n.

Opera del Duomo, 120 n., 133 n.

Oratorio della Chiocciola, 374 n.

Osservanza, Convent of, 113 n., 119/.,
122 n., 125, 357

Palazzo del Magnifico, 294
Palazzo Pubblico, 103 ?i., 109, 113 n.,

115 n., 122 n., 124^., 131, 133 n.

Palazzo Saracini, llOn., 115n., 123 n.

Palazzo Tolomei, 131

Palmieri-Nuti Collection, 1 10 n., 1 14 n.,

127 n., 133 n., 356 n., 358 n.

Pellegrinaio, 103, 106
Petrucci Palace, 62, 70, 289, 294
Piccolomini Library, 76, 280/., 284^.,

287, 352 n.

S. Pietro Ovile, 127 n., 129 n.

Placidi Collection, 133 n.

Porta Romana, 108, 120 ff., 126
Porta Tiifi, 1 1 1

Rifugio, Church of the, 103 n., 358 n.

Santuccio, Monastero del, 291, 385,
394 n.

S. Sebastiano in Valle Piatta, 117 n.,

133 n.

Servi, 356 n.

Spedale, 100/., 104 n., 106, 116/.,
356 n.

S. Spirito, 359/., 399 n., 408, 429,

434/.

Cappella de' Borghesi, 298
SS. Trinita, Confratemita della, 115 n.,

119 n.

S. Umatiola, 355 n.

Vieri Collection, 246
SS. Vincsnzo e Anastasio (Oratorio

della Contrada dell' Istrice), 290

Sigillo, S. Maria della Circa, 159
Sinaiunga, S. Bernardino, 117 n.

S. Croce, 82 n.

Franciscan Monastery, 113 n., 116 n.

S. Lucia, 1 1 7 n.

Madonna delle Nevi, 117 n.

S. Martino, 361 n.

Sinigaglia, S. Maria delle Grazie, 20, 227
S. Maria Maddelena, 57

Spedaletto (near Pienza), 110 w.

Spello, 76, 211 ff.

S. Andrea, 279 n., 289/., 338

Collegiata, 295 n.

S. Girolamo, ex-Convent of, 279
S. Maria Maggiore, 248, 277 n.

Spoleto, 299, 308
S. Agata, 66
S. Ansano, 309
Arco di Annibale, Chiesa e Convento

all', 316

Baptistery, 274 n.

Spoleto (continued)—
Cathedral, 274, 321

Cappella Eruli, 319
S. Domenico, 351 n.

Oratorio di S. Pietro I^Iartirc, 309
S. Jacopo, Tribune of, 312 /.

S. Maria d'Arone, 322
S. Maria di Cesi, 344 n.

S. Niccolb, 321
Palazzo Arone, 320
Piazza S. Gregorio, 322
Pinacoteca, 161 n., 308/?., 321

Stella, ex-Monastery della, 309, 321 n.

Stockholm, Royal Palace, 132 n., 333 n.,

395

Strassbirrg, University Gallerv, 250/.,
394 n.

Stuttgart, Museum, 510

Subiaco, 345
S. Francesco, 199

Soffignano (near Florence), 396, 424

Talamone, 111, 357 n.

Temi, S. Francesco, Cappella di S.

Antonio, 190 n.

S. Maria delle Grazie, 314

Pinacoteca, 172 n.

Tivoli, S. Giovanni Evangelista, 199

Todi, 173, 299
Cathedral, 305, 315
S. Maria della Consolazione, 208
Monte Santo, 304 /.

Municipio, 305 ?j.

Torre d'Andrea (near Assisi), S. Ber-

nardo, 293
Torre di Bibiano, 374

Torrita, 345

Proponitura, 117 n.

Toulouse, 420 /.

Gallerj', 249, 251 n.

Tours, 158 n., 172 n.

Trevi, 104
Madonna delle Lagrime, 248, 300

S. Martino, 164 n., 305, 329

Municipio, 194 n., 306 n.

Turin, Museum, 383, 430, 445 n., 450, 462,

509

Umbertide (La Fratta), 77, 81, 244 «.,

289, 291

S. Croce, 77 /.

S. Maria della Pieta. 329 n.

Urbino, 25, 30/., 44/., 56, 136, 153

S. Agatha, 17

S. Bernardino, 22/., 57

Camaldoles, 303
S. Chiara, 4. 18. 57, 195, 208

Contrada del Mont«, 43

Corpus Christi, 16, 22, 44, 54 n.

Ducal Palace, 32 n., 55 n., oQff.

Duomo, 17, 57
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Urbino (continued)
—

S. Francesco, 55 /.

Gallery, 24 n.

Gaspar Buffi, Chapel of, 55
S. Giovanni Battista, 152

S. Girolamo, 50 n.

Leoni Collection, 32

Luca Zaccagna, Chapel of, 54

S. Maria della Bella, 22

S. Maria del Lomo, 136 n., 138 n.

S. Maria della Misericordia, 43
S. Maria extra Muros, 57 n.

S. Spirito, 68

Utrecht, Episcopal Palace, 1 1 3 n.

VAX.BNCIA, 295 n.

Vallombrosa, Convent of, 218 «.., 232,

506
Vecciano (near Montefalco), 345 n.

Velo (near Thiene), 341

(near Schio), S. Giorgio, 341 n.

Venice, 144, 285, 409/.
Academy, 15, 31, 143, 258, 383, 388,

475
Berri Collection, 258, 430
CoUeoni Monument, 377

Craglietto Gallery, 143
Ducal Palace, 140, 142
S. Felice, 142
Fondaco de' Tedeschi, 218 n.

Galleria del Seminario, 430, 444
S. Giovanni Evangelista, 218
S. Giuliano, 142

Layard Collection, 389 n.

Manfrini Collection, 258
S. Pietro, 410 /.

Sala del gran Consilio. 218
Vicenza, Gallery, 356 n.

Vienna, Academv, 191 n.

Vienna {continued)—
Belvedere Gallery, 81, 215, 255, 260,

415, 426 /., 430, 434 /., 448, 496 /.,

509
Czemin, 430

Esterhazy Gallery, 84, 294, 469

Gallery, 459 n.

Harrach Gallery, 261, 388, 395, 430,
510

Lanckoronski Collection, 133 n.

Lichtenstein Gallery, 260, 459 n., 510
Miller zu Aichholtz Collection, 167 n.

Tucher Collection, 318 «.

Villa Magna (near Florence), 481 n.

Visso, Collegiata, 318 n.

Viteccio, 357
Cathedral, 357 n.

Viterbo, 435 n.

Cathedral, 117 n.

Frati Osservanti, Chiesa del, 255, 293,
317

S. Maria della Querela, 433, 443
S. Maria della Verita, Cappella di

Nardo Mazzatosta, 173/.
Volterra, 105 n.

S. Agostino, 82

Cathedral, 444 n.

S. Carlo, 67

Compagnia del Nome di Gesii, 67 n.

S. Francesco, 66 /.

S. Girolamo, 116
S. Michele, 104

Mimicipio, 67 n., 82 n., 103 n.

Weiimak, Grand Ducal Palace, 262 n.

Windsor Castle Collection, 33 »., 456

509, 511, 514
Wiesbaden, Gallery, 459 n.

Worksop, Newcastle Collection, 394 n.
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Agnolo di Massolo, ii. 140

Agnolo Gaddi, i. 387 ff. Works : An-
tella, i. 398 n. ; Berlin, 395 ; Figline,
i. 393 and n. ; Florence, 388, 393 and
n., 394, 395, 413 and n. ; Prato, 389-

392, 395 ; works assigned to, Highnani
Court, 3G7 n. ; Orsanniichele, 368 n. ;

doubtful works, i. 388 and n. ; lost

works, 397, 398. Further references,

style, works, &c., i. 336; ii. 290 ri.,

350 ; iii. 6, 191 n.

Agnolo of Siena, i. 85, 126 and n., 295, 350

Agostino di Duccio, iii. 5 n.

Agostino of Siena, i. 85, 126, 295

Agostino Veneziano, iii. 496
Alberti, Antonio, da Ferrara, ii. 170-172
Alberti. Leon Battista, iii. 1, 23, 489
Albertinelli. See Mariotto

Alberto, Crucifix by, at Spoleto, i. 136,

137 and n.

Alberto Amoldi, sculptor, i. 295
Alessandro of Florence, ii. 468, 470
Alesso Baldovinetti, ii. 363 ff. ; Dante

Portrait, 384 ; Mosaics, 367, 368.

Works : Assisi, 371 n. ; Bergamo,
37 1 n. ; Dresden, 370 ; Florence, 364,

365, 367, 368, 369,

(Louvre), 369 and n.

371 n. ; Settignano,
lost and falsely assigned to, 370-371.
Further references, style, works, &c.,
i. 164 ;

ii. 302, 333, 341, 348,
351 n., 380, 442, 443 ; iii. 212,

485, 493
Alesso d'Andrea, i. 166 n., 335; ii. 172

Alfani, Domenico, iii. 346 ff.
Works :

Bettona, 347 and n. ; C'astel Rigone.
350 n. ; Citta della Pieve, 348 and n. ;

Deruta. 347 and n. ; England (Castle

Howard), 349 and n. ; Florence, 350
and n. (?) ; Monteluce, 333 and n. :

Perugia, 326 »., 346, 347 and n., 348
and n., 349 and n., 350 and n. ; Prepo,
350 n. Further references, iii. 233,

261, 332, 344 n., 351 n.

I Alfani, Orazio, works with Domenico at

Perugia, iii. 346, 347, 349 ; independent
works, 348 n., 349, 350 n.

Llfani, Paris, goldsmith and architect,
V" iii. 297, 346

37 1 n. ; Paris
; Private Coll.,

371 n. ; works

349,

224,

Allegretto Nuzi of Fabriano, ii. 142-
145; iii. 134, 141, 145, 148 n.

Allori, the, iii. 458, 512, 513
Altichieri da Zevio, ii. 176 : frescoes at

Padua, 176 ff., 185, 186 ; work in
manner of, at Verona, 187

Altichiero of Verona, i. 401
Alunno (Niccol5 da Foligno), iii. 164 ff.

Works : Ah iano. 172 «. ; Angouleme.
172 n. ; Aquila, 168, 170; Arcevia (not
to be traced), 170; Assisi, 166 and n.,

171 ; Bayeux, 172 71. ; Bergamo, 172 n. ;

Berhn, 17 1 ; Bologna, 171; Buda-Pesth,
172 n. ; Cambridge (Fogg Mus.), U.S.,
167 n. ; Camerino, 172 n. ; Camara,
172 n. ; Carlsruhe, 171; Cologne,
166 ; Deruta, 165 and n., 166 and v...

182 n.; Foligno. 154 n.(?), 164 «., 168-
169 and n., 170, 172-3 n. ; Gualdo,
168, 169; LaBastia, 168. 170; London
(Xat. Gal.), 170 11.. 172; Lugnano,
172 ;). ; Milan. 167 and «. ; Montefalco,
165 71. ; Nocera, 168, 170; Oxford, 172 ;

Paris (Louvre), 169 and n., 171 ;

Perugia, 167 and n. ; Ravenna, 172 n. ;

Rome, 167, 168 and »)., 172 ;i. ; S. M.
in Campis (Foligno). ii. 162, 163 n.,

164; S. Marino, 172 n. ; S. Petersburg,
172 ; S. Severino, 168 and n. ; Serra

Patrona, 170 ; Terni, 172 n. ; Tov.rs,

172 n. ; Vienna (from Assisi), 166-
167 n. : lost work formerly at Todi, 173
and n. Fiu-thcr references, style,

works, &c., ii. 5 n.. iii. 47, 7(5 /!.. 134.

138, 154, 156, 159, 161, 162, 163. 175,

181. 185 and n.. 190, 272, 275. 277.

322 n., 343, 345 and n., 354
Alvaro di Piero of Portugal, ii. 127, 128

Ambrogio d'Asti, ii. 471

Ambrogio Lorenzetti, ii. 00-101 ; work

compared with Simone's. 99. Works :

Buda-Pesth (?), 102 n. ; Florence, 92.

99 ; London, 92 ». : Massa Marit-

tima, 90 n.. 102 n. : Pompana, 102 n. ;

Quinto al Mare, 90 ?!. ; S. Galgano a

Monte Siepi, 93 h. ; Rome, 78 n. (?),

90 n.; Siena, 75, 76 and ?!., 78. 79,

89 and h., 90 and «.. 91, 92 and n.,

93-99 and n., 100 ; uninseribed works,
and works ascribed to, 100, 101, 102 n.

III.
629 2l
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Further references, i. 151 and n., 153,

346 n.

Amico di Sandro (Berto Linaiuolo ?),

ii. 330 n., 410 and n., 411 and «., 415-

416 n., 431 n., 432 n., 433 ?t.

Andrea, son of Bartolo di Maestro Fredi.

ii. 70, 105 ; polyptych at Buoncon-
vento, 106 n. ; further works assigned

to, 105-106 w.

Andrea Allovigi. iSee Ingegno
Andrea Arditi, silver head by, i. 355 n.

Andrea Bonaititi, ii. 45
Andrea Cioni. See Orcagna
Andrea da Bologna, ii. 154, 155

Andrea da Firenze (15th century),

Altarpiece in S. Margherita, Cortona,
i. 450, 451 : picture in Casa Ramelli
at Gubbio, 451 ; in CoUegio Cicognini
at Prato, 451 7i. ; in Badia at Florence,
451 >^. ; in Campana Collection, Paris,

451 n. ; frescoes in Cappellone dei

SpagnuoU (?), i. 313:
ii-__48;

in

Campo Santo, Pisa, i. 330, 377 ; ii. 44,

282 n.

Andrea da Milano, iii. 378
Andrea da Salerno, iii. 320, 348, 359,

436
Andrea da Siena, architect, i. 369
Andrea del Castagno, ii. 305 ff. Works :

Bei-Un, 31 S and n. ; Florence, 306-
313 ; Legnaia, 307, 308 ; Locke Park,
313 n.; London (Nat. Gal.), 311 «. ;

(Private Coll.), 313 n. ; Paris (Kann
Coll.), 313 n.; Prato, 313 and n. ;

lost works, 310, 311-312. Further

references, style, works, &c., ii. 296 n.,

317, 319, 321, 333, 352, 354, 363, 366,

378, 389, 436, 446 ; iii. 2, 8, 11, 104 n.,

203, 382 Ji.

Andrea del Passano, ii. 45
Andrea del Sarto, iii. 482 ff. Works :

Alnwick (?), 484-485; (replica), 512,

514 ; Berlin, 493, 506, 510 (?) ; Bruns-
wick, 510 ; Brussels (school-piece).
511; Caen (not genuine), 511 ; Copen-
hagen (?), 512 ; Dalkeith Palace (copy
of Pitti), 172, 513; Dresden, 507, (re-

plica, Abraham and Isaac), 510 (not
all genviine) ; Dublin (replica of Louvre
Holy Family), 510, 514 ; luicertain,
and by followers, 514 ; Dulwich (copv
of Pitti 81), 506, 514 (of Madrid 871,

44), 511, 514; Florence, 392 and n.,

483, 484, 485-488, 489, 490 and n.,

491-492 and n., 493, 494 and »., 495
and n.. 496, 498, 499, 500, 503 and n.,

503-4 and n. (Madonna del Sacco),
504r-5 and n., 506, 507, 508 ; Hamilton
Palace (not genuine), 513 ; Hampton
Coiirt (replica), 512, 514 ; Ince (copy).
311, 512 ; Ischia, 507 ; Leigh Coui't

(?), 508; L,eipzig (copy Tiu-in 207),
509 ; Liverpool (see Ince) ; London
(Nat. Gal.), (No. 17 queried), 512, 514 ;

(Marquis of Hertford), 514 ; copies
and school-pieces in private possession,
497 n., 509, 511, 512, 513, 514 ; Long-
ford Castle (imitation), 511, 512, 514;
Luco, 502-3 and n. (Pieta, now in

Pitti) ; Lyons (replica Abraham and
Isaac), 507 ; Madrid, 493 and n. (?) ;

replica of Abraham and Isaac, 507 ;

copy of Barberini Madonna, 509, 510-
511 ; copy of an original in possession
of Marquis of Hertford, 511, 512;
Modena, 509 (?) ; Montpellier (not

genuine), 511 ; Munich, 509, 510

(copy Louvre 438), 509, 510 ; Nancy
(?), 511 ; Nantes (copy Louvre 1514),
497'rt. ; Naples, 500-502, 509 (?);
Oxford (sketch of Last Supper), 505 ;

Panshanger, 513 (some are queried) ;

Paris (Louvre), 490, 497, 506 (one a

copy), 511, 512 ; Pisa, 503 and n. (not
all genuine) ; Poggio a Caiano, 484,

498 ; Pommersfelden (replica of Pitti

62), 506 ; Rome, 508, 509 ; Rorigo
(imitation), 509 ; S. Petersburg, 510,

replica of Holy Family at Windsor,
511-12, 514 (?'); replica Louvre 439
and imitations, 512 ; Schleissheim

(not genuine), 510 ; Stafford House,

picture wrongly assigned to, 508 ;

Stuttgart (imitation), 510 ; Tunbridge
Wells, 513 ; Tm'in, 509, 514 ; Vienna,
496, 497, 509-10 (not all genuine),
511 ; Windsor Castle (copy of Turin

picture), 509. 514 (replica of Hermitage
24), 514. Lost works : Florence,
503 ; Luca, 502 and n. Further refer-

ences, style, v^'orks, &c., i. 204; ii.

249, 442; iii. 60, 94. 203. 323, 326,

348, 352, 360, 367, 390, 404, 408, 418,

423 n., 431, 432, 435, 436, 442, 444,

451, 452, 456 and n., 457 n., 458 and
n.. 460, 461, 471, 472. 473, 479

Andrea della Robbia, iii. 487
Andrea di Cosimo, iii. 452, 454, 472,

484 n.

Andrea di Currado, ii. 45
Andrea di Giusto, ii. 239, 257
Andrea di Mito, ii. 45
Andrea di Niccolb. Works : Cambridge,

Casole, Paganico, Sartnano, Siena, iii.

355 n.

Andrea di Paccino, ii. 45
Andrea Feltrini, iii. 485, 491
Andrea Ferri, ii. 45
Andrea Mantegna. See Mantegna
Andrea Pisano (di Pontedera), Capo-

maestro, Or\ieto, i. 125 and n., 126,

258 n., 287-291, 358, 369. Works:
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Florence. 283 ff. ; Orvieto, 291 and n. ;

Pisa, 291 n.

Andrea Ristori da Mugello, ii. 45 and n.

Andrea Tafi, niosaist, i. 79 ?i., 161-165,
193 ; his work in the Baptistery of

Florence, 102. 163 ; supposed works
at Pisa, 164, 196 n., 323

Andrea Vanni, ii. 100-10. Works :

Cambridge, 109 n. ; Berlin, 109 n. ;

Florence, 109 n. : MontefoUonico,
109 n. ; Naples, 107 ; Siena, i. 402 ;

ii. 102, 107, 108 and n., 108-9 n.,

109 n. ; iii. 120 and n., 127 n. ;

Sweden, 109 n. ; picture wTongly
assigned to, ii. 108 and n.

Andreino da Edesia, ii. 197

Angelico (Fra Giovanni da Fiesole), ii.

2^59 ff. Works : Antwerp, 282 n. ;

Aries, 282 n. : Berlin. 282 n. ; Boston,
U.S.A., 283 n. ; Brescia, 270, 282 ». ;

Cortona, 262, 267-269 ; England
(Private Colls.), 281 and n., 283 and
n. ; Fiesole, 277. 278 ; Florence, i.

239, 449 n. ; ii. 268, 269, 270 (Linai-
uoli tabernacle), 271, 272 and ?!.,

273^7. (S. Marco), 279, 280, 281;
Frankfort (?), 282 n. Leonforte

(Sicily), 281 n. : London (Nat. Gal.),

278 n. : Munich, 283 n. ; Orvieto,

284, 285 ; Oxford, 283 n. ; Paris

(Private Coll.), 278 n., 282 n. (?) ;

(Lonvre). 283 n. ; Parma, 282 n. :

Perugia. 269 ; Philadelphia, 283 n.,

Pisa, 283 n. : Rome (Vatican), 283 n.,

285-287 ; (Private Coll.), 283 n. ; Turin,

281-2, 282 >t. (?); lost works, 279,

282 n., 284, 287 n. Fiirther refer-

ences, style, works, &c., i. 204, 238,

239, 247 n., 285 n. : ii. 208. 220. 221,

223, 224, 315, 316. 318, 321, 322, 328 n.

340, 354, 401, 406, 473. 482 ; iii. 49,

71, 74, 141, 14.5. 149. 163 and ?i., 164,

167, 176. 182. 185, 199. 203, 220, 221,

282 n., 403, 405, 409, 417, 497

'Angelo Tedaldo of Venice, ii. 200 n.

lAngclus of Venice, ii. 204

Angioletto of Gubbio (Angelo di Pietro),

mosaist, ii. 141 and n. ; iii. 152
Ansuino of Forli, iii. 26, 29
.\utonella da ^lessina. i. 280. 401 ; ii.

205, 310. 314, 310; iii. 4, 11, 13, 52,

203 n., 217, 222. 239
Antoniasso (Antonio) of Rome, iii. 197 ff-

Works : Altenburg, 199 ; Berlin, 199 ;

Brussels. 199 ; Cambridge, 199 :

Capua. 197 and «.. 199 ; Cassel, 199 :

Castel Nuova, 198 ; Citta di Castello,

199 ; Fandi, 199 : Fermo, 199 :

(Florence

(Ufiizi), 342 n. ; Gloucester.
' 199 ; Lewes, 199 : Lille, 199 : London
(Private Coll.), 199 ; Lyons, 199 ;

Montefalco, 199; Naples, 199: New-
port, 199 ; New York, 199 : Osti,
199; Perugia, 199; Philadelphia.
199 ; Rome (Vatican), 197, 198 and
n., 199 ; S. Gio. Laterano, 183 n. ;

S. Croce in Gerusalemme, and other
churches, 198, 199, 273 «., 343 and n. ;

Pantheon, Corsini, Barberini, 199
(sec 33 n.); Subiaco, 199; Tivoh, 199

Antonio da Fabriano, iii. 150, 159 n.

Antonio da Ferrara, i. 325 n., 398 ; ii.

196 ; iii. 49
Antonio da Murano, i. 397 ; ii. 202 n. ;

iii. 149
Antonio da Negroponte. ii. 282 n.

Antonio da Padova, ii. 189, and the
Salone, 190

Antonio da S. Gallo, iii. 472
Antonio del Ceraiuolo, iii. 383
Antonio di Agostino di Ser Giovanni
da Fabriano, S. Jerome, and frescoes
at Fabriano, iii. 150 ; works at Matel-

lica. La Genga, and Sassoferrato (?),

151 and n.

Antonio di Federigo, iii. 105, 108, 109,
367

Antonio di ^Mercatello of Massa, wood-
carver, iii. 228

Antonio Joannis, i. 379
Antonio Moro, iii. 459
Antonio Veneziano, i. 401-411 ; ii. 224,

242, 249. Works : Florence, i. 312,

407, 408, 410 ; Palermo, 402, 409 and
n. ; Pisa, S. Raineri frescoes, i. 330,

404-407 ; ii. 44 ; restorations by,
i. 408. 409 and n. ; ii. 88 n. ; Siena,

i. 402 ; lost works, i. 402, 403, 409,
411

Antonio Vite of Pistoia, i. 413-416; ii.

172 ; frescoes in Campo Santo, as-

signed to, i. 331 J?., 376 ; works at

Prato, 413, 414, 415 ; at Pistoia, 414 ;

lost works, 413 and n., 415

Antonius de Florentia, altarpiece at

Venice, i. 401 n.

Antonius of Imola. iii. 26 n.

Antonius of Rome, his altarpiece in

S. Antonio del Monte, Rieti, iii. 197

and n.

Apollonius, mosaist, i. 137 and n., 161 ;

Baptistery of Florence, ascribed to,

by Vasari, as joint worker with Tafi,

162 and n.

Arditi. Sec Andrea

Aripert, mosaist. i. 135

Aristotile da S. Gallo, iii. 471. 472. 489

Arnoldi. See Alberto

Arnolfo, ii. 18

\rnolfo di Cambio. architect and sculp-

tor. Works: Florence, i. 115, 282.

283; Orvieto, 115; Perugia, 112 h.;
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Rome, 115 and n. ; Siena, 110.

Further references, i. 85 n., 109, 110,

112 n., lU, 115, 157 n., 158

Avanzarono, iii. 293 «.

Avanzi. See Jacopo

Bacchiacca, iii. 443 n., 499, 511, 512,
513

Baccio of Florence, i. 268 n.

Baccio Bandinelli, iii. 374, 382 n., 471-2,
483, 490, 491

Baccio d'Agnolo, iii. 402, 471, 499
Baccio di Montelupo, iii. 410. 471
Baccio Pontelli, iii. 264
Baldassare of Forli, i. 318
Baldovinetti, tlie, iii. 1, 4. See Alesso

Balducci, Matteo, iii. 291 ; works at

Montamiata, Siena, Paris, 297, 298
and n. ; question whether one or
two painters of this name, 298 n.,

355 n.

Bandinelli. See Baccio

Baptista di Fruosino, iii. 374 n.

Barile, painter at Pisa, i. 145
Barili, Antonio, worker in bronze, iii.

280
Barisanus of Trani, bronze fovmder,

i. 108 ; his gates at Ravello, Monreale,
and Trani, 108

Barna Bertiiii, ii. 68
Bama di Tome, ii. 65-69 ; identical with
Barna Bertini (?), 68; pictures in
Berhn and Siena Gallery (?), ii. 63,

64. Works : Asciano, 68 and n. :

Cologne (Ramboux), 69 7i. ; S. Gemi-
gnano, 66, 67, 68 and n. ; Siena, 69
and n., 70 and n. ; lost works, 65,
66 and n., 69 ; work in style of,

Brussels, 69 n. ; iii. 116
Bamab^ da Modena, frescoes in Campo

Santo, Pisa, i. 330. ii. 44. 56 n.. 165-
167

Barone. See Berlinghieri
Baronzio, Giovanni, of Rimini, i. 321 n.
Bartoli. See Taddeo
Bartolo di Cristofori, ii. 140
Bartolo di Fredi, ii. 102 ff. Works :

Assisi (Bettona), 105 ; Berlin, 63 n. (?),
106 n. ; Boston, U.S.A., 105 n. ;

Buda-Pesth, 106 n. ; Cologne, 105 ;

Cusona, 106 n. ; Montalclno, 104,
105-6 n. ; Mont' Oliveto, 105 ; New
Haven, U.S.A., 106 n. ; Paganico,
106 n. ; Paris, 105 n. ; Pisa, 106 n. ;

Rome, 106 n. : S. Gimignano, 102,
103, 106 n., 108 n. : Siena, 70 and n.,
102, 103, 104 and «., 105 and n., 106 n.,
108 and n. ; Torrita, 106 n.

Bartolommeo, Florentine pauiter, i. 161
Bartolommeo d'Aquila, i. 268 n.

Bartolommeo della Gatta ; his minia-

tiu-es, iii. 87, 88. Works : Arezzo, 87,

88, 89 ; Castiglione Fiorentino, 90,
91 ; Cortona, 91, 92 and n. ; Rome
(Sixtine), 64, 89, 90 ; absent frescoes
mentioned by Vasari : Arezzo, Borgo
S. Sepolcro, Monte S. Savino, 92 n.

Further references, iii. 23, 94, 95 , 206,
209, 364

Bartolommeo della Porta, Fra. See Fra
Bartolommeo.

Bartolommeo di David, iii. 356 n.

Bartolommeo di Giovanni, ii. 471 n.

Bartolommeo di Messer Bulgarino, ii.

124, 125
Bartolommeo di Nutino, pictiu'e assigned

to, ii. 63 n.

Bai'tolommeo di Tommaso. Works :

S. Salvadore, FoUgno, iii. 161, 162.

Further references, 156, 159, 165,
166 n.

Bartolommeo of Foligno, iii. 20
Bartolommeo of Venice, ii. 205
Bartolommeus, architect of Foggia,

possibly father of Nicholas de Barto-
lommeus, i. 107 and n.

Bartolommevis Pisanus, bell-founder, i.

107 n.

Bartoluccio, Ghiberti's father, ii. 209
Basaiti, Marco, iii. 257
Baschiera (Simon), i. 294
Basili, Pierangelo, iii. 135
Bastiano da S. Gallo, iii. 243
Battista di Baldassare, iii. 176
Bazzi, Giovanni Antonio (Sodoma), iii. 66,

69, 75, 76, 244, 297, 298, 352, 358, 360,

362, 363, 364, 367, 368, 370, 374 n.

Beccafumi, iii. 356 n., 360, 368, 374 n.,

375 and n.

Bedi, Jacopo, iii. 135 n. ; decoration of

the Cappella Panfili, 139 and n. : lost

work by, 139 n.

Bellamino, sculptor. Fonte Branda.
Duomo, Siena, i. 109 n.

Bellini, the, ii. 192 ; iii. 239
Bellini, Jacopo, ii. 205, 282 n. ; iii. 143

and ?i., 144, 146, 222
Beltrafio, iii. 378, 394
Bencius Cioni, i. 379 and n. : iii. 211

Benedetto BbnfigU, iii. 175^. Works:
Chantilly, 183 n. ; Corciana, 179, 180

and n. ; Deruta, Virgin of Mercy (?),

181. 182 and 7i. : London (Nat. Gal,),

183 n. ; Munich, 183 n. ; Pans
(Bonnat), 183 w. ; Perugia, 148 n.,

176, 177 and 7i., 178, 179, 180 and n„
181 and n., 182 and n. (?), 182 n., 183-

185, 183 n.; Prepo, 183 ?i. ; Rome
(?), 182-3 and n. Further references,

style, works, &c., ii. 5 n., 315, 338 ;

iii. 19, 59, 98, 110, 196, 200, 201, 204,

206, 263, 271, 273, 284, 343 and n.
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Benedetto da Maiano, ii. 445,*J454 ;

iii. 382 n., 397 n.

Benedictus, sculptor, works in Baptis-
tery, Parma, i. 99 and ?;. ; in Duomo,
99,"^ 100

Benedictus Fodrius. ii. 197 n.

Benozzo Gozzoli, ii. 472 ff. Works : Castel

Fiorentino, 480, 485 ; Certaldo, 480 ;

Florence, 476-477 and n. ; London
(Nat. Gal.), 477 and n. ; Meleto, 485 ;

Montefalco, 473-475 and n. : ^Munich

(?), 477 and n. ; Perugia, 475 and h. ;

Paris (Louvre), 485 and n. ; Pisa, 481-
484. 485 and n. : Rome, 473 and n. ;

S. Gimignano, 477-480 and n., 481 ;

Temi, 480 and n. ; works of school of,

485, 486-487. Further references,

style, works, &c., i. 164, 408 ; ii. 223,

261, 276. 282, 284, 321 n., 324 n., 341,

354, 358, 368, 463, 471 n. : iii. 20.

102, 149, 156, 163 and n., 164, 165,

166, 167. 168. 169, 174 and n., 175,
182. 185 and n.. 190, 196, and n.,

197, 224, 288, 290, 341, 345 and n.,

410
Benvenuto di Giovanni. Works : Aix-en-

Provence. iii. 117 n., 131 n.; Asciano

(Borgodi Montalboli), 117 andn. : Ber-
lin, 118 n.; Borgo S. Sepolcro, 117.118;

Bolsena, 117 n. ; Buda-Pesth, 118 n. ;

Buonconvento (wrongly assigned to),

116 and n. ; Cambridge, LLS.A.,
118 n.; Carlsruhe, 118 n.; Cetona,
117 n.; Cologne, 119 n.; Florence,
117 n. ; Ginestrato (Siena), 117 n. :

Gottingen, 118 n. ; Grosseto, 117 r?.:

London (Nat. Gal. ; Wallace ; Salting
Coll.), 118 n.; Montalcino, 117 n.;
Moulins. 118 n. ; Murlo, 117 n. ; New
Haven, U.S.A., 118 n. ; Paris (Private

Coll.). 118 n. : Perugia, 117 n. ;

Philadelphia, l\8 n. ; Richmond (Sur-

rey), 118 n. : Rome (Vatican), 117 n. :

Sarteano, 117 n. ; Siena. 116, 117 and
n., 118. 119; Sinalunga, 116 n., 117 n. ;

Torrita. 117 ??. : Viterbo, 117 n. ; Vol-

terra, 115. 116; lost works, 119 ??.

Further references, style, works, &c.,

ii. 6 : iii. 15 n.. 98 ??., 99 and n., 104 n. ;

128. 176, 352 and n., 353

Berlinghieri (Barone, Bonaventura), i.

131. Works : Casabasciana, 131 ;

Lucca. 131, 132 n. ; Pescia, i. 132

and »., 133 and n.

Berlinghieri, ^larco, miniaturist, i. 131

'^>ernardino Campilius. Works : Arone,
iii. 322 ; Foligno (?), 322 and n. ;

Spoleto. 321 ??., 322 and n. Refer-

ence, ii. 341

;3ernardino d'Antonio del Signoraccio,
iii. 433 and n.

Bernardino di Nanni, remains of his
work at Gubbio, iii. 139 and n.

Bernardino of Perugia, iii. 295-7.
Works : Albacina. 297 n. ; London
(Dudley House). 297 ; Matellica. 297 n.:

 

Paris (Louvre) (?), 297, 351 n. ; Peru-

gia, 296, 297 and n. ; S. Severino,
275 n., 295, 296 ; Rome. 297 n.

Bernardo Cioni, i. 356, 363 n., 367, 376 ;

is he identical with Bernardo da Fir-
enze ?, 377 ; are works at Florence
and in ilr. Bromley's Collection his ?,

378, 379
Bernardo Daddi (Bernardo da Firenze),

i. 346 n., 421 n. Works : Florence,
421 and n., 422; ii. 20 n. ; Gloucester

(Highnam Court), 421 n. ; Rome
(Vatican), ii. 78 n. ; Siena, i. 421 n. ;

lost works on the gates of Florence,
422

Bernardo Pieri, question as to works by,
i. 378, 379

Bernardo Pisano, i. 126 n.

Bernardo Rossellino, iii. 105

Berruguete, iii. 483
Berto di Giovanni, iii. 327, 332-334.
Works : Perugia, S. JIaria di ^lon-

tehice (Coronation and Predella), 332.

333 and «. ; Gallery (S. John), 333
and n. ; pieces of altarpiece in similar

style at Naples, 333 and n.

Berto of Pisa, paints in Campo Santo,
i. 328

Bertoldo. sculptor, iii. 398, 476
Bertucci (Giovanni Battista) of Faenza,

iii. 336^. Works: Berlin, 294, 338

and n. ; Faenza, 337 and n. (?),

338 ; Fori! (?), 337 and n. ; London
(Nat. Gal.), 338 and n. ; Rome,
257, 337 and n. Further reference,

iii. 34
Bettino of Prato. ii. 173, 174
Betto Vanni, ii. 129

Bicci, the. i. 400 ; ii. 102 n. See Lor-

enzo and Neri
Bicci di Lorenzo, i. 336, 421 «., 440, 441-

443. Works : picture sent to Em-
poli, 442 ; Florence, 442. 443 and n. ;

Signa, 443. Further references, ii.

303, 315 ; iii. 7, 9

Biduinus. sculptor. Works : Lucca and

San Cassiano, i. 96
Bindus. painter, i. 145 and ri.

Bizzamano d"Otranto, i. 57 and n.

Boccaccino, ii. 197 n. ; iii. 258

Boccati, Giovanni, of Camerino. Works ;

Ajaccio, iii. 157 n. : Belfort^, 157 n. ;

Camerino, 155. (Pioraco) 157 «. : Gub-
bio. 157 n. ; Orvieto (now at Buda-

Pesth), 157 and ?i. ; Palermo. 157 n. ;

Paris (Le Roy Coll.), 157 «. ; Perugia^
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155, 156 anci n. ; Rome, 157 n. :

Settignano, 157 n. Further references,

style, works, &c., ii. 148 ; iii. 20, 26 n.,

98, 102 andn., 158, 159, 160, 161, 163,

176, 182, 186
Bocco of Fabriano, ii. 142

Bonaccorso di Maestro Cino, i. 166 n.,

335; ii. 172

Bonaniico, sculptor. Works : Pisa, i.

97, 98
Bonaimo, sculptor. Works : Pisa and

Monreale, i. 98 and n.

Bonaiuto di Giovanni, i. 443 n.

Bonaventura. See Berlinghieri

Bonfigli. <See Benedetto
Bonino di Assisi, ii. 141

Bonizzo of Rome, i. 52 «.

Bono Ferrarese, iii. 158
Bordone di Buoncristiano, i. 145

Botticelli, Sandro, ii. 400 ff.

Earliest extant, 401-402 n.

gamo, 409 n. : Berlin, 384 n.

412, 477 n. ; Boston, U.S.A.,

Dresden, 409 ?i., 413, 415:
411 ; England (Private Coll.)

409 n., 413, 414 ; Florence,

Works :

; Ber-

, 409 n.,

409 n. ;

Empoli,
, 408?!.,
402 and

n., 403 and n., 404, 405 and n. (Spring),
405, 406, 407-408 (Calumny of Apelles).
408 (mosaics), 409 n., 410. 411, 415
and n. ; France (Private Colls.), 408 n.,

409 »., 414-415 ; Frankfort, 413 ;

German (Private Coll.), 409 n. ; Lon-
don (Nat. Gal.), 409 ?i., 414 and n.,

415 n. ; Lyons, 409 n. : Milan, 409 n.,

410 n., 412 ; Modena, 412 ; Monte-
varchi, 415 ; Munich, 413 ; Paris

(Louvre), 402, 409 n., 413 ; Pisa, 415 ;

Prato, 411 ; Rome (Sixtine), 407,
409 n. (Borghese), 411 (Private Coll.),

409-10 n. ; St. Petersburg (?), 409 n. ;

Turin, 412 ; Volterra, 411 ; Illustra-

tions of Dante, 406, of Boccaccio, 408 ;

works of his school, 434^. Further
references, style, works, &c., ii. 255,

367, 374, 418, 420, 445, 446, 453, 465,
482 ; iii. 25, 63. 65 and n., 75 ri., 90,

203, 284, 383, 384. 389 m., 391 n.

Botticini, Francesco, ii. 410 n., 415/?.,

416, 432 n., 435 ?i., 436 n.

Botticini, Raffaello, ii. 436 n.
""

Bramante, iii. 4, 5, 24, 46, 76, 20S. 343,

364
Bramantino, iii. 32, 167 n., 365 n.

Brescianino, iii. 374 n.

Bronzino, iii. 430, 448 n., 459, 474
Brunelleschi, ii. 6, 207 ; Crucifix by,

208 ; competes for gates of S. Gio-
vanni, 208 and n. Further refer-

ence.s, 211, 233, 234, 291, 300, 350;
iii. 1, 99, 145

Bruno Giovanni, i. 323 and n. ; frescoes

assigned to, in the Abbey of Ripa
d'Amo, 331

Bviffalmacco (Bvionamico
323 ff. Works falsely
Assisi, 236 n.

326 ; iii. 192 n.

and Florence,
335 ; ii. 101 n.

lost works at

Cristofani), i.

assigned to :

315, 318 n., 324, 325,
at Bologna, Perugia,

324, 325 andn., 326,
; at Nantes, iii. 191 n. ;

Florence, Arezzo, Pisa,
and Cortona, 324, 325, 331

Bugiardini, Giuliano, iii. 444 ff. Works :

Berlin, 446 and n., 449 and 7i. ;

Bologna, 444 (?), 446 and n., 447, 449
and n. ; Florence, 428 and n., 445
and n., 446 and n., 447, 448-449 and n.,

(copy of M. Angelo's compositions),
449 and n. ; Gualfondo, 448 ; Leipzig
(?), 446 and ?i. ; London (Northbrook
Coll.), 449 and n. ; Lucca, 447 and n. ;

Mantvia, 449 ; Paris (Louvre, portrait
of M. Angelo), 448 and n. ; Rome, 445,

S. Petersburg, 447
Turin (?), 445;
works : portraits,
(Baccio Yalori'a

Mantvia, 449 n.

ii. 292 n. ; iii.

448 n., 449, 500
and n., 468 n. ;

Vienna, 448. Lost
448 71. ; frescoes

house), 448 n. ;

Further references,
361 «., 440, 444, 445, 450, 453, 473,

480, .503

Buonaccorsi, Niccolb, ii. 109 n.

Costalpino, 109-110 ?i. ;

(Uffizi), 110; Hanover
London (Nat. Gal. and Private Coll.),

110

Buono,
" fabulous

"
architect, i. 106 n

Works :

Florence

'.), 110;

Cagnassus, painter at Pisa, i. 145

Calandrino (Nozzo), i. 323 and n.

Campione, Anselmo, architect and sculp-
tor, works in Duomo, Modena, i. 102 n.

Capanna. See Puccio

Caporali. Bartolommeo. Works : Berlin,

iii. 342??.; Boston (U.S.A.), 342 ». ;

Castiglione del Lago, 341, 342;
Florence (UliEizi, Home Coll.), 342 n. ;

Horsmonden, 342 n. ; Isola ^Maggiore,
342 n. ; London, 342 TC. ; Naples (?),

342 and n. ; Passignano. 342 n. ;

Perugia (?), 341, 342 and n. ; Ravenna
(?), 342 and n. Further references,

187 n. ; 191 and n., 198, 232, 323 n.,

345 and n.

Caporali, Giambattista, iii. 342^. Works:
Citta di Castello (?), 343; Cortona,
344 and n. ; Monteluce (perished),
344 n. ; INIontemorcino, 344 n. ; Pani-

cale (?), 343, 344; Perugia, 344 n. ;

Rome (?), 343: Villa Passerini. near

Cortona, 343, 344. Further references,

83, 84 and n., 176 »., 183 n., 244, 297

Carattoli, iii. 231 n.
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Carli. See Raffaelle dei Carli

Carlo Dolce, iii. 512

Carolus Benci, iii. 211

Caroto, iii. 322 n.

Casella, Polidoro, ii. 197 and n.

Castellani, iii. 246 n.

Cavallino, Pietro, i. 89 ff. Works :

Assisi, 93 ; ii. 82 ; Florence, 92, 93

and n. ; Rome, 89 and n.-92 and n.,

94 n., 19G n., 277 and n. ; works of

his school at Assisi, i. 184 n., 185 n.

References to, 78 n., 217

CeccareUi, ii. 56 and n. ; iii. 116, 149

Cecco, or Francesco di Pietro, of Pisa,

paints in Campo Santo, i. 328 ; 374,

376 ; Virgin in the Museo, ii. 71, 131,

132
Cecco Meisuzzi, ii. 140

CelUno di Nese of Siena, sculptor, i. 295

Cennino Cennini, i. 398 ff. Works :

Castel Fiorentino, 400 ;
t^ lorence, 399,

400 ; S. Gimignano, 400 : Volterra,

399, 400
Cesare da Sesto, iii. 369
Chatarinns, ii. 205
Chelini. See Piero

Cima da Conegliano, iii. 36, 38

Cimabue, Giovanni, i. 166^. Works:
Assisi (S. Francesco), 140 and n.. 142

and n., 144, 175 ff. ; altarpiece (Aca-

demy of Arts), 171 and n. ; Florence

(Rucellai Madorma), 168-170 and n. ;

ii. 7 n. ; Paris (Louvre), 171 and n.,

172; Pisa, 173, 174; (S. Jacopo di

RipoU), 173 n.; London (Nat. Gal.),

171 n. Other works assigned to, by
Vasari, at Florence, 133 n., 156 and n.,

172 n. ; Pisa, 146 and ?i., 156 n., 172 n. ;

Rome, 172 n. ;
lost works, 172 n.

Reference to, iii. 121

Cino di Bartolo, iii. 104, 105 n.

Clone, goldsmith, altarpiece by. i. 355

and n. See Andrea (Orcagna), Ben-

cius, Bernardo, Jacopo, Matteo, Ris-

tori

Ciirffagni, Bernardo, iii. 5 n.

Civerchio, Vincenzio, iii. 374 ?!.

Cocchi. See Pompeo
Cola deir Amatrice. iii. 322, 340 and ?i.

Colantonio del Fiore. i. 270, 280, 281

Colino, son of Bordone de Buoncristiano,
i. 145

Consiglio da INIonteleone, i. 369

Conxolus, ii. 70, 71 and n.

Coppo di Marcovaldo, i. 165 and n.

Works: Pistoia, i. 165 n., 166 and

,

n. ; Siena. 149 and n., 165

Iordelagi,

iii. 34

orreggio, i. 204 ; ii. 249, 257 ; iii. 13,

34,^367, 494, 503, 507
osimo Rosselli, ii. 489 ff.

Works :

Berlin, 282 n. (?;, 489, 492; Breslau,
493 n. ; Cambridee, 493 n. ; Cologne,
493 n. ; England (Private Coll.),
354 ri., 492; Florence, i. 449 «. :

ii. 353 n., 489-490, 491-492 ; Lille.

493 n. ; London (Nat. Gal. and Private

Colls.), 492, 493 n. ; Lucca, 490, 493k. ;

Jliinster. 493 ??. ; Oxford, 493 h. ;

Paris (Louvre), 436 (?); Rome (Six-

tine), 405, 407, 490-491 ; Turin, 412
and n. ; lost works, 493 n. Further
references, style, works, &c., ii. 368,

429, 437, 469; iii. 25, 51, 57, 65 and n..

224, 390, 391, 397, 398, 400, 401, 403,
407, 408, 438, 439, 466, 467. 468, 478,
485

Cosmati, the, i. 80-89 ; Adeodata, i.

89 n. ; Jacobus, i. 81-85, 124, 125
and n. ; Johannes, i. 84, 85-87 ;

Laurentius, i. 81, 82 ; Luca, i. 82.

Works in style of : Ci\-ita Castellana,

80, 81 and ti. ; Falleri, 81 Ji. ; Anagni,
82 ; Subiaco, 82 ; Rome, 82 ff. ;

Orvieto, 124, 125 and n.

Costa, Lorenzo, iii. 258, 259. 442 n.

Cotignola, iii. 34, 257, 338, 510
Cozzarelli, Guidoccio. Works : Berlin

(?), iii. 132; Buonconvento, 133 «.,

354 n. ; Cologne, 132 and n. ; S.

Petersburg, 132 n. ; Siena, 133 ?i. ;

Sinalmiga, 133 n. ; Stockholm, 132 n. ;

South Tviscanj% 133 n. Fvu-ther refer-

ence, iii. 99
Credi. See Lorenzo di

Cristiani, Giovarmi di Bartolommeo,
ii. 172, 173

Crist oforo, or Cristofano of Bologna (?),

ii. 157, 158, 160
Cristoforo di Stefano, ii. 70
CriveiU, Carlo, iii. 116, 150, 153, 168
and n.. 169, 270, 296, 297. 340 and n.

Crivelli, Vittorio, iii. 296, 297
Cronaca, iii. 402

Daddi. See Bernardo
Daniele. son of Giusto di Giovanni, ii. 191
Daniel da Volterra, iii. 366

Danti, Gio. Agnolo, ii. 140
Delia Gatta. See Bartolommeo
Dello, ii. 300, 303 ; brass figure by, 303 ;

frescoes at S. Maria Novella, 304 ;

works assigned to and lost, 304
Deodato, or Adeodato, reported descen-

dant of the Cosmati, i. 89 n.

Deodato Orlandi. Works : Parma, i.

133, 134 and n. ; Pisa, 134 and n., 326

(Campo Santo). Reference to, 146

Desiderio da Settignano, ii. 332, 402
Dietisalvi Petroni, picture at Siena

assigned to, i. 149 and ?!., 165 and n.

Reference to, 148 and n., 152 ; ii. 7

kl
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Diosebio, brother to Tiberio d'Assisi,

iii. 331 71.

Domenico Conti, iii. 513

Domenico di Bartolo, iii. 98 ff.
Works :

Altenburg, 104 n. ; Asciano, 100, 101,

127 n. ; Berlin, 104 n., 121 n. ; Borgo
S. Sepolcro, 102-3 and n. ; Cologne,
104 »i. ; Edinburgh (?), 104 7i. ; Eng-
land (Private Coll.). 103 n. : Engle-
wood. New Jersey, 103 n. ; Frankfort

(?). 104 n. : Perugia, 101 and ?!., 102 :

Philadelphia, 103 n. ; Siena, 100, 103

and n. ; Volterra, 103 n. ; missing

works, Florence, 103 n. Fm-ther refer-

ences, stvle, &c., ii. 6 ; iii. 106, 108,

119, 150." 161, 177. 180

Domenico di Cecco di Baldi, iii. 139

and n.

Domenico di ^Matteo, ii. 318 n.

Domenico di Paris Alfani. See Alfani

Domenico Veneziano. ii. 314 ff.
Works :

Berlin, 317 »i. ; Florence, ii. 315, 316,

317 and n. ; London (Nat. Gal.), 317

and 71., 318 ; Mimich, 317 n. ; New
York, 318 «.: Perugia (?), 315; lost

works at Florence, 315-316; at

Loreto (?), 318 n. Fmrther references,

stvle. works, &c., i. 443 ; ii. 309, 321,

348, 363, 366, 369. 371 n., 389, 407 ;

iii. 2 and n., 4, 11, 175, 176, 178, 179

Domenicus, son of Giusto di Giovarmi,
ii. 191

Donatello. ii. 211-216; his Crucifixion,

208, 215 ; pulpits of S. Lorenzo, 209,

215 ; statues of David and S. George,
212, 213, 392 ; SS. Peter and Mark,
214 ; on Campanile of S. M. del Fiore,

214 ; works at Prato and Padua, 214 :

his Magdalen, and Judith and Holo-
fernes at Florence, 215, 216. Fmrther

references, style, works. &c., ii. 6. 207,

208, 233. 253, 291 ; and Uccello, 293.

295. 296. 300: 306. 332. 378, 381, 380,
402 ; iii. 99, 145, 229, 406

Donato of Florence, architect and

sculptor, i. 110. 114, 116
Donato of Gvibbio, ii. 140
Donato Martini, ii. 49, 52, 56
Donatus of Venice, ii. 205 n.

Dono Doni, iii. 313, 319 and n.. 329 n.

Donzelli, the, frescoes at Naples, wronglj^
assigned to. iii. 338, 339

Duccio, ii. 6 ff. Works : London (Buck-
ingham Palace), 16, 17, (Nat. Gal.), 16

andn., 17, (Private Coll.), 17: Siena, 7,

8-14, 10?!.., 15 andw.., 17; other surviv-

ing works, Berlin, Buda-Pesth. Perugia,
Rome. Siena, 1 7 ; worJjs wrongly as-

signed to, 14 w., 16 n., 23 n; lost works,
14, 15. Further references, stvle. works.
&c., i. 149 71., 151, 1.52 .n., 153; ii. 1

and 71., 2 n., 5, 7 and n. 48, 76 ; and
Pietro Lorenzetti, 76, 82, 83 ; and the
Rucellai Madonna, i. 168 n., ii. 23 n. ;

iii. 107

Diirer, iii. 493, 504

Enrico, miniaturist, i. 135

Enricus, ^Magister, sculptor, i. 96
Evisebio di S. Giorgio, iii. 327 ff. Works :

Assisi, 327 and n., 328 and n. ; Matel-
lica, 328 and n. ; Orvieto. 328 ;

Perugia, 327. 328 and n., 329. Further
works ascribed to, Boston, L^.S.A.,

Buda-Pesth, Deruta, Highnam Court

(Gloucester), Paris (Flameng Coll.),

Rome, 329 ?). ; iincertain works,

Baring Gallery, 329 ; BerUn, Citta di

Castello, Naples, 329 n. Further
references, stvle, &c., iii. 194. 256,
258, 260, 261, 290, 325 n., 332 ».,

335

Facio, iii. 140
Federico Memmi, ii. 56 n.

Fei. See Paolo
Fidanza, Florentine painter, i. 161

Filippino Lippi, ii. 417 ff. Works :

early altarpieces, 419, 420 ; frescoes,

Brancacci Chapel, 421, 424 ; altar-

pieces, rffizi. 424, 427, 428 ; of Cap-
pella Neri, 424, 425 ; frescoes, Cappella
Caraffa, 425, 426 ; works at Prato,

427, 428, 429-30 ; in Palazzo Pubblico,

Florence, 429 ; at Bologna, 430 ;

frescoes, Strozzi Chapel, 430, 431.

Further works : Berlin, 438 ; Dres-

den, 438 ; Florence, 431, 432 ; Liver-

pool, 434; London (Nat. Gal.) 433,

(Private Colls.), 434; Munich, 433;

Naples, 432 ; Pistoia, 432 ; S. Gimi-

gnano, 432 ; Venice, 433 ; lost works,
434 n. ; works of his school, 434 ff.

Further references, style, works, &c.,

ii. 230, 248, 265 and n.. 331. 335 n.,

346, 367, 368, 400, 445, 446, 453, 462,

483 ; iii. 80, 90, 191 n., 197, 204. 211,

224, 242, 255, 267. 284, 385. 386, 387 ».,

388, 389 n., 392, 398, 408, 413, 444,

452, 476, 479, 484 n.

Filippo, son of Spinello of Arezzo, fres-

coes in S. ]Maria Maggiore, i. 423

Filippo di Lazzaro, ii. 172

Finiguerra Maso, ii. 376
Fino, Florentine painter, i. 161 n.

Fiorenzo di Lorenzo, iii. 184 ff. Works :

Altenburg, 191 ». ; Assisi, 163 n.,

193 n. ; Bergamo, 192 n. ; Berlin,

189; Bettona, 192 n. ; Boston, 192 n. ;

Buda-Pesth, 191 n. ; Carlsruhe. 191 n.;

Deruta, 182 n., 187, 188 ; Florence,
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191 n., 292 n.; Frankfort, 191 n. ;

Hanover, 191 Ji. ; Liverpool, 191 n. ;

London (Private Coll.), 191 7i. ;

Madrid, 190-1 ; New Haven, 191 n. ;

Nantes, 191 n. ; Paris (Louvre and
Private Coll.). 191 n., 192 n. ; Perugia,
180 and n., 187 and n., 188, 189, 190
and n., 191 n. ; Pliiladelphia, 192 n. ;

Ravenna (?) (now in Uffizi), 190-1 ». ;

Rome (Vatican. Borghese), 191 n.,

192 n.; Terni (?), 190 n. ; Vienna,
191 n. ; works in manner of (see In-

gegno). Further references, style,

works, &c., ii. 392 and ?i. ; iii. 36, 59
and n., 163 n., 169, 181, 182, I8i n.,

197, 201 and n., 204, 206, 232, 253,

261, 263, 270, 271, 272. 272-3 n., 275
and n., 284, 290, 296 n., 323 n., 327,

329, 331, 332, 341, 345 n.

Fontana, Prospero, iii. 372
Foschi, Sigisniondo. Works : Faenza,

iii. 462 ; Florence, 462 ; Milan, 462
Fra Agostino di Paolo, iii. 399, 418, 429
Fra Ambrogio della Robbia, iii. 390, 400
Fra Andrea, Siena, iii. 435
Fra Bartolommeo della Porta (Barto-
lommeo di Pa^holo del Fattorino),
iii. 39Gff. Works: Autun, 413, 414
(now in Louvre); Berlin, 431;

Besangon. 432; Brescia (?), 430;
Bristol, 432 ; Castel Franco, 399 ;

Cortona (lost work), copy in Holford
Coll., 429 ; Florence (Portrait, Savona-
rola), 400 and n. ; S. Maria Xuova,
401-404 and n. ; 406, 407 and n.,

409 and n., 411, 412 and n., 413,
414, 415-417, 418-419. 420, 424, 425
and ».. 420-427, 428, 429. 430, 433 ;

Foligno, 433 ; Geneva, 415 and ti. ;

Glasgow, 432 ; London (Private Colls.).

431, 432; Lucca. 411 and n.. 412.

420, 421-422 and n. (Virgin of

Mercy replicas), Lucca, S. Petersburg.
422 n. ; 423 ; IMilan, 432 ; Slodcna,
430 ; Montpellier (copy), 426 n. :

IMiuiich, 431 ; Naples, 427 ; Pan-
shanger, 412, 413 and n., 424, 425
and n. ; Paris (Louvre). 421. 422-423,
433 )!. ; (Galerie Abel), 433 ; Perugia.
433 : Philadelphia, 442 n. ; Pian'^ di

Mugnone, 418 and n., 423, 427 and
n. ; Pisa. 415 and n. ; Pistoia, 423
and «•. ; Poldi-Pezzoli. 432 n. ; Prato,
427 (work now at Naples) ; Ra\"enna,
407 n. ; Rome, 419, 420, 426 (Corsoni
]\[adonna). replica at Montpellier,
426m., 430; S. Petersburg (?), 421.
422 andn. ; S. Pietro al Terreno (?),

399 ; Saltocchio (near Lucca), 430 ;

Siena. 429-430 (?). 434 ; Toulouse, 420
and n. ; Tiurin, 430 ; Venice, 410, 430

and n. (?) ; Vienna, 426, 427, 430;
Viterbo, 433 ; Wenlock (Lord), 432.
Lost works : Arezzo, 433 ; Cortona,
429 ; Florence, 413 and n.. 433 ;

Pavia, 413 ; Viterbo, 433. Further
references, stjde, works, &c., i. 204,
292 ; ii. 223, 250, 257, 266, 330, 422,
428, 442, 453. 459 : iii. 4, 47, 60, 203,
214, 217, 219. 239, 351 n., 359, 361
and n., 380, 381, 390, 391, 392, 434,
435, 436, 437, 438, 444, 445, 446, 448,
451, 455, 457 ?i., 458, 460, 401, 462,
463, 467, 468, 469, 470, 471, 472, 473,
474, 478, 480-1 n., 484. 485, 487, 490,
496, 497, 502, 505, 507, 510, 511, 512

Fra Benedetto, iii. 399
Fra Benedetto (Angelico's brother), ii.

259, 260, 282, 288 and n.

Fra Carnovale (Bartolommeo di Gio. di

Bartolo Corradini), iii. 22, 23, 24
Fra Diamante, ii. 328 n., 339, 340 n.,

342, 346, 347, 418
Fra Eustachio, iii. 399
Fra Filippo Lapaccini, iii. 399
Fra Filippo Lippi, ii. 319^.; early

works, 321, 324 and n. ; altarpieces,
Barbadori and IMarzuppini, 324, 325,
326 ; in Academy, Florence, and in

National Gallery, 326 ; works at

Prato, 328 and n., 330 and n., 331,
333-340 ; pictures sent to Naples,
330 and n. : IMadonna of the Pitti,

331, 332 ; Nativity of the Louvre, 332,

333, 357 ; frescoes at Spoleto, 340-
342. Further works : Berlin, 344 ;

England (Private Colls.), 345 and n. ;

Florence, 342, 343 ; Liverpool, 345 ;

London (Nat. Gal.), 344 ; Munich,
344; Oxford, 345; Pisa (?), 345;
Rome, 344 ; Turin, 344 ; lost works
at the Carmine, 320 and n., 346, at

Padua and elsewhere, 345, 346.

Further references, stvle, works, &c.,
ii. 223, 232, 243. 252,' 291, 302, 314,

315, 316, 354, 359, 401. 403, 404. 406,

421, 428, 448, 460, 479, 482, 488; iii.

176, 177, 181, 310, 312, 322, 381,

380, 402
Fra Gabrio of Cremona, i. 145 and n.,

194 m..

Fra Giovanni. See Angelico
Fra Guglielmo. sculptor, i. 109, 114, 116-

118; ii. 107-8. Works: Bologna,
109, 112, 116 and n., 117: Pistoia,

117 and n., 118 ; Pisa, 118 : Orvieto,
118, 125

Fra Paolino, iii. 433 ff. Works : Bib-
biena. 437 : Cutigliano, 437 ; Eng-
land (Bromlev Collection), 437 : Flor-

ence, 434, 435, 436, 437 ; Pian' di

Mugnone, 434 n. ; Pistoia, 435, 436,
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437 ; Rome, 434, 436 ; S. Gimignano,
435,436; Siena, 434, 435 ; Venice (?),

474 ; Vienna, 434, 435 ; lost works,
Pian' di Mugnone, 434 n. ; Fiesole

and Viterbo, 435 n. Furtlier refer-

ences, style, works, &c. 336 n., 415
and n., 418, 428, 429, 431

Francesco, painter and mosaist, at Pisa,

i. 145 and n.

Francesco, herald of the Florentines,
iii. 211-12

Francesco, pupil of Lorenzo Monaco, i.

450 and n.

Francesco Bartoli, i. 329
Francesco Bertini, i. 329
Francesco Bondanza, i. 329
Francesco Boni, i. 329
Francesco Carsellini, i. 329
Francesco Cennamella, i. 329
Francesco Cialli, i. 329
Francesco Consigli, i. 329
Francesco da Fiesole, iii. 211
Francesco da Volterra, i. 327-330 ;

works at Pisa, 327 and n., 328, 330
Francesco del Maestro Niccola, i. 329
Francesco di Barone of Perugia, mosaist,

ii. 284
Francesco di Citta della Pieve, his

Crucifixion at Pacciano, iii. 200 n.

Francesco di Citta di Castello, works
in the cathedral and chiirches
of that place, iii. 334 and n. ;

panel, also assigned to Sigmorelli,
334 and n. Further references, 15,

272, 358 n.

Francesco di Cristofano. See Francia-

bigio
Francesco di Florentia, ii. 70, 471
Francesco di Giorgio. Works : Alten-

burg (?), iii. 113 n. ; Berlin, 113 n. ;

Cologne, 113 n.; Cortona, 112;
Florence, 111 ; Liverpool {?), 113 n. ;

London, 113 n. ; Milan (designs), 112 ;

Munich (?), 113/?.: Paris, 113 n. ;

Richmond, 113 n.; Rome, 113 n. ;

Siena, 111 and n., 112 and n., 113 n.,

131 ?i. ; Utrecht, 113 n.; Wantage,
113 n. Further references, stvle,

works, &c., ii. 6, 361 ; iii. 16, 65, 70 «.,
99 and n., 115 n., 211, 353 and n.,
355 n.

Francesco di Giovanni di Domenico,
ii. 435, 436

Francesco di Maestro Giotto, identical
with Francesco da Volterra (?), i. 329

Francesco di Segna, picture at Petriviolo,
ii. 23

Francesco di Simone, i. 267, 270, 278,
280

Francesco of Tolentino, iii. 339, 340
Francesco Neri, i. 329

Francesco Pardi, i. 329
Francesco Pucci, i. 329
Francesco Traini, i. 380-384. Works :

Pisa, 381 and n., 382, 383, 384 : ii. 5,

88 n. (Campo Santo); and Angelico,
263, 267

Francesco Vannini, i. 329
Francescuccio Ghissi, i. 269
Francia, Francesco, iii. 203, 216, 218,

257, 259, 408, 429, 442 n., 449 n.,

475 n.

Franciabigio, iii. 450 ff. Works : Aln-
wck {?), 485 ; Berlin, 456 and n., 459 ;

Dresden, 451, 458 and n. ; Florence,

450, 451 and n., 452 and n., 453, 454,
457 and n., 459, 484 ; London (Nat.

Gal.), 454, 455 and n. ; (Private Coll.),
455-6 and n. ; Paris, 453-454 ;

Poggio a Cajano, 458, 484 : S. Peters-

burg, 459 ; Twin, 430, 450 ; Windsor,
456 and n. ; lost works, 451 n. Furtlier

i-eferences, style, works, &c., 323, 360,

430, 440, 444, 460, 468 n., 472; and
Andrea del Sarto, 483^., 494 and n.,

498, 499, 510
Francione, Francesco Giovanni, iii. 25
Franciscus Gentilis, panels, Rome,

Fermo, and London (Private Coll.),

iii. 150 and n.

Franco d'Agnolo, i. 280
Franco Bolognese, ii. 153
Fuccio.

"
fabulous

"
architect and sculp-

tor, i. 106 n.

FT.mgai, Bernardino, iii. 352 ff. Works :

Asciano (?), 352 andn. ; Assisi, 356 n. ;

Berlin, 356 n. ; Buda-Pesth, 356 n. ;

Buonconvento, 354 and n., 355 n. ;

Chamberj', 356 n. ; Chiusi, 354 and
«., 355 n. ; Cologne, 356 n. ; England
(London, &c.), 354 and n., 356 n. ;

Florence, 355 n. ; Fontegiusta, 353
and n. ; Grosseto, 355 n. ; Lucignano,
355?!.; Massa Marittima (?), Milan,
Montemorano (?), 355 n. ; Paris,

350 71. ; Rome, 355 n. ; S. Casciano
de Bagni, 355 n. ; Siena, 353 and «.,

354 and n., 355 n. ; S. Petersburg,
354 and n. ; Vicenza, 356 n. Further

references, stvle. works, &c., 104 n.,

112 n., 119 n.,' 131 n.

Fusina, Andrea, sculptor, iii. 280

Gaddi. See Agnolo, Gaddo, Giacomo,
Taddeo

Gaddo Gaddi, painter and mosaist,
i. 193-196. V/orks: Arezzo, 196 n. ;

Assisi (?), 192, 195; Florence, 193 n.,

194 and n., 196 n. ; Rome, 173, 174,

194. 195 and n., 196 n. ; Pisa, 195,

196. Further references, style, works,
79 n., 162, 173. 174, 189
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Galasso Galassi, ii. 161

Gasparre d'Agostino, iii. 107 n.

Galio of Gubbio, ii. 140
Gaudenzio Ferrari, iii. 370
Gavoccius, painter at Pisa, i. 145 and n.

Gelasio di Niccolo, ii. KiS, 109

Genga, Girolamo, iii. 31, 32, 70, 75, 233,

289, 350 n.

Geimaro di Cola, i. 278, 279
Gentile da Fabriano (di Niccolo di Gio-

vanni jMassi), iii. 140 ff. ; wall paint-
ings at Orvieto, 141, 146 ; panels in

the Brera, 141-142 and ti. ; sole re-

maining work at Fabriano, 142 n.,

148, 150. Works : Ban, 149 : Berlin,

143, 149 ; Brescia, 142 ; Citta di

Castello, 148 and n. ; Corsham Covtrt

(?), 149; Florence, 144, 145 and n.,

146 and ?i., Liverpool, 149 ; London
(?), 149 ; Munich (?), 149 ; Xew Haven
U.S.A., 146 ; Newport, U.S.A., 149 n. ;

Paris, 149 and n. ; Perugia, 148 ;

Pisa, 148; Serra Patrona (?) 148 «. ,

Settignano, 149 n. ; Siena (?), 145:
S. Petersburg, 149 n. : Venice (?), 142,
143 ; lost works in Rome, 146, 147 ;

works wrongly assigned to, 149 ;

works in style of, 149 and n. Further
references, style, v\'orks, &c., i. 401 ;

ii. on., 192, 205, 256 w.. 282 n., 314:
iii. 5, 49, 102, 126 n., 127 and 7i., 134,

136, 139, 151, 152, 176, 356 n.

Gerardus de Castagnianega, sculptor,
i. 102 n.

Gerini. Niccol6 di Pietro, i. 432-436.
Works : Florence, 305 and ?i., 434,
435. 436 n. ; Parma, 436 ??. ; Pesaro,
436 n. ; Pisa, 432, 433, 434 and n. ;

Prato, 433, 435 and n. ; S. iliniato

al Monte, 427
Gerino da Pistoia. Works : Borgo S.

Sepolcro, iii. 334, 335 and n. ; Pistoia,

335 and n., 336 and n. ; Poggibonsi,
335, 336 ; Florence (S. Onofrio), 335,

(Uffizi), 336 and n. ; S. Petersbiu-g,
work in style of, 335 n. Further
references, style, works, &c., iii. 15,

256, 260, 324 n., 340, 358 n.

Ghalluzzo, Bernardo, iii. 211
Ghele di S. Margarita, painter at Pisa.

i. 145 and n.

Gherardo, ii. 465 ; iii. 379, 381
Gherardo Stamina. Works : Florence

(?), i. 412, 413 and n. ; Prato (?), 416 ;

works v^Tongly assigned to, in Dres-
den GaUerv. ii. 370 n. References to

style, ifec^i. 404; ii. 224, 228, 229,
264

Ghezzi. See Domenico di Bartolo
Ghiberti, Lorenzo, ii. 208 ff. ; gates of

Baptistery, Florence, 209-211 ; bronze

figures at Oraanmichele, 210, 213.

References, style, &c., ii. 6, 233, 289,
378 ; iii. 99

Ghirlandai, the, iii. 388, 389 n.

Ghirlandaio, Benedetto. Works : iii.

Berlin, 464 ; Florence, 465 ; Paris,
465. Further references, 449 ?;.,

467 71., 477
Ghirlandaio, David, iii. 464. Works :

Berlin, 464 ; Florence (mosaics and
painting), 465 ; Orvieto (mosaics),
465 ; Paris (Ckuiy) (mosaics), 465 ;

Siena (mosaics), 465. Some of the
above mosaics are missing, sec 465 n.

Further references, 449 ii., 473, 476,
477

Ghirlandaio, Domenico, ii. 441 ff. Works :

Berlin (mostly now given to JIainardi),
466; Dresden (?), 466; Florence

(Ognissanti), 444 and n., 445 ; (Palazzo
Pubblico), 444-447 ; (Sassetti Chapel),
450-454 ; (S. Maria Novella^, 454 ff. ;

(S. Croce), 461, 468/1.; (Pitti), 465;
other works, 449, 462, 463, 484, 468 «. ;

London (Nat. Gal. and Pri\ate Colls.),
397 n., 467, 468 n. ; Lucca, 402 ; Modena,
466 ; Mtmich (?), 466 ; Narni, 467, 468,
iii. 304 and n. ; Paris (Louvre and
Private Colls.), 464, 466. 468 n. ; Pisa,

462, 468 n. ; Rimmi, 465-466 ; Rome
(Sixtine), 447, 448; Vienna (?), 467
and n. ; S. Gemignano, 447, 448, 449,
452 ; Volterra, 463 and w., 466 ;

mosaics by, 464, 465 ; portrait of

Vanna Tomabuoni, 468 n. ; lost

woriis, 448, 449 and ?i., 468 n. Further
references, stvle, works, &c., i. 207,
283 n., 359, 390, 415 ; ii. 6, 242, 250,

266, 339, 367, 369 and n., 374, 401,

402, 405, 408, 422, 426, 427 ; iii. 1, 3,

8. 25, 60, 65 and n., 128, 199, 203, 206,

208, 217, 219, 229, 234, 256, 267, 284,

312, 377, 381, 384, 389 )i., 398, 401,
402 and n., 403, 445, 464, 465 ».,

467 n., 471, 476, 477 and n., 486, 489,

492, 495, 504

Ghirlandaio, Ridolfo, iii. 464 ff. V/orks :

Berlin, 464. 469, 473 and n. : Buda-
Pesth, 475 ?i. ; CoUe di Val dElsa,
472-3 and n. ; Dijon, 475 n. ; Flor-

ence (and near), 253 n., 464, 467 and
71., 468 and n., 469 and n., 470 and n.,

471, 472, 473, 474, 475 and n. ; Glas-

gow, 475 n. ; Hampton Court, 475 ;

London (Nat. Gal.), 466 and n. ;

Monte S. Savino. 475 n. ; Panshanger
(?), 259; Paris, 467 and n. ; Pistoia,

471 and n. ; Prato, 470 and Ji., 475 and
n. ; Reigate, 475 n. : Ripoli, 475 n. ;

Rome, 475 : S. Petersburg, 468 and
n. ; S. Pietro al TeiTeno^ (?), 391 ;
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Venice, 475 ; Vienna, 469 and n. ;

lost works. Florence. Citta di Castello,

475 n. Further references, iii. 21,

382 n., 388, 398 n., 479, 481 n.,

483
Ghissi, Francescuccio, of Fabriano, ii.

146, 147
Giacomo, assistant to Angelico, ii. 284

Giacomo da Camerino. i. 78 n.

Giacomo della Querela, ii. 123 ; iii. 104,

105
Giacomo di Gherardo, of Citta della

Pieve, iii. 331

Giacomo di Mino, or del Pellicciaio. ii. 72.

73 ; assists Bartolo di Fredi in Duomo,
Siena. 73 ; Coronation of S. Catherine
in Gallery, 73 ; Madonna in Ser^i,

73 ; book covers, and design for

Opera, 73; Madonna at Sarteano,
73 n. ; picture in stvle of, in Berlin

Gallery. 102 n.

Giacomo Gaddi, fresco at Assisi, assigned
to, i. 397

Giacomuccio, painter at Siena, i. 153

Gian Barile, iii. 483
Gian Jacopo di Castrocaro, iii. 383
Giannicola of Perugia, iii. 191

Giannicola di Paolo !Manni. See Manni
Gilio of Siena, i. 148 and n.

Giordano. Luca. iii. 34

Giorgione, iii. 9, 11, 239, 408
Giottino, i. 342 ff. ; uncertainty as to his

identitv, 347, 348. Works : Assisi.

348 ff. ; Florence, 343-347, 353 n. ;

ii. 45 n. ; lost works, i. 353 n. Refer-
ences to, 336, 357

Giotto di Maestro Stefano, i. 342 n.

Giotto, i. 197 ff. Works : Arszzo. i.

198 .'2., 420; Assisi, 175^., 198 Z^.,

207^., 286 n., 315 n., 397, 436 ». (?) ;

Berlin, 395 ; Bologna, 284 ; Brtissels,
ii. 69 n.; England (Private Colls.),
i. 285 and n., 286 n.. 366-7 n. : Flor-

ence, 203, 217 /'... 218-226. 238. 240,
241, 249-2.54. 254-258, 259, 260, 261,
282, 283, 284. 286 and n., 446. 448 :

Milan, 284 : :Munich, 286 n. : Naples.
270-278 : Padua, 228. 229-238, 241-
245, 246 and J47 and n. : Paris

(Lou\Te). 285 ; Prato, 238 : Ravenna,
248 and n. ; Rome. 212, 213-217,
217 n. ; Verona, 247, 248; lost works,
260 n., 266 n., 273, 275, 282 and n.

Further references, stvle, works. &e.,
i. 71 n., 84, 86 n., 88, 125 ; and Caval-
lini, 89 ff., 170 n. ; and Giovanni
Pisano, 128 n., 170 n. : and Cimabue,
170 n., 204, 205 ; and Dante, 218, 228,
262 ; and Taddeo Gaddi, 296 ; and
Orcagna, 358 ; and Petrarch, ii. 25 ;

and Pietro Lorenzetti, ii. 84, 85, 86 ; ii.

1, 10, 25, 31, 35, 37. 75, 135, 146, 160,
170, 172, 176, 180, 186. 187, 194,
197 n., 208, 209. 213. 215, 233, 242,
243. 244, 250. 253, 257, 266. 274, 283,
285, 300, 339, 373, 375, 441, 446 n.,

449. 453, 454, 459 ; iii. 1, 162, 211 n.,

220, 221, 361 n., 367, 398, 402 and n.,

403, 497
Giovanni Battista de Rusitis, iii. 337 ??.

Giovanni Battista of Faenza. See
Bertucci

Giovanni da Bologna, ii. 163 n., 202 n.

Giovanni da Magello, ii. 481
Giovanni da Milano (Giovanni Jacobi),

i. 336^. Works: Assisi (?), 207 and
n.. 211, 212. 397 : Florence, 30.5, 337,

338, 339 and n., 340 and n., 341 and
n. : London (Xat. Gal.) (?), 306 n. ;

Milan (Chieravalle) (?). ii. 195 n. ;

Prato, 337 and n., 338, 341. Further
references, stvle, works, &c.. i. 345,
347. 357, 387, 390, 417; ii. 5, 6,

188
Giovann da ^lurano, i. 397 ; ii. 202 n.

Giovanni da Pistoia, i. 94
Giovanni dal Ponte, i. 354. 420 n.

Giovanni d'Allemagna, ii. 314
Giovanni d'Asciano, disciple of Bama

di Tom^, ii. 68, 69 ; Crucifixion at
Citta della Pieve possiblv by, 69 n. ;

iii. 107 n., 116
Giovanni del Gese, ii. 132
Giovanni delle Comiole, iii. 400 n.

Giovanni di Balduccio, sculptor, i. 295
Giovanni di Bartolommeo Cristiano, i.

316, 386
Giovanni di Benedetto Cianfanini, iii.

383
Giovanni di Giorgio, iii. 351 and n.

Giovarmi di Lotto of Prato, ii. 174
Giovanni di Monte Rubiano, iii. 135 n.,

340
Giovanni di Paolo. Works: Siena, i. 149

n. : Altenbtu-g (Lindenau Coll.), iii. 127
n. ; Asciano, 101 n. ; Berlin (?), 126 n. ;

Castighone Fiorentino, 126 n. : Cologne
(now missing), 126 n.: London (Private
Colls.). 126 n., 127 n. ; Lyons, 127 n. ;

Paris (Private Coll.), 127 n. ; Xew
York. 127 n. ; Rome, 127 n. : San
Severino, 127 n. ; Siena, 126 and
n.. 127 n., 128 n. ; miniatures by,
127 n.

Giovanni di Paolo of Venice, ii. 200
and n.

Giovanni di Piero, ii. 125, 126
Giovanni di Pietro, iii. 126, 127 ; Virgin

of ^lercy, Siena, 128 and n.

Giovanni JFrancesco da Rimini. Works :

Bologna, Florence, Hanover, Le Mans,

Liverpool, London (Nat. Gal.), Perugia,
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Pesaro, Paris (Louvre and Private

Coll.), Richmond, Rome, Spoleto, iii.

160-161 n.

Giovanni Gaddi, lost frescoes in S.

Spirito, i. 396 ; Crucifixion assigned
to, in Basilica, Assisi, 396, 397

Giovanni of Florence, sculptor, i. 268 n.

Giovanni of Padua, ii. 189 ; and the

Salone, 190
Giovanni Pisano, i. 110. 112, lU^.
Works: Arezzo, 119, 120; Castel
S. Pietro, 120; Cortona, 112 ; Florence

(?), 158; Lucca, 112, 113: Naples
119; Perugia, 112 and n., 118, 123

124; Pisa, 118 and n., 119, 120
122 and ri., 123 and n. ; Pistoia. 121
122 ; Prato, 126, Padua, 127 ; Siena
110, 119, 120: works assigned to, by
Vasari. 118, 124. References to. 287'
ii. 200 and n

Giovanni Stefani, sculptor, i. 109 n.

Giovaiuii Tossicani of Arezzo. i. 354
Giovanni Toscani, ii. 351
Girolamo da Trevigi, iii. 372 and n.

Girolamo di Ben^•enuto. Works : Bos-
ton, iii. 119 n. : Buonconvento, 116 ?i.,

117 n.; Cologne, 119 n. : Fontegiusta.
119; Frankfort, 104 71., 119 n. ;

Montalcino, 119n. ; New Haven.
U.S.A., 119 n.; Siena, 119 and n.,

130 n. Further references, ii. 6 : iii. 99.

360
Girolamo di Giovanni of Camerino, iii.

155, 157. Works : Camerino, 158 n. ;

Fermo (?), 158 and n. ; Gualdo Tadino,
168 71., 159 andu. ; London (Dowdes-
weU), 158 71. ; Milan, 158 n. ; Monte
S. Martino, 157 and n. ; Nevers,
NoceUeto, Rome, San Pellegrino,
Tours, 158 n. ; work at Camerino,
San Pellegrino, and Gualdo questioned,
158 n.

Girolamo di Morello. Florentine painter,
i. 161

Giucchus, painter, i. 145
Giuliano d'Arrigo. See Pesallo
Giuliano da Maiano. ii. 445. 443
Giuliano da S. Gallo. iii. 402
Giuliano del Tasso, iii. 47 1

GiuUo Romano, ii. 459 : iii. 83. 329 ?i.,

344, 368, 446 71., 501, 502
Gimita Pisano, i. 72 n., 183-144. 146.

Works : Assisi. 141. 142-144. 175,
176 ; Pisa, 138 and n., 139, 141,
146

Giuntalodi, iii. 95
Giusto di Andrea di Giusto, ii. 257. 471.

479, 482, 487
Giusto (Justvis) Menabuoi, i. 397, 401;

ii. 188 : works at Padua, 189. 190,
19171.

Goro of Florence, sculptor, i. 110. 114.

Works: FoUonica, 116; Siena, 110
Gozzoli. See Benozzo
Graffione, ii. 361. 370
Granacci. iii. 476 ff. Works : Berlin,

477 and n., 478 and 7i., 479 and n. ;

Citta di Castello, 477 and n. ; Darm-
stadt, 481 72. ; England (Private Colls.),
480 and n., 481 n. (see Reigate) ; Flor-
ence (and near), 375 n., 477, 478 and
n., 479 and n., 480 and «., 481 and n. ;

London (Private Coll.), 477 ; INIimich,
478 and n., 481 n. ; New York, 481 n. ;

Oxford, 477 and n., 480 ; Panshanger,
481 n. ; Quintole, 481 7i. ; Reigate,
479 and n. ; Rome, 481 n. ; S. Pietro
al Terreno, 478 ; Scotland (Lord
Ivimiaird), 481 7i. Lost works : 481 n.

Furtlier references, style, works, &c.,
ii. 436, 468; iii. 21.' 391, 392, 431,
441 71.. 464, 466. 467 «., 468, 469 and
72., 470, 471, 472, 483, 499

Grandi, Ercole, iii. 70

Gregorio of Lucca, iii. 127

Gregorio (Ghirighoro), Cecclii of Lucca,
ii. 128, 129

Gregorius. of Siena, sculptor, i. 102 )i.

Gruamons, sculptor. Works : Pistoia,
i. 95, 96 and 7j.

Guariento of Padua, i. 397. Works :

Padua, ii. 192, 193 and n. ; Venice,
191, 192 and n.

Guamieri Guidi, i. 153
Guccio. painter at Siena, i. 153 n.

Guglielmo da Forli. i. 314, 317,
322

Guglielmo di Marcilla, iii. 473
Guidectvis, sculptor and architect, work

at Lucca, i. 100 and n.

Guido, iii. 368
Guido Bononiensis, ii. 152
Guido da Como. i. 101 and n. Works :

Or\-ieto. 101. 125: Pistoia, 101 and
n.

Guido Gratiani, works at Siena, i. 152 :

ii. 29
Guido Guarnieri, i. 153
Guido Guiduccio, i. 69 n.

Guido of Prato, ii. 174
Guido of Siena. Works : Siena, i. 149,

150 and 7i., 151, 152

Ibi, Simbaldo. Works : Gubbio. iii.

331 and n. : Milan (?), 332 n. ; Or-

vieto, 332 and n. : Perugia, 326. 331
and n. ; Rome. 332 and n. Further
references, stvle. works, &c., 139 n.,

293, 297 n., 334

Ingegno (Andrea AUovigi). Alleged
works : Assisi. iii. 192 and 7i.. 193. 194.

329: Cambridge. (Fogg Mus.), U.S.,
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195 n. ; Carlsruhe. 195 ; Florence,

195 ; London (Nat. Gal. and Private

Colls.), 194, 195; Milan, 194: Naples,
194 ; Orvieto, 194, 328 and n. ; Paris

(Louvre), 194, 195, 326, 350 n. ; Perugia,
192 : Rome (Sixtine), 192 ; 194 ;

Urbino, 195

Innocenza da Imola, iii. 259, 440, 444,

446, 463

Jacobus, mosaist of Florence, i. 75 );.,

76 and n., 79 n., 161. 162

Jacobus de Blachitis, ii. 161

Jacobus de Camerino, mosaist, i. 78

Jacobus Paoli, ii. 161, 181, 201

Jacobus Porrata, sculptor, work at

Cremona, i. 102 n.

Jacobus Torriti. mosaist, i. 75 n., 76,

77, 78, 79 n., 177, 178, 185 7i.

Jacopo of Padua, ii. 161 ; his share

in chapels S. George and S. James
at Padua, 176 ^. ; other works, Padua,

185, 186 and n. ; his identity with

Jacopo of Bologna, 159, 181, 185,

187

Jacopo Camaldulensis, i. 450

Jacopo Cioni, i. 356

Jacopo da Casentino, i. 198 n., 281, 308,

336, 387, 417-421. Works : z\jezzo,

419 and n., 420 and :•?., 423 ; Florence,

418 and n., 420 ; London, 420 and
n. ; Paris, 420 and n. ; pictures

assigned to in Bromley Collection,

420; ii. 102 n. ; perished works, 417,

418, 421 n.

Jacopo da Enipoli, iii. 493

Jacopo da Norcia, iii. 293

Jacopo degli Avanzii of Bologna, ii. 159

and n., 161. 163 n., 176, 179; qviestion
of his identity with Jacopo of Padua,
159. 181. 185^ 187

Jacopo del Indaco, ii. 468

Jacopo del Sellaio, iii. 447 n., 473

Jacopo della Querela, ii. 6 ; iii. 105 n.

Jacopo di Lazzaro, ii. 172

Jacopo di Michele (Gera), ii. 131

Jacopo di Mino, ii. 103

Jacopo di Piei'o, i. 368 n.

Jacopo di Sandro, iii. 471

Jacopo di S. Severino, iii. 152. 153
and n.

Jacopo of Pisa, ii. 376

Jacopo Pastore de Montefuscido, iii. 339

Jacopo Sansovino, iii. 472, 483, 488, 495

Jacopo Siculo, iii. 274 n.

Jacopo Veronese, ii. 186
Joannes de Canelo, ii. 163 n.

Johannes Antonius of Pesaro, iii. 26 n.

Johannes Apparecchiati, painting for
the Campo Santo at Pisa, i. 326,
327

Johannes of Rome, i. 49, 51
Julian of Rimini. Works : Faenza,

Ferrara, i. 321 ; Montefiore, 321 ;

Ravenna, 322 Ji. ; Urbania, 321 ;

Urbino. 320, 321 n. References, ii.

152 ; iii. 49
Justus of Ghent, altarpiece at Urbino,

iii. 17, 31 and n. ; and Giovanni Santi,

51, 52

Lamberti^ti, Michele (or di Matteo), ii.

162, 163 ; iii. 107 n.

Langilago of Padua, iii. 197

Lappo of Florence, architect and sculptor,
i. 109, 110, 114, 115, 116. Works:
Colle, 116; Siena, 109, 110

Lapo, Florentine painter, i. 161 and n.

Lapo of Pisa, i. 145
Lattanzio de IMonte Rubiano, Crxici-

fixion, Assisi, iii. 166 n.; work at

La Bastia, 168 and n. ; other works,
Carmara, 172 n., 173 n. ; Perugia,
344 }i. ; Todi, 173 and n.

Lattanzio Pagani, iii. 350 n., 351 n.

Lauranna, Luciano, iii. 16 ; work at

Urbino, originally ascribed to Piero
della Francesca, 18 ?i., 24 n., 209 n.

Lellus, mosaist, i. 267
Lellus of Velletri, Madonna at Perugia,

iii. 150 and n.

Leonardo da Vinci, i. 237, 317, 428 ; ii.

208, 213. 257, 383 and n., 390, 392,
393. 395 and n., 396, 442, 444 ; iii. 2,

4. 14. 15, 00. 67, 69, 112, 201, 202,
203. 222, 236. 239. 274, 367, 376;
and Lorenzo di Credi. 377, 378, 379
and n., 383 ; 385, 393. 398, 401
and n., 402, 403, 405, 406, 407, 408,
411 and n., 412. 414, 416, 421, 439,

446, 447, 450, 451, 453 and n., 454,
461. 466, 467, 478, 483, 487. 490,
492, 493, 494, 497 ; and del Sarto,
505

Leonardo del Q. Avanzo, bronze caster,
i. 289 n.

Leonardo di Bisuccio, i. 279 and n. ;

ii. 196 n.

Leonardelli, ]Maestro Giovanni, ii. 150
Liberale of Verona, iii. 187 n.. 322

Lippi. See Fra Filippo, and Filippino
Lippo, pupil of Giottino, i. 354

Lippo Cursi. i. 379

Lippo Dalmasii. ii. 155, 156 and n.

Lippo Dini, goldsmith, i. 289 n.

Lippo Memmi, completeswork by Simone,
ii. 38 n. ; assists Simone, 40 and n. ;

at Ancona, 41 n., 59 ff. Works : Aix-

en-Provence, 65 ; Altenburg. 65 ;

Asciano, 64 n., 69 and n. ; Assisi,

64 n. ; A^•ignon, 56 n. ; Berlin, 62
and n., 63 and n., 65 ; Boston, U.S.A.,
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33 n., 65 ; Buda-Pesth, 65 ; Cologne,
63 and n., 65 ; London (Private Coll.)>

65 ; Monte Oliveto, 61 ; Munich, 65 ;

Orvieto, 61, 62 and n., 65 ; Palermo,
65 ; Paris (Louvre), 65 ; Pisa (?), 42 ;

Pistoia, i. 156 and n. ; Rome, ii. 65 ;

S. Gimignano. 59, 60 and n., 61, 65,

481 ; Siena. 39 and »., 62 (see Simone

Martini), 62 and n., 65, 69 n. ; pic-
tures in Berlin and Siena Gallery (?),

63 and »., 64 and n., 70 and n. ; lost

works, 63 and n., 64 and n. Refer-

ences to, ii. 56 n. ; iii. 124

Lippo Vanni, remnants of fresco in S.

Domenico, Siena, ascribed to. ii. 69

and n., 72 ; paints miniatvires for the

Spedale and the Bicchema, 72 : works
in the Palazzo Pubblico, ii. 72 ; An-
nunciation in S. Domenico, 73 ; pos-
sible work by, in Sala del Consiglio,
101 ».

Lodovico d'Angeli. Works : Berlin, iii.

196 : Corciano, 196 ; Perugia, 196.

Further references, 182. 187 n., 191 )i.

Lodovico de L^rbanis of S. Severino,

iii. 154 and n.

Lorentino d'Angelo of Arezzo, iii. 23

Lorenzetti.the (see Ambrogio and Pietro),

paintings in the Campo Santo, Pisa,

i. 327, 358, 375, 376, 408, 409 and
71. ; ii. 1, 4, 5 ; works of their school,

89. 100, 101 and n. ; iii. 120 and n..

367, 483
Lorenzo "

the Second "
of San Severino.

Works : Caen, iii. 154 n. ; Calderola,

154*1.; Cleveland, U.S.A., 154 n.;

Fermo, 154 n.; Frome, 154 n.; Lon-
don (Nat. Gal.), 153 and n., 154;
MatelHca, 154 and n. ; Moulins,
154 ?i. ; Pallenza, 154 n. ; Pausola,
153 and n. ; Rome, 154 n. ; San

Severino, 148 n., 154 and n. ; Sarnano,
153 and n. ; Serra Petrana, 154 n. ;

work wrongly assigned to, at Nocera,
153 and n. ; records of other works,
154 n.

Lorenzo da San Severino, iii. 150 and
n. ; triptych and frescoes at S. Se\'e-

rino. 151.151-2 ?i., 152 ; in S. Giovaimi
Battista, Urbino, 152 and n.

Lorenzo di Bicci, i. 336. 440, 441 ; un-

certainty as to works, 441, 442 ;

painting in S. ]Maria del Fiore, Flor-

ence, 441 ; frescoes at Prato, Florence,
and Arezzo, 441, 442

Lorenzo di Credi, iii. 376 ff. Works :

Altenburg, 384 : Berlin. 384, 477
and n. (?) ; Carlsruhe. 380 n. : Cas-

tiglione Fiorentino, 383 ; Dresden,
384: ii. 390 m. ; Florence, 379, 381

and n., 382, 383, 384 n. ; ii. 399 and

n., 468 71. ; iii. 467 and n. ; Forli, 383

Liverpool, 384 ; London (Nat. Gal
and Private Colls.), 377 and n. (?), 384

Mayence, 380 and n. ; INIontepulciano
384 n. ; Munich, 383 ; Naples, 383
Oxford, 384; Paris (Louvre), 379
381 and ?i., 384 ; Pistoia, 379 and n.

380 and n., 381 ; Rome, 380 and n.

383 ; Schleissheim, 383 ; Turin, 383
Venice, 383 ; pictures in Spain,
wrongly attributed to, 379 ; works
restored bjs 382 n. Further refer-

ences, style, works, &c., ii. 390, 391,

392, 393, 398, 429, 436; iii. 36, 201,

217, 224, 242, 257, 336 n., 376, 388,

392, 408, 409, 416, 459, 460, 462, 466,
467 and n., 470 n.

Lorenzo di I\Iariano, iii. 280
Lorenzo di Niccolb Gerini, i. 432, 436,

437. Works : Cortona, 436 and n. ;

S. Gimignano, 436 and w., 437 ; Flor-

ence, 437 and n. ; I'Anchetta, 437
and 72. ; Ruballa, 438 n. ; S. Martino
a Terenzano, 438 n. ; works of Gerini's

school, 437
Lorenzo di Pietro, ii. 6, 8 n.

Lorenzo di Pietro Paulo, frescoes in

S. M. della Verita, Yiterbo, iii. 173,

174
Lorenzo Monaco, i. 445 ff. Works :

Altenburg, 450 n. ; Bergamo, 449 n. ;

Ceretto, 445, 446, 447 and n., 448 ;

Certaldo, 447 ; Empoli, 446 and n. ;

England (Private Colls.), 449-50 n. ;

Florence, 217 n., 446 and «., 448,
449 and n. ; ii. 19 and ji. ; Germany
(Berlin, Brims\%-ick, Frankfort), 450 n. ;

London (Nat. Gal.), 446, 447 ; Paris

(Chmy), 446 n. ; iii. 149 ; Pisa, i. 247,

449 n. ; ii. 114-115 n. ; Prato, i. 449 ;

Rome (Vatican), ii. 232 n. ; Sweden
(Private Coll.), i. 450 n. ; work in

Louvre wrongly assigned to, 105 n.

Further references, ii. 6, and Angelico
263 ; 324 n. ; iii. 145

Lorenzo of Bologna, ii. 160, 202
Lorenzo of Venice, i. 397 : ii. 200-202
Lotherius of Lucca, i. 131

Luca di Tom^, ii. 64, 65, 69-72. Vforks :

Arezzo, 70 and n. ; Assisi (private

possession), 72 n. ; Cambridge (Fitz-
william Mus.), 72 n. ; Foligno, 69 n.,

72 n. ; IMontalcino, 72 n. ; Osenna,
70, 71 ; Pisa, 70, 71 ; Rieti, 71, 72

and n. ; Siena, 70, 71, 72 and n., 78,

90 n., 105
Luciano da Velletri, iii. 104 n.

Luini, the, iii. 38, 378, 381

M.A.CCHIAVEI.LI, Zenobio, ii. 347, 482,

487-488 and n.
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Maiano. See Giuliano, Benedetto, da

Mainardi, Sebastian. Works : Berlin,

ii. 466 and n., 470 ; Dudley House,

361, 469 ; Florence, 458 ; iii. 429 ;

Paris (Louvre), 464, 469 ; Naples, 469 ;

Rome, 470 ; S. Gimignano, 447 and

n., 449, 469, 470. Further references,

style, works, &c., iii. 294, 295, 475,

477 n.

Maitani, Lorenzo, of Siena, i. 124 and n.,

125
Malvasia of Bologna, ii. 152

Manetti, Antonio, ii. 300

Manetti, Giovanni, ii. 233
Manfredino d'Alberto, frescoes at Pistoia,

i. 145 ; ii. 172

Marini, Giannicola di Paolo, iii. 323 ff. ;

youthful work, Fitzwilliam JIuseum,

Cambridge, 323. Works : Gubbio

(?), 326 n. ; Perugia, 324 and n., 325

and n., 326 and n. ; Paris (Louvre),
326 and n. ; his share in works by
Perugino, 243 and n., 254, 256, 326 n. ;

lost works, 327 n. Further references,

style, works, &c., iii. 193, 232, 253,

262, 331, 332 n., 333 n., 335, 344 w.

Mantegna, Andrea, ii. 209, 213, 250,

415 and n., 429 ; iii. 26, 34, 48, 49,

99, 185 n., 208, 241, 340
Marchionne, sculptor, i. 157 and n.

Marchisello of Florence, pictiu-e in

church of S. Tommaso, i. 161

Marcus (Antoniassi), of Rome, altar-

piece, S. Chiara, Rieti, iii. 198

Margaritone, i. 132, 133 n., 154-157.
Works : Arezzo, 154 and 7i., 155, 156 ;

Florence, 155, 156 ; London (Ugo
Baldi Coll.), 154, and n. ; Pisa, 156,

156 n., 172 n. ; Pistoia, 156 ; ii. 64 ;

Rome, 156 ; Sargiano, 155, 156 and
n. ; Siena, 156 ; Sinigaglia, 156 ;

other works assigned to, by Vasari,
155 n., 157 and n.

JMariana da Pescia, iii. 475. Works :

Brussels, 476 ; Florence, 475, 476 ;

Montpellier, 476. Fvurther references,

389, 462, 468 n.

Mariano of Perugia, iii. 351 and n.

Mariotto Albertinelh, iii. 438 ff. Works :

Barnard Castle, 459 n. ; Bergamo,
444 n. ; Berlin, 441 and n., 459 n. ;

Bologna, 459 n. ; Brussels, 459 n. ;

Cambridge, 440 and n. ; Carlsruhe,
442 and n. ; Castle Howard, 441-442 ;

Dresden, 459 n. ; Florence, 439, 440
and n., 441, 442, 443, 444 n., 459 n.,

475 n. ; Hamburg, 459 n. ; London
(Nat. Gal.), 444; (Private Colls.),
459 n.; Lucca, 441; Milan, 4:44 n. ;

jVIodena, 459 n. ; Munich, 442 and
n. ; New York, 444 n. ; Nimes.

459 n. ; Oxford, 459 n. ; Paris

(Louvre), 438 n. (?), 440 and n.,

446 n. ; (ex-Pourtales), 444 ; Rome,
443, 444 n., 459 n. ; S. Petersburg,
443 ; S. Pietro al Terreno (?), 391 ;

Siena, 444 n. ; Turin (?), 445 n. ;

Venice, 444 n. ; Vienna, 459 n. ;

Viterbo, 443 ; Volterra, 444 n. ; Wies-

baden, 459 n. ; lost works, 438 ; at

Rome and Viterbo, 443 n. Further

references, style, works, &c., i. 386;
ii. 346; iii. 246, 359, 374 n., 390, 391,

398 ; and Fra Bartolommeo, 399 ff. ;

430. 431, 432, 434 and n., 437, 444,

445, 446, 450, 460, 461, 462, 463, 467,

468, 469, 470, 471, 472, 478, 479 n.

Martini. See Simone
Martino di Bartolommeo, i. 430 ; ii. 125
Martino di Biagio, ii. 125-127
Martino of Verona, ii. 187, 188

MaruscelU, Stefano, i. 329 n.

Masaccio (Tommaso di S. Giovanni),
ii. 233 ff. Works : Brancacci Chapel,
224-227. 230, 231, 236, 238. 239-248,
320 and n., 421. 422, 423, 424 ; other
works in Florence, i. 393 n. ; ii. 227.
239. 251, 252 and n., 253, 254, 255
and n. ; Oxford (?), iii. 477 n. ; Pisa,
256 n. ; Rome, 221, 225, 235 and n.,

236, 237 ; perished works, 252, 255 ;

works falsely assigned to, 256, 257 ;

list of known works, Berlin, Boston,
U.S.A., Brant Broughton (Newark),
Florence (Academy, Carmine), Monte-
marciano, Naples, Pisa, Vienna, 258.

Further references, style, works, &c.,
i. 204, 211, 358; ii. 5, 6, 209, 211,

217, 222, 223, 230, 265, 266, 275. 285,

286, 287, 291; and Uccello, 301 ; 321

and n., 339, 447, 448, 453, 457, 482;
iii. 1, 8, 145, 219, 242, 398, 402, 403,

466, 492.

Masaccio II., i. 268 n.

iNIasarello di Giglio, works assigned to*

in Gallery of Siena, ii. 22, 23
Maso di Banco, i. 342 n., 347 n.

Maso di Cristoforo Braccii,
"
Aurifex,'*

ii. 228 and n.

Maso Leonis, i. 379
Masolino (Tommaso di Cristoforo Fini),

ii. 2\1 ff. Works: Brancacci ChapeU
Florence (?), 217, 221, 224, 225-227,

230, 231, 240, 242, 248, 254; at

Castiglione d'Olona, 217-222, 230,

242, 264 ; at S. Clemente, Rome, 221,

225, 235 n. ; other works, Castiglione,
Milan, Modena, 231 and n. ; works,

assigned to, by later ci'itics, Bremen,

Empoli, Haddington (Lord Wemyss),.
Munich, Naples, Rome, S. Miniato al

Tedesco, Strassburg, Todi, 232 n.
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list of known works, Bremen, Casti-

glione d'Olona, Empoli, Florence,

Munich, Naples, Rome, S. Miniato
de' Teschi, Scotland, Strassburg, Todi,
257-258 n. Works wrongly assigned
to in Liverpool Gallery, and at Munich,
231, 232. Further references, style,
works, &c., i. 204, 358, 412, 413 ;

ii.

291, 3IG, 321, 322, 341, 482
Matteo Cioni, i. 356, 369, 370
Matteo da Gualdo, iii. 158 ff. Works ;

Assisi, 160 ; Foligno, 159-160 ;

Gualdo, 159 and n. ; Munich, 161 n. ;

Nociano, 159 n. ; Perugia, 160 and
n., 161 n. ; Sigillo, 159 ; altarpiece
at S. Pellegrino wrongly assigned to,

159 n. Further references, style,
works, &c., ii. 142 ; iii. 20, 98, 157,

161, 162, 163, 176, 182
Matteo di Giovanni di Bartolo (Matteo
da Siena), iii. 128 ff. Works : Aix-en-
Provence (?), 130-131 n. ; Altenburg,
132 n. ; Anchiari, 132 n. ; Asciano,
131 n. ; Assisi, 131 n., 132 n. ; Ash-

ridge Park, 132 n. ; Bergamo, 132 n. ;

Berlin, 132 and n. ; Borgo S. Sepolcro,
12 n., 15 n., 102, 103 n., 117 n.;
Boston, U.S.A., 132 n. ; Brighton,
131 n. ; Bvionconvento, 132 n. ; Cam-
bridge, U.S.A., 132 n. ; Coniston,
132 n. ; Corsano, 132 n. ; Florence,
132 n. ; Rome, 132 n. ; Gottingen,
132 n. ; Grosseto, 132 n.; Lille,

132 n. ; London (Nat. Gal. and
Private Colls.), 131 n., 133; Meiningen,
133 ; Milan, 133 ; Montepecali, 133 ;

Munich, 133 ; Naples, 130 and n. ;

Paris (Louvre and Private Coll.), 133 ;

Pavia, 133; Percena, 131 n. 133;

Philadelphia, 133 ; Pienza, 131 and?i. ;

Ravenna, 133 ; Rome, 133 ; Setti-

gnano, 131 n., 132 n. ; Schleissheim,
130 n.; Siena, 112 n., 116 n., 127 n.,

129 and n., 130 and n., 131 and n.,

132 n., 133; Vienna, 133. Further
references, style, works, &c., ii. 6, 15 ;

iii. 98 n., 99, 118. 119 n., 158, 179,

184, 353 andn., 354 n.

Matteo of Bologna, i. 369
Matteo RosseUi, i. 308 n.

Matm-ino, iii. 483
Mazzolini of Ferrara, iii. 372
Melanzio, i. 71 n. ; iii. 198, 255, 344.
Works ; Montefalco, 344, 345 and n. ;

Subiaco, 345, 346 n. ; Torrita, 345
and n. ; Vecciano, 345 ; works of
similar style, 346 n.

Melior, painter, i. 75
Melozzo da Forli, iii. 22, 25 ff. ; fresco

in Vatican, 27, 28 n. ; decoration SS.

Apostoli, Rome, 28, 29 ; only work at

III.

Forli, 30 ; did he paint at Urbino (?),

30 ; Barberini and Sciarra series of

portraits, 30, 31 ; works in National

Gallery, wrongly assigned to, 31, 32
and n. ; and Berlin (?), 32 and n. ;

other works : Florence, Uffizi, 32 n. ;

Loreto 33 n. ; Rome (S. Marco),
33 n. ; (Corsini) (?), 33 n. ; Windsor,
33 n. ; his work compared with that
of Palmezzano, 33, 34, 35, 36 ; works
by Palmezzano wrongly given to, 36,

37, 38. Further references, style,
work, &c., 43, 44, 46 ; and Giovanni
Santi, 47, 48 ; and Mantegna, 49 ; 50,

51, 52, 53, 63, 98, 174, 188, 197, 199, 343

Memling, iii. 275
Memmi. See Federico and Lippo
Meo da Siena, ii. 24 n. ; work ascribed

to, at Citta di Castello and in National

Gallery, 76 Ji., 148
Mezzastris. See Pietro Antonio
Michael Angelo, references, style, works,

&c., ii. 209, 211, 213, 215, 238, 244,
257, 266, 287, 336, 392, 429, 431, 442,
448 and n., 456, 457 ; iii. 8, 60, 61, 65,

68, 73, 74, 147, 201, 205, 236, 237,
340 n., 344, 352, 366, 367, 369, 370,

374, 379, 390 n., 398, 401, 402, 404,

405, 419, 444, 445, 446, 447, 448,
449 n., 466; and Granacci, 476^.;
483, 490, 492, 494 ; and del Sarto, 496,
497

Michael Angelo of Siena and Tribolo,
iii. 373

Michele. See Lambertini
Michele da Milano, ii. 195
Michele di Matteo da Bergamo, ii. 162 n.

Michele di Ridolfo, iii. 383, 387, 392,
398 n., 431, 468 w. ; works with
Ridolfo Gbirlandaio, 473, 474, 475

Michele de Ronco, ii. 195, 196
Michele di Ser Menrnio, goldsmith and

mosaist, i. 148 n.

Michelino (?), i. 354
MicheUno (Michelino da Besozzo ?), ii.

195, 196 and n.

Michelino of Milan, i. 398
Michelino, Domenico, his portrait of

Dante, i. 224, 225 ; ii. 364, 488
Michelozzo Michelozzi, ii. 210 and n., 271

Migliore di Cino of Prato, ii. 174
Milano di Domenico Dei. ii. 376
Mino of Siena, paintings in Palazzo

Pubblico, i. 153 andn. ; ii. 28andn., 29
Minuccio di Filipuccio, painter at Siena,

i. 153 n.

Miretti, Juan, i. 247 ; ii. 190

Montagna, Bartolommeo, iii. 341
Montano d'Arezzo, i. 157, 158, 159, 278.

Works : Avellino, 159 and n., 160 ;

Naples, 158 andn., 160, 275

2m
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Monte, mosaist, iii. 379

Nanaccio, iii. 494 n., 512, 514
Nelli. See Plautilla

Nelli, Martino and Mattiolo, ii. 140

Nelli, Ottaviano Martini, iii. 134^.
Works : Assisi, 138 and n. ; FoUgno,
136-137 and n., 138 ; Gubbio, 134,

135 and n., 136, 138 and n. ; Montefalco

(?), 135 «.; Pietralunga, 138 n. ;

Rome {?), 138 w. ; Urbino, 136 w., 138

and n. ; works in style of, 135, 136,

139 n. Further references, style,

works, &e., ii. 137; iii. 49, 141, 151,

152, 115 n
Nelli, Tomasuccio, panel in S. Domenico

of Gubbio, iii. 138 and n.

Nello Betti, ii. 72
Nello di Vanni of Pisa, i. 329 n., 385
Neri d'Antonio, ii. 350
Neri di Bicci, i. 417, 440, 441, 444 ; ii.

364, 489 ; iii. 108 ; works at Florence,
i. 444 and n.

Neri Fioravanti, i. 379 ; iii. 211

Neroccio, di Bartolommeo de' Landi,
iii. 98 n., 99 w. Works: Bergamo,
114 n. ; Boston, U.S.A., 114 «. ; Cam-
bridge, 115 ».; Coniston, 115 ».;
Cracow, 115 n.; Florence, 112 w.,

114 n., Frankfort, 115 n.; Liverpool
(?), ii. 361; London (Private Coll.),
iii. 115 n. ; Meiningen, 115 n. ; Milan,
MontefoUonico, Monte Oliveto, and
Montisi, 114 n. ; New Haven, U.S.A.,
115 n. ; Orvieto, 114 n. ; Paris (Private
Coll.), 115 n. ; Rapolano, 115 n. ;

Rome (Private Coll.), 115 n. ; Settig-
nano, 114 n.; Siena, 113, 114 and n.,
115 n.

Neruccio of Pisa, paints in Campo Santo,
i. 328

Niccola di Segna, ii. 23. Works : Borgo
S. Sepolcro, 23 andn., iii. 11 ; Cologne
(Ramboux), 23 n. ; Siena, 23 ; works of
his school, 23 n.

Niccola Pisano, i. 95, 102 ff., 158, 287;
ii. 209 and n. Works : Bologna, 109,
116; Cortona, 112 and n. ; Lucca,
112, 113 ; Perugia, 112 and n. ; Pisa,
102, 103, 104 and n., 182 n., 243;
Siena, 109 ff. ; works ascribed to, by
Vasari, i. 108, 109, 112 w., 114 «., 124

Niccola Tommasi, of Florence, i. 281 ;

altarpiece at Naples, 384, 385; iii. 211
Niccolb da Foligno. See Alunno
Niccolb di Maestro Angelo, ii. 140
Niccolb di Ser Lapo, ii. 239, 255
Niccolb di Ser Sozzo Tegliacci, minia-

tures by, ii. 61 n.

Niccolb Semitecolo, i. 397 ; ii. 202-204
Nicholas de Bartolommeus of Foggia,

sculptor, i. 107, 108 ; pulpit at Ra-
vello, 106, 107

Nicholas Paradisi, ii. 204
Nicola Martelli, i. 379
Nicolaus of Rome, i. 49, 51
Nino Pisano, i. 118 n., 120 n., 125 n., 291-

294. Works : Florence, 292 and n. ;

Orvieto, 125 n. ; Pisa, 292, 293, 294
Nuccarus of Pisa, painting in Campo

Santo, i. 327
Nuzi. See Allegretto

Oderisio da Gubbio, ii. 134, 135; iii.

134, 140

Onofrio, frescoes at Bologna, iii. 151

Orcagna, i. 356 ff. Works : Florence,
i. 264, 265, 359 ff., Gloucester (High-
nam Court) (?), 367 n. ; London
(Nat. Gal.), 367 and n. ; Orvieto, 369,
370; Pisa, 371-377 ; works assigned
to, by Vasari, 368 n. Further refer-

ences, style, works, &c., i. 204, 291 n.,
327 (Campo Santo), 336, 342, 345 n. ;

and Giotti, 358; 367 and n., 369 and
n., ii. 5, 20 n., 44 (Raineri frescoes),
213, 244, 249, 257 ; and Angelico, 264,
270. 280; 454; iii. 211, 221, 398, 402,
403

Orlando of Perugia, iii. 139 n., 293, 331
and n.

Orlandi. See Deodato
Ortali, Cristoforo, ii. 158
Ottaviano da Faenza, i. 314, 317, 318
and n., 322 ; ii. 202 n.

Ottaviano of Brescia, ii. 185 : iii. 175 n.

Pacchia, Girolamo del, iii. 358^.
Works: London (Nat. Gal. and
Private Coll.), 361 and n. ; Munich, 361
and n. ; Pontignano (not preserved),
359; S. Petersburg, 361-2 n., 447 and
n. (?) ; Santiano, 361 n. ; Sinalunga,
361 n. ; Siena, 359, 360, 361 and n.

Further references, iii. 75, 323, 326,
352 and n., 375 n.

Pacchiarotti, Giacomo di Bartolommeo,
iii. 356 ff. Works : Buonconvento,
358 n. ; Florence, 357, 358 n. ; Glou-
cester (Higlmam Court), 358 n. ; Le
Mans, 358 n. ; London (Nat. Gal. and
Private CoUs.), 358 n. ; Siena, 354 and
n., 355, 357, 358 and n., 359 n., 360 n.

Further references, style, works, &c.,

75, 104 »., 352 and n., 353, 361,
374 n.

Pace da Faenza, i. 314, 317, 322 ; altar-

piece at Faenza assigned to, i. 318,
321 ; other works assigned to, by
Vasari, 318 n.

Paganello, painter at Pisa, i. 145 and n.

Pagani. -See Vincenzo
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Palmerucci, Guido, ii. 135, 136 ; works
in S. Francesco, near Gubbio, 138, 139,

140; iii. 134, 160, 188

Palmezzano, Marco di Antonio, iii.

33 ff. Works : Berlin, 39 ; Bologna,
40 ; Dublin, 39, 40 ; England (Private
Coll.), 40, 42: Ercolani, 40; Faenza,
37, 38, 40 ; Florence, 42 ; Forli, 33-
35, 36, 37, 38-39, 40-42; London
(Nat. Gal.), 37 and n. ; Loreto, 35,

36 ; Matellica, 36 ; Milan, 39 ;

Munich, 40 ; Jlavenna, 40 ; Rome,
40. Fvu-ther references, style, works,
&c., compared with Melozzo, 33-36 ;

51, 52, 163 n., 168, 337, 338
Panetti of Ferrara, iii. 338 n.

Paolo di Giovanni Fei, Works : Assisi,

ii. 74 ; Florence, 74 ; Naples, 74,

107 and n. ; Orvieto, 74 ; London
(WaUace Coll.), 74; Siena, 64 n.,

70 n., 73 and n., 74, 106 n., 108 n.,

109 n. •
iii. 120 n. Reference to,

iii. 127 n.

Paolo di Maestro Neri, ii. 89, 101 and n.

Paolo Maj. Johannis, i. 379 n.

Paolo of Brescia, ii. 282 n.

Paolo Uccello (or Doni), ii. 290 ff. Works :

Florence, 292 and n., 293-295, 295,
296 and n., 297-300, 303 n. ; iii.

382 n. ; Gualfonda (battle pieces), 392
and n. ; iii. 448 n. ; London (Nat.

Gal.), 392 n., 393 n. ; Padua, 295;
Palermo, 302 ; Paris (Louvre), 292 n.,

300 ; (Private Coll.), 303 n. ; Phila-

delphia, 303 n. ; New Haven, U.S.A.,
303 n. ; New York, 303 n. ; Urbino,
301, 302 ; Vienna, 303 n. ; lost works,
292-3 n., 301 and w. Further refer-

ences, style, works, &c., i. 415; ii. 6,

233, 234, 250, 304, 306, 321, 333, 352,

354, 361, 363, 366, 367 n. ; iii. 1, 3, 4, 8,

9, 10, 44, 49, 53, 60, 73, 99, 142, 145, 178

Papacello, Maso (Tommaso Barnabei),
iii. 83, 84, 85, 344 n.

Parduccius, painter at Pisa, i. 145

Parmegiano, iii. 350
Parri (Gasparre) Spinelli, i. 336, 400, 429,

430, 431 ; works at Arezzo, 438-440
Pasti, Matteo de', iii. 5 and n.

Paulus of Venice, ii. 200 and n.

Pecori, Domenico, his pictures at Arezzo,
iii. 92, 93 ; works in manner of, 96 ;

works said to exist at Arezzo, 96, 97 ;

lost works, 94 and n., 97

Pellegrino Mariani, miniatures at Siena
and Pienza, iii. 127 and n. ; works at

Pisa, Siena and Rome, 127-8 n.

Pellicciaio. See Giacomo di Mine
Penni, i. 314

^ Perino Cesareo, iii. 351 and n.

I Perino del Vaga, iii. 349, 460, 461

Perugino, Pietro (Pietro Varmucci), iii.

200^. ; lost frescoes at Arezzo, 201 ;

and Leonardo, 201, 202 ; Madonna of
tlie Certosa, 202 ; remaining fresco at

Cerqueto, 203 and n. ; commission for

jiainting in Palazzo Pubblico, Perugia,
203, 204 ; panel in early style at

Louvre, 204 ; remains of frescoes in
Sixtine Chapel, 205, 206-209 ; altar-

piece, S. Domenico, Fiesole (disap-
peared), 210 and n. ; altarpiece,
Albani Villa, 213, 214 and n. ; altar-

piece, Uffizi (from Fiesole), 215 and n. ;

in Belvedere, Vienna, 215 and n. ;

cartoons, frescoes, and altarpieces for
the Gesuati, Florence (remains in Aca-
demy of Arts), 216, 217 and n. ; altar-

piece, Cremona, 217 and n. ; portrait
of himself, Ufiizi, 217, 218 ; portraits
in Academy, Florence, 218 ; Pieta,
Pitti, 219, 220 and n. ; frescoes. Aca-
demy, Florence, 221 ; frescoes, Peru-

gia (a Madonna now in Rome), 222
and n. ; Madonna (Vatican) and Pita
for Perugia, 223 ; Ascension, S. Pietro

(now dispersed), 225 and n. ; replicas
of whole or part, 226 ; altarpiece and
Annunciation, Fano, 226 and n., 227 ;

Virgin and Child, Sinigaglia, 228 and
n. ; Audience Hall, Guild of the Cam-
bio, Perugia, 227-232 ; Assiunption,
Vallombrosa, 232 ; Sposalizio, now at

Caen, 233-235 ; Resurrection (from
Perugia), Vatican, 235, 236 ; panel at
Alnwick Castle, 236 and n. ; Madonna
of Pavia, National Gallery, 237, 238,
239 and n. ; of the Pitti, 238 ; Holy
Family, Nancy, 239 and n. ; Adora-
tion, Citta della Pieve, 240 ; S. Sebas-
tian, Panicale, 240, 241 ; complete
altarpiece at SS. Annvmziata de' Servi,

Florence, 242, 243 ; Madonna and
Saints, Palazzo Penna, 243 and n.,

244 ; Vatican Stanza, 244 ; altarpiece,
S. Agostino, Pervigia (now dispersed),
247, 249, 250 and n. ; latest frescoes,
S. Agnese, Perugia, and at Fontignano
(now in Kensington Museum), 252.

Other works : Altenburg, 262 ; Assisi,

245, 246 ; Berlin, 261 ; Bettona, 246
and n., 247, 251 ; Bologna, 257, 258 ;

Bordeaux, 260 ; Borgo S. Sepolcro,
254 ; Brussels, 262 ; Caen, 260 ;

Cantiano, 255 ; Castiglione del Lago,
255 ; Citta della Pieve, 247, 248 and
n. ; Corciano, 254 ; Dresden, 261 ;

Florence, 255, 256, 262 n. ; Foligno,
244 and n. ; Fontignano, 252 n.,

262 n. ; Frankfort, 262 and n. ; Mar-
seilles, 251 and n. ; Montefalco, 255 ;

Munich, 261, 262 ; Naples, 254, 255 ;
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Nantes, 260 ; Paris (Louvre), 241,

259, 260, 262 n. ; Perugia, 233, 246

and n., 247 and w., 248, 253, 254;

Rome, 257, 262 n. ; S. Petersburg,
260 ; Siena, 246 and n. ; Spello, 248

and n., 249 ; Tre\d, 248, 249 and n. ;

Venice, 258 ; Vienna, 260, 261 ; at

Chantilly, Hanover, Lyons, INIeiningen,

Weimar, 262 n. ;
in England and

Scotland (National Gallery, Dulwich,

Hampton Court, Private Colls.), 241

and n., 258, 259, 262 n. Works lost

or unaccounted for : Aiezzo, 201 ;

Fiesole, 210 and n. ; Rome, 215 n. ;

Venice, 218 and n. ; Siena, 246 and n. ;

Florence, 262 n. Further references,

style, works, &c., ii. 6, 231, 368, 392

and n., 405, 407, 424, 429, 436, 445,

446 ; iii. 25, 29, 49, 52, 63, 64, 65 and

n., 70, 76, 87, 89, 92, 94, 95, 165, 175,

181, 185, 186, 187, 188, 189 and n.,

190, 192, 196, 198, 268, 270, 272,

272-3 »., 274, 277, 278, 283, 286 and
n. (Venice sketch-book), 291, 299 and
n., 302 and n., 303, 305, 306, 307, 323,

324, 325 w., 326 n., 330 and n., 331,

334, 335 and n., 336, 337 and n., 340,

341, 343, 344, 350 n., 351 n., 352,

356 ».. 365, 376, 378, 379, 389 n., 405,

406, 408, 417, 428, 438 »., 441, 444,

452, 470, 502
Peruzzi, Baldassare, iii. 362 ff. Works :

Bologna, 372 ; Carpi, 369 ; London
(cartoon, Nat. Gal.), 372; copies of

cartoon (Nat. Gal., Ellesmere and
Dudlev Colls. : Escurial), 372 and n. ;

Ostia," 369 and n. ; Rome, 362, 363
and n. ; 364 and n. (Vatican), 365-
369 and n. (Famesina Palace), 369-
371 (S. Maria della Pace), 371 and n.,

373 and n. ; Siena, 362, 373 and n.,

374 and n. ; Torre di Bibiano (?), 374
and n. ; works wrongly assigned to,

Berlin, Dublin, Florence, Venice,
374 n., 375 n. Further references,

style, works, &c., iii. 244, 273, 282 n.

Peselli Francesco (Pesellino), ii. 348 ff.

Works : Berlin, 360 ; Frankfort, 360 ;

England (Bromley Coll.), 354 n. ;

Florence. 352 (predella, Lippi's altar-

piece), 353, 354, 355, 356 and n., 358
and n., 359 and n. ; London (Nat.
Gal), 356, 357; (Private Coll.), 360;
Naples, 359, 360 ; Paris (Louvre), 357
and n., 359 and n. ; Rome (Doria),
358, 359 ; doubtful works, 396, 397.
Further references, stvle, works, &c.,
i. 415; ii. 293, 296, 302, 304, 306, 315,
321, 333, 341, 350, 366, 380, 442; iii.

1, 2, 4, 13, 149, 189 n., 202, 203, 219,
222

Pesello (Giuliano d'Arrigo di Giuocolo .

Giuochi), ii. 296 n., 350 ff. ; difficulty
of distinguishing his works from those
of Pesellino, 351, 352 (see the Peselli)

Peter of Apulia, father of Niccola Pisano,
106 and n.

Peter of Rimini, works at Pomposo,
Ravenna, and L^rbania, 318 and n.,

319 and n., 320, 322 ?i.

Petrus Dominici da Montepulciano,
picture in Camaldolese Convent, i. 451
and n.

Petrus Johannis of Bologna, ii. 162
and n.

Petrus PauU, ii. 163 n.

Petrus Paulus de Capellis de Verona,
ii. 187

Philippe (Pippo) Tesauro, i. 267
Pier Francesco di Sandro, iii. 394
Piero Chelini, i. 347 n. ; ii. 488
Piero di Jacopo, goldsmith, i. 289 n.

Piero da Perugia, i. 398
Piero della Francesca (Pietro di Bene-

detto dei Franceschi),'iii. 1 ff. Works :

Arezzo, 6 and n., 7 and n.-9, 10, 14,

21 n. ; Borgo S. Sepolcro, 2 n., 10, 11,

12 w., 15 and n. ; Citt^ di Castello (?),

21 w. ; Boston (Private Coll.), 12 n.,

21 n. ; Florence, 2 and n., 17 ; London
(Nat. Gal.), 12, 13, 102 (from Borgo S.

Sepolcro), 20 and n., 21 n., 61 and n. ;

(British Museum), 9 and n. ; Loreto, 4 ;

Milan, 21 and n. ; Montecchio, 21 n. ;

Perugia, 19, 20 ; Rimini, 5, 6, 7

and n. ; SinigagUa, 20 ; Urbino, 16,

17, 18 ; Venice, 15 and n. ; works

wrongly ascribed to in Nat. Gal.

and Private Colls., England, 14 and
n. ; at Borgo S. Sepolcro, 15 n. ; at

Urbino, 18 ; works in Schifanoia
Palace representative of his school,
19 ; lost works, Ferrara, &c., 18,
20 n.

; doubtful works, 20, 21 and n. ;

works by pupils of, 23, 24. Fiu-ther re-

ferences, style, works, &c., i. 415, 442;
ii. 209, 250, 293 n. ; his architectiu-e,
iii. 4 and n. ; improvements in mode
of oil coloiu-ing, 4, 13 ; his

"
Vision

"

compared with work by Raphael and
tJccello, 9 ; treatise on perspective,
18 ; effect of his genius on schools of

Central Italy, 22 ; 26, 27, 28 and n., 29,

33, 43, 44, 49, 52, 53, 59, 60, 61, 63,

64, 67, 69, 73, 88, 95, 98, 99, 118, 150,
156. 159, 160. 174 and n., 175, 176,

178, 179, 184, 188, 197, 201, 202, 203,

208, 343, 358 and n., 364, 477
^ero di Cosimo, iii. 389 ff. Works :

Berlin, 393, 394 ; Borgo S. Lorenzo
in Mugello, 394 ; Chantillv, 394 ;

ii.

4l4?i. ; Dresden, 394; Dulwich, 394
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Florence, 390 and n., 391, 392 and n.,

393, 394; Glasgow, 394; Hague,
395 ; Harrow, 394 ; London (Nat.
Gal.), 393, 394 ; (Private Colls.), 394;

Lyons, 394 ; Milan, 394 ; New Haven,
395 ; Newlands Manor (Hants), 394 ;

New York, 395 ; Oxford, 394 ; Paris

(Louvre), 392 and n., 394 ; Phila-

delphia, 395 ; Rome, 390, 394 ; S.

Pietro al Torrena, 391, 399 (?) ; Siena,
394 ; Stockliolm, 395 ; Strassburg,
394; Vienna, 395; Worksop, 394;

missing works, Fiesole, Florence, 393 Ji.

Further references, style, works, &c.,
ii. 414, 437 n. ; iii. 05 n., 85, 291 n.,

383, 397, 398, 401, 408, 450, 466, 468,
469, 471, 477 ; and Andrea del Sarto.

483, 484; 508
Piero di Giovaniii, ii. 350
Piero di Lorenzo Pratese, ii. 357 n.

Pietro Antonio da Foligno (Mezzastris),
ii. 261 ; iii. 160 ; possible work bv
(S, M. in Campis), 162. Works':
Assisi, 163 and n., 263 n. ; Caen,
164 n.; Foligno, 162, 163 and n.,

164n. ; Montefalco, ii. 482; Nami,
164 and n.; Spello, 164 ?i. ; Trevi,
164 and n., iii. 329 n.

Pietro da Cortona, iii. 34
Pietro da Gubbio, mosaist, ii. 141
Pietro da Siena (Petrus de Senis), ii. 56 n.

Pietro di Domenico, iii. 101 n., 112 n.,

354 n., 355 n.

Pietro di Francesco, ii. 471
Pietro di Giovanni Pucci, iii. 119 n., 122 ;

his works at Siena, Lucignano, and
Asciano, 122 n.

Pietro di Maestro Galeotto, iii. 205
Pietro di Puccio, i. 330 ; ii. 481. Works :

Orvieto, 330 ; Pisa, 330, 331 and n. :

Perugia (?), i. 331 n.

Pietro di Rimini, ii. 152; iii. 49
Pietro Lino, i. 69 n.

Pietro Lorenzetti, ii. 23 n., 24 n., 70 ;

work ascribed to, 72 n., 75-90.
Works : Arezzo, 77 n., 80, 81 and n.

;

Assisi, 82-80 and n., 89 n. ; Berlin,
88 and n. ; 89 »., 101 n., 102 n. ;

Citta di Castello (?), 76 and n. ; Flor-

ence, 79, 89 n. ; Pisa, 86-88 ; Rome,
78, 88, 90 n. ; Siena, 72 n. ;

" Tavola
dei Nove "

75 ; 77, 78, 79, 80 and n.,

88, 89 and n., 90 n., 92 n. ; otlier

works, in Italy, Buda-Pesth (?),

Miinster, 89-90 n.

Pietruccio di Luca, ii. 140
Pintali, Giovanni, iii. 139 and n.

Pintiuncchio, Bernardino, iii. 263 ff. ;

picture in possession of Sir Anthony
Stirling, 263 ; work at Assisi wrongly
assigned to, 263 n. ; and Raphael,

285-288 ; confounded with Bernar-
dino of Perugia, 295-297. Works :

Altenburg, 294 ; Aracoeli, Cappella
Bufalini, 271, 272 and n. ; Assisi, 293
and n. ; Berlin, 293 and n., 294 ;

Bettona, 293 ; Boston, U.S.A., 295 n. ;

Cambridge, 295 n. ; Citta di Castello,

292 ; Dresden, 293 ; Florence (Pitti,

Lombardi, Strozzi, Torrigiani), 292 ;

Genoa, 295 n. ; Gottingen, 295 n. ;

Gubbio, 293 ; Ireland (Private Coll.),

295 ; Leipzig, 295 n. ; London (Nat.

Gal.), 289 n. (frescoes from Petrucci

Palace), 294 ; Lj^ons, 295 n. : Milan,

289, 293 ; Mombello, 295 n. ; Naples,
292 ; Orvieto (Duomo), 266, 267, 273,
274 ; Oxford, 295 n. ; Paris (Louvre),
294; (Private Coll.), 295 n. ; Peru-

gia (S. Maria de' Fossi), 273, 274, 275

(GaUery, S. Pietro), 292 ; Rome (Six-

tine), 264 and n. ; Palazzo della

Rovere, 264 ; S. M. del Popolo, 264-
266 ; Belvedere, 266, 295 ; Palazzo
di S. Apostolo, 266 ; S. Pietro, 266 ;

Vatican (Apartamento Borgia), 267-
269 ; (Coronation of Virgin from

Perugia), 289 and n. ; Castle of S.

Angelo, 269, 295 ; Borghese, and other

Collections, 292, 295 n. ; frescoes of

uncertain date in various churches,
273 ; S. Petersbvirg, 295 n. ; San

Gimignano (Mont' OUveto), 289, 291 ;

San Severino, 275 ; Schleissheim, 294 ;

Siena, Piccolomini frescoes, 279, 280,

282, 284, 288 ; cartoon for floor of

Duomo, 283 ; Palazzo Petrucci, 289
and n. ; S. Maria degli Angeli, 291 ;

Gallery, 289 n., 290, 291 ;" Duomo,
295 n. ; Spello, Collegiate Church, 277,
278 and n., 279 ; S. Andrea, 290 ;

works in style of, in and near, 279 n. ;

Spoleto, Duomo, 274 and «. ; (Amelia),
293 ; Valencia, 295 n. ; Viemia, 294 ;

Viterbo, 293. Further references to

style, works, &c., ii. 392, 437, 438 ;

iii. 34, 38, 59, 65 n., 70, 75, 76 ; picture
assigned to, 84 ; 173 n., 182, 184, 185,

186, 188 and n., 190, 192 n., 194 and
n., 195, 190, 198, 204, 206, 209, 213,

232, 233, 237, 244 and n., 245, 260,

299 and n., 301 and n., 302, 323 n.,

324 and n., 326, 327, 331, 334, 335
and n., 336, 337, 338 and n., 339, 343,
351 n., 352, 354 n., 356 n., 360, 362,
363 and n., 364, 367

Pisanello. iii. 5, 158, 184, 185 n., 191 n.

Pisano, Vittore, iii. 140, 183

Pisani, see Niccola, Giovanni, Andrea,
Tommaso

Plautilla Nelli, her works at Florence

and Berlin, iii. 437

1
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Poccetti, Bernardo, i. 283 n.

PoUaiuoli, the (Antonio and Piero), ii.

372 ff. ;
silver and bronze works by

Antonio, 376-378 : pictures in Uffizi

and Pitti, 378, 379, 380 ; frescoes, S.

Miniato, 381 ; S. Sebastian (Nat. Gal.),

381 and n., 382 ; Archangel and
Tobit, Turin, 382. Other works at

S. Gimignano and Berlin, 383 and n.

Works assigned or assignable to : Ber-

lin, 387 ; Florence, 384, 385, 386, 387,

399 n.; London (Nat. Gal.), 387;

(Private Coll.), 397; Milan, 386,

399 n. ; Modena, 385, Munich, 385 ;

New Haven, U.S.A., 387 ; New York,
387 ; Staggia, 387. Work in Berlin

(S. Sebastian), wrongly assigned to,

384 ; lost works, 386. Further refer-

ences, style, works, &c., ii. 348, 349,

361, 364 n., 368, 389, 391, 392, 394, 396,

398, 401, 403, 404, 413, 442, 443, 445,

463; iii. 1, 4, 13, 20, 32, 56 n., 68,

189 n., 203, 211, 219, 222, 368, 377,

388, 391 n.

Pompeo Cocchi. Works : Montenior-
cino, iii. 351 n. ; Paris (?), 351 n. ;

Perugia, 351 n. Further references,
iii. 297, 344 n.. 347 n.

Pontelli, Baccio, architect, iii. 4, 16, 25,

27, 28
Pontormo. Works : Alnwick, iii. 514 ;

Bologna, 444 ; Florence, 495 ; Lon-
don (Baring Coll.) (?), 512 ; Lyons (?),

507; Madrid, 510; Panshanger (?),

513 ; Poggio a Caiano, 498 ; Vienna,
509. Further references, style, &c.,

440, 448 n., 450, 458, 490 (lost predella
at Casentino), 499, 510

Povagansa, painter at Pisa, i. 145

Priamo, iii. 104 ; altarpiece at Volterra,
104, 105 ; fresco at Siena, 105 and n.

Procaccini, iii. 351 n.

Puccinelli, Andrea, iii. 374 n.

Puccinelli, Raffaello, iii. 374 n.

Puccio Capanna, i. 314-317. Works :

Assisi, 315 and n., 316, 352, 353 ;

work wrongly assigned to, at, ii.

34; Bologna, 314; Florence, 238
and n., 314 and n. : Pistoia, 316 and
n., 317, 414; ii. 173; Rimini, 314
and n.

Puligo. Works (?) : Bristol, iii. 432 ; Flor-

ence, 437, 480, 508 ; London (Private
Colls.), 431, 512; Longford Castle,
514; Madrid, 511; Modena, 509;
Munich, 431 ; Panshanger, 513 ; S.

Petersburg, 443, 512 ; Vienna, 430,
509 ; Windsor Castle, 514

Raffaelle dei Carli, ii. 439 n. Works :

Florence, 438 n., 439 n. ; Cestello,

Montepulciano, Poggivanai, Prato,

Siena (?), 439 n. ; iii. 385 n., 386 n.,

389 n., 391 n.

RaffaelUno del Garbo (di Bartolommeo,
di Giovanni, di Niccol5 Capponi), ii.

435, 436, 437, 438, 439 n. ; iii. 384 ff.

Works : Berhn, iii. 386, 387 and n.,

389 n. ; Dresden, 387 and n., 389 n. ;

Florence, 385, 386 and n., 388, 389 n. ;

ii. 469 n. ; Glasgow, 389 n. ; London

(Private Colls.), 388, 389 n. ; Lyons,
389 n. ; Mayence, 389 ; Munich, 389 n. ;

ii. 413 n., 427 n. ; Naples, 388, 389 n. ;

ii. 434 n. ; Paris (Louvre), 387 and n. ;

(Private Colls.), 389 w. ; Parma, 389 n.;

Rome, 385; Siena, 385 ; Venice (?), 383,

388 ; Vienna, 388, 389 n. (Mr. Beren-

son does not give all the above to Del

Garbo.) Missing works, 389. Further

references, style, works, &c., ii. 399,

420 ; iii. 255, 262
Rambaldo, Laudadio, ii. 169, 170

Ramo di Paganello, i. 84 and n., 124, 125

Ranuccius of Lucca, i. 131

Raphael, i. 204, 207; ii. 223, 231, 242, 243,

250, 257, 266, 287, 395, 406, 422, 442,

453, 456, 457, 458 and n., 459, 467 n. ;

" Liberation of S. Peter," iii. 9 and n. ;

and Piero della Francesca, 21; 29;

authorship of drawings, Vienna

Academy (?), 31 and n. ; birthplace,

&c., 43, 44, 47, 50, 52, 53 ; frescoes

on wall of his home, 54 and n. ; draw-

ings Berlin Miiseum, 55, 60, 68, 74,

76, 185, 192, 194, 208, 218, 220, 231,

232 ; and Perugino, 234, 235 ; panel,
Alnwick Castle, 236 and n., 238; 239,

241 n., 245, 255, 259, 260, 261, 270,

271, 274; Piccolomini frescoes, 285-

288 ; Venice, sketch-book, 286 and
n. ; 299 and n., 300 n., 301 n., 302,

303, 306, 307, 308, 319, 323, 324, 327,

329 n., 331 n. ; (Coronation at Monte-

luce, 332, 333; 334 and n., 335, 338 n.,

346, 347, 349, 350 n., 351 n., 352, 359,

361 n., 364, 367, 368, 369, 370, 371,

388, 398, 402 n., 403, 404, 405, 406,

407 and n., 408, 411, 412, 414, 418,

419, 420, 426, 433, 442 «., 443, 447,

448 n.. 449 n., 451 and n., 453, 454,

455, 467, 468 and n., 469, 473, 474,

475, 479 ; and Granacci, 480-1 and n.,

483, 487, 492, 494, 497 ; portrait of

Leo X., 500, 501 ; 502, 512

Rembrandt, iii. 3, 32

Riccio, iii. 69
Ricco di Lapo, i. 263, 333
Rinaldo of Mantua, iii. 372 n.

Rinaldo of Siena, i. 149 n., 153 n.

Rirforzato, painter at Siena, i. 153 n.

Ristoro Cioni, i. 356
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Robertus, scvdptor, font by, at Lucca,
i. 96 and n.

Robertiis di Oderisio, i. 278 and n.

Rodolfino, sculptor, i. 96 and n.

Romano (1857), iii. 227 n.

Romano Bembo, iii. 288
Romano di Paganello, i. 153 n.

Rondinelli, iii. 34

Rosario, ii. 286 n.

Rosselli. See Cosimo and Matteo
Rossellino. See Bernardo
Rosso, iii. 347, 348, 350 n., 461, 471,

478 n., 483 ; work at Vienna (?),

510
Rubens, ii. 223
Rustici, Giovanni Francesco, iii. 94,

282, 488, 495

Rustico, Florentine painter, i. 161
Rustico Cennis, i. 379
Rusuti, Filippo, i. 177, 192. Works:

Assisi (?), 192, 196; Rome, 192 and
n., 193 and n. ^

Salvanello, painter at Siena, i. 149 and
n. ; iii. 127 n.

Salvetti, Francesco, iii. 211

Salviati, iii. 511, 512, 514
S. Severino, the, iii. 49
Sano di Pietro, iii. 123 ff. Works

Altenburg, 125 n. ; Buonconvento,
125 ; Dresden, 125 n. ; England
(Royal and Private Colls.), 125 to. ;

Gualdo, 125 ; Paris (Louvre), 125 n. ;

Pienza, 125 ; Rome, 125 n. ; Siena,
ii. 106 ; iii. 107 »., 124, 125 and n.,

126 and n., 121 n. ; S. Quirico, 125;
works wrongly ascribed to, at Berlin
and Cologne, 125 n. ; his miniatures,
126 n. Further references, style,

works, &c., ii. 6, 72 n. ; iii. 98 n., 99,

105, 107 n., 108, 109 n., 113, 121, 128

Sansovino. See Jacopo
Santi di ApoUonio, iii. 205, 223

Santi, Giovanni, iii. 43 ff. Works :

Berlin, 57 and n., 58 n. ; Cagli, 45-
48; England (Private Coll.), 57;
Fano, 50, 51 and n. ; Gradara (near

Pesaro), 53, 54; London (Nat. Gal.),
50 and n., 58 n. ; Milan, 57 ; Monte-
fiorentino, 56 ; Ron\e, 49, 50, 57 ;

Scotland (Private Coll.), 57 n. ;

Urbino, 54, 55 and n., 56 and n., 57,
58 n. ; traces of his manner in pic-
tures, by inferior artists, 50 and n.

Further references, stvle, works, &c.,
iii. 14 n., 16, 18, 21", 22, 29; and
Justus of Ghent, 51, 52; 63, 67, 68,

98, 153, 169
Santo di Tito, iii. 461
Sassetta (Stefano di Giovanni), iii. 119 ff.

Works: Asciano, 120 and n. ; Bar-

nard Castle, 123 ; Berlin, 121 n.,

124 n. ; Bordeaux, 123 ; Borgo S.

Sepolcro, 121 and n., 122 n.; Buda-
Pesth, 124 n. ; Chantilly, 123 ;

Chevemy, 123 ; Chiusdino, 122 ; Cor-

tona, 121 and n. ; Cologne, 121 n. ;

Dijon, 123 ; Englewood, New Jersey,
124 w. ; Florence, 122 n. ; Frome, 123;
Grosseto, 122 ; Locko Park, 123 ;

London (Nat. Gal.). 123; Milan,
123 ; Montpellier, 124 ; New Haven,
U.S.A., 124 ; Paris (Louvre and
Private Colls.), 120, 123; Pienza, 123 ;

Rome, 123 ; San Severino, 123 ;

Settignano, 112; Siena, 120 and n.,

121 and n., 123, 127 n. (?) ; Crucifix

at Siena, wrongly assigned to, ii. 19,

iii. 120 n. Further references, style,

works, &c., ii. 73 n. ; iii. 98 «., 99
and n., 108, 122 n., 126 n.

Schiavo, Paolo, ii. 232
Sebastian del Piombo. Works : Rome,

iii. 366, 371 ; portrait of Clement VII.,
448 n. ; works wrongly assigned to,

Perugia and Berlin, 350 w., 456
Seccadinari, Ercole, architect, iii. 372

Segna. See Niccola and Francesco

Segna of Siena, i. 198 n. ; ii. 1, 20-22.
Works : Arezzo, 21 ; Castiglione
Fiorentino, 20, 21 and n. ; Citta di

Castello, 76 n. ; London, 22 ; Siena,

20, 21, 22 and w., 23 n. ; Valdicchiana,
22 n. ;

other works at Florence, S.

Gimignano, Grosseto, S. Casciano,
Utrecht, 22 n. References to, iii.

99, 120

Sellajo, work at Florence, ii. 411 n. ; at

Berlin, iii. 386 n.

Seraitecolo. See Niccol6

Seraphini, Paolo de', ii. 168 n.

Seraphini, Seraphino de', of Modena, ii.

168 and n.

Siculo, Jacopo, commissioned to decorate

Cappella Eruli, Baptistery, Spoleto,
iii. 319 and n. ; similar work on
Palazzo Arone and at Rieti, 319,
320 and n. ; earliest independent work,
S. Mamigliano, 320 and n. ; frescoes

and stall figures at Spoleta, 321 and n. ;

works at Norcia, Ferentillo, 321 ;

other works of the same class, 321 n.

Signorelli, Antonio, iii. 84

Signorelli, Francesco, iii. 83, 84

Signorelli, Luca, iii. 59 ff. Works :

Altenburg, 81 ; Arcevia, 75, 76 and
n. ; Arezzo, 61, 77, 78, 82 n. ; Ascoli,

78 n. ; Bergamo, 82 n. ; Berlin, 62

and n., 83 n. ; Borgo S. Sepolcro, 79 ;

Cassel, 83 n. ; Castiglione Fiorentino,

79, 82 n. ; Citta di Castello, 61, 66

and n., 68, 69 and n., 77, 79 ; Cortona,
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66. 75 and n., 77, 78, 79 ; Dresden, 63

and n. ; Dublin, 83 n. ; Florence, 62-

63, 80, 81, 255 and n. (?) ; Foiano, 78 ;

Genoa, 85 ; La Fratta, 77, 78 ; Liver-

pool, 82 ; Lo.idon (Private Colls.), 63,

70, 81, 82 and n., 83 n. (Nat. Gal.), 66,

67, 78 n., 82 n. ; Loreto, ii. 318 n. ;
iii.

63, 64; Lucignano, 82 n. ; Milan, 61,

81 ; Monte Oliveto (see Siena) ; Monte-

pulciano, 82 n. ; Morra, 82 n. ; Or-

vieto, i. 210; ii. 284 n. ; iii. 71-74,

75 and n., 82 n. ; Paris (Louvre), 81

(Private Coll.), 83 w. ; Meiningen,
83 n. ; Milan, 85 ; Miinich, 83 n. ;

New Haven, U.S.A., 83 n. ; Perugia,
65, 66 and n. ; Philadelphia, 83 n. ;

Richmond (Surrey), 83 n. ; Rome, 64,

65, 76, 82 n., 272-3 w. ; St. Petersbvu-g,

82; Scotland (Private Colls.), 82;
Siena, 69, 70, 75, 112 w., 131 «. ;

Sinilunga, 82 n. ; Spoleto, 66 n. ; Ur-

bino, 68 ; Vienna, 67 and n., 68 and n.,

81 ; Volterra, 67 and n., 68and n.

82 n. Lost works, 62 and n., 82 ;

inferior school pieces, 84, 85 ; two
Nativities wrongly ascribed to, 85, 86.

Further references, style, works, &c.,

ii. 4, 21, 23, 25, 32, 33, 34, 43, 49, 87,

89, 90, 92, 94, 98, 169, 194, 203, 205,

207, 219, 225, 227 and «., 244, 245,

265, 272, 273, 278, 289, 294, 334 and n.,

343, 352, 364, 404, 469 n.

Simon Camaldulensis, i. 450
Simone "

de' Crocifissi," ii. 156, 157 and
n., 163 n.

Simone di Bartolommeo of Bologna, ii.

152
Simone Martini of Siena, i. 134 n., 151,

153 and 7i., 229 n. ; frescoes in the

Cappellone dei Spagnuoli wrongly as-

signed to, i. 309, 313 ; ii. 45-47 ;

frescoes in Campo Santo wrongly as-

signed to, i. 330, 334, 358 ; ii. 31 n.,

42-44 ; ii. 1, 2 n., 4, 25-58 ; portrait
of Robert of Naples, 29, 30 ; and the

Lorenzetti, 86, 99. Works : Antwerp,
55 and n., 57 n. ; Assisi, ii. 33-37
and n., 38 and n., 57 n. ; Avignon, 49,

50, 51-54, 58 n. ; Florence, 40, 45-48,
48 and n., 57 n. ; Liverpool, 55 ;

Milan (illuminated Virgil), 48 and n. ;

Naples, 30, 41 and n., 57 n. ; Orvieto,
32 and n., 33 and n. ; Oxford, 55
n. ; Paris (Private Coll.), 55 and n. ;

(Louvre), 58 n.; Pisa, 30 and n., 31
and n., 42, 57 n. ; Siena, 26 and n.,

27 and n., 28 and n., 38, 39 and n., 40,
58 n. ; other works at Arcidosso, Cas-
sello del Piano, and Scanzano, 39, 40 ;

at Berlin, Rome, 57-58 n. ; lost works,
40, 41, 42 ; pictures assigned to in

Berlin and Siena gallery, 63, 64, 70
and n. Fvirther references, style,

works, &c., iii. 109, 116, 124, 127 n.,

330, 360, 367
Simone Napoletano, i. 267 ; works sup-

posed to be by, 268, 269, 270 ; is he
identical with Simone Martini of

Siena
5?), 270; 273

Soggi, Niccol6, iii. 93 ff. Works : Arezzo,
93, 94, 95 ; Florence, 463 ; Maruana
in Valdicchiana, 97 ; Monte Sansovino,
97 ; Prato, 94, 95, 96 ; Rome, 94 ;

Sargiano, 97

Sogliani, Giovanni Antonio, iii. 459 ff.

Works : Anghiari, 461 ; Berlin, 460
and 71. ; Brescia, 430, 462 ; Brussels,

462; Fiesole, 461 ; Florence, 382 n.,

459, 460 and n., 462 ; Hamilton
Palace (?), 432; London, 444, 462;
Nancy (?), 511; Paris, 462; Pisa,

459, 460, 461 and n. ; Tiu-in, 462.

Further references, style, works, &c.,

iii. 96, 383, 430, 434 n., 444, 457 n.

Solsemus, mosaist, i. 68 n.

Spagna, Lo (Giovanni di Pietro), iii.

299 ff. ; his share in works at Perugia,
299 ; S. Sebastian and fresco at

Panicale, 299 ; his imitative manner
shown in Madonna della Spineta, 299,
300 ; Ancajani altarpiece, Berlin, 300,
301 ; panel of S. Girolamo, Perugia,
301, 302 ; drawing in British Museum,
301 n. ; panel (Stafford House), 302;
Mr. Maitland's

"
Christ on the Mount,"

302, 303 and n. ; other works:

Amelia, 314 ; Ashridge, 318 n. ;

Assisi, S. Francesco, 309, 310 and n.

(near), 314 ; Bettona, 314 ; Caen,

Sposalizio (?), 318 n. ; Case, 316, 317 ;

Deruta, 315 ; Eggi, 312 and n., 316 ;

Englewood, U.S.A., 318 w.; Feren-

tillo, 316; Florence, Pitti, 315-316,
318 H. ; Frome, 318w. ; Gavelli, 311

and n. ; London (Nat. Gal., Hertford

House, and Private Colls.), 302 w.,

304 n., 317, 318 n, 431 ; Milan, 318 n. ;

Montefalco, 314-315 and n. (?), 318 n. ;

Naples, 318 n. ; Narni, Coronation,
now generally given to Ghirlandaio,

304 and n.. 305 and «., 318 »i. ;
Paris

(Lou\Te), 318 ; Patrico, 316 ; Peru-

gia, Gallery and S. Pietro, 315 ; Phila-

delphia, 303 n. ; Rome, La Magliana,
307, 308 and n. ; Palazzo Colonna,
316 ; Lateran, and Private Colls.,

318 n.; Rovigo, 303 and w. ; S.

Petersbiirg, 318 ; Scotland (Hamilton
Palace and Glentyan), 317-318 ; Spo-
leto (Pinacoteca, Palazzo Comimale,
and churches). 308, 309 and n., 310, 311

and n., 312, 313 and n., 316 ; Terni,
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314 ; Todi, 304 and n., 305 and n.,

315 ; Trevi, 305 and n., 306 and n. ;

Vienna, 318 n. ; Viterbo, 317 ; Visso,
318 n. Further references, style,

works, &c., ii. 232 n., 341, 437 ; iii.

34, 164 n., 198, 199, 231, 233, 240, 241,
255 and n., 258, 260, 271, 274 ».,

279 n., 287, 291, 292, 293, 319, 321 n.,

322 and n., 323, 324, 327, 329 n., 331 n.,

335, 338 and n., 345 and n., 431

Speranza, iii. 341

Spinelli. See Parri

Spinello of Arezzo, i. 330, 391, 417, 420,
422-432 ; ii. 6. Works : Anletta,
i. 398 n., 432 n. ; Arezzo, 423, 424, 425,
and »., 426 ; Cologne (Ramboux),
426; Florence, 422, 427, 429, 431
and n., 432 ; Gubbio, 431 ; London

'(Nat. Gal.), 425 and n., 431; Pisa,

330, 422, 427, 428; Siena, 422, 430,
431 ; lost and obliterated works :

Florence, 423, 424 and n., 426 ; Casen-

tino, 424 ; Arezzo, 424 n., 428 n. ;

Siena, 429

Squarcione, ii. 194 ; iii. 49, 297

Squazzella, iii. 497, 514

Stammatico, i. 71

Stampa, Girolamo, iii. 310 n.

Stamina. See Gherardo
Stefano d'Antonio, i. 443 and n.

Stefano da Zevio, ii. 187
Stefano Fiorentino, i. 326, 333-335 ;

works assigned to : Pisa, 334 ; Florence,

334; Pistoia, 335; Perugia (?), 335.

Lost works : Rome, Milan, Assisi, and
Florence, 335 and n.

Stefano of Venice, i. 397 ; ii. 202 and n.

Stefano of Verona, i. 398 g

Stefanone, i. 278, 279 and n., 280
Stefantis of Rome, i. 49, 51

Stephano di S. Ginesio, iii. 155 and >i.

Suardi, Bartolommeo. See Bramantino

Symon de Corbeta, ii. 195 n.

Taddeo Bartoli, ii. 111^. Works:
Asciano, 123 n. ; Badia a Isola,

123 n. ; Cambridge, U.S.A., 123 n. ;

Collegarli, HI n. ; CoUe in Val d'Elsa,
123 n. ; Englewood, New Jersey,
123 n. ; Florence, 123 n.; Genoa,
111; Grenoble, 1 1 1 n. ; Ginestreto,
124r^. ; Hanover, 124 n.; Monte-

pulciano, 116 and n. ; Montalcino,
116 ; Miinster, 124 n. ; Naples, 123 n.,

124 re. ; Oldenburg, 124 n. ; Paris

(Louvre), 111. 112 and ?i. ; Pisa, i.

331; ii. 112-114, 114 71., 124 n. ;

Perugia, 117, 118, 124 n.; Ravenna,
123 n. ; Rome, 123 n., 124 n. ; Settig-
nano, 123 jz. ; Siena, 115, 116 and n.,

118, 119, 120 and n., 121, 122 and n..

123 n., 124 n.; iii. 125 n. ; Utrecht,
123 n.; work at Berlin, wrongly
assigned to, 123. Further references,

style, works, &c., ii. 1, 6, 48, 103 ;

iii. 98, 99, 127, 136, 137, 139, 141, 142,

146, 149, 150, 161, 177, 180
Taddeo Gaddi, ii. 296^. Works:

Assisi, 212 ; Berlin, 300, 301 and n.,

302, 303; Florence, 196 n., 297-299
and n., 300, 303 and n., 304 and n.,

305 and n., 306 and n., 307 and n.,

309-312, 390, 413 n., 434, 435 ; ii.

31 n., 63 and n. ; Pisa, 307, 308 and
n. ; Siena, 302 ; ii. 86 n. ; works

assigned to in National Gallery, 446,

447 ; perished works, 307 and n., 308 ;

works in style of, 306 and n. Further

references, style, works, &c., i. 193

and n., 286 and n. ; and Giovanni da
Milano, 336, 337; 345, 351, 387, 388,

417 ; ii. 188 n. ; iii. 211
Tafi. See Andrea
Tamagni, iii. 310, 311 «., 319 and n.,

321 n.

Tanus, painter at Pisa, i. 145
Teofane of Constantinople, ii. 169
Tesanro. See Philippo
Thifemate. See Francesco di Citta di

Castello
Tiberio d'Assisi, iii. 329-31. Works:

Assisi, 328 n., 330 and n., 331;
Berlin (?), 330 n. ; Beltona, 330 n. ;

Castelritoldi, 330 n. ; Foligno, 330 n. ;

Montefalco, 329, 330 and n. ; Mm-elli,

330 n. ; Perugia, 330 n. ; Tre\n, 329

and n. Further references, i. 71 n. ;

iii. 93, 164 n., 191, 194, 259, 261, 279 n.

292, 293, 294, 339, 345 and n.

Timoteo Vi: iii. 56 n., 182, 259, 331,

334 n.

Tino di Camaino, i. 295
Tio di Francesco of Fabriano, ii. 142

Titian, ii. 192, 249, 257; iii. H, 218 n.,

367, 494
Tom6. See Luca di

Tommasi. See Niccola
Tommaso di Lazzaro, ii. 172

Tommaso di Marco, i. 385
Tommaso di Stefano, i. 342 and n. ;

iii. 383
Tommaso of Modena, ii. 163, 164 and

n., 165 and n.

Tommaso Pisano. son of Andrea, i. 294.

Works : Pisa. 294, 295
Torriti. See Jacobus
Traini. See Francesco

Tribolo, iii. 483
Turino Vanni, ii. 129, 130

Turretto, mosaist, i. 79 n., 145 and n.

L"^ccELLO. See Paolo

2s
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Ugolino, iii. 99, 120

Ugolino di Prete liario, i. 93, 94, 369 ;

ii. 150

Ugolino di Pietro, ii. 18

Ugolino of Siena, i. 134 n., 151, 153,

333 ; ii. 1, 5, 17, 18. Works : Assisi,

20 n. ; Cologne (Ramboux), 19 ;

Florence, 18 and n., 19 and n., 20,

395 ; Siena, 19 and n., 20 n. ; other

works mentioned by Vasari, 20

Ugolino Neri, ii. 17. 18

Ursone of Bologna, ii. 152

Van der Goes, iii. 17

Van der Weyden, iii. 147

Van Eycks, the, ii. 223, 310, 316, 355 ;

iii. 2, 3, 4, 11, 13, 52, 202, 223, 239

Vanni. See Andrea, Betto, Lippo,
Turino, and Vincinius

Vanni di Bono of Siena, i. 145 and n.,

153 n., 269 ; ii. 129

Vannucci. See Perugino
Vasari, Lazzaro, iii. 59 and n.

Vecchietta (Lorenzo di Pietro), iii. 106 ff.

Works : Badia a Isola, 1 10 n. ; Carls-

ruha, 110 M.; Castiglione d'Orcia,
llOn. ; Cologne, 110 n.; Florence,
108 and n., 109 ; Liverpool, ii. 361 n. ;

iii. 110 n.; Narni, llOn. ; Paris

(Cluny), 110 n.; Pienza, 108 and n.,

110 n. ; Siena, 106, 107 and n., 109,

110 and n., 115 n. ; Settignano, 110 n.

Fiu-ther references, style, works, &c.,

iii. 98 and n., 99 and n., 101 and w.,

102, 113, 120, 124, 128

Vecellio, iii. 367
Ventura di Gualtieri, i. 153 n.

Verlas, Franciscus. Works : Milan,

(Brera), iii. 340 ; Sareedo, 341 and n. ;

Schio, 340 and n. ; Velo, 341 and n.

Veronese, iii. 498
'

Verrocchio, Andrea del, ii. 388 ff. Works :

Colleoni Monument, 390, 393 ; Boy
and Dolphin of Careggi, 391 ; Uffizi,

"David," 391, 392, 404; S. Thomas
at Orsanmichele, 392 ; Baptism, Aca-

demy, Florence, 392, 393-395, 396;

picttu-es assigned to, in Berlin, Dresden,
and ]\Iunich Galleries, 396 ; doubtful

works, 397-399 and n. ; lost pictiu-e,

393 w. Further references, ii. 208,

214, 317, 361, 367, 374, 400, 403,

404, 436 n., 467 n.; iii. 1, 4; pictures
attributed to, 14 n. ; 15, 189 n., 201,

202, 203, 219, 222 ; and Lorenzo di

Credi, 376, 377 ; pictures at Florence,
and in National Gallerv (?), 377 n.;

378, 379, 383, 385, 388, 401, 40G, 437 ;

panel in Uffizi, 467 n.

Verrocchio, Giovanni (Giuliano?), iii. 211

Vicino, mosaist, i. 79 n.

Vincenzo da S. Gimignano (" Tamagni "),

ii. 341
Vincenzo Pagani, iii. 340 and n.

Vincinius Varmi of Pistoia, painting in

Campo Santo at Pisa, i. 326
Visino. Works: Bologna (?), iii. 444;

Venice (?), 444
Vitale of Bologna, ii. 153, 154, 160

Vite. See Antonio
Vittorio, son of Francesco of Pisa, i.

145 and n.

Vivaldo, painter at Pisa, i. 145 and n.

Vivarini, the, iii. 215 n.

Vivarini, Antonio, work in Berlin

Museum, iii. 143; 157, 168 n., 354

WiLiGELMUS, sculptor, i. 102 n.

Zaccagna, Turpino, iii. 83, 84

Zacchia, iii. 391

Zagganelli. iSee' Cotignola
Zenale (Bernardino Martini), ii. 197 n.

Zoppo, Marco, iii. 83

THE END
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